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19 14-A Retrospect.
Though few people have any reason to love the year

1914 it must be admitted that it will always stand out
in history as the year in which the aeroplane showed
its true value.

Even before the war the tremendous long and high
flights made by men like Herren Bohm, Basser, Langer,
Thelen, Linnekogel, and Oelerich, MM. Gilbert, Garaix,
Pourpe, Garros, Brindejonc des Moulinais, and Legag-
neux, and the Russian Sikorski, apart altogether from
the acrobatics of the lesser aviators, indicated the possi-

bilities of the aeroplane simply as a means of loco-

motion.
Since war broke out the aeroplane has done such

surprising things that even the least imaginative in-

habitant of this country has begun to realise that we
have in it at least a very necessary adjunct to Naval
and Military operations, and very possibly a \-ehicle

for ordinary use in such time as war maj- cease.

In going through the issues of this paper for the
past year one cannot fail to be struck by the pre-

dominance of Germany in all that concerned aviation.

The official support given to German constructors at a
time when our own constructors were struggling for

their lives, the wonderful thoroughness and efficiency

of the constructors themselves, the extraordinary organi-
sation of everything connected with the new arm, give
one furiously to think, in the light of later events. It

may be that the date of the war had not been fixed,

but it is certain that some unseen, and probabl}^ rm-
human, force was steadily moving everyth'ing towards
war. That Germany should have failed to^btain the
command of the air is one of those curious freaks of

fate which can only be explained by the theory that
the British are the Chosen People of this ej^och. By
all the rules of science our little air fleet ought to have
ceased to exist, along with our "contemptible little

Army," about a week after war was declared. Why it

did not vanish I hope to attempt to explain at a later

date, but the wonder of its existence remains.
The truth about the Germans is excellently put by a

writer in the "Times" who says :

—"They are really a

people immensely laborious, docile, and wrong-headed,
but formidable because of the combination of all these
qualities. They are as ignorant as they are learned . . ,

and their intelligence in detail is only equalled by their

stupidit}' about main issues. In fact, they are merely
human, and having aimed fanatically at a certain kind
of strength they have the weaknesses incidental to

that strength. The individual German is to us, if we
can catch him alone and look at him calmly, still a
little ridiculous, and the nation consists of individual
Germans. But when a man seems ridiculous his pres-
tige, whether good or evil, is gone, and so it is with
a nation. We shall fight the Germans better if we can
laugh at them a little, and in doing so we shall follow
our own national tradition which has kept us so often
out of panic and cruelty. The war for us is a job to be
accomplished, a disorder to be overcome, as if we were
policemen dealing with a mob, not men fighting with
devils."

In fact, like our friends of the Royal Aircraft Factory,
the Germans have too much science and not enough
sense. If we in this country had just a bit more of

both we should get the job done sooner, but we can at

lea.st be thankful that, on the whole, we have more
sense than science, at any rate, the average Flying
Officer of the R.F.C. has, and that is one reason why he
wins through. Nevertheless, with all the warnings
placed before us of Germaiij^'s preparations for the

aerial side of war, it is a pity that more was not done
to put our Services on something like an equal footing.

A glance through the following retrospect of the year
up to the time when war broke out, shows how clear

those warnings were.
In this retrospect I have stated facts, without, in

most cases, drawing any inference from them. The
lessons are too obvious to need explanation. No men-
tion is made of deaths in aeroplane accidents, as there

has hardly been enough information obtainable about
those occurring abroad to enable one to learn anything
of value from them. The names of British aviators

killed, and of foreigners killed in this countiy,
will be given separatelj'. Let us hope that, despite

the perils of war, the list will be proportionately
smaller in the coming 5'ear, though, considering the
amount of fl3'ing done in the past year, it is actually
ver}' small. In most cases the deaths were quite avoid-
able, and it is to be hoped that their lessons have been
learned by those responsible for them.
On the brighter side of the picture, we maj^ pride

ourselves on the fact that we have produced in this

country the fastest machines in the world for their

power, in the small biplanes commonlv known as

"tabloids," which were originated by the vSopwitli Co.,

and have been built with variations by the Martin-
Handasjale, Bristol and Armstrong-Whitwortli firms.

The big seaplanes built by the vShort, White, and vSop-

with firms, are the fastest machines of their type in

the world. Also, the Avro is the most efficient two-
seater of its power in the world. All this has been
done by sheer British obstinacy, in a most unscientific

way, and despite official discouragement. On the same
principle of obstinac}- under difficulties the Aircraft
Manufacturing Co. has built up a big business, and is

turning out machines which are better than their

French originals, and the \'ickers Company has pro-

duced a really useful gun-carrier.

On the whole we might have done very much worse.
Let us, therefore, consider tlie happenings of the year.

January.

The New Year's Honours List contained the names of

sex'eral officers connected with aviation. Captain Murray
-Sueter, R.N., Director of the Air Department of the Admiralty,

and Captain Godfrey Paine, R.N., Commandant of the Cen-

tral Flving School, were mnde Companions of the Bath, and
Lt. Usbornc was made a Commander, R.N. Major Trenchard,

'D.S.O., Assistant Commandant at the Central Flying School,

and Major Fulton, R.A., who had just been apjxiinted head of

the new Aeronautical Inspection Department of the Royal

Flying Corps, were also made C.Bs.

The formation of the Aeronautical Inspection Department,
which tooli place during January, under Major Fulton, was
the first step in reforming the greatest evil in the previous

history of the Royal Flying Corps, in that it placed the accept-

ance of Military Aeroplanes under an officer of the Royal
Flying Corps, instead of compelling the manufacturers to

submit their machines to the approval of an establishment

wliic.h was practically a direct competitor, and was obviously

SMITHSONIAN nor 9 7 MKO
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hostile to them. The new Department has done excellent

work throughout the year, and Major Fulton has recently been

graded as Wing Commander with temporary rank of Lieut.

-

Colonel.

In Naval aviation, the first steps were taken towards mak-
ing the Isle of Grain into a seaplane station to control the

approaches to London, and the first signs were given of the

Royal Naval Air Service absorbing the Coast Guard Service.

Early in the month, a protest was made in this paper against

the placing by the War Office of large orders for "B.E." 'bi-

planes. It was then stated that "it does not appear that

corresponding orders have been issued for British aeroplanes

of any constructor's own designs, despite the fact that there

are those which surpass the B.E. in efficiency." Almost at

the same time, the new 8o-h.p. Avro was produced, and on its

first tests gave a range of speed between 30 and 83 miles per

hour, carrying a pilot, a ii-stone passenger, and three

hours' fuel. TTiis maximum speed has since been increased.

Despite this performance, this type of machine was not en-

couraged by the War Office, and we are now paying for the

mistake, because the improved Avro of this type has turned

out to be by far the best two-seater tractor biplane at present

used by the Royal Flying Corps, but, owing to the preference

given to B.Es. at this period, the supply is not as large as

one could wish.

During January the Wight seaplane, i6o-h.p. Gnome, weigh-

ing loaded 2,400 lbs., put up a speed range of 31-63 m.p.h.,

and a climbing speed of 500 feet per minute, which, at the

time, was the best performance done by a seaplane.

On the 2 1 St Lieut. Seddon, R.N., flew from Isle of Grain to

Plymouth on a Maurice Farman seaplane, 350 miles, the

longest voyage done in the day up to that date.

In civilian flying, January was chiefly noted for the un-

broken sequence of flying exhibitions and competitions at

Hendon on Saturdays and Sundays, and for the various exhibi-

tion flights at provincial centres by the late Mr. Hamel, Mr.

Hucks, Mr. Raynham, and others. On the i6th, the Grahame-
W'hite Aviation Co. gave a "looping the loop" dinner at the

Royal Automobile Club, everything being done topsy-turvy.

On the 29th Mr. Hamel gave a flying exhibition at Windsor
Castle by command of the King.
During January, a series of articles obviously inspired by

friends of the Royal Aircraft Factory, appeared in the

Engineering Supplement of the "Times," condemning the

aeroplane industry, and ex.ilting the Royal Aircraft Factory.

These were duly controverted, and their inaccuracy e.xposed

by Mr. Whittaker in this paper.

In France a new directorate of military aeronautics was
established, and the post of Permanent Inspector was abolished.

The new system worked badly, and the French Flying Corps
felt the effect of this maladministration seriously at the be-

ginning of the war. There was much scandal in the French
Press during the month concerning the insufficiency in the

(upply of military aeroplanes, but the full extent of the scandal

has never been revealed. M. Girod, deputy for Doubs led the

attack on officialdom with great success.

Among civilian aviators there was an epidemic of looping

the loop, which affected practically all the well-known pilots.

Much good flying was done, M. Gilbert being credited with

rising to 500 metres (1,640 feet) in 70 seconds on a Morane
loo-h.p., g-cylinder Le Rhone. On the 31st, M. Garaix took

six passengers to a height of 6,000 feet on the Paul Schmitt

biplane. On the i6th, the French rigid airship, the Spiess,

voyaged over Paris, since when she has done little. On the

same day the Adjudant Vincenot remained in the air for 18

hours.

In Germany, plans were laid down, with the active support

of the War Department, for the various great flying competi-

tions which took place later in the year. The Zeppelin,

LZ22, was completed during the month, and taken over by
the German Army, being numbered officially Z VII. The
Zeppelin, "Sachsen," hired by the Navy to replace L II,

which exploded, flew from Cuxhaven to Heligoland and back.

A loo-h.p. Curtiss flying boat was delivered to the German
Navy. At that period Germany was said to possess 16 air-

ship sheds, 7 single, and 9 double, or accommodation for 25
airships.

In Russia M. Sikorsky succeeded in timing up his big bi-

plane. This machine has a span of 125 feet, weighs 3^ tons,

and was driven by four loo-h.p. .^rgus engines, ft has since

done much good flying, but, contrary to newspaper reports, it

is not used in the war.

In Italy a number of Savoia biplanes, H. Farman type, were
delivered to the GK)vernment. The aviator Pensuti raised the

Italian height record on the 2gth to 13,300 feet on a Caproni
mono., 80-h.p. Gnome. In Egypt much flying took place.

Mr. Frank McClean, Mr. Ogilvie, and Mr. Horace Short
started their voyage up the Nile to Khartoum on a Short
biplane. The late M. Marc Pourpe started from Cairo and
arrived at Khartoum on January 12th. Captain Watt, Mr.
Samuel Pierce, and MM, Olivier and Vedrines and Bonnier
also flew in Egypt, M. Bonnier being the first to encircle the

Pyramids.

In the United States, Mr. Daniels, Secretary of the Navy,
in his report to Congress, put in a strong plea for the United
States air services. The same plea was repeated even more
strongly a few days ago. In the intervening twelve months
very little progress has been made.
Mr. Lincoln Beachy flew for a matter of 300 feet inside an

exhibition hall at San Francisco, and thus became the first

indoor flier. A regular ferry service between Tampa and St.

Petersburg, Florida, was established, with a couple of Benoist
flying-boats, indicating the beginning of a regular industry.

February.

February was notable for the fact that the Air Department
at the Admiralty instituted the sound policy of encouraging the

aeroplane industry with large orders. This policy has enabled
several of our best aeroplane manufacturers to carry on when,
if they had been dependent on the War Oflicc, they would have
retired from business, and therefore the Royal Flying Corps
may thank the Air Department for the possession of a large

proportion of the aeroplanes on which they have done such
good work.

.^t the War Office strenuous efforts were made to accelerate

the delivery of Mark B.E. aeroplanes to the Army, in order

to make a good show in the Army Estimates.

On the 7th, Mr. Churchill, First Lord of the Admiralty,
paid a visit to Isle of Grain and Eastchurch, making the

journey from Tilbury to these places by air.

A splendid performance was put up early in the month by a

Short tractor seaplane, which, carrying pilot, passenger, wire-

less apparatus, and 43 hours' fuel, was officially timed to do

76j miles per hour.

At the beginning of the month a new 8o-h.p. Avro, piloted

by Mr. Raynham, with Mr. McGeagh Hurst as passenger,

climbed 5,000 feet in 10 minutes and 10,500 feet in 25 minutes.

On the 4th, Mr. Raynham took his 80-h.p. Avro to 15,000 feet

over Brooklands, then, stopping his engine, glided to Hendon
(21 miles), which still ranks as the longest glide on record.

On the 20th, Mr. Churchill flew on a Sopwith biplane at

Hendon, and on the 21st and 22nd on various seaplanes at

Portsmouth, on each occasion controlling the machines him-
self when in the air.

On the i8th, the War Office issued the syllabus of a series

of official tests for aeroplanes of private design, thus showing
for the first time that the Royal Flying Corps was beginning
to break away from the leading-strings of so-called "experts."
On the 2ist, a Supplementary Estimate for Military Aviation

was laid before the House of Commons by Colonel Seely, the

amount being ;^296,ooo, demonstrating the lack of foresight

displayed by this Minister in the original E'stimate. The
necessity for a supplementary estimate was foretold by Mr.
Whittaker when the original Estimate was presented.

The British height record with a passenger was raised by
Mr. Raynham, accompanied by Mr. Hurst, to 14,300 feet on
a standard Avro, 80-h.p. Gnome. Certain small alterations in

the Wight seaplane raised its speed to 72 m.p.h. A new
school was opened at Hendon by Mr. Geo. W. Beatty, who
organised the school so as to teach pupils entirely on the dual-

control principle.

Concerning foreign aviation, emphasis was laid in this paper
on Germany's preparedness for action in the air, a descrip-

tion being given of the method by which the Germans' stock

of reserve machines was kept constanrlv in flying order. The
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formation of a new aeroplane station at Nordholz, near Cux-
haven, with 600 men, was made known. It was also an-
nounced that the new Zeppelin factory at Potsdam and sheds
at Cuxhaven were approaching completion, and that L.Z. 23
went out for her first tests on February 21st. Further, it was
stated that during the previous month at the Johannisthal
aerodrome alone 112 pilots made 2,398 ascents on 29 days, the

figures being unapproachable in this country by all our aero-

dromes together.

A number of very fine flights by German aviators were
done during the month. On the 3rd, Bruno Langer, L.V.G.
biplane, loo-h.p. Merc^d^s, flew without stopping for 14 hrs.

7 mins. On the 8th, Schueler flew from Berlin to Kiel via

Hamburg on an Ago biplane in 9 hrs. 45 mins. On the 12th,

Langer flew for 16 hrs. 7 mins. On the 19th, Basser, on a

Rumpler-Taube, flew for 10 hrs. 6 mins. On the nth, Thelen,
Albatros, with four passengers, reached a height of 2,850
metres. On the i9fh, Linnekogel, Rumpler-Taube, and one
passenger, reached a height of 3,400 metres (13,900 feet).

None of these times or distances have ever been approached
in this country, and they indicated the immense progress Ger-
many was then making.

In France, the late Senator Reymond announced that the

national fund of ;iCi58,573 had bought 210 aeroplanes, fitted

up 70 aeroplane sheds, and trained 75 pilots. On the 22nd, a

match took place between MM. Garros and Hamel at Juvisy,
and they were ^adjudged equal in skill. On the 24th, M.
Garaix, on the Schmitt biplane, took four passengers up to

2,150 metres {10,350 feet). The French Budget allotted

6,000,000 francs for naval aviation.

In Russia a determined effort was made to reorganise

military aviation. At that time it was stated that Russia had
300 aeroplanes, and had placed orders for 500 more. On the

27th, M. Sikorsky flew for 18 minutes with 16 passengers on
board, and afterwards for 2 hrs. 6 mins, at a height of 3,000
feet across country with 8 on board, using Salmson motors.

In the United States a board of naval officers recommended
that every warship should carry an aeroplane scout, and they

pointed out that aircraft were more valuable for use at that

work than for coast defence. These advanced views have not

yet penetrated the British Navy. Later the Navy Board re-

commended that ;^259,5oo be spent on aircraft and equipment.
On the 14th, Lieut. Dodd and Sergeant Marcus, on a Curtiss

tractor, flew across country 246 miles in 272 minutes, an

American non-stop record.

In the Argentine, Senhor Jorge Newbery was reported to

have reached the world's record height of 22,470 feet.

In Turkey, four Turkish officers, on two machines, started

to fly from Constantinople to Jerusalem.

In Australia, the Minister of Defence for the Common-
wealth flew at Melbourne with Mr. Hawker on a Sopwith
tractor "tabloid" biplane.

March.

In March, the Army Estimates were produced md a million

pounds was demanded for aviation. The Navy Estimates were
produced shortly afterwards, and the sum demanded was
;£^6o8,ooo for aviation, though it was clearly stated that a

Supplementary Estimate would be presented later, anJ that it

was impossible to foresee the development of naval aviation.

Mr. Winston Churchill took the chair at the Royal Aero
Club dinner and was most enthusiastically received. At the

dinner, Captain Longcroft was presented with the Britannia

Trophy for the best flight by a British aviator during the

previous year.

The Aero Show opened on the i6tb, and an interesting

feature of it was that the Committee of the Royal Aero Club
entertained 120 N.C.Os. and men of the R.N.A.S. and the

R.F.C. to lunch as their guests at the show. One of the most
interesting machines produced at this period was the small

Bristol scout, produced by the combined experience of Messrs.

B'arnwell and Busteed, of the Bristol Co. Though somewhat
on the lines of the Sopwith, it was a trifle faster, and although
it took some months for the War Office to appreciate it, much
excellent work has been done by it in the war. Considerable

interest was aroused at the same time by the first published

description in this paper of the Short seaplane with folding

wings. Much excellent work has been done by this type ever

since, 'and in the recent raid on Cuxhaven it particularly proved
its value for oversea work.

A sensation was caused during the show by the sudden
suspension of all flying on B.E. biplanes as the result of

agitation following a series of fatal accidents on machines of

this type. Flying was only resumed after a careful inspection

of each machine and certain alterations in some of them.
On March 24th, in the debate on the Army EstinTates, Mr.

Joynson-Hicks proved that only 42 aeroplanes of the R.F.C.
were fit for use, instead of the 161 claimed by Colonel Seely

in February. On March 31st, Colonel Seely, whose reputation

had already been shattered by his falsehoods concerning the

Royal Flying Corps, was compelled to resign over the ques-

tion of moving troops into Ulster.

On the i8th, Mr. Norman Spratt raised the British height

record to 16,800 feet on a R.E, biplane with an Austro-Daimler
engine. For some strange reason this record has never been

homologated.

On March 26th, fi\e Hendon pilots, Messrs. Carr, Goodden,
Hiall, .Strange, and Noel, looped the loop in one day. Mr.
Hall did so on a standard Avro. On the 28th, Herr Thelen,

with his Albatros, loo-h.p. Mercedes, visited Hendon, where
the construction of the machine and its flying "earned general

admiration.

"

On the 31st, Mr. Norman Spratt, on an R.E., rose to 18,900

feet. The record has not yet been homologated. Eng. -Lieut.

E. F. Briggs, R.N., had reached 15,000 feet on a B16riot

earlier in the month, and this still stands as record.

Progress in German aeronautical work continued with

rapidity during the month. On March i2th a complete list

was published in The Aeroplane of all Zeppelins then fit to

fly. These were as follows ("L Z" represents the Zeppelin

shop number; the letter "Z" by itself indicates a military

number, and "L" alone a naval number. The word "Ersatz"
means that a ship replaces one of the same number which has

been destroyed) :

—

L Z.o (Z II); L Z.12 (Z III); L Z.16 (Z IV); L Z.19

(Ersatz Z I) ; L Z.20 (Z V) ; L Z.21 (Z VI); L Z.22 (Z VII);

L Z.23 (Z VIII). L Zs. II, 13, and 17, the " Viktoria

Luise," "Hansa," and "Sachsen" belonged to a private trans-

port firm. Late in the previous year Naval Zeppelin L I had
been destroyed in a squall over the North .Sea, and L II had
been burnt at Johannisthal. In consequence, L Zs. 13 and 17

("Hansa" and "Sachsen") were taken over by the Navy.

L Zs. I to 8, L Z 10 and L Zs. 14, 15 tL I) and 18 (L II)

were in one way or another wrecked or scrapf>ed. L Zs. 24

and 25 were then under construction. From this it will be

seen that the output of Zeppelins in the last nine months is

not so rapid as some people believe. The first Schiitte-Lanz

airship was out on test on the 9th.

On the 19th, Linnekogel, with a passenger, rose to 4,900

metres (about 16,000 feet). The general activity may be

judged from the fact that during the previous month 140 pupils

at Johannisthal made 6,045 flights in 157 hours. The German
Government also arranged to establish aviation centres in

S.W. Africa.

Herr Thelen and three passengers leached a height of

12,140 feet on an Albatros, and on the 24th Linnekogel and

one passenger reached 5,500 metres (17,900 feet) on a Rumpler-

Taube, loo-h.p. Mercedes.

In France a good deal of flying was done, the most notable

flight being that of M. Garaix on the 17th, when he took

seven passengers to a height of 1,650 metres (5,350 feet).

On the i2th, the Naval Officers Destrem and Lescaille flew

from San Rnphael to Corsica.

In Italy there was considerable activity with airships and

aeroplanes.

In Austria, ;i£r8,3oo was voted for the cost of the Vienna

meeting.

On March 23rd, Mr. Frank McClean and Mr. Ogilvie, on

a Short biplane, reached Khartoum.

In Australia, on March ist and 2nd, Lieuts. Petre and Har-

rison, of the Australian Army, made the first official flights at

Melbourne on a Deperdussin and Bristol respectively.

In India, Sir Beauchamp Duff, C.-in-C, flew wilh Capt.

Massy at Sitapur on a Maurice Farman on March 25th.
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April.

During April certain prohibited areas in the Southampton

district were modified by order ot the Admiralty, and in this

way a distinct impulse was given to the British seaplane in-

dustry. Early in the month the Admiralty purchased the

D.F.W. biplane which had been flying at Brooklands so as to

compare British and German aeroplanes at leisure The Navy

also purchased the Bristol aeroplane repair motor-wagon,

which had been shown in Paris and at Olympia. Much work

was done by the Royal Naval Air Stations at Yarmouth, Leven,

and Dundee, as well as at Felixstowe, Grain, and Calshot,

the seaplanes of the Leven station taking part in extensive

manoeuvres with a detachment of the Fleet.

The King and Queen crossed the Channel on the 21st to

visit the French President, escorted by aeroplanes of the

R.N.A.S. and by Mr. Hucks with a cinematographer.

On the 4th, certain officers of No. 2 Squadron, R.F.C.,

flew from Montrose round Kilmoran Castle to visit Mr.

Asquith, who had assumed the position of Secretary for War
when Colonel Seely was jettisoned.

Much interest was caused at Brooklands by the flying of

Lieut. Collet, R.M.A., on the German D.F.W. biplane, when

he showed that the big German machine could really be made

to fly. Those who saw his flying will perhaps understand the

reason for the "personal ascendancy" ascribed to the British

pilots in the war, as it showed that a good pilot on an indif-

ferent machine is better than an indifferent pilot on a good

machine.

On Easter Sunday, Mr. Harold Barnwell looped the loop

on la Sopwith tabloid, this being by far the highest speed

machine on which the feat has ever l>een performed. During
the month the Wight seaplane distinguished itself by putting

up a speed range of from 40 to 78 miles per hour. It also

climbed a thousand feet in 2 mins. 20 sees., and three thousand

feet in 75 minutes, with a useful load of 950 lbs.

On April 20th, Mr. Howard Pixton won the Schneider water-

plane cup at Monaco, this being the first great international

race won by a British aeroplane. The Sopwith "tabloid,"

which was similar in type to the Monaco machine, put up an

extraordinary performance by flving with 'a speed range,

officially timed, of between 39.4 and 94.9 miles per hour.

In Germany, on the 2nd, "Z VIII" (L Z.23) reached a

height of 10,400 feet, which is a record for a Zeppelin, and

it took an hour to reach that altitude. Schiitte-Lanz III

(Nos. I and II having been destroyed) was out for three hours

on the same day. The Potsdam. Zeppelin Works began
during the month rebuilding the airship "Sachsen" (L Z.17).

"New D.F.W. two-seaters were produced with, a speed range

of 51 to 110 m.p.h. It was reported in this paper that three

new aeroplane sheds were being erected at Doeberitz, one to

hold 50 machines, one to hold the aeroplanes for two com-
panies of aviators, and one still larger for reserves.

Early in the month, Lieut. Suren flew a Gotha-Taube for

12 hours and 14 minutes across country. On the 20th, Lieuts.

Geyer and Mikulski flew from Konigsberg to Berlin, thence to

Mulhausen, and thence to Strassburg, covering about 805
miles in 15 hours. Many other long flights bv German aviators

were chronicled, no flights in this country approaching them
in duration.

In France, on the 9th, M. Poulet, on a 6o-h.p. Caudron,
flew for 12 hours non-stop. He beat this on the 26th by flving

for 16 hrs. 29 mins., exceeding Ingold's record by 8 mins.

The King and Queen were present lat the review at Vincennes
on the 22nd, when a number of aeroplanes of the French army
escorted them. The much advertised Monaco Rallye started

on April ist and finished on April 21st, producing several long
and arduous flights, but being otherwise without interest so

far as new types of machines were concerned. M. Garaix
and 8 passengers rose to 1,580 metres (5,180 feet) on the

Schmitt biplane.

On the 22nd, M. Bider, the Swiss aviator, flew over the

Jungfrau.

The Greek Admiralty issued during the month regulations

for the Greek naval air service, and several Sopwith seaplanes
were supplied to the Greek Government.

May.
On May ist the long-hoped-for Naval and Military Aero-

plane Engine Competition began and proved an absolute farce

at first, owing to the testing machinery arranged by the Royal

Aircraft Factory being so crudely designed as to be only fit

for testing steam-rollers. As a result, various valuable engines

were seriously damaged and the progress of the competition

was unnecessarily delayed. On the i8th, Squadron-Com-
mander E. F. Briggs, R.N., escorted the Danish Royal yacht

into the Medway. On the same day, Prince Henry of Prussia

and Mr. Churchill paid a visit together to the Royal Flying

Corps at Netheravon. On the 13th, Lieut. Collet, R.M.A., on

the D.F.W., left Plymouth at 7.30 a.m. and landed near

Grimsby 7^ hours later. On the nth, 12 aeroplanes of

No. 2 Squadron, R.F.C, left Montrose with full complement
of mechanical transport on a journey to Salisbury Plain, the

journey being made by short stages to fixed points. At the

opening of the new course at the Central Flying School six

South African officers joined for instruction.

On the 26th, the King and Queen paid a visit to Farn-

borough and saw 24 machines flying, these representing

practically the entire available effective strength of the Royal

Flying Corps at that date. At Yarmouth Air Station the Henri

Farman seaplane, loo-h.p. Gnome, put up a speed of 67 m.p.h.

and climbed a thousand metres (3,250 feet) in 12 minutes.

The Sopwith bat-boat built for the German navy, with a

200-h.p. Salmson engine, reached a speed of 78 m.p.h. and
flew the length of Southampton Water without control by pilot.

On the 2 1 St the anouncement was made that Mr. Gustav

Hamel intended to fly the Atlantic on a Martinsyde monoplane,
.Sunbeam engine. During the month M. Marcel Desoutter,

who lost a leg in an aeroplane accident at Hendon the previous

year, did some excellent flying on a Bl^riot lent to him by

Lord Edward Grosvenor. On the 19th a dinner was given

by the Aeronautical Society in memory of the late Wilbur
Wright, and Col. Seely, who, for some unexplained reason,

was the guest of "honour," delivered himself of many extra-

ordinary statements concerning military aviation and aero-

planes generally.

In Germany, Lieut, von Scheele left for German South-

West Africa with an Aviatik biplane and a Roland-Taube.

Regular flights by German officers constantly took place

between Konigsberg and Metz, and vice versia. On one
occasion a detachment of three machines was dispatched to

Potsdam from each of seven air stations, nantely : Cologne,

Posen, Konigsberg, Halberstadt, Metz, Strassburg, and Darm-
stadt. Despite bad weather, all reached their goal except the

Darmstadt detachment, who were prevented by a local storm
from starting. At this date German aviation papers, com-
menting on the Aero Show, ridiculed the finish of British

machines, though admitting that they put up fai''ly good per-

formances. The Prince Henry Circuit, which started on the

17th, produced 40 starters. It finished with much success on
the 2oth, and no aerial event on a similar scale has ever been

attempted in this country.

The D.F.W. firm started a branch works at Budapest, and
the Al'batr.os a branch at Vienna. The Naval Airship L III

(L Z.24) was out on the i8th and reached a height of 3,125
metres (about 10,400 feet) with 17 passengers. Starting on
the 22nd, she remained in the air for 34 hours and covered a

distance of 1,260 miles, again rising to to, 000 feet. It must
be remembered that these heights were only reached with the

machine "light."

In France there was an interesting match between M.
Legagneux and M. Audemars at Buc. About a dozen seaplanes
took part in the French naval manoeuvres in the Mediter-
ranean, and there was good flying in Tunis and Morocco by
French military aviators. There was much talk of a number
of large airships being constructed. A 900-h.p. Lebaudy, a

i,ooo-h.p. Astra, a 900-h.p. Clement-Bayard, and a i,ooo-h.p.

Zodiac were said to be approaching completion. Apparently
none of them materialised in time for the war
On May 28th the tandem monoplane built by Professor

Langley in 1903 flew over Lake Keuka, piloted by Mr. Glenn
Curtiss.

At a conference held in Paris on "The Liberty of the Air,"
"Prince Roland Buonaparte talked about aeroplanes abolishing
frontiers. During the latter par*: of this year we have seen
frontiers abolished in rather a different way, and during the
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coming year one hopes to see srill further alterations in

another direction.

In this month the Government Advisory Committee for Aero-

nautics published a large volume which it called its Technical

Report. Though valuable in many ways, the majority of the

information was hopelessly out of date,

During the latter part of the month a "Concourse of

Security" took place in France, but proved a fiasco.

June.

At the beginning of June five squadrons of the Royal Flying

Corps concentrated at Netheravon, 60 or 70 machines being

present. B.E.s predominated in number owing to the lack of

official encouragement to other makes, and the best and most

modern machines made by independent constructors were not

represented at all.

On the 9th the Advisory Committee for Aeronautics issued

a report on the B.E.4, which had killed two officers of the

Royal Flying Corps. In essence, this report constituted an

apology for the Royal Aircraft Factory.

The King's Birtiiday Honours this month included a well-

deserved K.C.B. for Brigadier-General Henderson, four brevet

majorities for squadron commanders, R.F.C., and a Captaincy

for Commander Schwann, R.N. On the 23rd, Major Becke,

R.F.C., on an R.E., reached a height of 18,000 feet, but, like

Mr. Spratt's record, this has never been homologated. On
the 2sth the Prime Minister paid an official visit to the Nether-

avon concentration camp, and on the 20th the late Field-

Marshal Lord Roberts and Mr. Churchill, accompanied by

numerous foreign military attaches, visited Netheravon, Lord

Roberts distributing the prizes won at the R.F.C. sports.

On the 6th the Aerial Derby v.'as won by Mr. Brock on a

Morane, with M. Verrier second on a Henri Farman ; and on
the 20th the London-A'Ianchester race was also won by Mr.

Brock, with Mr. Carr second, both on Moranes. Mr. Strange

was first at Manchester on a B1(5riot. On the 12th, Mr. Rayn-
ham looped on a standard 8o-h.p. Avro During fhe month
there were numerous exhibitions all over the country.

In Germany there were 35 starters in the Berlin-Leipsic-

Dresden flight, as against 8 in the much shorter London-
Manchester and back race ; and later in the month there were

28 starters in the Eastern Provinces flight. Several German
officers visited Vienna and flew publicly there to demonstrate

the superiority of German aeroplanes. A hydro-aeropfane

meeting on Lake Constance was very successful ; no meeting

of this kind has yet been held in this country.

On the 14th the military airship, Ersatz Z i (L Z.19), was'
wrecked. At the same time, Z V (L Z.20) was sent into dock
at Potsdam to be rebuilt. It is therefore probable that few

new Zeppelins have yet been turned out from these works.

On the 23rd, Herr Basser, Rumpler biplane, loo-h.p. Mercedes,

flew for 18 hrs. 10 mins. without a stop. On the same day
Herr Landemann, on an Albatros, 75-h.p. Mercedes, flew for

17 hrs. 31 mins. Finding hiniself beaten, he started again on
the 26th and flew for 21 hours and 50 minutes. None of

these duration records have been approached in this country.

In France the new Voisin began to be popular in the army,
one escadrille making a tour of 7,000 kilometres on these

machines. Much good work was also done on Caudrons.

Maurice Farman escadrille No. 8 terminated some weeks of

useful training in the control of gunfire at the camp de

Miailly. An escadrille of the new Dorand biplanes, armed and
armoured, also made a satisfactory tour.

On the 8th and gth, M. Gilbert, on a Morane, 8o-h.p. Le
Rhone, competing for the Coupe Michelin, covered 1,400 kilo-

metres on the first day and 1,600 kilometres on the next day,

with six hours' rest between. M. Garaix, in the Schmitt bi-

plane, with 5 passengers, put up records from 10 to 150 kilo-

metres, the useful load being 1,338 lbs. On the 26th the air-

ship "Adjudant Vincenot" remained in the air for 35 hrs.

20 mins. beating the Zeppelin record.

On the 20th, M. Sikorsky flew at night for 6 hrs. 33 mins.

with 6 passengers. On the same day he had risen to 2,000

metres (6,500 feet) with 10 passengers in 1 hr. 26 mins

July.

At the beginning of July the R.F.C. Camp at Netheravon
broke up, after several weeks of most useful training, which

added materially to the efficiency of the Corps. On the 21st,

No. 2 Squadron reached Montrose on its return journey, and
No. 4 Squadron moved to Fort Grange.
On July 1st the Royal Naval Air .Service came into being

officially, this being a very important step in the development
of Naval aviation. During the week ending July 18th, sea-

planes from every Air Station arrived at Calshot to take part

in the so-called "Test Mobilisation" of the Fleet, and some 20

machines made a very good display. The true story of the

mobilisation may be told at some later date. The seaplanes

returned to their stations about July 25th, but the Fleet was
kept on a war footing tifl war broke out.

Lieut. Gran, of the Norwegian Navy, flew a Bl^riot from
Aberdeen to Norway on the 30th.

The London-Paris and back race from Hendon on the loth

was won by Mr. Br6ck, with M. Garros 2nd, both on Moranes.
Six stjarted and only two finished. In the last week of the

month exhibitions of flying were in progress at eleven places

at once, indicating some popular interest in aviation.

In France, the best the Army could do was to produce 22

machines at the Longchamps Review. The Caudron Co.

produced an excellent armoured biplane, which is now being

adopted by the French Army. On the nth M. Rugere took

3 passengers on a Voisin (135-h.p. Salmson) to 3,400 metres.

The French War Office decided to hold competitions for mili-

tary aviators—a sensible idea.

In Germanv on the loth Reinhold Bohm, on an Albatros

(75-h.p. Merc), flew for 24 hrs. .'2 mins. without a stop, at an

estimated speed of 475 m.p.h., covering 1,350 miles.

On the 14th, Oelerich, on a D.F.W. (loo-h.p. Merc), rose

to 7,850 metres (25,756 ft.), beating the World's record by

over 5,000 feet. The machine weighed 1,650 lbs. empty, and
with full military load climbed 780 ft. per minute. This may
indicate why our aviators find a difficulty in catching modern
German machines.

Basser, on a Rumpler biplane (lOO-h.p. Merc), flew from
Berlin to Constantinople via Budapesth, Sofia, and Bucharest,

in 18 hrs. 12 mins. flying time.

Four new Zeppelins were ordered this month, bringing the

series numbers to L Z29. On the 15th L Z25 (Z IX) was out

on test, and proved very silent.

German officers landed in Belgium at Namur, and in France,

and a Zeppelin (Z IV) flew into Russia and was fired at. .Also

French aviators landed in Germany, and feelings all round

became strained.

In Austria, at the Vienna Meeting, Austrian and German
machines beat everything else, except that the Caudron scored

in getting off quicklv and in climbing. The Bristol scout

was the fastest machine there, but had engine trouble. Thus
the Germans scored in organisation and preparedness.

In Italy a Bill was before Parliament to re-organise military

aviation.

In the U.S.A. a list of very stringent tests for military-

aeroplanes was issued, and ultimately the only machine to

pass them was the Curtiss.

The outbreak of war practically at the end of July put a

stop to everything except military aviation, and on August ist

a Home Office Order was issued prohibiting civilian flying

except at aerodromes. Therefore, it is proposed next week to

complete this review as a purely naval and military affair.

For the Troops.
Miss A. F. Taylor, writing from 26, Bold Street, Southport,

says :

—"It may possibly interest those readers who have sent

me copies of Tite Aeropl.^nf, to know that I have received an
average of forty up-to-date copies weekly, as well as a ver>

considerable number of older copies, and also numerous other

journals and magazines each week.

"They have all been disposed of, and appreciated, and T

know, read. I should like now to thank those readers whose
papers have not yet been acknowledged, and to ask for a con-

tinuation weekly, until the end of January."
It will be remembered that Miss Taylor asked some time ago

that readers would send her their copies of The Aeroplane
for the reading-rooms opened for the new regiments of

"Kitchener's Army" at Southport.
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Naval and Military Aeronautics.
GREAT BRITAIN.

The following appeared in the list of New Year's Honours in

the "London Gazette" of December 3Ist :

—

The King' has been graciously pleased lo give orders lor

the following appointments to the Distinguished Service

Order and for the Award of the Distinguished Service Cross

in respect of the undermentioned officers :

—

To BE Companions.
.Squadron Commander Edward Featherstone Briggs, Royal

Naval Air Service.

Flight Commander John Tremayne Babington, Royal Naval
.^ir Service.

Flight Lieutenant Sidney Vincent Sijipe, Rnyal Naval .-\ir

Service.

NAVAL PROMOTIONS.
The following promotions have been made :

—

Commanders to be Captains.

William Leslie Elder (now holding the acting rank of cap-

tain), Francis Rowland Scarlett (now holding the acting rank
of captain).

Lieutenant-Commander to be Commander.
Frederic Lewis Maitland B'oothby (now holding the acting

rank of commander).
ROYAL N.WAL AIR SERVICE.

The following promotions hf.ve been made :

—

Squadron Commanders to be Wing Commanders.—Eugene-

Louis Gerrard, Arthur Murray Longmore.
Flight Commanders to be Squadron Commanders.—Charles

Edward Henry Rathborne, Douglas Austin Oliver, John Nor-

man Fletcher, James Lindsay Travers, Thomas Reginald

Cave-Browne-Cave.
Flig'ht Lieutenants to be Flight Commanders.—Arnold John

Miley, William Charles Hicks, Edward Osmond, William
George Sitwell, Charles Robert Finch Noves.

Flight Sub-Lieutenants to be Flight Lieutenants.— Philip

Leslie Holmes, John Philip Wilson, James Douglas Maude,
Ernest Victor Samuel Wilberforce, Evelvn Ronald Whitehouse,

Harry Stewart, Anthony Rex Arnold, Denvs George Murray,
Norman Sholto Douglas, George Bentley Dacre, Ralph James
Jean Hope-Vere, Bernard Crosslev-Meates, Walter Hugh
Stewart Garnett, Ralph Wihitehead, Harold Rosher, the

Honourable Desmond O'Brien, Edward Gordon Riggall, Gor-

don Lindsay Tliomson, Irving Henry Bebby Hartford.

Flight Sub-Lieutenants for Temporary Service to be Flight

I ieutenants for Temporary Service.—Vivian Gaskell Black-

I urn, Harold .'\ustin Buss, George Cvril Colmore, ."Mian

Knighton Robertson. All dated December v'-t, I0i4-

THE ORDER OF THE MILITARY CROSS.
.\ Royal Warrant has been issued under date January ist

instituting a new decoration entitled "The Military Cross."

It is to consist of a cross of silver having on each arm the Im-
perial Crown and bearing in the centre the letters G.R.I. No
person shall be eligible for this decoration unless he is a cap-

tain, a commissioned officer of a lower grade, or warrant

o.Ticer in the British Army or Indian or Colonial Military

Forces, and the Cross shall be awarded only to officers of the

above ranks on the recommendation of the .Secretary of State

for War. Foreign officers of an equivalent rank to flio'-~e

mentioned above, who have been associated in military opera-

tions with the British, Indian, or Colonial Forces, shall be

eligible for the Honorary award of the Cross. The Military

Cross shall not confer anv individual precedence and shall not

entitle the recipient to anv addition after his name as part of

his description or title.

TTie King has been graciously pleased to confer I be lATilit—
Cross upon the undermentioned officers and warrant officers,

who have been duly recommended for the same under the terms

of the Royal Warrant :

—

Lieutenant (temporary Captain) A. H. L. .Soames, 3rd

Hussars (Flight Commander, Royal Flying Corps, Military

Wing).
Lieutenant (temporary Captain in .'Xrmvl C. W. Wilson,

Royal Flying Corps, Special Reserve.

Lieutenant (temporary Captain in .\rmv) E. L. Conran, 2nd

('ounty of London Yeomanry (Fliglit Commander, Royal Fly-

ing Corps, Military Wing).
Sergeant-Major D. S. Jillings, Royal Flying Corps (Military

VN'ing).

Sergeant-Major j. Ramsay, Royal Flying Corps (Military

Wing).
Sergeant-Major E. J. Parker, Royal Flying Corps (Military

Wing).

COMPANION OF THE D.S.O.
His Majesty the King has been graciously pleased to ap-

prove of the appointment of the undermentioned officer to lie

a Companion of the Distinguished Service Order in recogni-

tion of his services with the Expeditionary Force specified

below :

—

Lieutenant (temporary Captain) Donald .Swain Lewis, Royal

Engineers, and Royal Flying Cor|)s.—For valuable information

repeatedly furnished to the Royal Artillery in regard to the

position of the enemy's guns. His direction of our artillery-

fire, whilst flying, has constantly led to direct hits on the

enemy's batteries and the silencing of their guns.
* * *

From the "London Gazette," December 29th, 1914.

ADMIRALTY, December 27th.

RovAT. Naval Air Service.—The following probationary

flight sub-lieutenants have been confirmed in the rank of flight

sub-lieutenant : Reginald Egcott Nicoll. Dated September 7th,

1914. David Keith Johnston. Dated September iith, 1914.

Archibald Spencer Maskell. Dated October 12th, 1914.

Assistant Paymaster Francis Knox Haskins to be flight

lieutenant. Dated October 3rd, 1914.
» «

\ Second .Supplement to the "London Gazette" of Decem-
ber 29th, published on December 31st, contains the lollou ing

military appointments :

—

WAR OFFICE, Decemljer 31st.

Regular Forces.—Supplementary to Regular Units or

Corps.—Royal Flying Corps (Military Wing) :

—

.Second Lieutenant James Valentine to be lieutenant. Dated

November nth, 1914.

John Claude Horsey Barfield to be second lieutenant (on

probation). Dated December 28th, 1014-
* *

The subjoined memorandum from the Director of the .\d-

miralty Air Department appears in a supplement to the "Lon-
don Gazette" published on December 31st: —

December 17th, 1914.

On NovemFier 21st, 1914, .Squadron Commander E. F.

Briggs, Flight Commander J. T. Babington, and Flight Lieu-

tenant S. V. Sippe, Royal Navy, carried out an aerial attack

on the Zeppelin airship sheds and factory at Friedrichshafen

on Lake Constance. Leaving French territory =hortly before

10 a.m., they arrived over their objective at about noon, and,

although under a very heavy rifle, machine-gun, and shrap-

nel fire from the moment they were sighted, they all three

dived steeply to within a few hundred feet of the sheds, when

they released their bombs—in all eleven.

Squadron Commander B'riggs was wounded, brought down,

and made a prisoner, but the other two officers regained their

starting-point after a flight of more than four hours across

hostile country under very bad weather conditions. It is be-

lieved that the damage caused by this attack includes the de-

struction of one airship and serious damage to the larger shed,

and also demolition of the hydrogen-producing plant, which

had only lately been completed. Later reports state that

flames of considerable magnitude were seen issuing from the

factory immediately after the raid.

» * *

From the "London Gazette," January 1st, 1915.

ADMIRALTY, December 30th.

The following lieutenant has this day been promoted to the

rank of lieutenant-commander in his Maiestv's Fleet : Art'""-

Murray Longmore.
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WAR OFFICE, January ist.

Regular Forces.—Commands and Staff.—The undermen-
tioned appointment is made :

—

Railway Transport Officer (graded for purposes of pay as

Staff Captain).—Lieut. Frederick William Abraham, Royal
Naval Air Service, and to be temporary lieutenant. Dated
December loth, 1914.

Supplementary to Regular Units or Corps.—Royal Flying
Corps (Military Wing).—Frank Sowter Barnwell to be
second lieutenant (on probation). Dated December 9th, ii:)i4.

* *

A Supplement to the "London Gazette" of January ist, pub-
lished on January 2nd, contains the following military ap-

pointments :

—

WAR OFFICE, January 2nd.

Regular Forces.—Supplementary to Regular Units or
Corps (Military Wing).—The undermentioned second lieu-

tenants to be lieutenants : Charles G. Bell. Dated December
ist, 1914. .Arthur V. Bettington. Dated Januar)' 3rd, 1915.

* *

A Third Supplement to the "London Gazette" of January
ist, published on January 4th, contains the following military

appointments :—
WAR OFFICE, January 4th.

Regular Forces.—The undermentioned warrant and non-
commissioned officers to be second lieutenants, for service in

the Field ;

—

Royal Regiment of .'Artillery.—Dated January 5th, 1915 :

Sergeant-Major Norman Goldsmith, from Royal Flying Corps,
and to be seconded for service with that corps.

The Prince of Wales's Own (West Yorkshire Regiment).
Dated December iith, 1914 : Sergeant-Major David S.amuel

Jillings, from Royal Flying Corps, and to be seconded for

duty with that corps.

Establishments.—Royal Flying Corps (Central Flying
School) : The undermentioned temporary appointment is

made : Captain Duncan Le G. Pitcher, 39th King George's
Own Central India Horse, Indian Army, from an officer in

charge of transport (graded as flight commander), to be an
instructor. Dated January 5th, 1915.

Memoranda.—The undermentioned to be temporary major.

Dated January 5th, "1915 : Lieutenant (temporary Captain)
Thomas G. Hetherington, i8th (Queen Mary's Own) Hussars.

.Special Reserve of Officers.—Supplementary to Regular
Units or Corps.—Royal Flying Corps (Military Wing).—The
undermentioned second lieutenants (on pri>bation) are con-

firmed in their rank : .\. M. Wynne and T. F. D. R. Aikman.
NAVAL.

The following appointments were made at the Admiralty on

January ist :

—

Royal Naval Volunteer Reserve.—The following have
been promoted to be temporary lieutenants, R.N.V.R., with

senioritv December 31st :—B. A. Isaac, C. L. R. Aspinall, R.

Purves, M. J. James, and F. \. Brock.

Royal Naval Air Service.—Acting Flight Lieutenant R.

H. Jones has been confirmed in the rank of Flight Lieutenant,

with seniority of November 12th, and appointed to the "Pem-
broke III," for R.N. .^ir Service, to date December 21st.

* *

The following appointments were made at the .'\dmiralty on

January 4th :—
Royal Naval Air Service.—The following have been entered

as flight sub-lieutenants, with seniority Januarv 4th, and ap-

pointed to the "Pembroke III" for the Royal Naval Air Ser-

vice : C. E. Wood, E. de Courcey Hallifa.x, C. Johnson,

G. W. Hilliard, R. C. Potter, and R. H. Routledge.

Temporary Surgeon G. C. Scott, M.D., to the "Pembroke
III," for Roval Naval .'\ir Ser\-ice, to date December 31st.

» » •

Among the special promotions in the Navy in the list of

New Year's Honours will be noted Captain Ekl^T.

is Inspecting Captain of Aircraft Under Construction, a'~d ^f

Captain .Scarlett, R.N., Inspecting Captain of Aircraft and in

charge of the Central Air Ofifice at Sheerness, both being pro-

moted from Acting Captain to Captain.

Commander Boothby, R.N., is promoted to Commander
from Lieutenant-Commander and Acting Commander. Com-
mander Boothby is the officer commanding the Armoured Car
Brigade.

By promotion from Squadron Commander to W,ing Com-
mander, Major Gerrard, R.M.L.I., will presumably become
temporary Lieut. -Colonel, R.M.L.I., and similar promotion to

Squadron Commander Longmore, R.N., gives him rank as

Commander, R.N. It will be noted that in the "Gazette" of

January ist, the Admiralty Gazette, dated December 30th,

promotes Commander Longmore from Lieutenant to Lieut.

-

Commander, R.N., and he had already been promoted to

acting Lieut.-Commander early this year. These two last

mentioned officers were among the four first officers under the

Admiralty to learn flying, which they did on Short machines
lent to the Admiralty by Mr. Frank McClean, now Flight

Lieut., R.N.
Promotion to Squadron Commander presumably makes Cap-

tain Rathbone, R.M.L.I., temporary Major.

Lieutenant Oliver, R.N., who becomes a Squadron Com-
mander, will be remembered as commanding at Cromarty after

Lieutenant Longmore left.

Captain Fletcher, R.E., of the Naval .'Airship Section, also

becomes temporary Major in accordance with his rank as

Squadron Commander.
Flight Commander J. L. Travers, promoted to .Squadron

Commander, is a wonderful example of the rapidity with,

which merit wins promotion in the Air Services, as he only

joined what was then the Naval Wing of the Roval Flying

Corps, a matter of two years ago, and now ranks as Lieut.

-

Commander, R.N., and with a Major in the Army.
Flight Commander Cave-Browne-Cave, also promoted to

Squadron Commander, was an Engineer-Lieutenant, R.N.,

and has done excellent service with airships.

It will be noted with pleasure that the three Friedrich-

shafen raiders have been appointed to the D.S.O., as well as

receiving the French Cross of the Legion.

One may perhaps be permitted to suggest that many people

will regret to note the omission from this somewhat lengthy

list of awards for good service in the R.N..A...S. the name of

the officer who has been at the head of the Naval Air Service

since its beginnings, and whose excellent policy in governing

of the Service has not only brought it to such a high state

of effectiveness, but has actually kept alive many of the aero-

plane manufacturers in this country, and so has ensured an

adequate supply of aeroplanes for both Services.
• * »

Stories of the raid on Cuxhaven get through somewhat
slowly, and, of course, it would not be advisable to tell any-

thing of any real military value, but certain of the minor in-

cidents are too humorous to be wasted. Some of the machines

on reaching their objective flew exceedingly low, apparently

because the clouds compelled them to do so in places, and

also because there is quite good reason for believing that a

high-speed machine is as hard to hit when k is low down
as when high up. .Apparently these machines were so low that

the Germans thought they were their own, and in the words

of one pilot he could absolutely see the people open their

mouths with surprise when they spotted the Union Jacks

under the wings.

Somehow, when one is in an aeroplane,' it is always ex-

cruciatingly funny to see people running frantically to get

out of its way, and it is said that some of the aviators nearly

fell out of their machines through laughing at the sight of

stout and elderly Germans apparently doing their best to

break all cross-country records.

It is also said that one pilot, who at all times is an ex-

ceptionally fine flier, encountered a big battleship, on which

he dropped his last remaining bombs, then throttling down his

engine dived straight for the ship's deck as if to ram it. .\

few hundred feet above it he hurled at it the last loose and

throwable thing within reach, a large woolly golliwog mascot,

after which he sheered off homeward. He was so amused ,-it

his own performance that he nearly stopped his engine in
,

the

process. One would give quite a good deal to hear the opinions

of the Germans who picked up the mascot. They must cer-
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:tainiy ha\e acquired the opinion that all British aviiitorb are

perfectly mad. Probably, viewed from underneath, at a cer-

tain altitude it looked almost as if the pilot had fallen out of

.his macliine.
* * *

An officer who was engaged in the raid on Cux'haven on

Christmas Day writes home as follows ;

—
"More beautiful than any pantomime, two vast silvery Zep-

pelins came floating o\'er, in and out amongst the fleecy clouds.

One of the cruisers opened on Zeppy not with an aircraft gun

but with the common or garden six-inch. I liad no idea these

could, as they did, burst shrapnel shell right up in the clouds,

amongst which she was dodging. But so it was, and the

huge silver-sided craft shoved off for home at a frantic pace,

even as a strange dog to his kennel should a boy throw stones

at him."
[One of the "Zeppelins" appears to have been a Schiitte-

Lanz, and an aviator describes it as fairly sitting on its tail

with fright when a seaplane went for it. It shot skyward

very fast, and the seaplane, having something else to do, pro-

•ceeded on its journey.—Ed.

J

* * *

One story of the raid on Cuxhaven is told in the "iNIorning

Post" by an officer of one of the seaplane carrying ships. He
says that of all the happy Christmas mornings he has spent

that of 1914 will for ever be remembered as the happiest, be-

cause he had the honour of assisting in showing the Germans
that England was quite capable of digging their fleet out when
the order came to do it. "We started," he said, "from some-

where off the East Coast, and, although our actual destination

was not known to many on board, we had an idea that we
were out to show the Germans that we could make raids upon

their country quite as easily as they had done upon England.

We had for company our sister ships, three light cruisers, a

flotilla of torpedo vessels, and submarines. It was just before

daylight when we arrived off Helgoland, to our surprise, with-

out let or hindrance. Round the island we went, skirting

the minefield, and in some cases actually crossing it, but so

admirably was the course kept that there was nothing doing.

When we were approaching Cuxhaven we hoped we should

sight some of the much-vaunted fleet of the enemy, but no such

luck; they evidently preferred the shelter of the Kiel Canal.

We quickly slung the waterplanes outboard and lowered them

to the surface of the sea. Having performed our duty, our

vessels dropped away under the shelter of the cruisers and

watched the airmen getting ready to deliver their Christmas

greeting to the enemy. With a rush the planes were off and

quickly climbed to a height of over 2,000 feet. We followed

their progress to the shore and soon noticed a column of

smoke rise from where we judged Cuxhaven to be, but owing

to a heavy sea mist, which had got up with the sun, the

view was obscured. Still no word from the Germans, and,

with the exception of two airships which we saw in the dim
distance, we were left severely alone. What the airmen did

has already been told." [This communicative young gentleman

was evidently out of luck, because some of the seaplane ships

had excellent fun. One learns that the bomb-dropping by the

German seaplanes—from well over 4,000 feet—was quite good,

and, though they hit nothing, their bombs, dropped in lots of

three, "straddled" the ships on several occasions. The Ger-

mans themselves were not hit, but they provided good sporting

shooting. The Zeppelins were less amusing, as they sheered

off at the first shots, but the German submarines apparently

kept things from being dull. From all other accounts it seems
to have been quite a merry Christmas.—Ed."]

* *

Flight Commander Hewlett reached England on .Sundav,

Januarv 3rd. Everyone will congratulate him on his good
fortune.

Mr. Maurice Hewlett received a telegram on the 31st from
his son, dated from Ymuiden, in Holland. It gave no par-

ticulars, save that he had arrived safely in that country. Mr.
Hewlett had, however, received a message from the Admiraltv

to the effect that his son was landed from a Dutch trawler.

It was reported from Amsterdam on January 1st thai, the

King had sent the following telegram to Lieut. Hewlett, who
was then with the British Consul at Vmuidcn :

—

I am delighted and greatly relieved to hear that you are

safe, and I heartily congratulate vou.

GEORGE R.l.

The following" letter appeared in the "Morning Post" :
—

"Sir,—Will you allow me to express, through you, our heart-

felt thanks to the innumerable friends, known and unknown,
who have sympathised with us in trouble and now share our

relief I have never, personally, been so hard hit before, and

have to confess that I did not know that there was so much
kindness and goodwill in the world. My wife and I are deeply

grateful.—Yours, &c., Maurice Hewlett.
"7, Northwick Terrace, Jan. ist."

The following account of Lieut. Hewlett's adventure was
sent by the "Morning Post's" correspondent from Amsterdam
on January ist :

—"Flight Commander Francis E. T. Hewlett,

the only British seaplane pilot who was missing after the raid

on Cuxhaven, has been rescued in the North Sea by a Dutch
trawler and arrived at Ymuiden last night. He declared in an

interview that, having started with other pilots from a point

in the vicinity of Helgoland, he reached a considerable height

and pursued his way along the coast of Schleswig. Owing to

fog he lost Cuxhaven from sight and flew over German terri-

tory without succeeding in getting his bearings. He saw a

Zeppelin shed, and, descending sufficiently for the purpose,

dropped some bombs. The Germans fired at the seaplane,

but without hitting it. Commander Hewlett [The rank is

given by the "Morning Post."—Ed.] then flew in the direction

of the British squadron, but on reaching Helgoland he dis-

covered only German warships. He descended again and
dropped the remainder of his bombs. One of them fell on
one of the largest ships, but the airman could not see whether

the explosion caused any damage. Commander Hewlett con-

tinued to look for the British squadron, but was obliged to

descend to the surface of the sea owing to a defect of his

motor. He remained on the surface for about six hours, and
was picked up by a Dutch trawler on Christmas morning.
Before leaving his seaplane he took care to destroy the motor."
The "Globe" credits Lieut. Hewlett with stating that he was

"in command of" nine seaplanes but that only eight got away,
one engine refusing to start. As a matter of fact two engines

jibbed and only seven started. Everyone will sympathise with

the two unhappy officers who were left behind, and will wish

them better luck next time.

One wonders just why the Censor passed quite as much in-

formation on this subject as he did in the daily press, excep'

that, as the news came from Holland, presumably Germanv
already knew it. And one sympathises with Lieut. Hewlett

in the amount of undoubtedly unwelcome publicity brought

upon him bv his misadventure.

* «

A marriage has been arranged between Flight Com.mander
Edward Osmond, R.N., Royal Naval Flying Corps, only son

of the late Edward Osmond, Rewe, Devon, and Emily Doris,

youngest daughter of J. H. W. Davies, Minden, St. John's

Park, Blackheath.
* * *

Colonel and Mrs. Walter Beevor and family wish to thank

all their kind friends for the letters and telegrams of sympathy
sent to them in their recent great sorrow, and hope thev will

all accept their grateful acknowledgments.
* *

The correspondent of the " Morning Post " at Christiania

reported on December 30th :

—

"The owner of the Bergen steamer "Oern," which is at

present at Rotterdam, reports that she had the opportunity

latelv of saving two English aviators about mid-wav between

England and Holland, north-east of the Galloper Bank, where
the steamer observed them with a floating aeroplane, obvi-

ously in distress. The captain hurried to take the men and the

machine on board. During their flight over the sea the motor
failed, obliging the men to descend to ^ea level, where they
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drifted helpless for seven hours before being rescued. The
aviators were put ashore at the Piook of Holland and the

aeroplane was brought to Rotterdam.

"

[It appears as if this was an inaccurate report of the pick-

ing up of an officer and a naval rating by the Flushing boat

recently.—Ed."|
* * *

It is reported that the British aviator who recently descended

in Holland and was interned was Flight Lieutenant Rainey,

R.N., and that he had lost his way in a fog.
* * *

On Sunday, January 3rd, Sopwith land tractor, 104, piloted

by Flight-Commander Fowler, descended in Barking Park,

brought down toy a severe snowstorm. Apparently the machine

was from Eastchurch. The pilot re-started shortly before dark,

having some trouble in getting his engine going.
* * *

The work done for the comfort of the men of the Royal

Naval .Air Service continues to be heartily appreciated by the

men. Mrs. Sueter has received a letter from Lieut. -Colonel E.

Maitland, O.C. , Naval Airship Section (in France), saying:

—

"The petty officers and ratings of the Airship Detachment have

asked me to write you this letter to express their gratitude and

appreciation of the gramophone and records you so kindly

sent." Lieut. W. L. Samson, R.N.V.R., writes:
—

"I beg to

thank you once again on behalf of my brother and all the men
of the R.N. Flying Corps stationed here for your kindness in

sending things for our use and comfort."

Flight-Commander H. Fawcett, R.N. (Capt. R. M.L.I.}, writ-

ing from a very lonely Northern Air Station, says

—

"Very many thanks indeed on behalf of this Air Station. The
gramophone arrived this morning in good condition. I can

assure vou it will be much appreciated. I certainly shall be

most grateful, as we are all living in an aeroplane shed, and at

present the only instruments are a mouth organ and a one-

stringed fiddle !" These are only a selection from the letters

Mrs. Sueter has received from the recipients of the gramo-

phones which were sent to the different Air Stations as a

Christmas surprise.

Two hundred mufflers of various brilliant hues, and, there-

fore, unfortunately useless to the R.N.A.S., are being sent as a

gift to the Armoured Car Brigade.

The following cash contributions have been received this

week :—Mr. H. Sherwin Holt, ^"15
;

Flight-Lieut, and Mrs.

DelaCombe, ;^3 3s. ; White and Tliompson, Ltd. (employees'

3rd contribution), £2, 2S. 6d. ; Miss C. Churchill, £1 ; Mr.

Caling, los. ; Mr. A. Michell, los. ; total for week, £2}, 5s. 6d.
;

grand total, ;^595 9s. 3d.

MILITARY.
It -is with great regret that one has to record the death of

Captain Walter Lawrence, R.F'.C, and 7th Battn. Essex Regl.,

who is reported to have been killed in an aeroplane accident

in France last week.

Walter Lawrence, born on May lolh, 1891, was one of the

earliest pilots of the R.F.C., and certainly one of the very

best fliers this country has ever produced. He took his certifi-

cate, No. 113, on August ist, 1911, at Salisbury Plain on a

Bristol biplane, and afterwards flew a good deal on a Black-

burn monoplane. He was appointed to the R.F.C. on Decem-

ber 6th, 1912, and from that time forward steadily won the

esteem of his brother officers, not only by his unquestioned

skill as a flier but by his unfailing good temper, his keenness

for his work, his genuine goodness of heart, and his curious

sense of humour.

It is stated by those closely connected with Captain Law-

rence that he was, in fact. Count Lawrence (Lorenzo) Walter

Falcioni, being an Italian by foirth, the son of an Italian

father and an English mother. He was educated chiefly in

Paris, and became a naturalised British subject at an early

age under the name of Walter Lawrence. His parentage

probably accounts for his being such a fine and fearless pilot.

The quality of his flying in the early stages of the war won

for him mention in despatches and promotion to Flight-Com-

mander, with temporary rank of Captain, on August 7th, 1914.

The cause of his death is not definitely known, but one may

rest assured that it was not caused through any fault of pilot-

ing, for though Captain Lawrence did extraordinary things in.

the air, every manoeuvre was made with, such skill and delicacy

of touch that he never strained his machine unduly.
His death will be genuinely mourned by all of the R.F.C.

who came in touch with liim, and all will offer sincere sympathy
to the deceased officer's relatives.

* * *

The following casualty in the Expeditionary Force is re-
ported from General Headquarters under date December 30th :.

Missing.—Picton-Warlow, Captain W., Royal Flying Corps.
* t

Christie—^Miller.—On December 24th, quietly, owing to

the war, at Emmanuel Church, Clifton,, by the Rev. Canon
Hemming, Captain Archibald Christie, R.F.A., Royal Flying.

Corps, elder son of the late Archibald Christie, I.C.S., and of

Mrs. Hemsley, Olden Lodge, Clifton, to Agatha Mary Clarissa,,

younger daughter of the late Frederick Miller, of New York,
and of Mrs. Miller, Ashfield, Torquay

* * *.

The award of sundry of the new Military Crosses and a
single D.S.O. to the Royal Flying Corps in the New Year's
Honours is more remarkable for its omissions than for its

generosity. Those officers to whom crosses have been .given
thoroughly deserve them for the work they have done, but
there are several others equally worthy of notice. It is, how-
ever, very satisfactory to see that recognition has been made-
of the excellent work done by the N.C.O.'s of the Flying-
Corps, for no one has contributed more to the efficiency of the

corps nor has had a more difficult task in manufacturing-
soldiers out of the material available than the sergeants who'
were first drafted to the Flying Corps from the Regular .Armv.

* *

Mr. F. S. Barnwell, who has been appointed to the Royal"
Flying Corps on probation, is a brother of Mr. Harold Barn-
well, the well known Vickers pilot. He took his certificate a

few weeks ago, land gives promise of being an excellent flier.

His experience of aeroplane design and construction is, how-
e\-er, so great that one hopes that he will not be wasted'

merely as a pilot, but that his knowledge will be used for the

betterment of the materiel of the Flving Corps. It was he

who was largely responsible for the excellent workmanship in-

Bristol machines during the past two years or so, and he was
also responsible for the high aerodynamic qualities of the

Bristol scout, which is now doing so well on active service.

Another member of the Bristol firm who is now in the King's
Service is Mr. Arthur Stone. He was formerly Sir George
White's private secretary, and of late years he has done much
good work in the business management of the Bristol firm.,

"Mr. .Stone is an officer of artillery, and many of those who-

ha\e met him in the past will, be surprised to h^ar that he is-

only returning to a branch of the Service in which he has

served for manv years, and that he wears the South African-

and Chinese medals, for despite his Service experience Mr.

.Stone was the last person in the world to say anything about

it. The appointment of Mr. Thurston of the Bristol Co. to-

the R.N.V.R., attached Naval Air Service, has already been

noted, so the Bristol Company may well be congratulated on

patriotically allowing three such valuable members of the

staff to leave the firm, even for a higher form of employment,,

for their services will certainly be severely missed.

On Monday it was rumoured all over London that a large

fleet of Zeppelins had been seen over the East Coast, chiefly

at Chelmsford. No confirmation of the rumour is obtainable,

so probably the story arose from some of our own aeroplanes

having been seen in the neighbourhood of Chelmsford. The
average country bumpkin, even in uniform, still cannot dis-

tinguish between an aeroplane and an airship.
* * *

The Lotchworth "Citizen" reports that on M.onday, 2Sth, a

biplane belonging to the Royal Flying Corps landed on the east

side of Willian Way. The machine had started from Fowlmere,
some fifteen miles away, and according to the newspaper report-

it struck a tree in ascending, breaking a rib. The pilot carried"

on to Letchworth, but decided to come down on account of the-

low-lving clouds He landed safely, though, unfortunately, in;
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ne\t war," for tho^e who regard this Httlr affair tin- real

Aripageddon. It is surprising how cheerfully ..tVicers and men
alike t,alk about "the next war."—Ed.]

"I saw a Rumpler (Dove?) biplane over our lines one

morning, and as she reached the artillery three puffs of black

smoke emanated from her, and not five minutes later came the

whirr and screedi of a shell and a piece of the woods dis-

appeared. Oh I the aeros are great for reconnaissance, but as

for fighting their like, well I have seen a Taube get away
from a Farman easily, in spite of a machine gun being fired

from the latter. It was pretty and interesting, but hardly use-

ful.

"Have you seen the Voisin biplanes the F'rench are using?

They are about 45 feet span and have a right angled triangle

extension at the rear of the upper main plane, which is used as

an aileron. The machines are clumsy and rock horribly, and

cannot compare with the Avros, B.E.s and Farmans, nor with

the Parasol Moranes. I saw a B.E. do a beautiful spiral over

the lines in a glowing morning sun, and I idmired the pilot

more than I ever admired any man, for it was great. Eighty

degrees was the angle of his planes, and the rate of descent was
startling."

* * *

A reader at Prestwick sends the following letter :

—

"Perhaps the following extracts from letters received from
my brother, who is in the London Rifle Brigade in Belgium,

might be of interest to you.
" 'In spite of the weather (we are having it vile out here,

very cold, with rare spells of fine) our aeroplanes are still

doing fine work. The men are very brave and fine, taking

great risks, and laughing at death every time they ascend.'

"In another letter, one just received, he says :
—

' I don't

think there are many Zeppelins left ; there are a good manv
aeroplanes though.' "

[It is distinctly of interest to note that the number of Ger-

man aeroplanes still to be seen impresses itself on the man on
the ground. One hears too much in some quarters about

wiping the German air f^eet out of the air, and we may take

things too easy in consequence.—Ed.~|

* * *

A Territorial Officer writes :—The pride, however, of our

team is "Mother" (9.2 howitzer). She got a direct hit on a

train the other da}' at eight miles, and they tell me that her

aeroplane observer had considerable difficulty in deciding what
she actually hit, for there was no visible evidence, or perhaps

I should say evidence visible.

A light scout built beJore the war by the Sopwith Co. for "looping" exhibitions. It is suggested as a useful type for an

airship destroyer, for at any rate it can climb and drop bombs.

a wet stubble field. The machine was anchored out in Mon-
.day's blizzard, and was repaired on 'luesday, but it was not

until Wednesday afternoon that the ground was sufliciently hard

for it to rc-start, and, then, without a passenger. As far as

can bu gathered from local "experts" the machine was a pic-

bald B.E. or R.E.
» «

-A Garrison Gunner, writing on Christmas Day, says :

—
"The weather still continues very boisterous and stormy.

Yesterday morning one of the German captive balloons used

for observation purposes broke away in the wind. We saw it

going eastward at about 40 miles an hour, and, as the un-

.fortunate occupants of the car have no means of emptying the

envelope of gas, they may possibly land in Russia. These

balloons are immense things, some 200 feet in lengrh, and are

like a sausage, which name has been applied to them by

Tommy.

"

* * *

One who was formerly closely identified with aviation in the

North writes :
—"Will you be surprised to hear I am still

alive? Anyway, I am, in spite of the efforts ol 'J.J.'s' and

shrapnel. Disgusting things, Johnsons, they are so black and

^irty, and intrude themselves so often where they are un-

wanted, I made their acquaintance when I had b"en out here

two weeks. One of the species walloped over the top of mv
.ambulance when we were standing at the cross roads behind

a battery of R.H.A., and caught one of our chaps in the

thigh. I ran to the hole (which, by the way, was large

enough to bury an ambulance and team in) and picked up

some pieces of shell, so hot that I had 'o change them from

one hand to another. The nearest squeak I have had yet was
;in (sorry I cannot say the name), and two shells came
either side of the street, knocking the houses down and setting

them on fire. But we got away and into the station square,

when we were again shelled.

"I have seen Commander Samson dozens of times here; in

fact, we have the nickname of 'Samson's Escort,' for wherever

'his armoured train is we are sure to be. He is a perfect devil

'for danger ; fires his guns and away down the line like hell,

and a little later over come the German shells up against our

column. They have only killed one man and wounded another,

and smashed an ambulance with its horses so far of our lot,

but the rotten part is we cannot smack back, and vet we get

their shells liberally. One thing is certain, sir, and that is, in

ihe next war I shall be in the Flying Corps if possible, or at

any rate a motor cyclist. [A pleasing reference this to "the
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FRANCE.
PARIS, January ist.

This afternoon's communique stated :—Our aviators
made a night bombardment of the railway stations at

Metz and Arnaville.

* * *

On Wednesday, the 30th, a squadron of aeropiaiirs,

variously described as five and seven in number, IIl-.,-

over Dunkirk and dropped bombs into the town, .'v

considerable amount of damage was done and ..' out
fifteen people were killed. It is not ditlicult to guess
what the Germans were after in Dunkirk, although
apparently their efforts were a failure.

* * *

It was reported from Paris on December 31st that a
telegram from Nancy states that a Zeppelin attempted
to reach Nancy on the 30th, but was driven off by
artillery fire directed from Luni^ville, after throwing one
bomb.

* * *

The ofificial "Eye-Witness" with the French Grand
Headquarters reported on December 29th :

—

Notwithstanding the extreme difficulty caused bv
clouds, rain, fog, and wind, our squadrons of aero-
planes and dirigibles have done excellent work. One
of the latter on the night of the 17th dropped 15 bombs
on the railway station at Sarrebourg, and on that at

Petit Eich five bombs, and 1,000 arrows on a train in

the station at Helming. The damage done was con-
siderable and admitted by the German newspapers.
On several occasions on the i8th, 20th, 21st,

and 22nd, our aeroplanes chased the German
machines and compelled them to land. On
the 18th one of our aviators killed by rifle

shots a German pilot, whose machine was ultimately smashed
on the ground. Another near Arras put to flight a hostile
.leroplane by firing 20 carbine shots at it. On the 22nd
another of our officers, pursued by an Albatros, succeeded in

bringing back to our lines his machine, which was fcadly

damaged by the bursting of shells. Several aeroplanes',

notwithstanding the state of the atmosphere, threw bombs
and arrows on the trenches on the i8th, on massed troops
of the enemy on the 19th and 20th, on railway station and
trains on the 20th and 22nd, on a captive balloon on the
25th, on the harbour at Strasburg and the railway station
at Dieuze on the 22nd. The Prince (?) of Teck has ex-
pressed his sincere thanks to the chief of the aviators who
have oeen operating on the Belgian coast in conjunction with
the British naval squadron. These aviators have, indeed,
done useful work in regulating the range of guns and
watching the enemy's submarines.

« * *

A French communiqui?, replying to the assertion of the Ger-
man Government that the bombardment of Nancy by a Zeppelin
airship was a reprisal for the French aeroplane attack on
;Freiburg and Breisgau, says : "French aeroplanes have never
executed any but strictly warlike operations. The bombs
thrown on Freiburg and Saarburg struck nothing but aviation

sheds and a railway station. French aeroplanes flew over
Metz yesterday (December 28th) and dropped bombs only on
the sheds and on the railway station and barracks of Saint
Privat. The German bombs on Nancy, on the other hand,
fell far from any military building, at a point where they
could only damage civilian property and kill civilian victims."

» * *

; TTie British triple attack on the sea, beneath the sea, and
in the air against German ships and the town of Cuxhaven
has aroused enthusiasm in France.

- The "Temps says : "This novel attack, well prepared, has

succeeded, and one-mav consider that henceforth new tactical

opportunities are offered, with every chance of success, to the

sea and air fleets. The aeroplanes came back safelv to pre-

.'irranged shelters, and a minimmn loss was suffered. The
neatness and ingeniousness of this absolutely new operation.

OLD FRIIiNDS IN NEW GARMENTS —The Caporal

Aviateur Louis Noel, and the Sapeiir=Aviateiir Verrier, with

the Doctor who saved his life.

conducted with engines nc\'er tested before the present war,

must be greatly admired."

The "DSbats" says : "The operation was exceedingly well

planned, both in the air and on the water. As to the results,

it will suffice if three or four aviators only dropped each half

a dozen bombs, in which case the damage done to the ships

and the gas factory will have been considerable."
* * *

Mr. Basil Clarke, of the "Mail," reports:
—"News reaches

here (Northern France) from a good source that the aeroplanes

officially reported to have bombarded Metz yesterday were-

French and British. They did considerable damage with

bombs to \Tirious militarv positions. The aeroplanes were
six in number—four French and two British. All returned'

safely to their starting point. The raid was made in the dark.

[It is exceedingly unlikelv that any were British.—Ed.]

"German aeroplanes flew towards Dunkirk again yesterdajr

(January 3rd) but retired when they were met with fire from
an aerial gun.

"The official report of the raid (on Wednesday) gives the

following details :—Number of bombs dropped, 30 ; number of

people killed, 20 ;
wounded, 38. Of this number, only four

were soldiers. The remainder were civilians, nearly all of them
women and children. No fewer than three bombs of the

thirty were thrown on the military hospital."

GERMANY.
Mr. H. DevittP, tlie "Express" correspondent at Geneva, re-

ported on Sunday, the 3rd, that after short trials the latest

Zeppelin left Friedrichshafen on Friday afternoon. It is be-

lieved to be bound for Cuxhaven to replace the airship de-

stroyed in the recent raid. This latest airship tcvok nearly-

six weeks, instead of three, to complete, as the raid on Fried-

richshafen damaged the gasworks, and there was a shortage

of hydrogen. Work was started immediately oh another. [A\T

this may be merely rumour.—Ed.]

» * *

A "Central News" report from Amsterdam, December 30th,

says the "Telegraaf," stales that at Goch (a German industrial'

town a few miles from the Dutch frontier) three large fac-

tories, containing food stores, near the railwaj' station, have-
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been placed under military surveillance because an English

aeroplane attack is feared. It is stated that a few days ago

two aeroplanes were observed over the town.
* * *

It was reported from Amsterdam on January 2nd that a

Berlin telegram stated that two hostile airmen flew over

Liesdorf, near Saarlouis, on January ist. After throwing

several ibombs they disajipeared in the direction of the French

frontier.
* * *

The "Express" correspondent at Geneva reports on Decem-
ber 30th that news from Friedriohshafen arrived to-night at

Romanshorn (on the opposite shore of Lake Constance, in

Swiss territory) that one of the super-Zeppelins, launched barel}'

two months ago, was completely destroyed during the British

air raid on Cuxhaven. The airship was in its shed at the

time, and was wrecked by bombs. Another Zeppelin escaped

by rising in the air just in time and sailing inland. The un-

expected attack on Cuxhaven, where Zeppelins are sheltered,

has caused a panic at the factory in Friedrichshafen. Urgent
orders have been received for the completion of two airships

now being built there, and Count Zeppelin arrived yesterday

to supervise the work.

[This is possible if improbable. When a Zeppelin and its

shed is blown up, there is generally no doubt about it, and
definife news of the destruction would have been received from
the aviators who took part in the raid.—Ed.]

* * *

Mr. .Alan Bott, the "Daily Chronicle" representative at

Basle, continues to send "horrid stories" of the "super-

Zeppelins" at Friedrichshafen. ".A,nother new Zeppelin has

just left Friedrichshafen 'for an unknown destination.' As
usual, it had been tested two or three times over the Lake of

Constance, some of the torpedo-shaped bombs being dropped

on floating targets. Only time can solve the mystery of the

giant airships. Their non-activity, combined with German
boasts, has won them a place in the public skeleton cupboard.

But if the Zeppelin threat is all bluff, as is declared by various

.American newspapers that know nearly everything, it is a very

expensive kind of bluff. Each of the improved vessels costs,

roughly, ;i^ioo,ooo for building and equipment. As a new one

is turned out every three weeks this means over ;i{r33,ooo a

week. So far none of the improved Zeppelins has been used.

Those that have done raiding and reconnoitring work in

Poland and France are of the old type, constructed before the

war. Most estimates put the number of new super-Zeppelins

at 15 to 20.

"This 'unknown destination' is part of the mystery. The
workmen do not know where the results of their labours are

stored. This much is certain—it would never do for British

and French airmen to find out. There is talk of great air

bases near Hamburg, Namur, .'Vntwerp, Brussels, and other

towns hundreds of miles apart. There is talk of new sheds

to the north of Zeebrugge. There is talk of trial evolutions

over the Kiel Canal and the Baltic, in conjunction with sub-

marines and warships.

"The report that they are to be used for naval purposes is

strengthened by the fact that bomb practice by the completed

vessels is carried out over the Lake of Constance and not over

the shore."

[Mr. Bott has got surprisingly near the truth,—for a

Journalist. The Zeppelin has been proved a failure over land,

owing to the presence of fast aeroplanes. Its only hope is as

a scout at sea, for it is faster than any sea craft, and so can

scout and run awav. As a weapon it is useless against naval

gunnery, but it has some hope of smashing a destroyer which

does not happen to carry high-angle guns, hence the bombs.

But all its plans are laid without reckoning with our new and

fast seaplanes. In the words of Mr. Asquith, "Wait and

see."—Ed.]
* *

According to Reuter, the "Frankfurter Zeitung" learned

from Coblenz that a French dirigible on January ist landed

,at the colliery "Idylle," near Krupps. French maps, in-

struments, a signal horn, and German and French flags were

found near by. The military authorities were at once in-

formed, and despatched two hundred soldiers, who dismantled

the balloon and sent it to Coblenz. The dirigible is about

eighteen to twenty yards long and from four to five yards in

diameter. No passenger basket could be found.

[This is the silliest of the many silly stories Reuter has let

loose during the war. A "dirigible" 60 ft. long by 15 ft.

diameter would be useless for real military work. Or can it

be that the "Beta" has escaped and shrunk in the cold Con-

tinental air.' Anyhow, airships do not carry '
passengers in

baskets. It is much more likely that it was the Parseval

Seigsfeld sausage which was noted by one of our officers as

having gone adrift from the North-West fighting line.—Ed.]

BELGIUM.
The "Times" corre'^|X)ndent in Northern France reported on

January 2nd :—

•

"A letter from a trustworthy correspondent in Brussels de-

clares that great havoc was wrought on the flying ground at

Etterbeek by the bombs dropped by an English airman. The
damage referred to in the letter was the work of Commander
Davies, who, as the ."Vdmiralty reported, dropped 12 bombs.

* * *

.'\ Reuter message from Paris on December 20th says that a

Taube flew over Westende at the moment when the presenta-

tion of colours to the soldiers of the 1914 class who have just

been called, up was being made. Three bombs were thrown.

The first burst behind the first battalion, but nobody was

struck. The second struck the ground behind the fTiird bat-

talion and burst harmlessly, while the third fell ten paces in

front of the colonel. Neither officers nor men moved, and the

recruits received their baptism of fire with the coolness of

veterans.

[.\ very prettv story and proliablv an absolute invention.

—

Ed.] -

'

,

"

Big Game Shooting.

The following letter appeared in the "Times" on December

31st :—
"Sir,— I read this morning that the aeroplane which appeared

over the Thames on Christmas Day was fired upon by our

soldiers at various points, and that 'the aviator was fortunate

to get away.' The reason is not far to seek. Our men are

taught to 'draw a bead.' .iXeroplanes are like driven birds.

No one who relies on bead-drawing is ever any good at driven

game. He hits the point aimed at, true, but the bird is no

longer there. If good game shots could be armed with a

sufTiciently powerful weapon, they would hit an aeroplane every

time. Would it be possible to apply their methods to our air

defence guns? "Fraser H. J. Taylf.r.

"41, Bromwich Street, Bolton, Di'c. 28th."

Southampton District.

The awful weather has again played havoc with flying

during the past week. A good flight was made on Saturday

from Woolston when a Sunbeam-engined Sopwith tractor 854

was out for test. The flight was of a long duration and the

steadiness of the machine and the good working of the Sun-

beam were noticeable. On returning up Southampton Water

the speed was amazing for a fairly large machine. On Sun-

day afternoon a small Sopwith-Gnome scout came out fropi

Calshot and made a series of "landings" very neatly done.

ht the same time No. 854 was out from Woolston, Its per-

formance being very good. There have also been flights on

Farmans, Avros, and Sopwiths lietween the showers.

An Address.
.\ mutual friend asks that the address should be made known

of Mr. L. Moore Lilley, late of the Sopwith .Aviation Co., Ltd.,

now 2nd Lieutenant, .Army Service Corps, as he is anxious to

receive letters from his friends at home. They should be

addressed : "ist Corps, fiist (M.T.) Company, 2nd Division,

Supp. Col., .Army Service Corps, on Active Service."
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School and Weather Reports.
Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs. Fri. Sat. Sun.

Hendon ...
|
Windy Windy Windy Fair Gale Gale Rain

East Coast ...

|

Hurri- Wet a.m.
Wet Fine Dull Show'} Wet

cane Fine,p ni,

South Ooast...
1

Rain Show'y Show'y Show'y Stormy Fine to

Fair
Show'y

Windermere.

—

.\t the Northern Aircraft Co.'s School.—
On Monday Mr. W. Rowland Ding was busy morning and

afternoon on one of the firm's water biplanes, and gave a

spectacular demonstration of fancy flying. In spite of bad

weather, tuition was given on Monday, Tuesday, and Thurs-

day. Mr. Lashmar was out alone and did 135 minutes' flying

in all. Mr. Railton received tuition, taking partial control.

A number of new pupils have signed on, and four machines

will soon be readv for use, namely, a tractor mono, tr;ictor lii,

pusher mono, and pushiT hi—in fact, a complete aviarv.

Hendon.—Ax the Grahame-White School.—Instructors :

Messrs. Manton, Winter, and Russell. Pupils with instr. : Prob.

Fit. Sub-Lieuts. Bessom, Digby, Reed, and Walmesley. Circs,

alone : Prob. Fit. Sub-Lieuts. Driscoll and Mills. Machines :

Grahame-\\"hite biplanes.

At the London and Provincial Aviation Co.'s School.—
Instructors : Messrs. W. T. Warren and M. G. Smiles. Strts.

or rolling alone : Messrs. .Abel, Laidler, England, Derwin, and

Collett (new pupil), progressing well. L. and P. tractors.

At the Hall Flying School.—Instructors : Messrs. J. L.

Hall and J. Rose. Pupils : Mr. Lloyd 8 flights, Mr. Connochie

8 strts. Machines : Hall tractors. Mr. Hall testing No. 2.

At Ruffy School.—Instructors : Messrs. Herbert James and

Howard James. Pupils : Messrs. Aoyang, Graham, Donald,

Marriott, Lacrouts, Kenworthy (new pupil). Machines :

6o-h.p. Gnome Caudron (dual control) and 45-h.p. Anzahi

single seater. .A new 50-h.p. machine being erected.

CELLON
THE DOPE OF PROVED EFFICIENCY.

CELLON, LTD., 17, OLD BRO<VD STREET, E.G. Telegrams :" Ajawb London." Telephone : 5359 London Wall.

THE GENERAL AVIATION CONTRACTORS,

LONDON, PARIS, AND MILAN.
LTD.,

EMAILLITE
33

THE PREMIER DOPE
BFitish Manufactured

"AS TIGHT AS A DRUM."

As adopted by H.M. Government and

all the Leading Mantifacturers.

TheBRITlSHEMAILLITECo.,Ltd.
50 Regent Street, Piccadilly, S.W.

Phone, 280Gerrard. Wire, Santochimo, London

WHY NOT
;'LEARN TO FLY ATf

'THE HALL FLYING SCHOOL
IstT 1913

Excellent opportunities TRACTOR Machines]

and Reduced Fees for
[
exclusively used at ourj

New Pupils. !
School.

Write or 'phone tc

HALL AVIATION CO.,
London Aerodrome, HENDON, N.W.

TELEPHONE—
Kingsbury 142.

WOOD FOR ALL PARTS OF AEROPLANES.
Machined to your Sizes or Sections.

Best Quality Silver Spruce, Ash, Walnut, 3 ply, etc.

W. G. EVANS & SONS,
1—4, WILLIAMS MEWS, STANHOPE STREET.

ELSTON ROAD, LONDON, N.W.
Phone : Museum 24.58.

8vo. 7/6 net.

FLIQfiT WITHOUT FORMULAE
SIMPLE DISCUSSIONS ON THE MECHANICS OF THE AEROPLANE

By COMMANDANT DUGHENE of the French Genie

Translated frou the French by John H. Ledeboer, B.A.

OUninaUe from THE AEUOPLANE, 16fl, PICCADILLY. II'.

CONTRACTORS TO THE ADMIRALTY.

EASTBOURNE
AVIATION Co Ltd

AEROPLANE BUILDERS

TELEPHOVE—1176. TELEGRAMS—" 1176 EASTBOURNE."

KINDLY MEM ION PHE AERDPLANE " WHEN CORRESPONDING WITH ADVERTISERS.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS
All advertisements for this column should arrive at this

office by 6 p.m. MONDAY to ensure insertion.

For the convenience of Advertisers, replies can be received at

the office of "THE AEROPLANE," 166, Piccadilly, W.
Special PREPAID Rate— 18 words 1/6; Situations Wanted
ONLY—18 words 1/-. id. per word after.

PATENTS.
row TO TAKE OUT PATENTS IN ENGLAND AND
ABROAD " <Bv Arthur E. Edwards, F.C.I. P.A.) 2s.

post free.

—

Arthur Edwards & Co., Ltd., Patent Agents and
Consulting Engineers, Chancery Lane Station Chambers,

W.C. 'Phone 4536 Holborn.

AEROPLANE Makers and Inventors. Prepare now for

trade revival by protecting new ideas. Particulars and
advice free.—King's Patent Agency, Ltd., 165, Queen Victoria

Street, London.

TUITION.

P ASHLEY BROTHERS AND HALE,
SHOREHAM AERODROME, SUSSEX.

Tuition for R.A.C. Brevet.

Before joining any other school, apply for particulars of our

SPECIALLY REDUCED TERMS AND NEW CONCES-
SIONS TO PUPILS.

Passenger Flights.

London and Provincial
aviation co.

SCHOOL OF FLYING
The Aerodrome, Hendon, N.W.

Learn to fly at our School on new and up-to-date machines. We teach
you to control the machine yourself and develop your own individu-
ality. Our instructors have had years of experience and we guarantee
satisfaction. Enquiries welcomed. Phone: Kingsbury 102

THE RUFFY
School of Flying, Hendon.

Pupils taught on 60 h p. Gnome Caudron Machines,
dual control until efficient : completing tuition on 45 h p.

Anzani and taking certificate on 50 h.p. Gnome.
Offices and Works

—

3-4 KENDALL'S MEWS, PORTMAN SQUARE, W
Phone—Padd. 5048.

ENGINES.
NEW 35-h.p. "Lascelles" 4-cyl-V. air-cooled Aeroplane

Engine, cost £3^0 ;
bargain, ;^5o. 30 ft. monoplane, has

flown, £2ei. Lot £70. Exchange entertained.—Cox, loa,

Waylett Place, West Norwood.

SITUATIONS VACANT.
SIR W. G. ARMSTRONG, WHITWORTH & CO., LTD.,

Aeroplane Works, Gosforth, \e\V(;abtle-on-T\ nc, require

all classes of aeroplane workers.

FITTERS and Woodworkers for aeroplanes, Richmond dis-

trict. Woodworkers, yjd. and Fitters lod. per hour.

Constant if suitable.—S. B. Lister, Electric Power Station,

Richmond.

AEROPLANE Fitters and Erectors wanted immediately.

—

Send references and rate required to Wliite and Thompson,
Ltd., Middleton, Bognor.

AEROPLANE Draughtsmen with experience of detail work
required immediately.—Please send references, full par-

ticulars of experience, and salary required, to White & Thomp-
son, Ltd., Middleton, Bognor.

SITUATION WANTED.
JOINER, previous experience of aeroplane work, wants

situation.
—"YZ," c/o Coss, 76, Leigh Road East, West-

cliff-on-Sea.

MACHINES.
DUNNE PATENT SAFETY AEROPLANES, single and

two-seater types, mono or biplane.

—

The Blair Atholl
Aeroplane Syndicate, Ltd., i, Queen Victoria Street,

London. Tel. 834 Bank.

PHOTOGRAPHS.
AVIATORS ON ACTIVE SERVICE.

PORTRAITS of the majority of the British Aviators who
have volunteered for active service during the war may

be obtained from F. N. Birkett, 97, Percy Road, Shepherd's

Bush, London, W. Unm'^unted, post free. Sizes 12 by 10 in.,

2s. 2d. ; 8 by 6 in., is. 6d. ; 6 by 4 in., is. 2d. Mention Thi
Aeroplane and write for the list of the largest collection of

aviators' portraits in this country.

PROPELLERS.
CHAUVIERE'S famous Integral Propellers hold all records;

used by all leading aviators. The best.—Sole proprietors

for Great Britain and Colonies The Integral Propiller Co.,

Ltd., IB. Elthorne Road, Upper Holloway, N. Telephone :

Hornsey 2345. Telegrams: "Aviprop (Upholl), London."

MISCELLANEOUS.
GRAMOPHONE Ol': LUXIi, £2^ model, diinty drawing-

room caibinet, o])cra grande, standing 4 ft. on castors,

beautifully inlaid, new this year, with quaiitilv of celebrated

records ; £^ los.
;
approval.—4, OxI'oril Terrace, Hyde Park,

London.

HARDWOOD for Aeroplanes. Specially selected, air-dried

timber as supplied to leading constructors in Britain and
the Continent. Silver Spruce, Ash, Poplar

;
Hickory and Ash

Skids ; Threeply ; Thin Cedar and Mahogany for Floats ; Wal-
nut for Propellers.—William Mallinson and Sons, Ltd., Hack-
ney Road. 'Phone, 3854 Central, 4770 Wall.

"BRITAIN AS GERMANY'S VASSAL"
BY

GENERAL VON BERNHARDI
Price 2/- Net. THE TRUE GERMAN VIEW

Translated by J. ELLIS BARKER.
Of all Booksellers, or post free, 2/3. from

WM. DAWSON & SONS, Ltd.,

Rolls House, Breams Buildings, E.C.

LUNCH, TEA, or SUP at-

"WC AERO RESTAURANT."
(Just outside the gate? of the Hendon Aerodrome.)

Pretty Tea-Gardens, with awnines, for fine weather. Glass-side
" Sun-Parlour" for cold weather.
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Five Mont
All civilian aviation, as sucli, liaving ceased at the

end of July, the remaining five months of the year were
concerned entirely with naval and military aviation

;

and as this is the first time in the world's histor}^ that
aircraft have been concerned in what one may pre-

sumably call a First Class War, it seems advisable to

review those five months in some detail.

In doing so it has been the writer's endeavour to

leave out unessential details and to draw attention
only to such matters as bear with some importance on
what has happened or what is likely to happen. Some
points are mentioned which may seem trivial at the
moment. Later on their true value in the scheme of

things may appear more clearly.

On looking back, even for so short a period, one
cannot help being struck by the alteration in one's out-
look in war-time. Flights which would have been
astonisliing in time of peace pass almost unnoticed,
and comparatively short flights bring important
results. Most astonishing of all, perhaps, is the fact

that, despite the enormously increased amount of flying
done, much of it done under very bad weather condi-
tions, and with the risk of bein^ shot down added to
ordinary flying risks, the actual number of casualties
seems very little, if any, higher than in time of peace.
An officer who recently came home wounded encour-

aged on^ of his brothers who was just going out by
telling him the other day that he had worked it out
that an officer regularly at work in the fighting-line
could reckon, with luck, on a maximum of fourteen
days in the trenches before he was wounded, and if he
were not wounded by then, on twenty-one days before
he was killed. He is something of a mathematician, so
one mistrusts his figures, but it appears that an aviator
can reckon with certainty on far less liability to injury
or death than anyone in any other branch of the Ser-
vice, except those on lines of communication. And
this despite the fact that aircraft are now proved as
essential to an army as foot or guns, and more so than
horse.

That IS only so for the present. If the Germans
manage to protluce a really eftective fighting aeroplane,
possessing speed as well as lifting power, while we are
fiddling about with official designs which are deadly
slow and cannot climb, or are trying to make fighting
aeroplanes by fitting shore-going landing gear to sea-
planes instead of building twin-engined, fuselage-
bodied "pushers," the casualty list may take on
another aspect.

We try that "long-suffering star" of ours rather too
high, and some day it will let us down. Let us pray
it may not do so just for the present. Meantime, a
glance backward over the past five months may sug-
gest points for serious consideration to those who have
eyes to see and brains to understand :

—
First Month.

War was suppo?,ed to start officially on .'\iigust 4th—at least,
that was the official date of mobilisation, but actually the
Fleet, and with it the Royal Naval Air Service, had been at
nominal war strength ever since the "Test Mobilisation" in

July. How much the R.N.A.S. has increased in strength since
then one naturally will not say, but (he old establishment was
a very small thing compared with its present state. The Ro\al

IS of War.
h'lying Corps likewise was then only a fraction of its present

size. In both cases th<' losses have been negligible compared
with the additions.

Before the end of the month practically all civilian aviators

who could fly decently—and many who could not—had been

absorbed into the Services, except a few of the very best pilots,

who were retained by manufacturers to test new machines.

Biooklands aerodrome was taken over entirely by the R.F.C.,

and a military school, which at first was amazingly badly

managed, was set up on the ruins of the civilian schools. More
recently there has been lemarkable improvement under intel-

lij«ent control.

Hendon Aerodrome was made a Naval Air Station, the

civilian schools continuing work more or less under naval

supervision, and a purely naval school for the higher education
of pilots was also established. The results have been brilliantlv

successful, the system evolved by the Officer Commanding pro-

ducing many good fliers, who have also the makings of officers

worthy of the King's uniform. The civilian schools were sup-
ported by sending ofhce.-s appointed on probation to them for

preliminary training, and one hopes to see more encouragement
of this kind given in future.

On .'\ugust iith the King and Queen went to Aldershot to

bid farewell to the troops, and visited R.F.C. headquarters.
On the 14th three squadrons of the R.F.C. flew to France,

with Amiens as their objective, this city being their base till

Ihc "wash-out" took place. Brig.-General Sir David Hender-
son, K.C.B., D.S.O., hitherto Director-General of Military
Aeronautics at the War Office, was gazetted Colonel-Com-
mander, and commanded the corps until November, Lieut. -Col.

Brancker, R.A., taking his place at the War Office. Lieut.

-

Col. Trenchard, C.B., D.S.O., previously Assistant-Com-
mandant, Central Flying School, took command of
headquarters at Farnborough, Lieut.-Col. Sykes being
appointed a General Staff Officer with Headquarters in the
Field. The small R.F.C. force was e.xcellently organised
and very fairly equipped.

Karly in the month the R.N.A.S. took over various seaplanes
built for the "Daily Mail" Seaplane Circuit of Britain, which
was "declared off" as soon as war broke out. Some have
proved very useful. The combined views of various men of

e xperience resulted in this paper advising the naval and mili-
tary authorities to give up all experiments and buy quantities
of high-speed scouts and gun-carriers of proved value. Ap-
parently the advice took some months to soak in.

A regular patrol of airships and seaplanes across the Channel
was kept up by the R.N.A.S all the time the Expeditionary
Force was crossing, and coastal patrols were organised all
along the coast and far into the North Sea from Scapa Flow.
On the 27th a detachment of land-going machines flew to
Ostend and a base was established there to watch German
movements in Belgium.
At the outbreak of war it was computed, as the result of

comparing various sources of information, that France had
about 800 aeroplanes—many very ineffective—and about three
useful airships. Russia, about 300 aeroplanes, and Great
Britain about 100 capable of service. Against this, Germany
had about 1,300 aeroplanes and the following airships: L Z.9
(Z H), built in 191 1 ; L Z.ii ("Viktoria Luise"), 191 1

;L Z.12 (Z III), 1912 ; L Z.13 ("Hansa"), 1912 ; L Z.16 (Z IV),'
1913 ;

L Z.17 ("Sachsen"), 1913 ; L Z.20 (Z V), 1913 ; L Z 21
(Z VI), 1913; L Z.22 ( Z VII), i9i4;.L Z.23 (Z VIII), 1914-
L Z.24 (L III), naval, 1914; L Z.2S (Z IX), 1914. There were
also perhaps four or five Parsevals and Grosses (M type) and
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a Schiitte-Lanz or two. Austria was estimated to have loo

aeroplanes and two or three small airships. There has been

no subsequent reason to modify these estimates.

Italy was estimated to have about 130 land aeroplanes, 25

seaplanes, and 7 airships fit for service. The number is now
increased all round, and will be a \'aluable addition to the

Allies' air-fleet in due course.

On August 3rd an armed and armoured Dorand biplane flew

over Paris, but the custom of patrolling Paris did not continue.

France was estimated to have 300 civilian pilots and 350 mili-

tary pilots mobilised by the middle of the month. Two British

and three Norwegian pilots joined the French flying corps.

Thanks to the French flying corps, this paper was able

to warn our pilots \ery. early that an aeroplane is within rifle

and machine-^n range at 8,000 feet altitude, and that

jTiachines had been riddled with bullets at 6,500 feet.

Early in the war bombs came into common use. Bombs
were dropped on Metz on August 16th by French aviators,

and by Germans on Namur on the 14th.

On the 14th a German airship was reported over the Ter-

schelling Bank in the North Sea. On the 22nd L Z.23

(Z VIII) was brought down by a French 75-mm. gun at Badon-
villers and burnt by peasants next day.

On the 20th M. Doumer, an ex-Minister of France, return-

ing from Belgium, reported three Zeppelins destroyed by artil-

lery and one wrecked in a forest.

On the 20th a French report stated that an observer who
was not a pilot on a dual-control aeroplane brought the machine
home and landed safely though the pilot had been hit and was
unconscious. A powerful argument in favour of dual control.

On the 2 1 St it was stated that a French airship had done

good work at night with bombs on a German bivouac. It was
not stated how many French airships had been shot down by
French troops before this.

. On the 24th a "constant procession" of German aeroplanes

was reported round Brussels, and the same night a Zeppelin

(authentic) dropped bombs on Antwerp. On the 26th this

paper stated that general reports indicated a regular patrol of

the Elbe estuary by Zeppelins and seaplanes.

On the 28th a Schiitte-Lanz was reported over Lublin, and
on the 29th a Russian report stated that a Zeppelin had been
shot down at Mlawa—it seems more likely to have been a

Schiitte-Lanz.

On the . 29th an aviator of the .'\llies delivered messages of

good cheer to captured Brussels, ^nd proceeded to loop the Ioo]3

as a, mark of contempt for German marksmanship.
On the 30th, Lieut, von Hiddessen, the winner of the 1913

Prince Henry Circuit, dropped the first bombs, and his visiting

card, on Paris. This later became a daily fiabit with German
pilots.

Mr. Whittaker, returning from Germany after war was
declared, contributed a series of valuable articles on German
aviation which shed much new light on the German aeroplane

fleet and the wOrk to be done in defeating it. He smuggled
out of Germany at the same time numerous photographs of the

latest German machines, many of which have since been useful

to our officers and men on active service in enabling them to

identify hostile machines. This office has also had the honour
of supplying photographs of British and foreign aeroplanes

to officers of both Services, with which to educate others, and
has supplied lantern-slides for lectures to newly joined officers

and men. -Mr. W. H. Sayers and Mr. A. C. Burgoine, who
have since both joined the R.N.A.S., contributed articles on the

acceleration of aircraft production, which have undoubtedly

served their purpose, and would have done so to a still greater

extent but for the mental inertia which afflicts most officials

and manufacturers in all trades in this country.

Second Month.
On September 2nd, as the result of other people's opinions,

it was suggested in this paper that seaplanes carried on fast

ships would be used in finding German commerce-destroyers

on the high seas. As yet nothing has been made known of

such action.

Attention was drawn to the splendid co-operation between

German aircraft and artillery, and to the lack of previous

training of the R.F.C. in this respect. It speaks highly for

the personnel of the R.F.C. that they have done so well lately

in this work.

Two Curtiss boats, then at Durban, were offered by their

owner, Mr. Hudson, to the Navy. Mr. Cutler, the pilot, was
appointed to the R.N.A.S.
On September 4th, one of our submarines captured a German

seaplane with" pilot and passenger adrift in the North Sea, and
brought them into Harwich.

Early in the month the defence of London against aircr.'ift

was taken over by the Air Department at the Admiralty, and
"H.M.S. Flatroof" and her satellites were commissioned, there-

by adding to the joy of many, and the importance of some
people.

On September 19th an order was issued diminishing the
lighting of London streets. Naval airships made many
journeys over London to observe the effect, and after much
experimenting pronounced it impossible to recognise any par-

ticular locality on a dark night. Great saving has obviously

been effected in the ratepayers' bills for street lighting, and in

shopkeepers' individual light bills. Thick-headed pedestrians

have been taught to take proper care in crossing roads, or
have been deservedly run over as a lesson to others. Cyclists,

long a nuisance on the road, have been compelled to carry red

lights aft. Motoring road^hogs have become reasonably care-

ful. Sufficient dim corners are now discoverable to encourage
mere "walking out" to develop into serious "courting," with

probable good results to the marriage rate, and ultimately to

the birth rate. Altogether a great deal of real good has been

done by the order.

It was noted by the official "Eye-witness" on the 22nd that

the R.F.C. had up till then never seen a Zeppelin, and only

twice non-rigids. On the 29th, "Eye-witness" drew attention

to a German observer in a captured machine coming down
safely with unconscious pilot owing to dual control.—Dual con-

trol had recently been strongly condemned in the "Times"
Engineering Supplement by a writer signing himself "Ornis,"

who systematically reflects the views of the Royal Aircraft

Factory.

The Armstrong-Whitworth Co. produced an extraordinarily

efficient "tabloid" biplane w'hioh showed a speed range of 40
to 75 m.p.h. with a 50-h.p. Gnome. It was condemned by
R.F.C. officers of limited experience, and afterwards highly

approved by very experienced R.N.A.S. pilots—a curious dis-

similarity of judgment.

On September 23rd attention was drawn to the lack of

attention given in this country to evolving "fighting" aero-

planes, the Vickers gun-carriers and standard Farmans being

the only examples of land-going machines for this purpose,

except the R.A.F. 's F.E.2, which had killed Mr. Haines.

Thanks to the Admiralty, Short and Sopwith gun-carrying sea-

planes had been tried, and knowledge was gained.

It was also pointed out clearly that orders for B.E.2Cs. would
cause unnecessary delay in delivery. If permission had then

been given to practical men to turn the R.A.F. 's fads into

real flying machines, the Services would by now have had

about 150 machines more than they possess at present. Happily

makers who stuck to their own designs have saved the Ser-

\ices from the results of official foolishness.

About the '26th, Sergt. W. W. Reilly, R.F.C, was pro-

moted to commissioned rank, the first of the rank and file of

the R.F.C. to be so promoted.

On the 23rd, Flight Lieut, (now Flight Commander) Collet,

R.N.A.S. (now Captain, R.M.L.I.), on a Sopwith, dropped

bombs at Diisseldorf and damaged the airship shed. On the

30th good work by R.N.A.S. pilots operating with Belgian

troops at Antwerp was noted.

On the 30th it was stated that the Avro biplanes of the

R.F.C. were standing hard work and exposure at least as well

as anything else in the field. They were known to be 10 to 15

m.p.h. faster than the B.E.2S, and over 20 m.p.h. faster than

B.E.Ss, the latter being also dangerous to fly.

On September ist the second Boche flew over Paris, but the

third visitor was nearly caught by French aeroplanes, headed

by a South African officer of the R.F.C. Thereafter 24 crack
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French civilian aviators were told off to patrol Paris, but they

never caught anything. About the same date it was reported

that the personnel of a German battery was destroyed by a
French bomb-dropper.

A credible report from Russia stated that a Zeppelin and its

crew were brought down near Sjerade. A Danish report from
German sources stated Zeppelin losses in August to be six

machines—one outside Li^ge, one burnt at Metz by Capt. Finck,
one shot down at Badonvillers, one lost near Antwerp, one near
Brussels, one smashed in a storm in Luxemburg. Of these

two are known for certain, and probably two others are correct.

Amsterdam then reported 40 Zeppelins in existence.

On the 5th, Germans dropped bombs on Ghent ; on the 8th

on Nancy ; on the 25th on Calais.

On the 7th, Japanese seaplanes were reported over Tsing-
Tao in Kiao-Chau. No definite report has yet been received as

to what part aircraft really played in this affair.

On the 8th a story was published of the capture of six Ger-
man aeroplanes by French Dragoons, also of a good piece of

work by a French pilot in flying low to draw the fire of a Ger-
man battery.

On the 23rd a bomb fell in Maastricht, in Holland—probably
from an aeroplane, possibly of British origin. On the same
day seven German seaplanes were reported off Helgoland.
On the i8th, the "Matin" published the complaint of the

French soldiers, "What are our avions doing?" Later on,
thanks chiefly to civilian pilots, and a few first class chefs-

d'escadrille, they did very well, but much reorganisation was
necessary, under General Hirschauer.

Germany's output of aircraft was reported as one airship and

70 aeroplanes per week—if one includes Parseval-Siegsfelds,

and all non-rigids, the figure is probably accurate.

On the 26th it was reported that the Russians had brought
down a second Zeppelin. Up to the end of September German
losses officially reported included 17 aviators killed, 11

wounded, and 3 missing.

The precis of the report of the physical effect of steel arrows
from aeroplanes was published in this paper on the 30th, trans-

lated from the "Munich Medical Weekly." The leading Lon-
don surgical newspaper, with true British enterprise, pub-
lished most of the same article late in December.

It was reported that two German aeroplanes were in Ger-
man S.W. Africa. These have .recently come into use with
good effect.

The Third Month.

On October 7th, quotations from the French press mentioned
the use of wireless by the R.F.C. for the first time. This has
since been mentioned in various letters from the war area. The
R.F.C.'s good work was neatly summed up in a letter pub-

lished on this date from an A.S.C. clerk, who said, "I con-

sider that our aeroplanes have been the means of saving
thousands of lives during the war."
On October 3rd, the official "Eye-witness" stated that the

R.F.C. up to September 21st had covered 87,000 miles, or 2,000

miles per day, or 1,400 hours in the air. As was pointed out,

this left any astute German to deduce that if we had 100 pilots

they only flew 60 miles each once in 3 days. Which meant
either we had much less than 100 pilots, or they did very little

flying. One officer had already stated in a letter published in

a daily paper that he had flown 43 hours. Inference obvious.

On October 8th, Squad. Comm. Grev and Fit. Lieut, (now
Fit. Comm.) Marix, both on Sopwiths, flew from Antwerp to

Cologne and Diisseldorf respectively, the latter burning a new
Zeppelin and destroying its shed. Antwerp was then being
evacuated.

On the 14th, a report by the "Times" correspondent in

France was quoted, mentioning our fast "scouts" for the first

time. The report also emphasised the need for dual control

—

in contradiction of "Ornis" aforementioned. On the same
date a letter quoted from the "Mail" allowed one to deduce
the failure of the B.E.S's.

On the 2ist, a French correspondent enabled this paper to

point out that the vertical range of the German high-angle

guns is 7,000 metres (about 22,000 feet), and a pilot recom-

mended fast machines (85 to 100 m.p.h.) as fairly safe even

when forced by clouds to fly low, remarking that clouds might

even be an advantage.

On the 15th an official notice was issued stating that the

Naval and Military Aero-Engine Competition had been w<Jn

by the Green engine. Fine performances were also put up by

the Gnome, Salmson, and Anzani. The R.A.F.'s own engine

had failed ignominiously early in the trials to stand up to a

similar test.

Twenty-eight officers and nine N.C.Os. were mentioned in

Field-Marshal Sir John French's despatches dated October 8th.

The "Eye-witness" notes, issued on the 17th, mentioned the

inability of our machines to catch a German aeroplane, and on

the 28th this paper issued a further warning of the need for

fast machines for the R.F.C, drawing attention to the advent

of improved types of German aeroplanes, to the delays caused

by attempts at super-standardising, and to the desirability of

effectiveness, as in the French Voisins, rather than mere

theoretical efficiency.

On the 22nd, an Admiralty Memorandum announced the

appointment of Wing-Commander Samson, Squad. Comm.
Grey, and Fit. Comms. Collet and Marix to the D.S.O.

A letter from an R.E. officer, published on the 28tih, noted that

General Joffre used British officers as observers by preference,

on account of their reliability.

On the 31st, H.M.S. "Hermes," used as seaplane carrier,

was torpedoed and sunk in the Straits of Dover, unhappily

with loss of life, but otherwise to the gratification of the

R.N.A.S.

On the 7th it was repored from Russia that L Z.20 (Z V) had

been brought down and captured. About the same time the

debut of L Z 26 at Friedrichshafen was reported. It is not

known whether she has become Z X or L IV—military or

naval. It was falsely reported that Zeppelin bombs had fired

the oil-tanks at Antwerp. These were really fired by the

Belgians themselves to keep the Germans from getting the oil.

Another new Zeppelin, probably L Z. 27, or possibly merely

an earlier one rebuilt, was reported from Potsdam about this

date. About the 14th, a Russian report stated that yet another

Zeppelin had been destroyed in that country. On the 21st, the

debut of L Z. 31 was reported at Friedrichshafen, indicating

rather that L Zs. 27, 28, 29, and 30 were ordered from the Pots-

dam works, where the newness of the organisation prevented

such rapid work as at Friedrichshafen. New Zeppelin sheds

were reported at Mageltonden in Schleswig and Rostock in

Mecklenburg, indicating still more clearly the intention to

use Zeppelins for naval scouting at the ends of the Kiel Canal.

Bomb dropping was reported on the 12th at St. Omer, on

the 13th at Nancy, on the 15th at Dunkirk, on the 28th at

Montdidler, and on the 30th at Hazebrouck, showing how
clearlv the Germans knew our import centres. The -Allies re-

torted on the 13th at Baden and Karlsruhe, and" on the 14th

at Bruges. Austrians threw bombs on .Antivari on the 12th,

and Germans bombed Warsaw about the 25th for several days.

On the 28th it was stated that the new Voisin (130 h.p.

Salmson), with pilot, passenger, machine-gun, ammunition,

bombs, and fuel, climbed 2,000 metres (6,500 feet) in 10 minutes.

The figure is worthy of attention.

Fourth Month.
It was announced earlv in November that the Cross of the

Legion of Honour had been awarded to 9 officers of the R.F.C.

and the Medaille Militaire to 14 N.C.Os. and men, as recog-

nition to the whole Corps of the services it had rendered to

France. The recipients of the honours were selected by the

senior officers of the R.F.C, not directly by favour, or for any
particular achievement, but by lot among those most deserving

distinction.

On November 3rd an organised attempt was made to drop

bombs on the Kaiser, then at Thielt. It is alleged that he was
missed bv onlv a few minutes.

On the i8th this paper, influenced by practical people, recom-

mended that designs of British constructors which had proved

successful on service should be commandeered by the .Services,

and farmed out, on a royalty basis, to less successful con-
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structors—such as the R.A.F.—and that B.E.2CS. should be

scrapped. Those who know the latest results of the B.E.2C.

craze will agree that the advice given two months, and more,

ago was not far astray.

The "Eye-witness's" report of the 20th mentioned tlie fine

work of the R.F.C. in snow and sleet. A letter dated Novem-
ber 6th, and published about the same date, from a R.G.A.

officer of a heavy battery gave the first intimation of the de-

tachment of individual R.F.C. pilots for artillery fire-control.

On the 2 1 St, Squad. Comm. Briggs, Fit. Comm. Babington,

and Fit. Lieut. Sippe, all on Avros, flew from Belfort to Fried-

richshafen and dropped bombs. According to report they did

considerable damage to plant and to L Z. 32, then nearing com-

pletion. Comm. Briggs was wounded and captured. The
other two returned safely. All three were immediately awarded

the Cross of the Legion of Honour, and have since been

appointed to the D.S.O.

Sir John French's despatch of the 29th stated: "Every day

new methods for employing them (the R.F.C. pilots) are dis-

covered and put into practice. . . No effort should be spared

to increase their numbers and perfect their equipment and

efficiency." One seems to have read sentiments similar to

those in the latter phrase of the quotation in one or two (not

many more) papers for the past three years. Frien'ds who in-

spired The Aeroplane in those days
,
may feel inclined to say

"We told you so."

A Garrison Gunner, writing on the 20th, mentions the in-

teresting combination of "Mother," who is a 300-pounder

howitzer, a 13-pounder "Archibald," and a battery of 5-inch

heavy guns, all with an aeroplane observer to control fire.

Many more such units seem desirable against such time as we

approach the Rhine.

On the 28th, a quotation from the "Times" makes the first

mention of the highly effective bullet-proof seats supplied by

Firths of Sheflield.

In the course of the month several squadron commanders of the

R.F.C. were appointed Wing-Commanders, with temporary

rank of lieut. -colonel, these officers being Majors Brooke-Pop-

ham, Webb-Bowen, Higgins and Burke. Major Fulton, C.B.,

chief of the A.LD., was promoted at a later date, and as the

senior major remains the senior officer in temporary rank.

Lieut.-Colonel Trenchard had been promoted some time be-

fore, and Brigadier-General Sir David Henderson, K.C.B.,

D.S.O., had been promoted to Major-General on October 6th.

On November 46h, a new Zeppelin shed was reported near

Emden harbour, and it was suggested as a handy mark for

a seaplane raid.

About this date a long French communique was issued in-

tended to restore confidence in L'Aeronautique Militaire.

On the 7th, a noticeable increase in the use of captive balloons

by both sides was recorded.

An article by M. Georges Prade in a French paper was re-

ported on the 7th, stating that L Zs. 26, 27, 28, and 29 had

been sent out between August loth and October 15th, and that

L Z. 30 was due on November 5th. He appeared to assume that

all these were Friedrichshafen ships and made no allowance for

Potsdam orders being in the same series and slower in output.

There was another orgy of bomb-dropping. On the 3rd, the

Allies blew up the railway at Bruges, on the 4tlh they again

dropped bombs there. On the 5tih, the "Eye-witness" reported

Forts Englos and Carnot at Lille blown up by British bombs.

On the i8th, Germans dropped bombs at Amiens, and on the

2 1 St at Bailleui. On the 28th our men blew up the petrol

dep6ts at Ghent and Bruges, and also bombed Zeebrugge. And
on the 20th a prisoner reported that the German officers feared

the French and English newspapers dropped by our aeroplanes

more than the bombs—meaning of course their truthfulness

and not their heaviness.

On the i8th, land-going aeroplanes and seaplanes, shore

guns, naval guns, battleships, monitors, destroyers, submarines,

infantry and artillery all "assisted" at the bomhardment of

Zeebrugge. The sight is said to have been rather fine.

On the 20th, daily papers reported the Allies' aeroplanes

beaten off in an attack on German bomb-droppers. Showing
need for gun-carriers.

On the 17th, a Zepi>elin, "very much on end," was reported

as drifting across Holland, with the crew "hanging to the

cordage." It was probably a Siegsfeld broken loose.

On the 29th, the first aerial attack on the South African

forces was reported from Luderitzbucht.

Fifth Month.

On December 7th there was published an official account of

the King's visit to the war area, when he visited the R.F.C.
Camp, and was guarded continually by R.F.C. scouts over-

head.

On the gth, a revised list of those mentioned in despatches

was published, including 30 officers and 10 N.C.O.s of the

R.F.C.

In the issue of December 2nd, this paper, acting on informa-

tion received, drew attention to the folly of using pom-poms
against aircraft, and recommended the use of air-mines in

foggy weather as defence against airships. On the 9th, the

possibilities of further supplies of aircraft and engines from

America was noted, and a suggestion was made that machines
might be delivered to Russia by flying from France and

droi>ping bombs on Berlin.

On the i6th, an R.G.A. officer in a letter mentioned that

R.F.C. pilots had brought down several captive observation

balloons. An R.F.C. mechanic mentioned that letters—presum-
ably sent on from Headquarters to outlying detachments—were
frequently delivered by aeroplane.

On the 24th, a German seaplane dropped a bomb in a garden

at Dover, and Squad.-Comm. Davis destroyed a Parseval at

Brussels.

On the 25th, a German seaplane flew up the Thames to

Dartford, and escaped various pursuers on the way back. On

One of Germany's portable airship sheds, made by Behrens and Kiihne of Magdeburg.
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the same day, seven naval aviators raided Cuxhaven, Wilhelms-
haven, and ships and seaplane sheds in the vicinity, all getting
home eventually after doing considerable damage, but losing
four seaplanes in the process.

On Decemljer 2nd, ihe French decision to standardise on four
or five aeroplanes of proved value was made known, these being
Voisins, Caudrons, Farmans, and "parasol" Moranes.
Geneva reports of the same date appeared to indicate the

reduction in size of Zeppelins to 300 feet, with 800 h.p. and
2 tons of useful lifting capacity. An Englishwoman returned
from Germany reported that 4 Zeppelins were known to have
been destroyed in Russia, which would make about 10 lost in

all, or rather more than the output since war began. Various
papers noted that Zeppelin bomb-dropping was being practised
against dummy ships, indicating intended use at sea

French aviators dropped bombs on the big air station at

Freiburg on December 4th, 9th, and 14th, and on Saarbourg
on the 7th and 18th, and on Strassburg on the 22nd. On the

5th, one of the Allies' aviators destroyed the bridge of boats at

Antwerp. On the 17th, a bomb on W'estcapelle Station was
reported to have killed 40 German soldiers and wounded 100.

The Germans threw more bombs on Hazebrouck on the 6th,

and on the 20th a seaplane dropped bombs on Calais. On the

26th, a Zeppelin dropped bombs on Nancy and got away.
On the i6th, two German machines flew over Dunkirk, one

dropping a message to ask about a German General's son,

supposed killed, and the other dropping a message from a

wounded and captured French aviator.

On the 9th, a report from Sevastopol alleged that the cruiser

"Breslau" had been put to flight by Russian seaplanes.

Hardly a credible story. On the 25th, French seaplanes were
reported over the Austrian port of Pola.

The R.N.A.S. Comforts Fund.
During the past week no less than 1,000 garments have

been dispatched to the men at the various R.N. A. Stations.

Colonel Maitland, in command of the Airship Section in

France, writing to acknowledge 390 garments sent to his men
by Mrs. Sueter, says :

—"The packing-case with Christmas
comforts arrived yesterday quite safely, and gave the utmost
joy and satisfaction to the Petty Officers and men of this Sta-

tion. They arrived at a most opportune moment, as their

stock of clothing was running low, and they, one and all,

wish to express to you how very much they value the presents
themselves, and also the kind thoughts which prompted both

you and the other donors to send them."
Up to date 52 cases and sacks ot comforts, containing in all

7,000 garments, to say nothing of 20 gramophones, have been
distributed to the different Air Stations and seaplane carrying

ships. To secure such a result, the money received must have"

been laid out with the greatest skill and care, and, undoubtedly,
friends of the Royal Naval Air Service will be encouraged to

renew their contributions to ensure the continuance of this

good work, for, be it remembered, the life of clothing on
active service is very short indeed.

The following contributions in cash are acknowledged this

week :—Messrs. Accles and Pollock, ;i^io los. ; the Earl of

Camperdown, £10 ; Messrs. White and Thompson (staff),

£"1 8s. 6d. ; the Aircraft Manufacturing Co., Ltd. (staff),

;^4 IS. ; Messrs. Mann and Grimmer (employees loth con-

tribution), jQi los. ; Mrs. Marshall (per Dr. Sunderland),

£1 is. ;
Vickers, Ltd., Erith (Woodworkers' 4th contribution),

los. ; total for week, ;^35 os. 6d.
;
grand total to date,

;^630 9s. 9d.

Further contributions should be sent at once In time for the

really cold weather, to Mrs. Sueter, The Howe, Watlington,

Oxon.

; The Royal Flying Corps Aid Fund.

A large number of letters expressing the sincere gratitude

of the men of the R.F.C. have been received by Lady Hender-

son and the Committee of the R.F.C. Aid Fund, and those who
have subscribed to the Fund will doubtless be interested to

have some particulars as to what the Committee has done.

Each individual man received at the beginning of the cold

weather a parcel containing :

—

No. I Parcel List.— i Sweater or shirt, i muffler, i handker-

chief, 1 pair socks, i pair gloves or wristlets, i helmet, i

towel, I body belt, i packet of cigarettes (20), i pair boot laces,

2 pieces of writing paper and envelopes, i pencil, i pipe, J-lb.

tobacco, 5-lb. chocolate, sweets, novio, soap.

Since then a fortnightly parcel has been sent co'ntaining :
—

No. 2 Parcel List : i handkerchief, J-lb. chocolate, Oxo,

peppermints, soap, i packet cigarettes, 1 packet cigarette

papers, matches, writing paper, novio, i pair of socks.

In addition to these comforts the men's Christmas dinners

were supplemented by 500 plum puddings.

On behalf of the men of the Royal Flying Corps and of

herself and her Committee, Lady Henderson takes this oppor-

• tunity of thanking all those who have so generously responded

to her appeal. It is her earnest desire to continue this work
throughout the war, and she feels confident that she can always
rely on the support of the public and their sympathy with her

efforts.

A list of all those who have contributed to the fund either

in money or in kind will shortly be published, but owing to

lack of space it will be impossible to give more than the names
of those who have sent gifts of clothing and other comforts.

Should there be any of the public who wish to make further

contributions in kind it is suggested that their selection should

be made from among the articles in Parcel Lists i and 2.

Lady Henderson will be glad to give details as to size and
colour, etc. for the guidance of those who are desirous of

making any of these articles.

It may interest those who are concerned with aviation to

know that among the many subscribers to the Fund are :—
Employees Aircraft Manufacttiring Co., Ltd. ;^2i 14 7
Ditto (Second contribution) 14 15 2

'

5 American Aviators 318 i

Grahame-White Aviation Co., Ltd 25 o o

Employees Vickers Aviation Dept., Erith 4 '3 9
Vickers Ltd 52 10 o

Employees Sopwith Aviation Co. 16 19 3
Employees Royal Aircraft Factory: 100 ;

helmets, 100 socks, 50 mufflers, in cash 190
Further contributions should be sent to Lady Henderson, 8,

Chesterfield Gardens, S.W.

The Promised Invasion. *

The following eminently sensible views appear in a leading

article in the "Daily Express" of January 6th :—

-

It 's interesting, but not surprising, to hear, as the "Daily

Express" New York correspondent states, that Mr. Paul T.

Kenny, who has been lately in charge of the passport de-

partment at the American Embassy in Berlin, declares that

the failure of the Zeppelins has been Germany's greatest dis-

appointment in the war. "Greatest" may be a large word
where so many disappointments are manifest, but we may
well believe that the Zeppelin failure has hit Germans verv

hard. This was pre-eminently the new weapon by which
Great Britain was to be terrorised, if not actually subdued.

And, so far, the Zeppelins have done just nothing at all.

Whether they may or will yet do something is another ques-

tion. Mr. Kenny disbelieves in the Zeppelins altogether, ar '

declares that Germans themselves have abandoned belief in

them. For our own part, being more nearly concerned, we
shall do well to steer a sane course between faith and scep-

ticism.

In this, as in so much else, the German plans have mis-

carried and the plot has been bungled. A Zeppelin raid five

or four months ago might have "come off," and, in so doing,

might have upset gravely excitable nerves. Now its chance
of success is much more remote, and it would upset no nerves

at all. Mr. Kenny may well be right in discrediting the

Zeppelin menace altogether. If he be wrong, that does not

greatly matter, after all. , .
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In Memoriam.
It seems right and proper at the opening of the new year to place on record the uames of those who have been killed in

aeroplane accidents during the past year. As in years gone by, valuable lives have been lost through the criminal careles sness and
ignorance of others. For the first time the list contains the names of officers and men killed while flying on active service abroad.
May all their names be remembered for their services to the country.

Name.

G. Lee Temple
Lancelot Gipps

E. T. Haynes .

.

Capt, C. P. Downer .

,

Capt. C. R. W. Allen &
Lt.J.E G. Burroughs

Lt. H. F. Treeby
Sergt. Eric Deane
Phiiippe Marty
Capt. E. V. Anderson
& Air Mechanic Carter

Lt. J Empson & Air

Mechanic Cudmore.

.

Gustav Hamel .

.

Com. A. Rice, R.N.. &
Lt. T. S Creswell,
R. M.L.I

Lt. L. C. Hordern .

.

Lt. R. Skene & Air
Mechanic Barbour .

.

Lt. E. W C. Perry &
Air Mechanic Parfitt

Corp. F. J. P. Geard,
K. F C

Lts. V. Waterfall, & C.

G. G Bayly, R.F.C
Flight-Lt. Richard T.

Gates .

.

Flight-Lts. \ernon &
Ash, R.N.

Capt. Crean & Lt. C.G.
Hosking

W. A. Alston .

.

Prob. Flight Sub.-Lt.
P. B. Murray

Flight Lt. Beevor &
Lord Annesley

E. T. Busk
Lt. H. R. Fleming,
R.F.C

Flight Sub-Lt. B. O.
f'field

Place of Death,

Hendon
Larkhill .

.

Wittering .

.

Upavon

Netheravon

Upavon
Brooklands
Hendon
Farnborough

Northallerton

English Channel
Solent

Fort Grange

Netheravon

Amiens

France

Enghien

Hendon

North Sea

In Flanders

SouthamptonWater

Upavon

Dixmude .

.

Farnborough
Upavon

Hendon

Machine.

Bleriot monoplane
Bristol monoplane

B.E. 2 (R.A.F. propeller

biplane)

B.E 2 (R.A F. design
biplane)

B.E.4 (R.A.F. tractor

biplane)

M. Farman biplane
Bristol boxkite .

.

Morane monoplane
Two Sopwith biplanes.

.

B.E. 2 (R. A. F. design
biplane)

Morane .

.

Wight Seaplane

H. Farman

Bleriot ..

B. E. 8 (R. A F. design
biplane)

B E 8 (R.A.F. design

biplane)

Avro

H. Farman

Short Seaplane.

.

B.E.2C (R.A.F. design)

Sopwith Seaplane

B.E. 2

Sopwith propeller bi. .

.

B.E.2 (R.A F. build) ..

B.E 2 (R.A.F. design)..

M. Farman

Cause.

Died in the air, or fainted.

(Passenger.) Side slip on dual control.

School machine.
(Passenger.) Machine unfit for use.

Elevator bent and wings collapsed in air.

Rudder-post broke in the air.

[minable.
Stalled and fell into trees. Cause indeter-

Fell out of seat to ground from 300 ft.

Stalled and dived in landing.

Collision in air. (Carter was passenger
with another officer.)

Dived into ground in fog.

Lost in the Channel.
Wings folded back in air.

Spiralled into ground. Cause indetermin-
able. Passenger very slightly injured.

Side slip and dive through overloading.

Uncontrollable dive on a bad machine.

(Passenger. ) Uncontrollable dive as above.

Apparently shot down by Germans.

Misjudged landing in dark.

Lost at sea.

Shot down by accident.

(Passenger.) Drowned when experimental
machine dived into water.

Dived iato ground in fog.

Shot down by Germans.

Petrol caught fire from R.A.F. engine.
Dived into ground, unable to recover after

capsize.

Misjudged distance in landing.

This shows 36 deaths in 26 accidents. Of these 10 accidents occurred on R.A.F. machines, causing 14 deaths. Only 3
of these lo accidents were clearly not attributable to the machine, i machine being shot down, and 2 flying into the ground in fogs.

Of the remaining i6 accidents, 2 (causing 3 deaths) were on Bleriots, neither directly the fault of the machine, 2 were on Bristols

(2 deaths, not directly attributable to the machines, though both avoidable), 2 on M. Farmans (2 deaths, neither the fault

of machine). 2 on H. Farmans (2 deaths, one possibly, but not probably, due to a jammed control), 2 on Moranes (i lost at sea, i

avoidable m a less heavily loaded machine but still a mistake of the pilot's), i on a Wight seaplane (2 deaths, clear breakage owing
to an error in design, since rectified), i on an Avro (z deaths, shot down in action), i on a Short (2 deaths, lost at sea), 3 on
Sopwiths C5 deaths, 2 in a collision, 2 shot in action, i drowned in an experimental machine).

One View of the Question.
The following letter may interest those who have resented

this paper's criticism of various people from Cabinet Ministers

to careless workmen, and Government designers, who are re-

sponsible for the bad design, and construction, or insufficient

numbers of the aeroplanes flown by the R.F.C. :—
"Sir,—As a very interested reader of your valuable little

paper, I feel I would like to express to you my appreciation

of your courteous reply to your lady correspondent of Decem-

ber i6th issue. I do not venture into a discussion resjwcting

the merits or demerits of B.E.2C.s or R.E.5, but when one

seriously considers the number of aviators killed where the

R..'\.F. productions have been so much in evidence compared
with the casualty list of aviators connected with private firms,

it is enough to make the most disinterested pause to think.

"I am convinced that you are doing excellent work in point-

ing out the necessity of providing the best possible machines
for the use of our noble men who are risking so much for their

country, to ensure as .much as possible their safety and success

in their difficult and dangerous tasks. As the wife of a
R.F.C. man one naturally feels that the best in workmanship,
speed and reliability should be the first consideration of those

who have these matters in hand. Wishing your paper every
success. (Signed) " One of your Readers."
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IN FINEST QUALITY NICKEL, CHROME-NICKEL, OR ORDINARY SWEDISH STEEL—ANY SHAPE, SIZE, and
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THE GENERAL AVIATION CONTRACTORS,

LONDON, PARIS, AND MILAN.
LTD.,

THE GENERAL AERONAUTICAL Co., Ltd.

EVERYTHING FOR AVIATION.
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LAT EST
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SEAPLANE SCHOOL.

THE NORTHERN AIRCRAFT CO., LTD.,
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Naval and Military Aeronautics.
GREAT BRITAIN.

From the "London Gazette," January 5th, 1915.

ADMIRALTY, December 31st.

Acting Flight Lieutenant Robert Hilton Jones has been con-

firmed as flight lieutenant. Dated November 12, 1914.

WAR OFFICE, January 5th.

Regular Forces.—The undermentioned officers of the Special

Reserve of Officers, and Territorial Force, are commissioned for

service in the field :

—

Cavalry.

21ST (Empress of India's) Lancers.—Lieutenant Eric Lewis
Conran (flight commander Royal Flying Corps, Military Wing),
from the 2nd County of London Yeomanry, Territorial Force,

to be second lieutenant, and to be seconded. Dated April 17th,

1913-

Foot Guards.

Grenadier Guards.—Captain (Honorary Lieutenant in

Army) Robin Grey (flight commander Royal Flying Corps,

Military Wing), from Warwickshire Royal Horse Artillery,

Territorial Force, to be captain, and to be seconded. Dated

November 3rd, 1914-

Infantry.

The Royal Fusiliers (City of London Regiment). —Captain

Reginald Percy Mills (flying officer Royal Flying Corps, Mili-

tary Wing), from 5th (Special Reserve) Battalion, to be second

lieutenant, and to be seconded. Dated .'\ugiist 14th, 1913.

The King's (Liverpool Regiment).—Lieutenant Gilbert

William Mapplebeck (flying officer Royal Flying Corps, Military

Wing), from 4th (Special Reserve) Battalion, to be second

lieutenant, and to be seconded. Dated May 8th, 1913.

The Norfolk Regiment.—Lieutenant Leslie Da Costa Penn-

Gaskell (flying officer Royal Flying Corps, Military Wing),

from 3rd (.Special Reserve) Battalion, to be lieutenant, and to be

seconded. Dated October ist, 1914. Second Lieutenant Oswyn
George William Gifford Lywood (flying officer Royal Flying

Corps, Military Wing), from Special Reserve of Officers, to be

second lieutenant, and to be seconded. Dated August 5th, 1014.

The Dorsetshire Regiment.—Lieutenant Louis .^rbon

Strange (flying officer Royal Flying Corps, Military Wing),

from Special Reserve of Officers, to be second lieutenant, and

to be seconded. Dated July 30th, 19 14.

The Essex Regiment.—Lieutenant (temporary captain in

>Army) Walter Lawrence (flight commander Royal Flying

Corps, Military Wing), from 7th (Territorial Force) Battalion,

to be lieutenant, and to be seconded. Dated October ist, 1914.

Seaforth Highlanders (Ross-shire Buffs, the Duke of

Albany's).—Second Lieutenant (temporary captain in Army)
Christopher William Wilson (flight commander Royal Flying

Corps, Military Wing), from Special Reserve of Officers, to be

lieutenant, and to be seconded. Dated October ist, 1914.

The Gordon Highlanders.—Lieutenant Robert Ogilvie Aber-

crombey (flying officer Royal Flying Corps, Military Wlngl,

from Special Reserve of Officers, to be lieutenant, and to be

seconded. Dated October 1st, 1914.

[Tliere appear to be one or two errors in the above list.

Capt. Conran, as *a Flight Commander, R.F.C., is already a

temporary captain in the Army. Mr. .Abercromby's name is

spelled thus in the current Army List and not as in the list

above.—Ed.]
* * *

A Supplement to the "London Gazette" of January 5th,

published on January 6th, contains the following military ap-

pointments :

—

WAR OFFICE, January 6th.

Special Reserve of Officers.—Supplementary to Regular

Units or Corps.—Royal Flying Corps (Military Wing).—The
undermentioned second lieutenants (on probation) are confirmed

in their rank : Cyril M. Crowe and Geoffry H. Eastwood.
* * *

A Third Supplement to the "London Gazette" of January 5th,

published on January 7th, contains the following appointment :

WAR OFFICE, January 7th.

Regular Forces.—Establishments.—Royal Flying Corps

(Military Wing) :—Lieutenant Frederick A. Wanklyn, Royal

Artillery, from officer in charge of transport (graded as flight

commander). Central Flying School, to be a flight commander,

and to be temporary captain. Dated November 26th, 1914.

* * *

From the "London Gazette," January 8th, 1915.

A Second Supplement to the "London Gazette" of January

8th, published on January iith, contains the following military

appointments :

WAR OFFICE, January nth.

Regular Forces.—Establishments.—Royal Flying Corps

(Military Wing).—The undermentioned second lieutenants.

Special Reserve, to be flying officers. Dated December 18th,

1914 : Arthur M. Wynne and Thomas F. D. R. Aikman.

Supplementary to Regular Units or Corps.—Royal Fly-

ing Corps (Military Wing).—Geoffrey Harold Brinkman McCall

to be second lieutenant (on probation). Dated Dec. 20th, 1914.

NAVAL.
The following appointment was made at the Admiralty on

January 7th :

—

Royal Naval Air Service.—Mr. A. V. Tabor, entered as

probationary flight sub-lieutenant, with seniority January 6th,

and appointed to the 'Pembroke III," for Royal Naval .'\ir

Service, to date January nth.
« * *

The following appointments were made at the Admiralty on

January 9th :

—

Royal Naval Air Service.—Flight Sub-Lieutenants—A. F.

Bettington, T. Spencer, and F. G. .'^ndreaa, to the "Pembroke
HI," additional, for Royal Naval Air Service, to date

January ist.

« * *

The following appointments were made at the Admiralty on

January nth :—
Lieutenant-Commander A. M. Longmore promoted to acting

commander, with seniority, January 5th.

Temporary Surgeon A. L. Dykes, M.D., to the "Pembroke
III," for Naval Air Service, to date January 9th.

* * *

By Order in Council approval has been given to the follow-

ing proposals of the Board of Admiralty regarding the counting

of time for increase of pay, etc., for pension of men entered in

the Royal Naval Air Service :

—

(1) The active service of all ratings in the Royal Naval .Air

Service whether they are lent from the Active List of the Royal

Navy or entered direct under special engagement for a period of

service in the Royal Naval Air Service to be followed by service

in the Royal Fleet Reserve (Air Service Section), to count as

continuous service for all purposes.

(2) Men lent from the Active List of the Royal Navy to the

Royal Naval Air Service to count their active service in the

Royal Naval Air Service for pension and gratuity either in

their Naval rating or their Air Service grade, whichever is the

more advantageous to them.

(3) The time served in the Royal Naval Air Service by men
lent from the Active List to count, on reverting to the general

service, towards increase of pay in the general service rating

held during the period.

(4) Men transferred from the Military Wing, Royal Flying

Corps, to the Royal Naval Air Service in no case to receive

pensions less than those which equivalent ranks in the Military

Wing, Royal Flying Corps, are allowed.

* * *

- Considerable excitement was created on Sunday in London
and Southern England by wild rumours of the presence of

hordes of Zeppelins and Taubes over Calais and Dunkirk en

route for England, and forthwith the .A,nti-.Aircraf t Brigade

squinted down the muzzles of their pom-poms and the Metro-

politan Special Constables polished up their "sticks" in pleasur-
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able anticipation of a scrap. Various aeroplanes also evoluted

and saw nothing.

As far as can be gathered, a solitary, and doubtful, Zeppelin,

and three or more authentic German aeroplanes or seaplanes

paid Calais a visit on Saturday night and Sunday morning, fly-

ing via Furnes and Dunkirk. A quantity of ballast of a

rather dangerous nature was discharged on the town, but

apparently little damage w.as done. Reuter's mathematical

expert and other journalists estimated the number of aeroplanes

to have been twelve or sixteen.

* *

Judging from various accounts of the action off Heligoland

between airships, aeroplanes, cruisers, submarines, and de-

stroyers, it appears that the airships might very probably have

been brought down had our flotilla been equipped with small,

fast-climbing scouts. When one recalls the extraordinary

climbing rate of the Sopwith "tabloid," and remembers that the

loo-h.p. Sopwith machine which won the Schneider Cup, was

very nearly as fast with her floats as the 8o-h.p "tabloids" are

without floats, it occurs to one that it would not De a bad idea

to equip our seaplane carriers with at least one machine of

this type.

These machines are so small that they oan easily be stowed

away where a bigger machine could not, and owing to their

small size and general handiness it would often be possible to

use one of them when it was not worth while to send out

one of the bigger machines, which are, of course, primarily

intended either for carrying a big load of bombs or else a big

supply of petrol for long distance reconnaissance.

There are distinct possibilities in a small single-seater

"tabloid" capable of carrying perhaps fifty or sixty pounds of

bombs and so light that they could be pulled off the top of a

wave at one jump, instead of needing a long run to gather

speed on tTie water.
* * *

An account of the raid on Cuxhaven is given by Chief

Mechanic G. Budds, who writes to his father at Minster,

Kent :—
"At daybreak on Christmas morning our machines started

away to give the Germans a shock. J was mechanic-observer

on Flight-Commander Oliver's machine. We had a fine time.

Everyone gave us a warm reception in the shape of bullets,

but neither the fleet nor the land batteries managed to find

the mark, although they were near enough. When you can

hear the bullets whizzing round in your vicinity 1 consider

that it is quite close enough ; all the more so when you are

800 to 1,000 feet up in the air.

"At all events, we escaped them all—not by ordinary flying

though. The pilot was an absolute marvel ; he was bringing

the seaplane up and down, right and left ;
in fact, it was all

over the place, and the Germans could not find the range. I

attribute our escape to these manoeuvres alone. After a long

flight, during which we dropped our bombs on some military

place, we made out to sea, where we came down, and were

picked up by a British submarine.

"Just fancy Christmas Day—first in a ship through mine-

fields, then on a seaplane over the enemy's fleet and forts,

and lastly brought back in a submarine ! During the home-

ward trip we had the gramophone going with all the latest

music, and had chickens, Christmas pudding, custard, and

jellies for dinner. How's that. Dad, for a submarine in the

heart of the enemy's fleet in war-time?"

* * *

The Zeppelin situation was rather neatly summed up by a

stoker rating who appeared at the Guildhall Police Court last

week. According to the "Express" he was a stoker on one of

the sihips which went to Cuxhaven and had come to London on

leave. He was charged with being found intoxicated. The

alderman, hearing that the man was in the Cuxhaven raid, let

him go with a warning.

His account of the affair, told to the policeman who charged

him, was as follows:
—

"It was a rare old sight when the

German Zeppelins came out, but [with emphasis] you should

have seen them clear when our flies went up at 'em. The
Zepps are no good. They take too long to turn tail, and then

show such a lovely beam to pot away at. Just cop 'em on the

beam and they are done for."

* * *

When one makes an error it is always just as well to own
up to it as soon as it is pointed out. A friend of The Aero-
plane draws attention to the fact that Lieut. Erskine Childers,

R.N.V.R., is not navigating officer of H.M.S. "Engadine."
The error is perhaps more technical than actual, for while the

post of navigating officer of a ship of war entails certain

definite and distinct duties, which may perhaps not fall to the

lot of Mr. Childers, one cannot imagine that his intimate know-
ledge of the North Sea and especially of the German coast

The Interior of the Transportabit Airship Sh3d illustrated on page 28.
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thereof, has not been utilised in the navigation of the ship on

which he serves.

Apparently also an error was implied in referring to the

speed which can be raised on the cross-Channel steamers by

Naval engineers. One is told that the engineer officers of the

"Engadine," "Riviera," -and "Empress" are the same as those

who ran the boats before the war. One naturally has the

greatest respect for these officers who have deliberately stuck

bv their ships when transferred from peaceful passenger carry-

ing to the dangers of the mine-strewn North Sea, and it is

well to chronicle their patriotism in volunteering for such duty.

Of course the reference should nave been to the speed of these

ships when driven by their engineers on Naval service.

MILITARY.

The following passages from the report of the official Eye-

witness, dated January 8th, and published on January iith,

deal with aircraft :

—

According to the reports of aviators, whole districts in

Southern Belgium are now flooded, for the Scheldt, as well

as the Lys, has overflowed its banks. . . .

It is extremely hard to conceal the position of trenches from

an aerial observer, and once their position is notified to the

guns and the exact range is obtained it is not long before a

whole length of trenches will be blown in and entanglements,

trous-de-loup, and every form of obstacle, however, ingenious,

swept away. That the moral effect is very great is shown by

the written and verbal evidence of prisoners who have lately

been captured. The Allied artillery is gradually assuming a

superiority over the German, a factor of great importance in

the prosecution of our general offensive.

It should be particularly noted that this superiority can only

be retained so long as adequate supplies of aircraft are main-

tained.
* *

From information gathered from various sources it appears

that Captain W. Picton Warlow, R.F.C., who was reported

as missing, disappeared while flying a B16riot from France to

England, and it is feared that he must now be given up as

lost. Apparently aeroplanes which are not actually damaged,

but have merely lost their lift owing to continued use, are sent

back to be overhauled, and one assumes that officers returning

home on leave, or being sent home for some special duty, are

allowed to fly them back.

Under the circumstances it does not seem a particularly well

advised system. Flying the Channel to take a new machine to

France in a hurry is a matter of military necessity, or at any

rate, it accelerates delivery and decreases the work of the land

and sea transport services, but machines which are being sent

back for overhaul can, one imagines, easily be accommodated

on the empty ships, and if they are slightly damaged in

handling it does not matter.

Capt. W. Picton Warlow, of the Welch Regiment, was ap-

pointed to the Royal Flying Corps on June yth, 1913, and was

promoted to Flight Commander in May, 1914. He was born

on April 6th, 1884, at Bridgend, Glamorgan, and took his cer-

tificate, No. 451, at the Bristol School at Brooklands, the cer-

tificate being dated April ist, 1913.
*

It was announced on January 6th that Mr. T. W. Weeding,

Clerk of the Peace for Surrey and Clerk to the Surrey County

Council, had received official notification from the War Office

that his son, Second Lieutenant J. R. B. Weeding, the Welch

Regiment, had been killed in action in France. Soon after

the outbreak of war Mr. Weeding joined the Royal Flying

Corps, and on October 28th obtained a commission in the Welch

Regiment.

He was thirty-two years of age and had long been keenly

interested in aviation. He was a well-known visitor to Brook-

lands ever since the day when his brother, Capt. T. Weeding,

of the Royal West Surrey Regiment, learned to fly. All will

offer their very sincere sympathy to his family.

* *

An officer of the Royril Horse Artillery writes :

—"They had

a new machine up in the sky for observation purposes. All the

Tommies were peering at it as a Zeppelin, but it is some
sausage-shaped captive balloon or a kind of man-lifting kite. I

am afraid this new apparatus will help them to know all about

us and our location To-night our guns have been 'biffing' at

it. . . . The best help of all are the aeroplanes ; we had three

of ours up to-day. One of our batteries is skilfully hidden in an

orchard. We passed near it, but were afraid to approach close

unless we might have been spotted from the distance and given

away the exact position of guns and men."

FRANCE.
The following passage from the report of the French Official

Eye-witness published in Paris on January 7th deals with air-

craft :

—

In aerial warfare our aviators, in spite of the atrocious

weather, showed great activity. Several of them in the course

of reconnaissances had their machines struck. Two lieu-

tenants were slightly wounded by bullets.

On the right front successful bombardments were carried

out. Twenty bombs were dropped on the railway station at

Metz on Christmas Day and six on December 26th. This was
our reply to the Zeppelin raid on Nancy. .Since December
26th no Zeppelin has been seen, while the railway stations of

Chateau Salions, Remilly, Arnaville, Thiaucourt, and Heuvi-
court have been bombarded on several occasions, as have also

been concentrations of troops and bivouacs both by day and
night.

On Christmas Day 12 bombs were dropped on a company
at Gercourt, 4 on a bivouac at Dondrien, and 2,000 darts on

wagons and infantry at Nampoel. On the 26th 10 bombs and
3,000 darts were dropped. On the 27th 8 bombs were
launched against a captive balloon on the heights of the

Meuse, and on the 29th 2,000 darts were showered on a de-

tachment at Dondrien. On the 31st 1,000 darts were dropped
on troops at Saint Hilaire. A German aeroplane flying to-

wards Paris was stopped and driven off. The night of De-
cember 25th was very clear, and, notwithstanding the high
wind, aviators went up at seven o'clock in the evening and
passed the enemy's lines at a height of 16,000 metres.

[This is Renter's translation, as reported by numerous
papers; the height was probably 1,600 metres (5,200 ft.), and
not 52,000 feet, w'hich is over double the world's height record.

—Ed.]
They observed a well-lighted camp, and dropped bombs,

the effect of which they were able to see. When the first bomb
fell all lights were extinguished. On their return journey

the aviators were followed by searchlights, and star shells

were also thrown up. They kept at a great height, and
escaped.

Two of our aviators have fallen into the hands of the enemy
owing to the breakdown of their engines. We got news of

them in a letter which a German aviator dropped at Dun-
kirk. The following are the most interesting passages in

the letter : "We met with a bad accident yesterday, but we
are still alive. Our motor was working splendidly when we
passed over the lines at Ypres, then we were subjected to a

violent cannonade betv^een Menin and Courtrai. .At a height

of 2,400 metres the motor began to misfire. We tried to get

back, but still the engine would not work. We could see

Ypres, but our machine continued to fall. With rage in our

hearts we w^ere obliged to land. During our descent the

guns continued to fire, and the aeroplane was tossed about

by the airwaves caused by the bursting of the shells. The
infantry also fired on us, but we got safelv to the ground.

We immediately tried to burn our machine, but we could not

do so because the German soldiers approached, threatening to

fire at us, and the petrol refused to light. Finally my com-
rade fired a shot with his rifle into the reservoir. Then there

was a regular hail of bullets. I succeeded in lighting the

petrol with my last match. I do not know how we escaped,

because we were fired at at point blank range."

[For the benefit of young officers one may point out that the

proper way to set a machine alight is to put a couple of re-
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volver bullets into the tank and then fire with the muzzle of

the pistol right in the stream of petrol. It is no use fiddling

about with matches.—Ed.]

Paris, Thursday (January 7th).

This afternoon's official communiqu6 stated :

—
" Our bat-

teries put to flight some German aeroplanes which were flying

towards Dunkirk.*'
» » »

The following official message was issued verbally from the

French Press Bureau on Monday, January nth:

—

The German aviators who flew over Dunkirk threw a

number of bombs and caused five victims among the

civil population.

At Malo-les-Bains, near Amiens [? near Dunkirk? Ed.], a

German aviator was chased by a French airman on a mono-

plane and brought down, the German machine falling in

our lines. The pilot officer was killed and his companion

wounded.
* * *

It was officially stated in Paris on January nth that M.

Millerand, Minister of War, accompanied by General Gallieni,

his Chief of Staff, General Clergere, and General Hirschauer,

Director of Aeronautics, proceeded on that day to the outskirts

of Paris, where Captain Morache, Chief of the Anti-.4ircraft

Corps, invited M. Millerand to inspect the camp. Searchlights

and anti-aircraft guns were tested in presence of the Minister,

who expressed his satisfaction with the arrangements.

The people of Paris are shortly to be advised of the measures

for the reduction of the lighting of the city in certain con-

tingencies, so that, if alarm be given, there may be no panic.

* * *

The Mayor of Dunkirk in a notice implores the population

not to come out into the streets When German aeroplanes are

over the city, and, above all, not to run to the spot where a

bomb has fallen.

The victims of the recent air raid received a public funeral

last week.
* * *

The pay of French military aviators, which, so far, had been

the same as that of soldiers of similar rank in other arms, is,

from the beginning of this year and for the duration of the

war, to be substantially increased. Qualified pilots who are

N.C.O.s will receive 4 f. a day, corporals and privates 2 f.

The pay of pupil-pilots will be half of that for qualified men.

« * *

A correspondent of the "Matin" in Alsace reports :

—"On
January 3rd the action began with a violent cannonade. One
of our aeroplanes managed to reconnoitre the enemy's position,

and brought back the news that there was a movement of

troops on the south of Sainte-Marie, and that some of the

Prussian advance posts were retiring towards Sainte-Croix.

* *

Mr. H. J. Greenwall, the "Express" correspondent in Paris,

reported on January 5th that a Taube returning from an abor-

tive raid n Abbeville on January 4th was brought down by

British guns. The aviator and the observer were both killed.

« *

The special correspondent of the "Daily Mail," in a mes-

sage from the North of France under date Wednesday, 6th,

says :

—

"A German Zeppelin airship was seen early this morning
skirting the coast near Gravelines, when it turned westward
towards England. It is rumoured that two other Zeppelins

had preceded it.

"Thence onward throughout the day Dunkirk was subjected

to aeroplane raids. One following the other the German aero-

planes approached the town to drop their bombs. As soon as

they got within range the guns opened fire from military points

about the town. One excellent shot from an rinti-aircraft gun
at Ferminy Station exploded right underneath one aeroplane, an
Aviatik, and made it totter visiblv for ten seconds. The air-

man could be seen flexing one wing and then 'he other, attempt-

ing to recover his balance. This done, he turned and flew away

down wind at a speed estimated to be 120 miles an hour.

"Then six German aeroplanes beat up slowly against the

wind and hung poised over the town till the fire of rifles and

machine guns forced them to turn tail and run down the wind.

"From the sinall number of bombs dropped on this occasion

one may infer that the gun-fire was effectual in keeping the

raiders from getting close enough to their marks, whatever

these might be, unless, of course, the aeroplanes had some ob-

jective in connection with tlie Zeppelins.

"Nothing was heard during the day concerning the Zeppelins'

achievements, and no news has reached here yet concerning

their return."

[The above, taken in conjunction with stories of a Zeppelin

over Chelmsford and another over Colchester, and another over

Dover, and one brought down in the Thames, all on that day,

leads one to believe that an airship of some sort did appear

somewhere in the Channel in the calm of the morning. If it

was a hostile ship evidently the R.N.A.S. missed it somehow.

Later in the day the wind must have risen considerably, for one

reads of the German aeroplanes—which are quite fast—beating

up slowly against the wind, and doing 120 m.p.h. with it. Ap-

parently the Aviatik mentioned was hit, or else the pilot was

—

the description is rather good.—Ed.]

• *

The "Chronicle's" correspondent in the North of France

reported on January 7th that German aeroplanes again visited

Dunkirk on that day. Three of them made their appearance

soon after daylight. They dropped several bombs and then dis-

appeared. There was no loss of life or serious injury.

Two Aviatiks dropped bombs on Furnes early on the same

da v.
•

On Saturday, January 9th, bombs were dropped on Armen-

tierfes, Abbeville and Doullens.
• * *

.-Another raid was made on January loth over Dunkirk by a

number of German aeroplanes, estimated variously at from

12 to 15, and resulted in the loss of six lives—a soldier, a Red

Cross worker, and four civilians. The aeroplanes appeared at

II a.m., and their arrival was signalled by the pealing of a

bell and the hoisting of a blue and white flag. The inhabi-

tants, who had been collecting in small groups, quickly re-

sponded and the main thoroughfares emptied. The aeroplanes

circled over the town and suburbs, and dropped, in the course of

the four hours (from 11 till 3) during which the visitation lasted,

some 50 bombs. Five of the deaths occurred in the little

suburb of S't. Malo-les-B'ains, the sixth in Dunkirk itself.

Calais was also visited by a Taube on January loth, about

1.30. It was flying very high, and though efforts were made

to bring it down with machine-guns these proved ineffective.

No damage was done.

The "Daily Chronicle's" correspondent, describing the per-

formance with vigour and vim, says :—

•

"After dropping their missiles the airmen were preparing

to leave when two Belgian aeroplanes were seen coming to the

attack. A thrilling encounter in the air was then witnessed.

Although outnumbered (by seven to two) the Belgians fought

gallantly and completely outmanoeuvred their opponents. They
rose to a height of 7,000 ft., and having gained this advantage

fired at the Germans with mitrailleuses. It was exceedingly

difficult and dangerous work, and demanded the greatest skill,

for the slightest slip resulting from the fairly high wind blow-

ing at the time would have sent airman and machine to the

ground.

"

[This last remark is, of course, pure rot, and anyhow, from

what one hears of the Belgian aviators now left on the Con-

tinent, one is inclined to disbelieve this part of the story. The
same correspondent says that one German machine was brought

down and the pilot killed.—Ed.]

» «

It was reported on the nth that two German aeroplanes

attempted to fly o\er Paris on Simday, one from the direction

of Montdidier and Pontoise and the other from Dammartin.
Krcnch aircraft put the in\ad.?rs to flight.
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GERMANY.
The following passage in the German war news officially

circulated through German wireless stations and receFved by
the Marconi Company deals with aircraft :

—

Berlin, January sth.—Main Headquarters reports as fol-

lows :—German airmen have dropped bombs on the outskirts of

Coudekerque and Rosendael on tihe ammunition stores of the

British Army situate there. One bomb set fire to and destroyed

part of the place (village). The total number of killed and in-

jured in both places amounts to loo.

» « •

The "Allgemeine Zeitung" on Sunday, January 3rd, printed

the following :

—"Contrary to other reports, we learn from a

trustworthy source that the English raid on Cuxhaven caused
no damage whatever. Every one of the bombs dropped by the

English seaplanes missed its mark. On the other hand, it may
be taken as certain that the English lost four seaplanes in the

attack. Moreover, credible eye-witnesses assure us that the

English light cruiser "Arethusa" was damaged by a bomb.
On another English ship, which was also struck by several

German bombs, an outbreak of fire was observed. Finally, two
English destroyers were damaged. Hence the English have
little reason to be satisfied with the result of their attack,

which showed once more how very much on the alert the Ger-
man coast defence is."

I

It is, of course, perfectly true that we lost four seaplanes,

but no other damage was done to our flotilla, and it is generally
considered that the "moral and intellectual" damage done to

Germany was value at the price.—Ed.]

RUSSIA.

The "Morning Post's" Petrograd correspondent reports the

following :

—

A curious aviation incident happened a while ago between
the opposing trenches, a few hundred yards apart. Russian
aviator, having completed a reconnaissance, was returning, and
apparently feeling fairly safe after having got past the artil-

lery positions, came down preparatory to landing behind his

own lines. He was promptly fired at by the Germans, who put
three bullets through the benzine tank, and the aviator landed
about half-way between the opposing trenches.

The Germans did not continue shooting, but thinking the

prize was secured rushed out empty-handed to bring in the

machine. The Russians did the same, and a hearty bout of

fisticuffs took place between the two fines for the possession of

the prisoner and aeroplane. The Russians finally saved their

man, and ran off with ths aeroplane, but were then fired upon
from the German Irencnes. [TTie "M.P." man must think

of something more novel than this if he wants to keep up his

reputation as a news provider. The story has already been
told of Belgian and French aviators, and probably circulates

locally about Servians and Montenegrins, whether these

countries have aviators or not.—Ed.
|

However, on the following day the Russians got even by

bringing down a German aeroplane behind their own lines.

The Germans carry besides their ordinary tank a supplementary
one whch can be turned on either to prolong the voyage or to

save themselves if the first tank is damaged. Luckily, on this

occasion, a Russian bullet severed some essential connecting
part and the German aviator was compelled to plane down.
He landed a good way off in a field, and the aviator pluckily

repaired the connections before the Russians could come up,

and started the propeller. It struck him on the head killing

him instantaneously, while the officer who usually accompanies

German aviators was thrown out. When the Russians ran up

they caught the officer with all his notes and, of course, cap-

tured the machine. |This is a trifle more ingenious, but not

very convincing, for most German machines are fitted with dual

ignition and the engine can be started from the ignition switch.

It is possible, however, that after the pilot had pulled the pro-

peller over a few times the passenger may have switched on

just when the pilot was not expecting it.—Ed.]

BELGIUM.
It is reported that the Germans continue night and day

fortifying all their positions in Flanders. They have mounted
several machine guns on the belfry at Bruges against raids by

the Allies' aircraft. They are reported to be putting up new
Zeppelin sheds there, and to be forming a big aviation centre

just outside the town. Several seaplanes and an airship are

said to be at Zeebrugge.
* » *

.\ British aviator, after a successful flight in the direction of

Zeebrugge, was forced to come down in a flooded field. The
wheels of his monoplane sank into the swampy ground, and he

was somewhat injured. French soldiers rescued him. [The

moral for the British authorities is : Don't use monoplanes,

when biplanes are faster, climb better, and can be pancaked at

a standstill.—Ed.

J

* * *

The "Echo Beige" states that in view of the danger to the

Zeppelin sheds caused by the air raids of the Allies over Brussels

the Military Governor has promised ;!£ri,ooo to anyone capturing

a hostile aviator dead or alive.

» *

The Sluis correspondent of the "Telegraaf" reports that

one of the Allied aeroplanes reconnoitring the Flanders coast

was hit on Saturday, and came down at Zeebrugge. The
French pilot and a Belgian observer were captured,

HOLLAND.
According to Mr. Feibelman of the "Express" (Amsterdam,

January Sth), the great invasion by Zeppelin is to take place at

the end of January, presumably when the moon is approaching

the full. Tile vast fleet of 70 Zeppelins has now dwindled to 10,

which seems much more reasonable. Ten Zeppelins mean
about 25 tons of explosives at most, and more probably 15.

Not more than 10 or 12 men are likely to be carried by each

ship, so there is likely to be much disappointment among the

"hundreds of German airmen," whom Mr. Feibelman states to

have volunteered. The Zeppelin Fleet is to be escorted by

"aeroplanes and hydroplanes, and many destroyers and tor-

pedo-boats." Just how so many craft of various speeds will

keep station is not explained, nor is the utility of bringing

hydroplanes, wliich are merely high-speed fair-weatHer motor-

boats. The story comes from Holland, which is not a particu-

larly ingenious country where lies are concerned.

However, the ten Zeppelins and sundry aeroplanes seem a

rational proposition, so we may as well prepare for them.

DENMARK.
The special correspondent of the "Telegraph" wiring on

January gth from Copenhagen, says :
—"A German aeroplane,

with two passengers, was observed at Esbjerg and its environs,

flying only about forty metres above the ground. The passen-

gers were waving their hands to the inhabitants. The aero-

plane disappeared after an hour.

"On account of this visit, the 'Ribe Stif tstidende, ' an old

provincial paper of high standard, prints an article, saying,
' We hope the German military authorities will instruct their

aviators not to fly over neutral territory, as the aeroplanes of

belligerent Powers should have nothing to do in neutral

countries, and we trust our Government will call the German
Government's attention to the matter, pointing out that similar

flying excursions will not take place in future without risk to

the passengers and their machines. In neutral Switzerland

they shoot at them without ceremony.'"

MONTENEGRO.
Jt was reported from Cettinje on January loth that on the

previous day an Austrian aeroplane appeared over the town and

threw two nombs. One did not explode. The orher dpstroved

a shop. Both bombs fell in the neighbourhood of the hospital.

No one was injured. .Another .'Austrian aeroplane having flowrh

o\er Budua, also came towards Cettinje. The Montenegrin

batteries, however, forced it to change its course towards Cat-

taro. While passing over the village of Bieloche the hostile
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aviator noticed a crowd of women congregated before tli^'

church. He threw three bombs without effect. One ol tiv

bombs failed to explode. |It is rating the ability of tihe Aus-

trian observers rather high to assume that they could at once

spot the location of a hospital and of a crowd round a churcli

door in cramped little towns Iflve those of Montenegro, and one

may set these stories down among Reuter's other inventions.

—

Ed.
I

ITALY.

News comes to hand that Capt.>in Guiseppi Martinolo, the

LeRhone engihe"concessionaire, was killed at Cameri on Di--

cember 27th while piloting a Gabardini monoplane.
The new military airship Y has been doing a considerable

amount of flying at Bracciano lately.—T. S. H.

EGYPT.

The following story was told by the "Times" correspondent at

Cairo, on January 5th, of the escape of a captain and a French
pilot in an accident to a seaplane in the Sinai Peninsula.

The engine, which had previously given trouble, failed some
20 miles inland. The pilot planed down, and, landing on a

rock, was thrown out on his head. The observer, pinned down
in the wreck, was beginning to wonder whether starvation or

capture would be his fate when the pilot, whom he believed to

be dead, proved, first by coughing and then by struggling to

his feet, that he had merely been stunned. The pilot extri-

cated his companion, and both made for the sea. Progress was
slow and difficult, the Frenchman being unable to walk men'
than 200 yards at a time. After taking four hours to covrr

five miles, the captain left his exhausted companion in the best

hiding-place he could find, gave him his water-bottle, and made
his way to the sea, 15 miles away, which he reached in four

hours, only to find that the British warship had gone. Ho
slept on the beach, and when he awoke the warship had n -

turned. He hailed her and was taken on board.

The following day a landing party was sent to try to find

the pilot. A party of the enemy fled before the sailors, liiii

there was no sign of the pilot. That night the searchlight was
directed on the shore, a hail was heard, a boat's crew put off,

and returned with the pilot. It appears that, after sleeping off

the effects of the shock, the Frenchman struggled to the se;i.

He went to sleep on the beach, and was roused after nightfal',

by the searchlight falling upon his face.

[This seems to have been one of the cases in which a re;il

amphibian chassis might have been useful. In any case the

pilot seems to have been a fairly bad flier, as he ought to

have been able to pancake without turning the machine onto

her nose.—Ed.]

SOUTH-WEST AFRICA.

It was reported from Chaukiab (near Luderitzbucht) on

Monday, January 4th, that a German biplane and a Taube
flew over the British camp early that day from the direction of

Aus. Both dropped a couple of bombs, but no damage was
done. The machines were never within gun range. One
bomb fell near some trenches, but did no harm. The Taube
dropped bombs on the railway line several miles eastward of

our position, at a place where it had been already wrecked.

EAST AFRICA.

Captain Willett, of Leigh, Southend, in command of one of

the vessels which blocked the channel in which the "Koenigs-
berg" was sequestered, in the River Refigi, on the East Coast

of Africa, says :

—"The German cruiser had so effectively con-

cealed herself amongst the palms bv actually covering herself

with foliage that it was impossible to locate her exact position.

To get over this difficulty the 'Kinfauns Castle' arrived on the

scene with an aeroplane. This was soon soaring over the

river, and the position of the hidden cruiser conveyed to the

British by means of smoke bombs. Very quickly the big guns
of our ships got the range and battered the 'Koenigsberg' till

she was sunk."

I

One assumes the machine was one of Mr Hudson's
Curtiss's from Durban, piloted by Mr. Cutler.—Ed.]

The "Earth Anchor" used in the German portable sheds. The

above photograph was taken after the anchor had been sub°

jected to a pull of 6,000 kilos (about 13,500 lbs.), the ground

being then dug out so that the photograph could be taken

showing a true section of its position. A similar cork=screw

anchor was claimed as an "invention" by the R.A.F. some

years after this was produced in Germany. Apparently the

anchor is in this case embedded some six or eight feet in th^

ground.

Congratulations.

On Saturday, December igth, the wedding took place at the

Church of St. Barnabas, Kensington, of Mr. L. Howard
Flanders and Miss M. Franks, of Durban, South Africa.

Mrs. Flanders was a botanist of considerable note and was
employed by the Government of South Africa in that capacity.

Mr. Flanders is, of course, well known to everyone connected

with aviation as one of our cleverest and most practical de-

signers, whose products have hitherto always been successful as

flying machines without having had the luck to bring com-
mercial success. He is now in the employ of Vickers, Ltd.,

and his latest designs give every promise of being successful

in both ways.

All concerned with aviation will wish every happiness to Mr.
and Mrs. Howard Flanders.
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HISTORY IN THE MAKING.
The major portion of the "Times" History of the War,

Part 18, Vol. 2, published on December 22nd, is devoted to a

chapter on "iMilitary Aeronautics and the British Air Service."

Any contemporaneous "history" of the War must present

almost insuperable difficulties to its author by reason of the

restrictions of the Censor and the present unreliability of re-

ports, but since the chapter under review is purely retrospec-

tive, its inaccuracy is less excusable, and this is the greater

pity because the majority of ils readers vi'ill accept it as a text-

book and set it aside for reference in that light.

The first section is devoted to introductory matter. A brief

review covers ihe time between the experiments of Mont-

golfier and Count Zeppelin, and the observation is made that

modern 720-h.p. Zeppelins are capable of achieving a 30-hour

run at full speed, and that they can carry maxims and i-

pounders not only in the cars, but on top (which involves a load

of five tons or thereabouts of petrol). It has puzzled the

writer of these comments to determ.ine the origin of the high
estimation in which Zeppelins are held by the generality of

daily papers, which seems to be shared in part by the "Times"
historian, but the solution is to be discovered in their practice

of looking up all the records ever performed by a Zeppelin

and lumping them together, neglecting the fact that special

preparations have been made for each individual feat. Thus,
it is perfectly true that a Zeppelin has remained in the air for

30 hours (but well throttled down) ; another Zeppelin has

travelled at 50 miles per hour (for a limited number of hours),

another ship has reached 10,000 feet (with a minimum crew
and a light load of fuel), and Zeppelins have left the ground
with a war crew, an arsenal of quick-firers, maxims, bombs
and wireless, 'and not too much petrol ; but no Zeppelin yet

built, or likely to be built for a long while to come, can travel

for 30 hours at 50 m.p.h. with full load of weapons and crew,

at ten thousand feet, a habit so frequently recorded by journa-

lists.

Some really amusing paragraphs occur in the alleged history

of tihe Royal Flying Corps and its beginnings ; for instance,

the surprising admission is made that the Beta, the Gamma,
and the Delta were "useful rather for experim.ent and instruc-

tion than for serious military operations." The advent of the

"Morning Post" airship is mentioned as an example of the

result of the stimulation of the official world by the Parlia-

mentary Aerial Defence Committee, but nothing is said of the

fact that the ship was a "wash-out."
A graceful compliment is paid to Colonel Seely, "who, like

Mr. Churchill, took a strong personal interest in aeronautics,"

and who saw to it that the Aircraft Factory had "Royal"
tacked on to its name, "whose duties would be the higher

training of mechanics, the reconstruction of aeroplanes" (inter

alia, the reconstruction of box-kites into B.Es.), "repair

work for the corps, tests with British and foreign engines"
(on wonderfully destructive test plant !) "and experimental

work.

"

The article closes with a typical "Times" eulogy of Colonel

Seely, the Royal Aircraft Factory and of all their doings and
relations. Mention is made of the ex-Under-Secretary of State

for War's figure-shitting in the House of Commons in Febru-

ary, 1914, when the "History" narrates how he stated that

"the Army at that date possessed 161 machines, having struck

off 52 frpm, and added 100 new ones to, the total of 113 that

(he had said) existed at the end of the previous July. No
doubt, this number had been increased before the beginning

of the War." No doubt, the number did increase, and very

largely. Incidentally, Mr. Joynson Hicks showed there were

only 42 at the time when Colonel Seely claimed 161.

Then comes the inimitable "B.E." (Bl^riot experimental),

on which experiments, to bring it up to the standard of the

"trade's" machines, never cease. "The machines were of

various types, but that most approved" (by its creators?) "and
comprising the majority in use, was a product of the Royal
Aircraft Factory, evolved after careful scientific and practical

experiment in this country. It is known as the 'B.E.,' and
exists in a variety of somewhat (!) differing designs." "The
excellence of the 'B.E.' machine probably contributed its share

towards securing that individual ascendancy over the aircraft

of the enemy to which Sir John French has borne such em-
phatic testimony. It is stated on competent authority to have
proved its superiority in two qualities of prime importance,
namely, speed and climbing power."
The designs of the B.E. certainly do differ. Those parti-

cular brands which command any speed at all are unstable
and of dubious strength, and those that can claim to be stable

are wonderfully slow and sluggish.

Continuing, the eulogist remarks :

—"The British B.E. is

also declared to be handier in steering than the German
'Taube,' and much quicker in response to its controls." If

the comparison is directed to the genuine "Taube," which is

almost as obsolete as the "box-kite," the observation may be
correct, but if the word "Taube" stands generically for all

German aeroplanes, then the "Times" historian can never have
studied the performances of the German Albatros, L.V.G.,
Aviatik, and D.F.W. biplanes. For instance, one has yet to

hear of a B.E. performing a 1,000 foot vertical dive to escape
an enemy aeroplane whose armament preponderates.

All honour to the "airmen" of the R.F.C., but opinion will

be divided as to whether they turned its "advantages" to full

account because they liked it, or because they had to make the

best of it when it was served out to them, or because most
of them had never had a chance of flying anything better.

Illustration Extraordinary.

Finally, come the illustrations in the "History." They
are the most uninformative, incorrect, and misleading feature

of the whole thing. They seem to have been scattered about

the article without regard to date or design, and the reader

is left entirely in the dark as to which machines were built in

1910, 191 1 or 1912, and what were their capabilities and per-

formances. To take the photographs seriatim ; first of all, is

a reproduction of a drawing by Mr. Joseph Pennell, labelled

"Zeppelin Leaving Shed," possibly a work of art, but a very

bad likeness of a Zeppelin. After various sins of omission

and commission there is a photograph of a " stream-

lined front elevator " Maurice Farman, labelled " Two-
seater Henri Farman Biplane." Overleaf is a photo of the

Hon. Alan Boyle's "Avis" monoplane, with nothing to tell

the reader that it is not a modern racer, and a dual control

Henri Farman is called "latest pattern," although the type

is over a year old. The 120-h.p. Shorthorn Maurice is branded

the "Gun 'Bus," although that "pet-name" is applied by

everybody in the trade to a machine of an entirely different

make and type. The "Ilia Mourametz" is merely passed by

as the "Aeroplane used by the Russian Army," which it is not.

The worst illustration of the whole set is that of a "French
Aeroplane .Attacking a German Taube." This picture was

recently reproduced by a leading labour paper, the editor of

which had the common sense to explain that it was a "fake."

It shows a Henri Farman dual control biplane flying about

twenty feet off the ground, carrying only the pilot in the front

seat, who is supposed to be training a mitrailleuse on a very

elderly Etrich monoplane, which is situated above his star-

board bow about 50 yards away, and as many feet above the

ground. The picture has been rendered the more ludicrous by

an accident of the "faker" who has managed to re-touch out

both the landing wheels and most of the chassis !

Finally, appears a representation of "The Royal Flying

Corps in France." A little intelligence in the inspection of this

photograph would have revealed to the "Times" "Historian"

the presence of a marine on guard, the "Astra Torres" airship

flying the White Ensign, and a Short tractor land machine,

and he would have deduced a detachment of the Royal Naval

Air Service, and not of the Royal Flying Corps.

In sorrow, more than in anger, one deplores the loss of a

magnificent opportunity on the part of the editor of the great

"Times" "History" to present to a wide public a true and infor-

mative description of our Air Services and their work. All

the author has really taught the readers of this history is that

certain brave soldiers and saiiors go up in "those dangerous

balloons," some of which are called airships, others aeroplanes,

and others B.Es., and that it is possible to see a long way
from them and throw bombs and things overboard.
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FROM DENMARK.
The Aeroplane's Danish correspondent writes :

—

"Flugsport," issue December 2nd, contains the following

casualty list of the aerial forces, Feldflieger department :

Aviator Holzcr, drowned by accident; Major Milczewski, killed

by aeroplane accident ; Oberlieut. Kraetke, killed by aeroplane

accident ; Oberlieut. Sieler, heavy wounded by aeroplane

accident ; Lieut. Behrenz, slightly wounded by aeroplane fall
;

Aviator Messercr, heavy wounded by automobile accident
;

Aviator Trebeljahr, slightly wounded by automobile accident

;

Oberlieut. von Linsingen, wounded and taken prisoner by the

Russians ; Aviator Landmann, taken prisoner by the Russians
;

Lieut, von. Kippel, killed by aeroplane accident ; Lieut. Glaeser,

killed by aeroplane accident ; Aviator Schulz, heavy wounded by

aeroplane fall ; Lieut. Hattendorf, heavy wounded by accident.

The first Austrian casualty list of the aerial troops, as pub-

lished by "Wiener Luftschiffer Zeitung," contains tfie following

names : Oberlieut. B'ela Fessl, killed ; Oberlieut. Adrario,

wounded ; Oberlieut. .'\lexay, wounded and taken prisoner

;

Oberlieut. Bohm, wounded ; Oberlieut. Flassig, killed
;

Oberlieut. von Appadia, taken prisoner ; Oberlieut. Kadelac,

taken prisoner ; Oberlieut. Mandl, wounded
;

Major Miller,

• killed by automobile accident ; Oberlieut. Rosenthal, taken

prisoner
;

Major Rosmann, killed ; Oberlieut. de la Cerda,

killed ; Oberlieut. .Schwab, taken prisoner ; Oberlieut. Stauber,

wounded ; Oberlieut. .Steiner-Gotl Edler von .\uring, wounded
;

Olaerlieut. Wolf, kiOed.

From its Vienna correspondent, "Flugsport" has received a

report of the Austrian-Hungarian aviation in the present war,

from the news of which are worth rendering. The commander
and since May, 1912, the organisator of the Austrian air wing
department is Oberlieut. Uselac, who has recently been ap-

pointed a Colonel, and there are now 16 companies. Since the

military use of the Etrich dove monoplane had ceased, the

Lohner arrow biplane was the only type employed (see Thk
Aeroplane, issue April gth, side 726), but the Lohner works

being unable to deal with the whole supply, the German Alba-

tros and Luftverkehrs Gesselschaften have founded Vienna
branches half a year ago, some companies being now formed

thus of Albatros and L.V.G. tractor biplanes. When the war
commenced, a flight headquarter was erected in Galicia under
the command of the well-known record aviator and "Feldpilot,"

Major Philipp Ritter von Blashcke (who will be known as

winning 2nd prize in the Berlin-Vienna 1912 race, with the

consent of Hirth, as he only arrived to 5 kilometres off Vienna
in a dangerous night flight, flying under the pseudonym of the

name of his sweetheart Csakay, and being unable to marry
her, owing to the Austrian Lav.''s claim of a certain fortune,

he was received in a special audience by the Emperor Joseph,

who presented him with difference between the money wanted
and his second prize won.—E. H.)

Oberlieut. Flassig was killed by the breaking of one of the

planes on a flight at the Northern theatre of war, whereas
Oberlieut. de la Cerda was killed in Serbia, on a patrol flight,

he got wounded in the belly, and his passenger, Oberlieut.

Gruber, in the foot. He succeeded in returning safe, bringing

important news with him, but died the next day at the hos-

pital in Dolna Tuszla, having just "been rewarded the Military

Cross of Merits by a cable from the Emperor and having re-

ceived at the start of the war the "Signum Laudis."
Some interesting news are reported of the first flight to and

from a surrounded fortress (Prezmiissl) undertaken by Ober-
lieut. Tauszig with a major from the headquarter as an

observator and carrying instructions, letters and newspapers.
They were violently fired at on both flights, and though shell

pieces penetrated the planes and the fuselage, neither was hit.

Southampton District.
The periods of fine weather during the week were taken

advantage of by pilots in general. Mr. Mahl has been busy
with Sopwith seaplanes at Woolston. On Monday morning
he brought a Sunbeam engined tractor out for another test.

Things did not go well at lirst, hut at the third attempt the

rri'achine went off at a great speed, and trials were successfullv

carried out. On Tuesday morning a Gnome engined Sopwith
tractor Scout came out, and, as usually the case with these

machines, the performance was splendid in every way, a great

feature being the short run required on the water. Mr. Mahl
returned to Woolston in the afternoon on another Sopwith.

.-Xnother Sopwith tractor—this one with folding wings—came
out for its first test on Saturday morning, and during the hour

it was away from Woolston quite a great distance was covered.

Two land machines from Portsmouth direction passed over

Hamble during the past week. The first, on Tuesday after-

noon, a B.E., proceeding northwards. The second, on Satur-

day at midday, a tractor biplane, apparently an Avro, also

flying northwards. At the time a very powerful wind was
blowing, and the way the machine stood up to it was spleiuird.

Poor Party I

A daily paper writes as follows :

—

" The appointment of a now Liberal Chief Whip will not he

made immediately, but it is of interest to state that in influen-

tial quarters there is a strong current of feeling in favour of

Colonel Seely. The office of Chief Whip, although of great im-

portance, is not, of course, equal to that of la Secretary of

State, which Colonel Seely held when at the War Office, and it

is not known whether he would act as Chief Whip. But he is

popular in the party, has many recommendations for the post,

and there is reason to believe that he will be approached."

[Without wishing any ill will to the Liberal Party, which

has, at any rate, given .Sir Edward Grey and Mr. Churchill

their opportunities, one hopes the above suggestion will soon be

carried out, for it would bring relief to many soldiers now at

the front.—Ed.]

To Accelerate Starting.
Rumours are abroad that considerable difficulty is ex-

perienced when aeroplanes and seaplanes are wanted at

a moment's notice in getting their motors to start promptly,

owing to the low temperature prevailing. It has been suggested
that possibly this trouble might be removed in the case of water-

cooled engines by fitting their radiators with simple unions and
connecting them up with rubber hose to water heaters. In this

way a constant stream of hot water would circulate through
the jackets, "keeping the engine ready to start up all day long.

In the event of an alarm beng raised, it would merely be
necessary to turn off a pair of taps and disconnect bhe rubber
tubing, a work of seconds, and the engine would be "all hoi"
and ready.

Good Work.
It is of interest to note that since the beginning of Septem-

ber, the Grahame-White school has turned out 32 certificated

pilots, 24 of these being officers of the R.N. Air Service.

During the week ending December 21st eight pupils obtained
their brevet at the school, and this seems to be somewhat of a

record.

A new school machine came out of the shops this week,
increasing the fleet to four ; another is in hand, and should be
ready very shortly. The success of the school reflects great
credit on the work of Mr. Ross, the manager, and on the
instructors, Messrs. Manton, Russell, and Winter.

Stop-Press News.
Now have you heard the latest news from Dover?
It shook the natives' nerve and cool aplomb;
A horrid Hun decided to fly over

And drop a bomb !

The noise it made ! It must have been terrific !

(il/y ears with cotton-wool I always plug),
Tlie casualties? Well, to be specific.

Were one small slug.

This naughty bomb then made a nest so cosy
Where verdant cabbages did blush imseen.
To wound their youth and innocence so rosy !

My grief is keen.

A man climbed up a tree—I won't say quickly

—

.Sedately, just as you or 1 would do,

And as he gathered holly bright and prickly

—

" Whee-e-ew ! ! !

"

There is one thing I'm sure we may depend on.
The Hun said as he winged his airy way,
" 'Tis better far than any flight at Hendon,

" And noKght In pay'."
*"

F. E. R.
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School and Weather Reports.
Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs. Fri. Sat. Sun.

Hendon ...

|

East Coast ...

|

South Coast...
1

Fine

Dullbut
Fine

Fine

Fine

Dull
Fine

Rain

Wet

Show'>

Rainy

Wet

Wet

Rainy

Show'y

Fin

Slaow'y

Fine
Windy
Windy

Fine

Rainy

Fine,a.iii.

Wet p.m,

Rainy

Hendon.—Ax the Grahame-White School.—^Instructors :

Messrs. Manton, Russell, and Winter. Pupils with instr. :

Prob. Flight Sub-Lieuts. Souray, Hallifax, Hilliard, Petters

(new pupils), Reed, Walmesley, Besson, Digby, Wood. Strts.

alone : Proib. Flight Sub-Lieut. Besson. 8's or circs, alone :

Prob. Flight Sub-Lieut. Mills, Driscoll, and Mr. Greenwood.

New machine just out
;
making four school macliines now and

another well in hand, whidh should be ready very shortly.

.\t the Ruffv School.—Pupils receiving instruction : Messrs.

Aoyang, Gratiame, Donald, Marriott, Kenworthy. Instructors :

Messrs. Herbert James and Howard James. Machines in use :

60 h.p. Gnome Caudron, dual control, and 45 h.p. .'\nzani,

single seater.

At Beatty School.—Instrs. : Messrs. Geo. W. Beatty, W.
Roche-Kelly, E. Baumann and G. Virgilio. Pupils with instr. :

Mesars. Bond, Anstey Chave, Cornish, G. Merton, G. Beard,

G. Donald, M. J. V. Miller, Gerrit Forbes, H. Bright, R.

Laver, S. Caws and Lieut. Bannatyne. Machines : Two-
seater biplanes with "dual" control.

Ai the Hall School.—Instr. : Mr J. Ro^o. Pupils rolling

WOOD FOR ALL PARTS OF AEROPLANES.
Machined to your Sizes or Sections.

Best Quality Silver Spruce, Ash, Walnut, 3 ply, etc.

W. G. EVANS & SONS,
1—4, WILLIAMS MEWS. STANHOPE STREET.

ELSTON KOAD, LONDON, N.W.
I'hniie : Mnsnim '2-158.

alone : Mr. Waterson (8), Mr. Davy (4), Mr. McConnochie
(12). Strts. : Mr. Williams (4), Mr. McConnochie (6). 8's

and circs. : Mr. J. Lloyd Williams. Machines : Hall biplanes.

At the London and Provincial Aviation Co.'s School.—
Instrs. : Messrs. Warren and Smiles. Pupils : Messrs. Laidler

and Abel (strts)
;
England, Derwin, Moore, and CoUett (roll-

ing) Machines : L. and P. tractor biplanes.

Windermere.—Ax the Northern Aircraft Co.'s School.—
Continuous rain and high wind delajed school work con-
siderably. Mr. Lashniar was out with Mr. Rowland Ding on
Monday doing landing practice. On Tuesday a gallant effort

was made to brave the rain, but it got into the distributor

of tlie Gnome, and stopped it two or three miles up the lake.

During the tow home the absence of soap and towels alone
hindered the occupants of the machine from taking full ad-
vantage of the opportunities afforded by the bath-like cock-
pit of the machine.

Accelerated Metal Work.
The Blackburn .Xeroplane and Motor Co., Ltd., ba^'e now

completed their new plant at Olympia, Leeds, and are parti-

cularly well equipped for producing steel stampings, sheet
metal blankings, cowls, tanks, strainers, and eyebolts. They
are also in a position to give quick delivery of all kinds of
laeroplane parts, especially in repetition fittings. Those who
have seen the latest products of the Blackburn Company
cannot fail to have confidence in their workmanship, and
under the reorganised works system deliveries can be given
promptly.

Variable Speed?
Mr. Clarence Winchester ("Ornis") relates the following :—"A lady friend of mine saw a military machine passing

Brighton at some three or four thousand feet altitude. She
was naturally interested and related the incident to me in this

style : 'Yes : and it was going so slowly. I thought aeroplanes
were much more exciting. This one actually crept along. In
fact, I kept up with it all along the promenade.'" There
must have been some wind.

SHOCK ABSORBERS
GET THE

BRITISH-MANUFACTURED RUBBER CORD
made to your own Specifications by

JAMES BALL & CO.,
57a, HATTON GARDEN, LONDON, E.G.

Aluminium Castings
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION MADE Si REPAIRED.

Chill Castings for Aeroplanes a Speciality

ON ADMIRALTY AND WAR OFFICE LISTS

<JSTS

;

Clean!

Cases

R. W. COAN
219.
GOSWELL
ROAD.

LONDON, E.C.

Telegrams

—

Krankases

,

Isling,

London.

Telephones

—

3846 City

4879 Central.

FOR EFFICIENCY
& RELIABILITY IN

AERO-RADIATORS
Send your enquiries to

the well-known radiator

experts

The Motor Radiator Mfg. Co.,

GREET, BIRMINGHAM.

Telegrams

:

Nerleak, Birmingham.
Telephone ;

455 Victoria, Birmingham.

KINDLY MENTION "THE AEROPLANE" WHEN CORRESPONDING WITH ADVERTISERS.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS
All advertisements for this column should arrive at this

office by 6 p.m. MONDAY to ensure insertion.

For the convenience of Advertisers, replies can be received at

the office of "THE AEROPLANE," 166, Piccadilly, W.

Special PREPAID Rate—18 words 1/6; Situations Wanted
ONLY—18 words 1/-. id. per word after.

PATENTS.

row TO TAKE OUT PATENTS IN ENGLAND AND
ABROAD." (By Arthur E. Edwards, F.C.I.P.A.) 2S.

post free.

—

Arthur Edwards & Co., Ltd., Patent Agents and
Consulting Engineers, Chancery Lane Station Chambers,
W.C. 'Phone 4536 Holborn.

PATENTS. Instructive leaflet free from STANLEY,
POPPLEWELL & CO., Chartered Patent Agents, 38,

Chancery Lane, W.C.

AEROPLANE Makers and Inventors. Prepare now for

trade revival by protecting new ideas. Particulars and
advice free.—King's Patent Agency, Ltd., 165, Queen Victoria

Street, London.

TUITION.

P ASHLEY BROTHERS AND HALE,
SHOREHAM AERODROME, SUSSEX.

Tuition for R.A.C. Brkvbt.

Before joining any other school, apply for particulars of our

SPECIALLY REDUCED TERMS AND NEW CONCES-
SIONS TO PUPILS.

' Passenger Flights.

London and Provincial
aviation co.

SCHOOL OF FLYING
The Aerodrome, Hendon, N.W.

Learn to fly at our School on new and up-to-date machines. We teach
you to control the machine yourself and develop your own individu-
ality. Our instructors have had years of experience and we guarantee
satisfaction. Enquiries welcomed. Phone: Kingsbury 102

THE RUFFY
School of Flying, Hendon.

Pupils taught on 60 h p. Gnome Caudron Machines,
dual control until efficient : completing tuition on 45 h p.
Anzani and taking certificate on 50 h.p. Gnome.

Offices and Works—
3-4 KENDALL'S MEWS, PORTMAN SQUARE, W.

Phone—Padd. 5048.

SITUATIONS VACANT.
AEROPLANE Fitters and Erectors wanted immediately.

—

Send references and rate required to White and Thompson,
Ltd., Middleton, Bognor.

AEROPLANE Draughtsmen with experience of detail work
required immediately.—Please send references, full par-

ticulars of experience, and salary required, to White and Thomp-
son, Ltd., (Middleton, Bognor.

W.^NTED, Good Gnome Engino Mcrhnnic. —.AlJiJly, 'itating

experience and wages required, to the Gnome Engine
Co., 47, Victoria Street, London, S.W.

MACHINES.
DUNNE PATENT SAFETY AEROPLANES, single and

two-seater types, mono or biplane.

—

The Blair Atholl
Aeroplane Syndicate, Ltd., 1, Queen Victoria Street,

London. Tel. 834 Bank.

PHOTOGRAPHS.
AVIATORS ON ACTIVE SERVICE.

PORTRAITS of the majority of the British Aviators who
have volunteered for active service during the war may

be obtained from F. N. Birkett, 97, Percy Road, Shepherd's
Bush, London, W. Unmounted, post free, Sizes 12 by 10 in.,

2s. 2d. ; 8 by 6 in., is. 6d. ; 6 by 4 in., is. 2d. Mention Thi
Aeroplane and write for the list of the largest collection of

aviators' portraits in this country.

PROPELLERS.
CHAUVIERE'S famous Integral Propellers hold all records;

used by all leading aviators. The best.—Sole proprtetorg

for Great Britain and Colonies, The Integral Propiller Co.,

Ltd., IB. Elthorne Road, Upper Holloway, N. Telephone:

Hornsey 2345. Telegrams: "Aviprop (Upholl), London."

MISCELLANEOUS.
HARDWOOD for Aeroplanes. Specially selected, air-dried

timber as supplied to leading constructors in Britain and
the Continent. Silver Spruce, Ash, Poplar ; Hickory and Ash
Skids

;
Threeply ; Thin Cedar and Mahogany for Floats ; Wal-

nut for Propellers.—William Mallinson and Sons, Ltd., Hack-
ney Road. 'Phone, 3854 Central. 4770 Wall.

"BRITAIN AS GERMANY'S VASSAL"

GENERAL VON BERNHARDI
Price 2/- Net. THE TRUE GERMAN VIEW.

Translated by J. ELLIS BARKER.
Of all Booksellers, or post free, 2/3, from

WM. DAWSON & SONS. Ltd.,

Rolls House, Breams Buildings, E.G.

LUNCH. TEA. or SUP at-

"THE AERO RESTAURANT."
(Just outside the gates of the Hendon Aerodrome.)

Pretty Tea-Gardens, with awnings, for fine weather. Glass-side
" Sun-Parlour" for cold weather.

Best of Pood, well cooked and neatly served.
Lunch from Is. 6d. Tea trom 6d.

::r^\ Trade [MENPHVEl Mark.

LIQUID SCOTCH GLUE
Ready for use at once.

USED BY THE LFAOING AEROPLANE CONSTRUCTORS.
MOISTURE PROOF.

Wriln Jvr I'tic List and Partli idiirs -

MENDING CO., 8. Arthur Street, London Brirtire, E C.

MODELS.
T. W. K. CLARKE & CO..
HAMPTON WICK. MIDDLESEX.

Supply British Built Model Aeroplanes, and all Accessories
for making. Send stamp for Lists.

M.S.C.
Model Aeroplanes and accessories. Models
from IS. 6d. to 25s. We stock everything for

model aeroplanes. Write for illustrated catalogue.—Murray,

Son, and Co., 387A, High Road, High Cross, Tottenham, N.
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The Sopwith Aviation Co., Ltd.
CONTRACTORS TO THE ADMIRALTY AND WAR OFFICE

Offices and Works KINGSTON-ON-THAMES

Telephone

:

1777 and 1343 Kingston.

Telegrams:

" Sopwith, Kingston.

Printed for The Aeroplane and General Publishing Company, Limited, by Bonner & Co., The Chancery Lane Press Rolls
Passage London, E.G.

;
and Published by Wm. Dawson & Sons, Limited, at Rolls House. Breams Buildings, London

Branches in Canada, Toronto^ Montreal, and Winnipeg ; in South Africa : Cape Town, Johannesburg and Durban
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SOME NEW PILOTS.

Plwtographs bv F. N. Bhketl, Pvrcv K^'Jd. Shtphtid's Bush, W.

1, Flight Siib Lieut. Wakeley, R.N. CGrahame-White School}; 2, jMr. Roche Kelly (Instructor at Beatty School); 3, Flight

Sub-Lieut. Young, R.N. (G.=W. School); A. Flight Sub Lieut. Field, R.N. (G.=W. School); 5, Flight Sub-Lieut. Groves

(G.=W. School); 6, Flight Sub Lieut. Price (G.-W. School); 7, Mr. Ivermee (Caudron School).
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Tkc Aircraft Co., ttl

Hold the SOLE RIGHTS DIRECT
from the FARMAN BROTHERS

for the building of

HENRY & MAURICE FARMAN

Aeroplanes
AND

Hydro-Aeroplanes.

In Great Britain and the Oversea

Dominions.

Works and Flying Ground

HENDON.

Offices :

47, VICTORIA STREET. S W

Sfiff proving Ms

sfcrfin§ worfb.

AVRO
NOTMINC BETTER.

FOR PEACE OR WAR.

AV.1?0E&C0.,L7

MANCHESTER.

Handley Page Ltd.
CONTRACTORS TO H.M. ADMIRALTY AND

WAR OFFICE.

Works s

110 CRICRLEWOOD LANE,

CRICKLEWOOD, N.W.

TELEPHONE: HAMPSTEAD 5317.

London Office s

72 VICTORIA STREET, S.W.

TELEPHONE: VICTORIA 2574.

TELEGRAMS: HYDROPHID, SOWEST. LONDON.

Manufactured by

WILLANS & fiOBINSON, LTD.,

RUGBY
(who own the Sole Manufacturing Rights

for the British Empire).

SALMSON
AERO-ENGINES

(Canton-Unne System)

Sizes from 80 B.H.P. to 600 B.H.P.

in Single Units.

All enquiries should be addressed to

DUDBRIDGE IRON WORKS, Ltd.,

87, Victoria Street, London, S.W.

Telegrams . . . . Aeroflight, Vic. London.

Telephone 7026 Victoria.
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The Editorial and Advertising Offices of "The Aeroplane"

re at 166, PlccadlUy, W.

Telegraphic Address : Aileron, London. 'Phone : Mayfair 5407.

Accounts, and all correspondence relating thereto, should be

sent to the Registered Offices of "The Aeroplane and General

Publishing Co., Ltd.," Rolls House, Breams Buildings, E.C.

The Editor cannot undertake to return unsolicited manu-

scripts, whether accompanied by stamps or not, though tittj

endeavour will be made to do so.

"The Aeroplane" is not connected with any other buslaeai

at the same address, whether associated with Aeronautics ot

not.

Subscription Rate, post free : Home, 3 months, 1/8 ; 6 months, 3/3 ; 12 months, 6/6. Abroad, 3 months 2/2 ; 6 months, 4/4 ; 12 months, 8/8

NERVES.
The man who says he is never afraid in an aeroplane

is either deliberately telling an uutnith or else he is

too stupid or too ignorant to realise what constitutes

danger. Even the man who does not care whether he
is killed or not—for there are plenty of such in the

world—feels afraid, not of beiiig killed but of the few
minutes' acute discomfort, mental or physical, before

he finally goes out. As a rule, the better the flier the
more he is liable to feel afraid, for to fly really well

one needs an active brain, and an active brain entails

an imagination, and imagination is the prime cause of

all fear.

Now the one thing that can absolutely concjuer fear

is nerve, and the one thing that breaks nerve is nerves,

for it is one of the peculiarities of our beautiful English
language that nerve and nerves are the direct opposite
of one another. Some happy men are born without
nerves, but, as a rule, absence of nerves is due to lack
of imagination, and so the man without nerves is

generally too stupid to make either a good flier or a

good observer, though he ma}^ l3e qtiite a useful soldier

in the ordinary way.
It was Napoleon, was it not, who said that the

English made good soldiers, because they were too
stupid to know when they were beaten ?

Also, many people do not develop nerves till they
have been flying for a considerable time. In the early

stages they have absolute confidence in the instructor

with whom they go up as passenger, and they have
no doubts about the safety of the machine in which
they are flying, for they know nothing of construction
details, or aerodynamic design, so unduly lightened
spars, defective bracing attachments, liability to spin,

and the impossibility of getting machines out of cer-

tain positions do not trouble them. After they have
learned to fly themselves they have complete confidence
in their own ability to get out of a tight corner, or, in

their natural caution preventing them from getting
into one—in both of which they may be perfectly justi-

fied—and their happy ignorance about construction and
design still prevents them from developing nerves.
Some very fine fliers are constitutionally incapable

of understanding construction, or design, or both, and
fly with perfect confidence on any aeroplane which the
officer in charge of the machines, or even the mechanics,
tell them is fit to fly. Within reasonable limits this
is really a case in which ignorance is bliss and it is

folly to be wise, for when once an aviator begins to
question the judgment of those responsible for the
condition of his machine his only chance of happiness
is to become so wise that he can convince himself that
he knows more about construction and design than
those whose job it is to work on those subjects and
nothing else.

Even when he reaches that stage the man with an
imagination is never quite happy, especially on a
long flight in calm weather when he has nothing to
occupy his attention. One pilot of my acquaintance,
who is quite one of the finest fliers in this country,
has a habit which is most disconcerting to his passen-
gers, however consoling it may be to him personally.
He will fly without a waver for perhaps half an hour,
then suddenly the passenger will imagine that a storm

has struck them, for the machine will stand first on
one wing-tip and then on the other, then it will dive

terrifically, and then it will almost loop the loop.

After that it will calm down and fly for another half

hour, when the performance will be repeated. After

they have landed, and the passenger hJS remarked on
the extraordinary squalls which struck them when
over certain places, the pilot will casually explain that

he was merely looking round at those intervals to see

whether his tail was still there, and was testing the

controls to see whether anything was trying to jamb.
The AwaRening of Suspicion.

The idea seems sensible, and yet other pilots have
argued that it is foolish, because the testing operation
may jar something loose, and so long as a machine is

flying quietly it is better to let well alone. In fact,

the more the budding aviator sees and hears of the
methods of different pilots the more he finds their

opinions differ, and the less confidence he is inclined

to put in anyone else's judgment besides his own.
It is at that stage that he begins to hate going up as a
passenger, except, perhaps, with one or two pilots,

whose methods are similar to his own. Even then, he
is not happy, because, being unable to "feel" the
machine through the controls, he does not know just

why the pilot does certain things. It is exactly the
same as the hatred an experienced car driver has of

being driven by anyone else. Not having anything to

do, one simply sits and thinks of bolts that may shear,
and nuts that may fall off, and controls that may
stick, and so forth.

When one reaches the stage of having no great
confidence in one's pilot, and having still less in the
people who built and the mechanics who care fo"r one's
machine, one has to be very much of a fatalist if one
is to avoid developing nerves.

" Cold Feet."

That lamentable inclination towards deterioration,
which is inherent in even the best of us, has imported
into ordinary conversation a multitude of words and
phrases which are pure slang. Some of them become
"good English" after a period, others do not, but in
either event, many slang phrases are exceedingly apt.
Among those most commonly used among aviators the
expression "cold feet" is particularly useful, for it in-

dicates a state of mind as well as a state of nerves. So
useful is it that even the best people in the Royal
Flying Corps habitually use it in conversation, though
I have not yet heard of it appearing in an official

document.
^ "Cold feet" may lead merely to proper caution, or it

may lead to complete loss of nerve. A pilot may have
cold feet of a certain machine and so fly it with due
respect for its peculiarities, or he may have cold feet

of flying altogether, in which case he had better give
it up, for, if he does not, he must take to "doping,"
which is fatal.

A particularly malignant disease is "constructor's
cold feet," in which the victim, always on the ground
himself, watches every machine in the air in a constant
state of terror, expecting it to fall in pieces whenever

P
it is moved-by a gust, and when a machine of his own

l^or any other niake is on the ground, he is always pawing
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round it, finding some spot at wliicli it may break, or

something that may come undone, and get mixed up
with soniething else. It is a most unpleasant disease

to the sufferer, and I ha^-e known designers, construc-

tors, school managers, and other ground-workers at

aerodromes to be compelled to take a holiday far away
from all flying simply to calm the jumpiness of their

nerves. Nevertheless, it is an excellent thing for the

pilots, because it results in stronger machines.
As one of our best pilots said some time ago, "It is

very easj^ to be brave in the drawing-office,'' and if all

designers and constructors were compelled to spend a

day "or two a week on an aerodrome, listening to what
people other than their own employees say about their

efforts, it would thoroughly infect them with "con-

structor's cold feet," much to their ultimate advantage.

Pity the Poor Passenger.

But perhaps the most unpleasant, because the

liardest to cure, form of the disease is "passenger's

cold feet." It is a trouble from which military—and
naval—observers are particularly likely to suffer,

especially since so many oflicers who are not aviators

have been attached as observers. This system, which
at first seemed sensible enough, was started somewhere
about June last, when certain officers were told oft" for

dutjr at the R.F.C. Concentration Camp on vSalisbury

Plain in July for a course of ti'aining in aerial observa-

tion. In fact, it goes back still further, for several

vStaff College officers, who were blissfully ignorant , of

everything" aviatic, hugelj^ increased the joy of the

R.F.C. and a. detachment of the R.N.A.S. during the

Army Exercise in the Midlands in 1913 by acting as

observers.
So long as such an observer knows nothing about

aeroplane construction, or the difference between a

good and a bad pilot, he is perfectly happy ; but he can-

not li\'e long among aviators, who are only beaten for

talking "shop"' in fhei mess by the Cavalry School,

withoiit picking up enough knowledge to make him
unhappy, especially because aviators themselves take

a grim, delight in giving cold feet to others. An
observer who is just rigging himself up in nice warm
clothes for a long flight is not filled with confidence

when a pilot remarks :"0h! you're going out with
vSo-and-so, are you? Well, if he breaks your neck yow
might leaA'e me your camera, L rather covet it." That
is a fair sample of what the unfortunate passenger has

to stand, and though it is said in jest, there is a grim
seriousness behind it. vSttch jokes amply fill the place

of the skeleton at ancient Egyptian dinner-parties.

However, after a time, if he is a man of ability,

which an observer even more than a pilot should be,

the passenger will have picked up enough knowledge
to be fairly sure whether his machine is in a fit state

to fly or not, and to know whether his pilot can be
trusted, so his mind can be at ease on these important
points. Also, one may assume that squadron-com-
manders have by now enough sense not to send anj-

observer up with an tintrustworthy pilot. Anj'
squadron-commander who is not srrflficiently a judge
of other peoples' flying to know that much about his

pilots is obviously unfit for his, job.

But there is one anxiety which, under war condi-

tions, can never be absent from the passenger's mind

—

namely, that he has a very poor chance of coming out^

alive- if his pilot is hit. This is a matter whicli should
be put right at once, for it can be put right quite

easily.
Dual Control.

If the observer is himself a pilot the fear of the con-

sequences if the pilot is hit must be even greater than
if he cannot fly himself, for, as one soldier put it to me,
"a chap would feel such a fool just sitting there and
waiting for the crash, but if he had a stick to waggle
it would at any rate keep him interested till the end."
Which amounts, in effect, to a plea for du.ir control.

There are, of course, several objections to dual con-
trol. In the first place, as ordinarily fitted, the lever,

and still more so a wheel, must get in the observer's
way and interfere with the placing of map-cases, note-
books, sketching blocks, and the other paraphernalia
pertaining to the observer. There is also the objection
that if both people want to take control at a critical

moment, the machine, being unable to serve two mas-
ters, will follow its own course and end in disaster.

There is, thirdly, the objection that dual control adds
to the weight and is difficult to fit satisfactorily on
some machines, though many makers have fitted it

neatly. There is, fourthly, the objection that the Royal
Aircraft Factory does not like it, and this seems to be
the chief reason, why the War Office—which still seems
afraid to move without the R.A.F.'s permission—does
not make dual control a standard on all two-seaters.
Very early in the war, a writer in the Engineering

vSupplement of the "Times," signing himself "Ornis"
—a writer who invariably refiects accuratelj^ the views
of the R.A.F.—published an article condemning and
contemning dual control. His arguments were as weak
as R.A.F. arguments usually are, and chiefly amounted
to objection tO' the extra weight, which is natural enough
when one discovers that a standard B.E.2C. will not
pass the climbing tests which are imposed by the Aero-
nautical Inspection Department On the machines of

other firms, and has to be "faked" to do it.

Unfortunately for " Ornis," the official Eye-witness
with General Headquarters reported on September
29th how a German observer landed safely with a dead
pilot, thanks to dual control, and later it became
known that a French observer also saved his life and
that of an unconscious pilot—not to mention bringing
back the result of their reconnaissance—by means of

dual control. Perhaps the most unkind cut arrived
when the "Times" vSpecial Correspondent in France,
writing immediatelj^ after meeting a number of R.F.C.
officers, specifically mentioned tlieir advocacy of dual
control.

As further proof one may mention the case of Mr.
Loraine's wound. He was unconscious when he landed,
and would probably have been physically incapable of

controlling the machine even before he became un-
conscious, but fortunately he happened to be the pas-
senger, and the pilot, Mr. Den3's Corbett-Wilson, was
not hit. Their Bleriot had not dual control, so if Mr.
Wilson had been hit instead of his passenger both
would certainly have been killed. The fact that they
were not is a strong argument in favour of dual control.

No doubt the R.A.F. will argue that on an in-

herently stable aeroplane like the B.E.2C. there is no
need for dual control, because if the pilot is hit the
machine will not dive or side-slip, but will come down
of its own accord, seeing that the passenger can operate

the rod leading to the throttle lever, and so , can stop

the engine, and thus the machine will get down safely,

so long as it does not hit a house or a tree, or some-
thing else solid, just as it is landing.

That is only partly true, for it assumes that the pilot

when hit is going to be so considerate as to let go all

the controls and subside in a graceful heap on the floor

where he will not intei'fere with the free flopping about
of the control lever and rudder bar. In practice he
would probabljr grip the le\'er tight in a spasm of

pain and either fall forward onto it, causing- a series of

dives, or fall back and pull it with him, making the

machine sit on her tail and stall. A^'hen she stalled

and subsequentljr dived he would almost inevitably fall

forward into his belt, and push the lever forward. Also
his feet might do anjd:hiiig with the rudder bar at the

same time, and the result would be as handsome a

smash as if inherent stability had never been invented.

It would no more save the crew than it saved poor Mr.
Busk, when his machine caught fire, so the inherent

stability arguinent may be washed out straight away.
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TWO LATE PUPILS OF THE BEATTY SCHOOL-
(SOME SCHOOL)

Mr. Rowland Ding, Chief PiU t

and General Manager of The 1^ orthem
Aiicraft Co., Ltd., Bowness on
Windermere, obtained his R.Ae.C.
Brevet. No. 77 1, on April 28th, 1914,

after Hh Iwurs' training in the air,

'out teen days' actual training.

SCHOOL EQUIPMENT :

40 hp. WRIGHT DUAL CONTROL

50 h.p. ,, ,, ,,

60 h.p. ,, ,,

50 h.p. BREVET MACHINE

Can the Pupil Teach the Master?

STAFF OF INSTRUCTORS:
GEORGE BEATTY, fiith year

of training experience
EDOUARD BAUMANN. four ill

year oftraining expert
ence.

GINO VIRGILIO, trained
personally by Mr.
Beatty.

Ml. Felix Rujfy, prvpiietor oj the

Ruffy School of Flying, London
Aerodrome, Hen^fon, obtained his

R.Ae.C. Brevet, A'n S8S, on August
:'ftth, 19H, after 1! hours in the air.

THE BEATTY SCHOOL OF FLYING,
'Phone—Kingsbury 138. LONDON AERODROME, HENDON, N.W.

KINDLY MENTION "THE AEROPLANE" WHEN CORRESPONDING WITH ADVERTISERS.
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A Simple Way Out.

There is, however, quite a simple wa}' out of the
difficulty. The passenger's compartment can be fitted

with an elevator lever right up against the side like

the brake lever of an internally controlled car, and
sliding pedals for the rudder control can be fitted wide
apart, so that they slide along the sides of the fuselage,
where they are not in the way normally, and are easily'

found when wanted. There need be no lateral control,

for a decently stable machine, or an absolutelj- in-

herently stable one, does not need it, and, anyhow,
quite sufficient lateral control can be had by the rudder
alone.

The elevator lever should be long enough and strong
enough to overcome the pilot's lever if he happens to

fall forward onto it, or grab it hard while unconscious.
People who are knocked out do not alwaj'S collapse

with loose muscles, for I have known a man who was
blown out of a room into the hall by a gas explosion
pick an unconscious woman up off the f^oor of the hall,

carry her out of the front door and lay her carefully on
the steps, and remember nothing about it. Hence one
reason for the conscious member of the crew to have
plenty of leverage.

Also, a long lever means more "travel" than a short

one, so if the observer had done no piloting at all he
would not be so likel}^ to endanger the pilot's life and

his own hy moving the lever too much and so causing
a vertical dive or looping the loop.

The whole arrangement need not add more than
fifteen or twenty pounds to the weight of a machine,
and ought to weigh about ten ; it could be fitted in the
course of a morning's work to any existing aeroplane
by the squadron mechanics ; it would not be in the
least in the way of the observer's work ; there would be
practically no danger of the observer himself getting
mixed up with these supplementary controls if he were
hit and if the pilot were not

;
and, finally, even if the

observer did not manage to save the smash, he would
at an}^ rate have had something to keep him amused
all the way to the ground, which alone is sufficient to
justify such a fitting.

Incidentall}', it would be well not to couple the sup-
plementary wires to the pilot's foot-bar and lever, be-
cause, quite conceivably, a bullet, or a small shell,

might carry away the whole of the pilot's control
fittings inside the fuselage without hitting the pilot,

and in that case the supplementary controls would save
the crew and machine, provided the wires were carried
right back to rudder and elevator without connecting
to the pilot's wires.

If anyone has any objection, mechanical, theoretical,
or military, to such an arrangement I shall be glad to

publish it.—C. G. G.

The New Organisation of the R.F.C.
An Army Order issued on January lytih details the reorgani-

sation of tJie Military Wing of the Royal Flying Corps. The
Corps will be formed into wings, each with its commanding
officer, and the post of O.C. Royal Flying Corps, is abolished.

'Lieutenant-Colonel F. H. Sykes, 15th Hussars, held the latter

appointment, and has been gazetted as a General Staff Officer

of the First Grade. The Army Order sets out the following

points :—

•

The Royal Flying Corps (Military Wing) will he organised

in wings, each under a separate commanding officer and con-

sisting of two, three, or, in special cases, four squadrons.

An additional wing commander, designated the administra-

tive wing commander, will command the Royal Flying Corps

depot, and be the officer in charge of Royal Flying Corps
records. In war he will also command the reserve aeroplane

squadrons and the aircraft park at home.
The appointment of officer commanding ihe Royal Flying

Corps (Military Wing) is abolished.

Provisional establishments for wing headquarters, for the

headquarters of the administrative wing, and for the Roval
Flying Corps depot are issued.

Wing commanders will be responsible for the training and
administration of their wings, including accounting for equip-

ment, clothing, and necessaries.

The adjutant will assist the wing commander in all ques-

tions of training and discipline.

The equipment officer will assist the wing commander in

all questions concerning technical stores ; he will account for

all technical stores in charge of the wing^ making such issues

to squadron commanders as m&y be necessary to rnaintain the

equipment of their squadrons. He will obtain receipts from
squadron commanders for all issues, and will grant receipts

for all stores returned, but there will be no ledger transactions

between squadron corrimanders and equipment officers.

The administrative wing commander will carry out similar

duties as regards the reserve aeroplane squadrons, the Royal
Flying Corps depot, and the aircraft park ; he will also be re-

sponsible for the final ap-proval of all recruits, and for the re-

cruiting of men specially enlisted during war; for the allot-

ment of personnel to squadrons, for the despatch of reinforce-
ments of personnel abroad, and for preparing the monthly
statement of allowances and extra pay of all the officers of the
Roval Flying Corps.

Personnel will on enlistment be sent to the Roval FUing

Corps depot for training. Here they will be trained not only

in the ordinary duties of a soldier, but also in their technical

duties as air mechanics in the technical section of the Royal

Flying Corps depot. From the depot they will be drafted to

wings according to requirements. Training at the depot will

normally take six months, but will often lie nuich curtailed

during war.

Promotion to the rank of sergeant will be made by wing com-
manders

;
promotions above the rank of sergeant will be based

on tlie recommendation of wing commanders and authorised by

the officer in charge of records from a general roll of non-
commissioned officers kept by him.

Air
Officers. Sergts Cpls. Mechanics Total.

Wing Headquarters ...

Administrative Wing...
Records & Recruiting...
Depot

& Privates.

3 ... C ... 3 ... 18 ... 30
4 ... 3 ... II rank and file ... i8

2 ... 7 civilians - ... — .. 9
7 "lo 228 rank and file ... 246

* And one \v irrant officer.

[Tlie new scheme confirms the expansion of the R.F.C. in

the manner mentioned in this paper some weeks ago, and one

can foresee the Corps' consisting of fifty or sixty squadrons

before many months are past. One cannot, however, quite

comprehend the idea of abolishing the post of O.C, R.F.C,
unless it is intended that all Wing Commanders shall be

directly under the command of the Director-General of Military

.Aeronautics, in which case one hopes to see General Henderson
resume that post. Otherwise lack of uniformity in the training

routine of squadrons might easily result. Colonel .Sykes, as a

General Staff Officer, will doubtless be the representative of the

R.F.C. with General Headquarters, for his knowledge of

aviation, and the foresight he has shown in the past concern-

ing future developments, obviously make him too valuable for

his experience of the subject wliich he h.ns specialised to be

wasted by allowing him to revert to any other arm.— Fd.j

An Interesting Memento.
.Mrs. Re}", a member of the Royal .Aero Club, wishes to sell

on behalf of the owners, who are in straitened circumstances

on account of the war, a letter and a copy of "Le Ballon

Poste," which were sent by balloon from Paris during its siege

in 1870. This relic of early aeronautical adventure was sent

out of Paris during the siege, and its contents are peculiarly

interesting in the present state of affairs. .Any collector of

curios should be glad to pay a good price for it. Offers should

be addressed to the Secretary, the Roval Aero Club, 166,

Piccadilly, W.
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Naval and Military Aeronautics.
GREAT BRITAIN.

From the "London Gazette," January 12th, 1915.

WAR OFFICE, January 12th.

Regular Forces.—Estdjlishments.—Royal Flying Corps

{Military Wing).—The undermentioned appointments are made :

Flying Officers—Dated December 22, 1914 : Lieutenant E. O.

Grenfell, 5tii Battalion the Duke of Cornwall's Light Infantry;

Second Lieutenant Cyril M. Crowe, Special Reserve ; and

Second Lieutenant Geoffrey H. Eastwood, Special Reserve.

Special Reserve of Officers.—Royal Flying Corps (Mili-

tary Wing).—Frank Bernard Halford, Aeronautical Inspection

Department, to be an Inspector of Aeronautical Material, for

employment with the Royal Flying Corps, and is granted the

honorary rank of lieutenant whilst so employed. Dated De-

cember i8th, 1914.

The undermentioned relinquish their temporary commissions.

Dated January i3tili, 1915 : Roy Holdsworth Dore and James

Henry Herbertson.
* * *

\ Second Supplement to the "London Gazette" of January

i2th, published on January 14th, contains the following mili-

tarv appointment :

—

WAR OFFICE, January 14th.

Regular Forces.—The undermentioned non-commissioned

officer to be second lieutenant for service in the field :

—

Infantry.—The Loval North Lancashire Regiment.—Dated

December 17th, 1014 : Sergeant Thomas Fawdry, from Royal

Flying Corps.
* * *

From the "London Gazette," January 15th, 1915.

WAR OFFICE, January 15th.

Special Reserve of Officers.—.Army Serxice Corps.

—

Second Lieutenant (on probation) Albert T. Crick, from Royal

Flying Corps, Military Wing, to be second lieutenant (on pro-

bation). Dated January i6th, 1015.

* *

A S'up[ilement to the "London Gazette" of January 15th,

published on January ifith, contains the following military

appointments :

WAR OFFICE, January ibth.

Regular Forces.—Commands and Staff.—General Staff

Officers.—First Grade—Brevet Major (temporary Lieutenant-

Colonel) Frederick H. Sykes, 15th (the King's) Hussars (Royal

Flying Corps, Military Wing), and to retain his temporary

rank. Dated December 21st, 1914.

Establishments. — The undermentioned appointments are

made :

—

Royal Flying Corps (Military Wing).—Flying Officer

—

Lieutenant C. S. Burnett, Reserve of Officers. Dated Decem-
ber 4th, 1 91 4.

Supplementary to Regular Units or Corps.—Royal Flying

Corps (Military Wing).—Robert Orme to be second lieutenant

(on probation"). Dated January 8th, 1915.

*

.\ Second Supplement to the "London Gazette" of January

i6th, published on January i8th, contains the following military

appointments :

—

WAR OFFICE, January 18th.

His Majesty the King has been graciously pleased to promote

by brevet the undermentioned officers :

—

To be Lieutenant-Colonels—Major (temporary Lieutenant-

Colonel) Hugh Montag^ie Trenchard, C.B., D.S.O., Royal

Scots Fusiliers, wing commander, Military Wing, Royal Flying

Corps, and Major (temporary Lieutenant-Colonel) William

Sefton Brancker, Royal Artillery, Assistant Director of Mili-

tary Aeronautics, War Office.

Regular Forces.—Establishments.—Royal Flying Corps

(Military Wing).—The undermentioned appointment is made :

Second Lieutenant Hugh C. Tower, .Special Reserve, to be fly-

ing officer. Dated October isth, 1914.

Supplementary to Regular LInits or Corps.—Roval Flying

Corps (Military ^^'ing).—The undermentioned second lieutenants

(on probation) are conrn ined in their rank : Clifford A. Hooper
and Hugh C. Tower.
Leo Francis Page to be second lieutenant (on probation).

Dated January iith, 1915.

NAVAL.
Buckingham Palace, Wednesday, January 13th.

The King held an Investiture at 11 o'clock.

The following were severally introduced into the presence

of the Sovereign, when the King invested them with the In-

signia of the Division of the Orders into which they have

been admitted :

—

The Distinguished Service Order.—Companions—Flight

Commander J. T. Babington, R.N.A.S., Flight Lieutenant

Sidney Sippe, R.N..\.S.
* »

The following appointments were made at the Admiralty on

January 14th :

—

Temporary Surgeons

—

\. L. Sutcliffe, M.B., and F. J. Hum-
phreys, M.B., to the "Pembroke III," for Royal Naval .\ir

Service, to date January 12th and January 13th respecti\-elv
;,

K. Wolfer^ton, to the "Pembroke III,'' for EaslclTurch .\ir

.Station.

*

The following appointment was made at the Admiralty on
January i8th :

—

Royal Marines.—Colonel J. R. Oldfield, R. M.L.I. (Reserve

ll-~t), to the "Pembroke," additional, for special service with

the Royal Naval .Air Service, to date December 23rd.
* * «

BREESE—BATE.—On January 14th, at St. Mary's, Hen-
don, George Fred Breese, of the Royal Naval Air Service, to

Hilda May, only daughter of O. H. Bate, of Kenilworth, South
.Africa.

* * *

.Apparently German aeroplanes have been very active lately

in Northern France, for certain of the Naval Air Service

machines which were out on Monday, January iith, were
quite busy fighting German machines in the air. One Naval
officer tackled three different Germans in the course of the

morning. A Naval machine was out over Ostend dropping"

bombs on various positions there, and on the railways, and
engaged another German machine on the way back. One
bomb, at any rate, smashed the railway line. The machine
was under heavy fire while o|)erating, and was hit in nine

]3loces without either the pilot or the passenger being damaged.
* * *

The following letter, dated January iith, from a Fligiht-

Lieutenant R.N..A..S. appeared in the "Morning Post" on

January i8th, and apparently describes the same incident :

—

"I must tell you something about the beano we had yesterday.

It was a day ! Engaged with three Taubes in the morning,
and in the afternoon and I went and dropped etghteen
bombs and six grenades over various works and railway at

Ostend—with incidentals. Another scrap with a GermaiT
machine by the way. Hope we tickled them up, and gave
them hell at Ostend. We've got 'em scared stiff—absolutely.

It's a great game entirely. I hope we get to know what
damage we did at Ostend, though I'm afraid it's improbable.

I know I got the railway with one bomb—a clinking shot,

right in the middle. I tell you, they let us have it, the machine
hit in nine places."

* *

The "Telegraph's" correspondent at Rotterdam wired on

January 13th :

—"The English Vice-Consul at A''muiden has, on

behalf of the British Government, presented ;^ioo to the crew

of the trawler 'Maria von Hattun' in recognition of their having
sa\ed Flight Commander Hewlett."

* * *

A torpedo officer, writing home, gives the following account

of the Cuxihaven raid, as witnessed from his ship. He says :

—

"On Thursday, December 24th, we got under way at 5.30,

and. escorted by destroyers, stole silently out of harbour and'
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made our way northward. During the forenoon we met three

seaplane-carriers, and they fell in with our flotilla. About 10.30

a subn.arine was sighted, sc we opened out, and the and

a destroyer proceeded to attack. It was one of our own, so we
proceeded across to the German coast.

"Nothing happened during the night till about 5.30 on

Christmas Day, when we lowered hydroplanes (sic), and they

all, with the exception of two, made off to Cuxhaven. We
then steamed away for a couple of hours. Fifteen minutes after

the hydroplanes had gone a Zeppelin and a Taube aeroplane

were sighted, so we ail got rifles-. The Maxim was manned.
The anti-aeroplane guns were manned, and we waited for them.

The Zeppelin disappeared for a time, but the Taube came on,

and finally got overhead. The rifles were going 'crack, crack,'

and the steady 'rip, rip, rip,' of the iVIaxim was heard, to-

gether with an occasional bang from the aeroplane gun. He
was going very fast, and was such a height that we couldn't

hit him. He dropped a bomb, which fell a few yards short of

the .

"We thought we had hit him once, and a cheer rose up. I

clapped my hands, and a chief stoker yelled out, 'Good shot !

Give him another as he comes down.' But he did not come
down—making off as fast as he could. The Zeppelin came in

sight again, looking grand with the sun behind, but he was a

few miles off.

"The first attack was made at eight o'clock. .At nine a.m.

the Taube came aloft, attacked one of our submarines, drop-

ping six bombs in succession. The splash caused by them rose

about twenty feet. He came over us again, and I managed to

get a shot, but missed. When tEhe Zeppelin came within a in''f'

of us we opened fire with shrapnel from our 6-inch guns. The
did the same, but it wa; too high to be hit, and kept going

higher. It was very fine to watch the stirapnel burst in the

air just underneath the big airship, and every time one did

it always seemed close, and the old 'Zep' mounted higher to

get a safer distance from us.

" By the time we It ad these brushes with the Germans
three of our own hydroplanes came back. We picked them up,

and waited till noon for the others. As they did not return we
gave them up for lost, and left. The Zeppelin kept a few miles

in the rear of us, and finally hopped it. News came to us that

a submarine had picked up three pilots, with their mechanics,

about eight miles from Norderney, an island off the Dutch

coast.

"One fellow only was then missing. I don't think they did

any damage, as there was a dense fog over the ground tlTev

had to attack, and the men didn't see where they were going

to. They dropped bombs on a submarine and destroyer, but

missed
; so, on the whole, we were as successful ss the Germans.

The enemy dare not send any ships out after us. It would be

a case of 'come out and go under,' and they don't like risk-

ing it."

* *

Mr. Justice Madden, sitting at the Four Courts, Dufclin, on

January 14th, heard an application by Hugh William Armitage

Moore, J. P., of Castlewellan, Co. Down, for liberty to apply

for probate of the vvill with codicil of Earl .Annesley, of Castle-

wellan, Co. Down, dated September i6th, 1909, and to pre-

sume the death of the testator. The aflidavit set out that after

the outbreak of the present war the testator applied for and

received a commission as sub-lieutenant in the Roral Naval

Volunteer Reserve (Air Department), and left his residence on

September 7th, to proceed on active service with the British

Expeditionary Force in France and Belgium. He returned

home to Castlewellan on short leave on November 3rd. He
left the foTTowing dav for England, with the intention of re-

turning to France from England bv aeroplane on November :;th.

A few days after the testator was officiallv reported as missing.

It appeared that Flight Lieutenant Beevor, R.N., with the

testator as passenger, left Eastchurch on machine No. 1,220

at 3.15 p.m. on November 5th en route for Dunkirk, but did

not reach their destination. Inquiries were at once made at

Dunkirk and Calais, and the coast was searched, but without

result. On November 20th testator's wife was officially in-

formed that he must be presumed to be dead. It further ap-

peared that' since the last-mentioned date German prisoners

reported that in 'he beginning of Nova nber a biplane wi;h

two Englishmen was brought down over the German lines

near Lille, and that both aviators were killed. The affidavit

further referred to letters received from the Royal Naval Fly-

ing School at Eastchurch to the effect that at the time of the

departure of the aviators the vi^eather conditions were good, and
the intention was to proceed to Dover and cross the Channel.

Mr. Justice Madden said he had sufficient evidence to say that

the testator had died in the service of his country. He referred

the ciuestion of the granting of probate to the registrar for the

present.

[The first reports stated that the machine was shot down at

Dixmude, and there appears to be some mystery about how it

came to be at Lille. Early reports also stated that the machine
was a Sopwith gun-carrier, but it is now stated to have been

a Bristol tractor.—Ed.]
* * *

Apropos the recent submarine raid on Dover, the "Central

News" correspondent says, "Directly after the guns from the

harbour breakwater opened fire a searchlight from an aircraft

swept the skies. After half an hour the aircraft disappeared."

[Almost impossibly a light (of sorts) from a seaplane, and
m.ore improbably still from a Naval airship, seeing that it was
a "dirty night." It was probably a star shell from a howitzer

and more probably an ordinary searchlight from the cliffs.—Ed.]
* * »

One is glad to hear that the damage done at the Eastbourne
Aerodrome by the gale a week or so ago is not so bad as was
originally reported. Sheds No. i, 2 and 4 were blown down,
and tihree school box-kites belonging to the Eastbourne
Aviation Co., together with a brand new Maurice Fanman,
were involved in the wreck. The latter machine was on its

way to France, piloted by an officer of the R.F.C., who came
down for shelter just before the rise of the gale.

Various minor damage was done to other of the sheds, but

fortunately the workshops stood up to the wind, so that the

delivery of the machines which are being built there will not

be delayed more than is usual with anything built to R.A.F.
design by any contractor. One gathers that the whole plant

at the present works is shortly to be moved to a new workshop
at the seaplane station. The new shop is 180 ft. by 60 ft.,

and when fitted out it will make a fine building.

School work has of course been somewhat disorganised, and
the Probationary Fit. Sub-Lieuts. in training at Eastbourna
have not had any flying since the school machines were de-

stroyed. However, a resident Naval Instructor and an ex-

N.C.O. of Marines nave now been attached to the school, so

they have been kept busy with other branches of their train-

ing.

It is a great pity the school should have been deprived of

its machines just when everything was progressing so well,

and though ev6''y effort is being made 10 get business into

working order again, of course school machines are difficult

to obtain quickly at the present time, but no doubt a little

official help in this direction will expedite matters considerably.

On Tuesday and Wednesday last, Mr. Fowler of the E.A.C.
was at Hendon putting a new H. Farman t^'pe machine
through its tests for the Admiraltv.

» * *

The R.N.A.S. Comforts Fund is now reaching quite useful

proportions, but good use can be made of anv further contribu-

tions friends of the Service would Hke to send. Most generous
contributions of garments have been received from Lady
Beatrice Pretyman, Captain E. Reeves, R.N., H.M.S. "Liver-
pool," the Hon. Mrs. Morgan, Lady Lloyd, Mrs. Penny, Lady
Peirse (wife of the Commander-in-Chief East India Station),

also from the British and Foreign Sailors Societv. A useful

addition to the stock of garments has been obtained by ex-

changing khaki garments sent to the R.N.A.S. Comforts
Fund for blue ones sent to the R.F.C. Comforts Fund.

Special attention is now being paid to supplying the needs
of the R.N.A.S. men on the seaplane-carrying ships, w'ho are
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certainly one of the most severely tried sections of tilie Xaval

Air Service. Sliirts and socks are urgently needed.

The following cash contributions are acknowledged by Mrs.

Sueter :—Mr. J. N. Currie, £10; Sir Wm. Bisset, K.C.I.E.,

; Mrs. Perkins, ;
Watlington Church Finance Council,

£2 2S. ; Miss Hayes, £1 is. ; Rev. J. W. Wallier, £1 ; Miss

Loyd, £1 ; Miss Dalglish, ; Mrs. Clifford, 10s. ;
Mann and

Grimmtr (Employees iith contribution), los. ;
Mr. A. Sanders,

los. ; Vickers Ltd., Erith, Aero Medianics (iith contribution),

7s. gd. ; Vickers' Carpenters and Woodworkers {5th coritribu-

tion), 7s. ; Miss F. Elliot, 5s.
;
Caporal-.'\viateur Louis Noel,

5s. ;
Anon, 2s. 6d. ; Mr. E. H. Huckstep, 2s. 6d. Total for

week ^£'29 2s. gd.

Further contributions should be sent to Mrs. Sueter, The

Howe, Watlington, Oxon.

• • •

From the "Sidney Bulletin" (Australia), October 8th, 1914 :

—

"F.I.J.—^My old press cihum Samson, of Melbourne, is proud

of the things his nephew, Commander C. R. Samson, of the

British Navy, has been doing. The nephew has charge of the

Naval Wing of the Royal Flying Coqis. His worst luck is

that he is not an Australian, having been born in Manchester

31 years ago. They call him 'the mainspring of the Naval

Wing,' but that's nothing to what journalist Samson calls the

youngster.

"

MILITARY.

The following passage from the official Eye-witness's report

published on January 14th, deals w ith aircraft :

—

During the last few days there has been a considerable

amount of wind, especially at high altitudes. This has been

felt by the aviators, but has not prevented reconnaissance.

On one day it was blowing so hard that an observer engaged

in photographing a certain area found himself actually

travelling backwards relatively to the ground at the rate of

ten miles an hour, though he was on a very fast machine

going ahead at full speed through the air.

7r * *

The following passage in the descriptive account, which has

been communicated by an Eye-Witness present with General

Headquarters, continuing and supplementing the narrative pub-

lished on the 14th inst. of the movements of the British Force

and the French armies in immediate touch with it, deals with

aircraft :—

•

It is a truism to say that the introduction of aviation has

had a profound effect upon the whole character of military

operations. And in no way has it modified war more than

by greatly eliminating the element of surprise, for so long as

the weather permits of the employment of aerial reconnais-

sance, it is impossible for any great concentration or move-

ment of troops to be carried out by day within a certain

radius without being discovered. Especially in the form of

. warfare in which both sides are at present engaged is the

former function of cavalry as regards reconnaissance usurped

by the Flying Corps.

There are, generally speaking, two forms of reconnais-

sance, whether executed by aviators or cavalry—tactical and

strategical. It is ditlicult to draw a hard and fast line be-

tween them or to define exactly where one begins and the

other ends, but the former may be said to be undertaken ex-

clusivelv for the purpose of ascertaining the strength and

dispositions of the enemy in a strictly limited area along a

battle front, by locating and examining his trenches, gun
emplacements, lieadquarters, reserves, supply parks, and

railheads. Its sphere ceases at a comparatively short dis-

tance from the front of the opposing forces. All that is

going on in the area far behind the enemy's line comes

within the sphere of strategical reconnaissance, which is

undertaken with the object of obtaining information about

the enemy in a particular part of the theatre of war, and so

enabling a commander to form an idea as to his opponent's

designs.

^^'hilc tactical reconnaissance is chiefly of value to corps

or divisional commanders, to enable them to know what is

in their immediate front and to make their local dispositions

accordingly, the higher leading and direction of the large

masses—in a word, the plan of campaign framed by a

Commander-in-Chief and his General Staff—depend upon the

results of strategical reconnaissance.

The intelligence upon which such plans will be based is

that referring to the amount of transport and rolling stock

on roads and railways, the strength of columns of troops,

the size and situation of bivouacs, parks, and supply

depots, second lines of defence, and any other facts which

may afford a clue to the strength and disposition or move-

ments of an enemy's masses and to his intentions. To
gather information of this nature by aerial reconnaissance,

the observer either travels above a previously selected line

of country or passes to and fro over a certain definite area,

noting and recording everything of value that he sees. This

latter method is the slower, and is used only when very

detailed mformation is required.

This is not worlv which can be carried out by everyone.

Tlie really first-rate observer must possess extensive military

knowledge in order to know what objects to look for and
where to look for them ; he must have very good eyesight in

order to pick them up, and he must have the knack of

reading a map quickly, both in order to mark correctly their

positions and to find his way. To reconnoitre is not easy
even in fine weatlier, but in driving rain or snow, in a tem-

perature perhaps several degrees below zero or in a gale, when
an aeroplane travelling with the wind rocks and sways like

a ship in a heavy sea and may attain a speed of 150 miles

an hour, the difficulties are immense. In these circumstances

and from the altitude at which it is necessary to fly in order

to escape the projectiles of anti-aircraft guns, columns of

transport or of men are easily missed. Indeed, at a first

attempt an observer will see nothing which is of military

value, for it is only, after considerable practice that the eye

becomes accustomed to scouring a great stretch of country

from above and acquires the power of distinguishing objects

upon it.

Psychology also comes in, and the temperament of an
observer is of the greatest importance. He must be cool

and capable of great concentration in order to keep his

attention fixed upon his objective in spite of all distractions,

such as, for instance, the bursts of shell close to him or the

noise of rifle bullets passing through the planes of his

machine. He must withstand the temptation to make con-

jectures or to think that he has seen something when he
is not absolutely certain of the fact, since an error in ob-
serving or an inaccuracy in reporting may lead to false con-

clusions and cause infinite harm.
Many men are absolutely unfitted for such duty, and even

trained observers vary in their powers of reconnaissance.

Some have a special aptitude for strategical work, the wide
field of 'action and the chance of gaining an insight, as it

were, into the workings of the enemy's mind appealing to

their imagination and to their taste for discovery. The
spirit of adventure also enters, for long reconnaissances are

hazardous, and before the minds of those carrying them out
the prospect of being forced by engine trouble to descend
in the enemy's lines cannot but frequentlv be present.

* * *

Officers of the Royal Hying Corps may be interested to

know that a special B.E.2C has been induced by the staff of

the Royal Aircraft Factory to attain a speed only four or five

miles an hour slower than that of the Sonh.p. .'\vro. This has,

however, only been managed by fitting a reduced form of

chassis, consisting practically of two inverted "As," and by
making certain alterations in the wiring, the nature of which,
being war time, it is perhaps not advisable to mention. The
drawback to these alterations in the chassis is that it will

necessarily make the machine more liable to turn over on the

ground in the hands of the less skilful pilots, and the other

alteration involves additional complications for squadron
mechanics, and is besides more liable to breakage than the

ordinary form of wiring.

In this connection it would be very informative if the makers
would find out how much the speed of the standard Avro would
bo increased bv fitting an Inx'erted ".A" chassis, and it wi.l1 be
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interesting to see whether the autliorities controlling the Royal

Flying Corps will accept B.E. 2cs. with this form of chasbis,

and bar it on machines built to constructor's own designs.

* * *

It is reported that the death of Captain Lawrence, which

was announced recently, was caused by the wings of the

80-h.p. Bl^riot he was fiying collapsing in the air. It appears

that the deceased officer had gone up alone to test the machine,

intending to do a nose dive, with a specific object in view,

and it seems probable that the collapse occurred in the course

of such a dive.
* » *

His many friends will rejoice to hear that Mr. Robert

Loraine is now sufficiently recovered to be able to take a sea

trip with the object of completing his cure. He left Liverpool

on the i6th on the Royal Mail Steamer "Alcantara" en route

for South America, and expects to be back in six or eight

weeks' time, and there seems every prospect of his regaining

his former vigour in tliat period. Considering the nature of

his wound his recovery has been wonderfully rapid, and has

been largely due to his own strong will.

* * *

Mr. B. C. Hiicks, who was recently invalided home with

pleurisy, is now out and about again, and has probably re-

turned to duty by the time these notes appear.
* * *

Pte. M. Hart, Royal Flying Corps, wrote recently to his

parents at Radhill :

—" We are getting plenty of clothes and

'bacca now. We get up football matches in the afternoon and

concerts in the evening. Of course, we get our exciting

moments, and we are always ready for a visit of a German

aeroplane. When one comes over, off goes one of our machines,

and then there is an exciting chase. You see a capital fight

in the air. You can hear the machine-guns going, but can't

tell very well which is getting the better of the encounter until

one of them comes down with a devil of a rush. As soon as we

sight a German aeroplane we all race away to the alarm

post with our rifles and commence firing at it. Then we wait

for the bomb and dodge it. Quite an exciting game, and

good for the nerves. Up to the present we have had good

luck, as not one of the German bombs has dropped near enough

to do us any harm.

"

» * *

It is stated, on quite reliable authority, that there is no

truth whatever in the rumour that among other well-known

firms who have been invited to tender for B.E.2c's are

Messrs. Swan and Edgar.

FRANCE.
The French official communique of January 18th says :

—

In Champagne German aeroplanes flew over our posi-

tions. They were received with cannon and machine-gun

fire and two of them came down within our lines in the

direction of Bar le Due. The machines were almosl intac'.

The four aviators were made prisoners.
* * *

New regulations w-ere published on January 17th by the

Prefecture of Police enjoining householders to draw their

blinds and close their shutters from nightfall till dawn, in

view of possible attacks by hostile aircraft. The regulations

apply particularly to shop and caU windows.

* * •

The following passages in the French oflicial Eye-

witness's report, published on January t.Sth, deal with air-

craft :

—

From December 30th onwards tht enemy did not try any

counter-attacks, and we have held since then a large area

(more than five kilometres) along" the right bank of the Yser.

We had then to assure our communications. For that pur-

pose we undertook the construction of a strong bridge, to

which the men gave the name of "General JofTre." The Ger-

man aviators discovered the work at once, and it was, more-

over, visible to the German artillery at high tide, but all

the enemy's efforts were idle.

On January iith an Albatros, flying at a height of

2,800 metres, was chased over Arras by one of our aero-

planes, which forced him to return to the (jcrman lines.

On the night of January i2th-i3th an air squadron bom-
barded the railway station at Noyon, which was brilliantly

lighted, and they dropped 14 bombs on it. On January 13th

a French aeroplane bombarded the railway track behind

Altkirch and Carspach, in .'\lsace, and the railway station

at Remillv-sur-Nied, in Lorraine. On the same day two

French aeroplanes gave chase to a German machine which

was making for Nancy. A letter from Lorraine confirmed

the success of the bombardment of Remilly on December
27th ; some soldiers were killed, and the railway line be-

tween Remilly and Peaudrecourt was broken up.

Finally, the pilot Gilbert and Lieutenant Peuchredon the

observer defeated an enemy aeroplane in circumstances well

worthy of mention. Gilbert and Puethredon were on

January loth near Chaulnes, on their way back from mak-
ing a reconnaissance, when they say an enemy aeroplane

making for Amiens. They pursued it, flying high, in

order to be able to overtake it without being seen. Not far

from Amiens they caught it up and cut it off. The observer

fired four shots with his carbine. Two of these hit the

enemy observer. Lieutenant von Falkenstein (not Falken-

hayn, as was wrongly stated), and the third struck the

pilot Keller in the neck, while the fourth pierced the radia-

tor. The wounded pilot brought his machine to the gVound,

and was at once taken prisoner.

This was the third time that Sergeant Gilbert, who has
received the Military Medal, has succeeded in bringing

down enemy aircraft. The first time was on November
2nd, during a reconnaissance in company with Captain de

\'ergnette, "chef d'escadrille, " who acted as observer. He
gave chase to an aeroplane over the enemy's lines, and
after three shots the German machine (owing no doubt to

the fact that its pilot was seriously' wounded) disappeared,

making an exceedingly steep flight, and fell to the ground
in a field, where it appeared to be smashed to bits.

* * *

The "Telegraph's" correspondent at Boulogne, cabling on

Wednesday, January 13th, says :

—"The .Abbe Lemire has

arranged on several occasions for the throwing by aeroplanes

of copies of his paper, the 'Cri de Flandres,' on to Lille, and
the parcels were distributed by an inhabitant who picked them
up. This continued until the Germans stopped it by confiscat-

ing the parcels. The 'Nord Maritime' attempted, a short

while after, to have copies thrown from an aeroplane, but the

machine was greeted with such a dangerous fire from German
machine-guns that the idea had to be abandoned."

[For m'any weeks past British aviators have been dropping
parcels of London and Paris papers on the French' and Belgian

towns.—Ed.]
* * *

Apropos artillery fire control, the Paris correspondent of the

"Morning Post" wrote on January 14th, concerning the Sois-

sons district:
—

"It is all very well for aeroplanes to detect

trenches. We know they are there, dug into a solid chalky

subsoil with sides to them like masonry. But from a range of

ten miles—over twelve miles with some guns—to drop shells

into trenches little more than a yard wide by two deep, ac-

curately and continuously, is well nigh impossible. The re-

doubts may suffer, but the shelters cannot to any effective

extent, while, the whole place being mined like an ants' nest,

local damage can be rapidly made good, and to blow the entire

section of the globe in question into nothingness would In-

volve something still more appalling in the way of gun fire

than we have seen even in this appalling war."
* * »

With reference to M. Pourpe's death, a Frenchman who was

in the same escadrille writes :

—"All that I know about the

accident is that thev found him dead with his passenger at

about ten miles from the place where we are, after two hours'

flying over the German lines. I do not believe the story about

the side-slipping on a virage, as he was too well accustomed

to the parasol now. I would rather believe he was wounded

after a fight with a Taube. Some empty cartridge cases

foimd in the fuselage and the rifle which was in the passen-
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ger's hands after the accident seem to pru\t' that there had
been a 'scrap.' " One is glad to think that so line a flier as

poor Marc Pourpe was not killed in a mere aerodrome acci-

dent, and one is sure that his British, Egyptian and Soudanese

friends will think the same.
* * *

A "Matin" telegram from Auzerre recently recorded the

death of the French aviator Lucien Couflin. '1 he military bi-

plane he was flying was caught by a gust of w ind and over-

turned.
* * *

.\ Voisin biplane with two aviators fell in I'aris at the I'unt

de Grenelle on January iSth, owing to the breaking of the

controls. The petrol tank took fire, and the passenger, Cap-
tain Chennery, was burned to death. The pilot, named La-

porte, had both legs broken, and received internal injuries to

which he succumbed in the Boucicaut Hospital.

[It is earnestly to be hoped that this does not refer to Captain

Chinnery, R.F.C.— for it is known that British officers have
heen testing these machines.

The first Voisins of the big type were fairly well made, but

one learns that in the later ones, probably owing to pressure

for delivery, the workmanship is appalling, and the detail

design is distinctly dangerous. In fact, they have been de-

scribed to the writer as veritable death-traps.—Ed.]
* • *

The semi-official account of President Poincare's visit to the

front, published in Paris on January i3tili, says :

—"French

aeroplanes kept up a continuous flight above the troops to pre-

vent the possibility of any surprise marring the proceedings."

The "Chronicle's" correspondent wired on the 13th :
—"All

the civil and military authorities had been summoned, although

the ceremony was not to take place in Dunkirk itself. It had
evidently been thought better not to expose so large a collec-

tion of people to the bombs of the Taubes and Aviatiks in one

of the open squares of Dunkirk. Yesterday's bombar3ment "of

Dunkirk was probably due to an error on the part of the

Germans, who had heard of the President's coming, but had
chosen the wrong day. Dunkirk is admirably provided with

means of defence against aeroplanes. After 8 o'clock no gas
lamps are lit, and anvbody moving about the streets is

arrested.

"

* * *

The ever original Reuter reported from Paris on January
ijth :

—"Commander Girod, head of tJie Parisian Aviation

Squadron, this afternoon received at the Palais Bourbon a

party of British aviators who had come to confer with him on

the subject of the air service."

[Can this be our old friend M. Girod, Deputy for Doubs, the

chief agitator in the French Parliament for an adequate air

service, a kind of French Joynson-Hicks? If so he may have

blossomed forth as a "commandant"—or major—but he is

hardly likely to command the Parisian Aviation Squadron, as

no force officially so styled is known to exist.—Ed.]

* * •

Mr. H. J. Greenwall of the "Express," wiring from Paris

on the 17th concerning the fighting North of Soissons, says

that an aviator who flew over the enemy's batteries blew up

a train, but was hit on the return journev. His tank was
pierced, and he was wounded, but he kept conscious and

managed to plane down into the French lines, where he was
taken out of the machine insensible. When he recovered he

gave valuable information, and the French, knowing them-

selves to be considerably outnumbered, decided on a retreat.

* * *

Mr. Frederick C. Hikl, an .\merlcan aviator who has been

accepted for service bv the French Government, has sent some
interesting notes to the "Scientific .American." His "accept-

ance" tests were made at Tours first on a 50-h.p. Gnome
Bl^riot and then on an 8o-h.p. Gnome R.E.P. On one occasion

he had a very narrow escape owing to the pertinacity of

another candidate on a Nieuport, who insisted on spiralling

at his machine in blissful ignorance of his vicinity. The Nieu-

port pilot did not discover the Bli^riot until he was almost on

tup of it, and apparently avoided collision by inches. -Mr.

Hild describes the air shock as violent. The poor Bleriot,

however, was fated, for another candidate "flew" it next day,

and when he had finished with the pieces of it, the authorities

discovered he had never been in an aeroplane in his life before,

and forthwith sentenced him to tliirty days in jail ! Mr. Hild

eventually secured his military brexet on another So-b.p.

R.E.P., and was then appointed to a .Morane-SSTjlnier escadriUe,

Bleriots, R.E.Ps., Nieuports and Deperdussins having been

condemned.
* * *

On January lyth, a report from Berlin via Copenhagen
stated that a Zeppelin had passed o\er Paris on the i8th.

l^aris apparently omitted to notice this interesting visitor.

GERMANY.
It was reported from Berne on January 14th that a new

Zeppelin from Friedrichshafen was then undergoing trial above

Lake Constance.

Apropos the recent raids on Dunkirk and Calais, the "Ber-

liner .Allgemeine Zeitung" asserts that London has been visited

by the enemy's aircraft. "German air attack against Lon«

don : Zeppelin and squadron of aircraft over the Thames,"
attract tlie attention of this newspaper's readers. The paper

says :

—
" After England has had to experience, through our

cruisers and submarines, that though an island she is not by
any means safe from attack, she has now to acquire the

dangerous knowledge of how German bombs operate. Our
aircraft have paid sea-commanding Britannia a visit, -and

afforded a new and brilliant proof of the bravery of our aero-

nauts. What we have heard of the appearance of German
aircraft over Calais has been in effect that a squadron flew in

the direction of Dover."
The Copenhagen correspondent of the ".Allgemeine Zeitung"

says that a great German squadron of aircraft, at least sixteen

strong, during the week-end visited the mouth of the Thames,
probably with the intention of attacking London. The weather

was, however, so unfavourable that the squadron fiew along the

coast to Dover, where some bombs were thrown.

The "Berliner Tageblatt" is more cautious and merely says

that the squadron reached the Channel, with the intention of

proceeding to England, but owing to bad weabher had to re-

turn in the direction of Dunkirk.

BELGIUM.
The "Telegraaf" (.'\msterdam) learns from Breda. that on

Monday afternoon, January nth, a British aviator threw bombs
on the German positions around Antwerp. Tlie effect is not

known.
• * •

The "Morning Post" correspondent at Copenhagen reported

on January 17th that " The German hydro-aeroplane ' Erna
S4' has been washed ashore at Mano, on the west coast of

Jutland. The aviators are presumed to have been drowned.
On board her were found four grenades. It is stated that the

hvdro-aeroplane was built in November, 1914."

["Erna" is probably a mistake in transmission for "Ersatz"
—or "replacement."—Ed.]

* »

The "Express" correspondent on the Belgian Frontier re-

ported on January 13th that it is the intention of the Ger-

mans in Flanders to develop the aerial phase of the campaign
against the .Mlies' armies. In addition to the base at Ghis-

telles, other bases are being constructed near Ghent, Namur,
and Li(^ge. Elaborate precautions are being taken to protect

hangars and petrol bases against bombs, and night signal

stations with searchlights are being established.

New terror is added to the already tortured lives of the

civilian bv night alarms. There was an example of this on

the i2th. The inhabitants of the villages between Salzaete,

Ghent, and Bruges were suddenly aroused from their beds by

the firing of anti-aircraft guns. The frightened population

could see the sky streaked with moving bars of light as the

men in charge of the aerial defence stations strove to locate

what thev believed to be hostile aeroplanes. There is nothing

to show that there were any of the Allies' aeroplanes aloft over
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Flanders that night. The spectacular activity of the enemy may
have been due to one of many false alarms which they are

continually receiving from the coast.

ITALY.
.\dmiral Garelli has again gone to Venice, placed in com-

mand of the Maritime Depot of Venice in succession to

Admiral Borea.'' The new Naval Governor took up his com-
mand on nth inst. His appointment at the present juncture,

. given the position and importance which Venice would acquire

in tihe event of war, is commented on. As Vice-x\dmiral

Garelli, the new Governor will be remembered as a fervent be-

liever in "navy-planes," and a' practical exponent of their use.

He took part in most of the earlier seaplane flights made from
V^enice, in which persistent ill-luck made it seem as if the

element of his profession were envious of that lighter one which

he was temporarily adopting. Anyway, the Italian Aerial De-
fence League ought to be congratulating itself on lia\ ing be-

gun the year well with this appointment.

P. 4 now stationed at Campalto and under the command of

Lt. Valle (R.E., or is it Nav. Lt. ValH?) has been out getting

accustomed to the thick fog over Venice lately. As her motors
are not 3'et silenced properly the people of the Lagoon City

were kept on the qui vive during the time that the "invisiBle"

manoeuvred over (heir heads. All good practice for the

future !

There would seem to be a \'ery useful concentration of air-

craft of all kinds near the Eastern frontiers of Italy. Certain
crack aeroplane squadrons, which I noted in your columns as

having left their stations near the N. Western boundaries of

the Kingdom some time back to fly to Udine, are not reported

as having returned to their quarters yet, so possibly thev, too,

are in the Venetian Province still.—T. .S. Harvey.

SWITZERLAND.
The "Express" corrc-pondent at Geneva reported on Janu-

ary 17th that 8 Anglo-French aeroplanes left Belfort that

morning "flying in duck formation." The triangle separated

above Altkirch. Four of them went towards Colmar and four

towards Mulhouse and the Rhine. They returned safelv.

The German military authorities are advertising in the

Swiss papers for aviators. They are offering high salaries,

and their anxiety to get flying men points to the 'belief th.'it

a good many of their aviators have been killed.

EGYPT.
Reuter states that the two people concerned in the adventure

with a seaplane in the Sinai Peninsula, reported last week,

were Captain Sterling—presumably a Captain of Marines, as a

Post Captain, R.N., would be unlikely to leave his ship under

the circumstances—and Seaman Grail of the French Navy,

who was the pilot. Thev were picked up as related on the

beach of the Gulf of Akaba, Captain Sterling after 11 hours'

trek, and Grail after being nearly three days without food.

U. S. A.

America is the home of great inventions. Reuter's New
York correspondent wired on January 15th :

—"At a dinner

given last night at the Aero Club of America, Government
officials announced a plan of the Post Office Department to

introduce into the postal service 2,000 aviators, who would

carry sacks of first-class mails. The routes have already been

picked out bv the Department, and it is predicted that the Bill

authorising this scheme of aerial transportation of mails will

pass next Congress. The .'\rmy and Navy schools will train

fliers for this service."

[It would be interesting to know what the Government

officials really did say, but if there is a substratum of truth

in the story one ventures to submit the following verse (more

or less to the tune of "John Peel") to commemorate the first

aerial postmen, who will doubtless be selected from among
'America's most trustworthy pilots rather than from among the

aerial acrobats :
—

"D'ye ken Sam Pierce with his hat so quaint?

"D'ye ken Walter Brock in his new war paint?

"D'ye ken John Cooper, though he's no kind of looper?

"They're all up with the post in the morning."—Ed.]

NOTICE TO READERS.
During the past month or two there has been an

increasing number of complaints from readers of

The Aeroplane all over the country of the difficulty

of obtaining The Aeroplane, chiefly at railway book-
stalls, but also Irom local newsagents, and in many
cases there have also been complaints of late delivery

of the paper. This difhcultv has been caused to a
great extent by the increased demand for the paper,

causing the. stock of certain newsagents to be sold

out, but in other cases it may be caused by the news-
agents themselves not realising that The Aeroplane
is in reality the only reliable source of information

concerning the doings of the latest type of weapon in

the war, and that it should therefore be treated not

as a motor paper, whose circulation is likely to

decrease owing to the general decrease In the use of

private motor-cars, but as a war record of the

greatest importance.

If readers who experience difficulty or delay in

obtaining the paper will be so good as to write to

this office, 166, Piccadilly, W., stating the place

where the trouble has occurred and the name of the

newsagent, steps will be taken to ensure its punctual
delivery in future, for it should always be possible

to obtain The Aeroplane at latest on Thursday
mornings with the regular London papers.

Zeppelins and the Fleet.

Writing home to his friends in .Scotland, a naval engineer,

whose letter appears in the "Scotsman" of January 13th,

says :

—"Since my last letter I have been having a yarn with

some of the chaps who had the honour of being tackled by the

famous Zeppelins. From all 1 can hear every man jack of

them is convinced that the Kaiser is putting his money on the

wrong horse. . . . The opinion of those who have seen the

big airships at work, and out with a desire to do damage if

thev could, is that they will fail every time against a ship of

the average liveliness of our own, even on a day that is practi-

cally windless, and with a moderate wind above they will fail

against anything that can move quicker than an average

'Tramp.' .... The manoeuvring of a Zeppelin, even in an

atmosphere of absolute stillness—and wihen do we get that

—

seems to be a gloriously ponderous business. And as a sailor

how would you steer to keep them manoeuvring? Well, that's

just how the Zeppelin has not imbued Jack with any terror.

In fact, I have not been able to discover that he is worrying

in the slightest over the time \\'1ien ihe is to tackle the great

aerial fleet. If he is worrying at all, it is about not getting the

chance to tackle it, and anything else which may come out of

the Kaiser's harbours or sheds."

The Women'.s Aerial League.

Miss Campbell Davidson presided on January i8th o\'i'r a

dinner at the I^vceum Club in connection with the Women's
Aerial League. Among those present were Sir George Green-
hill, the Hon. Lady Shelley, Lady Gomme, Sir James and Lady
Frazer, and Mr. Joynson-Hicks, M.P. Mr. Joynson-Hicks,
M.P., said that the reason why the Germans had been blocked

in their attack on Nieuport was that, owing to the floods,

there was only one road, and the Germans were afraid to go
on that road in close order because of our flying men and their

arrows. We should not escape air raids in this country, but

we need not be in a panic, and it would do more to bring about
a realisation of the seriousness of the war than anything else.

(Cheers.) .Sir G. Greenhill, Miss Parbury, and Mrs. Turn-
bull also addressed the company. Sir George claiming that the

Women's Aerial League hnd done much to make our authori-

ties take up aviation more quickly than they would otherwise

have done.
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Aeroplane Design.
BY F. S. BARNWELL.

[So nianv nuu firni!. are now L-nti'ring ilic aeroplane in-

dustry, and in consequence so many tr;iined engineers are lor

the first time talking a serious interest in aeronautical engineer-

ing, that llie moment seems an opijortune one in which to gi\e

a general review of the principles of aeroplane design. Tm
.'Veroplane has been so fortunate as to have obtained permis-

sion from Mr. F. S. Barnwell, who unlil recently held .ui

important position with the British and Colonial .Veroplanr

Company, Ltd., of Bristol, to publish a treatise read by him
lately to the Engineering Society of Glasgow University. .Mr.

Barnwell is best known as the designer of the highly success-

ful Bristol "tab'.oid" scout, in which work he had the benefit

of the practical experience of the Bristol Co.'s chief pilot, Mr.

Harry Busteed—now Flight-Lieut. R.N.A.S. Mr. F. S.

Barnwell has himself recently been given a commission in the

Royal Flying Corps, and promises to be a pilot of the same
class as his brother, Mr. Harold Barnwell, of Vickers Ltd.

The editor of this paper does not profess to understand Mr.
Barnwell's calculations, but .is he has pro\'ed himself a

practical man by turning out one of the best machines in llie

world, and as he has further shown remarkable ability as a

pilot, the editor accepts his figures without question, and pre-

sents the first instalment of this important document with com-
plete confidence that it will interest and instruct many engi-

neers who have hitherto regarded aeroplanes merelv as hap-

hazard agglomerations of sticks, wire, and can\'as, which are

propelled by a singularly noisy and unreliable engine and are

held together chieflv bv hoping for the best. With this slight

introduction readers are left to Mr. Barnwell's mercy.—Ed.]

Preliminary Remarks.

Before starting on the subject matter ol mv pajjer I wish to

make some excuses and apologies which f trust you will ac-

cept. Aeroplane engineering is a very voung science about

which many people know very little ; e\ en those of us who do

think we know something about il do not know nearl\- as
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much as we should lil-:e to. .So to take a small sub-division

of aeroplane design and attempt to deal with it accurately and

fully would probably be of less interest than to make a sort of

pr(§cis of the whole subject.

Hence in this paper I have attempted to deal with a very

large subject in a distinctly sketchy manner. Now when one

has to be sketchy it is extremely hard to sav no more than is

necessary, and yet to touch on all necessary points, to be lucid
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and to be academically accurate. It takes as much time trj ing to

work out how to express oneself fully, accurately, and briefly

as to plod straight on saying everything one knows, or thinks

one knows, about a subject, and, unfortunately, I have not

been able to give nearly as much time as I sliould have liked to

the working out, altering and correcting of this paper. Ask-
ing your indulgence therefore for what ma\' be obscure, for

what may be incorrect, and for what may be tedious, I shall

get to the serious business.

I shall start by briefly describing of what wc shall consider

an aeroplane consists, limiting my description to 3 t\pes (see

Figs. (la), (2a), and (3a).)

An aeroplane we shall consider therefore as a machine con-

sisting of a closed-in body In which is a seat for the pilot and
(in machines other than single-seaters) a seat or seats for a

passenger or passengers. In this body are also the control

mechanisms for the motor and for the movable surfaces of the

machine. Mounted in or on this body are the tanks for fuel

and lubricant. Mounted on either the fore or aft end of this body
is the motor, the only tvpe presently worth considering being

the petrol internal combustion. Directly coupled to the motor
is an air propeller. .Attached to the body are the main lifting

surfaces, or, as I shall henceforth call them, "Aerofoils."

Attached to the underside of the body is the landing gear.

-Attached to the rear end of the body is the tail, consisting of a

fixed part called the tail plane, and a movable portion (or

portions) called the elevator (or elevators) ; also attached to the

rear end of the body are the movable vertical rudder and (if

any) a fixed vertical surface or rear fin.

This applies, of course, to the case in which the engine and

propeller are fixed to the fore end of the fuselage (as in Figs,

la and 2a). If (as in Fig. 3a) the engine and propeller are at

the rear end of the fuselage, then the tail rudder and fin must

be attached to suitable outriggers, which are clear of the pro-

peller disc.

You will note that I have described only the direct-driven

"tractor" monoplane and biplane, and the direct-driven

"pusher" biplane. I think that at present these three types

contain the greatest number of desirable features, and it is

not advisable in the scope of this paper to discuss further

types, however tempting their points for future development
ma\" appear.

It is necessary to consider now the functioning of an aero-

plane in the simplest conditions and to arrive at the primary-

necessities for the machine's fulfilling these conditions. Let
us consider an aeroplane of total weight, Wt, travelling at

some uniform velocity Vi. in n straight line and horizontally

(Fig. 4).

The forces acting on this machine are (i) its weight verti-

cally downwards, (2) total "lift" of whole machine vertically

upwards (note here that I say advisedly of "whole" machine),

(3) thrust of air-propeller in and along direction of flight, (4)

total head-resistance of whole machine in and opposite to

direition of flight

For the maintenance of this condition ot straight horizontal

flight it is obvious that at this speed Vi, total "lift" of machine

must be equal to total weight, and propeller thrust must be

equal to total head resistance. Further, if, as is most pro-

bable, the line of action of total head resistance does not

coincide with that of thrust, then the C.G. (centre of gravity)

of the whole machine must be such a distance in front of the

line of action of total lift if thrust be below head resistance,

or behind if thrust be above head resistance, that the weight-

lift couple is equal to, and of opposite sign to, the thrust-

head-resistance couple. In an ideal design, thrust, head-

resistance, and lift should all pass through the C.G. and
generally they do so pretty nearly. But if it be impossible to

attain this in a design it is preferable that thrust should be

kept as nearly as possible through the CO., or slightly below
it, and head-resistance kept above thrust ; but in neither case

should the divergence be great.

It is necessary now to consider these four forces in more
detail. The total weight, VVt, for any particular machine is a

constant—at least, we may consider it so, since in design one
always considers the machine as fully loaded. The total lift,

Lt, is the sum of several forces which all vary according to

the attitude of the machine to its flight-path, and which also

all vary approximately as the square of the speed. We shall

consider it as made up of lift of aerofoils La, vertical reaction

on body of machine 1b, and vertical reaction on tail of machine
It. I call it "lift," for aerofoils only, for it may be a down-
ward force on one or other, or both, of the other members.
The thrust of the air propeller T depends upon the power

given to it, upon its eiTiciency E, upon its revolutions per

second r, and upon the speed along the flight-path v. It is

matter for discussion later.

The total head-resistance Rt, we shall consider as the sum
of the horizontal reactions upon the aerofoils (which we shall

call henceforth "dynamic resistance" or "drift," and denote

by Ra), upon the body rB, upon the landing gear re, and upon
the tail rx. We shall henceforth call the total head-resistance

—the "dynamic he.ad-resistance"—the "residual head-resist-

ance," and denote it by Rr.

We have noted what kind of machine we have to design and

the elementary conditions necessary for it to fly in a straight

line ; I had better turn now to the consideration of our sources

of data for the various members of the machine.

Motors.

First to consider the motor. This is the most expensive,

the most important, and the heaviest single itein, and it must
be properly mounted, cooled and fed.

The aeroplane designer should prepare a table of motors, as

^liown in Fig. 2. In the first column we have name and tvpe

of motor ; in the second b.h.p. at normal full power revs. ;

in the third, r.p.s. of motor at this power ; in the fourth, weight

of motor in lbs. complete with carburetter, inagneto, piping,

ntc, also radiator and water (If water cooled); in the fifth.
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pttrol consumption at full normal power ; in the .-ixth, the

same for lubricant ; in the seventh, weiglit of suitable mount-

ing and suitable shields or "cowling" ; iti tihe eigihth, weight

of suitable air propeller with coupling; in the ninth, tenth,

eleventh, twelfth and thirteenth columns we ha\e total weigiit

of motor (complete as in col. 4) with mounting, cowling, pro-

peller, petrol, lubricant and tanks, for 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 hours,

running respectively at full normal power.

As to how the figures in this table are obtained. Weight
of motor complete is given us by the makers, likewise the

power, revs., and petrol and oil consumption. The weight of

a suitable mounting is a matter for working from the actual

weights of satisfactorv mountings for known cases. I have

assumed that weight of mounting varies directly as weight of

motor, and from such data as I have, have taken it as

i-7th weight of motor for a rotary, and i-ioth weight of

motor for a stationarv engine.

The weight of "cowling" I have taken as \arving as the

square root of ihe weight of the motor, and as equal to twice

FROM DENMARK.
The Danish correspondent of The Aeroplane sends the

following Interesting notes concerning aviation in the Eastern

War area. So far, all we have heard from that side has been

the eternal silly bragging of the "Morning Pest's" irritating

correspondent at Petrograd, according to whom the Russian
aviators—who are admittedly very good, e\en if poorlv equipped

—dominate the whole atmosphere, as, according to him, the

'Russian troops dominate the earth. It is, therefore, both re-

freshing and salutarv to have a slightly different, and, cer-

tainly, a more technically accurate, description of aeronautical

operations on that front. As usual, our correspondent's work
is left untouched :

—

"Berliner Tageblatt" published some lines of a letter from
a flight officer :

—"Today T am able for the first time to tell

you of my adventures. Our work is quite different from that

<;arried out by our comrades on the western front. While most
of their flights are small, we have to carry out special petrol

flights of a length of 200 km. to 300 kni. Hitherto, we have
not seen much of the Russian aviators, and the few ones,

which were observed, did not venture to cross the German
lines, but watched from the distant, and the Russian flight

captain who crossed the frontier by the little west Prussian
city Strasburg, had only lost his bearings. All the Russian
aviators fly French Nieuport or Farmaii aeroplanes, and
nothing has been seen of the giant Sikorskv biplanes. When
we conquered Eydtkuhnen again, or more correct in the Rus-
sian neighbouring city Kibarty, we found then a number of

French aeroplanes and Gnome engines, which had been left bv
the Russians on their flight.

"Till now I have only once had a fight with a Russian avia-

tor ; it -vvas in the morning after the l:.attle of Gumbinnen,

square root of vv'eight of motor in lbs. for a rotary, and one-

hall this weight for a stationary motor.

The weight of tanks I ha\-e taken as varying directly as the

capacity, and as i/sth of the weight of the contents (when full,

of course), taking petrol as 7.2 lbs. per gallon, and lubricating

oil at 10 lbs. per gallon.

The weight of propeller I have taken as varying as the square

root of the horse-power and as equal to three times square root

horse-power in lbs.

All these weights are fair ones from such data as I have come

across. You will understand that they are only approximate,

but they are accurate enough for first estimate^ of ^'eights,

and probably err on the safe, that is, the heavy, side.

From this table, then, we can get the total weight of power

plant for a considerable number of different powers and for

any length of maximum power running between the extreme

limits of present requirements.

[To he continued).

when our troops withdraw in the direction of K with

8,000 prisoners. I was ordered to find out whether the Rus-

sians followed, and then with how big troops. Scarcely had I

flown in Eastern direction for one hour, when I observed a

Russian aviator on a Nieuport monoplane, who kept to West

—

and 300 feet below me. He flew straight at my aeroplane,

which did not trouble me at least. I rose some hundred feet on

my quickrising Taube monoplane, let the Russian pass below

and continued to learn how he would behave. Scarcely some

kilometers had been covered when my observator told that the

Russian aviator had turned loo and flew in the same direc-

tion as I. So even I turned at once, and now we approached

each other, only that I flew again some hundred feet higher

than he. Now I flew in the direction of our aerodrome, when

we saw that the Russian aviator had turned once more and

rising, flew in pursue of us. When 600 feet off him and still

300 feet above I gave my passenger a token to fire, and got

pleased to see him grasp the bullet carabine—the revolver could

not have covered the distance. Scarcely had lieutenant R
fired, when the Russian turned quick and flew off in the

direction of his positions, likely believing us to carry a machine-

gun on board. We went in pursue till being above the Russian

troops, and in spite of their bullets and shrapnells bursting

much lower, we found out the direct number of their troops

and the direction of marching. One and a half hour later we
reported the exact news of our watcliing to the headquarter

in T .

"If the Russian aviators have only made few patrol flights

hitherto over our troops, the Russian troops try to trouble us,

whenever possible. If we arrive 'above Russians on march, they

stop at once, gather and open a heavy fire, which has however
caused no losses of men till now. Onlv two aeroplanes of a slow
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rising type were brought clown, but both yviators and observa-
tors could flee to rescue through the neighbouring woods. But
not through fire alone the Russians try to trouble or make our
watch impossible

; when they had learnt that we used to under-
take patrol flights in the mornings and evenings only, they
only marched between the hours from 9 to 12 and 2 to 4
o'clock. But we found these facts out quick, and so flew <,l

course just at these times. Then the Russians quite altered
their march order, as the luggage was brought forward durinj;-

the nights, and the troops, leaving the roads, marched througli
the fields by daytime, which we found out in turn too.

"This morning an ollficer was sent out on a patrol fliglu

from our aerodrome to watch the Russians approaching in

eastern Prussia ; he flew deep into the country and reported
of '3 quick approaching division. To learn further details three
of my fellows were sent out, but returned without any; the\
had flown along the roads without seing men. Then I w.is

ordered to start a patrol flight more than 300 km. in length,
to find out whether the advanced division had withdrawn again.
Carrying only petrol for 3 hours I determined to economize
and not to follow the big roads, but to cut off right angles,
and when, about 10 km. off the road 1 happened to look down
through, I saw a village, that had grown quite grey, and
descending some hundred meters in spite of the shower of

bullets fired at us, we found the village full of soldiers, and
even through the field-paths tight snakes of Russian soldiers in

grey uniforms massed towards the German frontier. This
was the division, which some hours before my fellow had seen
advancing on the road to W. .Vnd so we found 'almost alwavs
later the Russian troops marching through the field-paths."
A "Feldpostbrief" reports the following adventure of two

German flight officers :

—"L. and I had been ordered out on .1

patrol flight above the ad\ancing positions of the Allies in

North, and had started on our old brave biplane, which had
gone through several adventures already ; a thick fog covered
the earth so that )'ou almost wanted to cut pieces off with your
knife to have a look. Thus we were compelled to fly low,
guided by the compass, and when the weather cleared some-
what in half an hour, we descended cautious from a height of

2,000 metres. True, below there were black stripes and points
on the light ground, whioh must mean troops on the road.
I circled wide abo\-e the enemy, while T>. drew up their posi-

tions. They had observed us however, and soon the well-
known little white clouds appeared. Only musketry fire ! ."Xnd

my observator continued his work without letting himself
trouble. Behind a wood we found out several columns. He
asked me to descend somewhat to facilitate the obser\-ation.

Now the left plane is hit by some bullets, and suddenly a dull
explosion sound from the petrol reservoir, and before I know
the cause, the petrol indicator sinks quick, and pressure gauge
rests at o. '.Alle Wetter' ! the petrol tank has got hit, and
next moment the turns of the engine slow. But already I

have seized the petrol pump and forces fresh air into the tank
as quick as possible, to keep the engine running, and thanks
to God, the engine recovers. But now we have but to return,
and about 50 km. separate us from the aerodrome. Anxious
watching the i>etrol indicator, which reports the loss of the
costly fuel, I bank and work the horizontal rudder, and obey-
ing the biplane rises.

"For almost 20 rninutes we flew in this way with all ner\ es

strained, when the well-known puff came from the carburator,
the token that there is no more petrol for the engine. Indeed,
wo hope to have the enemy behind, but still we are not to be
denied, being forced to alight amidst a hostile population.
Cautious I enter out of the fog cover and descend by a big
city. What is to follow? The first curious already appear,
making baste and in the distant shouting : 'Vive L'Angleterre.

'

I have a changing twinkle with L. Evidently they take us
for Englishmen, and if we can stand the play of this part,
we are able to get off again. So L. commences speaking a
broken French, as do the real Englishtnen, ordering petrol
and a tinker. .Soon we have both, and quicker than we could
have hoped for, the leak in the petrol tank is soldered, fresh
petrol taken in

; some Zoua\'es having shortened our stay,
lasting twenty minutes, they help us by the start. And so we
could speed off at full turns of the engine, and from the height
we dropped a visit-card to the pleasant fellows, with our best
thanks for the assistance—but alas ! in the German language."

AXEL, PRINCE OF DENW.ARK. — One of the best

Scandinavian aviators.

The last lists of the aerial war are reported thus in "Flugs-
port," December 23rd, 1914 :—Casualty list. Feldflieger-depart-

ment : Captain Geibel, wounded by aeroplane accident; Lieute-

nant Brock, missing ; Sub-lieutenant Brinker, missing ; aviator

Krebs, wounded; aviator Vizefeldwebel Lucht, wounded.—Hi.

The Promised Invasion.
.Sir Cecil Hertslet, the Brifish Consul-General for Belgium,,

speaking on "The .Siege and Fall of .Antwerp" at the yEolian

Hall, said the airship raid on .'\ntwerp came unexpectedly

wihen the streets were lighted as usual. After that the city

was darkened, and when they had another visit from a Zep-

pelin the airship did not get nearer than the suburbs. Nobody
was killed and no houses were destroyed. When so much was
said about the darkness of London, it was interesting to know
that darkness did have a material effect in reducing damage and
loss of life. It had been suggested that it was absurd to darken
London, as a Zeppelin could come any moonlight night. But
if it could come on a moonlight night it could also come bv day-

light. The object of a Zeppelin was to come at a moment
when it was not likely to be seen. On the second occasion
when a Zeppelin was signalled all the searchlights of the forts

surrounding .Antwerp were thrown on the Zeppelin. They
could all see it, but it could not see them.

With this one can cordially agree, as also with the deductions

of "C. W. " in the "Observer" of Sundav, the i6th, in which
h-^ says that if the Zeppelins intend to come they will probably
come during this week.

There is a growing moon to guide them at the start and
they can arrive in complete darkness. They are more likelv

t 1 come in a calm, or against a West wind, for in case of

disablement of steering gear a West wind would drift them
back to Germany, whereas an East wind would drift therwi

farther into England and a North wind to France..
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" Mother,"
An oflicer of the Garrison Artillery sends to a friend some

verses which appeared in a recent number of a publication

issued by the Fourth Division called "The Press l>ureau."

^Miey are dedicated to the 9.2 howitzer, which the soldiers call

"Mother," and 'according to this officer they "laud .and some-
what accurately describe some of 'Mother's' exploits." The
poem, which is about the best thing of its kind which the war
has produced, appeared in the "Morning Post" of January iSth.

A "Bosch" sj^cal.'s :

" We've ihad a slight mi^forl une with ,1 train

And I think we've every reason to complain,

It was full of gallant Prussians

Going to fight the nasty Russians,

When o\erhead there sailed an aeroplane.

Boom!! Mother in
We ])icked up several bits

Of the late lamented Vr'-A/.,

Vtut we nc\'er saw tihe lilnoniing train again.

" It's really very sad about the town
Where lived the Heir-Apparent to our Crown;

It was far from all the stenches

\MTich arise from dirty trenches.

And we thought the British aeroplanes were down.
Boom ! ! Mother ! ! !

We found the Kronprinz" braces.

But we can't find any traces

Of that Donner Wetter Blit/cn Flemish, town.

" We were loading up our celebrated gun
After firing Black MariaSi one by one,

For after careful searches

We had found out two more churches.

When an aeroplane showed black against the sun.

Boom ! ! Mother ! ! !

And although the Kapten pines

Still we can't find any signs

Of our celebrated 'Black Maria' gun."

A Revised Version.
The following excellent effort .appeared in the "New \\\[-

ness" on January 14th.

Mr. Charles Strachey, the .author, first quotes the alleged

"Hymn for Airmen" from the "Times," January 51b, loi.^-

HYMN FOR AIRMFN.
(Set to Music Ijy Sir Hubert I\arry.)

Lord, guard and guide the men wlio flv

Through the great spaces of the skv,

Be with them traversing the air

In darkening storm or sunshine fair.

Thou who dost l^eep with lender might
The balanced birds in all their flight.

Thou of the tempered winds be near.

That, having Thee, they know no fear.

Control their mind>, witii instinct fit

What time, adventuring tlioy quit

The firm security of land :

Grant steadfast eye and skilful h.ind.

Aloft in solitudes of space

Uphold them with Thy saving Grace,

O God, protect the men who fly

Through lonely ways l)''neath the skv.

M. C. D. H.

Ho then adds: "The above-quoted Hynm, though admirably
suited for performance (if that is the right word) in time of

peace seems hardly suitable at the present juncture ; and if the

petitions it contains were accorded witliout exception, the result

might be most unfortunate. With a view of averting this

danger, and in order to bring the work into harmony with

existing conditions, I venture to suggest the addition of tin-

following stanzas :

—

This prayer, O Lord, of course, applies

Only to us and our Allies
;

The men upon the other sidi'

Do not "uphold," or "gu.ird," or "guide."

It is not h.ard, O Lord, to know
A "Taube" from a "Bleriot" :

-Should Zeppelins attempt a flight.

Don't keep them with Thy "tender might."

Don't prosper the aerial worI<:

Of German, Austrian, or Turlc
;

'But give the impious fellows fits,

And smash them into little bits.

CHARLFS STRACHFY.
[One c.innot imagine .1 liner w.iy of knocking the Ijottom

out of the .appalling mixtures of sloppy sentiment and blasphemy
which seem to pass mirster in these davs for religious poetry.

-Fd.]

To Accelerate the War.
.An officer on active servici' wiates :

—
"[ do hate the cheap

papers on the war. . . I am sure this tends to stop recruit-

ing. . The papers ought to put things as they are, viz., that

we are up against a brave, determined, and ferocious enemy,
who use their brains .and are without an\' very nice scruples

;

th.at it takes the Fre.uh, Russians and oiu-sel\(.'s . . . all olu'

time to match them, and that we want more men, and highh^
trained men—especially highl\- trained men—and every inge-
nious device and method that can be suggested, to defeat them."
[One de\'ice one miebt suooest to the \\'ar Office anil .Ad-

miralty is the purch.isp of the most effectixe aeroplanes only,

without troubling aljout tin produc ts of higliK p.tid ,md in-

effective scientists.— I-'d.
]

Southampton and District.
On Thursday .1 na\al a\i.itor llew ii\er (he district on .a

l.md-going l)i]jl.ine, be.iding towards ll.imble .igainst a terrific

wind, flying \ery high. Once a powcrlul gust caught it and
actually dro\-e it backwards.
On Monday Mr. Mahl tested a new Gnome-engined Sopwith

seaplane, another of the successful scouts. This machine put
u|5 .1 good perform.mre, the speed fieing wonderful for a si'.i-

pl.ane. .\nother Sopwith scout made a good flight on Sunday,
.and going up Southampton Water it had a cold passage
against a strong wind, but when the machine finally turned
.and proceeded to come back with the wind its speed would
ha\e m.ade e\en .\mericans admit it was "going some."
On Sunday morning three land-going machines were seen.

They were sighted .at .about two to three thousand feet, all

flying against the wind in single file .as though one was
chasing t-he otiher. Fin.illy, two went on northw.ards and I he
other returned. This flight excited a great m.anv peopli' who
really thought it was a German raider lieing chased by two
British machines, and that probably is the reason wh\- so

m.iny rumours are continually being spread .about the countr\-

of r.iids.

THE BEATTY SCHOOL MACHINES.—60 I1. p. Wright. ."iO h.p. (iiKdiit;, and l(( h p. Wright, iill with Dual Control.
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The Sussex County Aero Club.

The War Office has now taken complete possession of the

Shoreham Aerodrome, and with it the club premises. There-

fore the club, for practical purposes, now ceases to exist. The
secretary of the club, Mr. C. Littlewood, has therefore in-

structed that further copies of The Aeropl.^ne are not to be

sent to the members. Readers of this paper who are members
of the Shoreham Club are invited to becime ihenceforward

subscribers on their own account, and thus ensure delivery

of the paper to them by first post each Thursday morning,

instead of waiting for it until it pleases the local newsagent

to deliver it.

School and Weather Reports.

Machines : Four

Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs. Fri. Sat. Sun.

Hendon Fine Wet Fine Gale Gale Gale Windy

East Coast ...
|

Fine Fine
Wet a.m.

Dull Windy Windy Windy

Dull
Fine

Fine,)) in.

South Coast...
1

Fine
Dull
Fine

Fine Windy Windy Fine
Windy

Lake District
|

Rain Fine Rain
Rain
Wind Gale Gale Gale

Hendon.

—

At the
Messrs. Manton, Rus
Lieuts. Wood, Digby,

with instrs. Straigh

and Walmesley. i

Grah.amr-White School.—Instru

sell and Winter. Pupils : Prob. Fit

Petter, Hilliard, Reed, Halifax, str

ts alone : Prob. Fit. Sub-Lieuts.

or circs. : Frolj. I'll. Sub-L'ieiits.

The Improved WARREN
As supplied to^the War Office and Admiralty.

Sole Proprietors—

Tautz & Co.,
THE ENGLISH FIRM,

12, Grafton St., New Bond St., LONDON, W.

wait until you have an
V
Don't

Driscoll and Besson and Mr. Greenwood.
Graihame-White biplanes.

At the London and Provincial Aviation Co.'s School.—
Instructors : W. T. Warren, M. G. Smiles. Pupils doing
strts. : Messrs. Laidler, Moore, Collett and Derwin. 8's and
circs. : Mr. Abel. Machines : Two L. and P. biplanes.

At Hall School.—Instrts. : Mr. J. H. Rose. Pupils strts.,

Messrs. Davy (2), Waterson (8), McConnochie (6). Machines :

Hall tractor No. 3. New 45 h.p. 2-seater tested by Mr. J. L.
Hall on Tuesday, a gireat success.

At the Ruffy School.—Instrs. : Messrs. Herbert James and
Howard James. Pupils receiving instruction on 60 h.p. dual
control machine : Messrs. Grahanic, Donald, Marriott. Mr.
Aoyang started tuition on 45 h.p. single-seater.

Bowiiesson-Windermere.

—

At the N.A.C. School.—'In-

structor : Mr. W. Rowland Ding. Pupils with instr. : Mr.
R. O. Lashmar (55 min.), Mr. G. S. Railton (15 imin.).

Macliine : N..A.C. propeller biplane. Mr. Lashmar with Mr.
Ding purely as passenger making excellent straights. Mr.
Ding out on pusher monoplane testing.

Police and Air Raids.
Instructions Tiave been issued to the Metropolitan Police by

the Commissioner as to the measures to be taken by them in

the event of an attack on London by hostile aircraft. These
instructions, it is stated, are issued for the guidance of the
police generally ; but the action taken must necessarily be de-
pendent on circumstances.

SAFETY HELMET
The best before, is now the last word

in Aviation Safety Helmets.

THE MOST IMPORTANT PART OF AN
AVIATOR'S EQUIPMENT.

Investigate its iVIERITS NOW.

THE GENERAL AVIATION CONTRACTORS,

LONDON, PARIS, AND MILAN.
LTD..

THE GENERAL AERONAUTICAL Co., Ltd.
EVERYTHING FOR AVIATION.

THE
AND

WOOD FOR ALL PARTS OF AEROPLANES.
Machined to your Sizes or Sections.

Best Quality Silver Spruce, Ash, Walnut, 3-ply, etc.

W. G. EVANS & SONS,
1—4, WILLIAMS MEWS, STANHOPE STREET,

EUSTON ROAD, LONDON, N.W.
Phone : Museum 2458.

LAT EST

f

BEST.

30, Regent St., Piccadilly Circus, London, S.W.
Phone : 280 Gertard. Wire: Santuchimo, London.

BOUND VOLUMES OF
"THE AEROPLANE."

Vol. VL—JANUARY to JUNE, 1914.

Vol. VIL—JULY to DECEMBER, 1914.

Price 7s. 6d. eachm
"THE AEROPLANE," 166, Piccadilly, London, W.

CELLON
THE DOPE OF PROVED EFFICIENCY.

CELLON, LTD., 17, OLD BROAD STREET, E.G. Telegrams :" Ajawb London." Telephone : 5359 London Wall.

KINDLY MENTION " JHE AEROPLANE " WHEN CORRESPONDING WITH ADVERTISERS.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS
All advertisements for this column should arrive at this

office by 6 p.m. MONDAY to ensure insertion.

For the convenience of Advertisers, replies can be received at

the office of "THE AEROPLANE," 166, Piccadilly, W.

Special PREPAID Rate— :8 words 1/6; Situations Wanted
ONLY—18 words 1 /-. id. (>er word after.

PATENTS.

HOW TO TAKE OUT PATENTS IN ENGLAND AND
ABROAD." (By Arthur E. Edwards, F.C.I. P.A.) 2s.

post free.

—

Arthur Edwards & Co., Ltd., Patent Agents and

Consulting Engineers, Chancery Lane Station Chambers,

W.C. 'Phone 4536 Holborn.

PATENTS. Instructive leaflet free from STANLEY,
POPPLEWELL & CO., Chartered Patent Agents, 38,

Chancery Lane, W.C.

AEROPLANE Makers and Inventors. Prepare now for

trade revival by protecting new ideas. Particulars and

advice free.—King's Patent Agency, Ltd., 165, Queen Victoria

Street, London.

TUITION.

P ASHLEY BROTHERS AND HALE,
SHOREHAM AERODROME, SUSSEX.

Tuition for R.A.C. Brevet.

Before joining any other school, apply for particulars of our

SPECIALLY REDUCED TERMS AND NEW CONCES
SIONS TO PUPILS.

Passenger Flights.

London and Provincial
aviation co.

SCHOOL OF FLYING
The Aepodpome, Hendon, N.W.

Learn to fly at our Schoo'l on new and up-to-date machines. We teach
you to control the machine yourself and develop your own individu-
ality. Our instructors have had years of experience and we guarantee
satisfaction. Enquiries welcomed. Phone: Kingsbury 102

THE RUFFY
School of Flying, Hendon.

Pupils taught on 60 h p. Gnome Caudron Machines,
dual control until efficient ; completing tuition on 45 h p.

Anzani and taking certificate on 50 h.p. Gnome.
Offices and Works

—

3-4 KENDALL'S MEWS, PORTMAN SQUARE, W.
Phone—Padd. 5048.

SITUATIONS VACANT.
WANTED, Aeroplane erectors, fitu-rs, tiiismiihs, for aero-

nautical work. Apply by letter, Aeronautical Inspection

Department, South Farnborougli.

WANTED, practical man to take direct ohargc in shops of

Aeroplane Constructor, must be conversant with all de-

tails of construction. Very advantageous terms to the right

man. Apply by letter, with full particulars, stati'ng salary

required, to Manager, Aircraft Department, Ruston, Proctor

and Co., Ltd., Lincoln.

WANTED, Fitter-erectors, previous aeroplane experience not

essential, but must be first-rate mechanics. Apply, The
Sopwith Aviation Company, Ltd., Kingston-on-Thames.

MACHINES.
UUNNE PATENT SAFETY AEROPLANES, single and

two-seater types, mono or biplane.

—

The Blair Atholl
Aeroplane Syndicate, Ltd., 1, Queen Victoria Street,

London. Tel. 834 Bank.

PHOTOGRAPHS.
AVIATORS ON ACTIVE SERVICE.

PORTRAITS of the majority of the British Aviators who
have volunteered for active service during the war may

be obtained from F. N. Birkett, 97, Percy Road, Shepherd's
Bush, London, W. Unmounted, post free. Sizes 12 by 10 in.,

2S. 2d. ; 8 by 6 in., is. 6d. ; 6 by 4 in., is. 2d. Mention Thf
Aeroplane and write for the list of the largest collection ol

aviators' portraits in this country.

PROPELLERS.
CHAUVIERE'S famous Integral Propellers hold all records;

used by all leading aviators. The best.—Sole proprietors

for Great Britain and Colonies The Integral Propiller Co.,

Ltd., IB. Elthorne Road, Upper Holloway, N. Telephone :

Hornsey 2345. Telegrams: "Aviprop (Upholl), London."

MISCELLANEOUS.

F EYING C.'VFE, adjoining Aerodrome, Hendon. Electric

Light, Bath (h. and c), Good Cuisine. Tel. : 110 Kings-

bur_\

.

HARDWOOD for Aeroplanes. Specially selected, air-dried

timber as supplied to lea-ding constructors in Britain and
the Continent. Silver Spruce, Ash, Poplar

;
Hickory and Ash

Skids
;
Threeply ; Thin Cedar and Mahogany for Floats ; Wal-

nut for Propellers.—William Mallinson and Sons, Ltd., Hack-
ney Road. 'Phone, 3854 Central, 4770 Wall.

"BRITAIN AS GERMANY'S VASSAL"

GENERAL
Price 2/- Net.

BY

VON BERNHARDI
THE TRUE GERIVIAN VIEW.

Translated by J. ELLIS BARKER.
Of all Booksellers, or post free, 2/3, from

WM. DAWSON & SONS, Ltd.,

Rolls House, Breams Buildings, E.C.

LUNCH, TEA. or SUP at-
" THE AERO RESTAURANT.'*

(Just outside the gates of the Hendon Aerodrome.)
Pretty Tea-Gardens, with awnings, for fine weather. Glass-side

" Sun-Parlour" for cold weather.

Best of Food, well cooked and neatly served.
Lunch (rom Is. 6d. Tea trom 6d.

Trade iMENPINEl Mark,

LIQUID SCOTCH GLUE
^ Ready for use at once.

USbD BV THE LHAOINQ AEROPLANE CONSTRUCTORS.
MOISTURE PROOF.

H'ntr for Prir,' liisl. iiikI. l'iirlii iilnr<—

MENDINE CO., 8, Arthur Street, London Bridire, E C.

MODELS.
T. W. K. CLARKE & CO..
HAMPTON WICK, MIDDLESEX.

Supply British Built Model Aeroplanes, and all Accessories
for making. Send stamp for Lists.

M.S.O.
Model Aeroplanes and accessories. Models
from IS. 6d. to 255. We stock everything for

model aeroplanes. Write for illustrated catalogue.—Murray,
Son. and Co., 387A, High Road, High Cross, Tottenham, N.
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The Sopwith Aviation Co., Ltd.
CONTRACTORS TO THE ADMIRALTY AND WAR OFFICE

Offices and Works - - KINGSTON-ON-THAMES

Telephone: Telegrams:

1777 and 1343 Kingston. " Sopwithi Kingston."

niiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!f!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiin

CONTRACTORS TO THE ADMIRALTY

SHORT BROTHERS,
AEROPLANE WORKS

AND

FLYING GROUNDS -

EASTCHURCH, ISLE OF SHEPPEY.

Telephone ;—9, Minster-on-Sea. Telegraphic Address :—" Flight, Eastchdrch. '

Printed for The Aeroplane and General Publishing Company, Limited, by Bonner & Co., The Chancery Lane Press, Rolls
Passage, London, E.G. ; and Published by Wm. Dawson & Sons, Limited, at Rolls House, Breams Buildings, London.
Branches in Canada, iToronto, Montreal, and Winnipeg ; in South Africa : Cape Town, Johannesburg^, and Durban.
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A FRIENDLY NEUTRAL.

The Bossi Curtiss-type boat flying over Lake Conio. Not a moonlight effect, but merely photographed against the .siin.
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Tkc >ifcraft Co., ttl

Hold the SOLE RIGHTS DIRECT
,

from the FARMAN BROTHERS
for the building of

HENRY & MAURICE FARMAN

Aeroplanes
AND

Hydro-Aeroplanes.

In Great Britain and the Oversea

Dominions.

Works and Flying Ground

HENDON.

Offices :

47 ViCTr RIA STREET. S.W.

AEROPLANE
ACCESSORIES

CONTRACTORS to ADMIRALTY &1WAR OFFICE

R. O. & Oo.'tb Patept Release Gears
Fox's Patent Wii»e BiB:iM«ing pliers

The Short V Patent Wirfe'SHtratneirs

Special R.A.F. Strainers
Steel l^ock Nut Strainers
Eyebolts, various designs
Metric Thread Bolts and Nuts
Engine Plates and Housings ,^

Light Pressed Steel Ribs
Steel Cable Ends „

Fuselage Angle Plates
Cold Drawn Steel Tubes
Tubular Framework, Etc.

ALL ORDERS PROMPTLY EXECUTED.
ONLY BEST MATERIAL USED.

Please address all communications to Department No. 4.

Handley Page Ltd.
CONTRACTORS TO H.M. ADMIRALTY AND

WAR OFFICE.

Works

s

110 CRICKLEWOOD LANE,

CRICKLEV/OOD, N.W.
TELEPHONE: HAMPSTEAD 5517.

London Office s

72 VICTORIA STREET, S.W.

TELEPHONE: VICTORIA 2574.

TELEGRAMS: HYDROPHID, SOWEST, LONDON.

THE

Monk Engineering Co.,
LTD.

High Street, Coventry.

WE ARE MAKERS OF AEROPUNE

ENGINES AND COMPONENTS AND

WE DO HIGH CLASS MACHINING

FOR EXPERIMENTAL AND PRO-

DUCTION WORK.

OUR EXPERIENCE IN FINE

MACHINING IS,UNIQUE AND OUR »

PLANT UP-TO-DATE.

MAY WB HAVE YOUR ENQUIRIES

F
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are at 166, PiccadlUy, W.
Telegraphic Address : Ailerok, London. 'Phone : Mayfair 5407.

Accounts, and all cvrrespondence relating thereto, should be

sent to the Registered Offices of "The Aeroplane and General
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Tales Out
If anyone who knows the Ro3'al Flying Corps were

asked to name the Corps' chief characteristic he would
probably say it was modesty. The Corps has always
hated being advertised, and when well intentioned
politicians of feeble understanding babbled about
"bands of brave young men" and "our heroic airmen"
and suchlike clap-trap, the R.F.C. was moved to a

state bordering on phj'sical nausea ; in fact, it might
reasonably be nicknamed the Anti-Limelight Corps.
Unfortunately for its own predilections the work of the
Corps brings it continually into the public view. One
aviator chasing a Bosche back to his own lines is seen
by hundreds of thousands of niud-crushers, and is

admired and envied by all of them ; a pilot and ob-
server controlling artillery fire obtain, against their

will, more publicity than the whole of the carefully

concealed battery with which they are working, though
probably they would willingly remain as unnoticed as

the said gunners—especially when in the vicinity of

Archibald, the anti-aircraft gun. In fact, if someone
would only invent a practicable "subterrain''—that
is to say, a landgoing version of the submarine—one
can imagine the R.F.C. volunteering for it as one man.
Talking of subterrains, one of our submarine officers

has invented the really great idea for defeating the
Bosches. He proposes to produce the super-mole. By
a careful selection of parents he intends to breed from
the common or cricket-pitch mole progeu}- of gradually
increasing size, till, finally, he arrives at a breed about
the size of elephants. Having, in the course of some
years, produced a few thousands of these, which will

presumably burrow with a velocity commensurate
with their size, he proposes to turn them loose, headed
towards the German lines, and the British Army,
which will by then be numerous and well trained, will

march down the burrows behind them. Another sailor

solemnly suggests that prior to the attack the super-

moles should be starved for six months on German
sausages to keep "them heading towards Germany, and
warns the War Office that troops following them must
be eciuipped with goggles to keep the dust out of their

eyes. It needs a sailor to think of all these important
details.

However, to return to the R.F.C. Just because the

Corps hates being advertised and talked about, I pro-

pose to give away some of its doings and happenings.
At the same time, it is hoped that these tales out of

school may help to entertain the relatives of those
members of the R.F.C. who are remiss about writing
home. Fven if I convey an entirely erroneous impres-
sion it may result in some of these defaulters doing
their duty to those they have left behind them, for they
may write to remove the depressing effects of the tales

of their discomforts and perils.

Impossible Truths.

To start with, it is fairly well known that at the
very beginning of the war the Flying Corps saved our
lixpeditionary Force from being surprised and over-

whelmed. I gather that the Germans managed to

move two Army Corps something like two hundred
miles in three days—or something hitherto considered
equally impossible, as about twelve miles a day had

of School.
always been considered astonishingly good going. The
move was made by motor 'buses and by the excellent

Belgian railway system—the Belgians having cleverly

omitted to blow up the bridges, or to blow down the

only tunnel in Belgium—which would have made such

an advance impossible. An3diow, certain R.F.C.
pilots and observers, among whom were several who
had recently been mere civilians, spotted this move,
and duly reported it, only to be flatly disbelieved.

However, they stuck to their point, and other more ex-

perienced air scouts were sent out to check their obser-

vations. When these came back some agreed with the

first lot, and some disagreed, so yet others went out

on the same errand. By this time the German move
was well developed, and easier to read, so the accuracy
of the first observations were absolutely confirmed,

and precautions taken accordingly.

The same kind of thing repeated itself in a minor
degree later on, and .so some officers made high repu-

tations as observers, despite their military experience
not being great, though one is glad to hear that certain

N.C.Os., who were really experienced soldiers, won
honours and promotion to commissioned rank by the

value of their work as observers. From which one
concludes that observers, like poets, are born and not
made.
Among those who scored heavily through apparently

impossible observations pro\ing correct, was a young
officer, who must, of course, . remain nameless. He
particularly distinguished himself by flying a single-

seater, and making his observations and piloting at the

same time. He happens to be one of those men who
are really safer in the air than on land—judging by his

motoring record—and he seems to fly by instinct. He
dearly loved that machine of his, and it did excellent

service for months, but hard work .and exposure told

on it, and someone in authority came along who con-
demned it for its decrepitude to be scrapped, aiid de-

creed that he should fl^^ something else. Whereupon
he grieved bitterly, saying that he would never do
good scouting any more, and would be sure to bring
wrong information, and then the Field-Marshal would
lose his blessed war—or words to that effect.

The Psychology of Cold.

Mention of Archibald recalls a vivid description of

reconnaissance, during the recent spell of really cold
weather, which was given me the other. day. Most
people who have flown in cold weather know how
])etrified one can become in even a short journey, and
when protected by the warmest clothing and adequate
wind shields, but when one has to staj^ up for two or

three hours at a stretch it is correspondingly worse,
especially in the older type B.E.2S., which are always
draughty. The aviator who. told me of his experiences
said that after flying for a couple of hours one becomes
numbed and feels no actual pain, but simply sinks
into a state of abject misery, wondering whv tlie world
is so unkind. Then Archibald starts, and the little

white puffs of smoke appear all round. The poor pilot

feels that this indeed is the limit of unkindness, and,
as he put it, one's chief sensation is an impulse to
burst into tears, When one is warm and comfortable
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one feels annoyed with Archibald or amused at him

if he is shooting badly, or one is filled with a fierce

intention to drop a bomb on him ; but when one is

frozen stiff one merely feels miserable, and reproach-

ful, and very much afraid.
. 1 *

One officer, who is certainly one of the bravest men

in the Flying Corps, aptly described the observer s

work as "hours of indolence punctuated by moments

of intense fear"—for, as was mentioned last week, an

observer on reconnaissance, unless actually observing,

has nothing to do while in the air but think, which is

not good for a man with an imagination, especially

when over fire, and when on the ground he has no

machine to look after and so has plenty of time on his

hands. . n •

Incidentally, bravery consists essentially in ovei-

coming fear and doing one's duty m spite ot it. ihe

man who is not afraid when in danger is not brave-

he is merely a psychological freak. Therefore it_ is

nothing to a man's discredit if he confesses to being

afraid- and even the man without nerves, or_ the

fatalist who is quite content to die when his appointed

time comes, may be very much afraid without his lear

overcoming his effectiveness.

One recalls the old story of the young ofhcer under

fire for the first time. An older soldier besule him,

noticing his trembling hands, remarked : "I relieve

you're afraid." To which the youngster replied :
It

you were half as much afraid as I am you'd run away.
'

It is when one comes down from one of these long

freezing flights that the real pain starts, for several

people "have told me that the agony m hands and ieet

when thawing out is appalling. The pilots suffer

worst, for the observer can at least stamp his feet and

slap his hands about in the manner of a cabman
;
but

the pilot is fixed with one hand on the control-stick

and with his feet on the rudder-bar, and if he tries to

'iwing his free hand he probably pushes the control

over m the opposite direction and scares the remaining

life out of his slightly less frozen passenger by putting

a terrific bank on the machine.

Altogether, an aviator's life on active service has its

discomforts, so no one need grudge the R.F.C. their

comfortable billets well behind the firing-lme, and most

of the comforts of a home when off duty.

Working Under Fire.

Even though the R.F.C. camps and landing-grounds

are out of range of German guns, it does happen at

times that advanced landing-grounds come under gun-

fire. In one instance, at least, a party of R F.C.

mechanics had a most uncomfortable time while dis-

mantling a damaged machine at one of these grounds.

The rest of the aeroplanes working from that point

had flown back to Headquarters, and these men, with

an officer or two in charge, were left to bring the dere-

lict home by road. They had just got to work when

a Gerinan aeroplane came over and dropped a couple

of bombs. Then the German heavy guns started

"searching" the field, apparently firing by the man.

Shells dropped all over the place, one bur.sting right

in front of the machine and covering it and the work-

ing party with dirt.

Finally they got the machine hitched to a tender

and sent off, some of the men staying to load up re-

maining stores and odd things on a lorry. The loriy

got safely out of the field and then proceeded to side-

slip into a ditch, where it barely escaped turning over.

Conseauently. it had to be unloaded to get it bnck

onto tlie road. Ey this time the Germans had lost

interest in the landing-ground and began .shelliu"- a

field alongside the rond. Every time the screech of a

shell was heard the men working at the side of the

wagon next the field remembered something very im-

portant they had to do at the side next the road, till

the shell burst—which seems a sensible idea. At

length the lorry was lugged back onto the road by
another car which had come to look for it, and was re-

loaded and the two started off. They had barely gone

a hundred yards when a shell landed on the road

exactly where the lorry had been standing. After

which the journc}' home became a kind of Thanks-
giving Service.

An Indirect Hit.

Occasionally even being under shell-fire has its

humours. At another of the advanced landing-grounds

;i machine had just come down and the officers had
just got out when a big shell dropped in quite near it,

digging a huge hole. An enormous clod of earth hit

the pilot on the back of the neck, as he said, nearly

pushing his head off. For several minutes he danced
round, holding the back of his head with his hands
and expressing his opinion of Germans and German
artillery with his accustomed fluency.

One of his sergeants rushed off" to the vSquadrou

Commander and announced with a somewhat alarmed
face: "Captain Blank has been hit by a shell, .sir!"

The Squadron Commander, of course, inquired

anxiously whether he was dead—for if a shell really

hits anyone there is little chance of his escaping with

a wound—whereon the .sergeant replied: "No, sir!

But he's awful angry."

Unexpected Altitude.

Another specimen of landing-ground humour—in-

tentional, this time—is worth telling. A certain

officer, who was booked for reconnaissance one morn-
ing, went out before breakfast to see whether his

machine was ready. Presently he came back to his

billet and said solemnly to his Flight Commander :

"There's been a horrid tragedy! I can't get into my
machine this morning." "Why? What's the matter?"
asked the Flight Commander. "Well," replied the
other, "the aneroid saj^s that it's a hundred feet up in

the air." What had happened was that the atmo-
spheric pressure had changed during the night, and
the needle of the aneroid had adjusted itself accord-
ingly.

It was probably the same officer who went up to the
landing-ground one wet morning when the squadron
mechanical transport was getting ready to move, and
found the men laying out alongside the cars the non-
skid chains which are fitted round the tj'res when the
cars have to move on soft ground. After seriously con-
templating the long lines of bright chains, he turned
to the officer in charge of transport and said : "Are
you expecting many German prisoners to-day?"

A Public Entertainer.

Another story, which has nothing to do with avia-

tion, beyond the fact that it was told me by an aviator,

seems worth perpetuating. A young cavalry officer

billeted in a town near the firing-line became rather
tired of going about on a woolly horse, and greatl}'

desired a car so that he might extend his radius of

action. After nosing about a bit he discovered the
deserted chassis of a big Delaunaj'-Belleville. Being
something of a niechanic he persuaded it to run quite
decently, but found a soap-box body a trifle discom-
fortable in the weather which then afflicted the Army.
He was not entitled to the use of a car at all, but he
managed to persuade one of the roadside military work-
sliops to rig him up a totally-enclosed body, made of

rough, unpainted planks, with a pent-house roof, so

that it looked like a cross between a Noah's Ark and
a rabbit-hutch. It had a door in front and a little

window at one side, and he was mighty pleased with
his "limousine a condnite interieure," despite the fact

that ever3.'one called it "the bathing machine."
Then one fatal day he resolved to go to the town

where General Headquarters are situated, to do some
shopping. He started off gaily, happily oblivious of

the fact that, just as he was leaving, some wag had
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huug oil the back of his "limousine" a notice which
ran as follows :

—
"Bathing in the Yser Canal! Towel and
Drawers, 6d. Apply at the Window."

All went well till he arrived in the main square of

the town which was his destination. There he was
hung up by a column on the march and brought to a

standstill. Immediately his little window was besieged
by soldiers of all sorts, who thrust grimy hands
through it and demanded value for sixpence, "as
advertised."
He was just beginning to wonder what had started

the jest when an infuriated tin-hatted Staff ofificer

rode up and demanded to know what the flaming
Hades he meant by making a clown of himself right in
front of General Headquarters. Only then did he dis-

cover the existence of the offending placard, and, un-
fortunately, history neglects to record what happened
afterwards.

,
The pains and perils of the R.F.C. officers are

The Flying Services Fund.
The Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty and the ."^rmy

Council having signified their approval, the Royal Aero Club
has instituted and will administer a fund, originated by M.
.\ndr6 Michelin, for the benefit of officers and men of the Royal
Naval Air Service and the Royal Flying Corps who are in-

capacitated on active service, and for the widows and depen-
3ents of those who are killed.

The fund is intended for the benefit of all ranks, but especi-

ally for petty officers, non-commissioned officers and men.
In view of the great utility of the work of the Flying .Ser-

vices, evidence of which has been repeatedly given in the

official despatches of the Commander-in-Chief, the skilful and
daring flights into enemy country, and the protection afforded

by the continuous patrolling of our coast by aircraft, it is con-
fidently expected that die British public will welcome tfiis op-

portunity of showing their appreciation by subscribing promptly
and liberally to the fund.

The Right Hon. Lord Kinnaird has kindly consented to act

as Honorary Treasurer to the Fund.
Subscriptions should be forwarded to The Flying Services

Fund, Tfie Royal Aero Club, i66, Piccadilly, London, W., or
to Barclay and Co., Ltd., i. Pall Mall East, London, S.W
Cheques should be crossed "Barclay and Co., Ltd "

TuLMBARDiNE, Brig. -General,

Chairman of the Royal Aero Club.

The fund has been started with the following subscriptions :

M. .Andr6 Michelin, Chairman of the Michelin Tyre Co.,

£j,ooo; The Royal .'\ero Club, ;^i,ooo; Flight-Lieut. F. K.
McClean, R.N.A.S., ;;Ci,ooo; Mr. T. O. M. Sopwith, ^1,000;
Mr. Alec Ogilvie, ^^250; Mr. Griffith Brewer, £ioo\ Mr.
Norman Clark Neill, ;^ioo ; Mr. Paris Singer, £100; Mr. A.

Mortimer Singer, £,ioo\ Mr. James Radley, ,-£^25; Captain
W. Oswald Watt, £,20; Editor of "Flight," £10 los. ; Mr.
A. J. A. Wallace Barr, 5s. ;

Flight Lieut. N. PemBerton
Billing, ; Mr. J. K. Burbridge, £s ; Mr. E. H. Coles, £s •

Mr. Oscar Coles, £s ; Mr. C. G. Grey, ; Mr. C. G. Grun-
hold, ; Mr. J. E. Pearce, £$ ; Mr. Arthur Sykes, is.

Thus the Fund starts with the sum of ^4,746 i6s. before ap-

pealing to the public at all. It is earnestly hoped that every

reader of this paper will send a contribution, no matter how
small, though the larger the better, to mark his or her ap-

preciation of the magnificent work done by the Flying .Ser-

vices.—C. G. G.

The R.N.A.S. Comforts Fund.
Articles of clothing of all kinds for the men of the Royal

Naval Air Service continue to arrive in goodly numbers, but

the garments which are really most needed are socks, shirts,

cardigans and woollen pants and vests. These are particu-

larly needed for the equipment of the seaplane-carrying ships,

which 'have already done so much good work at sea.

Mufflers, mittens and body belts, being simpler to make,
are naturally sent in larger proportions. Five shillings ac-

apparently not confined to German guns and aero-

planes, for I heard recently that on Christmas Eve
some of them were awakened from well-deserved

slumbers by strange noises outside their quarters. On
looking cautiously out of the window they discovered

several curious beings with black faces wrapped in

wool and furs, and, as one officer described them,
"looking like nigger Esquimaux." Further investiga-

tions proved that they were not midnight assassins,

but some N.C.Os. and men of the R.F.C. who were
combining the parts of nigger-minstrels and carol-

singers, and were out serenading their officers. Natu-
rally, the shock to the nerves of the aviators was
severe, but apparently the officers were of a forgiving
nature and entertained their assailants hospitably.
Doubtless I shall be told in due course that I am

grossly misrepresenting the R.F.C. and all its works,,

but, as a general rule, where newspaper people are

concerned, the R.F.C. is about as grateful as a Belgian
refugee in a Belgravian mansion, so virtue will have to

be its own reward.—C. G. G.

ivnowledgcd to the Caporal-.Aviateur Louis Noel should have
read M. L. Noel, Nancy, who does not happen to be any rela-

tion of the aviator Noel.

The following cash contributions have be'jn received :—Mr.

J. E. Hutton, ^5 ; Mr. James Clarke, £2 ; Mr. and Mrs.

Wade, £1 ; Mann & Grimmer (Employees, 12th contribution)f

15s. ; Vickers Ltd., Erith (Aero Woodworkers, 5th contribu-

tion), 6s. ; total for week £g is. ; total to date £6^g 12s. 6d.

Contributions, in cash and kind, should be sent to Mrs.
Sueter, The Howe, Howe Hill, Watlington, Oxon.

Joining the Flying Services.
Judging from the number of letters received every day at

this office from those desirous of joining the Royal Naval Air

Service or the Royal Flying Corps, the following information

may save many readers some correspondence :—
Those wishing to join the Royal Naval Air Service should

write to the Director of the Air Department, The Admiralty,

Whitehall, S.W., stating their age, place of education (if any),

and asking for the proper forms of application to fill up.

Those wishing to enlist on the lower deck should write to the

Central Air Office, Sheerness Dockyard, stating their qualifica-

tions as mechanics.

Those wishing to apply for commissions in the Royal Fly-

ing Corps should write to the Director of Military Aeronau-

tics, The War Office, Whitehall, S.W., stating their qualifica-

tions for a commission, as above, and applying for the neces-

sary forms. Those wishing to enlist in the ranks of the Royal
Flying Corps should write to the Officer Commanding, Royal
Flying Corps Depot, South Farnborough, Hants.

In the majority of cases applicants are liable to receive re-

plies in due course.

The First Suggested Air Raid.
The following letter to the "Morning Post" is apposite :

—

Sir,—The following may be of interest at present :
—

A French inventor (M. Campenas) in the year 1796 wrote to

Napoleon offering to construct an airship capable of sailing in

any direction and carrying a crew of 200 men. His letter to-

the Emperor runs :

I myself will be vour pilot. You can thus without any
danger hover above the fleets of enemies jealous of our hap-

piness, and thunder against them like a new Jupiter merely

by throwing perpendicularly downwards firebrands made of

a substance which will kindle only by the contact and per-

cussion at the end of its fall, but which it will be im-
possible to extinguish. Or perhaps vou will think it more
prudent to begin at once by forcing the British Cabinet to

capitulate, which you may easily do, as 5'ou have it in your

power to set fire to the City of London or to any of the

maritime towns of England. The airship would be capable

of travelling from Paris to London, destroying London,
and returning to Paris within 24 hours.

—Yours, &c., J. H. Patterson'.

January 19th.
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Naval and Military /leronautics.
GREAT BRITAIN.

From the "London Gazette," January 19th, 1915.

WAR OFFICE, Januai-y 19th.

Supplementary to Regular Units ok Corps.-—Royal Flying

Corps (Military Wing).—Second Lieutenant (on probation)

John T. C. Moore-Brabazon is confirmed in his rank.

The undermentioned to be second lieutenants (on probation).

Dated January iith, 1915 : Herbert Prinsep Somers Clogs-

toun and Maurice Leigh Gardner.
* * *

A Supplement to the "London Gazette" ol January 19th,

published on January 20th, contains the following military

appointment :

—

WAR OFFICE, January 20th.

Supplementary to Regular Units or Corps.—Royal Fly-

ing Corps (Military Wing).—Lieut. James Valentine to be tem-

porary captain. Dated October ist, 1014.
• * *

A .Second Supplement to the "London Gazette" of January
19th, published on January 21st, contains the following military

appointments :

—

WAR OFFICE, January 21st.

Regular Forces.—Establishments. —Royal F'lying Corps

(Military Wing).—The undermentioned temporary appointment

is made :

—

Squadron Commander—Captain Duncan Le G. Pitcher, 39th

King George's Own Central India Horse, Indian Army, from
an instructor, Central Flying .School, and to be temporary
major. Dated January 22nd, 1915.

Memoranda.—Captain Herbert R. P. Reynolds, Roval Engi-
neers, employed with the military Wing, Royal Flying Corps,

to be brevet major. Dated October 30th, 1914.
*

From the "London Gazette," January 22nd, 1915.

WAR OFFICE, January 22nd.

Regular Forces.—Establishments.—Roval Flying Corps
(Military Wing).—The undermentioned appointment is made :

Flying Officer—Second Lieutenant Clifford A. Hooper, .Special

Reserve. Dated December i8th, 1914.

Special Reserve of Officers.—Royal Flving Corps (Mili-

tary Wing).—The appointment of .Second Lieutenant (on pro-

bation) Alfred Huggins is antedated to December 2nd, 1914.

Supplementary to Regular LInits or Corps.—^yal Fly-

ing Corps (Military 'NA'ing).—Second Lieutenant (on probation)

Mrdcolm McB. Bell-Irving is confirmed in his rank.

The undermentioned to be second lieutenants (on probation).

Dated January i:;th, iqi:;: Ralph Christopher Freeman and
Melville Richard Howell Agnew ."Mien.

*

.\ .Supplement to the "London Gazette" of January 22nd,

published on January 23rd, contains the following military ap-

pointment :
—

WAR OFFICE, January 23rd.

Recui-Ar Forces.—Establis'hments.—Roval Flving Corn<
(Military Wing).—The undermentioned appointment to be

made :

—

Flying Officer—Second Lieutenant John T. C. Moore-Bra-
bazon, .Special Reserve. Dated December 2nd, 1914.

» * *

A Second Supplement to the "London Gazette" of Janunrx-

22nd, puhlished on January 2:;th, contains the following mili-

tarv appointmenl :
—

WAR OFFICE, Jmuarv 2:;th.

Regular Forces.—The undTmenfioned warrant nffiro- t'l '-^^

sf^rnnd lieutenant for ser\-ice in the field :

—

Royal Regiment of .Artillery.—Dated December 3rd, 1914 :

S'-'-orpTnt-Major Norman Goldsmith, from the Roval Flyincf

Corps, and is seconded for ser\ice with that vmit, instead of

as notified in the "Gazette" of Jmuarv 4tb, loi;.

NAVAL
The following appointment was made at the Admiralty on

J.'inuary 21st :

—

Royal Naval Air Service.—Mr. B. H. Mulock has been

entered as probationary flight ^ub-lieutenant, for temporary

service, and appointed to the "Pembroke III," for course of

instruction at Eastchurch Naval Air Station, with seniority,

January 20th.
* «

The Secretary of the .\dmiralty makes the following an-

nouncement :

—

On Friday, the 22nd, twelve or thirteen German aeroplanes

appeared over Dunkirk at 11.30 a.m. and dropped bombs.

No particular damage was done, except that a shed in the

docks was set on fire. One of the bombs fell just outside the

United States Consulate, breaking all the windows and smash-

ing the furniture

Belgian, French and British naval and military airmen en-

gaged the German aeroplanes, one of which was brought down
bv a British militarv machine just over the Belgian frontier.

The German aeroplane, pilot, and passenger were captured.

During the day visits were paid to Zeebrugge by Squadron

Commander Richard B. Davies and Flight Lieutenant Richard

Peirse. Twenty-seven bombs were dropped on two submarines

and on the guns on the mole.

It is believed that one submarine was damaged considerably,

and that manv casualties were caused amongst the guns'

crews.

In making a reconnoitring flight before this attack Squadron
Commander Davies was on one occasion surrounded by seven

German aeroplanes, but managed to elude them. He was
slightly wounded in the thigh on his way to Zeebrugge, but

continued his flight, accomplished his mission, and is now
progressing satisfactorily.

* * *

The marriage of Flight Lieutenant J. P. Wilson, R.N. Air

Service, and Miss Harrison-Broadley will take place at St.

Helen's Church, Welton, on Saturday, February 6th, very

quietly, owing to the recent deadi of the bride's father.

MILITARY.
The following passages in the descriptive account, which

has been communicated by an eye-witness present with General

Headquarters, continuing and supplementing the narrative

published on tihe i8th inst. of the movements of the British

Force and the French armies in immediate touch with it, deal

with aircraft :

—

January 19th, 1915.

On Saturday the weather continued dry and windy, and
consequently the conditions in tihe trenches somewhat im-

proved. In spite of a wind which, at an elevation of 3,000
feet, was blowing at nearly ninety miles an hour, successful

flights were accomplished by our aeroplanes.

.'\n example of the kind of story being circulated in Ger-
many as to our treatment of our prisoners is an article in

the evening edition of the " Frankfurter Zeitung," dated
December 18th, 1914. In this—which purports to be an
" official " report—is given a deposition made by one
Volunteer Erich Callies. It is to the effect that he was
captured by an English outpost and kept tied to a tree

for some hours ; that he was several times forced to ascend
in an aeroplane in his shirt-sleeves in order to point out the

positions of the Germ.m troops, name the units holding

them, and drop bombs upon them. .According to his state-

ment, he had to submit to manv interrogations, and was
repeatedly struck on the face if he did not answer.
He finally made his escape, but became very ill from the

effects of this inhuman treatment.

This deposition is supposed to have been made under oath
in hospital at Leipzig-Plagwitz on November 28th, 1914,
and it is signed by Callies and two officials in whose presence
it was made.

It is hardly necessary to state that the whole story is a

pure fabrication. Reference is only made to it because it

is a somewhat glaring instance of the nonsense that is being
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published. Presumably it would not have appeared in print

unless it were likely to be accepted in Germany as being

true, and possibly believed in some neutral countries, where

public opinion might be biased against the British.

Apart from any other consideration, the absurdity of tak-

ing up in an aeroplane a private soldier who had presumably

never before made an ascent, in order to ascertain the posi-

tion of units of which he could have known nothing, is of

itself a sufficient refutation of the story. And even if we

had been guilty of this folly, we should Hardly have

rendered the task of the man more difficult by inflicting

needless hardship upon him. The publication of this farrago

in a presumably reputable newspaper betrays an astonishing

credulity on the part of tliose responsible, or else intense

malice and a desire to trade on the credulity of others,

[ft will be remembered that reference has already been made
in this paper to this story.—Ed.]

* *

The following obituary notice appeared in the "Morning
Post" on January 20th, and confirmed the fear expressed in

this paper last week that Captain Chinnery was the victim of

the accident to M. Delaporte's Voisin biplane on the i8th :

—

CHINNERY.—On January i8th, killed as passenger in an

aeroplane, near Issy, Capt. Esm6 Fairfa.x Chinnery, Cold-

stream Guards and Royal Flying Corps, son of the late

Walter Moresby Chinnery, Hatchford Park, Cobham, and

elder and only surviving son of Mrs. Christopher Stone, Field

Place, Horsham, aged twenty-eight.

Esmd Fairfax Chinnery was born at Cobham, Surrey, on

March 28th, 1886, and took his certificate (No. 210) on a

Deperdussin monoplane at Brooklands, the claim being passed

by the R.Ae.C. Committee on April 30th, 1912. He was the

son of the famous athlete Walter Moresby Chinnery, so long

identified with the London Athletic Club. Some of his father's

genius for athletics was transmitted to him, for when going
up from Eton to Brasenose, Oxford, he was ohosen to take

part in the competitions at Queen's Club against Cambridge.
Though he never got into the Eleven at Oxford he was a good
cricketer, but he was up in a particularly strong year.

". At Eton he did well, and played in the Eton and Harrow
match at Ebrd's in 1905, when on the Saturday play proceeded

until half past seven, only for the match to be drawn, Eton,

.with a wicket to fall, being 76 runs behind. On the first day
lie made a brilliant 40.

He was also a noted boxer and represented the R.F.C. in

the Army Championships last year.

He was gazetted second lieutenant to the Coldstream Guards
in August, 1910, and promoted lieutenant in July, 1911. In

1913 he joined the Royal Flying Corps, and, as flight com-
mander, received the temporary rank of captain on September
4th last year.

Captain Chinnery escaped with a severe shaking in an acci-

dent to a B.E. which he was piloting at Lilbourne Camp on
manoeuvres in 1913, the machine stalling and diving just when
he was coming into the landing ground after a long recon-

naissance in bad weather.

A typical Guards officer, hard working, very much in

earnest about his profession, and possessed of singular charm
of manner. Captain Chinnery's loss will be deeply felt by all

who knew him.

The pilot of the machine, whose name was given as Laporte,

was, one assumes, that M. Delaporte who flew brilliantly one
day early last year on a Sanchez-Besa biplane at Hendon. The
Sanchez-Besa on which he performed was practically the same
as the Voisin now used by the French Army, these machines
being built by the Voisin firm. The accident was attributed

to a broken control wire, but one report from a reliable source
states that a brazed joint in the control pillar gave way, and
the whole thing came adrift in the pilot's hands. He
endeavoured to reach the Seine with rudder control onlv, but
struck the bank only a few yards from the water which might
have saved them both.

* * «

A fatal aeroplane accident occurred at Farnborough on

January 19. Second Lieutenant M. L. Gardner, Royal Flying

Corps, who joined the Corps at Farnborough on the nth inst.,

was flying a Maurice Farman at about 4.30 p.m., and was

descending from his second flight when the machine dived,

struck the ground heavily, and caught fire. Captain Beor,

R.F.C, who had been watching the flight, was the first to

reach the spot, but so fierce were the flames that it was some

time before the pilot's body could be extricated, and he was

then dead. The machine was absolutely destroyed.

At the inquest at Farnborough on the 22nd, several witnesses

agreed that he was flying perfectly at a height of upwards of

200 feet. He then planed down, and when at a height of 60

feet the machine dived vertically, struck the ground, and burst

into flames, and that nothing could be done to help the pilot.

It was stated that the machine was in good order and had

previously been used in several flights on the day of the

accident.

A verdict of "Accidental Death" was returned.

Maurice Leigh Gardner was born in London on June 27th,

1886, and took his certificate (No. 1002) on a Wright biplane

at the Beatty School at Hendon on December 20th, 1914. A
pathetic interest attaches to the fact that his name appeared in

the "London Gazette" as being appointed second lieutenant on

probation on the very day he met his death.

An eyewitness of the accident expresses the opinion that Mr.

Gardner must have fainted in the air and have fallen onto his

controls, so causing a dive for die last 60 feet. It may be,

however, that he merely misjudged his height, and had no

room in which to pull the madiine back, as in the fatal acci-

dent to Flight Sub-Lieut. Ffield, R.N., at Hendon recently.

It was not made known whether he was strapped into his seat

or not.
* * *

The following casualties in the E.Kpeditionary Force are re-

ported from General Headquarters under date January 21st :

—

Killed.

Raleigh, Major G. H., Essex Regiment and Royal Flying

Corps.

Roche, Captain H. J. A., Royal Munster Fusiliers and Royal

Flying Corps.
* *

Major George Hebden Raleigh, Essex Regiment and Royal

Flying Corps, was born at Melbourne on June 20th, 1878,

and received his commission in the Essex Regiment in 1899,

becoming lieutenant in the following year.

As a lieutenant he was with the Kimberley Relief Force

under Sir John French, and marched with the ist Essex to

intercept Cronje at Paardeberg. The battalion was in the i8th

Brigade of the late General Kelly-Kenny's 6th Division, and
Lieut. Raleigh was at Poplar Grove when the Boers were
brushed aside and Driefontein stormed. The Essex delivered a

gallant hayonet charge which drew high praise from Lord
Roberts, and in the course of this assault Mr. Raleigh was
dangerously wounded. At the Vet Rover and Zand River he also

served when the Essex did such good work in getting the

baggage across the drifts. Lieut. Raleigh was with the Essex
on the way to Pretoria and took part in the Pretoria-Johannes-

burg-Diamond Hill-Belfast battles, which ended in President

Kruger's flight to Europe. He next moved to Frederickstad

to the relief of General Barton, and other actions followed,

including Colesberg. He also served with a mounted infantry

force and had the distinction of possessing the Queen's South
African medal with six clasps and the King's with two clasps.

He became a captain in 1908 and was posted to the ist

Essex in Burma, afterwards serving on the North-West
Frontier. He then came home to do duty at Warley with
the 3rd Essexi—the old Essex Rifles Militia—when he gave
great attention to flying, taking his certificate. No. 196, on a

Bristol biplane at Brooklands, the certificate being dated
March 12th, 1912.

In 1912 he did duty with the old Air Battalion R.E. at

South Farnborough, and later was appointed to command No.

4 Squadron R.F.C. at Farnborough, and later at Netheravon.
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He did fine work on Salisbury Plain, notably by his experi-
ments in flying at night, and in June last he was promoted
to the rank of major by brevet.

In France he did mucli good service, and Sir John French
mentioned him in despatches in October. His death will be
deeply regretted by the very many people who have been con-
cerned with him in the progress of aviation.

It is reported tliat Major Raleigh was killed in an accident
to a Sopwith "tabloid." The engine stopped while over the
sea near the Belgian frontier, and in gliding to the shore the
machine came down nose first in a few feet of water. The
description gives one the impression that in the endeavour
to reach dry land by prolonging the glide the pilot may have
stalled the machine, causing it to dive. He was taken out
of the machine alive, with both legs broken, and internal
injuries which caused his death in hospital shortly afterwards.

* * *

Captain Hyacinth Joseph Albert Roche, Royal Munster Fusi-
liers and Royal Flying Corps (killed in action), was born in

Dublin on March loth, 1888. He joined the Munsters in 1908,
and was promoted lieutenant in 1910. He took his certificate.

No. 621, on a Bristol biplane at Brooklands, the certificate

being dated September 12th, 1913. He was appointed to the
R.F.C. on March ist, 1910, and was promoted to Flight Com-
mander, with temporary rank of captain, only a few weeks
ago. He was a fine type of soldier, popular with oflicers arTd

men, and will be greatly missed in the Corps.

Captain Roche was killed by the explosion of a bomb or
bombs which he was carrying on his machine. An explosion
was heard in the early morning near the town at which the
R.F.C. detadiment was stationed, and when the cause was
investigated the unfortunate oflicer was found dead along
with the wreckage of his machine. The assumption is that,
landing in a mist, he was unable to see his height above the
ground accurately, and so crumpled up his landing gear, thus
exploding the bombs, which were probably grenades and not
the regulation T.N.T. aircraft bomb, which has to fall a
considerable height before it becomes " alive."

* * *

One learns that the German aeroplane which was captured
during the German raid on Dunkirk was out-manoc-uvred and
forced to descend by Captain Holt, R.F.C, who was mounted
on a Martin-Handasyde " tabloid " biplane. The officer and
the makers of the machine are to be congratulated. Incf-
dentally, the affair is a vindication of the value of the
" tabloid " single-seater, so often advocated in this paper.

* »

A marriage has been arranged, and will take place very
quietly in February at Holy Trinity Church, Roehampton, be-
tween Major Archibald Campbell Holmes MacLean, the Royal
Scots and of the Royal Flying Corps, younger son of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles J. MacLean, 3, Grosvenor Crescent, Glas-
gow, and Jane Cassels, eldest daughter of Mr. and 'Mrs.
George P. Walker, Heatherwood, Putney Heath.

* •

An artillery officer writes " One of our airmen reported
yesterday that he observed the Germans endeavouring to
salve a battery of their field guns from a position they had held
near the banks of the river. They soon abandoned this pro-
ject, however, and he reported that the horses came away,
leaving the guns behind them. One of our forward observing
officers also saw a team of German horses endeavouring to
extricate something from an inundated patch. The horses
were almost shoulder deep in mud and water."

* « «

_

A British officer in the Expeditionary Force which took part
in the capture of Tsi'ngtau writes :—"About November 2nd the
Germans seem to have discovered the whereabouts of some of
these batteries. Probably their aeroplane, which had been
hovenng round, did the trick, and about 3 p.m. wr. were sud-
denly treated to a large shell plumb in the middle of the
camp. No damage done."

FRANCE.
The " lYlegramme" states that a German aeroplane flew

over Etaples on tne afternoon of the 20th and dropped two

bombs.
* * *

A message from Hazebrouck on January 23rd reports that

the Allies' guns have brought down at Fletre, near Bailleul, a

Taube flying in that district.

* * , *

A squadron of German aircraft made an attack on Dunkirk
and the surrounding communes, on January 22nd, dropping

about eighty bombs. It has been ascertained that seven per-

sons were liilled and a dozen or more wounded. A shed full of

goods was set on fire. French and British aircraft went in

pursuit of the enemy, one of which was brought down at

Braydunes, and two artillerymen forming its crew were made
piisoners. One German aeroplane reappeared about 3 p.m.,

dropped a bomb on the town and then flew off, pursued by the

French aeroplanes.
* * *

Apropos the raid on Dunkirk, the "Chronicle's" representa-

tive in France reported on January 23rd :
—"At one o'clock

this morning, in magnificent moonlight, those on watch de-

tected on the northern horizon the enormous looming mass of

a Zeppelin. Straight away the alarm was given, and eleven

airmen launched in pursuit of the enemy. It was a strange

spectacle, these 11 aeroplanes soaring into the silence and calm

of the night and almost invisible save for the pale moonlight

reflected from the surface of their curved wings. The attack

was too much for the Zeppelin, which put its rudder hard over

and fled at top speed in the direction from which it had come,

with the covey of aeroplanes streaming after it. The result of

the chase is not known, but there is a rumour that the giant

airship was hit and in danger of falling into the sea. This

may be the same Zeppelin that was sighted by Dutch fisher-

men later in the day in the sea, somewhere off the Dutch,

coast.

"

[A very artistic story, but curiously enough all the other

newspaper people at the back of the front seem to be in.

ignorance of this night escapade.—Ed.]
* * *

According to a message to the "Petit Parisien" from Dun-
kirk a Taube flew over that town on Sunday, January 24th,

dropping two bombs, which, however, did no damage. The
Germ'an aviator was fired at by anti-aircraft guns, and then

pursued by one of our aviators.

* * *

The "Echo de Paris" says:
—"One of the great looping

the loop experts is a terror to the German aviators, and when-
ever they see our compatriot's machine in the distance—it is

a very fast one—the pilots of the Aviatiks and the Taubes fly

for all they are worth. But the Germans certainly have
sources of information in the town wlicre our aerial champion
lives, for every time he or his machine are not for any reason

available it is not long before the German aeroplanes fly over

the town and drop bombs."
* * »

According to the Paris "Excelsior," every one of the avia-

tion pilots of the Paris camp has made a solemn vow, swearing
that in the event of a Zeppelin coming to Paris he will run his

machine into the German airship, and, if need be, drop to

earth with it. [One gives the French pilots credit for better

sense. "If need be" is distinctly precious, placed as it is in

the sentence.—Ed.]
* * *

The "Morning Post's" correspondent, who has been visiting

the Soissons district, says :

—

Aeroplanes render unexpected concentrations extremely diffi-

cult unless by organisation one side can beat the other for rapid-

transport, as was the case with von Kluck's reinforcements

north of Soissons.

Speaking of aeroplanes leads me to describe a typical battle

scene in the districts I have recently been visiting. From the

little hill behind a certain chateau one could see with glasses.
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(even withoutj a German captive balloon used for observation

purposes. A sausage-shaped thing, but obviously with a

biggish dependant car, it was naturally some distance away
to the rear of the German lines. Yet, of course, if we could

see it so well it could see the country where we were.

Round it kept hovering aeroplanes, apparently numbers of

them, which seemed waiting for an opportunity or an order to

come across our way. This, of course, they did from time to

time.

Now the manoeuvres of an aviator when he comes to spy

out a troublesome battery are distinctly interesting. Appar-

ently he advances until shrapnel begins to worry him. Then he

describes a circle, always, i suppose, watching downwards to

locate the place whence the fire is coming. I have seen him
drift away farther until within the zone of another battery to

the rear, but unless this also interests him he returns to his first

point. Should he be successful he drops his smoke rockets

(generally three) and shoots away back to his line. The cool-

ness of them is amazing, because they accept oliances even

with angry French aeroplanes coming rapidly up against them.

Many times I have wondered that they were not hit by the

shrapnel that was obviously bursting all about them. Yet
it is hardly surprising that so many escape, considering that

the vital parts of the fighting aeroplane are armour-plated

—

[Very few are armoured as yet.—Ed."]—that from below the

pilot is invisible, and that the wings can sustain many per-

forations by bullets without having their efficiency impaired.

From the little hill above I watched three German and two
French aeroplanes manoeuvring about at a very high altitude,

as to all appearances a snowstorm was rapidly coming up,

which proved to be the case. Just as one became anxious as to

the fate of the two French machines if they should have been

caught in the storm they simply shot to earth in the most
wonderful direct vol plan^.

GERMANY.
The "Neue Freie Presse" informs its readers that the

achievements of the German aviators have been among the

greatest surprises of the Vv'ar. It states that while, on the one

hand, Germany and Austria-Hungary have transformed the

submarine into a force before which the English and French

Fleets, with their mighty ships, are compelled to sneak away,
the aircraft of the Allied Empires has, on the other hand,

operated in a manner surpassing a thousandfold the anticipa-

tion of the Entente Powers. [One does not imagme that Ger-

many's aircraft have in any way surprised the R.F.C. or those

who have been backing up the Corps' desire for more and
better aeroplanes.—Ed."]

* *

According to a report published in the "Nieuwe Rotter-

damsche Courant," a traveller who arrived at Arnhem on
January 21st from Germany declared that hostile aeroplanes

appeared on the 20th above Essen and dropped several bombs.
He saw some houses collapse, but could not give any further

details. No confirmation of the report has appeared, so it

appears to be merely a traveller's tale.

A later report, of equal unreliability, states that the bombs
destroyed 400 motor cars in a repair shop.

+ * •

Amsterdam reported on Monday that the Berlin 'Lokalan-
zeiger" states that a raid by a number of German aeroplanes
to the suburbs of Paris, via Reims and Chaulnes, has been

"a complete success." Tlie ignorance of Paris on the subject

is lamentable (from the German point of view.)

RUSSIA.
Reports from Lulea, in the extreme north of Sweden, state

that rumours have lately been current of German airships hav-
ing been seen at night over the Tornea Valley near the

Swedish-Finnish frontier. From several places searchlights

have been observed, operated apparently from airships moving
eastwards over the recently opened Finnish-Swedish Railway
line, which is a connecting link of the greatest commercial
value to Russia, as most other channels of communication,
with the exception of the Trans-Siberian Railroad, are for the

present closed. It is generally believed that the object of the

airships is to blow up certain big bridges on the new railroad.

[The story comes via the Central News Agency from Copen-
hagen, via Sweden. Also, there is, one gathers, a pheno-
menon known as the Aurora Borealis, observable during the

winter in such high latitudes. Nevertheless, there may be a

fell German plot to make this line a still' more finished-Swedish

railway.—Ed.]
* * *

It was reiDorted from Petrograd, on January 23rd, that the

Russians had sunk, near Sinope, the steamer "Georgius" (?),

which was on her way to Trebizond (on the Black Sea, in

Asiatic Turkey) with 16 aeroplanes on board. The machines
were said to belong to the Turkish aerial fleet, and were

destined for the use of the army in the Caucasus. The surface

of that country is chiefly vertical, and is not recommended to

aviators.
* *

Among the farrago of boastful and irritating nonsense with

which the Petrograd correspondent of the "Morning Post" is

allowed to disfigure that otherwise excellent paper one occa-

sionally finds matters of interest. The following quotation is

a fair specimen of his style. One knows that his statements

about the German aviator are untrue, but the point about the

smoke-bombs is of some value :

—

"The Germans have used their aeroplanes on this side for

a variety of purposes, from bill-sticking to bomb-dropp'ng.
As scouts they do not appear to have fulfilled their mission, as

the Russian aeroplanes do not allow them to get far enough
behind the lines to discover the embryo formations of future

developments. For some little time past, as at the beginning
of the war, bill-sticking has been their principal occupation,

and the bills now distributed offer money rewards to Russian

soldiers surrendering for all weapons brought along with them.

"Quite recently the German aeroplanes have begun to

specialise on the business of range-finding for their artillery,

and have brought into use some quite new devices. They had
to wait until a sudden thaw cleared away the snow in Poland,

for over the white pall of snow tlieir new signals were not

effective. These ar-, n'iscless bombs, which burst unnoticed,

harm nobody, and are at first almost invisible. After an in-

terval, however, they throw off an enormous quantity of per-

fectly white smoke, which lies in swathes, rising in the air

like the morning mist in mountain valleys. The object, of

course, is to provide an exact target for the enemy's long-

range artillery. Having located a Russian battery, the aero-

plane drops one of these noiseless chemical contrivances, and
in five minutes, when the smoke target develops, that battery

has a very warm time.

"Whatever the composition of these sighting bombs may be,

it is something that continues to smoke even when put into

water, and the smoke does not begin to come off till after an

appreciable interval has passed from the moment the bomb
strikes the ground. At first these bombs were taken to be

only ordinary aeroplane bombs which had failed to explode.

Whether they will very much aid the German fire I doubt,

for the Germans plug away devotedly at this smoke target,

while there is generally nothing to prevent the battery aimed
at changmg its ground. The Russians have always shown
alertness of mind in turning the enem3''s machinery to their

own profit."

[Probably the German guns "search" tlie area round the

target fairly effectively, and it does not require much "alert-

ness" to clear out when a position becomes too hot to hold.

—Ed.]
"As for destructive bombs, the Germans seem to have aban-

doned them on this side as aeroplane weapons. They have
never done any appreciable harm, they do not even scare the

peaceful inhabitants of towns, they very rarely find soldiers

so massed together as to make 'aeroplane bombs an effective

military weapon. It is only in the far rear that such forma-
tions can be found, and the Russian aeroplanes prevent those

of the enemy getting far to the rear. Therefore, a new de-

vice has now been tried. This is a sort of long iron box
which explodes in the air, and from it drops hundreds of
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weighted steel darts, spread by the explosion so as to cover a

considerable area. One of them picked up by a- friend of

mine bore the inscription: 'French patent, made in Germany.'
This device also is not effective in a military sense, unless

dropped over masses of men."
[The bursting box for f^iichettes seems to be a Petrograd

invention.—Ed.
J

AUSTRIA.
According to the special correspondent of a Danish paper in

\'ienna, a most exciting, dramatic air fight took place over

Przemysl. An Austrian aviator ascended from the fortress to

carry letters to headquarters. He was immediately chased by

Russian aviators, and the chase finished with a collision high in

the air between a Russian aeroplane and the Austrian. The
correspondent says "the Russian aeroplane was smashed,"

but nothing is mentioned about the .Austrian.

BELGIUM.
The Sluis correspondent of the "Tyd" reports that the

number of bombs dropped by British pilots on Ostend was con-

siderable. Some German soldiers were killed, but no citizens

were hurt. The aviators aimed at the stations and depot, both

the stations being damaged. . The correspondent praises the

daring conduct of the British airmen, and says that rhey

have established a reputation during the present war. [The

information, but happily not the reputation, comes from Hol-

land. The latter is the more reliable.—Ed.]
•« * *

It was reported from .Amsterdam on January 23rd that at

5 p.m. on January 22nd a French aviator, reconnoitring above

Brtjges, dropped several bombs. On being fired at he dis-

appeared.
* * *

The correspondent of the "Tyd" at Sluis says that British

aviators have displayed great activity over Ostend, where large

numbers of bombs have been thrown ';n military depots and

railway stations. No civilian has been injured, although sever.'il

German soldiers were killed.

ITALY.
The Admiralty and War Oflice of this country have decided

that this is the right moment to touch certain funds which

have been put aside—and have accordingly increased and mul-

tiplied exceedingly, let us hope—for the development of military

aviation.

The first of the civilians to pass for his military (higher)

brevet is Clement Maggiora. This he did in the course of -a

flight across country, under the usual regulations, except that

the return journey was made in the dark. Maggiora has thus

—fine pilot as he was—taken five months under good weather

conditions to obtain this higher brevet, which says much for

the severity and thoroughness of the civilian pilot's perfection

course. In this flight Maggiora encountered intense cold and

a strong wind, so that it really counts for considerably more
than the 300 kilometres of the Regulations.

Two other trips of the same distance, and under the same
rigid conditions, were accomplished on the same and the

following day by military pilots Muraro, of the Venaria esca-

drille, and De Bernhardi, N.C.O., attached to the Piacenza

escadrille, the latter on an observer machine loaded with 170
lbs. of sand.

Also, with a passenger, a similar flight was made about

Aviano-Padua by Brigadier Cattaneo, of Carabineers, who
completed his superior brevet tests by the exploit.

Signor Bossi, in forwarding me some nice photos of his

seaplanes at Venice, tells me to expect shortly others of a com-
pletely different type of sea-machine, of which till they satisfy

the naval authorities he naturally cannot divulge details. This
firm is going in for building very large machines from convic-

tion
;
may they also sell largely !

-A soi-disant true explanation of the reason why a certain

Zeppelin on an afternoon in 1912 came down at Luneville just

over the French frontier is going round the Italian sporting

Press.

The vessel is said to have been sent out to provoke war, for

which Germany was quite ready. Under the influence of a

copious lunch the crew tactlessly sent home a wireless on the

old Roman lines. It ran : "Ave Caesar, morituri, etc.," and
was intercepted by a small neutral country. Twice, again,

during the day, the message was received, the instruments
showing that the transmitting station was travelling fast.

Anxious about the matter, the next door neighbour, also a

neutral State, was advised, so the news reached France.

Meanwhile, the dirigible was well over the frontier forts of

that country.

The commanding officer of one of them, a hot-headed,

elderly soldier, ordered three of his gunners to fire blank
charges at them. It was then that the motor broke down,
but as France was warned, she politely sent them off to Ger-
many, after apologising for having carried out some gun
practice on the very day of their kind visit.—T. S. Harvey.

SWITZERLAND.
It was reported from Rome, on January 24th, by the Central

News, that the Zurich correspondent of the "Giofnale d'ltalia"

telegraphed that two giant Zeppelins left Friedrichshafen on
the 23rd for Belgium. They are 30 metres longer than the

ordinary Zeppelins, and carry on their backs the one an 'aero-

plane and the other a waterplane. They are capable of re-

maining two days in the air.

[Ine.xactitude Stakes :—Rome, i
;
Holland, 2

;
Switzerland,

3. Also ran : Ananias, and various News Agencies.—Ed.]

HOLLAND.
It was reported from Leyden on Saturday, January 23rd,

that fishermen who had just arrived at Noordwyk state that on

The Bossi "pusher" seaplane, produced for the Italian Navy.
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the previous night they saw an airship founder in the sea.

They were unable to render any assistance. The Dutch report

states that from their description the airship must have been a

Zeppelin. The weather at the time was clear, with occasional

gusts of wind. [There is distinct possibility of the story

being true, but it is equally likely that what they saw was a

captive balloon which had broken loose.—Ed.]

* *

A correspondent of the "Nieuwe Rotterdamsche Courant"

telegraphs from Middelburg that a French aeroplane landed

on Friday, January 22nd, on the Dutch island of Walcheren.

The pilot was reported to be wounded in the hand and was

talten in charge for combined surgical treatment and intern-

ment.
* • *

It was reported at The Hague on January 23rd that a

French aeroplane had. landed in Zeeland. It was a monoplane

of Morane-Saulnier type, and fell into a field and turned over

into the Polder of Schorer, near the Sloe. It was taken to

Flushing. T^e aviator has not yet been found.

It was semi-oflicially stated at The Hague on January 21st

that the Netherlands Government has instructed its representa-

tive at Berlin to ask the German Government to make in-

quiries as to the alleged passages of German airships across

Dutch territory on January 19th and 20th. [Of course, there is

no harm in asking.—Ed."|

DENMARK.
It is reported from Copenhagen that the Germ^ans have now-

established a daily air patrol along the Danish frontier.

Aeroplanes are constantly seen flying to and fro, and the Zeppe-

lin activity at the air station a few miles south of the frontier

has increased since the raid on England. A constant watch

is kept on the Schlesvvig coast.

WEST AFRICA.

A lieutenant in the Nigerian Regiment, extracts from whose

letters describing operations in the Cameroons have been pub-

lished in the "Morning Post," says :

—"On December 2nd all

the British troops concentrated at Majaka, about fortv miles

up the railway (the place to which our small column had

pushed its way). Nkongsamba, 102 miles up the railroad, was

surrendered on December loth, and also this place. Bare. At

Railhead we found two aeroplanes which had never been un-

packed— I suppose owing to the enemy having no one to work

them. I hear the authorities have wisely decided to send them

home, where they will be of great use. It is much better than

running the risk of letting some enthusiast who says he knows

'something about the machine' experiment with them out

here."

U. S. A.

According to the "New York Times," four United States

officers who have been attached to the cruiser "Tennessee,"

and who arrived in New York by the liner "Finland" on

December 28fh, declared in an interview that British military

aviators were the best in Europe. The French were brilliant

as individuals, thev declared, but as a military unit the British

was the most efficient.

THE PARTLY=FULFILLED PROMISE.
On the night of Tuesday, January 19th, the first air raid

attended with any practical results was made by German air-

craft, and may be regarded as partial fulfilment of the promise

of an aerial invasion. Apparently the first place to be attacked

was Yarmouth, where bombs were dropped at about 8. 30 p.m.

The aircraft was heard returning at about 11.30 p.m.

In all nine bombs were accounted for. One of pear shape,

w hich failed to explode, was found to measure about 23 inches

in height, and about 12 inches in diameter, its weight being

108 lbs. The size of this bomb indicates the use of airships of

some kind, though bombs of this size have frequently been

carried by aeroplanes. One witness at Yarmouth, Sergeant

Cox, of the National Reserve, was positive that the machine
which dropped the bomb was an aeroplane and not an airship.

Two people were killed, a shoemaker named Samuel Smith,

age 53, and an old woman, Martha Taylor, age 72. Those
best qualified to judge believe the visitor to have been an

airship.

Bombs were also dropped at about 10.30 at King's Lynn.
One of them killed a lad of 14 named Percy Goate, who, in the

opinion of the doctor, died from shock and not from wounds
received, and a woman named Maud Gazeley, age 26, the

widow of a soldier who had recently been killed on active

service. In her case also, the doctor stated that her wounds
were not sufficient to cause death, though the shock of ex-

plosion .might have done so.

Bombs were also dropped on Sheringham somewhere about

9 p.m.

The affair Tias naturally created a considerable stir in the

press as it is the first raid of its kind on this country, but it

is actually of no military importance, as it has always been

known that such raids were well within the capability of

Zeppelins, assuming that they managed to choose a time when-

calm weather and a sufificient period of darkness allowed them-

to cross and return without interruption.

There has, of course, been the usual outcry against the-

bombardment, but it should be unnecessary to point out that

such an attack is all in the usual way of modern warfare,

and that the proper remedy for it is retaliation and not either

wailing or invective.

The German ofiTicial account of the operation reads as

follows :

—

On the night of January igth naval airships undertook

an attack on some fortified places on the English East Coast.

The weather was foggy and rainy. .Several bombs were

successfully dropped. The airships were shot at but re-

turned unhurt. (Signed)—Deputy Chief of the Admiralty
Staff, Von Behnkk.

.\n officially inspired note in the German Press says :

—

Our airships, in order to attack the fortified place of Great
Yarmouth, were obliged to fly over other places, from which,

it is stated, they were fired at. These attacks were answered'

by throwing bombs.

England has no right to be indignant, as her flying

machines and ships in broad daylight attacked open towns
such as Freiburg, Dar-es-Salaam, and Swakopmund.

.'\ir war is acknowledged to be a means of modern war-

The 300-h.p. Caproni biplane, drawn from a description. It consists of 2 monoplane fuselages, each with a lOO h.p. Gnome
engine and a Farman type nacelle with a OO h.p. (or so called 100 h.p.) Curtiss engine, all anchored to a huge biplane cellule.

It is said to fly very well.
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fare as long as it is carried out within the rules of inter-

national law. This has been done by our dirigibles.

The German nation has been forced ' by England to fight

for her existence, and cannot be forced to forgo legitimate

self-defence and will not do so, relying upon her good right.

The statement that the aircraft, of whatever nature, were

fired at from places over which they flew seems quite credible

in view of the fact that rural sentries generally fire at our own
aircraft in broad daylight. Of course, the excuse that Frei-

burg and other places mentioned are open towns merely cor-

responds with our own claims that various East Coast towns

are also open. Any town in any country at war ought to be

full of troops, and is therefore liable to bombardment by any

means.
The chief point in the German statement with which one

quarrels is fhat alleging that the German nation has been

forced to fight by England. One only regrets that it is not

true, for had we had the courage to attack Germany fifteen

or twenty years ago, this war would not have happened, and

the war which would have taken place then would have been

very much cheaper.

Those who recollect the horrible doubt many of us felt dur-

ing the first few days of August as to whether the Govern-

ment, as then constituted, really would go to war or not, will

not need convincing as to the untruth of the accusation

against England as the aggressor.

The chief thing now before us seems to be to ensure an

adequate force of anti-aircraft guns and quick-climbing, high-

speed, armed aeroplanes, to make certain, in the event of anv

further attack by German aircraft, ibat none of the in\-aders

return to talk about it.

Implicit faith in the high state of organisation of the

R.N.A.S., which is responsible for defence against aircraft, leads

one to assume that at every air station intended for anti-aircraft

defence there are several such aeroplanes ready to turn out in

about the same time as that taken by a well-drilled fire brigade

—the time is in the region of 35 seconds. Presumably the

pilots and mechanics on night duty sleep beside their machines,

.and those on day duty are never more than 100 yards distant,

and all possible aids to the quick and certain starting of engines

are at hand and constantly used to test their being in working
order. Signal bombs to warn people to go indoors, or down-
stairs, are, one expects, ready for discharge at a moment's
notice, and searchlights are kept constantly trained upwards to

disclose the position of invaders. If not, someone somewhere
is failing in his duty.

One may point out that it is useless to send aeroplanes

searching in the dark for Zeppelins which have been gone for

lialf an hour, for there is no clue to their direction. For
example, if one had gone up at Yarmouth the pilot would
naturally ihave chased off towards London, expecting the air-

ship to have gone that way. No sane person would have ex-

pected it to go to such an unimportant place as King's Lynn.
Suoh searches only risk the loss of a perfectly good pilot and

aeroplane without prospect of adequate return for expenditure.

Naturally everv country town cannot be defended against

aerial attacks, but places of military importance appear to be

'fairly well defended already.

Of course, one does not expect these attacks on provincial

places to endear the German people to their English racial re-

latives, so one may look forward to adequate reprisals when
British troops enter Germanv.

The following remarks from the |>eriodical "Daheim," under

the title of "The Military Task of Our Aircraft," are of in-

terest in this connection :

—

"If we are to believe the younger aviators, who perhaps
have never seen an airship of the latest construction, and far

less have seen one in action, an airship is a thing of the past

which is not worth spending another farthing on. Throwing
bombs or shooting with sufficient accuracy from an aeroplane

IS not such an easy task as it may appear to those who have
never tried it. And although it mav be taken as a certainty

that aviators will be found who will not shrink from self-

One of the big bombs which fell at Yarmouth and made a

hole without exploding.

sacrifice in order to ram an airship, this will always be an

exception, and the result dependent on many circumstances.
" Our modern airships can carry, besides the crew, the fuel

necessary for a 20-hour journey, ballast, a wireless apparatus,

guns, and about 2,500 lbs. of ammunition. They are thus

able to reconnoitre over considerable distances, and throw ex-

yjlosives with great accuracy, thus causing great material

losses, and at the same time demoralising the enemy. Our
airships, having a velocity of about 44 to 50 miles per hour

when leaving Hamburg, Cologne, or Metz, or the sheds near

the Eastern frontier, could easily travel over the whole of

France and the Channel and a great part of Russia and back

nt a height of at least 6,200 ft.

"Let us assume that when a war begins two big airships

leave Hamburg and two more leave Cologne, reconnoitring over

the North Sea and the Channel and going as far as England,

dropping bombs successfully over its ships, its harbours, and
its embarkation stations. Would not this have an elTect? And
would not even the expectation of those airships cause our

friendly cousins a lot of anxiety? And would not the results of

such raids from Metz, Frankfurt, Baden-Oos, Konigsberg,

Posen, etc., have the same effect with our opponents on land?

"Is it not clear to everybody how Far we will be aTTead of

our eventual enemies owing to our excellent airships, that

nobody has been able to imitate, notwithstanding the many
experiments?"

This article was written in time of peace, and it is interest-

ing to see how far out It has proved. Incidentally the load of

2,500 lbs. of bombs and the speed of 40 to 50 m.p.h. is less

lhan allowed for in our own calculations.

For the Benefit of "Slackers."

A Firilish aviator on active ser\ire writes: "I am trying to

summon up cheek enough to write to the 'Times.' We must
li;ive more men here, and when I see the French territorials

Lfoinc; rheerfullv to the trenches to keep the Boches from Calais,

• ind then road of League football, it makes me sick."
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Aeroplane 'Design.— {Coutinuea)
BY F. S. BARNWELL.

Aerofoils
We must now consider what results we can get from aero

foils and how to estimate the weights of the other members of
the machine before we can decide upon what motor to employ
and commence the actual design.
Data for aerofoils are, I think I am safe in saying, founded

entirely upon experimental work. I do not think it is possible
to calculate from first principles the re-actions upon a body,
of any but the simplest form.s, in an air current, though, of
course, we can obtain by interpolation and analysis many further
figures from experimentally determined bases. The method
almost universally employed is that of suspending a model in
a steady air current of known direction and velocity, and
measuring the re-actions and moments upon it by means of a
suitable balance.

^

Let us, then, consider an aerofoil moving at a uniform velo-
city in still air, or, what is equivalent, as regards the air re-

Fk.3.

I
per sarf)e. Yc\\uz:^ 1,

^

J ^. are afjfjroxi mai^y ccQsJagl'.

actions upon it, stationary in a steady air current. (Fig. 3.)

Let us denote the area in square feet by A, the angle in de-

grees of the chord of the wing section to the relative air cur-

rent by i, and the relative air velocity in feet per sec. by v.

There is, of course, a total resultant re-action Rt upon this

aerofoil, which it is most convenient to measure, and consider

as the sum of two re-actions, one La vertical to the

direction of the air current, our " lift," the other

along the 'air current, our "dynamic resistance" or "drift."

For convenience in varying A and v these forces are usually

tabulated for different values of i in the form of coefficients.

Std 3H£ET tv5

We can write :

—

Lift L^ = Ky Av- in lbs. weight.
Drift R^ ICx Av- in lbs. weight,

for these coefficients of lift and drift, Ky and Is.x, are approxi-
mately constant for similar aerofoils and for the same value of
i for all values of A and of v.

Our data for aerofoils, then, is based upon experimentally
determined values at different values of i, for the coefficients
K.y and Kx, and for the position of centre of pressure, or inter-
section of line of total resultant re-action with the chord for
model size aerofoils.

We should tabulate the dynamic properties of aerofoils in
the following manner :—For every model for which we can
get reliable data we should make on tracing cloth a standard
sheet. (Fig. 4.) On each of these sheets, and in the same
position, we draw an accurate scale section of the aerofoil with
a standard chord length of, say, 10". On each sheet, and in
the same position, we also draw a standard squared table for
the curves of Ky, Kx and of locus of centre of pressure, with
a base of value for i (say, i" representing 1° of i), and with
ordinate values for both Ky and Kx (say, i" representing
.0001 of Ky value, and 2" representing .0001 of Kx value).
The abscissEe values should range from — 6° to -f- 30° for i,

and the ordinate values from o to .002 of Ky value.

That is to say, our standard table will be 18" long and
10" high. On this same table i" of ordinate value will
represent a distance of centre of pressure from leading edge

of chord. On this same table we further
Ky . _ Lilt

of

draw
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a fourth curve of
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We can now, by superimposing the sheets, compare any of
our aerofoil forms. The sections and tables will lie one over
the other, and we can see which form gives us the best Ky
(or Lift Coefficient) value at any value of i, the lowest Kx
(or Drift Coefficient) value at any value of i, the least travel

of centre of pressure, and the highest value for
^''^^

for any
Drift

value of lift coefficient.

Aerofoil torm tv? . We must note here that these
tables should all be for models of the
same plan form, i.e., of the same
Ratio of Span over Chord (or

"Aspect Ratio") and of the same
form of ends. The National Physi-
cal Laboratory generally employs a
standard rectangular plan form of
18" span and 3" chord, i.e., of

Aspect Ratio 6. The coefficient

values should also (for absolutely
safe comparison) be for about the
same size of model at about the
same air speed

I remarked before that these co-

efficients were constants (for the
same value of i) for varying values

of both A and V. I must now, in

somewhat Hibernian vein, remark
tnat these constants are not quite

constant The Ky, or lift coefficient,

has been found by experiment to be

fairly constant for widely varying-

values of A and V. We shall con-

sider it as such, and directly use

model Kv values for our calcula-

FlQ 4 tions for full-sized machines, noting-

that any error will probably be to the
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good. But the Kx, or drift coefficient, decreases sliglitly as

A increases, and also decreases considerably as V increases.

This has the meaning that the drift of our full-size aerofoil

will be less, proportionately, than that of the model, but it

also means that we cannot feel quite so certain as we should

like to, what will be the drift of our full-size aerofoil, especi-

ally if it be for a fast machine.

It is most probable that this difference is due to that part

of the total re-action caused by skin friction, the component

of which is small in the direction of lift but large in the direc-

tion of drift ; and skin friction coefficient we know to decrease

both with increase of .'\ and with increase of V-. The best

7IQ.5
VARIA-TIOM or ^<^/DR[r-T WITH LV. (f°'r)NPL'Rg|».|-)

l£09tboF Chord iQ ^^Y,

—
—

l-'S

Log LV —
3-C

thing that we can do is to use the results which the N.P.I^.

gives us in the latest report of the Advisory Committee.

(Fig. 5.) Here we have for several different i values curves

of lift to drift on a base of log LV, where L = length of

chord in feet, and V = velocity in feet per second. By using

this we can from model figures obtain very fairly accurately

those for a full size aerofoil at 'any speed.

It is necessary now to consider the effect of plan form.

1
i
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(Fig. 6.) .'Assuming first that the plan form of our aerofoils is

rectangular and tbat we vary the Aspect Ratio only :

—

The National Physical Laboratory gives us this table of

Lift Coefficient values, and Lift to Drift values for an aerofoil

of constant section and of Aspect Ratio varying from 3 to i

to 8 to 1 at values of i from — 2° to q- 20°. I suggest using

this table comparatively; i.e., suppose we have figures for 'a

model of 6 to I Aspect Ratio and wish to calculate its proper-

ties for some other Aspect Ratio, say, 4 to 1. We shall take

it that its values at 4 to i will be to its relative values at 6

to I as are the corresponding values in this table for 6 to i

to those for 4 to i.

There is no doubt, from such few experiments as have been

made, that it slightly increases the aerofoil efficiency to rake the

ends somewhat, making the trailing edge longer than the

leading edge. This is because such a formation of ends de-

creases the end losses. And probably the lower the Aspect

Ratio the more should the ends rake. In practice, however,

it is better not to rake the ends too much, as we cannot then

get the best distribution of stay attachments along both front

and rear spars.

I suggest about 30° Rake for 4 to i Aspect Ratio, 25° for

5 to I, and 20° for 6 to i, but these are quite arbitrary values.

From a strength point of view it is 'advantageous to taper

the aerofoils from root to !ip. But as this means a structure

considerably more difficult and costly to make, I do not think

it is quite justified.

As regards choice of Aspect Ratio :—For the same surface,

the lower the Aspect Ratio the stronger is the aerofoil, or the

lighter for the same strength, but the lower will be the maxi-

mum Lift to Drift value and the maximum value for Lift. The
efficiency at very small and very large values for i is not

much effected, and, in fact, appears from this table lo be

Chord
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rather better for the lower Aspect Ratios. We must bear in

mind that a low Aspect Ratio is worse for both lateral and

directional stability than a high one. Taking everything into

consideration, I would suggest 5 to i .Aspect Ratio for mono-

planes and small biplanes, and 6 to i to 7 to i for large

biplanes.

Ne.xt, for biplanes only, of course, to consider the effect of

gap and stagger. Fig. 7. From model experiments, we find

that the greater the gap the higher the efficiency, whilst

stagger also increases the efficiency somewhat. The gap
amount, however, introduces the questions of weight ^and head

resistance of struts and stays, the greater the gap the greater

these become, of course. So we must compromise, and I

should suggest a gap of .8 of Chord up to equal to Chord, the

sm'aller value for fast and relatively high-powered machines,

the larger for slower and less highly powered ones.

The increase in efficiency is not very great in a staggered

disposition, and it increases structural difficulties, especially if

the means for obtaining lateral control is by warping the

aerofoils. Stagger may, however, be of considerable value for

improving the view obtain.ible downwards from the machine.

Hence, I should suggest that the question of stagger should

mainly depend upon the disposition of the pilot and passenger
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in the machine, noting that if we use a heavy stagger we
should use ailerons and not warp.

We are now armed with a lot of data for the dynamic

properties of model aerofoils and see how we can use them for

<;alculations on full-size ones.

Let us turn to the consideration of the weight of aerofoils

as a structure, for, unfortunately, they have got to lift their

own weight first and then supply their surplus energy to lift-

ing the rest of the machine.

WEiqUTor AEPofQlLS
.

For Si^milqr Agi^opPilg.-

Lot tO-= Urgt i/r\ Ib^/cfi

A ' A rufCL t/rv L =

5f ^ - ur = cWo^ir ^

CljLfUifcnIs op stmva^_?Wn^^

—'— : VVt

' Frorr) |ore^yi'ous iDoN

Fig. 8 : Similar structures will bear the same ultimate load

per unit area, which means in our case that similar aerofoils

will have the same factor of safety for the same value of use-

ful loading in lbs. per square foot.

We shall now take basic figures from actual satisfactory

aerofoils : We shall assume that we can construct an aerofoil

of 100 sq. ft. surface, to weigh 70 lbs., and to stand 5.7 lbs.

per sq. ft. total loading with the margin of strength necessary.

This figure for weight, i.e., .7 lbs. per sq. ft., includes the

weights of stays for a monoplane and of stays and struts for

a biplane. Now we consider the aerofoil as stressed only by
the useful loading, i.e., total load, Wt—aerofoil weight, as in

flight it is stressed only by the lift it exerts over and above
its own weight. We shall then take it that since the weight
of similar aerofoils varies as the cube of the linear dimension
and the surface as the square, the weight per sq. ft., w, will

vary as the square root of the total surface. A, for the same

unital useful loading, or value of - w

Further, we shall take it that for aerofoils of the same total

area, within the limits of useful loading desirable to employ,
the weight per sq. ft., w, varies directly as the unital useful

Wt

W^e see that on these assumptions for a total surface of

100 sq. ft. the weight per sq. foot will be .7 lbs. for 5 lbs.

per sq. ft. useful loading, hut for a total surface of 400 sq ft.

It will be 1.4 lbs. for the same useful loading. This is one of

the basic facts against the building of large sized machines
;

for unless we can improve our structure (and of course the

larger the machine the better chance we have of so doing) the

greater must the proportion of aerofoil weight to useful load
become.

We have then, that since

w = k-^ \/ A lbs. per sq. ft., and
Wt

loading ~ — for the same strength

.07 when

Wt
5.0 lbs per sq. ft., and

taerefore ki = .014 I —

^

and therefore

w = .014 \/ A
Wt

in lbs. per sq, ft.

an equation for the weight per sq. ft. of our aerofoils, in terms
of total aerofoil area and total weight of aeroplane.

ITEM WEiquTS
F[(i. 9

I'ZOlt- .ly-^t, <^=^l^ iWu5B=^olto

iie/rvca^ !J^E3= -OSy V^ ir- cL uTfv

Ug = -^VVT , °f fnis W<2rt-.of"Tailsk,c( =

k oc w (useful loading)

Item Weights. J

We must now get figures for our other weights. Fig. 9.

Firstly, we should note that, generally speaking, the size

of the Tail, Rudder, and Vertical Fin (if used) will vary directly

as the size of the Wings (this assumes, of course, approxi-

mately constant proportions for the machine). I would suggest,

then, to put down the necessary weight of Tail and Rudder
and Fin as a proportion of the aerofoil total weight, and a fair

figure to take is one-fifth.

The weight of the Body introduces the question of the num-
ber of people the machine is to carry. We can take it that a

sufficiently strong body of the timber and wire, fabric covered,

girder type can be made, of about 20 ft. length and 2 feet

mean breadth and depth, to weigh about go lbs., i.e., if 1 =
20 feet, b and d = 2 feet then w^ = 90 lbs.

Since in such a structure the struts are (generally speaking),

very strong compared to the fore and aft members, for the

kind of stresses to which it is subjected, we shall assume that

the weight will vary directly as the breadth and depth, but

as the square of the length. Hence, we get an equation for

weight of Body w^ = .057 1^ b d in lbs.

As for the contents of t?his body. We can seat each person

properly for about 10 lbs., and the weight of control mechanism
will be from 30 lbs. to 50 lbs. dependent upon 'the type em-
ployed.

It remains only to consider the weight of suitable landing

gear. I think it fair to consider the weight of the Landing
Gear, wg, as varying directly as the total loaded weight, wt,

of the machine, and I think a suitable one can be designed

at one-fourteenth of the total loaded weight. This weight we
shall take as including the weight of the Tail Skid. For an

average landing gear and tail skid we may consider weight of

Tail Skid alone as — 1/20 of total weight of I^anding Gear.

(To he continued.)

Our Intelligent Proletariat.

Scene : (Outside a tavern near "The Angel," Islington.

Time, 8.30 p.m. Present, a War Department motor-lorry

containing a pair of R.E. wings, standing on edge, back to

back. Attendants temporarily eclipsed).

First Citizen: "Wot's that, Bill?"

Second Citizen : "Why, that's one o' them Army airships."

First Citizen: "Garn ! Where's the gas?"
Third Citizen : "Carn't yer see it's been let out?"
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The Britannia Trophy.
The Committee of the Royal Aero Ckib having- considered the

various performances of British aviators during the year 1914

up to the time of the war, it was unanimously resolved :
—

"That the Britannia Trophy for the year 1914 be awarded
to Squadron Commander J. W. Seddon, of the Royal Naval

Air Service, for his seaplane flight on the 21st January, 1914,

from Isle of Grain to Plymouth via Calshot."

Squadron Commander Seddon, R.N., accompanied by a pas-

senger, left Isle of Grain on a Maurice Farman seaplane at

9.15 a.m., arriving at Plymouth about 4.20 p.m., having made
one stop, viz., at Calshot, for i hour 40 minutes. The flight

was made round the coast, the distance being approximately

325 miles, and was undertaken with the intention of assisting

in the search for the submarine which had disappeared outside

Plymouth a day or so before.

Our Triumphant Aeroplanes.
It was reported in the "Observer" on Sunday that Dr.

Richard T. Glazebrook, Director of the National Physical

Laboratory, in an address on aerial navigation at the Royal
Institution, on Saturday, January 23rd, said he had received

a very gratifying letter from a friend of his at the front.

His friend said there was a marked ascendancy in British

aeroplanes as compared with those of the enemy, and that the

appearance of German aeroplanes was becoming quite rare,

none having been seen for some days.

Indicating the progress that had been made. Dr. Glaze-
brook mentioned that whereas in 1912 the Cody machine which
won the military competition prize had a maximum range of

from 72 to 48, or 33 per cent., in 1914 the Sopwith machine
recorded a range of 92 to 37 miles an hour, giving a range of

60 per cent.

-Another interesting fact was th.it by altering the shape of

the section of a wire it had been found possible to reduce the

horse-power of a machine required to fly 70 miles an hour by
from 10 to 12 per cent. This showed the importance of attend-
ing to small matters of detail and continuing assiduouslv in

experimental work. [Now this is distinctly a case where n

well-informed Censor would have used his power. Possibly Ger-
man designers knew as much, but they might not have done
so, and that is why a statement about wire was carefully dis-

guised in this paper last week.

One is grateful to Dr. Glazelirook of the N.P.L. for ad-
mitting the existence of aeroplanes other than those designeil

by the R.A.F.—Ed.]

Practical Points.

An old and valued correspondent, who has written under the

pseudonym of "Slide Rule," says ;— "Apropos 'Practical Points

for Consideration' the opening relating to propellers is of

course very fairly true as there is very considerable uncertainty
as to design of these things. On the other hand, it is to be
remembered that in the ordinarv w.-iv the poor propeller de-

signer has very few data to go on. There is a distinct

tendency on the part of the aeroplane designer to under-
estimate the head resistance of his machine particularly before

he has tested it, and such an error is badly against the propeller

maker.

"The incident of the four-blader reduced (o a two-blader is

quite to be expected. It must be rememhered that a propeller

requires horse-power nearly proixirtional to the cube of the

speed—and it is well known that a four-blader will not absorb
.anything like twice the h.p. at the same speed as either of its

halves would do. None the less it mav be only very slightly

inferior in efficiencv, and it pavs to save rhe diameter and
consequent chassi resistance and put up with the less

efficiency.

"As to aspect ratio, it is fairly well established that aspect

ratio is relatively unimportant with flat surfaces, and at very

fine angles of incidence. Hence, for relativelv light loadings

and low cambers associated with verv high speeds, as in

'tabloids,' aspect ratio may be more or less neglected. At
heavy loads and coarse angles aspect ratio is of very grave
importance, except on planes having a very low efficiency.

Your suggested 1,600 sq. ft. biplane with a chord of 20 ft. and

a camber of 2 ft. would give a very great lift, but also would
piobably give a very high drift, as the camber is on the ex-

cessive side, at high speeds and fine angles. At its efficient

angles, corresponding with fairly slow speeds for any ordinary

loading, it migJit be fairly good, but could probably be beaten

by a narrower plane of lower camber and bigger span in spite

of extra weight.

"Reverting to propellers, these should, by analogy, be

relatively insensitive to aspect ratio as their high speed means
low intrinsic loading and a small angle of attack, and the

immense variation possible in propellers without serious change
in their performance shows ihat they are so ; but there is a

limit to the decrease in diameter allowable which depends on
the head resistance of the machine, I should imagine, and very

little else. Hence, the better a machine is from the head
resistance point of view, the more it should be possible to re-

duce aspect ratio.

"You will recollect that such machines as the Dep. and
Ponnier Gordon-Bennett racers ran i6o-h.p. Gnomes on pro-

pellers of rather smaller diameter than those fitted to standard
So-h.p. Gnome machines of the same make.
"There is, of course, an immense amount of work to be done

in all these matters, and at present it is no use cursing the

1;heorists, because they have not had anvthing like time to

cover the beginning of things yet.

[.Agreed. But one wishes the theorists would admit their

ignorance, and would not scoff at the mere practical man, and
pretend that they know already all there is to know.—Ed.]

A Peaceful Mission.
The "Figaro" gives an account of how a surgeon saved a

patient by using an aeroplane. A few days ago at St. Cyr the
military surgeon was suddenly rung up. A mechanic at Villa-

coublay starting a motor had been caught by the propeller and
his leg was very badly mangled. First aid methods were un-
able to stop the bleeding.. An aeroplane was on the point of
starting. The observer got out and the surgeon took his

place, and. within a few minutes was with the patient.

.A similar exploit was said to have been performed by the late

Dr. Raymond at Villers Cotterets. A year or more ago a

[iiiest in Morocco flew for an hour across the desert to ad-
minister the last rites of the Church to a dying soldier.

A MAN OF THl. MO.M J;NT.—Mr. A. V. Roe, with Mrs.
A. V. Roe and the two small Avros.
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Optimism in the Aircraft Industry.

As most people in the aeroplane business know that the

Rolls-Royce firm are making aircraft and aero engines, the

following remarks of the Chairman al the firm's general meet-

ing are of interest :

—

After a few weeks of the War they were approached by

the British Government to manufacture ordnance of a superior

class, and such as few could attempt, and the firm were now

engaged upon it almost to the exclusion of what they first

undertook. This superior class of ordnance promised to suit

their works and organisation well and to afford better profits,

and it was hoped that they would be so successful in its

manufacture and gain such a reputation for it as to justify their

continuing to make it quite independently of war times. It

was of such a nature that if they were successful, as they anti-

cipated, the demand would always e.xist as did that for their

motor chassis. He was sure, if those shareholders who had

complained of the firm making such goods were present, they

would see they had been rather hasty in drawing their con-

. lusions. He could not describe the ordnance they were mak-

ing, because they were requested nnt to disclose more than

necessary.

Of course, it must be appreciated that departures of this

character could not be effected at sTiort notice. Designs, ex-

periments, drawings, patterns, and tools had each In their turn

to be made before anything could be produced, and a consider-

able time must be absorbed in obtaining a sufficient momentum.

Three months of this year may now be said to nave gone

with little benefit from such new sources, but every effort was

being made to make the best of the remainder. When the

war broke out the company's trade, as he had already said,

was largely diminished, but it commenced to recover within a

few weeks, and alreadv the production of motor chassis had

reached half the maximum hitherto attained, which in these

times was a remarkable achievement. If, then, their usual

trade of manufacturing motor-car chassis showed such buoy-

ancy, and they shortly had a second string to their bow in

the form of special ordnance, they might e^-entually do as well

as ever.

School and Weather Reports.

Bast Coast ...
]

Heodon
|

Windermere \

Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs. Fri. Sat. Sun.

Fine

Gale

Flying
all Day

Dull

Fine

Rain

Fine

Rain

Wind

Wet

Windy

Flying

Snow

Gale

Flying

Fine
freezing

Windy

Wind

Windy

Windy

Flying
all Day

Hendon.

—

.'\t the Grahame-White School.—Instructors ;

Messrs. Manton, Russell and Winter. Pupils with instr. :

Prob. Fit. .Sub-Lieuts. Digby, Halifax, Hilliard, P.Mter, Souray

:ui<l Wood. STrfs. alone : Prob. Fit. Sub-Lieuts. Wood,
W'.ilnii'^lev, Digbv and Mr. Greenwood. 8's or circs, alone :

V:(i\>. V\t. Sub-Liculs. Mills, Besson, Driscoll and Mr. Green-

wood. Certificate t.iki n : Prob. Fit. Sub-Lieut. Besson.

.Machiiifs : Four Grnhamc-Wbif p biplanes.

WHY NOT
LEARN TO FLY AT

'^HE HALL FLYING SCHOOL f
Kst. 1913

Excellent opportunities TRACTOR Machinesl

and Reduced Fees for I exclusively used at ourj

New Pupils. !

School.

Write or 'phone to

HALL AVIATION CO.,
London Aerodrome, HENDON, N.W.

TEUEPHONE-
Kingsbury 142i

At the London and Provincial Aviation Co.'s School.—
Instructors ; Messrs. Warren and Smiles. Pupils doing strts.

or rolling : Messrs. Noakes, Lincoln, England, Derwin, all

rolling ; Collett, Laidler, Henderson, Moore, and Bransby

Williams ; Mr. Collett half circs. ; 8's and circs. Mr. Abel.

Machines : L. and P- biplanes. .School at work every day

except Friday.

At the Hall School.—Instructors : Messrs. J. L. Hall

and J. Rose. Mr. Waterson passenger with Mr. Hall on

Tractor No. 4. Mr. Davy 6 good rolls. Mr. MoConnochie
10 strts. Mr. Cini 4 rolls. Mr. Waterson 8 rolls. Mr.

Williams circuits and 8's at 500 ft. on 45-h.p. brevet machine.

Machines : No. 3 and No. 4 Hall tractor biplanes.

.^T THE Beatty School.—Instructors : Messrs. Geo. W.
Beattv, E. B'aumann and G. Virgilio. Pupils with instr. :

Lieut. Bannatyne (83 mins.), Lieut. Broughton (20), and
^tessrs. C. Leeston Smith (25), J. D. Newberry (15), E. T.

.\nstey Chave (44), P. E. Cornish (20), G. Merton (25), G.

Beard (42), G. Donald (60), G. Perrot (9), T. F. Roche (7),

H. do Meza (5), M. J. V. Miller (7), J. H. Ormsby (35), A. G.

Hayward (20), V. E. Faning (5), Gerrit Forbes (36), H. H.
Bright (22), F. R. Laver (17), J. H. Moore (0), and P. C.

Cooper (5). Machines : Beatty dual-control biplanes.

.^t Beatty .School (week ending January 17th, 1915, de-

la\ed in transmission).—Instructors : ATessrs. Geo, W. Beattv,

E. Baumann, W. Roche-Kellv and G. Virgilio. Pupils with

instr. : Messrs. J. D. Newberry (^S mins.), A. Gordon Bond
(15), E. T. Anslev Chave (75), 'P. E. Cornish (62), G. Merton

(37), G. Beard (20), G. Donald (12), G. Perrot (15), T. F.

Roche (20), B. do Meza (15), M. J. V. Miller (17), Lieut.

Bannatvne (i^), Ormsbv fi.s), Faning (15), G. Forbes (8),

H. H. Bright (30), Laver fio) and J. H. Moore (6). Machines ;

Bfattv dual-controlled biplanes with 40-h.p. Wright, 50-h.p.

Gnome and 60/70-h.p. Wright engines. The new 60/70-h.p.

machine was put into commission early in the week and at

once proved its value, for although five days put of the week
were so very bad as to make training almost impossible quite

a lot of flving was done, t^his being, largely due to the new
hia:h-powered machine.

Windermere.

—

The Seaplane School.—Instructor : Mr. W.
Rowland Ding. Pupils with instr. : Messrs. R. Buck (50

mins.), A. Johnson (^^), T. Hubbard {34), G. L. Railton- (35),

K. .\shl(\- (iS). Strts.: Mr. A. Johnson (15). Circs, alone:

Mr. R. O. Lhshm-ir (ifi^) now ready for certificate. 'Machine:

H.-\.r. ijrnpeller biplane. On Friday Mr. Ding continued in-

struction after dark, making landings- by moonlight, a record

In tuition.

WOOD FOR ALL PARTS OF AEROPLANES.
Machined to your Sizes or Sections.

Best Quality Silver Spruce, Ash, Walnut, 3-pIy, etc.

W. G. EVANS & SONS,
1—4, WILLIAMS MEWS, STANHOPE STREET.

EUSTON ROAD, LONDON, N.W.
Phone : Museum 24.58.

C. G. SPENCER & SONS.
HIGHBURY GROVE, LONDON, N.

Contractors to the Admiralty and War Office.

Manufacturers oi

Aeroplanes, Airships, Balloons, and

Aeronautical Apparatus of every description,

Fabric, Propellers and Accessories.

Write for List.

T</<g>'a»is .• "Aeronaut, London." Telephone: Dalston 1893.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS
All advertisements for this column should arrive at this

office by 6 p.m. MONDAY to ensure insertion.

For the convenience of Advertisers, replies can be received at

the office of "THE AEROPLANE," i66, Piccadilly, W.
Special PREPAID Rate—18 words 1/6; Situations Wanted
ONLY—18 words 1 /-. id. per word after.

PATENTS.
How TO TAKE OUT PATENTS IN ENGLAND AND

ABROAD." (By Arthur E. Edwards, F.C.I.P.A.) 2s.

post free.

—

Arthur Edwards & Co., Ltd., Patent Agents and

Consulting Engineers, Chancery Lane Station Chambers,

W.C. 'Phone 4536 Holborn.

PATENTS. Instructive leaflet free from STANLEY,
POPPLEWELL & CO., Chartered Patent Agents, 38,

Chancery Lane, W.C.

AEROPLANE Makers and Inventors. Prepare now for

trade revival by protecting new ideas. Particulars and
advice free.—King's Patent Agency, Ltd., 165, Queen Victoria

Street, London.

PHOTOGRAPHS.
AVIATORS ON ACTIVE SERVICE.

PORTRAITS of the majority of the British Aviators who

have volunteered for active service during the war may

be obtained from F. N. Birkett, 97, Percy Road, Shepherd's

Bush, London, W. Unm'^unted, post free, Sizes 12 by 10 in.,

as. 2d. ; 8 by 6 in., is. 6d. ; 6 by 4 in., is. 2d. Mention Thi

Aeroplane and write for the list of the largest collection of

aviators' portraits in this country.

MACHINES.
DUNNE PATENT SAFETY AEROPLANES, single and

two-seater types, mono or biplane.

—

The Blair Atholl

Aeroplane Syndicate, Ltd., 1, Queen Victoria Street,

London. Tel. 834 Bank.

PROPELLERS.
CHAUVIERE'S famous Integral Propellers hold all records;

used by all leading aviators. The best.—Sole proprietors

for Great Britain and Colonies The Integral Propeller Co.,

Ltd., IB. Elthorne Road, Upper Holloway, N. Telephone

:

Hornsey 2345. Telegrams: "Aviprop (Upholl), London."

TUITION.

P ASHLEY BROTHERS AND HALE,
SHOREHAM AERODROME, SUSSEX.

Tuition for R.A.C. Brbvbt.

Before joining any other school, apply for particulars of our
SPECIALLY REDUCED JERMS AND NEW CONCES-
SIONS TO PUPILS.

Passenger Flights.

London and Provincial
aviation co.

SCHOOL OF FLYING
The Aepodpome, Hendon, N.W.

Learn to fly at our School on new and up-to-date machines. We teach
you to control the machine yourself and develop your own individu-
ality. Our instructors have had years of experience and we guarantee
satisfaction. Enquiries welcomed. Phone: Kingsbury 102

THE RUFFY
School of Flying, Hendon.

Pupils taught on 60 h p. Gnome Caudron Machines,
dual control until efficient

: completing tuition on 45 h p
Anzani and taking certificate on 50 h.p. Gnome.

Offices and Works

—

j-4 KENDALL S MEWS, PORTMAN SyUARE, W.
Phone—Padd. 5048.

SITUATIONS VACANT.
FITTER.S wanted immediately, ii'.fd lo Aeroplanes |)rr-

ferred. Full nages paid.—^.A,pply after ni a.m., to Mr.
.Savage, c/o Wolseley Garage, Gatliff Road, I'imlico.

WOODWORK Inspector for aeroplane \voi-k. Mtist be ii^cd

lo fine measurements. Previous aeroplane experience
dcsli-able.—Ajjply, Chief Inspector, Austin Motor Co., Ltd.,

Longbridge Works, Northfield, Birmingham.

AEROfl^ANE erectors wanted. Only experienced men need
apply.-—Write, stating age, wages required, and full pa-

liculars of experience to the Aircraft Manufacturing Co., Ltd.,

Hepdon, N.W.

SITUATION WANTED.
DiRAUGHTSMAN, with five years' practical and technical

aeroplane experience, wants job.—Box 617, The Aero-
plane, 166, Piccadilly, London, W.
PRACTICAL MAN (late engineer in charge of well-kno wn

aviation works)
; 6 years' aeroplane experience ; .ill

branches of the trade ; now disengaged
;
requires situation in

any capacity.—Box 616, The Aeroplane, 166, Piccadilly,

London, W.

MISCELLANEOUS.
FLYING CAFE, adjoining Aerodrome, Hendon. Electric

Light, Bath (h. and c), Good Cuisine. Tel. : no Kings-

bury .

HARDWOOD for Aeroplanes. Specially selected, air-dried

timber as supplied to leading constructors in Britain and

the Continent. Silver Spruce, Ash, Poplar
;
Hickory and Ash

Skids
;
Threeply ; Thin Cedar and Mahogany for Floats ; Wal-

nut for Propellers.—William Mallinson and Sons, Ltd., Hack-

ney Road. 'Phone, 3854 Central, 4770 Wall.

"BRITAIN AS GERMANY'S VASSAL"
BY

GENERAL VON BERNHARDI
Price 2/- Net. THE TRUE GERMAN VIEW.

Translated by J. ELLIS BARKER.
Of all Booksellers, or post free, 2/3, from

WM. DAWSON & SONS, Ltd.,

Rolls House, Breams Buildings, E.G.

LUNCH, TEA, or SUP at—

"THE AERO RESTAURANT."
(Just outside the gates of the Hendon Aerodrome.)

Pretty Tea-Gardens, with awnings, for fine weather. Glass-side
" Sun-Parlour " for cold weather.

Best of Pood, well cooked and neatly served.

Lunch from Is. 6d. Tea from 6d.

' Trade iMENPINEl Mark.

LIQUID SCOTCH GLUE
^' Ready for use at once.

USED BY TME LHADINO AEROPLANE CONSTRUCTORS.
MOISTURE PROOF.

Wnln for I'rii'^ List iind I'urtiiutlnri—

MENDINE CO., 8, Arthur Street. London Bridcre, E C
.

MODELS.
T. W. K. CLARKE & CO..
HAMPTON WICK. MIDDLESEX.

Supply British Built Model Aeroplanes, and all Accessories
for makine. Send stamp for Lists.

MCj Conipri'ssf'd Aii' Motors for MoiU.l .Aeroplanes.

• k3»vy« Twill cylinders: weight, 2?, ozs.
;
price, 6s. 6d.

Air container for .ibove engine
;
weight, 8 ozs.

;
price, 6s. 6d.

We stock everything for models. Send Stamp for catalogue.

—Murray, Son, nnd Co., 387a, High Rond, High Cross, Tot-
tenham, N.
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The Sopwith Aviation Co., Ltd.
CONTRACTORS TO THE ADMIRALTY AND WAR OFFICE

Offices and Works KINGSTON-ON-THAMES

Telephone: Telegrams:

1777 and 1343 Kingston. "Sopwithi Kingston."

inted for The Aeroplane and General Publishing Company, Limited, by Bonner & Co., The Chancery Lane Press, Rolls
Passage London, E.G.

; and Published by Wm. Dawson & Sons, Limited, at Rolls House Breams Buildings. London.
Branches in Canada, Toronto, Montreal, and Winnipeg; in South Africa: Cape Town, Johannesburg and Durf>an.
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IN FLANDERS.

Above, a Naval gnn^carrying biplane at rest, in charge of an officer since resident in a neutral country. Below, a Naval
tractor, with armoured car support.
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The >ifcraft Co., £tl

Hold the SOLE RIGHTS DIRECT
from the FARMAN BROTHERS

for the building of

HENRY & MAURICE FARMAN

AeroBhnes
AND

Hydro-Aeroplanes.

In Great Britain and the Oversea

Dominions,

Works and Flying Ground

HENDON.

Offices :

47^ VICTORIA STREET, S W.

Handley Page Ltd.
CONTRACTORS TO H,M. ADMIRALTY AND

WAR OFFICE.

V THE FIRST ACROSS THE RHINE

THE FRIEDBICHSHAFEN RAID

was a remarkable example of the truth of our
oft rf pested statt ment that there is

NOTHING BETIER
THAN THE

AVRO
proved by the supreme test of War.

A. A . ROE & CO.
Clifton St., Miles Platting

MANCHESTER

Telegrams
Triplane, Manchester.

1 elephone :

337 Failsworth.

Works

s

110 CRICRLEWOOD LANE,

CRICKLEV/OOD, N.W.
TELEPHONE: HAMPSTEAD 5317.

London Office r'^^

72 VICTORIA STREET, S.W.

TELEPHONE: VICTORIA 2574.

TELEGRAMS: HYOROPHID, SOWEST. LONDON.

Manufactured by

WILLANS & ROBINSON, LTD.,

RUGBY
. (who own the Sole Manufacturing Rights

for the British Empire).

SALMSON
AERO-ENGINES

(Canton-Unne System)

Sizes from 80 B.H.P. to 600 B.H.P.

m Single Units.

All enquiries should be addressed to

DUDBRIDGE IRON WORKS, Ltd.,

87, Victoria Street, London, S.W.

Telegrams . . . . Aeroflight, Vic. London.

Telephone 7026 Victoria.

KINDLY MENTION "THE AEROPLANE" WHEN COKKKbPONDlNG WITH ADVERTISERS.
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The Editorial and Advertising Offices ol "Tlie Aeroplane"

are at 166, Piccadilly, W.

Telegraphic Address : Aileron, Lx)ndon. 'Phone : Mayfair 5407.

Accooats, and all rorreHpHndence relating thereto, should be

seat to the Registered Offices ol "The Aeroplane and General

Pnbiishii:,! Co., Ltd.," Rolls House, Breams Buildings, E.C.

The Editor cannot undertake to return unsolicited mann-

scripts, whether accompanied by stamps or not, th«agh etery
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not.
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Night
When the late Richard T. Gates first investigated at

Hendon the possibih'ties of flying by night, somewhere
in 1913, and afterwards made night flying a regular
feature of the exhibitions at the aerodrome under his
energetic management, he probably never thought how
soon many of the points then discovered about the
practice of flying in the dark would be of use in actual
war.
Actually, it is doubtful who was the first person to

fly in the dark, but I fancy the credit is due to a
young aviator, now an ofhcer in tlie Royal Naval Air
Service, who experimented near New York with elec-
tric headlights on his aeroplane as the only illuminant
to show him where to land. In any case, Hendon was
the first aerodrome to take the subject up seriously,
and it was the irony of fate that the man who had done
so much to add to the store of knowledge of this phase
of flying should be the first to be killed in its practice.
That so much which is now of high value to the vSer-

vices was learned at Hendon adds to the great debt
all connected with aviation in this country owe to
Richard Gates, who made a success out of most un-
promising material, and did more than any one man
to make the people of this country appreciate the pos-
sibilities of flying as a sport and as a means of locomo-
tion.

Now, in war time, night-flying becomes a matter of
considerable importance, both as a method of offence
and defence, and it is likely to become more so. Take,
for example, the raid by night on Brussels, which was
recently reported, though it has never been ofl^icially

confirmed. A surprise attack by night is not only
likely to have greater moral effect than one by day,
but it is actually safer for the fliers, provided they
have thoroughly reliable engines, for they are very
unlikely to be seen and fired at till they reach their
objective, and the only risks they take are at starting
and when landing on their return. They are not even
likely to be attacked in the air when bomb-dropping,
for they probably drop their bombs and get away again
before any hostile machines can be turned out to chase
them.
The risks from anti-aircraft guns are also likely to

be reduced, for if the attacking" machine is discovered
by a searchlight, which is by no means certain, it
seems that it woiild be harder for the gunners to judge
their range thnn it would be in daylight. Even in
bright rnoonlight, when objects on "the ground are
clearly visible, an aeroplane at a height of anything
over a few hundred feet is hard to see from below, as
those who were at Hendon during the first night-flying
show, which took place on a very bright night, will
remember.

In the case of a long-distance raid, say, for instance,
if a big raid from our present lines were made on
Essen—the report of the raid of a week or two ago
being still without confirmation— there would be an
obvious advantage in starting in the dark, timing the
the departure so as to arrive at dawn.

[It is a curious coincidence that since the notes above
were written, the official Eye-witness records an attack
by our aviators on a town in Flanders, which was timed
to arrive at dawn^ in just the manner indicated.]

Flying
Not only would the aeroplanes have a good chance

of getting there without their advent being expected

and anticipated, but they might safely fly low for the

first hour or two, and thus might carry a bigger load

of bombs and petrol than they could do if compelled

to fly high to avoid being hit, and they would not

have to waste perhaps half an hour or so in climbing

to a safe height before starting out over the enemy's

lines.

Having dropped their bombs, and being relieved

of the weight of petrol expended during perhaps two

and a half hours' flying in getting there, the machines

would be so lightened that they could climb to a very

great height soon after starting on their return

journey, and so could get back over the enemy's coun-

try without being seen on the way, and thus they

could minimise their chances of having their retreat

cut off by enemy aeroplanes on approaching their own
lines.

As mentioned above, the success of such raids by

uig-ht or any other long-distance raid, for that matter

—and the safety of the pilots in any for-m of night-

flying depends entirely on the reliability of their

engines. Fortunately,' we are able to obtain quite a

goodly supply of sufficiently trustworthy engines from

France, and before long we shall have supplies of

British-built engines coming through—if, indeed, the

first batches are not already being delivered. The
fact that we have not had an unlimited supply of

home-made engines is another sin to be laid at the

door of that noxious establishment the Royal Aircraft

Factory, which, as it did with various promising
makes of aeroplanes, set itself out at the start to con-

demn everything of British origin which was not of its

own devising.
Four years ago at least the Green engine had already

showed its ability to stand up to severe tests, but,

instead of encouraging its makers with small orders

for existing types, and asking the firm to produce
bigger engines with more cylinders, the R.A.F. people
laid themselves out to prevent the naval and military
authorities from buying these engines—presumably
because, as in the case of aeroplanes, they had some-
thing of their own they wanted to develop. Unfor-
tunately for them their own encfine proved a failure,

and it is only during the last few months that they
have succeeded in producing one which gives some-
what more power for its weiirht than the 70-h.p.
Reniult from which it was cribbed, and, naturally,
duplicates of it cannot be delivered in quantities for
some time. Even when thev do begin to arrive in
numbers it seems that an eneine somewhere in the
retrion of 80 h.p. is only about half the size required in
any machine which is to be of real use for war, accord-
ing to modern ideas, except in single-seater scouts,
to which the Renault-type engine has never yet been
adapted.

If, on the other hand, the Green and one or two other
promisinfr eneines of the early d-^vs, such as the
F;.N.V.. hid been enconrao-ed. we mip-ht by now h^ve
been producing eno"(rh first-class enoinp'; to supply
ourselves and nur Allies as well. In the Green, at any
rate, we should have had at least the equivalent of the
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loo-h.p. six-cylinder Mercdd^s, whicli is used in prac-
tically all modern German machines, an engine whose
reliability is at once the envy and the despair of every
pilot who is up against it.

Even two years ago or less the error could have been
put right, but no effort was made to encourage British
industry, and even firms who were prepared to lay
down plant and make the best French engines in this
countr^^ and offered to do so if they were guaranteed
absurdly small orders, were skilfully "boomed off."

However, officers in both Services, who find diffi-

culty in obtaining absolute reliability in engines of

British make, must lay the blame on the scheming
of self-seeking civilian officials and the stupidity of

a grossly incompetent Minister of State, and not on
unfortunate manufacturers, who are trying to do two
years' work in three months. Deaths and injuries
through engine failures must not be laid to the charge
of an industry which has had to fight hard for its

bare existence against official discouragement.
Anti Air-Raid Flying.

Apart from offensive work, night-flying is of equal
importance for defence, and here, it is worth noting,
continued reliability of the engines is not so extremely
important, and therefore we have still better chances
of success. Of course, the engines used must be suffi-

ciently reliable for the pilots to depend absolutely on
their not stopping while they are in the air, but
whereas in long-distance raids it must be possible to

rely on an engine running without a falter for five or
six hours at a stretch every time it is asked to do so,

for defensive purposes only it is almost enough if an
engine can be relied upon for between an hour and two
hours.
That is to say, the defender's engine only has to

keep going so long as the enemy aeroplane is over
his territory, whereas the enem^^ has to get there and
back.
For several reasons the defensive side of night-flying

is the more pleasant, provided always that a proper
scheme of defence is organised. The worst part of the
job is, obviously, sitting and waiting for something to

turn up. For instance, if some cross-eyed Territorial
sentry on the East Coast mistakes the steam of a

distant train shining in the moonlight for the dim form
of a Zeppelin, and imagines that the upward glare
from the open fire-door of the engine is a spy on the
ground signalling its whereabouts, and insists that the
rximbling of the wheels was the sound of its propellers
—it is always the propellers and never the engines
that are audible to rustic ears—it must be a trifle try-

ing to the tempers of some far-distant detachment of

our defensive aircraft, to whom the advent of a great
aerial invasion has been signalled, to ha\'e to sit up
all night waiting for the sentry's vision to materialise
in their particular direction. Still, it is all part of

the game, and may be made to play a useful part in

the training of the flying Services.

A Matter of Training.

It has been suggested that on the occasion of such
an alarm the pilots told off for duty for that particular
night should all turn out and make a short practice
flight, and that the time occupied by each machine
between the alarm and actually leaving the ground
should be taken with a stop-watch, the said time being
dulj' logged so that it might set a standard to be im-
proved upon on the next occasion. vSmartness in

turning out should be as much a test of the value of

an officer and the crew attached to his machine as it is

of the value of a fire-engine detachment
;
and, as sug-

gested last week, it should not take more than a
minute to get off. A Zeppelin travelling with the wind
would probably be doing over 60 miles an hour, which
means an extra mile to go for every minute's delay.

It seems reasonable to assume that, in the event of

a Zeppelin raid on any important place, the scheme

of attack would be to get to windward of the point
on which bombs were to be dropped, and then drift

down wind with the engines stopped so as to approach
in silence. When attacked by defensive aircraft, or

by guns on the ground, the airship would presumably
go full speed ahead down wind to get out of range, or

out of the neighbourhood of pursuit, as quickly as pos-

sible, and would then turij for home in the dark over
open country, going back by a circuitous route and
carefully avoiding any place where searchlights, high-
angle guns, or aeroplanes were likely to be stationed.

For example, in attacking London, airships would
probabl}^ cross the East Coast as high up as possible

to avoid being heard, and would certainly not drop
bombs on the way. They would keep over the least

populous districts, avoiding all big towns, and would
work round to windward before starting to drift. The
assumption is that if there were a west wind they
would come in from the Hammersmith end, and would
clear off to the south, rather than risk having their

retreat cut off' by the East Coast defences, and would
go back up the Channel and across France. If a num-
ber of ships came over they would probably spread out
considerably on the return journey so as to divide the
pursuing forces, and thus our various defensive air-

craft bases would possibly all have a chance of adding
to the bag, which, with an^^ luck at all, shoiild be a

fairlj' big one.

The Need for Practice.

The great thing is that all officers told off for the
pursuit of airships should have plenty of practice in

night-flying. There is no need to take unnecessary
ri-ks by flying on windy or misty nights, but everj'

calm evening some practice should be carried on, for,

properly managed, there is very little danger about the
work.

In the very early experiments at Hendon the risks

were much greater than they need be now. No one
then rejoiced in illuminated instrument-boards, so the
])ilots had to fly more or less by their sense of balance,
which is veiy seldom acute enough to be trustworthy
in the dark, or else they had to watch the movement
uf the elevators, or engine cowls, and their wing-tips,
past the stars, or the more distant lights on the
ground. When they were starting and landing they
had to risk being blinded by searchlights on the roofs

of the sheds, and their best guides were the small
lights along the railways and the bigger ones on the
pylons.
Those who have flown over Salisbury Plain have

told me that when over big, dark, open spaces on a
clear starlight night one can see the ground quite
clearly—roads, fields and farms, and even whether
land is grass, corn, or plough being quite visible

—

and that landing by the light of a petrol flare on
ground which one knows to be properly prepared is

not at all difficult.

The late Major Raleigh, whose much regretted death
deprives the R.F.C. of one of its most valuable officers

and most earnest workers, did a great deal of night-
flying, making journeys from Netheravon even as far

as Salisbury and back in the dark. Various naval
officers have also flown in the dark over the water,
notably Squadron-Commander Travers, R.N.—as he
now is—who made a remarkable flight at midnight
over the Fleet during the Mobilisation Review, on a
vSopwith bat-boat, and alighted unexpectedly with
some commotion but without mishap while his illu-

minated aneroid Still informed him that he was 300
feet UD in the air.

In Germany also there have been, during the past
year, many long flights at night, apparently without
serious accident, the duration and distance records of
Herren Bohm, Stoffler, Landmann, Basser, and others
involving many hours of flying in the dark.
Apparently this type of flying suits the German tem-
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perament better than feats involving greater quickness

ol thought, such as the breaking 01 speed records and
looping the loop—though Herr Schiller's flying on a

small D.F.W., which did something like 115 miles an
hour, must not be forgotten. With engines guaranteed
to run as long as the petrol supply lasts, and aeroplanes

which are so solidly built that they can be allowed

to come down all anyhow from a height of 30 or 40
feet without smashing the fuselage and damaging the

pilot, the pertinacious German is apparently game to

go into the air in the dark and stop there lor hours

—

which suggests that a night raid by aeroplanes on
London is quite as much a i^ossibility as a raid by
airships, and emphasises the desirability of giving our
younger pilots plenty of practice in night-flying.

It must be remembered that the aviator who goes
chasing hostile aircraft at night is not likely to return

to his point of departure to land, for if he fails to

catch his enemy he will probably wander about look-

ing for him till his petrol is exhausted and he has to

come down wherever Fate has led him. This indicates

the need for the fitting of a really good _head-light on
every machine intended for 'night-work, for such a

light, though perhaps not strong enough to show the

pilot when high up what the land below him was like,

would at any rate give him a few seconds' warning of

what he was going to run into after touching the

ground and allow him to brace himself to the shock
;

and at a height of fifty or sixty feet would even show
the character of ground on which he was going to

land. Also it should show tree-tops in time to avoid
them.

Fitting an adequate light under the body adds very
considerably to head-resistance and slows the machine
several miles an hour. Also, oil covers 'th6 glass and
decreases the power of the light. It therefore seems
advisable to fit the light inside the fuselage, the glass

forming a clean joint with the breast of the body.
Over the glass should be a sliding shield to keep it

clear of oil, and this shield should be made so as to

spring back when the pilot switches on the light.

An air-speed indicator—of the Ogilvie type—with an
illuminated dial will show the pilot whether he is

diving or climbing too steeply, and a clinometer fixed

crosswise on the machine, and likewise illuminated,

will show whether the lateral balance is being main-
tained correctlj^. I have not heard whether Mr.
Ogilvie has succeeded in illuminating his famous piece

of string for night-work, so as to show whether the
machine is taking the correct bank on a turn, or is

yawing oft" its course, but something might be done
with luminous paint in this direction. Luminous
paint would have the added advantage that it would
not dazzle the pilot as does even the reflection from
the little shielded lights of an instrument-board.
Some time ago I was shown a kind of weather-vane

working vertically as well as horizontally and in-

tended to fulfil the purposes of Mr. Ogilvie's string.

This vane operated a dial, which could he illuminated
for night-flying, and should be very useful just at

present. I cannot now remember who was the inventor,
and if this happens to meet his eye he will be doing
me a favour if he will communicate with me.

Naturally, when actually landing, the instrument
lights would be switched off and the head-light
switched on, so that the pilot would have a dead black
mass of the machine in front of him to show him

A New Market.
A leading .Spanish aircraft manufacturing firm is anxious to

buy all kinds of material, fittings, stampings, etc., for the con-

struction of aeroplanes and airships in Spain. Their previous

market—Germany—now being effectually closed, they are

.anxious to do trade with this country, subject to official sanc-
tion. Firms not debarred by Government contracts should write

to Senor Camps, whose address will be found on page 115.

clearly the rise and fall of the aeroplane against the

illuminated ground in front. Modern electric head-
lights .are so powerful that the pilot' would be able to

see quite well any object a couple of hundred yards
ahead, and so the danger of a serious smash on land-
ing would be reduced to an outside chance.
The great thing for pilots to remember when landing

under these circumstances is that the crew can almost
always be saved if the pilot makes up his mind to

smash the machine. For example, if a landing is

attempted on what appears to be nice open country,
and just as the machine has slowed down and is almost
touching the ground a stone wall appears ahead, there
is a great temptation to open up the engine and to

try and jump the wall. This will probably mean stal-

ling the machine and a dive from 30 or 40 feet, with
probable death and certain injuries to the crew. Or it

may mean hitting the wall with the chassis and a

crumpled mass under the engine—assuming the
machine to be a gun-cari'ying "pusheir"—at the other
side of the wall. On the other hand, a wrench with
tail and ailerons to one side merely results in wiping
oft" the cha.ssis and probably smashing the wings on
one side and the tail-booms, which is much cheaper
tlian the other alternatives.

One should never forget that M. Helen smashed a

Nieuport nineteen times in succession—and repaired
it himself every time—in learning how to land properly
on a wing-tip. Finally he reduced such landings to a
fine art, and was able to get down on one occasion into
a wee field about the size of a tennis-court—and that
on a heavily loaded So-mile-an-hour monoplane.
The most fatal mistake would be to tell off a num-

ber of keen young officers for anti-aircraft defence and
allow them to go up in the dark for the first time when
an attack actually takes place. Not only would they
be far less effective in their attack on the enemy, but
many of them would certainly be injured in descend-
ing, or even in starting; whereas by giving them
plenty of training, in small doses at a time, on aero-
2)lanes properh^ fitted up for the work, they would run
very little risk, they would gain confidence, they would
acquire very valuable experience, and they would be-
come much more valuable as ordinary pilots by reason
of that experience.
Regular drill and organisation accustom one to any-

thing. An old foolishly-wise saying states that' "eels
get used to being skinned." By force of custom night-
flying certainly loses its terrors and, in consequence,
its risks. "Let everything be done decently and in
order," as the Prayer-book says. 'The Squadron-Com-
mander whose officers and men are trained to do every-
thing by numbers is a wiser man than he who believes
that "it is all done by kindness," or he who tries to
run a squadron by barking at it. By the way ! Have
you heard of the most highly disciplined battalion of
Kitchener's Army? The battalion was on parade the
other day when the colonel's dog ran out and barked
twice—and the regiment promptly formed fours.
Flying in the dark after hostile aircraft should not,

at this date, be regarded as a species of forlorn hope,
but rather as a regular part of a pilot's "post-graduate"
education ; for the time is not far distant—after the
war is over—when any long cross-country journey for
the purpose of ordinary passenger conveyance will be
made chiefly in the dark, just because the air is

steadier during the night.—C. C. O.

Deliveries of "The Aeroplane."
Complaints as to the difficulties of obtaining The Aeropt.ane

by first newspaper delivery on Thursday mornings still continue

to come in, particularly from the West and North-West of

England. The Manager will be very greatly obliged if

readers who experience such difficulty will communicate with

him at once, at 166, Piccadilly, W., describing the circum-

stances.
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Naval and Military Aeronautics.
GREAT BRITAIN.

From the "London Gazette," January 26th, I9I5.

WAR OFFICE, January 26th.

Regular Forces.—Establishments.—Royal Flying Corps

(Military Wing).—Tlie undermentioned appointments are

made :—Flying Officers to be Flight Commanders. Dated

January isth, 1915 : Lieutenant R. O. Abercromby, the Gordon

Highlanders, and to be temporary captain ; Lieutenant W. G.

S. Mitchell, the Highland Light Infantry, and to be temporary

captain ; and Captain J. R. C. Heathcote, the Queen's Own
Cameron Highlanders.

Flying Officer.—Captain T. W. C. Carthew, 4th Battalion

the Bedfordshire Regiment, and to be seconded. Dated January

1st, 1915.

Supplementary to Regular Units or Corps.—Royal Flying

Corps (Military Wing).—Second Lieutenant (on probation)

George C. N. Nicholson is confirmed in his rank.

• • •

A Supplement to the "London Gazette" of January 26th, pub-

lished on January 27th, contains the following military ap-

pointments :

—

WAR OFFICE, January 27th.

Regular Forces.—Establishments.—Royal Flying Corps.

—

The undermentioned appointments are made :

—

Central Flying School.—Instructor—Lieutenant (temporary

Captain) H. Le M. Brock, the Royal Warwickshire Regiment,

a flight commander, Military Wing, vice Captain D. Le G.

Pitcher, 39tli King George's Own Central India Horse, Indian

Army. Dated January 22nd, 1915.

Military Wing.—Flying Officer.—Second Lieutenant Harold

Blackburn, Special Reserve. Dated August 29th, 1914.

• * «

A Second Supplement to the "London Gazette" of January

26th, published on January 28th, contains the following mili-

tary appointment :
—

WAR OFFICE, January 28lh.

Regular Forces.—Establishments.—Royal Fljing Corps

(Central Flying School).—The undermentioned appointment is

made :

—

Instructor—Lieutenant (temporary Captain) Lord G. Welles-

ley, Grenadier Guards, a flight commander, Military Wing,
vice Captain G. B. Stopford, Royal Artillery. Dated December
19th, 1914.

• • •

From the "London Gazette," January 29th, 1915.

WAR OFFICE, January 29th.

Regular Forces.—Establishments^—Royal Fljing' Corps
(Military Wing).—The undermentioned appointment is made :

—

Flying Officer—Lieutenant D. Corbett-Wilson, Special Re-

serve. Dated October 9th, 1914.
• « «

A Supplement to the "London Gazette" of January 29, pub-

lished on February ist, contains the following military appoint-

ments :

—

WAR OFFICE, February ist.

Regular Forces.—Establishments.—Royal F"lying Corps

(Military Wing).—Wing Commander : Brevet Major (temporary

Lieutenant-Colonel) F. H. Sykes, 15th (the King's) Hussars,

a General Staff Officer, first grade, and to be temporary colonel

whilst employed as Second in Command of the Royal Flying

Corps. Dated December 21st, 1914.

Flying Officer : Second Lieutenant M. McB. Bell-Irving,

Special Reserve. Dated December 29th, 1914.

Supplementary to Regular Units or Corps.—Royal Fly-

ing Corps (Military Wing).—The undermentioned temporary

second lieutenants to be second lieutenants. Dated January

ist, 1915 : F. W. Polehampton, from 14th Reserve Regiment

of Cavalry ; E. G. S. Walker, from 6th (Service) Battalion the

Border Regiment.

The undermentioned to be second lieutenants (on probation) :

Stanislause Cruess Callaghan. Dated January 15th, 1915.

William Arthur Grattan Bellew. Dated January 17th, 1915.

Vyvyan Arthur Hemming RoReson. Dated January iSth, 1915.

Dated January 25th, 1915 : Montague Vivian Morgan, Frank

Jolly, Alan Mushet Morison, and Thomas E. Robertson.

NAVAL.
The following appointment was made at the Admiralty on

January 28th :

—

A. G. Evans, M.B., to the "Pembroke III," for Royal Naval

Air Service, to date January 27th.

* * •

The following appointments were made at the Admiralty on

January 29th :—
The undermentioned have been entered as probationary flight

sub-lieutenants, with seniority January 28th, and appointed to

the 'Pembroke III," for Royal Naval Air Service: C. Tolle-

mache, M. Hood, W. H. Dunn, and L. H. Foster Irving.

* * *

The following appointment was made at the Admiralty on

January 30th :

—

Chief Petty Officer H. R. Hopperton has been promoted to

the rank of probationary flight sub-lieutenant, with seniority

January iSth, and appointed to the "Pembroke III," for Royal

Naval Air Service.
* •

The following appointment was made at the Admiralty on
F'ebruary ist:—Temporary Surgeon, W. L. Anderson, M.B.,

to the "Pembroke III.," for Royal Naval Air Service, to date

January 31st.
* *

The Secretary of the Admiralty makes the following an-

nouncement :

—

The Naval General Staff, Petrograd, communicate the fol-

lowing :—On Monday morning a Zeppelin appeared above

Libau and had time to drop nine bombs on the undefended

part of the town, and after being fired at by the forts the

Zeppelin fell into the water. Small craft were sent out and
destroyed the Zeppelin and took the crew prisoners.

[The vessel 'has since proved to be a Parseval.—Ed.]

One hears indirectly that in the raid on Dunkirk on January

loth by German aeroplanes, of which it was reported in the

daily papers that they were put to flight by Belgian and

French aeroplanes, the defence of Dunkirk, was in fact, under-

taken by a solitary British aeroplane belonging to the Royal

Naval Air Service, the others presumably being out on recon-

naissance elsewhere. The crew of this machine tackled seven

Germans and was at one time actually engaged with three of

them at once. Only one of them showed any real fight, but it

was faster than the British machine and eventually got away
after being hit in several places.

»

A man on one of the destroyers which took part in the action

in wihich the "Bluaher" was sunk writes: —"We lowered one

of our own whalers and were proceeding to pick up some of

the enemy when one of their aeroplanes appeared in the sky

and commenced to drop bombs upon us. They fell in all direc-

tions, some in front and some behind. With our winged 'pal'

(a damaged British destroyer) we commenced to steam away,

and our whaler's crew had a truly miraculous escape
;

yet, in

spite of the aeroplane, we rescued one of the enemy. I said

to ihim, 'You won't fight any more.' In reply he said: 'Very

good
;
you English very good. Thank you. I have an aunt

at Tottenham. '

"

[One would judge from this that the aeroplane's crew were

under the impression that our destroyers were picking up men
from a sunken British ship, though, of course, in purely

scientific war it might be policy to destroy or damage an

enemy ship even when it was engaged in picking up one's own
men, much as on land one shells a building held by the enemy
although one knows it contains prisoners and wounded of one's

own.—Ed.]
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T/m^ IS what our Students are always saying.

THE SAFE, CERTAIN
SEAPLANE SCHOOL.
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^ICTURE to yourself eight square miles of ideal flying ground,

a perfectly organised and equipped institution to ensure your
making the fullest use of it, and actually more flying weather

than any other place in England. Is it any wonder that everyone is

talking about the Flying School on Lake Windermere ?
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The Northern Aircraft Company, Ltd., Bowness-on-Windermere.
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The BRITISH WRIGHT Co., Ltd.

In view of the arrang-ement made between the Treasury
and the British Wright Co., Ltd., in respect to the free
use by the Navy and the Army of the British Wrig-ht
Patents, the Directors of the Company beg to notify all

British Manufacturers that machines embodying the con-
structions so patented, may be freely manufactured in
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f^irFo^'We crew of a ship irrtlreTame action writes :

—"While

!t|iie rescue worli was in progress a Zeppelin appeared, but

Idropped no bombs, paying great respect to those vessels that

were equipped with anti-aircraft guns."
' [This should be compared with the paragraph above which

mentions an aeroplane. Possibly both were present.—Ed.]
* If *

The following extract is from a story told by, not to, a

Marine, who was in tlie same Naval action :

—"One of our

cruisers went after a Zeppelin that had been witnessing the

fight, ar.d brought it down splendidly." [Apparently Admiral

Beatty forgot to mention the matter.—Ed.] ;

MILITARY. / .

The following passages in tlie descriptive account which has

b^;en communicated by an Eye-Witness present with General

Headquarters continuing and supplementing the narrative pub-

lished on the 25th ult. of the movements of the British Force,

deal with aircraft :

—

January 23rd.

On Tuesday, the 19th, the chief event was a successful
' aerial raid carried out by us against Ghistelles, some 12

miles to the west of Bruges. In spite of very misty weather

and a certain amount of wind our aeroplanes reached their

destination about davv^n, and flying very low dropped several

bombs on certain sheds which formed their objective. Ex-

actly what damage was done it is not possible to state, but

it is known to have been considerable.

Friday, the 22nd, was sunny, with some frost and not much
wind ; in fact, as perfect a day for aviation as c^n be ex-

pected at this time of year ; and the Germans took advant-

age of the weather to make an aerial raid on a large scale

against Dunkirk. The details are as follows :

—

One of our aeroplanes—a single-seater—was on patrol

duty, when the observer saw several hostile machines ap-

proaching. He at once gave chase to the first hostile ,machine

and opened fire on it. Meanwhile two other British

machines started from the ground. It took them some little

time to ascend the height of 6,000 feet at which the action

in the air was proceeding, during which the British machine
which had been on patrol had succeeded in driving off with

its fire the two leading German machines. Ten others, how-
ever, had come up by the time that the three British

machines were all in action. Alter the Germans had dropped

several bombs over the harbour and town the whole turned

and flew back towards their lines. Our aeroplanes pursued

and brought down one German machine by a bullet through

one of its cylinders. The aeroplane was captured, together

with its pilot and observer and eight une.xploded bombs.

The observer was armed with a double-barrelled pistol for

firing chain shot. In face of the heavy odds against them

this feat on the part of our aviators was distinctly meritori-

ous. The damage done by the raiders was slight.

[This, of course, refers to the incident reported last week,

the officers concerned being Capt. Holt (on a Martinsyde scout]

and Capt. Mills and Lieut. Morgan, whose mounts were not

mentioned by our informant.—Ed."|

* *

The following passage in the descriptive account which has

been communicated by an Eye-Witness present with General

Headquarters, continuing and supplementing the narrative

published on the 28th ult., of the movement of the British

Forces and the French Armies in immediate touch with it,

deals with aircraft :— January 27th.

On Saturday, the 23rd ... on the right, in the neigh-

bourhood of the La Bass^e Canal . . . our guns also forced
*

an observation balloon to descend, and drove off two German
aeroplanes. A new tj'pe of machine approached our lines.

Its novel shape evidently misled the German gunners, for on

Its return they opened fire on it until it signalled its identity

by star-lights.

* * *

The obituary column of the "Morning Post" for January
30th contained the following :—
CRAWFORD-KEHRMANN.—Killed in action, on January

24th, "heir "Armentieres, Lieut. J. Crawford-Kehrmann, 3rd

Batt. Rifle Brigade, aged 28 years, elder son of Mr. L. and

Mrs. Crawford-Kehrmann.
Lieutenant Jessel Crawford-Kehrmann was born at Durban,

South Africa, on September i6th, 1886. He took his B.Sc.

degree with honours at Manchester University in 191 1, and ob-

tained his commission in the 5th Batt. the Rifle Brigade in ,

1912.

He learned to fly at the Bristol School at Brooklands, taking

his certificate on a Bristol biplane on February 18th, 1913.

*
_

The following obituary notice appeared in the "Times" :

—

- KEATING.—On the 20th January. Killed. Harry Sheehy

Keating, Irish Guards, only son of the late H. S. Keating,

grandson of the late Rt. Hon. Sir Henry Keating, and beloved

grandson of Lady Ward, 16, Cadogan Gardens.

Harry Sheehy Keating was a young Irish sportsman of a

type Wihich is only too scarce. He had lived for some years in

.A.merica and there learned to fly, his certificate being No. 262

on the American list. When, after the death of Mr. Hamel,

Mr. Mackav Edgar gave up the idea of financing the trans-

Atlantic flight, Mr. Keating took up the project, intending to

pilot the machine himself as well as paying the costs of the

journey. Accompanied by Mr. Whittaker, who had worked

out Mr. Hamel's scheme, Mr. Keating visited Germany to in-

vestigate the problems of long-distance flying, as the Germans

had done so much in this direction. It was only with great

good luck that Mr. Keating and his companion managed to

get out of Germany actually after war had been declared.

On returning to England Mr. Keating was appointed on

probation to the Royal Flying Corps, but shortly afterwards

transferred to the Irish Guards, and it was while serving with

this regiment that he was killed. In him the King has lost a

promising young officer, aviation has lost a valuable supporter,

and many of us have lost a good friend.

* * *

The Casualty List published on January 28th includes the

following :—

•

THE EAST COAST AIR RAID.
The following casualty is reported from Great Yarmouth,

January 19th:—Wounded: Poulton, 1269 Private A. J., Essex

Regiment.

[This is the first service casualty caused by hostile aircraft in

the British Isles.—Ed.]
• * •

The funeral of Captain Esm^ Fairfax Chinnery, Coldstream

Guards and Royal Flying Corps, who was killed by a fall in

an aeroplane near Issy on January i8th, took place with full

military honours at Hatchford Churchyard, Cobham, on

Saturday, January 30th. The firing party was supplied by the

Royal Flying Corps and the Last Post was sounded by two

buglers. The service in the church was conducted by the Rev.

L. H. Wellesley Wesley, a former vicar of Hatchford, assisted

by the Rev. H. P. B. Chubb, vicar. Among those present at

the funeral were Mrs. Christopher Stone (mother). Lieutenant

Christopher Stone (step-father). Lieutenant H. Broderick

Chinnery, Miss Felicity Chinnery, Miss Ethel Chinnery, Sir Guy
Fleetwood-Wilson, Sir Henry Samuelson and Lady .Samuelson,

Major Mathieson (Coldstream Guards), Captain Lord George
Wellesley, Major Burch, Major Garden, and Lieutenant Pryce

(Roval Flying Corps).
* * *

B'rigadier-General English was seriously injured in an acci-

dent to a military biplane near Parkhurst, Isle of Wight, on

January 27th. The machine, which was piloted by Lieut.

Thompson, was starting, and it is reported that a wing col-

lapsed near the ground, and the machine overturned. General

English was held in the wreck and sustained a fractured

thigh, a cut hand, and a severe shaking. He was removed
to the Military Hospital, Parkhurst. The pilot escaped with

slight injuries.
* *

An engagement is announced between Major J. H. W.
Becke, Sherwood Foresters and of the Roval Flying Corps,
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eldest son of the late the Rev. J. H. Becke, Beckingham, Lin-

coln, and Annie Peto, only daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Adamson,

Careston Castle, Forfarshire. Major Becke will be remembered

as one of the best fliers of No. 2 Squadron at Montrose, where

he made numerous long and high flights. He undertook the

formation of No. 6 Squadron at Farnborough early last year,

and has done distinguished work on active service.

* * *

An infantry subaltern, writing home from France, says :

—

"Rather exciting here this morning. A German Taube came
round on a tour of inspection and our guns started potting

at it—must have fired about 50 shells without doing any

damage. She sailed round the town about four times and all

round her our shrapnel was bursting in little puffs of smoke.

She then dropped some star shells to show our position and
cleared off. About an hour later the German gunners began

to shell the village ; one shell went through the top storey of

Brigade Headquarters and another made a big hole in the

garden behind our mess. We were being lectured by the CO.
in the orderly room and one or two whistled overhead. How-
ever, they did not keep it up long and no damage was done."

« *

An artillery officer, writing from the war area, says :
—"Aero-

planes are the principal danger, but the moment one is seen

by the look-out man he sounds a shrill blast on his whistle
;

everybody remains stock still without looking up until two

blasts are sounded when it is known that either he has gone

or that it was one of the Allies' aircraft.

"The Germans are as cunning as monkeys. They will fly

over you making a colossal row, the black crosses painted on

their wings plainly visible. They pretend to have missed you
;

but they just mount higher and higher, and return as quietly as

possible, volplaning down as near as they dare without a sound,

and taking pvervthing in. Then, of course, they signal their

gunners, and Jack Johnsons begin to come over groping for

you like a great blindfolded giant. You can hear the shell

coming, buzzing like a lop-sided top, nearer and nearer—then
plop ! into the willow patch on the right of us. They had not

got our line, so we breathed easier again."
» * *

An erstwhile habitu6 of Hendon, now an N.C.O. in the

R..A.M.C. (T.), writing from Northern France, says :

—

"We are billeted in a wheelwright's workshop in a village a

few miles behind the firing line, having a rest before we
seriously get to work. We see nothing but aeroplanes all day.

In fact, on a fine morning the air looks like dear old Hendon
on a Saturday afternoon in the palmy days. The machines
(the English ones), at least those we have seen, are B.E.s,

Avros, Sopwiths and Bleriots, and another 'bus which is like a

large Caudron with a single rudder. It seems a rather slow
'bus, but climbs like the deuce. The B.E.s seem to be the

ordinary old type ; in fact, there seems to be rather a dearth

of 'tabloids' about this particular spot.

"It is fine to see our 'buses go right up towards the firing

line, and see little puffs of smoke appear all round, but they

never seem to hit them. The only 'bus brought down near

here was a German, an Aviatik, with two officers on board.

I believe the radiator was pierced—at least, so I was told. I

did not see the 'bus, but it was quite near here that it was
brought down.

"The R.F.C., and the R.F.A. attached thereto, seem to

think this war was got up for their own amusement. They
always come down with a terrific small radius spiral like Man-
ton at his fiercest, and to watch them climb makes strong men
choke.

"To most people every aeroplane, British and French, is a

German, and it is quite amusing to hear staid majors and

colonels avowing that the pious and innocent looking Avro

OFF TO FRIEDRICHSHAFEN.—The three Avro Biplanes (SO h.p. Gnome engines) which were flown by Sqiti

on the ground at Belfort ready to start for Friedrichshafen. The thre
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shouting 'Gnome' as hard as it can, hovering above, is really a

'Taube' of a mostly deadly and church-destroying type. 'It

must be a German, look at his tail,' I heard one dear old

major say, 'our fellows don't have tails' !"

* » *

Apparently in the Klanders war area the Royal Naval Air Ser-

vice and the Royal Flying Corps are working together quite

amicably, and the emulation between the two Services seems

to produce quite good effects. Also one hears rather more of

the doing of the aviators in the Dunkirk section, probably be-

cause Dunkirk is more closely in touch with this part ot the

world than the portion of the line fartlier inland, and possibly

because the R.F.C. detachment in the district is not so much
confined to the regular routine of reconnaissance and fire

control as the rest of the Corps. This routine work is, of

course, of the very highest value to the army as a whole, and

will, one hopes, bring honour and promotion to the officers

who do well, though it does not offer so many opportunities for

individual distinction as does defence work against overwhelm-

ing numbers of enemy aircraft.

FRANCE.
The French official communique of the evening of January

26th says :

—

Yesterday evening, as the result of the violent attack

already mentioned, the enemy succeeded in penetrating our

trenches between Heuriebise and the Foulon Wood (west of

Craonne). They were thrown into complete confusion by

aerial bombs, and we then counter-attacked.

• »

The afternoon's communique of January 27th says :

—

In the sectors of Nieuport and Ypres there has been

artillery fighting. A German aircraft has been brought

down in the lines of the Belgian .Army.

The French official report published on January 29th at 11

p.m. contains the following references to aeronautical matters :

Yesterday, January 28th, in the middle of the night, Dun-
kirk was bombarded by several aviators, who did only in-

significant material damage, but killed or wounded several

persons.

Between eleven o'clock on the night of the 28th and two

o'clock this morning our aviators dropped many bombs on

the German camps in the neighbourhood of Laon, La Fere,

and Soissons.

This morning a German aeroplane was forced to descend

to the east of Gerbeviller. Its occupants—an officer and a

non-commissioned officer—were made prisoners.
* *

Paris, January 30th.

The following passage in the oflicial account covering the

principal events in the war from the morning of January i6th

down to the evening of January 26th refers to aircraft :

—

Notwithstanding unfavourable atmospheric conditions our

aeroplanes regularly undertake reconnoitring duties, and fre-

quently give chase to German aircraft. On several occa-

sions the chase was successful.

On the night of January 22nd our aeroplanes bombarded
the German camps in the neighbourhood of La Fere, and
caused great commotion among the enemy.

» *

The Paris correspondent of the "Morning Post" who has
visited the Eastern section of the French war area writes :

—

"The German heavy guns appear to have been considerably

handicapped by want of aeroplanes at the beginning of hos-

tilities. During the first month or six weeks they were rarely

seen, and consequently the fire of the guns was mainly directed

by the map. .Since then matters have changed. A day rarelv

])asses when two or three German aeroplanes are not seen

\ Briggs, D.S.O., R.N., Flight Commander Babington. D.S.O., R.N., and Flight Lieutenant Sippe, D.S.O.,

Kpinted to the D.S.O. and to the French Legion of Honour for their flight.

R.N.
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shouting 'Gnome' as hard as it can, hovering above, is really a
Taube' of a mostly deadly and church-destroying type. 'It

must be a German, look at his tail,' I heard one dear old

major say, 'our fellows don't have tails'!"

Apparently in the Flanders war area the Royal Naval Air Ser-

vice and the Royal Flying Corps are working together quite

amicably, and the emulation between the two Services seems
to produce quite good effects. Also one hears rather more of

the doing of the aviators in the Dunkirk section, probably be-

cause Dunkirk is more closely in touch with this part of the

world than the portion of the line fartlier inland, and possibly

because the R.F.C. detachment in the district is not so much
confined to the regular routine of reconnaissance and fire

control as the rest of the Corps. This routine work is, of

course, of the very highest value to the army as a whole, and
will, one hopes, bring honour and promotion to the officers

who do well, though it does not offer so many opportunities for

individual distinction as does defence work against overwhelm-
ing numbers of enemy aircraft.

FRANCE.
The French oflicial communique of the evening of January

26th says :

—

Yesterday evening, as the result of the violent attack

already mentioned, the enemy succeeded in penetrating our
trenches between Heuriebise and the Foulon Wood (west of

Craonne). They were thrown into complete confusion by

aerial bombs, and we then counter-attacked.

The afternoon's communique of January 27th says :

—

In the sectors of Nieuport and Ypres there has been

artillery fighting. A Germ.in aircraft has been brought
down in the lines of the Rrl^i.m Army.

The French official report published on January 29th at 11
p.m. contains the following references to aeronautical matters

Yesterday, January 2Sth, in the middle of Uie night. Dun-
kirk was bombarded by several aviators, who did only in-
significant material damage, but killed or wounded several
persons.

^

Between eleven o'clock on the night of the 2Sth and two
o'clock this morning our aviators dropped many bombs on
the German camps in the neighbourhood of Laon, La Fere,
and Soissons.

This morning a German aeroplane was forced to descend
to the east of Gerbeviller. Its occupants—an officer and a
non-commissioned officer—were made prisoners.

* * *

Paris, January 30th.
The following passage in the official account covering the

principal events in the war from the morning of January 16th
down to the evening of January 26th refers to aircraft :—

Notwithstanding unfavourable atmospheric conditions our
aeroplanes regularly undertake reconnoitring duties, and fre-

quently give chase to German aircraft. On several occa-
sions the chase was successful.

On the night of January 2znd our aeroplanes bombarded
the German camps in the neighbourhood of La Fere, and
caused great commotion among the enemy.

The Paris correspondent of the "Morning Post" who has
visited the Eastern section of the French war area writes :

—

"The German heavy guns appear to have been considerably
handicapped by want of aeroplanes at the beginning of hos-
tilities. During the first month or si.\ weeks they were rarely

seen, and consequently the fire of the guns was mainly directed

by the map. Since then matters have changed. A day rarely

passes when two or three German aeroplanes are not seen
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above the French lines. On Friday I saw an Aviatik flying

at a great height, some 7,000 or 8,000 feet up, over St.

Nicholas. A few shots were fired at it, but it treated them with

contempt, and had not even a bomb to spare for the three mili-

tary automobiles which were conveying the party of journalists.

It was probably this same biplane which that afternoon dropped

several bombs on Lun^ville. The inhabitants of that town are

so accustomed to this form of entertainment that they scarcely

deign to notice it. A lady there assured me that she had grown
so accustomed to such explosions that they scarcely made her

jump. 'Really,' she said, 'we are so accustomed to them that

they scarcely startle us more than the iron shutters which the

tradesmen pull down with such a horrid noise every night.

After enduring a German occupation nothing else counts.'
"

[This is interesting. At first the main force of German aero-

planes were evidently operating with the German main attack

through Belgium, and did not trouble about the feint through

Alsace. Now they are seen constantly in Lorraine, which

suggests either that the Germans have more aeroplanes to

spare, which is very probable, or that they expect the Allies'

main attack to be delivered through Lorraine, and are en-

deavouring to anticipate it. If this be so it probably accounts

for the scarcity of German aircraft in the North, the weakness
being masked by the raids in force over Dunkirk, which are

intended to give an impression of their having plenty of

machines to spare.—Ed.~|

* * *

Reuter's correspondent in Paris says that the French diri-

gible "Asura," one of the largest type, left its shed at Issy-les-

Moulinaux on the morning of the 2gth and manoeuvred for

some time over Paris. [This is probably one of the new 900-

h.p. Astras. Her performances will be watched with interest,

as she should be at least as fast as a Zeppelin and able to rise

higher.—Ed.]
•»• * *

The special correspondent of the "Times" reports that an-

other attack was made by aeroplanes on Dunkirk on the even-

ing of the 28th ult. :^"On former occasions, when they have
attacked in the light of day, they have found the town pre-

pared for them, and all the resources of artillery and aeroplanes

have been ready to repel them. On this occasion they at-

tacked by moonlight, hoping thus to approach the town un-

observed. An aeroplane had made a test flight over the town
on Wednesday evening and had succeeded in returning safely

to the aerodrome at Ghistelles.

"On Thursday evening four or five aircraft attacked the

town. It was a clear, moonlight night, but the first indication

of their approach was the whirr of their engines. It was at

first supposed that they were French airmen returning from an

expedition, but the explosion of a bomb quickly destroyed the

illusion. Anti-aircraft guns were quickly in action, and the

sky was illumined with the flash of bursting shrapnel. The
tocsin was sounded, the shops were closed, and in a few

seconds the streets were deserted. Onlv a few officers remained

in the streets to watch the progress of the fight."

* * *

The newspapers report from Nancy that a German aeroplane

flew over the town on January 31st dropping bombs and arrows.

The bombs did no serious damage, but one fell in a schoolyard

and slightly wounded a c'nild. Aeroplanes also visited Pont-i-

Mousson and Lun^ville, and a man was killed at the former

place. One of the two machines which flew over Lun^ville

had its petrol tank pierced by a bullet, and was compelled to

land near Vathimenel. The other escaped into Alsace. On
Friday a German aeroplane dropped bombs on Remiremont.
One fell in front of an infants' school, but nobody was injured.

* * *

His many friends will be glad to hear that M. Louis Noel has

now been promoted from Caporal-Aviateur to Sergeant-

Aviateur, a well merited reward for his strenuous services.

» * «

A telegram to the Paris "Excelsior" from Dunkirk says that

four boys have been killed by a bomb dropped by one of the

German aeroplanes. The boys picked up (he bomb, which

went off while they were examining it.

GERMANY.
A report issued by the German Wireless Press Bureau states :

"Main Headquarters reports this afternoon (Friday, January
29tli) as follows :—In the Western theatre of the war during a

night expedition of one of our squadrons of aeroplanes the

English projt'ision establishments of the fortress of Dunkirk
were attacked. Many bombs were dropped."

* * *

It was reported from Amsterdam on January 27th that, ac-

cording to the Berlin papers, a collision between two aeroplanes

took place in the air above the flying ground at Johannisthal on
the 26th, resulting in the death of three aviators, among them
being two officers. Evidently reports of fatalities at German
flying grounds are not being reported regularly in the German
papers, for, in peace time, Johannisthal alone averaged nearly

a death a week, and since the outbreak of war, when presum-
ably accidents are more frequent owing to hurried tuition and
increased numbers, hardly any accidents have been reported.

* * »

A Reuter message from Amsterdam quotes the following
Berlin statement :

—"The German Parseval airship which flew

over Libau on January 25th did not return."

[It is interesting to note the Germans allege the aircraft

which came to grief at Libau was a Parseval and not a Zep-

pelin. This seems very likely indeed in view of the smallness

of the crew (seven in all), and the No. 19 mentioned in the

Russian report.—Ed."|

*

A newspaper correspondent at Geneva reported on February
ist that after removing the aeroplanes and machinery from
the Aviatik factory at Mulhouse, the Germans have blown up
the building rather than allow it to become the victim of aerial

attacks on the part of the Allies.

[Readers will remember that the personnel and material of

the Aviatik works were removed east of the Rhine very early

in the war.—Ed.]

The corriespondent continues :—-"The Germans are now
seeking skilled mechanics in Switzerland for employment in the

Zeppelin sheds at Friedrichshafen, where work is still going
on night and day. Especially high rates of pay are offered."

RUSSIA.
The following account of the Zeppelin raid on Libau is sent

by Reuter from Petrograd :—

•

"At ten o'clock on Monday morning Zeppelin No. 19 appeared

over the town and dropped several bombs. It then turned away
with the intention of making off towards the south, but was hit

by the Russian guns and fell into the water about a mile from

the shore near Sernaton. A number of Russian vessels at once

rushed out upon the enemy and began a furious bombardment
of the Zeppelin. The fight, however, w^as of short duration,

and after having replied with a few rifle shots the crew of the

Zeppelin, consisting of a captain, three officers, and three

sailors, gave themselves up. An attempt was made to take the

Zeppelin in tow, but this was found impossible, and the dirigible

was accordingly destroyed.''

[L.Z. 19 (Zeppelin shop number) was Ersatz Z.I. in the

military series, and was wrecked in June last. On the other

hand, L.Z. 25 was the military Z. IX., and was turned out in

July last, so that if a Z. XIX. existed it would indicate ten new
Army Zeppelins, apart from those taken over by the Navy, all

built since July, which is scarcely humanly possible.—Ed.]
*

The "Times" special correspondent at Warsaw reports that

about 3 o'clock in the afternoon of January 26th a German

Taube flew majestically over the main street of the town and

was evidently making a reconnaissance when a Russian bi-

plane rose to engage it, and for 30 minutes the inhabitants

watched the two machines at a height of 3,000 ft. above the

main thoroughfares manoeuvring around each other and ex-

changing s'hots. The Russian aviator attempted to lure the

German outside the town, where the Russian batteries might

fire without fear of their shells falling into Warsaw. - The

German declined to- be enticed, however, and, after as fine an

exhibition of flying as has ever been witnessed, the Taube

gained a high level and departed westward.
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DENMARK.
It was reported from Copenhagen on January 29th :

—

"Since the submarine attack on the German cruiser 'Gazelle'

in the Baltic a few days ago reconnaissances have been daily

made over these waters by German airships. Airships are

observed every day, from the southern Danish islands, travel-

ling eastwards. One of the aircraft seen was a dirigible of

new shape, entirely different from Zeppelins of the ordinary

type.

"

[Photographs published in the daily press last week show an

airship over Danish waters which appears to be a Parseval,

or possibly a Gross, with the car built very close up to the

envelope, so that it looks almost like a Forlanini.—Ed.]

SWITZERLAND.
The "Daily Chronicle" Zeppelin expert telegraphs :

—

"Geneva, January 27th.—The newest Zeppelin left Friedrichs-

hafen this morning. It is stated that Count Zeppelin was

aboard for the purpose of saluting the Kaiser on his birthday,

after which he will join the North Sea Zeppelin Fleet."

[There is something quite Shakespearean in "the newest

Zeppelin." It reminds one of "the most unkindest cut of all" !

Another account calls it "the latest and strongest."—Ed.]

HOLLAND.
The Amsterdam correspondent of the "Times," writing on

January 22nd, says :—
"The affront put upon Holland by the passage over her

territory of the German airships has thrown a serious strain

Oil the determination of the country to remain neutral. It is

not, however, to be expected that this strain will prove over-

great. The incident will be closed with diplomatic explanations.

Neither the Government nor the people of the Netherlands will

have any belief in those explanations, or will ever be brought

in their hearts to regard the action of the German airships as

anything else than a gross and deliberate discourtesy indica-

tive of a contempt for the feelings of Holland not easy to

bear. But it will be borne, because much larger considerations

compel the Netherlands to maintain its neutrality almost at

whatever cost.

[For instance, the supply of corn, copper, and petrol to

Germany ?—Ed."]

MEXICO.
A Reuter message from Washington says that aeroplane

raids, with the dropping of bombs, will be conducted against

Mexico City, according to advices to the Carranza Agency from

Vera Cruz, which says that General Villa's army has joined

General Obregon's for a march on Mexico City.

[Not a very original story. Reuter plus Carranza ought to

be capable of something better. And, besides, who cares about

Mexico ?—Ed.]

SOUTH WEST AFRICA.
A trooper in the South .'\frican Light Horse in German

territory writes:
—

"I think the aeroplanes are our worst

trouble, though I fancy they have not more than two ; but they

visit us every morning and chuck bombs at us. We, of course,

have nothing to reach them. This morning they accounted for

eleven men with one bomb."

U. S. A.

In a letter to the "New York Herald" (Paris edition), Mr.

Morel, the American Consular Agent, thus describes the Ger-

man raid on Dunkirk :
—"One of the eighty bombs dropped on

Dunkirk last Friday fell two metres in front of my house,

killing or seriously wounding several persons. 1 and my son,

who were entering the house at the moment, had a narrow
escape from death. I am, however, only slightly wounded in

the head by fragments of glass."

[This is inserted under U.S.A. partly because the Consulate

is theoretically American soil, and partly because it might
escape notice in a mass of French news, but chiefly for the

sake of making the inevitable remark that bomb-dropping is

generally considered worth while because of its morel effect.

This may save us from receiving the same alleged jest from
some thousands of readers.—Ed.]

EGYPT.
The "Times" reports tliat a British seaplane has dropped

bombs on the Turkish column at bir Muhadet, inflicting losses.

This shows that the Turkish advance has begun, and the in-

dications are that the invaders are taking the coast road.

* * *

It was reported from Alexandria on January 29th that on the

28th an aeroplane reconnoitred, and found the enemy to be
withdrawing from his advanced posts.

* * »

Mr. Hugh Martin, the "News and Leader" correspondent at

Cairo, wired on January 31st as follows:—"An unfortunate
affair is reported from a point on the Canal which I am not at

liberty to mention. A French pilot and British observer on a
French waterplane met with an accident outside our lines, and
were returning on foot by night when they were fired on by
our patrols, who took them for the enemy. Both were killed."

[Possibly this is merely a mangled version of the adventure of

Capt. Stirling, D.S.O., and M. Grail. At any rate one hopes
so.—Ed.]

* *

Apropos the recent adventure of Captain Stirling and Sea-
man-aviator Grail in the Sinai Peninsula. A friend of The
Aeroplane in Egypt kindly sends a copy of "La Bourse
Egyptienne," containing a full account of the adventure given
in a communique issued by the Press Bureau, which is under
the control of the Minister of the Interior. Egypt, unlike
Great Britain, is to be congratulated on her Press Bureau and
her Home Secretary, for the account, which is too long to

translate in full, is excellently written and contains many
interesting details. Captain W. F. Stirling, D.S.O., is an
officer of the Royal Dublin Fusiliers, and was on retired pay
till the war broke out. He and the pilot Grail left the
"Minerva" at 9.45 a.m. on a Nieuport hydro-aeroplane to

reconnoitre inland along the Wadi Araba, which runs from
the Gulf of Akaba to the Dead Sea, starting definitely inland
at 10.5 a.m., at 2,500 feet, the engine runnhig at 1,160 revs,

per minute. They turned at 10.45, assisted on their homeward
journey by a North wind. A quarter of an hour from home,
according to the account, "the helix sang less strongly," and
the engine stopped. They were then at 4,700 ft. Grail
brought the machine head to wind, to slow her speed over the

ground, but when low down found there was no wind, so the
speed increased. The floats touched the sand and carried'

away, and the machine stood on her head. Grail was thrown
out, tucked in his head and fell on his back. Captain Stirling-

was pinned in the machine with "his face and chest in the

sand, and his legs forced back above his head, the petrol run-
ning out of the tank into his hair and mouth." Captain Stirling,

"to his joy, heard Grail spitting out sand," so assumed that

he was alive, and he was finally liberated by Grail freeing his

entangled legs through the trap-door in the side of the-

fuselage. (This seems to indicate a new type Nieuport with
the passenger in front.)

It was then 11.15 a.m., and they had 18 or 20 miles to go
through hostile country. So at 11.20 they started, leaving

the machine "with its tricolour rudder still waving proudly in

the air." At 3.15 p.m. Grail caved in, and Captain Stirling

went on alone, leaving his -water-bottle with Grail, and reached
the sea after many adventures at 7.15 p.m. At 8 p.m. he was
picked up by the "Minerva's" searchlights and taken aboard.

Grail reached the coast late at night, and at 6 a.m. awoke and
looked for the ship. A search party went inland to find him,

but naturally failed to do so, and finally he was discovered by
the searchlight at midnight, having been without food since

the morning of the day before. The complete account is full

of thrills and humorous touches, as the quotations show, as

well as information. Can one imagine our own Press Bureau
doing anything half as good? Incidentally the details indi-

cate, as surmised from the first account, that the pilot had not

acquired the art of pancaking at a stand-still. Seeing that the

machine was a Nieuport, Mr. H^l^n's famous wing-tip trick

might have been even more useful.
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The Flying Services Fund.
The amount receivL-d to date for thi' above fund is

j£'5,5S7 8s., and for last week the sum subscribed was

^803 1 6s.

Small subscriptions would be much appreciated. Anyone

who wishes can have one of the special lists for the collec-

tion of subscriptions on application to the Secretary, Royal

Aero Club, i56, Piccadilly, W.

The R.N.A.S. Comforts Fund.
The cash contributions to the R.N.A.S. Comforts Fund

show a satisfactory increase during the past week, the amounts

being:—^Comm. R. Newton, R.N., ^"s 55.; Mrs. Morrison

Bell, ; Mrs. and Miss Brancker, ;^"s ;
Employees White and

Thompson, Ltd., £2> ^S^- ; Mrs. C. Macdonald, ^"3 3s. ;
Miss

Gillson, jQj, 3s. ; Miss F. Watson, £2 2S. ;
Miss Lever,

2s. ; Miss Alice Lever, £2 2s. ; W. G. Leete, £1 is. ;

Miss Dunn, £1 ; Mr. F. Love, ^'i ; Miss de Castro, los.
;

H. de Cruz Oarus, los. ; Tom Milner, los. ; Aero Workers,

Vickers, Ltd. (12th contribution), 8s. 6d. ;
Woodworkers,

Vickers, Ltd. (7th contribution), 6s. ; Miss G. Sprules, 5s. ;

lotal for week, ;£j37 2s. 6d. ; total to date, £70^ 16s.

The supply of socks and mufl'lers is well maintained, but

there is a marked shortage of sweaters, cardigans, jerseys,

and underwear. These are urgently needed for the crews of

ilie seaplane-carrying ships, and as underwear especially has

to be bought, as it cannot be made by amateur workers,

further cash contributions are needed.

It is a long time since some of the aircraft firms engaged

on Admiralty work sent any contributions, and it is hoped

that these firms will respond handsomely during the present

week. Men working on aeroplanes in comfortable work-

shops are asked to think how they would like to do the same

work protected only by a canvas shield on the deck of a ship

dodging mines in the North Sea in weather such as we are

now having. If every man denied himself his football match

•or cinema show for one week only, it would be possible to

add much to the comforts of the men of the Air Service.

The following is a list of those kindly people who have

sent contributions in kind to the R.N.A.S. Time is lacking

in which to arrange the names alphabetically, but it will be

seen that the gifts have come from all parts of the kingdom.

It is hoped that other readers will follow these good examples.

Rev. H. de Watson, Hatfield Heath, Harlow ; Mrs. Johnson,

Norwich ; Mr. Stainton, Wyndham Place, W. ; Miss Plumbe,

Sheffield ; Mr. C. Finnis, Victoria Street, S.W. ; Com. and Mrs.

Groves (4 consignments), .Admiralty ; Mrs. Leslie, Lindfield
;

Mrs. Saunders (2 cons.), Watlington ;
The Misses Martin (3

cons.), Onslow Gardens, S.W. ; Mrs. Holland, Park Street, W'. ;

Mrs. Kellett, Dalton-in-Furness ; The Hon. Mrs. Morgan (7

cons.), Radnorshire ; Mrs. Sueter, Southsea ; Mrs. W. Levy (4

cons.), Lowndes Square, S.W. ; Mrs. Montifiore, London; Miss

Fox, Sevenoaks ; Mrs. Kay, Hampstead, N.W. ; Mrs. Rolland

(2 cons.). Hampstead, N.W. ; Mrs. Fitzherbert, Kingswear
;

Mrs. Kendal (3 cons.), Portland Place ; Mrs. C. Maude (4

cons.), Southampton Row, W.C. ; Miss Irene Maude, St.

George's Square, S.W. ; Miss Davidson, Ealing ; Miss Booker,

Bedford; Mr. Monckton (3 cons.), Westminster, S.W. ; Mr.

Chapman, Finchley ; Miss Auley, Folkestone; Mrs. Birnstingl

(2 cons.), Kensington, W.
Miss Wilkinson, Golders Green, N.W. ; Mrs. Nicholl, Red-

Tiill ; Mrs. Gordon England, West Kensington ; Mrs. Hether-

ington (4 cons.), Colchester ; .Mrs. Volk (5 cons.), Brighton ;

Miss Harper, Bradford ; Mrs. Cox, Draycott Place, S.W. ;

Miss Disney, Clifton ; Mrs. Paines Baker, Beckcnham ; Mr.

C. White, Rugby ; Mrs. Ash, London ; Mr. C. Booker, Bed-

ford ; Miss Hill Bourne, Finchley, N. ; Mrs. George England (3

tons.), Walton-on-Thames ; Miss Bell (4 cons.), Finchley Road,
N.W.

; Miss Monkman, Berkhamstcad ; Mr. Brooks, C.B.,

Admiralty ; Mrs. Brackenbury (4 cons.), London ; Mr. Rose-
veare (3 cons. ), \\'inche';ter ; Mr. Everitt, East Finchley ; Miss
Bone (4 cons.), Kensington, W. ; Mrs. Alec. Clarke (2 cons.),

Lanark Villas, W. ; Mrs. Percival Barry, Buckingham Gate,

S.W.
; Mr-. Watson, Hull; Lady Samuel, Maidstone; Mrs.

Brouet, Tadcaster
, Miss Williams, Stockton-on-Tees ; Mrs.

Chambers (4 cons.), Finchley, N.

Mrs. and Miss Stocker, Exeter
;
Mrs. Dean, Sutton ; Mrs.

Mastcrman (7 cons.y, Hampstead, N.W. ; Mrs. Warneford (5

cons.), Crewe ; Mrs. Creagh Osborne, Hossell, Woking ; Mrs.

Duff (2 cons.), O.xford ; Miss Cook, Doncaster ; Miss Verney,

Clacton-on-Sea ; Mrs. Morris ; Mrs. Baidler, Edinburgh ; Mrs.

McLaughlin {3 cons.), Ashley Place, S.W. ; Mrs. Reynolds,

Ramsgate ; Mrs. Schwann (2 cons.), Wimbledon ; Mrs. Griffitli,

S. Norwood ; Mrs. King, Southbourne ; Mrs. Russell Flint (2

cons.), Bedford Park, W. ; Mrs. de Zuceator, St. Peter's

Square, W. ; Miss Gilzean Reid, 6g, Grosvenor Street, W.
;

Mrs. Warren Vernon (6 cons.), Edinburgh ; Mrs. Hall, Thrap-
ston ; Mrs. Harkness, Edinburgh ; The Navy League (6 cons.),

Westminster, S.W. ; Miss Dignani, Sheffield ; Mr. Dunn, Cun-
ingham Place, N.W.

{To be continued.)

The Royal Flying Corps Aid Committee.
The winter on the Continent is not half over yet, and the

first batches of garments sent to the R.F.C. must by now be

worn out. Further sums for the R.F.C. Aid F"und are re-

quired, and it is earnestly hoped that every reader of this paper

will send a contribution in cash or kind during the next few

days, to Lady Henderson, Chairman of the Committee, at 8,

Chesterfield Gardens, S.W.
By permission of Lady Henderson, The Aeroplane is able

to publish the following letters selected from among the many
that have been received by the Committee of the Royal Flying

Corps Aid Fund, as showing how much the N.C.Os. and men
appreciate the efforts of those at home on their behalf :—

"Please accept the grateful thanks and appreciation for the

parcels which we have received, from an Air Mechanic who,
you see, has taken the liberty of thanking you personally.

The parcels- have been most useful, and the warm clothing

whicli has been received has been spoken of times out of

number as ibeing splendid, and just what we need, by the

A.Ms, of the R.F.C. Great thought and consideration must
be used by those who decide what to put in the gift parcels.

I have just finished using the shaving soap and tooth paste,

which is of the best.—Believe me to be, yours truly and grate-

fully
'

(Signed) C. R."
"My Dear Committee,—I received your excellent gift yester-

day. Everything in my parcel is truly useful. I wish to con-

vey to you all, dear people, my deep sense of gratitude for

your generosity and kindness in sending me such a lovely gift.

We 'British Tommies' of the (Censored) Corps fear no longer

the rigours of a hard, cold winter than we do the Germans,
when we have such a Committee behind us in Dear Old
England.

"Again thanking you for your kindness, 1 remain,

(Signed) A Grateful To.mmy."
[Tlie Censor who deleted "R.F.C." from a letter to the

R.F.C. Aid Committee must have heen something of a

humorist, or possibly the writer of the letter did it himself by

way of a jest with the Censor.—Ed.]

"Dear Madam, To-day everyone of us has been presented

with a gift from your Committee, and the first thing that I

wish to do is to make use of the pencil and paper which I

found in my package, to write and ask you if you would
please convey my most humble thanks to your Committee for

their very great kindness and sympathetic feeling towards the

men with the British Expeditionary Force. I am sure we
cannot thank the people at home sufficiently for their kind-

ness towards us in sending out such useful and comforting

articles as are contained in the packages, and also for the

woollen goods that were distributed to us a few days ago.

"We all know that our Adjutant acknowledges with thanks

all the gifts sent out to us, but many like myself feel that our

first duty on receipt of such a gift is to thank you and your

Committee again for their great kindness towards us.—Be-

lieve me to be, yours most obediently,

(Signed) A Squadron Sergt. -Major."

In The Aeroplane of January 13th a small list of sub-

scribers was published, among whom the Employes of the

Aircraft Factory were mentioned as having given qs. A
further sum was also received from "Stores" Royal Aircraft

Factory of £2 iis. 6d.
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Aeroplane Y^esign.,— {Continued)
BY F. S. BARNWELL.

First Estimates.

We are now in a position, liaving been given certain re-

quirements, to make a first estimate of weights, deciding in

so doing upon the motor to employ.

The designer is generally required to produce a machine to

carry a certain number of people, petrol and oil for so many

hours' flight at full power, a certain weight of observing in-

struments, perhaps some weapons of offence, fully loaded to be

able to fly at not less than a certain maximum, and not more

than a certain minimum speed, and to climb at not less than

a certain minimum rate.

Probably the simplest course to take in this necessarily brief

outline of designing methods is to assume we have been given

a certain set of conditions and see how we should set about to

try to fulfil them. We shall assume, therefore, that we are

asked to design a machine to carry two people, pilot and

passenger, to fly at So m.p.h. maximum and 40 m.p.h. mini-

mum, to climb at 7 feet per second fully loaded, to carry petrol

and oil for 4 hours, to have a good range of view downwards
for the passenger, to carry a full outfit of instruments, i.e.,

barograph, compass, map case, watches, engine revolution

counter, air speed indicator, inclinometers, etc.

We must, of course, keep everything as small, compact and

simple as possible to maintain strength and avoid weight.

To keep the fuselage weight and head resistance as low as

possible we shall make it a tandem-seated machine.

As a good downward view is required for the observer, we
shall seat him in front of the pilot as far forward as possible.

As the machine must necessarily be of a fair total weight

and of fairly light loading to fly at the necessary minimum
speed, we shall make it a biplane.

Further, we shall give it sufficient stagger for the observer

to be able to see vertically, or nearly vertically, down over the

leading edge of the lower aerofoils.

This will probably mean a rat.her large stagger, so we shall

decide on ailerons for lateral control, these having the further

advantage over warping that they give much better control

power at low speeds (which entails, of course, large values of

i). Warping is equivalent to increasing the i value of one
aerofoil tip ; at slow speeds this may mean no increased lift, as

the machine may already be flying with its aerofoils at their

attitude for maximum lift, but it will mean increased drift

with tendency to spin in the wrong direction. But pulling

down an aileron is equivalent to increasing the camber of

part of the aerofoil, and, hence, will give increased lift at 'any

value for i.

We shall make the Body 20 feet long by 2 feet mean depth

and breadth, and, therefore, of 90 lbs. weight, the weight
decided on before for this particular size.

We must allow 350 lbs. for pilot and passenger in their

flying kit, and 20 lbs. for seating them.
The controls, being not dual and being for ailerons, we shall

take at the lightest weight, 3olbs.

For the full kit of instruments called for we must allow

30 lbs.

This gives us a total weight of Body and contents of 510 lbs.

We now come to rather an impasse, as we cannot get weights

of Aerofoils, Tail Unit and Landing Gear until we have fi.xed

on the engine, and we should like to know the total weight in

order to fix on the engine. So we must make a first choice of

an engine, judging from some previous machine.

We know that with the So Gnome one can make a tractor

biplane to fly at 40 to 78 m.p.h. with 4 hours' fuel and oil,

pilot and passenger, and climb at about the rate we require. We
shall, therefore, need more power than the 80 Gnome for our

machine
;
but, of course, we want to use as low a power as

possible.

Let us try the 80-h.p Lo Rhone. From our weight table for

engines we find that total weight for this motor with 4 hours'
petrol and oil. tanks, mounting, cowling and propeller will be

726 lbs.

We now have total weight less Aerofoils, Tail Llnit and
Landing Gear — 1,246 lbs. There remains to fix on wing

form and loading, and thence Wing, Tail Unit, and Landing
Gear weights.

The total weight Wt will be equal to 1,246 lbs. 4- wG 4-

(w X A) 4- (1/5 w X A) (Fig. 10), where wG = weight (1/14
Wt) of Landing Gear, including Tail Skid, w = weight of

Aerofoils in lbs. per square foot, -and A = total surface of

Aerofoils in square feet. The 1/5 wA is, of course, the Tail

unit weight.

Further we have that wo — 1/14 Wt—
Hence, 13/14 Wt = 1246 4- 1.2 \v!K * (i)

£-STi/viAT£ roR TOTAL WEigHT e.Tr Pi 'a.lO
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Choice of Aerofoil.

Now, for what form of aerofoil to employ and what loading.

The first thing to note is that the machine has to be able to-

fly at 40 m.p.h., or about 59 f.p.s. So the maximum Ky value

for the aerofoils must be such as to give us lift per square foot

at 58 feet per second equal to the total loading per square foot

that we shall choose.

This may seem a small margin to allow for obtaining" the

slow speed, but it must be remembered that at the slow speed,-

and consequent cabr^, or tail-down, attitude of the machine,

there will be a certain amrjunt of added lift from the tail and"

body of the machine, and a slight upward component of pro-

peller pull.

Also we must cut the slow speed as fine as possible to get

the greatest possible high speed.

Now, for 4 lbs. per square foot, total loading at 58 feet per
second maximum Ky must be = .00119.

For 45 lbs. max. Ky must be = .00134.

For 5 lbs. max. Ky must be = .00149.

For 53 lbs. max. Ky must be =- .00164.

.'Ml these being values for a biplane, of course.

We must now consider our high-speed :
—
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The high speed is to be So m.p.h., or 117 feet per second.

Coiicidering it as 120 feet per second we see, of course, that

the Ky vakies for this speed must be of the Ky values

for 58 feet per second, as loading is constant. That is to

say :

—

Ky at 120 f.p.s. must = .233 Ky at 58 f.p.s.

Corresponding Monoplane Values.

We must now, as our machine is a biplane, and our figures

for model aerofoils are for single or monoplane form, obtain

from our tables for effects of gap and stagger the necessary

corresponding monoplane Ky values. We shall assume that

we shall make gap = chord and stagger = about .4 of

chord. We shall, therefore, as sufficiently accurate for the

present, take that Ky biplane = .85 Ky monoplane, as it would

be about .82 for this gap and no stagger, and we obtain abuut

4 per cent, increase of efficiency due to the stagger.

That is to say, the necessary biplane Kys we have found

for different loadings, must be multiplied by 1.18 for mono-

plane tests. We get then :

—

For 4.0 lbs. per sq. ft. loading Ky max. must be

4- 5

5- 0

.00140

.00158

.00176

.00193

and Ky high-speed = .233 of these values as we saw before.

We can now turn to our data sheets for Model Monoplane
Aerofoils and fix upon the best form for our case.

We have to pick out that Aerofoil which, having a maximum
Ky of .00140 or over, will give us the highest value for Lift to

Drift for a Ky value = .233 of its m^aximum value ; that is,

we must consult the curve of Ky value, and the curve of Lift

to Drift on a base of Ky value, for all our data sheets, and
pick out the best Aerofoil for this case.

We shall assume that we have done this and have found

the best Aerofoil form for us to be one which for a maxi-

mum Ky of .0015 gives us, at Ky = .233 of .0015 (or .00035),

a Lift to Drift of 10/ 1. I quote a mythical Aerofoil.

With this Aerofoil we must have a loading of 4.3 lbs. per

square foot.

We must now make a shot at the total weiglit Wt, as we
shall then be able to get a figure for total Aerofoil Area, thence

for Aerofoil weight, thence a figure for total weight, which
must be very nearly the same as our guessed weight, or \\e

must guess again with increased wisdom.
We shall guess, then, that the machine is going to weigh,

fully loaded, 1,900 lbs., and it will, therefore, need liL? q,.

440 square feet of .'\erofoil surface at the 4.3 lbs. per square

foot total loading.

.From our previously determined equation:

—

w = .014 V' A I ^ -

We get that w = .014 v'440 (4 3 ~ w)

whence w = 98 lbs. per sq.ft.

This, then, gives us Aerofoil weight — 430 lbs., and we

Wt 1900 lbs. thi Tailget that — Wt 1762
14

unit weight is 86 lbs.. Landing Gear weight =: 136 lbs., and

of this, again, 7 lbs. is Tail Skid.

This is our guessed weight (I admit that I guessed once

or twice in getting out these figures, but have spared you the

tedium by quoting the right guess at once) ; so we can take

the figures for total weight and wing surface as found.

Definite Design.

We have now fixed weights, surface, 'aerofoil form and

motor, and can proceed with the design.

We shall, as this is a largish machine, choose an aspect

ratio of 6 to i, which gives us 4 aerofoils of 6.15 feet chord

by 17.5 feet "mean" span, which, with the top centre plane of

2 feet span, gives us a total "mean"' span of 37.0 feet, and
our total surface (which is surface of 4 aerofoils -|- top centre

plane), of 440 square feet. I talk of "mean" span, as we
shall employ ends raking at 20-' for our aerofoils.

We must now draw out a side elevation of the body of the

machine with seats, tanks, motor, and tail skid, keeping all
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ITEM w L W^T- (-)
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32. + -4 + •4
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10 -l-'S + -4 28 4
Fkrrol ^TaoK 2q4 ,-S-2 fl-4 1 S30 4-1 2.

6ody qo -G.-7 fooz
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Ooofrols 30 -TS 22 b-

Filol 17b- -8-7 + I-0 IS20 17b-
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the weights as close together as possible. (Fig. 11.) We
shall employ a "non-lifting" Tail plane, that is to say, a form
symmetrical about its central horizontal plane and with this

plane parallel to the axis of the propeller.

I consider this form the safest to emplo}', as it will give no
difference in lift or depression, whether in the propeller slip

stream (when the motor is running) or not (when the motor is

^topped). We shall set the chord of the aerofoils at 3° to the

propeller axis.

We now require to place our Aerofoils and Landing Gear,

less Tail Skid, of course, on tlie body in such a m'anner that

the total reaction on the Aerofoiis, at 3° value for i, passes

through the CG of the whole machine (of this more anon), and
that the centre of the wheel axle of the Landing Gear is about
12" ahead of it.

This, of course, is another trial and error process, and had
best be arrived at as follows :—Draw on a piece of tracing

paper (he side elevation of the .Aerofoils (to same scale as Body,

of course), with correct gap and stagger, also a base line AB
inclined at 3° to the chords. From model figures for the

Aerofbil form mark on chord of each Aerofoil the position of

Centre of Pressure with i 3°
;

join these two points by a

straight line, and on this line mark a point P, 4/7 of its

length from the chord of the lower Aerofoil
;
through this

point P draw a line perpendicular to the aforementioned base

line AB. This line we can take as representing accurately

enough the line of Lift reaction on our biplane, for i = 3°.

Through this same point P draw a line parallel to the Base line

.VB, which will rcprrscnt tin- line of Dynamic Resistance or

Drift of our biplane for i = 3°.

From the figures for our Aerofoil form, we shall measure off,

to some suitable scale, a distance from P on the Lift re-action

line to represent our biplane's Ky value i = 3° and a dis-

tance form P on the Dynamic Resistance line to represent our
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biplane's Kx value at i = 3''. By drawing a parallelogram

and its diagonal through our chosen point P, we now get a

line (this diagonal, of course), which represents the line of

Total Re-action on our Biplane at i = 3".

Note that we take 4/7ths of the inter Aerofoil distance, not 5,

for the top aerofoil does more worli than the lower, in about

the proportion of 4 to 3, at small values for i.

To same scale we must draw on another piece of tracing

paper a side elevation of the Landing Gear.

We must now place these over our body drawing in guessed

fKJsitions, keeping the base line AB on the Aerofoil drawing
parallel to the axis of motor, 'and proceed to make a first cal-

culation for position of CG. For this calculation we shall take

horizontal Moments about the fore end of the body, and

vertical Moments about the axis of the motor, as convenient

datum lines, taking the weights of the various items multi-

plied by the normal distances of their CGs from these datum
lines. We can fix pretty accurately the CGs of the items. 1

suggest taking the CG of the Aerofoils as slightly above the

centre of a line joining the centre points of the lines which

join the centre points of the spars of top and of bottom Aero-

foils ;
slightly above (say ii/2oths above bottom), because the

centre plane and its struts are at the top of the whole struc-

ture. The CG of the body alone may be taken as about 1/3
of its length from its fore end ; the CG of the Tail unit as

ahK)ut I foot ahead of the rear end of the body ; the CG of the

Landing Gear, assuming a form as shown, as lying 12" ahead
of, and 2'' ahiove, the wheel centres ; the CG of a man sitting

as about 12" ahead of the seat back and 12" above the seat

bottom.

The CGs of the other items, tanks with petrol and oil, en-

gine, engine mounting, engine cowiing, seats, controls, instru-

ments, Tail Skid, etc., are easy to fix accurately enough by
inspection.

If our first shot for Aerofoil and Landing Gear position be

out we must slide them to new positions, and try again, till

we get the positions which answer our requirements.

We have now fixed tip our outline design, and it remains to

consider strength and stability, and then to finally check
whether we have sufficient power for the high-speed and for

the climb.

{To be continued.)

The de Haviiland Gun=Carrier.
It is distinctly unfortunate that the first appearance of the

first aeroplane designed by, and constructed under the im-

mediate supervision of, Mr. Geoffrey de Haviiland, now of

the Aircraft Manufacturing Company, Ltd., since he produced

the original B.E. 2 on which the Royal Aircraft Factory's

whole reputation rests, should have occurred during war time,

as one is naturally debarred either from illustrating or de-

scribing in detail many of the improvements instituted by him

in the machine. As, however, the machine is not of a novel

type, one can illustrate its general appearance and comment

upon its performances without conveying any information

about its construction which might be of use to the enemy.

It by no means represents Mr. de Havilland's ideal aero-

plane, but is merely one of a general type required at the

moment, and designed so as to utilise material immediately

available, so that it may be reproduced quickly. In fact,

the machine is a gun-carrying pusher biplane, bearing a strong

family resemblance primarily to the Henri Farman, which may

be called its direct ancestor, and also to its collateral relations

the V'ickcrs gun-carritr and the ill-fated F.E. 2 of the Royal
Aircraft Factory. The likeness to the last-named is particu-

larly interesting because "de H. i" shows how intelligence

may overcome difficulties and produce excellence out of the

same general material from which ignorance produces that

which is worse than worthless.
" de H. 1," which is her official name, is fitted with a

standard 70-h.p. Renault, and being a pusher with triangular

booms of ordinary round steel tube, and the usual network of

wires inseparable from the type, it is very remarkable that her

speed when fully loaded with fuel, pilot, passenger, machine-
gun and ammunition, should be only two or three miles an
hour less than the much vaunted B.E. 2 with the same engine,

and that her climbing rate, though less than the B.E. 2, is

a matter of between 15 and 20 per cent, better than that of

the still more widely advertised B. E. 2c.

Furthermore, this speed and climb is not obtained by fake-

'de H. L"—The new Giin-carrier leceiitly produced by the Aircraft Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
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Front Views of "de H

ments such as stream-line wires and inadequate landing gear,

nor by dangerously weakening the structure of the machine

in order to save weight or head resistance. In fact the whole

machine strikes one as being particularly stoutly built, and

more than adequately strong in every direction.

It will be noted from the side view of the machine that the

tail outriggers are longer than is usual in the type, that there

is a rudder of considerable size, and that there is an adequate

fin over the tail. In addition, the sides of the macelle are

extended down as curtains from the engine bearers to the

trailing edge of the lower plane, so that there is a fin effect

at this point also. In addition, the centre of gravity of the

machine, owing to the placing of the pilot, passenger and

gun, is considerably farther forward than in the F.E.2, so

that the machine has no tendency to spin.

The wings have a decided dihedral, and there is also a

dihedral between the angle of attack of the main planes and

that of the stream-lined tail. As a result the machine is, so

far as can be judged, as inherently stable as the B.E. 2c. ; at

any rate, Mr. de Havilland flew it for seven minutes without

touching the controls, and then only resumed control because

he could see no particular object in leaving the machine alone

any longer.

The fact that he should thus have produced a machine which

has all the advertised qualities of the B.E. 2C, plus the ability

to carry a machine gun, and to climb more quickly in spite

of the added weight, is a feather in the cap of the Aircraft

Manufacturing Co., but what is still more to the credit of

the firm and its desifjner is the fact that the machine can be

reproduced without the delays arising from the necessity of

purchasing almost unobtainable fittings. Everything about

the machine is of the very simplest. There are practically no

special stampings, forgings, pressings or any of the other

irritating details which are breaking the hearts of the un-

fortunate firms who have been persuaded into the aeroplane

industry by promises of orders for B.E. 2cs, and withall "de H.

i" is a better aeroplane.

The chassis, of course, is of the simplest, but it contains a

very effective oleo-pneumatic shock absorbing device of Mr.

de Havilland's design, so that it is particularly suitable for use

on bad ground. Judging from its performance when tested on

.Saturday, the machine is capable of landing very slowly indeed,

but in order to decelerate still further, Mr. de Havilland is

now experimenting with air-brakes fitted just behind the pilot's

seat as shown in the photographs. Those fitted are not yel

considered satisfactory, so they may be left out of considera-

tion in judging the machine as a whole.

It is hoped ere long that some of these machines may be

turned out with the new 8o-h.p. Renault instead of the old 70,

in which case the speed and climb should be very notably in-

creased, and the machine, which is already the fastest gun-
carrying pusher for its power, should become about the fastest

in actual fact. Both the designer and the makers are to be

sincerely congratulated on a very fine piece of work.

Dr. Glazebrook on Stability in War.
Dr. R. T. Glazebrook, in his second lecture on aerial naviga-

tion in its scientific aspect, explained at the Royal Institution

on January 30th how, as the result of elaborate and precise ex-

periments, and calculations, the British aeroplanes now used in

the war were safe and strong enough to bear usage in the

. 1," with air brakes off and on.

field and small accidents in the air. One of our aviators at

the front lately said that he could not bear to see his friends

undergoing dangers and difficulties in the trenches while he

had the soft job of flying up aloft. This was a testimony to

the high degree of stability that had been secured by measur-

ing forces that deflected the machine and by securing complete

control for the pilot through the exact adjustment of the rudder,

the vertical fins, and the form of the wings, which might be

flexible or fitted with movable flaps to resist pressure in certain

directions. [An erroneous idea is suggested here, for there are

very few inherently stable machines in use at the front and

these are by no means favourites, owing to their slow speed

and bad climbing power.—Ed."]

While stability depended much on the skill of the pilot, the

skill required was much diminished in a stable machine. Auto-

matic stability based on gvrostatic and other aids had not

proved satisfactory, but inherent stability was attained through

bringing counteracting forces to bear against gusts and remov-

ing factors causing oscillation. The leverage of the forces that

caused pitching had been measured, and they were now so

negatived that the tendency of a machine, when diving, to

dive at a still more acute angle, was corrected, and it became
stable. Similarly, in yawing, alteration of the tailplane counter-

acted the lateral force and gave stability. Lateral motion was
further regulated by the size and position of vertical fins, but it

was proved that constructing the wings at an angle served the

same purpose as adding a central fin. As to strength, which

was essential to stability, it was significant that machines were
still in use that had been taken out by our Army at the ibe-

ginning of the war. The lecturer pointed out that the stresses

on the machine might be unexpectedly increased in flight, and

allowance had to be made in construction for such a possibility

as a sudden dive, making it necessary to bring the elevator

into instantaneous operation, with a ten-fold multiDlication of

the stresses. [It is to be hoped that some of the hundreds of

rdterations in design which have delayed the deliveries of

B.E.2CS have been made with the object of meeting these

stresses. If so, there are still a good many more alterations

needed.—Ed."]

To an Anonymous Critic.
If that persistent, and occasionally abusive, anonymous critic,

and evidently careful reader, of The Aeroplane, who signs

himself "Albatross," will have the courage to disclose his name
and address, the Editor will be pleased to reply by letter or in

print to his questions and arguments, some of which seem
quite worth answering. The said name and address are de-

sired, not for publication, but as a guarantee of good faith.

One judges from his attitude that he is either 'an employee
of the Royal .Aircraft Factory, or is inspired by someone in that

establishment, which probably accounts for his underhand
method of attack, but better men than he have disdained the

cover of anonymity under similar circumstances in connection
with this paper, and there is no record of any of them suffering

in consequence. An ooen and honest enemy is as much to be
respected as a good friend, and he is frequently more amusing.
Meantime, he is only wasting good paper—and apparently
Government property at that—and is depriving other readers of
the pleasure of a verbal "scrap" which might prove quite
entertaining, for one cannot depart from the fixed rule of re-

fusing to reply to anonymous letters, even when apparently
emanating from official quarters.—^C. G. G.
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Reciprocity.
'

The Mayor of King's Lynn has been informed that it is the

intention of the Government to deal with the damage sustamed

by reason of the recent air raid on King's Lynn m a similar

manner to that adopted in the cases of Hartlepool and Scar-

borough.

It is said that during last week close upon 700 recruits were

enrolled at Norwich and Yarmouth, the best week since the

rush in August and September.

A few more raids by sea and air and we shall really be able

to pass a Compulsory Service Act.

Good Work.

One of the mo^t artistic productions which has resulted from

the aircraft industry up to the P'-«^"V^/he boo det issued

by the Northern Aircraft Companj, Ltd., of Wmdermere,

entitled "About the Seaplane School." It is the work of, the

well-kiown artist, Mr C. Fleming-Williams, who is not only

one of the few people who can draw an aeroplane correctly,

but is a master of pure draughtsmanship where land water

or air are concerned. His little black-and-wh,te_ sketches of

Windermere are themselves gems of black-and-white art Ih^

letterpress of the booklet is produced m a manner worthy of

the illustrations, and the subject-matter of the letterpress is

calculated to convince inquirers as to the efficacy of the schooL

The system of tuition adopted by the school is clearly and

concisely stated, and emphasis is laid on the fact that students

are given an opportunity of "becoming not aeroplane chauf-

feurs, but pilots thoroughly grounded-(should it not be in

this case watered, or, at any rate, baptised )-.n the whole

theory and practice of aviation." An excellent idea at the

school is the use of a hydroplane driven by an air-propeller,

which is used to give students practice in running fast over

water and in judging speeds. Either this hydroplane or a fast

motor-boat is always in hand in case of need.

Naturally, the fact that the school is situated amid the

..lorious scenery of Lake Windermere is an added attraction,

and arrangements have been made for students to be accom-

modated at a first-class hotel at special rates; also as there

is chMppr accommodation in ordinary lodgings in the _distnct,

the proposition offered by the school is distinctly attractive.

Special terms are made for officers of either Service, which

involve a very decided reduction on the amount it is necessary

for an officer "to lay out prior to obtaining his certificate. Also,

those who have already taken their certificates are offered

extra practice at quite reasonable rates. There is a good deal

to be said for the firm's argument that when one has learnt to

fly on a seaplane it is possible to fly a land machme, but that

the converse is not the case. Anyone who is seriously contem-

plating learning to fly is strongly recommended to apply tor

The booklet, and the management of the firm are no doubt

entirely competent to do the rest.

Southampton District.

Naval aeroplanes have been busy on the South Coast. Sop-

with tractors, scouts, and "pushers" have been in much

evidence over Southampton Water. Wight seaplanes
_

have

been in use on several occasions, as also have Henri and

Maurice Farmans, one of the ' latter ' making a good flight

around the Isle of Wight on Saturday afternoon.

On Sunday, January 24th, all Southampton appeared to

have caught the Zeppelin fever. Everyone was gazing up into

the sky." How the rumour originated one cannot tell, but

everyone had heard that an aircraft had been seen, and at

places all traffic was stopped. At one place two or three

hundred people had gathered round a tafl man who was quite

sure he could see an airship. One old lady said : "Those
Germans are bad enough for anything, but I never thought
they would kill people as they came out of church. Are you
sure it is a Zeppelin, sir?" At which the man with the

wonderful eyesight looked annoyed. One small child, however,
did not take things so seriously, and shouted : "'Tain't no air-

ship—it's a cloud." At another "meeting'' of this kind an old

gentleman was making a speech as a sort of counter-attack on
a youth who had ventured to say that the Germans were "very
good fliers but too fly to attempt to come to outhampton.

"

School and Weather Reports.

South Coast ..

I

East Coast ...
|

Hendon

Lake District

Mon. Tues.

Fine Show'y

Fine Dull

Good Sp endid

Flying Flying

Wed. 1 Thurs.

Fine

Snow
Fine

Wet a.m
Show'y Fii

Windy

Flying

Windy

Windy

Fri.

Fine

Snow
Show'y

Fine

Flying

Sat.

Fine

Fine

Fine

Flying

Sun.

Fine
Windy

Fine

Breezy

Sleet

Hendon.—Ax the Gkahame-White School.—Instructors :

Messrs. Manton, Russell and Winter. Pupils with- , instr. :

Prob. Fit. Sub-Lieuts. Hallifax, Petter, Wood, Souray .and

Irving (new pupilj, all doing strts. Strts. alone : Prob. Fit.

Sub-Lieuts. Digby, Driscol, Hallifax, Petter, Hilliard, Souray
and Wood. 8' or circs. : Prob. Fit. Sub-Lieuts. Driscol, Mills,

Digby, Walmesley, Hallifax, Hilliard and Petter, and Mr.
Greenwood. Certificates taken : Prob. Fit. Sub-Lieuts. Mills,

Walmesley, Driscol, and Mr. Greenwood (four in all).

Machines : Four Grahame-White biplanes.

At the Beatty School.—Instructors : Messrs. Geo. W.
B'eatty and G. Virgilio. Pupils with instr. : Messrs. Leeston-

Smith (35 mins.), Anstey-Chave (10), P. E. Cornish (14), G.

Merton (20), G. Beard (35), J. F. Roche (30), B. de Meza (10),

Lieut. Bannatyne (31), J. H. Ormsby (27), V. E. Faning (5),

Gerrit Forbes (32), H. H. Bright (15), Vickers (10), P. C.

Cooper (10), and Lieut. Broughton (20). Certificates taken :

Messrs. Cyril Leeston-Smith, J. D. Newberry, E. T. Anstey-

Chave, G. Donald, Lieut. E. Bannatyne and G. Merton-.

Machines : Beatty dual-control biplanes.

At the London and Provinclil Aviation Co.'s School-.—
Instructor : Mr. G. Smiles. Pupil rolling alone : Mr. Lincoln-.

Strts. : Messrs. Moore, Bransby Williams, Noakes, England,

Derwin, Henderson. 8's or circs. : Messrs. Abel, Laidler,

Collett. Machines: Two L. and P. tractor biplanes. Mr.
Collett flew for and gained his brevet on January 29th after

three hours' actual flying time.

At the Hall School.—Instructor : Mr. J. Rose. Pupils :

Davy (15 mins.), Waterson (15). McConnochie (10); Davy (20),

Waterson (40), McConnochie (55). Mr. J. Lloyd Williams
took exceedingly good brevet on 45-h.p. Anzani. Machines :

Hall tractor biplanes.

Windermere.

—

At the Northern Aircraft Co.'s School.—
Instructors : Messrs. W. Rowland Ding and J. J. Bland.

Pupils with instr. : Messrs. G. L. Railton (75 mins.), A. John-
son (50), R. B'uck (35), T. Hubbard (44), F. Macaski (20).

Strts. alone : Mr. A: Johnson. Mr. R. O. Lashmar (103

mins.) completed first half of ticket, landing with engine cut

off from 500 ft. in good stvle, and making good banked turns.

Machines : N.A.C. propeller biplane, N.A.C. propeller mono-
plane. The Company have now perfected a svstem of chang-
ing students from the aeroplanes to the motor-iboat or vice

versa without stopping the engines, thus saving a lot of valu-

able time. On Mondav Atr. Ding gave an exhibition to some
visitors in his usual finished manner.

I The Improved WARREN
I As supplied to the War Office and"Admiralty.

Sole Proprietors

—

I Tautz & Co.,
I THE ENGLISH FIRM,

I 12, Grafton St., New Bond St., LONDON, W.

Don't wait until you have an accident.

SAFETY HELMET
The best before, is now the last word

in Aviation Safety Helmets.

THE MOST IMPORTANT PART OP AN
AVIATOR'S EQUIPMENT,

investigate its IMERITS NOW,
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS
PATENTS.

"TTOW TO TAKE OUT PATENTS IN ENGLAND AND
fl ABROAD." (By Arthur E. Edwards, F.C.I. P.A.) 2s.

post free.

—

Arthur Edwards & Co., Ltd., Patent Agents and

Consulting Engineers, Chancery Lane Station Chambers,

W.C. 'Phone 4536 Holborn.

PATENTS. Instructive leaflet free from STANLEY,
POPPLEWELL & CO., Chartered Patent Agents, 38,

Chancery Lane, W.C.

AEROPLANE Makers and Inventors. Prepare now for

trade revival by protecting new ideas. Particulars and

advice free.—King's Patent Agency, Ltd., 165, Queen Victoria

Street. London.

rn HE CONSULTING PATENT .AGENCY, 253, Gray's Inn

JL Road, London, lowest inclusive charges. General advice

gratis. Telephone, 6109 Holborn.

TUITION.

London and Provincial
aviation co.

SCHOOL OF FLYING
The Aerodrome, Hendon, N.W.

Learn to fly at our School on new and up-to-date machines. We teach

you to control the machine yourself and develop your own individu-

ality. Our instructors have had years of experience and we guarantee
satisfaction. Enquiries welcomed. Phone: Kingsbury 102

THE RUFFY SCHOOL of FLYING,
HENDON.

Manager-chiet Instructor—EDOUARD fiAUMANN.
Instructors-

Messrs. HERBERT JAMES, HOWARD JAMES.
Pupils taught on dual control 60 h p. Gnome Caudron

Machines; completing tuition on 45 h.p. Anzani, taking

certificate on 50 h.p. Gnome. All Tractor Machines,
quickest and most tborough tuition.

Trial lesson- £2 2s.

Office and Works

—

3-4 KENDALL'S MEWS, PORTMAN SQUARE, W.
' Phone—Padd. 5048.

SITUATIONS VACANT.

W .ANTED, Experienced Aeroplane Draughtsman.—Apply,

stating salary and e.xpcrienoe, to the Aircraft Manufac-
turing Company, Ltd.

WANTED, good competent Wood-workers, not necessarily

experienced in aeroplane work
;
good wages to good

nien.—Jouques Aviation Works, Gould Road, Twickenham.

WANTED immediately, first-class Coverer for aeroplane

works. .Also Splicers and Wood-workers.—Jouques
Aviation Works, Gould Road, Twickenham.

WANTED, competent Pilot for loo-h.p. Anzani twin-pro-

peller fuselage pusher biplane. Qnly first-class men
need apply.—Mann and Grimmer, London Aerodrome, Hendon.

DRAUGHTSMEN required with good experience of aero-

plane detail work, engine mountings, clips, etc. .Also

Tracers, preferably with aeroplane experience.—State age, ex-

perience, salary required. Handley Page, Ltd., no, Crickle-

wood Lane, N.W.
DRAUGHTSMAN required immediately, experienced in

high-powered Aero Engine and Motor-Car design.

Only those of exceptional ability and undeniable references

need apply. State full particulars.—Arrol-Johnston, Limited,
Dumfries.

W.ANTED, practical man to take direct charge in shops of

Aeroplane Constructor, must be conversant with all dc-
i tails of construction. Very advantageous terms to the right

man.—Apply by letter, with full particulars, stating salary

required, to Manager, Aircraft Department, Ruston, Proctor
and Co., Ltd., Lincoln.

MACHINES.
DUNNE PATENT SAFETY AEROPLANES, single and

two-seater types, mono or biplane.

—

The Blair Athcll
Aeroplane Syndicate, Ltd., i, Queen Victoria Street,

London. Tel. 834 Bank.

ENGINES WANTED.
AERO Engines wanted at once; 50-h.p. upwards; new or

second-hand.—Forward particulars and lowest price to

Box 6ig, The Aeroplane, 166, Piccadilly, W.
ENGINES for Sale; is-h.p. Anzani, 25-h.p. Anzani, and

30-h.p. Anzani, Military Type ; for sale cheap.—For par-

ticulars write. Box 618, The Aeroplane, 166, Piccadilly, W.

PROPELLERS.
CHAUVIERE'S famous Integral Propellers hold all records;

used by all leading aviators. The best.—Sole proprietors

for Great Britain and Colonies. The Integral Propillbr Co.,

Ltd., IB. Elthorne Road, Upper Holloway, N. Telephone

:

Hornsey 2345. Telegrams: "Aviprop (Upholl), London."

MISCELLANEOUS.
BOARD-RESIDENCE (double), could accommodate four;

bath, piano; 17s. 6d.
;
penny tram Wormwood Scrubs.—

Payne, "Fairlop," Cromwell Grove, Shepherd's Bush Road.

BOARD - RESIDENCE AT HENDON. - "Hatherley"
Boarding Establishment, facing entrance to Aerodrome.

Newly built, newly furnished. E.xcellent cuisine. Strict

cUanliness. Moderate terms.

FLYING CAFE, adjoining Aerodrome, Hendon. Electric

Light, Bath (h. and c). Good Cuisine. Tel. : no Kings-
bury .

HARDWOOD for Aeroplanes. Specially selected, air-dried

timber as supplied to leading constructors in Britain and
the Continent. Silver Spruce, Ash, Poplar; Hickory and Ash
Skids

;
Threeply ; Thin Cedar and Mahogany for Floats ; Wal-

nut for Propellers.—William Mallinson and Sons, Ltd., Hack-
ney Road. 'Phone, 3854 Central, 4770 Wall.

AEROPLANE MATERIAL WANTED.
The Agent of a Leading Spanish Firm desires tenders

for the supply of aircraft material of all kinds, including
instruments and fittings.

Write to —
MR. J. M. CAMPS,

C/o Royal Aero Club, 166, Piccadilly, W.

LUNCH. TEA, or SUP at-

**THE AERO RESTAURANT."
(Just outside the gates of the Hendon Aerodrome.)

Pretty Tea-Gardens, with awnings, for fine weather. Glass-side
"Sun-Parlour" for cold weather.

Best of Food, well cooked and neatly served.

Lunch from Is. 6d. Tpa (rom 6d.

Trade iMENPIWEl Mark.

LIQUID SCOTCH GLUE
Ready for use at once.

USED BY THE LEADINQ AEROPLANE CON3TRUCTURS.
MOISTURE PROOF.

M>i7<! /or I'riee List, niid PiiTtifularn-

MENDINE CO., I, Arthur Street. London Bridge. E C. ^

T. W. K. CCARKE & CO.,
HAMPTON WICK, MIDDlESEX.

Supply British Built Model Aeroplanes, and all Accessories
for making, bend stamp for Lists.

MCj Compressed Air Motors for Model Aeroplanes.

• O.V_y« Twin cylinders; weight, 2 J ozs.
;
price, 6s. 6d.

Air container for above engine
;
weight, 8 ozs.

;
price, 6s. 6d.

We stock everytlning for models. Send Stamp for catalogue.

—Murray, Son, and Co., 387a, High Road, High Cross, Tot-

tenham, N.
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The Sopwith Aviation Co., Ltd.
CONTPACTORS TO THE ADMIRALTY AND WAR OFFICE

Offices and Works KINGSTON-ON-THAMES

Telephone: Telefirams:

1777 and 1S4S Kingston. "Sopwith, Kingston."
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CC^NTRACTORS TO THE ADMIRALTY

SHORT BROTHERS,
EROPLANE WORKS

AND

YING GROUNDS—
EASTCHURCH, ISLE OF SHEPPEY.

Telephone ;—9, Minsthr-on-Sea. Telegraphic Address:

—

"Flight, Eastchdrch.''

Printed tor Thb Aeroplane and General Publishing Company, Limited, by Bonner & Co., The Chancery Lane Press, Rolls

Passage, London, E.C. ; and Published by Wm. Dawson & Sons, Liaiitbd, at Rolls House, Breams Buildlnjjs, London.
Branches in Canada, ^Toronto, Montreal, and Winnipeg ; in South Africa : Cape Town, Johannesburjf. and Durban.
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THE MORE THE MERRIER.

With aclinowledgments to the officer of the R.F.C. who "took on" a dozen German aeroplanes at once, in the vicinity of

,

Dunkerque.
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Hold the SOLE RIGHTS DIRECT
from the FARMAN BROTHERS

for the building of

HENRY & MAURICE FARMAN

Aeroplanes
AND

Hydro-Aeroplanes,

In Great Britain and the Oversea

Dominions.

Works and Flying Ground

HENDON.

Offices :

47 VICTORIA STREET. S.W

AEROPLANE
ACCESSORIES

CONTRACTORS to ADMIRALTY & WAR OFFICE

R. O. & Co.'s Patent Release Gears
Fox's Patent Wire Bending Pliers
The Short" Patent Wire Strainers
Special R.A.F. Strainers
Steel Lock Nut Strainers
Eyebolts, various designs
Metric Thread Bolts and Nuts
Engine Plates and Housings
Light Pressed Steel Ribs
Steel Cable Ends
Fuselage Angle Plates
Cold Drawn Steel Tubes
Tubular Framework, Etc.

ALL ORDERS PROMPTLY EXECUTED.
ONLY BEST MATERIAL USED.

Please address all communications to Department No. 4.

Handley Page Ltd.
CONTRACTORS TO M.M. ADMIRALTY AND

WAR OFFICE.

Works

s

110 CRICRLEWOOD LANE,

CRICKLEWOOD, N.W.
TELEPHONE: HAMPSTEAD S317.

London Office s

72 VICTORIA STREET, S.W.

TELEPHONE: VICTORIA 2574.

TELEGRAMS: HYDROPHID, SOWEST, LONDON.

THE

Monk Engineering Co.^
LTD.

High Street, Coventry.

WE ARE MAKERS OF AEROPLANE

ENGINES AND COMPONENTS AND

WE DO HIGH CLASS MACHINING

FOR EXPERIMENTAL AND PRO-

DUCTION WORK.

OUR EXPERIENCE IN FINE

MACHINING IS UNIQUE AND OUR

PLANT UP-TO-DATE.

MAY WB HAVE YOUR ENQUIRIES?

KINDLY MENTION "THE AEROPLANE" WHEN CORRESPONDING WITH ADVERTISERS.
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The Editorial and Advertlglng Offlcei of "The Aeroplane"

re at 166, PiccadiUy, W.

Telegraphic Address : Ailerok, London. 'Phone : Mayfair 5407.

Acconiti, and all correspondence relating thereto, sbonld be

leit to the Registered OfiBceg ot "The Ae/oplane and General

Pnblighlcg Co., Ltd.," Rolls Honse, Breams Buildings, E.C.

The Editor cannot undertake to return nnsollcited maa^'

scripts, whether accompanied by stamps or not, though eTery

endeavour will be made to do so.

"The Aeroplane" is not couected with any other busineti

at the same address, whether associated with Aeronautics or

not.

Subscription Rate, post free: Home, 3 months, 1/8; 6 months, 3/3 ; 12 months, 6/6. Abroad, 3 month$2/2 ; 6 months, 4/4 ; 12 months, 8/8

Another Po
If it were not for the fact that his work is apt to

have a deleterious effect on the development and pro-

gress of aviation in this country, the writings of one
signing himself "Ornis," which appear at intervals in

the "Times Engineering Supplement," would be among
the most entertaining products of contemporary
journalism, for they show a certain cleverness in con-

veying erroneous ideas by subtle suggestion rather

than by bald and controvertible statement. The work
of "Ornis" indicates mental agility of a distinctly

Hibernian type, and there is considerable sporting
satisfaction to be had out of criticising his articles, or,

perhaps, one should say, in translating the truth into

them.
On various occasions it has been shown that not

only does "Ornis" reflect, or, rather, project, the

views of those in high places at the Royal Aircraft

Factory, but that he may almost be regarded as the

Press Agent of that rather efficient mutual admiration
society composed of certain individuals connected with
the Government Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,
the National Physical Laboratory and the Royal Air-

craft Factory. The log-rolling methods employed by
these gentlemen are familiar to most people who have
any knowledge of politics, or of so-called "Teamed
Societies," and are particularly observable in some
engineering societies.

Most engineers of practical ability and wide expe-
rience can point to numerous men in their own branch
of engineering who have by consistent log-roiling

made a name for themselves and have acquired official

or semi-official positions far beyond their personal
ability as engineers.
The process of thus rising to fame is fairly simple,

and chiefly calls for an extensive superficial know-
ledge, accompanied by plenty of nerve, a ready tongue,
and a proper understanding with other people of a

similar nature. By writing consistently in would-be-
considered scientific journals, by jumping in with
volubility at every debate at the said so-called

"Learned Societies,'' and by constantly referring to

one another on these occasions as the elect authorities

in this particular branch of science, any little group
of men can bluff the rest of the world into believing
that they are all they say they are, and a little bit

more.
Meanwhile, the men who have bought real know-

ledge of their subject by bitter practical experience,
sit, tongue-tied by unkind Nature, and wonder dumbly
how men whom they know perfectly well to be their

intellectual inferiors and without definite achievements
to show for themselves manage to foist themselves on
the world as the heads of their profession, and to

obtain fat Government jobs and titles.

So many genuine engineers are now taking an inte-

rest for the first time in the construction of aircraft

that it is worth while to draw their attention to the
probable growth in a new branch of engineering
science of a system which all of them have seen in

their own Societies ever since tliey joined as modest
young associates. There may be a chance for some
of them to profit thereby. However, let us consider
the latest product of "Ornis."

nt of View,
1914 in Review—Without Music.

In the article under discussion he purports to review

the events of the past year, and works himself into

lyrical ecstacies, worthy of a Revue librettist, over all

that Government institutions have done in 1914, "the

year of the air, as none before since Wilbur and Orville

Wright first flew."

His accuracy of statement may be gauged from the

statement that it was "the year wherein the world and
England saw inverted flying, looping the loop, and
the 'tail-slide' or backward flying, the year of the

Army's inherently stable designs in Britain ; the year

of the first 24 (and reputed 34) hours' continuous flight

in Germany"; and more of a like nature. As a matter
of fact, the loop was looped in Russia by Lieut. Nesto-
roff, in France by M. Pegoud, Mr. Hucks, and others,

and in England by Mr. Gordon England in 1913 ; at

Lougwy Capt. Aubry on a Deperdussin monoplane flew

inverted late in 1912 ; the "tail-slide" was slid by Mr.
Moorhouse in 1911 ; Messrs. Johnston and Hoxsey flew

backwards for 20 miles against a strong head wind in

either 191 1 or 1912 ;
inherently stable aeroplanes were

built and flown by Mr. Dunne in England in 1912 or

earlier, and at least as early in Austria by Herr Etrich
;

and there seems to be no discoverable rumour of a 34
hour flight in Germany.
Next comes the statement that "During the year by

far the fastest stable biplane for its power, the B.E-,
was adopted in large quantities by the Army, and
ordered from 10 or a dozen large engineering ' firms,

while many more have been adopted by the Navy."
Here we have the first dangerously misleading state-

ment. Before a thing can be adopted that thing must
exist. One has yet to hear of a philanthropist adopt-
ing an unborn child. So far, thanks to the continual
alterations in drawings, due to the futility, fatuity,
and general ineptitude of the R.A.F". mismanagement,
very few indeed of the "large quantities" of "stable
biplanes" ordered in 1914 have yet been adopted,
because the vast majority have not yet been born.

Further, the B.E.2C. is a B.E. only in name. in
aerodynamic design and in constructional detail the
B.E.2C. is an utterly different machine from Mr. de
Havilland's successful experiment the B.E. 2 of early
1912. It flies miles an hour slower than, and climbs
barely half as fast as, the three-year-old design

—

which may, or may not, be comforting to young offi-

cers who are up against the fast flying, quick climbing
German biplanes. "Fastest for its power'' is no con-
solation in war, whatever it may be in an academic
argument. Incidentally—Could anything be more
grotesque than the attempt to standardise and order
m large quantities a machine which admits in its own
official title—B.E. stands for Bleriot Experimental—

•

that it is only an experiment ?

The phrase of "Ornis" conveys the idea of big
engineering firms turning out crowds of B.E.2cs. The
truth is that a number of innocent motor manufac-
turers, implement makers, and so forth, have been in-

duced to attempt to manufacture these particular
machines, and are at present wrestling in agony with
R.A.F. drawings and A.I.D. inspectors. These poor
firms will inevitably lose money over work which -is
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useless when done, whereas if fhey had been turned
on to duplicate simply built and effective machines
like Avro two-seaters, Sopwith and Bristol scouts,

and Vickers gun-carriers they would by now have
added some hundreds to our existing store of useful
aeroplanes.
To cap his extravagaut claims for what would have

been a rather dull year but for the growth of the
purely naval and military organisations, apart from
their material, and but for German progress, "Ornis"
says : "Such a list as the above of aeronautical events
and of changes effected in 12 months comes as an
astonishment even to those who are immersed in the
subject. For example, few are aware that an Army-
built stable aeroplane has climbed into the heavens at

the rate of 1,700 feet in a minute."
Here is rather a clumsy attempt to mislead. If any

standard B.E.2C.—as supplied to the Army for regular
use—has ever done 1,700 feet in less than 5 minutes it

must have been assisted by a high explosive bomb.
It is more than doubtful whether even a "faked"
B.E.2C. with streamline wires, no chassis, and one of
the new 8o-h.p. Renaults, instead of the normal 70-

h.p., ever beat 1,200 feet in its first minute off the
ground. The only R.A.F. machines likely to raise

for a few seconds such a climbing rate as 1,700 a
minute would be an R.E., or an S.E., after a fierce dive,
and both these types are notoriously unstable. It is

doubtful whether any existing aeroplane has ever
risen to a height of 1,700 feet from the ground in 60
seconds, and to convey the idea by suggesting that the
inherently stable B.E.2C has done so is to deceive the
engineering readers of the "Times."

Incidentally, the adjective "Army-built" is rather
amusing. One has yet to see Mr. O'Gorman, C.B.,
gazetted a wing-commander, though one never knows
what may happen in these curious times. There are,

however, one or two sapper officers in the R.F.C. who
would greatly improve the moral state of the R.A.F.
if it were put under military control.

Armouring Extraordinary.

Next, "Ornis" descants on armour, saying : "It was
as recently as 1913 that a distinguished engineer de-
scribed the armouring of an aeroplane against rifle-fire

as beyond our aspirations
;
yet 1914 has shown in prac-

tice that this can in some measure be effected. In such
biplanes, including the B.E. and R.E., as are manu-
factured now by almost the whole of the aeroplane
industry, not onlv are the wings rendered so far in-

vulnerable that the spars may be perforated by many
rifle bullets, but any wire whatever can be cut, and
any part of the fabric pierced, without bringing the
aeroplane down, and even an entire strut has been
blown away without breaking up the machine."

Just what relationship there is between penetrable
spars and armour remains to be explained by "Ornis"

;

but the amusing phrase in the sentence is that which
drags in the B.E. and R.E., apparently with the idea
of suggesting that "such biplanes . . . are manufac-
tured now by almost the whole of the aeroplane
industry."
Anyhow, since he has introduced the subject, one

may as well point out that the B.E.2C. is about the most
vulnerable of modern British aeroplanes, so far as
spars are concerned. The lightness of their spars has
been mentioned in a previous issue, and apparently the
designers of the machine already have their doubts,
for it may be noticed that there is an auxiliary load-

wire running to the upper front spar at a point about
midway between the struts of the second bay from the
centre, suggesting that after the machine had been
designed it was found that the bay was too wide for

the strength of the spar, and so this wire was stuck in

to rediice the bending stress. It occurs to one that if

a bullet hit the spar just where this wire joins it, and
broke away a piece of the lower web of the spar along

with the wire junction, the spar would stand an excel-

lent chance of crumpling up.
In parenthesis—it was an Avro which came safely

home minus one of its struts, knocked out by a shell

splinter.

It is then stated that, "For the pilot a seat of armour
plate with high sides is provided." Very few with
high sides have yet been provided—and why should
not the observer be likewise protected ?

Next comes the astonishing statement that "only in
certain cases has the engine itself been armoured, for

the excellent reason that the bulk of tactical recon-
naissance and observation of artillery-fire is conducted
at ranges such that even with a disabled engine the
aeroplane can glide to safety within the lines of its

own side." Poor "Ornis" always puts his foot in it

when he touches military subjects. Tactical recon-
naissance may easily extend ten miles or more behind
the enemy's lines, and even artillery-fire observation,
with modern guns, may extend as far. A ten-mile
glide from a maximum of 6,000 feet, it is true, only
needs a 10 to i gliding angle, but the last two miles
would have to be done from 1,000 feet downwards, so
the odds against getting home would be fairly long,
and against the usual south-west wind in Western
Europe it would be impossible. The real reasons for

not armouring engines are (a) that putting so much
weight in front would necessitate redesigning the
machine, (b) that the additional safety secured by the
armour is not considered value for the sacrifice of

climbing speed or the reduction of fuel supply neces-
sary to compensate for it. For the same reason long-
distance machines for strategical reconnaissance are
not armoured either

;
and, in fact, as they generally

fly higher than those engaged on tactical reconnais-
sance, they are less likely to be hit and can better do
without armour.
Perhaps one of "Ornis' " most comic statements is

that "Dual control, moreover, has been abandoned
because the extra weight can be better utilised as
armour." Dual control was abandoned (a) to prevent
the pilot and passenger from quarrelling and probably
falling out in another sense, (b) because of its extra
weight, but the question of armour was never raised

at the time, and the whole matter of armour is still

lamentably neglected. If the R.A.F. really wants
an effective scheme for an armoured machine I shall

be happy to supply it.

The Monoplane Wail.

Under the heading "The Triumph of the Biplane,"
"Ornis" says of the monoplane : "It was recognised
that its so-called 'eyeableness,' useful as it was for

reclame, must give way before the virtues of the bi-

plane, the military ban placed the year before on all

monoplanes, with one or two exceptions, being thus
justified." This follows a reference to "a <great wail
hy the uninformed" against the imposition of high
factors of safety, and against the "very useful so-

called ban on monoplanes."
Now, the "wail" of this paper (one fits the cap on

with pleasure) was against the R.A.F. imposing factors

'

of safety on rival constructors and ignoring these
factors itself—thus unfairly handicapping its rivals'

performances. It is therefore worth while to mention
that the R.A.F., despite this advantage, has been hand-
somely beaten by other makers on all points

—

videlicet,

such efforts as the B.E.8, with a factor of safety of,

about one to one in its centre struts.

The "wail" against the ban on monoplanes was not
against the abolition of monoplanes as such, but
against the R.A.F. 's use of its influence to squeeze
out certain firms which appeared dangerous to it.

These firms made monoplanes of a kind which had
never broken in the air, whereas the types allowed to
remain in use had done so before, and are still doing
so—a British officer was killed on one last month. Also,
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The personal ascendancy of our aivmen (vide General French's

report) is only nnde possible by the superiority of our machines.

Of all the British Machines there is

NOTHING BETTER
THAN THE

A. V. ROE & CO., LTD.,
j. Gj.itractors to ths Admiralty- War Office, and iForeIgn Governments

CliftorVj Street, Miles Platting

MANCHESTER.
Tale^Ti-Tii —" rripUae, Miactiester." ^gjTelephone ; 337 "IFailsworth
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the "wail" was directed against the scrapping of ex-
pensive material, and the withdrawal from the R.F.C.
of perfectly good machines which were needed for prac-

tice. If the managers of the firms which were thus
deliberately ruined had been asked decently to build
biplanes +,liey would have done so. In fact, Mr. Flan-
ders—one of the victims—did build a biplane which was
at least the equal of anything the R.A.F. has ever
turned out.
An attempt was made at the same time to squeeze

out the Avro biplane, which only failed because the
Admiralty kept the firm alive when the Army, ap-
parently acting on R.A.F. advice, left them without
orders for something like a year.

The Impartial Witness.

"Ornis" has sufficient subtlety to mention the win-
ning of the Schneider Cup by the Sopwith sea-tabloid

—as proof of biplane efficiency and of his own impar-
tiality—but all good work by other British aeroplanes
is carefully ignored—naturally, the efficiency of the
Avros and of the Sopwith and Bristol tabloids would
be too painful a subject to mention.
The only other reference to the R.A.F. 's rivals are to

fatal accidents on a Bleriot, a Bristol, a Maurice Far-
man, a Morane.
The official excuse for the death of Captain Downer

through the collapse of a B.E. is carefully given, and
then it is definitely stated that "A fatal accident on an
old B.E. in March was due to wear and tear before the
flight, by reason of apparent rough usage through some
eighteen months. The warning here doubtless con-
tributed to spread the excellent system of overhaul
that is used by the Army Aeronautical Inspection
Department." Some people, of course, have no con-
sciences, but that unofficial explanation of the deaths
of Captain Allen and Mr. Burroughs through the
breaking of an obviously inadequate rudder-post is a

trifle past the limit.

Inspired Humour.
A reference to the Aero-engine Competition brings

in perhaps the most humorous touch in the article.

"The aeronautical engine has taken its position among
British manufacturers by reason of the Government's
aeroplane engine competition of March-June. Its sub-
stantial prize of X45.000 was carried oii by the Green
water-cooled engine, and large orders were also placed
for the Roj^al Aircraft Factory's design of air-cooled
engine."
For years the Green has been heartily condemned

and discouraged by the R.A.F. staff. Mr. Fred May,
being about the most obstinate man in the world,
barring the editor of The Aeroplane, still persisted,
and after winning every competition open to British
engines—except one—his engine captured the latest

and biggest prizie—which was not 1^45,000, unfor-
tunately. Then the R.A.F. suddenly decided to

"corner" Greens and fit them to the latest R.A.F.
brain-storm, the F.E.2C., for which they had to have
the biggest engine immediately available. Conse-
quently, poor "Ornis" has to fall into line with this

paper for once and praise the Green engine to save
the R.A.F.'s face.

His attempt to couple with the Green the R.A.F.'s
air-cooled engine—a crib of the Renault, with Salmson
patent valve-springs—is daring, but people have not
quite forgotten that the R.A.F.'s engine went to pieces
on the testing machinery devised by the R.A.F. for the
discomfiture of others ; nor have they forgotten the

A Straight Question.
As the R.A.F. is out to advertise the B.E.ac. by every method

at its disposal, will the .Aeronautical Inspection Department
have an 8o-h.p. .Avro and a Martinsyde "tabloid" fitted with

streamline wires, and stripped chassis, and let the world know
what they can do in the way of speed?

The B.E.2C. did under 70 m.p.h. with ordinary wires and

chassis. The makers now advertise its llying speed at 80

pretty phrase of a certain engineer who remarked of
the R.A.F. engine : "If it runs for ten minutes it

becomes a glowing mass." It has always been some-
thing of a puzzle to understand why the R.A.F.—

a

purely experimental establishment^ we are told—was
allowed to order its own unproved engine in quantities
while thoroughly tried engines like the Anzani—which
did as well as anything in the competition—are left

without orders.
"Ornis" continues : "This very successful competi-

tion also caused the Gnome, the Renault, the Canton-
Unne, and the Austro-Daimler types of engine, all of
which were doing well, to be articles of British make
just when they were most wanted." It will be noted
that he carefully omits the Anzani, but includes the
Renault, which was not even in the competition ; but
then the Renault happens to be in favour with the
R.A.F.—so accuracy of statement does not matter.
As to the others, to-day, after six months of war,

very few of the British-built engines have been de-
livered, whereas any of the makers would have started
building a year or two ago if they had received the
slightest encouragement. But in those days the
R.A.F. was trying to make its own engine run, so
anything which was likely to produce a successful
rival in this country was rather cleverly discouraged.
The hj'pocritical congratulations of "Ornis" to those

who have scored in spite of the efforts of his friends
at the R.A.F. would be quite funny if they were not
so nauseating. He is a humorist in his way, but, on
the whole, I prefer Harry Tate to Uriah Heep.

Flights of Fancy.

By way of a finish "Ornis" puts in a few words for

other members of the Mutual Admiration Society. He
refers to the experiments, both model and full scale,

of the National Physical Laboratory, "which had
achieved stability—experiments vouched for by Colonel
Seely, who, with characteristic pluck, verified them by
making uncontrolled flights in person, without any
previous practice." One may add that these were as
iiothing to Colonel Seely 's prior and subsequent un-
controlled flights of fancy, resulting doubtless from his
extensive previous practice in what Mr. Churchill calls

"terminological inexactitudes . '

'

And so far as knowledge of inherent stability learnt
from experiments with models is concerned, one Chief
Petty Officer Sayers, R.N.—late of this paper—knew as
much two or three years ago as the N.P.L. and R.A.F.
together appear to know to-day.

Finally, "Ornis" remarks : "If the return of peace
does not see the beginning of commercial aeronautics,
postal aviation, and rapid aerial passenger services it

will be for other reasons than any unreliability of the
aeroplane or the aeroplane pilot." Here I must pro-
fess myself in perfect agreement with "Ornis," and
with Mr. Mervyn O'Gorman, C.B., Superintendent of

the Royal Aircraft Factory, who at various Aeronauti-
cal vSociety meetings has expressed almost exactly
similar views. If "commercial aeronautics" is not
then a success it will be because the firms who have
been enticed into the aeroplane industry by orders for

machines to R.A.F. designs have lost so much money
that they regard "commercial aeronautics" as a fiasco.

However, there may still be enough independent firms
building to their own designs to develop the commer-
cial aeroplane, without the assistance, or interference,

of "Ornis" and the Government Mutual Admiration
Society.—C. G. G.

m.p.h., though the machine faked to do this speed is not suit-

able for ordinary military use in the hands of average pilots

and mechanics. With ordinary cables and a huge central

skid, the Avro does 84 m.p.h., and the Martinsyde, with the

unnecessarily cumbersome chassis which the Army insists on

having, does 87 m.p.h. What would thev do if faked to match
the B.E.2C., and how many times as fast would they climb?

Be it remembered also that their horse-power is less.
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Naval and Military Aeronautics.
GREAT BRITAIN.

From the "London Gazette," February 2nd, 1915.

WAR OFFICE, February 2nd.

Regular Forces.—Commands and Staff.—Deputy Assistant

Quartermaster-General.—^Major J. T. Dreyer, Royal Artillery,

fiom a Deputy Assistant Director at the War Office. Dated
January 26th, 1915.

Establishments.—Royal Flying Corps (Military Wing).

—

The undermentioned appointments are made :

—

Squadron Commander—Major W. G. H. Salmond, Royal
Artillery, from a General Staff officer, second grade, and to be

seconded. Dated January 26th, 1915.

Flying Officer—Captain Bernard E. Smythies, Royal Engi-
neers. Dated January 20th, 1915.

Supplementary to Regular Units or Corps.— Royal Flying
Corps (Military Wing).—The date of appointment of Second
Lieutenant James Valentine is August 6th, 1914, and not as

stated in the "Gazette" of August iith, 1914.

The undermentioned to be second lieutenants (on probation).

Dated January 25th, 1915 : Charles Percy Ogden and Richard
Hamilton Collier. Dated February ist, 1915 : Marwood Elton
Lane and John Everard Storey.

• • •

\ Third Supplement to the "London Gazette" of February
2nd, published on February 3rd, contains the following military

appointments :—

•

WAR OFFICE, February 3rd.

Regular Forces.—Commands and Staff.—Railway Trans-
port Officer.—(Graded for purposes of pay as a Staff Captain)—

•

Lieutenant Frederick William Abraham, Royal Naval .'\ir Ser-

vice, and to be temporary captain. Dated December 10th, 1914.

(Substituted for the notification which appeared in the

"Gazette" of January ist, 1915.)

Establishments.—Royal Flying Corps (Military Wing).

—

The undermentioned temporary appointments are made :

—

Flying Officer—^Captain Hugh L. Reilly, 82nd Punjabis,

Indian Army. Dated .'August 5th, 1914.

Sydney Charles Parr to be temporary quartermaster, with

the honorary rank of Lieutenant. Dated November 5th, 1914.

Inspection Staff.—Assistant Inspector—^Captain J. H.
Robinson, the Suffolk Regiment, and to be seconded. Dated
January 27th, 1915.

Supplementary to Regular Units or Corps.—Royal Flying

Corps (Military Wing).—^The undermentioned to be second lieu-

tenants (on probation) : Ernest Alfred Edward Wood. Dated
December 22nd, 1914. Dated January 19th, 1915 : Ernest Ed-
ward Hodgson, late second lieutenant 6th Dragoon Guards
(Carabiniers), and Lionel Macdonald Wells Bladen, Loui>

Frederick Rudston Fell. Dated February ist, 1915.

*

A Fourth Supplement to the "London Gazette" of February
2nd, published on February 4th, contains the following mili-

tary appointment :—

.

WAR OFFICE, February 4th.

Regular Forces.—Establishments.—Royal Flying Corps
(Military Wing).—The undermentioned appointment is made :

Flying Officer—Second Lieutenant George C. N. Nicholson,

Special Reserve. Dated January ist, 1915.

« « «

From the "London Ga7ette," February 5th, 1915.

ADMIRALTY, February ist.

Royal Naval .Air Service.—The following gentleman has

been granted a temporary commission as flight lieutenant :

Farnall Thurston. Dated December 7th, 1914.

The following gentleman has been granted a temporary com-
mission as flight lieutenant : Collyns Price Pizey. Dated
August 4th, 1914.

' WAR OFFICE, February 5th.

Regular Forces.—Establishments.—Royal Flying Corps
(Military Wing). - The appointment of Second Lieutenant F. P.

Adams, Special Reserve, to be a flying officer, notified in the

"Gazette" of December 24th, 1914, is antedated to August 7th,

1914.

A Supplement to the "London Gazette" of February 5th,

published on February 6th, contains the following military ap-

pointment :—
WAR OFFICE, February 6th.

Regular Forces.—Supplementary to Regular Units or Corps.

—Royal Flying Corps (Military Wing).—Second Lieutenant (on

piobation) Owen B. Howell resigns his commission. Dated

February 7th, 1915.
* * «

A Second Supplement to the "London Gazette" of February

5th, published on February 8th, contains the following mili-

tary appointments :

—

WAR OFFICE, February 8th.

Regular Forces.—Commands and Staff.—The undermen-

tioned appointment is made :

Brigade Commanders. — Lieutenant-Colonel (Honorary

Colonel) the Right Hon. John E. B. Seely, D.S.O., Hampshire
(Carabiniers) Yeomanry, Territorial Force, and to be temporary

brigadier-general. Dated January 28th, 1915.

Establishments.—Royal Flying Corps.—(Military Wing).

—

The undermentioned appointments are made :

—

Flight Commanders. Dated January 27th, 1915 : Lieutenant

Patrick H. L. Playfair, Royal Artillery, from a flying officer,

and to be temporary captain ; Lieutenant Alexander Shekleton,

the Royal Munster Fusiliers, from a flying officer, and to be

temporary captain ; and Captain Hugh C. T. Dowding, Royal

.Artiller), from a General Staff officer, third grade.

The appointment of Second Lieutenant James Valentine to

be a flying officer, notified in the "Gazette" of December isth,

1 914, is antedated to August 6th, 1914.

NAVAL.
The following promotion and appointment were made at

the Admiralty on February 5th :—

-

Temporary Flight Lieutenant F. K. McClean has been pro-

moted to the rank of temporary acting flight commander, with

seniority February 2nd.

Flight Sub-Lieutenant (temporary) J. D. Newberry, to the

"Pembroke III," for Royal Naval Air Service, to date

February 4th.
» * *

The follovv'ing appointments were made at the Admiralty on

February 6th :
—

Probationary Flight Sub-Lieutenants—C. N. Leeston-Smith,

to the "Pembroke III," to date February 5th, and E. F. Bray,

E J. Hodsoll, E. I. M. Bird, P. C. V. Perry, T. Hinshelwood,

J. C. Brooke, and C. H. Chichester Smith, to the "Pembroke
III," to date February ist, all for Royal Naval .Air Service

Mr. G. Donald, entered as probationary flight sub-lieutenant

and appointed to the "Pembroke III," for Royal Naval Air

.Service, to date February 5th.

Flight Sub-Lieutenant J. M. D'Arcy has been promoted to

the rank of flight lieutenant, with seniority February ist.

* «

The following appointment was made at the Admiralty on

Februaiy 8th :—Mr. J. B. P. Ferrand has been entered as pro-

bationaiy flight sub-lieutenant and appointed to the "Pembroke
III.," additional, for Royal Naval Air Service, to date Febru-

ary 6th.
* *

The inquest on the bodies of Probationary Flight Sub-Lieu-

tenant B. W. Hart, R.N.A.S., and Lieut. Simpson, A.S.C.,

who were shot by sentries on the sea-front at Torquay, was
concluded at Torquay on February 3rd. The lamentable nature

of the incident is too well known to need repetition in these

columns. The jury returned a verdict of "Accidental death,"

adding a rider that with a view to public safety the military

authorities should exercise greater discretion in the selection of

more efficient men for patrol duty on the public highway.

Sub-Lieut. Hart was a direct-appointed officer under instruc-

tion, and had not at the time of his death taken his certificate.

The sympathy of all is due to his relatives and friends.
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On Thursday, February 4th, Flight Coniniander J. T. Sab-
ington, R.N., D.S.O., and Lieut. E. V. Sassoon, R.N.V., were
injured in an accident at Dover. It is reported that they were
landing on an Avro with a tired engine, after a spiral glide,

when a gust turned the machine over. Lieut. Sassoon sus-

tained a fractured thigh and a broken arm, bur the pilot

escaped with a sprained, ankle.

Lieut. Sassoon, who is one of our earliest aeroplane pilots,

has already done good service in France with Army motor
transport, having gone over in the early days of the war. He
was recently appointed to the R.N.V.R. for service with the

R.N.A.S. All will wish him an early and complete recovery.

On Monday last he was operated upon at his home in

Grosvenor Place, and at the time of writing was progressing
as well as could be expected.

« «

Flight Lieut. Collyns Pizey, R.N., whose appointment as

temporary flight lieutenant is noted, was appointed as sub-

lieutenant last year, and promoted to acting lieutenant for ser-

vice with the Royal Greek Navy, in which service he was
given the acting rank of commander, under Rear-Admiral
Mark Kerr, M.V.O., R.N. (Vice-Admiral R.G.N.), the Chief of

the British Naval Mission to Greece. In organising the Greek
Naval Air Service, and as instructor, Lieut. Pizc)' has been as

successful as he was when with the Bristol Co. His present

appointment does not make it clear whether he is still to re-

main as a loap to Greece.
* * «

The following advertisement appeared on February 3rd :

—

Motor Drivers and Motor Bicyclists.—40 Motor Drivers are

required ; men must be accustomed to Rolls-Royce and Lancia
cars. .'\lso 30 expert Motor Bicyclists ; all the above are re-

quired for Home Service ; rate of pay 4s. a day and 17s. 6d. a

iveek keep.—Applications should be made in writing to Trans-

port Officer, Air Department, Admiralty, London, S.\\'.

[Presumably required for the Anti-Aircraft Corps, and prob-

ably now all engaged, but it may be worth a would-be warrior's

while to apply, and to mention that he knows an aeroplane by
sight, as the trouble with most of the Anti-Aircraft Corps, at

any rate with the gunners, seems to be that they cannot tell

our own aeroplanes from those of the enemy.—Ed.]
* * *

One of the crew of the destroyer "Meteor," which took part

in Admiral Realty's North Sea victory, writes :

—"While the

boats were rescuing he survivors from the 'Bliicher' a Zep-

pelin and a Taube put in an appearance. The Taube dropped

about three bombs, one of which fell amongst the drowning
men. I suppose the idea of our rescuing an enemy was beyond

the understanding of the cultured pilot of that machine. The
'Arethusa' and destroyers opened fire on both aircraft, and five

minutes later they deemed it safer to sheer off.

" .\ battle raging for four hours between ships of such enor-

mous size and destructive qualities steaming at thirty knots the

whole time, and with aircraft and submarines taking part, is

most certainly without parallel in the history of the world."
• • •

The wedding took place quietly at VVelton Church, Brough,

O'l Saturday morning of Miss Lou Harrison-Broadley, daughter

of the late Colonel H. B. Harrison-Broadley, M.P., of Welton
House, Welton, and Flight-Lieut. J. P. Wilson, Royal \a\al

Air Service, son of the late Mr. George Wilson, of Gilling

Castle, Yorkshire, and Mrs. Wilson, of Torquay.

MILITARY.
The following passages in the descriptive account, published

on February 2nd, which has been communicated by an Eye-

Witness present with General Headquarters continuing and
supplementing the narrative published on Januarv 31st of the

movements of the British Force and the French armies in im-

mediate touch with it, deal with aircraft :

—

January 30th.

The lull in the action which took place on the 26th, after

the German attacks on the 25th, has already been noted. On
that day one of our aviators made a very successful recon-

naissance over a section of the German line. Travelling at a

low altitude, he not only obtained much useful information

but managed to drop ten bombs on the enemy's trenches.

On this day (January 30J a German aeroplane flew over

Bailleul and dropped four bombs, killing a child and wound-

ing another child and a woman. During the whole of the

week, up till and including Friday, the weather has been

bright and frosty, which has been a welcome change.

* * *

The following passages in the descriptive account which has

been communicated by an Eye-Witness present v/ith General

Headquarters continuing and supplementing the narrative pub-

lished on the 2nd inst., deal with aircraft:—

•

February 2nd, 1915.

Saturday, January 30th, was bright and warm. The day

passed in comparative quiet, although the enemy shelled our

left and left centre severely. Our artillery practice, how-

ever, produced good results at many points along the front.

Among other successes our shells set fire to a building which

was being much used by the enemy in a village east of

Neuve Chapelle, and with the assistance of our aircraft a

direct hit was made on a German gun near Fr^linghien. A

hostile column of infantry observed by our aeroplanes on a

road opposite our right centre was subjected to a heavy fire,

which, it is believed, inflicted considerable loss.

Referring to February ist, the Eye-Witness writes :

—
A hostile aeroplane dropped four bombs near the Lys with

out doing any damage.
* * *

Introducing the Army Estimates in the House of Commons
on February 8th, Mr. J. Tennant, Under Secretary for War,

made the follov.'ing' reference to aircraft :

—

Wih regard to the Flying Corps, it has been proved beyond

doubt that the British design of aeroplane has shown it-

self superior to that of any other nation.

That is due to the Royal Aircraft Factory initiated by

Lord Haldane, and the fact that so much progress has been

made with the design is largely due to the work of Colonel

Seely. The workmanship and material put in are so good

that our aeroplanes last almost twice as long as those of

any of the other Powers concerned.

[Mr. Tennant, being a follower of Temp. Brig. -Gen. Seely,

D.S.O., naturally assists the Official Mutual Admiration

Society. Incidentally there is good reason to believe that the

German aeroplanes last at least as long as our ovrn, and pro-

bably longer.—Ed.]

The engines in our existing aeroplanes are almost entirely

French, and I would express the acknowledgment of the

Government to the French Government for the very valu-

able assistance thej have afforded us. But we are gradually,

and I may say actually, becoming self-supporting in the

matter of aeronautical material. The first British-made

engines are now in use, and it will not be long before a

number of them reach the front. The motor trade and the

shipbuilding trade have both responded to our request, and
are now manufacturing aeroplanes.

Recruiting has been extraordinarily good for the Royal

Flying Corps. We are getting an extremely good class of

men in the ranks.

There is a large waiting list of gentlemen anxious to re-

ceive commissions, and I may say the British pilot in the

operations so far has proved himself without exception

superior to the German pilot. (Cheers.)

[For once it is possible to agree cordially with the civilian

official view. The officers of the R.F.C. are worthy to rank

as pilots with the best in the world, and as soldiers with the

best in the British Army—and no praise could be higher than

this. The N.C.O.'s and men have worked indefatigably for

the safety of their officers in the air, and to make their duties

easier when on the ground, and they well deserve everything

which can be said to their credit.—Ed.]

*

Lieut. Sharpe, of the Canadian contingent, attached to the

Military Flying .School at .Shoreham, was killed on Thursday,
the 4th.

It is reported that he had been for a trip on a Maurice-

Farman biplane, and when near Lancing College on the return

journey, his machine suddenly dived to earth. The biplane was
smashed, and Lieutenant Sharpe died in a few minutes. It is

stated that Lieutenant Sharpe was making his first flight un-
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An Aviator had recommended a certain

school you would be prejudiced in the

favour of that school. If the majority of

such men spoke well of that same school

you would doubtless go there to learn.

Therefore we suggest that you ask men
interested in Aviation their opinion of

The BEATTY SCHOOL
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accompanied. He had been at the Shoreham Aerodrome for

about a fortnight. At the inquest on Friday it was stated that

the machine side-slipped owing to the inexperience of the pilot.

* »

The number of accidents to pupils, including those without

fatal results, suggests that a general overhaul of the military

flying schools is needed. A good pilot is not necessarily a good
instructor ; in fact, the reverse is frequently the case, for the

better the pilot the less patience he is likely to have with a slow

pupil, and, with the exception of the Central Flying School, in-

sufficient trouble seems to be taken in the selection of instruc-

tors for their ability to instruct, apart from their many other

doubtless excellent qualities. Certainly some of the officers

acting as instructors are excellent, but others have been notably

bad and the continued prevalence of accidents suggests some
still are. A little time judiciously spent in selection of instruc-

tors would certainly save many aeroplanes and might save

some lives.

* *

An A.S.C. officer writing home on January 29th describes an

exciting moment in his day's work :

—

"We had quite a thrill about an hour ago.

"This morning as the work was in full swing a little black

speck was sighted far, far away in the blue, cloudless sky, and
as it approached it was recognised as a hostile aircraft. It

came on, however, undaunted, until it was about two miles

away and a good 4,000 feet up. Then a remarkable thing

happened.

"One of our aeroplanes, which had just passed over us on the

look out, was then about half a mile away and perhaps 1,000

feet up, and going in the same direction as the German. He
suddenly spotted the enemy behind him. He banked over till he
stood on his wings, and did a glorious loop. It looked just

like a tumbler pigeon, and was done all in a flash. I don't

know whether he intended to do it or not, but it was certainly

his quickest way of about-turning, though our hearts jumped
into our mouths for a second or two.

"But to see him put on the pace after he had recovered was
perfectly thrilling. The looping had taken all the way out of

him, and directly he got straight he simply leapt forward with

the roar of a rocket, and made for his quarry like a shot from

a gun. Another of our fellows appeared from nowhere, and

also gave chase. The German, of course, had by this time

turned and bolted, and I suppose he will say we 'broke off the

engagement.' Unluckily we could not see the end. That man
(who made the somersault) must have the blood of a fish and

nerves of cast steel."
* * *

A member of the R.A.M.C. writes in his diary:
—
"January

22nd, Friday.—A beautiful day and a German aeroplane up

with ours at present. We saw our guns fire about a score of

shells at her and the enemy's guns firing at our planes also.

We heard later that this plane located the headquarters in a

village near by with a star shell, and five minutes later a Ger-

man shell passed through the building, but none of our people

were killed.

"January 23rd, Saturday.—^Many aeroplanes up. A sunny,

frosty day. German guns firing incessantly on our mechanical
birds. We could see the flash of every shell as it burst in the

air, but no damage was done."

* * *

A correspondent has sent the following stories from the

front, for what they are worth. They are strange, but strange

things happen in war time :

—"A Frenchman who had fre-

quently brought the ' Figaro ' and ' Petit Parisien ' for our
aviators to drop over Lille, one day came with some beautifully

made small balloons. Messages having been attached to them,
they were to be dropped over the town and the 'Lillians' would
put answers on them and wait for a favourable wind in order

to return them, whereupon 'we must fire ze rifles at the little

balloons and they will swim down here to us.'

[Incidentally, the gas supply of Lille is under German mili-

tary control.—Ed.]

"The other concerned an officer flying a Bleriot solus :

he felt a fainting fit coming on and just had time to push the

controls forward a little before he went off. He came to on
the shock of the machine landing in a ploughed field without
breaking anything."

» •

MACLEAN—WALKER.—On February 8th, at Holy Trinity

Church, Roehampton, by the Rev. Canon Browne, Major Archi-

bald Campbell Holms MacLean, the Royal Scots and Royal
Flying Corps, to Jane Cassels, eldest daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
George P. Walker, of Heatherwood, Putney Heath.

Major MacLean was recently appointed a Squadron Com-
mander, after much verj valuable work as an Instructor at the

Central Flying School, where his soldierly qualities and his

strict system of discipline did much to raise the military value

of those who passed under his command, while, at the same
time, he won their respect and personal regard. All who have
served under him or with him will wish Major and Mrs.
MacLean every good fortune.

FRANCE.
The French official communique issued on Thursday,

February 4th, at 11 p.m., says :—

-

The very effective fire of our artillery in the valley of the

Aisne reduced enemy batteries to silence, caused explosions in

the ammunition wagons, dispersed working parties and put

aircraft to flight. In front of Verdun we brought down an

aeroplane and captured the aviators.

* * *

The afternoon's communique of February 5th says :

—

In Belgium.—The German aviators showed great activity.

An official note to the 11 p.m. communique of the same date

adds :

—"An aeroplane dropped bombs on Saint Di6. Four
victims are reported among the civil population."

* * m

The French official communique of February 6th says :—

•

We have brought down a captive balloon over the German
lines to the north-east of the Sommepy.

IN FLANDERS.—A B.E.2 biplane leaving an advanced landing ground on reconnaissance.
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A German aeroplane flew over Remiremont, 30 miles north-

west of Belfort, at i p.m. on February 2nd, and threw two
bombs, killing one person. At about 3 p.m. a hostile machine
appeared over Belfort, but a violent fire was opened on it,

and at the same time French aeroplanes rose and drove it off.

* * *

The "Echo de Paris" of February 4th states that two Ger-

man aviators attempted to fly over Luneville. They were

seen, and vigorously bombarded. They endeavoured to sheer off

in a hurry, but one of tliem had to descend at Vatfiimenil,

where the guard captured the two occupants and the machine.

* * *

It was reported from Paris on February 41!: that several

German aeroplanes flew over Hazebrouck on that day, and a

considerable number of bombs were thrown in the neighbour-

hood of the station. .Some damage to property was done, but

no one was injured.
* * *

A Renter telegram from Paris on February 5th says that

travellers who arrived that afternoon state that at 10 a.m. a

Taube flew over Villers-Cotterets, 13 miles south-west of Sois-

sons, but was greeted with such a fierce machine-gun fire that

it fled without dropping any bombs.
* * *

Writing from Paris on February 8th, the correspondent of

the "Times" says :

—"The activity of aircraft on both sides has
been one of the features of the war in the western theatre dur-

ing recent days. Continual proof is afforded of the superiority

of the Allies in this direction. Three German aeroplanes have
been brought down during the past week, one near Dunkirk,
another near Gebweiler by salvos from infantry. In the latter

case a machine gun was captured intact. The third fell a
victim to British airmen near Lille, where it was brought down
with a machine-gun."

* * *

The "Morning Post's" Paris correspondent reports the fol-

lowing remarks by a French aviator returned from the fighting
line :

—

"One soon gets used to the idea of being shot at, and one
gets the feeling that there is no great danger of being hit even
if bullets go through the planes. The worse experience, 1

think, is to have shells bursting below you. Then, again, you
are not so much afraid of fragments of the shell hitting you as

you are of the air disturbances caused. I have gone through it

twice, and on both occasions I had the utmost difficulty in

getting control of the machine, which was thrown about in the
most curious way as the result of the explosion." [Apparently
the British aviators, being generally better mounted, are very
little worried by air-concussion.—Ed.

|

"Since the beginning of the war," he continued, "a very
u.seful little invention has been brought out. There is a danger,
as a result of the extreme cold, of the lubricating oil freezing

in the cylinders. When the engine is started again there

would obviously be considerable danger of the engine exploding.

To keep the cylinders warm by means of naked light would
be dangerous, but advantage has been taken of the fact that

petrol vafx>ur will keep platinum black glowing if passed over
it, to construct special lamps, which glow continually, but never
reach the temperature at which they would set fire to an ex-

plosive mixture of petrol and air. These are hung near the

cylinders when the aeroplane is not in use, and in this way
obviate any danger.'" [Will some kind French friend tell us
some more about this? It seems to have some advantage over
the old familiar blow-lamp method of warming up cylinders.

—

Ed.]
* * *

Another French officer writes :

—"In directing fire the aero-

plane has been invaluable, and the English now have splendid

machines. At the start of the war their artillery suffered be-

cause there were not enough of them, but now there are

plenty of English aeroplanes. They are splendid in getting
quickly off the ground, are all armoured, and as a result of

their work the rather haphazard shooting of the British artil-

lery at the outset of the war has been corrected to become
exact.

"

[This officer is slightly mistaken. Our armour consists only
of bullet-proof seats. It is interesting to see the matter of

paucity of machines, and of lack of co-operation with artillery,

to which reference has so often been made in this paper, con-
firmed by an independent observer.

He exaggerates somewhat in our favour in saying that we
have "plenty" of machines. We still need hundreds—and even
thousands—more, and we might have had them but for the

mistaken policy of trusting the R.A.F., after all the previous

lessons we have had.—Ed.]

* * *

The "Aerophile" states that the Germans have just com-
pleted a huge cruising biplane far superior to all previous

models. The machine, of the Aviatik type, is believed to carry

four motors, each 225 horse-power, able to carry four passen-

gers, petrol for ten hours, and two thousand pounds of ex-

plosives. It is stated that the machine is the same which tried

to reach London on December 24th, and was driven away by
English machines. [The last portion of the report is obviously

false, but the advent of a huge German machine is only to be

expected, unless the Germans have less intelligence Ulan one
gives them credit for, and they have given no indication of lack

of foresight hitherto. Whichever side puts a few really big

fighting machines in the air first will have command of the air.

We might have had them months ago, but for the time, money,
labour and material wasted on producing B.E.2cs, which are

valueless from a military point of view, whatever bhey may be

as a scientific "stunt."—Ed.]

* w

Mr. Percy Noel, of "Aero and Hydro," Chicago, and repre-

senting the "Chicago Daily News" in France, sends some in-

teresting cuttings from the latter paper. One of these states,

under date January 12th, "The official aviation reports show

135 deaths in the French aero service from the beginning of

the war to January ist. This includes otjservers, passengers,

pupils and pilots."

Mr. Noel also narrated on December 30th how he visited

Romanshorn on the shore of Lake Constance, opposite Fried-

richshafer^. His estimate of the speed, bomb carrying capa-

city, and the fecundity of Zeppelins was probably based on

local legends :

—"News of the Zeppelins is carefully guarded

in German Switzerland, hence it was necessary for me to leave

the country before describing what I saw there. After my
arrival at Romanshorn, a town near Constance, I had a view

of the newest Zeppelin in the air. This is almost like the

others. It has four motors of 200 horse-power and, in addi-

tion, can carry an equipment of eight tons at a speed of from

forty to sixty miles an hour. One Zeppelin is being finished

every three weeks, then it undergoes a test of three weeks.

Three of these machines are almost finished and are lying in

the sheds ner Friedrichshafen. Construction tests continue,

showing that Germany retains its faith in dirigibles."

• *

Mr. Noel's views on aviation as it concerns the safety of

Paris are of some interest. Writing from Paris early in Decem-
ber he said :

—"The public was led to believe that there were 100

or more French aeroplanes stationed at various distances from

the city to protect it against these raids and finally there were

popularly believed to be 200 aeroplanes guarding the city

against the aerial invaders. There seemed to be no really

good reason why even a score of them—much less a hundred or

more—could not keep one or two invaders out of the Paris air.

The fact of the matter is that the protection of Paris from

aerial invasion existed almost entirely in the imagination. We
were encouraged to believe that the aero guard that should

have been on duty was watching over the city. But it was not.

Now it is. And it will continue to guard Paris aerially despite

the powers' assurance to President Wilson that civilian centres

will not be made the object of attack.

"There are not 100 aeroplanes guarding Paris from attack,

but, as accurately as I can learn, there are forty-eight. Roland

Garros, whom I have frequently seen in Paris driving a two-

seated runabout, has been stationed here since the beginning

of the war, and the 'aviation militaire' depended largely upon

him to keep the 'Taubes' away from the city rather than upon
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a comprehensive organisation. He gave free exliibitions o\er

Paris for many weeks. I understand there are eight escadrilles

of six aeroplanes each stationed about Paris, at various points

of the compass. I have seen three of the camps, situated

twenty-five liilometres (about sixteen miles) from the city. They
were established the latter part of October, and since that time

there have been few German aeroplanes over Paris.

"There are escadrilles detailed to guard Paris stationed at

Issy-les-Moulineaux, at Juvisy, and at Buc, the well known
ffying fields, where there are scores of hangars. The hangars

are not all in use. Several of them are occupied by machines

just being delivered to the Government by their makers and

others are occupied by school machines, for at Issy, and par-

ticularly at Buc, schooling of new pilots goes on daily.

"I can think of only two reasons why Paris was not properly

guarded in September and October—before the Taubes dropped

death and destruction on the city. An insufficient reason is that

the French counted somewhat upon 'bluff,' and a better reason

is that every capable pilot and aeroplane was needed for more
important work at the front. There arm_y corps were to be pro-

tected, while at Paris it was a matter of a little damage, pos-

sibly a few lives—if the Germans dared. But the spoiled child

•of a city, the pampered Paris—where the populace is 'requested,'

'begged,' or 'urged' vi'hen municipal or military orders are

issued—was not long to endure such neglect.

"Besides, it is estimated, France has increased its force of

modern machines 40 per cent, since the war began, despite

losses of aeroplanes amounting to fully 20 per cent, of the

•original active number."

RUSSIA.

A Renter telegram from Petrograd dated February 4th re-

ports that on February 2nd Russian aviators successfully

dropped bombs on gatherings of German reserves and Ger-

man trains at Rava, Rzeczize, and Bogucice.
* »

The \\'arsaw correspondent of the "Messaggero" says that

Russian aviators, adopting tactics from the Germans, have

showered thousands of leaflets on the enemy's camps, contain-

taining particulars as to the condition of the German and

Austrian armies and the number of German prisoners in Russia.

The leaflets are signed in tlie name of the Grand Duke Michael.

[Rome can invent something better than that when it tries.

—

Ed.]

BELGIUM.
Mr. Percival Phillips, of the "Express," reported on February

-4th as follows :
—"On the Belgian Frontier, Thursday,

February 4th.—Late messages to-night state that an Allies'

aeroplane dropped bombs over the German depot at Knocke at

one o'clock this morning. Four Allies' aeroplanes also made a

daringly successful raid northward this afternoon over the por-

tion of the Belgian coast in German occupation. Heavy shrap-

nel firing by the German anti-aircraft guns met them. One
airman was injured, and the others disappeared in an easterly

direction at five o'clock. Information from another source

states that the Allies' aeroplanes were seen above • Har-
bour last night and dropped a number of bombs on the depots

and docks. Several loud explosions were heard during the night

at Sluis, Oostburg, and other Dutch frontier towns."
* * •*

It was reported from Amsterdam on February 5th that to the

north of Westende allied aviators are frequently reconnoitring

the German positions. At 4.30 p.m. on the 4th, guns and
machine guns at Heyst and Zeebrugge opened a heavy fire on

an allied aeroplane, which, however, flew over the sea ap-

parently unscathed. Many wounded continue to arrive at

Bruges. The "Telegraaf" learns from Bergen-op-Zoom that

an aviator this morning flew over Antwerp. Heavy fire was
opened bv the garrison, but the aviator escaped unhurt.

» * *

The special correspondent of the "News and Leader" at

Rotterdam, cabling on February 5th, reports :

—"From the

Dutch frontier it is reported that Allies' aeroplanes flew over
Zeebrugge last evening and dropped bombs. Manv loud ex-

plosions were beard.

"A message from Bergen-op-Zoom states that an Engli-.li

aeroplane flew over Antwerp this morning. It was lired at,

but not hit, and returned in the direction of the English lines.

"Another message, of the same date, from Amsterdam says :

'A message from Sluis says that at 4.30 p.m. yesterday guns
and machine-guns at Heyst and Zeebrugge opened a heavy
fire on an Allies' aeroplane, which, however, flew over the sea

apparently unscathed.' "

•» * *

The "Express" correspondent on the Belgian frontier wired

on February 7th :
—

"During the past week the Germans liave concentrated an

unusually large number of aeroplanes, chiefly of the Aviatik

and Albatross types, at their new air bases, at Ghistelles,

Bruges, Ghent, and Thielt for the purpose of aggressively

opposing the Allies, who have suddenly shown a great increase

of activity.

"Several enemy aeroplanes were seen to-day high in the air

above the coast describing great circles and closely watching
the Allies' scouts, who were making the usual thorough recon-

naissance of the German positions.

"Although no important encounter has yet been reported, the

enemy undoubtedly realise the futility of trying to scare the

opposing air fleet by shrapnel and intend seriously to fight

aeroplanes with aeroplanes. All the important officials of the

German air wing are said to be now in Flanders."
* * *

Mr. R6ne H. Feibelman, of the "Express," at Amsterdam,
sends a somewhat vivid account of an aeroplane duel near

Brussels. His message is dated February 7th :

—"My corre-

spondent, who has just arrived from Belgium, states that on

Friday afternoon a British aeroplane flew over the manoeuvring
plain at Etterbeek, near Brussels. The German soldiers were

ordered to fire, and when no hit was made a Taube was sent

up to try to bring the English aeroplane down.
"In a few minutes they could hardly see anything of the

aeroplanes, which were hidden behind a cloud of white smoke
from the quickfiring guns each aeroplane carried. They could

hear the reports of the terrific air duel, but they did not know
what was happening until the Taube was seen making a zig-

zag movement. Then it fell to the ground.

"Despite the danger of making a demonstration, thousands
of people, who watched the fight from the neighbouring

heights, cheered while the British aviator unfolded a LTnion

Jack and waved it to the Belgians, who sang the British

National Anthem while the Germans not far away were firing

at the aeroplane. The latter escaped uninjured. The two
Germans in the Taube were killed and the machine
shattered.

"

[Evidently the "quick-firing guns" on the belligerent aero-

planes were either badly lubricated, or else the mixture in their

carburetters was incorrect.—Ed.]

GERMANY.
A rep>ort from Copenhagen states that private despatches

from Berlin say that in the southern part of the Western
battlefield on both sides aeroplanes have lately been increasingly

active. French aeroplanes' have daily been making long flights

over Alsace, dropping bombs on barracks and other military

establi-shments. French aeroplanes have even crossed the Rhine,

but there are no reports as to the extent of the damage caused.

German aeroplanes made a tour over Nancy, dropping bombs
in the quarter round the railway station, and also over Lune-

ville and Pont-a-Mousson.

* * *

The "Evening News" special correspondent at Rotterdam
reported on February 4th :

—"I learn that Count Zeppelin has

had a long interview with the Kaiser and that a more energetic

airship campaign has been decided on, particularly against the

British Fleet and transports. A Hamburg caf6 largely fre-

quented by airship ofhcers contains a large glass model Zep-
pelin and airship relics. I am informed by a Dutch traveller

that no air pilots have attended the caf^ for two days, and
that a big airship raid is contemplated."

[Of course, the caf^ may only have passed under "entirely

new management," which has not proved a success.—Ed.]
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The "Express" correspondent at Geneva reported on
February 5th :

—"General von Bordungen, who is in command
of tJie German operations in Lovver Alsace, has been driven

from his headquarters near Altkirch by the attacks of the

Allies' aeroplanes, and has been forced to return to Mul-
house. As Mulhouse is also menaced, the State papers and
valuables are being removed from there to Freiburg.

"A German aeroplane fell near Basle yesterday, and the

pilot and the observer were seriously injured. The machine
was smashed to pieces."

[This is the first mention of French aircraft in connection with

ordinary French military offensive operations, apart from raids,

in the Alsace-Lorraine area. Watch this district for tlie next big

battle.—Ed.
I

* * *

The "Telegraaf" of Amsterdam learns that a hostile aviator

threw bomhs on Mialheim, Baden, on February Sth. Two of

them fell about 200 metres from the garrison hospital in a soft

field, doing no harm.
» » »

The following passages in an article contributed to the

"Morning Post" by a Dutch man of affairs, who has quite re-

cently returned from a visit to Germany bear directly on air-

craft :

—

"In Cologne there was a special change to be noticed, as

at night the city is very considerably darkened, as a result of

the air raids. At i a.m. all lights are extinguished, instead of

going on until 4 or 5 a.m., as in normal times. Apparently

the English aviators missed doing considerable damage by a

very small margin, as they only failed to hit the engine-house of

the gasworks by about 200 feet, and shattered many windows
and doors of the works with the force of the explosions of their

bombs. They also only just failed to hit the Zeppelin sheds,

getting very close indeed—a different result from Diisseldorf,

where they undoubtedly did very considerable damage. Anti-

aircraft guns and powerful searchlights have been erected to

guard against a similar attack, and skilled gunners have been

withdrawn from the front to man them. Similar precautions

have been taken in Diisseldorf and elsewhere.

"Aviators are granted the (Iron) Cross of the Second Class

as soon as they have indicated an enemy position with sufficient

accuracy to ensure its being successfully shelled. The method
adopted is for the aviator to fly in a figure of eight and the

'waist' of the eight indicates the exact position of the desired

object. This requires a good display of skill on the part of the

aviator.

"

[One would think that it needed very much more skill on the

part of the gunners to locate the waist of the 8.—Exl.]

AUSTRIA.
An official dispatch received at Amsterdam from Vienna says :

In the Adriatic an air attack by our aviators on French trans-

ports was successful, bombs being dropped.

HOLLAND.
On February 3rd a French biplane, with two officers and a

machine-gun, landed at Colynsplaat, in the province of Zee-

land. The crew were interned.

A report from Amsterdam on February 4th, says :
—"At 7

p.m. yesterday an aeroplane was seen at a considerable height

going north over Havelte, Onna, and Zuidveen (in the frontier

province of Drenthe, North-East Holland). While over Onna
and Zuidveen the airman worked a searchlight, which con-

siderably alarmed the inhabitants." According to the "Maas-
bode," the machine was an airship.

SWITZERLAND.
It was reported from Paris on February 4th that a German

aeroplane twice flew over the town of Bonfol, in Switzerland.

It was fired at by the Swiss infantry, but escaped injury. The
aviator, who apparently had lost his way, set off again in the

direction of Bile.

ITALY.
As if to confirm my words on future retirements likely to re-

sult from the changes in the organisation heretofore known as

the Aviation Battalion of this country, the Italian papers are

commenting silently—by giving it in a few concise phrases

—

on the news that Lieut.-Colonel Douhet, CO. of the battalion,

has been relieved of his duties and transferred to the Staff of

the VII Army Corps at Ancona. It is thought tliat he had
"sent in his resignation." The particulars are evidently not

abundant even at Turin. Colonel Chev. Giulio Rossi has been

appointed to succeed Colonel Douhet.

The Anloni aerodrome at Pisa has been probably only tem-

porarily taken over by the military authorities, as a step in the

preparation of the Aeronautical Corps for "business."

Three more civilians—Pensuti, Landini and Resmini—have
managed to obtain the higher military brevet, running Mag-
gina very close. The two former should be well-known

names to attentive readers of the columns of The Aeroplane.
A very serious accident occurred last week-end at Piacenza to

Capt. Matteucci, in command of the escadrille there, owing to

the monoplane he was flying not lifting properly when getting

oft' for the purpose of doing some signalling practice with an

observer on board. To avoid telegraph wires the pilot at-

tempted to turn about 60 feet from the ground, lost way,

crashed down, and was removed badly injured. The observer

stood up in the machine and was uninjured.—T. S. H.

SYRIA.
The "Times" publishes an amusing story of a recent sea-

plane ireconnaissance by the Allies at a Syrian port, sent them

by a lady who witnessed it. "A two-funnelled cruiser came in

sight from the south at about 9 a.m. At once there was great

excitement. Everybody who had a roof went up on it, and
crowds lined the seashore, ready for any bombardment that

might take place. And then, wonders of wonders, a neat, small

thing, like a brown bird, dropped over the side into the sea,

skimmed the water, and gracefully flew up into the air, trans-

formed into d seaplane I How they all did work to frighten it

away ! Soldiers hid under cactus hedges and fired their rifles

at it, the Bedouin galloped about, shouting and firing. The
Commander himself fired at it, but it paid no attention. It

hovered over them a little and then disappeared into the sun-

shine towards the interior. About an hour and a half passed

when suddenly a loud humming filled the air, and there was the

seaplane directly over the city.

"On flew the threatening brown bird and circled round and

round over the barracks and Government House, where the

rest of the soldiers—that is, those who were not under the

cactus hedges—were in ambush. On it went until it came
directly over the small German colony. The German Consul

gave orders, and the colony was evacuated at once—not one

man left there to frighten the menacing brown bird away !

But the brown bird soared harmlessly back again—southwards

towards its nest, on to which everybody thought it was going

to drop.

"It dropped. A shout of joy went up from the soldiers under

the cactus hedges, from the wild, whirling Bedouin, and even

from the Commander himself, but a su'odued groan from the

urobtrusive crowds lining the seashore, for it had dropped into

the sea instead. Now it would sink, lost for ever. The shout-

ing, the rifle shots, the mad horseback manoeuvres—all had

told, were taking effect—so more of it, the Commander en-

couraged, to complete the destruction of the brown bird. But

he got no response except a profound and sudden silence, for

there was the brown bird darting like an arrow straight

through the water, leaving a shining, frothy, white track

behind it in the blue sea. It came alongside its nest, a

crane stretched out its long arm protectingly over it and gently

drew it up, where in a few minutes it disappeared.
" 'Now what next?' the onlookers' faces said. 'WTiy,

nothing,' replied the cruiser. Her funnels began to smoke
furiously, she turned her back on them all, and very slowly

moved off towards the horizon. 'Let me tell you something,'

said one Moslem spectator to another standing bv. 'In the air

it can fly, on the water it can walk. What can we do with a

thing like that? Let us go home, ya Sheikh !' And they all

went home.
"But disaster followed close on the heels of the brown bird,

for that very afternoon several people were arrested by order

of the Commander. It had been a day of hot sunshine and

some had, unfortunately, put their sunshades up. The Com-
mander was a bright man, however, and he knew at once that

they had been signalling to the seaplane, especially one ill-

fated lady, whose parasol happened to be a red one. All
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these were taken to the Government House ; some were flogged,

some were detained a day or two, and some were merely ad-

vised that it was wicked, also dangerous, to communicate with

the enemy. Such is Turkish government."

CANADA.

At the second annual motor show, organised by the Montreal

Automobile Trade Association, and open from January 23rd to

30th, was exhibited a biplane, apparently on Caudron lines.

The correspondent who has been kind enough to send a cutting

from the Montreal "La Presse," a translation of which is

given below, states that the official advertisement described

the machine as a "military airship, fully equipped with a bomb-

thrower and a Ross quick-firing gun"'! "La Presse" says:

"For the public in general there will be several novel attrac-

tions ; thus one will see in a special corner a real aeroplane,

armoured, and mounted with a cannon for rapid fire, which has

been constructed in Canada ... by ihe Canadian Aircraft Co.

This aeroplane is mounted with a rotative Gnome motor of

60 h.p. to furnish a speed of 60 m.p.h., carrying two persons.

The wings are of the semi-rigid type, and it (sic) is similar

to those which have been ordered by the English aviators'

corps. The true power of this biplane has been demonstrated

by the magnificent flights which M. G. Pollien has made at

iriore than 4,000 feet above the city of Montreal."

The R.N.A.S. Comforts Fund.
The good work done by Mrs. Sucter on behalf of the friends

of the R.N.A.S. continues briskly, and no less than 79 cases,

containing 8,700 garments, have been dispatched to date.

This week 523 garments have been sent by request to the

men under Commander Samson, R.N., at the R.N.A.S. base

in France, who will also soon receive a case of preserved pro-

visions This is a very sound idea, for the Service rations,

though plentiful and wholesome, become monotonous.

Staff-Surgeon H. V. Wells, R.N., acknowledging the receipt

of the clothing, writes to Mrs. Sueter : "Thank you so much
for the parcel of warm clothing sent for the men of this Ser-

vice. I need hardly say they are very much appreciated, and

also that (he officers and men of the R.N.A.S. are greatl> in-

debted to you for the splendid and continued work on their

behalf. The two dozen pairs of socks from Boston, U.S.A.,

was a charming gift." (These had been sent by a friend of

Mrs. Holt Thomas in America.)

It should be noted that mittens and mufflers are arriving in

vast numbers, and, therefore, knitters who can tackle the more
difficult and laborious task of making sweaters will find their

work accounted doubly unto them for righteousness. Those

who cannot knit the larger g^arments can assist in their pur-

chase by sending contributions, however small, in cash to Mrs.

Sueter, The Howe, Howe Hill, Watlington, O.xon.

The following cash contributions are acknowledged this week :

—Cedric Lee Co. (employees), £10 los. ; Mrs. W. E. Hodgkin-

son, £5 ; Mann and Grimmer (employees, 13th contribution),

I2S. ; -Mrs. KestcU, los. ; Miss W. Cooke, los. ;
Master Ray-

mond Ashton, los. ;
Vickers, Ltd. (woodworkers, 8th contribu-

tion), 6s. ; Mr. O. Ayler, 5s. Total for week, ^"i8 i6s. Total

tu date, ^^723 19s.

A Question in the House.
Mr. Ingleby (U., King's Lynn) asked the Under Secretary

for War how many Zeppelins raided the East Coast on January

19th; whether the Zeppelins were accompanied by motor-cars;

if so, whether he could give the number of such cars ;
and

whether any of them had been identified or any of their occu-

pants arrested.

Mr. Tennant (Under Secretary for War).—It is not in the

public interest to give the information which may be in the

possession of the Department in regard to the first point. The
other points are being further investigated, and I hope to be

able to give an answer shortly.

[Evidently Mr. Tennant, having served so long under Lieut.

-

Colonel (T.) J. E. B'. Seely, has acquired the habit of never

telling the plain truth when any other form of answer can be

found. Presumably, "it is not in the public interest" to say,

"We don't know." If Mr. Tennant perseveres he may in time

himself become a Lieut. Col. (T.), if not a Temp. Brig. Gen. in

command of Colonial Irregulars—on whom Heaven look kindly

in their time of trouble !

As a matter of fact, it is not even certain tliat they were

Zeppelins at all. Some people, who are quite well qualified to

judge, still believe they were only seaplanes.—Ed.]

The Defence of the Realm.
At Saddleworth, on Februarv 3rd, .'\rnold Whitehead and

J. H. Whitley were each fined los. and costs, under the Defence
of the Realm Act, for unlawfully using a firo balloon such as

could serve as a signal.

The prosecution was undertaken on the advice of the military

authorities, who said the sending up of fire balloons was a not

uncommon foolish prank, which had given rise to unnecessary

alarm and trouble. The defendants said the balloon was a

flimsy toy, incapable of spreading alarm.

One ventures to suggest that a certain amount of scaring is

an excellent tonic for the people of this country.

Side View of • de H. I. the latest product of The Aircraft M anufacturing Co., Ltd., with the designer, Mr. Geoffrey de

Havilland, in the pilot's seat.
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But before passing on let us note that the tank positions must
be such that the C.G. alters little in horizontal position, whether
they be full or empty, and they must also, of course, be of the
required capacity. As it is almost impossible to Iceep the C.G.
of both petrol and oil over the C.G. of the whole machine, and
since for our motor the weight of petrol consumed per unit
time is about six times the weight of oil consumed per unit
time, we should keep the C.G. of the oil about six times as far
(horizontally) from the total C.G. as is the C.G. of the petrol,
and, of course, the tanks on opposite sides of the total C.G.
Bearing this in mind, we get in the tanks as best we can.

Wing Strength.
For the strength of the wings, considered as an ordinary

framed structure, we now have the overall sizes, (he position
of main aerofoil spars and of struts and ties. Considering
each spar as a continuous beam and each aerofoil as uniformly
loaded (its own weight being of course now not taken) for
5-6ths of its mean length, we must find the curve of bending
moments and the reactions at the supports of each spar, firstly

with the centre of pressure at its position nearest to the leading
edge, and secondly at its position for full speed, which will

be much further from the leading edge. The sections and
materials of the spars must be chosen such that under neither
of these conditions do the maximum calculated fibre stresses
exceed i -6th of the ultimate compressive strength of the material
employed. This is the so-called "factor of safety" generally
called for.

Similarly the cross sections and material for each strut must
be so chosen that (for a form of low head resistance), the
maximum applied load does not exceed t-6th of the ultimate
strength, calculated by Euler's

formula for a pillar pin jointed at

both ends.

Similarly each stay cable should
have an ultimate strength, taking
into account any weakening due to

splicing, etc. of at least 6 times the

maximum load we shall, from the

before-mentioned calculations, find it

subjected to.

I suggest considering the aerofoils

as uniformly loaded for 5-6ths only
of their total lengths, because, owing
to end losses, the loading decreases
towards the outer ends, and this

assumption therefore gives a fairly

accurate and a simple method of

accounting lor the actual distribu-

tion of loading over the aerofoil sur-

faces. Of course the uniform load-
ing used for the calculation must be
adjusted so that total loading re-

mains equal to the total weight.
I shall not touch further v,n

strength except to say that the same
requirements hold throughout the
machine, and the unfortunate de-

signer is expected to be able to pro-
duce reasonable figures showing that

his detail design is such that no part
of the machine has a "factor of safety" of less than 6 under such
condition, between slowest and fastest flying speeds, as imposes
the greatest strain on such part.

Stability.

Now to consider stability and controllability, which resolves
itself for us into determining the size of Tail Plane, Elevator,
Fin, and Rudder and amount of dihedral angle of the Aerofoils
for our design.

The full investigation of the stability of an aeroplane is

necessarily an extremely long and difficult process, involving
mathematics of a high order. I do not propose, however, to
consider anything other than a few very simple methods in
which by using data from model experiments and quite ele-
mentary mathematics we should arrive at decently satisfactory

results. Thus, though they are all more or less interdependent,
I propose to consider longitudinal or "pitching stability,"
lateral or "rolling stability," and directional or "yawing
stability" separately. Further, I shall take no account of the
moment of inertia of the machine, though this, of course, has
effects on the stability

; we must merely note that the moment
of inertia about all three major axes should be kept as low
as possible, as much from strength as from stability considera-
tions. A machine of large moment of inertia may be as stable
as one of small, but, inasmuch it will rotate more slowly
about any axis, it is highly probable that it will be subjected
10 greater local stresses in a fluctuating wind, and it will
answer more slowly to, and is therefore more likely to be
locally stressed by, its controls.

Longitudinal Stability.
First, then, for "longitudinal stability," and by this I mean

an innate tendency of the machine to preserve a constant
attitude to its flight path—that is, to preserve a constant value
of 1 for the aerofoils. For us this resolves itself into a deter-
mination of the size of the tail plane and elevators.
As you will have noted from our preceding curves for aero-

loils, all along the range of i values useful for flight a curved
aerofoil is unstable—that is, as i increases the CP. moves
forward, as i decreases the CP. moves backwards; in both
cases, therefore, the shift of CP. tends to aggravate and not
to stop the alteration of i value

Similarly, the body, which for low head resistance generally
approaches a torpedo form, is instable for small angles to its
flight path. It is left to the tail, therefore, to counteract the
inherent instability of aerofoils and of body.
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.\s for the form of calculation, this is best set out in tabular
form (Fig. 12). In column i we have a values, a being the
angle which the axis of the motor makes with the direction
of flight; in column 2 the corresponding values for i, which
for our case will be a + ,3° throughout ; in column 3 corre-
sponding values for Ky, the lift coefficient of the aerofoils ; in

column 4 corresponding values for Kx, the drift coefficient of
Ihe aerofoils

,
in column 5 values for total reaction coefficient

R, vi'hich is, of course, = v^Ky^-I-Kx^ ; in column 6 values
for AxR, or aerofoil surface multiplied by total reaction co-
efficient

;
column 7 is for L values, L being the perpendicular

distance from CO. of machine to line of action of R.
Column 8 is for AxRxL values, which is a function of the

moment of the reaction on the aerofoils about the C.G. ; in
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column 9 we have values of ;8, or inclination of tad plane to

line of flight, in our case j3=.a throughout; in column 10

corresponding values of kv for tail plane; and in column 11

corresponding values of kx for tail pane; in column 12 values

of total reaction coelTicient r on tail plane, r being, of course,

= + column 13 is for values of 1, perpendicular

distance from C.G. of machme to line of action of r ;
column 14

for values of rxl; column 15 is for values in column 9

A X R X r. ...
divided b> values in column 16—i.e., for j^^^^

—and this

gives us the required tail area necessary to just counteract the

moment of reaction on the aerofoils, assuming the tail as in

undisturbed, air.

If we can get accurate model figures for the air reactions

on the body of our machine we stiould get out a second table,

similar to the foregoing, to find the necessary area of the tail

plane to counteract the instability of the body. But as we

may not have these figures, and as the reaction on the bedy

i.^ comparatively small for a narrow form such as we are

using, we may, in the absence of reliable model figures, neglect

the second table, and merely add a small amount to the tail

surface necessary for the aerofoils alone—say i/ioth.

As to how the figures for columns 7 and 13 arc arrived at,

in a similar manner to that in which we drew the line of total

reaction on our biplane for i = 3°, we must draw a scries of

lines representing lines of total reaction on it for each of the

i values in the table. We can then on our side elevation draw-

ing measure the perpendicular distances from C.G. of machine

to each of these lines, these distances being values for L, to

scale of drawing. On the figure I have, for clearness, only

drawn line for R at i'.

.As for the tail plane, assuming we shall decide to employ one

of the form shown, as a good compromise between strength

and efliciency, if we have not got figures for a model of this

form it is probably accurate enough to take for it figures for

a rectangular plane of aspect ratio 2 to i.

As we do not know until after the calculation the size lor

our tail plane, we do not know exactly the position of its line

of reaction. But the chord of the tail plane is fairly small

compared to the distance from C.G. of machine to centre of

pressure on tail plane, and smaller still is the shift of CP. on

tail plane compared to this distance. Hence we shall assume

a point, say, 2 ins. above the top of the body and 2 ft. from

the rear end of the body as the position of C. of P. on tail

plane, and shall neglect the shift of CP. Of course, if on

finishing the calculation we find that, for the tail plane size

which we shall need, our guess is obviously a lot out, we must

alter up and correct our table.

We shall take the required area of tail for our machini—that

is to say, area of tail plane plus area of elevators—as twice the

greatest area called for in the table. This seems rather a libel

on our calculations, but the reason for this apparent large

excess of tail area is that the tail is acting both in the down-

draught from the aerofoils and—when the engine is running

—

in the slip-stream of the propeller ; both of these factors tend

to decrease the alteration of air flow relative to the tail, when
the attitude of the whole machine to its flight path is altered.

That is to say, they both tend to decrease the correcting power

of the tail.

This figure of half-value for the tail on the machine to

Tail considered as in undisturbed air is approximately that

found by recent experiments at the N.P L.

Before leaving the question of longitudinal stability I would

suggest that the value of total area of tail should be kept about

as it would be found by the foregioing calculations for any

machine, but the more the power of control required the

greater should the relative area of elevators to tail plane be

made. The ratio of elevator area to tail plane area should lie

between the limits of .6 to .4 and .3 to .7. Outside these

limits we shall get a machine either heavy on the controls on
the one hand, or slow to respond on the other. We shall use,

therefore, a total area of 75 sq. ft., of which .43, or 32 sq. ft.,

is in the elevators, and we arrive at the sizes as shown.
Directional Stability.

Very briefly, for "directional" or "vawing stability," for

us this now means size of rudder and fin required. I say

rudder and fin for our machine, as I think it is safer to use

a fin on large and heavy machines. On small and light

machines it is perhaps not necessary. Structurally, of course,

the employment of a fin is of value.

We have at present very few figures on which to base calcu-

lations for rudder size. The rudder and fin considered as a

fixed surface must be large enougli to counteract the inherent

yawing instability of the body, also to counteract the yawing
effect of the side surface of those parts of the landing gear

which are ahead of the C.G., and also to counteract the yaw-
ing effect of the propeller considered as a front fin.

We must also be sure (hat, when the rudder is set at about

5 degrees, say, it has ample power additionally to counteract

the worst spinning moment induced by working the warp or

ailerons. Unless we have model figures for yawing moments
on the fuselage, and for drift on an aerofoil with ailerons at

different attitudes, we had bettor determine our rudder area

from figures for other machines as nearly like ours as pos-

sible which we know were satisfactory as regards their direc-

tional stability and control.

I suggest, then, using an empirical formula (Fig. 13) :

sxd = Cx (S-l-l)

in which s = area of rudder in sq. ft., d = distance of centre

of area of rudder from C.G. of machine in feet, S is area of

side elevation of body, landing-gear, and propeller in sq. ft.,

A is area of aerofoils in sq. ft., and C is a constant which we
shall take as .8 for a machine with a fin and .7 for one with-

out, from figures for other machines of this type.

Formula tor size of i?udde:r (^Firsl)

.

3 xcL - C '<('3 +^ Wbere:- 3 - Area of judder (S^Fio) 15 <p

= Tohal |orojected side Area of ^Ifc^less AerofoilSj 10 ^
A- Area ofAerofoils iQl^

C = '8 vvbe.*^ f^'D L/sed

= . y .. Qohuscd
fbr DesjcrD —

Ol, S = IS

The value for body side area is the area in side elevation

of body, complete with all added top superstructure, cowling

round motor, etc.

In our case, then, we require a rudder + fin of 15 sq. ft.

area, and we shall make it of form as shown.

Lateral Stability.

Finally for the dihedral angle we should give the aerofoils

to attain necessary "lateral" or "rolling stability."

First, however, as to the causes for possession of^^ or lack

of, "lateral stability" in an aeroplane. An aeroplane is a body
immersed in a fluid—air—and since its average density is very

great compared to that of air, we consider it as supported

only by the reaction of the air upon its lifting surfaces. That
is to say, it is supported solely due to its speed relative to the

air.

Now, for both of the stabilities we have already discussed—
that is "pitching" stability and "yawing" stability—the flight

path is approximately at right-angles to the axes of rotation.

Hence a small rotation immediately induces a change of re-

action upon the tail plane, or rudder, as the case may be, which
tends to counteract the rotation. But when we come to con-

sider the third form of stability—that is, "lateral" or "roll-

ing" stability—we see that the rotation now takes place about

an axis which is parallel, or very nearly parallel, to the flight

path.

Hence rotation about the longitudinal axis, or rolling, will

by itself produce no change whatever upon the air reactions

on the machine ; that is to say, if an aeroplane rotate about
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an axis parallel to its flight path, no other motion being

present, no force is created to counteract the rotation.

However, when an aeroplane rolls other movements do occur,

and it is from these that we attain "lateral stability."

Let us consider, then (Fig. 14), an aeroplane flying steadily

A

CALCULATION TABLE FOR VERTICAL C G.OF AR'EIA -
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and horizontally and assume that some outside force, say a

puff of wind, rolls it over slightly. We see that, as speed and

therefore total reaction, Rt, remain constant, and as the lift

reaction is now out of line with the gravitational force, the

vertical component of lift is now less than the gravitational

force, and the horizontal component is unbalanced ; that is to

say, the machine will commence to drop and move sideways.

Directly it commences to do this we get motion perpendicular

to the axis of rotation and, if our surfaces are properly dis-

posed, a righting moment therefrom.

Briefly, then, we see that, for "lateral stability," if the

machine have a sideways velocity relative to the air, the

resulting reactions on the whole machine must tend to raise

tlio then leading aerofoil tip. This is the main reason why a

dihedral angle for the aerofoils tends to give lateral stability.

^^'e also see that, if the outer shape of a machine remain the

same, the higher the C.G. the greater the dihedral we shall

need, and vice versa.

It is necessary for us, therefore, to calculate the vertical

jjosition of centre of projected side area of the whole machine
less the aerofoils. I then suggest that, if this centre of area

lie at (he same height as the C.G., give 3 per cent, dihedral

angle to the aerofoils. If the centre of area lie above the

C.G., less dihedral should be given ; if below, more dihedral

should be given. These figures are quite arbitrary ones and I

cannot vouch for their suitability. They approximately repre-

sent current practice lor machines of this type.

As you will note, in our design the centre of projected side

area is considerably below the centre of suavity, .55 ft. ; so we
had better decide to employ 5 per cent, dihedral angle.

We must note, before leaving the subject, that too much
inherent stability should not be given to an aeroplane. "In-
herent stability," as I have used it, being a tendency of the

machine to retain the same attitude to its flight path or to its

relative motion to the air, it follows that the more stable is

a machine in this sense the more does it tend to follow altera-

tions in wind direction, and this quality in excess makes for

discomfort in flying and danger in landing. Hence we want to

ensure that our machine has a slight margin of stability and
I hat ample controlling power is afforded to tfie pilot to enable
him to quickly alter at will its attitude in any direction.

(To be continued.)

Two-tailed Aeroplanes.
The following letter has been received :

—
"Sir,—On page 84

of the current issue of The Aeroplane (January 27th) you
illustrate one of the Italian machines of large size which are

flying with two rearwardly pointing tails or fuselages, sepa-

rated lateral masses, and other dispositions according* to my
inventions of patents 3848/13, etc. As you omit to mention

that machines with two operative tails carrying rear elevator

surfaces are of my type, are British in origin, and have been

fully explained and described in their best forms in my shilling

book, 'How to Understand Aeroplanes' (reviewed in your

columns), and in my larger book, 'Aeroplanes in Gusts,' I shall

be obliged if you will give this letter as much publicity as your

illustrations and articles, and in your next issue.

"I should also like you to publish the natural request that

allusions to my type be made more in connection with my
name, and, on proper occasion, in connection with the books
and patents which describe both them and the principles of

action of their best forms. As regards the demand for such
machines, I am prepared to license the manufacture of them
in this country (on quite nominal terms for military and naval

purposes), and to give every encouragement and service in con-

nection with their use. I will, moreover, provide such machines
to specified requirements and give the usual guarantees. The
machines are, as my books have stated and as vou 3'Ourself

appear to agree, chiefly advantageous and indispensable in

veryTarge sizes. That is obviously one of the reasons for their

late and unspectacular development.
''Feb. 3rd,- 1915." ."(Signed) S. L. Walkden.
[One recalls a German aeroplane built some three years ago

by- one O. Trinks which had two fuselages, as had a Nieuport
hydro-aeroplane of a somewhat later date. The Caproni illus-

li'ated has apparently only one tail.—Ed.]

Fons et Origo
The following letter has been received :

—

Sir,—My attention has been called to your article criticising

Mr. de Havilland's new machine, designed for the Aircraft

Manufacturing Co., Ltd. In that article you severely criticise

the Royal Aircraft Factory, and this I think is hardly fair, as

although the machine is due to Mr. de Havilland, I am sure

that he would be the first to acknowledge his indebtedness to

the knowledge obtainable owing to the experimental work
carried out by the National Physical Laboratory and the Royal
Aircraft Factory.—Yours faithfully,

(Signed) G. Holt Thomas (Managing Director).

The Aircraft Manufacturing Co., I^td.

For Those on Service.
Whitehead, Morris & Co., Ltd., of Caxton House, West-

minster, S.W. have just produced two useful novelties likely to

be a comfort to soldiers in the field. One is a waterproof letter

wallet, containing writing block, pencil, and a .=upply of

envelopes, and last but not least, a card entitled "French Made
Easy." This contains a number of French expressions and
their meanings, together with their phonetic spelling, which

should enable any soldier who understands not the French
language to ask at least for the necessaries of life, in the

following manner. Ex. i : "Voolay voo donnay m'wah seal

voo play p'wahsong?" Ex. 2 : "Commong tallay voo? Tray
beeang ;

ay voo?" The price of this article is but fid.

A companion waterproof wallet contains a thick pad of

shaving paper, and this costs 3d. A clean razor wipe is not

to be despised where there is so much dirt and infection to be

contended with. Wallets of a rather better quality may also

be purchased at is. and is. 6d. It is probable that friends of

officers and men in the R.N.A.S. and the R.F.C. will be glad

to include these useful articles in their next parcels abroad.
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Kit for Aviators.

The accompanying illustration shows an aviator's helmet

made by the famous firm of Dunhills, Ltd., who have long been

recognised as the leading specialists in motor equipment, and

who have, since the earliest days of aviation, devoted a con-

siderable amount of attention to the equipment of aviators.

The helmet shown is certainly calculated to enhance the safety

of the wearer. Earflaps are fitted, and there is a raised fore-

head protector so that the pilot is guarded against the frequently

painful, and sometimes serious, accidents which occur merely

through careless landings. Against the more serious shock of

being pitched out of the machine onto his head, the pilot is pro-

tected by an air bag fixed in the crown of the helmet, which

effectively deadens the force of the heaviest blow. The outside

of the helmet is made of the best stiffened hide.

Some aviators, who believe more in luck than in proper pre-

caution and prefer their personal comfort to the trouble of

accustoming themselves to the wearing of a helmet, still use a

tight fitting skull cap of the type usually associated with Puck.

Dunhills, Ltd. make an excellent cap of this kind, which is

made of soft leather lined with silk or fleece. In a praise-

worthy effort to protect the valuable lives of their customers,

the firm fit a thick felt lining to the crown of the cap, so that

small and light as it is, it will protect a moderately thick

skull against the consequences of its thickness. Apart alto-

gether from aviation the small skull cap makes excellent head-

wear when motoring in severe weather.

The fleece-lined garments made specially for aviators by Dun-

hills, Ltd. are well worthy of attention by otiicers just appointed

to either Service. The leather coat lined with fleece, which is

quite one of tlie firm's specialities, can be had either in brown
leather for military wear, or in black for naval pilots. The
coat is irreproachable in cut, so that it has all the smartness of

uniform made by the best tailors, and the material and work-

manship are excellent.

Various other garments made by the firm are also worthy

of attention, among them in particular the silk-skin waisi-

coat illustrated elsewhere. Being impervious to wet and wind,

and lined with flannel, it is a comforting present to any

officer or n.an on home or foreign service, and it is so made
that it can be worn under an ordinary service tunic.

A Move.
The Grahe.me-\\'hite Aviation Co., Ltd., have found it neces-

sary to acquire la'-ger and more commodious West End ofiices.

They have, therefore, moved to spacious premises at 32, Regent
Street, S.W. (adjoining I^iccadilly Circus), and their telephone

luimbcr is now Regent 4423.

APkANE;

HE up-to-date ' School. That is the point we
wish to[emphasize this week. You ^will find that we
neither follow fashion nor precedent. We create them.

We do the things which spell efficiency, and we create

or secure the things to spell it with. Whether it be a new type

of machine, like our propeller monoplane, or merely an improved

means of launching ; whether it means teaching by moonlight,

or a new method of changing crews while running on the water,

they all sum up into time-saving efficiency. These are but a

few things, but they serve to indicate that we are alive and keen,

and up-to-date to the last minute. Send for our book, it tells

you all about us.

THE NORTHERN AIRCRAFT CO., Ltd.

KINDLY MENTION " THE AEROPLANE " WHEN CORRESPONDING WITH ADVERTISERS.
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A Doubtful Casualty.
Apropos the report which appeared in the "Telegraph" on

February 4th, the " Morning Post's " local correspondent

writes on February 5th :

—"Nothing is known at Sheerness of

the reported discovery by a fisherman in Black Deeps of the

body of a German airman with a shrapnel bifllet in his lungs

—

supposed to be the German airman who flew over Sheerness on

Christmas Day. There has been a general belief at Sheerness

that the hostile aviator never reached the Belgian coast on his

return voyage across the sea, for his machine is known to have

been 'winged' by shots from the anti-aircraft guns at Sheer-

ness, and so far as is known no particulars of his aerial in-

vasion of Sheppey and of his fight with British seaplanes over

the Medway valley have appeared in the German Press. The
only announcement known to have been made by Germany was
the repetition in their wireless news of the report (published

through the Press Bureau in London) of the Fortress Com-
mander at Sheerness that a hostile aeroplane had passed over

Sheerness.

"It is noteworthy that in the report which appeared in a

London newspaper no particulars are given as to where the

body was landed or of an inquest taking place, or of a post-

mortem or where the body was buried. The report indicates the

body was found a few days ago."
The Clacton and Southend correspondents of the "Morning

Post" also report that nothing is known there of the finding

of the German aviator's body.

A Romantic Wedding.
Upon the outbreak of war, M. F. van Droogenbroeck, an

engineer, joined the Belgian flying corps, and did most use-

ful work, being complimented by his King for his invention of

a new bomb. Whilst flying at Nieuport his machine fell 60

metres and he was seriously injured.

In the meantime his fiancee had fled from ."Xntwerp, and for

a long time he could find no trace of her. Coming to London
he found she was receiving hospitality at Farnham, where
their wedding was celebrated. M. Droogenbroeck has been

invalided out of the army, and is resuming his profession in

London.

The Runnin?? of Aero Engines.
The Editor of The .'Veroplane will be glad to consider articles

on modern aero-engines written by practical men with a know-
ledge of their subject. Such articles should deal either with

the general design and construction of engine, or, preferably,

should consist of detailed descriptions of the internal economy
of specific engines with which the writer is well acquainted,

and should give as much information as possible concerning the

manners and customs of the engines under various conditions

of use. Any articles accepted for publication will he paid for

at our usual rates when they appear.

Mechanicians working on aeroplane engines are also invited

to send in notes, short or long, describing any useful hints

and tips they may have discovered which add to the relia-

bility or efliciencv of the engines, or assist in quick dismount-
ing ot assembling or tuning. In this wav it is hoped that tb"

general store of knowledge may be enlarged, and thus the

I

WOOD FOR ALL PARTS OP AEROPLANES
Machined to your Sizes or Sections.

Best Quality Silver Spruce, Ash, Walnut, 3-pIy etc.

W. G. EVANS & SONS,
1_4_ WILLIAMS MEWS, STANHOPE STREET,

EUSTON ROAD. LONDON, N.W.
I'/iniie : Muspum 24."i8.

work of our pilots may be rendered safer, through the increased
reliability and efficiency of their engines.

When possible, sketches, rough or finished, should accom-
pany the notes. Literary style is no particular recommenda-
tion, for practical experience plainly expressed in the language
of the workshops is more needed in this instance.

All notes published will be paid for, the minimum payment
being 5 shillings for short notes.

Southampton and District.
On Thursday a Sopwith Sunbeam-engined tractor seaplane

recently handed over to the Navy was towed up to Woolston
for repair, after a collision with a pier. During a short calm
on Sunday morning a Sopwith tractor made a flight over
Southampton Water. When weather permitted the usual
observation flights have taken place on various machines, the

majority being Sopwiths.

A New Aeroplane Firm.
The works at Gould Road, Twickenham, formerly occupied

by the Perry Aviation Company, have now been taken over
by the Jouques Aviation Company, and are hard at work.'

School and Weather Reports.
Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs. Fri. Sat. Sun.

South Coast . \

East Coast ...
|

Fine

Fine

Rain
Windy

Wet

Show'y
Windy

Fine

Dull
Windy
Fine

Fine, a.

m

Wet p.m

Fine

Wind
& Rain
Wind
& Rain

Rain &
Wind

Hendon
|

Fine Wet Windy Windy Fi Wet Fair

Lake District
|

Fine Rain Rain Gale Gale Fine Rain

Hendon.

—

At the Grah.ame=White School.—^Instructors :

Messrs. Manton, Russell and Winter. Pupils with instr. :

Prob. Fit. Sub-Lieuts. Irving, Petter and Tollemache (new
pupil). Strts. alone : Prob. Fit. Sub-Lieuts. Souray and Wood.
S's or circs, alone : Prob Fit. Sub-Lieuts. Digby, Hallifax,

Hilliard, Petter and Wood. Certificate taken: Prob. Fit. Sub-
Lieut. F. Digby. Machines : Four Grahame-White biplanes.

.'\t the Hall School.—Instructor : Mr. J. Rose. Pupils

with instr. : Mr. McConnochie (10 mins.), Mr. Davy (5), Mr.
Waterson (10). Machines : Hall tractor biplanes. Two new
pupils, Lieut. Moncrieffe and Mr. J. Furlong, joined the

school.

.\i THE Beatty -School.—Instructors : Messrs. Geo. W.
Beatty and G. Virgilio. Pupils with instr. : Messrs. P. E.

Cornish (25 mins.), G. Beard (25), G. Perrot (20), T. F. Roche
(5), B. de Meza (15), M. J. V. Miller (20), J. H. Ormsby (15),

k. G. Hayward (12), H. H. Bright (38), F. R. Layer (22),

J. H. Moore (20). Machines : Beatty biplanes with dual wheel

control.

At the Ruffy .School.—Instructors : Messrs. Edouard
Baumann, Herbert James and Howard James. Pupils :

Messrs. Aoyang, Grahame, Kenworthy, King. Mr. Ken-
worthy making good progress. Machines : 60-h.p. Gnome
Caudron dual control and 45-h.p. Anzani.

At the Lon.on and Provincial Aviatio.v Co.'s School.—
Instructors : Messrs. M. G. Smiles and W. T. Warren. Pupils

doing straights : Messrs, Noakes, Lincoln, England, Derwin,,

and White ; half circuits, Mr. B'ransby Williams. S's or circs. ;

Messrs. Moore, Abel and Laidler. Machines : Two L. and P^

tractor biplanes.

Windermere.

—

At the Northern Aircraft Co.'s School.—
Instr. : Mr. W. Rowland Ding. Pupils with instr. : Messrs.

G. L. Railton (15 mins), R. Buck (31), h. Johnson (54), S. J.

Sibley (8). Strts. : Messrs. R. Buck and .\. Johnson. S's and
circs. : Mr. R. O. Lashmar. Machines : N.A.C. propeller

biplanes and monoplanes. An illustrated lecture was delivered

by Mr. C. Fleming Williams on construction and design.

CELLON-

—

THE DOPE OF PROVED EFFICIENCY.
CELLON, LTD., 17, OLD BROAD STREET, E.G. Telegrams :" Ajawb London." Telephone : 5359 London Wall.

KINDLY MENTION " THE AEROPLANE, " WHEN CORRESPONDING WITH ADVERTISERS.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS
All advertisements for this column should arrive at this

office by 6 p.m. MONDAY to ensure insertion.

For the convenience of Advertisers, replies can be received af

the office of "THE AEROPLANE," 166, Piccadilly, W.
Special PREPAID Rate—18 words 1/6; Situations Wanted
ONLY—18 words 1/-. id. per word after.

PATENTS.
"TTOW TO TAKE OUT PATENTS IN ENGLAND AND
n ABROAD." (By Arthur E. Edwards, F.C.I.P.A.) 2S.

post free.

—

Arthur Edwards & Co., Ltd., Patent Agents and
Consulting Engineers, Chancery Lane Station Chambers,
W.C. 'Phone 4536 Holborn.

PATENTS. Instructive leaflet free from STANLEY,
POPPLEWELL & CO., Chartered Patent Agents, 38,

Chancery Lane, W.C.
AEROPLANE Makers and Inventors. Prepare now for

trade revival by protecting new ideas. Particulars and
advice free.—King's Patent Agency, Ltd., 165, Queen Victoria
Street, London.

TUITION.

London and Provincial
aviation co.

SCHOOL OF FLYING
The Aepodpome, Hendon, N.W.

Learn to fly at our Schoo'I on new and up-to-date machines. We teach
you to control the machine yourself and develop your own individu-
ality. Our instructors have had years of experience and we guarantee
satisfaction. Enquiries welcomed. Phone: Kingsbury 102

THE RUFFY SCHOOL of FLYING,
HENDON.

Manager-chief Instructor—EDOUAH BAUMANN.
Instructors

—

Messrs. HERBERT JAMES, HOWARD JAMES.
Pupils taught on dual control 60 h.p. Gnome Caudron

Machines: completing tuition on 45 h.p. Anzani, taking
certificate on 50 h.p. Gnome. All Tractor Machines,
quickest and most thorough tuition.

Trial lesson- £2 2s.

Office and Works

—

3-4 KENDALL'S MEWS, PORTMAN SQUARE, W.
Phone—Padd. 5048.

SITUATIONS VACANT.
PILOT wanted for service in East Africa during the war.

State full particulars as to experience, salary, terms, etc.,

A. V. Roe and Co., Ltd., Clifton Street, Manchester.
AERONAUTICAL Draughtsman and Junior Draughtsman

required for experimental macliine. First-class experi-
ence essential.—Reply, stating experience, qualifications and
salary required, to The Varioplane Company, Ltd., 5a, Surbiton
Road, Kingston-on-Thames.
XPERIENCED Aeroplane Draughtsman wanted immedi-

JlJ ately, must be thoroughly capable to get out stress-

diagrams, estimate weights, etc.—State age, experience, and
salary required, to Sopwith Aviation Co., Ltd., Kingston-on-
Thames.

WANTED, Experienced Pilot for putting machines through
reception tests.—Write, giving full particulars, to Box

622, The Aeroplane, 166, Piccadilly, W.
AEROPLANE Erectors wanted. Only experienced men need

apply.—Write, stating age, wages required, and full par-
ticulars of experience, to the Aircraft Mfg. Co., The Hyde,
Hendon.

DRAUGHTSMAN, competent, executes drawings from
rough sketches. Inventors' drawings; tracings at

shortest notice.—Box 622, The Aeroplane, 166, Piccadilly,
London, W.

PHOTOGRAPHS.
PILOT PORTRAITS
The F N B Series of Copy-
right Pilot Portraits includes

co»YH^HT ssTRis all the most notable Pilots of
the Flying World. Unmounted, post free, Sizes 12 by 10 in.

2s. 2d. ; 8 by 6 in., is. 6d. : 6 by 4 in., is. 2d, Mention The
Aeroplane and write for the list of names to

1". TV. IJIRKETT^
97 PERCY ROAD, SHEPHERD'S BUSH. LONDON, W

IVE "FLV THE WHOLI. WORLD

SITUATION WANTED.
EXPERIENCED Aeroplane Draughtsman, tlicorctical and

practical knowledge, biplanes, monoplanes ; excellent

references; wants situation.—Box 620, The Aeroplane, 166,

Piccadilly, W.

MACHINES.
DUNNE PATENT SAFETY AEROPLANES, single and

two-seater types, mono or biplane.

—

Thb Blair Atholl
Aeroplane Syndicate, Ltd., i, Queen Victoria Street,

London. Tel. 834 Bank.

PROPELLERS.
CHAUVIERE'S famous Integral Propellers hold all records;

used by all leading aviators. The best.—Sole proprietors

for Great Britain and Colonies, The Integral Propiller Co.,

Ltd., IB. Eltihome Road, Upper Holloway, N. Telephone

:

Hornsey 2345. Telegrams: "Aviprop (Upholl), London."

MISCELLANEOUS.
FLYING CAFE, adjoining Aerodrome, Hendon. Electric

Light, Bath (h. and c), Good Cuisine. Tel. : 110 Kings-

bury .

HARDWOOD for Aeroplanes. Specially selected, air-dried

timber as supplied to leading constructors in Britain and
the Continent. Silver Spruce, Ash, Poplar

;
Hickory and Ash

Skids
;
Threeply ; Thin Cedar and Mahogany for Floats ; Wal-

nut for Propellers.—William Mallinson and Sons, Ltd., Hack-
ney Road. 'Phone, 3854 Central, 4770 Wall.

LUNCH. TEA, or SUP at-

"THE AERO RESTAURANT."
(Just outside the gates of the Hendon Aerodrome.)

Pretty Tea-Gardens, with awnings, for fine weather. Glass-side
" Sun-Parlour" for cold weather.

Best of Food, well cooked and neatly served.
Lunch (rom Is.' 6d. Tea from 6d.

LIQI
IMEIMPINB
SCOTCH GLUE

eady for use at once.
USED BY THi; LBADINa ABROPLANE CONSTRUCTORSi

MOISTURE PROOF.
Write for I'rir^ IjUI. and Pii.rtli'idnrg—

"

MENDINE 30., 8. Arthur Street, London Bridge, E.c:, .. /

MODELS.
T. W. K. CLARKE & CO..
HAMPTON WICK, MIDDLESEX.

Supply British Built Model Aeroplanes, and all Accessories

for making. Send stamp for Lists.

MCJ Compressed Air Motors for Mode! Aeroplanes.

• OtvV* Twin cylinders; weight, 2 J ozs.
;
price, 6s. 6d.

Air container for above engine
;
weight, 8 ozs.

;
price, 6s. 6d.

We stock everything for models. Send Stamp for catalogue.
—-Murray, Son, and Co., 387a, High Road, High Cross, Tot-

tenham, N.
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Hie Sopwith Aviation Co., Ltd.
CONTPACTOHS TO THE ADMIRALTY AND WAR OFFICE

Offices and Works - - KINGSTON-ON-THAMES

Telephone: • Telegrams:

1777 and 1343 Kingston. "Sopwith, Kingston."
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WHAT IS IT?

Above is shown a biplane, more distinctly than it would be seen at 6,000 feet ur so, yet even the expert would be puzzled

to say at first sight whether it was British, or German, or even French. Of what use, then, can Home Office posters be to

the Public in general? There is nothing in it even remotely resembling the machine shown above, which is a modern

Albatros.
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The Aircraft Co., £M.

Hold the SOLE RIGHTS DIRECT
from the FARMAN BROTHERS

for the building of

HENRY & MAURICE FARMAN

Aeroplanes
AND

Hydro-Aeroplanes.

In Great Britain and the Oversea

Dominions.

Works and Flying Ground

HENDON.

Offices

:

47, VICTORIA STREET. S W

S{iff proving its

sfcrfin^ worfd,

AVRO
NOTttlNC BETTER.

FOR PEACE OR WAR.:

A V ROE & 00,1":^

MANCHESTER.

Handley Page Ltd.
CONTRACTORS TO H.M. ADMIRALTY AND

WAR OFFICE.

Works s

110 CRICRLEWOOD LANE,

CRICKLEWOOD, N.W.

TELEPHONE: HAMPSTEAD 5317.

London Office s

72 VICTORIA STREET, S.W.

TELEPHONE: VICTORIA 2574.

TELEGRAMS: HYDROPHID, SOWEST. LONDON.

Manufactured by

WILLANS & ROBINSON, LTD.,

RUGBY
(who own the Sole Manufacturing Rights

for the British Empire).

SALMSON
AERO-ENGINES

(Canton-Unne System)

Sizes from 80 B.H.P. to 600 B.H.P.

in Single Units.

All enquiries should be addressed to

DUDBRIDGE IRON WORKS, Ltd.,

87, Victoria Street, London, S.W.

Telegrams . . . . Aeroflight, Vic. London.

Telephone 7026 Victoria.

KINDLY MENTION " THE AEROPLANE " WHEN CORRESPONDING WITH ADVERTISERS.
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Efficiency versi
During the last few weeks this office and its neigh-

bourhood, which includes the Royal Aero Club, has
been full of argument, some of it on paper, some of it

verbal, some of it telephonic, . some of it civil and
logical, and some of it abusive and impressionistic,

concerning the merits and demerits of aeroplanes of

various types, British and foreign, friendly and hostile,

when regarded as instruments of war.

Now, because most people concerned with aeroplane
design and construction have always been tied down to

certain limited engine powers, one finds in these argu-
ments a constant tendency to estimate an aeroplane's

merits for war purposes on its efficiency instead of on
its effectiveness. There is a vast difference between
the two qualities which some people seem incapable
of understanding, and a great many other people en-

tirely forget. To appreciate the difference one must
start the argument with some definite idea of what a

machine has to do in order to be effective, and to esti-

mate what that;^task is one must have a general

working idea of what is a fair average performance for

one's enemy's machines to do. Then one can formu-
late a programme to. beat them.
In our case we can reckon that the old-fashioned

German "Taube" type monoplane with a speed of 60

miles an hour and a climb of about 300 feet a minute
is now out of date, if not absolutely extinct, and that

the new German biplanes of the L.V.G., Aviatik,

Albatros, and Rumpler type can raise a speed of any-
thing between 70 and 80 miles an hour, and can climb
between 600 and 1,000 feet a minute according to

whether they are fully loaded or not, and allowing for

variations in different engines, or different states of the

atmosphere.
Therefore, to be effective, from our point of view, our

machines must be able to beat that speed and climb,

or, as a possible alternative, they may fly and climb

soniewhat more slowly, but they must be able to carry

sufficient armament to beat off attack. Thus a slow

well-armed machine may go out over the enemy's lines

and beat off any enemy who tries to prevent it from
gathering information, or it "may be used for patrol

duty over its own lines to head off hostile machines
which approach while it is in the air. But it must be

' remembered that such a machine, if on reconnaissance,

may have to descend in order to acquire desired infor-

mation, and so may place itself at the mercy of a

quick-climbing enemy, and if actually in the air on
patrol duty it may be out-climbed by an approaching
scout. In the latter case, it may prevent the enerny

from acquiring information, but it does not fulfil its

purpose of destroying the enemy, and so it fails to be

really effective.

An officer who has been in the thick of the aerial

work of the war for some months, writing home re-

cently on this particular subject, remarked, "Faster

climbing power is needed, for it gives an incalculable

advantage in manoeuvring for position to shoot, and
to keep more or less in an awkward position for being

shot at." Some pilots prefer to get above their enemy
and shoot down at him, and some prefer to charge up
at him from below so as to get a fair shot at his engine,

but in either case the man on the faster climbing

machine always has the advantage in that he can

s Effectiveness.
choose his own position. For defensive work, especi-

ally, climbing speed is even . more important than
flying speed, and in a force in which the duties of the

various pilots and their machines were clearly defined

and organised there would be a very distinct difference

between defensive aeroplanes and simple scouts in this

respect, for with the same engine power one ct>iild

produce a series of armed and armoured "defenders"
which climbed quickly, and another series of very fast

reconnaissance machines which would never fight, but
would rely on their speed to get their information and
run away home with it.

Effective Climbing.

At present no army in the world has definitely laid

itself out to produce two types distinct in this way,
though various subsidiary types for special purposes
have been built. Even the Germans, who have by far

the most complete organisation, and

—

pace General
vSeely and the Royal Aircraft Factory—probably "the
best brains in the world" where the development of

military aeronautics is concerned, seem to have con-
centrated the energies of their constructors on one
type of machine—not one theoretically efficient Govern-
ment design, but on various independent designs of a

probably inefficient but highly effective type,, namely,
the big tractor biplane with a six-cylinder fixed engine
of loo-h.p., or slightly more.

It is, of course, true that all armies have gun-carriers
of various sorts, besides reconnaissance machines, and
fast scouts, but no one seems to have deliberately sacri-

ficed speed for climb, or climb for speed, and the result

has been numerous machines of good all-round effi-

ciency, though none has been quite as effective as it

might have been for certain definite purposes.

Effective Speed.

However, to return to the original question of effec-

tiveness versus efficiency, perhaps one may put it this

waj'—supposing one maker produces a highly efficient

machine, which, with an engine of 70-h.p., is capable
of doing 80 miles an hour, and another maker produces
one which carries the same useful load and does 90
miles an hour, but needs loo-h.p. to do it, the latter

machine is obviously the more effective, though equally
obviously inefficient. One may put anything over 85
miles an hour down as a fair effective speed, because,
though some few German machines may exceed it, they
are few and far between, and German pilots fit to fly

them are scarcer still.

We have recently been informed, with much flourish

of trumpets, that the B.E.2C does 80 miles an hour
with a 70-h.p. Renault, and that it is also inherently
stable. Naturally, no one will deny that the machine
is therefore efficient. Unfortunately, the paper which
announced the fact—being inclined to set store by
official aeronautical theories rather than military prac-
tice—omitted to mention that the speed was only at-

tained by fitting streamlined wires and a stripped
chassis, and so may have raised vain hopes in the
breasts of such young officers as maj'^ trouble to read
aerodrome gossip.
Now, streamlined wires, like most other swaged

wires, are much more liable to break than are stranded
cables, and when they do break they give no warning
of their intention. Further, it is much more difficult to
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make a reliable or even a satisfactory attachment for

them. Also, official tests have shown the danger of

these wires breaking under vibration as distinct from
shock loading—sometimes they break after only a
couple of hours' test on a vibrator—and one pilot, at
least, has noted how, when the speed of the machine
varies during a glide with the engine stopped, first

one wire and then another sets up a loud and distinct

note due to vibration, the note varying with each wire,
and, of course, with the speed.

It is a pity that the highly theoretical supporters of

the machine omitted to mention these drawbacks, and
also omitted to mention that the chassis was such as
would only be safe in a landing under the control of a
highly skilled pilot, because, for practical military pur-
poses both these points render the machine ineffective,

for the danger of breakage iu the air and the danger
of a smash in landing on rough ground are quite sufii-

cient to cancel out any advantage in sheer efficiency.

If these defects are remedied by fitting ordinary
cables and a standard chassis, the speed promptly
drops to something under 70 miles an hour, so wherein
lies the boasted efficiency? Let us have tests with
machines built by other manufacturers and fitted with
racing chassis and streamlined wires, and then we can
compare efficiencies alone without troubling about
effectiveness. But even so, the Avros which carry the
same useful load do 84 m.p.h. with an So-h.p.

Gnome—which, according to Mr. Barnwell's engine-
table, published recently, only gives 68 h.p. on the
brake—in spite of a big central skid and stranded
fables, so where does the efficiency come in ?

Effective Strength.

I am quite aware that certain Avros which have been
altered to meet the requirements of the theorists at

Farnborough fall short of the original Avro perform-
ances set up early last year; but the fact remains that

none of those built to the original designs have broken
in the air, and that those used on active service have
stood up to rough usage and exposure. Even those
which have been hit in seemingly vital places, such as

spars and struts, have got home safely, so that one is

forced to believe that, despite its apparent lightness
of construction, the theoretical design is adequately
strong—so long, of course, as the purely practical re-

quirements of workmanship and material are kept
rigidly at the highest level.

Moreover, external stoutness does not necessarily
mean strength, for a heavy strut may cause a light

spar to break, whereas if both had some degree of

flexibility both might stand up. There is still much
to be learnt about flexible construction, and it seems
reasonable to suppose that in so elastic a medium as

air a flexible structure may well be more efficient than
a rigid one. Apparently theory alone cannot calculate

for structural flexibility, which is a quality to be dis-

covered only from practical experience. The subject

is one of great interest, but the process of experimenta-
tion is apt to be costly.

Effective Stability.

It may be objected that 70 m.p.h. plus inherent
stability with a 70-h.p. engine shows high efficiency.

Again the argument is admitted, and again I would
point out that what is needed is effectiveness.

Let us consider the value of stability in war. The
chief argument in favour of stability is that on a long
journey the pilot can leave the machine to itself, and
—provided he is not subject to air-sickness—he may
let it roll about as it likes without fear of a nose-dive
or a capsize. Thus he is saved from tiring himself,

so long as he is content to let it roll, but I am told

by practical pilots that if one tries to control a stable

machine it is desperately tiring.

No one has written more in favour of inherent
stability from a practical point of view than I have
done, and no paper has published as -much about the
practical and theoretical methods of obtaining stability

as has this paper. I believe in the need for stability

as strongly as ever, but not when it is bought at too

hieh a price in time of war.
.

The chief advantage of stability is on a long journey.

Now consider the case of a scout who sets out on a

long reconnaissance far behind the enemy s lines. On

his 7o-mile-an-hour inherently stable machine he

arrives unfatigued 50 miles behind the enemy s lines.

He obtains his information and sets out for home.

On his return he is waylaid by a couple of 8o-mile-an-

hour machines which climb faster than his own. Then

he is either shot or forced to land and is made a

prisoner—still unfatigued, which is certainly an ad-

vantage if he has a long walk to prison before him.
_

The same man on a 90-mile-an-hour scout which is

moderately stable and properly controllable will do his

hundred-mile journey in faster time, he will be able to

dodge his pursuers, and he will come home very tired,

but with his information. Which appears the more

effective proposition ? The case in time of war is_ not

at all analogous to that in time of peace, wherein a

slow stable machine is better for the aerial tourist than

a fast unstable one.

Also, there seems to be considerable misapprehen-

sion as to what stability really will do. Mr. Massac

Buist, writing in the "Morning Post" some weeks ago,

seemed to convey the impression that if all machines

were inherently stable there would be an end to all

accidents in landing. As a matter of fact, a power-

fully stable machine is much more difficult to land

than is an unstable one, for, as Mr. Barnwell pointed

out, it will react to every gust which strikes it, and for

that reason it is much more difficult to control near

the ground, where the gusts are strongest and most

irregular, which emphasises the need for a strong and

effective chassis.

Further, if big control surfaces are fitted, so that

the pilot can break down the stability whenever he

likes, he is just as likely to make mistakes as on any
other machine. If the machine has a stout and well-

placed oleo-pneumatic chassis and is left to itself

when near the ground it may strike at its proper glid-

ing angle, bounce about a bit, and perhaps break a

wing, but it is not likely to damage the pilot, which
may be very useful to a wounded man, provided he
retains consciousness and deliberatelv lets it go. But
if he falls onto his controls and pushes his lever for-

ward the machine will dive nose first—as witness the

loop executed at Hendon recently by an R.A.F. pilot,

which could not have been done without a preliminary
dive.

Also, if a clumsy pilot pulls back too soon in trying
to land he will stall the machine, which will either

fall over sideways onto a wing-tip and cartwheel onto
its nose, or it may hang a moment and then dive onto
its nose in its natural endeavour to recover its speed.
And, be it remembered, a nose dive of only 40 or 50
feet in this way is quite enough to smash the machine
and probably kill or seriously injure the crew, for the
machine depends on attaining a certain speed through
the air, either by engine power or by the force of

gravity during a glide, before the forces which cause
its stability become operative.

In connection with the current inherently stable
design there is one important point worthy of note.
The longitudinal stability is of that type which de-
pends on pressure on top of the tail to keep the nose
up. When the engine is running this pressure is

supplied by the slip-stream of the propeller directed
downwards by the planes. When the engine stops
the nose, being heavy, drops and the speed through
the air increases till the downward stream from the
planes causes the same pressure as did the slip-stream.
Thus, if the engine is switched off after a dive is

started, there may be considerable time lag before the
tail goes down and the nose comes up. If the engine
stops when flying fairly near the ground there is
danger of this lag causing an ugly smash.

It is hoped that these few words of warning may
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help to save the limbs, if not the lives, of some young
pilots who are apt to believe that, just because a
machine is labelled "inherently stable" by people who
occupy high official positions, it therefore knows more
about flying than they do.

A Matter oi Policy.

One" correspondent wants to know why I am "so
down on" B.E.s in general, and suggests that I may
have had a trip in one and have made a bad landing.
Others also do not seem to understand the position, so
it seems that I must explain once more, for the benefit
of new readers apparently. Imprimis, the whole policy
of this paper is dictated by the desire to ensure that
the Royal Naval Air Service and the Royal Flying
Corps shall have a plentiful supply of the best possible
aeroplanes on which to do their work. Unfortunately,
they have never, until the war broke out, had anything
like an adequate number of machines, and those they
have had were not always of the best quality. To-day
these matters are being put right, but in the past
there was much to be desired, almost entirely because
a certain clique at the Royal Aircraft Factory, backed
by political "pull," set out deliberately to exalt them-
selves at the expense of what the Press agent of the
clique contemptuously calls "the trade," the obvious
idea being that if the trade could be pushed out of the
way the whole supply of aeroplanes would be drawn
from the R.A.F., and that establishment would become
a huge Government dockyard, full of well-paid officials.

This would obviously be to the disadvantage of the
Services, for the removal of competition with the trade
would remove the chief impulse towards progress.
The early efforts of the R.A.F. were abject failures,

and it was not till Mr. de Havilland produced the
original B.E.2, built entirely under his own personal
supervision early in 1912, that any success was
attained. This machine beat anything else in the
world at the time for all-round effectiveness, as well
as theoretical efficiency, and this paper made itself

very unpopular with the trade by saying so, and by
telling the trade that it must "get on or get out."
Then the clever theorists got hold of the B.F.2, which

was admitted by its producer to be an experiment,
and they tried to induce the War Office to standardise
it. They induced certain firms, who had been unsuc-
cessful as designers of their own machines, to make
B.E.2S, and they endeavoured to produce drawings for

their benefit. Like all R.A.F. drawing-office work, the
drawings were full of mistakes, which necessitated
expensive alterations in machines already almost
finished, and caused enormous delays in deliveries.

All the constructional defects in the original machine
were carefully reproduced, and many others were
caused by that kind of bravery about constructional
details which is so common in drawing-offices. Also,
various other B.E.s were produced for which the
designer of the B.E.2 was not responsible.
As a result sundry B.E-S broke in the air, certain

officers were killed, minor accidents happened also,

and in the end, after much agitation, led ,by this paper,
the Army insisted on the machines being strengthened
at various points. The machine remained a good flying
machine, but it was badly beaten both by the Sopwith
and Avro, which had by then been greatly improved.
Nevertheless, orders were not given for these machines
in quantities anything like as great as those given out
for B.E.2S.
Then, because officers found the B.E.2 draughty and

less comfortable than other makes, the B.E.2b was pro-
duced with a more enclosed body, but with a marked
tendency to "spin" if not flown with care. Still, both
these, in their altered state, are good, useful, efficient

machines, but too slow to be effective in war, except
for limited flights near home. And now we have the
B.E.2C, a wonderfully efficient inherently stable
machine, but one which, apart from being ineffective

as a war machine, is by no means beyond criticism

constructionally, and is so unnecessarily complicated
to build that it decreases by fully a half the output of

any firm contracting to build it—so that it definitely

decreases the supply of machines available.

Besides these, the R.A.F. has produced the fatal

P".E.2, one of the worst aeroplanes ever thought of^

which has been easily beaten by the Vickers gun-
carriers and the new "de H.i."; also sundry S.E.s>
which with enormous engines developed enormous
speeds at enormous risk to the pilots. I gather, how-
ever, that the latest types may be flown with some
hope by really expert aviators. These, of course, are
the official replies to the various Sopwith, Martinsyde,
and Bristol "tabloids." The R.E.s, which are some-
what like badly made German biplanes, big and
heavily engined, are fairly fast and climb well, but
they are awkward and tricky to fly, and are bad to

land and bad for scouting purposes. So, taking it all

round, it is difficult to see what anyone with the good
of the Flying Services at heart could do except be
"down on" the R.A.F.

If a private firm had only done as much one might
be more lenient, but it must be remembered that these
people have had the spending of many tens of thou-
sands of pounds of public money, that they have
tremendous political "pull," which has enabled them
to get themselves advertised, even in Parliament, as
"the best brains in the world," and that they have
used their power to discredit everything the "trade"
has done, so that they might be aggrandised thereby.
Yet their products have every one been beaten by the
despised "trade." The poor soldier who merely has a
practical knowledge of his job is, of course, not listened
to when these scientists start arguing with the higher
authorities about what the Army should or should not
buy. Even the' opinion of a civilian pilot' who is paid
to fly the R.A.F. 's products, and who knows little of
engineering and less of military requirements, is some-
times considered of greater value than that of soldiers

who know what is needed for their work.
They have never originated a new type of aeroplane,

and all their endeavours have been directed to futile

efforts by all kinds of subterranean methods to oust
their rivals, instead of defeating them by fair means.
So futile is the management of the concern and so
offensive are the superior officials that a self-respecting
man can hardly remain in the employ of the establish-
ment more than a few months. Over and over again
I have been asked to find jobs for really good men
from the R.A.F. who have left because they refused to
draw money for the kind of work they were supposed
to do. Nearly all the best people cleared out about a
year ago and are now doing good work for other firms,
but if any manufacturer advertises for hands he is

always flooded with applications from the R.A.F.
Even the simple-minded and trustful War Office lost

some of its confidence in the clique and started the
Aeronautical Inspection Department, under military
control. Yet the R.A.F. is still something of a power
in the land and can apparently fill new firms up with
contracts for machines of its own design, when they
might be better employed on building to better designs.
It can even create corners in certain engines which
might enable rival aeroplanes to beat its own efforts,

and so long as it has such power to obstruct progress
it is one's duty to the Services to do one's best to
break that power and the wrongfully acquired reputa-
tions of the gang who run the place for their own
benefit.

As an honestly run experimental establishment the
R.A.F. might be of the greatest assistance to the pro-
gress of aviation. As an honest competitor of the
"trade" one might, at any rate, respect it. But as the
centre of a self-advertising, self-aggrandising ring, who
are out for their own ends, it is a drag on progress and
a danger to the Services, for it is neither efficient nor
effective.—C. G. G.
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Naval aad rdilitary aeronautics.
GREAT BRITAIN.

From the "London Gazette," February 9th, 1915.

Admiralty, February 4TH.

ROYAL NAVAL AIR SERVICE.—The undermentioned
probationary flight sub-lieutenants have been confirmed in the

rank of flight sub-Heutenant : PhiHp Charles Vere Perry.

Dated August i8th, 1914. Edmund Ivan Montfort Bird. Dated
October 5th, 1914. Eric Fabricius Bray. Dated October 7th,

1914. Eric John HodsoU. Dated October 7th, 1914. Charles

Henry Chichester Smith. Dated October 27th, 1914. John
Callaghan Brooke. Dated November 2nd, 1914. Thomas
Hinshelvvood. Dated November 23rd, 1914.

FliBRUARY 5TH.

ROYAL NAVAL AIR SERVICE.—Flight Sub-Lieutenant

John Martin D'Arcy Levy lo be flight lieutenant. Dated
February ist, 1915.

ROYAL NAVAL VOLUNTEER RESERVE.—Temporary
commissions in the Royal Naval Volunteer Reserve have been

issued as follows :—

•

Lieutenant-Commander.—Edward Nicholl.

Lieutenants.—.'\llan Livingstone Bligh, Howard Moncaster
Whitley, John Arthur Cecil Scott, Cecil Strickland, Herbert

Octavius Mock, A. F. Masters, Barrington Stoptord Conygham
Greene, Thornton Haggerston, A. H. Barrett, Laurence Mac-
Brayne, Archibald Low, James Cadman, John Kenneth Rankin,
William John Gordon, Harry Edward Denis de Vitre, James
Arthur Adie, Arthur John Frederick Nicolson, Thomas Mount-
ford Adie White, Harry Stanley Nicolson, Lionel Ruther-

ford Nicolson, William Simpson, Walter Mofifitt Marks, and
Percy Cecil Thurburn.

Sub-Lieutenants.—John Morrissey, Ralph Hobhouse Thomas,
John Ambrose Lloyd, Arnold Bishonden, Archibald F. Steven-

son, George C. Gibson, Frederic C. Mundy, Clifford A. T. Dew-
hurst, John A. Tremayne, Wilfred G. Chancellor, Frederick J.

Matthews, Robert Ritson, Henry F. Morres, Frank Mayne,
Howard W. Little, Gordon H. Southon, Harold H. Rush, Ivan

Heald, Sidney H. Fish, .Arnold L. Dugon, Herbert Green, John
C. Forster, James C. Hilton, Charles C. Wise, Horace C.

Lomer, Guy P. Holden, Adair G. Bagshawe, Geoffrey Win-
wood Robinson, John Forster Hedley, Leonard Barr, Edward
Errol Maitland-Heriot, Edward Nanny Grave Morris, Richard
Dyson Seddon, R. J. Daniels, Allan Crombie, John Strachan,

George Irwing, Charles Aubrev Burleigh Powell, Arthur Gil-

belt Hordern, David Allen Macleod, and Frederick John Mor-
gan.

The following temporary commissions have been cancelled :

—

Lieutenant Farnall Thurston and Sub-Lieutenant Joseph Mor-
gan.

War Office, February 9TH.

REGULAR FORCES.

—

Establishments.—Infantry.—The
Lancashire Fusiliers.—Quartermaster-Sergeant Henry Ed-
ward Chaney, from School of Musketry, to be second lieutenant

and is seconded for service with the Royal Flying Corps. Dated
February 10th, 1915.

* * *

A Supplement to the "London Gazette" of February 9th, pub-

lished on Febriiarv loth, cont.ains the following military ap-

pointments :
—

War Office, Febriiary ioth.

REGUI>.\R FORCES.

—

Establishments.—Royal Flying
Corps.—Military Wing.—The undermentioned appointments

are made :—Flying Officers—Dated January ist, 1915 : Second
Lieutenant E. G. S. Walker, Special Reserve, and Second Lieu-

tenant F. W. Polehampton, Special Reserve.

Reserve Signal Depot.—The undermentioned appointment is

made :—Chief Instructor—Lieutenant-Colonel Edmund G.

Godfrev-Faussett, Roval Engineers. Dated January 9th, 1915.

(Substituted for the notification which appeared in the

"Gazette" of January 15th, 1915.)

[The functions of the Reserve Signal Depot do not ap]>ear,

but as the announcement is placed in the "Gazette" under the

R.F.C. heading, and before the Royal Regiment of Artillery,

one is left to assume that it pertains to the R.F.C.—Ed.]

From the "London Gazette," February 12th, 1915.

.'Admiralty, February 8th.
ROYAL MARINE LIGHT INFANTRY.—Captain and

Brevet Major Eugene Louis Gerrard to be temporary lieu-

tenant-colonel while holding the rank of wing commander in

the Royal Naval Air Service. Dated December 51st. 1914.

Captain Charles Edward Henry Rathborne to be temporary
major while holding the rank of squadron commander in the

Royal Naval Air Service. Dated December 31. 1914.

February iith.

Lieutenant William Thomas Hicks has this day been pro-

moted to the rank of lieutenant-commander in his Majesty's
Fket.

War Office, February i2th.

REGULAR FORCES.

—

Establishments.—Royal Flying
Corps.-—-Military Wing.—The undermentioned appointment is

made :—^Flying Officer—Lieutenant A. J. L. Scott, Sussex Yeo-
manry, Territorial Force. Dated February ist, 1915.

Supplementary to Regular Units or Corps.—Royal Fly-

ing Corps.—Military Wing.—The undermentioned to be

second lieutenants (on probation). Dated February 13th, 1915 :

Frank W'idenham Goodden and Robert Hobart Mayo.
•

A Supplement to the "London Gazette" of February 12th,

published on February 13th, contains the following military

appointment :

—

War Office, February 13TH.

REGULAR FORCES.

—

Supplementary to Regular Corps.
—Royal Flying Corps.—Military Wing.—-^Second Lieutenant

(on probation) Julian P. Inglefield is confirnied in his rank.

NAVAL.
The follo;^ving appointn;ients were announced at the Ad-

miralty on FebruTiry loth-;— '18 ^if*

Royal Marines.—Captain and Brevet Major, R.M.L.I., E.

L. Gerrard, to be temporary lieutenant-colonel while holding

the rank of wing commander in the Royal Naval Air Service,

to date December 31st, 1914.

Captain C. E. H. Rathborne to be temporary major while

holding the rank of squadron commander in (he Royal Naval

Air Service, to date December 31st.

» *

The following appointments were announced at the Admi-
ralty on February 15th :—

•

Royal Naval Air Service.—Messrs. J. S. Fleming Morri-

son and F. J. E. Feeny, entered as probationary flight sub-

lieutenants and appointed to the "President," additional, for

Royal Naval Air Service, to date February 9th ; also R. A. J.

Warneford and R. M. Everett, to date February loth. Mr.

F. G. Darby Hards, entered as probationary flight sub-lieuten-

ant for temporary service and appointed to the "President,"

additional, for Royal Naval Air Service, to date February loth.

* * *

In his speech to the House of Commons on February isth,

the First Lord of the Admiralty, speaking of recruiting for the

Navy, said :

—

"We were also able to provide all the men that were neces-

sary for the Royal Naval Air Service, which did not exist

three years ago, and which is already making a name for

itself-—(cheers)—and is becoming a considerable and formid-

able body." (Cheers.)

On February 12th, at 8 p.m., the Admiralty issued the

following official statement :

—

During the last twentv-four hours combined aeroplane and

seaplane operations ha\'e been carried out by the Naval Wing
in the Bruges, Zeebrugge, Blankenberghe, and Ostend dis-

tricts, with a view to preventing the development of sub-

marine bases and establishments. Thirty-four naval aero-

planes and seaplanes took part.

Great damage is reported to have lieen done to Ostend

Railway Station, which, according to present information,

has probably been burnt to the ground. The railway station

at Blankenberghe was damaged, and railway lines were torn
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up in many places. Bombs were dropped on gun positions

at Middlekerke ; also on the power station and German
mine-sweeping vessels at Zeebrugge, but the damage done

is unknown.
During the attack the machines encountered heavy banks

of snow. No submarines were seen. Flight-Commander

Grahame-White fell into ihe sea off Nieuport, and was

rescued by a French vessel. Although exposed to heavy

gunfire from rifles, anti-aircraft guns, mitrailleuses, etc., all

pilots are safe. Two machines were damaged.

The seaplanes and aeroplanes were under the command of

Wing-Commander .Samson, assisted by Wing-Commander
Longmore, Squadron-Commanders Porte, Courtney, and
Rathborne.

Press Opinions.

The latest episode of the week's fighting, though not first in

importance, deserves first place by reason of its remarkable

character. The Naval Wing of the Royal Flying Corps, under

Commander Samson, has just carried out a brilliant and suc-

cessful attack on the Belgian coast.—(The "Times.")

This is the largest force of aircraft hitherto used in com-

bination. Thirty-four machines were employed—a greater num-
ber of ships of the new era than Nelson had with his flag

at Trafalgar.

Grand Admiral von Koester the other day expressed the fear

that our sea service had lost the spirit of Nelson. W^e think

this latest exploit may enable him to withdraw some of the

.sympathy which he, as an admirer of the British Navy, pro-

fessed to entertain towards us in our hour of humiliation.

—

iThe "Daily Telegraph.")

The British nation's pride in the magnificent daring of its

jirmen will be enhanced by the brilliant exploit which they

accomplished yesterday. With the largest force of aircraft

that has hitherto been employed in any one operation of war,

they attacked the German submarine bases and depots along

the Belgian coast.

The flight of the aeroplanes, telegraphs a correspondent, was
the most wonderful sight in the history of flying. The number
of aeroplanes taking part far exceeded that which took part

in the great circuit of Europe race.

The previous greatest air raid was the one carried out by

the Germans at Dunkirk on January iith, when fourteen

armoured Aviatik biplanes took part.—(The "Daily Mail.")

Altogether the raid is a great triumph for our Flying Ser-

vice, and provides yet another proof of the wonderful ascen-

dancy which British pluck, skill, and daring have gained in

the air.

The latest exploit of the naval airmen exceeds in magnitude
anything of the ki.nd that has been attempted before. Never
until this week had so large a force of aircraft been used in

combination.

A new record in the use of aircraft for war purposes has been

made by the British airmen who took part in the great raid

on the German invaders of Belgium reported by the .Admiralty.

—(Tlie "Daily Express.")

The air-arm of the British Navy got its blow in first by

Friday's descent upon the enemy's bases along the Flemish

coast. We sent out the largest force of air-machines ever vet

used in combination. The Germans thought that approach to

the English Channel would bring them within reach of

Britain. They are learning what it means to come within

Britain's reach.

The squadrons were under the leadership of Commander
Samson, whose name has become a legend among the airmen

of the Allies.

By far the most important inference to be drawn from the

raid of 34 British aeroplanes on German military and naval

works in Belgium is that we are rapidly increasing the size

and capabilities of our "Fifth Arm," whilst the enemy makes
no apparent progress.—(The "Observer.")

Commander Samson, again to the fore, in command of the

whole of the operations ; Wing-Commanders Longmore, Porte,

Courtney, and Rathborne ;
Flight-Commander Grahame-White,

too, fresh in his Naval honours, rescued from the sea, into

which he fell—gallant officers all of them !—(The "Daily

Chronicle.")

Every one knows the naval officer type of man-—breezy,

dogged, resourceful, self-possessed in all his bearing. Many
know the airman type—daring, eagle-eyed, nimble-minded,
swift of decision. Commander Samson is a blend of the two

—

a short well-knit figure, springy but sure in movement, with a
brainy head set back with an air of command, a pair of the

brightest eyes ever seen, and a short trim yellowish beard. . . .

He seems to have the Frenchman's vivacity of manner mixed
with the English sailor's solid judgment and all-round depend-
ableness. In other words, he is the born air-conqueror, yearn-
ing for a new world to encircle like a modern Francis Drake of

the air. His exploits this morning showed that the spirit of

Drake is in the British sailor to-day.—(The "Daily Express.")

At the head of the raiding force was the well-known figure

of Wing-Commander Samson, hero of many daring feats, and
probably the greatest genius among all the Allies' air pilots.

This bright, adventurous spirit, who lives, it would seem, for

the joy of conflict, fills in the time between one air raid and
another by dealing out destruction from the guns of an
armoured train in Belgium or dashing into the enemy lines

with an armoured motor-car. If it is not true, as reported,

that the Kaiser has offered a big money prize for Commander
Samson's head, then it might well be. The King is a great
admirer of his skill and daring.—(The "Daily News.")
Among the other participants in the great raid mentioned in

the Admiralty statement is Squadron-Commander Porte, the

intrepid aviator who, just before the war, was engaged in pre-

paring for an aeroplane flight across the Atlantic on a Glen-

Curtiss machine.—(The "Daily Express.")

He (Flight-Commander Grahame-White) writes about flying

with enthusiasm and uncommon literary skill.—(The "Daily
Chronicle.")

[It was recorded in The .Aeroplane of .August 19th last, as

a matter of history without decorative verbiage, that three

squadrons of the R.F.C.—representing about 60 or 70
machines—had flown to France one day the previous week,

and that in a space of less than two hours 37 of them were

seen to leave the shore at intervals of less than three minutes.

It was also noted that this procession had been going on for

some time before our correspondent arrived and continued after

he had left.

Those in touch with Service aviation know that the total

amount of flying done in this much advertised raid would
represent a fair day's work for a couple of squadrons of the

Royal Flying Corps, which does not announce as a matter of

national interest the name of any junior officer who happens to

alight in the ditch. One hopes that this raid is not merely an

exceptional effort, but is the first of a series of regular attacks

in which much greater numbers will be empJoyed.

Officers of the Royal Flying Corps are requested to note

that the majority of officers of the Royal Naval Air Service are

no more anxious for self-advertisement than they are them-

selves, and that many are advertised despite their own wishes.

—

Among the Naval Gazettes of February 4th and sth several

names call for notice. Flight Sub-Lieut. Hinshelwood, con-

firmed in his rank, was remarkable at Brooklands as being

one of the most promising pupils the famous Vickers School,

under Mr. Harold Barnwell, ever produced, and he has the

making of a brilliant pilot.

The R.N.V.R. list contains chiefly appointments and promo-

tions in the Armoured Car Squadrons, and also the names of

several officers attached for special duties to the R.N.A.S.

Lieut. .Archibald Low will be remembered as the chief de-

signer at Vickers Ltd. in the early days of aviation, and as an

exceptionally fine pilot of Bristols before that. He is a mathe-

matician of note, and has lately been concerned with stability

calculations.

Lieut. Kenneth Rankin is another of the pioneers of aviation,

having collaborated with Mr. James Radley and Mr. Stronach

in the early Bl^riot experiments at Huntingdon.

The appointment of Lieut. Farnall Thurston as Flight Lieut.,

R.N.A.S., necessitates the cancellation of his R.N.V.R. com-

mission.
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No. I Squadron, R.N.A.S., under Wing-Commander Long-
more, R.N., has recently received a handsome gift from Mr.
Maitland, of Witley Manor, Godalming, consisting of fifty pairs

of snow boots. The gift is very highly appreciated by the men,
for, owing to the continued wet weather, the various aerodromes
at which the squadrons have to operate quickly become knee
deep in mud, which is frequently of a most adhesive quality.

The boots make it possible to walk in comfort, so the squadron
wishes to make known its gratitude for Mr. Maitland's
generosity.

MILITARY.
The following passages in the descriptive account, which

has been communicated by an Eye-Witness present with

General Headquarters, continuing and supplementing the

narrative published on the 8th inst., deal with aircraft:—
February 5th, 1915.

On Wednesday there was some increase in the hostile

artillery fire against our left and centre. One of our aviators

dropped ten bombs on the aerodrome at Lille, which are

believed to have heen effective, while a German airman flew

over Bailleul and threw tvvo bombs without inflicting

damage.
On Thursday, the 4th, the enemy's aircraft were very

active, especially on the left, where they endeavoured to

reconnoitre the positions of our trenches and batteries. As
usual, however, their aeroplanes declined to engage ours

and made for their own lines when approached.

The ascendancy obtained by our aviators was once again
shown by an incident which occurred on this day. One of

our machines endeavoured to engage two hostile aeroplanes,

which thereupon turned towards home. They descended to

•their own lines ; but their pursuer, determined not to be

baulked of his prey, though they had reached their aero-

Grome, threw two bombs on them, then fired fifty rounds at

them and flew away.
A German machine flew over Hazebrouck and dropped

bombs which injured two women. A m^n who was clean-

ing a window had an extraordinary escape, for although
. the window was shattered and the interior of the room
wrecked he was untouched.

The past few days have been fine and warm, and our air-

craft have taken every advantage of the favourable weather.

It has also enabled our artillery to obtain especially good
results against the hostile batteries.

* «

The following passage in the descriptive account communi-
cated by an Eye-Witness present with General Headquarters,
continuing and supplementing the narrative published on the

i2th inst., deals with aircraft :

—

February nth.

Wednesday, February loth, was a very bright, clear day
with little wind, and the interest centred on warfare above

rather than on the earth. A large number of aircraft on both

sides hovered over the battle line, and there were many
encounters, in which our airmen maintained their usual

superiority. The importance of this superiority can be

imagined, for it means not only that the enemy finds it diffi-

cult to discover tfie dispositions and movements going cn

behind our line, but also that his artillery is compelled to work
entirely by the map instead of by direct observation. His

gunners can, of course, tell by the map the e.'cact distance of the

target, but the range to be given the gun is a factor which
varies with the condition of the atmosphere and the wind, and
therefore cannot be definitely ascertained without direct

observation, and even after the most careful calculations have
been made there is a possibility of error about this method,

which there is no chance of correcting. There is also a dis-

couraging sense of uncertainty as to the effect produced.
•

The Casualty List, published on February 13th, contains the

following correction :

—

OfTicer previously officially reported Missing, now unoffici-

ally reported Not Missing : Lieutenant W. C. K. Birch, Royal
Flying Corps.

*

The friends of the late Mr. H. S. Keating, Irish Guards,

W'ill learn with sincere regret that he lost his life in a homb
accident. He had been appointed "bomb officer" to his bat-
talion, and a few nights before his death had led a most success-
ful attack with hand grenades on the German trenches. When
instructing his men in the action of throwing grenades, one
which was supposed to be a dummy exploded and he was killed

on the spot. A senior officer writing to his grandmother. Lady
Ward, said, "The Army has suffered a great loss. Always
cheery, no work was too dangerous for him. His men would
follow him anywhere." One may add that he is as great a
loss to the progress of aviation as to the Army, for there have
been all too few young men of his temperament and position
who have been as keenly interested in flying.

» * «
'

.\ marriage has been arranged between Major the Hon.
Claud Brabazon, Irish Guards and Royal Flying Corps, third
son of the Earl and Countess of Meath, and Kathleen, youngest
daughter of the late Arthur Maitland, of Shudy Camps Park,
Cambridgeshire.

*

Mr. F. W. Goodden, whose appointment as second lieutenant
R.F.C. on probation is gazetted, will be best remembered as
one of the Grahame-White Company's " star turns " at

Hendon, along with Messrs. Carr, Lilywhite and Barrs. Subse-
quent to the death of Mr. Hamel he flew the deceased pilot's

machine on an exhibition tour promoted by Mr. Etches of the
Topical Postcard Company of Bournemouth. After the out-
break of war he joined the Royal Aircraft Factory's staff as
test pilot, and has always succeeded in extracting the best
results from their products. Prior to joining the Grahame-
White Company he was chief pilot and instructor at the
Caudron School, and gave many convincing demonstrations of
the reliability of those excellent machines. Some years ago'
he built quite a promising little monoplane for himself at

Oxford, and made several flights On it. Before that he
worked for Mr. E. T. Willows on his Uttle airships and accom-
panied that gentleman on his historic flight from London to

Paris. Considered as a pilot Mr. Goodden may safely be placed
in the first class.

* * •

An officer in the Field Artillery writes :
—"Have been out here

over four months now, and have come to the conclusion that

I am a peace-loving citizen. I am very keen to get an anti-

aircraft gun. From what I have seen anti-aircraft guns are

not a great success ; the general procedure on seeing the bursts,

in order to discover the 'bus aimed at, is to turn round and
look in the opposite direction, and it will then generally be dis-

covered. Our machines are doing pretty good work, and just

round here certainlv seem to be having things pretty well their

own way. Have only seen about three German machines dur-
ing the last six weeks."

* •

An artillery officer stationed on the Suez Canal writes :

—

"Monday, January 25th.— I hear that 2,000 Turks are ad-

vancing on Suez, and the aeroplane was fired at by guns which
the pilot thinks must be mountain guns.

"Tuesday, January 26th.—One of the Flying Corps did a

very plucky thing yesterday and also had a narrow escape. On
his way back he had engine trouble and had to come down.
He got going again, but after five miles he had to descend
again, and was spotted by some of the enemy's cavalry. He
got going just in time, but was only 200 ft. up when he had
to pass over them and they let fly from 300 rifles. Several

shots pierced the planes and one punctured a tyre, but he got

awav and came down in Kantara.

"There they said they had heard of a large force of the

enemy only twelve miles away, and in spite of his former

troubles he set off to look for them. He found them and spotted

the German officer. The observer dropped a bomb ; he could

not say what damage was done, but he reported that the horse

0.1 which the German officer was sitting bounded at least

S ft. into the air and the officer went at least 15 ft."
• « «

An artillery officer writes on February 3rd :
—"There are

many funny things happen in this strange way of conducting

war. One of the funniest is to see one of our fields being
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shelled regularly day after day. It is a harmless, empty field,

but it gets its physic regularly, and with all solemnity. The
reason, of course, is that, with bad weather making aeroplane

scouting difficult and clever concealment bafiling it, the Ger-

mans do a lot of chance shooting."

FRANCE.
The French official communique issued in Paris on February

iith reports :—
In the northern region there were several aviation sorties

on both sides. The projectiles dropped by the enemy's aero-

planes into our lines had no effect.

* * *

Reuter's Paris representative in Paris wired on February

nth :

—

Paris, February nth.

An official note issued on Wednesday evening says :

—

Near Cagny a French aviator destroyed a signal balloon.

Near Verdun a German aeroplane was brought down. The
pilot, Lieutenant von Hidelen, was the aeronaut who in

September last distinguished himself by throwing bombs and
proclamations on Paris, the latter inviting the citizens of

Paris to surrender to the German armies, marching vic-

toriously on Paris.

[The reference is doubtless to Lieut, von Hiddessen, the

young officer who won the Prince Henrv Circuit in 1913, on

a D.F.W. It is to be hoped that the pilot is an unwounded
prisoner, as he has the reputation of being an excellent sports-

man, and, like nearly all the German aviators who have visited

this country, is said to be what is generally known as a "good
ohap.

"

The "Morning Post" heads the above note "Bombastic
Aviator Brought Down." One fails to see any more bombast
in his message to Paris than there is in our own messages to

the French and Belgians behind the German lines telling them
to keep up their hearts because deliverance is at hand, for at

any rate the Germans were actually marching victoriously on

Paris when young von Hiddessen left his card on the capital.

One becomes a trifle bored by the assumed contempt for the

Germans displayed by our Press. One fights better against

an enemy whom one respects, and, anyhow, if the Germans are

so contemptible an enemy, why are their armies where they

are? Our task in defeating them is a more serious one than

the general attitude of the Press leads the public to believe.

—

Ed.]
* • •

The French official communique of P'ebruary 13th contains

th« following :

—

Ten aeroplanes flew over the Verdun district. The bombs
they dropped did no damage.

* * *

The Ministry of Marine stated on February 14th that during

the previous week French seaplanes stationed at Dunkirk suc-

cessfully dropped bombs on the military buildings and bodies

of troops at Zeebrugge and Ostend railway station. One as-

sumes then that both French and British machines were con-

cerned in Thursday's affair.

» *

A semi-official note published in Paris on February 14th

gives an account of a fight between a French aviator and three

German pilots. The Frenchman stated that in one journey his

gunner brought down all three enemy machines, two being

Aviatiks and one a Tau'oe type.

* • •

The following passage in the French official communique of

February 15th does not refer to aircraft :

—

Our skiers delivered a very brilliant counter-attack on the

slopes of the Langenfeldkopf.
* *

The narrative by the Frendi official "Eye-Witness," pub-

lished in Paris on February gth, describing events from
January 27th to February 6th reports :

—

German aviators have dropped bombs on Hazebrouck and
Bailleul. In the latter town they killed a child, but beyond
this they have only caused small material damage. British

aviators have thrown bombs on the German aviation camp

of Linselles. Since January 26th, in spite of the unequal
temperature, our aviators have ascended every day. Even
though the weather has been foggy incursions have been
made into the enemy's lines. For example, on January 31st

in Alsace, an aviator, soaring in a sea of clouds, took ad<

vantage of a sudden break to bombard Lutterbaoh station.

The same day, in the Argonne, an aviator passed under the

cover of clouds at a height of 700 metres only above the

enemy's trenches.

The same audacious feat took place on the night of

January 29th. At 11 o'clock an aviator threw bombs on the

"Etat Major," whose presence at Ostend had been notified.

Some days afterwards news was received that tliree German
officers had been killed by projectiles. On February ist a
further bombardment of Ostend by night was carried out at

1,100 metres altitude. On January 30th a night reconnais-

sance was effected in the region of La Fere (Laon), where at

the approach of the aviators the lights in all the camps were
put out. One of the aviators descended to a distance of 500
metres above the German trenches and threw 18 bombs.
Bombardments which have been executed by daylight have

not been less successful. On January 27th, for instance, an
aviator bombarded a large number of the enemy who had
congregated in a park to the north of Lille. On January
30th in Alsace four bombs were dropp'id on the chateau

Hombourg which was being used as the Germm general

headquarters. Eight bombs were dropped on the station of

Nonnenbruch and six on the station at Pagny. On the fol-

lowing day 14 more bombs were dropped on the latter place.

On February ist Lutterbach station waS fiercely bom-
barded. On the next day aerial projectiles struck an im-

portant electric installation in the region of Mulhouse. On
February 5th the aviation sheds at Habsheim received the

attention of our aviators.

When the weather was clear and calm the aviators fre-

quently met enemy machines, and not infrequently the Ger-

mans fled at the approach of the Frenchmen. Very often the

former would make a half turn immediately he perceived his

adversary, and it was thus only rarely that a combat could

take place.

A fine example of an aerial fight is supplied by an exploit

of one of our aviators in the region of Cernay on February

2nd. In the course of a reconnaissance the Frenchman gave

chase to a German opponent and twice obliged him to make
a half turn, thus preventing him from flying over the Allies'

lines. The moment the German reached the safety of his

own lines the Frenchman perceived another German aero-

plane going towards Belfort and immediately gave chase.

He soon came within range of the German and opened a

lively fusillade, which was returned and kept up for a dis-

tance of 150 metres until they reached the environs of Mul-

house, where the German was compelled to descend before

he was able to reach his own sheds.

In the course of reconnaissances our aviators have often

experienced a fusillade from the guns of the enemy. The
machines have on some occasions been pierced by shot and by

the bursting of shells, but the sangfroid of the pilots has

enabled them to return safely, sometimes under the most

perilous conditions. On January 31st an aviator, in conse-

quence of a mishap to his engine, was o^)liged to cross the

enemy's lines at a height of 150 metres in the region of

Hartmannsweilerkopf, which is very hilly. In spite of a

fierce fire directed at him when crossing a wooded part, the

aviator gained the valley of the Thur and descended safely.

To the already important losses of the Germans recently

must be added the capture of one of their Aviatik machines

to the north of the Meurthe, between Lun^ville and Raon-

I'Etape, and a machine which was struck down on February

4th near Verdun.
* * *

A mutual friend in the French Army writes that Captain

Oswald Watt, of the Australian Army, now serving with the

French "Aviation Militaire," has received the Cross of the

Legion of Honour. General Joffre himself conferred the deco-

ration on February nth, and the other aviators of Escadrille

30 flew overhead during the ceremony. Captain Watt is, so
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far as one can gather, the first officer of the Australian Army
to receive the much-to-be-desired French military decoration,

and is to be sincerely congratulated on the fact, as also on the

good work by which it was won. Since the escadrille went to

the front he has flown consistently and untiringly at every

possible opportunity, frequently at night, and in the worst

kind of weather, bringing in much valuable information. His

machine has been hit on many occasions, and once he was

brought down between the French and German lines where

he and his observing oflicer lay behind a haystack for over an

hour under heavy shell-fire, till the stack was set alight and
they had to make a bolt for it, happily escaping unhurt though

the targets of every German rifle within range. One wishes

him continued good fortime, and further distinctions.

» *

It is further stated that the Sergeant-Aviator Louis Noel

has again been mentioned in Army Orders for consistent good
flying, especially for "many flights at night." He has dropped

bombs on German camps, and has done considerable damage,
besides enabling the artillery to silence a battery of German
heavy guns, which were very troublesome near Soissons.

* * *

It was reported from Paris on February gth that die Ger-

mans shelled Pont-^-Mousson and a German aeroplane flew

over that place dropping darts.

* *

The "Times" Paris correspondent reported on February iith

that a message from Dunkirk stated that a French aviator

flew over Ghent on Thursday evening and dropped bombs
which set on fire a large store of petrol.

* * »

It was reported from Paris on February 12th that five aero-

planes flew over Mulhausen on Wednesday, doing great

damage. Bombs were dropped on the aerodrome at Habsheim,
killing the watchmen, and it is believed smashing some aero-

planes. Taubes flew towards Belfort on the nth, but the

bombs thrown did little damage, and the Germans were chased
away.

* * *

It was definitely stated from Dunkirk on February 13th that

the Allied aviators who flew over Ostend set fire to tlie railway

station and the goods yard, which were destroyed.

* * *

The examining magistrate has committed M. Deperdussin,

the well-known aeroplane manufacturer, for trial at the Assizes,

charged with a series of frauds involving a total sum of

2S,ooo,ooof. (;£i,i20,ooo). He is also charged with forgery.

M. Deperdussin was arrested in August, 1915.

GERMANY.
The German Official Communique of February 12th, states :

German airmen flew over the fortress of Verdun, dropping

some hundred bombs.
* » •

The German version of the Ostend raid circulated through the

"Wireless Press" is as follows :

—

Berlin, February 13th.

Yesterday hostile airmen again bombarded the coast, caus-

ing heavy and deplorable damage among civilians and their

property. The military loss was unimportant.

Of late repeated attempts have been made by the French and

English aviators to proceed as far as Brussels. The day before

yesterday an English flying machine again approached the

town, presumably with the intention of bombarding the Ger-

man camp near Brussels. As soon as the Englishmen came
Into view a German Taube went up immediately, and a fierce

aerial fight commenced, which ended with the victory of the

German machine. The English machine suddenly crashed to

the ground in a straight line, and the two occupants were
killed.

* * »

Mr. H. Devitte, the "Express" correspondent at Geneva,
wired on February qth :

—"It is reported at Friedrichshafen that

The Sergeant Aviator Louis Noel, photographed by a friend

beside the shell hole through which he dived to the rescue of

the inhabitants of the house. (Published without his knowledge

as one knows that his natural modesty would prevent his

consenting.)

one of the newest Zeppelins, which has r.ren missing for four

days, fell into the North Sea off the coast of Denmark during a

storm. All the crew were drowned, and the airship was de-

stroyed. The cause of the accident is not known.

"Two Parsevals and one Zeppelin will accompany the Ger-

man troops which are to take the offensive against Servia. The

Parsevals, which were deflated and placed on special trucks,

passed through Munich yesterday on their way to Vienna with

the German staff."
* »

The "Times" correspondent in Paris states that a Prussian

casualty list received on February 9th records the names of

eleven aviators recently killed.

* »

The special correspondent of the "Telegraph" at Rotterdam

reported on February nth the following story :

—

"News reaches me of a very successful air raid by the Allies

over Dusseldorf, resulting in the destruction bv bombs and fire

of a large quantity of war materials. The Germans became

very nervous as to the safety of their war stores m the very

important arsenal at Dusseldorf. Accordingly they erected

wooden buildings a considerable distance from the arsenal and

giving no outward indication in position or construction of their

real purpose. To these buildings they removed secretly from

the arsenal great quantities of war material, including ammu-
nition, motor engines, tyres, and petrol. But shortly afterwards

the secret was discovered.

"The sequel was a visit by aviators, who ignored the arsenal

and concentrated their attention on the timber buildings."

[There is no confirmation of this report from French
sources.—Ed.]
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The "Daily Chronicle's" special Zeppelin impresario cabling

from Geneva on St. Valentine's Day, says :

—

"A thrilling aerial battle, in whioh a Zeppelin was pitted

against three aeroplanes, was witnessed yesterday afternoon a

little to the south of MuLhouse. The Zeppelin, coming from

the Black Forest, was sailing towards Bellort, when it met tlie

aeroplanes, which were fiying at a mucli lower level. The
fight lasted 40 minutes. Tlie aeroplanes manoeuvred to reach

a higher level than the Zeppelin, and they had almost suc-

ceeded, when the Zeppelin retired northward."

[Whether the story be true or not it indicates the need for

fast-climbing aeroplanes.—Ed.

J

* * *

The Exchange Telegraph Co.'s representative at the Hague
reports :—February 14th. Telegrams from the German frontier

state that an aeroplane, believed to be a Belgian, flew over

Cologne this morning and threw bombs over the military camp
at Deutz. It avoided the German fire which was partially

directed from the cathedral tower on whidi machine guns have

been placed.

[If the above report is correct, the Germans are certainly

seeking for trouble. On the other hand, it would be a great

pity should this magnificent cathedral be damaged. After all,

monumental works are international property, and, anyhow,

Cologne may be on French or Belgian territory before long.

—

Ed.l

RUSSIA.

The official communique of February gth from Petrograd

says :

—

Our aviators dropped bombs on German trains near Rava
Nowyidwor and on troops in the region of Soohitze.

BELGIUM.
According to a Paris telegram a French aviator flew over

Ghent on the night of February gth and destroyed a shed con-

taining a great quantity of petrol.

4 »

It is reported that a British aviator had an e.xciting duel with

a German rival over Bruges on the iith. The pair got within

pistol-shot of each other, thus preventing German artillery

from firing at the Englishman. However, neither did the

other any damage.
• *

The "Express " correspondent on the Belgian Frontier,

cabling on Sunday, :4th, says :
—"I have received a message

from Salzaete that the Germans are preparing a return visit

for the great British air raid when weather conditions make it

safe. A number of German aeroplanes were seen yesterday

flying in a high wind. Others were seen also between Bruges

and Eecloo.

"Immediately the aerial raid began the German authorities

in the coastal area strengthened the cordon along the Dutch

frontier in order that travellers might be kept under constant

surveillance. The intc-ntion was to prevent any details of the

damage done by the Allies' bombs from reaching the outside

world. A report from Ghent yesterday by way of Watervliet

says that three great fires occurred at Ostend."
*

Mr. Percival Phillips, of the "Express," reports :

—

"Belgium is being 'flooded with German aeroplanes

—

Aviatiks chiefly, judging from the leports. This type appears

to have shown greater stability and mobility than its rivals

in the German air fleet. An aviation school for volunteer

pilots and observers has been established by the Germans near

Brussels, where new machines, shipped in parts from Germany,
are engined and fitted together. This branch of the service is

especially popular with German youths, owing to the excep-

tional inducements offered for daring flights against the

English and the chance of winning an Iron Cross. Experi-

mental flights are made over the Antwerp fortifications and
other German positions by the embryo airmen. ' Dummy '

guns and other devices calculated to deceive the enemy are

prepared for their instruction, and they also drop ' practice '

bombs. Sometimes five or six of these aeroplanes circle daily

above the level plain between Brussels and Antwerp."

Mrs. Knocker, who has received the Order of Leopold from
the King of the Belgians for her work in tending the wounded,
gives in a letter to friends in England a curious account of an
aeroplane fight which she witnessed. She says, among other

things :

—"They seemed at that moment almost locked in mid-
air, circling round and round in the most curious fashion, and
yet both looking so harmless and lovely against the sunny sk_\

.

The flights were wonderful, and they were both first-class

aeronauts. Suddenly the Ally seemed to make a bound up-

wards, or it may have been that the German descended sud-

denly, because all at once there was a distance of several yards
between them, and the Ally did a wonderful climb higher and
higher above the German, and the German came towards us.

The Belgian turned and followed the German. He soon
gained on the German, and then, to our surprise, he seemed
to just let himself go and swept down at a marvellous angle

and a terrific pace right on to the German. Evidently his ob-

ject was to break a wing with his ground wheels
;

but, un-

luckily, he just missed the German, it looked to us by inches.

"The Belgian had got so much pace on that I thought for

an instant that he had been hurt, as he seemed to slip through
the air at that awful angle, until he nearly touched the ground,

but suddenly he righted himself and planed along. The Ger-

man had evidently realised his ohance had come and had better

shift, so he turned his propeller towards the German lines

and scuttled for home."
BULGARIA.

Mr. Alfred Stead, cabling to the "Express" on February
7th from Bukharest, says :

—"Austrian activity at Orsova is

growing. There is a heavy cannonade from new batteries,

which are endeavouring to destroy the Servian guns. Austrian

aeroplanes behind these are making systematic voyages con-

veying specie and plans to Bulgaria."

[It would need some thousands of aeroplanes to carry specie

of any value considerable for military purpose.—Ed.]

SERVIA.
It was reported from Nish on February 6th that an Austrian

aeroplane flew the whole afternoon over the town of Pozarevac,

upon which it dropped bombs. Five fell in the town and three

outside, and a child was injured.

MONTENEGRO.
It was reported from Rieka on February 14th that twO'

Austrian aeroplanes appeared that day over the village of

Rieka, where the Montenegrin Royal Family passes the winter,

and flew over the Royal Palace. The King, the Queen, and
the Princesses were in front of the Palace watching the

machines when the aviators fired their machine-guns, and.

several bullets fell near the Royal Family.

[This is a Reuter story, and, if not strictly accurate, at any
rate displays originality.—Ed.]

HOLLAND.
The "Telegraaf" states that on February 13th a signal of

distress was noticed from the island of Schiermonnikoog (the

most eastern of the Dutch Frisian Isles). A lifeboat was sent

out, and after two hours arrived on the Engelschman-
plaat (a mud-bank lying between the islands of Schiermonni-

koog and Ameland), and found there a seaplane and two offi-

cers who had been brought down by a snowstorm. They
refused to go on board the lifeboat, saying that they preferred

to pass the night on the bank. They stated that their machine
was the German seaplane No. 8. The lifeboat returned, but

on Sunday morning, in response to further distress signals, it

went out again at 3 a.m. Later telegrams report that when'
the lifeboat arrived the seaplane had disappeared in the direc-

tion of Helgoland.

ITALY.

It is announced from Italy that the sum to be applied to

aviation as mentioned in last week's Notes is ;^66o,ooo.

The Decree transforming military aeronautics and render-

ing the air battalion and the various unsatisfactory and con-

fusing departments things of the past has now become law.

The Aeronautical Corps, with its several battalions, each

looking after its own special work, will, it is hoped form a

more workable whole. The Corps will be divided into two de-
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partments (?), one for dirigibles, tlie otlier (or aerupiaiK-s. ll

will be autonomous under the command of a Director General

in direct touch with the War Office. Officers will be, as before,

drawn from various regiments, but will not be considered as

still belonging to their regiment. When will a distinct uni-

form be adopted?

The new arrangement seems to be on the whole a definite

advance and as well received by those interested as half a loaf

by a hungry man.

A lot of changing about is going to take place among the

higher ranks of the late Air Battalion all the same.

From very reliable sources—neither Rome nor Venice—

I

learn of the continued need of motors and fast biplanes for the

Aeronautical Corps.—T. S. H.

CANADA.
It was reported from Toronto on February isth that dis-

patches received from Ottawa on the 14th reported that two

aircraft with powerful searchlights flew over Brockville, 60

miles south of Ottawa, and were heading in the direction of

the capital. As a result all lights were extinguished around

Parliament Buildings and Government House.

According to a report from Ogdensburg, which is across the

Tiver from Brockville, several fire balloons were sent up at

about the time the airships were seen, and it seems that this

is the explanation of the whole incident. St. Valentine's Day
seems to explain the sending up of the balloons.

Ottawa, however, has decided to put out the lights which

illuminate the clock tower of the Parliament Buildings while

the House is sitting. Orders have also been given to shut off

all brilliant illumination around the Parliament Buildings, the

Royal Mint, and Rideau Hall, and that unnecessary lights in

the Parliament Buildings shall be extinguished and the blinds

drawn.
Unless some crazy German—a relative of the Polite Lunatic

in the "Belle of New York"—is at work, one fails to see

whence any aerial danger can reach Ottawa, seeing that the

part of New York State nearest to it is all wooded wilderness,

most mountainous. Still, anti-aircraft alarm may do good in

Ottawa as it has done in London.

SOUTH AFRICA.
The "Weekly Cape Times and Farmers' Record" of

January 8th reports :

—

Reuter's special correspondent with Sir Duncan McKenzie's
Force, telegraphing from Tschaukaib on January 4th, says :

Two German aeroplanes came over from Aus early this morn-
ing, and each dropped two shells. All the shells burst, but did

no damage. We had one or other of the machines in sight

fully an hour. Neither, however, came within gun range.

Our guns fired several shots, but all fell short, one or two

sufficiently close to make the airman hurriedly change his

course. One of the aeroplanes—a biplane—flew right over our

camp. Its shells fell at the edge of the camp, one only a couple

of yards from occupied trenches. The occupants, however, were

not at all hurt. The second machine—a Taube monoplane

—

arrived half an hour later. After hovering about some time,

this airman dropped a couple of shells simultaneously near the

already wrecked railway line, a couple of miles eastwards of

our position.

Reuter's special correspondent with Sir Duncan McKenzie's
Force, writing from Luderitzbucht, December 21st, says :

—

The Germans are now treating us to fairly frequent aero-

nautic displays. Some we like
;
some, frankly, we don't like.

The airmen came this morning after we had surprised the

enemy in his lair at Garub. Somehow we knew he would come.
Reasonably, we assumed, he would at least be curious to know
how we came to be able to surprise him. Two nights before

we had moved silently but rapidly into Tschaukaib. We en-

countered no opposition. It was here where the airmen found
us. The sky round about was obscured from our vision by
dense mist, so, while we could hear the ethereal visitor to fol-

low him approximately in his course, we could not see him.
At any rate, we could not see him until it was much too late

to train guns on him. When he was first seen, he was in the

act of descending to a level from which he could the more effec-

tively direct the launching of two 4.2 naval gun shells. It is

doubtful whether at that altitude he could distinguish one ob-

ject from another. Those who are charitably inclined would
perhaps like to dwell on this point, as one shell burst exactly

33 yards from the operating tent of the First Field Am-
bulance.

He dropped a couple of shells at Rothkuppe, after having
taken a quiet fly round Luderitzbucht. Only one shell burst,

but three men were wounded.
On Thursday last, two shells were dropped, and both burst.

The first did no damage ; the second fell near a knot of men
of whom it killed one and wounded nine. A certain amount of

equipment was also damaged.
* * »

.\ soldier in the "Transvaal Scottish," writing from the

desert near Windhoek, says :

—"The enemy's aeroplanes hover-

ing over our camps form a diversion and much amusement. It

is interesting to watch the shells bursting in the air round about
them. Whatever may be doing on these occasions the order
'Scatter' is immediately given. We therefore do so, and lie

prone on the ground, imagining that the airman is making a

dead aim with his bomb for your particular body. A thing
dropping from a height is apt to look as if it is coming
straight for vou wherever vou mav he."

The Grahame-White fast scout, built for the "Seaplane Circuit" and now fitted Avith a land chassis. Mr. Manton is seen

in the pilot's seat.
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Questions in the House.
On Tuesday, February gth, in reply to Sir W. Bull (Ham-

mersmith, Opp.), Mr. McKenna said :—Thie Norfol)< Constabu-
lary liad traced eight cars which were on the roads about the
times and places of the Zeppelin's passing. The cars, whose
movements had been described in letters to the "Times" and
'•Morning Post," had been identified, and in each case their
movements, though consistent with the stories told in the
papers, had been satisfactorily explained. The occupants of
the cars were all persons against whom there was no possible
giound of suspicion. No orders for the ^-emoval of alien
enemies from the east coast had been suspended by, or at the in-

stance of, the Home Office. No car was stopped at King's
Lynn on the night of the German air raid for infringement of
regulations—there was no order then in force at King's
L)nn prohibiting bright headlights—but after the pass-
ing of the Zeppelin several cars were warned to extinguish
their lights on account of the danger. Under the Aliens Re-
striction Act no alien enemies were permitted to reside in the
prohibited areas except with the consent of the chief constable
in consultation with the military authorities.

An Hon. Member.—Is the right hon. gentleman certain that
the German airship referred to is a Zeppelin ?

Mr. McKenna.—It is very difficult to be certain of any
matter ; but I am advised by responsible naval and military
authorities that the airships were Zeppelins.

On February 12th, Mr. Fell (Great Yarmouth, Opp.), in the
House of Commons, asked why the Zeppelin airships which
traversed Norfolk recently were not fired at by the numerous
forces stationed there.

Mr. Tennant.— It is obviously undesirable to make any de-
tailed statement in answer to this question. It must not be as-

sumed that, if fast-moving aircraft pass over places from which
they cannot be effectively attacked and enjoy immunity from
attack, the same good fortune will necessarily attend attacks
directed against places where persons other than unprotected
civilians are either present or can proceed.

[Guns, or no guns, the fact that no one saw the enemy air-

craft sufficiently well to determine whether they were Zeppelins
or seaplanes, makes criticism futile.—Ed.]
Lord Charles Beresford had a question to the Prime Minister

to be put on February loth, namely :

—

Whether the Government will, for the future, treat German
raiders from the air and sea, when captured, as pirates, and
publicly hang them for the murder of women and children in

undefended places, when proved guilty of that crime after

trial by Court-martial, instead of treating them as honour-
able foes.

He received a letter from Mr. Asquith asking him to post-

pone the question.

[One would really have expected even Lord Charles Beres-
ford, as a Naval officer, to have known better than put such a

question. One would like to know whether, when he assisted

in the bombardment of Alexandria, he sent a "parl6mentaire"
ashore to make sure that all women and children had been
removed out of range of his guns?—Ed.]

Home Office Ineptitude.
With the approval of the Admiralty and the War Office, the

Home Office have issued a public warning regarding the de-

tection of enemy aircraft which was widely circulated in poster
form. The following is the rext of the warning :

—

The public are advised to familiarise themselves with the

appearance of British and German airships and aeroplanes,

so that they may not be alarmed by British aircraft, and' may
take shelter if German aircraft appear. Should hostile air-

craft be seen, take shelter immediately in the nearest avail-

able house, preferably in the basement, and remain there

until the aircraft have left the vicinity ; do not stand about
in crowds and do not touch unexploded bombs.

In the event of hostile aircraft being seen in country dis-

tricts, the nearest naval, military, or police authorities

should, if possible, be advised immediately by telephone of

the time of appearance, the direction of flight, and whether
the aircraft is an airship or an aeroplane.

[The posters, which at a distance suggest an advertisement
for an insecticide, possibly justify their existence because they

give the public something to think about, but the silhouettes

which on close investigation are apparently intended to repre-

sent aircraft, really seem rather unnecessary, for no one not

already intimately acquainted with aircraft could identify a
machine in the air as the result of studying these curious black

and white patches.

To those closely connected with aviation it appears that ex-

amples of really modern German aeroplanes have been entirely

overlooked, some obsolete British machines are included and
modern ones omitted, and the outlines of the airships are ex-

tremely misleading. For instance, the curious "shamrock"
section of the ".'\stra Torres" is not indicated at all. The
authorities certainly have an extremely difficult task before thenv

to educate tlie man in the street to distinguish a biplane from a
balloon, but one hopes the next shot will be more success-

ful.—Ed.]

The Flying Services Fund.
The subscriptions to the Flying Services Fund now amount

to ;i^6, 135 ss. , the amount received last week being £331 2S.

This is by no means bad, considering that the Fund is really

getting ready for future calls, and it is not working for an

immediately pressing emergency. It is hoped that all readers-

of The Aeroplane will contribute their share, as a recognition!

of the highly valuable work the men of the Flying Services

have done.

Subscriptions should be forwarded to the Royal Aero Club,.

166, Piccadilly, London, W., or to Barclay and Co., Ltd., i,^

Pall Mall East, London, S.W.

The R.N.A.S. Comforts Fund.
The subscriptions to the above fund for the past week are

lower than for some time past, and it is hoped that the work-

men of the various aircraft firms engaged on Admiralty work
will realise that it is because of the R.N.A.S. that they are

drawing their wages, and will send contributions accordingly.

No subscription of any considerable amount has been received

from the "trade" for a long time.

The subscribers this week are :—Royal .Aircraft Factory

(War Winter Relief Fund), £3 ;
Capt. and Mrs. McLaughlin,

£1 IS. ; Mann and Grimmers employees (14th contribution),

12s. ;
Woodworkers, Vickers Ltd. (9th contribution), 6s. ;.

D. W. Bonham-Carter, 6s.
;
"Bass," 5s. ; Mrs. Peretz, 2S. 6d. ;

A. de Moleyns, 2S. Total for week, 14s. 6d. Total to

date, £72g 13s. 6d.

There is a great demand for flannel shirts, for sweaters or

cardigans, and for underclothing, and contributions of this

kind are much more urgently needed than are mufflers, mit-

tens, socks, etc., so will readers please be so good as to make
an effort in this direction. If they cannot make the garments
themselves, will thev please send, at any rate, the price of the-

material to Mrs. Sueter, The Howe, Watlington, Oxon?
The following are further names of those who have con-

tributed to the Fund :—Mrs. Stedman, Dartford ; Mrs. Cail (2

cons.), Pollockshields ; Miss Chambers, Finchley, N.W. ; Im-
perial Patriots League, \\'estminster ; Mrs. Chopping, Stol-

bury ; Mrs. Kerrison, New Southgate, N. ; Master C. Sutton (3.

cons.), Woodbridge ; Mr. Vigors (2 cons.), Eaton Terrace.

Mrs. Parke (2 cons.), Lyme Regis; Mr. Clift, Barnes, S-W. ;:

Miss Fisher, Truefitt's, Bond Street ; Mrs. Middlemass, Hamp-
stead, N.W. ; Mrs. S. White, Westbury, nr. Bristol ; Mr. Ash-

croft, Acton Hill, W. ; Miss Griffith, South Norwood ; Mrs.

Paul (3 cons.), Banbury ; Mrs. Hirst, Hendon, N.W. ; Mrs.

Grimshaw (2 cons.), Chiswick ; Mrs. Kennett, Farnborough

Mr. Fullgaines, Oxford Street, W. ; Miss Snodgrass, 69, Gros-

venor Street, W. ; Miss Birch, Sefton, Lanes ; Mrs. Yorke,.

Watlington ; Mrs. Jacob, Thames Ditton, Surrey; T. B. 115

(Lt.-Commander Graham) (2 cons.) ; Mr. Pender, Highbury
Park, N. : Master Dignam, Sheffield; Miss Hay, Cookham ;.

Mr. R. A. and Mrs. Harden, St. Mary's Mansions, W. ; Mrs.

Painter, Wallingford ; Mr. Hibbert, Hampstead, N.W. ; Miss
Jones, North Kensington ; Miss Lewin, Eltham ; Lady Maclean,
Rutland Gate, S.W. ; Miss Godfrey, St. John's Wood, N.W.

;

Mr. Geans, Chester Terrace, N.W. ; Mr. R. Thompson, Seven-

oaks ; Mrs. and Miss Miles, Pall Mall, S.W. ; Miss Jones, Car-

diff; Miss Simon, Arundel Gardens, W. ; Mrs. Hoare, Belsize

Lane, N.W. ; Mrs. Gosse, Parkstone ; Mrs. Parfiter, West-
minster, S.W.

;
Lady Maud Warrender, Gt. Cumberland Place^

(To be continued.)
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Aeroplane l^esign.—iConc/uM)
BY F. S. BARNWELL.

Propeller Thrust.

We have now got our design approximately fixed up, and it

remains to calculate the head resistance as accurately as pos-

sible and the propeller thrust, and we shall see then if we
have sufficient power for the required high speed and climb

and be able to check the balance of the machine.

Firstly for the propeller thrust. I cannot attempt to touch

propeller design in this paper ; it is a subject for many papers in

itself. I must merely refer to experimentally determined figures

for propellers. We have a good many of these and can pro-

bably pick a form that will suit us. We will take it, then,

that we have the curve of efficiency for a suitable propeller on

a base of slip ratio at constant revolutions (Fig. 15).
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The efficiency is expressed, of course, as

—

Useful work Thrust x speed
or as

Total work H.P. given to propeller

The slip ratio is (p X r)— V where p is pitch of propeller in

p X r

feet, r revs, per sec, and V is speed, i.e., speed of advance

along axis in feet per sec.

Knowing the horse-power our motor gives at full normal

revs., we can from this efficiency curve make another curve of

our actual propeller thrust in lbs. on a base of speed of advance,

i.e., speed of aeroplane, in feet per sec.

Head Resistance.

It now remains to get figures for plotting a curve of total

head resistance in lbs. of machine on this same base of speed

in feet per sec.

For this we must first turn to the front elevation of our

aeroplane (Fig. 16) and determine which parts lie within the

propeller disc and which outside it. The parts which lie in the

propeller disc, i.e., in the slip-stream from the propeller, will be

in a current of fairly constant speed irres-pective of speed of

machine.

We make our calculation, therefore, in the form of two
tables. The first table is for parts in the slip-stream, the

second for parts outside it. In neither of these tables shall we
include aerofoils, as the total reaction on these has already
been dealt with in first balancing.

The coeflicients for resistance for the different parts of our
machine Vi'e must obtain from figures from model experiments,
and of these we have a good armament.

In both tables we find the resistance in lbs. for each item at

some chosen fixed value of v ; at the same time we take, as
you see, the moment of resistance of each item about the axis
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of the motor, vertically, of course, in order to obtain a figure

for vertical position of centre of head resistance.

We must determine the vertical position of Centre of head
resistance, less aerofoils of course, to see if there will be a

thrust—^headnresistance couple. If we find that tliere is one

—

that is to say, if the line of residual resistance is above or

below the line of thrust—we must either (if practicable) alter

the line of thrust or, by slightly altering the fore and aft posi-

tion of the aerofoils, introduce an equal and opposite lift-weight

couple to counteract the thrust-head resistance one.

In the first of these tables, then, we shall take V as slightly

below (say 5 per cent, below) the pitch speed of the propeller,

and we shall take the total resistance of the items in this

table as of the amount thereby found, and as constant for all

speeds of the machine.
For our case we get as 67.7 lbs. acting .01 foot below

line of thrust and as constant.

In the second table we shall take V as 100 f.p.s., being a
convenient figure to work with, and the total resistance R„
obtained is, of course, the resistance of all parts, except aero-
foils, outside the slip-stream at 100 f.p.s. We take R„ as
varying as V^.

In our case, therefore, we get a second table resistance R,
of 50.3 lbs. at 100 feet per sec.—that is to say, R„ =:"

.00503 v= lbs. and acts 1.51 ft. above line of thrust.
' We

see then that for the design as so far got out the line of total

residual resistance is going to be considerably above the line

of thrust. At maximum speed required, 120 f.p.s., it is going
to be 140.2 lbs. acting .77 foot above the line of thrust. So
we must either raise the line of thrust or shift the aerofoils
aft slightly. We should, however, make the necessary correc-
tion for balance, for that speed at which i for aerofoils =
3°, as then the tail is floating.
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Now when 1 = 3°, Ky = . 00055, hence v must be 88.5 feet per

sec, thence R2 = 39.5 lbs., and thence total -residual resistnnce

Rj + R^:^ 107.2 lbs. and acts at .55 ft. above line of thrust.

We shall therefore decide to shift our line of thrust up .6 foot,

which should give a satisfactory balance and will have the

additional advantages of bringing the line of thrust nearer to

the C.G. and of slightly cutting down landing gear height, and

therefore weight and head resistance.

We should now correct our tables for C.G. and for residual

head resistance ; this would be a repetition of the previously

described calculations, and the figures for amount of total

residual head resistance which we have already obtained would
hardly be altered, certainly not increased, by this raising of

line of thrust. Hence, as we can use them as they are for

looking into the remaining points, I omit, for the sake of

brevity, correcting up these tables here.

Finally, then, we turn again to our model aerofoil figures

to obtain the remaining part of the total head resistance, the

"drift" of our aerofoils {Fig. 17). F"rom the Ky values we

Table for resistances.
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first determine the speeds corresponding to several diflcrent

values for i, say for i — 1°, 4°, 7°, lo*^, 13°, 16°.

Taking into account the variation of lift to drift with log

AV before quoted, we find then the drift (Rd) of our machine's

aerofoils at these different values for v.

By our previously determined equation we find the values for

part R, of residual resistance at these speeds ; wliilst part R^
of residual resistance is constant and already obtained. So

A Likely Source of Supply.
The Thomas Bros. Aeroplane Co. (Incorporated) have re-

cently moved their plant to considerably larger premises at

Ithaca, New York, where not only is there considerably more
room for the production of aeroplanes, but there is excellent

land and water for flying schools at hand. The firm's latest

production is a military tractor biplane which appears to be

a very interesting machine.

The firm frankly admit that this machine is of Briti-,h ori"'

for the brothers W. T. and O. W. Thomas are mechanical

engineers who received their training at South Kensing-
ton, and, in addition, the firm has recently secured the services

of another British aeronautical engineer, Mr. B. D. Thomas,
who was formerly with Vickers Ltd. and later with the Sop-

with Company. The Thomas aeroplanes have been very

successful in the past, having on various occasions beaten

American records, and their types now include flying boats

and, tractor and pusher biplanes

A Change of Name.
The Cedric Lee Company, Aeronautical Constructional Engi-

neers, The Aerodrome, Shoreham, writes :
—"Gentlemen,—We

beg to advise you that we have decided to alter the name of

this company, and that from the present date all communications
should be addressed to The South Coast Aircraft Works,

now we can plot out our curve of total resistance, or Rj-h
R, + Rd.

If from these curves of propeller thrust and of total resist-

ance now obtained we see that the resistance be less than the

thrust at the maximum speed we are asked to accomplish,
then this speed is, presumably, attained.

Climbing Speed.

It remains to find the greatest possible climbing speed and
see if the final requirement can be fulfilled.

The vertical height of the thrust curve above the total resist-

ance curve at any point along the base gives us the surplus
thrust at the corresponding base line value for speed. This
surplus thrust multiplied by value for speed, and divided by
550, of course, gives us a value for horse-power available for

climbing. This value we must plot as a final curve of horse-
power available for climbing.

We then take the maximum value (given us by the highest
point on our curve), noting the speed at which this optimum
value is attained. Then our optimum value of horse-power for
climbing x 550 and the total weight of machine gives us
best climbing rate in feet per sec.

If this be decently over the requirement we can consider the
preliminary design as finished.

In Conclusiun.
In the first over-all design, methods for arriving at which I

have attempted to outline, no pains should be spared to get the
best and most compact disposition of external parts, and the
best sizes and forms for them. When one turns to the struc-

tural design, which I have not touched upon, every detail

should be considered most carefully to ensure that eaoh is as
simple and compact, and, therefore, as light for its strength as

possible, and that for each is chosen the best material.

If this be done, using with due common sense every source
of reliable data, doing everything methodically and thoroughly,
it is highly probable that the result vi^ill be a good aeroplane,
and it is certain that if one g;oes on working thus in subse-
quent designs, altering up empirical constants as found neces-

sary or advisable from increasing experience, one will design
better and better machines.

It is because this system of methodical improvement is, I

think, the basis of all true engineering advance, aiid because
aeroplane design being such a young science that thrashing out

of tables and formulae has been done from the data presently

available, that I have tried in this pap>er roughly to outline

some basic methods for doing and trying so to do.

I am painfully aware that nmch necessary matter has per-

force been left out of this pajier, and that muoh of what I have
said is more or less incorrect, but if it has proved of interest

or instructive, if it help in any way the betterment of this most
fascinating branch of engineering science, I shall feel amply
repaid for what time and work it has cost me.

under which title we shall carry out all orders and transact all

business at the same address.

"All obligations entered into by the Cedric Lee Company
will be faithfully carried out on our part, and all remittances

for accounts due to the company should be mailed direct to us.

There will be no change whatsoever in regard to the manage-
ment and control ; these remain entirely as heretofore in the

hands of our General Manager.—Yours faithfully, per pro.

The South Coast Aircraft Works.
(Signed) W. Noyes Spence (General Manager)'."

The Production of Petrol.
The distributors of Shell Motor Spirit are issuing a little

booklet, which is a reprint of an article published in "The
Car" Illustrated, describing the processes by which petrol

arrives in this country, and is thence distributed to users, j.

Anyone interested in the use of petrol can have one of these *

on request by writing to the British Petroleum Co., Ltd., 22,

Fenchurch Street, E.C.. and it will be found not only very in-

teresting but informative, for it gives one some notion of. why
petrol bought in tins is so much more expensive than petrol by

the ton in large drums or in tank steamers. The illustrations

showing the handling of the spirit in the firm's various depots

give some idea of the magnitude of the business, which inci-

dentally has assisted so largely in the success of the Services.
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A Notable School.
One of the most remarkable pages in the history of British

aviation during the past two years has been the success of the

Beatty School of Flying. In July, 1913, Mr. George W.
Beatty came to England from America, without a friend in

this country, and leaving at least one enemy in the United

States, who did his best to " queer his pitch " by sending

damaging statements to certain aviation papers before he

arrived. Mr. Beatty came to demonstrate the Gyro engine,

which he did for all he was worth, and for rather more than

the engine as it was at that time was worth. Also, he made

many friends, and convinced those who started with a prejudice

against him that he was a " white man." Then in October

he returned to the States, leaving behind liim nothing but

good opinions.

He came back again in January, 1914, and everyone was

glad to see him. In March he started his school, and since

then he has a record of uninterrupted success. His Wright

biplanes are well built, and are very carefully looked afler,

and he always gets the best service out of his engines, so

that his pupils never lose an opportunity for tuition. All the

teaching machines have dual control, so that the Beatty pujiils

are out being taught in the air when, if only single-control

machines were used, they would not even be allowed rolling

practice. Mr. Beatty himself does a great deal of the teaching,

but he has seen to it that his instructors have been thoroughly

reliable pilots. One of the first was M. Beauinan, who was

called up for service in the Swiss Army at the outbreak of

war. M. Beauman has since returned, and has become a

partner in another school, as several others of Mr. Beatty's

former pupils have done. The next instructor was Mr. W.
Watts, who joined the Army and is now in the Royal Flying

Corps. Then came Mr. Roche-Kelly, a very able pilot, who
has been accepted for a commission in the Royal Naval .\i'-

Service, and is still acting as instructor, pending his appoint-

ment. Signor Vergilio, an Italian pilot, i> also instructing,

and doing it very well.

The latest addition to the staff is Mr. Clifford B. Prodger,

formerly a cowboy in North Dakota. Though no one would

suspect the fact from his quiet and modest demeanour, one

has Mr. Beatty's authority for saying that he is an expert

with the lasso, and from this one infers the bowie-knife and

revolver also. Though he gave no demonstrations with any

of these weapons when paying a call at these offices on Monday,

perhaps Hendon mav be more fortiinnte. Anyhow, it is

pleasing to have another American citizen over here, assisting

in training more pilots for the Services. Mr. Prodger, who
has been flying since 1912, was also taught by Mr. Beatty

himself.

Mr. Beatty himself learned to fly in 191 1, at Dayton, Ohio,

his instructor being Mr. Orville Wright, and he finished his

course with the late Alf. Welsh at Nassau Boulevard. Seven

days after he took his certificate he went to Chicago and won

13,000 dollars in pri^e-money, out of a total of 80,000 dollars,

and against a field of 38 comp-stitors. Mr. Beatty took the

second prize in the Duration Competition, which was rather

astonishing for a novice.

Late in 191 1 he started a school at St. Louis, Miss., but

afterwards moved to Nassau Boulevard, and before coming
to England he trained 30 pilots, besides giving exhibitions in

various parts of the States, and putting Wright machines

through their tests for the U.S. .Army.

Both in America and in England, Mr. Beatty's pupils have

had singular immunity from serious accidents, due, doubtless,

to the combined patience and emphasis with which he instructs,

and also to the care he takes of his machines. One only hof>es

such good fortune may long continue. At present there are

four machines at the school, all Wright type biplanes, and
three of them with standard type dual controls ; these are

driven by a 60-h.p. Wright engine, a 50-fi.p. Gnome, and a

4C-h.p. ^^'right respectively. It should be noted that the con-

trols are not of the Wright type, with two separate levers, but

are ordinary wheel controls, of Deperdussin type, with foot-bars

for the rudder. In addition, there is a new single-seater with

a 50-h.p. Gnome for the taking of certificates. The writer

watched a pupil pass his tests on this machine recently, and

in some six years' experience has never seen a better " ticket
"

taken ; the pupil banked nicely at the corners, he scattered the

observers at every landing, and the final glide was from nearer

500 feet than 300, with the engine absolutely stopped.

Mr. Beatty does not confine his activities to mere teaching,

for he is more than a little of an engineer, and has recently

turned out a four-cylinder engine for his school machines,

which was designed to give 40 h.p. on the brake, and gives 46.

He has an engine of more than double the size coming through,

and firms who want to buy really powerful engines, so as to

demonstrate their machines to the best advantage, but cannot,

owing to their sources of engine supply being cornered by the

Royal .Aircraft Factory, may find the new Beatty engine "some-
tliing to their advantage."—C. G. G.

The Improved WARREN
As supplied to^the War Office and Admiralty.

Sole Proprietors

—

Tautz & Co.,
THE ENGLISH FIRM,

12, Grafton St., New Bond St., LONDON, W.

SAFETY HELMET
The best before, is now the last word

in Aviation Safety Helmets.

THE MOST IMPORTANT PART OF AN
AVIATOR'S EQUIPMENT.

Don't wait until you liave an accident. Investigate its MERITS NOW,
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An Interesting Experiment.
The Mann biplane which has just been produced was in-

spired by a determined effort on the part of its designer to

build a machine of military importance in which stability,

speed-variation, strength, and extent of view were promi-

nent features. As will be seen by the illustrations, the machine

is a twin-pusher fuselage biplane with the engine in the front

of the fuselage.

The power plant is a loo-h.p. Anzani, which drives the two

high-pitohed propellers through a shaft and a special gear-box

which gears down both propellers and reverses one of them

without crossing its chain. This gear-box is made of Antox,

an aluminium alloy of great strength. The main shaft has a

universal coupling at either end with no intermediate bearing.

It will be seen that the front spars of the wings are sloped

back, so as to improve the observer's view, but the rear spars

are at right angles to the fuselage. This wing-shape will

permit a machine-gun to be fired round an arc of over i8o

degrees.

The testing of this novel biplane, in which provision has

been made for the removal of several serious short-comings

inherent in present practice, should prove most interesting, and

Mr. Mann may be congratulated upon the ingenuity he has

displayed in its design. The excellence of the workmanship

reflects considerable credit upon Mr. Leeper, the head con-

structor, who will be remembered as chief mechanic to the late

the Hon. C. S. Rolls, and as being with the Short Bros, at

T^eysdown, in the dark ages of aviation.

School and Weather Reports.

Mon. ;Tues. Wed. Thurs. Fri. Sat. Sun.
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Windy Fair Fair Fair Fair Wet Wet
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|
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Fine to

Wet
Rain
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Flying

Wet
Partly
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Windy

Fine

Show'y

Windy
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Fine
Windy
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Windy

Rain
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Flying

i Gale

Rain
Windy

Gale

.! Gale

Fine
Windy

Windy

Hendon.
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At the Grahame=White School.—Instructors :

Messrs. Manton, Russell and Winter. Pupils with instr. :

Prob. Fit. Sub-Lieuts. Irving, Reed, Tollemache and Ferrand.

8's or circs. : Prob. Fit. Sub-Lieuts. Pettcr, Souray, Wood,

The Mann & Grimmer biplane. .4

new type of "^puslier" biplane now
being experimented at Hendon.

MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS
All advertisements for this column should arrive at this

office by 6 p.m. MONDAY to ensure insertion.

For the convenience of Advertisers, replies can be received at

the office of "THE AEROPLANE," 166, Piccadilly, W.
Special PREPAID Rate—18 words 1/6; Situations Wanted
ONLY—18 words 1/-. id. per word after.

PATENTS.

HOW TO TAKE OUT PATENTS IN ENGLAND AND
ABROAD." (By Arthur E. Edwards, F.C.LP.A.) as.

Halifax, Hilliard. Certificates taken by Prob. Fit. Sub-Lieuts.

Halifax, Petter, Wood and Hilliard. Machines : Four
Grahame-White biplanes.

At the Hall School.—Instructors : Messrs. J. L. Hall and

J. Rose. Pupils with instructor : Messrs. MoConnoohie, J.

Furlong, and Lieut. Moncrieff. Strts. or rolls alone : Messrs.

Furlong, McConnochie, Waterson, Davy, and Lieut. Mon-
crieff. Machines : Hall biplanes.

At the London and Provincial Aviation Co.'s School.—
Instructors : Messrs. W. T. Warren, M. G. Smiles. Pupils

doing strts. : Messrs. England, Derwin, Lincoln, and White
;

half circs. : Mr. Moore. 8's or circs. : Messrs. Noakes, Bransby
Williams, and Laidler. Certificate taken: Mr. Laidler took

certificate on Feb. iith in excellent style. Machines: Two
L. and P. tractors.

At the Ruffy=Baumann School.—Instructors : Messrs. E.

Baumann, Herbert and Howard James. Pupils with instr. on
60 Caudron : Mr. Kenworthy (64 mins.), Mr. King (54), Mr.
G. K. Blandy (15), Mr. Jackson (31), Mr. H. Brown (22), fly-

ing all the time at 2,500 ft. Strts. and rolls alone: Mr. Ken-
worthy out on 45 Anzani making good progress. Machines :

—
Caudron 60 and 45 h.p. tractor biplanes.

At the Beatty School.—Instructors : Messrs. Geo. W.
Beatty and G. Virgilio. Pupils with instr. : Messrs. P. E.

Cornish (15 mins.), G. Beard (62), T. F. Roche (30), B. de

Meza (20), M. J. V. Miller (15), A. G. Hayward (8), G. Forbes

(32), H. H. Bright (25), F. R. Laver (25), J. H. Moore (15),

Vickers (7), P. C. Cooper (15), Monfea (5), Leong (10), B. B.

Lewis (10), Lieut. Rimington (15) (just back from doing his

"little bit" in the trenches). 8's and circs. : Mr. G. Merton

(94) (taking extra practice). Machines : Beatty dual-control

biplanes.

Windermere. — At the Northern Aircraft Seaplane
School.—Instructor : Mr. W. Rowland Ding. Pupils with

instr. : Messrs. G. L. Railton (45 mins.), A. Johnson (62), R.
Buck (54), S. J. Sibley (46). Strts. : Mr. A. Johnson, R.
Buck. 8's alone : Mr. R. O. Lashmar (70). Certificate taken

by Mr. R. O. Lashmar on N.A.C. propeller biplane. Mr.
Lashmar took an exceedingly good brevet, going up to 940 and
handling the machine with great confidence and good judg-

ment. .Mr. Ding out for exhibition practice.

post free.

—

Arthur Edwards 4 Co., Ltd., Patent Agents and

Consulting Engineers, Chancery Lane Station Chambers,

W.C. 'Phone 4536 Holborn.

THE CONSULTING PATENT AGENCY, 253, Gray's Inn

Road, London, lowest inclusive charges. General advice

gratis. Telephone, 6109 Holborn.

AEROPLANE Makers and Inventors. Prepare now for

trade revival by protecting new ideas. Particulars and

advice free.—King's Patent Agency, Ltd., 165, Queen Victoria

Street, London.

PATENTS. Instructive leaflet free from STANLEY,
POPPLEWELL & CO., Chartered Patent Agents, 38,

Chancery Lane, W.C.
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TUITION.

THE

GRAHAME-
WHITE
SCHOOL OF
FLYING,
HENDON, N.W.

THE GRAHAME- WHITE
AVIATION CO,, LTD,

Aeronautical Engineers & Constt uctors.

Proprietors oj

THE LONDON AERO-
DROME, HENDON, N,W,
Telegrams: "Volplane, Hyde, London."

Telephone: 120 Kingsbury (4 lines.)

West End Offices

32, REGENT STREET, W,
Telegrams: 'Claudigram, Piccy. London''

Telephone: 4423 Regent.

London and Provincial
aviation co.

SCHOOL OF FLYING
The Aepodpome, Hendon, N.W.

Learn to fly at our School on new and up-to-date machines. We teach
you to control the machine yourself and develop your own individu-
ality. Our instructors have bad years of experience and we guarantee
satisfaction. Enquiries welcomed. Phone: Kingsbury 102

SITUATIONS VACANT.

MESSRS. RUSTON, PROCTOR & CO., LTD., desire to

tliank the 130 applicants for tiieir application for a

position in their Aircraft Department recently advertised, and

to inform them that the vacancy has now been filled.

COPPERSMITHS, used to bending steel tube.s, Tinsmiths

and Sheet Metal Workers wanted at once. State experi-

ence, last employment, and wages required. Only competent

men need apply.—Sir W. G. Armstrong, Whitworth and Co.,

Ltd., Aviation Works, Gosforth, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

AEROPLANE Erectors wanted. Only experienced men need

apply.—Write, stating age, wages required, and full par-

ticulars of experience, to the Aircraft Mfg. Co., The Hyde,

Hendon.

SITUATION WANTED.
FOREMAN of Woodworkers and Erectors desires change.

Good manager of men. Long experience on Government
work. .Accurate setter-out in Decimal or Metric.—Box 624,

The .Aeroplane, 166, Piccadilly, W.

DRAUGHTSMAN, competent, executes drawings from

rough sketches. Inventors' drawings
;

tracings at

shortest notice.—Box 623, Tni? Aeroplane, 166, Piccadilly,

London, W.

PHOTOGRAPHS.

PILOT PORTRAITS .^V,
J^KI^ The F N B Series of Copy-X rllD X right Pilot Portraits includes X rllDX

all the most notable Pilots of '-o'-">'^^ series

the Flying World. Unmounted, post free, Sizes 12 by 10 in.,

2S. 6d. ; 8 by 6 in., is. 6d. ; 6 by 4 in., is. 2d. Mention The
Aeroplane and write for NEW LIST of 350 pilots.

97 PERCY ROAD, SHEPHERD'S BUSH. LONDON, W.
WE HAVE THE MEN OF THE MOMENT.

ENGINES WANTED.
AERO Engines wanted at once

;
50-h.p. upwards ; new or

second-hand.—Forward particulars and lowest price to

Box 619, The .Aeroplane, 166, Piccadilly, W.

MACHINES.

DUNNE PATENT SAFETY AEROPLANES, single and

two-seater types, mono or biplane.

—

The Blair Atholl

Aeroplane Syndicate, Ltd., i, Queen Victoria Street,

London. Tel. 834 Bank.

PROPELLERS.
CHAUVIERE'S famous Integral Propellers hold all records ;

used by all leading aviators. The best.—Sole proprietors

for Great Britain and Colonies. The Integral Propiller Co.,

Ltd., IB. Elthorne Road, Upper Holloway, N. Telephone

:

Hornsey 2345. Telegrams: "Aviprop (Upholl), London."

MISCELLANEOUS.

HARDWOOD for Aeroplanes. Specially selected, air-dried

timber as supplied to leading constructors in Britain and

the Continent. Silver Spruce, Ash, Poplar ;
Hickory and Ash

Skids ; Threeply ; Thin Cedar and Mahogany for Floats ; Wal-

nut for Propellers.—William Mallinson and Sons, Ltd., Hack-

ney Road. 'Phone, 3854 Central, 4770 Wall.

LUNCH, TEA, of SUP at-

"THE AERO RESTAURANT."
(Just outside the gates of the Hendon Aerodrome.)

Pretty Tea-Gardens, with awnings, for tine weather. Glass-side
'

' Sun-Parlour " for cold weather.

Best of Pood, well cooked and neatly served.
Lunch (rem Is. 6d. Tea from 6d,

Tra^e JMENDINEI Mark.

LIQUID SCOTCH GLUE
^ Ready for use at once.

USED BY THE LHADINQ AEROPLANE CONSTRUCTORS.
MOISTURE PROOF.

WHtr for I'rir^ Liil mid fiirtii iilari -

MEWDINE CO... 8, Artbur Strget, London Bridfre. E.G.
, :^

MODELS.
T. W. K. CLARKE & 'CO.,
HAMPTON WICK, MIDDLESEX.

Supply British Built Model Aeroplanes, and all Accessories
for making. Send stamp for Lists.

MC( Compressed Air Motors for Model Aeroplanes.

• OtV^t Twin cylinders; weight, ozs.
;
price, 6s. 6d.

Air container for above engine
;
weight, 8 ozs. ; price, 6s. 6d.

We stock everything for models. Send Stamp for catalogue.
—Murray, Son, and Co., 387a, High Road, High Cross, Tot-
tenham, N.

THE RUFFY SCHOOL of FLYING,
HENDON.

Manager-chief Instructor—EDOUAHD BAUMANN.
Instructors-

Messrs. HERBERT JAMES, HOWARD JAMES.
Pupils taught on dual control 60 h p. Gnome Caudron

Machines; completing tuition on 45 h.p. Anzani, taking

certificate on 50 h.p. Gnome. All Tractor Machines,
quickest and most thorough tuition.

Trial lesson-£2 2s.

Ofi&ce and Works

—

3-4 KENDALL'S MEWS. PORTMAN SQUARE, W.
Phone—Padd. 5048.
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The Sopwith Aviation Co., Ltd.
CONTRACTORfj TO THE ADMIRALTY AND WAR OFFICE

Offices and Works KINGSTON ON-THAMES

Telephone: Telegrams:

1777 and 1343 Kingston. " Sopwithi Kingston."
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CONTRACTORS TO THE ADMIRALTY

SHORT BROTHERS,
AEROPLANE WORKS

AND

FLYING GROUNDS—
EASTCHURCH, ISLE OF SHEPPEY.

Telephone;—9, Minster-on-Sea. Telegraphic Address:

—

"Flight. Eastchdrch
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SOME NEW PILOTS.

(' hulngynph-, from the " F.N.B. So its," by F.N. Bi'kill. U: . Peicv Road, Sh'th, rJ i Biis/i, IT.)

Left to Right. Probationary Flight Sub l.ieiits.—T. F. Driscoi (Certificate 1051), E. de C. Hallifax ( 1075), 0. W. Billiard

(1079), R. C. Fetter (1074), G. F. Livock (1004), F. Besson (1045), P. T. Digbv (1069), J. S. Mills (1049). (All of the
Grahame White School). Mr. M. G. Christie, 2nd Lieut. R F.C. (954). of the Frosser School. Mr. L. F. Bevnon (957),
Beatty School. Mr. R. O. Lashmar (1076), Northern Aircraft School. Mr. J. C. Barfleld (989), L and P. School.
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Hold the SOLE RIGHTS DIRECT
from the FARMAN BROTHERS

for the building of

HENRY & MAURICE FARMAN

Aeropla^nes
AND

ydro-Aeroplanes.

In Great Britain and the Oversea

Dominions.

Works and Flying Ground

HENDON.

Offices :

47 VICTORIA STREET, S.W,

AEROPLANE
ACCESSORIES

CONTRACTORS to ADMIRALTY & WAR OFFICE

R. O. & Co.'s Patent Release Gears
Fox's Patent Wire Bending Pliers
The " Short " Patent Wire Strainers
Special R.A.F. Strainers
Steel Lock Nut Strainers
Eyebolts, various designs
Metric Thread Bolts and Nuts
Engine Plates and Housings
Light Pressed Steel Ribs
Steel Cable Ends
Fuselage Angle Plates
Cold Drawn Steel Tubes
Tubular Framework, EtCi

ALL ORDERS PROMPTLY EXECUTED.
ONLY BEST MATERIAL USED.

Please address all communications to Department No. 4.

Handley Page Ltd.
CONTRACTORS TO ri.M. ADMIRALTY AND

WAR OFFICE.

Works

s

110 CRICKLEWOOD LANE,

CRICKLEWOOD, N.W.
TELEPHONE: HAMPSTEAD 5317.

London Office s

72 VICTORIA STREET, S.W.

TELEPHONE: VICTORIA 2574.

TELEGRAMS: HYDROPHID, SOWEST, LONDON.

THE

Monk Engineering Co.^
LTD.

High Street, Coventry.

WE ARE MAKERS OF AEROPLANE

ENGINES AND COMPONENTS AND

WE DO HIGH CLASS MACHINING

FOR EXPERIMENTAL AND PRO-

DUCTION WORK.

OUR EXPERIENCE IN FINE

MACHINING IS UNIQUE AND OUR

PLANT UP-TO-DATE.

MAY WB HAVE YOUR ENQUIRIES?
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An Aerial
Whatever one may think of the Germans, individu-

ally and as a nation, whether one regards them psycho-
logically as the elect of the earth among whom alone

of all people one can make one's "spiritual home," as

Lord Haldane once appeared to believe, or whether one
regards them as the direct lineal descendants of the
famous Sons of Belial and the original Gadarene swine,
as is the habit of the patriotic or halfpenny press
Englishman, it is foolish and futile to deny that those

at the head of affairs in Germany have a marvellous
faculty for organisation and astonishing constructive

ability. The German is not a sportsman—as old
Froissart said, even in the middle ages, neither by
precept nor practice could the German knights ever be
taught true knightliness, and, as Mr. E. B. Osborn
remarked recently, "War was never considered a kind
of gentlemanly game by the Germans.'' But, as Mr.
Osborn points out, "there is a grain of truth in the
saying of a German professor, that Germany gained
more than she lost by escaping some of the influences
of mediaeval chevalerie." What she learned was that
an army is a machine, consisting of intricate

mechanism designed for the destruction of an enemy,
and not a kind of stage chorus to act as a back-ground
for star-turn glory-chasers.
Most Rugger players—one may leave Association

out of the question as no longer Iseing a game that a
sportsman and a gentleman can play, if, indeed, it e\er
was such—know the difference between a top-hole team,
and a team made up of "star turns." The better men
can always be beaten by the better team, on sheer
combination and organisation, and that is why the
German Army in the past has continually beaten armies
composed of better soldiers, as in Frederick the Great's
day, as at Leipsic, Lutzen, and Bautzen, in Napoleon's
time, as in the Danish War of 1862, as in the Austrian
War of 1864, and as in the French War of 1870. Also,
it is why the German Army is where it is to-day,
almost entirely on foreign soil, or under it, after more
than six montlis of war against nations which out-
number it by at least two to one.

Our Pro=Germans.
That reads rather as if it were written by a pro-

German, but, as one finds that almost the only pro-
Germans in this country are the soldiers who have
fought_ them, one is, at any rate, in good company in
admitting and admiring German thoroughness, orga-
nisation, ingenuity, mechanical ability, and practical
science, all of them desirable qualities in which we as
a nation are conspicuously lacking. Leaving out all

question of the rights and wrongs of the war, or the
moral or immoral conduct of all ranks in the respec-
tive armies, the French and British, at any rate, have
the better men, but tlie Germans have had—up to the
present—the better army, in effectiveness if not in
eflficiency.

Ask any officer who has seen much fighting what we
have learned from the Germans about \he art of war.
Any Flying Corps officer will tell you that while our
trenches, until quite lately, at any rate, looked like mud
pies when seen from above, the German trenches are
all neatly laid out like lines on a workshop blue print.
The mud-piety of our trenches is not intended to help
in hiding them from aerial observation, it is merely
the result of our men never being trained in trench-

Auxiliary,
digging in time of peace, as the Germans have been

trained for years. Ask any Artillery officer what we
have learned about guns, from the biggest siege guns
to the little trench-mortars, and ask him what we have
learned about fire-control. Ask any Mechanical
Transport officer what we have learned about moving
troops in a hurry by motor-'bus, and keeping them fed

by motor lorry. We learned a lot during the German
pursuit from Mons to the INIarne. Ask any cavalryman
who taught us not to use cavalry as cavalry, and who
taught us the futility of cavalry charges. Any offi-

cer who thinks about war as an art and a science will

admit our indebtedness to the German. vStill, we
always do win our wars by learning from our enemies,

so the best thing we can do is learn as quickly as

possible that when the German Army adopts a certain

method there is a very good reason for it.

German Observation Posts.

A thing which is constantly impressed on one by
reading the officially recognised stories of the "Eye-
witness with General Headquarters" is the fondness of

tlie Germans for captive balloons, which are used for

observing artillery fire. Mention of a captive balloon
to anyone in this country conjures up visions of a

silly spherical thing bobbing ridiculously at the end of

a string at a provincial fete, or, if the person addressed
happens to be a soldier, he may recall a horrid half-

hour of mingled terror and sea-sickness in the remote
pre-aeroplane period at Farnborough or Salisbury
Plain. In any case, hardly anyone seem.s to have re-

garded the machine as an apparatus of serious military
value.

But, then, who regarded the almost ecjually ludicrous
steam-trawler as a naval weapon of offence and defence
until this extraordinary war, and German ingenuity,
taught us its place in the scheme of things ? There is

an entertaining story current in the Navy about a very
much surprised Naval officer whose only excuse for a
sin of commission, which must not be told till after

peace breaks out, was that lie "never expected a trawler
to assume the offensive."

When the R.F.C. first went abroad these German
captive balloons puzzled some of the young officers
immensely. One idea was that they were dummy air-

ships, or even authentic airships at anchor, deliberately
placed where the^^ were as ground-bait for aeroplanes.
Tliis notion had, anyhow, a germ of reason, for the
enemy's observation balloons are generally surrounded
by machine-guns and "Archibalds," so that any aero-
plane which attempts to destroy one by dropping-
bombs on it generally meets with a very warm recep-
tion. Another belief was that they were air-mines,
which could be exploded by electric contacts on the
ground, so that any inquisitive aeroplane which was
tempted to approach near them, or over them, could
be caught in tlie disturbed air of a vast explosion and
"hurled crashing to the ground" in the best style of
the descriptive journalist.

However, it was soon discovered that they were only
observation posts for artillery, and though occasionally
one is brought down by a bomb from an aeroplane, or
by a lucky shot from a long range gun, it appears that
their casualties are few and their effectiveness con-
siderable.
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The Dragon^Bailoon.

The type of balloon used is not the ordinary spheric,

as we know it, but a long bolster-shaped thing which
stands partly on end, like a sausage sitting up and
begging. At the lower end is a bulge, like a smaller
sausage applied to the big one. And the car depends
from the envelope of the whole thing at some distance
below.

vSimple as the arrangement looks, it is really the
outcome of a long series of experiments and much de-

signing, for the balloon is so sh.iped and is so balanced
by the attachment of the car, and the cable which holds
it to the ground, that when it is struck by a gust, in-

stead of being blown down and bobbing up again as

the gust passes it actually gives a lift, as a kite does.

Also, the shape keeps its head to wind, instead of

allowing it to twiddle round like a roasting-jack as an
ordinary spherical balloon does. Thus, although it

swings about to some extent, it is much steadier than
any other kind of balloon, and combines the qualities

of a kite and a balloon. For this reason the type is

technicallj' known as the kite-balloon, though in Ger-
many it is generally called tlie "drachen-balloon," pre-

sumably because the ridiculoiis attitude of the thing
suggested to some German humorist the idea of a

mendicant or penitent dragon.
These balloons are built by the Parseval firm—who

kindly supplied us with our very useful Naval Air-

ship IV—and are properly known as Parseval-Siegsfeld

balloons. Many of the stories of destroyed or derelict

Parsevals seen or found in Holland or Belgium really

refer to these machines, for apparently some of the

more intelligent inhabitants and "war correspondents"
in those countries seem to have got hold of the name,
and use it to distinguish these craft from Zeppelins,
which name is still applied by the people of the
Netherlands generally—and even by the Belgian sol-

diers—to any free aircraft whether Zeppelin, Parseval,
Gross, Taube, Aviatik, Albatros, or anything else that

floats or flies.

Fire Control.

Now, it seems that if the Germans, with tlieir exten-
sive ex])erience of the practise and theory of war, find

it wortli while to make use of these drachen-balloons so

largely, it is well worth our while to consider them as

aerial auxiliaries, not in i\ny way to replace aeroplanes
or airships, but to "continue and supplement," and to

some extent to lighten, their work. At present manj-
a perfectly good observer, not to mention his pilot and
the aeroplane, is thrown away because he has to spend
hour after hour plugging solemnly round in a circle

watching a certitin spot in the German lines and wait-

ing for the German guns to fire and disclose their

po.sition, so that he mav signal it to his own battery,

and thereafter direct its fire. Occasionally, I am told,

the battery becomes bored and moves its position while
the observer is still in the air, so that he goes on assi-

duously signalling to a friend who isn't there, and
friendships of years have been broken in consequence.

All this could be saved, in many cases, by sending up
a kite balloon to sit and watch the position, and it

would have the advantage that the trained aeroplane
observer and his pilot could be more usefully employed
elsewhere, on reconnaissance or bomb-dropping, while
an artillerv officer who was more experienced in fire con-
trol could do as well or better in the balloon, and he
would have the advantage of being in direct telephonic
communication with his battery, so that it could not
leave him fatuousU^ fluttering around sending impas-
sioned signals to a deserted hole in the ground.
Of course, there are many occasions on which aero-

planes provide the only really effective method of con-
trolling artillery fire, so that co-operation between
artillery and aircraft would naturally be increased
rather than diminished in days to come, especially
when an effective inherently stable aeroplane with big
speed variation is produced, as seems likely before
long.

Pros and Cons.

There are, naturally, objections to the use of captive
balloons. For instance, our own experience of such
things has left us with the impression that they can
only be used on two or three days a week, and fre-

quently are useless for weeks at a time, because the
ordinary spheric cannot stand up to a wind of more
than 15 miles an hour. That impression, however, is

based on British weather, whereas those who know
Central European weather realise that one gets day
after day of almost calm weather a matter of 50 to 100
miles inland from the sea when it is blowing hard
in the Channel and along the coast. A good example
of this was during the latter part of the great aviation
meeting at Reims in 1909, when for five days there was
scarcely a breath of wind, while it never stopped blow-
ing as far west as Abbeville. It is probably a know-
ledge of Central European weather which accounts for

the Germans using these balloons so largely. It is

also impossible to judge by the experiences of the past
few months in Flanders, for it has been altogether an
exceptional winter, with constant wind and wet instead
of the usual calm frosty weather.

Actually, if the weather had been normal, captive
balloons would ha^•e been very valuable, for the coun-
try is so flat that a very large field of vision would be
possible without having to send the balloons to any
considerable height. Presumably, the weather is re-

sponsible for the fact that little has been heard of Ger-
man observation balloons in that area, and that they
have chiefly been used to the east of Amiens, which
seems to confirm the foregoing remarks as to the find-

ing of calmer weather inland. The difference between
Continental weather and ours was emphasised a year
or two ago by General Henderson himself, when he
ex]3ressed his belief—which has been absolutely fulfilled

—that we should produce the best pilots in the world
because we have to learn to fly in the worst weather.
Moral :—Start an aviation school in Patagonia.
As we have not troubled about captive balloons up

to the present we have not lost much by the bad
weather, but if we start btiilding them now we ought
to be able to have a good many read}' when the war
really begins about the middle of May. By that time,
too, the fighting line should be far enough inland for

us to use them all along the line without having to

bother about the area near the sea coast. A further
point in this connection is that if we were a hundred
miles nearer the German frontier it would be worth
while to keep up a continual service of bomb-dropping
aeroplanes over German towns, and every captive bal-

loon would mean releasing another aeroplane for that
duty. Even in windy weather in the summer it would
be possible to use the "dragons" for at least a couple
of hours about dawn, and again at sundown.

Special Training.

Assuming that we do not really want them till the
late spring or early summer, there is plenty of time
in which to train the personnel in handling them. The
amount of training needed is not great, and the men
need not be of military physique. Short sight, or a
few missing fingers, or a limp, are no disadvantage to
men whose only real work is to tail on to a rope end,
and who are transported everywhere by motor lorry.

If the men have good enough internal mechanism to
digest Army rations and are heavy enough to be useful
in holding the machines down, they may otherwise be
recruited from among the maimed, the halt, and the
blind, and so their addition to the vService need not
interfere with recruiting for the Line. There are
thousands of intelligent and decently educated young-
sters who have been refused by recruiting sergeants
who would be only too pleased to enlist in a captive
balloon corps on ordinary infantry pay, and they could
pick up their work in less than a month.
Granted that the work done by a captive balloon is

less valuable than that done by an aeroplane, the cap-
tive balloon costs only a fraction as much to produce
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and its crew cost very much less to train and pay, so
the value received for money spent is probably about
equal in either case.

Transport.

Presumably, the transport of personnel would be
done by motor lorries. There is, one gathers, some
difficulty in obtaining these vehicles, owing to the
demand for them in other departments. Happily, how-
ever, there are some thousands of "gasoline trucks" to

be bought in the United vStates, and judging from illus-

trated catalogues they seem to be much the same
thing. Also, when once equipped, the balloon sections
would not have to cover big distances, so their vehicles
would stand up longer without overhaul than A.S.C.
supply wagons, or other motors used for constant trans-
port work, so much money would be saved in this way.

Properly equipped motor lorries could go almost any-
where that horsed transport could go, except in such
weather as we have had lately, and even in very wet
weather if the cars were equipped with non-skid chains
of the kind used by American motorists they should
be able to get along in almost any ground. These non-
skids are much like Parsons chains, but instead of
cross chains on the tread of the tyres they have cast-
iron blades perhaps three inches deep projecting from
the treads of the tyres like paddles, and they are
guaranteed to get along somehow in the softest ground.
Thus equipped, the lorries can turn off the road into the
fields and send the balloon up wherever may be wished,
without interference from telegraph wires, road-side
trees, or any other obstruction. It is even possible
to keep the gas lorry on the road and inflate the bal-
loons beyond the obstruction, and the hauling down
and letting up can be done from quite a distant point
by using a block and tackle.

General Equipment.

Besides the motor lorries, winding winches, wire

Some Recent Accidents,
Various correspondents ha\e written of late concerning the

accidents whicli have occurred recently to pupils or joung
pilots on Maurice Farmans, and therefore it may be well tc

say something about the causes of such 'accidents. The Maurice
Farman makes no pretence to being inherently stable, but it

is a wonderfully controllable machine and is probably the

easiest machine to fly in the world, being very lightly loaded,

and therefore sure lin answering its controls, which are
adequately large and well placed. It therefore appears as if

in most of these accidents the pilots had over-estimated the
gliding angle of the machine and had attempted to glide too
flat, a common error of inexperience.

The result of such an error in any aeroplane is that the

machine stalls, and either rolls over sideways, in which case
the usual nose-dive follows, or else simply gets straight onto
a nose-dive without rolling over. In either case, if there is

rooiTi below the machine, it is always possible to get the nose
up in due course, though possibly if the machine assumes an
absolutely vertical position it may be impossible, as was ex-

plained some months ago. Still, if the controls are pulled

back before an absolutely vertical position is reached, there

seems every reason why the machine should come back again,

especially in the case with the type of Maurice Farman with
the front elevator. The "shorthorn" type, which has no
front elevator, is said to be somewhat slower in answering
its controls, but nevertheless it does answer them.

Possibly some of these accidents may be due to the fact

that, if the engine is stopped, or very much throttled down,
the machine will naturally be slower in answering, owing to

the absence of the slip-stream on the rear elevator.

All this applies, of course, to all types of machines, so that

pilots who are flying large machines of any type, which are

naturally slower in their movements than small, short

machines, should be particularly careful when descending with
the engine throttled or stopped not to flatten out their glide

till fairly close to the ground
; but, on the other hand, they

must be equally careful not to leave it too late. That is to

say, if la machine is stalled at a height of 100 or 150 feet, a

cables, and almost anything else needed can be arranged
so as to use machinery already in stock in America or
Canada, so there need be no interference with the de-
liveries of war material which is now on order in this

country. Material for the balloons themselves can also

be bought in America, though it can probably be had
in this cotmtry if one goes the right way to work about
it, and does not throw out acres of fabric because some
samples show a weight of a few "dwts." per square
yard more than others.

There are several firms in the country capable of

making the balloons, notably Short Bros., Spencer
Bros., and the airship section of the Aircraft Manu-
facturing Co., Ltd., which was established some time
before the war, and is in charge of Mr. E. T. Willows.
It might even be advisable to set up a Government bal-

loon works again, though it would inevitably become
known as the Royal Aerial vSausage Factory, and the
Superintendent thereof would have to be made a

K.C.B. at least, as recompense for moral and intellec-

tual damage sustained through having his leg pulled.

Taking it all round, there is much to be said in

favour of the dragon-balloon proposition. The machines
would be really useful

;
they would afford useful pre-

liminary training for aerial observers
;

they would
make tempting targets for German gunners when
every church tower in the war area has been knocked
flat by the artillery of both sides, and thus they would
help to disclose German gun positions, and would
assist the expenditure of German ammunition; they
would be good ground-bait for German aviators, as the
Germans ' have been for ours

;
they could in windy

weather be used as liver stimulants for middle-aged
officers suffering from lack of exercise

;
and, finally, in

all seriousness, they really are excellent observation
posts. It is only regrettable that their appearance is

so comic that it is hard to treat them as seriously as
they deserve.—C. G. G.

fatal smash is fairly well certain, whereas if it is stalled at

30 feet or so the machine may be wrecked, but the pilot is not

likely to be seriously injured. On the other hand, if he leaves

his flattening-out too late, he may drive straight into the

ground with fatal results.

In one case at least among the recent accidents there seems
every reason to believe that the pilot fainted in the air and
fell onto his control, because he was apparently descending

at quite a reasonable angle, and the descent gradually became
steeper and steeper till the m'achine struck the ground verti-

cally, which appears to indicate some such state of affairs,

though it may also possibly have been due to the pilot's feet

slipping off the rudder pedals so that he pitched down from
his seat onto the control handles. This, however, seems ex-

ceedingly unlikely, as he would probably be strapped into his

seat in any case.

It has been suggested that in some such accidents a pilot

coming down from a height of several hundred feet, and
watching the ground rushing backwards under him and up
towards him, may actually have become hypnotised, and so

simply have forgotten to flatten out till too late. The theory

certainly seems a possibility, and it would be interesting to

know whether pilots have in fact experienced any such sensa-

tion and have had to bring themselves back to a realisation

of their position by an effort of will.

One can quite understand also that a somewhat inexperienced

pilot might keep his eyes glued onto the stretch of grass in

front of him and so misjudge his distance simply through not

seeing the position of the surrounding country. It is certainly

quite easy to make a mistake in this way at sea, so it may be

possible on land.

Some accidents, not necessarily the fatal ones, have un-

doubtedly been caused by instructors permitting pilots to go
up alone before they have had sufficient experience to be trusted

to their own control. This is one of the points on which the

born instructor scores over the good pilot who is merely

ordered to instruct, for any instructor who is anxious to get

his pupils through quickly is always inclined to let therrt

depend over-much on themselves.
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Naval and hiilitary Aeronautics.
GREAT BRITAIN.

From the "London Gazette," February 16th, 1915.

V\ ar Office, Ffbruary i6th.

REGULAR FORCES.—The undermentioned non-oommis-

sioned officer to be second lieutenant for service in the field :

—

Special Reserve of Officers.—Reserve Units.—Roval
Engineers.—Motor Cyclist Section.—Corporal C. H.
Mocatta.

* * *

A Supplement to the "London Gazette" of February i6th,

published on February 17th, was devoted entirely to a dispatch

from Sir John French, as Commander-in-Chief of the British

Forces in the field, bringing to the notice of the Secretary for

War the officers and men whom the Field-Marshal had found

reason, up to January 14th, to recommend for gallant and dis-

tinguished service in the field.

The following names therein are of interest to those con-

cerned with aircraft :

—

Royal Navy.
Wing Commander C. R. Samson, D..S.O.

;
Squadron Com-

mander R. B. Davies
;

Flight Lieutenant C. H. Collett,

D.S.O.
;
Flight Lieutenant R. E. C. Peirse.

General Headquarters Staff, &c.
Colonel (temporary Brigadier-General) J. E. Capper, C.B.

;

Major B. D. Fisher.

Royal Flying Corps.
Abercromby, Lieutenant (temporary Captain) R. O., Gordon

Highlanders.

Becke, Brevet Major J. H. W., Notts and Derby Regiment;
Borton, Captain A. E., Royal Highlanders; Brock, Lieutenant

(temporary Captain) H. le M., Royal Warwickshire Regiment.
Garden, Major A. D., Royal Engineers; Chinnery, Lieu-

tenant (temporary Captain) E. F., Coldstream Guards (since

killed in action)
;
Cholmondeley, Captain R., Rifle Brigade

;

Cogan, Captain F. J. L., R.A.
;

Corballis, Lieutenant (tempo-

rary Captain) E. R. L., Royal Dublin Fusiliers.

Higgins, Major (temporary Lieutenant-Colonel) J. F. A.,

D.S.O., Royal Artillery; Hughes Hallett, Captain H. H.,

North Staffordshire Regiment
;
Humphreys, Lieutenant G. N.

(S.R.).

James, Lieutenant (temporary Captain) B. T., R.E.
Lywood, Second Lieutenant O. G. W. G., Norfolk Regiment.
MacLean, Captain (temporary Major) A. C. H., Royal Scots

;

Malcolm, Second Lieutenant G. J., Royal Artillery; Marsh,
Captain A. C. E., Royal Artillery; Martyn, Captain R. B.,

Wiltshire Regiment; Musgrave, Major H., Royal Engineers.

Roche, Lieutenant (temporary Captain) H. J. A., Royal Mun-
ster Fusiliers. (Since killed.)

Salmond, Major W. G. H., Royal Artillery; Shekelton, Lieu-

tenant A., Royal Munster Fusiliers; Sheph'ard, Captain (tem-

porary Major) G. S., Royal Fusiliers
;
.Small, Lieutenant F. G.,

Connaught Rangers; Strange, Second Lieutenant L. A., Dor-
set Regiment.
Todd, Captain G. E., Welsh Regiment.

Wadham, Second Lieutenant V. H, AL, Hampshire Regi-

ment.
* * *

The British air raid to Cuxhaven on Christmas Day is the

subject of an official statement in a "London Gazette" Supple-

ment issued on February 18th. The statement, which is re-

produced below, describes the operations, and sets forth the re-

wards bestowed on some of the officers who took part in them.

.'Vdmiralty Memorandum on the combined operations by H.M.
ships and naval seaplanes on December 25th, 1914.

On December 25th, 1914, an air reconnaissance of the

Helgoland Bight, including Cuxhaven, Helgoland, and Wil-

helmshafen, was made by naval seaplanes, and the opportunity

was taken at the same time of attacking with bombs points of

military importance. The reconnaissance involved combined

operations by light cruisers, destroyers, and seaplane-carriers,

under Commodore Reginald Y. Tyrwhltt, C.B., and sub-

marines acting under the orders of Commodore Roger Keyes,

C.B., M.V.O.
The vessels detailed for the operations arrived at their rendez-

vous before daylight, and as soon as the light was sufficient the

seaplanes were hoisted out and dispatched. The following Air

Service officers and observers took part in tlie reconnaissance :

—

Pilots.

Flight Commander (now Squadron Commander) Douglas

Austin Oliver.

Flight Commander Francis Esme Theodore Hewlett.

Flight Commander Robert Peel Ross.

Flight Commander Cecil Francis Kilner.

Flight Lieutenant (now Flight Commander) -Arnold John

Miley.

Flight Lieutenant Charles Humphrey Kingsman Ekimonds.

Flight Sub-Lieutenant (now Flight Lieutenant) Vivian Gas-

kcU Blackburn.
Observers.

Lieutenant Erskine Childers, R.N.V.R.
C.P.O. Mechanic James W. Bell.

C.P.O. Mechanic Gilbert H. W. Budds.

The seaplane-carriers were commanded by :—

•

Squadron Commander Cecil J. L'Estrange Malone.

Flight Commander Edmund D. M. Robertson.

Flight Commander Frederick W. Bowhill.

.'\t the beginning of the flight the weather was clear, but on

nearing the land the seaplanes met with thick weather, and

were compelled to fly low, thus becoming exposed to a heavy

fire at short range from ships and shore batteries. Several

machines were hit, but all remained in the air for- over three

hours, and succeeded in obtaining valuable information regard-

ing the disposition of the enemy's ships and defences. Bombs
were also dropped on military points. In the meanwhile German
submarines, seaplanes, and Zeppelins delivered a combined at-

tack upon the light cruisers, destroyers, and seaplane-carriers,

but were driven off.

Flight Commanders Kilner and Ross and Flight Lieutenant

Edmonds regained their ships. Flight Commander Oliver,

Flight Lieutenant Miley, and Flight Sub-Lieutenant Black-

burn became short of fuel, and were compelled to descend near

Submarine E.ii, which with other submarine vessels was watch-

ing inshore to assist any seaplane that might be in difficulties.

Lieutenant-Commander Martin E. Nasmith, commanding E.ii,

although attacked by an airship, succeeded, by his coolness and

resource, in rescuing the three pilots. Fligtit Commander
Hewlett, after a flight of hours, was compelled to descend

on account of engine trouble, but was rescued by a Dutch

trawler, landed in Holland, and returned safely to England.

An expression of their Lordships' appreciation has been con-

veyed to Commodore Keyes (Commodore S.), Commodore Tyr-

whitt (Commodore T.), and to Captain Sueter (Director of the

Air Department), for their share in the combined operations

which resulted in this successful reconnaissance.

The King has been graciously pleased to give orders for the

following appointments to the Distinguished Service Order :

—

To be Companions of the Distinguished Service Order :

—

Captain Cecil Francis Kilner, R. M.L.I. (Flight Commander).
Lieutenant Charles Humphrey Kingsman Edmonds, R.N.

(Flight Lieutenant).

The following awards have also been made :

—

To receive the Distinguished Service Afedal :
—

Chief Petty Officer Mechanic James William Bell. No. 'M.48q.

Chief Petty Officer Mechanic Gilbert Howard William Budds,

No. 271764.
* * *

The following appeared in a Supplement to the "London
Gazette" issued on February i8th :

—
War Office, Fe.sruary iSth, 1915.

His Majesty the King has been graciously pleased to approve

of the undermentioned rewards for services rendered in con-

nection with Operations in the Field. Dated February i8th,

1915 :

—
Staff.

To be a Companion of the Distinguished Service Order :

—

Major B. D. Fisher.

Royal Flying Corps.

To be Brevet Lieutenant-Colonels.—Major (temporary Lieu-
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tenant-Colonel) J. F. A. Higgins, D.S.O. CRoyal Artillery);

Captain and Brevet Major (temporary Lieutenant-Colonel) F.

H. iiykes (istli Hussars).

To be Companions of the Distinguished Service Order.

—

Captain and Brevet Major (.temporary Lieutenant-Colonel) C.

J. Burke (Royal Irish Regiment); Captain and Brevet Major

J. M. Salmond (Royal Lancaster Regiment); Captain (tem-

porary Major) H. Musgrave (Royal Engineers) ; Lieutenant

(temporary Captain) \V. H. C. Mansfield (Shropshire Light In-

fantry) ; Lieutenant H. D. Harvey-Kelly (Royal Irish Regi-

ment) ; Lieutenant G. W. Mapplebeck (the Liverpool Regi-

ment).

Awarded the Military Cross.—Captain (temporary Major) G.

S. Shephard (Royal Fusiliers).

Royal Garrison Artillery.

To be a Companion of the Order of die Bath.—Lieutenant-

Colonel C. O. Smeaton (Siege Artillery).
* * *

A Fourtli Supplement of the "London Gazette," issued on

F"ebruary iSth, contains the following notice of reward for

services rendered in connection with the operations in the

field :—
His Majesty the King has been graciously pleased to approve

of the appointment of the undermentioned officer to be a Com-
panion of the Distinguished Service Order, in recognition of

his gallantry and devotion to duty whilst serving with the Ex-

peditionary Force :—

-

Captain Felton Vesey Holt, the Oxfordshire and Bucking-

hamshire Light Infantry and Royal Flying Corps.

For gallantry on January 22nd, 1915, in engaging single-

handed a group of twelve German aeroplanes which were at-

tacking the town of Dunkirk. He was subsequently joined by

two of our own biplanes, which resulted in one of tJie German
machines being brought down, and its pilot and observer being

captured.
* * *

A Fifth Supplement to the "London Gazette" of February

i6th, published last night, contains the following military ap-

pointments :

War Office, February i8th.

REGULAR FORCES.

—

Establishments.—Royal Flying
Corps.—Military Wing.—The undermentioned appointments

are made :

—

Squadron Commanders, and to be temporary Majors. Dated
February 8th, 1915 : Captain B. R. W. Beor, Royal Artillery,

from a flight commander, and Captain F. V. Holt, the Oxford-

shire and Buckinghamshire Light Infantry, from a flight com-
mander.

Flight Commanders, and to be temporary Captains. Dated
February 8th, 1915 : Lieutenant C. G. S. Gould, Royal Artil-

lery, from a flying officer ; Lieutenant G. F. Pretyman, Prince

Albert's (Somerset Light Infantry), from a flying officer ; Lieu-

tenant R. J. F. Barton, the Royal Scots F"usiliers, from a

flying officer ; and Lieutenant W. R. Read, ist (King's)

Dragoon Guards, from a flying officer
;
Captain C. F. De S.

Murphy, Princess Charlotte of Wales's (Royal Berkshire Regi-

ment), from a flying officer. Dated February Sth, 1915.

SUPPLEMF.NTARY TO REGULAR UnITS OR CORPS.—RoYAL FlY-

ING Corps.—Military Wing.—The undermentioned second lieu-

tenants to be lieutenants. Dated January 22nd, 1915 : Robert
R. Smith-Barry and Lionel S. Metford.

Second Lieutenant Victor h. Harrington Kennett to be lieu-

tenant. Dated January 22nd, 1915.

* * *

From the "London Gazette," February 19th, 1915.

Admiralty, February iSti-i.

ROYAL NAVAL AIR SERVICE.—The undermentioned
gentlemen have been granted temporary commissions as flight

lieutenants : Bernard F. Fowler. Dated February ist, 1915.

Lionel Lidderdale Atherton. Dated F'ebruary i8th, 1915.

War Office, February igTH.

REGULAR FORCES.

—

Establishments.—Royal Flying
Corps.—Central Flying School.—The undermentioned ap-

pointments are made :

—

Instructor.—Lieutenant (temporary Captain) .'\. H. L.

Soames, 3rd (King's Own) Hussars, a flight commander. Mili-

tary Wing, vice Lieutenant (temporary Captain) T. O'B. Hub-
bard, Special Reserve. Dated February 9th, 1915.

Officer in Charge of Transport (graded as a Flight Com-
mander).—Second Lieutenant (temporary Captain) C. H. Saun-
ders, Special Reserve, vice Captain D. Le G. Pitcher, Indian
Army. Dated January 5th, 1915.

* * *

A Supplement to the "London Gazette" of February 19th,

published February 20th, contains the following military ap-

pointments :—
War Office, February 2oth.

REGULAR I^ORCES.—Establishments.—Royal F'lying

Corps.—Military Wing.—The undermentioned appointments
are made :

—

Flying Officers.—Second Lieutenant J. C. Joubert de la

F^erte, Special Reserve. Dated October iglh, 1914. Second
Lieutenant J. P. Inglefield, Special Reserve. Dated February
1st, 1915. Dated February 4th, 1915 ; Second Lieutenant F. W.
H. Lerwill, Special Reserve; Second Lieutenant E. H. Mitchell,

4tli Home Counties (Howitzer) Brigade, Royal Field Artillery,

Territorial Force ; Second Lieutenant O. Mansell-Moullin,
Special Reserve ; Second Lieutenant M. G. Christie, Special
Reserve.

* * »

A Second Supplement to the "London Gazette" of Febru-
ary 19th, published on February 22nd, contains the following
military appointment :

—

War Office, February 22nd.
REGULAR FORCES.

—

Establishments.—Royal Flying
Corps (Central Flying School).—The undermentioned ap-
pointment is made :

—

Experimental Officer (Graded for purposes of pay as a
Flight Commander)—Second Lieutenant the Hon. W. F. F.

Sempill (Master of SempiU), Special Reserve, a flying officer.

Dated February 9th, 1915.

NAVAL.
The following appointments were announced at the Admiralty

on February 19th :

—

Royal Naval Air Service.—^Mr. B. F. Fowler has been
entered as flight lieutenant for temporary service, . and ap-

pointed to the "President," additional, for Royal Naval Air

Service, to date February ist.

_ Royal Naval Reserve.—Acting Lieutenant L. Lidderdale
.Atherton transferred to Royal Naval Air .Service, temporary, as

flight lieutenant, and appointed to the "President," for Royal
Naval Air Service, to date February i8th.

* * *

The Secretary of the Admiralty made the following an-
nouncement on the evening of February i6th :

—

The air operations of the Naval Wing against the Bruges,
Ostend-Zeebrugge District have been continued. This after-

noon 40 aeroplanes and seaplanes bombarded Ostend, Middel-
kerke, Ghistelles, and Zeebrugge.

Bombs were dropped on the heavy batteries situated on the

east and west sides of Ostend Harbour ; on the gun positions

at Middelkerke ; on transport wagons on the Ostend-
Ghistelles road ; on the Mole at Zeebrugge, to widen the

breach damaged in former attacks ; on the locks at Zee-

brugge ; on barges outside Blankenberghe ; and on trawlers

outside Zeebrugge.

Eight French aeroplanes assisted the naval machines by
making a vigorous attack on the Ghistelles Aerodrome, thus

effectively preventing the German aircraft from cutting off

our machines.

It is reported that good results were obtained. Instruc-

tions are always issued to confine the attacks to points of

military importance, and every effort is made by the flving

oflicers to avoid dropping bombs on any residential portion

of the towns.
* * 4e-

On February i6th the Secretary of the Admiralty announced
that the following communication had been received :

—

Embassy of the United States of America,

Berlin, January 26th, 1915.

.Sir,—With reference to the statement which is reported to

have appeared in foreign newspapers to the effect that the
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British Flight Officer Edward Briggs, upon his landing at

Friedrichshafen, was beaten by a German officer with a riding

whip until he bled, I have the honour to transmit to you here-

with a statement signed by Mr. Briggs which the Imperial

Foreign Office requests may be brought to the attention of the

British Government.—I have the honour to be, Sir, your
obedient servant,

James W. Gkrard.
His Excellency the Hon. Walter Hines Page,

American Ambassador, London.

Fort VHI., December 14th, '914.

By order of the Governor of the Fortress of Ingolstadt, the

Military Judge and the sworn-in military clerk, accompanied
by the Ersatzreservist Alfred Frankel, who figurated as inter-

preter, went on December 14th, at 10 o'clock, to Fort VHI.,
belonging to the Fortress of Ingolstadt, to interrogate the

prisoner of war Edward Briggs.

To begin with the interpreter Frankel was iworn in accord-

ing to instructions. Briggs appeared and declared as follows :

My name is Edward Featherstone Briggs.

I have held the rank of squadron commander in tlie Naval
Flying Corps since the commencement of the war. Before my
capture on Novembei' 2i3t, 1914, I was in command of the

flight which left Belfort.

[Then follows the narrative of which the substance is to the

effect that Squadron Commander Briggs was ,^:truck a heavy
blow on the head, obviously by a Gorman private, but that he

was afterwards protected from the fury of a hostile crowd by a

German officer. No officer at any time attacked him or struck

him with a whip. It is his personal opinion that a German
officer would consider such an act beneath his dignity, as would
an English officer.]

Commander Briggs said :

—

"I give this declaration without the least compulsion or pres-

sure being imposed on me. The questions and answers have
been translated into English.—Read, approved, and signed.

"(Signed) Edward Briggs."

* * »

The Secretary of the Admiralty on Saturday made the fol-

lowing statement referring to the Royal Naval Air Service in

the official announcement referring to the action with the Dar-

danelles Forts :

—

"No ships of the Allied Fleet were hit. The action has

been renewed this morning after aerial reconnaissance. His

Majesty's aeroplane ship "Ark Royal" is in attendance with

a number of aeroplanes and seaplanes of the Naval Wing.
[The "Ark Royal," as was known before the war, is a

merchant steamer specially altered for the transport and hand-

ling of aeroplanes, the fore deck being intended for launching"

aeroplanes. She appears in the R.N..'\.S. as being commanded
by Squadron-Commander Clark-Hall, R.N., who will be re-

membered as doing much good work in the early days of the

R.N.A.S. with explosives of all sorts.—Ed.]

* * *

A "Times" correspondent points out that considerable diffi-

culties stand in the way of a successful bombardment of the

Dardanelles. He says :—
Observation can be obtained by a spotting ship giving a

control station, say 60 ft. above the water line, at a range of

15,000 yards, but better still will be the result if the seaplanes

with the Allies are fitted with wireless plant, and can immedi-
ately convey to the guns the e.xact result of each round. We
must suppose that the Navy is fully alive to the experience of

the Army in France in this matter and will profit by it. The
range at which a bombardment can take place by some of the

guns with the Allied squadrons is about 18,000 yards, and with-

out independent observation, and the spotting of every shot,

the shooting may easily be erratic. While the end-on target

may be only some 50 square feet, that of the emplacement may
be only some 170 square feet, and it is an operation of no small

difficulty to hit such small marks at such a range.

* * *

General satisfaction will be felt in the R.N.A.S. at the pro-

motion of Captain Murray F. Sueter, C.B., to the rank of

Commodore, for the promotion will be taken as a compliment
to the whole Air Service, as well as a thoroughly deserved
recognition of the work Captain Sueter has done in building
up that Service in the face of great initial difficulties. Before
the days of flying he had already had a distinguished career in

the Submarine Service, and later was engaged in airship ex-
periments.

In organising the Air Service he has laboured indefatigably

to create an effective fighting force, despite the fact that the

weapons with which that force had to be equipped were of a

purely experimental nature, and he has succeeded in a marked
degree, as has been shown by the work the R.N.A.S. has done
on sea and land. The R.N.A.S. is at present a very small
force compared with what it must become during the next

few years, and one hopes that as it grows the officer who has

nursed it through its difficult early days will reap further

rewards.
* * »

A midshipman now serving in a light cruiser on the West
African Coast, writing home, says :

— 'We got a seaplane, and
went up to the Rufigi River to try to destroy the 'Konigs-

berg,' the German cruiser, which destroyed the 'Pegasus' at

Zanzibar, with bombs. The captain asked for volunteers to go
up, and find out in what part of the river the ' Konigsberg '

was. I volunteered, and was lucky enough to be one chosen.

We made several very successful flights, but, curiously enough,
each time we took bombs the seaplane contracted engine
trouble.

" One day the machine would not fly, and the aviator tried

to fly alone. A good job for me, or I should now be a prisoner.

The seaplane got away, and flew splendidly. When about 3,000
ft. up, and just over the mouth of the river (11 miles away),

the aeroplane came down with a rush. The captain sent me to

look for the aeroplane in a motor-boat, with two men. I left

the ship immediately the aeroplane came down, just about i

p.m., and made for the shore.

"I skirted the shore about a quarter of a mile off, and
entered the mouth of the river, not daring to go up on account
of the risk of being taken prisoner. Altered my course, and
with the aid of glasses saw the seaplane on the shore. 1

headed motor-boat inshore. We got within five yai-ds of Ger-

man territory and seaplane, turned boat round, and rushed

ashore. Made seaplane fast—it was high and dry on the

beach—and began to tow her oflf. The aviator was missing.

"We had just got plane in the water when a party of Ger-

mans opened fire at us at about fifty yards' range. We answered
the fire. Only having two rifles and three men in the motor-

boat, we were very much handicapped, .\bout 100 yards away
from the Germans we ran on a sandbank, and all had to get

out of the motor-boat and push her off. We succeeded after

ten minutes' struggle, the Germans firing at us all the time.

Eventually we got out of range, and back to the ship about

8 o'clock in the evening, absolutely parched with thirst and
very hungry. Marvellously, only one of us was wounded, though
the seaplane had 30c bullet holes in her and the motor-boat

about 80 holes."

[One would judge troni this that Flight Sub-Lieut. Cutler is

a prisoner. If the young gentleman's story is accurate it aip-

pears that some one should be carpeted for sending a boat in-

shore without a machine-gun and several rifles.—Ed.]

* *

A series of successful flights was made by a British biplane

over Glasgow district on February 22nd. The Admiralty had
notified the public recently that such flights would take place.

Presumably Beardmore's, Ltd., were responsible for the per-

formance.
* * *

Mr. F. Bernard Fowler, whose appointment to Flight

Lieutenant is gazetted, will be remembered as the founder of

the Eastbourne .Aviation Co., Ltd. He has proved himself to

be one of the most effective instructors in this country, as

well as a first-class constructor and pilot. He has already

turned out several of the best pilots in the R.N.A.S., and his

services should prove of high value to the Navy.
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MILITARY.
The following passage in Field-Marshal Sir John French's

dispatch dated February 2nd, published on February i6th, and
covering the operations from November 23rd 10 February ist,

deals with tJie whole of the work of the Royal Flying Corps
during that period :

—

(8) During the period under report the Royal Flying Corps
has again performed splendid service. Although the weather
was almost uniformly bad and the machines suffered from
constant exposure, there have been only diirteen days on
which no actual reconnaissance has been effected. Approxi-
mately, one hundred thousand miles have been flown.

In addition to the daily and constant work of reconnais-

sance and co-operation with the artillery, a number of aerial

combats have been fought, raids carried out, detrainments
harassed, parks and petrol depots bombed, &'c. Various suc-

cessful bomb-dropping raids have been carried out, usually

against the enemy's aircraft material.

The principle of attacking hostile aircraft whenever and
wherever seen (unless highly important information is being
delivered) has been adhered to, and has resulted in the moral
fact that enemy machines invariably beat immediate retreat

when chased. Fi\'e German aeroplanes are known to have
been brought to the ground, and it would appear probable

that others, though they have managed to reach their own
lines, have done so in a considerably damaged condition.

* * *

The descriptive account dated February i6th and published

on February igth which has been communicated by an Eye-

witness present with Genera! Headquarters, continuing and
supplementing the narrative published on the 14th inst., con-

tains an amusing extract from a letter dated January 25th

which was found on a prisoner :

—

It appears that for the Kaiser's birthday there is going to

be a great attack. All the aviators and all the Zeppelins

will be let loose against France. On the one hand the engi-

neers will do their utmost and on the other hand the artillery,

and then a tremendous assault. Thus along the whole line

the Firench will be "downed." You must write to us if this

is true. Lie down in your trenches and do not put your

head above the parapet ; it will only be a rarget for the

enemy.
* * *

In the dispatch received on February 12th by the Secretary

of State for War from the Field-Marshal Commanding-in-Chief

,

The British Army in the Field, the following passages occur

relating to the operations of aircraft :

—

To cause anything more than a waste of ammuniiion

long range artillery fire requires constant and accurate ob-

servation ; but this most necessary condition is rendered im-

possible in the midst of continual fog and mist.

.^gain, armies have now grown accustomed to rely largely

on aircraft reconnaissance for accurate information of the

enemy ; but the effective performance of this service is

materially influenced by wind and weather.
k * *

On February 20Lh, The OlTicial Press Bureau published a

dispatch from the Field-Marshal Commanding the British

Forces in France, dated February iSlh. The final paragraph

deals with the work of the Royal Flying Corps :

—

Our aircraft have carried out valuable reconnaissances and

have also successfully engaged the enemy's aeroplanes. One
of our aviators recently attacked tv/o German machines in

succession ; he drove ofi' the first and left the second to be

dealt with by our artiller\ , w hich brought it to the ground

in tlie hostile lines.

* * *

The continuous good work done by the R.F.C. since Field-

Marshal Sir John French issued his last dispatch is duly

acknowledged in the "Gazette," from which quotations affect-

ing aviation appear in this issue. The list of officers of the

R.F.C. mentioned in dispatches is too long to deal with in

detail, but it seems well to make some note of those officers

selected for special honours.

The promotions by brevet to substantive lieutenant-colonel

of temporary lieut. -colonels Sykes and Higgins will be uni-

versally welcomed. Colonel Sykes was responsible for the

organisation of the R.F.C. from its beginning, and the great

amount of valuable work he then did is known to those closely

in touch with the Corps. His extraordinary foresight was
disclosed on the rare occasions on which he spoke at the meet-

ings of the Aeronautical Society, for nothing of what he then

foretold would have to be altered if he again spoke or wrote on
the same subject in the light of six months of war. The
organisation of the R.F.C, for which Colonel Sykes is largely

responsible, has worked perfectly under the test of active ser-

vice, and the present expansion of the Corps fits in smoothly

with the original organisation, which was designed to allow

for growth.

Colonel Higgins has done much work of high value at

Farnborough in carrying out the scheme of organisation and
in increasing the efficiency of those under his command. He
was wounded after about three months of war, and has since

continued his work at Farnborough, where, as a Wing Com-
mander, he has several squadrons to raise to the same pitch of

efficiency as that to which he brought No. 5 before the war.

AN ANTI AIRCRAFT GUN.—"Anti" in that it is calculate d to deceive the cleverest aeroplane observer. French pilots

who have flown over it say that it is "lile-like."
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Colonel Burke commanded No. 2 Squadron at Montrose, and
was responsible for the various journeys made by that

squadron between Farnborough and Montrose, and Salisbury

Plain and Montrose. That squadron was particularly notable

for numerous long flights made across country by various of

its officers. It has also supplied three of the neWer squadron
commanders, and practically all its original pilots have been
mentioned in dispatches, which certainly indicates that in its

original state it was highly efficient. Colonel Burke is now
also a Wing-Commander.
Major Salmond, originally an instructor at the Central Fly-

ing School, took over No. 3 Squadron when Major Brrok-
Popham (now Lieut. -Colonel) was appointed for Staff work.
Under him the Squadron has continued to do well, and a num-
ber of its pilots have been mentioned in dispatches.

Major Musgrave was on the staff of the Director-General of

Military Aeronautics before the war, and for the first few
months of war was largelyresponsible for the supply of material.

He is now commanding a squadron.

Captain Mansfield, one of the new flight-commanders, was
at the Central Flying School early last year, and served with

No. 3 Squadron at the outbreak of war.
Lieut. Mapplebeck was a Special Reserve officer of the

King's Liverpool Regiment, and learned to fly some consider-

able time before being appointed to the R.F.C. He did much
good work with No. 4 Squadron on Salisbury Plain, and was, it

is said, the first R.F.C. oflicer deliberately to turn an aeroplane

upside down in the air. During the early part of the war he

did many good flights, and was mentioned in the first of Sir

John French's dispatches. Two of his feats were mentioned
by the official "Eye-witness," namely, the destruction of an

ammunition motor column by a bomb, and the fight in the air

during the battle of the Aisne, in which he was severely

wounded. He has only recently returned to duty. Early this

year he was given a commission in a Regular battalion of the

King's Liverpools.

Lieut. Harvey-Kelly was an oflicer of No. 2 Squadron, and
a notably good pilot. He was one of the very few soldiers

who ever flew a Cody biplane, for he was told off for instruc-

tion on that machine by the late Mr Cody, and did a fair

amount of flying on it before taking his certificate.

Major Holt was at Farnborough when first appointed to tlie

R.F.C. At the outbreak of war he was in command of the

Brooklands aerodrome, and had llie taking over of the civilian

schools there. Recently he distinguished himself by his single-

handed attack on a dozen German aeroplanes, which resulted

in his bringing one of them down.
Major Shephard was an officer of No. 4 Squadron, who had

already done good service, some of it unconnected with avia-

tion, long before the war. His appointment to command a

squadron recently indicates efficiency a a flight-commander

on active service, and the award of the Military Cross further

indicates personal performance of an exceptional nature,

though the authorities do not see fit to follow the French
system of detaching such performances, details of this kind

being apparently reserved for winners of the Victoria Cross,

and, occasionally, of the D.S.O.
Lieut. -Col. Oswald Smeaton, who has been made a C.B.,

though not of the R.F.C, will be remembered by many as a

pupil at the Bristol School on' Salisbury Plain some two years

ago, and he holds, in consequence, a pilot's certificate.

Major Fisher, who is appointed to the D.S.O., is now on
the Staff. He was, at tihe outbreak of war, Assistant-Director

of Military Aeronautics, and as such did highly valuable ser-

vice.
* *

Mr. Cyril Mocatta, and Lieut., R.E., will be remembered by

many connected with aviation as being for some considerable

time on the staff of The Aeroplane. Prior to joining this

paper he was a draughtsman with the Gr^goirc Co., in Paris,

working on the designs of that firm's aero-engine, and he left

The Aeroplane to enter the motor cycle business. He joined

the Army as a motor-cycle dispatch rider at the beginning of

the war, and served through the retreat from Mons .-.nd until

a few weeks ago, when he was sent home on sick leave. His

commission was won by steady, good service over an extended

period.

A regular reader of this paper, now on active service, writes :

"Just a few lines to yet you know what has been doing
out here in the flying way. We have recently had plenty of
chances of seeing both sides of the question. The chief Ger-
man machines seem to be Albatros and L.V.G. biplanes, and
our machines Avros and B.E.s, the former being, it is easy to

see, infinitely the better machine, they rise much quicker and
are the fastest of any German, British or French machine.
"The chief French machines seem to be Maurice Farmans

and Voisins, and I have also seen one British Bleriot and some
Henri Farmans which I am not certain are French or British

as they are always too high. But the best machines are the
Avros.

"

* * *

An A.S.C. (M.T.) officer writes :

—
'"The way ranges are got

through our aeroplanes is wonderful. The arrangements are
so perfect that though our gunners hardly ever see what they
are aiming at, they yet know that they are hitting every time.

They are simply wonderful, and can put four shells through
the same hole in a town wall from "ight to nine miles away."

FRANCE.
The official communique issued in Paris on the afternoon of

February 16th says :

—

A French aeroplane squadron bombarded a German avia-

tion park at Ghistelles. An English aviation squadron bom-
barded Ostend.

Between the Oise and the Aisne, near Bailly, there has
been very effective practice by our artillery on assemblages of

motor convoys, together with the dropping of bombs from
aeroplanes.

* * *

The official communique published in Paris on the afternoon

of February 17th says :

—

In spite of an intense cannonade, the French and British

aircraft which threw bombs yesterday in the region of Ghis-

telles and Ostend were able to return unharmed to our lines.

An evening communique says :
—

Our aeroplanes have bombarded the station of Freiburg in

Breisgau.
* * *

.An official announcement issued in Paris on February 19th

gives an account of a raid on Ostend and district carried out by
a French aviator :—

•

On February 8th, at 9.40 p.m., Lieutenant X. set off

alone in an aeroplane with six bombs to carry out a night

bombardment in the direction of Ostend. The weather was
bad, the night was dark, and a gale was blowing from the

west. After having dropped a first bomb from a height of

120 metres on to a convoy of cars, which appeared to him to

be an ammunition column serving the batteries near Middel-

kerke, the pilot passed on to Ostend, and from a height of

250 metres dropped three bombs on the Kursaal. The violence

of the explosions caused a general commotion throughout the

town. Three searchlights, one of which was very powerful,

searched for the aeroplane, which flew away in the direction

of Furnes.

Lieutenant X. dropped his last two bombs on a dimly-lit

locality west of Ostend where troops were quartered. At that

moment the rays of one of the searchlights fell on the aero-

plane. The pilot immediately dived down and, thanks to this

manoeuvre, succeeded in eluding the light ; but the machine-

guns placed along the dunes fired on him without ceasing,

rifle shots being added to their fire, and finally the pilot, in

order to escape from the searchlights as well as from the

firing, descended over the sea, coming low enough to feel the

spray of the waves.

Carried by the wind, he had quickly attained the object of

his flight, but the return was long and arduous. He returned

to Furnes aerodrome at 10.20, having been guided by signal

lights.
' * * *

The following passage in the account by the French Eye-

Witness of the operations in France and Belgium, published on

February 20th, and covering the period from February 7th to

February 17th, deals with aircraft:

—
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Almost incessant rain, low clouds, and strong winds con-
siderably hindered aerial operations between February 7th
and February 15th. The daily collaboration of aviators and
artillery has nevertheless at several points achieved results

which it has been possible to confirm. Captive balloon re-

connaissances have also made the regulation of the firing

range possible. Reconnaissances have been attempted with
success, often under the most perilous conditions.

Many instances show that the cannonade and musketry of

the enemy do not stop our aviators. One of them during a

reconnaissance to tlie east of Ypres on February 10th had no
fewer than a hundred shells fired at him without turning back.

Similarly, on February nth an aviator who had been de-

spatched with instructions to bombard an enemy position was
engaged by a German aviator armed with a machine-gun on
two occasions, the latter trying in vain to stop him. Our
aeroplane was hit by about twenty shots, but nevertheless

continued its course and dropped eight bombs on the railway

station at Bollwiller, on the power station, and into the wood
of Nonnenbruch. The pilot and observer subsequently re-

gained their own aerodrome safe and sound.

By their bold raids, by their methodical work, by their

fire control work in connection with the French Artillery, the

French aviators have acquired an incontestable mastery and
superiority.

In the subsequent developments of operations the fourth

arm will certainly be called upon to play an important part.

* * *

On the evening of February 22nd an official communique
was published in Paris as follows :

—

"A Zeppelin bombarded Calais this morning. It dropped

ten projectiles, which killed five persons belonging to the

civilian population, and did some slight damage to property.

"

A German aeroplane is said to have escorted the Zeppelin.
* * •

A rciport from Dunkirk on February 18th stated that a Ger-

man aeroplane was brought down by artillery fire and Allied

aviators. The pilot and observer were killed by the explosion

of their own bombs.
* * *

The "Daily Telegraph" of February igLh states that the

"Central News" correspondent states that the "New York-

Herald" states that a large number of French aviators have

been fiving over various towns in Alsace, notably Bortenheim,

Habstein (where bombs were dropped on an aviation park),

Guebviller, Colmar, Mulheim, Krazinger, and Chalombre. The
airmen also flew over Homburg, and attacked the castle in

which the German General Staff was quartered.

[Which might be entitled "News from Somewhere."—Ed.]

BELUIUM.

The "Times" representative at .-Vnisterdam in a message
dated February 18th says :

—"The .Sluis correspondent of the

'Telegraaf states that in last week's raid by British airmen

only one bomb was thrown on Blankenberghe. It hit an elec-

tric tramcar leaving a station. The car was destroyed and
eight persons were killed and 50 wounded, of wihom seven

died the following day."
* * *

It was reported by the .A.msterdam "Tyd," on F'ebruary 22nd,

that the second air raid over the Bel_gian coast had substantial

results. According to this paper, 16 soldiers were killed and
many wounded at Blankenberghe. At Zeebrugge a submarine

was damaged and several batteries south of Zeebrugge were

put out of action. Bombs were dropped on the coast batteries

between Knocke and Zeebrugge, and guns were destroyed.

Near Knocke seven soldiers and an officer were killed.

As a proof of the care taken by the pilots, it is stated that in

Zeebrugge not a single civilian was hit or house damaged.
* »

Apropos the raid on Zeebrugge, Mr. Phillips, of the "Daily

Express," writing from the Belgian frontier, says that two

bombs exploded on Zeebrugge breakwater, tearing up the

railway and partially destroying work for mounting quickfirers.

Five bombs fell in and near the inner basin at Zeebrugge.

One, apparently aimed at the outer harbour, whete submarines

are supposed to shelter, nearly hit a party of marines repairing

the railway line along the breakwater. It exploded on the

breakwater itself, tearing away part of the outer protecting

wall. The result of tliis has been the wearing away of the

upper stone works at every high tide, when waves add to the

difficulties of the engineers who are trying to repair it.

One of the hangars at Ghistelles Aerodrome was blown up
with a quantity of explosives in it.

A number of marines and infantrymen have been sent to

Bruges and other base hospitals suffering from nervous dis-

orders. The constant strain of watching for hostile aero-

planes, which drop bombs at the most unexpected times, has

been too much for the middle-^aged Wurtembergers and raw
members of the Marotsen brigade, who are leading a kind of

troglodyte existence among the dunes.

* * *

The Dutch paper, "Handelsblad," learns, with reference to

the raid by thirty-four aeroplanes, that at Ostend only the

sheds of the naval station were severely damaged. The build-

ings of the Hotel Terminus at the station sustained small

damage. The bridge called De Smet de Mayer was consider-

ably damaged, and communication with the naval station has
been interrupted.

A Voisin biplane of the lhree=float type, as used by the French Navy.
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At Blankenberghe the station and rails were completely

destroyed.

At Zeebrugge the damage has been much greater. The
electricity works and coke factory have been put out of action.

A Zeppelin shed, with its contents, were completely destroyed.
* * *

It was reported from Amsterdam that King Albert took part

on February 13th in an aerial reconnaissance over the German
lines. His Majesty was in a Belgian military biplane, and
after reconnoitring for about an hour he landed safely. The
Germans greeted the biplane with a sharp but abortive fire.

If the story be true, this is the first reconnaissance, at all

events in recent times, undertaken by a crowned King, and
certainly the first in an aeroplane.

MONTENEGRO.
Sir J. Roper Parkington, Consul-General for Montenegro,

has received the following ofiicial^ telegram from Cettinje :

—

On Friday an Austrian aeroplane passed over Cettinje,

throwing four bombs in the town and one in the suburbs. Two
women were killed and three children and one woman in-

jured. King Nicholas immediately visited the unfortunate

families, and rendered all possible assistance. This act of

the Austrians in bombarding an open town, of which the

population is entirely composed of non-combatants, has

aroused the greatest indignation.
* -X- *

An Austrian aeroplane appeared over Antivari and threw six

bombs without effect.

GERMANY.
The "Morning Post's" correspondent at Berne wired on

February 19th:
—"I hear from a trustworthy source that Ger-

many is intensely busy building aeroplanes, and that in all

the aerodromes beyond the Rhine thousands of young Germans
are training as pilots and mechanics. Germany's ambition un-

doubtedly is that her aerial lieet should greatly excel that of

the Allies."

[Germany's fleet "greatly excelled" those of the Allies at the

outbreak of war, and probably still excels in numbers and

engine-power. The weak point seems to be the quality of the

pilots rather than the quantity.—Ed.|
* * *

A message received from Germany by the Marconi Co. on

February 19th says :

—

On February 17th Airship L4 was lost in the same heavy

southerly storm which destroyed the Airship L3. Airship L4
descended near Blaavandehuk, in Denmark, on account of

motor trouble, and later on drifted out to sea. Eleven of the

crew have been saved, including the commander. Four are

missing. The rescued men have for the time being been

interned in Varde.

HUNGARY.
Writing of the siege of Przemysl, a Hungarian newspaper

correspondent says :

—

Communication with the outside world is kept up by aviators,

and almost every day an aeroplane goes to the Galician Head-
quarters. On its outward flight it carries only letters and post-

cards, but on return it brings tinned meat and hand grenades

for the troops (for the many sorties brought about a scarcity

of this material), and other small and useful things.

In an interview an aviator employed on this duty said that

Russian aeroplanes very often appear over the town and fortress.

Quite recently they dropped bombs on the ammunition maga-
zines, having apparently discovered their whereabouts. The
bombs did not hit their mark, and next day the stores were
removed elsewhere. Whenever they fly over the town the

Russians always drop, besides bombs, proclamations printed in

Polish and Hungarian, in which they call upon the soldiers

not to believe .Austrian victories, as the Russians have crossed

the Carpathians and invaded Hungary.
Speaking of himself, the aviator said that he has to change

his route every day when flying in and out of fhe fortress, for

the surrounding Russians are always in wait for him, and fire

at him whenever he appears. Already two of his predecessors

had been brought down. One of them died and the other was
taken prisoner, some important papers ' and documents he

carried falling into the hands of the Russians. In fair weather

or foul this aviator had to fly 75 miles daily, and in order to

reach a safe altitude he had to circle the city rive or six times

before finally heading for the west.

"I have to be very careful," the aviator said, "not to fall

into the hands of the enemy, for we have only two more aero-

planes in the fortress, and they are not as fit and swift as this

one is, and should we lose them and mine also no communica-
tion can oe established between the garrison and the Head-
quarters. I can carry something like four cwts. in my machine,
hut the other two would not take more than half that weight.

[This is a somewhat extraordinary statement, for surely if he
can fly out, new aeroplanes can fly in, and there should be no
lack of machines in the Austrian Army as yet, seeing that they
have the German factories to draw upon, though if the figure

of 4 cwt. (say 450 lbs.) as his usual load is correct, he must
have an exceptionally good machine.—Ed.]

"Every day I bring out two sacks of letters and cards. It

has been arranged that five men can write on one card, giving

five different addresses on the outside of the card. The re-

cipient posts it to the next address until it has reached all con-

cerned. The officers are allowed to write one letter a week,

but only on one sheet of notepaper, so as to make the letter

as light as possible."

HOLLAND.
It was reported by Reuter from Amsterdam on February

17th, that an airship about 300 ft. long, possibly a "Parseval,"

flew over the east of Amsterdam that morning at about 650 ft.

The crew were trying to keep the ship horizontal, but succeeded

only for a few minutes, when the ship again sat up vertically

and drifted towards the Zuyder Zee.

A rope some 130 ft. long was hanging from the car. Further

on the line became entangled with telegraph wires, but the

ship, with a bundle of wires on the rop ,
disappeared in the

direction of Schellingwonde. "The airship had apparently been

hit by shots."

From Hoorn the "Telegraaf" learns that a Parseval passed

there at g.45 a.m., apparently without a car. It flew over the

Zuyder Zee in the direction of Medemblik.

[It is possible that the vessel was one of the German training

squadron in Belgium, and had broken away from the control

of an inexperienced crew, or it may have been only a Parseval-

Siegsfeld kite-balloon, which sits habitually in a tilted posi-

tion.—Ed.]
* * *

Referring to tfie Berlin telegram confirming the destruction

of the airships L.3 and L.4, the "Nieuws van den Dag" of

Amsterdam, dated February 20th, says that the German Navy

must now have lost all its dirigibles. L.i, L.2, and L.3 were of

the Zeppelin, and L.4 of the Schiitte-Lanz type. L. i was de-

stroyed in the North Sea in 1913, and L.2 was burned at Johan-

nisthal. At the beginning of the war Germany, as far as is

known, had fifteen dirigibles.

"[Actually L. i and L.2 were replaced by the "Hansa" and

"Sachsen," and several new Zeppelins have been delivered

since, nearly all to the Navy, so the original number of 10 or

12 Zeppelins and five or six others remains constant.—Ed.]

* * »

It was reported from Amsterdam on February 22nd in the

"Nieuws van den Dag" that a Zeppelin passed over Schier-

monnikoog at noon on the 21st in an easterly direction. At

6 p.m. a loud detonation was heard from a north-westerly

direction.

DENMARK.

It was reported by Reuter from Copenhagen on February

17th that two Zeppelins passed westward of Fano Island going

northward, that morning. The first returned at i p.m., and

the other passed at 5 p.m. At 6.45 the latter came down on

the beach at Fano on fire. "The remains of the burned air-

ship were guarded by soldiers at Nordby."

The "Morning Post" correspondent reports that the Zep-

pelin was wrecked by an explosion. The two officers and

twelve men composing the crew were arrested by the Danish

authorities and interned, and the wrecked airship was con-

fiscated. From later accounts it appears that the ship was

the L III, or L Z 24 in the Zeppelin shop series, which ap-
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peared in May last, and from the fact that all the crew escaped

it is evident that the airship was not burnt wholesale. Probably

an explosion in a nacelle or a serious engine breakage forced a

landing. Still later accounts state that the ship was forced to

the ground by a snowstorm.
* * *

A later message from Denmark says that another Zeppelin,

the L. 4, was wrecked on the following day off the west coast

of Jutland. Eleven of the crew were saved and four drowned.

The "Times" makes the comment that the number of men
mentioned requires explanation, "as the usual complement of

a Zeppelin is about 28." As a matter of fact, although a

Zeppelin can carry 28 or 30 passenger's, 15 men would make
quite a useful war crew.

It is possible, and indeed probable, that the L. 4 was a

Schiitte-Lanz, and not a Zeppelin at all.

* *

The correspondent of the "Times" at Copenhagen, cabling on

February i8th to report the loss of L Z. 3 on the previous day,

says :

—"The airship left Hamburg at 4 o'clock in the morning
and cruised during the day off the north-west coast of Den-

mark. Her motors failed one after another, and about 6

o'clock in the evening the ship landed with a crash on the beach

of Fano Island, snapping in two. The crew, consisting of two
officers and 14 petty officers and men, jumped out and escaped

uninjured. Immediately afterwards the ship burst into flames.

The captain declares that he set fire purposely to the ship, 'in

order to prevent her being blown farther ashore and imperilling

lives and adjacent buildings.' In any case, the ship is utterly

destroyed. The crew had just time to land their ammunition

and bombs. They were interned for the night in a local hotel."
* * •»

Reuter's correspondent at Amsterdam was moved to report

the following story on February 17th :
—"The captain of the

Dutch steamer 'Helena,' which arrived at Rotterdam to-day,

reports, says the ' Handelsblad, ' that 40 miles from the Haaks
Lightship a Zeppelin steered towards the steamer and followed

it for some time, but disappeared after an exchange of flag

salutes.

"

* * *

It was reported from Copenhagen on February 20th that a

Zeppelin passed late last night over Mariager, on the east coast

of Jutland, flying from the south-west to the north. The air-

ship was fullv lighted up and easily di>cernil)le.

SOUTH WEST AFRICA.
The following two extracts are from soldiers' letters from

G.S.W.A. published in "The East Rand Express" of

January i6th :
—". . . We had another visit from old 'Hairy'

(aeroplane) to-day. The alarm was blown at about 6 o'clock

and immediately everyone got hold of his rifle and ammuni-
tion and doubled out. He never came within 6,000 yards of

us. Our two 15-pounders had a smack at him, but were not

within a 1,000 yards of him. Taking it on the whole, it was
quite an interesting morning. By Jove ! I envied him up
there. I think I would give anything to be an aviator."

A Boksburg member of the Wit Rifles gives an interesting

account of . . . and the visit of a German aeroplane. "A few

days ago we had another visit from the aviator. It was about

5 o'clock in the morning when he was sighted. According to

instructions, we all scattered, owing to the fear of his dro|)ping

bombs. However, he kept a good distance away and did not

attempt anything like that. The artillery had two shots at

him, but they both fell short. He was travelling very fast,

heading for Ludenitzbucht. It was interesting to see the shells

from the gun exploding in mid-air. There seemed to be quite

an appreciable pause after the sound of the shot before they

burst.

"

CANADA.

Canada has produced an aviator after an interval of nearly

six years, since J. A. D. McCurdy first flew.

"La Presse" (Montreal) of January 23rd announces that Jack
Laviolette, the famous athlete, "la crosse" and hockey player,

and chauffeur of racing automobiles, has the ambition to

become an aviator, and every day for several weeks he has
been to Coteau Rouge, near Montreal, where, under the direc-

tion of G. PoUien, he is learning to fly. Pollien is enthusvas-

lic about Laviolette.

U. S. A.

A well-known American aviator writes :

—

"I have delayed my reply to your letter, expecting to an-

nounce therein the arrival of two volumes of The Aeroplane
attended by the vanguard of a third, but that event has not

'come off' to date. Very likely some censor has found an
agreeable job and is in no haste to part with it. Anyway,
here's hoping the denizens of the deep will not have the oppor-

tunity to have such a choice meal, for while tliere may be no
'fish-stories' therein, they would no doubt 'swallow' the

editorials with more gusto than many of their intended readers.

A FAIR MARK.—A corner of the City of Leipzig, showing vv here two important railwa\ lines and a road cross one another.
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"Your question— My answer

—

How are things going —Slow.
What are you doing?—Nothing.
What are you making?—Air castles (not aeroplanes).

"We had things pretty well cooked here last summer. Then
the war came and upset things. Capital became afraid,
money scarce, and everything but aeroplanes went up into the
air. However, they are coming down again (no exceptions
to the laws of gravitation), and we intend to take possession
again. Though somewhat battered, we expect to get things
shipshape again.

"Aviation has been having a good sleep over here. It's
been dreaming most of the time and walking in its sleep.
No wonder there have been so many disastrous tumbles. How-
ever, the alarm has gone off and it shows signs of awakening.
We are hoping it will soon open its eyes, get on its feet, and
start after the rest of the world before they get out of sight.
"Among other things, aviation here is afflicted with the

attentions of numerous rag (not gum) chewing parlor aviators
(mostly uncertified) who certainly missed their calling. At
least, they represent the wrong sex. They have given up the
idea of a 'Round the World' race, partly because most of the
possible contestants seem likely to be otherwise engaged, and
partly because few of the contestants could complete the course
without landing in the enemy's country for supplies, which
under such circumstances are not usually obtainable, as the
inhabitants are so glad to get hold of you that they do their
utmost to prevent your departure, and often succeed.
"However, they have got a brand-new idea (it may not last

' long). This is a trans-Continental race (only across North
America), to be contested simultaneously over several separate
routes of equal geographical length but several hundred miles
apart. The numerous probable competitors might devastate
the country with their backwash if all followed 'he same
route. So far the weather bureau refuses to guarantee equally
favorable or unfavorable weather conditions over the several
routes. Nature, in fact, seems to be most unkind, for since
there are more mountains on some routes than others, they
are now discussing, 'How far is a mountain?'
"Before long tiie Wright Co. will realise that their patent

gold brick is not worth a fabulous sum, and will for a reason-
able sum allow it to be used in the building of aviation. No
doubt it is entitled to a place on the corner-stone.
"The present war will undoubtedly weed out many of the

poorer aeroplane designs. I notice the French soon dropped
such obsolete machines as tlie Bli^riot and, Nieuport, at the
same time giving the Morane its proper though tardy recogni-
tion. Though I know the Bl^riot parasol was an absolute
failure, I have often wondered if any Morane parasols were
being used. While the parasol type has several faults, its

facilities for observation are so excellent that one would expect
it to win a place in military service unless it had some very
objectionable failing. I have never been able to obtain any
satisfactory information regarding this type.

"I have always felt that piloting was tlie wealcest branch of

aviation, due principally to the general isolation of pilots (in

effect) and their lack of practice. This want is certainly
supplied for those engaged in this war. The results will un-
doubtedly follow."

* * *

From the "New York Times," January 25th, 1915 :

—

"$S,ooo Trophy for Airme.n.—A $5,000 trophy and five

purses of $1,000 each have been offered by Glenn H. Curtiss,
tlnrough the Aero Club of America, for competition between
army and navy aviators. The trophy is to be competed for

annually. Mr. Curtiss had a conference with Alan R. Hawley,
president, and Henry A. Wise Wood, Allan A. Ryan, W. W.
Miller, and Henry Woodhouse, governors of the Aero Club of
America, at which the proposed trophv was discussed.
"Mr. Curtiss said that when he took part in contests he

found trophies inducive to greater accomplishments. Now he
wished to reciprocate. The rules for the contest are to be
made and promulgated by a committee composed of members
of the army, navy, and the Aero Club of America, as in the case
of the Clarence H. Mackay military trophy. Messrs. Hawley,
Wood, and Woodhouse expressed their belief that the com-
petition will result in exceptional accomplishments."

_ The Latest Invasion.
On Sunday night, February 21st, an enemy aircraft, pro-

bably an aeroplane, flew over Essex. It passed over Braintree

at about 8.30 and dropped two bombs, neither of which did any
damage. About ten minutes later it reached Colchester, about
sixteen miles away, where a bomb damaged three cottages

somewhat seriously, but failed to wake the slumbering infant

of an N.C.O. of the R.F.A. in one of them. A bomb is said

also to have been dropped at Coggeshall.

The German pilot will doubtless be somewhat annoyed with

the absence of results from his 200-mile journey. His scheme
of abstaining from dropping bombs until lie turned eastwards

to go home was eminently sensible. It seems curious that he
did not venture nearer to London.
An act of "great gallantry" by two soldiers on the occasion

of Sunday's air raid is reported by the press. At the meeting
on February 22nd of the Braintree Urban Council, which was
attended by the officers of the 5th Notts and Derbyshire Regi-

ment, the chairman, Mr. George Hunnable, made presenta-

tions to Corporal Large and Private Goodall.

Finding one of the bombs in a field, the two soldiers placed

a stick through the handle and proceeded to carry the missile

to the river. On the way the bomb burst into flame, but the

men ran on with their burden and immersed it in the river.

Corporal Large received a silver cigarette case, and his com-

rade a silver watch.

[This is precisely the kind of "gallantry" which wastes lives,

like carrving wounded men in under heavy fire, and so forth.

If the finders of the bomb had taken out a bucket of water and

had carried the bomb in the bucket to Headquarters, they

would not have risked the lives of two of the King's soldiers

unnecessarily.—Ed.]

Efficiency v. Effectiveness,
The following letter has been received :

—

"Sir,—In reference to vour editorial in the current number
of The Aeroplane, entitled 'Efficiency versus Effectiveness,'

mav I point out what seems to be an error?

"Under paragraph headed 'Effective Speed' the following

statement appears :
'.

. . Supposing one maker produces a

highlv efficient machine which, with an engine of 70 h.p.,

is capable of doing 80 miles per hour, and another maker pro-

duces one which carries the same useful load and does 90
miles per hour, hut needs 100 h.p. to do it, the latter machine
is obviously the more effective, though equally obviously in-

efficient.
'

"T'abulating the above we have two machines carrying the

same useful load—(i) gives 80 m.p.h. with 70 h.p. ('highly

efficient')
;

(ii) gives 90 m.p.h. with 100 h.p. ('obviously in-

efficient').

".Aliowing that the resistance varies as the square of the

velocity, and that hence the horse-power varies as the cube of

the velocity, let us consider what will be the horse-power re-

quired for a 90-m.p.h. machine, and assuming the total weight

to be the same as the 8o-m.p.h. machine, which of course

neglects the aditional weight due to the bigger motor.

90'
"Then h.p. oc : our result is given by h.p. = -g^, x 70 =

99.6 h.p.

"There would not, therefore, appear— if my assumptions are

correct—to be any difference whatever in the efficiency of the

two machines you have compared ; in fact, if the extra weight

of the motor be considered and increased weight of aeroplane

in consequence of the higher speed, the advantage is on the

side of the 90-m.p.h. machine.
"(Signed) Lionei, D.wvson."

[Many thanks to Mr. Dawson. Not being a scientist, it

seemed to the writer that an extra 30 h.p. was more than

enough to give an extra 10 m.p.h. The argument, therefore,

is all in favour of using the loo-h.p. engine. But even if

120 h.p. were necessary to get the speed up to 90 m.p.h.—the

machine would be more effective. However, the point is that

what is needed in war is performance and not theoretical ex-

cellence. A machine with a factor of safety of 8 to i all

round may be a fine thing in theory, but one with a factor of

safety of 4 to i, which will climb twice as fast out of the way
of German shells, would be preferred by most pilots.—Ed.]
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The R.N.A.S. Comforts Fund.

Mrs. Sueter is receiving ample supplies of gloves, mittens,

woollen cuffs and comforters for the R.N.A.S. men, but the

urgent demands from the air stations for cardigans and jerseys

still continue. There is also a considerable want of woollen

pants and shirts, and readers who can only send one of these

garments instead of a number of mufflers or mittens will be

doing more needed work.

The following cash co^ntributions have been received during

the week:—Oflicers, R.N. Air Station, Hendon, ^10 los.
;

Sir W. Armstrong, Whitworth & Co. Aviation Dept. (Em-

ployees), £8 I2S. gd. ; The Misses Scote, £2; R.A.F. War
Distress Relief Fund (2nd contr.), £2 ;

(3rd contr.), £1 los.
;

Refunded by .Army Co-operative Stores, overcharge on sundries,

I2S. ; Vickers Ltd., Erith (Aero Mechanics' 13th contr.),

los. 6d. ; Miss Warwick, los. 3d. ; Vickers Ltd., Erith (Wood-

workers' loth contr.), 6s. ; Miss Allison, 55. ; Miss James,

2S 6d. ; Anon, 2s. Total for week, £28 is. Grand Total to

date, ^757 14s. 6d.

Further contributions should be sent to Mrs. Sueter, The

Howe, Watlington, Oxon.

The following are further contributors in l<ind : -Mrs. ClifforO,

WestcIiff-on-Sea ; Mrs. Green, Craven Arms ; Mrs. Dugmore,

Kings Lynn; Miss .'\ckland, Brighton; Mrs. Rose, Kidling-

ton ; Miss Sear, Worcester Park ; Mrs. Garrick, Westcott,

Dorking; Mrs. Trafford, Sanderstead ; Mr. A. Canner, God-

ford; Mrs. Stewart, Lennox Gardens, S.W. ; Miss Angrave

(2 cons.), Bayswater, W. ; Mrs. Hinde, Sevenoaks ; Miss

Rogerson, Strood ; Miss Bowes; Miss Hantshaw, Chelsea,

Mrs. Blake, Brockley, S.E. ; Miss Blair, Glasgovi^ ; Sir Eric

and Lady B'arrington, Wimbledon Common ; Miss Mulliner,

Kew ; Mrs. Varley (2 cons.), S. Farnborough ; Miss Bury,

Saltburn-by-the-Sea ; Miss Bettles, Leytonstone, N.E. ; Mrs.

Brodrick, Kensington Court, W. ; The .Misses Smee, Colchester
;

Miss Bed, Canterbuiy ; Mrs. Mills, Weybridge ; Mrs. Bridger,

Richmond ; Mrs. Moon, Winchester ; Mrs. Jones, Ipswich.

Mrs. Fordyce, Hove ; Miss Attey, Great Berkhamstead ;

Mrs. de Ranee, Rhyl ; Miss Ward, Cheltenham ; Miss Shaw,
Rickmansworth ; Mrs. Millar, West End ; Mrs. Webster, Glas-

gow ; Mrs. Holt Thomas (5 cons.), Oakwood Court, W. ; Miss

Spackman, Kimbolton ; Mrs. Ellison, Golder's Green, N.W.
;

Mrs. Hankey, Chippenham ; Miss Savill, Rutland Court, S.W.
;

Mrs. Levesly, Reigate ; Mr. F. Boyd, Helensburgh, N.B.
;

Girls' High School, Wigan ; Miss Anley, Hove; Mrs. Crosby,

Shepherd's Bush ; Mrs. Rob, Bognor ; Mrs. Grimes, Canter-

bury ; Miss Cooke, Hurstpierpont ; Mr. L Parsons, Upper Brook
Street, W. ; Miss Cotes, Richmond ; Miss Jamey, Ealing ; Mrs.

Carter, Prine of Wales Road, S.W. ; Miss Arnold, Dorking

;

Mrs. Mackillop Brown, Hyde Park Square, W. ; Miss Gal-

braith, Finchley Road, N.W. ; Miss Harding, Finchley, N.
;

Miss Bauer, Portman .Avenue, W. ; Mrs. Guthrie (2 cons.),

Cromwell Road; Miss Crofts, Balham.

Mr. Bonham-Carter, Lyndhurst ; Miss Pralt, Wimpole Street,

W. ; Miss Curtis, Tunbridge Wells ; Mrs. Davidson, .Seven

Kings, Essex ; .School Boys, Letchworth ; Miss Evans, Clap-

ton, N.E. ; Mr. N. Cousins, Perth ; Lady .Seymour, Brighton ;

Mrs. Iliff, Folkestone ; Miss Moore, St. Albans ; Mrs. Bellais

Thompson, Turvey ; Mrs. Taylor, Colchester; Miss Harris,

Wimbledon, S.W. ; Mrs. .Avery, B'ognor ; Mrs. Cave, Clifton,

Bristol ; Mrs. Roberts, Eastbourne ; Miss Barke, Mansfield
;

Mrs. Elliott, Ramsgate ; Miss Barker, Welshpool ; Mrs.
Dongsin, Loughborough; Mrs. C. G. Grey, Kensington, W. ;

Mrs. Gray, Mid Calder ; Mrs. Hyde Thomson, Groby ; Mrs.
and Miss Fitzmaurice, Hassocks ; Mrs. Cassels, Greenock

;

Mrs. Pendleburv. Southnort ; Miss Gilbert, Rrncken-
hurst ; Mrs. and Miss Fitz Brown, Liverpool; Mrs. Calcut (2

cons.), Cricklewood Lane, N.W. ; Mrs. Dimn, Stanford-le-

Hope ; Mrs. James, Upper HoHowav, N. ; Miss Ellis, Lough-
borough ; Miss Eraser, Penarth.

Mrs. Barry, Buckingham Gate, S.W. ; "X," Sydenham;
Mrs. Butler, Cotham ; Mrs. Dean, Sutton ; Miss Haves, Uoper
Tooting; Mrs. Donaldson, Wimbledon; Mrs. Bovlan, East-

bourne
; Lady .Auckland, .Sevenoaks ; Mrs. Tavlor, St. Peters-

in-Thanet ; Miss Fullerton, Edinburgh; Mrs. B'ovce, MInchin
Hampton ; Miss Gotele, Aldershot ; Mrs. Whip, St. .Annes-on-

Sea ; Mrs. Stamford Wood, Bradford, Berks ; Miss Corbett (2

cons.). Forest Hill, S.E. ; Mrs. Long, Lincoln; Miss Paton,

S. Croydon ; Mrs. Scocold, Taplow ; Miss Birt, S. Marden
;

Mrs. Greenwood, Highgate, N. ; Mrs. Standing, Brighton
;

Mrs. Irwin, Brighton ; Miss Munro, Cullen, N.B. ; Mrs.
Wilkinson, Huddersfield ; Miss Jennings, Jersey; Mi^s Black,

Ealing ; Miss Earl, Stockton-on-Tees ; Mrs. Worth, Walmer
;

Mrs. Haddin, Glasgow ; Miss Perry, Hartland ; Miss Askwith,

Kirby Lonsdale; Mrs. Goldie Scott, Moneaise, N.B. ; The
Aircraft Co., Victoria Street, S.W.

Mrs. Giuseppi (2 cons.), Felixstowe ; Mr. White .Smith,

Bristol ; Miss Smith, Redditch ; Miss Pearson, Redditch ; Mrs.

Thomson, Glasgow ; Mrs. Hall, Nottingham ; Mrs. Lawder,
Wington ; Mrs. Longmore, Warsash ; Mrs. Robinson, Dublin

;

Miss Dixon, Great Ayton ; Mrs. Benyon, Reading"; Miss
Treeby, Caterham ; Mrs. Picker, A3'r ; Miss Coddington, Red-
bridge ; Mrs. Tupper ; Miss Calvert, Warrington ; Mrs. W.
Samuel, Prince's Gate, S.W. ; Mrs. Leslie, Newmarket ; Mrs.
Caleys, Ealing, W. ; Miss Mutton, Hove; Mrs. Montague,
Regent's Park, N.W.

;
Captain Reeves, H.M.S. Liverpool

;

Miss Huddleston, Bury St. Edmunds ; Mrs. Sanders, Woolwich
;

The Misses Holmes, Sherwood ; Miss Attfield, Ebury Street,

S.W. ; Mrs. Brigden, Sittingbourne ; The Misses Shipton,
Streatham, S.W. ; Mrs. Stedman, Dartford ; Mrs. Brookeby,
Leicester, Mrs. Sparke, Eaton Square, S.W. ; Mrs. Abbott,
Baron's Court; Mrs. James, Upper Holloway, N.
Miss Cartwright, Harrow ; Mrs. Pinn, Fulham, S.W. ; The

Huddersfield Needlework Depot, Huddcrsfield ; Mrs. Ryan,
Wimbledon Common ; Mrs. WoUheim and Miss Langdon, Har-
rogdte ; Miss E. Moccatta, Great Cumberland Place, W. ; Miss
Roe (2 cons.), Gosport ; Mrs. Standing, Brighton; Miss Bel-
lis, East Molesey

; Lady Elinor Dennison ; Mrs. Muirhead Col-
lins, Oakley Street, S.W. ; .Miss Lydckker, Earl's Court, S.W.

;

Miss Sturtevant (2 cons.), St. Leonards-on-Sea ; Mrs. Gilbert,

Brockenhurst ; Miss Humphreys, Reading ; Mrs. Potter, Put-
ney, S.W. ; Miss Willock, Worthing; Mrs. Beal, Harlesden.

THE PENALTY OF FAME.
The following from the "Daily ^lail" is strongly recom-

mended for the perusal by any officer of either Service feeling

in need of an emetic :—

•

READERS' SUGGESTIONS FOR THE FLYING CORPS.
"Observer's" letter in the "Daily Mail" on Saturday,

entitled "What can we call our airmen?" has brought a flood

of letters and suggestions.

R. Robins, 8, Viewland-road, Plumstead, S.E., writes :

"Why not 'Sammy,' after their popular and intrepid leader,

Commander Samson, R.N., and as they themselves affection-

ately designate him? It would serve the double purpose of

distinguishing the Navy from the Army wing of the Service

and perpetuating the memory of a man of whom England has

every reason to be proud."

"Why not go to Shakespeare," writes Mygs, 196, Shelborne-

road, Bournemouth, "and call them '.Ariels'?

'All hail, great master ! Grave sir, hail ! I come
To answer thy best pleasure ; be't to fly.

To swim, to dive into the fire, to ride

On the curl'd clouds ; to thy strong biddinj*

Task Ariel and all his quality.' —'Tempest.'"

Among the many other suggestions "Dicky-Bird" is most
favoured. Others are :

Air Jacks Dickie .Skimmer Humming Birds

Airy .Alf Dickie Swallow Jim Crow
Airy Bobs Dickie Dare Skylarks
Billy Buzzfly Dragon-Fly Sky Pilots

Billy Drake P'lying Flighters Sky Terriers

Blue Birds Harry Hawke Swifts

Bill .Scarers Harry High The Petrels

Cherubs Harry Williams Towering Jacks

Some correspondents urge Peter Pan, as the airmen form the

youngest branch of the Services and flv o\-er the "Never-Never
Land.

"

pNevpr sincp aviation heg.-m has the ingrained vulgarity of

the editorial system of the "Mail" been more glaringly ex-

emplified.—Ed.
]
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NEWS FROM DENMARK.
The Aeroplane's Danish correspondent writes :

—

The casualty list of the German Feldffieger Department,

published in " Flugsport " issue January 13th, contains the

following names :— Lieutenant Otto Thelen, taken prisoner by

the English ; Lieutenant Schulz, taken prisoner by the English
;

Lieutenant Frobenius, taken prisoner by the English ; Lieu-

tenant Rahn, talsen prisoner by the English ; Lieutenant Meyer,

missing ; Vizefeldwebel Becker, missing ; Lieutenant von Oster-

roth, wounded ; Lieutenant von Bojanowsky, wounded ; volun-

tary aviator Lietz, died from illness ; Lieutenant von Creytz,

missing; voluntary aviator Sub-Lieutenant Liehr, missing;

Ober-Lieutenant Deunert, missing ; [lieutenant Diihn, missing
;

Lieutenant Riedel, heavy wounded by accident.

In the casualty list of the Bavarian Feldflieger Department
appears Lieutenant Ungewitter as wounded. On November
3rd the naval aviators Frost and Klette undertook a practise

flight from Johannisthal
;
engine trouble forced them to land

by Luckaw. The biplane, which was piloted by Frost, fell

from a considerable height, burying the passengers, who were

killed at once. On the day of the new year the voluntary in-

structor Heumann had a fatal accident by Halberstadt, his

monoplane side-slipping when he banked at a height of 1,500

feet. Heumann got killed at once, while his passenger, the

voluntary pupil Daubert, got only wounded slight. And on

December i8th the aviator Gruse met with an accident at the

aerodrome at Darmstadt. Gruse got heavy wounded, while

his observator, Lieutenant Kohl, was killed.

As supposed correct by Ed. in an earlier issue of this paper,

the purpose of the three raids by the French aviators on Frei-

burg was to destroy the aircraft works of the Automobil-und

Aviatik A.G. , which had got moved there from Miihlhausen,

when Germany was mobilizing. For according to an announce-

ment in "Strassburger Post" new works are being erected.

Undoubtlv " Flugsport " is correct in reporting the Russian

air service to have failed on the eastern theatre of war, the

chief cause feeing lack of aeroplanes, the Russians having lost

many of them, 10 aeroplanes in the last battles by Lodz and

Lowiez alone. With which state of affairs agrees even the

notice from the Petrograd governor : "that the commander-in-

chief of the Russian Army will pay 5,000 Rubles to him who
renders it possible to conquer a hostile aeroplane. Another

award of 5,000 Rubles is paid for the delivering up of a

damaged aeroplane, and 10,000 Rubles for undamaged."

And from the following report is learned both the care taken

by the Russians to keep their resting aeroplanes, and that an

aeroplane fight can well be fought on the ground. The Danish

newspaper " Nationaltidende " learns from its Petrograd cor-

respondent that the Russian aeroplanes are very useful in the

fights in Poland for reconnoitring service. On such a patrol

fight the aeroplane with its passengers, a Russian Major and

a lieutenant, rose above the German positions, and was fired at

violent. A shrapnel exploded near the aeroplane, which got

quite wrapped up in white smoke, while the planes got per-

forated, and a shrapnel bullet hit the lieutenant in his heel.

Yet the officers stuck to their course, rising steady. Another

shrapnel bursted, however, above their heads, some pieces

hitting the petrol tank, which got smashed. So they were

compelled to glide down, alighting near to the hostile lines.

The German hurried as quick as possible to the place where

the aeroplane must descend, while at the same time three

Cosacs appeared from the opposite side ;
they had kept them-

selves hidden in a little wood and, galopping their horses, now
tried to gain a march on the Germans. In spite of the he-ivy

fire started from the German trenches the three Cosacs

succeeded in arriving just the right moment to the landed aero-

plane, where the aviators were set quick on the horses, and in

a shower of bullets they were fortunate enough to return safe.

The German soldiers, annoyed of course much at the aviators

succeeding in escaping, consoling however in being able of

bringing the aeroplane back as a booty, wherein they should

even fail. At the outskirt of the wood a Russian line of rifles

appeared, opening a violent fire, thus compelling the Germans
to cover in their trenches ; and later the Russians succeeded

themselves in rescuing the aeroplane.

An Exemplary Landing.
An eye-witness sends an interesting description of an acci-

dent which occurred to a military pilot on a Martinsyde

"tabloid." Apparently a backfire in the engine set light to

the carburettor in the air, and the pilot, in the words of our

correspondent, "like Zacdhaeus, in the New Testament, made

haste to come down." According to the description, he made

a steep dive, and about twenty feet from the ground banked

the miachine perpendicularly, so that it side-slipped and hit

on one wing-tip, afterwards cartwheeling onto its nose. The

pilot then got out quite uninjured. The machine was burnt.

If the description is correct, it shows a high degree of

ability on the part of the pilot, lor he apparently adopted the

one safe way of getting down to earth before being burned.

In the ordinary way, if any of these fast machines which

glide for a long while oatch fire, the pilot is likely to be badly

burned within a few feet of the ground before the machine

pulls up, and if he tries to glide to a good piece of landing-

ground under similar circumstances he is also likely to be

burned; whereas, if he dives straight for the ground imme-

diately the fire starts, he gets down quickly, and then, by

performing a wing-tip landing, he has at any rate la chance

of getting out of the machine before it catches alight com-

pletely. The description given above amounts practically to

M. Helen's experimental wing-tip landings on the Nieuports.

It is reported that one of the mechanics examining the wreck

of the machine found <a brass plate, presumably off the mag-

neto, bearing the word "Frankfort," and thereupon remarked :

"The engine's a German ! No wonder it tried to burn

him."

A Cure for Cold Extremities.

Apropos the cold hands felt by aviators at high altitudes,

to which reference was made last week, it is of interest to

know that quite a practical way of overcoming this difficulty

was introduced to The Aeroplane's notice recently. The scheme

was originally invented in America for the benefit of car-

drivers, and operates as follows :

—

On the steering-wheel of the car there are clamped or laced

two pieces of metal, each covering about six inches of the

circumference of the wheel and each passing somethmg less

than half the way round the thickness of the rirn. These arc

insulated from the wheel and one another, and are connected

to the opposite terminals of a 6-volt battery carried in the car.

On the opposite side of the wheel are clamped two similar

pieces of metal similarly connected to the battery. The driver

wears a pair of special gloves, made of wind-proof and water-

proof leather, inside which is a pair of woollen gloves in the

form of a lining, each of which is connected to the outer

gloves by two push-button clips of the kind commonly used for

buttoning the wrists of gloves.

One of these clips is situated in the thumb and one in the
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first finger, the metal base of tlic clips being outside the

leather gloves and attmg as electrical contacts. From the

clip in the first finger there starts a thin high-resistance wire

cased in asbestos, and this runs to the base of the first finger,

up to and round the top of the second finger, down to the

angle of the third, and so on to the fourth, and travels across

the back of the hand, round the thumb, to the corresponding

contact button there.

When the battery is connected and one is wearing the gloves

one merely grips the wiieel so that the finger contact comes

on one half of the metal clip and the thumb contact on the

other, thus closing the circuit and passing a current through

the wires inside the gloves, which become hot, and warm up the

hands. If the hands become too hot one has, of course, only

to take the contact button off the wheel, or grip the wheel in

.some other place which is not covered by the metal.

.\ similar idea can be worked out easily on an aeroplane. If

I he machine is fitted with a wheel of course an exactly similar

.=-ystem operates, whereas for a slick-control one need merely

clamp two pieces of metal one on each side of the stick. If

it is thought that smooth metal might cause the hand to slip

on the control, it is quite a simple matter to arrange two sec-

tions of wire gauze on the stick instead, or it would be et|ually

easy to carry two pieces of metal to some fixed iioiiit on the

machine, say at the bottom of llie map-case or anywluTc

within easy rearli of both of ihr pilot's hands, and he could

then warm eithci band while controlling the machine with the

other.

Tests show that a rise of 40 degrees w.is obtained in

minutes, and a rise of 6t degrees in twcKe miiuiti's, this with

a current consumption of 53 amperes from a 6-volt batt( i \ ,

both gloves being in operation. In another test, a pair of these

gloves which had been used for two winters by a driver of a

car covering a dailv distance of 28 miles showed a ciu'rent

consumption of 2.45 amperes for one gUnc .ukI 2.65 amperes

for the other, one g'love being soaked in watei- before l)eing

tested. It seems likely that the '-ystem will he taken up by .i

well-known firm in this country, .and it should icrtainly meet

with the approval of Service avi.itors.

Aluminium Solder.
Now that so much alimiinium .uid aliuiiinium alloy is used

in aeroplanes and aero-engines it will interest many firms to

know of what seems to be a reallv reliable aluminium solder.

This is known as the A. B.C., and has stood the test of a good
many years' use. Apparently, also, it can be used for solder-

ing other metals to aluminium, which may on occasion be

very useful, especially, for example, in fixing screw-studs per-

manently in aluminium. Holes in castings, such as crank-

cases and gear-boxes, can be filled in with A. B.C. solder, and

it is also useful in dealing with worn guides or bolt-holes.

The efficacy of the product is vouched for by so experienced a

motor firm as Crossley's, Ltd., who state that they have been

using it regularly and that they have never found any varia-

tion in the quality, which is more than can be said about a

good many makes of solder. Inquiries should be addressed

to Mr. W. E. Proctor, consulting engineer, Parliament Man-
sions, Orchard Street, Victoria .Street, S.Vi'.

The M. & G. Biplane
On Friday evening of last week the Mann twin-pusher

biplane flew successfully at the first attempt, piloted by Mr. W

.

Rowland Ding, of the N.A. C. School at Windermere. A
further trial was made next morning, when the machine went
up to 300 feet and right out of the aerodrome above the

Edgw^are Road. During a second circuit Mr. Ding flew for a

period estimated at about a minute with his hands off the

wheel ; the engine at the time was running on approximately

eight cylinders and not at full throttle.

Mr. Ding reported the machine inherently stable in a pro-

mising degree, and is confident that she will do 75 m.p.h.

with some minor alterations. The actual speed attained was
registered by the Ogilvie air speed indicator as 55.6 miles

per hour.

Southampton and District,
The energetic -Sopwith pilot, Mr. Mahl, has been busy

lately, for despite bad weather he has handed over several sea-

planes to the Navv. The first on Tuesday week w.is ,i .Sunlie,-im-

engined machine which lifted unusu.'illy well for a l,ire;e

machine, and proceeded down .Southampton Water at a

splendid pace. Another machine—a scout—was out on Wednes-
day, and the first private test flight took place in the morning.

Mr. Mahl was in a merry mood, for his feats were wonderful, if

not a trifle reckless. In the afternoon Mr. Mahl quickly put

the machine through its acceptance tests, and there is no doubt

that if it comes to close quarters with a hostile machine the

latter will have to be a particularly good one if it is going to

get the better of the Sopwith. The original Schneider

"taf)loid" was brought out on Friday, and its performance was
better than has ever been seen here before, particLilarly in the

way of speed, which is amazing.
On Saturd.av, February 20th, a .Sopwith-Sunliea^m tractor

came out for the first time with Mr. Mahl. The machine was
very steady, and after flying well for about an hour and a half,

it came back for inspection. At the same time the .Sopwith

tal)loid, familiarly known as "Schneider," was out at a g're.at

height. Many flights have been m.ade in the district on Sop-

with tractors and Wight and Farm. in "pusher" machines.

School and Weather Reports.
Mon. Tues. Wed. Tliurs. Fri. 6ai. bun.

Hendon
|

Fine Fine Wet Wet I''ine Fine Windy

East Coast ...

|
Fine Fine Wet Fine

Wind
& Rain

Fine Fine

South Coast ..

1

Rainy Show'v Fine Windy Partly
Fine

Fine Fine

Lake District
|

Fine Fine Windy Rain Windy Fine Windy

Hendon.

—

At the Grahame=White Schooi..—Instructors :

Messrs. Manton, Russell and Winter. Pupils, with Instr.
;

Piob. Fit. Sub-Lieuts. Cain, Johnson, Hood, Dunn, Everett,

Hards (new pupils), Ferrand, Irving, Reed, ToUemache and

Morrison. Doing strts. : Proli. Fit. Sub-Lieuts. Johnson,

Cain, Reed, Irving. S's or circs. : Prob. Fit. Sub-Lieuts. Souray,

Irving, Cain. Certificate taken : -Prob. Fit. Suij-Lieut. Souray.

M;ichines : 4 Grahame-White propeller biplanes.

.\r THE Be.\tty School.—Instructors: Messrs. G. W. Beatt)',

G. N'irgilio, W. Roche-Kelly and C. Prodger. Pupils with

ir.str. : Lieut. Rimington (58 mins.), and Messrs. Gordon Homl

(23), P. E. Cornish (36), G. Beard (30), G. Perrot (45), T. F.

Roche' (30), B. de Meza (10), J. H. Ornisby (15), A. G. Hay-

ward (10), \'. F. Faning (12), Gerrit Forbes (38J, H. H. Bright

(48), R. F. L.ivc r (35), N'ickers (15), P. C. Cooper (25), L.

.Monfea (lo), Y. K. Leong (38), and B. B. Lewis (20). 8's or

cii cs. : Mr. G. Merton (taking' extra practice) out on single-seat

lirexet machine nearly every day, doing some \ery fine banking

and glides, one spiral from 2,500 ft. Certificate taken by Sub-

Lieut. G. Beard, R.N.A.S. .Machines : Beatty biplanes fitted

with dual control.

.\ t I HE London and Pi^ovincial .Vviation Co.'s Schooi,.—
Instructors : Messrs. W. T. Warren and M. G. Smiles. Pupils

doing strts. alone : Messrs. Lincoln, Watson, Moore, England,

and Derwin. 8s or circs. : Messrs. Noakes ;in<l Bransliy

Williams. Machines : 2 L. and P. tractors. Messrs. Noakes

and Bransby Williams took excellent certificates on ['"ebru.iry

20th and i6th respectively, each attaining over 700 ft. in alti-

tude test.

.\t the Ruffy-Bauman.n School.—Instructors : Mr. \i. B.m-

mann and the James Brothers. Pupils with instr. : Messrs.

Brown (10, 12, 12 mins.), Kenworthy (11, 12, 12), King (12, 10),

Jackson (12, 10), Blandy (15). Machine: 60 Caudron.

At the Hall Flying School.—Instructors : Messrs. J. L.

Hall and J. Rose. Pupils with instr. : Lieuts. Moncrief and

BIyth, and Messrs. A. Davy, Furlong, Waterson. Strts or rolls

alone : Lieut. Blyth (62 mins.), Mr. Davy (46), Mr. \Vaterson

(10); (two former taking complete control). Mr. McConnocliii'

4 circs, at 450 ft. and a fig. 8. Machines: Hall tr.actor hi-

|)l,-ines. On Friday Mr. Hall was busy testing hre\in machine.

Windermere.

—

.\t the N..\.('. Seaplane School.— Instructor :

Mr. W. Rowland Ding. PupiU with instr. : Messrs. G. L.

Railt.on (15 mins.), A. Johnson (33), R. Buck (15), S. J.

Sibley (31). S's or circs. : Mr. R. O. Lashm.ar (for extr.i

practice). Machines : N..'\.C. propeller biplane, .\vro Ir.ictor

biplane. Mr. Ding up with LicLit. T. Lindsay Bainbridge,

who did some revolver practice. \\ro out with new type

floats which were an immense success, Mr. Ding f.iking her up

lo 1,500 at first attempt. Mr. R. O. I.ashin.ir h.is he. n gi\ing

instruction to fellow students.
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CELLON
THE DOPE OF PROVED EFFICIENCY.

CELLONf LTD., 17, OLD BROAD STREET, E.G. Telegrams :" Ajawb London." Telephone : 5359 London Wall.

WOOD FOR ALL PARTS OF AEROPLANES
Machined to your Sizes or Sections,

Best Quality Silver Spruce, Ash, Walnut, 3-ply etc.

W. G. EVANS & SONS,
1—4, WILLIAMS MEWS, STANHOPE STREET.

HUSTON ROAD, LONDON. N.W.
Pho/ie : Museum 2458.

WHY NOT
LEARN TO FLY AT

'THE HALL FLYING SCHOOL ?^

Est. 1913.

Excellent opportunities
and Reduced Fees for

New Pupils.

TRACTOR Machines]
exclusively used at our

School.

Write or 'phone to

HALL AVIATION CO.,
London Aerodrome, HENDON, N.W.

TE LE PH O N E—
Kirifjsbury 142;

Telephone—280 Gerrard.

Telegrams—" Santochimo, London.'

The GENERAL AVIATION CONTRACTORS,
LTD.

Contractors lo the British and Foreign Governments.

LONDON, PARIS AND MILAN.

Head Office—

30, Regent Street,
Piccadilly Circus, London, S.W;

THE GEN£RALAERQNAUTIGALCo.,Lto.
Contract cs to H.M. Government.

EVERYTHING FOR AVIATION.

"RAPID" AND "HEGY" Propellers.
"GNOMOL" Castor Oil.

" G.A.C," Aeroplane Tyres.
"G.A.C." Aero Wheels.

"G.A.C." Shock Ab&orbers.
"G.A.C." Featherweight Altimeters.

All British Made.
"G.A.C." Aero Instruments.

"G-A.C." Aero Accessories, Etc.

30, Regent St., Piccadilly Circus, London, S.W.

Phone—SH(I Gerrard. Wire— Santochimo, London,

C. G. SPENCER & SONS.
HIGHBURY GROVE, LONDON, N.
Contractors to the Admiralty and War Office.

Manufacturers of

Aeroplanes, Airships, Balloons, and

Aeronautical Apparatus of every description,

Fabric, Propellers and Accessories.

Write for List.

Te/effnnis ; "Aeronaut, London." Telephone: Dalston 1893.

FOR EFFICIENCY
& RELIABILITY IN

AERO-RADIATORS
Send your enquiries to

the well-known radiator

experts

The Motor Radiator Mfg. Co.,

GREET, BIRMINGHAM.

Ttiegrams

:

Nerleak, Birmingham.
Telephone

:

455 Victoria, Birmingham.

MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS
All advertisements for this column should arrive at this

office by 6 p.m. MONDAY to ensure insertion.

For the convenience of Advertisers, replies can be received at

the office of "THE AEROPLANE," 166, Piccadilly, W.

Special PREPAID Rate—18 words 1/6; Situations Wanted

ONLY— 18 words 1/-. id. per word after.

PATENTS.

OW TO TAKE OUT PATENTS IN ENGLAND AND
ABROAD." (By Arthur E. Edwards, F.C.I. P.A.) 2s.

post free.—Arthur Edwards & Co., Ltd., Patent Agents and

Consulting Engineers, Chancery Lane Station Chambers,

W.C. 'Phone 4536 Holborn.

AEROPLANE Makers and Inventors. Prepare now for

trade revival by protecting new ideas. Particulars and

advice free.—King's Patent Agency, Ltd., 165, Queen Victoria

Street, London.

PATENTS. Instructive leaflet free from STANLEY,
POPPLEWELL & CO., Chartered Patent Agents, 38,

Chancery Lane, W.C.
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TUITION.

THE GRAHAME-

WHITE SCHOOL

OF FLYING.

HENDON, N.W.

THEGRAHAME
WHITE AVIA-
TION CO., LTD.,
Aeronautical En-
gineers and Construc-

tors. Proprietors of
THE LONDON
AERODROME.
HENDON. N.W.
Telegrams : "Volplane,
Hyde, London."
Telephone; ISO Kiiigs-

Iniry (4 lines.)

West End Offices :

32 REGENT St, W.
Telegiiivis ;

" Claiidi-
gram, Piccy. London."
Teleplume : H23 Regent

London and Provincial
aviation co.

SCHOOL OF FLYING
The Aerodrome, Hendon, N.W.

Learn to fly at our Schod on new and up-to-date machines. VVe teach
you to control the machine yourself and develop your own individu-
ality. Our instructors have had years of experience and we guarantee
satisfaction. Enquiries welcomed. Phone: Kingsbury 102

THE iRUFFY-BAUMANN SCHOOL
OF FLYING, HENDON.

Manager-chief Instructor—EDOUARD BAUM \N N.

Instructors-
Messrs. HERBERT JAMES, HOWARD JAMES.
Pupils taught on dual control 60 h p. Gnome Caudron

Machines: completing tuition on 45 h p. Anzani, taking

certificate on 50 h.p. Gnome. All Tractor Machines,

quickest and most thorough tuition.

Trial lcsson-£2 2s.

Office and Works

—

3-4 KENDALL'S MEWS, PORTMAN SQUARE, W.
Phone—Padd. 5048.

SITUATIONS VACANT.
DRAUGHTSM.'XN Wanted, to make drawings nl aenjpl.tnc

details from actual parts in shop ; must be quick and

accurate; also to assist in designing drawing-office. Com-
mencing £.2 week.—Apply Vickers, Ltd., Crayford Works,

Kent.

VACANCIES for Pupils, age 15-18 prcferablv, |jractical ex-

perience ; small premium
;
increasing salary after short

training ;
workshop practice.—J. Wulffing, Aeronautictl Engi-

neer, 25, Hogarth Road, Earl's Court, .S.\\'.

PHOTOGRAPHS.

PILOT PORTRAITS
The I" N B Series of Copy-
right Pilot Portraits includes

all the most notable Pilots of CWT SERIESCOPYRCHT SERJES

the Flying World. Unmounted, post free. Sizes 12 by 10 in.,

2s. 6d. ; 8 by 6 in., is. 6d. : 6 by 4 in., is. 2d. Mention The
Aeroplane and write for NEW LIST of 350 pilots.

F. IV. X3IIMvETT
97 PERCY ROAD, SHEPHERD'S BUSH, LONDON, W.

WE HAVE THE MEN OF THE MOMENT.

PROPELLERS.
CHAUVIERE'S famous Integral Propellers hold all records;

used by all leading aviators. The best.—Sole proprietors

for Great Britain and Colonies The Integral Propiller Co.,

Ltd., IB. Elthorne Road, Upper Holloway, N. Telephone

:

Hornsey 2345. Telegrams: "Aviprop (Upholl), London."

MISCELLANEOUS.
ARDWOOD for Aeroplanes. Specially selected, air-dried

timber as supplied to leading constructors in Britain and

the Continent. Silver Spruce, Ash, Poplar
;
Hickory and Ash

Skids; Threeply ; Thin Cedar and Mahogany for Floats; Wbu
nut for Propellers.—William Mallinson and Sons, Ltd., Hack-
ney Road. 'Phone, 3854 Central, 4770 Wall.

AVIATOR'S MASK
IXVENTED AND PATENTED }<.Y

LAMS GUSTAVE, 87, Long Acre, W.C.
Comfortable to wear, easy to adjust, well ventilated,

mouth free
; a protection against cold, wind and rain.

Price £1 1s.

LUNCH, TEA, or SUP at-

"THE AERO RESTAURANT,"
(Just outside the gates of the Hendon AerodroiDe.)

Pretty Tea-Gardens, with awnings, for fine weather. Glass-side
" Sun-Parlour" for cold weather.

Best of Food, well cooked and neatly served.
Lunch (rotn Is. 6d. Tea from 6d.

Trade TmENDINEI Mark.
. ,

,

iTlQUID SCOTCH GLUE f
'

^ Ready for use at. once.
U.SED BY THE LBAni NQ AEROPLANE CONSTRUCTbRSi- ?J

MOISTURE PROOF.
Write'for I'rif^ Liist diid Piirtiriilnri - '

, -s;

ME^fDINE CQ., 8, Arthur Sirget, London Brid.re, E C.^jJfii

ENGINES.
H.-P. Aero Engine; 7 cyl. Rot.iry type; perfect condi-

fJ\J tion
; ;£^25.—Jones, 159, St. Anne's Road East, St.

.Annc's-on-Sea.

MODELS.

T. W. K. CLARKE & CO.,
HAMPTON WICK, IVIIDDLESEX.

Supply British Built Model Aeroplanes, and all Accessories
for making. Se7td stamp for Lists.

MACHINES.
IVJ" d Compressed Air Motors for Model Aeroplanes.

J.lX«0«V7» Twin cylinders; weight, 2^ ozs.
;
price, 6s. 6d.

DUNNE PATENT SAFETY AEROPLANES, single and Air container for above engine; weight, 8 ozs.; price, 6s. 6d.

two-seater types, mono or biplane.—The Blair Atholl We stock everything for models. Send Stamp for catalogue.
Aeroplane Syndicate, Ltd., i, Qu^n Victoria Street, —Murray, Son, and Co., 387a, High Road, High Cross, Tot-
London. Tel. 834 Bank. tenham, N.
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The Sopwith Aviation Co., Ltd.
CONTRACTORS TO THE ADMIRALTY AND WAR OFFICE

Offices and Works KINGSTON ON-THAMES

Telephone

:

1777 and 1343 Kingston.

Telegrams:

" Sopwith) Kingston.
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SOME MORE PILOTS

{Photographs from the " F.N.B. Series," by F. N. Birkett, ;iT, Percy Road, Shepherd s Biiih, IT.)

Left to Right :—Mr. F. Warren Merriam, Chief Instructor, R.N. Air Station, Hendon; Flight Sub Lieut. T. H.
England, R.N. (Cert. Q.'iO), Grahame-White School; Fit. Siib=Lieut. E. R. Moon, R N. (Cert. 933), Caudron School;

,Flt. Sub=Lieut. E. T. Anstey Chave, R.N. (Cert. 1065), Beatty School; Fit. Sub-Lieut. K. F. Watson, R.N. (Cert. 1001)

iG.W. School; Warrant Officer W. H. Ellison, R.N. (Cert. 958), R.N. School; Mr. (i. Merton (Cert. 1059), Beatty School;

and Mr. G. W. Bransby Williams (Cert. 1084), L. and P School.
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Tlic Aircraft Co., Itl

Hold the SOLE RIGHTS DIRECT
from the FARMAN BROTHERS

for the building of

HENRY & MAURICE FARMAN

Aeroplanes
AND

Hydro-Aeroplanes.

In Great Britain and the Oversea

Dominions.

Works and Flying Ground

HENDON.

Offices :

47, VICTORIA STREET. S.W.

Stiff proving its

skrfin^ worfd.

AVRO
NOTttlNC BETTER,

fOR PEACE OR WAR.

AV.ROE&CO,,^''

MANCHESTER.

Contractors to

H.M. Admiralty and War Office.

Handley Page, Ltd,
OFFICES AND WORKS:

no, CRICKLEWOOD LANE.
LONDON, N.W.

AEROPLANE
MANUFACTURERS.

Telephone

—

HAMPSTEAD 7025 (2 lines.)

Telegrams

—

HYDROPHID, CRICKLE,'
LONDON.

Manufactured by

WILLANS & ROBINSON, LTD.,

RUGBY
(who own the Sole Manufacturing Rights

for the British Empire).

SALMSON
AERO-ENGINES

(Canton-Unne System)

Sizes from 80 B.H.P. to 600 B.H.P.

in Single Units.

All enquiries should be addressed to

DUDBRIDGE IRON WORKS, Ltd.,

87, Victoria Street, London, S.W.

Telegrams .

.

Telephone .

.

Aeroflight, Vic. London.

.. .. 7026 Victoria.

KINDLY MENTION "THE AEROPLANE" WHEN CORRESPONDING WITH ADVERTISERS.



THE AEROPLANE
The Editorial and Advertising Ofifices of "The Aeroplane"

are at 166, Piccadilly, W.
Telegraphic Address : Aileron, London. 'Phone : Mayfair 5407.

Accounts, and all correspondence relating thereto, should be

sent to the Registered Offices of "The Aeroplane and General

Publishing Co., Ltd.," Rolls House, Breams Buildings, EX.

The Editor cannot undertake to return unsolicited manu=

scripts, whether accompanied by stamps or not, though every

endeavour will be made to do so.

"The Aeroplane" is not connected with any other business

at the same address, whether associated with Aeronautics or

not.

Subscription Bate, post free : Home, 3 months, 1 /8 ; 6 months, 3/3 ; 12 months, 6/6. Abroad , 3 months 2 '2 ; 6 months, 4 4 ; 12 months, 8/1

RAIDING.
Ill these days, wien one speaks or writes of a

" Raid," with a capital R, one is generally understood,
even by the man iii the street, to refer to an occasion
on which sundry young gentlemen in aircraft, of any
belligerent nation, have made themselves, or have
endeavoured to make themselves, acutely unpleasant
by dropping bombs on some person or persons un-
known, who happen to occupy territory behind the
enemy's lines. It is generally piously believed that

the said persons unknown are enemy troops, or, at

any rate, people actively assisting in the naval or

military operations of enemy forces, and, in fact,

orders are distinctly i.ssued that damage to civilian

property, and what the (Teriiians expressively call

"open - not - within - the - zone -of- military - operations-

towns," is to be avoided.
- Unfortunately for the fulfilment of such orders, it

is not explained how an aviator at a height as near
6,000 feet as his machine will take him is expected
to distinguish between a civilian residence, or a hospi-

tal, and a military billet, or how an aviator flying over
a town ten or twenty miles behind the fighting line is

to tell whether it is being used as a place of rest for

-troops or not. Consequently it seems rather natural

that an aviator should operate on the good old prin-

ciple, formerly supposed to be peculiar to Donnybrook
Fair, " Wherever you see a head, hit it." Which
may be* modernised into " Wherever you see a building
which will make a bang, drop a bomb on it."

Humane Bomb=dropping.

Also, even if an aviator is absolutely certain that a

certain building is of military importance, and, with
the best intentions in the world, determines to blow
it up without damaging civilian property in the

neighbourhood, his good intentions may be thwarted,
and he may discommode the local hospital or the local

brewery, and so stir up ill-feeling which the mere dis-

semination of the local general and his staft' would not

have caused. It is therefore well to realise that bomb-
dropping is not an exact science, and that air-raiding

is not yet an operation which can be carried out

strictly according to rules laid down in an official

hand-book. In fact, speaking in a strictly military

sense, the air-raider stands in about the same relation

to the artillery-observation aviator or the regular re-

connaissance pilot and observer as does a Bashi-

Bazouk, or, say, as did Strathcona's Horse in vSouth

Africa, to regular cavalry.

Which is not to say that Bashi-Bazouks are not good
and even useful fighting men, or that Strathcona's

Horse did not do good work in vSouth Africa, but
merely that either corps, properly drilled, disciplined,

organised, exercised, and equipped, would have been
made much more valuable and more eft'ective. Air-

raiding is so young a performance that one cannot
reasonably expect it to be done strictly by numbers
as yet, but the sooner such operations can be carried

out with military precision the sooner they will be-

come really eftective. Those who saw the thirty-five

machines of the Royal Flying Corps start at al)so-

lutely regular intervals from the hill at Netheravon

last July—for the benefit of various foreign military

officers, many of whom are now fighting against us—
must have been struck by the potentialities for offence

of such a force when developed to an eftective strength.

It is therefore a question of some moment whether

the Allies or the Germans are likely to reach effective

strength and proper organisation first, and it is well

to remember that the German genius lies in the direc-

tion of organisation.
What is Effective Strength?

One interesting question is, what constitutes an

effective strength? Forty aeroplanes carryiiig aoo lbs.

of explosives "apiece represent a total explosive load

of something well under 4 tons, or the equivalent of

a couple of light motor lorries full of ammunition,

and when one considers how many tons of heavy shell

artillery have to pump into a small town to do any

real damage one begins to see how far away everyone

still is from the possibility of serious aerial bombard-

ment. Added to which there is the fact that a bomb
drops more nearly vertically than does a shell from

a heavy gun—except, perhaps, a howitzer shell—and

so is more likely to miss a building altogether and

bury itself comparatively harmlessly in the mud.
It seems, therefore, as if 400 aeroplanes are nearer

an effective strength for a serious aerial bombardment
of a town of moderate size than are 40. As an alter-

native, of course, 40 aeroplanes might make 10 trips

each, or 80 might make 5 trips. The essential thing

is the quantity of explosives carried in the course of

the bombardment.
Yet another important point is the size of the bombs.

Naturally, if one can get a single loo-lb. T.N.T. bomb
home ill the right spot, it is going to do far more
damage than 5 bombs of 20 lbs. each, for it would
penetrate further into a building before exploding,

but, if one misses one's mark, half one's effectiveness

is gone straight away, and two loo-lb. bombs mean
that one's full capacity is limited to two shots, until

such time as a really big bomb-carrying aeroplane is

evolved, on which subject much might be written.

It is impossible to dogmatise on the question of

whether one big bomb is better than five little ones,

for it all depends on what the objective may be. For

instance, if one wants to attack troops billeted in a

village, or in camp, or on the march, quantities of

small bombs are obviously better, for no great pene-

trative power is needed, and, though one loo-pounder

would, perhaps, do more damage if it landed in the

middle of a column on a road, the probability of its

missing altogether is great, and one has more chances

with the five 20-pounders.

On tlie other hand, if one wants to destroy an air-

ship shed, or a cathedral which one is credibly in-

formed is being used as a magazine for ammunition

—

one hopes that this only applies to German stores

—

or an important factory, or the headquarters billet of

the opposing arnijr, one would naturally choose the

two big bombs, and make up one's mind to a second

trip if they both failed to score, for in this case every-

thing would, in any case, depend on accuracjr of drop-
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ping, and high penetration would be of great in:port-

ance, provided aim was correct.

A Problem in Accuracy.

The greatest problem of all that the conscientious

air-raider is up against is the difficulty of ensuring

accuracy in bomb-dropping. Compared with this,

artillery shooting is as easy as kissing your hand.
The gunner has a weapon firing from a faxed point.

If the ammunition manufacturer has done his job pro-

perly, despite strikes and trade unions, the gunner
knows that a shell of x lbs. weight will leave the

muzzle of his gun with an initial velocity of y feet per

second. He is firing at a fixed point, or almost always
so, and his only unknown factor is windage, which
can not only be fairly accurately gauged, but is only
likel}^ to have a slight effect on a body possessing the

momentum of a heavy shell. He has all sorts of

prettily arranged tables for elevation, deflection, and
so forth, and his whole job is reduced almost to a

mathematical certainty. Also, in bombardment, he

has the advantage of being able to fire again from the

same spot after having his last shot observed from
an aeroplane, a balloon, or some suitable elevation,

such as a church spire—one hopes again that only

Germans would use a sacred edifice for such a purpose.

But take the case of the bomb-dropper. His pro-

jectile starts with an initial velocity horizontally over

the ground, which he would rather be without, and
without the vertical velocity he would like it to have
to carry it without deflection through any cross-

currents of air it may meet before it reaches its highest

speed. Besides the horizontal velocity in the direct

line ahead of the aeroplane it probably has an horizon-

tal velocity laterally, owing to the machine drifting

sideways, unless the pilot is flying directly into the

wind or against it. Given that he knows those veloci-

ties accurately, which he does not, and could allow for

them accurately, which he cannot, he then has to hit

a certain visible and fixed spot on the ground from a

certain altitude indicated more or less inaccurately by
an aneroid barometer which is more or less out of

order, or, anyhow, may indicate incorrectly owing to

atmospheric pressure changing while he is in the air.

The Euclidian Point.

Now, supposing he knew his altitude to a foot, and
his horizontal movement with equal certaintj^, there

is only one point (using Euclid's definition literally)

in the whole circumambient atmosphere at which a

bomb of given weight and given head-resistance

(according to its shape) can be let go in order to hit

that given spot on the ground. That precise point

has to be found, and the bomb has to be released at

precisely the right moment.
In still air, an 80-mile-an-hour machine is moving

at 120 feet per second over the ground, so a misjudg-

ment of a second in pulling the string means being

40 yards short or long of the mark, even supposing
everything else is correctly calculated, which ma}^

give some idea of how utterly impossible it is to hope
for accuracy in bomb-dropping till a marvellous instru-

ment is evolved which, when the pilot has spotted the

mark through its sighting gadget, will calculate the

exact speed of the aeroplane over the ground, calculat-

ing its exact height above the ground, manoeuvre the

machine to that mathematically correct point in the air

at which the bomb must be released, and then release

it at the correct decimal of a second. To use an ex-

pressive Americanism, it will be "some instrument."
However, that is why the most successful bomb-

droppers prefer to trust purely to eye and hand, merely
aiding matters by standing the machine on its nose

to take as much forward way off the bomb as possible,

and to give it some vertical velocity before it is let

go. Also, it shows what nonsense is written by some

people who talk as if a bomb-dropping aeroplane were
a highly accurate gun, with a range of 150 miles or so,

which could be used with certainty to cut the enemy's
lines of communication whenever desired.

Some Air= Raiders' Experiences.

Mention of this method brings one back to the sub-
ject of raiding, as such. Considering the small num-
ber of machines employed, the recent R.N.A.S. raids

may be regarded as successful of their kind. One
officer relates how he was fl5dng steadily along, some
little way behind another pilot, when the latter, who
has already distinguished himself as a bomb-dropper,
suddenly dived, and a moment or two afterwards the
roof of a big hotel below them suddenly opened out
like a tulip and burst into full flower—of flame em-
broidered with smoke. It appears to have been a very
joyous sight, though, perhaps, not quite so humorous
in effect as the crumpling dome of the big mosque at

Adrianople so graphically described a couple of years
ago by Mr. Sabelli. A big, fat, round dome would
look so absurdly like a cocoa-nut as it fell to pieces.

Apparently, however, all the officers concerned in

recent raids have not had such an entertaining time.

One of them certainly set a fine example of pluck and
endurance. On his way out he got a bullet through his

thigh, another one ripped his coat all up the back, and
a third hit the radiator of his engine, though fortu-

nately not so as to let all the water out. In spite of

this, he kept going, got to his objective, dropped his

bombs with good effect, and came safely home. Ex-
cept for a limp, he is as cheery as ever.

Another one, whose machine had developed a fit of

sulks, or was suffering from " scientist's paralysis "

—

which is a rather common disease in aeroplanes, as
will be described hereafter—and took something like

two hours to get iip to 4,000 feet, determined to have
a go at the enemy in spite of orders not to fly at less

than 6,000 feet, so he went and hid himself over the

top of a convenient cloud and dropped his bombs
through it when he reckoned he was somewhere about
over the enemy's position.

The Autopsychologist.

Yet another, apparently the same whose psycho-
logical sensations were so minutely analysed by a

medical correspondent in the " Times " the other day,
went into what looked like a nice fluffy white cloud
while over the sea, dis-orientated himself utterly in

its dark interior, turned upside down through losing
his sense of direction, and only realised that he was
upside down when things began falling out of his

pockets. His belt broke, and he had to hang on to

the fuselage by knees and elbows, but when he came
out of the cloud and found the sea apparently over bis

head, he managed to pull the machine right side up
and continue his journey. He describes his sensations

when lost upside down in the clouds as being perfectly

peaceful and void of fear, though on coming out and
finding he was still alive he felt acutely depressed.
Which somehow reminds one of another young officer,

who has more liver than is good for him. When one
greets him aft'ably in the morning with a cheery "Well,
George, how are you to-day?" he invariably replies

in a resigned tone, " Oh ! I merely wish I had died in

the night."
The inverted cross-Channel flier says that afterwards

he Avent on to his objective and dropped his bombs,
whereupon his spirits returned, and he felt so annoj^ed

at having nothing else to throw on the Germans that

lie threw his match-box at them. I strongly object

to this action, as it is a distinct plagiarism on a young
friend of mine, a seaplane pilot, who, in default of

bombs, is credited with having thrown a golliwog
mascot at a German battleship near Cuxhaven. The
R.N.A.S. must try to be more original in future.
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Yet another pilot, who apparently struck a particu-

larly warm corner of the air, said that there was
literally "a sky full of shrapnel." Which reminds
one of another pilot who on one occasion on a fine

sunny day happened to strike the altitude which was
the exact limit of the vertical range of rifle ammuni-
tion, where the bullets come to rest for an instant
before starting to fall. Naturally, for the last fifty or
sixty feet of their rise, their speed is very small, so

he saw them glittering in the sun as they came up
around him, and he described the effect as "just as
if it was raining upwards."

That Machine=Qun Trouble.

Here is a matter affecting raiders which seems
worthy of note. After one raid it was said by one of

the men on the spot that a certain pilot's machine
came back with a neat little row of holes through one
of the planes, from the leading to the trailing edge,
caused by a stream of bullets from a machine-gun. It

seems a plausible story till one begins to work out
relative speeds. The day was calm and the machine
in question does over 80 miles an hour, but call it 80,

which represents almost exactly 120 feet per second.
Now, the best rate of fire on record for a machine-gun
is 600 shots a minute. No gun will get off 600 shots
in a minute, and few will fire at a rate of over 500
per minute ; but let us give the gun the benefit and
allow that it may fire 10 shots in a second.
That means that the aeroplane travels 120 feet while

the gun fires 10 shots, or that it travels 12 feet be-
tween each shot. Consequently, if one bullet misses
a wing with a 6-foot chord by three feet in front, the
next will miss it by three feet behind

;
or, if one bullet

just chips the leading edge, the next will be 6 feet

behind the trailing edge
;
or, if one bullet just misses

the engine, the next will miss the pilot, on nearly all

machines. That is to saj^ a machine-gun really has
only one chance of hitting anything of importance.
This should be some consolation to pilots who have

been told by others that it is easy to bring an aero-

plane down by creating a "fire-zone" in front of it

and waiting for the machine to fly into it. It seems
also to indicate that the danger from flying over
machine-gun fire is considerablj^ exaggerated.

A New Aeroplane Disease.

Yet another matter of very great importance is that

strange, new disease of aeroplanes which is likely to

become known as "scientist's paralysis." It seems to

be the result chiefly of insisting on a factor of safety

against breakage of a magnitude which is shown to be
necessary by scientific calculation, and not by prac-
tical test. Many a good machine has been condemned
as unfit for service because some tame genius with a

slide-rule has said that it is not safe, although no
machine of the type has ever broken when in use, and
although thte machines designed by the aforesaid
scientist or his brethren-in-theory may have failed

dismalh^ More good machines still have been turned
into bad machines which refuse to fly fast or climb
quickl}^ because the human calculating machines have
insisted on their being strengthened to withstand
some shock they are never likely to receive, or have
insisted on some useless qualification, in the way of

weight or fuel carrying capacit}^, which has spoilt

their flying.

No one has insisted more vehemently on adeqtiate

strength than I have. Strength and stabilitj' have
long been two of my pet fads

;
but, unfortunately,

when the wild, untamed scientist once gets a prac-
tical idea fixed into his head, he is liable to carry it

to extremes ; and both these necessary qualities, useful
as they are, seem to be in danger of being overdone
by the Government's civilian scientists of both Ser-
vices. If it were ever necessary to sacrifice speed and

climb to experiments in strength and stability it

should have been done in time of peace and not in war
time, for then other experiments might have corrected

the harm done to the machines' flying qualities.

As it is, the Service aviator is between the devil and
the deep sea. If he flies a machine which some high-
speed mathematician with a water-cooled slide-rule

will guarantee not to break under any shocks it may
meet in the air he stands an excellent chance of being
shot because the machine will not climb high enough
to take him out of range. As one pilot put it graphi-
cally, if inelegantly, "It's no worse to break your neck
than never to be able to sit down again."

Weight and Sea.

When one hears of the erstwhile despised German
weight-and-seaplanes, at the Cuxhaven raid, dropping
bombs from 5,000 or 6,000 feet on the seaplane carriers

one wonders how they did it, with their clumsy work-
manship and their great, heavy, fixed-cylinder

engines. We have had engines as good in this country
lor years, but they were despised and condemned. Our
workmanship is better than theirs, so we must be able

1.0 make our machines lighter for the same strength.

Our seaplanes have been a good deal higher than that,

and will go higher again ; but those who know best,

and feel the trouble the most because they have to fly

them, tell me that the more scientifically perfect cer-

tain machines become the less the said machines are

inclined to put science to practical test at high alti-

tudes. And as regards land-going machines, one has
only to read the ofiicially approved stories of the "Eye-
Witness" to realise how often German aeroplanes
escape by superior speed and climbing power from
scientifically paralysed scouts, which shows that it is

possible to be too cautious, as well as too brave, in a

drawing-office.

Apparently the only machines which reallj^ baffle

the scientists are the little fast scouts, and probably
if science discovered a thoroughly mathematical way of

"scaling up" high-speed stresses from wind-tunnel
experiments it would prove that most of the scouts

fly so well because they are too weak to carrj- their

own fuel supply, and that they onl}^ carry a pilot and
bombs as well by hoping for the best on a factor of

safet}^ which on paper is a minus quantity.

Still, the fact remains that they, and some others

which are not so difficult to fly, are still good enough
to act as Bosche-catchers, and because such machines
do exist one is inclined to wonder mildly, and with all

due respect to the powers that be, whether it is pos-

sible that 3'oung ofiicers can be allowed to go air-raid-

ing on machines which can only just stagger off the

ground or water, and, after jettisoning ammunition to

gain altitude, exhaust their fuel supply before they
have got high enough to be fairly safe from rifle-fire.

A raid by 20 first-class aeroplanes, each making two
trips in the da^^ possibly in charge of a dift'erent pilot

each time, is more effective than a window-dressing
raid by a hundred aeroplanes, half of which when seen
in the air look as if they were returning from an illicit

night-club.

It maj^ please a newly piomoted squadron-com-
mander mightily to be able to report that all his

machines started on a certain raid, and the fact may be
put to his credit for a future D.S.O. ; but he would be
doing better work for the Flying Services generally if

he had the courage to report that only a quarter of his

machines were fit to start, and that the rest, thanks to

scientific meddling and the ordering of alleged aero-

planes from favoured firms who cannot make flying-

machines, were only fit to be used with an hour's fuel

in the tanks for school work, and could not be reckoned
as effective for air-raiding because of their inability to

climb quickly or fly fast.—C. G. G.
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The Duration
BY ROGER

There is none to whom ihe duration of the war is not an
affair of deep interest. If it could be determined with any

degree of certainty all classes would make preparations for

the future—^preparations which at the present date involve

such a great risk of unfulfilment—partial or complete.

Finance and its experts have in the past hundred years cast

such a fog of economic theory over war that even the clearest

thinker hardly dare consider the future progress of any com-
bat between the armed forces of any of the greater Powers.

Money, always of high importance in human affairs, has of

recent years usurped a place so exalted as momentarily to be-

muse and confuse the skilled student of international polity.

He cannot be impartial. He is prejudiced by the atmosphere

in which he lives. He cannot, unless he is physically as well

as mentally blind, avoid the impressions imposed by his sur-

roundings. The key to truth in world politics is not within

his reach until war itself has brought it nearer. Thus surmise

is all that he can permit himself if he would be honest.

The soldier of experience, isolated as he is by the customs of

his profession from the interplay of civil public opinion, is

better able to arrive at a true conclusion in these matters than

is the civilian expert. But it is time of war, and the soldier's

duty is to fight and not to write.

There are main factors in the determination of the war in so

far as the new Germanic confederation is concerned. They are :

(i) Lack of men
;

(ii) Lack of material
;

(iii) Lack of food
;

(iv)

Lack of money.
Of these the first three are of predoininating importance.

Any real lack of any of these would finish the contest within a

few weeks. Lack of money would lead to a curious position,

but would not necessarily affect the progress of the war.

To take tiie first of the factors mentioned—the lack of men.

The total population of Germany at the last census was

65,000,000, and of Austria-Hungary 50,000,000, or 115,000,000

in all. If one assumes that 10 per cent, of these peoples are

capable (physically fit) to bear arms that gives the enemy at

least 11,000,000 men as a fighting force. The elaborate cal-

culations of Colonel Repington, the late Editor of the "Army
Review," based on the conscription figures of the last twenty

"years or so, brings him to a total much the same as that

quoted above. None of the mass of criticism levelled at him
was very damaging, and Service opinion seems to place the

figure very much higher. Whatever the figure may be, it

must not be forgotten that every man in the army of Ger-

many, if not necessarily of Austria, is efficient to a degree

only attained in England in the small Regular Army. The
physique of the country is as a whole higher as a result of the

national system of compulsory military training. Should any

doubt this, they have but to look at the results attained in our

country in the improvement in the health and strength of the

raw recruits who have had, perhaps, four months' training.

Again, every German knows the rudiments of military life, and

it is, as a rule, only necessary to exercise him until he reaches

the standard of fitness now required from which he may have

fallen as a result of the conditions of his daily life.

The total losses of the German army in so far as death,

capture by the enemy, or wounds which incapacitate from

further service can hardly be more than three-quarters of a

million, if that. At the end of the year the total Prussian

casualties, including all classes of wounds and disease, were

officially stated to be nearly 900,000. Even if one trebles this

figure to arrive at the total for the whole of Germany one can-

not bring the list of casualties higher than three millions. Of
this number it is not too much to say that at least two-thirds

will be, or are, fit for service again.

A brief study of the casualty lists of any war will show

clearly how very low is the percentage of deaths and permanent
disablement in the tale of casualties. This being so and

accepting the very low estimate of Germany's strength in

effective personnel as put forward above it is clear that, what-

ever the future may hold, the enemy will not for many months
to come feel any serious consequences from the diminution of

its forces. We and our allies can, it is true, bring many

of the War.
BAYONS.

millions into the field in the course of time, but time is very
necessary that training may be carried on. 'ITie enemy has the
advantage of us in the matter of efficiency, and the months
and the years alone can alter it.

Sir Ernest Holden tells us that finance will present no diffi-

culties to Germany for a year to come ; that is, no difficulties

impossible to overcome. For that period the enemy will re-

main, if not solvent, at least on a financial basis. At the end
of that time perhaps he will be insolvent, but will that matter?
Many bankrupts in civil life are far more affluent than the
man who remains financially sound. Money becomes of no
importance when nobody has any. The lack of money will

not be permitted to stand in the way of national existence.

.'\s to lack of food, the imposition of maximum prices and
Government control of corn shows nothing save perhaps a
certain degree of political unwisdom. If the war were to last

three years and Holland, Denmark, Norway and Sweden were
to turn against Germany and Austria, then indeed would food
become a factor of fatal importance. As it is, there should be
no lack of common sustenance for eighteen months at least.

Imports of foodstuffs represent largely luxuries. Corn of all

kinds, while not sufficient to maintain the nation throughout
the years in times of peace because of restricted production due
to economic conditions, can and will be grown in quantities

sufficient to satisfy moderate demands until early in 1916. As
with corn so with meat. Prices will rise, luxury will fade,

and rigid economy will oust profusion, but people will not
starve yet awhile.

The question of most interest at the moment is Germany's
future in the field. In six months she has overrun Belgium,
advanced fifty miles into France and a little farther into Russia.
Her navy is a little weaker in material and considerably weaker
in personnel than it was a year ago. The balance of naval
success lies to-day with the allied fleets and will probably re-

main so in the future.

In Russia she can hope for no more tlian to hold the

Russians back. That in itself would be a great achievement.

The exigencies of war elsewhere make it impossible for her to

detail a sufficient mass of troops to drive the Russians back on
Moscow and Petrograd. And, moreover, should she do so,

little would be gained The vast expanses of Russia, the

sparse population, and at this season the thin cultivation of

the lands over which a victorious army would have to pass,

would render success valueless and unduly expensive.

Napoleon was defeated in 1812 from causes which would arise

again to-day under similar circumstances. Any advance to be

expected must be in France if at all.

In France things have gone much as was expected if the

forecasts of Clausewitz are to be accepted. The first great

effort of the German army was towards Paris, made surely not

so much with the idea of capturing that city as with that of

crumpling up the allied forces and keeping them disorganised

and on the run, while the rearguard of the German forces

entrenched itself securely on a well-chosen line north of the

Aisne, where the entire army could lie without danger through
the rigours of winter.

The Kaiser's general stafT possibly found greater stiffness

with the Allies than was expected, but from the military point

of view it must surely be conceded that Germany's progress

has been extraordinary. In the spring, Germany will again

move, whether backwards or forwards is in the hands of Fate.

She has the advantage of a highly trained and well-equipped

army and a brilliant general staff. She will have the disad-

vantage of having to cope with huge armies of fresh men
brought against her by the Allies from all the corners of the

earth. Final success in the original objective is absolutely im-

possible, but one has yet to see whether the limited objective so

dear to Clausewitz will not ultimately be attained.

To come down to a smaller field—the actual operations of

war—one finds that the advent of the aeroplane far from having
speeded up the action has retarded it to an astounding,

degree.

It was once possible to deplete a portion of the first line in
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order that a concentrated attack might be made at another

point less strongly held by the enemy. Such a movement stood

a fair chance of avoiding detection until it was too late to reply

by attacking the depleted position, and all that could be done

was to strengthen the threatened part in one's own lines as

swiftly and completely as the short time permitted. Helped

by the fog of war, v.'liich was then as much physical as mental,

unexpected complications arose frequently and unthought of

combats were of constant occurrence. Boldness combined with

good fortune on occasion did much to replace the skill of

strategy. A knowledge of the psychology of the enemy was
ai essential in the successful conduct of war.

The incomplete scouting carried out by the cavalry was
frequently ineffective when the opposing armies were in close

pioximity, and success frequently came because of the fortunate

chance that one's plan of campaign did not at any vital point

conflict with that of the enemy and when in addition one had
made tlie first bold move.

To-day that is different. The aerial scout working in close

contact with the cavalry scout in the early stages of conflict

reveals all that is important in the way of positive moves.

Nothing is concealed from the scouting army that involves a

big movement. War ceases to resemble Kriegspiel and more
closely approximates to Chess. It is now rarely possible to

risk a move without ensuring the safety of all other parts of

A New Duty.
The King has accepted from the Dover Anti-aircraft Corps

a piece of the German bomb, suitably mounted and engraved

by members of the corps, which vyas dropped at Dover by a

German aviator on December 24th. It was the first hostile

bomb cast from the skies upon this island.

Major Clive Wigram has sent to Lieut. -Commdr. Ian How-
den, R.N.V.R., commanding the Dover .-\nti-aircraft Corps, the

subjoined acknowledgment: "I am commanded by the King to

ask you to accept for yourself and to convey to the officers,

petty officers, and men of the Dover Anti-aircraft Corps the

expression of his Majestv's best thanks for the fragment of the

German bomb dropped on Dover on December 24th, 1914,

which relic has been attractively mounted in an engraved frame

made by the members of your corps. The King much ap-

preciates the kind thought which prompted the offer of this

interesting souvenir, which his Majesty is much pleased to

possess.

"

[It occurs to one that the duty of picking up pieces of Ger-

man bombs is scarcely so consonant with the objects of the

Anti-aircraft Corps as would be the picking up of German
aeroplane wreckage produced by the efforts of the said corps.

—

Ed.]

Prize for Zeppelin Destroyers.
A prize of ;65oo is offered by Sir Charles Wakefield to the

first person or persons responsible for bringing down a Zeppelin

on the soil of the United Kingdom.
Sir Charles Wakefield is the head of the well-known firm

manufacturing Wakefield "Castrol," which is so largely and

successfully used in all our aero-engines. His sporting offer

is sure to cause much interest, and one only hopes that some
enterprising person will have the opportunity of winning this

prize.

It would perh.ips be well if Sir Charles would make a

further announcement as to whether the offer refers to Zeppelins

only, or whether it includes Srhiitte-Lanz, Parseval, Gross and

other aiiships as well.

A German View of Zeppelins.
The following letter to the Editor of the "Morning Post"

is of interest :—

-

Sir,—Recently a German staff officer was captured in one

of the trenches taken by us, and on his way to the base was

entertained at lunch at the mess of some British officers. A
letter from one of them gives the following frank opinion of

Zeppelins as expressed by the captured officer :

"Old Count Zeppelin," he said, "seems to have magnetised

our Emperor, the German people, and very much to his own
profit. There is not a naval or military officer of standing in

Germany who really believes in them, and before the war we

the line. Nothing can be left to chance and the sluggishness

of the enemy.
Where a manoeuvre on the grand scale could be conceived

and arranged in the course of a day only ten years ago, a week
may now be absorbed preparing for the same operations.

Each answer of the enemy must be considered in advance and

countered in theory before the attempt is made in practice.

Strategy before contact is itself altered. Long, slow sweeping,

apparently indecisive moves have to be made day after day,

while the real objective is held concealed until the enemy—if he

does—makes a slip. Tactics to-day when two armies of equal

intelligence match themselves one against the other have

become one long monotony with not one-fifth of the speed of

operations once known. ITiis because of aircraft even in its

experimental stage.

Therefore, if we assume that Germany and Austria have

men, material, food and money, or the substitute for it,,

stifficient to last until the summer of, say, 1916, she will lack

neither the determination nor the skill to fight until that time.

In the two years of the war there will be, if one's assumptions

are correct, only that amount of operations as would have filled

six months of the wars of the past. This slowness of action

is entirely due to aircraft—the new invention which was either

to accelerate war or cause all wars to cease—which can

never be.

often used to laugh at the way in which they were 'boomed.'

But because the Emperor had set his mind on them nobody

dared say what he really thought, and in consequence im-

mense sums which could have been mudi more appropriately

spent were paid for experiments, construction, and for hangars.

My own opinion—the opinion of ninety-nine German staff

officers out of every hundred—is that they are nothing more or

less than a swindle, foisted on our Emperor by a silly old

man. Of course, I am speaking only from a military point

of view."

—Yours, etc., A. C.

[It comforts one to hear that German Staff officers are so

like British Staff officers, and do not recognise merit when
they see it. Or was the German merely pulling the legs of

his hosts? The point that so many people here and in Ger-
manv forget is that whereas only 32 or 33 Zeppelins have
ever been built at all, these representing perhaps I2 distinct

steps in development—allowing for certain machines being
exact duplicates of others—there have been thousands upon
thousands of aeroplanes built, which represent probably at

least five hundred steps in development. That is to say, we
are only at the twelfth generation of Zeppelins, and at the

500th generation of aeroplanes—because aeroplanes can be
bred more quickly. It will be time enough to jeer at Count
Zeppelin when the sooth different Zeppelin is a failure. Dis-

belief in the present efficacy of the Zeppelin as a weapon is

not the same as disbelieving in its future as a vehicle.—Ed.]

A Useful Power Unit.—The 300 h.p. Salmson.
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Naval and Military Aeronautics.
GREAT BRITAIN.

From the "London Gazette,"' February 23rd, 1915.

War Office, Februarv 23RD.
REGULAR FORCES.

—

Supplementary to Regular Corps.
Royal Flying Corps.—^Military Wing.—The undermentioned
to be second lieutenants (on probation) : Jack Oliver Cooper.
Dated January 29th, 1915. Harold MacDonnell O'Malley.
Dated February ist, 1915.

* * *

.\ Second Supplement to the "London Gazette" of February
23rd, published on February 24th, contains the following mili-

tary appointments :

—

War Office, February 24TH.
REGUL.'\R FORCES.—The undermentioned non-commis-

sioned ofBcer to be second lieutenant for service in the
field :—

Infantry.—The Queen's Own (Royal West Kent Regi-
mfnt).—First Class Air Mechanic Arthur F. Quinlan, from
Royal Flying Corps. Dated February loth, 1915.
Establishments.—Royal Flying Corps.—Military Wing.—

The undermentioned appointments are made :

—

Flying Officers—Dated February 12th, 1915 : Temporary
Lieutenant M. L. Braithwaite, Royal Artillery, and Lieutenant
W. B. Hargrave, 5th Battalion the Suffolk Regiment, Terri-

torial Force.

The undermentioned temporary appointment is made :

—

Inspection Staff.—Captain Bernard C. SmyCh-Pigott, the

Durham Light Infantry, an assistant inspector, to be inspector.

Dated February 27th, 191 5.

Supplementary to Regular Corps.—Royal Flying Corps.—
Military Wing.—Second Lieutenant (on probation) Richard H.
Collier is confirmed in his rank. James Douglas Latta to be
second lieutenant (on probation). Dated February 9th, 1915.

* * *

.A Third Supplement to the "London Gazette" of February
23rd, published on February 25th, contains the following mili-

tary appointments :

—

War Office, February 25TH.
REGULAR FORCES.

—

Establishments.—Royal Flying
Corps.—^Military Wing.—The undermentioned appointments
are made :—
Adjutant (graded as a Flight Commander)—Captain the Hon.

J- D. Boyle, the Rifle Brigade (the Prince Consort's Own).
Dated February 3rd, 1915.

Flying Officers to be Flight Commanders. Dated Feb. i6th,

19x5 : Lieutenant E. N. Fuller, Special Reserve, and to be tem-
porary captain ; Second Lieutenant L. A. Strange, the Dorset-
shire Regiment, and to be temporary captain

;
Captain F. B.

Binney, Royal Artillery ; Captain L. W. B. Rees, Royal .Artil-

lery ; and Captain J. D. G. Sanders, Royal .Artillery.

Flying Officer—Captain J. C. Halahan, Reserve of Officers.

Dated February 17th, 1915.

* * *

From the "London Gazette," February 26th, 1915.

-Admiralty, February 22nd.
ROYAL NAVAL AIR SERVICE.—The undermentioned act-

ing flight lieutenant has been confirmed in the rank of flight

lieutenant : D. C. S. Evill. Dated December 4th, 1914.

The undermentioned probationary flight sub-lieutenants ha\'e

been confirmed in the rank of flight sub-lieutenant : D. Iron.

Dated September i6th, 1914. B. L. Huskisson. Dated .Sep-

tember 17th, 1914. K. F. Watson. Dated October 12th, 1914.

E. J. Cooper. Dated October 17th, 1914. P. E. H. Wakelev.
Dated October 27th, 1914. W. L. Welsh. Dated November
7th, 1914. F. W. Gamwell. Dated November i6th, 1914. H.

J. Batchelor. Dated November 25th, 1914.

The undermentioned probationary flight sub-lieutenants for

temporary service have been confirmed, in the rank of flia:lT

sub-lieutenant for temporary service : D. M. Barnes. Dated
October 12th, 1914. G. F. Breese. Dated October 30th, 1914.

February 24TH.

ROYAL NAVAL AIR SERVICE.—The following promotion.;

have been made :

—

Flight Lieutenants— I. H. W. S. Dalrymple-CIark. C. H.

Collet, D.S.O., R. J. Bone, C. H. K. Edmonds, D.S.O., I. G.
V. Fowler, H. M. Cave-Browne-Cave, C. E. Robinson, and
J. T. Cull, to be flight commanders. Dated February 23rd,

1915-

I^robationary Flight Sub-Lieutenant G. W. Price has been
confirmed in the rank of flight sub-lieutenant. Dated October
5th, 1914.

War Office, February 26th.
REGUL.AR FORCES.

—

Establishments.—Royal Flying
Corps.—^Military Wing.—The undermentioned appointment is

made :

—

Flight Commander—Second Lieutenant (temporary Captain)
F. C. Jenkins, Special Reserve, a flying officer. Dated
February 17th, 1915.

N.WAL.
The following appointments were announced at the Admiralty

on February 23rd :

—

Royal Naval Air Service.—Mr. W. H. Greer entered as pro-

bationary flight sub-lieutenant, for temporary service, and
appointed to the "President," additional, for R.N.A.S., and
Mr. G. H. Jackson entered as probationary flight sub-lieutenant

and appointed to the "President," additional, for R.N.A.S., to

date February 21st.

* It *

The following appointments were announced at the .Ad-

miralty on February 24th :—

•

Royal Naval Air Service.—Acting Flight Lieutenant D. C.

S. Evill confirmed in rank of flight lieutenant, with seniority

December 4th, 1914, and appointed to the "President," addi-

tional, for R.N.A.S., to date February 22nd.

The undermentioned confirmed in rank of flight sub-Iieutenant

for temporary service, and appointed to the "President," addi-

tional, for R.N.A.S., all to date February 22nd: G. F. Breese,

D Iron, K. F. Watson, E. J. Cooper, D. M. Barnes, B. L.

Huskisson, F. W. Gamwell, W. L. Welsh, H. J. Batchelor, and
P. E. H. Wakeley.
Mr. G. St. G. Kelton entered as probationary flight sub-

lieutenant, for temporary service, and appointed to the "Presi-

dent," additional, for R.N.A.S., to date Februarv 23rd.

* *

The following appointments were announced at the Admiralty

on February 25th :—
Royal Naval Air Service.—The undermentioned flight

lieutenants have been promoted to the rank of flight comman-
der, with seniority February 23rd, and appointed to the "Presi-

dent," additional, for Royal Naval Air Service: I. H. Walde-
grave S. Dalrymple-Clark, C. H. Collet, D.S.O., R. J. Bone,

C. H. K. Edmonds, D.S.O., I. G. V. Fowler, H. M. Cave-
Browne-Cave, C. E. Robinson, and J. T. Cull.

Mr. R. B. Monday entered as probationary flight sub-lieu-

ttnant, with seniority February i6th, and appointed to the

"President," additional, for Roya! Naval Air Service.

Probationary Flight Sub-Lieutenant G. W. Price confirmed

in the rank of flight sub-lieutenant, with seniority October

5th, 1914, and appointed to the "President," for Royal Naval

.Air Service, to date February 24th.

* * *

The following appointments were announced at the Ad-

miralty on February 26th :

—

Mr. A. Ogilvie has been entered as Squadron Commander,
for temporary service, with seniority February 19th, and

appointed to the "President," additional, for Royal Naval
.Air Service, to date February 19th.

Lieutenant Commander H. Finch-Dawson, to the "Presi-

dent," additional, for (N) duties in the Royal Naval Air Ser-

vice.
* * »

The following appointments were announced at the Admiralty

on Mar. ist :
—

Royal Naval Air Service.—Messrs. G. H. Beard (for temp,

service) and R. C. HardstafT have been entered as Probationary

Flight Sub-Lieutenants, with seniority of Feb. 27th, and ap-

pointed to "President," additional, for R.N. .Air Service.

Royal Naval Volunteer Reserve.—H. Thompson has been
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granted a temp, commission as Lieutenant, with seniority of

Feb. 28th, and appointed to "President," additional, for R.N.
Air Service.

N. H. Terry lias been granted a temp, commission as Sub-
Lieutenant, with seniority of Feb. 28tli, and appointed to R.N.
Air Service.

* * «

The following communique was issued by the Admiralty on
February 24th :

—

The Secretary of the Admiralty regrets to announce that in

the recent naval air attacks on the Ostend-Zeebrugge-Bruges
districts four flying officers are reported to be missing.
One of these officers—Flight Lieut. D. Murray—has since

reported himself from Flushing. Lieut. Murray was com-
pelled to alight in the open sea, and was eventually picked up
by a Dutch torpedo-boat.

The three other officers reported missing are Flight Lieut.

E. G. Riggall, Flight Lieut, the Hon. D. O'Brien, and Flight

Sub-Lieut. T. Spencer, and it is regretted that no further

news has been obtained of them.
« * *

Of the three missing officers, Flight Lieut. Edward Gordon
Riggall, R.N., was born on Aug. 21st, 1895, at (irimsby, and
took his certificate. No. 939, at ihe Grahame-White school at

Hendon, on Oct. nth, 1914 ;
Flight Lieut, the Hon. Desmond

O'Brien, R.N., tooli his certificate, No. 906, on a Maurice
Farman, at the Central Flying School, on September 21st,

1914; and Flight Sub-Lieut. Thomas Spencer, R.N., who was
born at Hexham on December 24th, 1894, took his certificate,

No. 991, at the Central Flying School, on a Maurice Farman,
on October 27th, 1914.

It is earnestly to be hoped that all three officers were
merely brought down by gun-fire and were made prisoners,

hut it is probable that if such had been the case something
more would have been heard of them by now. One German
report mentioning the attacks on the Belgian coast towns
said that some hostile aviators had been brought down in

the sea, and some of the pilots who took part in the raid in

the course of which these officers disappeared stated that

some of the German guns were firing at an object in the

water, so it is to be feared that one at least of them was shot

while in the sea.

The following account of young Mr. Murray's adventures is

taken verbatim from the "Morning Post" :

—

One of the British airmen who took part in the attack on the

Ostend-Zeebrugge-Bruges district was Flight Lieutenant

Murray, son of Professor and Lady Mary Murray, of Oxford.

He managed to place all his eight bombs, and did not even get

a scratch. He could not get back against the wind, so kept

going until he saw a tug, and then turned north-west to try and
get out of Dutch waters. He came down fast and then drifted

inshore for two hours. Finally he fired a signal of distress and

a torpedo boat came out and took him in tow and the crew
gave him food and drink. Lieutenant Murray has lodged a

protest against being interned, as he claims to have "landed"
outside territorial waters and drifted in. Lieutenant Murray,
who is only twenty-three years of ago, was educated at Win-
chester and New College, Oxford. He spent two years at

Oxford and took up flying two seasons back, when he was
trained at Hendon, receiving his appointment last summer as

flight lieutenant in the Royal Naval Flying Corps {sic).

[According to the Amsterdam "Telegraaf" Flight Lieut.

Murray will remain at Groningen on parole. His case, how-
ever, seems precisely analogous to that of Flight Commander
Hewlett, so, presumably, he is entitled to return to this

country. It is to be hoped that the other officers have merely
been captured.—Ed.]

* * *

The Secretary of the Admiralty made the following announce-

ment on Mar 1st :

—

The operations in the Dardanelles are again delayed by

unfavourable weather.

A strong north-easterly gale is blowing, with rain and

mist, which would render long-range fire and aeroplane

observation difficult.

An inquest was held at the Central Flying School, Upavon,

Salisbury Plain, on February 25th, on Lieutenant Dawson C.

Downing, R.N., who was killed in a B.E. biplane near the

school about midday on Thursday.

Capt. Godfrey Paine, C.B., R.N., Commandant C.F.S., said

that Mr. Downing was twenty-five years of age, and had been

at the Flying School since December. He took his Aero Club

certificate in January. He had done a considerable amount of

flying, and was experienced with the B.E. machine.

Flight Commander Dalrymple-Clark, R.N., said he ordered

Mr. Downing to make circuits of the aerodrome, landing each

time. The first landing was normal. At the end of the second

the machine came down very fast, developing a vertical nose

dive from a height of 300 feet, and was wrecked. Lieut.

Downing was found in the middle of the wreckage dead. The

day was ideal for flying. There was practically no wind. The

witness's opinion was that Lieut. Downing lost control. He
had, however, the confidence necessary in an aviator. The

fatal turn which he made was steep, but all right so long as it

v/as not allowed to get steeper. The v^itness examined the

machine after the accident and found the controls in perfect

order. Mr. Downing was not sufficiently advanced to take a

passenger.

Flight Commander Breese, R.N., agreed that the machine

was in order; only one wire was damaged, and that was

duplicated.

Capt. Lithgow, R..'\.M.C., having given evidence, the jury

found a verdict of accidental death.

Lieut. D. C. Downing, R.N., was born in London on Octo-

ber i6th, 1889, and joined the Central Flying School, on proba-

tion for the Naval Air Service, at the end of last year. He
took his certificate. No. 1034, on a .Maurice Farman, at the

Central Flying School, on January 6th of this year. The

cause of the accident was apparently a nose dive similar to that

in which the late Mr. H Fleming was killed.

A report was received at Colchester early on the night of

February 23rd that seven enemy aircraft has been seen about

4.30 on the previous afternoon over the Mnplin Sands, heading

for the north-west.

[It appears that it may soon be necessary to forbid gulls

(human and otherwise) from frequenting the coast on account

of the anxiety they create.—Ed.]
< *

The Royal Naval Air Service may be entertained to know how
much their doings interest the public. The following dialogue

was overheard by a correspondent recently :

—

Scene, a barber's shop.—Barber (to Customer): "I hear we

are quite ready for the Germans now."
Customer : "How's that?"

Barber: "Why, at Hendon we have 150 aeroplanes ready to

start at any moment, day or night, with the pilots on sentry

go, as it were, round their machines."
* * *

A correspondent writes :
—" There is a great amount

of flying going on here daily, and in some cases

nightly. One of the Naval pilots went up the other

night at 11.30 p.m. and circled over part of our district,

starting numerous Zeppelin scares thereby. Why the R.N.A.S.

should be in charge here I cannot think, as the aerodrome is

miles from the sea and none of the 'buses are seaplanes.

It appears more of an R.F.C. job to me. The aeroplanes are

liept in 's factory, which, by the way, has just more than

doubled its extent, and, under Mr. 's care, has been turn-

ing out 's very busily.

"The 'buses flown at present appear to be two Bristol tractor

biplanes with 8o-h.p. Gnomes and a new H. Farman (just ar-

rived) 'pusher' biplane. Who the Naval flight lieutenants are 1

don't know, but they fly extraordinarily well, one in particular

always terminating in a beautiful spiral vol-fique from what-

ever height he may be flying, often over 5,000 feet. They some-

times fly slightly over the sea, but take no risks as they are

not fitted with floats, and even if they were our sea is

seldom calm enough for a landing these days. The wind does

not stop them going up at all, and mind, we do get winds here !

It is a great sight to see one at about 5,000 feet or over as
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steady as a rcx;k, but onl_v doing about 10 m.p.h. against a
stiff North-Easter.

"Earlier on in the war we had B. C. and others here,
a!l on B16riots, training for active service ; now we never see a
monoplane. The war has certainly wakened up side as
regards flying, and you can see three up at once now almost
daily, where before we saw an aeroplane once in three months
at most. May we never go back to the old days !"

•

Mr. Alec Ogilvie, who joins the R.N.A.S. as a squadron
commander, the highest rank ever given to a direct appoint-
ment officer, is one of the great pioneers of British aviation.
He fjcgan flying on a Wright biplane at the Short Bros.' old
ground at Leysdown, in igoQ, and he has flown regularly ever
since, always on Wrights of various types, and generally of
his own construction. He has devoted practically all his
time and his not inconsiderable fortune to steady, practical ex-
perimental work, which has been of the utmost value, anu
some of his own inventions, such as the Ogilvie air-speed in-

dicator, are now standard fittings on almost all aeroplanes.
At Eastchurch his shed and his machines have been practically

a full-size aerodynamic laboratory. His appointment will be
heartily approved by all who know the value of his work in

the past.
« *

Mr. R. C. Hardstaff appointed Flight Sub-Lieut., R.N.A.S.,
on probation, has already done much good work as assistant

instructor to Mr. F. B. Fowler at Eastbourne.

* » »

On Saturday, February 27th, two German officers were

landed at Lowestoft by the smack, "New Boy," which took

them off a damaged seaplane in the North Sea on the previous

Tuesday. They left Ostend on the .Sunday, but dieir engine failed

when out at sea, and they were found clinging to one of the

wings of the plane. In this perilous position they said they

had been for some thirty hours and they were quite exhausted

and almost unconscious. It is stated tliat they made distress

signals during Sunday night, to which, however, they got no

response.

The two aviators were curious as to their fate when taken on

board, but were assured they would be well treated. It is

reported that at first they asked to be landed at some foreign

port, and that they destroyed sundry papers they had upon

them. '

:

It appears that they started with the raiders who reached

Colchester, Braintree, and Coggeshall on that Sunday, but a

connecting rod smashed when they were 40 miles from Cromer.
One account states that they climbed on to one of the wings,

and awaited what appeared to be certain death, for their signals

brought no help for a day and a half, and only their heads were
..above water. They became so benumbed that they could not

move, and a snowstorm on Monday nearly finished them. This,

however, does not altogether agree with the story of the

skipper of the smack, from which one would gather that they

must have sat in the machine itself, otherwise they would not

have been able to send up rockets. Even so they displayed

splendid endurance, though when rescued one of them was on

the point of collapse. That they should have survived so long

is testimony to that wonderful staying power of the Germans,
of which this paper has so often warned its readers, when the

daily press has been jeering at the alleged readiness of Ger-
man soldiers to surrender.

Both oflioers are young men about Lwenly-five or twenty-

six. One is stated to have said that when they left Ostend
they were only instructed to make for a place somevvhere in

England suitable for an air raid.

They were very grateful for their treatment on the smack

—

which was apparently different from what they expected at the

hands of Englishmen. Having been interviewed by the authori-

ties at the Naval base they were taken to the Royal Hotel, and
subsequently removed by car to be interned.

\n account of the rescue was given by \\'illiam Dunnett, the

captain of the "New Boy," who said that about 4 a.m. on

Tuesday, when it was very cold, they saw a rocket, and, hoist-

ing sail, made for the spot. The wind was light and it was
nearly 9 a.m. before they reached the wreck of the aeroplane,

to which the two men were clinging. One of the floats was
broken off and a wing was flapping on the water. Launching
the small boat, they took off the men. When on board the

smack one of them asked the captain what he was going to do
with them, and he replied : "Oh, you will be all right. I am
going to take you to Lowestoft." They soon recovered from
the effects of their exposure.

MILITARY.
The Field-Marshal Commanding the British Forces in

France, in his dispatch dated February 2jnd, and published bv
the Press Bureau on February 23rd, savs, in paragraph 5 :

—

Thick weather has handicapped the woi-k of our aircraft.

The famous Zeppelin L. 3, which has recently gone home for good off the Danish coast, is here seen entering her former

home near Hamburg.
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His dispatch published on Feb. 26th says, in paragraph (i):

The period, since the last communique was issued, has

been marked by thick mist and rain which culminated on

the 24th in a heavy snow storm. Operations have conse-

quently been hindered.
* *

rhe following passage in the descriptive account communi-

cated by an Eye-witness present with General PTeadquarters,

continuing and supplementing the narrative published on the

24th instant, deals with aircraft :
—

Februarv 23RD.

Several villages in the centre v»ere heavily shelled during

the day (the 19th), but in the afternoon the German guns

ceased firing owing to the fear of revealing tlieir positions to

our aviators, who kept the whole hostile line under observa-

tion.
* * «

An officer writes :—The other day we were all about our

daily business, when we heard the sound of shots skywards.

Now, sound of shell skyward is very common, as on any fine

day one aeroplane or another is being shelled, and no one wor-

ries much about it. Shots mean a chance of something being

hit, and is, therefore, exciting, while anti-aircraft shells are

only exciting from die fact that they are more likely to hit

you than the aeroplane.

Two aeroplanes were coming towards us, frying, I think,

a little lower than usual. The pursued was a small mono
plane, and the pursuer a very much larger biplane, and to our

joy German and English respectively. I .dways thought a

biplane was, as a rule, much slower than a monoplane, but

the two seemed identical in speed. The German appeared to

be about 100 yards at most from the English, judged by com-

parison of space between them and the length of the aeroplane.

The 100 yards, as regards direction, was varying continually.

The English aeroplane could only catch up the German by

descending a bit, and if it tried to climb at all it lost distance

horizontally.

So we watched them going ding-dong at each other in a

straight line for about 10 miles, when they disappeared in the

haze, with the pursuer trying first one side, then the other,

and then behind, but never over (I suppose because he could

not get there, worse luck!). Each, as tar as we could see or

hear, blazed away with revolvers only, and it seemed rather

amusing that by fighting so desperately to get each other

down they were each, incidentally, doing their best to keep

each other up, as neither English nor German anti-aircraft

guns, though nicely within range, dared blaze away at them.

They disappeared well over the German lines, as close after 10

miles of chase as they were after one. The result was, I be-

lieve, officially nil, but actually it gave a lot of excitement to

many thousand onlookers.

« * *

An N.C.O. of the R.A.M.C. (1.), writing from France on or

about February 18th, says : "The weather has not been so fine

during the last few days, so we have not had quite so many
aeroplanes about. However, they always seem to be busy, and

though one does not see many German machines, they occa-

sionally pay us a visit. The other afternoon an Albatros came
over, flying quite low, something under 2,000 feet, and she was

absolutely blazed at by all sorts of fire for about a quarter of

an hour. She kept going, however, and as far as I know was

not once hit, and got away.

"I always have a sort of fellow feeling for these German

chaps who come over on our lines, and an inward hope that

they may come through all right. One also feels tihat the men
behind the anti-aircraft guns must have similar sympathies,

but I suppose it is not the case. However, I have never seen

a machine, English or German, hit yet, and the chief object ol

'Archibald' (the anti-aircraft gun), seems to be to drive the

hostile 'bus away by showing what he could do if the said

hostile 'bus comes any nearer. Besides 'Archibald' we have

got a very neat little machine-gun mounted on a car, which,

when possible, runs along the road in pursuit of the invader

with the gun popping away like an ancient .'\nzani engine.

"One hesitates to think what would happen if the driver's

gaze became so transfixed on the prey that he failed to notice

the neat eleven-foot 'Jack Johnson' hole in the road in front

(jubilation of hostile airman and passenger \ }. 1 saw a couple
of R.F.C. officers in a car the other day. They looked 'in

the pink. '

"

* * *

Later he writes :—Lively duel yesterday between Shorthorn
Maurice Farman and Aviatik. The M. F. seemed to be all

over the German for speed, as it flew along parallel and kept
edging in towards the German, firing, and then edging away
again. It attacked in this way four times with no result ex-
cept to drive, tlie boche away out of his course, and then

matters were left to Archibald and the little machine gun. He
got away, however, although some of .Archibald's looked un-

comfortablv near.

Also saw two P.:useval kite-balloons yesterday. Naturally

most people thought they were at last gazing on the much-
vaunted but elusive Zeppelins !

.\ non-military correspondent writes:
—"I saw rather a

fimny incident yesterday. A B. E. had rather suddenly 'dis-

continued' while rolling and had completely demolished the un-

dercarriage, buried its nose about a foot in the ground and its

tail was sticking up in the air. A colonel (presumably a 'dug-

out') and a brig. -gen. (not the one) came along and regarded

the wreck, and then the colonel, with an awed voice, said :

'Has there been an accident?' He then turned to the general

and said : 'Verv dangerous coming down in those things,

isn't it?' 'Yes,' said the general, with a wink, 'they'd stay

up there permanently once they got there, only it's been found

so difficult to take food up to them!' The colonel even then

didn't appear to see his leg was being pulled."

FRANCE.
The official communique issued in Paris on the afternoon of

February 25th says :
—

Our airmen threw 60 bombs on the enemy's stations,

trains, and concentrations. It was possible to follow the

results of this bombardment, which was extremely effective.
• *

The official communique issued in Paris on the afternoon of

Februarv 28th reports as follows :

—

Near Dixmude the Belgian artillery demolished two of the

enemy's works, and one of their aviators dropped some
bombs on tlie harbour station at Ostend.

.\n official note published in Paris on February 27th says :

German aeroplanes dropped 'oombs on the Belgian coast

behind Nieuport, killing a woman and an old man. In the

Woevre a German aviato? who attempted to pass over our

lines was driven back by our fire.

A French aviator succeeded in dropping three bombs on

the barracks at Metz, near the esplanade.
«

On Februarv 25th the Paris "Figaro" published a letter

from the Marquis d'Ornano offering ^200 to the first person

to bring down a Zeppelin on French soil.

* * T

The Nancv correspondent of the "Matin" learns from
Baccarat that a German aeroplane, which was flying over the

Lun^ville district on the 25th, was brought down by French

artillery. The aviators were mide prisoners.
* * *

News has been received in Belfort from Miilhausen that the

French aviators who bombarded Freiburg in Breisgau on their

return dropped bombs on the barracks at Miilhausen.
* * *

The death is announced of two Flemish aviators, brothers,

aged 20 and 19. They had recently returned from the front,

where they had done good work. At Buc on the 24th they

were trying a new machine when they were killed.

A message from St. Pol, dated February 24th, says :
—

"Yesterday a German aeroplane which flew over our lines

was brought down by a shell at Noeux. The pilot was taken

prisoner.

"This morning, at about 7 a.m., our aeroplanes, taking

advantage of clear weather, flew over the German lines near

La Bass^e, and located six batteries, which a few minutes later

were shelled by our heavy artillery. .4t the same time snow
began to fall."
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GERMANY.
Berlin, Monda)-, Mar i.

Main headquarters reports this afternoon as follows :

—

In the Western theatre of war.—Near \'erviers, north ot

Lille, an English flying machine was forced to descend by

our fire at a certain part of our front.

ITALY.
The Italian War Office has granted permission for the ex-

portation to the French Government of a "few examples" of

the Caproni 300-h.p. gun-carrier. What remains of the latt^

Triple Alliance will shortly, it is to be hoped, know something
more definite as to this biplane's harmfulness when roused.

One can no longer wonder at the mystery—of a cloister it

might have been— in which the machine lived and had its

being.

The new G (great) dirigible No. i is much more lurward

than anyone hoped, and the reconstruction of the burnt Forla-

nini may be accomplished by late spring. Much of the "Citv
of Milan" was salved, and is being used.—T. .S. Harvev.

RUSSIA.
The "Daily E.xpress," of March 1st, savs that "The new

Russian airship, 'Gigant,' which is said to be larger than

anv Zeppelin, has begun its trials."

DENMARK.
A message from the inventive Reufer correspondent at

Copenhagen, dated February 23rd, says that the authorities at

Esbjerg have decided to melt down the aluminium of the

Zeppelin, L.III, after removing the motors. The weight of

the aluminium is estimated at 7,000 kilos (over 15,000 lb.).

[The interesting question is whether this treasure trove

belongs to Denmark at all. Presumnl)ly, what is left in any
country of a wrecked ship of any kind, after the local peasantr\

have stolen all they can lift, belongs to the original owners,

unless they are subjects of a hostile nation.—Ed.]

SWITZERLAND.
The correspondent of the "Daily Chronicle" at Geneva,

cabling on February 24th, says that on the previous day a

German aviator flew over Beunevesin, near Bonfol, and was
fired at by Swiss infantry. He was also fired upon by the

French troops at Pelterhouse, but returned safely to Mulhouse.
HOLLAND.

.According to the .Amsterdam "Telegraaf," a large biplane

of unknown nationality passed over .Amsterdam early on

February 23rd. At first it appeared to be about to descend,

but finally disappeared in the mist in a south-easterly direction.

BELGIUM.
The "Tyd," of Amsterdam, stated on February 24th that a

British aviator made an attack on three German aeroplanes on

the route from Thourout to Ostend. The former used bombs,

and two of the German machines were completely destroyed,

whilst both wings of the third machine were broken. Seven

German officers were killed.— [It would seem that, under the

circumstances, the third machine might also be considered as

"completely destroyed. "—Ed.]

TURKEY.
The Mitylene correspondent of the "Corriere d'ltalia" states

that the Allied fleet of twelve cruisers and 20 destroyers re-

newed the bombardment of the Dardanelles on February 25th.

Before firing began three seaplanes flew over the forts, at a

height given as only 3,000 feet, and dropped bombs, which

caused fires.

The Athens correspondent of the "Messaggero ' states that

British aviators made extended flights over the Dardanelles on

Friday, and were able to ascertain that the fort of Seid-ul-Bahr

had been desti'oyed by the blowing up of the powder magazines,

while the forts of Artogrul and Sultanieh had been almost

destroyed, no gun remaining fit for service.

EGYPT.
It IS reported from Egypt that the British passenger on the

French seaplane which recently threw bombs on a Turkish

column and inflicted serious loss was Mr. Tweedie, a son of

the P. and O. agent at Port Said.

A naval officer who was woimded in the attack on the Suez

Canal, writing before the fight, describes what he calls the

"amusing times" he was enjoying

"I held a^post with 20 Gurkhas. They are splendid little men
and frightfully keen. Two days ago an aeroplane reported

three battalions of Turks advancing to attack our post. The
Gt!rkhas were frightfully e.xcited, and we manned our air guns
and crouched behind our zaribas of sand hags on deck, palpi-

tating with excitement. These night attacks beat tiger stalk-

ing easil}' for pure excitement. However, the attack never

came.

"Our aviators have done good work with their bombs lately.

One dropped a bomb into a regiment of Turks in close forma-

tion, and when asked how many he had killed replied : 'The
maximum number that the bomb possibly could.'

"

SOUTH AFRICA.
The "Cape Times" of Saturday, February 6th, states that

an aviation unit of the .Active Citizen Force has been estab-

lished, and is to be called the South African Aviation Corps.

GERMAN SOUTH-WEST AFRICA.
-A Reuter telegram from Garub (German South-\\>st Africa)

says that an aeroplane appeared over the camp on February
24th, and dropped several grenades and four shells. None of
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the grenades did any damage, but three shells burst in the

hospital lines, and a fourth burst among a knot of men,
wounding one officer and five men.

INDIA.
A roundabout statement from Reuter's Paris correspondent

says that Mr. Pearce, Australian Comrnonwealtli Minister of

Defence, states that at the request of the Indian Government
the Commonwealth is sending to India aviators and equipment
for active service. India is supplying the aeroplanes.

CANADA.
The "Globe" (D.), Toronto, Wednesday, .February 3rd, says

that Capt. E. L. Janney, a Canadian aviator, who has made
a name for himself both before and during the present war,
has returned from the front on the steamer, "Zeeland," which
arrived this morning. He has been doing scout duty for the

British .'\rmy during the last few weeks. He is now returning
to organise a squadron of aeroplanes to be built, equipped, and
manned in Canada.
[There is no officer of this name in the R.F.C.—Ed.]
The "Manitoba Free Press" says that 12 Canadians are

wanted by the War Office (Br.) to be trained as aviators.

(Presumably, they are bo be taken from the contingent a'

Salisbury.)

U. S. A.

In the controversy between the U.S. .A. and Germany as to

whether hydro-aeroplanes should be supplied by America to

the Allies, Count Bernstoff states in his letter to Secretary
Bryan that "England has ordered 12 hydro-aeroplanes of the

Curtiss K model type of i6o-h.p. Russia has ordered a num-
ber of Curtiss K type hydro-aeroplanes. How many is not
yet known. Wings for tlie aeroplanes are made at the Curtiss
plant, minor parts by the Autocrat Manufacturing Co. Motors
are built partly by Curtiss himself, and partly by the Her-
schell, Shillmin Motor Factory, and the Tonawando Boat Co.
furnishes the boat part."

[If the German Ambassador Icnuws ;ill this, presumably,
England may know also.—Ed.]

The "Globe," Toronto, February 3rd, learned from New-
York, February 2nd, that in aviation circles there was a stir

when it became known that an order for 50 aeroplanes for use
of the Italian Government had been received in a cable mes-
sage addressed to a business man well known in the aero-

nautical industry. W. E. Doherty left on February ist for

Italy aboard the "Duca Degli Abruzzi," of the Italian General
Navigation Line, and it was reported on good authority that

he would take a place in the Italian aerial service. Mr.
Doherty is one of the best pilots of the flving boat and hydro-
plane in this country.

From the "New York Tribune," February 3rd, 1015 :
—

"British troops have shot twenty of their best aviators out

of the air by mistake." That is the startling statement made
last night by Thomas R. Macmechan, president of the .Aero-

nautical Society of America, before thirty of the delegates to

the First .Aviation Congress, which opened yesterday in the

Engineering Societies Building, 29, West 39th Street.

Mr. Macmechan returned on Thursday from England, where
he has been engaged in the construction of aircraft for the

British Government.
Referring to the shooting of British fliers, the speaker said

that the news had been kept secret, but had been told him by

the head of a department and that it is a fact.

Other statements made by Mr Macmechan indicated the

Dossibility of an important raid by British aviators over Ger-

many. He hinted at the likelihood of twenty or thirty machines

flying at once to points far inland, with the object of wreck-

ing the enemy's craft.

The new plan of the British for defending themselves against

Zeppelins and aeroplanes, he said, was to meet the invaders

before they reached the coast, and thus avoid having the

missiles fired by the enemy fall upon their own forces or

citizens.

[Without wishing to be rude to this Mr. Macmechan, one

can, in Shakespearean language, "write him down an ass."

Two of our aviators, in one machine, were unhappily brought

down and killed by mistake, and certainly some of our aviators

have been fired at by our own and French troops, but there have

not been more than two or three cases in wihich they have

been brought down through damage to their machines, and
in no case have they been wounded or injured.

Curiously enough, Mr. Macmechan is not known in the

British aeroplane industry or in British aeronautical circles,

which seems strange for an .American bearing the elaborate

title of "President of the Aeronautical Society of America."
—Ed.

J

AUSTRIA.
Telegrams to the Paris newspapers from Rome of Friday's

date state that one of the two Zeppelins at Pola during a

flight was carried away by a violent storm, and the crew were

drowned in the Adriatic.

The Insurance of Aviators.
.A gentleman connected witli aviation, though not himself

in either Service, writes feelingly as follows :
—

"There is a point in connection with officers temporarily

joining both the Royal Flying Corps and the Royal Naval Air

Service which I feel strongly merits discussion in the pages of

The Aeroplane. The matter to which I refer is one which

to my personal knowledge has several times caused very real

hardship, that is the unfair way in which insurance companies

i'. extract very heavily inflated premiums from those who are

joining this branch of the King's Forces.

"Surely in view of the great work being done by the Air

Services, and the, after all, small percentage of officers that

they embody, it is most unfair that insurance companies should

seize this opportunity of extracting altogether disproportionate

premiums as they do, especially as the risk actually is probably

infinitesimal compared with that of the ordinary infantry

officer. It always appears to me that the State could very

easily guarantee the insurance companies against undue loss,

and then insist on their charging a reasonable figure to effect

insurance.

".As you are probably aware, many of those now in the Fly-

ing Corps have been by nature somewhat sportive, and certain

of them may have incurred liabilities which have necessitated

what I believe are called 'inroads upon capital,' generally

arranged by loans through the insurance companies. It is,

therefore, compulsory on them to keep their lives insured, and

at the premiums now being demanded their patriotism is cosi-

ing them very highly.

"It has struck me that this might be worth bringing up

in your pages."

[The subject is one well worthy of consideration by the

authorities, and apart from any question of compulsion one

feels sure that any insurance company tackling the subject in

a somewhat generous spirit would inevitably reap a rich re-

ward when the war is over.—Ed.]

Mutual Sympathy.
The Danish correspondent of The Aeroplane writes, as indi-

cating the general sympathy of Denmark, that the most popu-

lar .song among the Danish soldiers is a Danish version of

"Tipperary," the chorus of which runs as follows :

—

"Der er lang Vej til Tipperary,

"Der er lang Vei at gaa,

"Der er lang Vej til Tipperary,

"Til den sdeste jeg saa,

"Farvel Piccadilly, God Nat Leicester Square,

"Der er lang, lang Vej til Tipperary,

"Men min Kserest er der."

Incidentally, he says that the Danish soldiers frequently use

the name of a Danish city called Tappernoie in preference to

Tipperary—which, after all, is rather natural.

Southampton and District.

The Sopwith Sunbeam-engined tractors have been busy in

chrirge of Mr. Mahl during the week. On Tuesday a new

Sopwith-Sunbeam tractor arrived fo-- test, and a very good

flight was made on Friday at dusk by a Wight seaplane at

good height, showing itself quick in answering its control.

Another type of machine which seems to be particularly good

is the Maurice Farman, on which machine much flying is done.

Many machines have been out periodically, including Sop-

withs, Wights, Avros, and a various assortment of others.
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The Thomas Military Tractor Biplane.
An interesting product of the past few monllis i^ thu military

tractor biplane produced by the Thomas Bros., of Ilhaca, New
York. This machine has been designed specially for military

purposes to supply the demand lor a well-built, speedy and
safe two-passenger machine, having a large speed range, and
capable of flying with ample reserve when carrying two
people, gasoline, oil, etc., for a flight of from four to six

hours, with an additional useful load of 450 lbs.

The length over all is 26 ft. ; the span, 36 ft ; the chord,

5 ft. ; and the gap, 5 ft. The wings are built in five sections.

The four large sections comprise, practically, the entire lifting

surface of the machine. The small section fits o\er the fuse-

lage.

The wing curve is designed from data obtained from M.
Eiffel's experiments, and is selected so as to have not only an

extremely high lift to drift ratio (i in 20), but is also intended

to give fast climbing with full load (4,000 ft. in 10 minutes
;

800 ft. in first minute). The high speed fully loaded is given

as 85 miles per hour, the low speed 38 miles per hour.

All the wood in the wings is clear silver spruce ; and all

beams, ribs, etc., are of the lightest sections possible con-

sistent with the strength required in each member. All ribs

are built up in such a way as to assure their perfect alignment,

and are proof against warping and also weakening, due to

exposure and weather conditions.

Navigating Instruments.

In front of the pilot's seat is litti d a substantial mahogany
dashboard, having the following standard equipment of instru-

ments, let in flush
;

gasoline pressure gauge ; revolution

counter (Tel Manufacture), showing engine speed ; inclino-

meter, showing angle of flight ; clock
;

barograph, showing
height

;
pilot tube, air speed indicator ; switch

;
gasoline shut-

off ; and magneto advance.

The seats are of aluminium l)ucket type, and are fitted with

a 3 inch curled hair cushion, upholstered in a serviceable gray
corduroy. The position is comfortable, an item not to be

neglected on a four or five hours' flight.

The 90-h.p. Austro-Daimler engine was adopted by the

designers on account of its extreme leliability and all-round

efficiency. The workmanship is excellent, and in every par-

ticular this engine has been found to meet the requirements

for a comparatively light but powerful heavy-duty power

plant, and, therefore, for British use, this engine, of Beard-

more make, can be fitted with ease.

A Thomas propeller is used, specially designed for the

Austro-Daimler motor. It is made of mahogany, and, as in

the balance of the machine, the factor of safety is 7.

All fittings are made specially for their places, and such

articles as turnbuckles, eyebolts, etc., are of the latest and
most accepted design and quality. All bolts, clips, etc., are

made of high tensile steels.

The fabric is a high gr.idf, imported Irish linen ; it is sewn

on to the machine, and is then treated witli from five to nine

coats of special "dope."
The factor of safety on tills machine is "seven" for the

machine fully loaded, in normal flight.

The wires are of ample strength, and are of Rocbling
manufacture, the most important ones being stranded steel

cable, and doubled for safety. In the fuselage and in some of

the minor bracing Roebling nickel-plated steel vj'ire is used.

Each wire joint is designed so as to have slightly greater

strength than the wire itself.

.Accessibility and quick assembly have been i arefuUy catered

for in this design, and it will be found that each part is easily

accessible ; and such parts as strut connections and wing fast-

'nings can be very quickly assembled or taken down.
Interior Care.

All interior wooden parts are treated with a waterproofing

solution, and all exterior parts are filled and varnished with a

high grade spar varnish. Metal fittings are given a coat of

metal primer and two coats of colour varnish.

The weight of the machine, empty, is 1,075 't>s.

The fuselage is made largely of white ash. All longitudinal

members are I section, and tapered for lightness. All clips

are of steel, and are so designed that they do not pierce the

longitudinal members.
The chassis is of the two-skid, two-wheel type, having two

26 in. by 4 in. wheels, and specially made Goodyear tyres,

mounted on a transverse axle on rubber shock absorbers. All

running gear members are of streamline section, also the axle

is streamlined by a channelled member joining the skids.

The power plant is completely enclosed, having the radiator

immediately in front of the engine, and a light weight alumi-
nium folding hood effectively shielding the engine, and pre-

serving the streamline form of the fuselage. A service petrol

tank is mounted in front of the passenger's seat, and a stor-

age tank, holding 20 gallons, is fitted under the pilot's seat,

and, through a pressure pump, supplies the service tank.

The elevator is operated by pull and push on steering wheel,

on a substantial pivoted post. The movement is conveyed
t J two sturdy, all-steel flaps, hinged to the stabiliser. The
rudder is operated by rotation of the wheel, the stress mem-
bers are of steel, and the rudder is balanced. The ailerons

are four in number. They .are operated by a leaning, shoulder

bow, or, as an alternative, by foot pedals, mounted in the

front of the pilot's compartment. All the controls are very
strongly constructed, the stressed members being of steel con-

struction, with all joints wrapped and brazed; they are of

ample size to take care of their requirements. The standard
wheel and rudder-bar can be fitted if desired.

In conclusion, attention is drawn to the fact that, in the

|)roduction of the machine above specified, the manufacturers
have spared no expense or pains in any particular, and regard
lh(> product as the liest that modern design and constructive

.ibilitv permit.

The Thomas Bros.' Military Tractor Biplane. A new Anglo=
American machine of considerable promise.
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NEWS FROM DENMARK.
From sources not controllable, "Flugsport" reports news of

Tryggve Gran's guard service of the Norwegian neutrality
;

they may refer to some time back, as some weeks ago a

Copenhagen newspaper announced Gran to have started for

England and France as their war correspondent ; no articles

have however been published of his till now ; so he may well

have resumed his voluntary air service, and anyhow the in-

teresting report is worth rendering. From a strip of sand,

which is the only place of the whole Norway mountain coast

which can be used safe for starting and alighting by an aero-

plane, Lieutenant Gran flies along the coast in all sorts of

weather to patrol for submarines and other little men-of-war,
while he does not care much of the question whether they are

English or German vessels. It is sufficient to him and his

observator to substantiate a foreign man-of-war within the pro-

hibited frontier of 5 kilometers off the Norwegian coast. Then
the aeroplane plunges at once on the vessel, polite but distinct,

ordering the captain to seek less neutral waters. His task is

no idle one, for since the first days of the war the Norwegian
bays and inlets were very attractive to foreign vessels of all

sorts. Over and over again the keen and small advanced
gi ards of the warfaring countries entered these neutral waters

to get a respite and to recover before starting again the search

for booty. Thus 50 submarines belonging to one nation alone

have been observed by the vigilant Norwegian naval aviator

at various times of the war. The picture of the situation is

that the submarine is Iving in the surface, with open hatch-

ways, in the smootJi and protected bay, while the crew is

refreshing in the pure safe air by the Norwegian coast. When
suddenly a two-seater Bl^riot monoplane appears from the blue

sky or from amidst the fog, with the Norwegian colour waving
from the tail and others painted distinct at the underside of the

planes. In a "vol piqu^" that brings him almost down on the

dancing seas the guardian from the air greets. "You cannot

stay here, captain," he looks to say, "you must leave the

Norwegian waters, or I must use myself of sharper means!"
The sign gets understood, the hatchways are closed quick, the

submarine dives, and in a minute only the dark figure can be

seen below the surface on the way out to the open sea. And
whenever the guards placed at various points of the Norwegian
coast observe anything special. Lieutenant Gran is informed so

as to try the case in his aeroplane.

One day he stayd at his quarter to repose, when he re-

ceived a wire from one of the guards; in an automobile he

drove quick to the coast, and started on his monoplane. Soon

he discovered a famous submarine at rest, but the engine noise

sufficed; in a minute the submarine had disappeared beneath

the surface, and next day was learned that three big cruisers

had been sunk. In all. Lieutenant Tryggve Gran has flown

3,000 kilometers over sea, and has even made a record flight

(already mentioned in The Aeroplanu), covering 700 kilometers

on a flight out on open sea and back with a passenger.

Apparently the whole crew of the airship ".Schiitte-Lanz 11"

has been granted the Iron Cross in reward of valuable in-

formation from patrol flights of the movements of the English

North Sea Fleet, even enabling that submarine to torpedo

"Cressy," "Aboukir," and "Hogue."

Oberbefehlshaber General v. Kluck speaks thus of a fight in

the air : The assembled oflicers got animated by a just arrived

telegram, which told of the promotion of a Vizefeldwebe! to a

flight-officer ; this fortunate fellow was already sleeping after

his hard day's work, but he was quick awaked, brought back

and toasted. He is a little young man with horn-rimmed
spectacles, more alike a teacher than a pilot officer, and wears

the name of B'lashar. The young aviator reported common
practise among the aviators, when returning in the evening

with the ordered observation for the headquarter and a hostile

aviator was met, then when being at the distant to do the

officer's greeting. The importance of delivering the report in

due time was in most cases stronger than the desire of having
a fight. Thus he had himself met with a hostile aviator re-

cently and greeted, but when his observator turned a little

later, the pursuing Bl^riot monoplane had gained within a

short distance. Now all depended of quick and nimble hand-

ling to get out of the enemy's range and self to try to get the

gunshot. He, Flashar, must only care of his own aeroplane,

without being able of regarding the hostile aeroplane, where a

machine gun was now used hard. When suddenly the carabine

of his observator Demuth appeared along his cheek, so that

he knew to have manoeuvred right ; a shot was fired, and when
he now turned, he noticed the enemy descend in a vol piqu6

;

Demuth had shot him down.

This case was not considered an aerial exploit, as can be

learned from the stamped copy of an Army order from his

Excellency von Kluck : ".'\s has been found out for sure now
Lieutenant Demuth has, on November 5th, in a flight with
Lieutenant Flashar as the aviator, of the Feldflieger depart-

ment 33, m a fight in the air shot a hostile aeroplane down.
I thank and acknowledge Lieutenants Flashar and Demuth to

the result.—Der Oberbefehlshaber: von Kluck."

The R.N.A.S. Comforts Fund.
Readers who have subscribed to the Fund now being raised

by Mrs. Sueter may be interested to know tliat 9,932 garments
have already been sent in 95 cases and bales to the different

.Air Stations in England and abroad, and to the R.N. seaplane-
carrying ships. The greatest care is being exercised that the

right kind and correct number of garments are sent to each
Station.

Equipment for a hypothetical number of men is not for-

warded to any given place. Mrs. Sueter, in the first place,

sends the O.C. a requisition form to fill up, stating specifically

how many vests, helmets, shirts, etc., his men are in need of.

This arrangement causes considerably more trouble, but it

ensures that not a single garment will be wasted.

Special thanks are due to Mrs. Heatly, who has sent 24
beautiful hand-made fishermen's jerseys, also to the Navy
League at Glasgow, to Lady Henderson, Mrs. Balfour, the

South Belfast Women's Missionary Association, Lady Peirse

(per Mrs. Panny (?), and to the Y.W.C.A., Rothesay, Isle of

Bute, all of whom have sent large parcels of garments.

In a letter to Mrs. Sueter, Squadron-Commander John Porte,

R.N., says : "The garments have just arrived, and are being

distributed to the men. List was quite correct. The men are

very lucky to have a 'Fairy Godmother' to look after them,

thev are all very pleased with the things."

The following cash contributions are acknowledged this

week : .'Admiralty .Anti-Aircraft Section (2nd contrib.), ;^3i 6s. ;

Miss Newton and Miss Anne Newton, J:^6 ; the English Sew-

ing Cotton Co., Manchester, Mrs. Rathbone, \ R.A.F.

War Distress Relief Fund, £1 los. ; White and Thompson (em-

ployees' 5th contrib.), 8s. ; Miss Gilchrist, los. ; Mann and

Grimmer (employees' 5th oontrib.), 8s. 6d. ; Vickers, Ltd.,

Erith (Woodworkers' nth contrib.), 6s. ; total for week,

^'49 8s. 6d.
;
grand total to date, ;^8o7 3s.

The following is a further list of contributors in kind :—

•

Mrs. Crosby, Shepherd's Bush ; Miss Hardy, Hyde
Park ; Mrs. Scott, Gillingham ; Miss Rokeby, St. Albans ; Miss

Barnes, Cobham ; Mrs. Smith, Battersea Park, S.W. ; Mrs.

Lewis White, Farnham ; Mr. Grive, Molton Street, W.
Miss Whitby, Chislet Road, N.W. ; Miss Neate, Hayling

Island ; Mr. Pawson, Watlington ; Mrs. Spence, Bayswater,

W. ; Miss Mills, Gravesend ; Miss Pratt, Chelsea, S.W. ;
Mrs.

Biddle, Seaton ; Mrs. Macpherson, Eastbourne ; Mrs. Masthoff,

Guildford; Mr. A. G. Duff', Tewkesbury; Miss Moccata, Tor-

quay ; Miss Cave, Streatham Common ; Mrs. Hicks, Colwyn

Bay ; Mrs. Higgin, Belfast ; Mrs. Gardner, East Sheen, S.W. ;

Miss D. Morgan, Harrington Gardens, S.W. ; Dow. Lady
Tankerville, Tonbridge ; Mrs. Young, Kilburn, N.W. ;

Mrs.

Lewis, Eastbourne ; Miss Ward, Cheltenham ; Miss Eve, Ken-

sington, W. ; Contessa di' Chanaz, Glasgow; Mrs. Stern,

Whitwell ; Miss Pindbut, Southsea ; Mrs. Warr, Bath ;
Mrs.

Semers, Donnybrook, Dublin ; Mrs. Clements, Wallington ;

Mrs. Bridger, Richmond ; Miss Agar, Surbiton ; Rev. A. Mor-

gan, St. Leonards-on-Sea ; Miss Hardy, Bath
;
Lady Beatrice

Pretyman, Ipswich ; Mrs. Hearty, Falmouth ; Miss Young,
Carisbrooke.

L>tham Needlework Guild (per Mrs. Fair), Lytham ; Mrs.

Poyser, Stockport ; Mrs. CJark, Maidstone ; Miss Sebastian,
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Battersea Park, S.W. ; Miss Rose, Instow ; Miss Pow, Arun-
dell

;
Mrs. Rust, Sohan ; Mr. C. Louch, Totton ; Mrs. Oldfield,

Oldham ; Mrs. Lett, Forrock
; Mrs. Addie, Richmond

; Miss
Leal, Lower Clapton, N.E. ; Mr. B. C. Cooper, Adelphi, ^^'.C.

;

"H.," Cheshunt
; Mrs. Lowe, St. Albans; Mrs. Brett, Ken-

sington, W.
;
Mrs. Simpson, Dovcrcourt

; Mrs. Brown, Peter-
borough

; Miss Milncs, Bradford; Miss King, Brockley, S.E.
;

Mrs. Running, Calne
;
Lady Philipps, Eaton Square, S.W.

;

Mrs. de Simonds, Basingstoke
; Miss Berry, \'\'itton-le-\^Var

;

Mrs. Edmonston, Keswick ; Mrs. Barling, Oxford ; Mrs. Hor-
ton, Beckenham

; Mrs. Belf.ord, Dawlish ; Mrs. Smith, Weston-
super-Mare ; Mrs. Douglas, Addingham

; The Primrose League
Oxford.

Miss Morrison, Bickley, Kent'; Miss Woohvard, Tunbridge
Wells ; Miss Bostock, Tunbridge Wells ; Mrs. Davidson

; Miss
Bulbeck, Warwick Square, S.W. ; Mrs. Midgeley, Stockport

;

Mrs. Dobell (2 cons.), Sidmouth
;
Captain and Mrs. Halahan!

.Admiralty
;
Mrs. Peach, Bournemouth

; Miss Tavlor, \A'ands-
worth Common.

The Aluminium Firm.
Among the firms who find themselves thoroughly busy

owing to the war, thanks to their having achieveH a reputa-
tion for good work, is that of Mr. R. W. Coan, 219, Goswell
Road, E.C. It has long been a proverb, as well as an adver-
tisement, that "Coan Casts Clean Crank Cases," and that as
practical workers in pure aluminium, as well as aluminium
alloys, his men are not surpassed by anybody in the trade. In
quite the earliest days of aviation Mr. Coan was foresighted
enough to begin to take an interest in aviation work, and as
a natural result he now has plenty to do in this direction.

Naturally, at this time the particular nature of his work
cannot be specified, but he is making a quantity of castings
for various Government establishments, and apart from these
he has had the job of turning out the crank cases of the new
i2-cy!inder Green engine, which is likely to bo the most
powerful aero engine yet produced in this cotmtry.

An Essential Guide.
Anyone who has to find their way about London in connec-

tion with motors, will find an indispensable aid in "Warren's
Map Guide to the London Motor, Motor Cycle and Cycle
Trade," produced by Carpenter and Warren, Ltd., Bank Build-

ings, Kingsway, W.C. It is not only the most comprehensive
directory of these trades that has ever been produced, but it is

by far the most ingenious.

London is cut up into a series of squares, each of which is

printed as a separate map, and opposite these maps are printed
the names of anybody in the above-mentioned trades who is

located in that section. In this way, if a traveller by car has a

breakdown in any portion of London, and happens to have one
of these books with him, he has only to turn up the particular

.map which includes the place where he happens to be, and he

can at once find out the nearest garage. In each section the

names are arranged alphabetically, and there is also an alpha-

S'.etical index to the whole of the streets.

Also the book includes a complete guide to London, and one
map gives what, so far as one can recollect, has ne\'er been

given before, namely, the exact position of all the clubs in

"Clubland." Also it contains a complete street " directorv of

over 8,000 streets, itself of the greatest use to motorists, as

well as to people actually concerned in the trade. A colossal

amount of work must have been put into the Ixxjk to bring it

to its present state of comprehensive perfection, and one feds

sure that Mr. Warren's enterprise in producing it will meet
with its due reward.

What the Palmer Cord Aero Tyre stands. Showing its safety

in side drift landings.

School and Weather Reports.
Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs. Fri. Sat. Sun.

Hendon Fine Fair Snow Fair Fine Choppy Windy

East Coast ... Fine Fine
Snow

& Wind Fine Fine Windy Very
Windy

South Coast ..

Lake District

Rainy

Fine

Show'v

Fine

Dull
Fine

Windy

Wet a.m

Fine,p in,

Windy

Fine

Fine

Fine
' Haif
Gale

Windy

Sleet

Hendon.

—

At tiib Gr.4hame=White School.—Instructors :

Messrs. Manton, Russell and Winter. Pupils with instr. :

Prob. Fit. Sub-Lie\its. Everett, Feeney, Ferrand, Hands, Hood
and Morrison. Strts alone : Prob. Fit. Sub-Lieuts. Dunn, Fer-

rand, Johnson, Reid, ToUemache and Morrison. 8's or circs

alone : Prob. Fit. Sub-Lieuts. Irving, Cain. Prob. Fit. Sub-

Lieut. Reid half circuits. Machines : 4 Grahame-Whites.

.'\t the Ruffy-Baumann School.—Instructors : Messrs. E.

Baumann and James Brothers. Pupils with instr. : E. Bau-

m.inn on 60 Caudron, Mr. Hydon (10 mins.), Mr. Blandy (20),

Mr. King (33), Mr. Kenworthy (20) ; strts. or rolling alone,

Mr. Jackson (15). Messrs. King and Kenworthy getting on

\ery well, soon ready for solo flights on 45 Caudron. Machines :

(yi and 41^ Caudrons.
At tiik Lo.vdon anb PRoviNciAt, Aviation ("o.'s School.—

Inslrs : Messrs. Warren .ind Smil' s. Pupils sirls or rolling :

The Improved WARREN
As supplied to the War Office and Admiralty.

Sole Proprietors—

Tautz & Co.,
THE ENGLISH FIRM,

12, Grafton St., New Bond St., LONDON, W.

Don't wait until you have an accident.

SAFETY HELMET
The best before, is now the last word

in Aviation Safety Helmets.

THE MOST IMPORTANT PART OF AN
AVIATOR'S EQUIPMENT

Investigate its MERITS NOW.
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Messrs. P. A. Watson and V. E. Fanning (new pupil), M.
Deschamps (new pupil), E. C. England Derwin. S's or circs :

Messrs. J. H. Moore and F. H. Lincoln, G. W. Bransby

Williams (extra practice), J. Noakes (extra practice). Machines :

2 L. and P. biplanes.

At the H.4LL Flying School.—Instr. r Mr. J. L. Halt.

Pupils : Messrs. A. Davy, McConnochie, Furlong, Lt. Hlyth ;

solo practice with full control of machine- Mr. A. Davy i hour

strts, Mr. McConnochie, good circuits and S's preparatory for

certificate. Machines : 3 -Hall tractor biplanes of graduated

ih.p. for easy training.

At the B'eatty School.— fnstrs. : Messrs. Geo. W. Beatty,

W. Roche-Kelly and C. Prodger. Pupils with inst. : Messrs.

A Gordon Bond, B,. de Meza,'.\. G. Hayward, V. E. Faning,

Gerrit Forbes, H. H. Bright, R. F. Laver, J. H. Vickers and

Y.' K. Leong. Machines : Beatty biplanes with controls ar-

ranged in duplicate.

Windermere.

—

At the Northern .Aircraft Co.'s School.—
Instr. : Mr. W. Row land Ding. Pupils with instr. on machine :

Messrs. G. S. Railton (15 min), A. Johnson (18), R. Buck (15),

S. ij. Sibley (13), P. D. Robinson (17). R. O. Lashmar (taking

extra practice) on N.A.C. biplane, N.A.C. pusher mono and

.'\vro biplane. Machines : N.A.C. 50 Gnome propeller biplane,

N.A.C. Avro, 50 Gnome, tractor biplane
;
pusher, 80 Gnome,

mono. New students: Lieut. L. L. Atherton, R.N., Messrs.

F H. M. Macintyre, and J. F. Ridgeway. P. D. Robinson

(extra practice), J. L*. Parker (extra practice). Mr Rowland

Ding took the So li.p. mono up 10 2,000 for test and finished

with a pretty spir.il.

WOOD FOR ALL PARTS OF AEROPLANES
Machined to your Sizes or Sections.

Best Quality Silver Spruce, Ash, Walnut, 3-pIy etc.

W. G. EVANS & SONS,
WILLIAMS MEWS, STANHOPE STREET.
EUSTON ROAD. LONDON, N.W.

Phone : Museum 2458.

EMAILLIT
THE PREMIER DOPE
British Manufactured

"AS TIGHT AS A DRUM."

As adopted by H .M. Government and

all the leading Manufacturers.

TheBRITISH EMAILLITE Co., Ltd.

30 Regent Street, Piccadilly, S.W.

Phone, 380 Geryard. Wire, Santochimo, London

Take a Seaplane certifi-

cate. It is of infinitely

more value to you, as

you can then handle any

type of machine, and

doubles your chances of

future usefulness.

SEND FOR OUR BOOKLET,
POST FREE.

THE
NORTHERN AIRCRAFT Co., Ltd.

Bowness-on-Windermere.

'Phone—114 Windermere.

Wire—" Aircraft, Windermere

CELLON
THE DOPE OF PROVED EFFICIENCY.

CELLON, LTD., 17, OLD BROAD STREET, E.G. Telegrams: " Ajawb London." Telephone: 5359 London Wall.

MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS
All advertisements for this column should arrive at this

office by 6 p.m. MONDAY to ensure insertion.

For the convenience of Advertisers, replies can be received at

the office of "THE AEROPLANE," 166, Piccadilly, W.

Special PREPAID Rate—18 words 1/6; Situations Wanted
ONLY— 18 words 1/-. id. per word after.

PATENTS.
PATENTS. Instructive leaflet free from STANLEY,

POPPLEWELL & CO., Chartered Patent Agents, 38,

Chancery Lane, W.C.

HOW TO TAKE OUT PATENTS IN ENGLAND AND
ABROAD." (By Arthur E. Edwards, F.C.I.P.A.) 2S.

post free.

—

Arthur Edwards & Co., Ltd., Patent Agents and
Consulting Engineers, Chancery Lane Station Ctiambers,
W.C. 'Phone 4536 Holborn.

AEROPLANE Makers and Inventors. Prepare now for

trade revival by protecting new ideas. Particulars and
advice free.—King's Patent Agency, Ltd., 165, Queen Victoria
Street, London.

1^ HE Proprietor of British Patent, No. 14,240, of 1911, relat-

ing to "Improvements in Aeronautical Machines" desires
to enter into negotiations with one or more firms in Great
Britain for the sale of the patent rights, or for the grant of

licenses to manufacture under royalty.— Inquiries to be ad-
dressed to D. Young and Co., Patent Agents, 11 and 12,

.Southampton Buildings, London, W.C.
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TUITION.

THE

Grahame - White
SCHOOL

OF

FLYING
HENDON,

N.W.

THE GRAHAME - WHITE
AVIATION CO., LTD., Aero-

nautical Engineers and Cnnstruclors

.

Proprietors of THE LONDON
AERODROME. HENDON. N. IV.

Telegrams : "Volplane, Hyite. Loniton."
Telephone : ISO Kingsbury (4 lines.)

IVest End Offices :

32. REGENT St., LO.VDON, W.
Teleginms: "Claudigiam, I'iccy.,

London.''^

Telephone : Ui3 Regent.

London and Provincial
aviation co.

SCHOOL OF FLYING
The Aerodrome, Hendon, N.W.

Leara to fly at our School on new and up-to-date machines. We teach

you to control the machine yourself and develop your own individu-

ality. Our instructors have had years of experience and we guarantee
satisfaction. Enquiries welcomed. Phone: Kingsbury 102

THE RUFFY-BAUMANN SCHOOL
OF FLYING, HENDON.

Manager-chieS Instructor—EDOUARD BAUMANN.
Instructors-

Messrs. HERBERT JAMES, HOWARD JAMES.
Pupils taught on dual control 60 h p. Gnome Caudron

Machines: completing tuition on 45 h.p. Anzani, taking

certificate on 50 h.p. Gnome. All Tractor Machines,
quickest and most thorough tuition.

Trial lesson- £2 2s.

Office and Works

—

3-4 KENDALL'S MEWS, PORTMAN SQUARE, W.
Phone—Padd. 5048.

SITUATIONS VACANT.

W.ANTED at once, First Class .Acroplanr I'rupi'lli-r Maker.

Only experienced men need apph .—.Short Brohi., Aero-

plane Works, Eastchurch, Isfe of Sheppey.

DR.AUGHT.SMEN required wiMi good e.xperienci- of aero-

plane detail work, engine mountings, clip>, etc. Also

Tracers, preferably with aeroplane e.xperience.—-Stair age, ex-

perience, salarv required.— Handle\ P.ige, Lffl., 110, Crirkl'-

wood I.aiie, N.\\".

SITUATION WANTED.
IXPERlENfED and successful designer of ae'iiiplanrs .n

seaplanes extensively used on active service desin

change.—Box (125, c/o 'I'mk .\kkoi'I, \ni:, ibii, Piccadilly, W .

ENGINES.
loo-H.P. Gnome, Rhone or Clerget engines; new
second-hand ; wanted at once

;
good prices given.

—

State fullest particulars. Box 627, TiiK .XiJiOPL.'VNi;, 166, Picca-

dillv, W.

OA and i(

Ovy or sec

PROPELLERS.
CHAUVIERE'S famous Integral Propellers hold all records;

used by all leading aviators. The best.—Sole proprietors

for Great Britain and Colonies, The Integral Propiller Co.,

Ltd., IB. Elthorne Road, Upper Holloway, N. Telephone

:

Hornsey 3345. Telegrams: "Aviprop (Upholl), London."

PHOTOGRAPHS.
PILOT PORTRAITS
The F N B Series of Copy-
rigi. . Pilot Portraits includes
all tne most notable Pilots ofCOPyRCKT SERIES

the Flying World. Unmounted, post free, Sizes 12 by 10 in.,

2s. 6d. ; 8 by C in., is. 6d, : 6 by 4 in., is. 2d. Mention The
Aeroplane and write for NEW LIST of 350 pilots.

F. IV. BIRIiKTT
97 PERCY ROAD, SHEPHERD'S BUSH. LONDON, W.

WE HAVE THE MEN OF THE MOMENT.

MACHINES.
DUNNE PATENT SAFETY AEROPLANES, single and

two-seater types, mono or biplane.

—

The Blair Atholl
Aeroplane Syndicate, Ltd., i, Queen Victoria Street,

London. Tel. 834 Bank.

CARS FOR SALE.
/j A -50-11. p. Melallurgique j-seater Coupe, with double

T:V/ dickey ; all new lyres ; 2 spare wheels ; accessories
;

^,300 ;
exchanges.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting. 100 other

cars in stock, from ^.'25 upwards. Write for illustr.ited cata-
logue.

^3ISCELLANE0US.
BOARD RESIDENCE at HENDON.—The Airmen's Hotne

from Home is "HATHERLEY," facing entrance to

Aerodrome. Excellent cuisine. .Strict cleanliness. Electric

light. Moderate terms. Highly recommended ,

H.VRDWOOD for Aeroplanes. .Specially selected, air-dried

timber as supplied to leading constructors in Britain and
the Continent. Silver Spruce, .\sh, Poplar; Hickory and Ash
Skids

;
Threeply

;
Thin Cedar and Mahogany for F"loats ; Wal-

nut for Pro]>ellers.—William Malli.nson and Sons, Ltd., H.ick-

ney Road. 'Phone, 3854 Central; 4770 Wall,

AVIATOR'S MASK
INVENTED AND PATENTED h\

LAMS GUSTAVE, 87, Long Acre, W.C.
Comfortable to wear, easy to adjust, well ventilated,

mouth free
; a protection against cold, wind and rain

.

Price £1 1s.

LUNCH, TEA, or SUP at-
'* THE AERO RESTAURANT."

(Just outside the gates cf the Hendon Aerodrome.)
Fretty Tea-Gardens, witti awnines, for fine weattier.- Glass-side

" Sun-Parlour" for cold weather.

Best of Food, well cooked and neatly served.
Lunch from Is. 6d. Tea from 6d.

Trade - IMEI^DINB Mark.

LIQUID SCOTCH GLUE
; ^ Ready for use a't once.

USED BY THE LEADING! AEROPLANE CONSTRUCTORS.
MOISTURE PROOF.

U'Hlt /or /'nVv hist mid Piirtli-iilnrn—

MENDINE CO,., g, Artftur'Slrtfet, London Bridge, E.G. ,
-

'

MODELS.
T. W. K. CLARKE <& CO.,
HAMPTON WICK, MIDDLESEX.

Supply British Built Model Aeroplanes, and all Accessories
for making. Se7id stamp for Lists.

MCI Compressed Air Motors for Model Aeroplanes

• 0»V7» Twin cylinders; weight, 2^ ozs.
;
price, 6s. 6d

Air container for above engine
;
weight, 8 ozs.

;
price, 6s. 6d

We stock everything for models. Send Stamp for catalogue
—Murray, Son, and Co., 387a, High Road, High Cross, Tot
tenham, N.
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The Sopwith Aviation Co., Ltd.
CONTRACTORS TO THE ADMIRALTY AND WAR OFFICE

Offices and Works KINGSTON-ON-THAMES

Telephone: Telegrams:

1777 and 1343 Kingston. " Sopwithi Kingston."

=niiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim

CONTRACTORS TO THE ADMIRALTY

SHORT BROTHERS,
AEROPLANE WORKS

AND

FLYING GROUNDS—
EASTCHURCH, ISLE OF SHEPPEY.

Telephone:—g, Minster-on-Sea. Telegraphic Address:

—

"Flight, Eastchdrch.

Printed for The Aeroplane and General Publishing Company, Limited, by Bonner & Co., The Chancery Lane Press, Rolls-

Passage, London, E.G. ; and Published by Wu. Dawson & Sons, Limited, at Rolls House, Breams Buildings, London.
Branches in Canada, .Toronto, Montreal, and Winnipeg ; in South Africa : Cape Town, Johannesburg, and Durban.
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A British Parseval Airship on Patrol along the British Coast at X (Deleted by our own Censor). l;xcellent work is

being done by this type of vessel, for whose design we are much indebted lo our friends the enemy.
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The Next War.
There are those who would have us believe that the

present war—which we are given to understand will
begin in a week or a month or two—is to be the last
war between civilised nations. If there were such
things as civilised nations, or even if there were such
agglomerations of human beings as nations of
Christians, instead of merely Christian nations, one
might be inclined to believe these idealists. But, un-
happily, such peoples do not exist, and are not likely
to exist for many aeons of time, if indeed that most
quarrelsome of animals known as Man is even capable
of development into an angel upon Earth. Contem-
porary evidence before the war was sufficiently strong
to the contrary, except to those who led the sheltered
life, and since the war even the most wilfully blind
must surely be convinced that humanity has made no
moral progress since the days of Cain and Abel, despite
the sporadic appearance of wholly just men such as
Confucius, Marcus Aurelius, and Cardinal Newman, to
name none greater.

That being so, one may contemplate rationally, if not
with complete equanimity, the certainty of a next war
when this war is over. It may not come in our time,
it may not even come in the next generation, or it may
come within a year or two of the outbreak of Peace.
But, whenever it comes, come it will, and it is our duty
to prepare for it.

Alliances That Have Been.

Alliances are no guarantee against war. Men still

living have seen French, Turks, and British in alliance
against Russians. British and Bengalees against Pun-
jabis ; British and Punjabis against the rest of India

;

British and all Indians against Pathans ; Prussians and
Austrians against Danes ; Prussians and Danes against
Austrians

;
Germans, French, Russians, and British

against Chinese; Prussians, Germans who were Danes,
and true Germans against French; British, Turks and
Egyptians against vSoudanese ; Russians against
Japanese; vServians, Bulgarians and Greeks against
Turks ; vServians and Greeks against Bulgarians ; and
now Russians, French, British, assorted Indians, Pun-
jabis, Pathans, Nepaulese, Soudanese, Egyptians,
vServians, Belgians, and Japanese in alliance against
Prussians, true Germans, Germans who were Danes,
(Germans who were Alsatian French, Germans who
were Poles, true Austrians, Hungarians, Austrians who
were Poles, Austrians who were Italians, Austrians
who were vServians, Austrians who were Roumanians,
and Turks.
Was ever such a topsy-turvy of alliances? What

person can behold such chops and changes and still

believe in the progress of humanity, the sacredness of
treaties, or the abolition of war? The one thing to
learn is, do not be too acrimonious about your enemies
as a people, because within a few years they may be
your allies. Keep your bitter animosity for the ruling-

personage, or the ruling cabal which makes a nation
composed of individuals at least as decent as yourself
into a mass of people who are anxious to cut your
throat.

The Last of Naval Defence.

The really salient point about this war, the point
which can never be sufficiently emphasised, is,—this is

the last war in which the British Fleet on the vSea is

going to preserve the integrity of the British Isles. It

is the last war in which ships at sea will be an effective

protection against damage to inland places of military

importance. It is the last war in which ships at sea

will be able to protect our commerce and ensure our

food supplies. All of which is not to say that the Navy
will become useless, or that sea-fighting will become
extinct, but merely that the Navy will have different

work to do, with different weapons.
A clever young engineer, now an officer in the King's

vService, sketched out for me some time ago his rough
ideas for a battleship proof against mines, submarines,

and aircraft attack, and also a notion for a land-going
battleship. In due time his ideas will be developed,

someone else will get the credit for them unless he is

exceptionally lucky, and they will be of immense de-

fensive and offensive value. But the real danger of the

future to this country is the development of aircraft

abroad, and our only real safeguard is the development
of our own aircraft of such types and in such quantities

as to ensure our being able to repel any aerial invasion.
The Chosen People.

Fortunately for us this war came before aircraft had
passed that stage of development in which their use is

limited to reconnaissance, artillery control, and a mild
form of destructive raid. In all probability, if we had
had a huge conscript Army the war would not have
come till perhaps five or ten years hence, and in that

period, judging by comparative progress in the past

two years, Germany would have developed a huge fleet

of really effective aerial destroyers while we should
have been playing with small reconnaissance machines.
As it has. turned out, our fast air-scouts have been the

salvation of our Army, and the mere smallness of our
Armj^ has caused the war to come . at a period which
actually best suited our peculiar position in the scheme
of things. There is reason for the belief that we are

indeed the descendants of the lo.st Ten Tribes of the
Chosen People.

Our Mild Lessons.

Recent activities of hostile aircraft have been com-
paratively innocuous merely because of the unde-
veloped state of such weapons, but, unless we are more
blind than is even the P'nglish habit, we can learn

from them what to expect in the future. German air-

ships have dro])ped bombs inaccurately on ships at sea

and on towns ashore; (German aeroplanes have been no
more successful, for bomb-dropping is at present bound
to lack accuracy. But the ideal bomb-sighting appara-
tus may be evolved, and it is still more likely that the
airship or aeroplane which can carrv a gun of effective

calibre will be produced. Then will come a period of

real danger for these islands.

Placed as we are, we may continue to rule the sea.

We ma3'', if we have the nerve, announce that if any
otlier Power attempts to produce a Navy above one-
tliird of the size of our own, we will blow it out of the
water. Warships must be built near the sea, and so

long as we command the sea we can prevent those war-
ships from ever being launched. We might have done
just that in Germany's case twentv years ago. We can
do it again after the war, if we will.

Even if we cannot reach the places at which the ships
arc built, we can blockade their egress from those
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places at the mere expense of declaring war on the
offending nation, and so make a commercial war do the

.
work of actual attack.

A Dangerous Despot.

The case of aircraft is absolutely different. Aircraft
can be built far inland be5rond the reach of guns and
beyond the hope of blockade. Let us take a hypo-

' tlietical case, which cannot hurt the feelings of friend
or foe. vSuppose, for example, there arose in Switzer-
land a great leader of men, a combination of William
Tell, Napoleon Bonapai'te, and, say, the manager of
the Ritz, who made vSwitzerland into a first-class power
by annexing bits of the dismembered German and

^
Austrian Empires. More improbable things have hap-
pened, and will happen again.
In the case of the Helvetian Emperor taking offence

-at some action of this country,—say, our imposing a

.
protective duty on cheap watches, or tinned milk, or
waiters,—we should be powerless to attack him or his

^

people with our fleet or our army. The vSwiss Navy
would have undisputed control of its own waters and
we could not hope to engage it. Thus, if the Emperor
chose to build a huge aerial navy we should be power-
less to prevent it, unless we could induce France or
Italy to go to war for our special benefit.

Just as Zeppelins are now built on the shores of Lake
Constance, so Helvetia could build colossal airships
and aeroplanes on her own lakes, which aircraft could
make themselves actively unpleasant over all parts of
the British Isles, even when operating from their home
stations.

Future War Craft.

In five or ten years we shall have engines which will
run twice as long and give twice as much power for the
same weight of fuel and the same weight of metal.
We shall have aeroplanes which will need very much
less power to lift the same weight at the same speed.
And, consequently, we shall be able to travel much
greater distances with a greater useful load of destruc-
tive implements.

Airships will also, probably, be greatly developed.
It must be remembered that the newest Zeppelin of to-

day (perhaps about number 40 in the workshop series)

only represents about a dozen generations, or distinct
stages, of evolution, whereas the modern aeroplane
represents probably a hundred or more separate steps
forward. This is merely simple arithmetic, because it

costs something over ;£5o,ooo to build one Zeppelin,
whereas nearly a hundred different aeroplanes (bar the
engines) could be built for the same money.

The Non=Stop Aeroplane.

Russia has long led the way in experiments with
really big aeroplanes, and lately Italy has been trend-
ing in the same direction, but as yet neither has pro-
duced a definitely assured success. Still, the results

have been encouraging.
Some time ago a foreign aviator who had been con-

cerned in certain of these experiments enunciated a

theory which seems worth considering. His idea was
that the evolution of the big aeroplane would abolish
the seaplane. He argued that with a multiplicity of

engines, half of which could be stopped at a time with-
out the machine being forced to descend, there would
he no need to come down on the water at all. The big
craft woiild go from port to port with more than the
certainty of an ocean liner, and short of a collision in

the air there could be no reason for an involuntarj^
descent. Therefore there could be no reason for lugging
about vast floats, or a boat hull, which did no work
when in the air. For use in uncivilised parts of the
world,—he unkindly cited the United States as an in-

stance,—he admitted the utility of the flying-boat be-

cause of its ability to use big water areas as alighting
places, but wherever air-lines between cities only 1,000
miles or so apart were established, he held that land-
ing-grounds sufficed. Even for trans-Atlantic liners

he believed that land-going machines, launched from a

trolley, and landing on simple skids, would be more
efiicient and effective.

Air Versus Sea Fleets.

When one realises the arrival in the quite near future
of aeroplanes of 1,000 h.p. or more, one sees easily that
we are already in sight of aircraft of considerable de-
structive power, against which our Fleet at Sea will be
powerless to protect us, for though such aircraft could
certainly be brought down by naval guns at any height
they could possibl}^ reach, there is no probability of

aeroplanes ever coming within horizontal range. With
their enormous range of vision, and big excess of speed
over any sea-going craft, they could easily circum-
navigate any fleet. Also they could avoid any points
along the coast protected by anti-aircraft guns, for no
nation is likelj^ to set up a complete hedge of guns
along its frontiers. Moreover, if such a hedge were set

up, an aeroplane on a favouring wind would only be
within range for a few seconds as it passed overhead.

Therefore, as a logical sequence, one sees that only
one form of defence is possible, namely, a thoroughly
adequate aerial defence force, one which is strong
enough for defensive attack.

Humanitarian Cant.

In the next war there will be no nonsense about
"zones of military operations," "open and undefended
towns," and so forth. It will be recognised that eyery
town and every village all over any country at war is

either a training place or a billet for troops. The
futility and hypocrisy of Hague Conventions and De-
clarations of Loudon, and so forth, will be honestl}-
admitted. There will be no question of combatants and
non-combatants. Two nations will be at war, and there
will be an end of argument. Natural chivalry as be-
tween man and man, or man and woman, may, as in
any savage country and in all ages, prevent in some
degree the grosser forms of outrage or brutality, but
the folly of trying to make rules for war may well be
recognised.

In those days aircraft will hasten the end of war,
instead of, as at present, merely producing a dead-lock
between combatant land forces. Bombarding aircraft

will find a mark wherever they may be over hostile
territory, and they will only be kept away by superior
forces of defensive aircraft.

Therefore we must set to work in earnest to develop
our aircraft industry, for we shall need our small fast

scouts as at present, our slower and more stable recon-
naissance machines, and, in addition, our huge, armed
and armoured, multi-engined, long-distance offensive
aircraft, all of which will be needed to repel attack and
the last-named particularly to invade hostile territory.

Now is not the time to experiment on a large scale,

though we in this country' can afford to experiment to

some extent better than our enemies or our Allies. We
must concentrate our energies on increasing the out-

put of the types we know to be effective. But we shall

do well to look the future fairly in the face, and make
up our minds to what is in store for us.

Service Developments.

The Flying Services of to-daj^ are mere trifles com-
pared with what they must be in the future. If every
officer now appointed to a temporary commission in the
R.N.A.vS. and R.F.C. justifies his appointment and is

retained in the vServices after surviving the war, there
will still be too few to command all the new flights and
squadrons vv'hich must be formed when the war is

over and we have time to set about organising Naval
and Military Aeronautics on a sound footing.

When one thinks of the work it will have to do, it is

obvious that the personnel of the R.N.A.vS. alone will

have to be as numerous as that of the existing Navy,
and, if we have the sense to reorganise our Army on a
proper basis, the R.F.C. will probably be as large as

the old Expeditionary Force.

The aircraft industry must increase in size propor-
tionately, and firms which are now gingerly essaying
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to establish an aircraft department will find ere long
that the aircraft department is absorbing the rest of

the firm. There will, of course, be ups and downs,
booms and skimps, firms will die and new firms will

arise, but the aircraft industry as a whole will grow
enormously, for there will also be a great commercial
and sporting side to be worked upon.

The Greatest Locomotion Industry.

Be it remembered that the aircraft of the future will

range in size a:id price all the way from a small simple
aeroplane, comparable to a motor-c>'cle or cycle-car,

right through various medium-sized passenger and mail
carriers of the touring car or motor lorry class—which
is about where the motor industry ends.—up to enor-

mous air liners and fighting craft of such size that they

can only be tackled by ship-building yards. In uo
other branch of engineering is there such a range of

sizes and such scope, for even in marine engineering,
which ranges from a dingy with a single-cylinder
engine stuck on the rudder-post, up to the "Olympic"
and the "Queen Elizabeth," the manufacturer is con-
fined to water areas, just as the automobile and loco-
motive industry is confined to land, whereas aircraft
cover land and water alike.

When one looks only a little way ahead, as I have
ventured to do, the future development of aircraft in
war and peace alike seems almost of staggering dimen-
sions, but amidst all these brilliant prospects let us
remember that wars will never cease, and that the best
safeguard of peace is preparation for war.—C. G. G.

R.A.F. Methods.
The methods adopted by the ruling clique at the Royal

Aircraft Factory to aggrandise itself at the expense of other

people have frequently been exposed in this paper, and it has

been proved beyond dispute how these methods, with those of

other allied forces forming the Government Mutual Admiration

Society, have hindered the progress of aeroplane and aero-

engine design in this country, and consequently affected dele-

teriously the equipment of the Royal Flying Corps before the

war. When war broke out it was hoped that petty jealousy of

outside manufacturers might be buried, and that all might
work together for tlie good of the Services

;
but, unhappily,

the old policy of ' the civilian officials still continued, and it

was necessary for this paper to continue to criticise the sins

of omission and commission of these officials.

Apparently some of the criticism has gone homo, for the

latest report from friends in the enem\ 's camp is that it is

the intention of the ruling clique to endeavour to get this paper

suppressed under the Defence of the Realm .Act, or some such

recent enactment, on tlie grounds that its criticism of the

R.A.F. is calculated to undermine the confidence of the people

of the said realm in its defensive forces, or some such specious

argument.
Political pull may be used in various ways, of course, but it

is a game at which two can play, and one awaits developments

with equanimity. In warfare there are unpleasant things

known as masked batteries, whicli are not used till they are

really needed to repel a serious attack on an important posi-

tion. Anyhow, if such action as that mentioned above is

seriously contemplated, it is a subtle compliment both to the

efficiency and effectiveness of this paper, and rather a good

advertisement for it among those in the Services and in the

aircraft industry who do not love the R.A.F.

Talking of advertisements, another method of attack has

recently been disclosed which is eminently characteristic of

the people concerned. A certain manufacturing firm which
had been doing business with the R.A.F. decided to seek a

wider market—that is to say, among the "Trade," so regu-

larly contemned by the Press agent of the R.A.F". The firm

in question was definitely advised by the R.A.F. people to

advertise its wares in a paper other than this. In other cases

it seems that firms have been advised to stop advertising in

The Aeroplane if they want to do business with the R.A.F.
In a country which prides itself on its free and independent

Press it is instructive to think that if one chooses to be sufli-

ciently servile one may be able to engage the services of a

Government department as an advertisement canvasser.

The methods indicated as being used against this paper
suggest rather those of the Irish American or the German
Jew than those of either the British sportsman or the English

business-man. How-e\er, in its light for better and more
plentiful equipment for the Flying Services The Aeroplane
is quite prepared to meet attacks by those who are most
severely toudied by its criticism.

Meantime, it is interesting to note that the R.A.F. has

succeeded in raising the speed and climb of one of 'the in-

herently stable machines to only a little less than that of the

best of the "trade" designed machines by putting in a big

engine and using the stripped chassis, but not streamlined

wires. Whether it is fit for use with such a chassis, or whether
the engine in question will stand up lo continued use, is a

matter still to be proved, as also is the question as to whether
the aeroplane will stand up to the engine ; but presumably the

A.I.D. will see that only R.A.F. pilots are used to find out

the answer. Meantime, one becomes still more interested to

know what several first-class "Trade" machines would do with

stripped chassis and big engines, provided, of course, the

R.A.F. is not permitted to "corner" ihe best and biggest

engines for its own purposes.—C. G G

A GERMAN SBAPI.ANE.—One of the Zeppelin Company's pusher biplanes built at Friedrichshafen.
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Naval and hiilitary Aeronautics.
GREAT BRITVIN.

From the "London Gazette," March 2rid, 1915.

Admiralty, February 25TH.
ROYAL NAVAL AIR SERVICE.—The undermentioned

gentleman has been granted a temporary commission as
squadron commander : A. Ogilvie. Dated February 19th, 1915.

War Office, March 2nd.
REGULAR FORCES.—Commands and Staff.—The under-

mentioned appointments are made :

—

Quartermaster-General's Staff. — Deputy Assistant
Quartermaster-General—Major J. T. Dreyer, Royal Artillery,

from a^deputy assistant director at the War Office. Dated
February 19th, 1915. (Substituted for the notification which
appeared in the "Gazette" of February 2nd, 1915.)

* * *'

\ third Supplement to the "London Gazette" of March 2nd,
published on March 3rd, contains the following military
appointments :—

Vi'ar Office, March 3rd.
REGUL.AR FORCES.

—

Establishments.—Royal Flying
Corps.—^Military Wing.—The undermentioned appointment is

made :

—

Equipment Officer.—Second Lieutenant R. H. Collier,

Special Reserve, and to be temporary captain, vice Temporary
Captain F. C. Jenkins, Special Reserve. Dated February i6th,

1915-

Supplementary to Regular Corps.—Royal Flying Corps—
Military Wing.—The probationary appointments of the under-
mentioned second lieutenants are cancelled : R. C. Freeman.
Dated February 4th, 1915 M. V. Morgan. Dated February
'13th, 1915.

Second Lieutenant (on probation) C. C. ^^'igram is confirnv il

in his rank.

L. W. Yule to be second lieutenant (on probation). Dated
September 17th, 1914, but not to carry pay or allowances prior
to December 23rd, 1914.

H. R. Nicholl to be second lieutenant (on probation). Dated
Februai-y i6tih, 1915.

* *

From the "London Gazette," March 5th, 1915.

War Office, March 5th, 1915.
REGUL.AR FORCES.

—

Supplementary to Regular Corps.—Royal Flying Corps.— Military Wing.—The under-
mentioned second lieutenants (on probation) are confitimed in

their rank : J. J. Hammond and F. W. Goodden.
C. D. Fuller to be second lieutenant (on probation). Dated

January 28th, 1915.
* »

A Supplement to the "London Gazette" of March 5th, pub-
lished on March 6th, contains the following military appoint-

ment :—

•

^^'AR Office, March 6th.
REGULAR FORCES.

—

Establishments.—Royal Flying
Corps.—Military Wing.—The undermentioned appointment is

made :—
Flying Officer—Lieutenant Colonel Sir B. B. M. Leighton,

Bart., Territorial Force Reserve, from the Reserve. Dated
February 5th, 1915.

• • *

.A Second Supplement to the "I^ondon Gazette" of March
5th, published on March 8th, contains the following :

—

War Office, March Sth.
REGUL.\R FORCES.

—

Establishments.—Royai. Flying
Corps (Military Wing).—The undermentioned appointment is

made :

—

Equipment Officer—Lieutenant (temporary Captain) J. Valen-
tine, Special Reserve, a flying officer. Dated February Sth,

iqij.

NAVAL.
The following appointment was announced it the Admiralty

on March 3rd :

—

Royal Naval Reserve.—Acting Sub-Lieutenant L. H. Hard-
staff, transferred to the Royal Naval Air Service as probationary

sub-lieutenant, and appointed to the "President," additional,

for Royal Naval Air Service, to date February 3rd.
* * *

The following appointment was annoLinced by ihe .Admiralty

on March 6th :
—

Royal Naval Air Service.—Mr. T. C. Vernon, entered as

piobationary flight sub-lieutenant, and appointed the "Presi-

dent," additional, for Royal Naval Air Service, to date March

* * *

I'he following appointment was .uinounced by the .Admiralty

on March Sth :

—

Royal Naval Air Service.—Mr. R. G. Mack entered as

probationary flight sub-lieutenant, and appointed to the "Presi-

dent," for Royal Naval Air Service, to date March 6l)h.

* * *

The Secretary of the Admiralty made the following announce-

ment on March 4th :
—

The operations in the Dardanelles were resumed at 1

1

o'clock last Monday morning (March ist), when his Majesty's

ships "Triumph," "Ocean," and "Albion" entered the

.Straits and attacked Fort No. 8 and the batteries at White
Cliff. . . .

An air reconnaissance made by naval seaplanes in the

evening reported that several new gim positions had been
prepared by the enemy, but that no guns had been erected

in them.

The seaplanes also located a line of surface mines. Dur-
ing Monday night a force of mine-swee]jers, covered by de-

stroyers, swept within • a mile and a half of Cape Kephez,
and their work, which was carried out -ander fire, is re-

ported to have been excellent.

.A further report received states that yesterday (Tuesday,

March 2nd) the "Canopus," " Swiftsure, " and "Cornwallis"
engaged Fort No. 8. . . .Seaplane reconnaissance was im-

possible on account of the weather. . . .

» «

The Secretary of the .Admiralty made the following announce-
ment on March 6th :

—

Further reports have now been received (rom A'ice-.Admiral

Garden on the operations of March 3rd and subsequent days.

No action was possible on the 3rd till 2 p.m., when,
although the weather was still unfavourable, "Irresistible,"

".Albion," "Prince George," and "Triumph" resumed the

attack on Fort Dardanus (E). ... A useful seaplane recon-

naissance located several encampments and two permanent
batteries.

On March 4th the weather became fine, and the sweeping
rmd bombarding operations within the .Straits continued

steadily. Meanwhile demolition parties, covered by detach-

ments of the Marine Brigade of the Royal Naval Division,

were landed at Kum Kali and Seddul Bahr to continue the

clearance of the ground at the entrance to the .Straits.

]It is probable that officers of the R.N..A.S. may be heard of

in connection with the movement of Mr. Churchill's Army
indicated in the latter paragraph.— -Ed.

|

* »

The Secretary to the Admiralty made the following announce-

ment on March 8th :

—

The operations against the Dard.anelles are progressing,

favoured bv fine weather. . . .

Owing to the importance of locating the concealed guns
the seaplanes have had to fly very low on occasions. On
the 4th instant a seaplane (pilot Flight-Lieut. Garnett,

observer Lieut.-Commander Williamson) became unstable and

nose-dived into the sea, both officers being injured. Flight-

Lieutenant Douglas, reconnoitring at close quarters in

another seaplane, was wounded, but managed to return safely.

On the 5th, seaplane No. 172 (pilot Flight-Lieut. Bromet,

with Lieut. B'rown) was hit no fewer than twenty-eight times

and seaplane No. 7 (pilot Flight-Lieut^ Kershaw, with Petty

Officer Merchant) eig'ht times in locating concealed positions.

The ".Ark Royal" is equipped with every appliance necessary
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for the repair and maintenance of the numerous aircraft she

carries.

["Became unstable" is rather a pretty euphemism. One
wishes the officers a quiclc recovery of hygienic equilibrium.

—

Ed.]
« * *

The Secretary of the Admiralty made the following announce-
ment on March Sth :

—

Wing Commander Longmore reports tihat an air attack

on Ostend was carried out yesterday afternoon by six aero-

planes of the Naval Wing. Of these, two had to return

owing to the petrol freezing.

The remainder reached Ostend and dropped 1 1 bombs on
the submarine repair base and 4 bombs on tlie Kursaal, the

headquarters of the military.

All machines and pilots returned.

It is probable that considerable damage was done. No
submarines were seen in the basin.

The attack was carried out in a fresh N.N.W. wind

* * *

In the dispatch received at the Admiralty on March 3rd from
Vice-Admiral Sir David Beatty, K.C.B., M.V.O., D.S.O.,

commanding the First Battle Cruiser Squadron, dated H.M.S.
"Princess Royal," February 2nd, and reporting the action in

the North Sea on Sunday, January 24th, the following passage
occurs relating to aircraft :—I boarded and hoisted my flag in

"Princess Royal" at about 12.20 p.m., when Captain Brock
acquainted me of what had occurred since the "Lion" fell out

of the line. . . . He also informed me that a Zeppelin and a

seaplane had endeavoured to drop bombs on the vessels which
went to the rescue of the survivor.-; of "Bliicher."

* * *

The Press Bureau issued the following on March 4th :
—

'With reference to statements which have appeared in some
newspapers, the Secretary of the Admiralty announces that

Commander Samson, R.N., is in command of armoured cars,

aeroplanes etc., on the Continent, and that the officer in com-
mand of all British armoured trains is Commander A. Scott

Littlejohns, R.N."
* * *

The detachment of the R.N.A.S. abroad will note with inte-

rest that the Bishop of London dedicated the first of the Church
Army bar-cars on March 3rd at Grosvenor Square. The bar-

cars are to provide refreshments to the troops abroad, and
Prebendary Carlile said that it was intended to provide a bar-

ca"- for the "naval air section" as soon as possible. The Bi >

said that the troops were always exposed to the temptation of

drink, and these bar-cars were to provide them with some-
thing that would counteract the influence of the canteen.

[Apparently, the ecclesiastical view is that our Army does

worse than merely swear terribly in Flanders, according to

the historic precedent. One may note, however, that a huge
fortune still 'awaits the man who can invent a teetotal drink
which is worth drinking.—Ed.]

* * *

A telegram from Dundee to the "Times" states that the

Glasgow steamer, "Dalblair," carrying a cargo of jute for

Calcutta, on arrival at that port—[Query, which port?—;Ed.]

—

reported that when off the Essex coast the ship was attacked by

cwo aeroplanes. The captain states that both aeroplanes were
yellow in colour and had the curved wings of the Taube type.

Several bombs were dropped by the aircraft, but none struck

the vessel, which continued Iier voyage without further adven-

ture.

Another 'account says that the ship shrieked for assistance,

with her siren, and the assailants then ran away. It also

says that the ship arrived at Dundee from Calcutta.

The Grimsby correspondent of the "Daily Telegraph" re-

ports on March 3rd :
—"An oil tank steamer, carrying a large

cargo of oil fuel, arrived in the Humber, after a most exciting

voyage. Whilst the vessel was between Yarmouth and Spurn
Head an enemy aeroplane was sighted in pursuit, and upon
coming within easy distance the pilot brought the airship (sic)

to a low altitude, and then as it circled over the steamer three

bombs were dropped.

"Simultaneously with the attempted destruction of tlie vessel
the captain rapidly altered its course, the result being that the
three bombs, which were tlirown in rapid succession, missed
the ship and fell into the sea. The aviator then flew in an
opposite direction. It is stated that only the smart manoeuvring
of the vessel saved 'her from being hit."

[A ship which can manoeuvre smartly enough to dodge
bombs seems to be worth investigating. Apart from that, the
recent activity of aircraft over the North Sea suggests that
there is likely to be plenty of work for our seaplane carriers in

the near future.—Ed.]
* * *

Owing to an unfortunate inaccuracy on the part of a corre-
spondent the name of Flight Sub-Lieutenant T. F. DriscoU,
R.N. I has been mis-spelt on more than one occasion. The error
is the more regrettable as he is a son of Colonel D. O. Driscoll,
D.S.O., who distinguished himself in South Africa.

* * »

One of the prize stories of the war is told of a naval aero-
plane. The machine, with an oflicer pilot and a warrant or
petty oflicer telegraphist was co-operating with artillery in a
new system of signalling. The day was cold and the wind was
bumpy, and the aeroplane crew were frankly bored. Presently
the battery signaller sent a message: "Battery out of -action

for an hour, remain ajoft awaiting orders." Back came the

reply with remarkable promptitude: "Submitted; that this

machine is not fitted with sky-hooks."—Collapse of battery
signaller and narrow escape from apoplexy of battery com-
mander.

MILITARY.
The Official Casualty List, issued under date March ist, in-

cludes the following :

—

Missing.—Second Lieut. M. R. Chidson, R.G.A., and
Royal Flying Corps ; Second Lieut. D. C. W. Sanders,
R.F.A. and Royal Flying Corps

* * *

The casualty list of February aSfh, issued on March 46li,

contains the following :—

•

Wounded.—Watkins, Captain H. E., Essex Regiment.
* * *

The casualty list of March 4th, issued on March 6th, con-

tains the following :—

•

Wounded.—Wadham, Second Lieutenant V. H. N., Hamp-
sliire Regiment and Royal Flying Corps.

* * »

In his Dispatch, published on March 6th and dated March
4th, the Field-Marshal Commanding the British Forces in

France reports as follows :

—

On March 2nd one of our aeroplanes, flying behind the Ger-

man lines, twice attacked single German machines and fo'rced

them both to descend.
* « *

An Army biplane from Brooklands, piloted by Lieut. Hooper,

came down about 11 a.m. at Thames Ditton on March 4th,

owing to engine trouble. Mr. J. A. Wiley, a local grocer, who
was acting as a special constable, went to see whether he could

render any assistance, and a few moments later suddenly fell

dead bv the machine.
* « *

In a dispatch from the "Times" Paris correspondent is given

a description of a visit to the British Headquarters in France

which he was permitted to make in company with certain other

newspaper representatives. The following passage referring to

aircraft is of interest :

—

The fleet of aeroplanes derives its strength from the store-

houses and workshops which have sprung up around it. In the

storehouses you will find every imaginable spare part, from

engines to struts ; in the workshops there are Army carpenters

hard at work repairing the wooden lace of damaged frames,

tailors sitting cross-legged stitching away at wing repairs

which cannot be tackled by the sewing madiine ; electricians

fitting wireless apparatus into the machines, operators taking

wireless messages from distant aeroplanes, mechanics seeing

to the guns carried by the craft, and testing engines ; the
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record office keeping its reports of each flight, its success or
non-success

; others seeing to stores. 'File activities ot the
Royal Flying Corps are most apparent on land, though it is

through the air that they obtain their results and upon the
general scheme of the operations, the movement of troops, or
the fire of our artillery that they are finally given active ex-
pression.

The task of the military airmen is threefold and relates to

strategy, tactics, and artillery. For routine work at all events
it is under these three headings that the air is divided. In the
first class come the flights covering some 30 miles of country
behind the enemy trench line. The photographs and reports
furnished by the airmen over this area enable the General Staff
to have early information of big movements of troops and to

gain some knowledge of the main lines of the enemy's inten-
tions. The second zone, which stretches for about 10 miles be-

hind the trench line, is that in which more immediate tactical

movements are prepared. The third area is along the front.

Here the airman notifies changes in the enemy trench line, the

position of enemy batteries, giving his own artillery the range.
All this work, this organisation of detail, has but one aim

—

to give the Army eyes where formerly it had none, and its

effect all concentrates down to the front.

* *

Despite the uniformly high level of intelligence of the
average Army officer it appears that some congenital idiots do
on occasion obtain commissions land manage to retain them
till seniority brings commands. Report has it that one such
recently invented a new system of experimenting with anti-

aircraft guns. The scheme works thus. An aeroplane is sent
up with instructions that it is to fly at a height of say 5,000
feet. The anti-aircraft gunners are then told to set their fuses

to burst at 4,000 feet, and fo fire at the aeroplane. The
observer in the aeroplane is instructed to note the line and alti-

tude of each burst.

The notion is worthy of a high-class scientist, for it takes
no account of errors in instruments. It is not explained what
is expected to happen if the aneroid in the aeroplane is tempo-
rarily out of order and shows 5,000 feet when the machine is

only at 4,000 feet, nor what the inventor of the scheme hopes
for if a fuse timed for 4,000 feet has a slight lag and bursts at

5,000 feet. The only consolation the aviators are likely to

have is that the bull's-eye of the target is generally the last

thing hit.

One hopes, for their sakes, that the anti-aircraft people will

not take over a certain naval machine-gun expert, who is

guaranteed to get 90 per cent, of shots from a Maxim into a

life-buoy on the water from an airship i ,000 feet above it.

He -might turn out as good with a Q F., and at firing the other

way up. If so, observing experimental high-angle fire might
become unpopular among R.F.C. officers.

FRANCE.
Paris, March 5th.

The Official Communique issued at 3 p.m. reported :

—

Near "Verdun, at the Fort of Vaux, a German aeroplane

was brought down within our lines, and two aviators were
taken prisoners.

* * t

Paris, March 5th,

The following official account of the French aviator's attack

on the powder works at Rottweil is issued :—
The powder works at Rottweil are one of the most im-

portant establishments of the kind in Germany. Rottweil

is situated on the Neckar, on the other side of the Black

Forest, at a distance of 92 miles from Belfort as the crow
flies. One of our aviators descended as low as 5,000 feet

(500 ft.?) over the works in order to throw his bombs with

the greater accuracy. He succeeded in dropping four 90
millimetre melinite shells, the first on the acid tanks and the

ofher three on the works themselves.

The projectile dropped on the tanks caused blue smoke
to shoot up, which the aviator at first took for the smoke
of a gun fired on himself. Soon after a huge flame rose from

the same spot, with columns of thick smoke, which reached

as high as the aeroplane.

1 he pilot remained for 10 minutes above the work?, in order
to observe the effects of his projectiles. He was thus able to

note that, besides the principal outbreak, flames caused by
the explosion of the other bombs were shooting up from
different points.

* • «

A iurther official statement says :—

•

Tlie daily communiques described the bombardment of the

German positions on the Belgian coast carried out by French
aircraft about February 20th. Dutch newspapers to-day state

that these operations achieved the following results : (i) At
Zeebrugge parts of the Gare Maritime were destroyed, and
submarines were damaged. (2) Thirty-three German soldiers

were killed and fifty-two wounded by a bomb which fell on a

train at Blankenberghe. (3} Several batteries along the coast

suffered and many members of the gun crews were killed.

(4) At Knocke, a German officer and seven men were killed.

No civilian was hurt and no damage was done to buildings.

* * *

The following official statistics were published in Paris on
March 7th. They represent the amount of flying achieved

by the French aeronautical services during the period between
the outbreak of war and January 31st.

The whole of the old and new squadrons carried out about

10,000 reconnaissances during 8 months of war, or more
than 18,000 hours' flying. To form an idea of what was
accomplished, it is sufficient to observe that these flights

represent a distance of 1,800,000 kilometres, or 45 times

round the world. These remarkable results were not ob-

tained without grievous losses, which are comparable to,

and often more severe than, those of other arms, so far as

the number of killed, wounded, and missing is concerned.
* *

.'\ semi-official note, issued in Paris on March 4th, says :

—

One of our aviators. Captain Happe, yesterday bombarded
the German powder manufactory of Rottweil, about 20 mile's

north of Donaaeschingen. His success was complete. Ten
minutes after he had dropped his bombs the powder manu-
factory was on fire and the flames rose to a height of over

400 yards.

Our aviator's raid involved a flight there and back of about

190 miles. In the meantime a German aviator fired on the

hospital at G^rardmer, but there were no casualties or any

damage done.
« *

A letter from M. Pierre Verrier dated from Paris on March
I St savs :

—"I am happy to give you good news. For ten days

I have been walking without sticks and I hope to rejoin my
escadrille in about six weeks. M. Maurice Farman has

brought me to the .American Hospital where I am very well

cared for, and he and Mme. Farman often come to see me. I

hope to see M. Thomas soon. I ami being massaged regu-

larly and am having subcutaneous injections. Tell all my
friends in London that 1 do not forget anyone, and when I

have a short holiday as a convalescent I shall oome to London
to see my friends at Hendon." M. Verrier's present address

is: "Pierre Verrier, Aviateur Militaire, .Ambulance Lyc^e

Pasteur, Boulevard Inkerman, Neuilly-sur-.Seine, Paris," and

he will be glad to hear from his friends.

One cannot help being touched by the affection with which

our Anglo-French friends like MM. Noel, Verrier, Gondre,

Jullerot, etc., regard those they knew in this country, and

their expressed hopes to return here show that even the English

climate cannot chill the warmth of Gallic feelings.

» * *

It is good news to hear that the Sergeant-Aviateur Louis

Noel has once more been "cited." Under orders from Head-

quarters Staff he flew over to X followed by another aviator on

a Caudron who was learning his new sector of front. On a

certain occasion the Caudron pilot had to land on a plateau

two kilometres from German guns where he was at once under

fire and could not get his motor to start. Sergeant Noel there-

upon went out under heavy fire with seven or eight gunners to

the rescue. The gunners finally turned back and left him to go

on alone, which was useless, so he returned and asked for three
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volunteers. Eventually these three gunners, Sergeant Noel and
the Caudron pilot brought in the aeroplane intact and quite

urharmed tiiemselves. 'J'his is the third time our friend has
received mention in Army Orders, and he is in consequence
eligible for the "Cross of the Army," vVhich is reserved for those

who have been thrice mentioned in dispatches, and is therefore

even more coveted than the famous Medaille Militair'^.

* * *

The Paris correspondent of the "Times" reports that on the

night of March 3rd Lieutenant Mouciiard and Sapper Maillard,

two French aviators, were carrying out a test flight above
Chalons when their aeroplane suddenly caught fire and fell to

earth. Both men were killed outright.

* * *

The special correspondent of the "Daily Chronicle" in N.E.
France alleges that a Zeppelin which appeared near Betliune

on Wednesday was brought down and captured. Se\'eral Allied

aviators went in pursuit as soon as it appeared and dropped
bombs which penetrated the envelope. The hinder part of the

balloon broke away and the Zeppelin fell to the ground in a

collapsed condition.

[It seems highly probable that a Zeppelin that had been
blown in two bv bombs would fall in a "collapsed condition."

—

Ed.
J

* » *

The correspondent of th.e "Daily Chronicle" in Northern
France says that on the nigTit of March 4th an attempted

Zeppelin raid on the French north-east coast was unsuccessful.

About 10 p.m. a Zeppelin passed over Calais in the direction

of Boulogne, and precautions were taken at the latter port.

Nothing was seen of the Zeppelin, which, apparently, was
warned by tlie searchlights that the town was ready for its

attack, and retreated over the sea. The night w.as wet and
misty, and the weather alone may have accounted for the

Zeppelin's failure. After leaving Calais the Zeppelin was seen

again over Gravelines going east.

« *

The "Daily Telegraph's" correspondent wired the following

message from Boulogne on March 8th, "with all reserve."

From reports received here, I understand that the captain

of a Danish steamer sighted a Zeppelin floating on the sea.

Close examination revealed it to bear the figures L 9. The
wireck was seen about twenty miles north of Wimereux Bay
(three miles from Boulogne port).

This may be explained by the fact that for the last few

days three Zeppelins have been sighted between here and
Calais manoeuvring above the sea. Probably one of these met

its fate in last night's hurricane that blew all along this coast.

* »

Renter's Paris agent has succeeded in working himself up to

almost the most alarming pitch of originality yet displayed

since war commenced. His own manager labels the yarn

"Renter's Special," so for once is a prophet honoured in his

own country.

The story tells how a lieutenant observer with a sergeant as

pilot were endeavouring to rise when one shell better directed

than others burst just above their heads. The sergeant is

alleged to have told the story thus :

" 'Are you all rght, mon lieutenant?' I shouted, but received

no reply. Then, opening my eyes, I saw nothing but black-

ness all round me. I continued in the same direction approxi-

mately for two minutes, when, to my astonishment, the lieu-

tenant called out, ' Look out, man. Go up ! Go up !' Quickly

I twisted, raising the plane so quickly that the machine shot

up, at the same time tearing away the weather vane from a

steeple on which the machine had just escaped destruction.
" 'I thank you, mon lieutenant,' I said, 'you must excuse

me, but I cannot see. But you are wounded?'
" 'Yes,' he answered. 'I fear seriously.' Then, seeing I

was turning my back on our lines, he said, 'Make a half turn

to the left. More to the left still. That's right. Straight ahead
now !'

"Three minutes later the voice of the observer called, 'That's

it. Here we are. I see our men down there waiting for us.

Shut off the spark and volplane gently down.' I heard no

more, but soon after, at the end of a spiral, our landing wheels
grated on the ground.
"There was a inufmur among tine bystanders, who were look-

ing at the handsome strong pilot deprived of his sight for ever
and the lifeless body of the lieutenant, who had just breathed
his last, and they groaned in pity."

[I he idea of the pilot getting from reconnaissance height
down to the level of a weather van^ in two minutes, without
knowing it, even if he were blind, is distinctly unusual. His
apology for hitting the steeple is even more so. The "grating
wheels" is a delicious touch of artistic verisimilitude.—Ed.]

* * •

An official note, issued on March 5th, states that M. P^goud
has received the Medaille Militaire for having on several
occasions pursued enemy aircraft. On February 5th he
attacked and brought down a German aeroplane. A short time
afterwards he attacked two others, shooting down one and
compelling the other lo descend.
The "Morning Post" Paris correspondent rei>orted on a recent

date that M. P(5goud lately distinguished himself again. 'In-

formation was brought in tiiat there was an important depot of

ammunition near by, and M. P6goud set off in an hour with
bombs. He dropped to 1,800 ft., and, despite heavy fire, dropped
nine bombs, all of which reached their mark. The successive
explosions caused so great an atmospheric disturbance that
P^goud had the greatest difficulty in recovering his balance,
but at last he got back safely. A few days ago M. P^goud
brought down a German captive balloon and damaged two
heavy guns belonging to the enemy. [One would like to hear
more from experienced aviators about the chances of being cap-
sized by the explosion of one's own bombs below one, as this

report suggests. Probably M. P^goud in telling his story to

the Press referred to the disturbance caused by the enemy's
shells.—Ed."]

* *

A French artillery officer in command of a section of the
famous_"75" writer to a friend on this side of the
Channel :

—

"We are living in mud—we are somewhat dirty. I have a
long black beard

;
certainly you would not recognise me, nor

should I be in correct attire for dancing the Tango ! We can
only rarely play football, for, having been seen by aeroplanes,

the German guns came to take part in the game, and
their shells made such a noise that we could no longer
hear the whistle of the referee!"

GERMANY.
A message from the German Wireless Press, dated Berlin,

March 2nd, says that an eye-witness states that on February
nth, at about 10 a.m., an English aviator dropped two bombs
on the German steamer "Main." The steamer was not

damaged. The "Main" is a Norddeutscher Lloyd liner of

10,000 tons. She has been interned at the Dutcih port Flushing
since the outbreak of the war.

[It is necessary to distinguish carefully between the German
Wireless Press, whidh is as inaccurate as any other news
agency, and the German Headquarters Dispatches, whidh are

generallv \'ery accurate, if one makes allowances for the

different point of view. If this story were true it would in-

dicate a gross breach of neutrality by an aviator of wonderful

skill as a bomb dropper and possessing extraordinary know-
ledge of merchant ships as v'iewed in plan.—Ed.]

» * *

A telegram from The Hague, dated March 2nd, says :

—

"Reports from Germany state that one of the two Zeppelins

which were flying over Cologne to protect the military bridges

across the Rhine was blown down by a storm two days ago.

The crew were saved, but the airship was damaged beyond

repair."

[One hopes it is true, but Holland plus a news-agency is

always a laige pill to swallow.—Ed.]

* *

The German Wireless Press reported on Maroh 4th :

—

A wireless telegraphist named Spieler is said to have emerged
unhurt from the wrecks of no fewer than four Zeppelin air-
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sJiips. He was in the L.i, which was wrecked in the North
Sea, in the L.2, whicJi was destroyed by fire near Berlin, in the
L.3, which was wreclced on February 17th, and in the L.4,
which was destroyed almost immediately afterwards.

[An obvious lie, for no one survived the burning of the
L.2.—Ed.]

» * *

The "Daily Express" correspondent at Geneva states that
Count Zeppelin arrived at Friedrichshafen on March 6th to

hasten the completion of two airships now reported to be almost
ready.

The news is confirmed that during a violent gale at Cologne
one Zeppelin was destroyed and a second severely damaged.
At the same time the airship sheds were blown down and a
number of soldiers injured. [It is hardly likely that a Zeppelin
shed could he blown down, so probably the rumour refers to a

canvas hangar for Parsevals.—Ed.]
* * *

The following news, officially circulated through German
wireless stations, has been received by the Marconi Company :

Berlin, March 8th.

An enemy aviator dropped three bombs on the powder fac-

tory at Rottweil yesterday. The damage is insignificant, and
work is continued without interruption. Further attacks by
aviators are being prevented by a military detachment.

RUSSIA.
A Renter Agency telegram dated Petrograd, March 2nd,

says :
—"A telegram from Warsaw states that in the East

Prussian reverse aeroplanes saved two regiments of the 29th

Russian Division. They guided the troops through the

encircling enemy and supplied them with cartridges."

[Obliging things—aeroplanes !—Ed.|
* * *

The following story is reproduced, not because it is of any
historical interest but because with it tlie Exchange Telegraph
Co. 's Petrograd representative takes first place in the com-
petition for war romances :

—

The unprecedented feat of carrying a prisoner of war through
the air on an aeroplane has just been performed by a Russian
aviator named Terenlii Paschaloff, a volunteer with General
Ivanoff's army in South-West Poland. Pasdhaloff ascended

with a mechanic in a 150-h.p. macJiine armed with a gun and
bombs to make a reconnaissance over the Austrian lines. Motor
trouble developed, and the aeroplane had to come down some
distance behind the Austrian lines. The airmen then took up
their headquarters in an abandoned cottage. While the

mechanic was repairing the motor, Paschaloff saw an Austrian

infantry patrol of 6 men approaohing. It was obvious, how-
ever, that they had not seen the aeroplane, and the aviators,

realising that if thev wished to escape they would have to take

immediate action, got the aeroplane gun to work. They dis-

charged one shell, killing or wounding 5 of the 6 Austrians.

The sixth man held up his hands and surrendered.

Having no other way of keeping the prisoner, Paschaloff

tied him to the tail-frame of the aeroplane and abandoned his

heavy stock of bombs. They then started on their journey

back to the Russian lines. As they flew over the Austrian

lines, amid a storm of bullets, the airmen looked back and

saw that their prisoner liad managed to free one of his hands, and
luas about to cvt vith a knife the ropes which still br.itnd hint. It

was prestmaVy the intention of the Austrian to atlach the airmen from
the rear, hut a blow on the head soon quietened him, and the airmen
descended safely behind their own lines

[The italics are merely inserted lest anyone should lose the

points of the storv.—Ed.]

ITALY.

The military authorities allow it to be made known that Mi
has succeeded in attaining the altitude of 3,270 metres (10,000

ft.) in the course of a 5 hours' flight—climb, we presume, is

meant. This, they state, is 210 metres higher than the record

Zeppelin ascent. [The Zeppelin record is actually just about

10,600 ft., and was made about May last.—Ed.]

Clement Magglora took his mechanic up to 3,790 metres

(n,6oo ft.) on the new 100 Parasol Caproni, on the 2nd inst.

This, also, is a record. The climb took 54 minutes, and a

wind not helpful to their ascent was encountered.

Ten aeronautical scholarships are offered at Lausanne Uni-
versity for Italian-born students. This opportunity for pur-

suing a complete course of study in aeronautics is due to the

generosity of the Founder and Director of Lausanne Superior
A. School, Professor Richard Brauzzi. (For particulars, apply
Italian Aeronautic Club, Rome).—T. S. H.

BELGIUM.
According to alleged trustworthy information received at

Amsterdam on March 5th, Zeppelin "L 8" was seriously dam-
aged on March 4th when descending at Tirlemont, and had to

be dismounted for repairs.

Router's Zeppelin Chronicler at .'Amsterdam cabling con-

cerning the above incident on March 6th says : "The airship

will be remounted in Germany."
[As has been been pointed out before, a Zeppelin can be

neither dismantled nor "dismounted." The operation would be

comparable to eviscerating a "super-Dreadnought' and sending

it home by train. If there is any truth in the yarn, the airship

must have been a Parseval or a Gross.—Ed.]

A further report in the "Telegraaf," dated Amsterdam,
March 8th, says that the airship was damaged beyond repair,

the structure being broken through and the engines completely

wrecked. Seventeen members of the crew of 42 were killed.

[A crew of 42 would be excessive even for a Zeppelin used as

a training ship, and it is possible that the reporter may have

confused the number of the crew with the commanding officer's

age.—Ed.]

HOLLAND.
It was reported by the "Morning Post" correspondent at

Amsterdam on March 4th that a "hydroplane," severely dam-
aged, had been found in the North Sea off Ymuiden, and has
been towed into the harbour by a pilot-boat. The naval authori-

iles have made an examination, and find that the engine is a

Gnome, and tliat one of the wings bears the inscription

"Scotter.

"

Renter's representative at Ymuiden reported on March 4th

that the derelict "hydroplane," which had been brought in,

is apparently a British machine, and is fitted with a British

propeller, compass, and anemometer, and a cltick which had
stopped at 4.50. Doubtless the mystery of the missing sea-

plane will be solved in due course.

TURKEY.
A message originating from Rome says that on March ist

seaplanes flew over Chanak (Kale Sultanieh) dropping bombs.

» * *

Amongst the war news officially circulated through German
wireless stations and received by the Marconi Company on

March 3rd the following telegram from Constantinople is

given :

—

The enemy fleet yesterday bombarded for three hours the

Dardanelles unsuccessfully. At the same time an enemy fleet

consisting of four French cruisers and a number of torpedo-

boats unsuccessfully bombarded our positions in the Gulf of

Soras ; our aviators successfully bombarded the enemy's

vessels.

[It will be interesting to see whether private letters confirm

in some weeks' time the accuracy of the German report that

the Turks are using aircraft with some success. It frequently

happens that German reports, while inaccurate in detail,

have a substratum of fact and supply information otherwise

imobtainable.—Ed.
]

* * *

"Central News" reports that during the series of operations

in the Dardanelles commencing on March 3rd, French sea-

planes threw several bombs on the fort of Bulair. The entire

peninsula of Gallipoli has been evacuated by the Turkish popu-

lation.
* * *

The Athens correspondent of the "Messaggero" telegraphs

from Rome on March 4th that the two Turkish aeroplanes

which were sighted quickly disappeared when pursued by the

Allies' aviators while the French fleet were bombarding the

lines of Bulair.
* * *

.According to a Constantinople telegram to Amsterdam, dated
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March 6th, the latest official communique on the operations in

the Dardanelles is as follows :

—

Yesterday evening an enemy fleet, under a strong fire,

attempted to land troops at some points on the coast near

Kum Kale, out of range of our artillery. . . . Two airmen

who flew across the Gulf of Saros fell into the sea and Llicir

seaplane disappeared in the water.

A telegram from Constantinople dated Mardi 7th states :

—

It is confirmed that the hostile aeroplane whicii fell into

the sea was brought down by the fire of oiu" batteries.

SOUTH AFRICA.
The "Cape Times Weekly" (February 12th) says that the

Governor-General has appointed to commissioned rank in the

Permanent Force (Staff) of tlie Union Defence Forces the

undermentioned officers of the Active Citizen Force ; As Cap-
tain, Gerard Percy Wallace, from Lieutenant, South African

Aviation Corps ; as Lieutenants, Basil Hobson Turner, Ken-
neth Reid van der Spuy, and Gordon Shergold Creed, from
Lieutenants, South African Aviation Corps ; as Lieutenant (on

probation), Edwin Cheere Emmett, from Lieutenant, South

African Aviation Corps. His Excellency has appointed the

above-mentioned to the Instructional and .Administrative Staff

of the Union Defence Forces.

SOUTH WEST AFRICA.
Extract from the letter of a member of "B" Squadron,

LL.H. (in G.S.W.A.), published in the "East Rand Express" :

". . . A German aeroplane paid us a visit a few days ago
and dropped two shells in the camp. Eight men were injured.

You couldn't see me for dust. I don't like the gentleman at

all. I stood watching him until I heard the shell dropping,

and then I broke the record for the 220 yards. . .

."

AUSTRALIA.
The Australian Government are commandeering the one or

two good aeroplanes that e.xist on the continent.

The local papers state that Captain Petre recently tested Mr.
Walter M'Conochie's So^h.p. Caudron with .a view of purchase

for the Commonwealth. Some trouble was experienced with

the climbing of the machine, which seems unusual.

"Captain" Penfold has written to say that Mr. Delfosse

Badgery has been flying his 45-h.p. Caudron at Concord near

Sydney. He has recently returned from Tasmania and Mel-

bourne.

"Captain" Penfold says that the ridiculous storv .ibout the

late Mr. Gustav Hamel has readied .'\ustralia.

JAPAN.

1^'rom the "North China Herald," Saturday, January 30th,

1915 :
—

Aviation in Jap.^n.—Mysterious Donations.—"The anony-
mous foreigner who contributed Y20,ooo in February, 1913,
in aid of the funds of the Japan Aviation Society, and a further

Yi65,ooo in negotiable securities in July last, has now notifK.'d

his intention to remit a further Y44,ooo in negotiable securities

through Baron Chinda, the Japanese Ambassador in Washing-
ton. This generous individual believes that the physical con-

stitution of the Japanese is specially adapted to aviation, and
he therefore wishes to develop the art in this country, says the

'Japan Chronicle.' According to Japanese papers, it transpires

that the donor is an Englishman of American origin, named
Robert T. Wanderson (? Henderson). His home is in London,
but he has a business office in New York. He vviAed to with-

hold the knowledge of his generosity from the public, but un-
less his name has become unrecognisably mutilated by its re-

transliteration from the Japanese, he has not succeeded. His
means being about Yi, 500, 000, he cannot be described as a

great financial magnate."

U. S. A.

"Of my own knowledge, and not by rumour," writes the

egregious Mr. T. R. MacMechan (to whom reference was made
last week) in 'Everybody's Magazine,' "I know that the Ger-
mans are building a fleet of giant airships, already numtering
forty-eight—with Count Zeppelin himself as commander-in-chief
of all the air forces. I know that Germany means to strike

with her Zeppelins—strike hard. WHint will thev do? . . .

Wp may have the answer as these lines go to press. . .

"A mighty fleet for his command is being turned out by all

the airship factories in Germany—not only the Zeppelin works,
but the Sdiiitte-Lanz, the Siemens-Schuckert, working at full

capacity and increasing the manufacture of super-Zeppelins

from six to sixteen a month. These giant aircraft are being
assembled—secretly—on a barren plain north-east of Cologne

—

there to be tested, manned, organised; and it is Count Zeppelin

himself who will direct the air attack tlhat Germany plans

against her enemy. .
."

[The Schiitte-Lanz is not a Zeppelin, and the Siemens-
Schuckert firm have been trying to build airships without
success for years past. The figure 48 is probably arrived at

by adding up the shop numbers of all Zeppelins, Parsevals.

Schiitte-Lanzes, and Grosses, since the beginning of aerial

A POSSIBLE ALLY.—The small pusher biplane built by the Anglo American firm of Thomas Bros., Ithaca, New Yorli.
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navigation, including all those destroyed. It will be remem-
bered that Mr. MacMechen claimed to have been building air-

craft for the British Government. In view of this his alleged

intimate acquaintance with Germany may be worth investi-

gating if he should eventually return to this country.—Ed.]

.A.nother American firm whioh seems capable of making aero-

planes whidi fly is the Christofferson Aviation Co. of San
Francisco. Last winter the firm built two flying boats intended

for Capt. Amundsen, the Polar explorer, but these were never

delivered, as the delay in opening the Panama Canal or lack

of financial necessities prevented him from visiting that State.

Consequently these boats were used for an aerial ferry between

Oakland and San Francisco. One of the Christofferson boats

was bougiht by Henry Unne, a Japanese pilot, w'ho took it back

to Japan last Spring.

CANADA.

A Canadian reader of Tnii Aercipl.vnf. writes :

—"I have been

a reader of your magazine for a considerable period, both at

home and abroad. I have been very much absorbed in some
of your topics, and amused at some of your jokes, but I can

truthfully say that when I read the account re Capt. E. L.

Janney under the 'Canada' heading, I was amused and inte-

rested at the same time."

The writer of the letter goes on to state that the original

Canadian Flying Corps was composed of three men, Capt.

Jannev, Lieut. Sharpe (who was killecfat Shoreham last month),

and Sergt. -Major H. A. Farr ; also there was a Burgess-

Dunne biplane, good for at least 40 m.p.h. in a calm. This

machine now reposes in a shed on Salisbury Plain, and is not

even a vision of its former self, not through any accident, for

it has never been flown in England, though it flew much in

the United States, being used by the Burgess Co. as a de-

monstration machine for " steen years," as he puts it.

There is, however, a good Curtiss O.X. motor rusting away,

and only needing an overhaul.

Apart from this, the Canadian Flving Corps now appears to

consist of the Sergt. -Major only, without an aeroplane, for

the last heard of Capt. Janney was that he was on his way to

Canada, as plain civilian Mr. Janney, it having been an-

nounced in orders that he had resigned h's commission. It is

stated that he was never in the R.F.C., he has never flown

in England—not even as a passenger—and he has never been

on service on the Continent.

There seems to be an idea in Canadian circles that the

R.F.C. will not undertake to train anv more Canadian aviators

since the death of Lieut. Sharjje.

Questions in the House.
On March 4lh, Mr. Jowett (Lab., Bradford, W.) asked the

Prime Minister what precautions were taken by the British

forces engaged in operations in Belgium to prevent damage
being done to the population and property of the Belgian
nation in the course of air raids or 1-ind and sea bombardments
of towns and villages by British forces.

Mr. Asquith : The attacks are directed only against points
of military significance, and every precaution is taken to avoid
damage not necessary to the object in view.

Mr. Snowden (Lab., Blackburn) : Have the Government
any information as to the recent air raid in Belgium, when
bombs were dropped indiscriminately, and, as a result of one
of these men's escapades, five ci\ilians were killed ("Oh
oh!")

Mr. Asquith : Xo. Our information is not to [hat efi'ect.

[Questions of this sort really make one 'despair of the in-
telligence of one's fellow-countrvmen. The R.N.A.S. will
doubtless appreciate the phrase "one of these men's escapades."
If any civilian inside the sphere of military operations gets hurt
he has only himself to blame, for he htis' no right to be there,
especially when he is in a country occupied by hostile forces.
Apparently, the only sensible people in war are the Russians.
In Napoleon's day they evacuated Moscow en masse. In
this war they gave notice that if and when they advanced into
Germany they would take no responsibility for the lives and

property of the ci\ilian [wpulation, and advised them to clear

out.—Ed.]

Vive le Sport

!

Mr. Frederic Harrison, whose military articles in "The
English Review" receive considerable attention, writes in the

"Times" as follows :—-"Sir,—Surely there is a paramount
military reason that supports your condemnation of Epsom
racing this year, and displaces the historical arguments so ably

stated by Lord Rosebery and other breeders. It is this. War
to-day, for the first time, is largely an affair of aeroplanes.

The huge muster of some million of m.en and women, with

booths, tents, cars', and paddocks, is exactly known to the

enemy—the spot, the day, the hour, the nature of the vast

encampment are all notorious and obvious. Imagine the scene

if, as all eyes were strained towards the start, a fleet of

Zeppelins and aeroplanes bore down and hurled a storm of

bombs and fireballs on the dense crowd ! Would not the whole
civil and militar}- organism of the country be shaken?"

[Even tlie context leaves one in doubt as to whether Mr.
Harrison intends to be humorous or sarcastic or neither. If

such an event as he depicts took place the "scene" would be

one of the most comic on record. A crowd of race-course

loafers trying to get under cover on Epsom Downs would be

funnier than a pantomime, especially as any casualties which
occurred would not affect the good of the country. Mr. Harri-

son, unfortunately, omits to mention how the German air fleet

is to get to Epsom, or how it would get back afterwards, or

why it should go to Epsom when doing so would mean passing

over London, left unprotected owing to all its defenders, pre-

sumably, having a holiday at Epsom. Perhaps, though, the

whole idea has merely been evolved by our scheming diplo-

matists so as to tempt the Germans over, so that our aircraft

can attack them. Thus, the otherwise useless race-course

crowd would be useful as ground-bait.—Ed.]

Our New Game Laws.
The Home .Secretary was recently approached by property

owners in Cheshire, who asked him if civilians, possessing

firearms and fearing damage to their property, would be at

liberty to fire on hostile aircraft. According to the "Times,"
Mr. McKenna has replied that "no persons should fire except

those really qualified to distinguish between hostile and English
flying men."

If this rule is obeyed fl}ing by hostile or friendly aviators

should be fairly safe, for not more than .001 per cent, of the

population of the British Isles could make a distinction with
certainty between hostile and English aeroplanes, and none at

all could distinguish between the men while in the air. It is

curious that Mr. McKenna makes no provision for dealing

with British aviators who are not English, and who compose
the majority of the R.F.C. and R.N.A.S. Presumably, they

do not come under his new game laws, and may be shot with-

out fee or licence. This seems a lawver-like way of avoiding
responsibility.

The Insurance of Aviators.

Apropos tlie question of insurance, the mother of a flight-

sub-lieutenant writes:
—"I am pleased to read your note on

'The Insurance of Aviators.' Can you tell me of a reasonable

company which does not want to extract such exorbitant pre-

miums? I inquired of a company, as I wanted my son to get

insured before he is a lieutenant, but the premium was out of

all reason, and then an extra premium to be paid as soon as

flying for the Government."
Another reader writes :

—"A friend of mine joined tlie Royal
Flying Corps, and eleven vears ago he insured his life for

;^"4o,ooo. As the surplus premium on his being allowed to

fly for his country amounts to ;^^3,ooo, he has simply had to

chuck it."

Energy.
Father Bernard Vaughan seems a most untiring ecclesiast.

It is said that on .'^aturdav,. March 6th, he conducted service

at Aldershot, flew in a bip'ane, and addressed the boys and
girls in the Convent High School. In the afternoon he went
to see the start of the cross-country championshij) of the 14th

Division of the New Army. In the evening he fulfilled an
engagement in East London.
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The R.N.A.S. Comforts Fund.
There has been a considerable impro\onient in the contribu-

tions recei\ed this week, and Mrs. Siieter gratefully acknow-

ledges the following cash remittances:— Lieut. E. V. Sassoon,

R.N.V.R., £10; Mr. Seymour E-aton, ;6"io; Sopwith .Avia-

tion Co., Ltd. (4th contrib.), 2S. id. ; Miss Campbell,
;

Miss Gillson (3rd contrib.), ^3 3s. ; Mrs. Inglis, £2 12s. 6d.
;

Miss Pope, £2 2S. ; Mrs. Roper, £2 ; Mrs. Prendergast,

£1 is. ; Miss Amots, £1 ; Mrs. Nunn, ^'1
; Miss Constance

Pye. £^ ; Mrs. Simpson, £1 ; Miss M. Barker, los. ;
Miss

Woolward, los. ; Miss Bostock, los. ; the Misses Bittleston,

los. ; Miss Britt, los. ; Vickers I-td., Erith (Woodworkers'

12th contrib.), 6s. ; Miss Murton, 2S. 6d.
;
.Anon., 2s. 6d. ; .Miss

W. Rake, 2S. ; total for week, ,£^5 1 3s. yd.
;
grand total to

date, ^"858 6s. jd.

Furtlier contributions in casli and kind should be sent to

Mrs. Sueter, The Howe, Watlington, Oxon.
The following is a final list of contributors in kind :

—

Mrs. Smit!li, Taunton ; Miss Handley, Hampstead, N.W.
;

Miss Hamilton, Sidcup ; Miss Crofts, Wimbledon I^ark
;

Mrs. Schoenfelde, Catford, S.E. ; Miss Lockie, Hove;

Mr. Gurney, Pinner
;
Lady Lloyd (3 cons.), Heullan ; Mrs.

Rougueth, Eastbourne ; Mrs. Rose, Dorking ; Mrs. Wylie, Eal-

ing, W. ; Mrs. Downs, ^^'ood Green, W. ; Mrs. Denant, ^^'ind-

sor ; Mrs. Stennior, St. Albans; Miss Pearce, Burton-on-Trent
;

Mrs. Rose, Sturminster Newton ; Miss Blomfield, Hampstead,

N.W. ; Miss Matthews, Guildford; Mrs. Thomas, Portman
Square, W. ; Mrs. Simson, Montague Square, W.

Miss Day, Sittingbourne ; Mrs. Wilkinson, Droitwich ; Miss

Benham, Bromley ; Miss Brockman, Berkhamstead ; Mr. and

Mrs. Nesbitt, Bournemouth ; Lieut, and Mrs. Bruce, Bristol
;

Miss Williams and the Abinger Village Knitting Party, Dork-

ing ; Mr. J. Satterthwaitc, Bury; Miss Joicey Cecil, Andover ;

Miss Pryer, Luton ; Mrs. Broomhead, Sheffield ; Mrs. Philijips,

Ipswich ; Mrs. Wilkes, Torquay ; Miss Mason, Bourness-on-

Solway ; Miss Seymour, I-iirkcaldy ; Mrs. Howard, Salisbury
;

Mrs. Harries, Wolverhampton ; Miss Jcfferey, Tonbridge ; Mrs.

Pell, Gloucester ; Mrs. Seeker, Colchester ; Miss Appleton, Tun-
bridge Wells ; Mrs. Blake. Kensington Court, W. ; .Miss Baker,

Chichester; Miss S. ffoulkes (2 cons.), Richmond; Miss Hanes.

East Putney, S.W. ; Miss Storr Best, Beckenham ; Mrs. Iffm,

Clapham^Miss Balwin, Charleville, Co. Cork; Mrs. Moses, St.

John's, S.E. ; Miss Merr\ weather. New ?\falden ; Miss Patri-

rruft, Barton-on-Irwell.

Mrs. Doughty, Sanderstead ; The Ladies' .'Vrmy and Navy
Club (2 cons.), Burlington Gardens ; Miss Chambers, Finchley

;

Mrs. Bottomley, Emsworth ; Mrs. SeitEel, Palmer's Green, W.
;

Miss Oldensham, Lillie Road, S.W. ; Mrs. Ifooks, Dorchester
;

Mrs. Taylor, Goldcr's Green, N.W. ; Mrs. Hamilton, Ladbroke
Gardens ; Mrs. Perrigrice (2 cons.), Ravenscourt Park, W. ;

Miss Simpson, Ebury Street, S.W. ; Miss Busby, Woking ; Mrs.

Tuckennan, Brook Street, W. ; Miss Burrell, Holloway, N.
;

Miss Dunne, Golder's Green, N.W. ; Mrs. Byes, Elm Park
Road, S.W. ; Mr. P. Kingshaw, Berkhamstead ; Mrs. Beehian,

Higham Park ; Mrs. du Millar, Forrock ; Mrs. Preece, Devon-
port ; Miss Hook ; West Hollowav, N. ; Mrs. Badcock, Tice-

hurst ; Mr. Hoare, Bix, West Henley ;
Hon. Lady Kennedy,

Craigavard ; Mrs. Rubra (2 cons.), Crouch Hill Road, W. ; Miss

Swann, Eynsham ; Mrs. Brightman, Surbiton ; Mrs. Hassell,

Leamington Spa; Miss Muir, Rustington ; Mrs. Gillingham

Smith, Kew ; Miss Newcomb, Streatham, S.W.
-Miss Lockyer, Holloway, N. ; Mrs. Rouse, Lutterworth

;

Lady Hogg, Bickenhall Mansions, W. ; Comtesse von Resetas,

Woodrail
;
Lady McMahon, Bushey ; Miss Parkyer, Buxton;

Mrs. Forrester, Bridge of Allan ; Mrs. Mather, Beckenham
;

Mrs. Fisher, Cuckfield ; Mrs. Allan, West Hampstead ; Mr. G.

Fenwick, Ealing; Miss Boutflower, Oxted ; Miss Bryden, Park-

stone ; Miss Bayley, Belsize Park, N.W. ; Mr. K. Attwood,

I^alnier's Green, N. ; Mrs. Titneis, Hampstead; Mrs. Maiden,

V'entnor ; Mr. L. E. Grandel, Woodstock Street, W. ; Miss

Hanns, Bowes Park, N. ; Mrs. Foley, Paignton ; Girls' School,

Billings, \\'igan ; Mrs. Robinson, Bournemouth ; Mrs. Count-

ney, Streatham, S.W. ; Miss Booth, Golder's Green, N.W.
;

Miss Kay, Edinburgh; Airs. Ritson, Carlisle; Miss Pekes,

Irgatestone ; Miss Billing, Brixton; Mrs. Randle, Clapham,

.S.A\'. ; Miss Moss, Ealing ; Miss Gent, Bournemouth ; .Miss

Gretton (2 cons.), Burton-on-Trent.

Miss Lipscourt (2 cons.), Steyning ; Mrs. Every, Lewes;
Pembroke War Fund, Haverfordwest ; Mrs. Eckersley, Rugby

;

Mrs. Malin, Ucleby ; Mrs. McCutchan, Ellesmere ; Mrs.

Parker, Glasgow ; Miss Middleton, Groombridge ; Mrs. Maw-
son, Gateshcad-on-Tyne ; Miss Russell, Etchingham ; Misss

Simmons, Hampstead, N.'^^'. ; Miss Finch, Blackheath ; Miss

Hyde, Beckenham ; The Misses Harding, Rcigate ; Mrs. le

.Mare, W^atford ; Mrs. Dean, Sutton ; Miss Phethean, Ains-

worth ; Miss le Mare, St. Asaph ; Miss Wallace, Glasgow ; Mrs.

I-"ord, Balham ; Miss Inglis, Dublin ; Mrs. Robertson, Mussel-

borough ; Miss Carbutt, Downe ; Mrs. Niblett, St. Albans
;

Mrs. Arch. Smith, Gourock ; Mrs. Watts, York ; Mrs. Lech-
ford, Biggleswade; Miss Ord, Sedgefield ; Mrs. Handel Booth,

(irosvenor Road, S.W. ; Miss Tongue, Folkestone ; Miss Ivet-

lon, Preston ; Mrs. Lister, Northallerton.

Mrs. Leigh, Preston ; The Misses Wood, Southport ; Mrs.
Sutherland, Glasgow

;
Army and Navy Aid Society, Sheffield

;

Mrs. Glen, Glasgow; Mrs. .Archer, Streatham Hill, S.E. ; .Miss

Shepherd, Southsea ; Stowminton Knitting Brigade, Newton
;

Mrs. Frowd-Walker, Oueensgate ; Mrs. Gregg (3 cons.), Tor-
quay ; The British and Foreign .Sailors Society (3 large

cons.). Commercial Road ; Miss Lardner Clarke,

Oxford; Mrs. Arthur Nickerson (3 cons.), Bedford
Row, W. ; Mrs. and Miss Gnosspelius C4 cons.), Ulver-

ston ; Mrs. Lardner Clarke, Havant ; Mrs. F. Lewis, East-
bourne ; "Women's Branch of the Bombay Presidency War and
Relief Fund" per Lady Peirse (4 large cons.), Bombay

;
Lady

French (2 cons.), London; Mrs. Dennis Cook, Doncaster ; Mrs.
G. Heath, Bix, West Henley ; The Llandidloes Church, North
Wales; Women's War Fund; Mrs. Paul, Hurlingham ; Miss
Keith Johnston, Bushey ; The Bristol Branch of the Navy
League, Bristol ; The Pollockshields Parish Cliurch Work
Society, Glasgow.

Tlie men of the R.N.A.S. desire to express their sincere

thanks to all who have contributed.

IN EGYPT.—A Reminiscence of Last Winter. On the left, the late IVI. Marc Pourpe starting. On the right, Captain Watt's
Bleriot, with Mr. Sam Pierce in charge, and an audience of expectant Arabs.
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A SWEDISH AVIATION OFFICER ON
THE WAR.

On February i6th Lieut. C. O. Dahlbeck, of the Swedish
Navy, Who will be remembered as taking his certificate at

Hendon, delivered a lecture in Stockholm before the K.F.U.M.
on his observations at the front, especially in connection with

the use of aviation in modern warfare. It is curious to note

how his ideas, gathered on the spot, agree with those of Mr.
Roger Bayons, wtiich appeared last week, and were written

before Lieut. Dahlbeck gave his lecture.

- The lecturer said that as the result of his studies he could

not agree with the general Continental opinion that the stale-

rnate which prevailed in the land warfare was due to the

enormous fronts along which operations were being carried on.

He wished to suggest that the real reason was to be found
in the development of aviation, by which a commander Jearned

of the true direction of his enemy's attacks long before tliev

could be carried out. .An example of this was the German
movement before Paris. /\s was now well known, the Ger-
mans pivoted their right wing and tried to push it through
to the south of Paris. The move was discovered by the recon-

naissances of the English Flying Corps, and the Allies, after

letting the Germans approach a certain distance in the desired

direction, flung their army on him from the north, catching
von Kluck in a sack. That the Allies' victory was not as com-
plete as it should have been was due to the German aeroplanes

being able to convey warning int-elligence to von Ivluck in

time to partly save himself.

.\gain, Hindenburg's victory at Tannenberg (when General
Samsonoff was killed) was principally due to the brilliant work
of the German aviators, who kept the German commander
well informed so that he was able to catch the Russians befori-

they had emerged from amongst the lakes.

Lieut. Dahlbeck then discussed the part played by airships

in the war, and came to the conclusion that the war had prac-

tically killed the airship. In Belgium the Germans had used

Zeppelins for both day and night attacks, but their use had
proved so little, and the damage they had been able to cause
was so small, that they had given up employing them on land.

For certain reasons they had continued to use them at sea, and
they had taken part in the raids on Grimsby and Scarborough.
The results of tlieir employment had, however, been considered

very disappointing, especially in comparison with the immense
apparatus which had to be set in motion in connection with

them. Military opinion in Germany was, on the other hand,
highly in favour of aeroplanes, which had had considerable

success.

The weapons used against planes consisted almost entirely

of rifles, machine-guns, and anti-aircraft guns. The two
former had not proved themselves very dangerous, for unless

the shot wds lucky enough to hit either the flier, the benzine-

tank, or the motor, no serious damage was occasioned. For
example, there was one occasion when a machine was hit b\'

no less than 80 bullets, but got back to its base practically

whole-skinned. .Anti-aircraft guns were, however, quite another

thing. They discharged shrapnel shell, and the great mass of

shrapnel bullets hitting, for example, one of the wings could

cause the greatest damage to the machine.
As regards what he knew of the aviation in the different

armies in the field, the Germans preferred biplanes making
from 120-140 kilometres per hour. The machines are grouped
in squadrons of twelve. At the beginning of the war the

French did not shine in aviation as inuch as had been expected,

this being due to the lack of organisation ; and even though
their pilots were the most expert, they had not been able to

get as good military results as the English and Germans.
Both the English naval and military flying services had

shown themselves remarkably well organised. They were

divided into squadrons of twelve ]3lanes, with sub-squadrons of

four. The English liad established air stations all over their

own coasts and in Northern France, and it was thanks to the

clever situations of these stations that the damaging raids on
the German naval base at Cuxhaven and on the submarine
base at Ostend had been so successfully carried out.

The offensive weapons carried by aviators mostly consisted

of carbines and revolvers, which necessitated approaching the

enemy very closely before they could be used. TTie French
had, however, a number of squadrons of \'oi'iin planes carrying

machine-guns. These were very effective, but resulted in the
plane be;ing very heavy. The principal weapon used by Ger-
many and the Allies was the bomb. This was of different

kinds. It was, of course, easy to handle, but, considering
everything, had not shown itself capable of doing very serious
damage against fortifications.

The Allies had done great damage, physical and moral, to

the German infantry by the use of darts. These were dropped
on marching columns from a good height and in great number
with great effect. [N.B.—For those who disbelieve in darts.

This was said by an officer who knew whereof he spoke.—Ed.]

.As a guide to artillery-fire the aeroplane had proved itself of

enormous value. The aeroplane hovered over the subject of

artillery attack and dropped smoke-balls indicating the effect

of the fire.

It was, however, in reconnaissance that the greatest work
of aviators had been done. It was interesting to note that,

as the war developed and troops got more accustomed to taking
cover and means of defence against aircraft improved, recon-
naissance by aircraft was less successful. Aviators on land
had now to rise to 2,400 metres to be in safety. On sea the

matter was otherwise. It had to be remembered that 1,000
metres up an observer could see 120 kilometres away.

—

.\. M. P.

A Real Safeguard.
The importance to pilots on active service of goggles which

cannot be shattered by a blow is so great that one may perhaps
iie forgiven for mentioning a fatal accident in connection with

what amounts to a trade testimonial. The writer has recently

seen a pair of Triplex Safety Glass goggles, which were worn
by a young officer who was killed in an aeroplane accident,

his face coming in contact with the instrument board. The
frames are bent and twisted, but the glasses have not broken
away at any point, though cracked all over till they look

exactly as if they were made of frosted glass.

Another pair of Triplex Glasses, which have been worn for

three months by an officer on active service, were cracked in

an accident after the first six weeks, but were still used, till

the fabric and frames simply parted company through being
worn out.

Nearly all pilots and motorists on active service know of

cases in which people have had their faces cut or»their eyes

damaged through splinters from the machine, or from shells,

or stones from the road, breaking their goggles, and, there-

fore, it is one's duty to make known the reliability of the

Triplex Glasses, which may be had from the Triplex Safety

Glass Co., of I, Albemarle Street, Piccadilly, \V.

An Aid to Business.
A new and enlarged edition of "Reorganisation and Cost-

ings," a book for manufactiu'crs and merchants, by Harvey
Preen, F.C.A. (Publishers, Simpkin Marshall and Co. 2S. 6d.

net), which was first published three or four years ago, and
met with a large sale, has just been produced. The object of

this work is to point the way to increased profits by internal

reorganisation, the elimination of waste, proper testing systems

of raw materials, useful interior factory accounting, and by
the introduction of efficient costings. The value of percentage

comparisons in regard to purchases, wages, and general costs

is fully ex])lained. There is an excellent chapter on banking,

auditing, and the value of budgets in business. Diseases of

balance-sheets and profit and loss accounts are fully explained.

Much valuable information is given as to the true and correct

manner of costing goods, both generally and particularly.

Altogether it should be a valuable acquisition to aeroplane

manufacturers who have not much business training, especially

those from whom unpleasant people called shareholders desire

balance-sheets.

Addresses.
As there seems to be some doubt ns to the correct address

of the different branches of the P'lying Services at home, it may
be well to note that letters relating to the Royal Flying Corps,

unless addressed to individual members thereof, should be

addressed to the Director-General of Military .Aeronautics, The
War Office, Whitehall, London, S.W. Letters relating

to the Rovnl Naval Air Service should be addressed to the

Director of the Air Department, the .Admiralty, Whitehall,

S.W. •
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CELLON
THE DOPE OF PROVED EFFSGIENCY.

CELLON, LTD., 17, OLD BROAD STREET, E.G. Telegrams :" Ajawb London." Telephone : 5359 London Wall.

Telephone—280 Gerrard.

Telegrams—" Santochimo, London.'

The GENERAL AVIATION CONTRACTORS,
LTD.

Contractors to the British and Foreign Governments.

LONDON, PARIS AND MILAN.

Head Office—

30, Regent Street,

Piccadilly Circus, London, S.Wi

THE GENERAL AERONAUTIQAL Co., Ltd.
Colli radors lo II. M. Giiverninent

.

EVERYTHING FOR AVIATION.

"RAPID" AND "REGY" Propellers.
"GNOMOL" Castor Oil.

"G.A.C." Aeroplane Tyres.
"G.A.C." Aero U/heels.

"G.A.C." Shock Absorbers.
"G A.C." Featherweight Altimeters.

All British Made.
"G.A.C." Aero Instrurr»ents.

"G A.C." Aero Accessories, Etc.

30, Regent St., Piccadilly Circus, London, S.W.

Phone—^stt Gertard. Siiuint Iniim, I.ondnn.

I THE IDEAL

I
JACKET

I for

1 AVIATORS
In black or tan chrome

-

dressed leather, three- b
quarter length, lined fcf

J^"|j-
fleece. ^WW\
£6 6s. Od. ^

As supplied to many
Aviators at the Front

Patterns on request. Our
Self - measurement Form

perfect Fit.— ensures

Write for our Lis! of Avoritie-.

Dunhills LTD.

= 359/361, EUSTON ROAD, N.W.
= 2, CONDUIT STREET, W.
= Manc .e^ter: 90,92, ( ross St. Glasgow: 72, St Vincent St.

WOOD FOR ALL PARTS OF AEROPLANES
Machined to your Sizes or Sections.

Be8t Quality Silver Spruce, Ash, Walnut, 3 ply etc.

W. G. EVANS & SONS,
1—4, WILLIAMS MEWS, STANHOPE STREET.

EUSTON ROAD. LONDON, N.W.
Phone : Museum 2458.

1 MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS

PATENTS.
row TO TAKE OUT PATENTS IN ENGLAND AND
ABROAD." (By Arthur E. Edwards, F.C.I. P. A.) 2S.

post free.

—

Arthur Edwards & Co., Ltd., Patent Agents and

Consulting Engineers, Chancery Lane Station Chambers,

W.C. 'Phone 4536 Holborn.

AEROPLANE Makers and Inventors. Prepare now for

trade revival by protecting new ideas. Particulars and
advice free.—King's Patent Agency, Ltd., 165, Queen Victoria

Street, London.

rp HE Proprietor of British Patent, No. 14,240, of igii, relat-

X ing to "Improvements in Aeronautical Machines" desires

to enter into negotiations with one or more firms in Great
Britain for the sale of the patent rights, or for the grant of

licenses to manufacture under royalty.—Inquiries to be ad-

dressed to D. Young and Co., Patent Agents, 11 and 12,

Southampton Buildings, I^ondon, W.C.

_1 Road, London, lowest inclusi\'e charges. General advice

gr.itis. Telephone, 6109 Holborn.
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A Promising New Machine.
White and Thompson, Ltd., of Bognor, have recently com-

pleted a landgoing tractor biplane on most promising lines.

She is a two-seater, and is fitted with a 70-h.p. Renault. The
fuselage, of three-ply timber, was built by Saunders, of Cowes.
In preliminary tests, in very bad weather, the machine is said

to have reached a speed equal to that of the best two-seaters

with 8o-h.p. Gnomes, in a side wind. One gathers that Mr.

Beadle was responsible for the design of the machine, and

It seems as if his designs have made good.

Head Resistance.
One often has enquiries as to the efficiency, head resistance,

etc., of some machine flying at the moment. The following

is a method by which, with some essential particulars and
little difficulty, these figures may be obtained approximately.

The necessary particulars are :—p, the horse-power of the

engine
;
w, the weight of the machine in lbs. ready for flight

;

K, the lifting co-efficient of the planes, or v, the speed in

m.p.h. ; A, the wing surface ; and a, the angle of incidence

(expressed as a fraction).

F, w. A, and a can all be measured directly with the

machine. v cannot be quite so easily obtained, and unless

there are accurate figures extant, it is best to assume k = ijo
which is a fair value.

The figures required are, then, v; h, the gliding angle, and
R, the " equivalent normal surface," which represents the head
resistance—i.e., the area of the square flat plate which would
have a resistance equal to the useless head resistance.

I propose to give, first, non-mathematical instructions for

finding these quantities, and after, for those who care to read,

the corresponding formuke.
We assume, then, that we know power, weight, k, surface,

and angle of incidence.

Multiply together k, surface, and angle of incidence, and
divide weight by their product. Extract the square root, and
the result is speed.

Now multiply power by 250, divide by weight, and divide

the result by speed. The result is gliding angle.

Lastly, subtract the angle of incidence from the gliding

angle, multiply the difference by 1,000 times the weight.

Divide by three, by the speed, and by the speed again. The
result is the head resistance area.

Putting the operations in mathematical form, we have : given

p, w. A, K, and a—

R =

^/w '

K A a

250_P

W V

1000 w (ba)

3 V-

(I)

(2)

(3)

P. K. T.

Practical Lessons from Models.
The following letter shows that lessons of value to users of

aeroplanes can slill be learnt from models :

—

"Sir,—I notice in The Aeroplane your remarks on
' Anchoring Aeroplanes in a Wind.' Might I suggest as a

result of my experience with models that the safest way woiild

be to anchor them broadside on. I don't know whether it

would be practicable to fasten them by one wing-tip only, but

if not, perhaps an additional stay wire to the fuselage about

mid-way between the main plane and the tail would make the

machine secure. .At rinv rate I should be pleased if you could

induce someone to try this dodge and let me know the result.

I feel confident th;it an aeroplane fixed the way I suggest

would be less li,il)le to damage than if fixed either head or

tail to wind.

"Re ' Pusher Nacelles.' I am surprised to read that

pusher machines are always 'so much slower' than tractors.

This should certainly not be the case, and if this result is due

to the flat end of the nacelle, then all I can say is it is higli

time the shape was altered. 1 estimate roughly from observa-

tion of models in flight that 'pushers' are at least 10 per cent,

faster than tractors, and for tliis reason a propeller of slightly

bigger pitch can be used with the same power as in n tractor

screw of same diameter and width of blade.

[Herein is something for designers to read, mark, learn,

and inwardly digest.—Ed.

J

"Again, re Propellers. I have found that in model flying

cambered blades give greater efficiency than blades with flat

faces, also that still greater efficiency is obtained if the camber
gradually increases from the tip to the boss. (Tlie camber at

the tip is practically nil.) I attribute this to the similarity

between a propeller blade and an aerofoil, the slower the air

speed the greater the camber which may be used to advan-

tage. I take it, however, as a matter of course that a full-

sized propeller would be much too weak at a vital point to

have much camber, if any at all, near the boss, but so far as

model propellers are concerned they are always strong enough
near the boss to stand ordinary flight strains unless they are

made as thin as paper. What seems to me peculiar is the fact

that model propellers have to be driven at practically the same
speed as full-sized ones, viz., 1,200 revs., to obtain the best

results.

"As soon as the days lengthen a bit, numbers of this Chub
will be carrying out some ex,petriments with propellers, planes

of various aspect ratios, angles of incidence, and cambers,

and measuring the air speed of models in actual flight, and

any hints given in your paper on lines for experimentation will

be gladly taken up and followed as far as practicable. A
small club like ours cannot conduct experiments quite on

N. P. L. lines, but I feel sure some useful results will be

obtained .on less elaborate lines. (Signed) W. E. Evans,
Hon. Sec, The Paddington and Districts .'\ero Club."

Southampton District.
A Sopwith-Sunbeam tractor was liusy on two days last week.

It came out on Tuesday afternoon, and, with two on board,

made a flight over Southampton at a noteworthy height for a

large machine. During the flight the tide had gone out, and,

when the Sopwifh returned, about 15 ft. of mud separated

the slipway from the edge of the water. However, the pilot

opened out and slid over the mud quite comfortably. The
tests were continued on Thursday. The flight terminated

with quite an exciting dive from a great height.

Much general flying has also been done.

A new and improved Curtiss tvpe machine is nearing com-
pletion in the neighbourhood.

School and Weather Reports.
; Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs. Fri. Sat. Sun.

Hendon
|

East Coast ...
|

South Coast ..

1

Windy
Fine,a.m

Wet p. in,

Fine
but Dull

Fine

Very
Windy

Fine

Very
Windy

Windy

Fine

Fair

Fine

Dull

Windy

Fine

Finebut
Windy

Gale

Fine

Finebut
Windy

Fine
Windy
Very
Windy
Finebut
Windy

Lake District
|

Windy Gale Rain Rain Rain Rain Windy

Hendon.

—

At the Grahame-White School.—Instructors :

Messrs. Manton, Russell and Winter. Pupils with instr. :

Frob. Fit. ,Sub-Lieuts. Dunn, Feeney, Greer, Hards, Hood,

Jackson and Vernon. Strts, alone : Prob. Fit. ,Suto-Lieuts.

1""( rrand, Morrison and Dunn. 8's or circs. : Prob. F'lt. Sub-

Lieuts. Irving, Morrison and Dunn. Machines : Four Grahame-
White School machines.

At the Beatty School.—Instructors : Messrs. Geo. W.
Beatty, W. Roche-Kelly and C. Prodger. Pupils with instr. :

Messrs. Ormsby, Genrit Forbes, H. H. Bright, F. R. Laver,

J H. Vickers, B. B. Lewis and J. L. Allcock. Machines:

Wright biplanes fitted with dual controls.

.•\t the Ruffy-Baumann School.—Instructors : Messrs. E.

Baumann .and the James Brothers. Pupils with instructor on

60 Caudron : Messrs. E. Roobaert and B. C. Bell (new pupils).

Mr. Kenworthy (18 mins.), and Mr. Hydon (21) alone.

Machines : 60 and 45 Caudron biplanes.

At the London and Provincial ."Aviation Co.'s School.—
Instructors : Messrs. W. T. Warren and M. G. .Smiles. Pupils

doing strts. or rolls : Messrs. Deschamps, Watson, England,

Derwin, Faning. 8's or circs. : Messrs. Lincoln, Moore,

Noakes, and Bransby Williams (extra practice). Machines :

2 L. and P. tractor biplanes. Mr. J. H. Moore took a very

good certificate on March 4 in spite of adverse weather.

Windermere.

—

Ar the N.A.C. School.—Bad weather made
tuition impossible. On Friday Mr. W. Rowland Ding took out

the Avro, which has been fitted with dual control, but found it

loo rough to continue. Tlie remainder of the week has beaten

the record for cussedness.
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TUITION.

THE

Grahame-White
SCHOOL
OF
FLYING .

HENDON,
N.W.

THE GRABAME - WHITE
AVIATION CO., LTD., Aero-
nautical Engineers and Constructors.

Proprietors of THE LONDON
AERODROME. HENDON, N.W.
Telegrams: "Volplane, Hyde, London."
Teltphone: 120 Kingsbury (i ines.)

West End Offices :

32, REGENT St., LONDON, W.
Telegrams " Claudigrani

,
I'iccy.,

London." Telephone : lt2:i KegcnI.

London and Provincial
aviation co.

SCHOOL OF FLYING
The Aerodrome, Hendon, N.W.

Learn to fly at our School on new and up-to-date machines. We teach
you to control the machine yourself and develop your own individu-

Our instructors have had years of experience and we guarantee
Enquiries welcomed.

ality

satisfaction. Phone: Kingsbury loz

THE RUFFY-BAUMANN SCHOOL
OF FLYING, HENDON.

Manager-chief Instructor—EDOUAHD BAUMANN.
Instructors-

Messrs. HERBERT JAMES, HOWARD JAMES.
Pupils taught on dual control 60 h p. Gnome Caudron

Machines: completing tuition on 45 h.p. Anzani, taking

certificate on 50 h.p. Gnome. All Tractor Machines,
quickest and most thorough tuition.

Trial lesson— £2 2s.

Office and Works

—

3-4 KENDALL'S MEWS, PORTMAN SQUARE, W.
Phone—Padd. 5048.

SITUATIONS VACANT.
WANTED, two Experienced Erectors.—Mann and Grimmer,

l^ondon Aerodrome, Hendon.

WANTED, Erectors, Panel Beaters, Wirenien, Wood-
workers (i.e.. Cabinet makers, pianoforte builders and

coachniakers), and Tinsmiths for Aeronautical work.—Apply
by letter, stating fully experience, age, and salary required, 10

The Brush Electrical Engineering Co., Ltd., Loughborough.

VACANCIES for Pupils, age 15-18 preferably, practical ex-

perience ; small premium
;
increasing salary after short

training
;
workshop practice.—J. Wulffing, Aeronautical Engi-

neer, 25, Hogarth Road, Earl's Court, S.W.

THE British Caudron Co., Ltd., require inunediately wood-
workers, erectors, and enginii fitters.—Apply at works,

Cricklewood Causeway, between 12 and 3 p.m.

SITUATION WANTED.
SHEET Metal Worker wants situruioii in return for de-

signs of an all-steel aeroplane, guaranteed lighter and
stronger than duralamin or wood.—Further particulars, apply
to C. W. Bower, c/o Maida Vale, Coronation Road, Cowes,
Isle of Wight.

ENGINES.
NEW or Second-hand 80- and loo-h.p. Gnome, Rhone, Cier-

get, or other known engines, wanted. Highest prices

given.—State fullest particulars, Box 628, This Aeroplane, 166,

Piccadilly, W.

PHOTOGRAPHS.
PILOTPORTRAITS
The F N B Series of Copy-
righ. Pilot Portraits includes
all ttie most notable Pilots of

4ml
COPYRCHT 9ERJES

the Flying World. Unmounted, post free, Sizes 12 by 10 in.,

2S. 6d. ; 8 by 6 in., is. 6d. ; 6 by 4 in., is. 2d. Mention The
Aeroplane and write for NEW LIST of 350 pilots.

I^". IV. IJIRKKTT
97 PERCY ROAD, SHEPHERD'S BUSH. LONDON, W.

WE HAVE THE MEN OF TJIE MOMENT.

c

PROPELLERS.
^ HAUVIERE'S famous Integral Propellers hold all records;

used by all leading aviators. Jhe best.—Sole proprietors
for Great Britain and Colonies. Thb Integral Propiller Co.,
Ltd., IB. Elthorne Road, Upper Holloway, N. Telephone:
Hornsey 2345. Telegrams: "Aviprop (Upholl), London."

CARS FOR SALE.
/IA-5""'i-P- Metallurgique 3-seatei Coupe, with double
j:\J dickey ; all new tyres ; 2 spare wheels ; accessories

;

^^300; exchanges.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting. 100 other
cars in stock, from ^•25 upwards. V\'rile for illustrated cata-
logue.

MISCELLANEOUS.

H .\RDWOOD for AeropI anes. Specially selected, air-drieil

timber as supplied to leading constructors in Britain and
the Continent. Silver Spruce, Ash, Poplar; Hickory and Ash
Skids

;
Threeply

; Thin Cedar and Mahogany for Floats ; Wal-
nut for Propellers.—William Mallinson and Sons, Ltd., Hack-
ney Road. 'Phone, 3854 Cenlral. 4770 Wall.

AVIATOR'S MASK
INVENTED AND PATENTED BY

LAMS GUSTAVE 87, Long Acre, W.C'
Comfortable to wear, easy to adjust, well ventilated,

mouth free, no goggles required; a protection against
cold, wind and rain.

Price £1 1s.

LUNCH. TEA. or SUP at-

"THE AERO RESTAURANT."
(Just outside the gates of the Hendon Aerodrome.)

Pretty Tea-Gardens, with awnings, for fine weather. Glass-side
" Sun-Parlour" for cold weather.

Best of Food, well cooked and neatly served.
Lunch from Is. 6d. Tea Srom 6d.

' TrkL iMENDiNEl Mark.
'

'

LIQUID SCOTCH GLUE>j
Ready for use at once.

XTSED BY THE LHAOINQ AEROPLANE CONSTRUCTORS.
•moisture PROOF.

H'Hic Jar /'rice Lisl aiiH PiiTtifUlari— .'1

MENDINE CO., 8, Artljur Street, London Bridge, E.G.. S4

MODELS.
T. W. K. CLARKE St CO.,
HAMPTON WICK, MIDDLESEX.

Supply British Built Model Aeroplanes, and all Accessories
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Active Service and Some Other Things.
When the Royal Flying Corps flew to France at the

outbreak of war one rather received the impression
that they went off in something of the spirit of a for-
lorn hope. At any rate, despite their all being quite
bright and cheerful, most of the pilots adopted rather
a moritun te salutant attitude towards life in general,
and though none of them showed an}^ overt evidence
that he was seriously concerned about what the Irish
call "making his soul," many of them distinctly said,
"Let us eat, drink and be merry, for to-morrow we
die." One or two officers of my accjuaintance in one
squadron in particular were fully convinced that the
whole squadron would be wiped out in the first week of
serious work, the luckiest ones being those who escaped
death by being merely wounded or moderately
smashed.
Now, after seven months of war, during which the

pilots must have covered tens of thousands of miles
over continuous fire, besides odd fljnng merely as a
means of locomotion, that squadron has, I believe, lost
two pilots killed by accident and none by gun or rifle

fire, and only one or two wounded or pri.soners. Other
squadrons which have done an equal amount of work
have been no less fortunate, and some, with perhaps
less flying to their credit, have been even luckier.
The Royal Naval Air Service has had about equal

luck, for though the number of Naval pilots who have
flown over gun-fire is less, the miles covered by the
R.N.A.S. on coast-patrols, Channel patrols, and in fly-

ing over the North vSea generallj^ must be nearly equal
to the R.F.C. mileage, and though machines have come
down in the open and have drifted for hours before
being picked up, and though many seaplanes have been
wrecked in one way or another, the pilots have escaped
death in an extraordinary wa}-.

French 111= Fortune.

An official French note published last week lamented
the number of casualties in the French Aeronautique
Militaire, which points to the French having lost a

much higher percentage than our flying vServices have
We have lost several valuable officers, whose deaths
deeply affect many of us who have been closely con-
nected with naval and military aviation, but when one
looks at the figures one cannot avoid a sense of satis-

faction that the proportion of loss is so very small.
The Services themselves evidently have the same feel-

ing, for one recalls Dr. Glazebrook's remark about a

young friend of his who wrote that he realh' felt that
he ought to go back to his regiment, becaxise it seemed
to him unfair that he should be flying in comfort and
safety while the other officers of his battalion were hav-
ing such a strenuous time in the trenches. In one or
two cases officers seconded to the R.F.C. are now about
the only unwounded officers of their line units.

Just why our aviators should be so fortunate is not
very obvious, but it appears primarily to be due to

their being better mounted than the French, so that
they can keep at a safer height, and can fly quicker
and so are harder to hit.

Secondly—though perhaps this is really the prime
reason—our aeroplanes, like our horses, are better

cared for. The R.F.C. mechanics have been splendid.

They have toiled night and day to keep their officers'

machines in perfect order and to keep the engines in

tune. As a result we have had only one known case
of a machine actually breaking in the air, and that was
of French make, and despite the enormous mileage the
cases of engine breakdown have been few and far

between.
Thirdh^, our machines are undoubtedly better con-

structed, for when he likes the British workman can do
the best work in the world, and however much one may
disapprove of the methods of the Royal Aircraft Fac-
tory officials in some of their dealings, there is no deny-
ing that competition with that establishment has kept
the aeroplane manufacturers' noses on the grindstone,
with corresponding benefit to the vServices. Even as it

is, we have some of the best aeroplanes in the world,
but if competition of all kinds, both in construction and
in actual flying, had been officialU^ encouraged in the

past we should by now have been far ahead of an5^

other country, instead of being just a little more than
able to hold our own.

Also, the enlightened policy lately pursued by the
War Office, and the good work done by the Aeronauti-
cal Inspection Department, has resulted in a very dis-

tinct improvement in the quality of workmanship all

round, and in the production of stronger and safer

machines.
Standing Punishment.

Perhaps the most surprising thing we have learned
from actual experience of war is the amount of punish-
ment an aeroplane can stand without collai)sing. When
one looks into the construction of a flying machine it

strikes one that the least thing in the way of gun or

rifle fire would knock it to pieces, yet one hears of

machines coming home safely with planes consisting
apparently of more holes than fabric. Others come in

cheerfully minus ailerons, or struts. vShells burst under
tails and stand machines on their heads, but the pilots

do not seem to worry much. In fact, aviators in general
seem to bear charmed lives.

Probably the real reason is that when a man stand-
ing in a trench shows himself several dozens of rifles

are fired at him, and the bullets all miss him bv inches,

and there is no record of how near thev went, whereas
in an aeroplane every bullet within fifteen feet of the
bodv of the machine, and within the area of the wings
and tail, leaves its mark. The most astonishing thing
is that none of them ever seem to hit a really vital

part of the machine itself and smash tip a main wirinp-"

plate at the base of a strut, or something of that sort.

The Age Limit Question.

With so many narrow escapes before their eA^es it is

n.ot at all surprising that some of the vounger pilots

become reckless, and that some of the older ones be-
come confirmed fatalists. Of the two attitudes of mind
the latter is preferable, for a man who is a fatalist can
go on flying, apparently, till he oets killed or dies of

old age—the odds are in favoxir of old age—whereas a

reckless voungster is liable to lose his nerve cntirelv
after one bad smash.
Which gives one to wonder at times whether the
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authorities are entirely wise in selecting very young
men for training as pilots at Government expense. It

is true that young eyes and hands are probably easier

to train, but it is still more true that an old head is

certain to have better judgment, and that an older man
has more staying power. A boy of 20 or so may be a

better aerial acrobat, but a man of 30, who has never

had any ambition to loop the loop, will stand the hard-

ships of campaign life better, and he will certainly

stand long flights day after day very much better.

Among my personal friends who have been flying on

active service I notice that some of the youngest have
a strained and tired look about their eyes which should

not be there at so tender an age, whereas the hardened
old sinners of between 30 and 35 are just as cynically

cheerful or as cheerfully depressed as they have been

ever since I have known them. It is easier to break a

young horse's heart than an old one's, and probably

the same is true of haman nerves. Certainly a fit man
of 30 will stand more hardship than a boy of 20, and
ihough he may not be as quick in his actions, it is

more than doubtful whether any wonderful quickness

is necessary in handling an aeroplane. Judgment is

much more valuable, and here the older man scores

almost always.
vSteeplechase riding and driving racing-cars ou the

road both ne^^d quicker hands than flying, and prob-

ably more judgment as well, and in both sports it

seems that the men at the top of the tree are much
nearer 30 than 20. Personally I should put the mini-

mum age of a vService aviator at 25 and let the

maximum age depend on the physical fitness of the

applicant, and I venture to commend this point to the

consideration of the authorities.

Archibald and His Ways.

However, what I originally set out to do was to give

a few instances of what narrow escapes actually do
happen to Service aviators, with the double object of

warning youngsters against unnecessary recklessness,

and of demonstrating that while flying on active ser-

vice is not as free from danger as our small number of

casualties seems to prove, it is possible to survive

incidents which ought to have ended in sudden death.

vSeveral pilots have recently remarked that the shoot-

ing of the German "Archibalds" has improved very

much of late, which may be due either to real improve-

ment, due to continual practice, or to the increasing

number of high-angle guns, or merely because the bad

weather compels our pilots to fly lower to see below the

clouds. Also, the clouds themselves, as mentioned
some time ago, are useful to the gunners, who can get

the vertical range exactly by bursting their trial shells

just under the "clouds, and then waiting for an aero-

plane to come through. In the first two months of the

war there was hardly ever a cloud to be seen, and the

observers could see perfectly from heights of well over

6,000 feet.

The more experienced pilots now know all Archi-

bald's habits, and consequently prefer whenever pos-

sible to hare along the German lines down wind, and
then clear off over to our own territory for the slow

beat up against the wind. One can sympathise heartily

with the pilot who took up a brave but aerially un-

educated senior officer for such a trip some time ago,

and at the end of the appointed journey received an
intimation that the observer would like to go back

slowly over the same ground. The legend has it that

the observer stuck out about ten minutes of the return

journey at ten miles an hour or so, the machine pre-

senting almost a stationary mark for a whole bunch
of star-turn Archibalds, and then signalled to the pilot

to sheer off to a safer position, and that when the pilot

got him safely home the observer received quite a heart-

to-heart lecture from the junior hut more experienced

officer,

Apropos Archibald, some of the wilier pilots dis-

covered some months ago that he cannot make good
shooting against the sun. Consequently, whenever he
becomes unpleasantly attentive they try to get be-

tween him and the light. An aeroplane at 6,000 feet or

so is a small enough mark anyhow, and when the gun-
ner has to aim into the eye of the sun to find

it the machine is fairly safe. Young pilots may find

the tip useful when they go into action for the first

time.

Lately it seems that the R.N.A.S. raids have drawn
most of thL star gunners and their guns into Belgium

,

and consequently the R.F.C. patrols are not quite so

much worried, for which fact, no doubt, they are dnlj'

grateful.
The War as an Entertainment.

Also apropos Archibald, I was told the other day of

a new and very enthusiastic pilot who went out to

Flanders for the first time. He started off gaily from
the aircraft base, no end cheered by the idea that he
was I'eally "going to see the War," as he put it. He
flew along for some miles, very much interested in the
scenery, but not seeing anything very exciting, till

after a while he remarked to himself, "Where's this

War thev're talking about? I don't see any War."
Then suddenly, a mile or two farther on, the sky be-

came white with the smoke of shrapnel bursting all

round him. Bullets began to rip through the planes,

and the machine bumped about ominouslv, whereon,
according to his account, he exclaimed, "Lord! There
is a War after all. and I believe those chaps on the
ground think I'm it." vSo he sheered oflF to a calmer
atmosphere. Apparently he had wandered right over
one of the Germans' pet positions where thej' had a

whole family of Archibalds, which held their fire till

this sportsman was right overhead. Incidentally thev
gave away their precise position, which was ju.st what
was wanted.

An Overrated Sport.

"Going to see the War" seems to be the pet amuse-
ment of aviators and other people who are unfor-
tunately tied by their diities to base camps or Head-
quarters billets, whenever the said people can contrive
some excuse for getting up to the firing line. Certain
young aviator friends of mine took such a holidav not
very long ago, having borrowed a car with faithful

promises that it should on no account be damaged.
They went off cheerfully to the firing line and were
learning much useful knowledge about the land-going
portion of the operations when the German heavy gnus
began shelling the place they were in. Mindful of their

promise about the car, they started back to where thev
had left it. and as they were walking along a canal a

six-inch .shell dropped into it not twenty feet from
where thev were, burst on the bottom, threw up a huge
column of water, mud, dead fish, and assorted refuse
all over them, and knocked them flat on the road. The
lender of the party recovered before the others, and
when he was able to sit tip and take notice and had
made sure that he was not damaged, he saw them be-

piuning'to crawl round on their hands and knees, won-
derine whether they were alive or not—and he said

that the first thing that crossed his mind was how
angry thev would be with him for briusfinp- them out
to see the War. and getting them in such a filthv mess.
One of them afterwards expressed the opinion that War
considered as a sport was over-rated. As a matter of

fact, it is just as well that Service aviators should see
something of the war on the ground as well as from
aloft, for it extends their point of view and is highly
educative.

Some "Near Things."

Apropos "near thines" in general, it will be remem-
bered that the Admiralty announced last week that one
of the aeroplanes at the Dardanelles had been hit in 38
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places aud another in S places. Oue R.N.A.vS. pilot,

when he saw the aunouncement, remarked, without
any intention of bragging, "But why make a fuss about
that ? My machine has been hit ninety times at one
go."

It is said to be on record that one of the R.F.C.
machines, a Farman I think, came down safely after a
shell had burst directly under it. Over 200 holes were
counted in the fabric, planes, tail, and nacelle all being
riddled. As one officer said, "the thing was simply in
ribbons, and looked like a moulting chicken."
Of course, when one is counting holes in a machine

one must remember that one bullet may make as many
as six holes ; for example, it may go through the lower
plane close to the fuselage making a hole in the lower
and upper surfaces, then through the two sides, or a
side and the top of the fuselage, and then through
both surfaces of the upper plane on the other side.

As an example of what a bullet can do in the way of

missing things, one the other day came through the
bottom of the fuselage of a machine, ploughed up the
observer's leg, cutting his puttees without damaging
him, went into his leather coat and out again, and then
through the upper plane.
In another case a pilot, who has not been flying for

some time, was on the ground when a rifle bullet hit

him on the head, ploughed a neat groove along the
bone at the side of his skull, and knocked him over
backwards into a common or domestic slop-bucket. He
was, apparently, much more angry with the bucket
than with the bullet, and is at present progressing
favourably, recovering rapidly both his health and
dignity, with his head in a species of night-cap.

Keeping One's Head.

The great thing for a pilot to do is to keep his head
when in a tight corner. For example, one pilot told

me some time ago how a chunk of shell carried away
an interplane strut and knocked a piece out of the

wing near the strut big enough to put one's head
through. Like a wise man he came down gliding as

slowly as possible in a carefully banked spiral, with

the damaged wing inside the circle, so as to decrease

the lift on that wing and increase it on the undamaged
side. If he had turned the other way, or had come
down fast, the probability is that the increased speed
would either have burst the fabric altogether or have
broken the un.^upported spar.

In yet another case a shell burst right underneath a

machine and the engine stopped firing suddenly. The
pilot felt that the engine was all right as it continued

to spin without vibrating, so he concluded that a tank
had been hit and the petrol supply to the engine had

been cut oft'. Fortunately the machine had two tanks,
with separate pipes to the engine, and the other had
not been hit, so by turning on the petrol from the
second tank he was able to start up the engine again
and get home.

It is something of a problem to know whether to

start up or not under such circumstances, for with the

machine smothered in petrol from the punctured tank
there is always the danger of fire—the worst of all

dangers to aviators.

The Fire Danger.

In the case of a machine with two tanks, one between
the pilot and' passenger and one forward, if the back tank
is hit and the machine is a tractor with a Gnome
engine it is fairly safe to switch on again, but if the
engine is a Renault or any other with long exhaust
pipes carried underneath the fuselage there is the

danger of a misfire in the engine, as it is starting up,
squirting a jet of flame out of the end of the pipe and
setting the petrol alight.

Which suggests that it might be safer to carry the

pipes upwards over the upper plane, streamlining
them in with the fuselage-struts. It ought to be pos-

sible to do so in a tractor of the B.E. type.

In a tractor with a Gnome, if the front tank is hit, the

vapour may be sucked into the passenger's cock-pit by
the back-draught from the cowl, and if a valve sticks

up and causes a pop back into the carburettor—which
in many machines is right between the passenger's feet

—there may be a fire from that cause. In some
machines safety against such a fire is secured by
cutting the carburettor right off from the cock-pit with
aluminium plate, but this is not universal practice.

Curiously enough, no one seems to have adopted the
simple expedient of casing the whole carburettor in a

globe of gauze and making it into a kind of Davy lamp.
In all "pushers" there is the continual danger of

petrol from a punctured tank being blown back over
the engine while it is still running. There seems to

be no safeguard possible against this, except the de-

velopment of the heavy-oil Diesel-type engine, about
which no one seems to be troubling. One designer of

aeroplanes recommends commandeering a Diesel engi-

neer, an aero-motor engineer, and a high-class metal-

lurgist, and locking them up together in a padded
drawing office till they evolve a workable design for a
Diesel-type aero-engine. The idea has merit.

Simple Safeguards.

All these dangers of fire are equally great from
broken petrol-pipes or the jarring loose of couplings
when not on active service at all. The only practical

Photograph by F. N. Bii kett ,iShepherd' i Bush

Air Mechanics of the South African Flying Corps, recently transferred to the Union Forces from the Royal Naval I

Service. It will be noted that the uniform approximates to t hat of the Royal Flying Corps.
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"gadget'-' yet produced to prevent back-firing into car-

burettors from setting machines alight was that in-

vented some time ago by Mr. Holt-Thomas, but,
promising and simple as it was, nothing seems to have
been heard of it lately.

The most sensible thing in all cases of petrol escape
seems to be to shut off the engine as soon as it is dis-

covered, let the tank empty itself thoroughly, then dive
hard so that the draught will evaporate the loose petrol,

turning the machine meanwhile in different directions

so as to clear any "pockets" of vapour which may have
formed in odd corners of the machine, and then switch
over to the spare tank, start up, and trust to luck.
Later on, when aeroplanes are more sensibly designed,
we shall have properly armoured tanks with drains to

take leakages clear of the machine, and shall be free of

most of this danger.

Joining the Flying Services.
A number of letters are received at '.his ofiice every week

from young men who are anxious to obtain temporary or per-

manent commissions in tlie Royal Naval Air Service or the

Royal Flying Corps. In the majority of cases the writers

are sportsmen who hold commissions or have enlisted in line

battalions or in other military units, and some in the Royal
Naval Division, and who liope that there is a possibility of

their being transferred to one or other of the Flying Services.

In other cases they are men who have returned from abroad
or from the Colonies to join up in some capacity or other. In

every case they want to know what their chances are of being
accepted.

The question is a most difficult one to answer, and it is

doubtful whether the officers in the particular departments of

the Admiralty and War Office devoted to these particular pur-

poses could answer such questions off-hand, even if they were
permitted to do so. The trouble is that in both Services there

is 'an enormous waiting list of applicants who have actually

been examined and passed as being personally suitable to hold

the King's commission, and if one judged simply by the length

of that waiting list one would be tempted to say that in future

no applicants need apply.

On the other hand, there are very good reasons why a man
of the right kind should 'apply, and why he really has a chance
of ultimately flying on active service. In the first place, the

periodical sudden expansions of both the Flying Services may
at any moment absorb so many officers as to reduce the length

of the waiting lists very considerably. Secondly, it might hap-

pen that a streak of bad luck would bring a number of

casualties which would leave vacancies lo be filled. Thirdly,

no one can tell by looking at a man whether he is likely to

make a good pilot or not, no matter how suitable he may be

personally and socially to be an officer, and therefore it may
happen that after the majority of the people whose names are

on the waiting list have been appointed on probation it will

be found that hardly any of tliem have t'he makings of a suffi-

ciently good flier to be useful on active service.

As a matter of fact, the number of probationarv pilots who
are rejected on that account alone is verv high indeed. Many
of them are most estimable young men, who would probablv

with extended training become quite good plain fliers ; but,

owing to the number of applicants, both Services can afford

to pick and choose, and only acluallv appoint those who give

distinct promise of being above the ordinary as pilots. It is

quite probable that the Services are losing some very excellent

fliers in this way, for some of those seniors who are not onlv

the best officers but the besi pilots were in the days of their

pupilage apparently mutton-fisted, club-footed, and thick-

headed all at once, but suddenly developed into high-class

pilots just when everybody had given them up as hopeless. On
the other hand, there are cases in which the men have started

exceedingly well, and have simply gone to pieces at the stage

between taking their certificates and becoming complete
Service aviators.

Still, averaging it all round, the man who shows distinct

aptitude as a pilot at the start is much more likely to be a

good flier afterwards, which is one verv good reason for those

who can afford it to join a civilian school and learn to fly while

A Twin= Engine Advantage.

The twin-engine type of machine has distinct ad-

vantages in this respect, because the main petrol

supply will be in the body of the machine, well re-

moved from the engines, so that a petrol fire in the

engine compartment will be confined to as much petrol

as may be in the carburettor, and the streamlining of

the engines will presumably be of metal, so that the

fire will have nothing to feed on. This, I believe, is a

new argument in favour of the twin-engine type, which
in the larger sizes of machines is the only possible line

of development.
Much more might be written on this subject, but

probably iny long-suffering readers have had a suffi-

cient variet}^ of apparently disconnected ideas for one

week, so I merely advise them, in the words of the

inimitable Fanny Fields, to "Tiuk it ovah."—C. G. G.

they are on the waiting list tor the Services, for when their

turn comes and they are sent to one of the Service schools they

already know at 'any rate the rudiments of the game.

Moreover, as the existing civilian schools operating at aero-

dromes are under official supervision, pupils who are shaping

well are quite likely to attract the attention of Service fliers,

and more than one case has happened in which a "star turn"

pupil has received his appointment on the strength of his

flying as a civilian, although he has actually been some con-

siderable way down the waiting list.

It is therefore well worth while for any man who is really

keen on flying to apply for 'a commission in whichever Service

he desires to join, provided he is convinced, without being

conceited, that his education and upbringing are such as to fit

him for commissioned rank, though apparently this question

is not so important as it used to be, judging by some appoint-

ments. Of course, if 'he can produce any special qualifications,

such as previous experience of active service or personal recom-

mendation from senior officers, so much the better for him.

Incidentally, those who are already attached to either

Service in subordinate positions must recollect that in applying

for transfer to either of the Flying Services they must send

llipir applications through their own commandTing officers.

The R.N.A.S. Comforts Fund.
The number and amount of the contributions received this

week seem to have been affected by the temporary improvement

in the weather. One hopes that readers will remember that

the weather is as fickle as fortune, and that there are still

manv rough days and nights to be faced by the men of the

Royal Naval Air Service.

The following cash contributions are acknowledged this

week :—Paymaster-in-Chief A. Cummins, R.N., £2 Z^- '> Dr.

Sunderland, £,2 2S. ; R. A. F. War Distress Relief Fund (5th

contribution), £1 los.
;

(6th contribution), £1 los. ; Mr. Gor-

don and Friends (Nigeria), 2s. 6d. ; M. J. Blain, £1 ; Miss

Gow, los. ; Mr. d'Evelyn, los.
;
Vickers, Ltd., Woodworkers,

'Veroplane Department (13th contribution), 6s. ; Miss Smyth,

5s. ; Mann 'and Grimmer (employees' i6th contribution), 5s.
;

total for week, £12 3s. 6d.
;
grand total to date, £870 los. id.

Further contributions in cash and kind should be sent to

Mrs. Sueter, The Howe, Howe Hill, Watlington, Oxon.

The Royal Aero Club Annual General Meeting.
The annual general meeting of the members of the Royal

Aero Club of the United Ktngdom will be held on Tuesday
next, March 23rd, 1915, at 5 o'clock, at 166, Piccadilly, W.

In accordance with the rules, the Committee shall consist of

eighteen members. Members are elected to serve for two years,

half the Committee retiring annually. Retiring members are

eligible for re-election.

The retiring members of the Conmiittee are :—Griffith

Brewer, Ernest C. Bucknall, John D. Dunville, Col. H. C. L.

Hnlden, C.B., F.R.S., Prof. A. K. Huntington, Flight-Com-

mander F. K. McClean, R.N.A.S., Alec Ogllvie, Mervyn
O'Gorman, C.B., C. F. Pollock.

.\\\ nine of these Committeemen have been renominated, and

no new name has been nominated, so that there will be no

ballot, and the candidates will all be re-elected unopposed.

Under all the circumstances at the present time it is the best

thing that could have happened.
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THE

GNOME ENGINE GO,
(Societe des Moteurs Gnome.),

To whom all applications for

Gnome engines and spare

:: parts should be made ::

For Great Britain and the Oversea Dominions

:

THE GNOME ENGINE COMPANY,
47, VICTORIA STREET, S.W.
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WAKEFIELD
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Company and
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Naval and Military >\.eronautics.
GREAT BRITAIN.

From the "London Gazette," March 9th, 1915.

Admiralty, March 5™.

ROYAL NAVAL AIR SERVICE.—With reference to tlie

notice wiliich appeared in the "London Gazette" of Friday,

February 26th, 191 5, the seniority of Flig-ht Sub-Lieutenant H.

J. Batchelor should be November 15th, 1914, and not as therein

stated.

The name of George Fred Bresse should be George Fred

Breese.
War Office, JSIarch 9T11.

REGULAR FORCES.—The undermentioned non-commis=

sioned officer to be second lieutenant for service in the field :

—

Infantry.—The King's Own (Roval Lancaster Regiment).

—Corporal W. H. Nixon, from Royal Flying Corps. Dated

February 14th, 191 5.

Establishments.—Royal Flying Corps.—The under-

mentioned appointments are made :

—

Central Flying School.—Assistant Commandant (graded as

Wing Commander)—Captain (temporary Major) D. Le G.

Pitcher, 39th King George's Own Central India Horse,

Indian Army, from a squadron commander, and to be tem-

porary lieutenant-colonel, vice Major T. I. Webb-Bowen, Bed-

fordshire Regiment. Dated March 6th, 1915.

Military Wing.—Squadron Commanders—Lieutenant (tem-

porary Captain) G. I. Carmiohael, Royal Artilb.-y, a flight

commander, and to be temporary major. Dated March 2nd,

1915. Captain U. J. D. Bourke, Oxfordshire and Bucking-

hamshire Light Infantry, a flight commander, and to

be a temporary major. Dated March 2nd, 1915. Major T. 1.

Webb-Bowen, Bedfordshire Regiment, from assistant comman-

dant Central Flying School. Dated March 6th, 1915.

Flying Officer—Lieutenant C. W. Anstey, South Wales

Borderers, and to be seconded. Dated February 26th, 1915.

Supplementary to Regular Corps.—Royal Flying Corps.

—Military Wing.—H. T. Musker to be second lieutenant (on

probation). Dated March loth, 1915.

« « •

A Supplement to the "London Gazette" of March 9th, pub-

lished on March loth, contains the following military appoint-

ments :

—

War Office, March ioth.

REGULAR FORCES.—Establishments.—Royal Flying

Corps—Military Wing.—The underment'oned appointment is

made :

—

Flight Commander—Captain J. C. Halahan, Reserve of

Officers, from a flying officer. Dated March ist, 1915.

Supplementary to Regular Corps.—Royal Flying Corps—
Military Wing.—The undermentioned to be second lieutenants

(on probation) :—Dated February 20th, 1915 : A. R. H. Browne

and R. E. A. W. Hughes-Chamberlain. A. M. Cott. Dated

March 4th, 1915.
* * *

A Second Supplement to tihe "London Gazette" of Marcli

9th, published on March nth, contains the following military

appointments :

—

War Office, March iith.

REGLILAR FORCES.—Establishments.—Royal Flying

Corps.—Military Wing.—-The undermentioned appointments

are made :

—

Flying Officers—Dated February 19th, 1915 : Lieutenant J.

E. A. Baldwin, 8th (King's Royal Irish) Hussars, and to be

seconded ; Second Lieutenant E. D. Horsfall, 9th (Service)

Battalion Rifle Brigade (Prince Consort's Own), and to be

transferred to the General List, New Armies ; and Second

Lieutenant C. C. Wigram, Special Reserve.

Supplementary to Regular Corps.—Royal Flying Corps-
Military Wing.—The undermentioned to be second lieutenants

(on probation) :

—

H. V. Champion de Crespigny, dated February 26fh, 1915,

and R. H. S. Mealing, dated February 27th, 1915.

From the "London Gazette," March 12th, 1915.

Admiralty, March 6th.

ROYAL NAVAL AIR SERVICE.—W. A. Burns to be flight

lieutenant. Dated February 27th, 1915.

War Office, March I2th.

REGUL.'\R FORCES.

—

Establishments.—Royal Flying
Corps.—Military Wing.—The undermentioned flight com-
manders are graded as squadron commanders whilst holding

appointments as instructors at the Central Flying School :

Captain F. F. Waldron, i9bh (Queen Alexandra's Own Royal)
Hussars. Dated October 17th, 1914. Lieutenant (temporary

Captain) A. H. L. Soames, 3rd (King's Own) Hussars. Dated
February 9th, 191 5.

The undermentioned appointments are made :—Flying

Officers—Second Lieutenant J. J. Hammond, Special Reserve.

Dated January 29th, 1915. Second Lieutenant F. W. Godden,
Special Reserve. Dated February 23rd, 1915.

Inspection Staff.—The undermentioned temporary appoint-

ment is made :—Assistant Inspector—Major A. S. P. McGhee,
Royal Artillery, and to be seconded. Dated Febiaiary ist, 1915.

Supplementary to Regular Corps.—Royal Flying Corps—
Military Wing.—Temporary Second Lieutenant R. B'. Bour-

dillon to be second lieutenant (on probation). Dated February
i2lh, 1915.

* * »

A Third Supplement to the "London Gazette" of March
i2th, published on M.irch J 5th, contains fhe following military

appointments :—

War Office, March 15TH.

REGUL.AR FORCE.S.— Commands and -Staff.—The under-

mentioned appointment is made :

—

.Staff Captain.—Dated March 3rd, 19(5 : Captain R. T.

Snowden-Smith, Army Service Corps.

Supplementary to Regular Corps.—Royal Flying Corps
— Military Wing.—The undermentioned to be second lieu-

tenants (on probation) : W. E. Collison. Dated Feb. 22nd,

1915. F. L. Scholte. Dated March 8th, 1915.

NAVAL.
The following appointment was aimounced at the Admiralty

on March 12th :

—

Temporary .Surgeon F. L. Duckworth, to the "President,"

additional, for Kingsnorth ' Air Station, to date March 31st.

—

[March 13th?—Ed.
"|

« « »

The following appointments, etc., were announced from the

Admiralty on March 13th :

—

Temporary Surgeon Kenneth Wolferstan, to the "Presi-

dent," additional, for Eastchurch Air .Station, to date March
i2th, 1915.

ROYAL NAVAL AIR SERVICE.—The following have been

confirmed in rank of Flight Sub-Lieutenant and appointed to

the "President," additional, for Royal Naval Air Service, all

to date March 12th, 1915, and with seniority of as follows :

—

James Conrad Peter Wood, November loth, 1914; Francis

Warrington Strong, August i8th, 1914; Roger Martin Field,

October 28th, 1914; Arthur Quilton Cooper (temporary), No-
vember 14th, 1914 ; Frederick Joseph Rutland, December 15th,

1914; George Herbert Scott, October 24th, 1914.
* * *

The following appointment was announced at the Admiralty

on March i5fch :

—

Probationary Flight .Sub-Lieut. T. C. Vernon, to the

"President," for Central Flying School, to date March loth.
* -x- *

The Secretary of the Admiralty communicated on March
9th the following extract from "De Tijd" (February 22nd,

1015) :
-

The Raid of the British Airmen,

Sluis, February 21st.

The general opinion of the public is that the raid of the

British airmen was intended rather to obtain a moral effect.
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I
J. LLOYD WILLIAMS, who took

his Certificate at the Hall Flying

School on Jan. 26th, 191 5,

Passed the tests in excellent style

after thirteen days' flying practice,

taking his height at 1,600 feet.

The actual training time has been

attested by him to be 112 minutes.

Write or 'phone for free particulars

to :-

THE

HALL SCHOOL OF FLYING,

THE LONDON AERODROME, N.W.

'Phone: KINGSBURY 142.

I WHITE & THOMPSON 1

I LIMITED. I
= CONTRACTORS TO H.M. ADMIRALTY. =

I SEAPLANES |

I SOLE CONCESSIONAIRES FOR |

I
CURTISS I

j FLYING BOATS |

I
and CURTISS j

I
ENGINES

I
= IN THE UNITED KINGDOM. =

= MIDDLETON.BOGNOR, SUSSEX =
— Telephone—
~ BD^nor.

Telegrams—
"Soaring" Bognor

The BRITISH WRIGHT Co., Ltd.

In view of the arrang-ement made between the Treasury
and the British Wright Co., Ltd., in respect to the free
use by the Navy and the Army of the British Wrig-ht
Patents, the Directors of the Company beg- to notify all

British Manufacturers that machines embodying- the con-
structions so patented, may be freely manufactured in
pursuance of such Government orders. The Company is

prepared to receive applications from British Manufacturers
for licences to manufacture under the Wrig-ht Patents
in respect to machines for private use in Great Britain or for
export to Foreig-n Governments.

THE OGILYIE

AIR SPEED INDICATOR,

Patents No. 13796/13 and No. 27931/13,

now so largely used on the Navy Sea-

planes, may be obtained from the

Company who are the sole agents for

these indicators in Great Britain.

THE BRITISH WRIGHT CO., LTD.,

33 CHANCERY LANE, LONDON.

BEATTY
School of Flying

Some ScAoof
Here's an Effective Combination for

mailing Good Sound Aviators capable
of Flying any Type of Machine without
further instruction after leaving the
School.

SCHOOL EQUIPMENT.
40 h.p. Wright, dual control

50 h.p. Wright, dual control
60 h.p. Wright, dual control
50 h.p. Wrignt, single seater

Staff of Itistructovs —
G. W. BEATTY, 5th Year Training.

J. ROCHE-KELLY,
Trained by Mr. Beatty.

C. B. PRODGER,
Trained by Mr, Beatiy.
For full particulai s, apply

BEATTY SCHOOL OF FLYING,
London Aerodrome, Hendon,

N.W.
Telephone

—

Kingsburv 138
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han to cause material damage. I was of the same opinion,

until what I saw with my own eyes, and what I learnt from

<ery reliable sources, made me change my mind. Besides

he thirteen soldiers killed, and the thirty-five wounded in the

ilankenberghe tram, and the submarine badly damaged at

Ceebrugge, several batteries along the coast have greatly

juffered, and a larger number of guns have been totally

-destroyed. At Knocke, one officer and seven men were

silied, as well as many artillerymen. The bombs did not

Kill .my civilian, nor touch any house.

[Atlontion is drawn to the curious action of the Admiralty

in issuing as an official document a fortnight-old excerpt from

a neutral newspaper which can have no more, if no less, claim

to absolute accuracy than our own. All the information

given above appeared weeks ago in British papers whose Dutch

correspondents probably obtained their information from

sources as reliable, or as unreliable, as did "De Tijd."

On the whole, the Admiralty has been more communicative

in small matters than has the War Office, and more secretive

concerning things which are really of moment, such as Fleet

movements and so forth, but if the Secretary of the Admiralty

intends seriously to adopt the very wise policy of "doping"

public curiosity about important affairs by frequent injections

of small items of information of no great military importance

it would be well for him to engage a really clever press-agent

instead of serving out stale second-hand imformation from

foreign papers —Ed.]
* * *

The death of Flight Sub-Lieut. Shepherd, R.N..A.S., was the

subject of an inquest held at the Town Hall, Eastbourne, on

March 12th.

The East Sussex Coroner, Dr. G. Vere Benson, stated that

this was the first fatal accident to an aviator that had ( ccurred

in his jurisdiction.

Sub-Lieut. Shepherd was taking a biplane from the sea-

plane sheds to the aerodrome, and rose quite well. .After one

circuit it was noticed that he was in difficulties. .Apparently

he intended to fly over the crest of the beach, but was seen to

fall into the sea.

Three witnesses gave evidence to the effect that they saw
the biplane fall into the sea near the beach. They had noticed

that it was living very low.

Squad.-on Commander Philip Shepherd, R.N., who stated he

was not related to the deceased officer, said he would like to

tell the jury an iniportant fact which had been ascertained as

the result of a certain amount of loss of life, and the loss of

a good many machines, namely, that if an aviator were flying

over smooth water he could not tell whether he was 10 feet,

100 feet, or 200 feet above the water.

Witness saw Mr. Shepherd flying and thought he intended

to make a turn and come in towards the land. Before he

could turn he hit the water through not being able to judge the

height. Witness had examined the machine, and found no

defect in it or in the engine.

Flight Lieut. Graham Donald, R.N.A.S., stated that on

seeing the machine in the water he swam out 200 or 300
yards. He had some difficulty in finding Mr. Shepherd
owing to the waves, but he eventually succeeded in doing so.

The Coron-T warmly complimented witness on his gallantry,

and the jury signified their acquiescence in this commenda-
tion.

Dr. Rainey, the medical witness, attributed death to the

injuries to Lieut. Shepherd's head. A large cut on the scalp

was caused by contact with a stretched wire.

The jury returned a verdict of accidental death.

Arthur Gelr.ton Shepherd was born at .Abingdon-on-Thames

on January i8tli, 1894, and so was only just over 21 years

of age. He took his certificate (No. 849) on a Grahame-White
biplane at Hendon on July 21st, 1914, and for some little time

after the outbreak of war acted as assistant-instructor.

* * • *

An officer writing from the Persian Gulf says :

—"I wish

to goodness there was an aeroplane on this show. Every

pound it weighed would be the equivalent of ten men in

getting definite and accurate news of the Turks and .Arabs."

Here is an opportunity for any spare pilots and machines of

the R.N.A.S. which or wlio have nothing better to do, and
are not quite good enough to be used against modern aero-

planes and high-angle guns on the Continent. Probably sea-

planes would be the best type as they could get off big rivers

like the Tigris more easily than off loose sand.
» * *

The Secretary of the Admiralty notifies that correspondence

for men who recently embarked as part of the "Royal Naval
E.xpeditionary Force" or "Roval Marine Special Service

Force," should be addressed as follows :

—

Name
Rank or Rating

( ) Unit or Battalion,

"Royal Naval Division" or "Royal Marines,"
British Mediterranean Expeditionary Force,

c/o G.P.O., London.
[In the case of letters to officers and men of the R.N.A.S.

the words "Royal Naval Air Service" should be substituted for

"Royal Naval Division," and presumably in the case of the

Armoured Car Sections, "Armoured Car Support, Royal Naval
Air Service," would be the correct address.— Ed.]

* «

Good boat builders are required during the duration of the

war; rate of pay, 7s. a day and all found. Five years' refer-

ences are required. .Applications should be made to the R.N.
Recruiting Office, London Aerodrome, Hendon, N.W.

MILITARY.
The London Press Bureau issued the following note on

March nth :

—

The War Office makes the following announcement :

—

The British aircraft were active and succeeded in destroy-

ing the railway junctions at Courtrai and Menin.
* * «

The following passage occurs in the telegram from Sir John
French issued by the War Office on Saturday, March 13th :

—

March 13th.

Our aircraft has been very active, and the junctions at

Don and Douai were destroyed.
* * »

The War Office made the following announcement on
March 14th :

—

March 14th.

A train at Don Station was blown up by our aircraft this

morning.
* * «

The Casualty List, dated March nth, and published on

March 15th, contains the following :

—

ACCIDENTALLY KILLED.
Second Lieut. .A. G. Irving, Royal Engineers and Royal

Flying Corps.

Lieut. A. E. Morgan, Royal Fusiliers and Roval Flying

Corps.

Second Lieut. A. G. Irving, Royal Engineers and Royal
Flying Corps (accidentally killed), received his commission in

the Special Reserve of the Royal Engineers in June, 1910, and
was employed in August last. He was appareritly acting as

observer, as he was not an aviator.

Lieut. A. E. Morgan, Royal Fusiliers and Royal Flying

Corps (accidentally killed), received his commission in the 6th

Special Reserve Battalion the Royal Fusiliers on October
2qth, 1913, and joined the Flying Corps and was appointed a

flying officer in September last.

He was born at Oporto on May 24fh, i88g, and took his

certificate. No. 547, on a Bristol at Brooklands on July 8th,

191.3-

For some time prior to his appointment to the R.F.C. Mr.

Morgan acted as instructor at the Eastbourne -Aviation Co.'s

•School, where his personal charm won him many friends. He
is a distinct loss to the Service, where his judgment and

ability seemed to promise him a noteworthy career.

Particulars of the accident are not vet available.

* * *

The following passage in the descriptive account communi-

cated by an Eve-witness present with General Headquarters,
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IN FINEST QUALITY NICKEL, CHROME-NICKEL, OR ORDINARY SWEDISH STEEL-ANY SHAPE, SIZE, and
THICKNESS. Electrical Conduit Tubes and Fittings for Light and Power Wiring " Apollo " Tubula ^

Box-Spanners for Motor Cars, Cycles, and Workshop use; Galvanised Steel Flush-pipes for WC 's.

Weldless Steel Tube for Cycle and General Engineering Purposes; FERRULES for Picketing Pegs,
Entrenching Implements, Tent Poles and Tent Pegs; and other similar WAR MATERIALS, including
cycle carriers.

Ask tor Booklet containino 184 Full-size Illustraliom of Special Sections.

Teh;grams :

' AccLEs, Oldbury.

iEDl*ES^iRM[lf^|iiiM^»
Code :

A. B.C. .5th Edition

Telephone—280 Gerrard.

Telegrams—" Santochimo, London.'

The GENERAL AVIATION CONTRACTORS,
LTD.

Contractors to the British and Foreign Governments.

LONDON, PARIS AND MILAN.

Head Office—

30, Regent Street,

Piccadilly Circus, London, S.Wi

Mr. W. Rowland Ding

gives personal tuition on-
Dual Control "Avro." 50 h.p.Gnome

H.A C. Biplane. 50 h p. Gnome.

N.A.C Propeller Monoplane,
80 h p. Gnome

He is assisted by a compe-

tent staff, and tuition
_

is

accelerated by every device

of organisation & ingenuity

Come Up Hzre and See Life.

THE
NORTHEBN AIRCRAFT Co., Ltd.

Bowness-on-Windermere.

'Phone—114 Windermere.

Wire — " Aircraft, Windeimere."

EMAILLITE
33

THE PREMIER DOPE
British Manufactured

"AS TIGHT AS A DRUM."

As adopted by H.M . Governmint and

all the leading Manufacturers.

TheBHITISHEMAILLITECcLtd.
30 Regent Street, Piccadilly, S.W.

Phone, 280 Gerratd. Wire, Santochimo, London

Contvactovs to the Admivalty &' War Office

THE

BLACKBURN
AEROPLANE

AND

MOTOR Co., Ltd.,

Monoplanes, Biplanes,
Hydro-Biplanes.

SPECIALITIES-

PRESSED STEEL MOUNTINGS, DROP
FORGINGS, BLANKING STAMPINGS,
WELDING, TANKS, COWLS, PRO-

PELLERS, ETC.

Offices & •

Works . .

• OLYMPIA, LEEDS.
Telephone

:

345 RouNDHAY, Leeds.

Telegrams :

Propellers, Leeds.
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continuing and supplementing the narratixe published on the

nth inst., deals with aircraft:

—

March 12th.

During the day (March 10) two remarkable feats were

performed by our airmen. One flying at a height of only

150 ft. in order to make sure of his m-ark dropped a bomb
on the important railway bridge at Menin, destroying one

of the piers. Another, flying over Courtrai Railway
Junction, dropped a bomb on tlie station and completely

wrecked it. These are both points of vital importance on

the German communications.
» *

The special correspondent of the "Times" in France says :

—

"The Army Air Service [Will the editor of the "Times" please

instruct his correspondents and sub-editors that there are two
flying Services, the Royal Naval Air Service and the Royal
Flying Corps, and no others?—Ed.] has done magnificently

. . . and in all conditions, except when misty weather pre-

vented accurate observation, their reports could be accepted

as a general basis for the working of the General Staff with

complete assurance of their correctness.

"It has been said that the aeroplane has deprived war of

its surprise. Napoleon it was, I believe, who declared that the

military genius was the man who guessed what was going on
on the other side of the hill. With the aeroplane no guessing

need be done ; but 'a new clement has entered war which has
kept alive all the old secret of surprise—the motor-omnibus.
The words 'embuss' and 'debuss' have been consecrated in Staff

orders. Many is the battalion which has received orders to

'embuss' at dusk at X and 'debuss' at Z, many miles along
the front, in a very short space of time."

FRANCE.
Paris, March nth.

The evening communique says :

—

A thick fog has greatly interfered with the operations at

different points of the front.

In Belgium a British air squadron successfullv bombarded
Westende.

* * *

Tlie ofificial communique issued in Paris at 11 p.m. on March
14th stated :

—

A Britisih air-squadron effectively bombarded \^'estende.

* »

On March 13th the "Matin's" correspondent at Havre re-

ported : "A rumour has been current that a Zeppelin had

fallen in the neighbourhood of Tirlemont, in consequence of a

storm. According to inform.ation from Belgium, the true

story is entirely different.

"The Zeppelin in question was brought down by Allied

aeroplanes—two French and two English. Forty-one Ger-

mans were on board. Nine were found dead, and twenty-

nine so seriously injured that twelve died the following morn-
ing. It is superfluous to add that the incident' caused a

pleasant emotion in Belgium. The Germans, in their furv,

arrested all those who had dared to photograph the debris of

the Zeppelin."

[Our private Press Bureau has permitted us to state on
wholly unreliable authoritv that the Zeppelin was in search of

H.M. airship "Astra Torres," and that she carried a boarding

party of 2 officers and 28 men, the objective being the seizure

of Oier hydrogen which is becoming perilously scarce at

Friedrichshafen.—Ed.]
•* * *

A foolish statement seems to have got into the '"Journal,"

among other French papers, to the effect that "Mr. Glenn
Curtiss and tlTree otilier aviators from the United States,

have arrived at Pau and enlisted in the French Army for the

duration of the war."
Mr. Curtiss certainly has too much to occupy his attention

in the United States in constructing aeroplanes to do any-

thing of the sort. There is, however, a remote possibilitv that

the report might refer to Mr. Frazier Curtis, a brother of

Mr. Curtis of the Burgess-Curtis Company, who own the

American rights of the Dunne patents. Mr. Curtis learned to

fly at Hendon last year.

Le Lieutenant Aviateur Henry Jiillenit, de L'Aviation Militaire

Fran^ais.

A welcome note from M. Henry Jullerot to a friend in

London states that he has been appointed to a commission
in the Aviation Militaire. It is about time too, and one cannot
help wondering how and why the French have allowed so

many of their best and most experienced aviators or aero-

mechanics like MM. Jullerot, Salmet, and Gondre to waste

their time in marching regiments when their great experience

of aviation would be of such high value.

M. Jullerot said that at the time of writing (early last week)
he was passing for his military brevgt, and that his friend

M. Louis Paulhan (who once flew from London to Manchester)
had to pass his military tests a month earlier, as the F.A.I,

brevet is naturally of no military value. He hopes to be de-

tailed for long-distance work and bomb-dropping, as being

more interesting than artillery control.

He also says that M. Bielovucic, the famous Peruvian pilot,

was at the same station with him, and was about to leave for

the front again. He had pleasant reminiscences of a sojourn

in Antwerp with simdry R.N.A.S. pilots.

« * *

M. Paul Gondre, who will be recollected as dhief mechani-

cian to the late Mr. Hamel, writes asking to be remembered
to all his friends in England. He is at present a corporal in

an infantry regiment, and has seen much service, but regrets

that he has not one of his pet Gnomes to look after. He re-

marks in termination : "What a great pity that my poor

Hamel is not alive. What services would he not have
rendered in these raids of the British aviators?"
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GERMANY.
The Berlin oflicial communique of Marcli i3tii says :

—

-

South of Ypres. ... In this region tlie British aviators are

displaying great activity. One was shot down the day

before yesterday, and two were brought to the ground
yesterday.

[This may be a belated reference to the disappearance of

Mr. Ohidson and Mr. Sanders, and it may mean tliat the

accident to Mr. Irving and Mr. Morgan was observed from the

German lines. Further information about either of these re-

grettable losses is, at the moment, lacking. —Ed.]

* * *

A wireless message dated Berlin, Thursday, March iith,

Main Headquarters, reports as follows :—

•

In the western theatre of the war English aviators dropped
bombs on Menin.

» * *

The "Express" correspondent at Geneva reported on March
nth that the ninth new Zeppelin constructed at Friedrichshafen

since the beginning of the war began her trials on that day.

He states that either five or six of these ships have alreadiy

been destroyed and that difficulties ha\ e been found in manning
the airship with skilled mechanics, and the amount of their

life insurance policies has been doubled since September.

[Nine in about 30 weeks is not an astonishing rate of pro-

duction, especially as three were already nearly finished when
war began, and it is probable that the -:ate of destruction is

even higher, for the six said to be destroyed can be accounted

for fairly definitely, and others must have been severely dam-
aged in accidents and deteriorated by wear and tear.— Ed.]

* t *

The "Central News" correspondent at .Amsterdam reports

that "It is stated from a source regarded as reliable that three

new Zeppelins will shortly be tried at Friedrichshafen."

[It is extremely improbable that there is accommodation for

three completed Zeppelins at once at Friedrichshafen.—Ed.]

RUSSIA.

The official communique published on March loth says :

—

On March 7th. . . . Our aviators successfully dropped

bombs on Czuczine and .Stavisk.

» * *

Petrograd, Marcjh 12th.

The following semi-official statement was issued on this

date, and is transmitted by Reuter in the following form :

—

The comparatively calm and clear weather of the last

few days has been made use of by us and by the enemy for

aerial reconnaissances. Many aeroplanes and dirigibles have

flown over various positions. Our large dirigible "Ilia

Murometz" took part.

["Ilia Mourametz," or Elijah the Prophet," is the name of

the big .Sikorsk)' biplane, and is scarcely likely to have been

adopted for an airship, so probably the word "dirigible" is

merely an example of news-agency ignorance.—Ed.]

The enemy's aviators threw some twenty small bombs on

Ossowiec, but did no damage to the fortifications, which
have had to support thousands of heavy bombs from
howitzers.

On the right bank of the Vistula, near the village of

Verybovo, we captured a brand-new German aeroplane, in

firsi-class condition, with two aviators.

In the Pilitza region Captain Kravtsevitch attacked and

put to flight a German aeroplane, which, however, suc-

ceeded in coming down in its own lines.

At certain places the enemy dropped incendiarv bombs
from its aeroplanes, but was unable to set fire to anything.

In view of the favourable conditions for these aerial recon-

nais'^ances, enabling our artillery fire to be corrected, both

our heavy artillery and that of the enemy have shown a ver-\-

great activity.

BELGIUM.
The Sluis correspondent of the "Tyd" reports that at Ostend

the harbour station, after three air raids, is still standing,

though slightly damaged. The reason for the repeated air

attacks, according to the correspondent, is that Ostend is

used as a submarine bast-, and the station as barracks for
marines. The Hotel La Couronne, where high officers used
to stay, has been closed, as in the immediate neighbourhood
many bombs have been dropped. Some villas on the boulevard
have also been damaged. The population have been forbidden
to leave the town or enter the prohibited area near military
places. The bridges 'arc strongly guarded.

* * *

The "Journal" reports ihat seven aeroplanes flew over
I-operinghe on .March i3lh and dropped 10 bombs. There were
10 victims, military and civil.

ITALY.
The officer commanding the III .'\rmy Corps communicated

the following Orders, via the Milan press, last week :—
Only nationals of the kingdom of Italy may fly or travel by

the airway, and this only by obtaining permission from time to
time, application for which, with ample particulars, must be
made at least ten days beforehand.

School machines are only allowed 10 lly within the radius of
one mile of the school sheds and are to bear identification
marks to be communicated to them by authority from time to
tune. Even so, authorisation to carry i)ho»ographic apparatus
is required.

The Provinces of Como and Sondrio and the country north-
cast of a line drawn from Bergamo through Brescia towards
Verona are declared prohibited areas. This is equivalent to
forbidding flying within 40 miles of the Austrian frontier.
Even authorised Government aircraft are to descend if they

inadvertently trespass over the zone north-east of the afore-
mentioned line.

That one of the M series, possibly the latest M 3, has actu-
ally exceeded the Zeppelin height record is insisted upon.
11,000 feet appears to be the figure.

Also V is reported to have attained her projected speed of
65 miles an hour. There must always be ample room for
errors in calculating a dirigible's air-speed. She was only
built for a "speed-merchant," it will lie remembered.

Recruiting among the rank and file of Italy's forces for
men to train to the work of ihe "Artillery" escadrilles is

going on.—T. S. Harvey.

DENMARK.
The Central News correspondent at Copenhagen says: "It

is reported from Esbjerg that on March 13th the cutter
'Hvisfeldt' brought in the wrecked bodies [No flowers, by
request.—Ed.] of one or two German waterplanes found in
the North Sea at a considerable distance from the land. It is

rumoured that the airmen were rescued and taken to the Ger-
man island of Sylt, west of Schleswig.

"

EGYPT.
The special correspondent of the "Times" in Cairo tells an

amusing story of an Arab prisoner, who said: "I was two
days without food by the canal. The others had food, but I

had none. I was an oflicer's servant and my officer said he
would see that I had food, but I had none. While we were
near the canal a tiyard (aeroplane) came flying over us. My
officer said : 'Shoot, shoot.' But I did not shoot. I never had
seen a tiyar6 before, and it was going so beautifully, like a
bird. He said 'Shoot' again, but I wanted to look at it.

Then he was very angry and we had an altercation. So I shot
my officer. I did not want to shoot the aeroplane, it was
going so beautifully."

[Tills is probably the most perfect story Africa has yet pro-
duced.—Ed.]

GERMAN SOUTH WEST AFRICA.
The "East Rand Express" publishes a letter from a mem-

ber of "D" Squadron, I.L.H., dated February ist :
—"Yester-

day was a calm day, the first for weeks. . . Of course Mr.
Aeroplane must come along and do a little bomb-dropping.
However, he didn't put in an appearance here hut farther up
the line."

The "Weekly Cape Times" of February 15th states that
Renter's .special correspondent with the Central Force, Ger-
man South-West Africa, at Chaukaib on Feb. ist, savs :

—

At the moment warfare is ratfier a one-sided affair, and consists
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in periodical attacks by a German aeroplane, which is cleverly

manipulated and never within range of our guns for long

together.

The airman came again yesterday and once more got away.

He did no serious human hurt, because we have the means, to

make his attacks practically abortive. One man had a slight

skin wound on ihis back. He was lying face downwards a

dozen feet from the bursting shell. The fragment that hit him
was no larger than an ordinary pill. It must have travelled

a devious route, for it was found in the knee of his breeches.

U. S. A.

The following appears in the press in general :—
Buffalo, N.Y., Feb. 19th : An unknown aeroplane passed

over this city a few minutes before eight this morning. It

was travelling at a terrific pace, and in a north-easterly

direction.
* *

The following gem is from the "New. York Tribune" of

Feb. 29th :

—

Islip, N.Y., Feb. 28th : Henry Gates startled Islip last night.

As it was Saturday, and school was closed, time hung heavy
on Henry's hands. He pondered. Early in the evening the

men noticed a brilliant star right over tlie village when they

went about their chores. Later, when it was time to put the

cat out, the star was still there. Within five minutes of cat

curfew half the village was in the streets star gazing.

The most cursory gaze convinced every one that it was no
star. The other and better half of the village was called out.

Now high, now low, some baleful illumination was hovering

over Islip. There was no explanation save a half-hearted

assertion that a Zeppelin had crossed the Atlantic. Sleep came
slowly to Islip.

This morning Henry could conceal his elation no longer.

Pridefully and gleefully he led his father to the wood-shed
and displayed an enormous kite to which he had fastened a

lantern. In a moment Henry wished he had not selected the

wood-shed as a hangar.
• » »

Various papers announce that while making an exhibition

flight on Sunday at the Panama ExJiibition, Lincoln Beaohv,
"a well-known American aviator," was killed.

Mr. Lincoln Beachy will be remembered as the most notori-

ous of American aerial acrobats. He possessed great skill and
was extraordinarily reckless, not only of his own life but of

the lives of otlier people. He might, with, his ability as a filer,

have done much to forward the genuine progress of aviation

in the States, but he chose rather to develop the circus element

which has been responsible for the debased state of aviation

in America, a state from whicli it is only now being raised by

the demand for aeronautical war material.

CANADA.
From the "New York Times" :

—

Ottawa, Feb. 20th.—Considerable interest has attached to

the incorporation this week of a new company which purjxises

to manufacture and deal in aeroplanes and seaplanes par-

ticularly. The Curtiss Aeroplanes and Motors, Limited, which
has an initial capital stock of 50,000 dols., has obtained a

Federal charter and will have its head ofTice at Toronto and,

it is understood, will begin active work at once.

Aeroplanes and seaplanes are going to take a more active

part in the present European war than they have done, and
many will be required. The firms within the British Empire
which manufacture aeroplanes and seaplanes are taxed to their

utmost to supply all that are required, and this has probably

induced Curtiss to establish a branch factory in Canada. The
official announcement of the incorporation of the company
appeared in to-day's "Gazette."

The explanation is that the principal parts of the aircraft

will be sihipped from New York to Canada and put together.

AUSTRALASIA.
.\ correspondent writes :

—

The Melbourne-Sydney flight, which was to be made by

Capt. Petre, is "off." As The Aeroplane said, the Caudron

wouldn't climb properly. The first time Capt. Petre took the

machine up he climbed to 5,000 ft. and expressed his satisfac-

tion of it. The next day he took up the owner (or former

owner?) Mr. M'Conochie, and it was then that it wouldn't

climb. All the local papers are extremely enthusiastic over it.

* * *

Mr. Delfosse Badgery claims to have obtained the Australian

height record of 12,500 ft. He has flown over 2,500 miles

under all conditions, and in many instances across very rough

country. He has constructed a machine that does not require

the assistance of mechanics to start or to hold back for him.

NEW GUINEA.

From the "Melbourne Age," January 15th:—

•

Melbourne, Thuisday.—Unknown to the general public of

Australia, the Commonwealth Aviation Corps has been upon

active ser\'ice Two Commonwealth airmen attached to the

military forces have just returned with their machines from
Germa'i New Guinea, whither they were sent shortly after the

Australian expedition was despatched.

"Yes, we really took the machines to New Guinea," said

Lieut. Harrison, of the Point Cook Aviation School, to-day.

"Mr. G. P. Marz and myself went with four mechanics, and
we left about the beginning of December. It was 5 o'clock in

the evening thar we received orders to go. At three next

morning we were in a train bound for Sydney, the aeroplanes

having been packed and dismantled ready for travelling, and
all stores collected and spare parts arranged. We took with

us two machines. One was a biplane, an ordinary land

machine. The other was a Maurice Farman waterplane for

sea work, and we were looking forward to doing something at

New Guinea. . . . But we found when we arrived at Rabaul
that they had no need for us.

"Bombs? Oh, yes; we had some of those. We manufac-

tured 36-pounder lyddite shells on the voyage out. To the base

of those we attached little propellers, so that, when it was
dropped, the shell would have a rotary motion similar to that

givea by the drilling of a gun. This would serve to keep the

head downwards, and prevent the shell from turning somer-

saults ; but we had no opportunity of using them."

[Mr. Eric Harrison will be remembered as a Bristol in-

structor.—Ed.]

JAPAN.

From the "Manchuria Daily News," Jan. 2gth :

—

"There are indications that the escape of the son of Capt.

Meyer Waldeck, the aviator who had flown out of Tsingtao

on the night preceding the evacuation of the fortress and was
subsequently detained at Nanking, was made with the con-

nivance of Chinese custodians who are under command of

Gen. Baron Fengkuochang. The refugee is said to have re-

turned to Germany via America with a bundle of important

documents. The matter is engaging the attention of the

Japanese authorities."

To "George."
(Who, according to the Editor, "wished he had died

in the night.")

George ! As I take my pen in hand a tiny shiver

Thrills my frail form ; alas ! I know that horrid quiver

Portends for me a slight derangement of the liver.

Full well and oft are known to me the symptoms fearful

;

I need not say my state is positively tearful

When taunted by some jovial friend, so beastly cheerful !

But you, who scale the azure heights like seraph daring,

I hate to think, as through the clouds you're onward tearing.

Your placid brow a weary, bored expression's wearing.

Think of our rapt'rous joy when on some morn we might
gorge

Admiring eyes upon your face in "Mirror" bright, George :

How thankful then we'll be vou died not in the night, George
F. E. B.
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An Accident at Farnborough

It was reported on March nth that Mr. Hooper, stated to

be a test pilot at the Royal Aircraft Factory, received serious

injuries on March loth while flying at Farnborough. It was
stated that he was making a spiral descent when another

aeroplane crossed his path and he had to ascend. He circled

to the aerodrome again, and as he was banking the engine

stopped and the machine made a nose-dive from a height of

150 ft. The machine broke in two. The pilot was taken to

the Connaught Hospital.

Mr. Hooper is a lieutenant in the Re?erve of the R.F.C.
Another account states that the machine was a B.E.2C,

and that when doing a very steep bank at about 1 50 ft. above

the ground the machine started a spin, which the pilot could

not correct, and that this ended in a nose-dive. Mr. Hooper
broke one arm and damaged his head, but it is understood

that he is not actually seriously injured. It will be remem-
bered that he landed inadvertently in Thames Ditton a week
or so earlier on a Martinsyde scout.

It seems impossible that the B.E.2C., which, whatever its

faults may be, is certainly inherently stable, should spin under
any circumstances, especially on a very steep bank, when the

whole of the enormous tail would be opposed to any spinning

action. The matter is therefore well worth investigation.

It occurs to one that what was described as a spin may in

reality have been simply a stall on a spiral path. If it

possible to stall a machine on a straight path by flattening out

too soon it must equally be possible to stall on a spiral, and this

is a subject which the writer has never heard discussed by

pilots. An undoubted example of such stalling was that of

Mr. Hawker on a Sopwith scout at Brooklands, when he

came out of a loop so close to the ground that he was afraid

to put the nose of the machine down, and consequently held

the elevator lever back, with the result that the machine
simply fluttered round and round on a spiral path and
eventually fell into some trees. The machine certainly looked

as if it was spinning, and yet it was on a very steep bank,

so it must have been practically impossible for the tail to spin

round the planes. In the case of a machine like the B.E.2C.,

which is definitely proved inherently st.ible, such spinning

is even more impossible.

If this particu'ar type of machine is deliberately stalled on

a straight glide, and the elevator is kept held up, it apparently

comes down in a series of short drops of not more than 30 or

40 feet each. The danger of stalling an inherently stable

machine near the ground is that unless the pilot has had a

great deal of experience of such machines, instead of sitting

still with the lever right back in his chest and the elevator

flaps right up, he is almost certain to push the lever forward

to get speed up and get full control again. In that case the

probability is that the machine will hit the ground at a steep

angle, in which case it would probably turn over and at any

rate would damage the passenger very severely. On the other

hand, if the pilot simply sits with the lever pulled back, the

machine will either land at something like a respectable angle

or else will pancake, possibly with a list to one side, in which

case the machine is prett'- certain to be smashed, but the pas-

senger has a much better cliance of escaping injury

If, howe\er, .in inherentlv stable machine is stalled while

on a steep bank, it is fairly obvious th.-it it must side-slip to

some extent and get its nose down before it can come under

any kind of control at all. The moral seems to be that, even

with a perfectly stable aeroplane which has also sufficient con-

trollability to allow the pilot to break down the stability when
he wants to, it is very unwise to play tricks near the ground,

that is to say, within 200 or 250 feet of it, in the hopes that

if the pilot makes a mistake the inherent stability of the

machine will pull him out.

There are plenty of machines in which, if the pilot doc;

make a mistake at 500 feet or so and then lets go of all the

controls, the machine will, if left to itself, get into a straight

nose dive, out of which the pilot can pull it without troublf.

As has so often been stated in this paper, inherent stabilitx'

is a most desirable quality in any aeroplane, but it must not

be abused by placing too much confidence in it at the wrong
time and place.—C. G. G.

To "Archibald"—A Plea.

(Dedicated without permission to a certain member of H.M.
Forces who owns to a sneaking affection for enemy airmen.)

I prithee, gallant Archibald,

Nay, look not so severe,

'Tis but a harmless Alljatros

Which shyly drawelh near.

Cease that wild torrent of abuse.

Thy spirit curb, proud one '.

Why shouldst thou seek to strike a blow,

'Tis but the gentle Hun?

His Teuton heart is full of lo\'e

For us who crawl below,

Upon no evil is he bent.

Why dost thou hate him so?

Oh ! Archibald, I drop a tear

Lest thou the Hun should slay

;

Cease thou thy rude remarks awhile.

Go, seek another prey !

What sayest thou ? Thou hast a fear

His bombs are meant for us?

Oh ! Archibald, I have misjudged :

Bring down 3'on Hunnish 'bus !

Mary Joseph Dillon.

Aircraft at Sea.

The crew of the steamer "Linhope," which arrived in the

Tyne from London on March nth, state that they had a

narrow escape from a Zeppelin bomb on Wednesday night.

While off the Yorkshire coast at midnight they heard a whirl-

ing sound and saw a flash of light, and a large, dark object

Ijkmged into the sea about 20 yards from the steamer. There
was no explosion and no one was narmed. The assiunption

is that the object was a bomb from a hostile aircraft

Useful Work in Sussex.

Many people know of the good work Mrs. Magnus Volk
and other I'adies are doing, not only for soldiers and sailors,

but for the R.F.C, R.N.A.S., mine-sweepers, wounded Bel-

gians, refugees, and many poor in Brighton. There are still,

however, a larger number who do not know of this work, and
so have not had an opportunity of contributing. If the organi-

sation is to be continued more money must be forthcoming,
as the funds are on the verge of exhaustion, and an urgent
appeal is made for promises of is., or even 6d., a week for

three months so that at least ten needlewomen may be kept
employed. .Subscriptions will be most gratefully received by
Mrs. Magnus Volk, 38, Dyke Road, Brighton, or by Mrs.
Henry Wood, New Close, Lyndhurst Road, Hove (opposite

the Motor Hall), who is act'ng as hon. secretary for the fund.

SMASHED BUT NOT SPLINTERED :— .4 pair ot Triplex

Goggles which had been through n bad aeroplane accident.
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AEROFOILS AND VORTICES.
On Wednesday, March loth, Mr. F. W. Lanchester,

M.I.C.E., a member of the Government Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics, delivered an interesting lecture to the Institute

of Automobile Engineers in the lecture hall of the Institute of

Mechanical Engineers.

Mr. L'anchester prefaced the lecture proper by saying that

he thought that empiricists (which in colloquial English means
practical experimenters) had an inclination to underrate theor-

ists, and that theorists on their side also were inclined to under-

rate results obtained by practical experiment. He, therefore, ex-

pressed the opinion that a closer alliance between the two would
result in more rapid progress. With this sentiment one can

heartily agree
;
but, unfortunately, it always seems to be as

hard to mingle the experience of the rule-of-thumb mechanic

with the theoretical deductions of the scientist as it is to mix
oil and vinegar.

Mr. Lanchester's lecture amounted, in fact, to a dissertation

on the theory of sustentation in flight, which the author said

ought properly to be sought in the study of the vortex system

set up in 'air by the distribution of pressure on the aerofoil in

motion, as constituting the reaction by which the load is sus-

tained. The method of investigating this question involves

that which has been sometimes termed the doctrine of "the

continuous communication of momentum." To the limited

comprehension of the writer, the meaning of this is not pre-

cisely clear, but it apparently amounts to a theory that the

momentum imparted to the air by contact with the aerofoil is

communicated from particle to particle till the ultimate effect

is transmitted to the ground, so that in reality an aeroplane

flving at any height whatever is actually supported through

+

\ L / 1

Vortex Effects of Aerofoils as indicated bv Mr. Lanchester.

the interposed air by the ground. This, of course, must be so
in fact, otherwise the aeroplane would be in the state of the
man standing in a clothes basket and lifting himself by the
handles.

The general theory seems to be that the support is given
by the reaction from the inertia of the air displaced by the
aerofoil.

The lecturer showed by diagrams how the air pressure under
an aerofoil is a plus quantity, with a tendency to flow outward
from the centre to the tips, 'and the pressure above the aerofoil

is a minus quantity with a tendency to flow inwards from the
tips towards the centre. (See Fig. i.) This apparently sets

up a series of vortices from the wing tips of an aeroplane.
(Figs. .2, 3 and 4.)

Mr. Lanchester pointed out that one of the most important
features to note in order that the sectional form of an aerofoil

should be conformable to the lines of flow of the air is that

the air in the region being entered by the aerofoil has been
given an upward trend. This means that in order to meet
the air conformably the aerofoil must have a dipping front

edge, and this 'apparently accounted for the value of the lead-

ing edge discovered experimentally (and apparently on a false

hypothesis) by Mr. Horatio Phillips in England, and by the

late Herr Lilienthal in Germany. The lecturer also indicated

the existence of a definite aspect ratio of least resistance, but
admitted that it is impossible to give any mathematical solu-

tion of the problem, owing to the fact that the laws governing
aspect ratio are unknown, and with the absence of information
on this poin; the solution is a matter for the laboratory.

Thereafter, the lecturer passed on to the quantitative theo-

retical treatment of his subject, touching lightly on the fact

that the simple bifocal vortex pair is impossible, owing to the

high velocity in the vicinity of the foci, or vortex, filaments,

lamenting, in conclusion, that it had not been possible in the

present paper to do more than give an outline of the theory of

sustentation with special examples and references to practice,

and experiments to illustrate the importance of the theoretical

aspect of the subject, as bearing on the experimental treatment.

The latter had hitherto been dealt with almost without regard
to considerations of theory, and had degenerated into empiricism

pure and simple.

Ornithological Observations.
A correspondent sends the following amusing cutting from

"Pearson's Weekly" of March 13th :

—

"Do Parrots Foretell Aeroplane Raids?— If parrots could state

the nationality of any aeroplane thev 'hear there would be no

need for. men to be continually on the look out for hostile air-

craft. The parrots would give warning quick enough. The
French authorities have had a number of parrots kept in the

outposts of P'aris, as well as on the summit of Eiffel Tower.
The birds have shown a remarkable jiower of heralding the

approach of an aeroplane when the latter has been quite in-

visible to trained observers stationed near.

"Warning is given by the birds in a peculiar way. Their

feathers literally bristle with excitement, and they yell and
screech until they are pacified. The extraordinary thing about

this power of the parrot is that it has nothing whatever to do

with eyesight, many of the parrots having given warning when
perched away from the windows. This peculiar power of

parrots was discovered quite accidentally by the excitement

they showed whenever the Paris air patrol was flying, or a

raid was made by the German aircraft."

The correspondent adds, "Rome Saved by Geese ! What
next?"

[The truth probably is that someone in the presence of an

intelligent parrot once called a biplane a "Taube," explaining

that it meant a pigeon, and that the story went the rounds, so

that whenever an aeroplane is heard it recalls the jest to every

parrot in Paris, who thereupon shrieks with derisive laughter.

The most amusing thing from our point of view is

that quite a number of ])eople possessing some intelligence

will believe "Pearson's" yarn. Someone might now start the

story that white mice are kept on all submarines because the

twitching of their noses and ears, and frantic squeaks, betray

the approach of a destroyer, the churning of whose turbines

reminds them of the purring of a cat.—Ed.]
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Aeromotors : In Kind and Construction.
BY GEOFFREY DE HOLDEN-STONE.

"Wanted," said a recent ad vertisL'ment, " a young man of

some little education tor a leading riewspajJer, to make him-
self generally useful and to write on motor topics." So The
Aeroplane being, on the one hand obviously a newspaper,
leading goodness knows where, and I, on the other, a most
unlettered person, merely a craftsman and notion-peddler of

sorts, still young enough to learn, appallingly anxious to be

useful, and withal, accustomed for certain years to commit
motor-topics habitually—everything seemed to fit when the

editor asked me if, like the wild cat stroked tailways, I would
do so ; with due regard to the riddle of wihy is a motor when it

spins? Also wihen it doesn't.

Whatever happens then, he is to lilame, especially if it is

anything unusual—that is to say unEnglish, outside fitness for

the discreet mirk between Charing Cross and Queen \"ictoria

Street. For having no scientific mathematical proclivities, no

logs to roll, nor given to chase x through any algebraic

wildernesses, I am unable to do more than raise the ordinates

of probability on the base of the given fact. Or once in a way,
upon nothing more substantial than the dream of thumb-craft's

shaping ; which somewhere, somehow, sometime, must come
true because it ought to ; and so is just as true to follow now.

Otherwise, I have little respect for so-callsd "laws" that

are only observations crystallised by half-accidental circum-

tance
;
got by professors out of immoral preconceptions—things

one has seen falsified by a pint of liquid ammonia—and still

less for the text-books that" mummify Lliem in many editions.

I have none at all for persons and ortiliodoxies
;
only for per-

formances ; and that in measure. Nor much, in that way, for

the orthodox-mediocre that just succeeds ; but a very great

reverence for the failure that went after something bigger and
different from the crowd. That was probably—who knows?

—

only a triumph postponed awhile. The beauty of the ideal is,

that because we are able to see it afar oft, it must be greater.

There is then, it seems, something bigger than the contented

success. The pursuit matters more than the capture. Train
caught or woman won, we stop running after them ; and stop

living maybe at our best. But with the ideal always just

ahead, beckoning and beautiful, to follow on is not to waste

strength or youth, but to keep both eternally. . . Win or lose,

hit or miss, there is only one worth-while idea, one motto for

your work or mine. . . "Why not?"
The Gnome.

Here is the classic instance of the triumph postponed : from
as far back as the 'eighties, when it was first projected among
a dozen other notable ideas by Ferdinand Forest, whose patent-

references of nearly every principle involved and any numher of

details, are still extant. Not only in the mass design up to

fourteen cylinders, but even in such matters as crank-shaft

alimenation, piston-head inlet valves, tappet-and-rocker con-

trolled exhausts, and the general system of the ignition ! He
even suggested, as an alternative, something in the way of

cylinder trunk induction, not at all unlike to-day's mono-
soupape. But the practice of the day, still more the material,

and most of all the monev, failed him. The single, clumsy
example he built—with six cylinders, the famous "Asterie"

—

just ran, but would not keep on running.

Years later Bouton tried the same idea with four cylinders,

and with no better result. So have others, tempted by the

kinetic advantage of cylinder rotation : MM. Burlat Freres

being the least unsuccessful. Their four- and eight-cylindrical

camion-type models were all right on the bench, even on the

brake-test at top speed, but somehow would not pull nn the

road !

Chiefly, all attempts failed because of the lack of tlexibility

which is the inherent vice of the rotary type. The range, even

in the Gnome models, with one exception, is only five-

thirteenths of the maximum r.p.m. This, of course, matters

less aloft than anywhere in motor use. But tlhen there were no
aeroplanes I

So it was left to the Seguin Brothers, not only to adapt the

rotary principle in the one capacity where this defect was of

least moment, but so to adapt it from pure refincmiiit of

material and detail design that all other defects—which were
ntmierous and no less obdurate—were practically disposed of.

And finally to produce in the monosoupape the solitary rotary

motor in which the fle.xibility range, provided that the motor
be properly starved—may actually amount to nearly eleven-

thirteenths of the total !

The Reason Why of the Rotary.
The reason why, being the most important part of the whole

rotary-motor question, has naturally been left unexplained,

hitlierto, though it does not seem out-of-the-way obscure.

That is, if we regard the elementary physical facts along with

the mechanical, which most people decline to do.

The ideal of gas-engine practice is to keep the gas-stream
flowing one way, from earliest induction, through combustion-

use, to final exhaust vomit, with '.he least interruption—or

rather change of course—that sets up back-lash against

efficiency, on either side of combustion-use.

Now, in the average four-stroke, non-rotary mofor you start

with this ideal barred anywhere from 7^ to 25 per cent.,

mainly because it is a four-stroke motor. Therefore, you strive

towards the lower figure by such means as large or multiplied

inlet-valves, strongly sprung to secure the most .positive valvu-

lar action—which incidentally wastes developed power horribly

—

or iby large-ported sleeves—which, in ox'ercoming waste of

power, add to the cost and weight—by large easy-curved and
sometimes hooped induction piping : by the shortest induction

course you can get—which may easily make the mi.xture-feed

uneven if you don't take special care—and by all other methods
familiar enough to the youngest motor-salesman ; all of which
likewise apply, more or less w.istefully, to the exhaust.

But you haven't got the motion of the motor itself working
against you to spoil your piston effort of suction or exhaust, or

both !

Two=Stroke Theories.

In a tyvo-stroke motor—especially a valveless one—on the

other hand, you theoretically esca])e most of the physical

obstacles. You realise the mechanical advantage of the piston,

acting as the most positive of slide-valves, in combination with

the ports, especially if you study the little-known possibilities of

port-cutting. You also get mechanical simplicity, theoretically.

Often enough with numerous very practically-apparent

mechanical defects. Physically, too, you are liable to crowd
things. To get your e.xhaust out of the way of the induction

you are likely to make it so free that you, yvaste the power of

good half-burnt mixture, .'\voiding (his, you mav back-press

the induction, unless you use differential-ended pistons below

the working ones to force-feed it.

Even so—and there is only one way of preventing this when
the induction ports are at the lower end of the working cylin-

ders—you mav spill much of the new mixture into the opposite

exhaust ports ! l~his—which is one of the few defects of the

Cote and the Ko^ohlin motors—if the spark is too far or too

suddenly advanced— -mav mean reversing the motor or even

breaking the crank-shaft. You may, certainly, effect your in-

duction, thus force-fed, by wav of a transfer up to a valve in

the cylinder head. But it will have lo be a mechanically-

operated rotary or a ported piston valve, however lightly

sprung or pressure-balanced, for no mushroom valve will stand

the hammering at speed. It has been tried !

Bearing in mind, however, that in a two-stroke motor there

is no direct piston-suction but only minus pressure of an im-

reliable kind to help the mixture into the cylinder, taking the

mixture up to the head before entry reverses its flow un-

f.avourably for the efficient working of this cycle ; which ex-

perience has shown to be only at its best when the mixture

enters at the end of the piston out-stroke, to flow directly up-

wards, so that the C3'linder-head may .-ict solely as a compression

and explosion base.

.Still, at worst, the motion of the motor is not working
against its own induction efficiency !

But recollecting that any gas is no more immune from the

.irtion of centrifugal force than anything else, solid or liquid,

it will be clear that, in any rotary motor with the induction
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made via the cylinder lieads, centrifugal force must always
oppose efficient entry to some extent, in the four-stroke cycle

;

and in a two-stroker will probably prevent it wholly as soon
as a comparatively low speed is reached. Thus, incidentally,

one accounts for the spasmodic running up to a low critical

point, followed by a sudden dying-out of power, in so many
attempts at two-stroke rotaries. And it will be equally evident

that although the weight of the mixture and its increasing

velocity as the speed increases will overcome the opposing
centrifugal force, in the case of a four-stroke motor, that

motor cannot have any notable tlexibilitv.

So, in fine, one comes to realise the physical disabilities

besetting the rotary-motor proposition
;
which, apart from any

others, the designers of the Gnome motor must have had to

combat at the outset. Clearly, there was only one thing to be

done, at least as far as initial induction was concerned. That
was, to adopt the earliest method Daimler used for ex'haust

scavenging, i.e., piston-suction draught into the crank-

chamber, with final induction through automatically operated

valves in the piston-heads.

Theoretically, nothing more ideal, as to absolute unbroken
directness of the gas-flow

;
especially with the exhaust valves in

the top of the cylinder-heads. Mechanically, the only problem
was the inlet-valve ; the weight of which, being in this case

so directly subject to centrifugal force, clearly told against its

efficiency as a valve, and utterly barred the use of anv spring

light enough to allow it to open before the low crank-chamber
pressures. Yet it had to be self-opening, with absolutely re-

liable action !

Now, for the obvious reason that the motor was to be a

multi-cylindered rotary, and a four-stroker at that, no striker

mechanism operating the valve from beneath—as in tihe

Daimler—could be used
;
especially since the valve had to open

only at every other piston out-stroke. Quite apart, too, from
the high connecting rod attachment necessary for the proper

balance of a short-trunked piston—wihich left no space for much
operating meohanism below—the obvious fact of the comhustion

effort obliged the valve to seat above and upon the piston-head.

Thus, the only possible solution was to counter-balance the

weight of the valve, carburettor-float fashion, with two short-

levered pivoted weights ; together just so much heavier than

the valve as to co-act with the centrifugal force and keep the

valve on its seating during the compression and exhaust strokes

—the combustion pressure would naturally hold it fast closed

—

and yet, by their rebound, throw it from its seating and keep

it open during the entire induction stroke.

Fauie de mieux -possible, this solution was adopted and

persists to this day in all but the monosoupape. Only, it

naturally has the vice of all automatics, that you cannot pre-

vent it sticking if contributory causes sxist, which need the

greatest care to avoid.

True, it is accessible enough through the exhaust valve open-

ing, but it is unwise to interfere with it ; or—unless you are

expert enough to take on a delicate dismounting job—do more
than wash it with petrol or the finest of kerosene. And tlien

all counter-balance mechanism hunts under wide speed varia-

tions ; and no conceivable a.o. valve can ever be more than a

pulsating interrupter of a fluid-pressure stream ; never a true

valve with a clean cut-off and release definitely controllable.

Thus, do what vou may, such a valve makes a wide flexi-

bility range clearly impossible. Adjusted and set to do its best

at the higher and more useful speeds, it is not fair to expect

such mechanism to work well nt any that are much lower.

Speed Variation.

On the other hand, the secret of the great flexibility of the

.Gnome monosoupape is the absence of any induction-valve ex-

cept the piston, which is working as a piston in any case ; and

has its speed controlled in the widest degree of which mixture

supply and ignition-moment are capable of being regulated.

Apart, too, from getting rid of mechanism—-and risk of its

irregular behaviour therewith—the best feature of two-stroke

m.echanical practice, free port-induction, has been brought into

four-stroke, while retaining—and that in a manner assLir-

ing continuity—all the previous ideal directness of mixture flow

from- initial supply to exhaust. Moreover, not only without

crowding the relation of lioth—the vice of the bulk of two-

stroke practice—^but also in a manner which should assure the

best and most economical carburation aftei clean scavenging.

The further secrets of the Gnome monosoupape model's

function are these : that although the pistons naturally descend

below the inlet ports during the firing stroke, the pressure of the

gases under combustion is so much greater than the crank-

chamber pressure that no new mixture can enter. Also, tihe

former cannot ignite tlie latter because it is too ricih for

ignition, being composed of petrol—pump-injected into the body

of the motor, there being no carburettor—floated on such air

as has been sucked into the crank-chamber through the hollow

fore-end of the shaft. (Here one may suggest that a belt of

gauze secured outside the ports would absolutely preclude free-

ignition, no matter how diluted the mixture had accidentally

become.)

But the fact remains that impoverishment of the mixture to

the right explosive proportion does not e\'en take place during

the out-stroke subsequent to the exhaust in-stroke, but is only

effected—within the cylinder itself—during the compression

stroke after the entry of the rich mixture through the ports
;

and then only because the exhaust valve has been kept open

—

under a wide range of direct control on the cam-lift—during

fullv two-fifths of the intermediate stroke, to enable the de-

scending piston to suck in half a cylinder full of pure air

;

which incidentally keeps the exhaust valve and cylinder cooler.

Thus, not only is the speed of the motor regulated by the

ignition advance or retard, but also by the initial fuel-feed regu-

lation and the subsequent impoverishment degree due to the

extent of the exhaust valve lift-control. \\'hich also naturally

regulates the power of the explosions. Obviously, then, under

these conditions, not only the flexibility of the motor, but, to a

rare degree, its elasticity, ought to have an extraordinary

range. Furthermore, this system of direct fuel feed—especially

as it is carried out in a newer and better fashion than was ever

employed in the Antoinette and others—should enable motor-

spirit of much heavier gravity to be used than has hitherto

been found advisable, or even practicable, to use in any other

rotary make. In fact, the limit of gravity should only be the

limit of keeping the spirit duly atomised.

So much, then, at least, for the whys and wherefores of the

theoretical and practical differences between either type of

Gnome motor and any other rotary, pending the discussion of

their furtiier mechanical detail, and points of maintenance and

general management.
(To be continued).

The Fire Danger.

The Pyrene Co., Ltd., 19-21, Gt. Queen Street, recently

gave a demonstration to a representative of this paper of the

efficacy of their fire extinguisher. The principal points of

interest are as follows :—The weight charged ready for use is

under 6 lbs., the size is 3 inches diameter by 14 inches long,

and the receptacle holds one quart of the Pyrene liquid. The

machine is a simple double-acting hand pump, capable of pro-

jecting a continuous stream of liquid a distance of about 20

feet. It is supplied in brass or nickel, finish.

The Pyrene liquid is a non-conductor of electricity, having a

dielectric strength of 13,240 volts per i/io inch, and giving a

resistance of 30,000 megohms per cubic inch. It will not

damage the most delicate fabric, rubber, or varnished surfaces.

It will not freeze at 60 deg. F. below zero. It will extinguish

burning petrol, acetylene gas, etc., instantly, as demonstrated

to the writer last Saturday. The Pyrene liquid, on coming in

contact with the fire, is transformed into an elastic, non-

poisonous gas-blanket which cuts off the flame from the sur-

rounding air and instantly smothers it.

There is a double spring clip holder supplied for attaching

the receptacle on aircraft, motor-cars, etc., which holds it

securely in such a way as to be instantly accessible. Pyrene

seems to be quite the equal of anything on the market for use

on aircraft, and it is stated that the Admiralty has ordered

.quite a number of the extinguishers for various air stations.

Mr. George W. Beatty, the proprietor of the famous Beatty

School at Hendon, speaks very highly of the Pyrene extin-

guisher, having saved two machines recently by its use which

wnu'd otherwise have been totally destroyed.
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The Testing of Engines.
The photographs reproduced herewith show a test-stand for

aero engines which is now being produced by the Dudbridge
Iron Works, Ltd. Naturally, any type of back-plate can be

fitted to suit any particular typ.^ or make of engine. This

type of stand has been supplied to various Government de-

partments, both in this country and in the Colonies.

The Dudbridge Iron Works are an old-established firm who
are famous for good sound workmanship, and it would pro-

bably pay engine-makers very much better to buy these test-

stands from them than to go to the trouble and expense of

building them up for themselves.
,

Another type of test-stand is shown witli a 200-h.p. Salmson
engine thereon, which is of the swinging type, on which the

engine torque is taken on a weighing-machine shown on the

left of the picture, and the whole horizontal frame is carried

on a central axis mounted on ball-bearings.

For Machine Work.
A firm of machine and general engineers who will be found

very useful by aeroplane firms in need of good-class metal-

work to be done promptly are the Menday Motor Components
Company, Ltd., Crown Works, Gatton Road, Upper Tooting
Road, S.W., who foresee the great developments in store for

the aircraft trade in the future, and are out to obtain a sound

connection therein. This firm has for some time been doing
machine-work for various leading aeroplane firms, and the\'

have lately increased their plant, so that they are now in

a position to undertake machine-work for a greater number
of firms and to guarantee good deli\eries.

One of the firm's directors has been in close touch with

the 'aeroplane trade for a number of years and is thoroughly
competent to deal with such business. The INIenday Compan\-
have always made a speciality of propel] it bosses for standard

Gnome engines, which piece of information may be of use

both to aeroplane firms and to Government departments who
require these articles in a hurry.

Incidentally, the firm recently bought up the stock of the

defunct Warne Cyclecar Co., and are turning out a neat, fast

little car, with a Dorman engine, at about £12^. It is just

the kind of thing to suit a young officer as a runabout, and so

is well worth investigating.

A New Unit.
The small land-going tractor biplane with a 70-h.p. Renault,

built by White and Thompson, Ltd., of Bognor, has made
several successful flights dm-ing the past week, and still better

results are expected when a new propeller has been fitted.

One of the firm's seaplanes which passed her tests on Satur-

day, 13th, attained a speed approximating to that of the fast

land scouts.

Southampton District.
The improvement in the weather has |)roduced general

activity. On Monday Sopwith tractors were busy.

On Tuesday a new Sopwith-.Sunbeam tractor was out on

a preliminary test and flew very well indeed. .At the s.-mio

time a Sopwith "tabloid" came out and gave an lamazing
exhibition of climbing. This machine flew over .Southampton

and created great interest. Throughout the morning Sop-

withs were continually active, at one time five being in the

air at once. During the afternoon a new Wight seaplane of

enormous size flew up Southampton Water.
On Wednesday a new .Sopwith passed its tests in good stvle

after flying all the afternoon. Other Sopwith tractors were
out during the day.

Friday morning was foggy and a Bleriot Irom the

north had to coine down low to take bearings, finally return-

ing northwards.

The Dudbridge Ironwork's Test Stand, and a 200-h.p. Salni son engine under test.

The Improved WARREN
As supplied to the War Office and Admiralty.

Sole Proprietors

—

Tautz & Co.,
THE ENGLISH FIRM,

12, Grafton St., New Bond St., LONDON, W.
Don't wait until you have an accident.

SAFETY HELMET
The best before, is now the last word

in Aviation Safety Hehnets.

THE MOST IMPORTANT PART OF AN
AVIATOR'S EQUIPMENT

investigate its IVIERITS NOW.
KINDLY MENTION "THE AEROPLANE" WHEN CORRE.SPONDING WITH ADVERTISERS.
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In the afternoon the large Wight flew up Southampton

Water very steadily, but it seemed a trifle slow in turning,

possibly owing to its large span.

Saturday afternoon was very busy. The big Wight sea-

plane was flying throughout this period. At the same time

another Sopwitli-Sunbeam tractor came out from Woolston and

gave a very good account of itself, the speed being particularly

noticeable for a fairly large machine. Other machines of the

same type were out also.

On Sunday a small, fast Sopwith ^cout was out.

School and Weather Reports.

Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs. Fri. Sat. Sun.

Hendon
|

Gale Gale Fine Fine Fine Windy Fine

East Coast ...

|
Windy Windy Fine Fine Dull Fine Fine

South Coast
1

Lake District
|

Windy

Fair

Fine

Fine

Fine

Very
Fine

Show'v

Very
Fine

Fine

Very
Fine

Fine

Very
Fine

Fine

Very
Fine

Hendon.

—

At the Grahame=White School.—Instructors :

Messrs. Alanton, Winter and Russell. Pupils with instr. :

Ptob. Flight Sub-Lieuts. Mack (new pupil), Feeney, Hards,

Hood, Jackson, Vernon and Greer. .Strts. alone : Prob. Flight

Sub-Lieuts. Ferrand, Hards and Hood. or circs, alone :

Prob. Flight Sub-Lieuts. Dunn, Ferr.mtl, Irsing, Morrison

and Reid. Certificates takeii by Prob. Fit. Suli-Lieuts.

Irving, Morrison and Dunn (3 tick-els). Machines : Four

(irah.-ime-White School machines.

.At the Bratty .School.—Instructors : Messrs. G. W. Beatt\-,

J. Roohe-Kelly and C. B. Prodger. Pupils with instr. :

Messrs. Bond {39 mins.), Cornish (42), Roche {25), De Meza
(12), Ormsliy (35J, Hayward (20), Faning (8), Forbes (57),

Bright (2q), Laver (62), Vickers (5), Cooper (15), Leong (39),

.'\llcock (25), Ohapelle (30), Fraser (30), Whincup (15) and

Bransby Williams (45). Machines : Beatty-Wright biplanes

with dual control. Mr. Br.ansby Williams taking extra

practice previous to starting as Instructor at the Sohool.

Messrs. Perrot, Roche, Forbes, Bright, Laver and Leong are

now ready for certificates.

At the Ruffv-Baum.'vNN School.—Instructors : Messrs. E.

Baumann, James Brothers and Mr. Virgilio. Pupils with

ii^str. on 6o-h.p. Caudron : Mr. Jackson (10 mins.). Cole (5),

Roobaert (10), Hydon (15), Kenworthy (10), Bell (10), Blandy

(8), King (10). Strts. or rolling alone on 45-h.p. Caudron :

Messrs. Blandy (15 mins.), Hydon (20), Bell (12), King (20),

Roobaert {16), Jackson (8), Cole (8), Kenworthy (8). M.
Perrot (10 mins.) on 60-h.p. for extra practice.

At the London) and Provincial Aviation Co.'s School.—
Instructors : W. T. Warren and M. G. Smiles. Rolling alone :

Messrs. Goodwin and Fanning. Strts. : Messrs Henderson,

D^sohamps, England and Derwin. S's or circs. : Messrs.

Watson, Lincoln, Abbott, Noakes (extra practice). Machines :

Two L. and P. tractor biplanes.

At the Hall Flying School.—Instructor : Mr. J. L. Hall.

Strts. rolhng : Messrs. Waterson (10 mins.), J. Furlong (26),

A. Davy (39), Mitchell (41), Cini (37), Lieut. Raymond Barker

(40). Mr. MoConnochie 3 circs., 7 fig. 8's. ; afterwards did

certificate tests "A" and "B" in good style. Machines : Hall

tractor biplanes.

Windermere. — At the N.A.C. Seaplane School. — In-

str tictors : iMessrs. W. Rowland Ding and R. O. Lashmar.
Pupils with instr. : Flight Lieut. L. L. Atherton, Lieut. T.

Lindsay Bainbridge, Messrs. R. Buck, C. A. Barber, A.

Johnson, F. A. M. Macintyre, J. L. Parker, G. L. Railton,

J. F. Ridgeway, P. D. Robinson, S. J. Sibley and H.

Slingsby. Extra practice : Messrs. R. O. Lashmar, P. D.

Robinson and J. L. Parker. .Machines : N..A.C. propeller

biplanes, Avro (dual control) tractor biplanes. Flying every

day and nearly all day during the whole of the week. Mr.

Rowland Ding took Lieut. Steele, R.N.F". and a Lieut., R.N.
for passenger flights, and gave an exhibition to some friends.

Steps have been taken to secure more machines and increase

the instruction staff to four.

CELLON
THE DOPE OF PROVED EFFICIENCY.

CELLON, LTD., 17, OLD B/tOAD STREET, E.G. Telegrams :" Ajawb London." Telephone : 5359 London Wall.

WOOD FOR ALL PARTS OF AEROPLANES
Machined to your Sizes or Sections

Best Quality Silver Spruce, Ash, Walnut, 3 ply etc.

W. G. EVANS & SONS,
1_4, WILLIAMS MEWS, STANHOPE STREET.

HUSTON ROAD, LONDON, N.W.
T'hone : Museum 2458.

CONTRACTORS TO THE ADMIRALTY.

EASTBOURNE
AVIATION Co Ltd

AEROPLANE BUILDERS

TELEPHONE—1176. TELEGRAMS—" 1176 EASTBOURNE."

MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS

All advertisements for this column should arrive at this

office by 6 p.m. MONDAY to ensure insertion.

For the convenience of Advertisers, replies can be received at

the office of "THE AEROPLANE," 166, Piccadilly, W.

Special PREPAID Rate—18 words 1/6; Situations Wanted
ONLY— 18 words 1/-. id. per word after.

PATENTS.
row TO TAKE OUT PATENTS IN ENGLAND AND
ABROAD." (By Arthur E. Edwards, F.C.LP.A.) 2s.

post free.

—

Arthur Edwards & Co., Ltd., Patent Agents and
Consulting Engineers, Chancery Lane Station Chaimbers,

W.C. 'Phone 4536 Holborn.

AEROPLANE Makers and Inventors. Prepare now for

trade revival by protecting new ideas. Particulars and
advice free.—King's Patent Agency, Ltd., 165, Queen Victoria

Street, London.

PATENTS. Instructive leaflet free from STANLEY,
POPPLEWELL & CO., Chartered Patent Agents, 38,

Chancery Lane, W.C.
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TUITION.

THE

Grahame-White
SCHOOL
OF
FLYING .

HENDON,
N.W.

THE GRAHAME - WHITE
AVIATION CO., LTD., Aero-
nauiical Engineers and Constntclors.
Proprietors of THE LONDON
AERODROME. HENDON. N.W.
Telegrams : "Volplane. Hyde, London."
TeUphone ; 120 Kingsbury (4. ines.)

West End Offices :

32. REGENT St., LONDON. W.
Telegrams

:
" Claudigiam

, I'iccy.,
London." Telephone : lfj:S Regent.

London and Provincial
aviation co.

SCHOOL OF FLYING
The Aerodrome, Hendon, N.W.

Learn to fly at our School on new and up-to-date machines. We teach
you to control the machine yourself and develop your own individu-
.11... Our instructors have had years of experience and we guarantee

Enquiries welcomed. Phone: Kingsbury 102

ality

satisfaction.

THE RUFFY-BAUMANN SCHOOL
OF FLYING, HENDON.

Manager-chief Instructor—EDOUARD BAUMANN.
Instructors-

Messrs. HERBERT JAMES, HOWARD JAMES.
Pupils taught on dual control 60 h p. Gnome Caudron

Machines: completing tuition on 45 h p. Anzani, taking
certificate on 50 h.p. Gnome. All Tractor Machines,
quickest and most thorough tuition.

Trial lesson- £2 2s.

Office and Works

—

3-4 KENDALL'S MEWS, PORTMAN SQUARE, W.
Phone—Padd. 5048.

SITUATIONS VACANT.
WANTED, Erectors, Panel Beaters, Wiremen, Wood-

workers (i.e., Cabinet makers, pianoforte builders and
coachmakers), and Tinsmiths for Aeronautical work.—Apply

by letter, stating fully experience, age, and salary required, 10

Ihe Brush Electrical Engineering Co., Ltd., Lougihborough.

WANTED at once, young mechanical draughtsman for aero-

plane work; previous experience not essential.—Appl\,
stating experience, age, and salary required, to W. Boyne, the

Brush Electrical Engineering Co., Ltd., Loughborough.

MECHANICS and erectors wanted at once; experienced

men only.—The Varioplane Company, Surbiton Road,
Kingston.

Y
SITUATIONS WANTED.

OUNG Man seeks employment in aeroplane industry

;

knowledge of aeroplanes ; failed Army medical exam.

—

Butchers, Camber, near Rye.

YOUNG Man, age 22, with Motor Shop experience, requires

situation in .Aeroplane Works
;
capable of moderately

simple fitting, or assist e.xpert mechanic.—Box 629, The Aero-

plane, 166, Piccadilly, W.

MACHINES.
Q/\ FT. Monoplane, Bl^riot type; complete, except engine;

Ov/ has flown
;
bargain, ^£^25 ; no reasonable offer refused.

— loa, Waylett Place, West Norwood.

4
copyrgwt series

PHOTOGRAPHS.
PILOTiPORTRAITS
The F N B Series of Copy-
rig'tiL Pilot Portraits includes

all tlie most notable Pilots of

the Flying World. Unmounted, post free, Sizes 12 by 10 in.,

2s. 6d. ; 8 by 6 in., is. 6d. ; 6 by 4 in., is. 2d. Mention The
Aeroplane and write for NEW LIST of 350 pilots.

F. TV. BIRKETT
97 PERCY ROAD, SHEPHERD'S BUSH, LONDON. W.

WE HAVE THE MEN OF THE MOMENT.

PROPELLERS.
CHAUVIERE'S famous Integral Propellers hold all records;

used by all leading aviators. The best.—Sole proprietors

for Great Britain and Colonies The Integral Propeller Co.,

Ltd., IB. Elthorne Road, Upp>er Holloway, N. Telephone

:

Hornsey 2345. Telegrams: "Aviprop (UphoU), London."

CARS FOR SALE.
A-50-h.p. Metallurgique 3-seater Coup^, with double

T;V/ dickey ; all new tyres ; 2 spare wheels ; accessories
;

^^300; exchanges.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting. 100 other

cars in stock, from ^25 upwards. Write for illustrated cata-

logue.

MISCELLANEOUS.
~

BOARD RESIDENCE AT H ENDON.—Aviators should

stay at "HATHERLEY," the po]3ular boarding estab-

lishment, facing entrance to Aerodrome; most convenieni,

and most comfortable ; moderate terms.

HARDWOOD for Aeroplanes. Specially selected, air-dried

timber as supplied to leading constructors in Britain and

the Continent. Silver Spruce, Ash, Poplar; Hickory and Ash

Skids; Threeply ; Thin Cedar and Mahogany for Floats; Wal-
nut for Propellers.—William Mallinson and Sons, Ltd., Hack-
ney Road. 'Phone, 3854 Central, 4770 Wall.

AVIATOR'S MASK
INVENTED AND PATENTED BY

LAMS GUSTAVE 87, Long Acre, W.C<
Comfortable to wear, easy to adjust, well ventilated,

mouth free, no goggles required ; a protection against

cold, wind and rain.

Price £1 Is.

LUNCH. TEA, or SUP at-

''THE AERO RESTAURANT,"
(Just outside the gates of the Hendon Aerodrome.)

Pretty Tea-Gardens, with awnings, for fine weather. Glass-side
" Sun-Parlour" for cold weather.

Best of Pood, well cooked and neatly served.

Lunch from Is. 6d. Tea irom 6d.

1. Tracle [MENDINEI Mark.
,

LIQUID SCOTCH GLUE |
Ready for use at once. :

:|

USED BY THE LEADINO AKROPLANE CONSTRUCTORS. *

MOISTURE PROOF. r

ll'n><- for I'rii;- lyi.it and. Piirtii iilnn ~
, .

MENDINE CO., 8. Arthur Strtfet, London Bridrre, E C. ;-" -»

MODELS.
T. W. K. CLARKE & CO.,
HAMPTON WICK. MIDDLESEX.

Supply British Built Model Aeroplanes, and all Accessories

for making. Send stamp for Lists.

MCJ Compressed Air Motors for Model Aeroplanes.

«0»VJ« Twin cylinders; weight, 2^ ozs.
;
price, 6s. 6d.

Air container for above engine ;
weight, 8 ozs.

;
price, 6s. 6d.

We stock everything for models. Send Stamp for catalogue.

—Murray, Son, and Co., 387a, High Road, High Cross, Tot-

tenham, N.
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The Sopwith Aviation Co., Ltd.
CONTRACTORS TO THE ADMIRALTY AND WAR OFFICE

Offices and Works KINGSTON ON-THAMES

Telephone

:

1777 and 1343 Kingston.

. Telegrams:

"Sopwith, Kingston."

CONTRACTORS TO THE ADMIRALTY

SHORT BROTHERS,
AEROPLANE WORKS

AND

FLYING GROUNDS—
EASTCHURCH, ISLE OF SHEPPEY.

Telephone ;—9, Minster-on-Ska. Telegraphic Address:

—

"Flight, Eastchurch.

Printed for The Abroplanb and General Publishing Company, Limited, by Bonner & Co., The Chancery Lane Press, Rolls-

Passage, London, E.C. ; and Published by Wm. Dawson & Sons, Limited, at Rolls House, Breams Buildings, London.

Branches in Cajwda, DCoronto, Montreal, and Winnipeg ; in South Africa : Cape Town, Johanneaburi;. and Dut4>an.
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GARDENING

Mr. F. P. Raynham on the little Martinsyde Scout, taking a trip round his garden just outside Brooklands. On the right
the same machine is shown looping. The direction of the light and the reflections on the surface of the planes ehow that

the machine was actually in the position in which it appears in the picture.
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Hold the SOLE RIGHTS DIRECT
from the FARMAN BROTHERS

for the building of

HENRY & MAURICE FARMAN

Aeroplanes
AND

Hydro-Aeroplanes.

In Great Britain and the Oversea

Dominions,

Works and Flying Ground

HENDON. »

Offices :

47, VICTORIA STREET, S.W.

AEROPLANE
ACCESSORIES

CONTRACTORS to ADMIRALTY* WAR OFFICE

R, O. & Co.'a Patent Release Gears
Fox's Patent Wire Bending Pliers

The "Short" Patent Wire Strainers
Special R.A.F. Strainers
Steel Lock Nut Strainers
Eyebolts, various designs
Metric Thread Bolts and Nuts
Engine Plates and Housings
Light Pressed Steel Ribs
Steel Cable Ends
Fuselage Angle Plates
Cold Drawn Steel Tubes
Tubular Framework, Etc.

ALL ORDERS PROMPTLY EXECUTED.
ONLY BEST MATERIAL USED.

Please address all cammunications to Department No. 4.

Contractors to

H.M. Admiralty and War Office.

Handley Page, Ltd.
OFFICES AND WORKS:

no, CRICKLEWOOD LANE.

LONDON, N.W.

AEROPLANE
MANUFACTURERS.

Telephone

—

HAMPSTEAD 7026 {2 lines.)

Telegrams

—

' HYDROPHID, CRICKLE,'
LONDON,

THE

Monk Engineering Co.,
LTD.

High Street, Coventry.

WE ARE MAKERS OF AEROPLANE

ENGINES AND COMPONENTS AND

WE DO HIGH CLASS MACHINING

FOR EXPERIMENTAL AND PRO-

DUCTION WORK.

OUR EXPERIENCE IN FINE

MACHINING IS UNIQUE AND OUR

PLANT UP-TO-DATE.

MAY WE HAVE YOUR ENQUIRIES?

KINDLY MENTION "THE AEROPLANE" WHEN CORRESPONDING WITH ADVERTISERS.
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The Editorial and Advertising Offices of ^'The Aeroplane"

are at 166, Piccadilly, W.
Telegraphic Address : Aileron, London. 'Phone : Mayfair 5407.

Accounts, and all correspondence relating thereto, should be

sent to the Registered Offices of "The Aeroplane and General
Publishing Co., Ltd.," Rolls House, Breams Buildings, E.C.

The Editor cannot undertake to return unsolicited manu-
scripts, whether accompanied by stamps or not, though every

endeavour vrill be made to do so.

"The Aeroplane" is not connected with any other business

at the same address, whether associated with Aeronautics or

not.

Subscription Rate, post free: Home, 3 months,l/8; 6 months, 3/3; 12 months, 6/6. Abroad, 3 months2 2; 6 months,4'4; 12 months, 8,8

An Englishman's Privilege.
We certainly are an amazing people in this country.

When at the beginning of the war our little Army,
but all the army we had, was being handsomely beaten,
we made far less fuss about it than we did fifteen or
sixteen years ago about a cert^iin skirmish at the Mod-
der River, when one or two battalions lost rather a
large proportion of men. Now, when the remnants of

that little Army, plus other armies many times its

size, wins a battle on a rather larger scale than the
battle of Waterloo, no one shows the least sign of

being elated, and most of the more responsible papers
come out immediately afterwards with articles full of

grave warning calculated to shed a gloom like unto
that pervading London at night over anyone who
might feel inclined to rejoice over the aforesaid vic-

tory. If they do not warn they grumble.
It is true, of course, that the winning fight at Neuve

Chapelle only brought our troops back to about the
same line they had held somewhere about last October,
but the real point is that at the first serious effort to
advance the men showed that they had lost none of

their natural dash and determination through being
planted in trenches for months on end, and that the
whole Army would be justified in adopting the Nor-
folk Regiment's catch phrase, "We can do it," when-
ever called upon.
Lord Kitchener himself, who knows more about the

true state of affairs than any living man, warns the
nation, as a whole^ about the gravity of the situation
in general, and various papers warn various sections
of the community about the grave dangers of indus-
trial unrest, of commercial ineptitude, of mismanage-
ment of engineering works, of shortage of war mate-
rial, of slowness in recruiting, of lack of national
solidarity, of undue levity, of the evils of drink, of

the wickedness of extravagance, of the iniquities of

night clubs, and so forth and so on, all of them warn-
ings which are very well deserved, and should have
an excellent effect when applied to the right indivi-
duals. In fact, it looks as if someone in high places
had awakened to the truth of the statement made in
this paper many months ago to the effect that if one
wants to make an Englishman wake up one has to
scare him to death first, and had instructed the Press
accordingly. If only the late lamented prophet Jere-
miah had survived, he might now have had the time
of his life, for he would probably have received a
colossal sum for filling a column a day in one or other
of our leading papers with grumbles at things as they
are, and warnings of evils to come.
As a matter of fact, at the present stage of the war.

Jeremiads are of very much more use in this country
than Hymns of Praise, or Invocations to Patriotism,
or Calls to Arms, and if only the people of England
can be thoroughly scared into realising that everyone
must either work or fight, it will do more good than
all the futile efforts of that peculiarly inept concern
the Army Advertising Department, with its appeals to
drivelling sentiment, shoddy patriotism, puerile
humour, babbling bathos, and music-hall loyalty. Cer-
tainly, its poster, "Enlist for the Duration of the War,
Discharged when Over," with the inference that one
will be thrown aside like a worn-out shoe, is uninten-

tionally humorous, as is a recent effort, "Every recruit

means shortening the War"—or words to that effect

—

happily forgetful of the logical retort that if there were
no recruits at all there could be no war.

Modern Prophets.

However, as Jeremiads are the fashion at th-e

moment, and as it is an Englishman's privilege to

grumble, it may be profitable to consider the aircraft

question from the pessimist's point of view. To tell

the truth, when one thinks of all that has been said,

and written, about aircraft in war during the last three

years, in which time aeroplanes and airships have been
something like a working proposition, it is enough
to drive anyone to pessimism or drink. Leaving aside
the humble efforts of irresponsible scribblers like the
present writer, look at the warning given in the lec-

tures and speeches of officers like Sir John French,
the late vSir James Grierson, Sir Horace Smith-Dorrien,
Sir David Henderson, Colonel vSykes, Colonel Brancker,
Colonel Brooke-Popham, Commander Boothby, and sun-
dry minor prophets, all of whom have indicated clearly

during the three years exactly what aircraft would do
in war. Not one of them would have to go back on
any essential fact which he then pointed out if he had
to speak on the same subject to-day. Yet there are
good, religious people who tell one that it is blasphe-
mous to say that prophets have actually existed since
the period vaguely indicated by the pious phrase,
"Scriptural Times." Prophetic inspiration, as a rule,

is merely another name for a genius for common sense.
If those in political power during the three past years

had listened to the voices of the prophets, we should
by now have had an overwhelmingly large fleet, both
of aeroplanes and airships. As it is, we talk enthusi-
astically of our ascendancy in the air, but that ascend-
ancy was only won, and is only held, by the personal
skill and bravery of our pilots and the genius of two
or three aeroplane designers, supported by a wonder-
fully perfect little piece of organisation in the R.F.C.
itself. It means working that organisation at terrific

pressure, and overworking the pilots and their
machines, whereas a huge organisation carefully pre-
pared before the war and operating with the machine-
like accuracy of the whole German army system would
not only have given us similar control of the air, but
would have left a handsome margin of aeroplanes and
pilots with which to carry on offensive operations
against troops, as well as keeping German aircraft on
tlie ground.

Waiting for The Day.
Recently an R.F.C. pilot was quoted by a highly

reputable correspondent of a newspaper as wondering
whether the notable absence of German aeroplanes of
late was not due to the German being a fair-weather
pilot and preferring to fly in fine weather. I have too
much respect for the average intelligence of the R.F.C.
officer to believe that any one of him expressed pre-
cisely that ojjinion, for the last man to under-rate the
(rerman is the man who has fought him. The German
undoubtedly shines more as a fair-weather pilot, for
liis own weather conditions train him as such, but it is

not a question of personal preference. If a senior
oflScer asked him to fly in bad weather he would fly,
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just as German infantry will walk into massed
machine-guns when ordered. If lie is not flying it is be-

cause he is not wanted.
One therelore draws the following inferences : The

German Army holds securely to its defensive Ime ol

trenches, ine German btaU is sufficiently well sup-

plied by spies on laud with mlormation as to any big

movements oi the troops ol the Allies to prepare in time

lor any attack on a Dig scale, therefore why waste

aeroplanes and precious petrol in merely patrolling the

air ! iMeuve Lhapelle was probably only a surprise to

the Germans m that they had under-estimated the

quality oi British and Indian troops in attack, and had

not reckoned on our sudden concentration of artillery,

mostly at night, neither ot which would have been dis-

covered by aircraft.

Carrying the inlerence further, one concludes that

the German btah is saving its aircraft till it m turn

intends to attack, t^^very aeroplane kept on the ground

lor a week at present is an aeroplane to be added to the

lieet at the right moment. Meantime, the number 01

new German aeroplanes is steadily increasing, bo is

the supply of pilots. One assumes that before the great

German attack is launched a huge lorce of aeroplanes

will be sent up to sweep the K.i^.C. out of the sky by

sheer weight of numbers, as the German inlantry

swept our men before them from Mons to the Marne.

Such an attack in force may be taken as indicating an

attack on land to loUow.
German pilots have already stated in their letters

home, which have appeared m German papers, that

their orders are to get mlormation, and not to hght, so

they run away when attacked. This may not be true in

some cases, but it is probably true of the majority, for

(Quixotic chivalry has no part in the German's make-up.

Therefore we may expect some day that German pilots

will be ordered to attack, and the order will be obeyed.

Are we prepared for such an attack ? We all hope

and believe we are, but we should be very much more

certain if those in authority had heeded the prophets

of two or three years ago, and also if the best possible

use had been made of the sources of aircraft production

since war broke out. The facts about this matter can-

not be published till after the war, and then, one fears,

there will be much dirty linen to wash in public.

The point at present is that we are doing very much
better than the early sins of the authorities deserve,

and much worse than an efficiently organised nation

ought to do.
The Coming Raid.

Another matter about which warning must be given

is the coming of the promised aerial raid. Allowing

that every airship and aeroplane that Germany
possesses was permitted to get here and go home again

unmolested, the net amount of damage done to London
would not be enormous, and the genuine inconvenience

caused to the running of the country from Loudon as

its nerve centre would only be temporary, but one

would like to be certain that no such raid could possibly

take place.

The activities of the enemy during the past week-end

are not encouraging from our point of view. The
Zeppelin visit to Paris, the earlier visits to Calais,

where quite a considerable amount of damage was done

to important railway communications, and the various

aircraft continually prowling round our coasts do not

fill one with confidence in the guard that is being kept

on the other side of the Channel.

It may be, and one hopes it is, that we have a more
than adequate force of aircraft and well-trained anti-

aircraft gunners ready for any invasion and that

nothing particular is being done across the Channel

in the hopes that German invaders may be decoyed over

here and neatly wiped out. But the fact that those a1

Paris and Calais escaped, in spite of being found by the

searchlights, makes one wish that more attention had

been given to anti-aircraft guns, and to bomb-dropping
from aeroplanes onto airship envelopes, in the past two
or three years.

It must be at least four years since (jerniany openly
produced anti-aircralt guns, and every picture-paper m
the world illustrated tnem. ft is mucn less tnan that
since Colonel Seely announced, with his usual jaunti-
ness, that he had been watching experiments with our
first guns of this sort and that the results had been
highly satisfactory—such a statement from him is not
reassuring.
Probably we have enough guns and gunners for the

job, though published reports of the performances of

such guus on the Continent do not indicate much
success.

Also, probably we have enough modern aircraft to
destroy airships, for the persistent rumour in Service
circles that a Zeppelin recently shot down two aero-
planes which attacked it has probably brought home to

the authorities the folly of detailing under-powered
pusher biplanes of an obsolete type to attack Zeppelins
with ordinary rifles or machine guns, and has demon-
strated the need for fast-climbmg bomb-carriers, or
high-speed gun-carriers (which could, at any rate, ac-
count for the crew in the gondolas], as the only type of

any use at all against airships, and of similar fast gun-
carriers, and racing tabloid scouts, to repel the big
German aeroplanes.
Probably we have a sufficiency of these special craft,

but we might have had an overwhelming force ready to

deal invaders a certain and crushing blow if we had
tackled the subject properly and in good time, as we
were warned to do by the prophets.

Comfort Ye My People.

Much good might be done by serving out official in-

formation of a kind which would be comforting to our
people and very much the reverse to our enemies. In-

stead of hiding all our doings so religiously we might
turn them to good account. No one would propose to

publish descriptions and photographs of the latest air-

craft or guns which we have in store for the enemy's
discomfiture, but it would be distinctly a good thing to

describe and illustrate the excellent work which is

being done at some of the numerous Naval and Military
aviation schools, just to show the energy both officers

and men are putting into their work.
Our papers are hardly permitted to illustrate the men

of the New Armies on the march, and almost the most
interesting pictures in the papers are photographs of

German origin showing the enemy's troops at work and
play, and their equipment. None of these give us any
information of military value, but they do impress the

average man with the idea that the German soldier is

wonderfully well looked after, and apparently highly
pleased with himself, and that is not calculated to in-

spire confidence in our early and complete victory.

It may, of course, be part of our policy to "make a
poor mouth," partly to lure the enemy into the fatal

error of despising us, and, secondly, to scare the Eng-
lishman into waking up—as mentioned before—but
even so we do not seem to be going quite the right way
to work. If we really want more men, and want our
workmen to work their hardest, they should be scared
by being told the worst side of everything, not by being
kept in suspicious ignorance. And, after being scared,

they should be encouraged a little.

The enemy certainly does misunderstand us, as wit-

ness Major Moraht's statement in the "Berliner Tage-
blatt" about our New Armies to the effect that

"desertions have reached such a pitch that out of

1,000 men as many as 400 attempted to escape." It

reminds me of a man in South Africa who was reported

as "deserted" from a Yeomanry regiment on lines of

communication, and was next heard of as a captain of

Australian irregular horse, rather in front of the front.

I could lay my hands on half a dozen battalions in
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Curtiss Motors

Accepted as

Standard

by all

Leading

Governments.

Hold all important

American records.

Represent thirteen

years' experience in

designing and

building

light-weight motors.

Made in three

sizes :

go h.p. " O-X "

8 cyl: 4x5 in.

100 h.p. " 0-XX "

8 cyl. X 5 in.

160 h.p. " V "

8 cyl. 5 X 7 in.

Lightest motors

in the

world when equipped

with fuel and oil

for 4 hours.

Official records show that Curtiss Motors run longer without over-

hauling, and require less attention than any other recognised motor.

= European Representative, LYMAN J. SEELY, Savoy Hotel, London.

—

-

Facto y and Offices

—

I THE CURTISS MOTOR COMPANY,
I HAMMONDSPORT, N.Y.
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England to-day ready to desert en masse, officers and

all—to the front. It is said that quite a number of men
have deserted and have smuggled themselves into other

battalions which were on the point of going over to

France.
There is also a story of a crack Territorial regiment

which was so keen on fighting Germans and no one else

that when it was told it had to go to Turkey there was

almost a mutiny, and a strong protest was sent to one

in high authority, who sent back the curt reply,

" Turkey, or disband."
A little information of that sort, and a plain state-

ment of the extreme gravity of the situation would do

the British public good. An intelligent Press Bureau

and Advertising Department could do anything it liked

with the people of this country.

The Agony of Suspense.

Apart from the general public, those intimately con-

cerned with our people flying abroad have a just

grievance about the delay in publishing such informa-

tion as is sent out.

For instance, on March 13th the Berlin official com-
munique stated that two British aviators were shot

down on the 12th and one on the nth. It was not till

the i5tli that it was announced officially that two
officers had been killed accidentally in an aeroplane—
though the Casualty List was dated the nth, from
f j.H.Q. in France.
By a pure piece of chance it is possible for this paper

to explain the "accident," which was apparently due

to the machine, in starting out over the enemy's lines

low down in a mist, flying into the trajectory of a shell

from one of our own guns. As suggested last week,

the Germans evidently saw the machine fall and
claimed the result as the eiiect of their own guns.

However, the truth of the matter comes from an eye-

witness of the tragedy.

In the other case an officer was killed on the 12th and
his death was announced in the obituary column of

the "Morning Post" on the iStli, yet his name did not

appear in the official casualty list till the 22nd.

Surely if it was possible for the German official com-

munique to make such an announcement on the 13th,

even though the dates of the two occurrences were
transposed, and if it could appear in the London even-
ing papers on that day, it should be possible for our
own people to do better.

The German communique of the 21st, published in

London on the 22nd, states that another of our machines
was shot down and the aviators captured—presumably
on the 2oth. Those who follow these matters closely
recognise the accuracy and reliability of the German
Headquarters communiques—which are not actually
surpassed in these qualities even by the French and our
own communiques—so everyone who has relatives or
friends in the R.F.C. is left in suspense in these cases,

wondering who the victims may be. Unless something
unusual happens, that suspense will not be relieved
till after the date on which this paper appears.

Doubtless some kindly senior ofiicer of the R.F.C.
has wired to the relatives of the missing officers saying
that they have not returned, or that they have been ob-
served to descend in the German lines, but that has
been no consolation to the hundreds, one might even be
safe in saying thousands, of people connected with
R.F.C. officers who have not had such private informa-
tion and who have seen the German communique.

Some special arrangement ought to be made about
reporting R.F.C. casualties, for such a complaint does
not arise about any other arm, and in the case of the
R.N.A.S. the Admiralty see to it that reports are issued
at once. Relatives of officers of artillery, cavalry, or

infantry are warned promptly and privately of any mis-
hap, and friends may well wait for the belated Casualty
Lists, for the German communiques only honour our
aviators with special notice, and so no anxiety is raised

about other units.

The R.F.C. would be the last people to claim any
special favour in this respect, but they are exception-

ally placed and therefore should receive exceptional
treatment, and, anyhow, the Department of Militarj-

Aeronautics ought to be able to report casualties as

quickly as does the Air Department of the Admiralty.

—

C. G. G.

Four views of the little Nieuport "U'" plane described on page 283; a compound of a "parasol," the "girder wing"

Deperdussin, and the "scientific" MacFie biplane of 1912 or thereabouts.
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Naval and Military Aeronautics.
GREAT BRITAIN.

From the "London Gazttte," March 16th, 1915.

Admiralty, March iith.

ROYAL NAVAL A]R SERVICE.—The undermentioned

gentleman has been granted a temporary commis.sion as flight

Heutenant : B. Binyon. Dated March i2Ui, 1915.

The undermentioned probationary flight sub-lieutenants have

been confirmed in the rank of flight sub-lieutenant : F. W.
Strong. Dated .\ugust iSth, 1914. G. H. Scott. Dated Octo-

ber 24th, 1914. R. M. Field. Dated October 28th, 1914. J.

C. P. Wood. Dated November loth, 1914.

The undermentioned acting flight sub-lieutenant has been

confirmed in the rank of flight sub-lieutenant : F. J. Rutland.

Dated December 15th, 1914.

The undermentioned probationary flight sub-lieutenant for

temporary service has been confirmed in the rank of flight sub-

lieutenant for temporary service : A. Q. Cooper. Dated No-

vember 14th, 1914-
* • •

A Supplement to the "London Ga/ette" of March i6th, pub-

lished on March 17th, contains the following military appoint-

ments :

—

War Office, March 17TH.

REGULAR FORCES. — Establishments. — Infantry. —
King's (Liverpool Regiment).—Second Lieutenant D. C.

Ware is seconded for service with the Royal Flying Corps.

Dated January 5th, 1915.

Supplementary to Regular Corps.—Royal Flying Corps.—Military Wing.—Second Lieutenant J. T. C. Moore-
Brabazon to be lieutenant. Dated February I9tli, 1915.

The undermentioned to be second lieutenants {on probation) :

O. D. Filley. Dated March 2nd, 1915 H. S. Coles. Dated
March 3rd, 1915.

« *

A Third Supplement to the "London Gazette"' of March i6th,

published on March 18th, contains the following military ap-

pointment :—
War Office, March iSth.

REGULAR FORCES.—Est.4blishments.—Roval Regi=

MI-NT OF Artillery.—Royal Field .'\rtillery.—The under-

mentioned lieutenant to be captain : Dated December 18th,

1914 : G. L Carmichael, and to remain seconded.
* * *

From the London Gazette, March 19th, 1913.

A Supplement to the "London Gazette" of March 19th,

published on March 20th, contains the following military ap-

pointment :

—

War Office, March 2oth.

REGUL.AR FORCES.

—

Establishments.—Royal Flying
Corps.—^Military Wing.—The undermentioned appointment is

made ;

—

Equipment Officer—Second Lieutenant P. R. Grace, Special

Reserve, and to be temporary captain. Dated January 16th,

1915-
* * »

A Second Supplement to the "London Gazette" of March
19th, published last night, contains the following military

appointments :

—

War Office, March 22np.
REGUL.AR FORCES.

—

Establishments.—Royal Flying
Corps.—Military Wing. — The undermentioned sergeant-

majors to be quartermasters, with honorary rank of lieutenant.

Dated March ist, 1915 : J. Ramsay, J. .Starling, A. Levick,

A. H. Measures, F. U. Unwin, J. H. Wilford, W. R. Bruce,

and W. J. Ryan.
Supplementary to Regular Corps.—Royal Flying Corps.

•—^MiLiTARY Wing.—A. E. Snape to be second lieutenant (on

probation). Dated March Mth, 19K.
NAVAL.

The following appointments were announced at the .Ad-

miralty on March i6th :—

-

Roy^^l Naval Reserve.—Acting Lieutenant H. F. Towler,
transferred to Royal Naval Air Service as probationary flight

sub-lieutenant, and appointed to the "President," additional,

for R.N. Air Service, to date March 14th.

Royal Naval Volunteer Reserve.—Temporary Sub-
Li&utenant R. T. Hilliard Duff, transferred to the Royal Naval
Air Service as probationary flight sub-lieutenant, and appointed

to the "President," additional, for R.N. Air Service, to date

March 15th.
* * *

The following appointments were made at the Admiralty on
March i8th :—Lieutenant-Commander—P. F. M. Fellowes, re-

tired, to the "President," additional, for gunnery duties with
Director of Air Department.

* • •

The following appointments were announced at the Ad-
miralty on Mardh igfh, 1915 :

—

Royal Marines.—The following has been approved :

—

The undermentioned officers have been granted the tem-

porary rank of captain whilst holding the appointment of flight

commander in the Royal Naval Air Service : Lieutenants C. H.
Collett, D.S.O., R.M.A., and C. E. Robinson, R.M.L.L Dated
February 23rd.

Royal Naval Air Service.—Mr. E. C. Bingham entered as

probationary flight sub-lieutenant for temporary service, and
appointed to the "President," additional, for the Royal Naval
Air Service.

Temporary Midshipman F. G. E. Wiseman, R.N.R., trans-

ferred to the Royal Naval Air Service as probationary flight

sub-lieutenant, and appointed to the "President," additional,

for Royal Naval Air Service, to date March i8th.

Messrs. W. D. Wain, J. Forgan-Potts, C. V. Arnold, R. G.

A. Baudry, and G. G. Dawson entered as probationary flight

sub-lieutenants, and appointed to the "President," additional,

for Royal Naval Air Service, all to date March i8th.
* * *

The following appointments were announced at the Ad-
miralty on March 22nd :

—

Royal Marines.—Honorary Second Lieutenant R. A. Raid
transferred to R.N. A. Service as probationary flight sub-

lieutenant, for temporary service, and appointed to the "Pre-
sident," additional, for R.N. A. Service, to date March 30th.

Royal Naval Air Service—Flight Commanders—J. Dol-

ben Mackworth has been promoted to the rank of squadron
commander, and appointed to the "President," additional, for

R.N. A. Service, to date March i8th
; J. H. Lidderdale, to the

"President," additional, for R.N. A. Service, to date March
19th.

Flight Sub-Lieutenant P. C. V. Perry, to the "President,"

additional, as instructor at the Central Flying School, to date

March 19th.

Acting Flight Sub-Lieutenant S. Medlicott confirmed in

rank of flight sub-lieutenant, with seniority December 4th,

1914, and reappointed as acting flight lieutenant, to date

March 19th.

Messrs. H. Spencer Kirby and J. Turner Bone entered as

probationary flight sub-lieutenants for temporary service, and
appointed to the "President," additional, for R.N.A. Service,

to date March 21st.
* • •

'ITie Secretary of the Admiralty makes the following an-

nouncement :

—

Unfavourable weather has interrupted the operations in

the Dardanelles, and, as seaplane reconnaissance has not

been possible, the amount of damage done to the forts by

the bombardment of the i8th cannot be ascertained.
* * *

The recruiting officer of the Naval Air .Service Depot at

Hendon issued a statement last week that there are vacancies

for 400 air mechanics, who are required immediately at the

depot. Pay is from 2S. to 4s. per day, with all found. Appli-

cants should apply to the Recruiting Officer, London Aero-

drome, Hendon.
* * »

On the morning of Saturday, March 2ofh, a German aero-

plane flew from the direction of Ostend to Kent and dropped
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several bombs over the shipping in tlie Downs. An Admiralty
patrol boat is said to have fired on the visitor without effect,

and several aeroplanes are said to have gone out in pursuit,

but the German machine disappeared in the mist.

MILITARY.
The London Press Bureau announced on March lOth that

the Field-Marshal Commanding the British Forces in France
reported as follows under Monday's date CMarch 15th) :

—
(8) The Royal Flying Corps have secured further suc-

cesses during the last few days, altliough fog has interfered

materially at times. On the 12th the railwav junctions at

Don and Douai were bombed and damaged, and on the 13th

a train in Don Station was blown up.

* * *

The following officer's name appeared in the casualty list

issued on March 17th :

—

Wounded.
Sebag-Montefiore, Captain T. H., Royal Field Artillery.

Capt. Sebag-Montefiore will be remembered as a pupil at the

Bristol School on Salisbury Plain in its palmy days.
« * -

The following notice appeared in the obituary columns on

March i8th :

—

Cholmondeley.—Killed in action on March 12th, Captain
Reginald Cholmondeley, Rifle Brigade and Royal Flying

Corps, eldest son of Major Reginald H. Cholmondeley, of

Dorton House, Phame.
Reginald Cholmondeley was born at Polmers, Herts, on Sep-

tember 2bth, 1889, and took his certificate, No. 271, at Hendon,
on a Grahanie-White biplane, on August 13th, 1912.

Captain Cholmondeley was twenty-five years of age, and
was the eldest son of Major Reginald H. Cholmondeley, of

Dorton House, Thame (late Royal Inniskilling Fusiliers).

He was educated at Eton and Sandhurst. He obtained his

commission in 1909, and was appointed to the Royal Flying

Corps in January, 1913. He was promoted to flight com-
mander with temporary rank as captain in the Royal Flying

Corps on May ist of last year, and became captain in the

Rifle Brigade on December ist last. He was mentioned in

dispatches on February i8th of this year.

He was one of the finest of the many fine fliers the R.F.C.
has produced, and those who remem.ber the early happy days

of aviation at Lark Hill will recall his magnificent handling of

the Henri Farman machines. At '.hat time the officers at

Lark Hill habitually flew far across country to spend week-

ends with friends, and Captain Cholmondeley was one of the

best and most persistent cross-country fliers.

Popular with his brother-ofiicers and with his men, a keen

student of aviation, -and a fine example of the best type of

officer produced by our public school system, he will be deeply

'mourned by all who knew him.
» «

The following casualty in the Expeditionary Force i--

oflficially reported from General Headquarters, and was pub-

lished on March 22nd :

—

Kir.LED.

Cholmondeley, Captain R., Rifle Brigade and Royal Flying

Corps.
» * «

The following appeared in the obitua.-y columns on March
23rd :—
COCKERELL.—On the 2oth inst., in Egypt, suddenly, of acute

smallpox, Samuel Pepys Cockerell, aged thirty-four. Second

I,iei;te)iant Royal Flying Corps, Military Wing, and some time

of the Foreign Office, dearly loved and only son of W. A.

Cockerell, late of the Foreign Office, 'and Mrs. Cockerell, of

24, Old Court Mansions, Kensington, W.
.S. P. Cockerell was born in London on May 12th, 1880, and

took his certificate. No. 132, at Lark Hill, on a Bristol, on

September 12th, igii. He was appointed to the R.F.C. Re-

serve on January 13th, 1913, and for active service on .August

28th, 1914.
* * »

It is with regret that one records the fact that Captain

J. A. Kane, Royal Flving Corps, was killed while flying at

Brooklands on March 22nd. This is the first death that has

occurred there since the Aerodrome was taken over by the

Government last August, though some of the flying done
there was of a kind which led one constantly to expect a fatal

accident.

When at a height between one hundred and two hundred
feet the Bleriot parasol which Captain Kane was flying side-

slipped and dived, and before the pilot could regain control
it hit the ground. The machine was wrecked, and Captain
Kane received injuries which were almost immediately fatal.

John Francis Aloysius Kane was born in Dublin on June
27th, 1880, and took his certificate, No. 834, on a Vickers
liiplane at Brooklands, on July 9th, 1914.

He was first appointed to the Devon Regiment in Septem-
ber, 1899, and was in the defence of Ladysmith, and at the
actions of Lombard's Kop, Belfort, and Lydenberg, receiving

both medals and six clasps. He was promoted to captain in the

Devons on April 3rd, 1907, and was appointed to the R.F.C.
as Flight-Commander on December »ith, 1914.

» »

So far as one can gather at the .moment from evidence
deduced from letters concerning the action at Neuve Chapelle,
it appears that the accident which cost the lives of Lieu-

tenant A. E. Morgan, R.F.C, and Lieutenant Irving, R. E.,

was due to their machine being hit by one of our own shells.

During the operations which resulted in the capture of Neuve
Chapelle the fog was so thick that our aeroplanes were com-
pelled to fly very low, and it is known that one machine"which
was flying over the German lines unfortunately came within

the trajectory of our' own shell-fire and was hit. It was seen

to crumple up and fall, and it is therefore permissible to

assume that this was the m.achine containing the two officers

in question, for in such an event a fatal result would certainly

follow, and no other fatality in the Flying Corps is recorded

on or about that day to account for the occurrence, except

that of Captain Cholmondeley, who was admittedly shot down
by the Germans.

« » *

It is reported from Holland that two British officers who de-

scended in the province of Zeeland on March 22nd have been

sent to Groningen on parole. They landed owing to motor
trouble.

It is also reported that the machine was numbered

9,070/750, which does not look like British numbering.
* *

The marriage between Second Lieut: Herbert Prinsep Somers

Clogstoun, Royal Flying Corps, Special Reserve, eldest son of

Mr. Herbert Cunningham Clogstoun, CLE., and Christabel

Margaret, eldest daughter of the late Sydney H. Carver, of

Alexandria, Egypt, and Mrs. Carver, of Chettle Lodge, Dor-

set, took place very quietlv on March 23rd .at Downton, .Salis-

liurv.
* * *

An R..A.M.C. Territorial, now on active service in France,

writes :

—"March loth.—Few aeroplanes lately on account

of weather. Saw one of the big Voisins 'blinddes' this after-

noon. They show a fine turn of speed for their size, and make
a deuce of a row. Don't know what the engine was. It

sounded like a monosoupape Gnome. [It may have been a

\^ickers gun-carrier.—Ed.] The anti-aircraft section here are

a happy crowd, and, as usual with all connected with flying,

think it's 'their war,' and everybody else is merely incidental.

I don't approve of Mr. Bayons' views in The .Aeroplane. One
thing he forgets is that a nation such as Germany will not

be content to live under a state of rigid economy in the food

line. A certain section of the people will always demand its

luxuries, and if these are not forthcoming this class will grow
discontented and make itself felt."

The writer goes on to narrate how his section fought the

anti-aircraft section of the local R.H..A. at football. During

most of the match shells were falling in the next field, but

they soon got used to it and beat the anti-aircraft section by

3 goals to o.

* * «

The Special Correspondent of the "Morning Post," who
recently visited General Headquarters in Northern France, re-

ports the following remarks by one of our aviators, which

seem worthy of reproduction :

—
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'We're all glad to have litLle to worry us now but the

guns,' said one of the most famous of them. 'They shoot a

lot better than they used, of course, and shrapnel through your
planes is quite sufficiently exciting, but it's nothing to what
it was in the good old days when they couldn't shoot for nuts.

Then everyone had a pot at you, your own side just as often

as the other, and any death was good enough for you when
you landed. It was pitchforks most often, or any other handy
agricultural instrument, and no matter in what unliliely spot

you landed a burly French farmer was down on you the next

instant, like some great spider out of the hedges, anxious to do
his country a service by letting out your vital juice. They all

seemed to consider the one safe course with anything so un-

canny as an airman was to make an end Id him first and in-

quire about him afterwards. Twice when I got shaken up on

landing by a rough bit of plough I came to to find a circle of

scythes and billhooks round me, and no one the least con-

cerned by the circumstance that I was upside down.
" 'The dear old French Territorial also felt in duty hound

to have a shot at you, and the problem of how to get out of

the air alive, in order to deliver your news, was, owing lo

the keenness of your friends to kill you, a problem that con-

fronted you from the moment your news had been acquired,

and led you in a search for uninhabited places, or where there

was nothing worse than a bull to gore you, till your petrol was
almost out.

" 'Now, of course, we are in clover. If you are a friend

yo.iVe welcome, and if an enemy you don't amount to much.
The magic glamour has been rubbed off our wings, and we are

merely one of the few interesting objects left on the battle-

field. I mean, we are about the only combatant left that you

can watoh being shot at, and whose fortunes you can follow

from a quite safe distance with interest and amusement. It's

easy to judge just how near the shrapnel comes to us, and our

antics when a big shell opens an air hole under us appeal, I

believe, even to men with no sense of humour. For the rest

everyone wishes now they had taken up such a safe line as

flying while there was yet time.'
"

The "Morning Post" man also tells the following story,

which has its points, though officers who have been severely

"Archied" may not entirely agree with its conclusions :

—

"A youngster, who had joined a Line regiment in the early

days of the war ... in charge of a machine-gun, was left by

i'xcident in the trenches when his battalion was withdrawn. . .

The boy had thus, as his earliest experience, a continuous spell

of forty-three days in the trenches. . . Sympathy for what
he had endured sent him home on short leave, and when his

week-end was over he realised that something unpleasant had
happened to his nerves. ' I simply can't face the trenches

again,' he admitted. 'I can't get the sound of the bullets out

of my head.'

"He might have had more leave, but he asked instead to be

tr.'.nsferred to the Flying Corps, and, having taken his cer-

tificate before the war, the transfer was granted him. He is

now watching the Germans from a few thousand feet above

them, and the change of air has worked just the relief re-

quired. He can still hear the bullets, but now they are be-

neath him, and, as he explains it. 'You can always put her

head up to get out of them, but you couldn't do that in the

trenches.

'

"Psychologically, aeroplaning on active service as a rest

cure for shattered nerves may deserve consideration."

» *

Speaking of the preparations for the British offensive move-
ment which commenced on March loth, the military corre-

spondent of the "Times" says :

—"To concentrate an unusually

large force of guns without notice of the fact reaching the

enemy argues much skill in the preparation and excellent

staff work. We must remember how flat the ground is, how
closely it is watched, how the giant periscopes of the Germans
assist observation, and how much one bold airman might have
discovered had he been busy on the evening preceding the

attack or at dawn. It is not easy to mass troops near the

advanced trenches, but the custom of our airmen !s and has

been to attack hostile airmen whenever and wherever they

appear, and this has made the latter shy. Much less often

than our men are they in the air."

"The work of the airmen also deserves notice. On the loth

some unnamed hero descended within 150 ft. of the ground and
destroyed one of the piers of the important railway bridge at

Menin. Others wrecked Courtrai Railway Station. On the

i2th they bombed and damaged Don and Douai Stations, and
on the 13th wrecked a train in Don Station. German ac-

counts state that General Bendler, chief of the railway section

of the Great General Staff, was killed by a British shell, and
he may have been caught by one of Sir David Henderson's

birds. The presence of Bendler in Flanders seems to show
that large movements by rail are projected on this side, but

they will now encounter more difficulties than were antici-

pated."
* « *

AT SEA.
On March 18th an inquiry was held at South Shields con-

cerning the death of Henry Chessnell, able seaman, of the

s.s. "Blonde," which was attacked by a German seaplane off

the North Foreland on the 17th.

Evidence was given that he had been in poor health. When
the captain called the crew Chessnell came up looking very

scared. He told the crew that the bombs had greatly affected

his nerves. The following day he collapsed and died in five

minutes.

A medical man deposed to finding die deceased suffering from

fatty degeneration of the heart. The jury returned a verdict

that death was accelerated by shock caused by the explosion of

bombs thrown from an enemy aeroplane.
* * »

It is reported that on the evening of March 17th an aeroplane

was seen approaching Aldeburgh. The sound of the engine

suddenly ceased and it is believed the machine fell into the sea.

The Aldeburgh lifeboat was launched, but returned after a

three hours' fruitless search. A mine sweeper reported having

seen the aeroplane pass proceeding towards the land,

eventually being lost sight of.

[.As this occurred on the same day as the incident mentioned

above, it seems that several German aircraft were off the

British coast at that period. The second incident may be con-

nected with the same machine, but the time elapsed betw;een

daylight and 8 p.m. would in that case indicate a very long

flight, assuming that the machine had started from the

Belgian coast.—Ed.]

FRANCE.
The French official communique of W ednesday last says :

—

Paris, March 17th.

There has been an artillery duel in the Woevre, and one

of our aviators has dropped bombs on the barracks at Col-

mar.
* * *

The official communique of the afternoon of March 18th

says :

—

One of our aviators bombarded the 1 ailway station at

Conflans.
* * *

The official communique issued on the evening of March 18th

says ;
—
A Zeppelin dropped some bombs on Calais (on the night

of the 17th), aiming at the railway station. No serious

material damage was done, but seven employees were killed.

* * *

The official announcement regarding I he \ isit by Zeppelins

is as follows :

—

Paris, March 21st.

Between 1.15 and three o'clock this morning four Zeppe-

lins started for Paris, coming from the direction of Com-

piegne, and following the valley of the Oise.

Two of them were compelled to turn back before reaching

Paris, one at E'couen, the other at Mantes. The two others

were attacked by anti-aircraft guns and only passed over the

outlying districts of the north-west of the city and the neigh-

bouring suburban districts. They withdrew after having

dropped a dozen bombs.

The danrage to property was of little importance. Seven

or eight persons were struck, only one being seriously in-

jured.

Various anti-aircraft posts opened fire on the Zeppelins,
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which were constantly lighted up by searchlights. One of

them appears to have been hit. Aeroplane squadrons took

part in the action, but mist hampered them in their pursuit.

To sum up, the Zeppelin raid on Paris was a complete

failure, land only served to demonstrate how well the defen-

sive arrangements adopted work. The population of the

city remained perfectly calm.

On their way back the Zeppelins dropped a dozen incen-

diary or explosive bombs on Compiegne, which only did a

little unimportant damage. Three other bombs were dropped

on Ribecourt and Dreslincourt, to the north of Compiegne,
without any result.

* * *

A second official communique gives the following further

details :

—

At Asnieres eight bombs were dropped and three people

were wounded. At Neuilly a slight fire was caused in a

house, but was rapidly put out. Nobody was hurt. At

Levallois a one-storey house was destroyed. At Courbevoie

a workman received trivial injury and another slight injury.

In Paris bombs were dropped in the rue des Dames and
the rue Duelons. No victims. In the Department of

Seine-et-Oise and at Saint Germain Zeppelins were reported

between half-past one and two o'clock. At Mantes they were

fired at from the fort. At Poissy three bombs were dropped,

two of which were explosive bombs. No victim. The pas-

sage of Zeppelins was likewise reported from Domont and
Argenteuil.

[It is stated that a westerly wind was blowing, and that the

vessel's came down wind from the West, in the manner sug-

gested in this paper a« probable in an attack on London. The
mames of the places on which bombs were dropped show that

the intention was to destroy factories which would probably be

at work on war material. Levallois, Neuilly, and Courbevoie

correspond fairlv well to Woolwich, Erith, and Dartford in

this country.—Ed.]
» * *

The following official communique was issued at

II p.m.

—

Paris, March 22nd.

In consequence of the checks sustained at La Boiselle, the

Germans have bombarded the Civil Hospital at Albert, over

which was flown the flag of the Geneva Cross. Firing took

place after it was sighted by an aviator, and several projectiles

were thrown. Five elderly persons wei'e killed and several

mere wounded. The lady superintendent has been grievously

wounded.
French aviators have actively ond usefully replied to the

futile raid of the Zeppelins on Paris on Sunday night.

In Belgium, on Sunday, 20 bombs were thrown on the aero-

drome of Gits, on the railway, and on the stations of Lichter-

felde and Essen.

An aviator was pursued as far as Roulers and was fired at

with carbines. Ten shells of "90" have been thrown on
Merkem Station, and on that of Wyfvege.

Fartlier to the south, near I^a Bassee, two enemy aviators

were chased, and they were obliged to return to their lines.

Rove Station has been effectively bombarded.
In the valley of the -Aisne an aviator was put to flight by two

of our aviators.

In Champagne 500 small arrows were discharged on a

German captive balloon.

Several shells were thrown on Bazincourt Station and on the

enemy's batteries at Brimont and Vaillv, and a German
aviator has been chased to the north of Reims.

In Alsace, Sergeant Falze, pilot, and Sub-Lieut. Moreau
have struck down an aviator on the railway west of Colmar.
Six bombs have been thrown on Cernay Station. Mullheim
barracks and Altkirch Station have been effectively bombarded.
On Monday, in the daytime, we bombarded in Belgium

Stadem - Station, near Roulers, and various cantonments.
Several bombs have been thrown with success on the aviation
field at La Bruquette, near Valenciennes.

In the region of the .'Visne, La Fere barracks, .Anizy,

Chauny, Tergnier, and Coucy-le-Chateau stations have been
struck by our aviators.

In Champagne the aviation field and the munition depots of

Pontfaverge have received day and night several bonibs of

"90." Conflans-larny and the neighbouring ways have been

bombarded with 40 bombs. The eftectiveness of ihe bombard-

m.ent has been verified.

Fribourg-en-Breisgau barracks and station have received-

eight bombs.
* * *

It is reported that on March i6th a German aeroplane passed

over the village of Dampierre les Bois, in the Belfort district.

The only target available was a funeral procession, and on

this the German aviator dropped two bombs. Possibly from

his altitude he took the procession to be an ammunition con-

voy. Fortunately, the bombs did no damage.
* * *

The "Journal" learns from Nancy that on March 20th two

German aeroplanes flew over the town. After being violently

bombarded they retired without throwing any bombs and

without being hit.

4f ^ #
A Zeppelin passed over Calais at about 12.15 ^-"i-

March 2ist. Searchlights soon found her, and .anti-aircraft

guns kept up a brisk but harmless fire for some 20 minutes.

No bombs were dropped, and the ship merely went on her

way, intent on other business. Subsequently, it was reported

that she had attacked Gravelines, and afterwards taken part

in a raid on Paris.
* * «

Writing on the Zeppelin affair, the Paris correspondent of

the "Morning Post" says :

"As for the duel between airship and aeroplane, it still re-

mams an open question. For some reason the Allied Powers
have chosen the aeroplane as their weapon, and have left the

dirigible balloon to their opponents. France was the pioneer

in the matter of the dirigible balloon, but she has made very

little attempt to develop the invention."

[The correspondent evidently does not know what good
work has been done by the French and British airships, which

in actual value have beaten the Germans.—Ed.]

"M. Louis Capazza, who has always been a partisan of the

lighter-than-air as opposed to the aeroplane, said to me to-day :

—'Well, they have come, as I knew they would come. Their

airships have the commanei of the air from their point of view,

just as our aeroplanes have from ours. The aeroplane is, in

my opinion, no reply to the dirigible ; the only reply is a larger

and more heavily-armed airship. If my ideas had been
adopted we should have seen the real battle in the air, and it

would have been proved, just as it iias been shown in naval
warfare, that the ship which is more weakly armed is abso-

lutely at the mercy of its more powerful opponent. It is

important that everyone should realise the advantage pos-

sessed by the Germans in this particular kind of warfare.' "

[These words of M. Capazza are worthy of note.—Ed.]
" 'An aeroplane may set out to attack a Zeppelin, but its

advantage in speed does not exceed the percentage of six to

nine, and while it is rising the dirigible, even if it does not

use its guns, can easily escape. Every airship is invulnera-

able until the enemy has risen above it, and there are very
few pilots who can maintain control of their machines when
the altitude exceeds 3,000 metres, an altitude that the Zeppe-
lin can easily attain.'

"

[One must, of course, discount this remark on account of

M. Capazza's prejudice in favour of airships, and also because
he is probably ignorant of the precise performances of the
latest high-speed "tabloids" turned out as airship destroyers.

—

Ed.]
* * *

The newspapers state that a woman named Poisson died of

fright caused by the explosion of a Zeppelin bomb near her
house in the Rue des Dames. The story is Renter's, so the
lady may only be a Poisson d'Avril n few weeks too early.

GERMANY.
The Berlin official communique of March i8th says :

—

French aviators dropped bombs on the open Alsatian town
of Schlettstadt, of which only one was effective, exploding
on a school, killing two girls and seriously wounding ten.
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As a reply the fortress of Calais was last night bombarded
with bombs of the heaviest type.

* »

The German official communique of March 21st says :

—

South-east of Ypres a British aeroplane was shot down and
the aviators captured.

By way of reply to outrages of French aviators on the
oppn Alsatian town of Schlettstadt, some heavy bom'bs were
dropped last night on the fortress of Paris and tlie railway
junction at Compiegne by our airships.

* * *

The special correspondent of the "Daily Chronicle" at Geneva
reported on March 21st that at Habsheim, near Colmar, three
French aviators from Belfort destroyed two new army Taube
machines and four sheds. Several regiments of recruits, who
were manoeuvring under staff officers, fled into the forest.

One pilot, who was flying low at 500 metres, had his

machine riddled with bullets, but all returned safely.

RUSSIA.
Apropos the capture of Przemysl on March 22nd, it is re-

ported that on March iglh (Friday) besides the usual aero-

plane three balloons of old type left the fortress, carrying
oflicers and mails. Owing to a change of wind, all three

were carried into Russian hands, one landing igo and another
168 miles away, both in the neighbourhood of Brest-Litovsk,

the third coming down 84 miles to the north-east of Przemysl,
at Sokal, near the old frontier line of Russia. The local

peasants captured both balloons and aeronauts.

[Galicia, being old Russia, one is presumably coirrect in

locating this paragraph under the Russian heading, whether
Russia manages to hold the country or not.—Ed.]

BELGIUM.
The special correspondent of the "Daily Telegraph" at

Havre reported on March 17th that a Taube, which dropped
eleven bombs on Poperinghe, killed eight people, including

three children, one woman, and two soldiers, whilst twenty
persons, of whom seven were children, were wounded. One
of the soldiers had both his legs shattertd, nnd an Immediate

amputation was deemed necessary. He died during the

operation. Another soldier, who was injured, also died.
* * *

The Sluis correspondent of the "Tyd" reports that British

aviators have again been very active along the coast. On
Monday the 15th a British air squadron appeared between

Ostend and Knocke and dropped bombs on Ostend.

.Some German aeroplanes ascended, but were unable to

drive away the enemy. One Taube lost its way and drifted

over Dutch territory. It succeeded, however, in returning.
* * *

The special correspondent of the "Daily Telegraph" states

that at Knocke a preliminary reconnaissance discovered the

German batteries and defence works. Shortly afterwards several

machines appeared and threw a large number of bombs, the

explosions of which proved that great damage had been done
to the observed positions. From an observation balloon at

Zeebrugge the Germans detected the approach of the air

squadron, and several machines were sent up in the hope of

driving it off.

* »

The "Morning Post" correspondent at Amsterdam reported

on March 17th :
—

"British aviators appeared on Monday over Ostend and
Knocke. They also dropped several bombs on German forti-

fied positions along the coast."
* • •

Mr. G. F. Steward of the "Daily News," telegraphing
from Rotterdam on Alarch i8th, says that a fleet of Allied

aircraft was sent along the coast on the 17th on a hig scout-

ing and offensive mission, preparatory to the general opera-
tions now proceeding. Particular attention was paid to

Ostend and Knocke, where, it is said, several hombs were
tihrown, particularly in the neighbourhood of Ostend, whence
troops were being moved.

* » *

It is reported by travellers from Lii^ge to Maastricht that on
Saturday 20th a Zeppelin was wrecked at Li^ge. No re-

liable details are to hand.

In this picture, a companion to the Frontispiece, the Martinsyde is shown still lower down, photographed from the same
spot a few moments later, after Mr. Raynham had circumnavigated the estate which he shares with sundry other aviators.
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ITALY.
It was reported from Paris on March 22nd liiat telegrams

from Rome state that in the last few weeks 220 aviators have
received their pilots' certificates, and the Italian Army now
has at its disposal 300 aeroplanes and 20 dirigibles.

[The 300 aeroplanes are a possibility, but the number of

airships is probably arrived at by the usual journalistic method
of counting the last "series" number as representing the

number existing.—Ed.]
» * »

-Anotiher new weapon of certain destruction, for use against

the same "mechanical birds" which this silly world was all

an.xious to breed and nurture so short a time ago, has been

patented at Pisa. The inventor's name, and presumably his

motto too, is Acconci,

It consists of a light undercarriage supporting a fiat circu-

la*- metal floor, on which is a movable platforin witli 4 equi-

distant machine guns (or light cannon) firing simultaneously.

Both the floor and the platform are stated to be rapidly in-

clinable—almost to the \'ertical. A lens projects the whole

vault of the sky onto a mirror. Centre your hostile aerial

visitor in tihis mirror by means of a dual-action hand-lever,

press the button, and if in range he is certain to be quite un-

comfortable.

We are not told how the 4 mitrailleuses are spaced out on

the platform—only that they are fixed as regards one another

so that the chance of the aircraft escaping all of them may
not be increased by experimenting operators. Hustle up and
try, Signor .\cconci, before the supply of hostile dirigibles

gives out !

M.I. dirigible, which now claims to detain the world's

record in altitude, has benefited by the modifications and re-

designing effected. She appears to have improved rudders,

her nose and nacelle attachment hn\'ing received attention too.

T. S. Harvey.
DENMARK.

It is reported that a Zeppelin was observed on March i8th

over the Femernbelt, coming from the east. Thence it

passed wer Roedby Harbour and disappeared in a v^/esterly

direction. It is supposed that it was on its way to the North
Sea and England.

HOLLAND.
It was reported from Ymuiden on March 21st that the crew

of the "Zevenbergen" state that when lying in the Downs on

Saturday an aeroplane threw four bombs, but the crew did not

see if the bombs took effect. English merchant vessels, which

were followed by the Taube, fired at it. Tlie crew of the

"Zevenbergen," were greatly e.xcited and painted on the deck

of the steamer the name " 'Zevenbergen,' Rotterdam."

It was reported from Amsterdam on March 22nd that the

"Zevenbergen," when about 8 miles west of the Noord Hinder

bank, saw a Taube aeroplane, which dropped two bombs, one

falling about 40 feet to starboard of the steamer, while the

other fell about 20 ft. ahead, exploding in the air. The
Taube followed other vessels, recognisable by the white funnels

as British from I^eith, at v^'hich the aeroplane had previously

thrown bombs. The "Zevenbergen" was then showing three

Dutch flags on the masts, two on the bridge, and three spread

out on the deck.

[This may be merely another version of the Ymuiden story,

or the "Zevenbergen" may have been in luck and have had

two performances in the day.—Ed.]

The "Telegraaf" states that the German attacks on the

Dutch steamers "Zaanstroom" and "Batavier V." are under

discussion by the Dutch Government. The steamship com-
panies are to- make reports, and the Dutch Minister in Berlin

has been instructed to ask the German Government for an

explanation. The Dutch Government will apparently not take

any further action until all the details have been collected. It

does not believe that the German authorities will confiscate

the ships. [It is hardly likely that the Dutch Armv will in-

vade Germany, in any case.—Ed.]

The steamer "Elfland," sailing under the English flag, and

chartered by the .'\merican Relief Committee to carry corn for

Belgium, arrived at Rotterdam, having been attacked off the

Noord Hinder lightship by a German aeroplane, which
dropped some bombs without hitting the ship.

EGYPT.
The following statement was officially issued at Cairo on

Saturday :

—

Smce the last ofiicial communique there has been nothing
to report. P^atrol and aeroplane reconnaissances show that
there is very little activity amongst the enemy's outposts,
which remain in the same places as before, some four days'
march from the Canal.

TURKEY.
A message from Sofia, dated March 20th, states that fifteen

German aviators in the service of Turkey have left Constanti-
nople to return to Germany. [It is more probable that this

represents three aviators and a dozen mechanics.—Ed.]
* * *

The "Morning Post" correspondent at Athens reported on
March 17th that on Monday evening, March isth, a British

seaplane, whilst returning from a reconnaissance, fell into the
sea at the mouth of the Straits. The aviators, who were only
bruised, were saved bv destrovers.

CANADA.
The "Daily Intelligencer," of Belleville, Ontario, says:—

•

Sarnia, Ontario, Feb. 25th :
—"A fact not generally known is

that Countess Zeppelin, wife of the inventor of the famous
Zeppelin aircraft, is a Canadian girl. Countess Zeppelin was
the daughter of the late W. H. MacGarvey, formerly of

Petrolia, who died recently in Austria, where he had become
one of the leading oil magnates of the country. She was
bcrn in the village of Wyoming, Lambton County, in 1875,
going to Europe with her father at an early age."
The Montreal "La Presse" of March 5th reports :

—
"Lacolle,

March 4th.—An aeroplane has flown over the country a mile

from here at six o'clock this morning. Several persons worthy
of trust are assured of having seen it at a great height and of

having heard the sound of its helice. The machine was steer-

ing towards the west."

SOUTH AMERICA.
The "Standard," Buenos Aires, a flourishing English paper

for Britishers in the Argentine, published the followmg on
Monday, Feb. 22nd :

—

Aviation.—In spite of the Carnival, movement was notice-

able yesterday at the Ounlnies (?) Aerodrome. Pilot In-

structor Sanohez made a notable flight of about 25 minutes'

duration over the neighbourhood of the aerodrome early in the

morning. In the afternoon .Sanchez, accompanied by school

pupils, made a number of training flights. Just before dusk,

Sanchez alone executed a number of spiral and banking
manoeuvres on the sahool 50-h.p. biplane. The descent was
accomplished safely, volplane fashion. A "dia de descanso"

was observed yesterday at the Palamar Military Aerodrome.

U. S. A.

"Vancouver Daily Province," Feb. 23rd.
—"N.Y. , Feb.

23rd.—Spain has authorised the purchase in .America of 12

army aeroplanes and tools and machinery to the value of

$2,000,000, according to Henry S. Moos, a Spanish engineer

who arrived here to-day."

AUSTRALIA.
The "Argus," Melbourne, Jan. 25th, says:—"An effort is

being made to establish a permanent aero association in

Victoria with the object of stimulating public interest in the

art df flying and promoting the science of .-aviation. A meet-

ing was held at London House, 5th floor, 97, Elizabeth Street,

in order to discuss the proposal. All interested were invited to

attend.

"

The Royal Flyinjf Corps Aid Committee.
Lady Henderson has asked us to make it known that the

Aid Committee of the Royal Flying Corps left No. 3

Queen .'Vnne's Gate on Tuesday, March 23rd.

By the kind permission of Ladv Battersea, in future the new
address will be Surrey House, Marble Arch, and all letters,

parcels, etc., should be addressed accordingly.

A full list of subscribers to the Fund can be seen at any
time at the following places :

—

The National and Provincial Bank, 6, Victoria Street, S.W.
The Office of The ARROPt..4NE, 166. Piccadilly.

The Roval Aero Club, 166, Piccadilly.
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The R.N.A.S. Comforts Fund.
During the week consignments of warm garments have been

sent (per request) to R. N. Airship Section X and also

to H.M.S. "Riviera" (seaplane carrying ship). The men at

Dunliirli have applied for a gramophone to assist in whiling

away the time when flying is impossible, and this has been

duly ordered. The following cash contributions have been re-

ceived this week :—South Coast Aircraft Works, jQc) ; Girls'

Grey Coat School, White and Thompson, Ltd. (Em-
ployees), £,2 los. ; Mr. Eric Dower, los. 6d. ; Mr. Harry York,

los. ; Vickers Ltd., Erith (Woodworkers, 14th contr.), 6s.

Total for week, £\6 i6s. 6d. Grand total to date,

£887 6s. 7d.

Furtlier contributions in cash and kind should be sent to

Mrs. Sueter, The Howe, Watlington, Oxon.

Congratulations.
Wood.—On Thursday, iSth inst., at 40, Cumberland Man-

sions, Bryanston Square, \V., Ethel, wife of Major H. F.

V\'ood, yth Lancers, of a daughter.

Pacificism and Aviation.

The following letter has been received from a gentleman

writing from Gonville and Caius College, Cambridge :

—

"Sir,—In a recent issue of The Aeropl.'vne you pointed out

—doubtless for the benefit of those who had not made the

discovery for themselves—the fact that the paper had assumed
a markedly militaristic character in order to further a cause

which it had at heart—namely, the greater good of our

country. Many of your readers, while profoundly disagreeing

with the particular views in question, nevertheless respected

those views and continued as fascinated readers of the paper.

"On opening your current issue, however, i find in your

leading article that views are expressed which cannot, by the

wildest exercise of imagination, be thought to have the re-

motest connection with ihe science and practice of aeronautics.

This statement is not a prelude to the assertion that I for one

shall read The .'\EROPL.'iNE no longer. Such a decision would

hardly shake the foundations of your office;, and, further—

I

prize the paper far too highly to deny myself the weekly
pleasure it affords.

"1 do not intend to answer in detail—or even generally

—

the points raised in your article, for 1 am convinced that

neither for assertions nor refutations of this kind is there

rightly any place in }our columns. I am perfectly aware that

you, sir, would wish to see both sides of any question, how-

ever vital it might be, but I refrain from putting forward

my own point of view simply because—however willing you

might be even to publish the heated pacificist correspondence

in the paper—you are not asked to print such matter.

"For myself, I should resent the intrusion of pacificist

opinions into a purely technical paper quite as much as I resent

the extraordinary paragraphs with which the present issue

commences. This country is still nominally willing to hear

both sides, but for reasons already expressed I refrain from

giving my own point of view, and must venture to ask at

least that you would clothe your views in a less pugnacious

form, and so continue to retain the sympathies of all types

of mind for your excellent work in the cause of aeronautics."

[It is to be feared that this courteous and pacific writer has

missed the precise point of the article, which set out to show
that we must prepare for immense expansion in the flying

Services when the present war is over, and must have no non-

sense about disarmament or lightening the burden of mili-

tarism. In order to prove that point it was necessary to show
lhat treaties and alliances are temporary arrangements, the

outcome of national expediency, and that man is as pugnacious

an animal to-day as ever he was. Future preparation for war
will have more to do with aeronautics than anythng else.

The views of our pacificist reader on this point would be

highly esteemed. Perhaps he will explain how the educating

of several millions of high-spii ited young men to the trade of

manslaughter is going to make for peace in the next genera-

tion. One quickly becomes accustomed to the death of human
beings, which is one reason why our aviators at the start took

the whole business of war more casually than did any other

soldiers. When one has dug the mangled corpses of 'a few
of one's best friends out of wrecked aeroplanes in time of

peace one becomes a trifle callous about people one does not

know who are killed in war, and perhaps, after all, one ac-

quires a better perspective of the intrinsic value of human
life—except one's own, of course.—Ed.]

Three views ol the Biir):;essDunne Biplane, bnill by the BiirjSess Curtis Co. (no relation of Mr. (ilenn Curtiss) of Marble-

head, U S. A., to the patents of .Mr. J. W. Dunne. In the ri.sjht hand pictures it may be seen that the curious dip (known

ill .\merica as the "bustle") in the angle of the planes has disappeared.
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Aero=motors : In Kind and Qon.s\r\xc\ion—{Continued)
BY GEOFFREY DE HO LDEN-STONE.

Despite all that has been said hitherto, one has not wholly
arrived at any final reason for the evidently inherent lack of
flexibility of tlie rotary type of motor. On paper—and, one
would imagine, in practice—the mere process of petrol-starva-
tion should go a long way to overcoming this defect. Cer-
tainly if pilots would be persuaded to study the peculiarities of
their motors further than merely listening for even running
and fiiring

; if they would only experiment more, especially in

the way of seeing how long they could remain aloft with the
smallest allowance of petrol—tliey would not only give their

motors a better all-round chance of doing t3ieir best work, but
tliey would, for one thing, find them climbing 20 per cent,

better than is often the case. Incidentally, they might well
attain a greater average degree of flexibility.

Still, there is one factor militating against that result
;

first,

last, and all the time. And that one being the most subtle in

the entire range of physics, the one that must always be looked
for at every turn, as the basic question of any applied-power
problem, the finally satisfactory explanation or conclusion may
well escape. For that factor is none other than—inertia. Its

eternal presence in any prime mover, especially one with
stationary cylinders, actually assists flexibility, so long as the
flywheel is correctly designed, en rapport with the recipro-

cating parts, so that the kinetic energy of the former shall

always be that little stronger than the inertia of the latter, as
to keep the motor running truly and evenly at all speeds.

Here, let it be understood, is no law
;
nothing from which

any exact formulae can be derived. It is, indeed, only a fairly

constant observation of practice, one of those secrets de fabri-
cation which every motor-maker must work out for himself
quite empirically from trial and error; and 'that has been, as
a matter of fact, so generally worked out, as to constitute the

chief factor in the smooth running flexibility of latter-day

motors.

Inertia Effect.

But the moment we come to any rotary proposition all tlii'-,

so to say, friendly effect of inertia is lost ; for the greater part

of it, as represented by the weight of the pistons and connect-
ing rods, is forthwith turned into kinetic eiicrgy, additional to

that of the rotating cylinders. In short, all that helps the

motor to be purely an energised flywheel, lenders it a less

controllable one. You may start it readily, work it mp
full speed in a few seconds ; but starve it, throttle it as you
may, you will not bridle its speed appreciably so long as it is

firing at all, for many a minute, until again its own inertia

as a flywheel comes to your aid, and helps you gradually to

get it in hand.
In the face of these facts, then, one would ask whether anv

great flexibility is possible, in this type of motor, even in

such a refined example as the Gnome monosoupape, in the

hands of the average pilot. It does not, then, seem fair to

expect it. And in this connection, while saying nothing
against its obvious efficiency for final instalment, one doubts,

in . the circumstances, the probability of getting any very ac-

curate tests as to the all-round efficiency of an experimental
aeroplane fitted with a rotary

;
especially in the highly im-

portant matter of speed range, to say nothing of actual lifting

power at 'the lowest speed apparently attainable. In other

words, the flying efficiency of the aeroplane under test, as

these two points seem hardly determinable in the case of a

machine only partially or intermittently under power
;
drifting

rather than flying, and in constant danger of stalling on these

accounts.

Gnome Construction.

Turning now to the detail construction of the Gnome
motors, description may be shortened by saying that the size

and number of cylinders represent practically the only differ-

ences between any of the nine models
;
Omega, the original

50 h.p., 110 mm. by 120 mm. ; Sigma, 60 h.p., 120 mm. by
120 mm.; Lambda, 80 h.p., 124 mm. by 140 mm.; Delta,

100 h.p., 124 mm. by 150 mm., which last has nine cylinders

instead of the regular seven ; their four doubles ; and the odd
Eta type. All these, as well as the monosoupapes of

80 and 100 h.p. —seven and nine cylinders respectively, no
mm. by 150 mm.—date, so to say, from the fixed crank-shaft

round which they move ; the motor-mass on the journal-axis,

and the reciprocating parts on that of the crank. The crank-
shaft carries everything : and is itself attached to the mounting-
frame by bolts through a plate—the equivalent of a flywheel

web—set upon it in a taper fit, jambed tight by a lock nut, in

the usual way.

End Thrust?
Now this may or may not be the sole point of support for

the entire motor. That depends on the scheme of mounting
it From an engineering standpoint it would almost go with-

out saying that the stress of rotation should be borne forward

as well as aft, especially since the hollow beak-shaft carrying

the propeller is attached by its web-plate to the forward plate of

the crank chamber, even in front of the free end of the crank-
shaft. What, then, should be said of certain "pusher" biplane

installations wherein the propeller is actually interposed be-

tween the shaft-attachment and the motor-.mass, thus extend-

ing the weight of the latter still further beyond the point of

anchorage ?

Double Support.

However, in all tractor installations of even the seven-

cylindered models, and invariably for those of fourteen, the

beak-shaft rotates in a ball-bearing in the front plate of the

mounting frame.

Here, too, it is not unhelpful to the just appreciation of the

Gnome to state that it is not a "lightened" or in any way
stripped motor, but one built as well as designed for lightness,

combined with the greatest strength. Consequently there is

noi" a casting anywhere in it, nor a scrap of aluminium, every-

thing, practically, being hand-forged from nickel steel in the

first place and then machined out of tlie .solid.

To resume, the aforesaid web-plate not only carries the

magneto and the positive or main-conductor plug therefrom,

but also the oil pump, as well as the mountings of the

planetary gears of both, which are rotated by the sun-wheel

m.ounted on a rearward extension of the crank chamber con-

centrically to the distributer-plate, to which the naked igni-

tion wires are attached.

_Here, too, we note that it is within this extension that the

main double ball-bearing is housed upon which the entire

motor mass rotates.

The "Innards."
Further features common to all Gnome models are, first,

that the shaft—of great diameter at this end—is drilled

hollow, so as to serve (a) as an induction trunk into the crank-

chamber, and (b) as a conduit for the lubrication pipes to the

main thrust bearing, and in and through the stationary orank-

pin ; for the lubrication, not only of the "master grip" to which

all the connecting rods are attached, but also the cam-sleeve

and planetary valve gearing—4 to 7—on the other, or "free"^

end of the shaft.

Secondly, as to this gearing. Mounted solid on the

shaft (between the outer thrust bearing and the gear

wheel set on the freely mounted cam-sleeve), is a sun-wheet

meshing with the larger of two planet gears (mounted freely

within the front plate of the crank-chamber) the smaller of

which meshes in turn with the cam-sleeve gear. Thus the

rotation of the motor sets the planets rotating round the fixed

sun-wheel, and their rotation revolves the free-gear wheel and

its cam-sleeve on the shaft in the opposite direction. The
seven, or nine, or fourteen, cams thus alternately lift—through

hardened steel rollers—the jointed tappet rods attached hinge-

wise to the exhaust-valve rockers, the leaf-springs on these

last serving the double purpose of holding the . alves closed,

yet out of actual contact with the rockers, and keeping the

tappet rollers down on their cams.

Monosoupape Control.

Hitherto, in the monosoupape models, all the actuating

members of this valve-gear were enclosed in a drum, slotted

to let the tappets through, and having an 'nternally-toothed

gear formed on its web, meshing with a second gear-wheel on
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the inner end of the cam-sleeve. Thus wiien the drum was

rocked by rotation of two short inter-connected crank-spindles

back and front—the one attached crankwise ;o the drum and

the other to a crank-pin in a sliding collar on the main shaft,

controlled by a rod within it—a certain lag or advance in the

valve-lift was duly effected. Naturally, the mechanism worked

as intended. But the idea of governing the motor speed by

varying the moment of the valve-lift, more or less after the

early Daimler and later Lahaussois systems—;md thus obtain-

ing greater flexibility, does not appear to have succeeded in

flving practice so generally as was e.^^pected ; so it remains to be

seen whether this interesting device will be retai!ied or not.

The "Big End" Arrangement.

The third feature of Gnome construction is the design of the

maitresse-bielle, or "master grip," formed on the main con-

necting rod. This consists essentially of a drum witli its sides

or webs sunk inwardly—so that its periphery may completely

enclose ball-bearings on either side—and having a large cir-

CL lar opening in the centre of these webs to take the male and

female halves of the crank, the collar or bush surrounding both

centrally, and the hollow central bolt locking all together.

.Appropriately spaced round this large central opening in the

webs are six smaller ones, which take the wrist pins of the

other six connecting rods, which last are inserted through oval

slots in the periphery of the drum.

How It Goes Together.

The first operation, however, in the assembly of a Gnome
motor is the attachment of the pistons, which constitutes the

fourth special feature of Gnome design in all except

the monosoupape model. Actually, the piston head is

gripped between a ring-like body with two hanging
lugs, and the dome-like box or sealing of the a.o. valve,

which is threaded on and set hard down into the ring-like body.

Before doing this, the connecting-rod head—held in a special

tubular device with cross bars to prevent it turning—is set into

the lugs and attadhed by its hollow gudgeon pin, which is

secured by inserting a copper tu'be carrying large washers

threaded on its ends and butting against the lugs. Then the

piston is set on, but before screwing in the valve seating one

interposes a flat copper packing ring cut with two lapping ex-

tensions that fit between any two pairs of the castellations

surrounding the open centre of the piston-head. When,
however, the valve seating has been screwed hard down
on the copper joint and into the aforesaid ring of the con-

necting rod attachment, so that the piston is finally secured,

the edges of the copper joint are turned up in other la])ping

Ornithological Observations.
A clever engineer of much experience 'n aviation writes :

—
"Will you allow iiie to put before you my own experience

of the power of parrots in detecting aircraft ?

"In the years 1909-1910 I was staying near Paris, where
we had a common green Brazilian parrot. Hundreds of times

that parrot helped us to discover flying-machines which were

only mere speclis in the sky. At a time when flying-machines

were a novelty my people used to rush to the window on hear-

ing the bird screech plaintively, which heralded the approach

of a flying-machine, airship, balloon, bird of prey, or a pigeon.

The bird effectively bristled its feathers and looked fi.xedly

on the machine, following it in its flight, and ceasing to

screech only when the machine went out of sight.

"I personally never saw the bird detecting aircraft when
inside a room, but there is no question that the bird sees

farther than the human eye, and immediately gives its warn-
ing. There is, after all, nothing supernatural or even extra-

ordinary attached to it as it is the faculty of many birds to

detect the coming of a bird of prey and to give warning to

their mates by means of a special crv. On the approach of

any bird about the size of a crow or of a pigeon our back-

yard cock will warn its hens and fixedly follow the coming
danger.

"I may add that the parrot is now in the very heart of

Paris, and still on the watch for flying-machines, but it has
never showed any faculty of distinguishing between the noise

of an aeroplane engine and the noise of the thousands of taxi-

cab engines that are passing before him : therefore the story

of the parrot who detects the coming machine through the

pieces, which are lightly tapped into place between otlier

castellations on the valve-dome, which is thus effectively pre-

vented from working loose, and yet may be readily set free.

This done, the pistons are inserted into the cylinders—the

one belonging to the master-grip first—and the assembly of the

latter is proceeded with. The master-grip will now be on its

side; so the right-hand ball-bearing —now undermost—is

slipped into its place in the underside of the drum, its inner

race serving as a base or locking-piece for the six wrist pins

—

which are drilled hollow and pierced transversely to act as oil-

leads—that are next dropped in—after inserting the connecting

rods one by one—to attach the said rods. Next, the central

collar is inserted in the large central opening of the drum ; and

the subsequent setting in place of the left-hand—now upper-

most—ball-bearing, completely encloses the connecting-rod

wrist-pins. Then the male member of the crank is inserted from

beneath upwards through the lower ball-bearing ; and the in-

sertion of the female member downwards through the upper

one, and over the taper end of the male member, and the

final insertion of the locking-bolt through both, completes the

assembly of the mastec-grip as soon as the nut is set home on

the bolt.

Minor Details.

Subsequently the assembly of the motor is completed by

setting all other parts in place, back and front as directed
;

the afterparts, such as the main-thrust bearing, magneto, etc.,

first, and then, reversing the motor bodily, the distributing

gear, etc., etc., setting in the exhaust valves last of all.

Having illustrated as much by detailing the special assembly

of the various parts of the Gnome motor, as by describing the

parts themselves, the relation of all to one another, and hence,

probably, the clearest idea of their working, and the whys and

wherefores of an unique type, it is sufficient to conclude by

saying that the pump is a cam-and-spring operated two-cylin-

dered affair giving the most positive and reliable delivery, first

to two sight feeds, and then into the motor itself ; that the

ignition distributer consists of a simple ebonite plate, with

seven copper segments making and breaking and picking up
the current by light rubbing as they rotate past the mag-
neto plug ; and that the carburettor is of the simplest floatless

mixing-valve type with the usual air-setting sleeve and butter-

fly throttle.

So much then, as matters for the mechanical and physical

aspects of the Gnome ; leaving the question of its upkeep and

maintenance for further discussion.

To he Continued.

hearing of the humming of the engine seems to me to deserve

your allusion to the mice who hear the hum of the coming
destroyer turbines.

"There is, however, a serious side to the question, and the

day may come when that special faculty will be used, after

having been made the subject of many a joke."

A Prehistoric Aviator.

The following inscription, which is on one of the walls of

St. Mary's Church, Shrewsbury, is sent by a reader at Farn-

borough, and deserves to be put on record :

—

"Let this small monument record the name
Of Cadman and to future times proclaim

How by an attempt to fly from this high spire

Across this Sabrine stream he did acquire

His fatal end. It was not from want of skill

Or courage to perform the task he fell.

No ! no ! a faulty cord being drawn too tight

Hurried his soul on high to take her flight

Which bid the Body here Good Night."

A Vacancy.
Owing to vet another member of the staff joining his

Majesty's Forces, tlnere is a vacancy in the office of this paper

lor a junior clerk. Applications must be, by letter only, to

this office. Applicants must either be maimed, halt, or blind,

or below military age. A knowledge of shorthand and type-

writing is essential, as also is decent handwriting land a

moderate acquaintance with the King's English as spoken in

respectable society. The position offers distinct possibilities to

a good-class vouth who is interested ;n aircraft.
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New Pilots.
The following certificates have been issued by the Committee

of the Royal Aero Club since the lasc list published in this

paper :

—

1003, Flight Sub-Lieut. George Fred Breese, R.N.A.S.
(Grahame-White biplane, Grahame-White School, Hendon),
Dec. 19th, 1914; 1004, Flight Sub-Lieut. Gerald Edward
Livock, R.N.A.S. (G.-W. biplane, G.-W. School, Hendon),
Dec. 20th, 1914; 1005, Flight Sub-Lieut. Douglas Meston
Barnes, R.N.A.S. (G.-W. biplane, G.-W. School, Hendon),
Dec. 20th, 1914; 1006, Geoffrey Harold Brinkman McCall
(i\L Farman, Military School, Brooklands), Dec. 20th, 1914;
1007, Gino Virgilio (Wright biplane, Beatty School, Hendon),
Dec. 2oth, 1914; 1008, Ernest Alfred Edward Wood (M. Far-
man, Military School, Brooklands), Dec. 21st, 1914; 1009,

Flight Sub-Lieut. Walter Shackfield Newton-Clare, R.N.A.S.
(Short biplane, R.N. Flying School, EastchurchJ, Dec. 20th,

1914; 1010, Flight Sub-Lieut. Thomas Kenneth Young,
R.N.A.S. (G.-W. biplane, G.-W. School, Hendon), Dec. 21st,

1914.

101 1, Melville Richard ."Mien (M. Farman, Military School,

Brooklands), Dec. 22nd, 1914; 1012, Leo Francis Page (M.
Farman, Military School, Brooklands), Dec. 22nd, 1914; 1013,

Lieut. King Davie Harris (K.O. Scottish Borderers) (M. Far-

man, Netheravon Flying School), Dec. 22nd, 1914 ; 1014, Flight
Sub-Lieut. Harold James Batchelor, R.N.A.S. (Short biplane,

R.N. Flying School, Eastchurch), Dec. 22nd, 1914; 1015,

Ralph Christopher Freeman (M. Farman, Military School,

Brooklands), Dec. 22nd, 1914; 1016, Lionel Macdonold Wells
Bladen (M. Farman, Military School, Brooklands), Dec. 22nd,

1914 ; 1017, Flight Sub-Lieut. William Laurie Welsh, R.N.A.S.
(Short biplane, R.N. Flying School, Eastchurch), Dec. 22nd,

1914; 1018, Thomas Vaughan Lister (Bristol biplane, R.N.
Aviation School, Hendon), Dec. 23rd, 1914 ; 1019, Flight Sub-
Lieut. Arthur Quilton Cooper, R.N.A.S. (Bristol biplane, R.N.
Flying School, Hendon), Dec. 23rd, 1914; 1020, Flight Sub-
Lieut. Charles Beauvoir Dalison, R.N.A.S. (G.-W. biplane,

G.-W. School, Hendon), Dec. 24th, 1914.

102 1, 2nd Lieut. Percy Gilbert Ross-Hume (M. Farman,
Netheravon Flying School), Dec. 24th, 1914 ; 1022, Herbert
Prinsep Somers Clogstoun (M. Farman, .Military School,

Brooklands), Dec. 24th, 1914; 1023, Robert Hobart Mayo (M.
Farman, Military School, Brooklands), Dec. 24th, 1914; 1024,
Lieut. Richard \\'illiams, Jun. (Commonwealth Military Forces)

(Bristol biplane. Central Flying School, Werribee, Australia),

Nov. i2th, 1914; 1025, Capt. Thomas Walter White (Common-
wealth Military Forces) (Bristol, C.F.S., Werribee), Nov. 14th,

1914; 1026, Lieut. George Pinnock Merz, M.B., B.S. (Bristol,

C.F.S., Werribee), Nov. 14th, 1914; 1027, 2nd Lieut. David
Thoinas William Manwell (Bristol, C.F.S., Werribee), Nov.
i6th, 1914; 1028, John Whitaker Woodhouse (Farman type

biplane, Pashley Bros., and Hale, Shoreham), Dec. 22nd, 1914;
1029, Clarence Arthur Charles Winchester (Farman type biplane,

Pashley Bros., and Hale, Shoreham), Dec. 22nd, 1914 ; 1030,

Lieut. Arthur Leslie Donaldson (Rifle Brigade) (M. Farman,
Netheravon Flying School, Dec. 26th, 1914.

1031, Lieut. William Bowen Hargrave (Suffolk Regimont)
(M. Farman biplane, Central Flying School, Upavon), Dec.
31st, 1914; 1032, 2nd Lieut. Ewart Douglas Horsfall (Rifle

Brigale) (M. Farman, C.F.S., Upavon), Dec. 31st, 1914 ; 1033,
Lieut. Chisholm Wilfred Anstey, S.W.B. (M. Farman, C.F.S.,
Upavon), Jan. 2nd, 1915 ; 1034, Lieut. Dawson Calybut Down-
ing, R.N. (M. Farman, C.F.S., Upavon), Jan. 6th, 1915 (since

deceased); 1035, 2nd Lieut. Basil Henry Ryder, R.F..^. (M.
Farman, Netheravon Flying School), Jan. 6th, 1915 ; 1036,

Capt. Philip Babington (9th Hants Regiment) (M. Farman,
Netheravon Flying School), Jan. 7th, 1915 ; 1037, Flight Sub-
Lieut. James Conrad Peter Wood, R.N.A.S. (Bristol biplane,

R.N. Air Station, Hendon), Jan. loth, 1915 ; 103S, 2nd Lieut.

Crathorne Edward Isham ChaUon Anne (K.O. Y.L.I.) (M.
Farman, C.F.S., Upavon), Jan. 12th, 1915; 1039, William
Arthur Grattan Bellew (M. Farman, Military School, Brook-
lands), Jan. 17th, 1915 ; 1040, Vyvyan Arthur Hemming Robe-
son (M. Farman, Military School, Brooklands), Jan. 18th,

1915-

1041, Lieut. Myles Teignmouth Sandys, R.G.A. (M. Farman
biplane, Netheravon Flying School), Dec. 25th, 1914; 1042,

2nd Lieut. Harold William Medlicolt, R.F.A. (M. Farman,
Military School, Brooklands), Jan. i8th, 1915 ; 1043, Ernest

Edwards Hodgson (M. Farman, Military School, Brooklands),

Jan. 19th, 1915 ; 1044, Louis William Yule (M. Farman, Mili-

tary School, Brooklands), Jan. 21st, 1915; 1045, Flight Sub-
Lieut. Frank Besson, R.N.A.S. (G.-W. biplane, G.-W. School,

Hendon), Jan. 23rd, 1915; 1046, 2nd Lieut. Seldon Herbert
Long (Durham Light Infantry) (.M. Farman, Military School,

Brooklands), Jan. 25th, 1915 ; 1047, Ernest Greenwood (G.-W.
biplane, G.-W. School, Hendon), Jan. 26th, 1915 ; 1048, Lieut.

Edgar Bannatyne (i9lh Hussars) (Wright biplane, Beatty

School, Hendon), Jan. 26th, 1915; 1049, Flight Sub-Lieut.

John Stanley Mills, R.N.A.S. (G.-W. biplane, G.-W. School,

Hendon), Jan. 26th, 1915 ; 1050, John Lloyd Williams (Hall

Caudron-type biplane, Hall School, Hendon), Jan. 26th, 1915.

1051, Flight Sub-Lieut. Terence Felix Driscoll, R.N.A.S.
(G.-W. biplane, G.-W. School, Hendon), Jan. 26th, 1915 ;

1052, Sergt. Hugh McKenna, R.F.C. (M. Farman, R.F.C.,

Netheravon), Jan. 17th, 1915 ; 1053, Flight Sub-Lieut.

Frederick Joseph Rutland, R.N. (Short biplane, R.N. Flying

School, Eastchurch), Jan. 26th, 1915 ; 1054, Charles Drury
Fuller (M. Farman, Military School, Brookjands), Jan. 28th,

1915 ; 1055, Edward Ernest Clarke (M. Farman, Military

School, Brooklands), Jan. 28th, 1915 ; 1056, 2nd Lieut. John
Ronald McCrindle (7th Gordon Highlanders) (M. Farman,
C.F.S., Upavon), Jan. 28th, 1915; 1057, Clive F. Collett (L.

and P. biplane, London and Provincial School, Hendon), Jan.

29th, 1915; 1058, Jack Oliver Cooper (M. Farman, Military

School, Brooklands), Jan. 29th, 1915 ; 1059, Gerald Merton
(\\'right biplane, Beatty School, Hendon), Jan. 29th, 1915 ;

1060, Flight Sub-Lieut. John Daniel Newberry, R.N.A.S.
(Wright biplane, Beatty School, Hendon), Jan. 30th, 1915.

1061, Flight Sub-Lieut. Graham Donald, R.N.A.S. (Wright
biplane, Beatty School, Hendon), Jan. 30th, 1915 ; 1062, 2nd

Lieut. Maximilian Knight Cooper-King (7th Batt. York and
Lancaster Regt.) (M. Farman, Military School, Brooklands),

Feb. ist, 1915; 1063, Harold MacDonnell O'Malley (M. Far-

man, Military School, Brooklands), Feb. ist, 1915 ; 1064, Lieut.

Jacob Guy Swart, R.H. and R.F.A. (M, Farman, R.F.C,
Shoreham), Jan. 25th, 1915 ; 1065, Flight Sub-Lieut. Edward
Thomas Anstey Chave, R.N.A..S. (Wright biplane, Beatty

School, Hendon), Jan. 26th, 1915 ; 1066, Flight Sub-Lieut.

Stephen Medlicott, R.N.A.S. (M. Farman, C.F.S., Upavon),

Jan. 28th, 1915 ; 1067, Flight Sub-Lieut. Oswald Noel Walmes-
ley, R.N.A.S. (G.-W. biplane, G.-W. School, Hendon), Jan.

29th, 1915 ; 1068, Flight Sub-Lieut. Cyril Napier Leeston-

Smith, R.N.A.S. (Wright biplane, Beatty School, Hendon),

Feb. ist, 1915 ; 1069, Flight Sub-Lieut. Frank Thomas Digby,

R.N.A.S. (G.-W. biplane, G.-W. School, Hendon), Feb. 1st,

1915 ; 1070, Capt. Frank Walker Smith (M. Farman, Royal

Flying Corps, Shoreham), Feb. ist, 1915.

1071, Flight Sergt. Michael Keegan, R.F.C. (Avro biplane,

Royal Flying Corps, Netheravon), Jan. 29th, 1915 ; 1072, Flight

Sub-Lieut. Bertram Denison Kilner, R.N.A.S. (Short pusher

biplane, R.N. Flying School, Eastchurch), Feb. 1st, 1915;

1073, Viscount Exmouth (M. Farman, R.F.C, Shoreham),

Jan. 25th, 1915 ; 1074, Flight Sub-Lieut. Richard Cecil Petter,

R.N.A.S. (G.-W. biplane, G.-W. School, Hendon), Feb. nth,

1915 ; 1075, Flight Sub-Lieut. Eustace de Courcy Hallifax,

R.N.A.S. (G.-W. biplane, G.-W. School, Hendon), Feb. nth,

1915 ; 1076 (hydro-aeroplane), Ralph Oliver Lashmar (N.A.C.

seaplane, N.A.C. School, Lake Windermere), Feb. nth, 1915;

1077, Flight Sub-Lieut. James Edward Baker Bere Maclean,

R.N.A.S. (Bristol, R.N. Air Station, Hendon), Feb. 12th, 1915;

1078, Flight Sub-Lieut. Harris Holberton Square, R.N.A.S.

(Bristol, R.N. Air Station, Hendon), Feb. 12th, 1915; 1079,

Flight Sub-Lieut. Gerald William Hilliard, R.N.A.S. (G.-W.

biplane, G.-W. School, Hendon), Feb. 12th, 1915; 1080, Walter

Laidler (L. and P. biplane, London and Provincial School,

Hendon), Feb. 12th, 1915.

1081, Flight Sub-Lieut. Christopher Eric Wood, R.N.A.S.

(G.-W. biplane, G.-W. School, Hendon), Feb. 12th, 1915 ; 1082,

Charles Walter Graham (G.W. biplane, Hendon), Feb. 12th,

1915 ; 1083, Hazelton Robson Nicholl (M. Farman, Military

School, Brooklafids), Feb. i6th, 1915 ; 1084, George William

Bransbv Williams (L. and P. biplane, London and Provincial

School, Hendon), Feb. i6th, 1915 ; 1085, Richard Burnard
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Munday (M. Farman, Military Sdiool, Brooklands), Feb. i6th,

1915 ; 1086, Lieut. Nicolas Alexander Melctopoulos, R.N.

(Greece) (Sopwitlh hydro-biplane, Royal Hellenic Naval Air

Station, Eleusis, Greece), Sept. 22nd, 1914; 1087, Lieut. Aris-

tides Moraitinis, R.N. (Greece) (Sopwitli hydro-biplane, Royal

Hellenic Naval Air Station, Eleusis, Greece), Sept. 22nd, 1914 ;

1088, Lieut. Constantin Panagiotou, R.N. (Greece) (Sopwith

Iiydro-biplane, Royal Hellenic Naval Air Station, Eleusis,

Greece), Sept. 29th, 1914; 1089, Flight Sub-Lieut. Ralph

Squire Sorley, R.N.A.S. (Short biplane, R.N. Flying School,

Eastchurch), Fob. 12th, 1915 ; 1090, Fliglit Sub-Lieut. Robert

Souray, R.N.A.S. (G.-W. biplane, R.N. Air Station, Hendon),

Feb. i6th, 1915.

1091, Fligtht Sub-Lieut. Robert Hudson Routledge,

R.N.A.S. (Bristol, R.N. Air Station, Hendon), Feb. 16th,

1915 ; 1092, Jack Noakes (L. and P. biplane, London and

Provincial School, Hendon), Feb. 20tli, 1915 ; 1093, Arthur

Richard Howe Browne (M. Farman, Military School, Brook-

lands), Feb. 20th, 1915 ; 1094, Robert Edward Aylmer Werge
Hughes-Chamberlain (M. Farman, Military School, Brook-

lands), Feb. 20th, 1915 ; 1095, Flight Sub-Lieut. George Henry

Beard, R.N.A.S. (Wright biplane, Beatty School, Hendon),

Feb. 20th, 1915 ;
1096, William Evan Collison (M. Farman,

Military School, Brooklands), Feb. 22nd, 1915 ; 1097, Stanley

Winther Caws (M. Farman, Military School, Brooklands), Feb.

25th, 1915 ; 1098, Flight Sub-Lieut. Reginald Alexander John

Warneford, R.N.A.S. (Bristol, R.N. Air Station, Hendon),

Feb. 25th, 1915; 1099, 2nd Lieut. Hugh Vivian Champion de

Crespigny (M. Farman, Military School, Brooklands), Feb.

26th, 1915; 1 100, 2nd Lieut. Marwood Elton Lane, R.F.C.

(M. Farman, Military .School, Brooklands), Marah 2nd, 1915.

1101, Oliver Dwiglit Filley (M. Farman, Military School,

Brooklands), March 2nd, 1915; 1102, John Halstead Moore

(L. and P. biplane, London and Provincial Aviation School,

Hendon), March 4th, 1915.

Another

!

Of the making of premature books on the war there is no

end. The latest production is a volume entitled "Aircraft in

the Great War," to which are attached the names of Mr.

Claude Grahame-White, now a Flight Commander, R.N.A.S.,

and Mr. Harry Harper, a partnership which has already pro-

duced a number of volumes dealing with aircraft.

Provided that one does not take this book too seriously and

is not over-nice in one's taste as to literary quality, and pro-

vided that one has not followed the doings of aircraft in the

war particularly closely, one may be quite entertained by the

ni-merous anecdotes which have been collated within its covers

from various sources, but it must not be taken as a serious

contribution to the Naval or Military problems connected with

aircraft.

It is, one gathers, a trifle unusual for an oflicer on the

.Active List to have his name attached to a -book ostensibly

concerning Service matters, during the progress of a war in

which he is concerned, and one is inclined to wonder how,

amid the strenuous duties of war time, an officer could find

time for literary interests, unless oflficially detailed in charge

of records. One can, however, acquit Mr. Grahame-White of

having given away anything affecting .Service matters, or even

of hazarding any theories afTecting aircraft which might be of

Naval or Military value, for everything which appears in the

book is already well known to all who arc at all closely in-

terested in aeronautical matters.

Sundry rather obvious inaccuracies occur in the text, and

there is a tendency to state as facts incidents whidn are merely

based on rumour or newsagency reports, as, for instance, the

statement that "Half a dozen Zopiielins had, during the

operations up to mid-December, been broi^ig'ht down by the

.Miles' guns." It is known definitely that one Zeppelin was

brought down hy French artillery, but there is no authrnlir

record that any others have been so destroyed.

Also, the circumstances connected with M. Verrier being

wounded are narrated as occurring to M. Paulhnn. Readers

of this paper, however, will have read last week that M. Paul-

han only passed for his Superior Brevet a week or two ago.

The book also has a tendency to underrate the efficacy of

airships in general and big airships in particular, which per-

haps is only to be expected considering how the authorities

have refrained from making known the good work done by the

French and British airships, so that no details are available

froin the press.

The writer of the book has courteously acknowledged many
of his anecdotes as being derived from this paper, and con-

sequently one is duly recognisant.

A Defensive Aeroplane.
The curious little Nieuport biplane which is illustrated

in this issue is an example of old ideas being put into practice

for purposes other than that for which they were originally

intended. Those who have been connected with aviation for

tlie last few years will remember the MacFie biplane which
was built at Brooklands, which was arranged so that the

pilot's head should project through the top plane. The
machine never flew, but it undoubtedly hnd possibilities, and
was, in fact, the embryo of the modern "tabloid" scouts.

At a later date it was suggested at various times in this

paper that biplanes might well be built with a streainline

turret, the top of which would be level with the upper plane,

through which the passenger could use firearms ; and a hypo-
thetical machine of this nature was illustrated in The AiiRO-

FLANE some time ago. The Nieuport firm has evidently hit

on the same idea, and has actually put it into execution.

Apart from the position of the passenger, the machine offers

no particularly new aerodynamic features, but it will be noticed

that, though it appears to be a biplane, it is in reality a parasol

monoplane with a small plane of very much reduced chord
fixed underneath, so as to make a girder structure of the whole
thing. In this respect it seems to trace its ancestry to the big
Deperdussin seaplane built a couple of years ego by the Deper-
dussin Co., and shown at Olympia, only in the case of the

Deperdussin the lower spar of the girder was merely stream-
lined, and was not actually made into a self-lifting plane as

in the little Nieuport.

Good accounts are given of the machine's actual perform-
ances, but one iinagines that in !an aeroplane of such small
size the pilot would have plenty to do in controlling its longi-

tudinal path as the passenger sat down or stood up.

The machine would certainly be an awkward proposition for

any hostile aviator to tackle who intended to adopt the usual

plan of rising above it and firing down.

Airships and Armament.
The "Scientific American" of March 6th says : "Airships

equipped with machine-guns run a certain degree of risk from
an explosion caused by the flame at the muzzle of the gun.

Hence considerable study has been devoted to obviating this

danger. This has now been iaccomplished by a young Floren-

tine chemist named Guido Fei, according to the 'Deutsche
Waffenzeitung. ' He is said to have recently given a demon-
stration before an Italian rrnlitary commission of a new powder
invented by him which burns without either flame or smoke
and does not flare up on detonation. Its ballistic properties are

said to be excellent. While specially useful for the guns of

aircraft, it will be of value in artillery and infantry engage-
ments from the fact that it will not betray the firing-line."

[Recent experiinents in various countries of late have shown
that for some obscure reason it seems impossible to ignite

hydrogen with the flame of a rifle or machine-gun using
ordinary ammunition, so apparently small-arms may be used

on top of airships with impunity.—Ed.]

A New Constructional Firm.
The Mayrow Steel Construction Co. have secured com-

modious new premises at Lilly Road, Fulham, not very far

from Earl's Court. The building comprises five floors, each

h;i\ing a floor space of 90 ft. by 45 ft., giving a total floor

area of 20,250 sq. ft. The place is being fitted with the most
up-to-date machinery, and the firm will be in a position to

undertake any class of work for the aeroplane industry, and
to judge by the excellent system which is to be found in each

department they ought to be able to deal with work entruste<l

to them with precision and dispatch.

The firm have designed an all-metal biplane which weighs
990 lbs. empty. .At present they are very busy on B.P'. parts,

etc., but their rapacity will be about trebled when \hey get

into the new premises at the beginning of April.
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The Latest in Dopes.
A Dope free of Tetrachlorethane and other Heavy and

Poisonous Spirits.

There can be few people who have" anything to do with the

shipbuilding industry to whom the name of Holzapfel is not

one of the most familiar in the English language, for the

anti-fouling and anti-corrosive compositions manufactured by

the firm, which started in a small building at North Shields

some thirty-three years ago, are in use practically wherever
the British mercantile marine operates. As a matter of fact,

these compositions are also commonly in use in the Royal
Navy, and are probably of very considerable value at the pre-

sent moment, when a knot or two of extra speed depending on
the state of a ship's bottom may decide an important naval

action. The firm has been on the British Admiralty list of

contractors for many years, and large orders for compositions
for the co'ating of his Majesty's ships have been received since

the war broke out.

Originally the anti-fouling composition was made under a

British patent, and, though that patent has since expired, the

firm's experience in this particular product has enabled it more
than to maintain its lead in this particular section of chemical

science, with the result that Isranch establishments now exist

at London, Liverpool, Glasgow, Cardiff, New York, Genoa,
Copenhagen, and Sebastopol.

The firm of Holzapfels, Ltd. (head office, Milburn House,
Newcastle-on-Tyne), has an authorised capital of ^500,000, of

which ;£'45o,ooo is paid up ; and the directors of the company
are British subjects, as are all managers of departments, and
of the clerical staff of about 160 members all but 7 are British,

and these exceptions have been selected for their knowledge
of languages, which is essential to the foreign trade

From the original small works at North Shields devoted to

the production of anti-fouling composition, the establishment

has expanded till it occupies an area of 'about 15 acres at

Felling-on-Tyne, where a highly modernised pfant has been

organised which produces paints, enamels, varnishes, paint-

removers, and other specialities of kindred natures, besides

manufacturing a considerable quantity of the necessary raw

materials. Some six highly trained chemists are employed at
the Felling works.

Bearing this in mind, it is only natural that with the enor-
mous growtli of the aircraft industry the firm should turn
its attention and the ability of its expert chemists to the pro-
duction of varnish for aircraft. The result is a new dope
known as "Titanine," which, it is claimed, is free from
tetrachlorethane, carbon tetrachloride, and all other spirit

derivatives of chlorine, and other heavy and poisonous spirits.

In fact, the firm claims to be the first to have made a satis-

factory aeroplane dope without using these spirits. Several
recent deaths that have occurred in aircraft factories and have
been attributed to the use of tetrachlorethane in dope suggest
that "Titanine" should prove a boon to both the workers and
the aircraft constructors.

The vapour given off by "Titanine" is little more than half
the weight of that given off by the old style of dope, and the
manufacturers claim that the ordinary roof ventilation should
amply suffice in factories where this dope is exclusively used. In
this way it should enable aeroplane makers to do away with
special precautions in the way of ground ventilation to dis-

perse heavy gases, which precautions may under certain cir-

cumstances as to direction of wind or the arrangement of air

outlets be uncertain in action.

"Titanine" in all respects conforms to the R.A.F. specifica-
tion. It is also non-inflammable, and the makers point out
that a burning wax vesta may be laid on a wing with the
result that it will burn out without setting it alight, but
merely charring a small space in the vicinity of the match.
It is claimed that this test is unique.

Samples of material doped with "Titanine" show that it is

\ery flexible and fills well into the pores of the fabric, and
experience has shown that stuff so treated will stand exposure
at the very least as well as anything on the market, though
time alone can show whether

. it excels others in this respect.
With the enormous output of aircraft at the present moment
there is always room for anything new and good, and therefore
one ventures to wish the newcomers to the aircraft industry
success in their venture.

The Felling Works of Holzapfels, Ltd., at Newcastle on-Tyne. (Reproduced from "^The Syren and Shipping ")
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For Machine-Shops.
The North British Rubber Company, of Edinburgh, are

probably best known to the world at large as the makers of

the Clincher motor and cycle tyres, but in the aircraft trade

they are also known as the makers of rubbered fabric for

airsliips and balloons, and also for aeroplanes in the days when
rubbered instead of doped fabric was used ;

and, actually, one

of the firm's most important activities is the supply of a special

type of goloshes for the Chinese.

However, a by no means inconsiderable portion of the firm's

business is done in rubber belting for the driving of machinery,

and in fact the firm possesses the largest belt-press in Europe.

The durability of N.B.R. belting is instanced by the fact that

lecentiy the firm received a complaint because a main driving

belt supplied to a customer had only lasted for seventeen years,

while its predecessors had stood, up for twenty years !

It is claimed that rubber belting when well made and of

suitable quality and properly fitted is superior to leather belt-

ing, and, owing to the advance in price of leather, it is now
actually cheaper. Consequently, firms who are equipping air-

craft factories, or aircraft departments of older-established

works, will do well to investigate this belt problem.

The makers claim that rubber belting is particularly advan-

tageous on small lathes and machine-tools having quick-reverse

action. Exhaustive exi>eriments with rubber belts against

leather, in which every variety of dressing for the Tatter type

was used, proved that when the reverse was applied at very

high speeds the rubber took up the reverse instantly, whereas
the leather allowed considerable slip, and then had to speed up

gradually, not only losing several seconds, but setting up fric-

tion on the belt and pulley. Also, rubber belts resist damp and
warm air better than any other kind, while their flexibility

takes up shock and relieves strain on bearings and motors.

An interesting booklet is issued by the firm giving consider-

able information about the use and abuse of belts, and this

should be in the hands of every foreman who has to deal with

helt-driven machinery. The Nortli British Rubber Company,
whose address is Castle Mills, Edinliurgh, will be pleased to

send .a co|)y lo any applicant mcnlionin^ this papi'r.

Fabric.

In these days when aircralt have come iiilu their own, so

to speak, manufacturers of the different materials used in the

construction of aeroplanes are waking up to the fact that,

while even now it is well worth their while to study the re-

tjuireniejits of the aeroplane industry, it will very shortly be

necessary for them, in their own interests, to specialise in

materials used in aircraft. This is especially true in the case

of fabric for the covering of the wings, etc., of aeroplanes.

At present the fabric used is a high-grade Irish linen, and
it is only natural that the York Street Flax Spinning Co., of

Belfast, Ireland, should be handling a very large portion of

the business, as they are reputed to be the largest linen manu-
facturers in the world, and therefore should be in a position

lo cope with the present demands.
The demand for aeroplane linen is, Iiowever, steadily increas-

ing, owing to the fact that we are turning out aeroplanes

literally by the thousand, and while quite a small machine
requires something over 1,000 square feet of linen, the larger

seaplanes require up to 4,000 square feet per machine, so it

will be seen that this business is likely to develop on a gigantic

scale. Of course, there are several other Irish firms besides

the one menjioned above who are in a position to supply the

proper grade of linen required in very large quiantities, and
it might be of interest to aeroplane makers generally to know
this.

In addition to the material required for new machines, it

must be iiorne in mind that machines have to be re-covered

fairly often. Indeed, there is such scope in this particular

market that one would not be surprised to hear of some enter-

prising North of Ireland firm laying down a factory specially

to produce linen suitable for the aeroplane industry exclusively.

Information about Carburettors.
The Zenith carburettor, which is now fitted as standard to

o\cr 150 different makes of motor-cars, has now been proved
equally efficient in the air, for it is fitted as standard to such
well-known engines as the Giecn, Salmson (or Canton-Unne),
An/ani, etc.

ALWAYS A FAT

AND SMILING SPARK.

THE STANDARD in the AVIATION WORLD.
PARTICULARS FROM

LEO RIPAULT & Co.. 64a Poland Street, London.W.
Wires :

" Ripault, Reg, London.'' 'Phone : Gerrard 7758.

KINDLY MENTION "THE AEROPLANE" WHEN CORRESPONDING WITH ADVERTISERS.
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•ireen engine which did so

3 Circuit ; the world's alti-

: bacit by M. Garros with
ettor, ahojt the only time

Amongst the many notable achV ements in which the Zenith
has played an important part it lay be mentioned that Mr.
Hawker had two Zeniths on his

'

well in the "Daily Mail" Seapl;,.

tude record was beaten some tij

Gnome engine and Zenith carbi
,

a carburettor has been used with success on this engine; and
all the British Michelin trophies except one have been won by
Green engines fitted with Zenith carburettors.
One of the main reasons why this well-known carburettor

appeals to aviators is because it contains no moving parts,
and therefore the adjustment cannot alter of its own accord';
neither is there anything to stick up at a crucial moment.

I he most usual sizes for aeroplane engines are the Nos.
42, 48 and 55 carburettors, the weights of which are 2 lbs.
14 ozs., 3 lbs. 7 ozs., and 3 lbs. 9 ozs., respectively.
The Zenith Carburettor Co., Ltd., whose address is 42,Newman Street, Lx)ndon, W., will be very pleased to send a

booklet describing their carburettor un receipt of a postcard
mentioning The Aeroplane. This booklet should be in the
hands of all who are called upon to handle either aero or
automobile engines, as it gives information concerning the
general question of carburation which is of the greatest value,
and may give the clues to all sorts of eccentricities in the
behaviour of engines which cannot be accounted for by those
in charge of them. Air mechanics of the R.N.A.S. and R.F.C.
will find it of particular interest and very helpful in their
work, whetlier they are concerned with the engines of aero-
planes, airships, heavy mechanical transport, light tenders, or
officers' cars.

A Grave Case.
An inquest was held at Dartford on Saturday concerning

the death of Andrew Clarkson, aged twenty-seven, aeroplane
mechanic, employed by Vickers (Limited). On Tuesday night
4ie was riding his motor-cycle from Joyce Green to Dartford
and came into collision with a van driven by Richard Tomp-
sett, a farm bailiff. The shaft of the van severed the arteries
in Clarkson 's neck, and he bled to death. \ witness named
Mary Scruby stated that she held up Clarkson 's head at his
request, but Tompsett all the time sat in his van, which was
on its wrong side of the road. When the man was dead he
got down, touched the body twice with his foot, and told him
to get up. The. girl was remonstrating with him when the
pony started off, and Tompsett went after it. He afterwards
told_ Superintendent l^owle that Clarkson "killed himself,"
coming round the corner like an express train. Several wit-
nesses swore that Tompsett was drunk, and he was committed
on a charge of manslaughter.

A Trial.
On Saturday, March 21st, another trial flight was made by

Mr. \V. Rowland Ding on the Mann twin-pusher biplane.
During a flight lasting ten minutes the machine reached a
height of 1,000 feet in a wind estimated to be 35 miles per
hour. The speed of the macihine was 69 miles per hour with
the loo-h.p. Anzani running at 1,230 r.p.m. Mr. Ding reports
the longitudinal and lateral control required no sort of atten-
tion and that the machine is inherently stable. The operations
were brought to a close by a slight mishap which occurred
when the machine was being taxied to the shed, when a sudden
swerve to avoid a soft place pulled off one of the Palmer tyres.

With minor alterations it is hoped to bring the speed of the
machine up to 75 m.p.h.

School and Weather Reports.
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At the Grahame=White School.— Instructors :

Manton, Russell and Winter. Pupils with instr. ; I'rob. Fit.

Sub-Lieuts. Feeney, Jackson, Mack and Greer. 8's or circs. :

Prob. Fit. Sub-Lieuts. Ferrand, Reid, Hards and Hood.
Machines : Grahame-White biplanes.

At the London and Provincial Aviation Co.'s School.—
Instructors : Messrs. W. T. Warren and M. G. Smiles.

Strts. : Messrs. England, Derwin, Goodwin, D^schamps.
8's or circs, alone : Messrs. Watson, Henderson, Lincoln and.

Abbott. Certificate taken by Mr. P. \. Watson on March
i6th in excellent style. Machines : Two L. and P. tractors.

.

.•\t the Ruffv=Baumann School. —Instructors : Messrs. E.

Baumann and James Brothers. Pupils with instr. on 60-h.p.

Caudron : Messrs. Bell (22), Kenworthy (22), Jackson (23),

Roobaert (12), Blandy (18), King (15). Strts. alone on 45 h.p. :

Messrs. King (32), Bell (24), Hydon (38), Blandy (16), Ken-
worthy (32), Roobaert (24), Cole (20), Jackson (36).

At the Hall Flying School.—Instructors : Messrs. J. L.

Hall and J. Rose. Strts. or rolling : Messrs. Cinci, Mitchell,

Lieut. Blyth, Lieut. Barker. 8's or circs, alone : Messrs.

Furlong, Waterson and- A. Davy. Certificate taken by Mr.

J. McConnochie at 1,000 feet. Machines: Hall tractor bi-

planes. On Sunday Mr. J. L. Hall reached 4,000 feet on

Brevet tractor machine.

At the Beatty School of Flying.—Instructors: Messrs..

G. W. Beatty, J. Roche-Kelly and C. B'. Prodger. Pupils

with instr. : Messrs. Bond (44 mins.), Cornish (37), Roche

(35), de Meza (15), Ormsby (37), Forbes (107), Bright (32),

Laver (93), Vickers (30), Cooper (10), Leong (62), Morgan

(7), Allcock (32), Chapelle (23), Fraser (.34), Whincup (5),

Bransby Williams {80), Wainwright (20), Watson (10), Boyle

(15). Machine : Beatty-Wright dual-control and single-

seater. Mr. Bransby Williams, junr. continued extra practice,

and during the week did about 80 minutes' flying on the

single-seater, Mr. Laver also flying the single-seater for about

30 minutes. During Friday afternoon the anemometer
registered 28 miles an hour. School work was in progress

giving instructions in wind flying to Messrs. Cornish, Ormsby,
Forbes, Bright, Fraser and Wainwright.

Windermere.— .'\t the N.A.C. Windermhre Seaplane

School.—Instructors : Messrs. W. Rowland Ding and C. L.

Pashley. Pupils witti instr. : Flight Lieut. L. L. Atherton

(64 mins.), Lieut. Lindsay Bainbridge (20), R. Buck (45),

C. A. Barber (30), A. Johnson (29), H. P. Reid (29), F. H. M.
Macintyre (10), J. L. Parker (23), G. L. Railton (15), J. F.

Ridgway (31), S. J. Sibley (21), and H. Slingsby (65). Extra

practice : Messrs. J. L. Parker and P. D. Robinson.

Machines : N.A.C. 50-h.p. Gnome biplane, 50-h.p. Gnome
dual-control Avro. Mr. C. L. Pashley, of Shoreham fame, has

joined the instruction staff.

MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS
All advertisements for this column should arrive at this^

office by 6 p.m. MONDAY to ensure insertion.

For the convenience of Advertisers, replies can be received «i

the office of "THE AEROPLANE," 166, Piccadilly, W.

Special PREPAID Rate—18 words 1/6; Situations Wanted

ONLY—18 words 1/-. id. per word after.

PATENTS.
row TO TAKE OUT PATENTS IN ENGLAND AND
ABROAD." (By Arthur E. Edwards, F.C.I.P.A.) 2s.

post free.

—

Arthur Edwards & Co., Ltd., Patent Agents and
Consulting Engineers, Chancery Lane Station Chambers,
W.C. 'Phone 4536 Hoiborn.

AEROPLANE Makers and Inventors. Prepare now for

trade revival by protecting new ideas. Particulars and
advice free.—King's Patent Agency, Ltd., 165, Queen Victoria

Street, London.

PATENTS. Instructive leaflet free from STANLEY,
POPPLEWELL & CO., Chartered Patent Agents, 38,

Chancery Lane, W.C.

THE CONSULTING PATENT AGENCY, 253, Gray's Inn
Road, London, lowest inclusive charges. General advice

gratis. Telephone, 6109 Holborn.
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TUITION.

^ THE
^

Grahame-White
SCHOOL
OF
FLYING .

HENDON,

THE GRAHAME - WHITE
AVIATION CO., LTD., Aero-
nautical Engineers and Constructors.

Proprietors 0/ THE LONDON
AERODROME, HENDON, N.W.
Telegrams : "Volplane, Hyde, London."
Telephone: ISO Ktngsbury ,-i lines.)

N.W.

IVest End Offices :

32. REGENT St., LONDON, W.
Telegrams: " Claudigrant, Piccy.

London." Telephone : H23 Regent^

London and Provincial
aviation co.

SCHOOL OF FLYING
The Aepodpome, Hendon, N^W.

Learn to fly at our Schoo'l on new and up-to-date machines. We teach
you to control the machine yourself and develop your own individu-
ality. Our instructors have had years of experience and we guarantee
satisfaction. Enquiries welcomed. Phone: Kingsbury 102

THE RUFFY-BAUMANN SCHOOL
OF FLYING, HENDON,

Manager-chief Instructor—EDOUAHD BAUMANN.
Instructors-

Messrs. HERBERT JAMES, HOWARD JAMES.
Pupils taught on dual control 60 h p. Gnome Caudron

Machines: completing tuition on 45 h p. Anzani, taking

certificate on 50 h.p. Gnome. All Tractor Machines,
quickest and most thorough tuition.

Trial lesson- £2 2s.

Office and Works—

•

3-4 KENDALL'S MEWS, PORTMAN SQUARE, W.
Phone—Padd. 5048.

SITUATION WANTED.
PILOT, experienced, desires post with

turers, as tester ; mono or bipl;ine.-

Slreet, Bryanston Square, W.

1 C\i\ '^•P- "Mors'

lUU tion; £4-.

GiUinghani, Kent.

ENGINE.
(taken from seaplane)

;

or offers.—'Mitchell, 6,

iplendid condi-

Wharf Road,

PHOTOGRAPHS.
PILOT PORTRAITS
The F N B Series of Copy-
right Pilot Portraits includes
all the most notable Pilots ofCOPYqCHT SERIES

the Flying Wor d. Unmounted, post free, Sizes 12 by 10 in.,

2s. 6d. ; 8 by 6 in., is. 6d. ; 6 by 4 in., is. 2d. Mention The
Aeroplane and write for NEW LIST of 350 pilots.

The photographs in the "F. N. B." series can be obtained
from F. N. Birkett direct at the above prices.

97 PERCY ROAD, SHEPHERD'S BUSH. LONDON, W
WE HAVE THE MEN OF THE MOMENT.

PROPELLERS.
CHAUVIERE'S famous Integral Propellers hold all records;

used by all leading aviators. The best.—Sole proprietors

for Great Britain and Colonies. The Integral Propeller Co.,
Ltd., IB. Elthorne Road, Upper Holloway, N. Telephone

:

Hornsey 2345. Telegrams: "Aviprop (Upholl), London."

MISCELLANEOUS.

BOARD RESIDENCE AT HENDON.—"Hatherley"
Boarding Establishment

;
facing entrance to Aerodrome

;

most convenient and most comfortable ; moderate terms.

HARDWOOD for Aeroplanes. Specially selected, air-dried

timber as supplied to leading constructors in Britain and
the Continent. Silver Spruce, Ash, Poplar

;
Hickory and Ash

Skids
;
Threeply ; Thin Cedar and Mahogany for Floats ; Wal-

nut for Propellers.—William Mallinson and Sons, Ltd., Hack-
ney Road. 'Phone, 3854 Central, 4770 Wall.

SITUATIONS VACANT.
W:\NTED, expert fitter splicer;^

;
good \v:iges to good men.

Mann and Grimmer, The London .'\erodrome, Heiidoii.

V'ACANCIES for Pupils, age 15-18 preferably, practical ex-

perience ; small premium
;

increasing salary after short

training; workshop practice.—J. WuIfFing, .\eronautical Engi-

neer, 25, Hogarth Road, E.irl's Court, .S.W.

I'^irm or Manufac-
B., 27, Shouldh.im

'FLIGHT WITHOUT FORMULAE"
By COMMANDANT DUCHENE.

Translated by John H. Ledeboer, B.A.

7s. 6d. net.

The Calculation of Aeroplane Performances in Simple
Arithmetic.

Post free from "THE AEROPL.iNE IGli Piccadilly, \V

.

LUNCH, TEA, or SUP at-

"TH£ AERO RESTAURANT."
(Just outside the gates of the Hendon Aerodrome.)

Pretty Tea-Gardens, with awnings, for fine weather. Glass-side
" Sun-Parlour" for cold weather.

Best of Food, well cooked and neatly served.

Lunch (rom Is. 6d. Tea from 6d.

MODELS.
" AGONY."

WANTED, a GRAMOPHONE.—An officers' mess at an

aerodrome in France would be most grateful for a good
gramophone to relieve the monotony during bad weather when
flying is impossible.—Please write Box R.302, "The Times."

CYCLE FOR SALE.
GENTLEMAN'S 1914 Model de Luxe Cycle, fitted with

B.S.A. 3-speed gear; latest improvements; gear case;

all accessories new last September ; reason explained
;

accept

jC'i 153 ;
approval.—58, Cambridge Street, Hyde Park, London.

T. W. K. CLARKE & CO.,
HAMPTON WICK, MIDDLESEX.

Supply British Built Model Aeroplanes, and all Accessories
for making. Send stamp for Lists.

MCJ / ^ Compressed Air Motors for Model Aeroplanes.

• Twin cylinders; weight, 2J ozs.
;
price, 6s. 6d.

Air container for above engine
;
weight, 8 ozs. ; price, 6s. 6d.

We stock everything for models. Send Stamp for catalogue.

—Murray, Son, and Co., 387a, High Road, High Cross, Tot-

tenham, N.
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The Sopwith Aviation Co., Ltd.
CONTRACTORS TO THE ADMIRALTY AND WAR OFFICE

Offices and Works KINGSTON-ON-THAMES

Telephone: Telegrams:

1777 and 1343 Kingston. " Sopwithi Kingston."

Printed for The Aeroplane akd General Publishing Company. Limited, by Bonner & Co., The Chancery Lane Press. Roll-
Passage, Londcm, E.G. ; and Published by Wm. Dawson & Sohs, Limited, at Rolls House. Breams Buildinjfs, London
Branches m Canada, Toronto, Montreal, and Winnipeg ; in South Africa : Cape Town, Johannesburc «nd Durban
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ADVANCE AUSTRALIA.

THE NUCLEUS OF THE AUSTRALIAN FLYING CORPS :—Standing on lett Lientenant Williams, on liglit Cant-'iM

White. Seated, left to right, Lieut. Merz, Captain Henry Petre (Chief In.structor), Lieut. Eric Harrison (Assistant In

structorj. and Lieut. Maxwell.
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Tbe Aircraft Co., £tl

Hold the SOLE RIGHTS DIRECT
from the FARMAN BROTHERS

for the building of

HENRY & MAURICE FARMAN

Aeroplanes
AND

Hydro-Aeroplanes.

In Great Britain and the Oversea

Dominions,

Works and Flying Ground

HENDON.

Offices :

47, VICTORIA STREET. S.W

Stiff proving if 5 ,

AVRO
NOTttlNe BETTER.

FOR PEACE OR WAR

Contractors to

H.M. Admiralty and War Office.

v

Handley Page, Ltd,
OFUCES AND WORKS:

110, CRICKLEWOOD LANE,
LONDON, N.W.

AEROPLANE
MANUFACTURERS.

Telephone— Telegrams

—

HAMFSTEAD 7025 (2 lines.) HVDROPHID, CRICKLE,'
LONDON.

Manufactured by

WILLANS & ROBINSON, LTD.,

RUGBY
(who own the Sole Manufacturing Rights

for the British Empire).

SALMSON
AERO-ENGINES

(Canton-Unne System)

Sizes from 80 B.H.P. to 600 B.H.P.

in Single Units.

All enquiries should be addressed to

AVROE&co L^^

I
A dudb^dqe ^ro^ WORKS, Ltd.,

MANCHESTER. Ul ot ir ^ • * i a c 1.7
87, Victoria Street, London, S.W.

Telegrams .. .. Aeroflight, Vic. London.

Telephone 7026 Victoria.

KINDLY MENTION "THE AEROPLANE" WHEN CORRESPONDING WITH ADVERTISERS.
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The Editorial and Advertising Offices of "The Aeroplane"

are at 166, Piccadilly, W.
Telegraphic Address : Aileron, London. 'Phone : Mayfair 5407.

Accounts, and all correspondence relating thereto, should be

sent to the Registered Ottices of "The Aeroplane and General

Publishing Co., Ltd.," Rolls House, Breams Buildings, E.C.

The Editor cannot undertake to return unsolicited manu-
scripts, whether accompanied by stamps or not, though every

endeavour will be made to do so.

"The Aeroplane" is not connected with any other business

at the same address, whether associated with Aeronautics or

not.

Subscription Rate, post free : Home, 3 months, 1/8 ; 6 months, 3/3 ; 12 months, 6/6. Abroad, 3 months 2/2 ; 6 months, 4/4 ; 12 months, 8 8

On the Locating of Mistakes.
I'lieie are times when the best of us " puts his foot

iu it"—as the vulgar phrase hat it—either by talking
or writing of that of which he wots not—otherwise
known as " talking through his hat "—or by saying
or writing that wnich is too painfully true—whieli
seems, perhaps, the greater offence ol the two. Per-

sonally, the i^resent writer is perfectly aware of his

own taient in this direction—with both feet at once,

as deep and as firmly as ever Mr. Thomas Atkins
put his into Flanders mud.
For instance, last week he was sternly reproved by

a most serious engineer, and this week by a charming
lady, for scoffing at the use of parrots as detectors of

imminent aircraft. True, the deienders of these
raucous birds do not claim for them the same super-
psittacal genius as did the paragraph at which the

jeer was directed, but it is now ffrmly established

that, given a parrot of unimpaired eyesight and hear-
ing, located with a clear field of lire, so to speak, in

the direction of the sky, he or she, as the case may
be, will give due warning of approaching flying

machines.
Being compelled, for his sins, to live opposite to a

parrot which is always moved by fine weather to

practise scales and portameivtes very much out of

tune and fortissimo for hours at a time, the writer

regards the cure as worse than the disease; but, being
convinced that the case for the inherent talent of the

genus psittacus has been established, he ai:)ologises

handsomely to all parrots, past, present, and future

—

and thus is one foot extricated.

Incidentally, long alter the war is over, there will

be a tragic tale to tell about a famous Service aviator

and certain much-travelled parrots. Not a word must
be breathed about it at present, but it is comforting
to know that the anti-aircraft defences of London have
lately been considerably increased by the addition of

considerable numbers of these aircrait detectives.

The Other Foot.

As to the other foot, a certain regular and critical

reader of this paper has reproached the writer with
the fact that the leading article of last week was badly
written, which is probably true ; that it was gloomy,
which was intentional ; and that it was all in praise

of the Germans, which it was not. As to the gloom,
it was explained in the article itself that a general

policy of gloominess, like the gloom of London, would
bring home to many people the fact that there really

is a war going on, and the so-called praise of the Ger-

mans was merely an earnest endeavour to show that,

being up against so eificient and effective an enemy,
it behoves us to " quit fooling " and set seriously to

work to defeat him.
Anyone who thinks seriously about the blatant folly

of the people of this country must be forced to the

conclusion that the on\y way to bring the true state

of affairs home to them is to produce such an
atmosphere of glooin, iu the Press and in the streets,

as to drive the population to drink, and then—to for-

bid them the drink.

Thus the lighting question and the drink question

would both be settled at once, and the Government's
prohibition of each would be recognised as a salutary

measure in the interests of National Kliiciency—the

which is a Teuton god who has enabled his people
to do astonishing things. He is a minor deity whose
kindly attention is much needed in this country, and
he is the avowed enemy of our own pet god, known
commonly as Muddling Through.
Every soldier worth his salt admires the German

military system, even though he may hate the way
it is administered, and those of us who agree with
them in admiring things German, and in wishing
that they could be grafted onto such national virtues

as this country already possesses, are merely in the

position of the famous preacher who confessed to a

passion for light music—operatic or music-hall—and
justified his seeming fall from grace by saying that he
didn't see why the Devil should have all the best

tunes.
Enemy's Virtues.

.Similarly we do not see wh)'- the Germans should
have all the military and national virtues of law,

order, discipline, patriotism, belief in their leaders,

military enthusiasm, perfect organisation, and so

forth, in which this country as a whole is conspicu-

ously lacking—especially in discipline and organisa-

tion—always excepting the Fleet and the Expedition-
ary Force.

Fortunatel}' there are hopes that things may be
different after the war, for we shall then have several

millions of young men—the fathers of the next genera-
tion—who have learned by bitter experience what lack

of discipline and organisation have cost us, and what
they have enabled the Germans to do, despite bad
diplomacy and overwhelming numbers of enemies, and
when those young men come home they will probably
turn to the worship of National Efficiency. If they do
not, we may as well make up our minds to become
first a German, and ultimately a Russian, colony, and
those of us who do not like the idea had better

emigrate to America, and be ruled by German-Irish
i:)olitical bosses.

National Efficiency.

The proof of the value of National Efficiency is the

fight that Germany has put up, although she was not

ready for the war when it came. Of course, any
journalist will tell you that Germany made war at

her own chosen time, and not until she was fully pre-

pared for it. As a matter of fact, she did not. vShe

merely went to war in July last because she was con-

vinced, rightly or wrongly, that if she did not strike

first she would be struck, and because of National

Efliciency she was able to get ready to strike before

anyone else.

The position was practically that ul a lot of chaps
in a street row, sparring up to one another and saying,

"You 'it me, an' see wot yer'll get!" Such a row is

generally started by the bullying attitude of one of

them, and the bullj^ is generallj^ snt upon at the

finish
;
but, if the iDully hits first and hits hard, he

certainly scores at the start—and a bully may be, and
frequently is, an athlete in a state of muscular fitness

which one may justifiably admire as an example of

physical efficienc}', even if one hate* 'nm for hts

mental attribute*.
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This war had to come, as everybody in the Navy
nnd x^rmjf has known for years, and it really matters
not at all who started the row, but all the evidence
is in favour of the theory that Germany's chosen
" Day " was just a 3'ear later. Here are tliree minor
proofs that it did not come at the desired moment.
An English lady who has lived in Germany for

many j^ears, and who was engaged to a German officer,

leturned to England after about three months of war.
She told me personally that, when war with Russia
was actiiallj' declared, a great number of the officers

of the garrison town in which she lived were away on
summer leave, and had to be fetched back after the
outbreak of war.

.\ Sailor's View.

A naval officer, with whom I was. arguing on this

question, pointed out that, when war broke out, the
only first-class cruisers Germany had on the high seas
were the " Scharnhorst " and " Gneisenau," whereas,
if she had intended war to start when it did, she
would have had at least a dozen of her biggest and
fastest battle cruisers out, and would have done im-
mense damage to our merchant marine in the first

mouth of war. Also that we should have had to de-
tach so many of our best ships to catch these com-
merce destro3-ers that we should have materiall}^
weakened our Home Fleet, and raids on our coast
would have been much more frequent and destructive.
Such damage as the German ships have done, with

a few cruisers and converted liners, is the result of

National Efficiency demanding that thej^ should
Lll^^a3-s be ready to act.

Aerial Unreadiness.

The third proof is Germany's air fleet. Does any-
one think seriously that Germany would have gone to
war with less than a dozen modern Zeppelins and
only 1,000 to 1,500 aeroplanes of all sorts? Those who
were in close touch with the German motor trade
know that for six months or so before the war the
iMercedes, Benz, Argus, IMaybach, and other aero-
engine makers were rushing big motors through as
luird as the}' could. The " Taube " type monoplanes,
mostlj^ witli 70-h.p. engines, hod alread}^ been con-
demned in fa\'onr of biplanes, big and little, with
ino-h.p. engines.
At the rate at which the engines were coming

tlirough—all told, probably a hundred a week—Ger-
many would have had a fleet of at least 3,000 aero-
planes by August, 1915—allowing that the 1,500 or so
existing in 1914 were smashed in practice ancl training
flights.

Also, the big gun-carriers, with which Germany
was beginning to experiment in 1914, were not ready,
though one hears rumours through neutral countries
of enormous craft now flying successfull}-.

It was only in 1914 that the new Zeppelin works at
Potsdam were started, and it was only in 1914 that
the Schiitte-Lanz firm began building in earnest.
Obviously, their combined output b}' August, 1915,
would have been considerable, and the airships alread}^
existing would have been carefully nitrsed against
jiossible damage.

Thixs it is perfectly clear that, so far as her air fleet

. concerned, a delay of a year would have made all

the difference, and the work in hand a month or so
before the war distinctly points to a climax being
expected in 191.5, and not in 1914.
Once more it is necessar}^ to point out that the excel-

lence of the work done by the German air fleet—and
it would be foolish to deny its excellence—has been
due to National Efficiency demanding that whatever
the size of the fleet might be. that fleet should be effi-

cient with such machines ss it possessed.
The R.F.C. was smaller, possibly more efficient, and

certainly possessed better pilots and machines than

the Germans did at the beginning of the war, but no
one in the R.F.C, officer or man, would venture to

deny the efficiency of their enemy 's organisation,
esjiecially in co-operation with artiller}'—a branch of

the service in which we were notoriously weak, de-

spite warnings in tlie past from those wlio saw the
\var coming.
Exxn the recently issued official documents on the

vSouth African rising show that tiie war broke out
before Beyers and Maritz had time to get their scheme
for a rebellion properly worked out. Another j'ear

would ha\'e made a \ ery serious difference.

Reasons for Thankfulness.

In fact, the more one studies the question the more
one is forced to be thankful that war broke out when
it did, and that Germany was forced to fight before
her preparations were quite completed.

In a year's time Germany would have been far more
formidable on earth, air, and sea, whereas this countrj'

would have been little if any better off, France would
have been still more weakened by political graft, and
only Russia's jiosition might have been strengthened
by the completion of some of the numerous strategic

railways which had been planned of late years.

In this country, Mr. Churchill would certainly have
done his best for the Navy—including the Royal Naval
Air Service—but the Army would have probably de-

teriorated, thanks to internal troubles over Home Rule,
the resignation of Sir John French, and various other

deleterious influences emanating and originating from
the Haldane-S.eely regime, and the whole state of the
country would have been weakened by constant
political intrigues, the strong and able men of the
Government, like Sir Edward Grey, Mr. Churchill,

and Mr. Lloyd George having their good work ham-
pered by incompetents like Messrs. McKenna, Ten-
nant, Runciman, and their self-seeking hangers-on.
As a result, the R.N.A.S. would not have got hold

of as much money to spend in the whole year as it has
already had since war began, and the R.F.C. would
have consisted at the end of 1915 of perhaps—with
luck—the seven squadrons—originally planned in 1912
—mounted on just whatever the Royal Aircraft Fac-
tory chose to tell them was good for them, which
would mean just what the staff of the R.A.F. had
arrived at in their scientific endeavour to approach
the performances of the best machines built by inde-

pendent constructors whom they were unable to squeeze
out of existence—owing to the fact that the Navy in-

sisted on keeping the despised "trade" alive.

The Army's Debt to the Navy.

In this connection, I hope that officers of the R.F.C.
realise that but for support from the Admiralty every
independent aeroplane constructor would have been
squeezed out of existence before the War, with the
exception of a few big armament firms, whose influ-

ence at the War Office is greater than that of the
R.A.F. Those officers who have flown fast machines,
and then have endeavoured to climb out of Archibald's
reach on certain of the R.A.F. 's products, will realise

what such extinction would have meant.
Here, again, we have much to learn from Germany.

For the benefit of new readers, perhaps, I may point
out once more that, during the years 1912, 1913, and
1914, the German Government assisted private aero-

plane constructors in every possible way. Big prizes

were given for flying competitions in which German
officers were encouraged to compete. Big orders were
given to the makers of the machines which performed
well. Aeroplane racing was regarded officially in

Germany as a sport which was fit for officers, when
in this country officers were forbidden even to fly at

public aerodromes, except when forced to land there,

or when taking away a Government machine which
happened to be there. Aviators in this country were
looked upon as circus performers, though one notices
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NO MORE DOPING FATALITIES.

THE BRITISH AEROPLANE VARNISH COMPANY, LTD.,

beg to advise the Aircraft Trade that they are now in a

position, as a result of extensive experiments, to offer a dope

FREE OF TETRACHLORETHER
(AND ALL SPIRIT DERIVATIVES OF CHLORINE)

which will be sold under the trade name of

'TITANIN
D O P

"TITANINE" is

PETROL AND CASTOR OIL PROOF VERY ADHESIVE
EXTREMELY FLEXIBLE LIGHT

CONFORMS TO R.A.F. SPECIFICATION FLAME PROOF

" TITAN IN E" also contains no heavy spirits nor spirits giving

off a heavy vapour .

The manufacturers have satisfied themselves that

"TITANINE" possesses a durabiHty hitherto quite

unknown in dope.

SOLE PROPRIETORS:

THE BRITISH AEROPLANE VARNISH CO., Ltd.

Head Office: Milburn House, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

London Office: 57, Fenchurch Street, E.G. Telephone: Central 2400.

ALL GOODS MADE ONLY AT FACTORY, FELLING-ON-TYNE, DURHAM.

KINDLY MENTION "THE AEROPLANE" WHEN CORRESPONDING WITH ADVERTISERS.
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that both Ser\ices were glad enough to give away
commissions broad-cast when the despised aerial

acrobats were wanted for the war.

i

What Might Have Been.

I

All this was pointed out a couple of years before the

U'ar, and Mr. Whittaker even sketched out a tho-

roughl}^ workal)le scheme for a Territorial Flying
liorps, which, if it had been taken up at the time,

might have been in active operation last year, and
would have increased our supplj' of pilots very con-

siderably. Also, it would have avoided the trouble

and danger of rushing pupils tlirough their course of

training, as has been necessary since war began.
; All our troubles arise simply from lack of organisa-

tion and National Inefficiency. We have learned the

use of big guns in the field from German3', and have
beaten the Germans at their own game. We have
learned the art of trench fighting from them, and have
beaten them at that. Can we not learn the art of

organisation and the virtue of efficiency also ?

;i
What Might Be.

With better organisation and increased eliicienc}^ we
could double our output of aircraft, for example, and,
presumably, could increase the output of other muni-
tions of war to a great extent also.

There are faults everywhere, among the manufac-
turers as well as among Government officials, and in

Government departments. Foremen and workmen in

private firms in;ike mistakes which hang up deliveries

as much as do the mistakes of Government inspectors
and Government clerks. Bad office management ifi

private firms causes as much delay as does red tap;e

on either side of Whitehall, or in the Admiraltj' ArcH.
Mr. Lloyd George wants a "strong pushful man" to

organise the engineering industry, so that it may
suppl};- munitions of war more rapidl}^ If he finds

him he will probably do more harm than good, for a
strong pushful man will inevitably get everyone's
back up. At any rate, one hopes that no one of that
nature will try experiments with the aircraft industry.

What is really needed is a mutual friend who will

simply wander round in an amicable manner froili

firm to firm looking for snags that are holding things
up, find out what is causing delays or difficulties, and
report those cases to someone at the very top of

things who has the power to remove obstacles where
obstacles exist, and twist tails where tail-twisting is

necessary. If things were done in that way outputs
could be considerabl}' increased, not only in the air-

craft industr}^ but in every other branch of engineer-
ing as well. But the difficulty is to find people who
know each branch of the industry thoroughly, who
have no axes to grind, and who can be trusted to tell

the truth without fear or favour. The}^ must exist

somewhere, and they would be somewhat difficult to

find, but they would be worth finding, for they would
assist materially in producing National Efficiency.

—

C. G. G.
'

The R.N.A.S. Comforts Fund.

U is probable tiiat the many readers of this paj^er who lia\e

contributed to the R.N.A.S. Comforts Fund may be interested

to know how their cash contributions have been laid out. 'Ihe

dissection of the many tradesmen's bills involves the expenditure

of considerable time, and an account is therefore given of the

money spent during the first three months of tlie Fund's ex-

istence. A fiu'lher

possible.

OcTO\iKI!, 11)14-

Jerseys 17

Gauntlet Gloves ... o

Flannel .Shirts (>

Cardigans 5

Handkerchiefs ... 3

Pants (Wool) <)

Meat I^ozenges,

.Soap, Chocolate

and Notepaper... 1

Belts 1

Socks o

tatement will be published

DlvCEMBIiR

as soon as

5

3
16

iS

17

13

1

1

November, 1914.

£ n. d.

Cardigans 1 1 0 3

Socks 3 0 6

Jerseys IS 13 10

Vests (Wool)
.s 5 0

Pants (Wool) 13 4 0

Shirts ,s 17 0

.Scarves 6 0

Two Cases made
and Rail Ex-
pens o 15

;^S7 I 7

1914.

£ s. d.

Spent on

—

Soap 074
I'aper and Pencils o g o

Sacks (Hessian)... 2 7 n
Postman (Xmas
Box) o 10 o

Gramophones and

Records 59 o

Sweets (Pepper-

mints) . o 5 o

Socks I 2 6

.Scarves i o o

Mittens i o o

Pants (Wool) 46 8 6

Vests (Wool) 3 J 10 10

Cardigans ',2 1 o

Jerseys and
Sweaters 38 9 o

Shirts (Flaniv'l) ... 17 o 5

.£^255 16 6

Total Expenditure.

£ s. d.

Oct., (gi { 47 ;o 7

Nov., 1914 57 I 7

Dec, 1914 255 16 6

£360 8 8

For three months ending
December 31st, IQ14.

During the past week a consignment of garments has been

<»ent to u staplane-carrying thip, and something like 900

articles are being sent to No. i Squadron, R.N.A.S., now
abroad, under.Wing Commander Longmore, R.N.

The following cash contributions have been received during

the week :—^Mrs. Haes, £s ; D. H., £1 ;
Refunded by G.W.R.

on carriage, 7s. iid. ; Vicliers Ltd. (Woodworkers, Aeroplane

i3ept.), 6s. .
Total for week, £6 13s. iid. Total to date,

;i£,'894 OS. 6d.

Furtlier contributions in cash and kind should be sent to

Mrs. Sueter, The Howe, \\'atlington, Oxon.

Royal Aero Club.
Presiding at the annual general meeting of the Royal .Aero

Club on March 2^rd, at the club premises, in Piccadilly, Pro-

fessor A. K. Huntingdon mentioned that 297 aviators' certifi-

cates had been granted during the year 1914, the total number
issued by the Club at December 31st being 1,002. The num-

ber issued so far this year was 117, making a total to date of

1,119.

At the beginning of tlie war the club rendered a service to

its country by issuing an appeal through its chairman (the

Marquis of Tullibardine) inviting civilian aviators to volunteer

their services in case of emergency. Almost all of the civilian

aviators responded to the call, and had since been engaged on

naval or military work.

Apart from the large niunber of members of the club engaged

in the manufacture and testing of aircraft, about 400, as far as

could be ascertained, were on active service. The casualties

in the flying services had so far not been great,, .the number

reported killed or missing since the commencement of the war

being estimated at thirty-five. Eleven of these casualties were

th'' result of accidents in this country.

At the end of last year the club, with the approval of die

Admiralty and War Office, instituted and agreed to administer

a fund for the benefit of the Flying Services, the subscriptions

to wihich now amounted to £7,707.

Experienced Men Needed.
.\ttention is drawn to the fact that the Aeronautical Inspec-

tion Department, R.F.C., South Farnborough, require aero-

plane erectors, fitters, and tinsmiths. No particulars are

available at the moment concerning wages or hours of work.

Presumably regular union rates are paid, and men who are

fortunate enough to secure work in this department may rest

assured that whatever they do will be as much for the good of

the country as if they were actually with the Royal Flying

Corps on active service.
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FIRTH'S AIRCRAFT STEELS
USED BY THE

LEADING AEROPLANE & ENGINE BUILDERS.
Special qualities are made to meet

all ROYAL AIRCRAFT FACTORY
SPECIFICATIONS for SHEETS,
BARS and FORCINGS.

Firth's Steels are thoroughly reliable and

uniform throughout ; they have behind

them the firm's 70 years' experience in

the manufacture of High-grade Steels.

Write for Descriptive "Booklet to

THOS. FIRTH & SONS Ltd., Sheffield.

FIRTH'S F.M.S. SHEET STEEL
has been specially prepared to meet the R.A.F. Specification No. 9.

It is a High-grade Mild Steel which, owing to its purity,

is to a high degree immune from fatigue due to vibra-

tion. F.M.S. may be bent cold both ways of the grain

without cracking, and drilled, punched and sheared with

ease; it is also a satisfactory material for acetylene welding.

London Office : 8, THE SANCTUARY. WESTMINSTER.

"LIGHTNESS and STRENGTH! WITH SAFETY."

Aeroplane Designers and Constructors can ensure this by using

'DURALUMIN

'

Specific Gravity 2.8.

Tensile Strengtti 25 — 35 tons.

The premier Light Alloy, as supplied to

the Home and Foreign Governments.

On War Office and Admiralty Lists.

Manufactured in Sheets, Rods, Tubes, AngleS, Fracture of test piece of Duralumin
^1 1 T"' • 1 C • ~ taken from stock.

Channels, rorgmgs, and otampmgs. .^i^ii' 798 in. Area, 5 sq in.

For (ull particulars apply :

RESULT—30'44 tons per square inch
iH "/„ elongation on 2 inclies
jo "/a wontraction of area

VICKERS LIMITED,

Telephone : 6900 Victoria.

Vickers House, Broadway, Westminster,

London, S.W.
Telegrams :I" Vickers, London."

KINDLY MENTION "THE AEROPLANE" WHliN CORRESPONDING WITH AD\ERTI.SERS.
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Naval and Milit
GREAT BKITAIN.

From the "London Gazette," March 23rd, 1915.

Admiralty, March 17TH.
ROYAL MARINE ARTILLERY.—Lieutenant C. H. Collet,

D.S.O., 19 granted the temporary rank of captain wliilst hold-
ing the appointment of flight commander in the Royal Naval
Air Service. Dated February 23rd, 1915.
ROYAL MARINE LIGHT INFANTRY.—Lieutenant C. E.

Robinson is granted the temporary rank of captain whilst hold-
ing the appointment of flight commander in the Royal Naval
Air Service. Dated February 23rd, 1915.

March 2oth.
ROYAL NAVAL AIR SERVICE.—Flight Commander J. D.

Mackworth to be squadron commander. Dated March i8th,

1915-

The undermentioned acting flight su'b-lieutenant has been
confirmed in the rank of flight sub-lieutenant : S. Medlicott.
Dated December 4th, 1914.

War Office, March 23RD.
REGULAR FORCES.

—

Establishments.—Royal Flying
Corps.—^Military Wing.—The undermerttioned appointment is

made :

—

Adjutant—Captain A. F. S. Leggatt, Royal Scots (Lothian
Regiment), and to be seconded. Dated February 23rd, 1915.

* * »

A Supplement to the "London Gazette" of March 23rd, pub-
lished on March 24th, contains the follcwing military appoint-
ment :

—

War Office, March 24TH.
REGULAR FORCES.

—

Establishments.—Supplementary
to Regular Corps.—Roval Flying Corps.—^Military Wing.^—
J. W. Woodhouse to be second lieutenant (on probation). Dated
March 12th, 1915.

* * *

A Third Supplement to the "London Gazette" of March 23rd,
published on March 25th, contains the following military ap-
pointments :

—

War Office, March 25TH.
REGULAR FORCES.—The undermentioned non-commis-

sioned officer to be second lieutenant for service in the field :

—

General List.—^Corporal D. K. Johnstone, Bombay Light
Horse, to be temporary second lieutenent for service in the field,

and to be retained for service with Royal Flying Corps. Dated
February 26th, 1915.

REGULAR FORCES.—Commands and Staff.—The under-
mentioned appoint nent is made :

—

Personal Staff.—Aide-de-Camp—^Captain Sir A. H. M. Sin-
clair, Bart., 2nd Life Guards, and to be seconded. Dated March
18th, 1915.

Establishments.—Supplementary to Rhgiilar Corps.—
Royal Flying Corps.—^Military Wing.—H. B'urchall to be
second lieutenant (on probation). Dated March 19th, 1915.

« • *

A Fourth Supplement to the "London Gazette" of March
23rd, published on March 26th, cont lins the following appoint-
ments :

—

War Office, March 26th.
REGULAR FORCES.—Commands and Staff.—Tlie under-

mentioned appointment is made :

—

Deputy Assistant Quartermaster-General.—^Major H.
Musgrave, D.S.O., Royal Engineers, vice Major C. R. Wood-
roffe. Royal Artillery. Dated March 4th, 1915.

Train Conducting Officer.—Graded for purposes of pay as

Staff Captain—Dated February ist, iqi.S- V. Ker-Seymer, and
to be temporary captain.

Establishments.—Royal Flying Corps.—Military Wing.—
The undermetitioned flight commanders to be squadron
commanders, with the temporary rank of major. Dated March
17th, 1915 : Captain G. E. Todd, Welsh Regiment, and Captain

H. C. T.' Dowding, Royal Artillery.

The undermentioned flying officers to be flight commanders
with the temporary rank of captain. Dated March 17th, 1915; :

try Aeronautics.
Lieutenant H. D. Harvey-Kelly, D.S.O., Royal Irish Regiment,

and Lieutenant W. R. Freeman, Manchester Regiment.

Supplementary to Regular Corps.—Royal Flying Corps.
—Military Wing.—The undermentioned to be second lieu-

tenants (on probation) : S. W. Caws. Dated February 25th,

1015. A. G. Clark. Dated March 24th, 1915.

* * »

From the "London Gazette," March 27th, 1915.

A Supplement to the "London Gazette" issued on Saturd^,
March 27th, contains the following :

—

War Office, March 27TH.

His Majesty the King has been graciously pleased to approve

of the appointment of the lundermentioned Officers to be Com-
panions of the Distinguished Service Order, in recognition of

their gallantry and devotion to duty whilst serving with the

Expeditionary Force :

—

Lieutenant (Temporary Capi^ain) George Ivan Car-
MICHAEL, Royal Artillery and Royal Flying Corps.

For conspicuous gallantry, daring, and ability throughout

the campaign.
On the iith instant he destroyed the rails at Menin Rail-

way Station by dropping a 'bomb, weighing 100 lbs., thereon

from a height of only 120 ft.

On the return journey his engine was damaged by a

bullet, which necessitated his flying at a heigtit of less than

200 ft.

Captain Carmichael has also rendered valuable services in

observing artillery fire.

Lieutenant (Temporary Captain) George Frederick Prbty-

MAN, Somerset Light Infantry and Royal Flying Corps.

For great gallantry, ability, and initiative, on numerous
occasions, especially on the 12th instant. The clouds being low

he had to fly very low for a considerable period all along the

German positions to ascertain their movements, being exposed

the whole time to a very heavy fire.

On the 13th instant he blew up the centre of a train at Don
Station, damaged a building outside which a battalion-^iof the

enemy were forming up, and drove off a German aaroplane.

» *

His Majesty the King has been graciously pleased to confer

the Military Cross on the undermentioned Officers in recogni-

tion of their gallantry and devotion to duty, whilst serving

with the Expeditionary Force :

—

Lieutenant W. R. Freeman, The Manchester Regiment and
Roval Flving Corps.

For gallantry, ability, and very valuable work performed.

Located the position of German batteries on loth instant,

and conveyed the information by wireless messages from his

aeroplane to our .'\rtillery, and, although his propeller and
planes were pierced by the enemy's bullets, he remained aloft

for more than five hours during the day.

2ND Lieutenant (Temporary Captain) L. A. Strange,
Dorsptshire Regiment and Royal Flying Corps.

For gallantry and ability on reconnaissance and other duties

on numerous occasions, especiall}' on the occasion when he
dropped three bombs from a height of only 200 feet on the

railway junction at Courtrai while being assailed by heavy
rifle fire.

• « *

From the "London Gazette," March 29th.

War Office, March 29Th.

REGULAR FORCES.

—

Special Reserve of Officers.—
Supplementary to Regular Corps.—Royal Flying Corps.—
Military Wing.—Second Lieutenant H. C. Barber to be lieu-

tenant. March j6th.

The undermentioned second lieutenants (on probation) are

ronfirmed in their rank : R. Orme, G. C. R. Mumby, L. M.
Wells-Bladen, A. Huggins, F. Jolly, J. E. Storey, S. C.

Callaghan, the Hon. E. A. Stonor, T. V. Smith, R. B. Bour-
dillon, and G. H. B. McCall.
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CONTRACTORS TO H.M. ADMIRALTY AND WAR OFFICE

TEL: MARTINSYDE, WEYBRIDGE
PHONE: 171, BYFLEET

Martin and Handasyde
BROOKLANDS

BYFLEET
SURREY

SUNBEAM
AERO MOTORS
Contractors to H.M, Admiralty a.nd Imperial Russian Government.

THE SUNBEAM
MOTOR CAR CO., LTD.,

WOLVERHAMPTON.
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NAVAL.
The following appointments were made by the .Admiralty on

iM^rch 24th :

—

Royal Naval Air- Service.—.A. E. Gendle has been granted
a temporary commission as Lieutenant, Royal Naval Volunteer
Reserve, witli seniority of March 23rd, and appointed to the
"President," additional, for R.N. Air Service.

R. M. Wynne-Eyton and W. E. Slingsby, both granted tem-
porary commissions as Sub-Lieulenant, Royal Naval Volunteer
Reserve, with seniority of March 23rd, and appointed to the
"President," additional, for duty with R.N. Air Service.

» * *

The following appointment was made at the .Admiralty on
March 2 5 til :

—

Royal Naval .Air Service—Mr. A. V. Thompson has been
granted a temporary commis.sion as lieutenant, R.N.V.R., and
appointed to the "President," additional, for duty with the
Royal Naval Air Service, to date March 22nd.

* «

The following appointments were announced at the Admiralty
on March 29th :

—

Royal Naval .Vir Ser\-icii.—.Acling Flight Commander
F. K. McClean, confirmed in the rank ot flight commander,
with seniority February 2nd, and promoted to the rank of
acting squadron caimmander, to date February i8th.

The undermentioned acting flight lieutenants and probation-
ary flight sub-lieutenants have been confirmed in rank of flight

lieutenant, with original seniority, and reappointed to t'he

"President," additional, for Royal Naval Air Service, to date
as stated

; J. R. W. Smyth Pigott, February 25th ; C. M.
Murphy, March 19th ; G. E. Livock, W. G. Moore, W. S.

Newton-Clare, C. B. Dalison, T. V. Lister, and P. Legh,
March 27th.

Probationary Flight Sub-Lieutenant L. H. Hardstafl', to the
"President," additional, for Central Flying School, Upavon,
to date March 29th.

Mr. J. P. Ourwen entered as temporary sub-lieutenant,
R.N.V.R., with seniority March 27th, and appointed to the
"President," additional, for duty with R.N.A.S., to date
March 27th.

* *

The Secretary of the .Admiralty made the following announce-
ment on March 24th :

—

The following has been received from \\'ing-Commander
Longmore :

—

I have to report that a successful air attack was carried out
this morning (Wednesday, March 24th) by five machines of
the Dunkirk Squadron on the German submarines being con-
structed at Hoboken, near .Antwerp.

Two of the pilots had to return owing to thick weather, but
Squadron Commander Ivor T. Courtney and Flight Lieu-
tenant H. Rosher reached their objective, and, after planing
down to 1,000 ft., dropped four bombs each on the sub-
marines. It is believed that considerable damage has been
done to both the works and two submarines. The works
were observed to be on fire. In all, five submarines were
observed on the slip.

Fliglit Lieutenant B'. Crossley-Meates was obliged by engine
trouble to descend in Holland.
Owing to the mist the two pilots experienced considerable

difficulty in finding t>eir way and were subjected to a heavy
gun-fire whilst delivering their attack.

• » •

Squadron Commander Courtney is an officer of the Royal
Marine Light Infantry and has passed most of his career as an
aviator as an instructor at the R.N. Flying School at East-
church.

Fliglit Lieut. Rosher is one of the first batch of pilots turned
out from the R.N. Air Station at Hendon under Squadron-
Commander Porte, R.N., who has proditced some very fine
fliers.

Flight Lieut. Crossley-Meates, now interned in Holland, is

another of the new draft. He took part in the first Ostend raid,
which proved abortive owing to bad weather. In crossing the
Channel he ran into a cloud which so upset his orientation that

he could not tell whether he was right side up or not, till his

revolver fell out of his pocket and afforded cnxumstantial evi-

dence that he was not. Before joining the R.N.A.S. he was a

m.edical man.
The submarines, to which reference is made, were under

construction at the Cockerill Yard at Hoboken, a firm of Eng-

lish origin which has large works also at Liege. Both shops

are now being run by the Germans with Belgian labour. It is

to be hoped that considerable damage was done to materiel and

personnel.
* * «

The "Telegraaf" (Amsterdam, March 25th) learns that Flight

Lieut Crossley-Meates, who landed near Kruningen, said that

he, with four other officers, left Dunkirk at 5.25 a.m. in foggy

weather. They had orders to fly to Hoboken, where they dropped

altogether twenty bombs on Cockerill's shipyard. They could

not say what were the results, but they observed smoke rising

afterwards. He afterwards lost his way in the fog, and was
greatly disappointed to learn that he had landed in Holland, as

he thought he was in France. He was armed with a revolver

and cartridges, which he handed to the Burgomaster of Kru-
ningen. Before leaving his machine he emptied the tanks and
broke the connections. He lunched with the Burgomaster, and

was af*"erwards brought to Groningen.
* * *

The "Tvd" says :

—
"It is certain that two of the aviators did

considerable damage to the submarines lying on the slips and
to the workshops. One boat was completely destroyed, and
otliers were seriously damaged, but tlie Germans prevent de-

tails from becoming known. The bravery of the British avia-

tors has won them the sympathy of the inhabitants of Antwerp.

The British did not drop bombs on the town, out cruised around
alxive the works, and it is extraordinary that the Germans did

not hit them."
The "Nieuwe Rotterdamsohe Courant" learns from .\ntwerp

that one of tlie British a\ iators made a sudden descent over the

Cockerill works until he was only 300 ieet above the ground.
*

.\11 concerned with aviation will note with pleasure the

appointment of Squadron-Commander F. K. McClean. His
services to the aeronautical branch of the Navy, long before

the R.N.A.S. was thought of, were great, and one hopes that

his recent promotion is only a step towards the honours which
are his due, for those who have served with him agree that he

has won his present rank on his efficiency as an officer without

any other considerations being counted.
» »

An officer in one of the destroyer flotillas w rites :
—

"With the other destroyers we were off the German coast

some time ago, first off the Ems and later off Heligo-

land ; but missed a certain amount of sight-seeing. The
Germans created a diversion over our heads at lunch-time by
sending a Taube over us in the harbour. I believe she dropped
a bomb in a ploughed field, much to the delight of the news-,

papers. As a matter of fact, she had a hot time of it from shore

anti-aircraft guns, but continued undismayed, and probably ob-

tained a rough estimate of ships in the vicinity.

"The ships that did go off Heligoland with our air ti^iders

saw two Zeppelins and five Taubes. The Zeppelins reni..'ned

about three miles off, and drew away still farther when two
of our ships went over to attack them. The Taubes hovered
at a good height, and dropped a lot of bombs, but made no bits

at. all. We won a moral victory on , for we were within'

sight of German aircraft (which are in wireless communication
with their ships) for eight hours and within twenty-five miles

of their coast, but no ships appeared.
" I do not put much faith in the fighting value of Zeppelins.

.At night they could drop things on a town, but could not pick
out and make accurate shooting at important objects. By day
I do not think that they would venture near an aeroplane or an
anti-aircraft gun. In a sea fight where a ship is hotly engaged
they might come up unnoticed and drop a few tons of T.N.T.,
in which case, exit ship ! \A good many Zeppelins would be
needed.—Ed.] But in a genera! action between two hotly-

engaged shijxs the Zeppelins would forget which was the^r ship,

and could not well recognise them from above."
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Some discussion has arisen tJirough the Admiralty's decision

to reorganise the Anti-Aircraft Service. The proposal is to

increase the duration of the watches from four to six hours,

doubtless with the idea of having bigger crews on the spot

in the event of the summer we'ather encouraging enemy air

raids on London.
As this Service is almost a voluntary one it seems likely that

the change will involve the resignation of many useful men,
because something like 80 per cent, of the personnel consists

of business-men, and while the strain of a nightly vigil of four

hours can be borne by physical and moral effort, it is hopeless

for men who have business cares to attempt the longer watch.

Many of the men concerned, who have made considerable

sacrifices in giving up sleep and recreation throughout the

winter watching for the aerial invaders that did not come,
feel very sore at being either "turned down" or required to

perform tasks outside their original contract. In fact,

"H.M.S. Flatroof" seems distinctly disaffected at the moment.
Further on this subject, Aeris Nauta writes in the "Times" :—"In addition to increasing the hours of duty the Admiralty

has determined to pay half the amount hitherto given, and
such an important point of procedure is here involved that it

seems highly desirable that more light should be thrown upon
it.

"When the Anti-Aircraft Corps was formed the Admiralty
decided to give the men payment on the scale given to A.B. sea-

men, together with the ordinary lodging and subsistence allow-

ance. This has now been altered without notice, and the

question naturally arises whether other men who have signed
on for the war and are on active-service rations—for such is

the position of the Anti-Aircraft Corps—are liable to similar

fluctuations of pay and by what authority this can be done."

MILITARY.
The Field-Marshal commanding the British Forces in France

has reported as follows ;

—

March 22nd.
' (3) On the 20th and 21st the enemy's aircraft displayed

unwonted activity, weather conditions being particularly

favourable. Bombs were dropped on Lillers, St. Omer, and
Estaires. The material result was slight, the cnly buildings

which were damaged being private property neither occupied

by soldiers nor used for military purposes. The total damage
to personnel was three women and four civilians killed, and

about half a dozen civilians wounded. These bombs were

dropped from a great height, in one case as much as 9,000

feet. This, of course, prevented the aviators from taking de-

liberate aim at any military objective.

This procedure is a great tribute to the respect in which

our Royal Flying Corps is held by the enemy, as the aviator

increases his chances of escaping pursuit by taking advantage

of the time required for our aircraft to get the necessary

height from which to engage.
* * *

The following passages relating to aircraft appear in the

descriptive account which has been communicated by an Eye-

witness present with General Headquarters, continuing and
supplementing the narrative published on the 23rd instant.

On Saturday and Sunday, the 20th and 21st, the enemy's

aeroplanes displayed unusual enterprise and daring by drop-

ping bombs on Estaires, St. Omer, and Lillers, little damage
being done at any of these places, as has already been de-

scribed in the official communique of yesterday.

The effective co-operation of our artillery was due in no

small measure to the services of our aviators. In the misty

weather that prevailed little could be seen by the latter from

a height at which they were comparatively safe,' and they did

pot hesitate to accept the greatest risks by descending to a

height of only 800 ft. above the hostile batteries.

* *

Tine following passage relating to aircraft appears in the

descriptive account which has been communciated by an Eye-

witness present with General Headquarters, continuing and
supplementing the r.arrative published on the 24th inst.

March 26th.

The lull on our front has continued during the last four

days, though the enemy's artillery has been somewhat more
active. On Monday, the 22nd, besides other results recorded
in the last summary, we succeeded in destroying one of the

German anti-aircraft weapons which had betn annoying our
aviators.

* * *

The following notice was officially issued on March 24th :

—

The King has been graciously pleased to givfe orders for the

following appointments to the Distinguished Service Order in

recognition of the meritorious services of the undermentioned
Officers during the war :

—

To Be Companions.

Staff.—Major Bertie Drew Fisher {17th Lancers).

Royal Flying Corps.—Captain and Brevet Major (tem-

porary Lieutenant-Colonel) Charles James Burke (Rayal Irish

Regiment).

Captain and Brevet Major John Maitland Salmond (Royal
Lancaster Regiment).
Captain (temporary Major) Herbert Musgrave (Royal Engi-

neers).

Lieutenant (temporary Captain) William Henry Charles Mans-
field (Shropshire Light Infantry).

Lieutenant Hubert Dunsterville Harvey-Kelly (Royal Irish

Regiment).

Lieutenant Gilbert William Mapplebeck (Liverpool Regiment).
[These appointments were announced some time ago.—Ed.

|

* * *

The Casualty List published on March 26th contained the

following :—

•

Egypt.

The following casualty is reported from Egypt :

—

Died.
Cockerell, Lieutenant S. P., Royal Flying Corps.

* * *

The following appeared in the Casualty List publiriied on
March 27th :

—

Died as the Result of an Accident.
Rich, Captain C. S., Royal Field ArtiJlery, attached Royal

Flying Corps.

Missing.
Davies, Second Lieutenant T. E. H., King's Royal Rifie

Corps and Roval Flying Corps.

Humphreys, Lieutenant G. N., Royal Flying Corps.

* * *

The following appeared in the Casualty List published on
March 29th :

—

Missing.

Mapplebeck, Lieutenant G. W., King's (Liverpool Regiment)
and Royal Flying Corps.

Warrand, Lieutenant A. St. J. N., the Black Watch and
Royal Flying Corps.

Interned in Holland.
Eastwood, Lieutenant G. H., Royal Flying Corps.

Joubert de la Fert^, Second Lieutenant J. C, l?.oyal Flying

Corps.

Fryer, Captain F. E., Royal Garrison Artillery and Royal
Flying Corps.

Indian Forces.

The following casualty among the Indian Forces is ofificiiaJly

reported :—

•

Officer Interned in Holland.
,

Veitch, Lieutenant D. M. V., 1st Lancers, attached Royal
Flying Corps.

* * *

Second Lieutenant Samuel Pepys Cockerell, Royal Flying

Corps, whose death from acute hemorrhagic small-pox at

Ismailia on the 20th inst. was reported from private sources

last week, was educated at Eton and Trinity College, Cam-
bridge, and distinguished himself as an athlete. According to

the "Morning Post" he rowed in the Eton boat which won
the Ladies' Plate at Henley in 1898. In the same year he went
u[) to Cambridge, and in the following spring was chosen as

ninth man for the University crew, but preferred to run third
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string for the mile at Queen's Club. In the 'Varsity Boat Race
of 1900 he rowed bow in the Cambridge crew, known as the

"Classic Crew," which won the race in record time—18 min.

45 sec. He entered the Foreign Office in 1902, and was there
for eight years. During that time he was attached for two
years to his Majesty's Embassy at Madrid as Commercial
Attach^ to Spain and Portugal, and did valuable work, which
was so highly considered in commercial circles that he resigned
his post in the Foreign Office in 1910 in order to follow his

natural bent in business in the City. From the time when avia-

tion was in its infancy he took the keenest -nterest in it, devot-
ing all his spare time to it, and taking his pilot's certificate,

as stated last week, in 1911. On November 4th he left Eng-
land to join the Expeditionary Force in Egypt, where he was
doing duty as pilot and observer over the Sinai desert up to the

time of his death.
» «

The official notificat ion of the death of Major Christopher
Styles Rich was contained in the list issued on March 26th. He
was doing duty with the Royal Flying Corps near Bailleul

when he met with an aeroplane accident and sustained injuries

Which ended fatally on the 22nd in hospital. Major Rich joined

the Royal Artillery during the Boer War. He was posted to

the 15th Field Battery, serving in it as second lieutenant, and
then as lieutenant, under Colonel C. N. Simpson, at Waterford,
Fethard, and elsewhere. In 1905 he went to West Africa and
served in the artillery section of the Gold Coast Regiment in

the frontier force under Colonel C. Carter, Royal Scots, at

Kumasi.
He became a local captain in file regiment in 1909, being the

senior artillery officer serving, and later joined the 36th Battery
at Newcastle-upon-Tyne. On getting his captaincy he was
posted to the 29th Field Battery in Ireland. Later he was
adjutant under Colonel R. F. Fox (who was given a C.B.
recently), with the 38th Brigade R.F.A., at Fermoy, and was
under orders for Kildare when mobilised. Major Rich did much
excellent observation work in co-operation with artillery during
the operations.

• *

It is reported on somewhat indirect evidence that the late

Captain Cholmondeley was killed by a bomb exploding when
h; was being placed in the biplane which he was about to fly.

It is desirable to have further confirmation before setting this

statement down as an absolute fact, for if it is true it is peculiar

that the Casualty List should have given him as being killed,

and not as accidentally killed. Also, his death accounts for one
of the Flying Corps victims claimed by the German official

communique.
If it is true that the accident occurred through the bomb

exploding, it is quite time that some more certain method was
adopted to make the bombs used by our aviators safe until they

are actually dropped out of the machine, as there have already

been several fatal accidents caused through bombs exploding
when they should not have done. It is true, of course, that

human life is cheaper in war time than in any other, but when
one considers tlie question of war scientifically it should be

obvious that the life of a soldier is more valuable in war time
than in peace, until the precise moment when it is necessary
fo'- it to be given in the cause for wliich he is fighting.

* * *

2nd Lieut. G. H. Eastwood is an officer of the Special Re-
serve, appwinted to the R.F.C. on September loth, 1914, and as

Flying Officer on December 22nd, 1914.

Lieut. A. St. J. Warrand is an officer of the Black Watch
(Royal Highlanders), to which regiment he was appointed on
August 6th, 1910. He was posted to the R.F.C. on October
2ist, 1914, and for some time acted as Adjutant at Brooklands.

2nd Lieut. J. C. Joubert de la Fert^ was appointed to the

R.F.C. Special Reserve on November 8th, 1913, and as Flying
Officer on October 19th, 1914.

Capt. F. E. Fryer does not appear in' the Army List as be-

longing to the R.F.C, and was therefore probably a very

recent appointment, or was attached as observer. He obtained

his captaincy in the R.G.A. on October 30th, 1914.

Lieut. Mapplebeck was an officer in the Special Reserve of

the King's (Liverpool) Regiment, who was appointed to the

R.F.C. as Flying Officer on December 17th, 1913. He was
awarded tlie D.S.O., and a commission in a Regular Battalion

of the King's on October 27th, 1914, for gallantry in tlie earl)-

part of the war, in which he was severely wounded.
2nd Lieut. T. E. H. Davies was appointed to the King's

Royal Rifle Corps on November nth, 191 4, and does not ap-

pear in the Army List as belonging to the R.F.C.
Lieut. G. N. Humphreys was appointed to the R.F.C. Special

Reserve on February 26th, 1914, and as Flying Officer on Sep-

tember i6th, 1914. He will be remembered as flying the

Muller-Caudron biplane at Brooklands. He had already had
some extraordinary escapes, on one occasion a shell bursting

under his Farman and perforating it with about 200 holes.

* *

No dates are given for the disappearance of the four officers

noted as missing in the Casualty Lists. It may be assumed,
however, that Lieut. Humphreys and his passenger were the

two aviators indicated in the German official communique of

March 21st, so that the official report was even more delayed

than was presaged in the last issue of this paper.

The capture of Lieut. Mapplebeck and his passenger is not

noted in any German communique, but on the other hand there

is no German claim to indicate that a Britisli aeroplane was
shot down on any date which might coincide with their dis-

appearance, so it is possible that the communique of the 21st

referred to them also, owing to confusion between the two

occurrences. At any rate, one may still hope that they have

only been captured.

On the other hand, if Captain Cholmondeley was killed by

his own bombs, as reported, the two machines noted in the

German communique of the 13th, as being shot down about

March nth and 12th, may refer to the machine in which

Lieuts. Chidson and Sanders were brought down, and that of

Lieut. Humphreys, so that the one of the 21st may refer to

Lieut. Mapplebeck.

Everyone will sympathise with all these young officers in

being thus condemned to inaction for the rest of the war,

especially the junior ones who have only been on active service

a few weeks.
» * *

On the 24th tlie King, at Buckingham Palace, conferred de-

corations on several British officers. Among them Lieutenant

Harvey-Kelley, Royal Irish Regiment and Royal Flying Corps,

received the D.S.O., the other R.F.C. officers mentioned being

on active service.
• »

An R.A.iM.C. officer, in a vivid description of the R.A.M.C. 's

work at Neuve Chapelle, relates how, when his section was in

a very tight corner, "at last, owing to the unspeakable daring

of an aviator (for it was misty, and observation, except at a

low elevation, was impossible) our guns, having got t)he range,

opened fire, and there was a terrific half-hour from our heavy

artillery ; the horse gunners galloped like madmen down the

road and got into position, and now there was oomparative

quiet.

"

AT SEA.

The steamship "Elfland," which was attacked a week ago
by German aviators six miles west by north of the North

Hinder Lightship while flying the flags and i>ennants of the

Belgian Relief Commission, has arrived at Dartmouth from

Rotterdam. Capt. H. Smith stated on the 24th that after three

bombs had been dropped close to his vessel a British torpedo-

boat fired at the aeroplane, but did not hit it. The aeroplane

then rose higher, circled around and dropped another bomb,

which exploded on the port side of the steamer. The aeroplane

ceased the attack, and went off towards Ostend.
* * *

The Imperial Merchant Service Guild have received informa-

tion of a German aeroplane attack at sea on the steamship

"Pandion" from the master, Mr. J. A. Smith, and the second

officer, Mr. J. F. Adam.
It seems that about half past eleven on Sunday morning

(March 21st), while on passage from Rotterdam to Manchester

and midway between the North Hinder light vessel and the-
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Galloper light vessel, the crew were busily engaged in examin-

ing a large spar floating vertically in the sea when a German
aeroplane approached from the west at about 500 ft. When
overhead it dropped a bomb which fell into the sea and exploded

about 10 ft. off the steamer's starboard quarter. The aeroplane

circled over the steamer again, when 2 distress signals were

fired at it. This evidently surprised the enemy, for he cleared

off to the east.

Some 50 minutes later, however, he returned at an increased

height—800 to 1,000 ft. Knowing that he was well outside the

range of the ship's ra kets, he dropped 5 bombs, all of which

fell in the sea and exploded about 15 ft. off and 2 points abaft

the steamer's port beam. About 20 seconds later a seventh

bomb was dropped. Meanwhile 4 more distress signals were

fired at him, and the captain used his rifle.

During the whole time the ship was constantly manoeuvred

from side to side, and it is stated that the last bomb thrown

would most certainly have hit her had it not been that she was

on full swing of starboard helm at the time and the bomb fell

just clear of the starboard side, about 2 points before the beam.

Having evidently exhausted his supply of bombs the enemy
cleared off to the eastward.

[The skipper is to be highly commended for a thoroughly

sporting effort. "Dodging" bombs is foolish because a ship

is just as likely to dodge into them as away from them, but

signal rockets, though insufficient in power, are likely to be

disconcerting to an aviator flying low down, and one hopes the

skipper made good shooting with his rifle. Every ship in

British waters is now a war-ship, so one would like to hear

that the Admiralty is prepared to supply a light gun and a

gunner to approved ship-masters. There seem to be possibilities

here for the Anti-Aircraft Corps.—Ed.]

• •

Another British trading vessel has escaped from a deter-

rmined bomb attack by an enemy aviator in the North Sea,

namely, the "Teal," a small screw steamer owned by the

General Steam Navigation Company, which arrived in London

from Holland on March 24th. The attack took place «t rbout

7 a.m. on the 23rd, when the ''Teal" was some 30 miles off the

Dutch coast. There were two men in the aeroplane, which was

estimated by the crew to be flying at about iSe ft., though as

they missed the boat every time they were probably nearer

1,000 ft.

The attack lasted about three-quarters of an hour, and four

bombs were dropped. The vessel was also fired at apparently

by a machine gun, and a number of steel darts were dropped

from the Taube. None of the projectiles had any effect,

though members of the crew stated that the vessel was struck

by several bullets. The only visible evidence of the attack which

remained was a hole in the deck caused by a flechette which the

skipper keeps as a memento of the experience. Members of

the crew state that a vessel, ostensibly a trawler, with an ex-

ceptionally large crew, was the base from which the Taube

operated, and that signalling took place between the vessel and

the aviators.
* *

The crew of the Bergen steamer "Diana," which arrived in

Shields harbour on March 25th, reports an attack upon them

during their voyage from Calais. They state that, hearing a

whirring sound, they took refuge below, not knowing what it

meant, a step which proved to be the most fortunate thing they

could have done, for they afterwards discovered that streams

of darts were being dropped from an aeroplane, which were

ca-lculated to inflict serious injuries wherever they struck.

They found next morning the deck strewn with more than

500 of these missiles, most of which were embedded in the wood-

work.
• *

The "Daily Telegraph" reports as follows :
—

"On arrival at Swansea at the week-end the Dutch steamer,

'Rijnberger,' reported having picked up a German war balloon

in the North .Sea, half-way across from Rotterdam to Swan-
sea."—[War Geography Exam. Ouestian A.:—Indicate a

point in the North Sea, half-way between Rotterdam and
Swansea. Give your reasons, and draw a map.—Ed.] "The

balloon is now in the charge of tlie Customs authorities. It

is red, capable, the crew think, of carrying a man, is num-
bered sixty-eight, and bears the mark of the Field Artillery

School, Berlin. It had probably been blown away into the sea,

but it is not thought there was any loss of life in connection

with the incident. The balloon, according to the steamer's

crew, would be about six feet to eight feet wlien extended."

—

[Another discovery of German science. Anti-gravity gas,

which enables a balloon 8 ft. in diameter to lift a man.—Ed.]

FRANCE.
The afternoon communique of March 23rd s'ays :

—

The enemy bombarded Reims. A German aviator drop-

ping bombs on the town caused three victiins among the

civil population.
« * »

An official note issued in Paris on March 26th says : Six of

our aviators bombarded the airship sheds of Frescati and the

station of Metz. They dropped a dozen bombs, which caused a

panic. Although exposed to a violent cannonade they all

returned safely. We also bombarded the barracks to the east

of Strassburg.
* * *

"L'Information" states that a Taube flew over Mon-Desert
at Nancy on March 22nd. Attacked by artillery, it fell, with

one wing broken, near Malzeville. It has also been ascer-

tained that one of the Taubes shot at on Saturday, 20th, was
brought down in the German lines.

* * *

It is reported that on the morning of March 26th a German
aeroplane flew over Calais at a great height, travelling from
nortli-west to south-east, and dropped several bombs. The first,

aimed at the Citadel, fell on the glacis. Others fell on~the
railway near the Central Station, and others in the centre of

the town, but little damage was done. The aeroplane, which
was shelled throughout its flight by the batteries on the sea

front and finally driven off, was apparently the same that after-

wards dropped six bombs on Dunkirk.

* * *

Reuter's Paris agent reported on March 27th that a Taube
flew over Estaire and dropped two bombs, which did not

burst. Two children playing near rushed to pick them up, with

the result that one bomb exploded and the children were killed.

A Taube flew over Dunkirk the same morning, but was
driven off by artillery. Six bombs were dropped but no damage
was done.

A German aeroplane also visited Calais and threw one bomb,
which injured no one and caused no damage.

* * *

It is reported that on March 27th a Zeppelin, escorted by
seven German aeroplanes, approached Basle, coming from
Freiburg-im-Brisgau. A squadron of seven French aeroplanes

gave battle near the French trenches, and while the opposing
squadrons were fighting with rifles they were assailed from
the earth by artillery and infantry. The Zeppelin made haste

to disappear behind the Vosges.
In the course of the fight a German captive balloon was

destroyed by French gunners.
* • *

The "Times" correspondent in Paris reported on March 29th

that a Taube flew over Cassel at 8 a.m. and dropped six

bombs. The tramway wire was slightly damaged. The
machine then passed over Hazebrouck and Bailleul.

* *

The special correspondent of the "Express" in Northern
France told the following stories on March 27th :

—

"A Taube was seen approaching Arnientieres, over which
she circled once and dropped several bombs into ruins already

beyond damage. The aviator then flew in the direction of a

large troop of moving cavalry near . Before reaching
them she glided down to get closer when our well-hidden

aeroplane guns sent half a dozen small skyrocket 3-pounder
howitzer shells, which burst above, below, and in the target

itself. When the human and other remnants reached the

earth they were far apart.
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"On Sunday a hospital-train from Merville was running
when the nurses saw a Taube approaching. It made a glid-
ing descent and dropped within rifle range after the swiftly
moving train. Before she reached it a sharpshooter's un-
erring aim sent a bullet up which found the vital spot. The
I'aube dived and struck the earth amid the furious < xplosion
of two of its own bombs. In the head of the German pilot was
a hole made by a rifle bullet, so the aim of the sharpshooter
saved him from suffering as he fell."

* * *

The Paris correspondent of the "Daily Chronicle" under dale

March 2cth states :—After remaining undiscovered for four

days where it had fallen, a huge explosive bomb, dropped by
a Zeppelin at Courbevoie in Sunday morning's raid on Paris,

was yesterday unearthed, rendered innocuous, and removed to

the Municipal Laboratory.

The discovery of the 'bomb was made in a somewhat strange
manner An inhabitant noticed a rather curious inequality

about a piece of ground, and probing with a stick discovered

the bomb.
It proved to be the largest unexploded bomb among thi'

Paris .relics of the two Zeppelin raids upon the city. It

weighed over 170 pounds, and had a diameter <>f about 14 in.

« * «

The Paris correspondent of the "Morning Post" reports:

—

"Paris, March 23rd.

"No criticism of the German Emperor appeals so strongly

to the French public as that, like a bad comedian, he always
spoils his entrance onto the stage. Paris to-day is hugely
indignant with the Germans because of the false alarm of

Zeppelins last night. When the Zeppelins visited Paris on
Monday morning the civilians were caught napping, and only

a small percentage saw the bombs. Last night the fire-engines

patrolled the streets with bugles blowing the alarm at nine

o'clock in the evening. The lights of the city had scarcely

all been extinguished when it was decided that the alarm was
unfounded.

"A second alarm was subsequently given, but this proved as

vain as the first, and finally everyone went home thoroughly

disgusted with the Germans for defrauding them of a spec-

tacle for which they had deserted their last coffees at restau-

rants and the seats for which they had paid in the cinema

halls. All to-day Paris has been patrolled by aeroplanes."
* *

It is reported on excellent evidence that the airship raid on

Paris reported last week was carried out hy a Zeppelin and a

Porseval, and not by two Zeppelins.

It is also stated that the "Escadrille de Paris" made no
attempt to attack the airships, and that no aeroplanes left the

ground till the airships had been gone for over an hour. On
this subject more may be heard wnen fuller particulars are

available.

\ well-known French aviator who has been flving the new
Nituport biplane states that it is the best French machine he
has ever flown. The speed is, if anything, in excess of our
own fastest scouts, and it lands slower than a Bleriot.

* * 7f

A friend in Paris states that the Sergeant-aviateur Louis
Noel has been given the Russian Order of St. George. In

recognition of the valour of the French troops the Czar sent to

France a number of the crosses of St. George to be given to

sous-officiers for services rendered in the field of battle. Ser-

geant Noel was chosen to represent the Aviation Service of the

6th .'\rmy. The cross is a simple silver M'altese cross with a

black and yellow ribbon.

It is further stated that Sergeant Noel is recommended for

"adjudant"—^or quartermaster-sergeant—as a preliminary to

being promoted to a commission.

GERMANY.
The German official report of March 23rd says :

—

Hostile aviators again dropped bombs on Ostend, but

no military damage was done, though several Belgians were
killed or wounded.

North-west of Verdun a French aviator was brought
down.
A French aeroplane, with two non-commissioned officers,

was forced to descend near Freiburg, pnd both were taken
prisoners.

» * •

A telegram from Romanshorn to the "Politiken" of Copen-
hagen, dated March 25th, states that the aviators of the

Allies are showing considerable activity in the district.

On one occasion, when an aircraft was heard, a ship having
on board a searchlight made careful observations in the neigh-

bourhood of the Bodensee (Lake Constance), but failed to find

the hostile aircraft, the motors of which were heard for nearly

an hour. The sound eventually died away in an easterly

direction.

The Germans believe that an air raid on Friedrichshafen

was intended or being prepared, and it is supposed that the

aviators came from ."Msace, in view of the fact that all lights

were suddenly extinguished along the whole of the German
shore.

The Gun Emplacement, the Officers of the Batteiy, and the Commandant thereof, with whom the Sergeant-Aviator Noel has

been co=operating in controlling artillery fire with such good results that he has been selected for the Cross of St. George and
further promotion.
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The Berlin con-espondent of the "National Tidende" states
that the aerial raid on Strasburg on March 26th was effected
not by French but by British aviators, llie ;,eroplane was
visible over Strasburg for nearly half an hour, and dropped
five bombs.

It is further admitted that during the night of Thursday-
Friday aeroplanes destroyed the German sheds at Berchem,
near Brussels.

RUSSIA.

The following communique was issued by General Head-
quarters on March 25th :

—

On the DunajetE we hit an enemy aeroplane, but did not
succeed in capturing it, as it fell among the enemy's lines.

* *

The following official note was issued at Petrograd on
March 27th :

—
At Ossowiec the Germans made several attempts to send

up a .captive balloon, but our artillery hit it at once.
* * *

. It was reported from Petrograd on March 25th that an officer
who took part in the last sortie made by the Przemysl garrison
says that General Kusmahek and his staff had decided to
attempt to escape by aeroplane, bur that a high wind prevented
them from doing so.

[The story is a Renter "special," but does not seem suffi-

ciently original to merit the adjective. Any moderately
active imagination could have thought of it, especially after
the yarn of the Kaiser's two sons escaping from an awkward
corner in Poland by aeroplane.—Ed.]

* * -

The following official bulletin was |iuhlish"d at Petrograd
on March 29th :

—
The Black Sea fleet yesterday luinih.irdi.tl the outside fort';

and batteries of the Bosphorus on lioLh sides of the Straits.

According to observations made from the ships and sea-
planes, the shells fell with exactitude. The Russian aviators
flying above the Bosphorus hatteries carried out reconnais-
sances and dropped tombs with success. A heavy artillery

fire was poured onto the aviators, but without success.

[Russia had, some time ago, a quantity of Curtiss boats
near Sevastopol.—Ed.]

BELGIUM.
According to the Sluis correspondent of the "Telegraaf"

(Amsterdam, March 25th), the .Allied aviators are developing
great activity in Flanders. On the 24th several flew over, the
aviation ground at Gits, near Roulers, dropping bombs, wound-
ing soldiers, and damaging sheds. One bomb exploded among
a group of soldiers at St. Andree, near Bruges. The number of

killed and wounded is unknown. .An aeroplane reconnoitring
over Zeebrugge was heavily shelled from the coast batteries.

* « «

The "Maasbode" learns that in the air raid at Hoboken
last week a new submarine was split into two pieces and
another was seriously damaged, while the number of workmen
injured was more tTian 300.

* * *

The Bergenop Zoom correspondent of the "Telegraaf" states

that an English aviator has been shot down near West Capelle.

* » *

The "Echo de Paris" relates that on the trucks in which
the Germans conveyed away the fragments of the Zeppelin

destroyed near Tirlemont early in March was chalked in

enormous letters "Debris of a dirigible captured from the

French on the Yser.

"

* « «

The following tall story was sent by the "Evening News' "

correspondent from Rotterdam on .Sundav :
—

* • •

"My .Antwerp correspondent reports that Ihe success of the

Allied air raid last Wednesday was due to the clever ruse of an
Erglisliman who flew a German Taube machine. Two aero-

planes first served as a, target for the German guns, then a

Taube appeared on the scene, apparently to attempt an attack

•n the other two, which, however, escaped.

"The Taube landed on the sands on the left bank of the

Scheldt, just opposite the naval works at Hoboken, where it

was cheered by German soldiers who had seen the chase.

.Suddenly the Taube rose again and flew over a shed at

Cockerill's shipyard and dropped several bombs on two sub-

marines, one of which was ready to be launched and the other

nearing completion. The pilot went off .suddenly, .;nd rising,

waved the British flag. Some Germans were killed or

wounded." [Hardly likely one of our pilots would fly a Taube,

though we might use the modern German I)iplanes.—Ed.]

HOLLAND.
The "Morning Post" correspondent at Amsterdam reported

on March 27th :

—

"This morning a Zeppelin airship was signalled north of

the Island of Schiermonnikoog, travelling westwards.

"News has reached Amsterdam that during the night, on
Thursday or Friday, a Zeppelin shed at Berchem was destroyed

by bombs dropped by an aeroplane.

"According to a report received by the 'Nieuwe Rotter-

damsche Courant,' the German airship 'L7' was seen this

morning north of the coast of the Province of Groningen,

voyaging in an easterly direction."
* » *

It was reported by the "Morning Post" correspondent at

.Amsterdam on March 29th that two Zeppelin airships passed

north of the Island of Schiermonnikoog this afternoon, going
in a westerly direction. The same correspondent states that

the Zeppelin shed near Berchem, respecting which he tele-

graphed on the previous day, was destroyed by the well-known

Belgian airman Jan Olieslagers.

AUSTRIA.

In an account of the last days of Przemysl the correspondent

of the "Bourse Gazette" (Petrograd) writes : On one occasion

an Austrian aviator, in leaving the fortress, was brought down
by our batteries and taken prisoner, but no documents were

found on his person. Apparently he was entrusted with a

verbal message to Vienna. On another occasion our patrols

detected a large transport trying to reach one of the forts at

dusk. Promptly our aviators began to drop bombs, and all

the wagons laden with supplies were destroyed.

The besieged made considerable use of a pigeon post for the

maintenance of communication with the outside world.

TURKEY.
The "Dail\- Chronicle" repri sentati\e ; t 'i'cnedos reports :

—

"A German aeroplane coming from the direction of the

Gallipoli peninsula flew over Tenedos at eight o'clock this

morning. Crossing the island, it circled round high above the

Anglo-French fleet lying anchored on the western side of the

island, after which the aviator returned in the direction whence

he came. The islanders were greatly excited at seeing an

aeroplane for the first time."
* * «

The "Tribuna" of Rome states that at dawn on March 2(]th

the aviators of the Allies succeeded in making above the recently

bombarded forts reconnaissances which showed thai the opera-

tions have been extraordinarily efficacious.

MONTENEGRO.
A telegram from Cettinje states that on .March 24th three

Austrian aeroplanes threw 13 bombs on Antivari, six on Vir-

pazar, and two on Niegushi, all without effect.

* * *

Sir J. Roper Parkinton, Consul-General for Montenegro, has
:

received the following official telegram from Cettinje, which

probably refers to the same events :

—

'Three Austrian aeroplanes passed over Antivari at six

o'clock on the morning of the 23rd inst . throwing 16 bombs,
one of which fell on the Government tobacco warehouse, des-

troying the roof. Virbazar was also attacked with bombs,
damaging the railway station. .A further attack was made on
the Montenegrin positions at I.ovtchen, both by bombs and
with wooden arrows with steel points."
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EGYPT.
The following statement was officially issued at Cairo on

March 23rd :
—

On the 22nd inst. ; at dawn, one of our patrols discovered

a party «f the enemy near El Kubri post, opposite Suez.

Shots were exchanged
;

aeroplanes estim'ated the number
at about 1,000, composed of infantry, artillery, and a few
cavalry. The guns at El Kubri opened fire and inflicted

casualties, whereupon enemy retired and formed camp eight

miles east of Canal.

CENTRAL AND EAST AFRICA.

Referring to the War in Africa, in a very able leading
article, the "Morning Post" says :

—

"What seems certain, even without official information, is

that while the Germans in Africa were ready our Colonies
were inadequately provided with soldiers, arms, and military

plans. Even in the Cameroons the Germans had at least two
aeroplanes, and we do not suppose that there was a single

military aeroplane in any British African Colony at the be-

ginning of the war. The Germans, moreover, had everywhere
an abundant supply of machine-guns and other arms. And the

net result is that, despite our command of the sea, our vastly

superior advantages, and the bravery and patriotism of our

Colonists, we have made so far but a poor show in Africa."

Before the war The Aeroplane several times drew attention

to the German aircraft in South-West Africa, which were taken

out there by Bruno Biichner, a very useful pilot, as has been

since proved. When war brol<e out the only British-owned

aeroplanes in Africa were in Mr. John Weston's museum in

the Orange River Colony, and two Curtiss boats at Durban,
flown by Mr. Cutler. One was smashed, and the other was,

apparently, captured when scouting for the "Koenigsberg.

"

Siace then, of course, a number have been sent to Egypt and
to South Africa, but apparently none exist in West, Central,

or East Africa. In West Africa, presumably, the need is not

great, as, with French assistance, we seem to have the situa-

tion well in hand.

In Central and East Africa affairs appear to be very different.

German East Africa is well supplied, magnificently organised,

and the natives are splendidly trained with German thorough-

ness, instead of being demoralised by missionary tinkering.

It is under such conditions that aeroplanes would be of the

greatest use, for, so far as can be gathered, no German aero-

planes are in that district, so our people would have an im-

mense advantage. If aeroplanes are to be sent out it will be

well to remember that simplicity of repair and maintenance,

and great lifting power, are more to be desired than speed,

for they will have to get off and land on bad ground, and will

have to spend long periods in the air without travelling great

distances.

SOUTH AFRICA.

The "Cape Times" weekly quotes a loca' paper as follows :

—

"An aeroplane passed over Burghersdorp about 11 o'clock on
Wednesday (March loth?), travelling south at a very high

altitude and at tremendous speed. Another, or perhaps the

same one, was seen about 1.30 the same day."

* * *

The "Cape Times" states that :

—

"The following is officially communicated to the Press :

From an article published in a Winduk newspaper it is evident

that our artillery-fire on the German aeroplanes has been very

effective, even at 6,000 feet. The article states that the Ger-

man pilots declare that our shells burst very close to them
and that one of the aeropfnnes shows marks of 150 shrapnel

bullets."
* * *

The "African World" (London weekly) of March 27th

reports :—Garub, Miarch 24th.—-An enemy .aeroplane made an

attack this morning. It approached by way of the boreholes,

where were, no doubt, the aviator's objective, but was unable

to get in any effective shots owing to the well-directed fire of

our heavy guns.

The "Renter" correspondent at Garub (East of Liiieritz-

bucht) reported on March 27th that an enemy aeroplane again

attacked our camp. It approached at sunrise, flying extrentely

high, and after a wide detour northwards entered from the rear.

The aviator manoeuvred as near as possible to our guns and

dropped a couple of shells and a few dart bombs or haad

grenades. Only one native was slightly injured.

JAPAN.

The "World," Vancouver, Canada, reports:—Tokio, March

6th.—The pilot and two officers were drowned when la navy

seaplane fell to-day at Yokosua. The seaplane and crew were

attached to the naval station at this place.

U. S. A.

It is reported that recently t\*o American records and one

world's record were broken by Lieutenant Byron L. Jones, of

the United States Army Aviation Corps.

Flying in a Burgess-Loening military tractor biplane, with

a Curtis (Curtiss ?) motor, Lieut. Jones is said to have made

an endurance record of 7 hrs. 3 mins. with three passengers ;

the American laltitude record of 6,000 feet with three pas-

sengers, and also beaten the American record for endurance

and speed for two passengers, carrying a useful load of 900

pounds. A report of the performance has been sent to the

Aero Club of America.
* * *

It is said that the fatal accident to Lincoln Beachy at the

Panama Exhibition, when he fell into San Francisco Bay, was

caused through the wings of his machine crumpling up at

the moment of flattening out from a vertical dive. Apparently,

he had been endeavouring to give his usual looping perform-

ance on a German "Taube" monoplane (of all machines), and

finished up with a tourbillion, k la Chanteloup, but the strain

on the machine was too great, and it collapsed. The accident

is rather a surprising one, because genuine German mono-

pl'anes usually stand up to any amount of diving. Possibly

this was merely an American imitation.

* * *

Apparently, the British and the American press are equally

gullible. Mr. Thomas R. MacMechan—of whom mention has

already been made in this section—^appears to be devoting

himself to pulling the leg of the press of both countries, for

most of the British "halfpennies" have reprinted a yarn from

the "New York Sun" describing some wonderful "aerial tor-

pedo boats" which Mr. MacMechan claims to be building for the

British Government on behalf of a firm of which, it is stated

in a letter from America, Earl Grey is chairman.

These "destroyers" are said to be only 230 feet long, yet

they are supposed to carry a 90-h.p. engine forr'ard and a

125-h.p. engine aft, and to do something over 60 miles an

hour. They are to have wooden frames, copper riveted* and

to carry ;a gun throwing a shell point blank to over 500 yards.

One trembles to think of the effects of firing a real gun from

such a structure.

Despite their small size they are alleged to have 14 separate

gas compartments.

The following paragraph is produced in its entirety, as any

transcription would spoil it :

—

"A certain button to regulate the density of the gas will

send hot air from the exhaust chamber up under a certain

balloonet, or another will send cold air. The sparks are

strained out of the exhaust, and each engine is enclosed, with

its engineer, in an asbestos-lined, fire-tight compartment.

"

The account concludes with the following statement :
—"Mr.

Wilbur R. Kimball, formerly secretary of the Aeronautical

Society, is one of the engineers of the work, and is now in

New York looking for qualified men for fhe crew to accompany

him back to England."

It occurs to one that, in view of the state of American aero-

nautics, Mr. Kimball might be better employed in searching

for the prover^bial needle in the hay-stack, if by "qualified

men" one is to understand men with airship experience. And,

anyhow, since when have we started recriiiting in America?
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CANADA.
The correspondent of "La Presse" of Montreal at Quebec

rep»rted on March sth that M. J. M. Landry, the well-known
FreHch-Canadian aviator, has received a letter from Colonel
Stanton, Secretary to the Governor-General, .-eeking his aid
in the formation of an aviation corps. M. Landry has replied

in the affirmative and is now actually in touch with the pro-
motion of the project.

* * *

From the "Montreal Daily Star" :—Toronto, March 12th.—
The British War Office has asked the military authorities in

Canada to forward at once the names of any British subjects
who are qualified aviators or airship mechanics. (Here are
given the rates of pay.) Competent men will probably be given
positions in the Imperial Service or Royjl Flying Corps.

* * *

From the "Daily News," Prince Rupert, B.C. :—Toronto,
February 2Sth.—Discussing the possibility of an airship raid

on Canada from the U. S., Mr. J. A. MacCurdy, the Canadian
aviator, said to the "Daily News" correspondent : "It is pos-
sible, but not at all probable, for unless the machines were
built secretly for a raid it would not be possible to get four
high-powered machines in any town in the States. Apart
from machines at the factories and those held by the military

authorities, there are only about one dozen machines in the

States which could make the journey, and these are flying-

boats. It is a comparatively easy matter for a person to be
deceived as to the sound of the engines," added Mr. MacCurdy.
"Railway engines in blowing off steam often make a purring
sound which is identical with the noise made by aeroplanes."

Mr. MacCurdy further explained that nearly all the aero-

planes in the States are small ones, used solely for exhibition

purposes, and these had only a short radius and could fly only
about 200 ft. high. For a long flight much larger engines
were needed and the ability to carry a large supply of petrol.

Another and an important reason why the story looked wrong
was that aeroplanes practically never fly by night. This is

because of the difficulty of landing.

AUSTRALIA.

The following is taken from the Melbourne "Argus" of

February Sth :

—

"The first instructional course to be conducted at the

Military Aviation School at Point Cook will be carried through
on February Sth, and it will be restricted to permanent officers

of the military forces only. In this instance staff and artillery

officers will participate in the instruction, which will consist

©f a course of aerial military observation. There will be two
machines engaged, and each of the eight officers who are

taking the course will make a flight in company with a pilot.

The first course of instruction, which includes the course of

qualification as aviation pilots, wiil be commenced in March."
* * *

From the "Argus," Wednesday, February 17th :—Military

Aviation.—Important Announcement.—The Commonwealth
Defence Department has for some time past had under con-

sideration the construction of military aeroplanes at their Point

Cook aviation depot. Already a biplane for school purposes
has been erected, but it has been thought that a large number
of machines for use by the increasing number of military

aviators in the Commonwealth should be built by the Defence
Department's staff of mechanics.

The Minister for Defence (Senator Pierce) announced yester-

day afternoon that the department had decided to proceed with

the building of military aeroplanes. The only difficulty which
confronted the department was the fact that the Renault
engines were required for the flying-machines. Up to the

present the manufacture of aviation engines had not been
undertaken in the Commonwealth. He had no doubt, how-
ever, that a number of engineering iirni^ in Australia would
be only too pleased to take up this branch of work. The
Defence Department has a number of Renaults at the present

time, and by communicating with the Secretary of the Defence
Department particulars with regard to their construction may
be obtained.

Not a Relic of the Past—but an Australian Officer (Captain

White) descending at Point Cook a few months ago.—Advance
Australia I

From the "Argus," February loth :

—

"Sydney, Tuesday.—M. Marduel, the French airman, met
with an accident while flying in Centennial Park to-day. About

4 o'clock he attempted a flight with a passenger named Hardt.

The machine rose to a height of about 40 ft. and then side-

slipped and crashed into a large fig-tree. The branches of the

tree on the side of the collision were stripped. They, however,

broke the fall, and the machine fell to the ground. Marduel
and the passenger escaped uninjured. The machine, a Caudron
biplane, was badly smashed."

* * *

NEW ZEALAND.
Tlip "Auckland Weekly News" says that Mr. Scotland, "the

New Zealand aviator," is shortly returning to England to enter

the Royal Flying Corps.

Hendon and the Public.
Many enthusiastic followers of aviation will be glad to hear

that the Hendon .'\erodiome will be open to the public as usual

during the Spring and .Summer. Special exhibition flights

will be given by the Grahame-White School Pilots on Thurs-
days, Saturdays, and Sundays as before the war, and the

season will commence this week with special flights on Good
Friday, Saturday, Sunday and Easter Monday. Passengers
will be carried.

Soldiers and sailors in uniform will be sdmitted free on all

occasions.

A "Benefit Meeting" for the Flying Services Fund is being
considered as a possible fixture for the Summer.
One gathers that there is no intention to start racing till

after the war, and it is as well that the aerodrome should be

open to the public, merely because of the educative value of

properly conducted exhibitions of flying. Many an officer of

the Flying Services has first been infected with a desire to fly

by being a spectator at an exhibition of flying.
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Aero=motors : In Kind and Consiruciion,—{Co;?fmuec/)
BY GEOFFREY DE HOLDEN-STONE

.

Valve Gear Adjustment.
No mere description of the parts of a Gnome motor nor

their relation, nor even the way they go together and the
general working scheme, is of the slightest practical use with-
out the most careful study of all that has to be done before the

motor can be made to run at all. Naturally then, in the pro-
cess of assembly, adjustment is the main thing. This begins
with the regulation of the exhaust-valve gear ; it being under-
stood that—the motor being of the four-stroke cycle—the vari-

ous phases occur in each cylinder in tlie order i, 3, 5, 7, 2, 4, 6;
or in the nine-cylinder models, in the order i, 3, 5, 7, 9,

2, 4, 6, 8.

First of all, the dead-point must be obtained in No. i, which
must therefore be brought directly vertical to the crank, so

that piston No. i is at the point of full in-stroke. Then, stand-
ing in front of the motor turn it slighllv to the left—^counter

clockwise—so that cylinder No. i may still be upwards, but
not uppermost : that is to say, in the position of completed
exhaust about five degrees beyond dead-point. This is best

ascertained with an ordinary sector-compass (with the degrees
marked on the sector) by laying one arm in line with the

crank, and the other, with the cylinder axis. Then, with the

right hand, rotate the little distributor-gear sleeve from right

to left, so as to bring cam No. i into contact with the roller

of its tappet-lift just to enable the valve-rocker to touch the

valve-stem without actually depressing the valve itself. This
should bring opposite teeth of the free distributing or cam-
sleeve gear and the fixed gear on the crank-shaft into line, and
in line with the cylinder axis ; and to ensure the truth of this

position, the motor should be given just the slightest rock one
way or the other.

The Lock-Up.
Now take the front plate—with the beak-shaft if it happens

to be attached thereto—and open the little dust-cap which
covers two small holes in the plate behind tlie planetary gears.

Turn these last so that eight teeth shall be on the same line ; at

which one should find two tooth-spaces coinciding with tlie two
little oil-holes in the cover-plate. To retain these parts fixed

in position, have ready a U-shaped staple of stout wire, and
set the ends of it through the holes right into the tooth-spaces.

Thus held, set on the plate, when the planets will automatic-
ally mesh with the gears—and attach it bv two of its bolts.

Then, being satisfied first that the adjustment is true—the free

movement of the tappets when the motor is rocked will show
this—insert the remaining bolts, and set their nuts home.
Finally, tighten up the screw-bolt which carries the planetaries,

and withdraw the U-sliaped staple from the oil-holes.

It must be understood that this train of distributing gear
constitutes a differential of sorts ; so that if all the foregoing

precautions to ensure perfect adjustment are not scrupulously

followed, the teeth will infalliblv jump endwise on each other,

and the gears seize and break.

Tappet Clearance.

For similar reasons, the utmost care should be taken with

the adjustment of the tappets ; so as to leave no less than a

millimetre of play between the end of the valve-rockers and

the valve-stem ends : that is, so that the valves should still be

able to open a millimeire or so further. Anything short of

this exposes the whole of the valve-gearing—especially the

pinions—to undue strain ; . consequently this adjustment, once

found, should never be touched, except to verify it. In fact,

the great secret of running the Gnome—or any other motor

—

successfully, is to let well alone.

Ignition Adjustment.

The adjustment of the ignition, on the other hand is com-
paratively simple : as one has onlv 10 rock the cylinder—for

instance No. i—to dead point, coimler-clockwise, and set the

ignition to firing-point, when half the angle between No. i

and No. 2 will represent about 26 degrees from the vertical.

Exactlv to this point the magneto-brenk should be adjusted

;

which is done in the usual way by de-meshing its gear and

re-meshing it again as soon as the various points agree.

Spark-Plug Points.

Here one may well ask why it is that the Gnome motor
escapes the notorious vice of so many other rotaries, fouling of

the plug-points owing to the centrifugal flow and lodgment of

kbricant. The answer is simply that the plug insertions or

pockets are entirely outside the cylinders, and the opening

therefrom is so small as just to admit the points ; and these

neither beyond nor behind the line or face of the cylinder-

wall ; so that there is no opportunity for lodgment of any
substance, burnt or unburnt, on the points or near them. It

is sufificient then to scrape the plug-points from time to time

very lightly, and keep them well submerged in a small vessel

of petrol while dismounted, burning it off the moment before

re-insertion.

OihPump Regulation.

The oil-pump being automatic— a simple two-plunger spring-

and-cam-shaft operated affair—needs no regulation. It is,

hcwever, a counsel of perfection to renew the springs from

time to time
;
using the occasion to wash all parts as well as

the conduit piping witli a syringe-full of a mixture of four

parts of the best refined kerosene to one of petrol ; which will

remove every particle of foreign matter that may—for no con-

ceivable reason—^^have found its way into the system. Pur-

posely I deal with this point of maintenance out of place ; for

while perfect lubrication—absolutely clear, clean and un-

interrupted—is the health essentiil of any motor, it is the very

life-blood of the Gnome. For the rest in general, one need

only make sure that the oil flows from the reservoir with

sufficient freedom for the pump to deliver its proper output

;

which can be determined by closely watching the sight-feeds.

But If Not.

With all the light-hearted irresponsibility of the catalogue it

may be said that after some seconds' running the sight-feeds

should not show a single air-bubble, and certainly none when
the motor is in full work. But that is the language of the

mere, write-up ; no earthly—still less aerial—use to the practical

pilot, whose question "Suppose it doesn't work, what- then

demands a practical, responsible answer as the first of duties.

Frankly, it may work all right, but one cannot be sure that

it will in the following circumstances ; which note, as it may
be your own case to-morrow, and "the coroner for yours" if

VOL] neglect it. They are :
—

If the motor is a new one, installed for the first time.

If the oil-tank has been run empty (which happens about

nine times in ten after a long flight) or :

If, having been run ptactically to the last drop, the oil-tank

has been filled con:pletely (which, by the way it ne\-er

should be, as that leaves no room for the essential air ; or

again

If the air-pressure has not been maint iinefl, for any reason,

or for none at all ; or finally.

If no one—least of all the "mecano"—is quite sure ®f the

exact state of affairs.

Go Gently.

Now, before tackling any of these cases, one takes it for

granted that the oil-tank is so placed as to give gravity every

chance. It should also have a gauge-glass fitted to show the

level at all times. Personally, I have an old-fashioned liking

for that extra length of tubing which enables two double

spiral turns to be formed at each end, because these turhs

give just that amount of spring to the connection, which takes

up vibration, saves fatigue of material—^copper is the rottenest

of metals once a certain degree is past, despite its known
elastic virtue in alloys—and consequently avoids breakages.

Further, I would add that my old friend Charles Jarrott owns
--or did own—the concession, patent or something of the

kind, for the only truly reliable attachment for copper tubing

I ever saw : a kind of tapered flanged sleeve enclosed in the

open joint-nut ; which somehow jambed the tube-end between

itself and the inner body of the nut as the latter screwed home.

This degression as to essential safety fitments apart, one

may come to the i/uhi faire of the mailer. Do nothing radical
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or violent Don't poke about with wooden splinters or lengths

of wire, or even that instrument of ferniile salvation, the com-
mon hairpin. You have to do with a motor that cost probably

twice as much as the aeroplane, not a shilling briar. First,

then, see what half a dozen slow, full strokes of the hand-

pressure pump will do. Perhaps nothing. If so, you have at

least established certain useful pounds of pressure above. There
is probably some sort of airlock below, in one of those parts

whose narrow diameter strengthens resistance. On the top ol

tlie pump then, you will notice a little relief nut. Unscrew
this completely, and at once you will see the oil trickle out

—

it may even spurt—along with -bubbles of air. Waste the oil

then until the last hubble passes : you will then have destroyed

the air-lock, so replace the relief-nut. Then open the oil-tap

and you will find that the air-pressure in the tank suffices to

load The pump.
To Ease Starting.

But— it may be a cold day, "somewhere in Frajice,"—or

Germany—so that the oil has gone thick. The book of words
w ill tell you something vague about a "special heating arrange-

ment." If that means a blow lamp or something with a

naked flame, allow no one to approach with anything of the

kind, unless, in addition to having the connections heat-rotted,

you care to risk the burning up of the whole machine. Siniplv

go to work in the old-fashioned way with a bucket of boiling

water and a few cotton cloths : applying as many as possible

at a time

Again, the motor itself, if new, rnay be full of air. Tho
"mecano" should have soused it with castor oil internally dur-

ing the assembly ; but as he has probably forgotten to do this,

cast loose the connections at the shaft end, and with a couple of

syringe-fulls, pump the oilways of the motor as full as they

will hold; until indeed, the oil spouts back the moment you

remove the nozzle. As one of the beauties of the Gnome de-

sign is that every part is drilled hollow that can be—and
generously at that—you will be astonished to find how much
oil it can hold, before you re-attach the tubing, having cleared

out the last spit of air.

Why Castor?

And why should you use castor-oil
;
apparently the worst in

the whole list of lubricants ; a vegetable oil with a heat-

graph that looks like a precipice? Simply because it is

the worst after the heat-point is reached, and being conse-

quently instantly carbonised, is easiest got rid of in the ex-

haust-blow. But up to that point, it is the best because it is

the most "suent" as they say in the West-country. Of course,

it is horribly extravagant. True, but it suits the Gnome, or

any rotary, like no other ; and all tlie mixing with petrol or any

mineral-oil product you may devise will not better its qualit}'

for this special purpose. Let your sole concern then be to see

that it is the best that money can buy. It will then be just

good enough to use in a Gnome.
And in the case of a new motor, it is as well to make sure,

before even seeing whether the oil runs as it should, that the

oil-pump cams are keyed on their shaft in the right way. On
the two front faces of the cams you will see the letters D and
G in opposite corners of the ramps. If the motor is to be run

in the usual counter-clockwise, or left-handed way, the cams
should be keyed on so that the two G's are in a line parallel

to Llie shaft ; but if the motor is to be run right-handed or

clockwise, the two D's should be in line. .See also that the
• spiral springs have been put on right : the liig ones sin-round-

iiig the delivery plungers and the small, round the suction

plungers.

Fuel Feed.

.Ml the foregoing directions apply equally to the fitting and

adjustment of the fuel-feed system, with no more differences

in detail than will be readily apparent ; and—allowing of course

for the mechanical differences of detail rather than principle

—

all that has been said as to the adjustment of the valve-gear

distribution system of the ordinary Gnome motor applies to

that of the monosoupape.

Monosoupape Adjustment.

-That is to say, the same mechanical methods of adjustment

are employed, but the differences in the phase-cycle (that is

to say the periqds of inlet, compression, firing and exhaust)

must be taken into account. .'\lso, it is to he noted that halt

the angle between the cylinders of the ,oo-h.p. "B" type is

20 instead of 26 degrees. The exhaust period lasts too, over

three-quarters of a revolution ; that is from i)0 degrees lioyonti

upper dead-point up to that point again.

Therefore before posing the cam-sleeve for adjustment wiih

the rolling gears, the "crown-drum"—the rocking of which, it

will be remembered, regulates the degree of valve-lift—must

be rocked to the position of maximum lift. Then No. 1 cylin-

der should be rocked over counter-clockwise to 90 degree^^,

that is, at right angles to the vertical, midway between dead-

points

—

i^i'ith tlic spring on its exhaust valve: and then the

cam-sleeve should be turned by hand, clockwise, until cam

No. I begins to lift its tappet sufficiently for .the rocker-above

to touch the stem-end of the valve. This position attained of

course gives ; the 'setting' 'for the whole ; and the subsequent

setting of the planetary or- rolling, gears proceeds in the same

way as for the ordinary Gnome ; the marks Z on the upper

edge of the front plate and on the crank-ca.se—in line with

the axis of cylinder No. i—serving as guides.

Ignition Adjustment.

Likewise . in adjusting the ignition of the monosoupape

models, it should be noted that the advance is over 15 degrees ;

so the. cylinder No. i should be rocked back clockwise to 15

degrees in advance of the upper dead-point. To correspond,

one sets the break of the magneto, de-meshing and re-raeshing

its pinion as before.

But it is essential, before locking the attachment of the

ignition control wheel, to see, first that the wheel itself is

fully locked at the limit of its rotation
;
secondly, that .at the

instant of the magneto-break, the secondary carbon is already

in contact with the copper segment of the distributor ; and

thirdly, that this carbon does not leave the segment until after

contact with the platinum point of the magneto lead.

However, when the motor is fitted with a toothed distrilmtor

for starting, these conditions are already provided for by the

construction ; the distributor in this case being simply keyed

iri the right relation to the magneto.

Valve Setting

Finally, as to the essential adjustment of the exhaust-\'.'ilvcs.

Their seatings, it should be remembered, are designed among
other things, to act as the inspection doors for the motor at all

times; and from time to tirne should be used as such, to note

the condition of the inlets (in the ordinary type)—which never-

theless should be let alone as much as possible—and to sec

that the connecting-rod heads have not been burned : this being

the result, on .the other hand, of neglecting the condition of

the inlets

The main tiling, however, in mere assembly adjustment, i-.

to see diat the valve seatings are so set in on their metal joiiils,

that the rockers are dead parallel with (he axis of Ihe motor,

i.e., with the crank-shaft line.

Uneven Firing,

But this is not quite all. If, during the fii'St few rcMilii-

tions of the motor, one hears an}' abnormal rattle at each

e> plosion (as distinct from each revolution) this shows that thf^

open nut which sets the- attachment or "flywheel" web on the

taper of the shaft has not been sufficiently set home, and that

the key is consequently setting up a knock. The remedy is

of course obvious.

If "again, any irregularity occurs in the firing of one or nioi-e

cylinders, look to the magneto, the sparking-plugs or—to the

sticking of inlet-valves. But if, after all, a certain imevenness

of beat, which is not misfiring, still persists, one may be

almost sure that the valve-gear is not truly adjusted. Probably

the trouble will be that one of the exhaust-valve rockers is not

quite in line ; and just as probably that the adjustment-nut on

some tappet has been tampered with, or 'omehow o\er-

lengthened the rod connection, so that the essential millimetre

play has been lost, and binding is taking place. Here again,

the cure is obvious ; the only trouble is to detect the trouble.

But—never rest content until vou do.
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The "Trade" and the R.N.A.S. Fund.
Memtoers of the aeroplane industry may be interested to see

what the employees of the various firms concerned with the

production of aircraft to Government orders have done to

support Mrs. Sueter's Fund to provide comforts for the men
of the Royal Naval Air Service. Below will be found a list of

the contributions from the "Trade" in order of the amounts

subscribed. It is particularly gratifying to see how hand-

somely some of the smaller firms have come forward, and

also how firms who only partly exist on Government orders

have 'subscribed.

It is, however, unfortunately, only too clear that the vast

majority of the factory operati\'es, apart from the directors and

staffs of most finms, do not care in the least about the hndily

comfort of the men who are working to protect them and their

families from German aggression, despite the fact that iho

production of the war material for those men is providint;

the said operatives with wages far higher than most of them

ever hoped to draw, or are ever likely to deserve. There are,

of course, many very honourable exceptions, but in the iTi.iin

the British workman has been a disappointment in this small

matter as in almost everything else connected with Hie war.

If every man in every aircraft factory had subscribi;(l ,t

solitary shilling a week during the twenty weeks covered by

the Fund up to date—^which would not have been much out of

I'le ;^3, or per week most of them are drawing—he would

only have suhscribed a sovereign altogether, yet the total

amount would ha\'e been thousands of pounds, instead of a few

p;iltry hundreds.

The following are the amounts :—.Sopwith Aviation Co.

(Directors and Employees), £^2 12s. jA. ; J. Samuel White

and Co. (Directors and Staff), £t,\ 13s. iid. ; Aircraft Manu-

facturing Co., Ltd. (Mr. Holt Thomas and Employees),

/;28 6s. 2d. ; Thos. Firth and Sons, Ltd. (Directors), £26 5s. ;

Cedric Lee Co. (South Coast Aircraft Works) (Directors and

Employees), £2$ 19s. 6d. ; Graliame-White .Aviation Co., Ltd.

.(Directors), £2^; White and Thompson (Staff), ;^20 ; .\. V.

Roe and Co., Ltd. (Duectors and Enjployees), £16 5s. qd. ;

Hewlett and Blondeau, Ltd, (Staff an^ Employees), ;^13 15s.;

Royal Aircraft Factory War Relief Fund (Employees), £11;
\''ickers Ltd. (Aero Mechanics los. 6d.), (Woodworkers

£iif 3s.), (Mr. Thomas £\), £i\ 13s. 6d. ; Accles and Pollock

(Directors), £10 los. ; General Aeronautical Contractors, Ltd.,

£\o los. ; Short Bros. (Staff), ;^io los. ; Mann and Grimmer

(Employees), £q 5s. 6d. ;
Armstrong-Whitworth (Employees),

£?, I2S. gd. ; Cellon Ltd. (Directors), 5s. ;
Integral Pro-

-peller Co., 5s.; English Sewing Cotton Co., £e,; Black-

-burn Aeroplane Co. (Employees), £^ 5s. ; Bl^riot Mechanics,

£x 4s. ;
Hoyt Metal Co.,

The total of the Fund to Marcli 24th was £?>?>7. The

"Trade's" total contribution to that was about ^£^335. Of this

the well-paid British workman's portion amounts to less than

;^iio, all told, so it rather looks as if in this matter the work-

ing man agrees with a writer who stated recently that "this

is a middle-class war."
_

Concerning Engines.
Apropos Mr. de Holden-Stone's article last week, a corre-

spondent refers to the passage in which he states that "in all

tractor installations with Gnome engines the beak-shaft rotates

in a ball-bearing in the front plate of the mounting frame.y

It, is pointed out that the statement is inaccurate, because in

the Morane monoplane there is only one engine plate which

holds the crankshaft, and a back collar held by support tubes,

the cylinders and propeller overhanging in front. Of course,

taken literally, Mr. de Holden-Stone's statement was incor-

rect, because in many out-of-date machines, such as the now
extinct Deperdussin, and some Bristols, and in various French
monoplanes, the overhung engine was commonly used, but the

fact that certain Government Departments are foolish enough
to order out-of-date machines does not make these same
machines up-to-date. It therefore remains true that in all

modern tractor installations the Gnome engine is supported in

front by a bearing between the engine and the propeller.

Patent Fever.
The Comptroller-General of Patents, Designs, and Trade

Marks stated in a report published on Saturday that the oiu-

break of war naturally provided a stimulus to inventions c5on-

nected with military and naval subjects, particularly aerial

warfare and submarine mining. Bombs and their projection

from aircraft have claimed considerable attention from in-

ventors. The revival of ancient methods of warfare is shown
in applications for darts, mechanical means of throwing hombs,
an<i other projectiles, and body armour.

A Matter of Reliability.
.Seeing thai the safety of pilots and passengers depends

absolutely on the reliability of the engine fitted to aeroplan'^s,

and seeing that the reliability of the engine depends so largely

on the right lubricant being used for each type of engine,

it follows that the quality of the lubricating oil used in aero

engines is of very much greater importance than it is in any
other internal combustion motor, because the aero engine is

running practically at full bore die whole time, whereas it is

only occasionally that a car or lorry engine is asked to give

more tlian half its full power for any length of time.

Recognising the fact that engines of different types deman<l
entirely different qualities of lubricant, Messrs. C. C. Wake-
field and Company, the makers of ''Castrol" 'lubricants, have
from the early days of motor-cars made a speciality of pro-

ducing different qualities of oil for different engines, and since

the coming of the aeroplane a siniilar policy has been pursued,

with the result that it is now possible to obtain from the firm

preciselv the correct oil for whatever engine may be used.

The fact that practically every first-class civilian flier before

the war used Castrol for Gnome engines shows that the firm

ha\e ]3roduced precisely the right oil for that particular make,
anii the large quantities of Castrol used b\' the R.N.A.S. and
the R.F.C. shows that the quality supplied is regularly main-
tained. Officers using their own cars can likewise be sure of

geting the right kind of oil for their particular engine if thev

will merely write to the firm mentioning the make of their

c.ir and asking for the particular type of oil iudged by the firm

to be most suitable.

In the writer's own experience, though he has tried various

makes of oil in a small car engine, he has never succeeded in

getting such good results as when using the particular brand

of Castrol recommended for that particular engine.

"Titanine."
In order that individual attention may be given to the

development of the business in "Titanine" dope, thiis com-
modity will in future be marketed by a separate concern known
as the British Aeroplane Varnish Company', Ltd., whose
offices are situated at Milburn House, Newcastle-on-

Tyiie, and 57, Fenchurch Street, London, E.C. Holzap-
fels, Ltd., Newcastle-on-Tyne, will continue to manutacttire

the dope for the British .Aeroplane Varnish Co., Ltd., and the

management of that firm has been undertaken by Mr. T. W.
Hobapfel. "Titanine" is already meeting with great success
in the aeroplane industi-y. and no doubt the new company will

find its hands sufficiently full in attending to the marketing
of this product.

The Improved WARREN
As supplied to the War OiEce and Admiralty.

Sole Proprietors—

T AUTZ & Co.,
NAVAL, MILITARY & SPORTING TAILORS,

12, Grafton St., New Bond St., LONDON, W.

Don't wait until you have an

SAFETY HELMET
The'best before, is now the last word

in Aviation Safety Helmets.

THE MOST IMPORTANT PART OF AN
AVIATOR'S EQUIPMENT

accident. Investigate its MERITS NOW
KINDLY MENTION '* THE AEROPLANE " WHEN CORRESPONDING WITH ADVB«TISERS.
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An Indispensable Book.
W'idi so many bad and indilTi '.-i^nl hoolcs on ihe niai-k<;t deal-

ing with aviation, it is the groatr-r pleasure to be able to re-

\ iew even briell}' a thoroughly good book on aviation by a man
wJio knows wliat lie is talliing about, and who is able to ex-

press himself clearly in exci llcnt English. The only thing

bad one can say about "The Airman" is Uiat its title is the

only thing in it which is not good. Even if it fiad been called

"Airmanship" it might have been a better title.

Cajjtain C. .Mellor, R.E., the aulhor of this book, has aclii-

ally produced a book on airmaii>hip, using the word in ii-

true sense. The contents of the 'book are an exceedingly shiiplc,

but none the less interesting, account of how the author him-

self learned to lly and liis various exjXTiences in doing ^o.

It is true that his experiences deal entirely with a I''r' iirh

school, namely, the Maurice Farman .School at Buc, but thi-

process of learning is so precisely that which occurs to-day at

ihe ordinary British scliools that the description is quite as

useful as if tlie book had not appeared first in 1913.

Actually, the value of the book is increased, because it deals

entirely with learning on a Maurice Farman, which is pro-

bably as nearly the ideal machine on which to teach as any

existing, 'and tlie Maurice Farmans are to-d.ay more largely

used than any other at tlie various naval and military schools.

One phrase in the book, which seems to h ive dropped in by

accident, is of peculiar interest to-day, for, written as it was

two years ago, it is now the unkindest possible criticism of the

Government's handling of the question of aeronautical mate-

riel. Captain Mellor says : "It is the absolute necessity for

the aeroplane in war which is tiding the industry over this

present semi-experimental stage, which must precede the full

development. The way in which the Government orders arc

placed may make or mar the industry."

The way in which the Government placed oidi/rs in nu.i

marred the industry, and that is wh)' we find to-day a rush di

get aeroplanes made l.>y agricultural implement makers, boat-

builders, furniture-makers, and soft goods stores, whereas in-

telligent encouragement two years ago would not only have

established an enormous aircraft industry on a firni footing,

but would actually have produced very much better aeroplanes

I ban anything we possess to-day 'at very much less cost.

If the money which has been wasted, apart from that which

has actually been utilised in producing results of value, at the

Royal Aircraft Factory had been put up by the Government
in the form of prizes for competition among aeroplane con-

structors, as the German Government put up prizes for com-
petition in 1912, 1913, and 1914, we should have had far better

aeroplanes than anything we possess to-day, although it is

true that such aeroplanes as we do possess are better than .mv

others in the world.

However, to return to Captain Mellor, the present wril'-r

strongly recommends his book to every young officer who is

about to join either of the Flying Services, and also to every

pu|)il and would-be pupil who hopes to join. In fact, it is

indispensable to every pupil. Also, it is strongly recommended
as a present to friends and relatives of pupils, simply because

ihe descriptions tlierein of learning to fly, and the illustrations

of the machines, which, by the waj', are beautifully reproduced,

apply so exactly to the pupils' own experiences that the book
will save them any quantity of descriptive letter-writing, and
at its price of 3s. 6d. it actually comes cheaper than letter-

writing to a busy or a \:\7.y man.

APkAN&

HERE are four ' corner stones in the fabric of

our reputation : our instructors, our machines, our

aerodrome, and our weather.

Two of our instructors, Mr. W. Rowland Ding and

Mr. C. L. Pashley, have world reputations.

We have a greater variety of machines than any school in

England. They are not antiquated box-kites, but smart, up-to-

date, live machines, such as you will have to fly afterwards

as a pilot.

Our aerodrome is~without question'the finest in England.

We get more flying weather than any other school.

If you care to send for our booklet, we will forward it to

you free; it is worth getting.

THE NORTHERN AIRCRAFT CO., Ltd.

BOWNESS-ON-WINDERMERE
Phone -11^ Windermere Wire—-" Aircraft, Windermere"

KINDLY MENTION "THE AEROPLANE" WHEN CORRESPONDING WITH ADVERTISERS.
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An Explanation. '

Tlie i'oliowing letter 'las been received :

—

"Sir,—You suggest, in )'our review of 'Airerait In the Great

War,' )iy Mr. Grahame-W'hite and myself, that this boolv fails

to fiihil a purpose that we, as its authors, never intended it

should fulfil.

"The book is, as was explained in the announcements of our

publisher, entirely non-teclmical. It is not written in any sense

for the expert; it does not pretend to conve\' information to

those who are close students of aviation. It deals mainly in

fact, and of necessity, with such reports as have been made
public, either l_)y the authorities or in the Press ; and these re-

ports it seeks to bring togetlier and explain, for the benefit

of ordinary readers, so that they may learn more tJian the

newspapers, can tell—and this witliout risk ol any disclostire

of facts which might be against public policy—of one aspect of

the work of war that has proved peculiarly interesting to them.

"That the book finds acceptance had already been made clear
;

and, ratlier than being premature, as you suggest, I hold the

\ iew that such a book—dealing as it does with the data pro-

vided by six months of war, and bringing this subject to

general attention while interest in it is still keen—fulfils a very

distinct service, and will have an influence on public opinion

that is beneficial." (Signed) Hakrv Harper.

[If, as Mr. Hai|j('i- suggests, the Ijook is to be classed a-,

journalism rather Ih.in literaturi' on.' is tile more surprised

to find the name of an officer in the King's Service given as

partner. Presumably Naval rules are as stidct as Milit.iry

l ilies ill this .matter.—Ed.]

School and Weather Rciif>ri<?.

Mon, Tues. Wed. Thurs. Fri. Sat. Sun.

HeodoD
1

East Coast ...

|

Lake District
|

Windy
Kinu,;i 111

Wet p.m.

Windy

Windy

Wet

Very
Fine

Fine

Fine

\'ery
Fine

Windy

Wet

Fine

Fine

Fine

Fine

Windy

Fine
Windy

Rough

Fair

Fine
Windy

Hendon.

—

At the Grahame=White School.—Instructors :

Messrs. .Manton, Russell and Winter. Pupils with instr. :

Prob. Fit. Sub-Lieuts. Bone, Potts, Wain, Jacob (new pupils),

Feeney, Kerby, Greer. 8's or circs, alone : Prob. Fit. Sub-

L.ieuts. Mack,- Hards and Jackson. Four G.-W. biplanes.

.\t tmr Beattv School of Flying.—'Instructors : Messrs.

G. W. Beaty.W. Roche-Kelly and C. B. Prodger. Pupils with

instr. : Messrs. Bond, Cornish, Roche, de Meza, Ormsby, Hay-
w.ird, Faning, Forbes, Bright, Laver, Vickers, Cooper, Leong,

Morgan, .\Ilcock, Chapellt, Fraser, W'hincup and VVainwrighl.

Healty-Wright dual-control and singk'-seater biplanes. Mr.

I^ransby \\'illiams, Juiir. and Mr. Watson extra practice.

Ax the London and Provincial Aviation Co.'s School.—
Instructors : Messrs. \\'arren and Smiles. Pupils : Strts. or

rolling : M. Deschamps, E. C. England Derwin and T^ieul.

P'airbairii.

.\ r THE RuFFy-BAUMANN ScHOOL.— i nstructors : Messrs. K.

B; uinann and James Brotliers. Pupils with instr. on 6o-h.p.

Caudron : Mr. Bell (lo mins.), Mr. Roobaert and Hydon doing

straights on 45-h.p. On same machine, rolling, Mr. Bell and

King (12), Jackson and Blandy (8). Mr. Sykes joined iJie

school. Machines : 60-h.p. Caudron and 45-h.p. R.B. tractor

biplanes.' New machine (two-seater) arrived.

.\i THE Hall Flying School.—Instrtictor : Mr. J. Rose

Pupils : Messrs. A. Davy, Waterson, E. Miitchell, E. Cini and

v.. J. Furlong doing straights, and Lieut. Blythe half circuits.

Machines : 35-h.p. tractor, single-seater
;
45-h.p. tractor, two-

seater ; and a 35-h-P- tractor, two-seater. .\ 50-h.p. Gnome
tractor ready shortly.

Windermere. —' At the N.A.C. Si;aim.ani", School. —'
In-

structors : Messrs. W. Rowland Ding and C. L. . Pashley.

Pupils with instr. : Fit. Lieut. Atherton, R.N. (42 mins.),

Messrs. C. A. Barber (16), R. Buck (19), A. Johnson (26),

F. H. M. Macintyre (20), J. Lankester Parker (23), G. L.

Railton (6), H. P. Reid (34), J. F. Ridgway (12), S. J. Sibley

(12) and H. Slingsby (38). Strts. and rolling alone: Mr. S. J.

Sibley. Extra Practice : Mr. J. Lankester Parker. Machines :

\..\.C. ,\vro dual-control propeller biplane, N..'\.C. tractor.

CELLON
THE DOPE OF PROVED EFFICIENCY.

CELLON, LTD., 17, OLD BROAD STREET, E.G. Telegrams: " Ajawb London." Telephone: 5359 London Wall.

WOOD FOR ALL PARTS OF AEROPLANES
Machined to your Sizes or Sections.

Best Quality Silver Spruce, Ash, Walnut, 3-ply etc.

W. G. EVANS & SONS,
1—4, WILLIAMS MEWS, STANHOPE STREET.

EUSTON ROAD, LONDON, N.W.
rUoiie : Museum 2458.

LKAK^IMIVG^ TO FLY
All those who intend to learn Flying or who are

interested in how men fly should read

Price 3 6 net."•The I'liian " Pru e s/enct.

By MAJOR C. MELLOR, RE.

John Lane, The Bodley Head, Vigo Street, W.
AII'iOLUrELy I'WlSPK'^S^nLE FOR PUPILS."—The Aeroplane

CONTRACTORS TO THE ADMIRALTY.

EASTBOURNE
AVIATION Co Ltd

AEROPLANE BUILDERS.

TELEPHONE—1176, TELEGRAMS—" 1176 EASTBOURNE."

Inspection Invited.

Having purchased the whole of the

Stock of the PeainSall-Warne Motor
Co., Letchworth, at an enormous re-

duction, we can offer you from stock,

new two and four cylinder cars, at

ridiculous prices.

Apply the—

SACKVILLE MOTOR CO.,
31, UPPER TOOTING ROAD, LONDON, S W.

KINDLY MENTION "THE AEROPLANE? ' WHEN CORRK.SPONDING WITH ADVERTISER.S.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS
All advertisements for this column should arrive at this

office by 6 p.m. MONDAY to ensure insertion.

For the convenience of Advertisers, replies can be received at

the office of "THE AEROPLANE," 166, PiccadiHy, W.

Special PREPAID Rate—18 words 1/6; Situations Wanted

ONLY—18 words 1/-. id. per word after.

FINANCIAL.
FINANCIAL Partner wanted by two experienced aeroplane

designers to start aeroplane business.—Box 630, 'J'lu-.

.Vkkoplank, 166, Piccadilly, W.

PATENTS.

How TO TAKE OUT PATENTS IN ENGLAND AND
ABROAD." (By Arthur E. Edwards, F.C.LP.A.) 2s.

post free.

—

Arthur Edwards & Co., Ltd., Patent Agents and
Consulting Engineers, Chancery Lane Station Chambers,
W.C. 'Phone 4536 HoJborn.

AEROPLANE Makers and Inventors. Prepare now for

trade revival by protecting new ideas. Particulars and
advice free.—King's Patent Agency, Ltd., 165, Queen Victoria

Street, London.

PATENTS. Instructive leaflet free from STANLEY,
POPPLEWELL & CO., Chartered Patent Agents, 38,

Chancery Lane, W.C.

TUITION.

London and Provincial
aviation co.

SCHOOL OF FLYING
The Aerodrome, Hendon, N.W.

Learn to fly at our School on new and up-to-date machines. We teach
you to control the machine yourself and develop your own individu-
ality. Our instructors have had years of experience and we guarantee
satisfaction. Enquiries welcomed. Phone: Kingsbury 102

THE RUFFY-BAUMANN SCHOOL
OF FLYING, HENDON.

Manager-cMef Instructor—EDOUARD BAUMANN.
Irvstructors—

Messrs. HERBERT JAMES, HOWARD JAMES.
Pupils taught on dual control 60 h.p. Gnome Caudron

Machines: completing tuition on 45 h.p. Anzani, taking

certificate on 50 h.p. Gnome, All Tractor Machines,
quickest and most thorough tuition.

Trial lesson-£2 2s.

Office and Works

—

3-4 KENDALL'S MEWS, PORTMAN SQUARE, W.
Phone—Padd. 5048.

c

PHOTOGRAPHS.
PILOT PORTRAITS
The F N B Series of Copy-
right Pilot Portraits includes

coPvBcwT sERirs all the most notable Pilots of

the Flying Wor d. Unmounted, post free, Sizes 12 by 10 in.,

2s. 6d. ; 8 by 6 in., is. 6d. ; 6 by 4 in., is. 2d. Mention The
Aeroplane and write for NEW LIST of 350 pilots.

The photographs in the "F. N. B." series can be obtained

from F. N. Birkett direct at the above prices.

F. TV. BIIMCETT
97 PERCY ROAD, SHEPHERD'S BUSH, LONDON. W

WE HAVE THE MEN OF THE MOMENT.

SITUATIONS VACANT.
; only iiK'n '-x-

Aircraft M.iiur
AEROPLANE erector (Joinrr ivpo), winter

perienced in erecting need apply.—The

facturing Co., The Hyde, Hendon.

WANTED, Aeroplane erectors, fiti'-rs, lin-^mil lis, for .I'-ro-

nautical work.—.Apply, .\c.ronauticaI IiTsprction De|)ail-

iiienl, Soiitli Farnhorough.

MISCELLANEOUS.
})OARD RESIDENCE AT HENDON.—" Hatherley"

) Boarding Establishment; facing entrance to Aerodrome;

most convenient and most comfortable; moderate terms.

HARDWOOD for Aeroplanes. Specially selected, air-dri(cl

timber as supplied to leading constructors in Britain and

the Continent. Silver Spruce, Ash, Poplar ;
Hickory and Ash

Skids; Threeply ; Thin Cedar and Mahogany for Floats; Wal-

nut for Propellers.—William Mallinson and Sons, Ltd., Hack-

ney Road. 'Phone, 3854 Central, 4770 Wall.

GENTLEMAN'S 1914 Model de Luxe Cycle, fitted wiili

B.S.A. 3-speed gear; latest improvements; gear case;

al! accessories new last September; reason explained; accept

15s.
;
approval.—58, Cambridge Street, Hyde Park.-London.

GR.\.MOPHONE ;
24-Guinea hornless model ; inlaid cahiiict

on wheels; Louis design; height, 3 feet 9 inches;

powerful motor
;
grand selection of records ; £^ 12s. 6d.

;

approval.—5S, Cambridge .'^"treet, Hyde Park, London.

PROPELLERS.
HAUVIERE'S famous Integral Propellers hold all records;

used by all leading aviators. The best..—Sole proprietors

for Great Britain and Colonies. The Integral Propeller Co.,

Ltd., IB. Elthorne Road, Upper Holloway, N. Telephone :

Hornsey 2345. Telegrams: "Aviprop (Upholl), London "

ABORA PROPELLER COMPANY, Kingston-on-Thames.
—Propellers as supplied to the leading aviators during

the last five years ; finished wood p.irts for aeroplanes, aero-

foils, patterns, etc.

LUNCH, TEA, or SUP at-

"THE AERO RESTAURANT."
(Just outside the gates of the Hendon Aerodrome.)

Pretty Tea-Gardens, with awnings, for fine weather. Glass .^ni

" Sun-Parlour" for cold weather.

Best of Food, well cooked and neatly served.

Lunch from Is. 6d. Tea from 6d.

1 . Trade FMENDINEI Mark.

LIQUID SCOTCH GLUE
Ready for use at once.

I'SED BY TME LKADING AEROPLANE CONSTRUCTORS.
MOISTURE PROOF.

W'Hti- for I'ri,;- hiff {uid PiirtiVulars-

: MENDINE CO., 8, Arthur StrS-et. London Brid ere, E C.

MODELS.

T. W. K. CLARKE & CO.,
HAMPTON WICK, MIDDLESEX.

Supply British Built Model Aeroplanes, and all Accessories

for making. Send stamp for Lists.

M.S.C.
Compressed Air Motors for Model Aeroplanes.

Twin cylinders
;
weight, 2^ ozs.

;
price, 6s. 6d.

Air container for above engine; weight, 8 ozs.
;
price, 6s. 6d.

V\'e stock everything for models. Send Stamp for catalogue.

— Murray, Son, and Co., 387a, High Road, High Cross, Tot-

tenham, N.
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The Sopwith Aviation Co., Ltd.
CONTRACTORS TO THE ADMIRALTY AND WAR OFFICE

Offices and Works KINGSTON-ON-THAMES

r . r
* '

I

-

Telephone: Telegrams:

1777 and 1343 Kingston. " Sopwithi Kingston."
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CONTRACTORS TO THE ADMIRALTY

SHORT BROTHERS,
AEROPLANE WORKS

AND

FLYING GROUnBs^
EASTCHURCH, ISLE OF SHEPPEY.

Telephone:— 9 Minstek-on-Ska Telegraphic Address:—"Flight, Eastchcrch.''
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A LIBERAL EDUCATION.

A snapshot of IMr. Harold Barnwell on a ^'ickers-bllilt B.l:.2c. Hying over the aviatdrs' garden near Brooklands. The live-

stock in the foregronnd are the property of the co operating pilots. Their stolid indifference to the approaching aeroplane may
be taken as indicating a thoronghly lingiish altitude towards anything of an educative nature. On the other hand it may
indicate contempt for the latest flying machine dcsiyn o.i the part of species who used to lly but retired from aviation some

centuries ago.
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The >lfcraft (o„ Itl

Hold the SOLE RIGHTS DIRECT
from the FARMAN BROTHERS

for the building of

HENRY & MAURICE FARMAN

Aeropbnes
AND

Hydro-Aeroplanes,

In Great Britain and the Oversea

Dominio IS.

Works and Flying Ground

HENDON.

Offices :

47 VICTORIA STREET, S.W.

AEROPLANE
ACCESSORIES

CONTRACTORS to ADMIRALTY & WAR OFFICE

R. O. & Co.'s Patent Release Gears
Fox's Patent Wire Bending Pliers
The "Short" Patent Wire Strainers
Special R.A.F. Strainers
Steel Lock Nut Strainers
Eyebolts, various designs
Metric Thread Bolts and Nuts
Engine Plates and Housings
Light Pressed Steel Ribs
Steel Cable Ends
Fuselage Angle Plates
Cold Drawn Steel Tubes
Tubular Framework, Etc.

ALL ORDERS PROMPTLY EXECUTED.
ONLY BEST MATERIAL USED.

Please addrebS all coiniiiunications to Departiiieat No. 4.

Contractors to

H.M. Admiralty and War Ofl&ce.

Handley Page, Ltd,
OFI-ICES AND WORKS:

110, CRICKLEWOOD LANE.
LONDON, N.W.

AEROPLANE
MANUFACTURERS.

Telephone

—

HAMPSTEAD 7025 (2 lines.)

Telegrams

—

"HYDROPHID, CRICKLE,'
LONDON.

THE

Monk Engineering Co.,
LTD.

High Street, Coventry.

WE ARE MAKERS OF AEROPLANE

ENGINES AND COMPONENTS AND

WE DO HIGH CLASS MACHINING

FOR EXPERIMENTAL AND PRO-

DUCTION WORK.

OUR EXPERIENCE IN FINE

MACHINING IS UNIQUE AND OUR

PLANT UP-TO-DATE.

MAY WE HAVE YOUR ENQUIRIES?

KINDLY MENTION "THE AEROPLANE" WHEN CORRESPONDING WITH ADVERTISERS.
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Stories wit
There is a highly esteemed legend which tells tis

tliat the Great Napoleon held that almost the greatest

of all milibiry virtues is that quality which he called
three-o'clock-in-the-morniug courage. Probably every
other general, from Joshua to Joffre, has expressed
more or less the same opinion. I set Joshua down as

the first of the great generals because he is about the
first who is recorded to have made war on properly
scientific principles. His highly efficient spy system,
and his custom of knocking down walls regardless of

civilian life and property, showed a thorough military
sense and an estimable lack of foolish sentiment.
However, there is one cpiality which does not

seem to have been valued for military purposes as

highly as it deserves, though it is the one in whicli

aviators in particular excel, and have the most oppor-
tunity of practising—that is, dayl)reak humour. But
it is apt to be a grim humour, as in the case of my
j'oung friend George, who always wishes in the early

morning" that he had died in the night.

There is an example of daybreak humour at present
circulating around the Royal Flying Corps, which it

is my duty to make known, because it contains half

a dozen excellent moral lessons rolled into one, and
the chief aim and object of this paper is, in the
language of the famous showman, to " attend to the
morals of this 'ere establishment."

A Case in Point.

The incident took place at about 5 a.m. some months
ago, somewhere in France. A iliglit-commander,
R.F.C., whom we may call Macmichael, because there-

is no one of that name in the Corps, and a flying-

officer, whom, for a similar reason, we may call Badger,
shared a billet, and were about to turn out for the usual
daih' routine of flopping round over a bad imitation
of the Bhick Country between Birmingham and
^^'olverhampton, and signalling to our guns whether
they had adequately destroj^ed the chimney of the local

refuse destructor or some other salient feature of the

landscape which might be used as a German fire-control

station. It was dark, and it was very cold, and neither

was conversationally inclined.

Sumptuary Laws.

Badger was having breakfast, and Macmichael was
finishing dressing—for the R.F.C. insists upon neat-

ness of dress as much on active service as at home,
hence the order issued to a certain squadron in the
wettest of the wet weather that " gum-boots " were
not to be worn at the aerodrome, on account of their

unsoldierly appearance, and that " slacks " are not

to be worn before 2 p.m. These little sumptuary laws
do not appear designed to defeat the Germans, but
rather to maintain the self-respect of the Corps, and
to give the enemy a proper regard for the soldierliness

of any of the R.F.C. with whom they may meet. For
example, what opinion would a smart, eflicient German
aviator form of the R.F.C. if he, flying one of the new
big German gun-carriers in the early morning, chased
and captured a B.E. 2C. containing an observer in gum-
boots and a pilot in slacks ? And if the situation were
reversed, and if the German were captured instead, he
would doubtless die of mortification of spirit at having
surrendered to such a motley crew. Personally I am

ti Morals.
for smartness in the field, and, besides, dirty clothes
and boots and irregular equipment weigh so much,
more, which is always a eonsidercitiou in an aeroplane,
especially if underpowered..

The Staff .\ppears.

I^owever, I appear to be wandering from the point.

Badger, as I remarked, was having breakfast, when
there came a loiul hammering on the window. Why
tlie window was cliosen instead of the door still puzzles
the hero of the story. Then the window was thrown
up from tlie outside and the brass-bound head and
red-tabbed collar of a j^outhful and excited staff officer

appeared. In answer to Badger's inquiring expression
— his heart and mouth being too full for words—the
l)rass-hat panted : "The (icrmans are shelling Divi-
sion headquarters, and the general says you are to

send up an aeroplane at once."
Now 5 a.m. on a dark and cold nujrning is no time

to issue futile and indefinite orders to a flying officer

wl'o lias seen much service, and probabh^ knows from
his habituallj' panoramic view of the war what small
and no-account things divisional headquarters are in

tlie estcc n of everyone except the red-tabbed inhabit-

ants thereof, and somehow someone somewhere had
forgotten to tell the booted and S]nirred and muddled
]\Iercury what the dear old general expected the aero-

plane to do when it was sent up.
vStill, such details did not trouble the undefeated

Badger, wlio, with his mouth full of bacon and egg,
shouted tow ards the back of the billet, " Mac-
mi-i-i-chael ! " A slightlv peevish- voice from the
sleeping department demanded to know what Was the

cause of excitement. To which the Badger replied :

" There's someone lierc wlio wants j'ou ' to ' stop' the
war I " - . .

The IMorals Thereof.
"

j\Iorals : - (<?) freneral ofticers slioulil 1ia\ e a

working knowledge of the limitations of the
weapons at their disposal. (/'] vStaff officers

should lie careful to obtain and transmit sjjecific

instructions. (c) A bright and cheerful early-

morning countenance is a much-to-be-desired posses-
sion, {d) It is a mistake to be an aviator if one di.s-

likes early rising, (e) A single arm of the Service
cannot stop the war—proper correlation of eft'ort is

desirable. (/) It is rude to speak with j'our mouth
full. (ff) A soft answer turiieth away work. (/()

vSeveral others which ma\^ occur to the intelligent

reader.
Those Red Tabs.

Writing of vStafE officers, these appear to be of two
kinds—those who are on the Staft" because they are
needed to run the Army, and those who are on the
vStaff because they are unfit to run a Ford. The latter

kind are generally relatives of vSomeone else— with a

capital S—and are put onto vStafl: jobs after they nieta-

phoricalh' " piled their ships " at something of a

simpler kind.
The ideal Staff officer is born nd not made, and the

R.F.C. has been exceptionall}'' luckv on its own Staff,

but there are others for whom vStalf jobs have become
a kind oi rcfup;lum .pec-ccito-rum

.

There is a humorous story going round of an officer
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who has held many staff appointments of one kind
and another, and had views of his own on the capa-
bilities of mechanical transport vehicles. It is said

that on one occasion he desired to move a certain

wagon, pertaining to the R.F.C., and containing equip-
ment of some immediate importance, from a position

where it was exposed to the eagle eyes of German
aviators to a sheltered spot in a liollow where it would
be protected from wind, weather, and view.
There were, one gathers, two ways into the said

hollow, one by a circuitous but safe road, and the other
by a precipitous descent down which a man used to

the handling of toboggans might with luck reach the

bottom undamaged on a vehicle designed for the pur-

pose—but it was not engineered for wagons of any
kind. Even an Army "caterpillar" might have
jibbed at the descent.

A Slight Argument.

The simple-minded transport officer estimated the

time necessary to reach the desired position round by
the road as being something over half an hour, whereas
the officer with an active brain estimated that with the
aid of a dozen men and a drag-rope the wagon could
be got down the precipice in ten minutes. The dis-

cussion produced an argument, and the argument pro-

duced a wager, and the advocate of rapid transporta-
tion, being the senior officer, had his way. The
ground being rough, it took eight minxites out of the
ten to get the wagon to the brink of the descent. The
first few yards over the edge took another minute, and
tlien something went wrong, and the remaining hun-
dred feet or so took about five seconds, the wagon
landing upside down, minus wheels and most of its

contents. Whatever remained inside the wagon was
scjuashed somewhat out of shape—and, curiously
enough, no one was killed.

History does not tell us whether an agreement was
reached as to who won the bet, but the wagon cer-

taiulv reached the bottom of the hollow within the
specified time—and that section of the R.F.C. was
short of certain equipment for a period rather longer
than that which would have been if the wagon had
gone round by the road.

Runiour has it that when someone higher up in-

vestigated the matter it was decided that such
ingenuity was wasted on ordinary squadron duties,

rind thai so ; ctive a brain was better fitted for the
vStaff. And the more simple minds are discus.sing

whether this smart officer did not deserve the D.S.O.
E-xperiments have to be tried, even during war-time,

andj if the Wagon had got to the bottom unharmed,
quite a lot might conceivably have been learned about
lateral stability and longitudinal control, and so the
efflciencv of the R.F.C. might have been raised to a

still higher level. And. after all, the vStafT are really

the chief authority on efficiency.

The moral is :—A slip at the wrong time costs nine
times as much as it need. Also, " Softly, softly

catchee monkey "—if not D.S.O.'s.

Things They Do Better.

There is an old saying to the effect that "there are
some things they do better in France," and the truth
of the said saj-ing has been rubbed in pretty hard in

this war. For instance, there is the little matter of

conscription, by which France has not only been able

to raise an enormous army in a remarkably short
time, but has been able to deal effectively with lazy
workmen by the simple process of mobilising them.
.Mso, there is the seriousness with which everyone in
France regards the war, in contrast with the careless-

ness or apathy of a great many people in this country.
As between the men in the fighting line there seems

to be nothing to choose. M. Bonhomme, now become
M. Poilu, is as cheerful in adversity, as brave in at-

tack, and as tenacious in defence, as is Mr. Atkins, M.
Bonhomme is, perhaps, more purely patriotic, and not
so much of a scrapper for scrapping's sake as Mr.

Atkins, but his staying power is about the same, and
for this staying power he may thank the vogue for

"athletisme," which has over-run France in the past
twenty-five years.

Incidentally, it is of interest to note that this vogue
arose from the popularising of cycle racing—a sport
which never appealed to any great extent to the better
class people in this country. Long-distance cycling is

really one of the finest games in the world, and the
admirable combination of muscle and will-power re-

quired to "stick it" for a hundred miles or more on the
road appealed to the French imagination, whereas to

most Englishmen it merely seemed a silly way in
which grocers' assistants and such low-down folk chose
to become very tired and dirty.

The French took to the game before the English, but
about 1890 or so certain British athletes, notable among
whom were Mr. S. F. Edge, whose name is not un-
known to motorists ; Mr. Frank Shorland, also of some
note in the motor industry ; Mr. Montague Holbein,
later a famous swimmer, and Mr. G. P. Mills, now an
automobile engineer of some eminence, went over to
P'rance at intervals, and because of their systematic
training beat the French handsomely in the big races
from Bordeaux to Paris, and in other long-distance
events.

Thereafter, the active French brain saw the advan-
tage of training for "staying-power," and in a few
years the French stayers, as well as their sprinters,

beat the world, and long-distance cycling became prac-
tically the French national sport, as anyone knows who
has driven along any French main road on a vSunday
in the summer.

It is to such training that the staying-power of the
young French soldier is due, so one might almost claim
that Messrs. Edge, Mills, Holbein, Shorland and Co.
are primarily responsible for the resistance the French
infantry are putting up.

Things They Do Not Do Better.

There are, however, some things which they do not
do better, or even as well, in France, thanks to bour-
geois political dishonesty. For example, there was
the matter of the armament of certain forts, which sur-
rendered at once to the German advance, not because
the men gave in, but because the forts simply could
not hit back at the German guns. Which was why
something like 30,000 French Territorials had to sur-
render at Maubouge without firing a shot.

Also, there was the rottenness of the French "Avia-
tion Militaire" at the beginning of the war, thanks to
its being full of men who joined for the extra pay, or
for the "reclame," and not because they liked flying.

Some months before the war a naval officer, who had
visited a big French port, told me of the low estima-
tion in which the French Navy held the "Aviation
Militaire." According to the French Naval officers the
local Centre d'Aviation was run by an Army officer

who was practically the owner of a big motor garage
in the town. All the petrol for his "cscadrille" was
bought from his garage, and most of it was simply
poured out on the ground, the amount bought—and
wasted—representing on paper so mitch petrol con-
sumed in the engines of his aeroplanes, and thus
accounting for so many hours' flying at so many gal-
lons per hour, which were booked up accordingly in
his official reports.

This was not an isolated case of "graft," and it was
only natural that where such things were possible the
general standard should be low, so that, as has been said
in this paper before now, thoiigh there were plenty of
machines and pilots on paper, many of the machines
were unfit to fly, and the pilots were a poor lot. Of
course, there were many honourable exceptions, such
as the various escadrilles which did such good work in
Morocco, and in sundry tours round France, but the
generally bad state of French military aviation
accounts for the enormous percentage of losses.
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The personal ascendancy 0/ our airmen (vide General French's

report) is only nude possible by the superiority of our machines.

Of all the British Machines there is

NOTHING BETTER
THAN THE

AVRO
A. V. ROE & CO., LTD.,

Gj.itractors to thj Al.niralty, Wir O.fio;, aiJ Foreign G jveraraent« "!

Clifton Street, Miles Platting

MANCHESTER.
Telegrarrs— "Triplane, Manchester." Telephone: 337 Failswnrth
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When General Hirschauer was again appointed to
the control of the "Aviation Militaire" a wholesale
clearing out took place, and the French aviators have
done far better than in the early part of the war, but
even now there is room for improvement.

That Zeppelin Raid.
The other day, when the "Zeppelin Raid" on Paris

took place, we were told that the fleeing airships were
pursued by aeroplanes but escaped in the fog, and that
the "Escadrille de Paris" had thoroughly vindicated
its existence. Those who were in Paris at the time,
and who are closely in touch with aviation, have a very
dift'erent tale to tell.

According to them, the two "Zeppelins'' were a
Zeppelin and a Pa rseval—at any rate, there was a big
ship and a little one—and they remained plaving abou't
over Paris for an hour without being hurt. A'pparently,
the anti-aircraft guns were not arranged to protect the
very important districts engaged in manufacturing
munitions of war, but merely to cover the "ofiiciar'
districts, round the Place de la Concorde, and so forth,
which, from a military point of view, are of far less
importance. It was merely bad bomb-dropping which
prevented serious damage from being done, not any-
thing in the way of defensive-offensive measures.
When the "Zeppelins" had got rid of all their bombs

they went calmly home, unmolested. And when they
had been gone for an hour and a half, the "Escadrille
de Paris" apparently woke up, and said : "Where are
they? Lead us to them !" or words to that effect.

One hears that the pilots who were supposed to be
on duty that night were actually sleeping in Paris, and
although the aerodrome at which the escadrille is

stationed had had warning an hour and a half before
that the airships had passed Compiegne, and although
the fire-brigade had warned Paris to put out its lights,
none of the pilots turned out their machines till the
Zeppelins hacl gone.
That is to say there was an hour and a half between

the warning and the arrival of the airships, an hour
while they were over Paris, and an hour and a half
after they left, before the first aeroplane turned oiit, or
four hours in all during which nothing was done. And
when two or three aeroplanes did go out they merely
circumnavigated the aerodrome at a safe altitude and
landed, reporting that it was too foggy to proceed.

Actually, when the airships were overhead it was a

gorgeoush^ clear night, without a cloud anywhere, and
the so-called fog was the mist of dawn, for which the
pilots apparently purposely waited.

The Joke of Paris.

In fact, the "Escadrille de Paris" is a huge joke to

the really honest, hard-working first-line aviators. It

is commanded by a M. Girod (now Commandant—or
Major) normally Deputy for a place called Doubs. M.
Girod is, doubtless, an honest "bourgeois-gentil-
homme," and he has done much talking about aviation

More Airship Dreams.
The following remarks in "The Observer" by "C. the

frequently excellent "locum tenens" for Mr. C. C. Turner, may
entertain readers who have read Mr. MacMechan's effusions

in the .American Press :

—

It is difficult to "place" Mr. Tiiomas R. MacMechan.
Earlv in the war he tried to impress the world with his accounts

of the big fieet of German airships that were leady to invade

England and France. Now he asserts in the .'\merican Press

that this country is building small rigid riirships for defence

against Zeppelins. He says these ships—there are to be five

—

are to cost ;£,'20,ooo each. Thev are to have one torpedo-gun

filing a projectile i,6oo feet point blank, and are to be manned
by a crew of eight and equipped with wireless. They will be 230
iff-i long and 28 feet in diameter, and will be driven by two
engines aggregating about 200 h.p. They will carry a terj

hours' load of fuel. The gas-container will be in fourteen com-

partments, and will be encased in wood.

Unfortunatelv, the calculation exhibits ignorance of aero-

in the past—but he cannot have any sense of humour,
or he would never represent a place with a name like

Doubs, suggestive only of a lump of mud. M. Girod
seems, in fact, a kind of French edition of Colonel
(temp. Brig.-Gen.) Seel}', who had sufficient mental
activity to see some years ago that aviation had a big
future, and resolved to identify himself with it, but
had not the mental power to develop himself along
with the developments of aviation.

M. Girod doubtless commands his precious escadrille

to the best of his mediocre ability, but the poor man
cannot be expected to sleep in his aeroplane and see

that the " pilot of the night " is always on the alert

at the first alarm. Therefore, one can scarcely hold
him personally responsible for the fact that his

escadrille seems to be composed chiefly of " em-
buscjues "—or gentlemen who have "ambuscaded"
themselves for fear of active service—who have
slacked in Paris ever since war began.

It is true that Lieutenant-Aviator Roland Garros
once joined this escadrille—for a rest, after a spell of

hard service at the front—but he left it in disgust a

few days before the Zeppelin raid, and has since dis-

tinguished himself elsewhere.
The comic aspect of the "Escadrille de Paris" may

be judged by the fact that one of the pilots went up to

fight Zeppelins on a single-seater scout, armed -only

with a revolver, and without bombs. The official ex-

cuse for the delay in starting was apparently that they
were waiting for orders from the Governor of Paris

—

who, good man, was probably in bed and asleep.
A Lesson All Round.

Apparently, the military people in France are be-

ginning to distinguish between the aviators of the front

and the aviators of the rear, but it would be a good
thing if all this humbug and graft could be wiped out
by exposure in the French press. It is even worse in

its effect than British stupidity and indifference, for

a "fumiste"—or "hot-air merchant," as a friend of

mine neatly translates the expressive French word

—

does more harm than a mere blockhead, just as well-

meaning fools do more harm than clever knaves—espe-

cially if the knave is clever enough to know that

honesty is the best policj% apart from an}^ question of

morality.
Anyhow, the story of the "Escadrille de Paris" is not

without its usefulness, and it should show our people
on this side what to guard against, in the way of lack

of readiness for immediate action, though happily our
\-arious guard squadrons are free of "fumistes" and
" embuscpies," being composed chiefly of officers who
are swearing even worse than the Army in Flanders
because they are not in Flanders themselves, and they
are only likely to get into trouble through being too

anxious to distinguish themselves.
Still, this little story also has its moral for those who

care to search for it.—C. G. G.

nautics. An airship of the dimensions stated would have a

capacitv of not more than 120,000 feet and a lift of about

8.000 lbs.—certainly less than 4 tons. But less us say a lift of

4 tons. Now, the airship itself, minus engines, would weig'h

3 tons ; an airship on the rigid principle even of this small

size could not be built lighter. It is not without reason that

the smallest airship Count Zeppelin built was over 400 feet

long, and that one weighed g tons. Well, now, let us put in

the indispensable load, and see where it leads to

—

Weight.

.Mrship—3 tons—about 6,600 lbs.

Engines ,, 1,200 lbs.

Crew of eight ... , 1,200 lbs.

9,000 lbs.

and nothing left for fuel and. oil, gun, ammunition, wireless

and accessories ! What is the object of stating that airships

with these impossible characteristics are being built?

C. W.
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Naval and Military Aeronautics.
GREAT BRITAIN.

From the "London Gazette/' March 30th, 1915.

Admirai.iy, March 27TH.
ROYAL NAVAL AIR SER\-ICE.—Proby. flight sub-lieuts.

confirmed in ranlc of fliglit sub-lieut. : G. E. Livock. October
27th. W. S. Newton-Clare. October 30th. \V. G. Moore.
November 16th. C. B. Dalison. November 6th. T. V, Lister.

November 20th. P. Legh. November 30tli.

Acting flight lieuts. confirm^id in rarilc ol flight lieut. : J, R.
W. S. Pigott. July 1st. C. M. Murphy. .November 20th.

.A.cting Flight Comm. F. K. McClean confirmed in rank of

flight comm. Februarv 2nd.

War Or"=-ic:-., March 30TH.
REGULAR FORCES.—Establishments.—Rov.AL Flying

Corps.—Military Wing.—Equipment Officers—Sec. Lieut. A.

Muggins, S.R., and ttmp. capt. February 16th. ISLarch i :

And temp, capts.—Lieut. L. S. Metford, S.R., Qmr. and Hon.
Lieut. F. H. Kirby, VC, Qmr. and Hon. Lieut. A. Fletcher.

March 8: Capt. D. G. Conner, R.A., Capt. G. B. Hvnes, R.A.,
Capt. A. Christie, R.A., Capt. K. P. Atkinson, R.A., Lieut.

R. H. Verney, .A.S.C., and temp, capt., Capt. B. E. Smythies,
R.E. Lieut. H. C. Barber, S.R., and temp. capt. March i8th.

.'Assist. Equipment Officers. January i6th : Lieut. J. T. C.
Moore-Brabazon, S.R. ; Sec. Lieut, tlie Hon. E. Stonor,
S.R. ; Sec. Lieut. G. C. R. Mumby, S.R. ; Sec. Lieut. N. Gold-
smith, R.A. ; Sec. Lieut. S. C. Callaghan, S.R. Sec. Lieut.

L. M. Wells Bladen, S.R. January 19th. Temp. Lieut. A. C.
S. Couldwell, 15th H.L.L, and removed to General List, New
Armies. February i. Sec, Lieut. T. V. Smith, S.R. Februarv
2nd. Sec. Lieut. R. B. Bourdillon, S.R. February 13th.

March ist : Qmr. and Hon. Lieut. W. J. D. Pryce, Qmr. and
Hon. Lieut. J. Ramsay, Q.mr. and Hon. Lieut. J. Starling,

Qmr. and Hon. Lieut. .\. Levick, Qmr. and Hon. Lieut. .A. H.
Measures, Qmr. and Hon. Lieut. F. H. Unwin, Qmr. and Hon.
Lieut. J. H. Wilford, Qmr. and Hon. Lieut. W. R. Bruce, Sec.

Lieut. R. Orme, S.R., Sec. Lieut. F. Jolly, S.R. March loth :

Lieut. A. M. C. Scott, 21st London Mst Surrey R."), T.F., Sec.

Lieut. J. E. Storey, S.R.
* * *

From the "^London Gazette," April 2nd, 1915.

Admiralty, March 30T11.

ROYAL NAX'AL ATR SER^^ICE.—Granted temporary com-
mission as flight lieut. : J. Dunville, March 30th.

^^ AR Office, .April 2nd.
REGUL.AR FORCES.

—

Establishmrnts.—Royal Flying
Corps.—Military Winc;.—Assist. Equipment Officers : Sec.

Lieut. H. E. Chanev, Lanes. F. Februarv 15th. Sec. Lieut.

G. C. Gold, S.R. March 21st.

NAVAL.
The following appointments were announced at the .Admiralty

on March 31st :

—

Royal Naval Air Serx'ici:.—Mr. C. H. Meares granted
a temp>orary commission as lieut. comm., R.N.V.R.,
and appointed to the "President," additional, for R.N.A.S.,
to date March 30th.

The undermentioned have been granted temporary commi^.-

sions as lieut., R.N.V.R., and appointed to the "President,"
additional, for R.N..A.S., to dale as stated; F. A. Bumpus,
March 1st; F. H. M. Savile, C. Suckling, -H. Dodd, H. W.
Trefusis, P. Carton, P. L. R. Eraser, A. G. Innes, B. H. N. H.
Hamilton, G. McAlpine, E. R. Peal, J. W. Collinson, J. S. E.

Townsend, and R. J. P. Briggs, to date March 30th.

Sub-Lieut. W. S. Galpin promoted to the rank of lieut., witli

seniority March 30th.

Mr. John Dunville granted a temporary commission as fliglif

lieut., and appointed to the " Presidf nt, " .additional, for

R.N.A.S., to date March 30th.

Mr. J. P. Coleman entered as prolial ionarv flight suli-licut.,

and appointed to thp "President," for R.N.A.S., to date Manh
19th.

TemfKjrary Suli-Lieut., R.N.V.R., K. C. Cb' uor transferred

to R.N.A.S. as probationary flight suli-Iieut., .and reappointed

to the "President," additional, for R.N..A.S., to date INLarch

30th.

Mr. E. S. C. N. de Grey promoted to the rank of temporary
su'b-lieut., R.N.V.R., and appointed to the "President," for

R.N..A.S., to date March 29th. [.An ob\ ious mistake.—Ed.]
7,- * *

The following appointments were announced at the Admiralty
on .April 1st :

—

Royal Naval Air Service.—P. L. R. Eraser granted tem-

porary commission as Lieutenant R.N.V.R., and appointed to

"President," additional, for R.N. .Air Service, _to date March
30th.

Chief Petty Officers E. S. Cripps and N. de Grey both pro-

moted to temporary sub-lieutenants, R.N.V.R., and appointed

to "President," additional, for R.N. .Air Service, to date March'

29th.
* * *

I'he following appointments were announced at the Admiralty

on .April 3rd :

—

Royal Naval Air Service.—Temporary Lieuts. : F. Charles

and H. C. Sinclair promoted to the rank of temporary lieut.

-

coms. R.N.V.R., with seniority, March 31st.

Messrs. C. J. Galpin and W. Tesh entered as probationary

flight sub-lieuts. and appointed to the "President," additional,

for R.N.A.S., to date March 30th.

Chief Petty OiTicers : T. R. Grey, J. H, Lee, and B. J.

'J'urner granted temporary commissions as sub-lieuts. R.N.V.R.,
and ap[K)inted to the "President," additional, to date March
31st.

»

'Hie .Secretary of the .Admiralty made the following announce-
ment on .April ist:

—

The following report has been ,recei\ed from Wing Com.
.A. AL Longmore, R.N. :

—

I have to report that this morning Flight Sub-Lieut. Frank
G. .Andreae carried out a successful air attack on the German
submarines which are being constructed at Hoboken, near

Antwerp, dropping four bombs. Also Flight Lieut. John
- P. Wilson, whilst reconnoitring over Zeebrugge', observed

two submarines lying alongside the Mole, and attacked

ihem, dropping four bombs with, it is believed, successful

results. These officers started in the moonlight this morn-
ing. Both pilots returned safely.

# * ' »

Vacancies exist for men in different branches of the Royal

Naval Air Service. On the completion of a short course of

training opportunities will occur in manv cases for proceeding

on active service.

Selected candidates, who must be from iq to 35 years old

and able to pass the ustial naval medical test?, will be graded
according to suitable ability, and previous experience, from the

rank of air mechanic, second class, up to the rank of petty

officer, with pay varying from 4s. to 6s. per day, and separation

allowances on the new increased scale.

Men with experience of a suitable trade -hould hax'e no

diiificulty in obtaining the rate of .A.ALi at 4s. per day. Per-

sonal application should be made to the nearest Royal Naval
recruiting oftlce, or to the Royal Naval .Air .Service recruiting

office at the Ivondon .Aerodrome, Hendon, N.W.
« * «

Mr. F. W. Riggall, ox-Mayor of Grimsby, received notifica-

tion on A'larch 31st from ihe .Secretary of the Admiralty that his

son, Flight I..ieut. E. Gordon Riggall, of the Royal Na\'al .Air

Service, has been killed in action. Lieut. Riggall took part

in the raid on Ostend on February 16th, and was reported

missing. Inquiries and information given bv flying officers no\v

British prisoners have satisfied the authorities that he was shot

down and killed while returning from this exploit. *f

Lieut. Riggall was the first Grimsby youth to secure a pilot's

certificate and a commission in the R.N..A.S. He had recently

been commended for a reconnaissance over the Belgian littoral

made during a storm in January last and for a flight over Zee-

brugge op February 12th, when bombs were dropped which

damaged the Geman submarine works and power house. Lieut.

Rigtjall was well known and highly popular in GrimsViy, and

mucli sympathy is expressed with Mr. and Mrs. Rig;;,iil
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Lieut. John Danville, R.N., whose appointment to a tem-
porary commission is notified, is famous as a balloonist and as
one of the earliest members of the Royal Aero Club, of which
he has been a member of Committee practically since the for-

mation of the Club. At various balloon competitions he has
been a successful and skilful competitor, and has supported thr

Club's funds generously on all occasions, besides presenting a

valuable cup for a balloon competition. Mrs. Dunville is also a
keen balloonist. At the aviation meetings promoted by the

R.Ae.C. Mr. Dunville has been a valuable and hard-working
official, whose tact and good nature has smoothed over many
difficulties.

His long experience of ballooning is now being turned to good
account for the instruction of young officers of the Naval .Air-

ship Section in the elements of their profession.

MILITARY.
The following passage in the descriptive account which has

been communicated by an Eye-Witness present with General
Headquarters continuing and supplementing the narrative pub-

lished on March 28th, relates to aircraft :

—

March 30th.

Of incidents the following are alone worthy of record :

On Friday (the 26th) five bombs were dropped on Essar^

from a German aeroplane, one man being wounded. Satur-

day, the 27th, was also marked by activity of the enemy's
aviators, who dropped bombs on Sailly, killing two men. A
Zeppelin was seen at night heading north-eastwards. On
Sunday, the 28th, Ixjmbs Irom German aeroplanes were
dropped near Estaires and Hazebrouck, with but small results

in each case.
* * *

The following passage in the descriptive account which has

been communicated by an Eye-Witness present with General
Headquarters, continuing and supplementing the narrative pub-

lished on the 31st ult., deals with aircraft :

—

April 2nd.

The last three days of March passed quietly. On Mon-
day, the 29th, there was an exchange of shell fire round

Ypres. During the night several hostile aeroplanes fiew

over our lines. Bombs were dropped on Bailleul and near

Estaires and Merviile, without, however, doing any damage.
On Tuesday some bombs were dropped near Bethune, but

no casualties were caused.
* * *

The following appeared in the Obituary Columns on March
30th :—

MuLLiNS.—On March 29th, at the Royal Flying School, Up-

avon, as the result of an aeroplane accident. Sec. Lieut. John

Ollis Mullins (6th Middlesex Regt.), youngest son of the late

E. Roscoe Mullins, sculptor, aged twenty-three.

Mr. Mullins was born in London on .March 5th. 1892, ,ind

took his certificate, No. 11 15, on a Maurice Farnian at the

R.F.C. School at Shoreham on March 13th, 1915.

A verdict of "Accidental Death" was returned at the inquest

at Tidworth on March 31st on the body of the deceased officer

who died in Tidworth Hospital on Monday,
Captain Brock, of the Royal Flying Corp*:, said that Lieut.

Mullins and an instructor, Flight Sub-Lieutenant Perry, R.N.,

were about too feet up in a Maurice Farman when he saw it

sideslip and fall to the ground. Sub-Lieutenant Perrv, who was
seriously injured, was still imconscious at the time of the in-

quest.

The Casualty Lists issued on March 30th included the

following :

—

WOUN'DED.
Conran, Capt. E. L., 21st Lancers and Roy d Flving Corps.

Mansfield, Capt. H. M. L., Roval Field Artillery and Royal

Flving Corps.
* * *

Captain Conran was mentioned in dispatches for gallantry in

the early part of the war and was promoted from Flying Officer

t.> Flight Commander and Temporary Captain. He was, in

addition, given a commission in the 21st Lancers from the

Westminster Dragoons (Yeomanry) and appointed to the Di'^-

tinguished Service Order. He was also awarded the Cross of

the Legion of Honour.

He was very largely responsible for discovering the sudden
movement of large German lorces which nearly overwhelmed
the British Expeditionary Force near Mons in its first week of

active service.
* * ..

The following appeared in the Casualty List which was pub-

lished on April 2nd :

—

PnEviousLv Reported Missing, now Reported Prisoners
OF War.

.Sec. Lieut. M. R. Chidson, Royal Garrison Artillery and
Royal Flying Corps.

Sec. Lieut. T. E. H. Davies, King's Royal Rifle Corps and
Royal Flying Corps.

Lieut. G. N. Humphreys, Royal Flying Corps.

Lieut. G. W. Mapplebeck, King's (Liverpool Regiment) and
Royal Flying Corps.

.Sec. Lieut. D. C. W. Sanders, Roy.d Field Artillery and
Royal Flying Corps.

*

The following appeared in the Casualty List issued on

.April 3rd :
—

WOU.NDED.
Lieut. C. H. Stringer, 5th (Royal Irish) Lancers and Royal

Flying Corps.

.Accidentally Killed.

Royal Flying Corps.— ist Class Air Mechanic W. Barker,

534; Corpl. A. Bbwyer, 582; 1st Class Air Mechanic G. Cook,

589; Fit. Sergt. J. Costigan, 194; 2nd Class Air Mechanic A.

Cuff, 1192 ; ist Class Air Mechanic A. Morgan, 872 ; ist Class

Air Medianic S. Tugwell, 1934.
* « •

Further reports confirm the statement that the late Captain

Cholmondeley, who was officially reported as "Killed," and not

as "Accidentally Killed," did in fact come by his death through

the e.'cplosion of a bomb which was being loaded into his

machine, which apparently detonated a number of others, for it

is also stated that the mechanics at work on the machine at

the same time were killed also.

Tlie names of a Flight-Sergeant, a Corporal and five Air

Mechanics are officially given as feeing "Accidentally Killed,"

in a list published on .April 3rd and dated March i8th, so that

these men are apparently the victims of the same accident, which

occurred on or about March 12th. One hopes that their rela-

tives, to whom one offers sincere condolences, have not been

kept waiting over a fortnight for the news.

It is reported also that two A.S.C. men, who were simply

watching the loading of the bombs into the machines, were

killed at the same time.
* * *

Many people will be pleased to hear that news has been re-

ceived of the safety (as prisoners) of four officers reported miss-

ing. Shortly after the capture of two of them a German
aviator courteously dropped letters written by them into

a British landing ground, stating that they were unwounded.
Later on a letter of thanks was dropped into a German ground
by a British aviator, assuring the German Aviation Corps that

the R.F.C. would be pleased to reciprocate their courtesy as

often as possible.

From private correspondence it appears that Lieut. G. N.

Humphreys, R.F.C, was with his squadron on March 20th,

and therefore one may assume that he and Lieut. Davies were
captured on the 21st. From this one may gather that the

other officers reported as inissing and prisoners of war were-

brought down at the earlier dates mentioned in the German
communiques.

It is stated by a friend unconnected with the R.F.C. that

one of the "prisoners" has returned to London, so it may be

assumed that he escaped through the German lines.

* *

Regular readers of The Aeroplane may have noticed that

the authorities have been a trifle more prompt in puhli<4iing-

R.F.C. casualties since this paper pointed out that the, German
Headquarters communiqu(5 antedated our official public notifica-

tions of R.F.C. losses by anything over a week. It would be

presumptuous to assume that the complaint and the improve-

ment are actually cause and effect, but they certainly make an

interesting coincidence.
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FRANCE.
The afternoon communique of March 30th says :

—

Yesterday was calm along the front as a whole. A Ger-
man aeroplane dropped bombs on Reims. Two persons were
wounded. One projectile fell on the apse of the Cathedral.

The French official communique of March 31st says :
—

Our aviators in the course of flights at night on the 30th

dropped twenty-four bombs on stations and enemy bivouacs

in the Woevre, in Champagne, in the Soissons district, and
in Belgium. In the daytime on the 31st the maritime station

of Bruges and the aviation camp of Gits were successfully

bombarded.

The French communique of the afternoon of April ist says :

—

The Belgian aviators on the night of the 30th bombarded
the aviation camp of Handzaeme and railway junction of

Cortemarck.

The night communique says :
—

To the south of Dixmude Aviator-Lieut. Garros brought
down an Aviatik aeroplane by machine-gun fire.

In the region of the Aisne another German aviator was
brought to the ground bv the French aviator Navarre.

The French official communique, issued on the night of

April 2nd, says :

—

At 7 a.m., to the east of Soissons, a German aviator was
shot down in our lines. This is the third in 24 hours.

A flving squadron has dropped 33 shells on the barracks,

the hangars, and the railway station of Vigneulles, in the

Woevre. The greater number of the projectiles fell on their

objectives. Our aviators were subjected to heavy fire, and
at close range, and three of them returned with large holes

in their wings, whilst others received bullets and shrapnel

in their fabric. None of the aviators was hit, and all the
'

machines returned without mishap.

The communique issued on ihe afternoon of April 2nd states :

French and Belgian aeroplanes dropped about thirty bombs
on the aviation camp of Handzaeme.

The French official communique, issued on the afternoon of

April 3rd, stated':

—

The German aeroplane which was brought down yester-

dav morning had just dropped bombs on Reims. The
machine caught fire on touching the ground, but the two

aviators were unhurt and were taken prisoners

The French official communique of April 5th says :

—
The French military authorities have received precise in-

formation of the result of the bombardment carried out in

Belgium on March 26th by British military aircraft. These

results are as follows : An airship shed at Berghem-Sainte-

Agathe was seriously damaged, as was the airship in the

shed.

.\t Hoboken the Antwerp shipbuilding yard was set on

fire and two submarines were destroyed, while a third was

damaged. Forty German workmen were killed and sixty-

two wounded.

[The reference to "military" aircraft is evidently an error

for "naval," unless R.F.C. pilots went to Berghem while

the naval pilots went to Hoboken.—Ed.]

* «. »

The "Daily Telegraph's" correspondent at Boulog.ie reported

on March 30th that the approach of a Zeppelin was signalled

on Saturday evening (March 27th), but, thanks to the vigilance

of the Allies' aviators, she had to abandon her nocturnal voyage

and returned towards the German lines.

Towards eight o'clock on the morning of the 30th a Taube

flew over Cassel. and dropped six bombs. The overhead wire

and a tramcar were slightly damaged. The aeroplane then

passed over Hazebrouck and Bailleul.

It is reported that the Academy of Sports has decided, on the

suggestion of the Ministry of War. on the advice of General

Joffre, to award its Grand Prix to the Military Aviation Depart-

ment, in recognition of the part it has played in the national

defence.

In view' of what the Department, as such and distinct from

the civilian pilots, has done, the idea is humorous.

* * *

It is reported that a Zeppelin appeared over Bailleul about

2 a.m. on March 31st. It dropped two bombs, which fell in the

fields without doing any harm, and then dis.ippeared in the

direction of .Armentieres.

A Zeppelin was seen during the night of 'he r7th-28th near

the Belgian border. It was pursued and driven off by Allied

aviators.
* * *

A message from Bethune dated March 31st says that a Ger-

man aeroplane was brought down on March 3otih near Po{>er-

inghe by gunfire. The machine was destroyed and the avia-

tors were killed. Another aeroplane flew over Bethune and

threw four bombs, which only did damage to property.

Some Taubes also dropped about fifteen bombs on Mervillc

and Estaires. They injured nobody, but broke some windows.

They were pursued by French aviators.

A genuine "Taube" captured by the French, on view at the Esplanade of the Invalides in Paris.
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GERMANY.
The German official report of March 31st ssiys :

—

Yesterday hostile aviators bombarded Bruges, Ghistelles,

and Courtrai without causing military damage. Near the

hospital of Courtrai one Belgian was killed and another was
wounded.

* « «

A Berlin telegram states that a hostile aviator appeared

above Miilheim (Baden) at 5.30 p.m. on April ist, dropping

bombs and causing materia! damage. At 7 p.m. an aviator

dropped three bombs on Neuenburg (Rhine), causing little

material damage.
* • *

The "Frankfurter Zeitung," April 3rd, states that a hostile

aviator dropped several bombs on Villingen on April 2nd at

4 p.m., and that one bomb fell just behind a passenger train.

Ihe journal adds that the damage done to persons and to

material property has not yet been ascertained.

RUSSIA.

An official conmiunique issued at Pelrognid on March 31st

says :

—

Fog in the region of the Bosphorus on March 29t'h, 30th,

and 31st prevented our warships from continuing the bom-
bardment.

^

In spite of a very sharp fusillade our aviators dropped

bombs from seaplanes.
* *

The following semi-official statement was issued at Petro-

grad on March 31st :

—

"Near Jedwabno (north of the Narew) we lirought down an

enemy aeroplane which fell between the opposing lines of

trenches. The aviators, both the officer and his mechanic,

were taken prisoners.

"During the last few days the German aeroplanes have

shown great activity. Near Ostrolenka, on March 29th, 15

enemy aeroplanes aimed as many as 100 bombs on an isolated

house, which thev probablv thought was the Russian Head-

quarters. Not a single bomb struck the house, of which the

inhabitants are all safe."

BELGIUM.
The "Tyd" states that on Saturday, Marcli 27th, five of the

Allies' aviators made an attack on the aerodrome at Igtegliem,

near Thourout, where many troops are stationed. About 30

soldiers were killed and 60 wounded. The latter were conveyed

t.T Thourout.

.At 5.30 a.m. on the 30th an aviator dropped five bombs on

th^ dock near Bruges, where the German subm.u-ines lie after

their raids. The effect of the bombardment is not known. [Or

is it where the crews "lie" after their raids?—Ed.]
* * *

"Bhe "Niewe Rotterdamsche Courant" learns from Sluis that

on March 30th British avi.ators flew over Zeebrugge, dropping

several bombs. It is not known whether they did any damage.

They were fired upon :i11 along the coast.
* * *

Mr. Philipps of the "Express" reported on March 31st:

—

" The German- n.aval staff at Zeebrugge is showing greater cau-

tion in sending out submarines. They now employ Taubes to

make flights at regular intervals over the North Sea, and on

returning signal their reports to a captive balloon of the Pnr-

seval type at Ramscapelle. [Further explanation of the modus

operandi would be appreciated.— Ed ]

" The .Allies' aeroplanes made an attack on ihe balloon sta-

tion on Mondav, but the enemy succeeded in averting it in time.

" Four German aeroplanes made several flights from the

Ramscapelle observation base and subsequently flew over our

warships. One was brought down, but it is not known wihether

it was by the Allies' shrapnel or through an accident. The pilot

and the observer were both killed and the machine wrecked on

the dunes.

"During the clear and windless weather of yesterday many

opposing aircraft were seen circling abo\e the coast and were

plainly visible from the frontier."
* * *

\ Central Ne\^s .Agcncv .telegram from Amsterdam,' dated

March 30th, was published by the "Daily E.xpress" on March
31st, ostensibly as an item of news:

—

"Aeroplane Base in the Air.—According to dispatches from
Sluis, a German captive balloon shaped like a Zeppelin has been
x'isible from Sluis since early this morning, stationed appar-

ently alongside the canal from Lisseweghe to Oostkerkp.
Several German aeroplanes appear to be using the captive bal-

loon as a kind of base from which they go reconnoitring, and to

which they return at intervals."

[It is improbable that the balloon was a Zeppelin, for airships

of that type are not inflated with hot air.—Ed.]
* * *

The " Handelsblad," Amsterdam, April ist, learns from Sluis

that at 9,30 p.m. on March 31st a heavy bombardment by
British \^•arships was opened upon the north Belgian coast.

.\i 6 a.m. on April ist, British a\'iators reconnoitred the coast

to ascertain the results of the bombardment, which was directed

against Zeebrugge and Ihe aviation camp between Lisseweghe
.and Zeebrugge near the canal.

* *

It was reported from Amsterdam on April 3rd that in the

latest aviation raid over Hoboken by the well-icnown Belgian

aviator, Olieslagers, over thirtv people were killed.

* » «

The "Telegraaf," Amsterdam, .April 4th, learns from Turn-
hout that a British aviator has been forced to land between
Malines and Herenthals, and was captured by the Germans.

Allied aviators reconnoitring over Flanders dropped some
bombs in the direction of .Aalter and Thielt.

* « *

Mr. Charles Peacock, 'an Englishman, of more than military

age, who has been in Antwerp since the beginning of the war,

and has been permitted by the German authorities to leave, has

ariived in London, and has given some particulars of the

British air raid at Hoboken on March 24th. He said he saw
four aeroplanes arrive about 7 a.m. and make the attack. The
aeroplanes were flying at a height of about 1,500 metres, but

they were very much lower when they dropped the bombs on

the shipyard 'at Hoboken. The explosions were very severe.

.Mthough no one is allowed in the vicinity of the shipyard, it

is believed in Antwerp that four submarines which were
ready to be launched were destroj'ed by the British bombs.

.Sixty-eight German soldiers are said to have been killed by

the bombardment.
« * •

The Sluis correspondent of the "Telegraaf," Amsterdam,
April 2nd, learns that the Allied aviators are again displaying

great activity in Flanders. They attacked and damaged the

railway line between Ghent and Dixmude, near Zarren and
Cortemarck.

HOLLAND.
"Renter, via .-\msterdam, reported on March 31st that a

telegram from Constantinople, via Berlin, said :
—

"The Allies' Fleets have resumed the hombardment of the

villages near the outer forts of the Dardanelles. Enemy air-

men are reconnoitring daily."

[Despite its circuitous route the message bears the impress

of truth.—Ed.]
* * *

Mr. Feibelmann of the "Express" reported from Holland on

the 31st as follows :

—

"Reports are published to-night that a number of Zeppelins

have been seen to the north of the island of Vlieland, flying

towards England.

"During the last few days the sky above Holland has been

thick with German airships, aeroplanes, and seaplanes, while

the waters around Holland are sown with a cordon of war-

craft, as is proved by the reports of a number of Dutch trawlers

and fishing smacks which have returned for the Easter holi-

davs.
* * »

The skipper of the steam- trawler "Hibernia," of Ymuiden,
reported that on the 29lh, whilst fishing 54 degrees 16 north

.and 5 degrees 30 east, a German seaplane carrying a crew of
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three and marked No. 79 flew o\er the bhip, and without warn-
ing threw a bomb which fell within 20 yards of the trawler
and exploded, fortunately without doing any damage.
This, the captain added, was not the only evidence of Ger-

man aerial activity in the North Sea, for sonv. time later two
Zeppelins were seen coming from an easterly direction, one
being marked Lg.

AUSTRIA.
According to a message received in Copenhagen from Vienna,

Lieut. Stanger, who was one of the last aviators to leave

Przemysl before its surrender, states that General- Kusmanek
showed him, just before he left, a telegram from the Emperor,
who recommended the general to surrender the fortress.

* * «

.An .Austrian ofl^icer-aviator, telling of the siege of Przemysl, is

reported to have said: "During the siege we lost twelve aero-

planes, and seven pilots and seven officers who accompanied
them as observers were shot down. V\'e do not know if they

were killed or taken prisoners. In the last hours only two
machines were available in the fortress. Early in the morning
shrapnel began to fall around us, and we had to leave if we
wanted to save the aeroplanes and oursehes from falling into

the enem\'s hands."
ITALY.

Sub-Lieut. Giuseppe Fezzighini, appan iitiv hv not being able

to cut off the ignition, was killed on March 29th at Mirafiori,

when flying a 50-h.p. Gnome Bl^-riot. The machine came down
piqu6 at full speed.

To judge from the ( ffieial communique the pilot might ha\f
become faint or dazed. He had been flying round the aero-

drome for some time, and was nearly ready to pass for his

hig^her military brevet, having been under instruction at the

"perfection course" for some mon'.hs.
• * * »

Considerable numbers of the F.L.A.T. 6-cvl. loo-h.p. engines

are on order for the Aeronautical Corps. That worthv rotarv

the L.U.C.T. has now become a recognised feature on arniv

aeroplanes, and none too soon.
* * *

A little bird, who usuallv -ings quite in tune, inform'^ me
that after all the Caproni 300-h.p. is not to be added to the

three builds on which the Italian Government seems to be

pinning its faith for the future emergency. So that, while

the Savoia Company are working as hard as ihey can, ar;d lynh

the Bl^riot concessionaires and the Macchi Co. of Parasol and
Nieuport fame are fully occupied, the e.x-Caproni works at

Malpensa are not to be used for anv more constructional work.

Experimenting and building work connected with it will of

course go on there as before. This will be, no doubt, more
congenial to tlie staff than merely reproducing numbers of

machines of a similar tvpe. T. S. H.^rvey.

TURKEY.
It is reported that on or about March 29th the following

communique was issued by the Turkish headquarters :

—"Yes-

terday one of our seaplanes dropped bombs on a British warship

cruising outside the Dardanelles."

The "Daily Express" correspondent at .Athens has recei\'ed

the following details of the incident :

—"One aerop'.me fl' ^

over the ships of the Allies and threw two bombs, which fell in

th ; sea. The machine then flew at a great height oyer Tenedos,

and was out of range of anti-aircraft guns. British aviators

went up in pursuit, and chased the enemv rhrough the air to

the Gallipoli Peninsula, and then returned to their base at Galli-

poli. As a consequence, no doubt, of this aerial reconnaissance

bv the Turks the warships of the .Allies left Tenedos in the

evening, and were joined at sea bv a French squadron.

» »

The Rome correspondent of the "Petit Journal" forwards

an .Athens telegram, stating that the authorities have expelled

all newspaper correspondents from Tenedos. Just before Teav-

ing the journalists witnessed. a fight between two German aero-

planes and four British. The Germans, who were above the

British, threw down bombs which missed, and finally the

enemy aviators were put to flight.

[Renter reports the fight as a "duel."—Ed.]

SERVIA.
It is reported from Bucharest (.April 2ndj that an Austrian

aeroplane having thrown a couple of bombs on the Serbian

village of Glabova, the Serbian batteries at Tekia opened a

vigorous fire on Orsova, destroying a number of buildings.

The Serbian commandant has informed the Austrians that this

will be repeated in the event of any more aeroplanes attack-

ing Glabova.

U.S.A.

From the "New York Times," rhursday, March nth:

—

Washington, March loth.—Two dirigible balloons are to be

bought for the American N'avy. They will not be as large as

Zeppelins, nor will they be of the rigid type. Bids for the

dirigibles will be advertised for within a week. They are to

be bought from the lump sum appropriated by Congress for

naval aeronautics, and are to be used for practice.

Secretary Daniells to-day conferred with Secretary Garrison

and Dr. C. D. Walcott, secretary to the Smithsonian Institu-

tion, on the organisation of the National .Advisory Committee
fo:- .Aeronautics, whioh was ordered to be established by a pro-

vision in the new Naval Appropriation Bill. The committee is

not to exceed 12 members, to be appointed by the President.

From the "N.Y. Times," Wednesday, March 17th:

—

Los .Angeles, Cal., March i6th.—Frank Sittes, an aviator,

while flying here at 5 o'clock this afternoon, ran into an air

pocket, lost control of his machine, and fell 150 ft. to his

death. Sittes was employed by a film company in the making
of a war scene. He was instructed to drop bombs from the

biplane upon fortifications. It was while performing this feat

that the accident happened. Sittes was to gi\e an exhibition

at the dedication of a so-called motion picture City yesterday.

Twice he attempted a flight over the heads of thousands of

spectators, but lost heart, and brought the machine to earth.

Later, he made the flight successfully. He had been circling

gracefully for about 25 minutes this afternoon, when suddenly

the machine turned downwards, and he plunged to earth. He
was hurried to the hospital near by, but was dead before he

reached there. He is survived by a wife and 3 children.

CANADA.
Canada provides very little else but amuse.nent as usual.

From the "Daily Intelligencer," Belleville, Ont. :

—

Aeroplane Visits Worry Kingston. 3 Last Week, and
Another Yesterday. "Sinister End in View."

Kingston, Ont., March i6th.—^During the past 4 days four

aeroplanes have been seen operating in this district. Last
Friday three were seen operating over Lake Rideau, and yester-

day afternoon another one was discovered in the same place

flying towards Kingston. As there are no aeroplanes of the

Militia Department in this vicinity, those which have been

seen flying about here are thought to have some sinister end
in view, either the destruction of propertv or the surveillance

of the troops now in training here for overseas service.

From the Calgary "Daily Herald," Ottawa, March 13th.

—

The Dominion police are at present investigating reports which

have been received from time to time from different points to

the effect that aeroplanes have been seen flying above Cana-
dian territory.

From the "Daily Gleaner" (Fredericton, N.B.)—St. John,
March i6th : Lieut.-Col. Armstrong has received orders to

recruit volunteers for an aviation corps. No details are given

of the plans of the corps.

From the "Daily British W'hig" (Kiqgston, Ont.)—King-
ston, March 17th : Corporal Eugene de Boliac, of the Eaton
Motor Machine Gun Battalion, Toronto, is the first aviator to

respond to the British W'ar Office's call to aviators in Canada
to volunteer for service at the front. He is a Swiss, and has
flown for Bl^riot, De Lesseps, and Curtiss.

INDIA.
From "The Englishman," Calcutta, Weekly Sumrriary :

—

Bombay, February 13th.—Large crowds witnessed an hydro-

plane (sic) flight in the Bombay Harbour last evening. The
machine was fixed up yesterday in the Alexandria Docks, and
was taken out for a trial trip from the Harbour. Another
inachine has also been set up, and will probably be tried this

evening. The machines were brought out from home in parts

bv the mail steamer "Persia."
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The Death of Mr. Mahl.
All oonnected with a\iaLion will learn with deep regret that

Mr. Victor Mahl, the pilot of the Sopwith seaplunes, died at

Southampton on Friday last (April 2nd), after an operation for

appendicitis. He was out liying on the Monday, but did not

feel well. On Tuesday he was better and went laying again,

but was taken seriously ill next morning. He was operated

upon on Thursday and died on Friday. He lea\es a widow
,

to whom all will extend the most sincere sympathy.
Victor Mahl was born on October 28th, 1889, in London,

and took his certificate, No. 784, on a Sopwith tractor biplane

at Brooklands on Ma)- 14th, 11J14. He quickly proved himself

a first-class pilot, taking up several passengers the very day
he passed for his certificate. Thereafter .'-'e became the

regular test pilot of the firm, and has for months past been
busily employed passing Sopwith machines through their tests

for the (jovernment, frequently testing several in a day.

Kis unflagging chcerlulness, ready wit, and keenness in all

he undertook endeared him to all who knew him, and he w ill

be greatly missed by a large number of fri'-nds.

Flying at Hendon.
On Good F"rida_\ took place liie tusl public display since

war began. \\'ind, westorU, blowing up to jo miles per hour

on fhe gauge, and of a nast\
,

gusty description. It was
obviously^unfit for box-kiti-s ; nevertheless, at 3.30 p.m., Mr.

Osipenko made a plucky straight and received a bad shaking

At 4.30 Mr. Graham, wonderfully improved as a pilot, made
a truly fine flight on "Lizzie," which he handled in really

splendid style till the rain came down and stopped proceed-

ings. About 6 p.m. Mr. Hawker appeared from Brooklands

on an 8o-h.p. Sopwith tractor, and, having made the journey

in something under quarter of an hour, remained circling above

the aerodrome to fill up his hour's lest.

On Saturday it was a case of Rain ! Rain ! and Rain ! ! !

On Sunday it was bright, but there was still a nasty wind

of 20-30 ip.p.h. At 3.15 Mr. Osipenko, the Russian pilot,

better known as Mr. Russell, on a G.-W. school biplane, went

up. Thereafter there were frequent box-kite flights. The
first public appearance of the 70-h.p. Gnome G.-W. "pusher"

biplane, showed that it flew very well, and has fine climbing

powers. Mr. Graham on "Lizzie" made three flights, in-

cluding several excellent, spirals and nose-dives. Mr. Manton,

the Grahame-\\'hite school's chief instructor, had the 70-h.p.

G.-W. up on and off till dusk, carrying passengers.

There was a good attendance, and to judge from appearance

of the crowd, the move of admitting soldiers and sailors in

uniform withoat charge proved a good one.

On Bank Holiday, though it was somewhat overcast, there

was but the lightest of breezes. Something like the Bank
Holiday crowd of olden times was present, the cheaper en-

closures being densely packed and cars
,

quite numerous.

At 2 p.m. M. Baumann, ol the Baumann-Ruffy School, made
good fligfhts on (So-h.p. Gaudron. Box-kites rose to the un-

accustomed altitudes of 1,200 and 1,500 feet. Mr. Winter

(promising flier), Mr. Manton, Mr. Osipenko, and Mr. Barrs,

now pretty well recovered from his smash in France, were all

out.

The 70-h.p. G.-W. flew with a passenger over the Welsh

Harp. Mr. Graham on "Lizzie," Mr. iVIanton on the 70, with

many successive passengers, and, finally, Mr. Roche-Kelly, of

the Beatty School, on a Wright, did some excellent flying.

At 5 p.m. there was an impromptu private race for six laps.

Messrs. Barrs, ist
;
Osipenko, 2nd; Graham, 3rd, and Manton,

4th, finishing in that order, thirty seconds separating ist and

2nd, and 7 seconds between 2nd and 3rd. In commemoration,

Mr. Barrs received 'a silver medal, and the others bronze

medals.

Late in the afternoon, Mr. Manton took the new loo-h.p.

G.-W. tractor biplane out for a test, rounding the p>lon course

at about ninety miles an hour.

These displays will take place throughout the spring and

summer seasons every Thursday, ^uturdav, and Sunday after-

noon. The feature of the Easter Holiday displays has been

the large number of olflcers and men of the Na\y and .Army

who visited the Aerodrome, and took a keen interest in the

\aiious types of machines. .All Service men in uniform are

admitted to any enclosure without charge, and the man.ige-

ment will be glad to offer them facilitii s for the close inspec-

tion of machines when possible.

The .-Verodrome would make a \ery interesting call during

a route march, and C.O.'s are invited to communicate with

the Secretary, who will make the necessary arrangements.

It is to be hoped that the management will set their faces

sternly against organised racing, as it is desirable, at present,

to keep the tone of the aerodrome superior to that of the

common race-course or football field, though it is well to

admit the public—and especially men of the Services—so that

they may be educated to the great weaix>n of the future.

Lessons of History.
.\ correspondent writes :

—
"Has it struck you that countries generally win and lose

their wars alternately? I suppose this is due to the lact that

the winner of one war becomes over-confident whereas the

loser rectifies his errors. Thus France beat Prussia in 1806

but was defeated in 1812-181,^. Turkey beat Greece in 1896

bur was beaten in 1912. Russia lost her last w-ar but will w-in

this one. France had some great successes in ihe early days

of Napoleon ill, ljut was badly beaten in 1870. One cannot

include Prussia's victories of 1864, 1S66 as ihey were against

weak nations, but it is reasonable to assume that Germany,

having been victorious in 1S70, defeated in 1915, will win her

next war.

"llierefore it behoves us to be careful and keep well armed.

It is not likely that Germany will repeat her present mistakes,

but it is likely that we shall go to sleep again. Moral : build

plenty of aeroplanes."

The remarks quoted above deserve to be remembered for re-

ference after the war is over, for there is sure to be a strong

effort made by a certain section of the people of the country in

fovour of a reduction of armament, whereas our true coin-se

would be to maintain our Xavv and .Army at full strength—and

add a very strong Air .Service.

The Hall School, and its Caudron Biplanes, at Hendon.
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Aero=motors : In Kind and ConsXruoXion—{Continued)
BY GEOFFREY DE HOLDEN-STONE.

Valve Trueing.
So long as the fundamental necessity of lining up the rockers

i i absolute truth with the crank-axis is borne in mind, it does
not matter how often the exhaust-valves are dismounted

;
for,

after all, they are the inspection ports througn which only can
the internal condition of the motor be kept under observation.
Consequently, for better-assured lining-up, two parallel marks
should be cut, fairly deep, with a sharp-edged file or graving
tool on the topmost fin of each cylinder, at each side of and
beneath the rocker pivot-arm formed on the valve-box. If, in

addition, a little U-shaped rectangular template, with sharp
points, be carefully made to fit over this pivot-arm, so that the
points may instantly find the setting marks on the flange, a
quick yet accurate valve-mounting is assured in any circum-
stances :. as the pivot-arm and templet can be held in the left

hand while the locking-ring is being set home with the right.
Obviously these little aids make all the difference to the
efficiency of field-service—the true trade of the aeroplane—so
setting marks of this kind should be made everywhere on the
motor as soon as it has come to its best running. A little lift

with the end of any sharp-pointed tool will also suffice to verify
the tension of the exhaust-valve springs. For the rest, the
lightest imaginable grinding with a creamy paste of crocus
powder, petroleum and petrol will keep the valves in good
seating.

As to Inlet Valves.

The care of the inlet-valves, howexer, is a more delicate
affair. Look at them constantly—after everv twenty hours'
running at longest—but short of obvious necessity, refrain from
dismounting or other mechanical interference. In any case,
clean them to begin with. For this, make a sottish brush of a
faggot of thin brass wires, bunched up with a piece of sponge
about an inch or so frcm the bristle ends. Dip this in the
petroleum-petrol mixture, and scrub lightly; which will usually
be found sufficient to clean the val\-es unless the previous ear-
buration has been very bad. If the carbonisation products prove
too hard set, dissoKe a piece of caustic soda as big as a walnut
in a pint of petroleum and scrub the valve with the solution,
warm. But on no account use any acid, still less any of the
much advertised oxygen-flame devices, unless you want to ruin
the valve and piston as well. More, take special care to wash
out the last trace of the alkaline solution. And, needless to

say, in all these vahe cleansings, work ivifh the cylinders
turned downwards, if not quite vertical, so that the fouled
liquid may freely drain out with all the gritty matter ; and l«ep
flushing out with a syringe full of petroleum. Use a strong
pocket electric light, too, to make sure the valve and its sur-
roundings are absoluteh- cleansed.

Valve-Seating Insurance ; .4lso Your Own !

Having done this, the next thing is to see that the valve
is seating properly, absolutely gas tight. You will notice a
little square hole, countersunk in the centre of the mushroom.
Into this place the end of a squared tool—which should be
made for the purpose—set in a hand-drill. Now, merely apply-
ing a light upward pressure, work the hand-piece of the drill

sharply up and down, so as to rotate the valve rapidly. You
should hear a full, high swishing note. If this note thins or
flattens noticeably, you may rest assured that the valve has
pitted somewhere. The book says it must come out to be

ground. But, working with the drill and square-pointed tool

from beneath upwards into the vertical cylinder, it need do
nothing of the kind. Simply cover the seating face of the

valve with that crocus-powder-petroleum paste—use your fin-

gers, that were made before other apparatus—and rotate the
valve with the drill, washing and repasting, until you get
that full, swishing note again. Of course, if it refuses to come,
the valve is pitted past saving, and will have to come out and
be scrapped. But this only in the last resort. Otherwise
refrain from dismounting. \ ct make very sure. Better a

long dismounting job than in the slightest degree chancing a

badly seating or leaky valve, with its almost inevitable con-

sequence of a burnt connecting-rod head. For that mav well

result in a sudden crack somewhere round the gudgeon-pin.

with the freed rod immediately hammering chunks out of the

cylinder, and most other kind of hell's delight. You may,
of course, get down safe—being, of course, an experienced

pilot—with a bumping pancake to finish, by a good imita-

tion of a miracle : but the odds are five to one against the

bird. Never forget, then, that the inlet-valve is the Achilles'

heel of the Gnome. You will also know when a cylinder is

burnt by its turning a delicate brown, just as you know
by the cracks when your pet .Spode teapot is damaged. The
only difference is that you can mend the teapot.

The Case of the Cylinders.

.\ slight blueing of the cylinder, however, merely shows that

its piston is seizing or about to seize. You will probably

be in time to save further hopeless damage because the motor
will have begun to forget itself so unmistakably as to force

\ou earthwards in a hurry. You will then have all the time

there is to locate the trouble. Take it then ; and you will

usually find that it is nothing worse than an air-lock in the

lubrication
;

which, per sc, you already know how to cure.

But let the book of directions say what it may, that cylinder

must come down and out. This, of course, means "not half"

a dismounting job. Therefore do as little as possible. Be-

fore taking off the front plate, then, open those little oil-holes,

and set in that Li-shaped gear-locking tool into them, so that

you may press it with your right thumb into twt) of the

rolling-pinion tooth spaces as the plate comes away, and
they leave their corresponding gears. This will save time in

the re-assembling.

Their Dismounting.

Otherwise let the valve-gear alone. You must, however,

rock the motor slightly, so as to get the locking-nut on the

crank-bolt clear between any pair of tappets ; and then, having

withdrawn the distributing-gear bodily, slack it off with a

box-spanner. This will enable you to withdraw the female

member of the crank and then its adjacent ball-race, which
will enable you to withdraw the wrist-pin and free the con-

necting-rod in the damaged cylinder. This done, push rod

and piston up the cylinder as far as they will go—rocking the

motor to get the clearance—and then, rocking this cylinder

well over from dead point, you will find it lift clear ; when
having once got it detached, 3'ou can extract the piston and
more or less ascertain the extent of the damage.

Passing the Vet.

We will assume for the moment, that it is not serious.

The cylinder will by this time have cooled off—and the motor
should without fail have been covered up or otherwise shel-

tered from any draught and allowed to cool slowly—and you
can then note the extent of the burning, the degree of dis-

colouration, and so forth. You may give a merely slightly dis-

coloured cylinder the benefit of the doubt to this extent. Wipe
it not only clean, but dry of oil, inside and out, and having

bunged the exhaust valve opening tight with a cork, fill it with

kerosene, and stand it up like an oil jar. If, in an hour or'

so, there is no percolation 3'ou may be sure no crack or pin-

hole has formed, as kerosene will sweat through anything of

the kind. But do nothing -more to that cylinder for the

moment. It is sick—mftal is really alive, and more or less

sentient—and must have time to recover.

The Nature-Cure.

So, on the principle of the old foundry trick of putting

newly machined cylinders aside to recover and weather—even

rust if they want to—merely put the cylinder bodily in a

drum of kerosene to rest for a couple of days, and the seized

or seizure-threatened piston as well. This is better than the

book-advocated plan of messing about the fine surfaces with

emer}- ; which can only destroy that glass-like smoothness

that took many thousand lapping-tool revolutions to acquire.

But in this way nine times out of ten it will be found that

nftrr forty-eight hours of the kerosene bath every trace of

seizure will have vanished. If not, however, and the slightest

roughness remains, it will not be cured by any emery-faking,

but only by sending the cylinder to the nearest good motor
works to be relapped, and polished inside and out ; and the

piston likewise.
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It is also rather more than advisable to follow the pro-
cedure of the last two paragraphs in regard to any cylinder
that has come into contact with the earth after a smash-up.
They may look all right, and as if only new exhaust-valves
and an all-round adjustment were necessary. But shock
may have produced some crack—quite mxisible, but growing
little by little—round about the cylinder bases ; and the cylin-
ders, remounted and p<''?.sed as sound, may !ly off before' the
motor has been running five minutes. Better then than
later, when use has begotten confidence ; but best not at all.

De Minimis.
It is the little things that are easiest missed, too, that

count in the life of a Gnome motor. One of them—left to

chance as often as not, one notices—is the condition of the
tooling flanges or fins. To do their work properly, they
cannot be kept too clean, too oil-dry. W'henever the pistons
are extracted for any reason, too, the occasion should be used
to see that the rings are thoroughly cleansed of their usual
filth, and swabbed with castor-oil ; also that they move freely
in their grooves, with their openings at least 120 deg. away
from each other. There is also a brass ring on the premises
ot the lower part of the piston, called an obturator, that is

supposed to keep the pressure from leaking. There are

people who say it is about as much use as a headache to the
motor. I don't know enough to agree or disagree: so would
only venture this, that if I happened to be designing the
pistons of any rotary, or any radial, motor, and desired to

overcome pressure leakage, or excess oil-fiush, I should liter-

ally corrugate their trunks with oil-rings at least a third of an
inch wide : all there was space for. I should do this on the
strength of old practice with that delightfully obedient power-
fluid, white-hot steam ; which has taught me that one ring of
fluid \Vill not attempt to approach, much less amalgamate
with another of the same fluid—and therefore they both cancel
each other. Why, I don't know ; merely that it is so. Further-

more, such rings, apart from their value as unbroken, flexible

and gas-resisting piston rings, would float the pistons with the

absolute minimum of friction, as they would be permanent
pockets of lubricant.

Use and Management.
Remains then, onlv to discuss the methods of using the

Gnome motor ; which—being merely a simple mechanic, not

permitted to be a pilot—I can only transcribe from the direc-

tions—so far trustworthy—of those who make and sell it.

Other things being equal —that is, assumed to be equal to their

job—these methods seem to centre round the one point of fuel-

feed control, in the various stages of flight. Four systems

are used, direct drip-feed without any carburettor— the method
said to be used in monosoupapes—petrol-pump feeds,

air-pump pressure feed, and t'ne carburettor. Tn th"> first case

the usual squirt of oetrol into the cylinders one by one as tlie

motor is slowly turned and the valves open, is said to lie un-

necessary. It is sufficient to rotate the motor until one nf tiie

cylinders is directly vertical and opening do.vnwards. Then
open the needle-valve until the lu-trol drips out of this c\linder,

close the needle-valve, give the motor two smart revolutions ;

and then, "cutting in" the ignition, one more to -tart, gradu-
nllv opening the needle-valve after tl":e first four or fi\e ex-

plosions. If the vah'e is opened earlier one risks flooding.

Variations of Fuel Supply.

The procedure is not so very different, except for the petrol

injection, in the second case ; but if—in the case r f monosoLi-

papes—the petrol feed from the pump to the crank shaft-hollow

is bv piping, one first opens the lower needle valve, then the

upper one above the hand-pump. One or two strokes of the

pump will charge the motor and the pump, and the upper

needle valve—supplying the hand-pump direct from the tank

—

may be closed; for the feed-pump being now charged, the

petrol will thenceforward run in the direct-conduit fine.

.Mr-pump feed, on the contrary, works direct on one branch

pipe to the tank to maintain pressure, and by another branch

to a pressure gauge and a bye-pass valve to get rid of excess

pressure. On the face of it—contrary to the opinion of

the printed directions—this seem.s to be the best of the three

methods, where no carburettor is fitted, because of the assured

constant air pressure behind the positive needle-control of the

'petrol supply.

Economical Power Output.
But the one tiling indicated in all cases is to get the maxi-

mum number of revolutions—not above 1,200 to 1,250 r.p.m.

—

with the minimum opening of the petrol-feed needle-valve ; or in

the case of the carburettor^fitted Gnome, the thinnest mixture.

Having an eye then to the revolution-counter, one should also

have an ear for the exhaust-bark, which should be clear and
regular in its beat. The inclination, rather than the actuality,

should be to starve the motor. P'or although—having once got
the regulation right for direct-line flight—increasing the petrol-

feed will be assuredly and immediately followed by a drop in

the number of revolutions, and an unmistakable falling in the

pow-er-rendition, closing the needle-valve further, on the other

hand, will result in an even more rapid weakening.

Regulation in flight.

In making a quick, rather .^hort turn, the motor will of

course be sharply set to its hardest work ; and it may be

—

especially with air-pump-feed—get a iittle too much petrol ;

and the exhaust-note dulls a little in consequence. So, too,

in the case of a short, steep climb. -Also a half turn on the

needle-valve to lessen the feed in the case of a prolonged climb

will probably give better results than if left in the approved

setting for horizontal flight.

.Short descents from moderate heights to ground can of course

be made by merely cutting in and out on the ignition, without

touching the needle-valve ; but for long ones—spirals and so

forth—after throttling down one should simply cut down the

petrol-feed at once, or little by little, until the desired

re\ olution-rate is attained. Then, the moment before stopping

the vol plan^ or spiral, set the needle-valve back to normal for

horizontal flight, and then gradually open out speed to normal.

However, in making any descent witli the motor stopped, cut

out the fuel-feed entirely, but let the ignition alone : as the con-

tinuous sparking prevents any risk of the plugs being fouled

by the perpetual lubrication, and then the mere re-opening of

the needle-valve enables the motor to take up its work with

.'ibsolute certainty.

Gnome—or Misapprehension?

I'inally comes the point which has—or in my opinion should

ha\e—everything to do with the choice of the motor; as to

whether, indeed, to install a Gnome at all : there being others.

That is the choice of the wind-stick, be it a propeller or tractor.

It is true enough that no bench-test or "fixed-point" kind of

trial is to be compared with an actual flight-test to show how
many revolutions the motor can really attain vyith a given pro-

peller ; also that a separate fiight test should be made for each

aeroplane as well as each series. But it is not only dis-

ingenuously begging the question, but dead against the de-

velopment of efficiency, to say that "the proper propeller to use

i> the one that enables the motor to give its 1,200 to 1,250

revolutions." That is aii imfortunate subordination of propeller

and aeroplane to motor, against all engineering science.

The Real Consideration.

.Vfloat, hull lines and propeller curxes are studied together to

get the best results for the minimum expenditure of power,

and there is every reason to adhere strictly to that principle

in regard to the wedding of aero-curx'e and propeller efliciencies

aloft. The clearest examples of this, as all clear-headed flight-

folk will agree, are to be seen in the development of such

originally light-powered machines as the .Avro and the Nieu-

port, the absolute leaders to-day ; the Cody biplane, with its

notably slow-running propellers, the Breguet and the D.F.^^'.

On the other hand, the mere harnessing of high-speed power

to a tea-tray or to the dead mediocrity of an indifferently

modified box-kite is not only neither flight development nor

efficiency, but dead against both ; and insistence on that course

is the last impertinence. Of course, if you are designing a

single-seater scout for extreme speed, and have found a likely

propeller to suit, you cannot well do better than employ

a Gnome. The combination of plane-curves and propeller

suitability therefore will decide the question. No other con-

sideration should foist it upon vour choice. For there are

many others, after all, even outside rotary practice altogether!

At any rate, we rannot have our youngest science tricked out

of her virginity.

To be Continued.
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FROM DENMARK.
The Danish Correspondent of The Akroplane writes as

follows :

—

The following 'are extracts of German telegrams, newspapers
and the aero paper "Flugsport," November 25th:—

Casualty list of the aerial troops.—Feldfiieger Department :

Oberlieut. Hillmann, who was told to be in prisonership in
Antwerpen, was not found after the conquest

; Lieut. Rap-
n:und, shot b> Belgium troops, when trying to escape
after a forced landing- by the river IMecheln

; Ober-
heutcnant Heyne, missing, having net returned from a
patrol flight to Dunkerque-Ostende

; Lieutenant Siebel,
havmg not returned from a patrol flight to Dunkerque-
Ostende

;
Lieut. Frieche, wounded

; aviator Priewe, wounded
;

Feld-Sublieut. Doctor Ivahn, wounded; chauffeur Meiserti
killed; Voluntary Feidflieger Winterfeld, killed by accident at
the^ aerodrome Posen

; Workmaster Delfosse, killed by an avia-
tor's bomb

;
Aviator Hoerster, wounded by an aviator's bomb

;

Aviator Francke, wounded by an aviator's bomb
; Sublieut.'

in the reserve and Workmaster Seidler, wounded by an aviator's
bomb

; Aviator .Stiefvater, killed by accident at Janourtz ; Obor-
lieutenant Joly, taken prisoner by the French

;
Serg. Landon,

killed by accident
; Lieut. Sich, dead from his wounds

; Ober-
lieut. von Stietereron, wounded; Lieut. Janson, killed; Re-
servist Rohrig, wounded ; Lieut. Rocco, killed

; Oberlieut. \ on
Zangen, missing, having not returned from a patrol flight to
Reims; Serg. Schlichting, missing, not having returned from
a patrol flight to Reims; Gefreiter in the reserve Cazanne,
sjightly wounded, taken prisoner ; Gefreiter Bake^ wounded
Musketier John, likely taken prisoner by the French

; Oberlieut.'
Muller, wounded

;
Lieut. Aschenborn, severe wounded by acci-

dent
;

Oberlieut. Schlag, killed by accident
; Gefreiter in the

reserve Gebhard, sewre wounded and taken prisoner
; N'ize-

feldwebel Milkowski, wounded; Sublieut. Zitzke, wounded;
Chauffeur Hollstein, wounded; Chauffeur Jander, missing;'
Aviator Jagomast, missing

; Aviator Richter, killed by acci-
dent

; Aviator Rohrbach, wounded by accident.
'

!

• * ' f

'Ihe casualty list of the German Feidflieger Department,
published in "Flugsport," issue January 13th, contains the
following names: Lieut. Otto Theten, Lieut. Schuiz, Lieiit.
Frobenius, and Lieut. Rahn, taken prisoners by the English

;

Lieut. Meyer, missing; \'izefeldwebel Becker, missing; Lieut.'
von Osteroth, wounded; Lieut, von Bojanowsky, wounded;
Voluntary Aviator Lietz, died from illness ; Lieut.' von Creytz,'
missing

;
Voluntary Aviator, Sub-Lieut. Liehr, missing

; Ober-
lieut. Deunert, missing; Lieut. Dahn, missing; Lieut. Reidfel,
heavy wounded by accident.

In the casualty list of the Bavarian Feidflieger Department
appears Lieut.: Ungewitter as wounded. On November 3rd,
the naval aviators Trost and Klette undertook a practise flight
from Johannisthal.

. The biplane, piloted by Trost, fell from
a considerable height, burying, the passengers, who were killed
at once.

On the day of the New Year the voluntary instructor, Heu-
mann, had a fatal 'accident by Halberstad't. Heumann got
killed at once, while his passenger, the voluntary pupil, Daii-
bert, got only wounded slight.

On December i8th the aviator Gruse met with an accident
at the aerodrome at Darmstadt. Gruse g'ot heavy wounded,
while his observator. Lieutenant Kohl, was killed.

- " « » »

A further issue,, published on January 27th in "Flugsport,"
runs : Sergeant Reglin, died from illness

; Gefreiter Pulls,
died- from illness ; Feldwebel Rother, died from illness;
Gefreiter Segendorf, died from illness; Grenadier Blohm,
hitherto heavily wounded, has died in French imprisonment

;

Captain Vogel, von F'alckenstein, missing (reported killed on
a flight to Dunkejque hv a French aeroplane); Feldwebel
P^irduhn, killed. ?' -

.,.»» •

'The casuakv-'list, issued in "Flugsport," Februarx- loth,
runs Feldflieger-department": Oberlieut. and Observator Fitz-
muller, missing; Vizefeld webel and avMator Zanettel -missing ; .

Officer-Deputy and aviator Paul Otto Muller, missing ; aviator
Beyer, heavy wounded in an accident

; aviator Lubierski, heavy
wounded in an acrident ; aviator Donn, killed in a fatal acci-

dent ; Lieut, of the Reserve and observator Winkler, missing
;

aviator and Vizefeldwebel Nienstedt, missing ; Lieut, of .the

Reserve Hellwich, killed in a fatal accident ; Sub-Otlicer

Brand, killed in a fatal accident
;

Captain and observator

Schmidt, missing ; Oberlieut. and aviator Keller, missing

;

.'\viator Bodmann, died from illness ; Oberlieut. Bremer, miss-

ing ; Lieut. Hug, missing; Voluntary aviator Hirth, wounded;
.Aviator Stein, died from gas-poisoning; Aviator Hengst,
wounded.

.Aviators' Reserve-department ; \"oluntary Aviator Konrad,
killed in a fatal accident

;
Voluntary Aviator Bohme, killed in

a fatal accident. One year's Voluntary Erich Muller, died from

a fatal accident
;

\'oluntary .Aviator Kruse, wounded in an

acrident; Observator, flighl: pupil Kohl, killed in a fatal acci-

der.t ; Oberlieut. Count Udo \on Ukull-Gyllenband, killed in a

fat.il accident.

Etai>-Aviation .Store, No. 3, "Ersatz Reserve" Kern, hitherto

missing, is in French prisonership.

The well-known pilot and instructor of the Gotha Aircraft

Works, Oswald Kant, met with a fatal accident, when flying a

biplane at considerable height above Gotha in windy weather

on January 30th. The aeroplane dived vertical, the petrol

lank e.vploded, the biplane burning and the aviator being

l.-illed at once.

On January 26th a collision took place in the air at the

Johannisthal aerodrome between two military aeroplanes, on

board the one was only the pilot, voluntary aviator Herbert

Konrad, on board the other voluntary aviator Georg Erich

Muller and voluntar}' observator Gefreiter Wilhelm Bohme
from aviators' reserve-department 2 in Adiershof. All three

were killed on the spot.

According to "Leipziger Neuesten Nachrichten" a military

aeroplane fell by the Castle Korpzow near Potsdam. Coming
from the military aerodrome at Doberitz, it was starting from

a landing, when the aeroplane hit a poplar. Both pilot, Ser-

geant Kopke, and observator. Captain Schmidt, were killed.

Norwegian bays and inlets have been very attractive to

foreign vessels of all sorts. Over and over again the keen

and small advanced guards of the warfaring countries entered

these neutral wiaters to get a respite and to recover, before

starting again the search for booiy, till 50 submarines, be-

longing to one nation alone, have been observed by the vigilant

Norwegian naval aviator, Lieut. Gran, at various times.

The picture of the situation is th'at the submarine is lying

in the surface, with open hatchways, in the smooth and pro-

tected bay, while the crew is refreshing in the pure safe air

by the Norwegian coast. When suddenly a two-seater Bl^riot

monoplane appears from the blue sky or from amidst the fog,

with the Norwegian colour waving from the fiail, and others

painted distinct at the undersides of the planes. In a vo!

piqu^ that brings him almost down on the dancing seas the

guard from the air greets. "You cannot stay here, captain,"

he looks to say, "you must leave the Norwegian waters, or

I must use myself of sharper means!" The sign gets under-

stood, the hatchways are closed quick, the submarine dives,

and in a minute only the dark figure can be seen below the

surface on the way out to the open sea. And whenever the

guards placed at Various points of the Norwegian coast observe

anything special Lieutenant Gran is informed so as to trv the

case in his aeroplane.

One day he stayed at his quarter to repose, when he, re-

ceived a wire from one of the guards ; in an automobile he
drove quick to the coast and started on his monoplane. Soon
he discovered a farnous submarine at re^t, but' the- engine

noise sufficed ; in a minute the submarine had disappeared

beneath the surface, and next day was learned, ;that three

big cruisers had been sunk. In all. Lieutenant Tr.y'gg^sg Gran
has flown 3,000 kilometres over sea, and has even made a

record flight, coverinsj 700 km. on a flight out on^o^j^sea
and back with a passenger.

* * * ; ...

The whole crew of the airship " .Schiitre-Lanz ri'" has
been granted the Iron Cross in reward of valuable infornjation

from patrol flights of the mo\-ements of the English North Sea
Fleet, even enabling that submarine to torpedo "Cressv,"
".Aboukir," and "Hogue."
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More Ornithological Observations.
(But not TOO Logical.)

Among my pets at home I keep

A clever cockatoo.

He seldom talks, but thinks a lot.

(Dear reader—one for you !)

Though kind of heart he sometimas bites,

For he is not a coward.

A monoplane is he by birth,

But somewhat underpowered.

He walks much better than he flies,

And climbs exceeding slow.

His landing chassis's fairly strong,

But, like his language, low.

His tail is of the Taube type.

He has a streamline beak.

He knows I buy 'J"be .'Vi roi'i ani:,—
He reads it every week.

He takes the keenest interest

In anything that flies.

He's very cute, for he can tell

Official yarns from lies.

It's really quite remarkable

To see how keen he is.

My wife declares he knows too much.
And calls him "C. G. Whizz!"

But lately, to be up to date,
'

He foretells aircraft raids.

He screams, "Oh, Lizzie! Mind the bomb!"
And frightens both the maids.

He seems to know an engine's hum,
He's never at a loss.

One day he heard a Ford go by

And called out, "Albatros!"

His warnings got too much for us.

He woke us every night.

By squawking, "Here they comp again

—

Oh, DO fetch Grahame-White !"

To-day he's gone. I heard him say.

As he flew through the door,

—

"Scratch poor Poll! I'm off to join

The Anti-Aircraft Corps !" D. W. T

The following letter has been received :

—

"Sir,—In reference to your paragraph on the 'Parrots of

Pearson's Weekly.'

"Resident here in Ripon is a parrot of uncertain age wlio

spends her time gazing out of a window which faces N.E.
Last April we residents of Ripon had the pleasure of a visit

from Mr. Harold Blackburji in a Blackbiu-n monoplane, who
flew over from Harrogate, due soulh from here, so 'Pollv'

could not have been spying upon his movements. Long before

ho was within sight or sound of ordinary mortals 'Polly' dc-

WOOD FOR ALL PARTS OF AEROPLANES
Machined to your Sizes or Sections.

Best Quality Silver Spruce, Ash, Walnut, 3-ply etc.

W. G. EVANS & SONS,
1_4, WILLIAMS MEWS, STANHOPE STREET,

EUSTON ROAD, LONDON, N.W.
Phone : Museum 2458.

T^KAIMNIIVG^ TO FI^Y
All those who intend to learn Flying or who are

interested in how men fly should read

Price 3 6 net.** TIlO A^jlTtia.!! Pricc 3 6net.

By MAJOR C. MELLOR, RE
John Lnne, The Bodley Head, Vigo Street, W.

AI'.SOLCTEI.Y /NDIS!'J:NS4BLE FOR P VPI [.Sr— The Aeroplane

Ml{. W. KOWLAND ])IXG

gives personal tuition on

—

Dual Control "Avro, " 50 h p.Gnome

N.A.C. Biplane. 50 h p. Gnome.

N.A.C Propellor Monoplane,
80 h p. Gnome

He is assisted by a compe-

tent staff, and tuition is

accelerated by every device

of organisation & ingenuity

Come Up Hzre and See Life,

THE
NORTEEFN AIRCBAfT Co., Ltd.

BowneBS-on-Windermere.
'Phone—U4 Windermere.

Wire — ''Aircraft, Windeimtre."

For the Highway
and the Skyway.'

WAKEFIELD

CASTROL

MOTOR OIL
Rotary

used by the

GNOME Engine

Company and

by the

BRITISH
AIR

SERVICES

C. C. WAKEFIELD
and CO.

WAKEFIELD HOUSE,
CHEAPSIDE, E.C.

The

1

USED BY
THE BRITISH
& BELGIAN
GOVERN-

MENTS.

Stationary

KINDLY MENTION "THE AEROPLANE" WHEN CORRE.SrONDING WITH ADVERTI.SERS.
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vclo]3ed sometJiing of the symptoms of the P.W. parrots, and
was unconsolable until he had landed safely upon tffe race-

course,
" 'Polly' objected just as loudly later to l\[r. Bia'ckburn in

his 'Avro,' to Mr. Ding in a Handlcv-Page, also to Capt.

Becke in B.E. 230 (perhaps you would sympathise).

"Naturally, most people would prefer a patrol of aeroplanes

to a string of parrots, but my point is that this parrot was first

acquainted with a monoplane and had never even heard of a
'Taube,' so it couldn't be 'derisive laugfiter' that she was
filled with. Could you give another explanation?

" 'Polly' still lives here but has had no opportunity of

testing her powers since the war enrolled Mr. Blackburn and
Dr. Christie. I humbly suggest that you persuade one of

your many flyin^ friends to come and test her .-md incidentally

delight the hearts of Ripon people. I will willingiv scjid

'Polly's' address.

''Is Rome the only place that has had to depend upon ;i

flock of geese? What of the R.A.F. ?

"(Signed) A Very Interested Reader of 'The .\i-ro=

PLANE,' (Miss) O. G. S."

Autogenous Welding.
A-ny process which tends to impro\'e the construction and

strength of aircraft shoidd be universally employed. Properly

placed by the designer, and properly carried out by the work-
man with proper tools and material, one of the most valuable

of modern processes is the fusing together of metals by the

oxy-acetylene blowpipe. .'\utogenous welding is now largely

employed by the big shipbuilding and engineering firms and
the leading makers of aircraft, for with increased knowledge
of the physical and chemical action of the process, and with

wider experience of where autogenous welding may be used
with advantage, it is found that in this way metals may be

joined safely and reliably, while sa\ing weight, time, and
expense.

The Acetylene Corporation, Ltd., of ^g, Victoria Strer-t,

Westminster, specialise in a plant of this description, and

The Atoz-Aero acetylene welding outfit, showing the acetylene

generator, with the carbide container alongside. This plant has

been designed especially to be easily transportable for such pur

poses as the welding of aircraft parts.

they have recently placed on the market the Atoz-.\ero acety-

lene welding outfit which has been designed for aircraft work.

This outfit consists of a very stoutly constructed portable

acetylene generator, of which an illustration is given, a com-

plete range of welding blowpipes to weld seven different thick-

nesses of metal, hydraulic back-pressure valve, oxygen regu-
lator, suitable lengths of flexible tubing, tinted goggles, etc.

The price of this outfit complete is ^js, i8s. 6d., and, com-
paring the work which it can do with the time and cost of

effecting the same end by other means, there is no doubt that

such a plant would pay for itself in a very short time.

Propellers.

The number of firms in this country who are making pro-

pellers being excedingly small, it is particularly interesting to

note that a new company, the Ebora Propeller Company,
Kingston-on-Thames, has recently been formed, the directors

of which have over five years' experience in the design and
construction of first-class propellers and aeropl'anes. They
also have made a very careful study of the aerodynainical

qualities of different sections of propeller blades, as a result of

which they hope to put on the market a propeller having an

entirely different blade section near the boss of the propeller,

thus increasing the efficiency considerably.

Owing to an error in the advertisement of the Ebora Pro-

peller Company in The .'\eroi^lane of last week, the name
was spelled Abora. This was singularly unfortunate, for the

word "Ebora" is formed by the first letters of the words :

"EfTiciency By Our Rotative Aerofoils," thus indicating this

high efficiency obtained by the use of better blade sections.

Tlie company has also made a speciality of models for wind-

timnel experiments, and is able to design and construct any
wood parts for aircraft, where the highest accuracy is of prime
importance.

School and Weather Reports.

Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs. Fri. bat. Sun.

Hendon
|

South Coast ..

j

Lake District
|

Windy

Fine

Fine

Fine

Fine

Fine

Fine

Fine

Fine

Fine

Fine

Wet

Fine

Fine

Gale

Windy

Rain
to Fine

Wet

Windy

Rain
to Fine

Fine

Hendon.

—

At the Beattv School.—Instrs. : Messrs. G. W.
Beatty, W. Roche-Kelly and C. B. Prodger. Pupils with instr. :

Messrs. Bond (30 mins), Roche (25), Cooper (10), Monfea (5),

Loong (25), Alcock (15), Whincup (5), Bransby-Williaiiis (5),

Wiles (10), Bright (15), de Meza (5), Forbes (45), Eraser (5),

Yates (15), Fitzherbert (15). Machines : Beatty-Wright dual

lonti'ol and single-seater. Several passengers taken during the

and Messrs. Bra^sb3"-^^'illiams, jtm., Yates and I'itz-

hc rbert continued extra practice.

.\t Tine Hall Flying .School.—'Instrs. : Messrs. J. L. Hall

anil J. Rose. Pupils with instr. : Messrs. Cook, Cownie,

.Mii( hell .ind Francis. Doing strts or rolling alone : Lt. Blylhe,

Messrs. .\. Davey, E. Mitchell, .and" I-"urlong. Machines: il.ill

tr.ictor bi])lanes.

.\t the Ruffy=BaUiMANn School.—Instrs. : Messrs. E. B.iu-

mann and James Brothers. Pupils with instr. on 60 Caudron :

Mr. Bell (24 mins.), Roobaert (12). Strts and rolling on 45 h.p.

R.-B., Messrs. Sykes, Jackson, Bell, Roobaert, Bland}' roll-

ing. Messrs. King, Kenworthy and H)don making strts.

.^T the, London mo Provincial Aviation Co.'s School.—
Instructors: Messrs. Warren and Smiles. Strts or Rolling:

Messrs. McCauley, Dervin, Lincoln, Goodwin, Monsieur Des-

champs, and Lieut. Fairbairn. 8's or circs. : Messrs. Good-
win and Lincoln, Lieut. Fairbairn. Mr. Henderson took good

certificate on Wednesday, and Lieut. Fairbairn excellently on

Friday morning after 95 minutes on the machine, 'and one

week's tuition; a record. Machines: 2 L.P. biplanes,^,^

Windermere. — At the N.A.C. Seaplane School. — In-

structors : iMessrs. W. Rowland Ding and C. L. P.'i.slilcy.

Pupils: Fit. Lieut. Atherton, R.N., Messrs. C. A. Barber/ R.

Buck, A. Johnson, F. H. M. Macintyre, J. Lankester Parker,

G. L. Railton, H. P. Reid, J. F. Ridgway, S. J. Sibley, and

H. Slingsby. Extra Practice: Mr. J. Lankester Parker.

M'achines : N..A.C. Avro dual control propeller biplane, N,A..C.

tractor.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS
All advertisements for this column should arrive at this

office by 6 p.m. MONDAY to ensure insertion.

For the convenience of Advertisers, replies can be received at

the office of "THE AEROPLANE," 166, Piccadilly, W.
Special PREPAID Rate—18 words 1/6; Situations Wanted
ONLY—18 words 1/-. id. per word after.

FINANCIAL.
FINANCIAL Partner wanted by two experienced aeroplane

designers to start aeroplane business.—Box 630, The
Aeroplane, 166, Piccadilly., W.

PATENTS.
row TO TAKE OUT PATENTS IN ENGLAND AND
ABROAD." (By Arthur E. Edwards, F.C.I.P.A.) as.

post free.

—

Arthur Edwards & Co., Ltd., Patent Agents and
Consulting Engineers, Chancery Lane Station Chambers,
W.C. 'Phone 4536 HoJborn.

PATENTS ; trade marks ; inventors advised free.—^King's

Patent Agency, Ltd., 165, Queen Victoria Street, Lon-
don. 28 years' references.

PATENTS. Instructive leaflet free from STANLEY,
POPPLEWELL & CO., Chartered Patent Agents, 38,

Chancery Lane, W.C.

TUITION.

London and Provincial
aviation co.

SCHOOL OF FLYING
The Aepodpome, Hendon, N.W.

Learn to fly at our School on new and up-to-date machines. We teach
you to control the machine yourself and develop your own individu-
ality. Our instructors have had years of experience and we guarantee
satisfaction. Enquiries welcomed. Phone: Kingsbury 102

THE RUFFY-BAUMANN SCHOOL
OF FLYING, HENDON.

Manager^-chiel Instructor—EDOUARD BAUMANN.
Instructors-

Messrs. HERBERT JAMES, HOWARD JAMES.
Pupils taught on dual control 60 h.p. Gnome Caudron

Machines: completing tuition on 45 h.p. Anzani, tailing

certificate on 50 h.p. Gnome. All Tractor Machines,
quickest and most thorough tuition.

Trial lesson—£2 2s.

Office and Works

—

3-4 KENDALL'S MEWS. PORTMAN SgUARE, W.
Phone—Padd. 5048.

PROPELLERS.
CHAUVIERE'S famous Integral Propellers hold all records;

used by all leading aviators. The best.—Sole proprietors

for Great Britain and Colonies. The Integral Propeller Co.,

Ltd., IB. Elthorne Road, Upjwr Holloway, N. Telephone

:

Hornsey 2345. Telegrams: "Aviprop (UphoU), London."

EBORA PROPELLER COMPANY, Kingston-on-Thanies.
—Propellers as supplied to the leading aviators during

the last five years ; finished wood parts for aeroplanes, aero-

foils, patterns, etc.

ENGINES.
f\(\ Q/^f^-P- Green Engine for sale ; first-class condition;

\JV/~Ov/ used very little.—.'\pply, . Liquidator, c/o Syl<rs

and Co., 80, Graoechurch Street.

SITUATIONS VACANT.
WANTED, several good filters' splicers willi aeroplane

experience.—Mann and Grimmer, Arlington .Aeroplane

Works, Surbiton. (x]

4

PHOTOGRAPHS.
PILOT PORTRAITS
The F N B Series of Copy-
rigiii Pilot Portraits includes

all the most notable'Pilots of COPYRCWT SERIESCOPYRCHT SERIES

the Flying Wor d. Unmounted, post free, Sizes 12 by 10 in.,

2S. 6d. ; 8 by 6 in., is. 6d. ; 6 by 4 in., is. 2d. Mention The
Aeroplane and write for NEW LIST of 350 pilots.

The photographs in the "F. N. B." series can be obtained

from F. N. Birkett direct at the above prices.

97 PERCY ROAD, SHEPHERD'S BUSH. LONDON. W,
WE HAVE THE MEN OF THE MOMENT.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
TlAIsRlC DEPARTMENT; Foreman desires change; tho-

rough practical and varied experience ; accustomed to

control both male and female labour.—Box 631 (x). The Aero-

plane, 166, Piccadilly, W.
SITUATION WANTED.—A Pilot, Manager, Sliorlhand

Typist desires post, tractor and pusher biplanes ;
business

experience. Small salary.—Apply, The Aeroi'L.xne Offices (x),

166, Piccadilly, W.

MISCELLANEOUS.
BOARD RESIDENCE AT HENDON.—"Hatherley"

Boarding Establishment
;
facing entrance to Aerodrome ;

most convenient and most comfortable; moderate terms. (x)

HARDWOOD for Aeroplanes. Specially selected, air-dried

timber as supplied to leading constructors in Britain and

the Continent. Silver Spruce, Ash, Poplar; Hickory and Ash

Skids
;
Threeply ; Thin Cedar and Mahogany for Floats ;

Wal-

nut for Propellers.—William Mallinson and Sons, Ltd., Hack-

ney Road. 'Phone, 3854 Central, 4770 Wall.

GENTLEMAN'S 1914 Model de Luxe Cycle, fitted with

B.S.A. 3-speed gear; latest improvements; gear case;

all accessories new last September; reason explained; accept

£,'4 15s.
;
approval.—58, -Cambridge Street, Hyde Park, London.

ZEPPELIN RELICS.—Do yon vvisli to buy any of the few

remaining fragments of srrt'all collection secured from

recent wreck of "L.3"? Thoroughly authenticated; photo-

graplis of wreck with every purchase.—^^'rite B. D., 34, Bur-

leigh Mansions, Charing Cross^ Road, London. (x)

LUNCH. TEA, or SUP at—

"THE AERO RESTAURANT."
(Just outside the gates of the Hendon Aerodrome.)

Fretty Tea-Gardens, with awnings, for fine weather. GlasE-iide
" Sun-Parlour " for cold weather.

Beat of Food, well cooked and neatly served.

Lunch from Is. 6d. Tea from 6d.

Tr-acie [MENPINU Mark.

LIQUID SCOTCH GLUE
Ready for use at once.

l^SEO BV THE LKADINQ AKROPLANE CON5TRUCTUKS.
MOISTURE PEOOF.

W'Hir for.rrii:- l.i-it mid Pil rl if idilri -

' MENDINE CO., 8, Artti-ur Str«ret, London Bridge, E C. ^

MODELS.

T. W. K. CLARKE & CO..
HAMPTON WICK, MIDDLESEX.

Supply British Built Model Aeroplanes, and all Accessories

for making. Send stamp for Lists.

MQ r\ Compressed Air Motors for Model Aeroplanes.

• iO»V7« Twin cylinders; weight, 2\ ozs. ;
price, 6s. 6d.

Air container for above engine
;
weight, 8 ozs.

;
price, 6s. 6d.

We stock everything for models. Send Stamp for catalogue.

—Murray, Son, and Co., 387a, High Road, High Cross, Tot-

tenham, N.
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The Sopwith Aviation Co., Ltd.
CONTRACTORS TO THE ADMIRALTY AND WAR OFFICE

Offices aiid Works KINGSTON ON-THAMES

Telephone

:

1777 and 154S Kintfaton.

Teletframs:

"Sopwithi Kingston."
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SOME MORE PILOTS.

Left to Right, Top Row—Mr. C. B l>rodger, Instructoi al Beatty School, .\morican Ceiiilic.ite i\o. 159; Mr. J. B. Ferrand,

Certificate No. llil (Born in South Africa); Mr. (i. H. Beard, Certificate No. 1095 (Born in England); Mr. C. H. C. Smith,

Certificate No. 923 (Born in U.S.A.). Bottom Row—Mr. G. Donald, Certificate No. 1061 (Born in Scotland); Mr. J. I).

Newberry, Certificate No. 1C60 (Born in South Africa) ; Mr. D. C. MacLachlan, Certificate No. 930 (Born in Scotland). All the

foregoing were pupils at the Beatty School at Hendon, Mr. Prodger, the instructor, having been one of Mr. Beatty's early

pupils in America. The eighth and last portrait is of Mr. W. J. McConnochie, Certificate No. 1118 (Born in Scotland),

a recent pupil of the Hall School at Hendon. It is peculiar that of eight pilots taken at random only one is an Englishman
by birth.
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rkt JUrcr^Co^fM.

Hold the SOLE RIGHTS DIRECT
from the FARMAN BROTHERS

for the building of

HENRY & MAURICE FARMAN

Aeroplanes
AND

Hydro-Aeroplanes.

In Great Britain and the Oversea

Dominions.

Works and Flying Ground

HENDON.

Offices :

47 VICTORIA STREET. S.W.

^ in design and construction, whether in Aeroplanes

^ / or Seaplanes, is the outstanding feature of the

AVRO
^I A sound reputation for reliability, usefulness, and

speed.

' One of the finest aeroplanes ever designed, if not
indeed the finest of all."

—

Daily Telegraph. #

:(A. V. ROE & CO., Ltd.
Contractors io the Adtniralty, U'ar Office, / *

a)id Foreign Governments, /

^

Clifton Street, Miles Platting,

MANCHESTER. ^*

Contractors to

H.M. Admiralty and War Office.

Handley Page, Ltd
OFFICES AND WORKS:

110, CRICKLEWOOD LANE,

LONDON, N.W.

AEROPLANE
MANUFACTURERS.

Teleplione

—

HAMl'STEAD 7025 (2 lines.)

Telegrams—
'HYDROPHID, CRICKLE,

LONDON.

THE

GNOME ENGINE GO,
(Societe des Moteurs Gnome.);

To whom all applications for

Gnome engines and spare

:: parts should be made ::

For Great Britain and the Oversea Dominions:

THE GNOME ENGINE COMPANY,
47, VICTORIA STREET, S.W.

KINDLY MENTION "THE AEROPL.ANE" WHEN CORRESPONDING WITH ADVERTISERS.
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The Editorial and Advertising Offices of "The Aeroplane"

are at 166, Piccadilly, W.
Telegraphic Address : Aileron, London. 'Phone : Mayfair 5407.

Accounts, and all correspondence relating thereto, should be

sent to the Registered Offices of "The Aeroplane and General

Publishing Co., Ltd.," Rolls House, Breams Buildings, E.C.

The Editor cannot undertake to return unsolicited manu-
scripts, whether accompanied by stamps or not, though every

endeavour will be made to do so.

"The Aeroplane" is not connected with any other business

at the same address, whether associated with Aeronautics or

not.

Subscription Rate, post free : Home, 3 months, 1/8; 6 months, 3/3 ; 12 months, 6/6. Abroad, 3 months 2/2 ; 6 months, 4/4 ; 12 months, 8/8

The Armament
vSume l(j\v }x-ai's ago, when we wciu much ueaicr to

bciug at wai' with both our present allies, than with
either of our present enemies—or, perhaps, I should
sa}^, our preseiJt enemy, since no one feels an}-

animosity against the poor misguided Austrians, Hun-
garians, and Turks—Mr. Rudyard Kipling wrote a

cynical little poem beginning :
—

"Who can doubt the secret hid under Cheops
pyramid

"Is that the contractor did Cheops out of several mil-
lions,

"And that Joseph's sudden rise to comptroller of

supplies
"Was a fraud of monstrous size worked on Pharaoh's

swart civilians."

Incidentally, even Joseph, clever as he was, occa-

sionally made mistakes which hampered his career.

Though the corner in wheat, which he worked in collu-

sion with Pharaoh, is the first deal of its kind on
record, he neglected that policy indicated by Mr.
Kipling ill the line

—

"JNIake your peace with the women and men will make
3'ou C.B."

What Mr. Kipling wrote then was evidentlj"

intended to suggest that human nature had not
changed since the Pyramids were built, and there seems
no good reason to imagine that any change has taken
place since he put the case so neatly, except that in

war time the rises are suddener and the frauds mon-
strouser—also they are more numerous, and more
varied in kind.
Further, it may be well to point out that a number

of small frauds may do as much harm as one big one,
and a number of subordinates either conspiring together
or trying independently to defraud their emplo3fer can
do more damage to the country than if the employer
himself was the culprit. This is particularly the case
in the supply of armament—as, for instance, in the
case of the men 011 the Clyde who arranged a "stay-in"
strike, by which they keep something like regular
hours and do as little work as possible while in the
shops.
Another very deliberate form of fraud is, I am told,

rather common in the aeroplane trade. A man will
come in late on purpose on several mornings a week,
thus missing the first part of each da}^—or "losing a
quarter," as it is called in the shops—and so will lose
his ordinary pay for those hours, and then he will work
later in the evening to make up for it, and claim "over-
time" pay for the extra hours at the end of the daj'.

This, of course, is fraud pure and simple.
A similar form of fraud is that of the man who cuts

a day's work at ordinary rates and works all Sunday
at double pay—which is the usual Sundaj^ overtime
rate—to make up for it.

As the result of such scheming it is frequently found
that a man is drawing overtime pay for perhaps 20 per
cent, or 25 per cent, of his work, though his actual
hours spent in the shop may only equal those of men
who are drawing no overtime pay at all.

There is quite an easy waj- of stopping this kind of

fraud, thanks to a rule existing in the Coventry Dis-

Supply Problem.
tnct of the vSociety of Amalgamated lingiueers, or what-
ever its correct title may De. The rule was made by
the Trade Union itself lor the protection of its own
honest, hard-working members, and it amounts simply
to a regulation of rates by -which no man is entitled to

overtime until he has put in the same number ot hours
111 tlie siiop as make up the usual working hours.
Thus, if a shop is running from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m. five

days a week^ with an hour for breakfast and an hour
for dinner, and four hours on Saturday—or 54 hours in

all—with overtime pay after 6 p.m. and on Saturday
afternoons, a man who loses two "quarters,'' from O
a.m. to 9 a.m. during the week, will have to work
four hours' overtime aiter 0 p.m., or on Saturday after-

noon, at his ordinary rate of pay before he can claim
any overtime at all.

This rule is not, apparently, known to all works
managers of aeroplane factories, some of whom have
not had much experience of other trades, so the infor-

mation may be worth having. Also, it is pretty certain
that the better-class workmen, who are invariably good
timekeepers, will be very glad to see such a rule

adopted 111 the aircraft industry.
The Official Adviser.

The general adoption of such a rule will help materi-
ally to increase output, and for that reason it is re-

commended to the notice of Mr. George Booth, whose
recent appointment as industrial adviser to the War
Office has attracted so much attention in the press.
vSome considerable time ago, before there was any

question of appointing such an adviser, I had the good
luck to meet Mr. Booth and to have some conversation
with him concerning the aircraft industry. He has
probably forgotten the incident by now, among his

multifarious activities in other directions, but for my
part I suspect that the Authorities who discovered and
appointed him have hit on the right man, for he is the
first civilian Government official I have come across
who wanted to know things instead of wanting to teach
everybody else their business. It is true that he was
not a Government oflicial at the time, and that the best
of men are liable to infection by the microbe of

"officialdom," but there are always some who are
immune to the disease, and probably he has been
thoroughly inoculated against it by his experience as
a director of steamship companies who work ou
Government contracts.
His wide experience of industrial aft'airs generally

should enable him to find the "snags" which are hang-
ing up deliveries of armament, and this question of

fraudulent overtime is one of the worst of the lot, for

it afiects Government establishments as much as pri-

vate workshops.
Useless Overtime.

One assumes that Mr. Booth's activities will extend
to Government factories as well as to the various
"trades," in which case I commend to his attention a
form of fraud practised, I am told ou good authority, by
employees in the Royal Aircraft Factory at South Farn-
borough. One cannot, of course, expect Mr. Mervyn
O 'Gorman, C.B., to discover these things, for his time
as vSuperinteiident must be fairly well occupied, on
such days of the week as his contract requires his
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attendance at Farnborough, in superintending his
heads of departments and correcting their mistakes,
without delving in the workshops and finding out the
petty frauds 01 his workpeople, though, in the aggre-
gate, these petty frauds may cost a mint of money and
delay deliveries to a serious extent.
Any manufacturer of aeroplanes who advertises for

hands knows that he always receives replies from men
from the R.A.F., and that if he interviews such men
he finds that they are in most cases first-class workmen
who are thoroughly fed up with the lack of system in

the R.A.F. shops, where tney complain that they have
to put in long hours simply killing time for the benefit

of someone else, and without producing anything like

as much useful work as they should and could. It is

true that they are paid for plenty of overtime, but that
is no satisfaction to a conscientious workman, who, in

this time of national stress, desires to produce his maxi-
mum output of useful armament, in the form of aero-

planes or aeroplane parts.
Understandings.

Apparently, the trouble arises through an "under-
standing"-—as one may call it, euphemistically, between
certain shop foremen who arrange that their shops
shall put in all the overtime possible, because the fore-

men draw pay in proportion to the amount of overtime
worked in their shops, whether they themselves are
actually in the shops all the time or not. As a result,

it is stated, men are booking 76 hours' work a week
when their actual output is so small that they would
have to kill time to put in 54 hours a week.
Nothing is so demoralising as systematic slacking,

and one cannot wonder that self-respecting and
patriotic workmen do their best to get awiiy and join

other firms where they can work at high pressure and
feel that they are really doing something for their

country, although age, physical unfitness, or the cares

of a family prevent them from taking their places in

the firing-line.

It is further stated that when such men wish to leave
every obstacle is put in their way, even to the extent
of telling them that their Insurance cards will be with-
held, and that if they go to any other aircraft firm the
War Office will fetch them back. In this way not only
is the work of good men wasted, but they are prevented
from going where they can increase the efficiency of

other firms whose work is of greater value.

If these stories came from chronic grumblers, or men
with personal grievances against those in authority,

one might ignore them ; but they do not, and one hears
the same thing all round the trade, so one cannot help
believing them.

It seems that the foremen at fault form a little gang
who were originally shop-mates in a motor factory, and
as the motor trade is notoriously the most "tricky"
branch of the engineering industry, from top to bottom
—having been built up largely by young adventurers
before any of the big old-established engineering firms
took a hand in it—it is the easier to understand how
the aircraft industry has become infected in certain

spots.

It is the more gratifying, therefore, to find that in

these days respectable engineering firms of high repute,
several of whom have done much to raise the tone of

the motor trade, are taking an active interest in aero-

plane and aero-engine construction, for when the aero-

plane boom comes, in a few years' time, they and the
established aeroplane firms—who, happity, have a very
clean reputation.—will be able to absorb the orders and
so the undesirable element may be kept out. Mean-
time, such part of that undesirable element as has
crept in is doing considerable harm, and should be
eliminated as quickly as possible.

Inspection Conditions.

Another trouble at the R.A.F. which the vSujieriuten-

dent cannot be expected to discover, though it causes

delayed deliveries and waste of money, is the matter
of inspection. In the old, bad days, before the forma-
tion of the Aeronautical Inspection Department, Royal
Flying Corps, when R.A.F. inspectors condemned
every outside constructor's work with impartial par-
tiality, whether it was made to Government design or
not, it was more or less understood that the duty of
an inspector was to condemn, and the cute constructor
alwa3^s let a certain amount of obviously sloppy work
go past his own inspectors so that the R.A.F. man
could have something to play with.
Then the A.I.D. startled the "trade" with the revo-

lutionary doctrine that the duty of an inspector is to
pass everything which is obviously fit for use, and the
immediate result was an increase of output and an
improvement in the quality of the work done, for the
constructors found that they were working with a
sympathetic consumer of their goods, instead of being
compelled to dodge a dangerous competitor, so that the
less "wasters" their shops produced—which meant the
fewer parts the inspectors had to condemn—the better
they were liked and the more confidence the R.F.C.
had in their machines.

Therefore, some months before the war, R.A.F. in-
spection became a matter only affecting its internal
economy, and one might have expected some change in
the policy of the inspectors, who were then employed
in inspecting stuff produced in the R.A.F. itself or
by firms who were making stuff to the order of the
R.A.F.—such things, for example, as material and
fittings for B.E.s and R.F.s, parts for R.A.F. engines,
certain navigating instruments and gauges, and so
forth—though why anything had to be made outside is
something of a mystery, considering that with ordinary
commercial organisation the number of hands on the
R.A.F. pay-roll was, and is, sufficient to turn out
everything ever ordered from outside firms, and then
leave enough over to supply most of the parts required
by contractors building aeroplanes to Government
designs.

Tlie Big Buyers.

The amount of material and fittings actually bought
by the R.A.F. in these days is very small as compared
with the amount bought by the R.F.C. Ordnance
Department—inspected sympathetically by the A.I.D.
—and the amount bought by the large and rapidly
increasing number of firms who are building aircraft
for the R.F.C—also inspected by the A.I.D—and for
the Admiralty, which latter authority has dissociated
itself from the R.A.F. more emphatically than ever
since the episode of certain B.E.2 cs.

Incidentally, the Navy's new method of increasing
the climbing speed of B.E.2 cs. with standard engines
is the brain-wave of a century, and far surpasses
stripped chassis and streamlined wires.

Can tlie Leopard Cliange His Spots?
However, such firms as are making parts for the

R.A.F. still find the old inspection difiSculties, and
these apparently arise from much the same cause as
the overtime trouble—namely, that foreman must be
loyal to foreman, whether he is loyal to his employer
or not. There seems to be a clear understanding that
anything made inside the Factory must be passed, if

possible, because if a shop turned out an undue pro-
portion of "wasters" the foreman would get into trouble
over bad work done under his supervision—also the
question might be raised as to why so much overtime
only produced stuff which had to be scrapped.
As a natural result, it follows that anything produced

outside the Factory must be condemned, if possible

;

for, in case of inquiries from higher authorities, it can
then be shown that the quality of the work done in
these shops is better than that done by outside firms,
.lud, as many of tho.se firms have a high reputation, it
follows that the work done inside the R.A.F. must' be
of still higher quality. Also, of course, a high percent-
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age of condemned parts niaj' be taken as indicating the

vigilance of the inspector, who thus shows that he is

earning his money, and possibly merits promotion.
It is not qnite clear how the inspection at the R.A.F.

is arranged : whether each shop has its own inspectors,

nnder the shop foreman, or whether the output of all

the shops and of the outside firms has to pass a central

inspection shop in which the inspectors are unable to

itlentifjr the particular place in which the work has
been done; but, in either case, it is presumably easy
to tell the R.A.F. product from the outside product, so

that once there is a clear understanding that outside
])roducts must be condemned, and R.A.F. products
])assed, the harm is done, money is wasted, and the

luoduction of aeroplanes delaj-ed.

Liquor Versus Labour.

It seems to me, as an unprejudiced observer, that the
"Laljour versus Liquor" question is of minor import-
ance when workmen and foremen alike are in a posi-

tion to hold up output in the manner I have indicated
above. The scheming scoundrel is seldom a drunkard.
He soon finds that drink fuddles his wits and upsets
liis schemes, and if he takes to drink he invariably
gives himself away and is easilj' circumvented.

Nevertheless, the drink question does affect the
matter of "losing quarters" and consequent unneces-
sary overtime. One of the works managers with whom
I served many years ago had a theory that it was a

mistake to start work before S a.m. because the men
never did decent work "before the streets were pro-

perly aired." He believed that it was better to run
from S a.m. till 12.30 p.m. without a breakfast-hour,
and from 1.30 p.m. till 7 p.m., with half an hour for

tea at 5 p.m., thus making a ql-oxrr day, and from
S a.m. till I ]).m. on Saturday. It meant burning more
gas in the evening, but he certainh' got more work
done, because lost quarters were verj^ rare.

Still, lost quarters in a day beginning at 6 a.m. are

chiefly due to going to bed at 11.30 p.m., or midnight,
after three or four hours of steady soaking in the foetid

atmosi^ihere of a public-house ; and rrndoubtedly if all

public-houses shut at 8 p.m. most men would go to

bed before 10 p.m. and could start easily at 6 a.m.

—

and do it all the lietter for not having a skinful of

alcohol and a head full of fumes. Closing at S p.m.
woxild leave plenty' of time in which to fetch the supper
beer, which is a perfectly legitimate article of con-

sumption—for those able to digest it.

The Treating Evil.

The argument that men will soak whiske}^ and beer
at home if the public-houses are closed early may be
true of a minorit}', birt the bulk of the unnecessary^ and
,i^"--^nc; oV'>i-'nl consumed is drunk because both in

Clulis and I'ulis tlu-re exists tlie foolish custom of

"standing one's round." If three men go into a public-
house, or an hotel, or even some of the less reputable
clubs, each feeling that he really wants a drink, each
knows he mirst stand a round, which means three clriuks
each instead of one. ProbabU^ they meet two or three
friends, which means several more rounds. And so
the original one necessary, or at any rate desirable,
drink becomes five or six, which is absurd, for it does
no one am^ good except the producer of the drink.
Owing to the fact that the effect of drink, simply as

a thirst quencher, is transitorj', this may happen two
or three times in the course of an evening, but the
effect of alcohol as a poison is cumulative and piles u])

from day to day and week to week. Hence the evil

of continual treating among men who meet every day
of their lives, whereas a gorgeous, blind burst, ending
with a return home with the milk in the morning snn-
Uglit, say three or four times a year, is rather healthy
than otherwise, being the equivalent of "breaking-
training" to an athlete.

No one would grudge officer or man returned from
the trenches such a burst, nor would one grudge it,

on occasion, to a workman who has been steadily work-
ing overtime for three months on end. But steady
drinking without ever getting really drunk plays the
devil with good work, whether the drinking is done
in. the officers' mess—as is often the case—or in a
club, or in the working-man's pub. Therefore, the
obvious thing to do is to shiit down on all alcohol at

S p.m., for then young officers will not have pink eyes
at 6 o'clock parades, and workmen will not lose
quarters.

Tiie Crucial Time.

The next six months form the crucial period of the
war. Also, they are the lightest months of the year.
If everyone knocked off late drinking and took to
working throughout the daylight hours during those
months, abjuring artificial stimulants and artificial

light as well, more work and better work would be
done both by the workpeople and by the Services. The
early morning air, after a good night's rest, of course,
is the finest stimulant in the world. Those who have
been through the Central Flying vSchool, with its strict

rules about "earlj^ to bed and earh^ to rise" in the
summer months, will bear out my argument.
The Government has complete control to-day- of

means of transit as well as sources of production. Let
the Government arrange for easy conveyairce of the
workmen to their shops in the very early morning,
and let them shut down all drink supplies at such an
liour that the men can get a thorough and healthy
night's rest, and they will go far towards producing
efliciency^ in the production of aerial and other
armament.—C. G. G.

WAR FROM ABOVE.—Two small views taken from an aeroplane. On the left, batteries masked by a wood—taken low
down, the wing of the n>achlne showing in the right corner. On the right, a zig=zag French trench, with the German position

in the distance—taken higher up, and showing the tail of the machine on the left. The horizon is somewhat askew.
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Naval and Military Aeronautics.
GREAT BRITAIN.

From the "London Gazette," April 7th, 1915.

War Opfict, April Tth.
REGULAR FORCES.—General Staff Officers :—
ist Grade—JMaj. C. C. Marindin, R..\., from 2nd grade, and

to be temp, lieut.-col, March 9th.

2nd Grade—Maj. W. W. Warner, ret. pay, I. A., vice Maj. C.
C. Marindin, R.A. March gth.

3rd Grade—Temp. Lieut. R. F. Wigram, vice Mai. L. E.
Morrice, D.S.O., R. of O. March 13th.

Deputy Director—Brevet Lieut. -Col. W. S. Brancl^er, R.A.,
from an assist, director, and to be temporary colonel. March
9th.

^

Assist. Director—Maj. D. S. Machines, D.S.O., R.E., from
a dep. assist, director, and to be temp, lieut.-col. March 9th.

Dep. Assist. Director—Capt. G. M. Griffith, R.A., from a
staff capt. March 9th.

Staff Capt.—Capt. W. B. Caddell, R.A., and seconded. March
9th.

ESTABLISHMENTS.—Royal Flying Corps.—Military
Wing.—Flying Officers to be Flight Commanders.—March
24th : Lieut. G. A. K. Lawrence, R.A., and temp. capt. ; Lieut.
G D. Mills, Notts and Derbys, and temp. capt.

; Capt. J. G.
Weir, 3rd Highland (Howitzer) Brig. R.F.A., T.F.

Assist. Equipment Officer—Lieut. D. L. Allen, R. Irish F.,
from a flying officer. March 29tih.

Flight Corns, to be Squadron Commanders (and temporary
majors). March 24 : Capt. C. G. Hoare, 39th King George's
Own Central India Horse, Indian Army; Capt. C. L. N..
Newall, 2nd King Edward's Own Gurkha R. (the Sirmoor
Rifles), Indian Army.
Supplementary to Regular Corps.—Royal Flying Corps

Military Wing.—Sec. Lieut, (on prob.) H. T. Musker con-
firmed in rank. G. O. Hayne to be sec. lieut. (on prob.).
January 25th.

* * *

From the " London Gazette," April 8th, 191;").

War Office, .April 8th.

^
REGULAR FORCES.—Establishments.—Royal Flying

Corps.—Aeronautical Inspection Department.—.Assist. Inspr.

—Hon. Lieut. L. T. G. Mansell, from temp. Inspr. of Ordn.
Mach., 3rd class, A.O.D., to be tern]), lieut., and transferred to

General List. March 23rd.
* * *

From the "London Gazette," April 9th, 1915.

Admiralty, April 7th.
ROYAL NAVAL AIR SERVICE.—Proh. flight sub-lieuts.

confirmed in rank of flight sub-lieut. : W. K. F. G. Warneford.
Oct. 24th. C. W. Dickinson. Oct. 27th.

* * *

War Office, .April 9TH.

REGULAR FORCES.

—

Establishments.—Royal Flying
Corps.—^Military Wing.—Flying Officer— Lieut. .A. F. .A.

Hooper (N. Staffs.), from Res., and seconded. March i.

Infantry.—^Royal Fusiliers.—Capt. R. P. Mills (flving officer.

Royal Flying Corps, Military Wing), from 5th (S.R.) Batt. , to

be sec. lieut., and seconded. .August 14th, 1912. (Substituted

for notification in "Gazette" of January ^th.) Sec. Lieut. R. P.

Mills to be lieut. January 21st, but rank for seniority from De-
cember I2th, with precedence next below R. F. Cooper, and
remain seconded. (Substituted for notification in "Gazette" of

March 27tlh.)

Special Reserve of Officers.—Reserve Units.—Officer

seconded for service with Army Cyclist Corps. December 5th.

—

3rd Connaught Rangers.—Sec. Lieut. R. Delacombe.

Supplementary to Regular Corps.—Royal Flying Corps.—
Military Wing).—To be sec. lieuts. (on prob.) : N. H. Read.
March iith. H. L. Cooper, March 15th. March 2Stih : C. F.

Collett, R. M. Murray, G. Merton.
» • »

From the "London Gazette," April 12th ;
—

War Office, April i2th.

REGUL.AR FORCES. — Establishments.—Royal Flying
Corps.—Military Wing.—Flight Comms. 10 be Sqdn. Comms.

—Brevet Major H. R. P. Reynolds, R.E. March 27th. Capt.
P. L. W. Herbert, Notts, and Derbys., ;.nd temp. maj. March
28th. Capt. D. S. Lewis, D.S.O., R.E., and temp. maj.
April 2nd.

Flying Officers.—March 19th : Temp. Lieut. S. G. Gilmour,
(i2th .A. and S.H.), and transferred to General List, New
-Armies; Lieut. I^. F. Richard, R.A., and seconded; Sec. Lieut.

M. H. Monckton, R.A., and seconded; Lieut. R. E. B. Hunt,
3rd Shro'ps. L.L, and seconded. March 29th.

Inspection Staff.—.Assist. Inspr. : Maj. H. D. Larymore,
C. M.G., R. of O. January 15th.

NAVAL.
The following appointments were notified at the Admiralty

01 .April 6th :
—

Royal Naval -Air Service.—^Mr. S. R. Hemingway granted
a temporary commission as lieut., R.N.V.R., and appointed to

the "President," for duty with Royal Naval Air Service, to date
.April 3rd.

Mid. E. C. W. Vane-Tempest, R.N.V.R., promoted to tihe

rank of temp, sub-lieut., R.N.V.R., and appointed to the

"President," additional, for duty with the Royal Naval Air

Service, to date January 18th.
' * * *

The following appointments were notified at the .Admiralty on.

April 7th :

—

Royal Naval .Air Service.—Messrs. D. K. Cameron and C.

W. Nutting granted temporary commissions as lieuts.

R.N.V.R. and appointed to the "President," additional, for

R.N.A.S., to date March 30th.

Messrs. O. H. Crowther, H. L. Crowther, and N. Lea
granted temporary commissions as sub-lieuts. R.N.V.R. and
appointed to the "President," additional, for R.N..A.S., to date

.March 30lh.
* *

The following appointments were notified at the Admiralty on
April 8th :—
Royal Naval Air Service.—The following have been granted

temp, commissions as lieutenants. Royal Naval Volunteer Re-
serve, and appointed to the "President,"' additional, for

R.N..A.S., to date as stated: G. C. Jack.son, .April 5t.h, and E.

D. .Adams, .April 6th.

The following have been granted temp, commissions as sub-

lieutenants Royal Naval Volunteer Reserve, and appointed to

the "President," additional, for R.N.A.S., to date as stated:

A. H. Hall, T. E. Viney, G. N. Lindnian, April 5th ; C. A.

Maitland-Heriot, April 6th.

Prob. Flight .Sub-Lieuts.—W. K. F. G. Warneford and C.

\\ . Dickinson, confirmed in rank with original seniority, and

apfX)inted to the "President," additional, for R.N.,A.S., to date

March 26th.
*

The following appointment was notified at the Admiralty

on April qth :

—

Royal Naval Air Service.—Mr. J. G. Struthers entered as

probationary flight sub-lieutenant, for temporary service, and
appointed to the "President," additional, for R.N.A.S., to date

•April 6th.
* *

The following appointments were notified at the .Admiralty

on .April loth :

—

Royal Naval Air Service.—The undermentioned have been

entered as probationarv flight sub-lieutenants and appointed to

the "President," additional, for R.N.A.S., all to date April

7th : J. H. Rose, F. H. .Aspden, M. .A. Simpson, J. F. Hutch-

inson, R. S. Smith, F. Fowler, G. F. Smythe, and E. Alexander

de Lossy de \'ille.

» » *

The following appointments were notified at the .Admiralty on

April I2tli :
—

Royal Naval .Air Service.—The following have been granted

temporary commissions as lieutenants and appointed to the

"President," additional, for duty with R.N. .Air Service, to

date as stated : E. L. Dale, April gth ; C. A. W. Taylor, April

iith.
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^

Mr. R. Chamber;, granted temporary commission as sub-
lieutenant and appointed to ihe "President," additional, for
duty with R.N. Air Service, to date March 30th.

Mr. W. H. E. Campbell entered as probationary flight sub-
lieutenant and appointed to the "President," additional, for
R.N. h'n Service, to date .March 29th.

Temp. Sub-Lieut., R.N.V.R., F. C. Archer to the "Presi-
dent," additional, for duty with R.N. .\ir Service, to date
April 9th.

* * *

The Press Bureau issued on April loth a list of .Admiralty
awards for distinguished service in a supplement to the
"London Gazette." The following were awarded for flying
service :

—
Distinguished Service Order.

The King has been graciously pleased to give orders for

the following appointments to the Distinguished Service Order
in recognition of services as mentioned :

—

Companions of the Distinguished Service Order.
For services rendered in the aerial attack on Dunkirk,

January 23rd, 1915 :

—

Squadron Commander Richard Bell Davies.
Flight Lieutenant Richard Edmund Charles Peirse.

These officers have repeatedly attacked the German submarine
station at Ostend and Zeebrugge, being subjected on each occa-
sion to heavy and accurate fire, their machines being frequently
hit. In particular, on January 23rd, they each discharged eight
bombs in an attack upon submarines alongside the mole at

Zeebrugge, flying down to close range. At the outset of this

flight Lieutenant Davies was severely wounded by a bullet in

the thigh, but nevertheless he accomplished his task, handling
his machine for an hour with great skill in spite of pain and loss

of blood.

Distinguished Service Medal.
For gallant behaviour on reconnaissance in a hydroplane at

Akaba about Janury 6th, 1915

—

Quartier-Maitre Merv^ Grail, of the .Aviation Marine
Fran^aise.

* * *

Squadron-Commander Davies will be remembered as second in

command at Eastohurch. Subsequently he went to Somaliland
to investigate the ix)ssibilities of using aircraft there. He came
home with fever, and had only just recovered when war broke
out. His very gallant flight over Zeebrugge is regarded in the

R.N.A.S. as one of the best things done in the war. Equally
eflioient as an officer and as an aviator his D.S.O. is well

deserved.

Lieut. Peirse is generally estimated to be one of the verv

finest fliers in the R.N.A.S., and he has already done much good
work on the Continent. He is the son of the Admiral Com-
manding in the East Indies—whose force was recently bom-
barding Smyrna. Lieut. Peirse entered the R.N.A.S. as a

civilian, having been prevented by delicate health from entering
the Navy at the regulation age.

Quarter-Master Grail will be remembered as pilot of the

hydro-monoplane on which he was forced to land in the Sinai

Peninsula, with Captain Stirling, D.S.O., Royal Dublin
Fusiliers, as passenger, both he and his passenger being injured

in the smash so that they took many hours to reach the coast.

Captain Stirling's observations proved to be of the highest

value. His D.S.O. was, however, won several years ago.
* » »

It is to be hoped that someone in the Air Department will

bring to the notice of the draftsman of the official notice certain

errors. For instance, it seems that "attack on Zeebrugge"
would be more correct than "attack on Dunkirk."
Squadron-Commander is a rank in the Navy and not a grad-

ing, so that it seems wrong to write of "Lieutenant Davies," in

a-i official document. That is not even the corresponding rank
in the Navy proper, for a Squadron-Commander is a two-and-a-

half striper, and throughout the Navv officers of such rank

—

Lieutenant-Commanders—are colloquiallv addressed as "Com-
mander. "

Further, the word hydroplane is used in quite an erroneous

sense. A hydroplane is a species of motor-boat. The official

word for an aeroplane flying off water is "seaplane," and tech-

nically these are divided in "hydro-monoplanes" and "hvdro-

biplanes," or "sea-monoplanes" and "sea-biplanes," or even

the journalist's word waterplane may be used, but hydroplane is

utterly wrong.
Finally, the French military title for "Quarter-master" is

" Maitre-de-Logis. " It is possible that the French Navy may
use the words "Quartier-Maitre," but it is very unlikely, and it

looks as if the draftsman of the document had translated with

the help of a dictionary from a dispatch written in English.
* * *

On Thursday, .-Xpril 8th, about 11.45 a.m., a balloon was

seen coming from the direction of Purfleet over the West Thur-

rock marshes, at about 20 feet, and as it reached the edge of

the river the basket struck the high river wall, throwing out its

occupant, Sub-Lieut. Fletcher, R.N.A.S., who fell into the

mud, which was very soft owing to the tide just having gone

down. He landed about 3 feet from the edge of the water and

managed to get ashore with the assistance of a bystander.

He was taken to the local vicarage, where he changed his

clothes and afterwards proceeded to rescue his balloon, w^hich

had travelled down to Grays, where it became entangled with

the s.s. "Exmouth." Later it was rumoured locally that the

balloon was a captive which had broken away from Wormwood
Scrubs, though one does not vouch for the fact.

MILITARY.
The Field-Marshal Commanding-in-Chief the British Forces

in France reported as follows in a communique issued on .April

6lh :—
April 5th, 1915.

(i) The situation still remains quiet on our front. A change

in the weather has limited the possibilities of activity on the

part of our aviators.
• » •

The following passage in the descriptive account which has

been communicated by an Eye-Witness present with General

Headquarters continuing and supplementing the narrative pub-

lished on the sth inst., deals with aircraft :

—

April 6th.

The situation remains as it was. On Thursday, April

ist . . . a bomb was dropped by a German aeroplane on

.Armenti^res without doing any damage, and during the night

the hostile guns opened on our trenches on the left centre.
* *

The following appeared in (he Casualty List issued on April

7th :-
Previously reported Missing, now unofficially reported

TO have Died as the Result of an Aeroplane Accident :

Warrand, Lieut, h. St. J. N., the Black Watoh and Royal

Flying Corps.

Alastair St. John Munro Warrand, who was the younger

son of Mr. T. A. Warrand, of Lemtram, Bridge of Allah,

entered the Royal Hig-hlanders (Black Watch) in October, 1907,

and was promoted lieutenant in .August, 1910. In April, 1912,

he was employed with the West African Frontier Force. He
was appointed to the R.F.C. last year, being gazetted as Flying

Officer on October 21st, 1914, and acted for a time as adjutant

to Major Longcroft at Brooklands.

He took his certificate. No. 840, on a Vickers biplane at

Brooklands on July i4tih, 1914. He was born at Polmont, Scot-

land, on January 13th, 1889.

It is reported from France that Mr. Warrand died in hospital

at Lille as the result of injuries received when he was brought

down by German fire, and that he was accorded a military

funeral bv the German military authorities.
• • •

The following daily rates of pay, including flying pay, are

notified by .Armv Order for the new ranks of the Royal Flying

Corps : Wing Commander, 38s. ;
Wing Adjutant, 27s.

;
Equip-

ment Officer, 24s. 6d. Officers shall be appointed to be Assis-

tant Equipment Officers, who shall receive, according to their

classification, either (a) the ordinary rate of pay, without flying

pay, provided for a Flying Officer, or (b) the rate provided for

a Quartermaster. They shall receive in addition flying pay at

th? rate of 5s. a day for each day of ascent.

The following additional grades and daily rates of pay will

be provided : Technical quartermaster-sergeant, 10s. ; non-tech-

nical quartermaster-sergeant, 4s. 6d. Flying pay shall not be

admissible in addition.
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The friends of hiecond-Lieut. Oswald Mansell-Moullin,
R.F.C., who was reported missing after March 12th, will be
glad to hear that he is safe, though a prisoner of war. His
fafher, Lieut-.CoI. Mansell-Moullin, R.A.M.C., has received a
jwstcard from him from a German camp. He was permitted
to state that on his homeward journey his engine stepped and
let him down in the German lines, where he was at once sur-

rounded by about 30 soldiers, who watched him coming down
and just sat waiting to catch him. He was made prisoner,

but, he says, "I managed to set fire to my machine as I was
getting out, so she will te no good to them."—A highly com-
mendable example of coolness in this young officer, for pre-

sumably he set fire to his machine by firing into the petrol tank,

and he might easily have thus drawn on himself the fire of the

troops who captured him.
Wlhen the accident happened Mr. Mansell-Moullin was taking

part in the raid during the second day of the Neuve Chapelle
affair which resulted in so much damage to the railway behind
the German lines at Don, Douai, and Courtrai. Considering
that he had never been in an aeroplane till after war broke out
he must be a pilot of some considerable ability to be entrusted
with such work, and one hopes he may still find a useful career

in the R.F.C. after the war. Prior to joining the R.F.C. he
was for four years Science Master at Dover College, and he is

an M.A. of Cambridge.
» * •

Certain papers having discovered during the past week that

Lieut. G. W. Mapplebeck, D.S.O., King's Liverpool Regt., and
Royal Flying Corps, had returned to England after having ap-
peared in the Casualty List as missing, and later as a "Prisoner
of War," one may periliaps elucidate the brief statement in this

paper last week that one of the prisoners had returned. It would
be contrary to the custom of the R.F.C. to descant at length on
the story of his escape, but as the oircumstances were somewhat
exceptional it may be permissible to gi\-e a brief and innocuous
account of the occurrence as told by a friend of the officer in

question.

It appears that he was shot down in the vicinity of Lille

—

as tlTe Germans know this there can he no harm' in mentioning
the place. He landed unhurt, and as the district is entirely in-

dustrial and is composed of small working-class dwellings close

together, he succeeded in hiding in an empty house till his pur-
suers had disappeared. Knowing that it was impossible to re-

turn to the British lines through the network of trenches, he
moved at night to another district where he procured food and
a suit of workman's clothes. After lying hidden for many days
he started and walked across Belgium—naturally running the

risk of being shot as a spy if discovered—and ultimately suc-

ceeded in getting into Holland, where his travel-stained appear-
ance prevented any suspicion arising as to his being a Britisli

officer. Thence he reached England with comparative ease.

He has now returned to duty.

* * *

A good story is told by the ''Morning Post's" correspondent
in the North of France on April loth :

—

One of our aviators had been turning his attention to a trans-

port concentration point behind the German lines. A few bombs
had'l)een thrown, but, as usual with aeroplane projeclilos, <'

moral and material effect was limited, so he determined to plav

a practical joke. He obtained and eventually threw over an
old football. Down it went slowly enough, but looking big
enough to blow the camp up. It swung this way and that like

a torpedo. Yet it was not a balloon, for it dropped too quickly

for that. Surely some dreadful new engine of destruction. The
Germans fled panic-stricken in all directions, nor did they know
where to fly, because the fearful bomb would swoop about now
towards the right, now to the left. They were too scared to

shoot, and when at last the ball struck the ground and pro-

ceeded to bounce high into the air there was not a German in

the vicinity.

It is stated that during his Easter visit to France the Bishop
of London held a special service for the Royal Flying Corps
i-i a hangar at (deleted by our Censor).

The following extracts from the letters of an officer of the

Royal Flying Corps are of interest :

—

" On the first day. of the attack (on Neuve Chapelle) I was

up doing a reconnaissance, but saw very little of the battle, as

most of the time 1 was flying in a driving snowstorm and

couldn't see the ground. After a bit my petrol pipe broke and

my engine stopped, necessitating a forced landing.
" The morning of the second day of the attack I went by

motor to one of the siege batteries to arrange with the CO.
about co-operating with us. The roads were crammed with

troops marching up to the trenches, chiefly Indians, and batches

of German prisoners being led back under guard, and long

lines of horse ambulances filled with wounded, many of them
very cheery despite their wounds, the happy possessors of Ger-

man helmets and other trophies. The six-inch siege battery I

went to was in a regular nest of batteries, all keeping up a

continuous bombardment of the Germans, by whom they were

also being bombarded. The din was terrific. I got hack in

time for lunch and then did a reconnaissance with my observer

over the battle.
'

I was flying a rotten old machine, with an engine that runs

very badly and was missing from the time 1 left the ground.

Under ordinary circumstances I should have landed again im-

mediately, but it was an important reconnaissance, so I had

to do it. The highest I could get the machine to was 4,700 ft.,

and then as I flew towards the lines 1 could see our other

machines up getting a hot time from '.Archie.' They were

flying between 7,000 ft. and 8,000 ft., and as soon as I was in

range the Germans opened on my machine, and then during the

whole of the reconnaissance, which consisted of circling about

a small area, they didn't give me a moment's peace and I had
shells bursting round my machine the whole time, simul-

taneously flashes of flame and loud" bangs, sometimes on one

side and then on the other, below the machine, above it, be-

hind, and in front, and some of them bumped the machine
about unpleasantly.

"It was thoroughly uncomfortable. I twisted the machine
about this way and that, made it side-slip outwards, and did

everything I could to spoil their aim, but they kept me guess-

ing the whole time. One shell exploded just in front, and I

saw some bits of things flying off the engine and thought the

propeller was gone. I was very glad when the reconnaissance

was over. On landing I found that the machine had been hit

by rifle fire as well as by shrapnel. [There seems to be a moral
hereabouts for officers responsible for the upkeep or condemna-
tion of aeroplanes.—Ed.]

"Yesterday I was up for over an hour trying to get in a re-

connaissance, but there was mist from 400 ft. up and from
3,000 ft. thick clouds in which I was awfully knocked about by
bumps. After flying some time at a bit under 5,000 ft. I

thought I was behind our lines and shut off the engine and
glided down to 3,000 ft., and when I could see the ground
found I was well behind the German lines. They must have
laighed when they saw the machine unsuspectingly appearing
out of the clouds, and they greeted me with a tremendous
fusillade of rifle fire and some 'Archies,' that didn't, however,
come very near. I got into the clouds again as soon as I

could, but had a warm time in doing so. They only succeeded

in hitting the machine once or twice.

"... I have just got down from just under two hours in

the air, during which my observer was photographing German
positions. As regards your question of the height at which
practical observation can be done, given a clear dav after the

height of about 6,000 ft. is reached there is very little difference

between that and 12,000 ft., and after the first 6,000 ft. it

would take a very practised observer to tell if he were that

height or double that height. One can see everything per-

fectly clearly. The other day one of the observers took a lot

of photos at 11,500 ft. thinking he was about 6,000 ft., and they

came out very clearly. I have not yet been higher than 8,900
ft., as at present the engine of the machine that I am flying is

not running well, but at that height one can see transport and
troops perfectly clearly without field-glasses."

* * •

At Sea.

Lloyd's Edinburgh agent reports that the steamer "'StalTa,"
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fioin Rotterdam, was attacked on March 29th off the Hook of

Holland by a German aeroplane. A bomb was dropped from a

great altitude, but fell into tihe sea 15 ft. from the vessel, no

damage being done.
* * *

The officers and crew of the Cork steamer "Ousel," which

ai rived at Manchester on March 31st, report that they left

Rotterdam at 2 a.m. on March 27th, and w'hen 15 miles east of

the Galloper lightship two German seaplanes were observed

making for the ship. When over her at about 500 ft. they

dropped 11 bombs, which fell into the water and exploded,

throwing water as high as the masUiead. The nearest bomb fell

25 ft. away. When the steamer was first attacked the captain

and chief officer were on the bridge, and the course was at

once altered to windward, and a zig-zag course steered to escape

the bombs. Explosive rockets were got ready, but the sea-

planes kept out of range. All the seamen stood by the life-

boat in case the vessel should De struck, while the engine-room

kept full steam up.

[The "head to wind" idea evidently arises from the standard

trick against submarines. If one can get to windward of them

they have to come up wind and receive the spray in their peri-

scopes. Just what effect the skipper thought a similar

manoeuvre would have on aeroplanes is not clear.—Ed.]

* *

Captain J. T. Sharp, of the Cork s.s. "Serula," arrived at

Rotterdam on April 12th after a combined attack by two

German seaplanes west of the North Hinder Lightship. One
small seaplane dropped 6 bombs whicli fell 25ft. away. Then

a second and larger seaplane came over, also missing the ship

with many bombs, which were thrown in sets of three. ".After

this the two made a combined attack, trying to nail us," said

the captain. "They failed and they tried to come lower down,

but I kept them high by a constant rifle fire, and hit the little

seaplane in the right wing, so that it broke halfway (sic).

They then flew back to Zeebrugge.

"

FRANCE.
The French official communique of April 8th contains the

following :—

•

In the Bois de Montmare, to the north of Flirey,

we gained a footing in the defensive works of the

enemy. ... To the north-west of this wood the cable of a

captive balloon was severed by one of our shells, and the

balloon drifted across our lines towards the south-east.

* * *

The official communique of April loth says :

—

Our aeroplanes dropped 155mm. bombs on the maritime

station and the foundry at Bruges.

« »

The communique of April 12th says:

—

During the night of .'Vpril nth and 12th, about 1.30 a.m.,

a German dirigible threw seven bombs on Nancy. One fell

near the civilian hospital and another near a school. Two
fires were caused, but were promptly extinguished.

The French official Eye-Witness in his narrative issued in

Paris on April 7th deals with aircraft as follows :

—

The first days of spring, with their longer light, have been

marked by a recrudescence of activity on the part of our

aviators. The official communiquds state that among opera-

tions more glorious and more directly efficacious they cannot

mention the daily work of aviation on the whole front of the

armies.

The .'\vi'ation Militaire has adapted itself to the necessities of

position warfare. It co-operates regularly in the artillery

actions which take place daily, its reconnaissance service

furnishes the General Staff with precious information, and

bombardments and the pursuit of enemy aeroplanes are

among its essential and not least perilous tasks.

The story of a day of aerial operations will give some idea

of the value of the effort furnished by this service. The work
on April 2nd included 45 reconnaissances and 20 range cor-

rections. Numerous photographs were also taken of the

enemy's positions. The aerial bombardment operations were

seven in number.

Between 5 and 7 a.m. an escadrille dropped bombs in

Alsace on the Habsheim Aviation Ground, on the factory of

Diet Wilier, and the station- of Walheim. At Bensdorf a

V)omb of 10 kilos, was dropped on the station and 3 on the

cantonments. At 6.50 a.m. seven aeroplanes flew over the

Woevre as far as VigneuUes, where the Germans were con-

structing corrugated iron huts. These were riddled with

bombs, which could be seen falling on the buildings. The
aviation ground of Coucy le Chateau, north of Soissons, and

the station of Comines, in Belgium, were also bombarded.

At dark other aviators ascended. In Champagne three go-

millimetre bombs were dropped on the station of Somme-Py
and four on the station of Doutrien. The enemv bivouacs

near L'Ecaille and St. Etienne-sur-Suippe were struck by 90-

millimerre bombs, and on other bivouacs near Bazancourt
and Pont Faverger our aviators discharged 1,000 arrows.

Finallv there is to be recorded the capture of an enemy aero-

plane.

On April 1st two Aviatiks had already been brought down,
one by a well-aimed carbine shot after a very hot fight in the

region of Soissons, and the other abcve the valley of the Lys
by machine-gun fire, which hit the tank and set fire to the

machine. About 6 a.m. on April ist one of cur aeroplanes

near Reims noticed an Albatros flying towards the city and

chased it, firing effectively. The German descended in our

lines and the pilot and observer were made prisoners.

It is by such constant and tireless activity and daring initia-

THE FRENCH FLYING SERVICE.—On left, one of the Salmson-engined Voisins, with machine=gun, and a spare

propeller. On right, MM. Gilbe'rt. Brindejonc des Moulinais, and Garros, the three popular heroes of the Aviation Militaire.
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tive that our aviators have indisputably achieved the mastery
of the air.

[The difference between these activities and those of the

Escadrille de Paris is somewhat marl'Ced.— Ed.]
* »

The correspondent of the "Daily Telegraph" at Boulogne
reported that on Sunday, the 4tli, a German aeroplane dropped
bombs on Niewkerke Church, near Ypres. A number of the

congregation were killed and injured. The Abb6 Reynaert, who
was preaching at the time, was hit by flying debris and fatally

injured. The report is not confirmed elsewhere.
* * *

Tjhe "Times" correspondent at Paris reports that at mid-

night on Sunday, the 4th, the torpedo-boats off Dunkirk ob-

served a Zeppelin flying towards the town. Searchlights were

flashed upon the dirigible, which immediately turned tail and

flew in the direction of Ostend.
* *

An "Exchange" special, dated Paris, April 4th, says that M.
Pegoud brought down a Taube on April 2nd in the region of

St. Menehould. This is the third aeroplane brought down by

him since the beginning of the war.

* * *

Mr. A. Beaumont, representing the "Daily Telegraph" at

Bale, states that on April 5th, early in the morning, four French

aeroplanes were seen over the Vosges and were pursued by

several Germans. The French crossed the Rhine and then

flew northward over Mulheim .and Neuenburg, where they

circhd over the stations and barracks, which opened fire. Then

they flew back towards Colmar and Mulhausen, dropping

bombs en route. Next they followed trains on the line to MUl-

:hauscn, greeted all along by fire from hidden batteries, but they

escaped, and dropped two bombs on the railway station of

Nafwleonsinsel, which demolished the rails.

Towards the evening four fresh French aviators appeared, and

were flying in the direction of Illfurt when suddenly five or

si.K German aeroplanes appeared from over Tullingen. The
French aviators flew higher and higher, and for awhile dis-

appeared from view. At 6.45 p.m. a French biplane reappeared

over the Larg Valley, mistook the territory, and came down at

Porrentruy. .Almost at the same time a pursuing German
aeroplane was seen coming from Altkirch, but when it saw the

Frenchman had landed in Swiss territory it flew back.

* * «

The "Morning Post" correspondent in Paris reported on

April 8th :

—"The main efl'ect produced by the Zeppelin raid on

Paris has been a general reduction of the lighting of the town.

Experiments are still being carried out ; more and more lights

are extinguished every night, and aviators regularly look down

and report upon the appearance of a city which is scarcely more

lighted than the average town of the Middle .Ages."

GERMANY.
The official commtmique of .April loth says :-

A captive balloon, which was torn from its moorings, came

down, and was secured near Morchingen, outside the French

lines.
* •

The Headquarters Communique of .April 12th says :

—

As a reprisal for the hostile air attack on the 5th on the

open town of Muelheim, which is outside the fighting area,

by which three women were killed, we bombarded Chanzy,

the chief of a group of fortifications of the same name,

with shells and incendiary bombs.

According to the declarations of French officers the cathe-

drals of Notre Dame de Paris and Troyes, the national

library, the museums, the Maison des Invalides, the Louvre,

and other buildings have been supplied with military installa-

tions, such as searchlights, wireless apparatus, and machine-

guns.

[The inference here is that such buildings are now liable,

under International Law, to bombardment by aircraft.—Ed.]

« » •

Two German aeroplanes of the Tatibe pattern are reported to

have been destroyed at Freiburg, Baden, while undergoing their

first trials. The two officers piloting the machines were killetl.

The "Frankfurter Zeitung" states that a hostile aviator

dropped several bombs on Villingen on April ist at 4 p.m., and
that one bomb fell just behind a passenger train. The damage
done was not stated.

If * *

It is reported on the usual Geneva warranty that on April

4th the loth Zeppelin built at Friedrichshafen since the out-

break of war was successfully launched. Which confirms the

German opinion that output about balances losses.
* * *

A Berlin telegram via Amsterdam, April 6th, states : "Yes-
terday evening (April 5th) a hostile aviator dropped two bombs
on Miillheim, Baden, without causing any damage from a mili-

tary point of view; three civilians were killed."
* *

It was reported from Basle on April iith that cn Thursday,
in a storm, 13 French aeroplanes dropped bombs on the railway
station and repair sheds at Habsheim. They were pursued by
a squadron of Taubes, but dropped 3 more bombs on the wind-
mill of Dietwiller.

* * *

A correspondent of the "Times" who has been in Dusseldorf
recently vouchsafes some illuminating information on the sub-

ject of Zeppelins. He says :

—

"The Germans are utterly disappointed with their Zeppelins,

which have not been able as yet to satisfy their wishes and
fulfil their grand expectations. 'London,' they repeat, 'must be

bombarded. What is the good of attacking small coast towns?'
"At the end of 1912 Germany possessed more than 30 air-

ships of different models. [She did not, nor anything like it,

but perhaps 30 had been built in Germany since the start.—Ed.]

"I had the other day a conversation with a man who holds

the patent of a special article necessary for Zeppelins. He was,
by the way, one of the few Germans I have met who could

speak about Great Britain without hatred and bitterness. In

November last, he told me, about 35 to 40 Zeppelins were ready

for immediate use by the Government. [The usual intelligent

neutral's confusion of all airships with Zeppelins.—Ed.]

"When asked whether this number had increased since then,

he answered :

—

" 'I am of opinion that we have just been able to replace our

losses, which have been much greater than expected. But the

coming six months will enable us to build 15 to 18 new Zep-

pelins—[Read, "airships generally."—Ed.]—of a greatly im-

proved model, better armed and able to carry more than two
tons of explosives. This air fleet is most likely being built for

the purpose of reaching London. The building of the sheds was
long ago begun in Belgium. London will not be approached by

one or two airships, but by many, and quite regardless of pos-

sible losses. If we have not yet made an attempt on London,
it is because our Zeppelins need special improvements as shown
by experiments during the war. [Improvements which will be

completed a.d, 1935, or thereafter.—Ed.]
" 'It is also of the highest importance to the leaders of an

aerial expedition to have before they start an exact knowledge
of the meteorological conditions. It has hampered us greatly

that the English authorities have not sent out any news about

the meteorological conditions round the British Isles since war
began. [Vide The Aeroplane some weeks or months ago.

—

Ed.] If the war lasts another year I should not advise you to

remain in London, and, if you do, remember my warning, but

personally I do not think there will be any Zeppelin raids on

London before late in the summer.

'

"I mentioned in an article four months ago that three air

cruisers of the Schiitte-Lanz type were being built at Mann-
heim. The last of these was finished in the first days of March
and the trial trips have been satisfactory beyond expectations.

These new air cruisers are said to be at least as powerful and
trustworthy as the latest Zeppelins, in which half the Germans
have lost faith because of the continual disasters. I have my-
self seen at Heidelberg one of the new Schiitte-Lanz airships

flying from Mannheim over Heidelberg to Baden-Oos (near

B.aden-B'aden), which, besides being the base for two Zep-

pelins, is now in all probability the base for two of the newest

Schiitte-Lanz cruisers." [Good objective for a raid, Baden-Oos,
if the Intelligence Department happens to know whereabouts
the .-tirship sheds are placed.—Ed.]
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RUSSIA.
The following statement issued from the Main Army Head-

quarters was published at Petrograd on April 7th :

—

On April 4th a hostile aeroplane dropped two bombs on our
hospital near the station at Radom. The explosion v/hich

followed smashed the window-panes in the hospital and
slightly wounded a soldier. On April 2nd and 3rd an Aus-
trian aeroplane dropped five bombs on the hospitals at the
station of Jaslo. On April 2nd bombs were dropped while
wounded were in a hospital train.

[It would be over-rating the ability of bomb-droppers to as-

sume that they aimed with such accuracy at the objects

damaged.—Ed.
J

* * «

The communique issued in Petrograd on April 8th contains
the following :

—

On April 6th . . . near Libau a German seaplane was
sunk, and tlie aviators, who had devoted their energies to

the dropping of bombs on the peaceful town of Libau, were
rescued by us and made prisoners.

[I^ibau is, of course, an important naval and military station.

—Ed.]

* * *
The official communique of April (jth says :

—

On the right bank of the Vistula Cossacks brought down
a German aeroplane. The two aviators were taken prisoners.

ITALY.
According to the "Scientific American" of March 27th, a

large order for aeroplanes adapted for war purposes is said to

have been recently placed with the Curtiss .Aeroplane Company
by the Italian Government. These machines are to be of 100

horse-power, and are to be fitted with wheels for starting on
land, and also with pontoons to enable them to be used at sea.

They are to be capable of sustaining about 400 pounds, and
are said to cost $7,500 each. It is understood that a large num-
ber of these machines are under order, and the Curtiss Com-
pany has two representatives with the Italian naval aviation

corps to see that the fliers are properly set up and prepared as

thev are delivered.

BELGIUM.
The "Tyd" learns from Sluis that on Thursday, April 8th,

.Mlied aviators appeared over Knocke, dropping seven bombs,
with what result is not known. The Germans shot several fire

arrows, which at their greatest height sent out numerous fire-

balls, brilliantly lighting up the sky. Nevertheless, says the

journal, the Germans were unable to locate the enemy aviators.

[Probably the "arrows" were ordinary rockets.—Ed.]
-A- * i-

'

The "Telegraaf," Amsterdam, April loth, states that the

Belgians recently shot down a Taube aeroplane near Pervyse.

The two aviators were killed. Also a Taube caught fire at

Aerseele, near Tirlemont, and was compelled to descend.
* » *

The "Telegraaf" learns from Turnhout that a B-ritish aviator

was forced to land between Malines and Herenthals, and was
captured by the Germans about April 2nd.

Allied aviators reconnoitring over Flanders dropped sonic

bombs in the direction of Aaltei! and Thielt.

HOLLAND.
Reuter's Ymuiden agent reports that the steam trawler

"Batavier" at 2 a.m., 10 miles north-west of the isle of Vlie-

land, picked up a test balloon sent out by the artillery school at

Jiiterborg, near Berlin.
* * *

The "Daily Telegraph's" correspondent at Rotterdam tele-

graphed on April 6th that the coastguard at Ymuiden reported

that off Noordwik a large balloon, probably a captive balloon

which had broken loose, had been sighted floating. It was be-

lieved the crew was on board. Two Dutch torpedo-boats left

Ymuiden in search, also the lifeboat from Noordwik.
[Probably two versions of the same yarn.—Ed.]

* *
'

It is reported that the export of "flying machine chassis"
from Holland has been forbidden. It is news to most of us

that Holland exported aeroplane parts. .She has exported
several fine pilots and designers, but not aeroplanes.

It was reported from Amsterdam on April 12th that a Zeppe-

lin passed over the Dutch island of .Ameland on that day in a
westerly direction. A second Zeppelin was sighted the same
evening near Ameland, also in a westerly direction.

MONTENEGRO.
A telegram to Milan on ."Xpril 9tlT, from Montenegro, via

Bari, says that Austrian aviators took advantage of the famous
Easter Monday popular fair at Podgoritza to throw seven large

dynamite bombs on an innocent holiday crowd. Twelve persons

were killed on the spot, and 48 others, principally women and
children, were wounded, and had to be taken to hospital. Many
houses, too, were wrecked.

The aerial "assassins" also threw bombs on the old town of

Antivari. Six aeroplanes took part in the raid, and 22 bombs
were thrown, considerable damage being done.

SWITZERLAND.
The German authorities have suspended trafiic on Lake Con-

stance for a grand rehearsal of the measures which they have

adopted with a view to defeating any repetition of the raid

conducted by British aviators on Friedrichshafen.
« » *

A Central News Agency telegram from Lausanne, dated

April 6th, reports that a French aviator, who was being pur-

sued by two Taubes, landed yesterday in Swiss territory. He
was interned.

The "Times" correspondent at Delemont reports that recently

a French military aeroplane flying to Belfort came to earth at

Porrentruy. The machine was sequestrated and the two aviators

were interned.

TURKEY.
.\n "Exchange" telegram states that it is learned from a

private source that a seaplane, whose operations were followed

by a British destroyer, flew over the forts at Smyrna on Satur-

day. .April 3rd, and dropped bombs. The same afternoon a

British battleship and destroyer, escorting a seaplane carrier,

bombarded Castro and the Two Brothers.
» » «

The "Messaggero" learns from Dedeagatch that since March
the Germans have supplied a squadron of Taubes to Turkey.

These arc the machines which have recently been carrying out

reccnraissances above the Dardanelles and the Bosphorus.

[The Taube of Peace is what Turkey is likely to want in

about a month or so.—Ed.]

EGYPT.
The following statement was officially issued in Cairo on

.April :—
Yesterday morning about 10 a.m. a small body of Turkish

cavalry were seen by our patrols some few miles north-east

of Kantara.. . . All aeroplane reconnaissances show that

there were no other bodies of troops within reach.

SOUTH AFRICA.
-A Colonial soldier in German South-West Africa writing

home says :

—"Our old friend the Taube was round again last

Sunday. He dropped four good-sized naval gun shells this time

by way of a change. The shells all fell in line about 100 yards

from my tent, and a piece of a copper band about 4 inches long

went zip through the canvas. A fellow in the Pretoria Regi-

ment who was making a bolt for a trench had not time to reach

it, and he fell down flat where he was till the first shell had

burst, and as he was getting up to go on (he second shell burst,

and a big chunk got him under the shoulder blade and lodged

in his lung. The poor fellow was groaning and complaining it

was burning him, and don't wonder either, as bits we picked

up were too hot to handle. This fellow died later on in the

day.

"

NEW ZEALAND.
The following appears under the "Personal Notes" of the

"Auckland Weekly News" of February i8th :

—

Mr. J. D. Dinneen, B.A., of Remuera, who has been a mem-
ber of the Auckland Grammar School staff for some years, left

Wellington last week by the steamer "Remuera" for England
with the intention of studying for the pilot's certificate in

aviation and qualifying himself for service in the Military

Wing of the Royal Flying Corps.
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AUSTRALIA.
From the "Argus," Melbourne, Wednesday, February 24th :

The assistance of the Commonwealth Defence Authorities

has been sought by the Indian Government in providing mili-

tary aviation officers and equipment for active service, and
the Minister for Defence announced iast evening that the

Commonwealth had undertaken to meet the wishes of the

Indian Government in this matter. "The Indian Govern-
ment," said the Minister (Senator Pearce), "cabled to us some
time ago asking our assistance, and as a result of communi-
cations we have decided to send to India two or more aviators,

with a full staff, consisting of mechanical transport and sup-

plies. The equipment to be sent will include a travelling

workshop, transport vehicles, and horses. The Indian Govern-

ment will supply the aeroplanes." While the personnel of the

aviation corps has not been definitely settled, it is understood

that it will be in command of Capt. Petrc.

U.S.A.

The Construction and Repair and Steam Engineering De-
partment of the United States Navy has asked for bids on
hydro-aeroplanes and power plants from a mumber of the

leading aeronautical constructors in America.

It is said that in these tests the machines must qualify

in the following respects, and the decision as to merit of design

will be based on the following points, in the order given :

Speed, radius of action, climb, glide, and streamline. The
merits of the power plant will be considered from the view

of propeller efliciency, fuel consumption, weight, and com-
pactness.

The machines must be armoured, two-seated hydro-aero-

planes of standard mavy grey colour, with enclosed streamline

fuselages protecting the pilot and observer, who must have

dual controls and a clear view in every direction.

Fully loaded with pilot, passenger, gas, oil, water, and
rations, the machines must be able to carry for a four-hour

flight the following equipment :

—

A mounted machine-gun and ammunition, instrument board,

including a watch, inclinometer, tachometer, barometer and
speedometer, compass, drift indicator, sextant, chart holder,

incidence indicator. .Also a sea-anchor and line
All parts of propellers, engine, wings, and frame, all alumi-

nium, wood, and other metal parts, must be thoroughly pro-

tected from spray and the corrosive action of salt water. Portable

covers must be furnished for the power plant and the

cockpit.

With the weight of the full equipment mentioned, the

machines will undergo a four-hour test at full speed, and must
have a safe range of speed from 50 to 80 m.p.h. They will be

required to climb to an altitude of 2,500 feet in 10 minutes and
to have a gliding angle of at least 6 to i in gliding tests from

1,000 feet high. Trials will also be made under "half load"

and "light load" conditions.

The dual controls must be operated by duplicate wires to

all controlling surfaces, running in different leads. The
hydros shall also be provided with a single eye, above the

planes, for hoisting or lowering from a ship
;

they must be

constructed to withstand the strains of launching from a

catapult device and the sliocks of rough landings.

A low swinging truck, capable of holding the aeroplane

securely, and of being used on any ground, is to be pi-Ovided

with each machine.

.Ml hydros must be designed to be quickly demountable for

transportation, having the planes capable of being removed or

folded, and the double-magneto double-ignition power plant

readily accessible at all times, and capable of being started,

controlled, or stopped from eitlier seat.

Besides the fuel for a 4-hour full-speed test flight, proxision

must be made to carry 200 lbs. of additional gasoline in the

bulkhead divided tanks. The propellers should exceed 70 per

cent, efficiency, and must be protected and held by a safety

nut as well as the regular bolts.

While the motor alone is being tested in different positions

for power and speed and also on a 4-hour full-power run 10-

tninute records will be kept of its actions. It must be able to

run smoothly if the machine is upside-down or in any other

condition. Before the acceptance tests, each machine shall be
tested as above explained, observed bv a Naval Inspector.

When these demonstration trials have been passed the

inachine will be given acceptance trials at the U.S. Naval

Aeronautic Station, Pensacola, Fla., in which trials the

machine must ride adrift or at anchor, normally heading into

a 2S-mile wind, in the open sea, for 4 hours. The machines

must be sensitive of control at low speeds, and should be

provided with fittings for towing and mooring.

With the engine throttled down to one-quarter at the start

the machines shall be able to rise in 1,500 feet on calm water
;

on open rough water they should be capable of planing at less

than 20 in.p.h., of rising readily and alighting safely, and

should be able to alight before the wind at hig'h speed without

any danger of nosing under.

The hulls or floats must be of efficient forin, able to with-

stand the strain of sudden landings and rough usage, and

should never skid on turning or running across wind and sea.

The hydro-aeroplanes must have sensitive, efficient, lateral,

longitudinal and directional controls in strong and variable

winds, must be able to bank steeply, recover quickly, and

glide easily in case of sudden motor failure in climbing.

The machines are to be delivered in pairs at the Naval

Aeronautic Station, Pensacola, Fla., the first delivery consist-

ing of one-third of total number, to be delivered not later than

April 15th, the remainder by June 15th, 1915.

Satisfactory complete plans are required, to be furnished in

triplicate, the general arrangement of aeroplane and power

plant drawn one inch to the foot scale, the details of planes,

hulls, power plant and transmission must be drawn three

inches to the foot.

[The machine that passes these tests will be, in its native

vernacular, some seaplane ! The thoroughness of the specifi-

cation gives one a horrible suspicion that the U.S. Govern-

metit means to take aviation seriously, but doubtless the

Politicians will spoil the efforts of the Services as soon as

the European War ends and the "Burden of Armainent" cry

breaks out ai^ain.—Ed.]
* * *

The Thomas military tractor biplane is proving itself a

very useful contribution to the list of seriously designed and

constructed Service aircraft. Lately it has exceeded all the

U.S. Government requirements, carrying two men, 250 lbs. of

petrol, and 25 lbs. of oil to 4,000 feet in 10 minutes. As the

machine is fitted with a 90-h.p. Austro-Dainiler engine the

load would represent about four hours' fuel.

The Thomas Brothers liave installed an up-to-date plant at

Ithaca, N.Y., and their capacity just at present is o^ie

machine per week—delivery in 30 days from acceptance of

order—though they are so situated that their output can be

easily increased.
* * *

From the "Hamilton Spectator," Hamilton, Ont. :
—

Dayton, Ohio, March 25th.—Military aeroplanes almost as

safe as rocking-chairs will be turned out by the dozen at the

Wright factory here within a few months. "Our new

stabiliser, enabling an aviator to preserve his equilibrium with

scarcely any effort, has been given the finishing touches,"

said Orville Wright to-day. "We could have commercialised

it a few weeks ago, had we not been rushed with orders for

the annourcd military biplanes now so much in demand."

The new device invented enables the air-pilot almost to dis-

regard treacherous air-currents. Automatically, a biplane

struck by a wind gust will right itself. Military pilots whose

machines are so equipped may concentrate their attention on

the foe below. But Wright modestly refused to forecast the

effect upon modern aerial warfare of his invention. "We
have no opinions at our factory," he laughed. "Building

aeroplanes takes all our tiine, but I'll admit that our new
stabiliser will make some important change in the work of

the army aviator. Just now we are working full time turning

out our standard military type of armoured biplane. What
nation gets our machines after they leave our factory we don't

know ; the shipping orders are executed after the biplanes

leave Dayton. We are not sending an\' hydro-aeroplanes to

Europe. They were tried out early in the war and were

failures. The greatest demand is for the planes that carry

1,000 lbs. and cliinb to high altFtudes, at the same time

possessing maximinn qualifications for speed."
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CANADA.
From the "Calgary Daily Herald" :

—
Calgary Boys in Aviation Service.—J. Turner Bone and

Spencer Kerby, who left Calgary for England a short time
ago with the view of joining the Aviation Service, have
announced by Marconig'ram that they have both been appointed
probationary flight lieutenants of the Naval Wing. Consider-
ing that these young men only landed in England a week ago,
they are meeting with a marked amount of initial success.

THE ARGENTINE.
From the "Standard," Buenos Ayres, Monday, March 15 :

—

San Martin was the principal venue of local aviators yester-

day on the occasion of the second auto sports of the season.

1 he inclusion of aeroplane manoeuvres in the programme
added considerable interest to the meeting. Sr. J. Domenjoz
signalled his returj-. to the city by performing the spectacular
"looping the loop" and upside-down flying. Other aviators

who took part were pilot C. Francisco Borcosque, with Mr.
E. Rogers as passenger, who flew from the San Fernando
.lerodrome on the school 50-h.p. biplane- Don Pablo Castai-
l)ert, who flew from the Villa Lugano Civil Flying School on
a monoplane of his own construction, accompanied b\ the
popular local comedian, Senor Parnavicino. Pilot-instructor

F. Sanchez, of Ihe Ouilmes aerodrome, also took part in the

meeting after flying over from the Stadium Palermo, where
his machine was housed overnight after his successful night-

flight on Saturday evening.

At Palermo yesterday evening the inhabitants were startled

by the sight of the intrepid airman flying in his illuminated
machine, which was visible for miles. After hovering (sic) over
Plaza Mayo for the space of a few minutes he descended
amidst the plaudits of the spectators. A further short flight

over the stadium was accomplished with lights out in perfect

safety.

From the "Buenos .\ires Herald," Friday, March I2lh :

—

Josd Scapuzzi, mechanic at the La Plata Arsenal, lost his

life in the Rio Santiago by falling from a plank leading to

the destroyer "Espora. '' He is much regretted, being not
only a clever mechanic, but an aviator o£ considerable abilitv.

He was 26 and an Argentine, but had been much abroad in

France, England, and Scotland, where he had studied aviation

in which he specialised. He assisted at the exhibition at

Olympia when in London and made flights in France. He
was about to undergo an exam, at Palom.nr for his Argentine
pilot certificate. [Evidently aviation is progressing in the

.Argentine, and may be well worthy of attention after the

war.—Ed.]

The R.N.A.S. Comforts Fund.
Apparently many people think that because there is sonic

prospect of warm weather in the not far distant future, there-

fore all need for warm garments and bodily comforts is now
past, and so there is no further need to contribute to the Fund
either in cash or kind. This is far from being' the case, for

a request has been received by Mrs. Sueter from the officer

commanding a newly commissioned seaplane-carrier for close

on 3,000 assorted garments for his men. This demand is

sufficient to clear out every one of the garments required
which is at present in the possession of the Fund, and also

to absorb all the balance of the Fund's cash in purchasing
others which are not in stock.

The garments required are vests, pants, flannel shirts,

socks, and jerseys, but not mufflers or gloves. Therefore
those who cannot make the required garments will do well

t3 send cash contributions, no matter how small.

1674 garments have already been sent to the seaplane-
carrier in question, but nearly as many again are still needed.
Up to date 129 sacks and cases, containing' 13,459 garments,

have been sent by Mrs. Sueter to the R.N.A.S. Squadron-
Commander Robertson, R.N., commanding H.M.S. "Riviera,"
writes thanking Mrs. Sueter for garments sent to his ship, and
letters are constantly received showing how nuich the men
appreciate the kindness of those at home.
As this paper goes to press Mrs. Sueter inotifies the follow-

ing subscriptions : Mrs. Sueter, £^ ; Mrs. C. G. Jacob, £2 3s.
;

Woodworkers, Vickers I_.td. (17th contribution), 6s. ; Children

of Cathedral School, Ripon, 2s. 6d. Bringing the total to

date up to ;^'9i6 os. lod.

The present writer has heard it said by certain people con-

nected with the seaplane trade that there is no further need

to contribute to the Fund because stations have been thoroughly

stocked up with all sorts of garments, and that the men are

so well paid that t!hey can well afford to buy what they want
in the nearest town. This idea apparently arose from irre-

sponsible gossip and seems to have originated through some-

one, possibly interested in other directions, finding out that

one particular station had asked for more than the men there

actually needed, so that a certain number of garments have-

been held over and have not been served out. The fact that

the men are well paid has nothing whatever to do with the

qL'estion, because very many of them have other people de-

pendent on them, and if they are presented with some garments,

by the Fund it leaves them so much more in hand to assist

those they have left at home.

It will be well to take no notice of such statements, for

Mrs. Sueter is closely in touch with all stations and is quite

capable of judging when tiie time comes to relax the Fund's

efforts.

Will all readers please make a special effort this week tO'

send a contribution, no matter how small, to Mrs. Sueter,

The Howe, Watlington, Oxon?

The Royal Flying Corps Aid Committee.

The following letters, taken from among many similar com-
niLmications, show iiow much the N.C.Os. and men of the

R.F.C. appreciate the gifts sent by the Aid Committee, and are

distinctly encouraging to those who have contributed :

—

"Dear Madam,—Just a line in acknowledgment of re-

ceiving a 'gift parcel' from the Royal Flying Corps Aid Com-
mittee. I received this a week or more ago now, but until

last night I have not answered, as writing is one of the things-

I would always rather do to-morrow. I can't keep putting

this dutv off thougfh, and so I now take this favourable oppor-

tunitv of answering your invitation and thanking you for your

kind attention to the sending of comforts to us men out here.'

"I am sure the R.F. Corps is a very luckv corps for having'

such a Committee to give thought to our needs, and must say

the selection is generallv of those things which are most re-

quired. I have learned also that the tobacco must be of a

different species to that obtained out here, as it is always

greeted with one of those smiles that won't come off, whereas-

the Frenchman's kindlv offer of a pipeful is met with a few-

words of (sometimes) an unknown language (which might be
mermt for ?>enrii) but in any case means 'No thank you.''

\\'ell, in mv concluding lines, I must express my hope that

all the other corps and regiments have an Aid Committee with

as much energy as the R.F.C. I'll close, again thanking you

for vour kind present and thought.- -I am. Madam, Your
obcdii-nt Serxant, -Seroeamt ."

"Dear Madam,— I received vour parcel on the 9th and was
verv pleased with it, as were all the fellows in the room of our
liillet. The things you send all come in useful and seem to-

coine at the time when they are most needed. When this

parcel came nearly everybody was out of cigarettes, and so they

C'.me in very useful.—I remain, Yours, etc."

"Dear Madam,— It is with the greatest pleasure I return-

this little note to convey mv best thanks for your gift parcel,

just received, the contents of which are very much appreci-

ated and serve our purpose very well. This is the second 1

have received and have been well served with each, especially

the socks, as we are very hard 011 them. Best regards from a

Sor.DIER AT THE FrONT."

"Dear Lady Henderson,— 1 received parcel to-night and must
thank you and contributors very much for sarne. I do not

think anyone could have made up a better parcel of goods to-

send out here. Everything seemed to be just what was
wanted, even to the pipe, for T had jusr broken the one I had.

T am a 2nd .A.M. in Squ;idron No. q. and vou have mv heart-

fell thanks for your kindness.-— I am. Yours truly."

Further contributions should be sent to the R.F.C Aid Com-
mittee, 3, Marble .Arch, W.
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Flying at Hendon.
On Saturday, a very fine and bright day, with a flight wind

of 10-15 miles an hour, exhibition frying commenced at 3 p.m.
and continued practically without a break until dark. Mr.
Manton made the first flight of the afternoon on the new
70-h.p. Grahamc-White biplane, a well-built passenger-carrier

;

shortly afterwards both he and Mr. Winter ascended on 50-h.p.

G.-W. School machines to a considerable altitude.

Mr. Graham made a good flight on "Lizzie," followed by
Mr. Hall on a 45-h.p. Caudron ; Mr. Baumann then brought out

the 6o-h.p. Ruffy-Baumann bipfane, making a very fine flight

up to 2,000 ft., and Mr. James, of the Ruffy-Baumann School,

also gave an exihibition flight on a 45-h.p. biplane.

Mr. Roche-Kelly, who is now a notably good pilot, gave a

magnificent display of banking on a 50-h.p. Beatty-Wright
biplane, which was applauded witli great enthusiasm by a

considerable gate.

Mr. Manton finally made a flight in the loo-h.p. Green-
engined Grahame-White "aero 'bus" with four passengers on

board, this being the third different machine he had flown

during the afternoon. Meantime, numerous Naval pilots on
Maurice Farmans, Avros, Sopwiths and other machines con-

tinued their training and added materially to the interest,

Sunday was a magnificent day for flying, there being no
wind, although the sky was somewhat dull. At 3.30 p.m.

Instructors Osipenko and Winter went up on 50-h.p. G.-W.
box-kites. iMr. Manton took up •ixteen passengers—four on

each occasion—in the G.W. "aero 'bus." These passengers

were mostly officers of the Navy or Army, and the number
of soldiers in the enclosure also testified how keen is the desire

in the Services to learn as much as [)Ossible about aviation.

One feels that bv admitting men in uniform free the Grahame-
White Co. is doing really valuable educative work, for there are

so many different types of aeroplanes in use at Hendon that it

is possible to learn quite a lot about the characteristics of vari-

ou? machines in a comparatively short time.

During the afternoon there was a great deal of flying, on

several occasions nine or ten machines being in the air simul-

taneously. Messrs Roche-Kelly, Bransby-Williams, Junr. and

Beatty gave combined displays on 50-h.p., 40-h.p. and 60-h.p.

Beatty-Wright biplanes respectively. Mr. Hall, on a 45-h.p.

Caudron, and Mr. Baumann, on a 60-h.p. R u ffy-R.iuni.mn, riKo

made excellent flights during the afternoon. Later on school

work commenced, and, be it said, from the point of view of

the man who wants to learn something about flying, school

work is as interesting as the manoeuvres of crack pilots.

Wltli the ap|>roach of the fine weather, and the amount ol

fl)ing that is likely to be done, Hendon is well worth a visit

anv Saturday or Sunday afternoon ; and the special exhibition

and passenger flights that are made there regularly certainly

cause an afternoon at the London Aerodrome to be exception-

ally interesting.

An Important Change.

Official notification has been received that the partnership of

Messrs. Martin & Handasyde has now been turned into a

limited company under the name of Martinsyde Limited. The
address of the firm will be Brooklands, Byfleet, as usual, but

much larger premises have been secured in a neighbouring town

where parts will be turned out in order to increase the output

of the Brooklands works.

One hears exceedingly good reports of the behaviour of the

Martinsyde scouts on active service. These machines are not

so fast as some of the other scouts of similar type, which is

only natural when one takes into consideration their extra

weight, consequent on their extra strength, and their stout and
elaborate chassis. This type of chassis has been fitted on

account of its extra strength, so that the machine may be used

by pilots who are not as gentle with their controls as the

crack fliers who are detailed for the faster scouts, and the way
in which the Martinsydes have stood up to numerous smashes
in this country shows the soundness of the |>olicy of keeping

the faster machines for the picked pilots.

The present writer had the opportunity of seeing the new
t\ pe Martinsyde 2-seater the other day, and was particularly

struck by its obvious strength. Pilots who have flown in it

state that this machine is to all intents and purposes inherently

stable. Mr. Raynham has made a descent, accompanied by a

passenger, of several thousand feet with the engine stopped and

without touching any of the controls, w hich seems a fairly good
proof of stability.

The makers state that the machine is not as yet perfected,

but it certainly strikes one as being able to hold its own with

anything of iN kind ;it present in Ihe ]iossessinn of the R.F.C.

A REMINISCENCE.—The Winning Post at Hendon on a busy day last Summer. To day Hendon is busier than ever in

the air. but the ubiquitous Press Photographer is not let loose among the Naval aeroplanes.
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Aero=motors: In Kind and Construction,— {Continued

)

BY QtOFFREY DE HOLDEN-STONE.

The Designing Mind.
Sympathetic imagination—without bounds or bottom—as to

the inside needs of the proposition, is the main thing required

of the aeromotor designer. Otherwise he liad better stick to

component-shifting for an Olympian reputation. For the press-

praised triumphs of automobilism are rather less than un-

helpful to him, and are best forgotten. He must really begin

with the absolute craft-elements, the clay, wires, and latiis of

it to build up the new conception. Only he must know in

very definite detail how to shape it, as nothing is more useless

than the vague ideal, tailing off into the commonplace. Which
of course means that he must know exactly what is wanted
and why ; and sorting out the superfluities and incompatibles,

make the elementary bits and pieces agree without forcing or

forging anything. Without imagination to guide his choice,

all the formulae, all the stale records of current practice ever

printed will inspire nothing worth while.

But imagination must begin to sympathise with material

fact very far back of the actual motor. For instance, the root re-

quirement is liglht weight, not only in the power-plant, but all

on, so as to ensure the longest possible flight radius out and
back. Obviously that can only be obtained on a given maxi-

mum tank-load by getting the most our of it. Comes thi-

question then, air or water-cooled, from one point of view.

There is also the further necessity of continuous torque with-

out vibration or couple ; an apparently attainable ideal so far,

at least. Likewise power embodied with the utmost compact-

ness, also practicable enough. This last requirement seems

to, narrow down the proposition to one of two types, rotary and

air-cooled, or radial and water-cooled. That—though probably

not the only one—is at least the most obvious choice.

Pro and Cons of Rotaries.

There then, is the rotary. Considered by itself, apart from

its work, it may be a tiifle the lighter for its power, so long

as its power-output is maintained. Which at once demands the

most serious consideration of the probabilities ; of the circum-

stances that may affect that power-output maintenance .id-

versely. Also of the efficiencies of consumption of petrol and

oil ; which make such a difference to mileage flown or flyablc

on that given tank-load. Likewise again, the mechanical and

physical habits and qualities—not to say idiosyncrasies—of the

rotary type. Flexibility at least—as we have already seen— is

not and cannot be among its virtues. Which defect imposes

certain grievous restrictions and limitations
;

notalily in the

matter of being unable to fly slowly with throttled engine.

Its consumption-record—apart from its likes and dislikes

—is but so-so, in any make ; though how far inherently so, re-

mains to be seen. And simple and effective as the meohanical

design of any one of the type undoubtedly is, experience does

not encourage the belief that anv on" of them possesses the

workaday virtue of being easily kept in first-class running

tiim and tune by the average motor-mechanic. Lastly, comes

the highly debatable question v^hether they do not, merely as

rotaries, heavily decrease the efficiency of the "wind-stick" o\'er

what ought to be the best part of its length, by their own air-

disturbance ! Nevertheless, the rotary type has its peculiar

virtues as the ascertained evidence shows.

The Canton=Unne=Salnison System,

r^et us then examine the evidence—the external and obvious

to begin with— in regard to that most remarkable of the few-

existing examples of the radial type, the Salmson or Canton

-

Unne ; which, in view of its adoption and development in this

country by the Dudbridge Ironworks, we may henceforth call

British to that extent. Its sponsors have at least appreciated

the merits of its design so far as to leave it unaltered, and

have confined themselves to making the best of its construction.

Certainly there seems to be a lot of it, both in detail and

mass ; so much, indeed, as to raise the question of wind resist-

ance as compared with the rotary. But apart from the illusion

which makes a rotary in motion seem smaller than it is,

actual measurement of the Salmson circle proves its diameter

to be only slightly, if at all greater than that of any rotary

of similar power. On the other hand ir is highly dnulitful

whether the united wind resistance of its seven or nine station-

ary cylinders, larger though they be, and the cooling arrange-

ment, absorb more power than is expended in rotating a rotary

inside a cowl.

The Soul of the Salmson.

Again, as a non-rotary, there is no centrifugal force to vex

the question of carburation, mixture-feed and gas-flow. It is

indeed no more a question than if its seven, nine or fourteen

cylinders were so manj verticals or V's ; and tlie same general

working principles consequently apply to the same degree, we

have at once all the known mechanically derived advantages

of positive inlet-valve operation and control that so notably

assist flexibility. Otherwise—as with the others—gas-inertia

would seem to be the only consideration. But in this and

every other respect—solely because it is a radial motor—effi-

cient carburation happens to be less of a question with the

Salmson than with almost any other type of four-stroke motor.

The reason, first and last, is that all the cylinders can he—and

are—fed from a single circular induction hoop, with a tan-

gcntially set lead to each one.

Now, apart from any mechanical advantage of absolutely

true radial torque—to be discussed later on—this unique phy-

sical feature of the Salmson gives the following definite ad-

vantages to an exceptional degree. First, the mixture is free

to circulate continually within the hoop at all velocities with-

out anv possibilitv of backlash ; which experience has shown

to be Che bane of practically all conventional induction systems

of either V's or vertical types. This alone gives peculiar

sinoothness of running, and flexibility ; and the consequently

more regular pull on the carburettor naturally tends to econo-

mise petrol, and prevents "ponding" or flushing. The further

immediate result is a better graduated, more homogeneous

and potent mixture. Then the length of mixture-travel in

the hoop tends to steady its velocity whatsoever it may be

at the moment; which, besides making again for economy,

prevents the mixture^hunting which is set up by gas inertia

in the ordinary way under sudden variations of motor-speed,

and is liable to upset regular carburation. Even these few

initial results would ensure exceptional economy.

But from these still others arise to the same end. Wire-

drawing and cylinder-starvation are clearly made impossible.

And the gas-flow being given, we notice, the exact tangential

course which fluids set in circular motion naturally take—

trv it in your bath and see—to each cylinder, it follows, first,

that there is nothing to tipset the homogiGneity of the mixture.

Consequently the full power must be got out of each cylinder

charge, be it little or much. Which means, of course, a greater

power output—in comparison witlh conventional induction sys-

tems—for any given volume of entering mixture ;
or, in other

words, equal power with closer throttling. And that, apart

from the obviously greater fuel economy resulting, must

clearly and finally mean a longer throttling—and consequently

flexibility—range.

Thus one sees the all-important part imagination plays in

foreseeing the idealised results beforehand, that can be per-

suaded to grow from the sympathetic treatment of a single

elementary detail. Incidentally, we may also see, step by

step, how the Salmson motor has combined to make such a

consumption record as half-a-i)int per horse-power hour under

official test.

Detail Design Points.

Yet this is not the whole of the story arising out of the

Salmson's "radiality" and its meritorious induction hoops.

There are few more vexatious problems in motor design than

that of providing adequate valve areas, especially when^ copper

water-jacketing is desirable—in aeromotors essential—for

lightness" sake. This last matter alone involves serious con-

structional considerations, apart from any other important re-

lative details of design. As more than one expensive failure

has shown, the electrically deposited method is too tricky to

be even reliable, still less commercial. The tacking-on fashion,

tco, besides costing valuable time, looks like upholstering, not

engineering. The separate trefoil-shaped head-casting would,
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of course, give ample valve-areas ; but apart from any incon-

venience of water-connecting—a free-flow being literally vital

for an aeromolor—and gasketing, it would not agree witli

the indispensable induction hoop. Or om- might, indeed, liave

diagonally set valves, back and front, operated by a single

roclcing beam, pull-down tappet and single two-ramped cam.
This arrangement could readily be made to agree well enougli,

not only with the induction hoop and the exhaust collector, biil

also with the very craftsmanlike Salm.son method of ha\inf;

the copper jacketing brazed on a wire sunk in a groove cut in

the casting, to make a tight joint, as such joints could as well

be made around the insertions of both valve-boxes. Only the

question would then be how such cams would agree with the

fundamental valve operating scheme of a radial motor, or

whether Vhe cam sleeve would not need to be unduly lengthened.

Personally, I think that it might all be done well enough
;

might even simplify the design and strip out .'.o many tappets

and rockers. But the point is that it is not necessary' ; for with

such an induction system, no larger valves are needed than there

is room for in a circular combustion chamber slightly wider

than the cylinder diameter. The resulting flat head is not only

more easily cooled than any other form, beside making a

cleaner table for the valve-gear mounting, but lends itself with

the rest of the cylinder lo easier machining to exactly gauged
thicknesses—or thinnesses—as well as to the readier fitting of a

spun water-jacket, which is cheaper and sounder copper-smith

work than moulding. .'\lso, on nothing- so snuglv and con-

\eniently as this flat table could the flat inlet-\-alve box—which
is also the inlet piping—lie, to register both with its sealing

and the induction-hoop lead, for immediate attachment or dis-

mounting. Still another point is that this flat, roomilv-

expanded combustion chamber not only gives a larger water-

space and freer radiation just where these are most needed

—

materially assisted by the ample corrugations of the water-

jacket itself—but naturally shortens the water connections to the

adjacent cvlinders.

To be co)iti)iucd

.

Aviators' Headgear.
A feminine reader of The ROPL.'iNE writes : —"I am at

present concentratinR' all my energies upon a design for an

elastic-sided hat, on the principle of the mid-Victorian boot,

you know. I shall not be selfish and keep it for my own use

but recommend it for wear among 'those whom the cap fits.'

"As the style of millinery beggars description, I beg In

draw your attention to the following pictorial examples :
—

"I should very much like to advertise this child of mv brain

in The Af.ropl.ani-,. What would be the charge for so doing?
.'\nd as for the illustrations—should I pay you or would vou
pav me?
"The aforementioned headgear is not only intended for the

sterner sex, but, with the slight addition of a simple bow or

seductive feather (according to the temperament of the wearer),

it will very soon be considered 'the latest yell' among the

sartorial fascinations of the lady-passenger's wardrobe. fl

seems to me there ought to be monev in it, vou know I

—

(Signed) F. E. B."

1^0. I KO. IL

The 130 h p. Salmson, running at Full Speed.

An opportunity.

The following adverl i^enient appeared in the "Times" on

April 8th :—

OFFK'ER leaving for front MUST SELL delightlul TALK-
ING PARROT, beautiful bird, rare pet; trial if desired.

Price 12 guineas.—Box R.603, The Tiir.es.

Here is evidently the opportunity for the .'Vnti-Aircraft Corps.

Doubtless, if appointed for a period "on probation" to East-

church it could be taught to inform the ."^.A.C. verbally of the

tvpe of machine approaching, and thus might save our own
]jilots many unpleasant moments, for, if up to specification, it

would rapidlv acquire greater judgment in such matters than

i- usual among anti-aircr.af t gunners, or shore-going people

generallv. Perchance it might 1)0 embarrassing .as a drawing-

room jiet afterwards, l:iut one must put up with something for

nne's cdunti'N" in tliesi- d.a\s.

WO.ilL.
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THE SOLDIER'S VIEW.
The following quotation from the daily Press is strongly

recommended for the perusal of workers in aircraft factories

who are thinking of organising strikes, or w^ho are slacking
over their work, or who insist on their day a week off to attend

the inevitable football match and cinematograph theatre. Also,

it may be of interest to those who regard any expression of

admiration for German thoroughness and earnestness of pur-

pose as implying pro-German feelings :

—

The plain truth is that .... no signs of weakening are

yet visible in the "moral" of ihe German troops, taken as a

whole. Nor, if we put ourselves in their place, can we fail

to see that there is as yet no reason why an intensely

brave, determined, and well-organised army like that of the

Germans should feel discouraged.

The Emperor can choose at will a Russian, a Belgian, or

a I'rench town in which to make a ti-iumphant 'appearance in

the presence of his troops. Tliev are fighting in an enemy's
country ruined and devastated by the passage of their

armies. . . .

In any estimate of the present value of our enemies as

fighting men we must not lose sight of the national sense of

discipline which forms part of the earliest education of every

German. It enables them to gain results with raw troops

which among us could only be gained after months of con-

tinuous training, and to maintain an extremely high level of

efficiency even after suffering great losses in the commis-
sioned 'and non-commissioned ranks, for obedience has be-

come ingrained in the people ; it is in the very fibre of the

nation.

It is difficult for English people to realise what a national

war means to a Continental nation. Every man, woman,
and child is doing his or her part. . . AH their thoughts

and energies are directed to one end. \\\ are living under a

great cloud, in the shadow of which it would seem utterly

mcredible to tbem that any individual should cease 71101 king for
ilie common good in order io <;ain any personal advantage or increase

of leisure, and still more that anyone should give a thought to the

ordinary pleasures and enjovments of peace. Such is the spirit in

which Germany is facing this struggle.

Those words were written by one who is pro-German in the

same way that every officer who has fought the Germans is a

pro-German. They are words of wisdom taken from the report

of the official "Eye-Witness" publisihed on March iith, and

they have probably been overlooked by most people, whereas
an intelligent Press would have expanded into flaming head-

lines over them.

They express the admiration and respect of the best class of

British officer for German system, German driving power,

Germa'n organisation, and German generalship, and his con-

tempt for the strike-making, football watching, self-seeking

English workman, ignorant, lazy, selfish, and absolutely de-

void of loyalty, even to his own friends who are in uniform,

let alone that out-of-date sentiment called patriotism.

However, the workman who does not work may receive a

rude shock when he finds that the new Government Bill to

organise industry and commandeer factories will operate on

employees as well as on employers.

We may find ourselves under a system of Industrial Conscrip-

tion Instead of Military Conscription, and it is by no means
certain that the former is the lighter burden. Factory opera-

tives who go on strike because they are only making £^ a

week or so would doubtless appreciate their folly if they found

themselves herded into barracks, fed on soldiers' rations, and

paid IS. a day. If such treatment is good enough for Mr.
Thomas Atkins it is too good for factory-hands who refuse to

do their best in time of war. It would be balm In Gilead to

some people to see their hands being marched in to work
urder an armed guard, and really made to work for once.

Be It said that so far as the aircraft industry is concerned the

propyortion of good, keen workmen is unusually high, for most
of the older hands took to the work because they were inte-

rested in flying machines, and were not merely out for what
they could make, and no one is so disgusted with the slacker

as is that class of man, for he knows how much work the

slacker ought to be doing when he is not.

One thing, however, is certain, namely, that when the war
is over there will be trouble in store for slackers and strikers

at the hands of the soldiers who have suffered for their slack-

ness.

A Confirmation.

The correspondent of the "Morning Post," who has recently

had special permission to visit the British General Head-
quarters, wrote on March 14th ;—

•

"Very noticeable is the different regard which the various

arms extend to their opponents. The airman, though he has

establislied a superioritv on which every onlooker has com-
mented, says very little about it himself. Indeed, he even de-

precates too hastv deductions from what has happened hither-

to. He thinks the German is probably a fine weather llier,

and expects him to do better when the winds improve.

"The gunner speaks with respect of the enemy's artillery;

he speaks, indeed, enviously of w;hat It was when he was
called up to face every calibre of weapon with his i8-pounder,

and though conditions have happily changed since then he

maintains his respect for the foe's cimning and marksmanship.

"The infantryman also is not in the least inclined to under-

value his opponent's pluck, persistence, and adroit devices.

'He is so good a soldier one miglit easily get to like him if he

wasn't such a villain,' said one field oflicer regretfully."

With this kind of feeling prevalent throughout the Services

and those in close touch with the Services it may be perceived

how necessary it is for all those in this country who are em-
ployed In producing war material of any kind to sacrifice

themselves to the utmost to keep our troops adequately

supplied. Against so brave, so well-organised, and so solid

an enemy we cannot "muddle
,
through" as we did in South

.\frica and elsewhere. Especially we cannot do with work-

inen who take their two or three days a week off because they

liave earned so much money during the other four days, and
lhat is the custom among coal miners, ship-builders, and iron

worker*, if not in the aircraft industry.

Another Combatant's View.

The following letter appeared in the "Times" :—
Sir,—Allow me to protest against the cry of piracy and

murder raised against the officers and men of the German
submarine service. The men have to obey their officers and
the officers the German .'\dmiralty. British officers and men,
if the geographical positions of England and Germany were

reversed, would, I am sure, obey the orders of the .'\dmiralty

to sink German ships. Germany is unable to capture our

merchant ships owing to her geographical situation.

We naturally find it more profitable to capture than to

sink ships. Germany has always made it clear that her

prosecution of war is ruthless. Why should men who are

doing their duty to their country be treated otherwise than

as prisoners of war?
Yours faithfully.

Combatant.

Carlton Club, Pall Mall, S.W., March nth.

.\s confirmation of the Service point oT view, certain officers

of the R.N.A.S. recently discussing this question expressed

precisely similar opinions, adding that if we treat submarine

crews as pirates, what kind of treatment can our aviators

reasonably expect if brought down during a raid in which

some of their bombs have inadvertently damaged civilian

property?

A Fellow Feeling.

Mr. John B. Jackson, of the American Embassy in Berlin,

who, on behalf of the German Government, recently made an

inspection of the ships and encampments in which Germans are

interned in this country, mentions in his report that all the

prisoners are locked below decks in the detention ships at

night, which caused some nervousness among them owing to

the apprehension of danger from Zeppelins.

[One migiit, ai already suggested, provide them with

quarters on the roof of the War Office and -Admiralty, and

Buckingham Palace, where, at any rate they woi)l<} not be

anxious about being drowned.— -Ed.]
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A Seaplane Loop.
I'lubably Ihc firsL msiaiiLv; 01 a piioi ' luupiny the loop" on

a seaplane occurred Uie other day wiien Mi. i^arry l^awker

was testing one ot the small bingle-seater "tabloid" t)op-

vvitns. I nose wlio saw the performance say that, despite Lne

lioats, the lirst loop and the others that succeeded it were as

porlcct as those wnich the same pilot is accustomed to do on

land machines.

Incidentally, it is found that even with a small seaplane

the head-rcsisiance of lioats is actually less than the resistance

ot wneels, and the machines are correspondingly taster. it

will be remembered that this had alreauy been discovered on

llie big bhort machines.

North-British Fabric.
The North Britisti Kuuoer L/ompaii), i^lu., have published an

instructive and very convincing little booklet concerning then-

activities in the field ot aviation. 1 he experience ot this lirni

in "proofing" laurics of various sorts lor various purpuaes

e.\tends baclt over half a century, so it is not unreasonable to

believe that when they have something 10 say about prooliiig

they are saying something about sometlimg they know some-

thing about. I'ride of age goes to the ruboer-proofed balloon-

tabrics, of which the company produces many grades in coiion

and linen, varying in tensile strength from 2,000 lbs. to 7,000

lbs. per square yard, the latter produci, of two-ply linen prooled

within, coloured yellow without, and additionally protected

against the destructive ultra-violet rays by a layer of litharge-

proofing and aluminium, being perhaps the last word in

balloon material, eminently suitable for large dirigibles. The
N. B. R. Co. possesses well-equipped laboratories where new
materials and methods are continually undergoing tests botli

chemical and physical.

For 'aeroplane fabrics the most suitable material to date has

proved to be linen doped, not with rubber, but with a celluloid

varnish. Nevertheless, some of the older type rubber-doped

cotton fabrics have been so successful and trustwortliy that

they are still marketed. The various linen fabrics are sold

both doped and undoped, the modern practice being more
usually to treat the fabric after it has been attached to the

wing framework, one effect of tlie drying dope being to shrink

the fabric drum-tight over the frame.

The chief problem facing a designer of aeroplane fabric is to

produce a material which, if torn or cut, will not automati-

cally extend that tear—as Euclid would put it
—"ever so far

both ways." This firm claims to have solved the problem

in their "No. 13" fabric, in which two strong threads are

interwoven at intervals of an inch both on the warp and on

the weft, giving a checked appearance to the cloth. In

"No. 12" the same object is attained at the cost of nearly

doubling the weight (8 ozs. per square yard, against 45 ozs.j

by forming the material in two-ply "biassed," i.e., the warp
of one layer running with the weft of the other and lightly

cemented with rubber. It is claimed for this material that it is

practically untearable. Anuuier interesting fabric produced by

the company is designed for sea-plane floats ; this is of heavy

two-ply (24 ozs. per square yard) and stands hard usage.

Beside these various fabrics, the company market many
other products of interest to aeroplane manufacturers, such as

masticated rubber, rubber and celluloid cements, and fabric

varnishes, as well as aeroplane tyres and rubber springs of the

finest quality; also waterproof aviation garments of exceptional

wearing qualities, and Wellington boots.

Copies of the booklet may be had by applying to the Ad-

vertising Department, The N. B. Rubber Co., Ltd., Castle

Mills, Edinburgh, and mentioning The Aeroplane.

The Question of Steel Tubing.
When anyone connected with the aircraft inauslry is think-

ing about steel tubes he simullaneously tliinks of the name
ol Accles and Pollock, Ltd. The firm was wise enough to

spend money on experiments and on making special tubing at

considerable expense when the aircraft industry was so young
that very few people could foresee any great future develop-

ment. The result has been that Accles and Pollock, Ltd.,

have now practically a monopoly of the aircraft tube trade.

I his pleasing position, however, has not caused the firm to

neglect possible future developments, for it continues to produce
tubing of new sections, suited to new purposes.

A sheet of these new sections has recently been received as

a little addition to the firm's booklet, which already contains

213 full-size illustrations of different special sections, and it

should have considerable interest for all those who have studied

the question of streamlines, for apparently almost any taste in

this direction can now be gratified. There are also on this

sheet various other curious sections which are not streamlines,

and are evidently intended for certain special jobs, and as

these may work in conveniently for new designs, aircraft

constructors will be well advised to obtain the latest informa-
tion about them from the firm.

It must be remembered that steel tube is not tlie whole
extent of the firm's activities, for the firm makes pressworlc

steel parts for various machines, including those of Govern-
ment design, such as rudder and elevator frames. Anything in

the way of tube manipulation is distinctly the business of

Accles and Pollock, Ltd.

School and Weather Reports.
Mon. 1 ues. Wea. 1 hurs. iTl. bai. bun.

Hendon

East Coast ...
|

Calm

Dull
Shuvv'j

Fair

Rain
Wind

Windj

Fine
Windy

Windy

Fine to

Wet

Windy

Windy

Windy

Fine

Calm

Fine

Hendon.

—

At the Grahame-AVhite School, April 3rd (delayed

ill transit).— Instructors : Messrs. Manton, Russell and Winter.

Pupils with instr. : Prob. Pit. Sub-Lieuts. Bone, Jacob, Kerby,
Potts, Wain, Greer and Coloman (new pupil). Strts. alone:

Ptob. Fit. Sub. -Lieut. I-^eeney. S's or circs, alone : Prob. Fit.

Sub-Lieuts. Hards, Jackson, Mack and Feeney, Certificate

taken by Prob. Fit. Sub-Lieut. Hards. Machines : Four
Grahame-White biplanes.

.'\t the Grahame-White School, week ending April iith:

—

Insts. : Messrs. Manton, Russell and Winter. Pupils with inst. :

Piob. Fit. Sub-Lieuts. Coleman, Kerb), Bone, Jacobs, Potts

and Wain. Strts alone : Prob. Fit. Sub-Lts. Jacobs and Potts.

S's or circs alone ; Prob. Fit. Sub-Lts. Jackson and Mack.
Certificates taken by Prob.i Fit. Sub-Lts. Jnckson and Mack.
Machines : Grahame-White Biplanes.

At the Hall School.—Lieut. J. Blyth 68 mins. on No. i

tr;',elor strts. and circuits. Mr. Hill 35 mins. (promising), and
Mr. Cini 26 inins. rolling in good style, both on No. 3 tractor.

Mr. Mitchell 14 mins. Pupils with instr. : Messrs. Cook, Aire,

Hill and Mitchell (25 mins. each). Lieut. Raymond Barker on

No. 3 tractor strts. Instructor for week, Mr. J. L. Hall.

At the Ruffy-Baumann School.—Insiructors : Messrs. E.

Baumann and James Brothers. Pupils with instr. on 6o4i.p.

Caudron : Mr. Bell (10 mins.), Sykes (;(>), and Roobaert (10).

Strts. or rolling on 45-h.p. Caudron : Mr. Bell (38 mins.),

Roobaert (28), King (36), Jackson (8), Haydon (30), Coles (32)

and Sykes (12). Mr. Haydon doing circuits and eights in very

good style on 45-h.p. Caudron. Machines : Caudron biplanes.

At the London and Provincl\l Aviation Co.'s School.—
ln--tr. : Mr. M. G. Smiles. Pupils, strts or rolling : Messrs.

The Imppoved WARREN
As supplied to the War Of&ce and Admiralty.

Sole Proprietors

—

Tautz & Co.,
NAVAL, MILITARY & SPORTING TAILORS,

12, Orafton St., New Bond St., LONDON, W.

Don't wait until you have an accident.

SAFETY HELMET
The best before, is now the last word

in Aviation Safety Helmets.

THE MOST IMPORTANT PART OF AN
AVIATOR'S EQUIPMENT

Investigate its MERITS NOW
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CONTRACTORS TO THE ADMIRALTY.

EASTBOURNE
AVIATION Co Ltd

AEROPLANE BUILDERS.

TELEPHONE— 1176. TELEGRAMS—" 1176 EASTBOURNE."

WOOD FOR ALL PARTS OF AEROPLANES
Machined to your Sizes or Sections.

Best Quality Silver Spruce, Ash, Walnut, 3-pIy etc.

W. G. EVANS & SONS,
1—4, WILLIAMS MEWS, STANHOPE STREET,

EUSTON ROAD, LONDON, N.W.
Vhone : Museum 'J4.58.

SALMSON
AERO-ENGINES

(Canton-Unne System)

All enquiries should be addressed to

THE DUDBRIDGE IRON WORKS,
LIMITED,

87, Victoria Street, London, S.W.
Telegrams . . . . Aerofiight, Vic. London.

Telephone 7026 Victoria.

LEAI^INIIVO TO t"LY
All those who intend to learn Flying or who are

interested in how men Hy should read

Price 3 6 net."" The Ail-ITiaifl "pricc 3/6 net.

By MAJOR C. MELLOR, R.E, ,;-

John Lane, The Bodley Head, Vigo Street, W.
AliSOLCTELY IND ISP/:NS4 BLE FOR PUPlLS."—The Aeroplan

CELLON
THE DOPE OF PROVED EFFICIENCY.

CELLON, LTD., 17, OLD B^^OAD STREET, E.G. Telegrams :< Ajawb London." Telephone : 5359 London Wall.

Ciuoke, Lincoln, Gould and W. D. Smiles. 8'-. ur circs. : Mr.

Goodwin. Certificate taken by Mr. Goodwin, .iller 2 hrs. and

44 mins. on machine. Machines : Two L. .ind P. tractor

biplanes.

At the Beati y School of Flvi\g, Lid.—Instructors :

Messrs. G. W. Beatty, W. Roche-Kelly and C. B. Prodger.

Pupils with instr. : Messrs. Allcock (32 niins.), Bond (10), Boyle

(15), Bransby-Williams (lo). Bright (25), Chapelle {15), Cooper

(5;, Cornish (s)i Crowe (lo), Faning (10), Forbes (15), Eraser

(25), Leong (2-^), Monfea (5), Moore (20), Roche (15), Fhz-

hcrbert (6) and Watsnn (27). Certificare tnk ;n by Mr. Forbes.

^Llchines : Beatt\-\\ right dual-control and single-seater pro-

peller hiplanes.

Mr. Roche-Kellv gave exhibition flights on Easter Monday
and on April qlh and loth, also a passenger flight. Messrs.

Boyle, Bransby-Williams, junr., Moore, Watson, Yates and
Fitzherbert cominued extra practice

Windermere.

—

At the N..\.C. Si;.\pi ant-: .School. — In-

structors : ,
Messrs W.

,
Rowland Ding' and C. L. Pashle}-.

Pupds with' instr. : Fit. Lt. Atherlon, Lt., Lindsay Bainbridge,

Messrs. L. R. Abel Smith, R. Buck, C. A. Barber, F. H.

M. Macintyre, D. S. C. Macaskie, J. Lanki.'ster Parker,

G. L. Railton, jun., H. P. Reid, J. F. Ridgway. Doing strts. :

Mr. R. Buck on Avro. 8's or circs, alone : Mr. S. J. Sibley

on pusher hiplane Mr. J. Lankester Parker extra practice

lirevious to giving instruction. Machines : N.A.C. propeller

biplanes ; N..'\.C. Avro dual control biplanes. The following

new students have joined or been for first flights : Messrs.

F. W. Roberts, L. R. Abel Smith and R. Seymour Benson.

Mr. Rowland Ding gave a good exhibition in a high wind on

Monday, and on Good Friday took the Avro up to 2,000. A
number of passengers have been carried during the week, in-

cluding several Army officers.

KINDLY MENTION " THE AEROPLANE " WH

MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS
All advertisements for this column should arrive at this

office by 6 p.m. MONDAY to ensure insertion.

For the convenience of Advertisers, replies can be received at

the office of "THE AEROPLANE," 166, Piccadilly, W.

Special PREPAID Rate—18 words !/•; Situations Wanted
ONLY—18 words 1/-. id. per word after.

PATENTS.

How TO TAKE OUT PATENTS IN ENGLAND AND
ABROAD." (By Arthur E. Edwards, F.C.I.P.A.) as.

post free.

—

Arthur Edwards & Co., Ltd., Patent Agents and

Consulting Engineers, Chancery Lane Station Chambers,

W.C. 'Phone 4536 Holborn.

PATENTS ; trade marks ; inventors advised free.—King's

Patent Agency, Ltd., 165, Queen Victoria Street, Lon-

don. 28 years' references.

PATENTS. Instructive leaflet free from STANLEY,
POPPLEWELL & CO., Chartered Patent Agents, 38,

Chancery Lane, W.C.

FINANCIAL.
0Of\f\ required immediately to build experimental machine

<i"jUv7 of "Registered Design." Exceptional opportunities

for (io\ernment orders.—Particulars in confidence from Box

('>.;6, The Aeroplane, 166, Piccadilly, W. (x)

EN CORRESPONDING WITH ADVERTISERS.
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TUITION.

London and Provincial
aviation co.

SCHOOL OF FLYING
The Aepodpome, Hendon, N.W.

Learn to fly at our School on new and up-to-date machines. We teach

you to control the machine yourself and develop your own individu-

ality. Our instructors have had years of experience and we guarantee
satisfaction. Enquiries welcomed. Phone: Kingsbury 102

THE RUFFY-BAUMANN SCHOOL
OF FLYING, HENDON.

Manager-chief Instructor—EDOUARD BAUMANN.
Instructors-

Messrs. HERBERT JAMES, HOWARD JAMES.
Pupils taught on dual control 60 h.p. Gnome Caudron

Machines: completing tuition on 45 h.p. Anzani, taking

certificate on 50 h.p. Gnome. All Tractor Machines,
quickest and most thorough tuition.

Trial lesson-£2 2s.

Office and Works

—

3-4 KENDALL'S MEWS, PORTMAN SQUARE, W.
Phone—Padd. 5048.

w

ENGINE.
OiCYLINDER Bosch, D.R. S Magneto, practically new.

O What offers ?—Applv, Bo.\ 634 (x), The Aeroplane, 166,

Pid:aiHlly, W.

SITUATIONS VACANT.
VACANCIES for pu)jils, .ij^c 15-18 prefer. ibl_\, practical ex-

perience ; small preiiiiuni
;
increasing salary after short

training
;

workshop practice.—J. Wulffing, Aeronautical en-

gineer, 25, Hogarth Road, Earl's Court, S.W. (.\)

OODWORKER required, must be used to .Aeroplane con-

struction.—Hall Flying .Selioc;, rie.idom Aerodrome.

W.-WTED immediatelv, good propeller hands, machinists,

woodworkers. Good wages.
.
Non-Union men only

need apply, Box 633, The Aeroplane, 166, Piccadilly,

AEROPLANE ERECTORS WANTED. Onlv men with

experience of erecting need apply. Write, stating age

and full particulars of experience to Aircraft Manufactuiing
Co., Ltd., The Hyde, Hendon.

WANTED, experienced Fitters and Propeller Makers.

—

Mann and Grimmer, .Xrlington Aeroplane \^'orks, Sur-
biton. (x)

FOREMAN required lifer sheet metal shop in aeroplane

works accustomed to working accurately and welding
from 18 to 10 S.W.G., sheet steel, panel-beating and cowl
work. Applications will only be considered from men who
have had good experience, who give full details of their past

work, age, wages required and when disengaged.—Apply, Box
633, The Aeroplane, 166, Piccadilly, W.

WANTED, a man used- to .Aeroplane Ei>gine testing, prefer-

ably with knowledge of Gnome Engines.—Apply, Box
O37, The Ai;roplane, 166, Piccadill\ , W.

SITUATION WANTED.
CHARGE-H.AND.—Aeroplane erector desires berth. Tho-

rouglily experienced B.E.2 R.E.5, and R.E.7, .Aircraft

Factory biplanes. Widely experienced engines, competent
draughtsman, expert on internal combustion engines. Rate,
IS. per hour.—Box 632, The Arroplane, 166, Piccadillv,

W.
. (X)-

PHOTOGRAPHS.
PILOT PORTRAITS
The F N B Series of Copy-
right Pilot Portraits includes

coPYRCHT sERiEs all the most notable Pilots of -"':-^r,"- sebifs

the Flying Wor d. Unmounted, post free, Sizes 12 by 10 in.,

2s. 6d. ; 8 by 6 in., is. 6d. ; 6 by 4 in., is. 2d. Mention The
Aeroplane and write for NEW LIST of 350 pilots.

The photographs in the "F. N. B." series can be obtained

from F. N. Birkett direct at the above prices.

F. TV. BIRKETT
97 PERCY ROAD, SHEPHERD'S BUSH, LONDON, W.

WE HAVE THE MEN OF THE MOMEXT.

PROPELLERS.
CHAUVIERE'S famous Integral Propellers hold all records;

used by all leading aviators. [The best.—Sole proprietori

for Great Britain and Colonies. [The Integral Propeller Co.,

Ltd., IB. Elthorne Road, Upper HoUoway, N. [Telephone

;

Hornsey 3345. Telegrams: "Aviprop (Upholl), London."

EBORA PROPELLER COMPANY, Kingston-on-Thames.
—Propellers as supplied to the leading aviators during

the last five years ; finished wood parts for aeroplanes, aero-

foils, patterns, etc.

MISCELLANEOUS.
BOARD-RESIDENCE at Hendon for Aviators. "Hatherly."

Facing entrance to .Aerodrome. Most convenient and

comfortable. Moderate terms. (x)

HARDWOOD for Aeroplanes. Specially selected, air-dried

timber as supplied to leading constructors in Britain and
the Continent. Silver Spruce, Ash, Poplar

;
Hickory and Ash

Skids
; Threeply ; Thin Cedar and Mahogany for Floats ; Wal-

nut for Propellers.—William Mallinson and Sons, Ltd., Hack-
ney Road. 'Phone, 3854 Central, 4770 Wall.

F.XCTORV, TOO ft. by 25 ft., to Let. Rent and rates.

AX'liolesale Trade, suit Engineers or Woodworkers.

—

•Arnsb}-, Hodlow, Tonbrluge. (x)

FOR S.ALE, Pair of 700 by 75 Palmer Aeroplane Wheels and
Tyres. Almost unused, first-class condition.—Mann and

'irimnier, .\rlinglon .\eroplane ^^'orks, Surbit(-jn. (n)

LUNCH. TEA. or SUP at-

*'THE AERO RESTAURANT."
(Just outside the gates of the Hendon Aerodrome.)

Pretty Tea-Gardens, with awnings, for tine weather. Glass-side
" Sun-Parlour" for cold weather.

Best of Food, well cooked and neatly served.
Lunch from Is. 6d. Tea from 6d.

' Trade iMENPINEl Mark.

Liquid scotcii GL^^
Ready for use at once.

.

USfeD BY THE LEAOINQ AEROPLANE constructors;
;

MOISTURE PROOF.
;,.

ir/iVr for I'riiv hi^t niid Pii.rtii-iiliiJ'S - ,
-

l^J lMENDINE CO., 8, Arthur Strffet, London Bridge, E.G.

MODELS.
T. W. K. CLARKE & CO.,
HAMPTON WICK, MIDDLESEX.

Supply British Built Model Aeroplanes, and all Accessories
for making. Send stamp for Lists.

MQ MODEL Aeroplanes and Accessories. Set of p.uts

• with drawings for constructing: Model 24 in. by
30 in. 2s. 6d.

We stock everything for models, compressed air engines,
etc.—Murray, Son and Co., 387a, High Road, High Cross,
Tottenham, N. (x)
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The Sopwith Aviation Co., Ltd.
CONTRACTORS TO THE ADMIRALTY AND WAR OFFICE

Offices and Works KINGSTON-ON-THAMES

Telephone: Teletfraims:

Kingston 774 (3 Lines "Sopwith, Kingston."
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CONTRACTORS TO THE ADMIRALTY

SHORT BROTHERS,
AEROPLANE WORKS

AND

FLYING GROUNDS—
EASTCHURCH, ISLE OF SHEPPEY.

Telephone 9, Minster-on-Sea. Telegraphic Address :—" Flight, Easichurch. '

Printed for Thb Aeroplane and General Publishing Company, Limited, by Bonner & Co., The Qiancery Lane Pre«, F

Passage, London, ELC ; and Published by Wu. Dawson & Sons, Limited, at Rolls House. Breams Buildinjjs, London.

Branches in Canada, Eorontp, MOTitreal, and Winnipeg ; in Sowtih Africa : Cape Town, Johannesburg, and Duri»an.
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ON ACTIVE SER.VICE.

Two snapshots of a peaceful French landing ground not far from the firing line. The utility of the big farm sheds is

obvious.
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THE

Monk Engineering Co.,
LTD.

High Street, Coventry.

WE ARE MAKERS OF AEROPLANE

ENGINES AND COMPONENTS AND

WE DO HIGH CLASS MACHINING

FOR EXPERIMENTAL AND PRO-

DUCTION WORK.

OUR EXPERIENCE IN FINE

MACHINING IS UNIQUE AND OUR

PLANT UP-TO-DATE.

I^AY WB NAVE YOUR ENQUIRIES ?

Contractors to

H.M. Admiralty and War Office.

Handley Page, Ltd.
OFFICES AND WORKS:

110, CRICKLEWOOD LANE,
LONDON, N.W.

AEROPLANE
MANUFACTURERS.

Telephone—
HAMPSTEAD 7025 (2 lines.)

Telegrams

—

HYDROPHID, CRICKLE;
LONDON,

FLYING
AT THE

HENDON
AERODROME

OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
EVERY DAY AS USUAL

Special Exhibition and
Passenger Flights

EVERY

THURSDAY, SATURDAY
& SUNDAY AFTERNOON,

From 3 p.m.
iWeatlier ard circumstar ces pcrmtting*.

AEROPLANE
ACCESSORIES

CONTRACTORS to ADMIRALTY & WAR OFFICE

Admission 6cl , Is., and 2s 6cl. (Children
half price). Motors, 2s. 6d. (includes

Chauffeur).

SOLDIERS & SAILORS FREE.

PASSENGER FLIGHTS £3/2

West End Offlces:-32, REGENT ST.,

PICCADILLY CIRCUS, W.
I eleg. — •' Glaudigram, Piccy., London."
Telephone - Kegcnt 44:13.

R. O. & Co.'s Patent Release Gears
Fox's Patent Wire Bending Pliers
The "Short" Patent Wire Strainers
Special R.A.F. Strainers
Steel Lock Nut Strainers
Eyebolts, various designs
Metric Thread Bolts and Nuts
Engine Plates and Housings
Light Pressed Steel Ribs
Steel Cable Ends
Fuselage Angle Plates
Cold Drawn Steel Tubes
Tubular Framework, Etc.

ALL ORDERS PROMPTLY EXECUTED.
ONLY BEST MATERIAL USED.

I'lease address all communications to Department No, 4.

rif

KINDLY MENTION "THE AEROPLANE" WHEN CORRESPONDING WITH ADVERTISERS.



THE AEROPLANE
The Editorial and Advertising OfiBceg of "The Aeroplane"

are at 166, Piccadilly, W.
Telegraphic Address : Aileron, London. 'Phone: Mayfair 5407.

Accounts, and all correspondence relating thereto, should be

sent to the Registered Offices of "The Aeroplane and General
Publishing Co., Ltd.," Rolls House, Breams Buildings, B.C.

The Editor cannot undertake to return unsolicited manu-
scripts, whether accompanied by stamps or not, though every
endeavour will be made to do so.

"The Aeroplane" is not connected with any other business
at the same address, whether associated with Aeronautics or
not.

Subscription Rate, post free : Home, 3 months, 1/8; 6 months, 3/3 ; 12 months, 6/6. Abroad,3 months2 2; 6 months,4/4; 12 months, 8 8

The Production of Pilots.
Sir John French's latest dispatch tells us that it

covers tlie period from February 2nd onwards. We
may estimate this as being until April 12th, seeing that
it was issued on April 14th, for one must allow it two
days to get through the Press Bureau and to satisfy the
Censor that the Field-Marshal Commauding-in-Chief
had not .said anything which in the estimation of a
civilian official might be of use to the enemy or really
informative to the people of this country. On th-at as-
sumption it covers a period of 69 days. We are told
therein that aeroplanes flew every day except eight, so
flying took place on 61 days—or call it 60 davs to facili-

tate reckoning, and allowing that the returns for April
12th itself were not included. Thus we have 130,000
miles flown on 60 days, or an average of 2,166 miles
flown per day. Allowing each machine an average of

70 miles an hour, this represents a little over 30 hours'
flying per day. So supposing that each machine only
flew for an average of one hour per day, it represents 30
aeroplanes and pilots out per day. Which, even allow-
ing for many days of very bad weather, is not an
astonishing number.

It has already been stated officially that on March
13th one officer flew for 5 hours, and it is known that
many officers fly regularly for 2 or 3 hours per day,
which means that actually the average number of

machines out each day must be much less.

It seems obvious, therefore, that, despite the
recent increases in the establishment of the R.F.C., in
the number of pilots produced at the schools, in the
number of Flying Officers gazetted, in the number of

air-mechanics enlisted, and in the output of the \ arious
firms mainifacturing aeroplanes, there is still a great
deal to be done before the R.F.C. becomes a fighting
force of such size as is desired by those controlling mili-

tary aviation.
It is enough to make one weep when one thinks of all

the good money that has been wasted, and the good
time that has been still worse wasted, hy Government
establishments—especially b}- those under civilian con-
trol—during the past two or three years, while those
who could see a little way ahead were crying out for

adequate support for aeroplane manufacturers and avia-

tion schools.

At the expenditure of half the money that has been
wasted we might have had before the war four times

as many aeroplanes and twice as many really well-

trained pilots as we possess now, for all our rush and
hurry and outlay. And since war broke out, if the

people responsible, in both Services, had been wise

enough to consult someone possessing a distant

acquaintance with the production of engineering work
on a commercial basis, the output of aeroplanes might

easily have been doul)led, or even quadrupled up to the

present date.

Most of the worst troubles of production have now
been overcome and the output at the moment is far in

excess of what it was even a month ago, but when one

thinks of what has been and what might have been, one

l)egins to believe more firmly than ever in that "long-

suffering star," of which Mr. Kipling wrote.

Room for Improvement

Of course, the weather has been filthy, so the flying

has probably been done during most oi those 60 days'
by the best pilots only, and we might perhaps find, if

we could get at the truth, that very often the 30 hours
were made up by 10 pilots flying 3 hours apiece, and
there may have been, as there undoubtedly were on
the German side, hundreds of pilots sitting on the
ground, anxiously waiting for the weather to clear up,
so that the next period of 60 days may see nearly ten
times as much flying done.

Public Property.

Writing of the production of aeroplanes naturally
suggests the production of pilots. The number pro-

duced is free and open for everyone to behold. The
Royal Aero Club publishes every week the number of

certificates granted by the Committee, and it seems
unlikely that anyone takes his "ticket" in these days'

without intending to fly for one vService or the other.

Kven the name of the school at which the pupil has

learned is published, so one assumes that our friends

the enemy have bv "ow a fairly complete list of the

Naval and Military schools as well as the civilian

schools.

It will be remembered, by those who study the list,

that a hundred certificates were taken in just about a

month between the middle of September and the middle

of October, and that it took about four months to pass

the next hundred, owing to bad weather. Since then

the weather has improved and the output has gone up

considerably. Still, one is inclined to wonder whether

it is quite wise to publish, for the benefit of the enemy,

the precise rate of increase in the number of our pilots.

No one could find any good reason for complaint if

the Censor objected, and it is really a trifle surprising

that the authorities immediately concerned with avia-

tion, who presumably take the trouble to read the Aero

Club's official documents—thev •'^eem to read this paper

carefullv enough, at any rate—have not stopped the

publication of\veekly lists of pilots, at any rate till

after the war.
Enemy Intelligence.

It would be under-rating the acuteness and diligence

of the German Intelligence Department to assume that

it does not keep a close eye on our rate of production of

pilots, and also note the opening of new Government

schools, as indicated in the official lists, for in that way

it is possible to form a fairly close estimate of the

number of our military aviators available to oppose

the great aerial attack which the Germans seem to be

preparing—judging from the continual reports of the

absence from the air of enemy aeroplanes in the. war

Only a certain number of those who pass for the

R Ae C certificate are capable of being turned into

Service fliers. Some have heads and no hands, some

have hands and no heads, and some have neither, when

put onto a moderatelv fast aeroplane after staggering

through their tests on a school machine.
_

And prob-

ably The Germans can form a very fair estimate of the

proportion of "rejects," of indifferent but passable

pilots, and of really good aviators. The latter propor-

tion is by no means high in any country.

The Choice of Instructors.

On a previous occasion reference has been made to
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the fallacy of supposing that because a inau is a good
flier himself he is therefore a good instructor. In prac-
tice one frequently' finds that a very good pilot is apt
to get peevish with a seemingly stupid pupil, and to
push him out of a school because he is a trifle slow in
learning, or because he makes an apparently silly mis-
take.

It is more than likely that in this way the Services
have lost many valuable pilots. It is particularly
probable at a Service school where the pupil is being
taught at the Government's expense.
At a civilian school, where, to begin with, the in-

structor is chosen for his ability to instruct, and not
because it is his turn to rest his shattered nerves after

a spell at the front, or because he thinks he would like

a rest and has a friend at the Admiralty or War Office

who can arrange it for him, it is all to the school's ad-
vantage to teach a pupil to fly decently. If he proves
utterly unteachable he has to have a goodly portion of

his money back—and to a school manager that is like

having his teeth drawn. Also, it would soon ruin a
school's repiitation if it kept on turning pupils away as

unteachable, for the rejected pupils would soon circu-

late their own version of the story, alleging that the

school did not know how to teach. Further, in order to

save the school machines from being smashed, the in-

structors at a civilian school watch every movement of

their pupils with the greatest care, and so the pupil is,

as a general rule, most carefully taught from the very
beginning.

Young Men in a Hurry.

At a Service school, on the other hand, the main ob-

iect is to rush as many pilots through as possible, and,

if a pupil—except, of course, those with Service, social,

or political influence—seems stupid or clumsy, out h.;

goes, for are there not hundreds as good on the Wait-
ing List? Naturally this system is all in the interests

of those on the aforesaid Waiting List, for if every

pupil received the fullest attention and consideratioti

it would take years to work through the list as it now
stands in theory. But it is well to remember that the

Waiting List is full of the names of men who are obyi-

ously socially or personally undesirable as commis-
sioned officers, though the officers who have to do the

selecting are too courteous to tell them so. Much time

might be saved, and much heart-burning spared, if

these officers would make up their minds to be rude

officially at times.
Further, at a Service school the instructor has not

tlie same immediate inducement to protect machines

from being smashed. Of course, a pupil is fired out if

lie smashes a Government machine, but the instructor

escapes being fired for not preventing the pupil from

smashing it—which would frequently be the fairer way
of fixing things.

One experienced aviator remarked recently that he

never knew the real joy of flying till he piloted a

Government machine. He said that the beautiful feel-

intr that if one had a smash there was no big repair

bill at the back of it, and that one could always get

down safely anywhere if one resolved to smash the

machine to save oneself, and could make that resolution

without worrying about the cost, made Service flying

the finest and cheapest sport in the world. Which is

true, but it is likely to lead to carelessness.

The Better Training.

Judging from what I have seen personally,
_
the

average pilot who has taken his certificate at a civilian

school is in most cases a vastly better flier than one

who has done so at a Service school—that is, up to the

point of taking his certificate. What happens after-

wards is another matter altogether. But, assuming that

the civilian-trained pilot is the better, up to the certi-

ficate stage, it looks as if his further training would

cost the vState less.

On this point the Navy seems to agree with me, for

the Air Department has given full support to th-

civilian schools, actually sending pupils to them to be

trained at the State's expense at the standard school
rate, and habitually taking into the Air vService any
pupil from a civilian school where, while learning at
his own expense, he has shown any promise of being a
decent flier. Many a good man has got into the
R.N.A.S. through having the pluck to back his opinion
by spending on tuition fees.
The Army, on the other hand, chose at the- very be-

ginning of the war to train its own pilots. It started
by taking over the aerodrome at Brooklands, and pay-
ing absurd prices for some of the most terrible alleged
aeroplanes that ever staggered off the ground, even in-
cluding a wild weird "pusher" biplane, which looked
as if it had been designed in collaboration by Mr.
Heath-Robinson and Mr. Harry Tate~it had Caudron
tail-booms, heavily staggered planes, and a nacelle so
netted round with wires that one had to get in with a
shoe-horn, to escape being hanged or amputated on the
bracing.
At a moderate estimate every pilot turned out there

during the first couple of months of the war must have
cost the War Office about £.1,000, thanks to smashed
machines, wasted material, the wages of innumerable
mechanics idling about, the pay of the pupils them-
selves—who were officers on probation—and the general
mismanagement of the whole show. The pilots knew
next to nothing when they took their certificates, for
they were hopelessly badly taught on machines which
were only fit for use by the most capable instructors
when looked after by the best mechanics, and when
left to the mercies of the amateur wood-butchers and
iron-manglers who were sent there in the uniform of
R.F.C. air-mechanics the poor old box-kites simply
fell to bits. ^

-

Happily no one was killed—purely by good luck—
and since then a series of highly efficient officers have
commanded at Brooklands, and have put the place into
something like a state of effectiveness, if not efficiency.
Also, the school work is now chiefly done on Maurice
Farmans, than which nothing is better as a school
machine. There are other military schools which have
been as bad as Brooklands was, but the Commanding
Officers are always changing, and the quality of schools
varies according to the quality of the person in charge.

Still, up to the point of getting his certificate," no
pilot need have cost the Government more than £-j^,
for all the training to that point might have been done
at civilian schools at a flat rate of payment. Also, in
very many cases, the War Office need not have paid
anything for experiments on unsuitable material, for
mo.st men would have paid for their own tuition—and
their own keep while under tuition—and would merely
have received the on joining up.

A Pretty Theory.

It seems that one reason for the all-military school
was the theory that from among a host of applicants it

would be possible to select a sufficient number of young
men of the type desirable among officers holding the
King's commission, and that it 'would be possible to
train them as soldiers while training them as pilots,
thus removing them from pernicious contact with
civilian professional aviators and low persons of similar
sort who use such expressions as "stunt," "windstick,"
"joy-ride," and so forth. Not a bad idea if it could be
thoroughly carried out, though the Navy system of

sending the pupils to learn flying at a civilian school
and having them tauglit Service routine and the scien-

tific side of their profession by properly qualified in-

structors during such time as they are not fly-ing seems
even better.

Even after the certificate stage excellent pilots are

lost by those in authority being in too much of a hurrj'-.

I have in mind one particular instance of a young man
who learned to fly at a civilian school and took his

certificate very well on a real flying machine, giving

every promise of becoming a .good, sound pilot. He
was accepted on probation for the R.F.C. and was sent

to a certain aerodrome where he was put onto an anti-
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quated box-kite and told to fly it. After the machine
ou which he had learned, the thing steered like a drav
and instead of answering its controls and landim'
properly from the height at which he was accustomed"
It came down in a heap. So he was promptly told that
he was no use, and was fired out. When one remem-
bers the terrible early performances of some of the
officers who are now among the finest fliers in the
R.F.C., one sees that it is quite possible to lose a most
useful pilot by jumping to conclusions in this way. In
fact, since war broke out, some quite experienced fliers
have made fearsome exhibitions of themselves when
trying to fly on machines of types which they had not
flown before, and if judged in the same way as the
younger pilots they would have left the corps hurriedly.

A Peace=Time Precedent.

In time of peace there is, if anything, more excuse
for being severe on single mistakes than in time of war,
for there is more time to replace the 3'oung officer who
has left. I rectill one quite pathetic incident which
occurred something over a year ago. A youngster who
was very keen on flying took his certificate and seemed
like being a very fine pilot. He was appointed on pro-
bation and shaped very well for some weeks. Then,
one fated morning he went out early to practise certain
manoeuvres which were necessary for him to learn some
day, if not just then. It so happened that the same
morning the officer commanding his station also chose
to get up earl}', feeling perhaps a trifle liverish. The
youngster started a terrific spiral high up, and, un-
wittingly, right over the O.C.'s head. At about 2,000

To Candidates for the Flying Services.
Inquiries arc still constantly received at this office from

young men wishing to join the R.N.A.S. or the R.F.C. One
of the commonest questions is as to how long an applicant

may expect to wait before starting work at a naval or military

flying school if he has been accepted as suitable to hold a com-
mission and has been placed on the "waiting list," and before

being gazetted on probation. 'I'he answer to this question i-.

limply, "It all depends."

It defends on : (a) The length of the waiting list
;

(b) the

time it takes to clear off all pupils already under instruction,

which largely depends on the weather
;

(c) the casualties on
active service making it necessaiy to fill up the gaps im-
mediately ; (d) the supply of aeroplanes available

; (e) the

delivery of new aeroplanes from manufacturers; (f) the delays

caused by strikes and commercial upheavals
; (g) tho number

of people placed on the "waiting list" who mav happen to

have superior influence in high quarters, or possibly superior

qualifications
;
(h) the state of preparedness of new aerodromes,

and on enough other conditions to fill in the balance of the

alphabet.

On the question of superior qualifications there is no doubt
that the pupil who has learned to fly at a civilian school, and
has shown himself to be a promising pilot, has a better chance
of being pushed forward on the "waiting list" than one Who
has simply waited to be called up and taught at Government
expense. This applies more particularly to the Navy than to

the Army, as the War Office prefers, as a rule, to train its

own pilots from the beginning.

In reply to another question which is frequently asked, the

"bounty" is only paid to pilots who have learned to

fly at their own expense, or, at any rate, not at the Govenr-
rnent's expense. Pilots who are trained from the beginning at

either Naval or Military schools do not receive this ^JS-
Another frequent question is answered by the statement that

practically all commissions issued now are temporarv com-
missions, because nobody can tell exactl}' what size the two
Flying Services will be after the war. .\ temporary commis-
sion also is advantageous because, though a man mav be a

sufficiently good flier to be useful as a scout in time of war,

he may be personally or socially unsuited to hold a commis-
sion in time of peace, and therefore the granting of temporary
commissions gives the authorities the advantage of being able

to select onl}' the very best men for continuous service when

feet he overdid the spiral and started an awe-inspiring
side-slip, which brought him down to somewhere inside
1,000 feet. Then, having experimented in various
ways with his controls, he found the way out, recovered
perfecth^ flew a few circuits, and made a faultless
landing.
But the side-slip had quite upset the O.C., who sent -

for the experimenter and informed him that he would
leave by the first train next morning. The poor boy
bore up bravely all day, and busied himself packing his

traps and squaring things up, but at night, alone in

his quarters and thinking over his wrecked career, he
broke down, and a man whose room was next to his

told me afterwards that he was kept awake half the
night by the lad sobbing as if his heart would break.

My friend wanted to go and comfort him, but partly be-

cause he could not quite overcome the natural shyness
of the young British officer, and partly because he was
afraid his sympathy might not be welcomed, he did

not. So the boy went ofi next morning early, con-

vinced that God and mankind alike hated him.
There are as good fish in the sea as ever were caught,

but contrariwise in all walks of life we are apt to throw
away diamonds and treasure lumps of clay, and—well,

some of the new pilots do fly as if they had feet of clay,

and hands of putty, not to mention heads full of saw-

dust. Nevertheless, there are some startlingly good
pilots among the new drafts, as the Germans are likely

to find out to their cost—but we cannot afford to lose

others like them through being in too much of a

hurry.—C. G. G.

the war is over, and of being able to get rid of less desirable

officers without being uncivil to them.

It is certain, however, that the really valuable men will all

be retained, consequently anyone with confidence in himself

need have no hesitation about taking a temporary commission

if he gets the chance.

It may be well to state again that applications for a com-

mission in the R.N.A.S. should be addressed to The Director

of the .Air Department, The Admiralty, S.W., and applications

for commissions in the R.F.C. to The Director of Military

.Aeronautics, The War Office, Whitehall.

It should also be impressed on all oflicers, non-commissioned

oflicers, and men of other branches of the Services that appli-

cations for appointments to or commissions in the Flying

Services must be forwarded through their own commanding
officer, and not direct.

A Flying Services Matinee.
The British Women's Patriotic League has organised a

matinee in aid of the Flying Services' Fund, to be given at

the Playhouse, Northumberland Avenue, on Friday, April 23rd.

Princess Henry of Battenbcrg has promised to attend, and the

following artists will appear :—.Mr. Charles Hawtrey and Miss

Doris Lytton, Mr. Harry Tate, Miss Winifred Emery, Mile.

Polairc, Miss Margery Maude, Miss Polly Emer} , and Miss

Lynn F^ontaine, Mme. Ada Crossley, and others.

Tickets, at the usual theatre prices, may be obtained by letter

addressed to Mr. .Alfred Turner, at the Playhouse.

The Aeronautical Society.
Notice is given that the Annual General Meeting of the Aero-

nautical Society of Great Britain will be held on Thursday,

May 20th, 1915, at 7.45 p.m., at the Royal .Society of Arts,

John Street, .Adelphi, W.C.
Agknda : To receive and approve the Report of the Council

on the state of the Society, and the Balance .Sheet.

To discuss and determine such questions as may be proposed

bv the voters relating to the affairs of the .Society, and to fill

the vacancies on the Council for the ensuing year. .Any voter

desirous of propo-^ing anv subject for discussion at the Annual
General Meeting shall give notice in writing to the .Secretary,

which shall lie received by him by noon on Mav 6th, 1915.

The retiring Members of Council are :—.A. E. Berriman,

Griffith Brewer, .Squadron Comm. Alec Ogilvre, R.N., Mervyn
O'Gorman, C.B., F. Handley Page, Colonel H. E. Rawson,
C.B., Dr. A. Thurston, Squadron-Comm. G. .Aldwell, R.N.
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Naval and Military Aeronautics.
GREAT BRITAIN.

From the "London Gazette, " April 13th.

War Office, April 13TH.
REGULAR FORCES.—EsTABusi i.MENis.

—

Royal Flving
Corps.—Miluary Wing.—Flying officers to be flight corns. :

Capt. G. T. Porter, R.A. March 27tih. Lieut. R. M. Vaughan,
Royal Inniskillen Fusiliers, and temp. capt. March 28th.

Supplementary to Ri-gular Corps.—Royal Flying Corps.—
Military Wing.—Sec. lieuts. (on prob.) confirmed in rank : F.

S. Barnwell, E. E. Hodgson. To be sec. lieuts. (on prob.).

April ist : F. W. Wright, J. E. Marriott. Date of seniority of

Sec. Lieut. J. P. Inglefield is May i6th, not as stated in

"Gazette" of November 28th.
* * *

From the "London Gazette," April 11th.

War Officj;, April ]4tii.

REGULAR FORCES.

—

Establishments.—Royal Flying
Corps.—Military Wing.—The appointment of Lieut, (temp.
Capt.) J. Valentine, Special Reserve, as an equipment officer

antedated to January i6th.

Supplementary to Regular Corps.—Rov \l Flying Corps.—
Military Wing.—Sec. lieuts. (on prob.) are confirmed in rank :

F. L. Scholte, L. F. R. Fell.
* * *

From the "London Gazette," April 15th.

War Offici:, April 15TI1.

REGULAR FORCES.

—

Establishments.—Royal Flying
CciRPS.

—

Military Wing.—Assist. Equipment Officer—Temp.
Sec. Lieut. Hon. A. J. W. Keppel. April 2nd.

* * *

From the "London Gazette," April 16th, 1915.

War Office, .April i6th.
REGULAR FORCES.—Staff.—Adjt.-Gen.'s and Qmr.-

Gen.'s Staff.—Dep. Assist. Adjt. and Qmr.-Gen.—^Capt. F. L.

Festing, Northumberland Fusiliers, and seconded, vice Bt. Maj.
B. H. Barrington-Kennett, Grenadier Guards. March 28th.

Royal Flying Corps. --Military Wing.— Wing Comman-
der—Bt. Maj. J. M. Salmond, D.S.O., Royal Lancashire Regi-
ment, from SqLiadron Commander, and to be temp. Lieut. Col.
April 13th.

Flight Commander—Capt. C. A. G. H. L. Farie, Highland
Light Infantry, from flying officer. April 13th.

' * * X-

From the "London Gazette," April IVth, 191.T.

War Office, April 17TH.
REGULAR FORCES.—EsTAULisHMENrs.—Royal Flyin(.

CfiRPS.

—

Military Wing.—Flving Officers.—March i2tli : Sec.

Lieut. G. H. B. McCall, '

S.R. ; Sec, Lieut. G. G. A.

Williams, S.R., 5th D. Guards; Lieut. M. D. Methven,
loth Co. of Lond. (Hacknev) T.F. March ^ist : Capt.
F. W. Smith, 2nd S. Midland'Brig., R.F.A., T.F.

;
Temp. Sec.

Lieut. C. E. L C. Anne, 6th Yorks. L.T., and transferred to

General List, New Armies.

Equipment Officer.—Lieut. J. T. C. Moore-Brabazon, S.R.,
from an asst. equipment officer, and to be temp. capt. March
31st.

Asst. Equipment Officers.—Sec. Lieul. L. F. R. Fell, S.R.
March 19th. March 24th; Sec. Lieut. F. L. Scholte, S.R.

;

Sec. Lieut. A. E. Snape, S.R. ; Sec. Lieut. H. Burchall, S.R.
Supplementary to Regular Corps.—Royal Flying Corps.—

Military Wing.—Sec. Lieut, (on prob.) H. Burchall confirmed
in rank. To be sec. lieuts. (on prob.): C. H. Pixton. April

I St. G. S. Bower. April 12th.
* * x-

From the "Londi)n Gazette," April 19th, 1915.

War Office, April igTii.

REGULAR FORCES.

—

Establishments.—Supplementary
to Regular Corps.—Royal Flying Coups.—Military \\'i\c;.

—

Sec Lieut, (on probation) A. E. Snape is confirmed in r.ink.

G S. Peacock to be Sec. Lieut, (on probation). April 19th.

• ^ ; NAVAL.
The follow'fng appointments were notified at Ihe .Admiraltv nn

April 13th :—
Royal Naval Air Service.—Temp. Sub-Lieuts. —O. G. G.

Villiers promoted to be temporary lieutenant, R.N.V.R., and

appodnted to the "President," additional, for R.N. Air Service,

to date February 28th; B. C. Windeler, to the "President,"

additional, for R.N. Air .Service, to date April 8th.

* * *

The following appointment was notified at the Admiralty on

April 14th :

—

Royal Na\al .Air Service.—Mr. C. W. Graham entered as

probationary flight sub-lieutenant for temporary service, and

appointed to the "President," additional, for R.N. Air Service,

t3 date April 12th.
* * -x-

The following apix)intments were notified at the .Admiralty on

April i5tih :

—

Royal Naval Air Service.--The following have been

granted temporary commissions as lieuts., R.N.V.R., and ap-

pointed to the "President," additional, for duty with

R.N.A.S., to date as mentioned: G. E. Knigihts, April ist
; J.

S. Hills, W. F. Prentice, and W. J. Maybery, April 13th.

Mr. M. R. Buckland granted a temporary commission as sub-

lit ut., R.N.V.R., and appointed to the "President," additional,

for duty with R.N.A.S., to date April ist.

« * *

The following appointments wore notified at the Admiralty on

April i6tJi :

—

Royal Naval Air Service.—Temporary Lieut. -Com.,

R.N.V.R., the Duke of Westminster, promoted to the rank of

temporary commander, R.N.V.R., to date April ;ith.

Temporary Lieuts., R.N.V.R.—A. Fairer Smith, lx>rd Tolle-

mache, and R. W. McGrath, promoted to the rank of temporary

lieutenant-commanders, R.N.V.R., to date April 12th.

Temporary Sub-Lieuts., R.N.V.R.—K. Secretan, E. J. B.

How, and Snowden Hedley, promoted to the rank of temporary

lieutenants, to date April 12th.

|.A11 the above are officers of the .Armoured Car Squadrons.

—

Ed.
I

* * *

The following appointments were notified at the .Admirally on

.April 17th :
—

Royal Naval Air Service.—Temp. Sub-Lieut. G. .A. Cox
entered as probationary flight sub-lieut. and appointed to the

"President," additional, for R.N. Air Service, temporary com-
mission as sub-lieut., R.N.V.R., cancelled, to date April i2rh.

Temp. .Sub-Lieut. C. D. Morrison, R.N.V.R., transferred to

R.N. .Air Service as probationary flight sub-lieut., and appointed

to the "President," additional, for R.N. Air .Service, to date

.April 1 6th.

Mr. S. St. G. C. Belfield entered as probationary flight Sub-

lieut., for temporary service, and appointed to "President, " "ad-

ditional, for R.N. Air Service, to date April i6th.

The following have been entered as probationary flight sub-

lieuts. and appointed to the "President," additional, for R.N.
Air Service, to date April 16th : M. A. Osborn, C. L. Scott, E.

.1. P. Burling, A. R. Cox, C. T. MacLaren, B. P. H. de

Roeper, H. C. Vereker, and Chief Pettv Officer H. O'Hagaii,

R.X.A'.R.

Chief Petty Officers—H. T. 1 ullock and A. R. Mackenzie
granted temporary commissions as sub-lieuts., R.N.V.R., and
appointed to the "President," additional, for Anti-Airoraft

Corps, to date Ap-il i.^th.

* * k-

The following appointment was notified at the Admiralty on
April 19th :

—

Royal Naval Air Service.—Pettv Officer J. S. Wheelwright,
promot;d to the rank of probationary flight sub-lieut., and
appointed to the "President," addifion.'d, for Royal Naval Air

•Service, to date .A]iril i.^th.

* * *

Mr. Winston Churchill, M.P., \-isited Ihe I^ond in .Aerodrome,

Hendon, on Saturday, .April 17th. to \'iew the Admiralty aero-

planes, which were drawn up for inspection. The First Lord
arrived at about 4.30 ;md left about 6.30 p.m.
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Flight l^ieul. G. C. Culniure, Ru_\;il Naval Air Service, was
admitted to the Princess Alice Memorial Hospital, Eastbourne,
on the morning of April i6th suffering from a bullet wound in

the left leg. The injury was the result of an accident which will

form the subject of an inquiry. The roads between Polegate and
Hailsham were guarded during the night by sentries, and Lieut.

Colmore was motoring along the liighway when 1 e was chal-

lenged at two points, and stopped on each occasion. Subse-

quently he met a third patrol, and owing' possibly to some mis-

understanding he was fired at. The bullet pi.;rced the bonnet
of his car, passed under the petrol tank, and entered the calf of

Lieut. Colmore's leg. The ofhcer was taken to the surgery of

Dr. Walker, of High Street, Hailsham, and subsequentlv he was
removed to Eastbourne.

* * *

An engagement is announced between .Squadron Commander
James L. Travers, R.N.A.S., eldest son of Mr. and Mrs. J. L.

Travers, of Horton, Warlingham, .Surrey, and Hilda Nancy,
second daughter of Captain F. A. Edwards, R.F.A., and Mrs.
F. .A. Edwards, of The Grange, Bembridge, Isle of Wight.
Squadron Commander Tra\ers, Commanding Calshot Naval

.Air Station, was the first officer to join the R..\'..A.S. by direct

ei'try, and his promotion to his present rank has been won hy
sheer merit with remarkable rapidity. Before joining ihi-

R.N.A.S. he was a clever and experienced pilot and displayed

ingenuity and ability as an engineer. He has made a study of

the design and running of aero-engines, and on this subject his

icnowledge is of the highest value.

.MILI I .\R\'.

.\ further dispatch from .Sir John Frencli, covering the

operations of the British Expeditionary Force ander his com-
mand in the Western theatre of the war since February 2nd,

was published on April 14th. It includes the descriptions of the

British victory at Neuve Chapelle and of the action at St. Eloi,

the former of which, it appears, would have l>een even more
complete than it was but for an unfortunate delay in bringing

jp reserves at a critical period of the battle.

The following section deals with aircaft :

—

(6) The work of the Royal Flying Corps throughout this

period, and especially during the operations of the loth, iitih,

and 12th March, was of the greatest value. Though the

weather on March loth and on the subsequent days was very

unfavourable for aerial work, on account of low-lying clouds

and mist, a remarkable number of hours' flying of a most
\aluable character were effected, and continuous and close

reconnaissance was maintained over the enemy's front.

In addition to the work of reconnaissance and observation

of artillery fire, the Royal Flying Corps w.is charged with

the special duty of hampering the enemy's movements by
destroying various points on his communications. The rail-

ways at Menin, Courtrai, Don, and Douai were attacked,

and it is known that very extensive damage was effected

at certain of these places. Part of a troop train was hit by a

bomb, a wireless installation near Lille is believed to have
been effectively destroyed, and a house in which the enemy
had installed one of his Headquarters was set on fire. These
afford other instances of successful operations of this charac-
ter.

Most of the objectives mentioned were attacked at a height

of only 100 to 150 feet. In one case the pilot descended to

about 50 feet above the point he was ai tacking.

Certain new and important forms of activity, wlhich it is

undesirable to specify, have been initialed and pushed for-

ward with much vigour and success.

There have been only eight days during the period under

review on which reconnaissances have not lx»en made. .\

total of approximately 130,000 miles have been flown—almost
entirely over the enemy's lines. No great activity has been
shown over our troops on the part of the enemy's aircraft, but
they have been attacked whenever and wherever met with,

and usually forced down or made to seek refuge in their own
lines.

» *

The following, received from the War Office for publication,

was issued by the Press Bureau on .\pril igth :—

Yesterday two more German aeroplanes were brought

down; in this area since the 15th inst. the total loss to the

enemy is five aeroplanes.
* * *

The following appeared in the Casualty List issued on April

13th:—
Offici.allv Ri:i'okti!d Missing and Unofficially Reported

Prisoner of War.
Mansell-MouUin, Sec. Lieut. O., Royal Flying Corps.

* * *
'

A marriage has been arranged, and will shortly take place,

between Captain A. K. O'Brien, Queen's Bays (S.R.) (attached

Royal Flying Corps), of Lumbwa, British East Africa, and

Monica, elder daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Hugh H. Underbill,

or 50, Nevern Square.
» » *

Mr. C. H. Pixton, whose appointment as 2nd Lieut., R.F.C.,

on probation, is g.azetted, is, of course, the well-known Sop-

with pilot, who won the Schneider Cup, and who, just before the

war, joined the .Aeronautical Inspection Department.
* * »

.\ reader of The .Aeroplane on active service writes :—
" \^'e have, of course, seen plenty of aeroplanes of all sorts,

buc though I have seen hundreds of shells fired at enemy
machines, I h.ive not yet seen one hit. It seems a pity that

some device cannot be foimd to render if possible to ascertain

range and direction more accurately, as it seems an unneces-

sary waste of ammunition, and the shooting does not seem to

worry the .a\-iators at all.

".Since I came out here in January I have never seen a Ger-

man monoplane
;
practically all their machines used round here

are Aviatiks, Our men have been more busy of late and the

hostile planes have not paid us such frequent visits.

"1 might say that the paper is passed round to fe\-eral chaps

each week and is greatly appreciated."

AT SEA.

The "Telegraaf" (.Amsterdain, .April i4lh) reports that the

Cork -Steamship Company's steamer "Imber" was attacked by

a German aeroplane near the "Noord Hinder" Lightship on

.April 13th. The machine was flying at a height of about 800

f.'Pt and dropped five bombs which did no damage.
» * »

The "Noord Hinder" Lightship reports that on April i8th

Gtrman aviators dropped bombs and afterwards S'hot at two
British steam trawlers without result.

FRANCE
The official communique of April 13th says :- -

Our aviators successfully bombarded the milit.ary sheds

at Vigneulles, Woevre, and dispersed not far from there a

battalion on the maroh.
* * *

The official communique of .April 14th says :
—

A Zeppelin threw bombs on Bailleul. The aim of the

bombs was the flying ground, which was, however, not

struck. Three civilians were killed.

Two German aeroplanes were forced to descend in our

lines, one near Braine and the other near Luneville. The
aviators were made prisoners. A third enemy aircraft which
was hit by the fire of our advance posts fell near Ornes, to

the north of Verdun, some 600 metres from our lines. One
of the a\'iators was struck by a bullet.

» * .

The official communique of .April i5tli says :—

•

.\ German .Aviatik threw bombs on the hospital of Mour-
melon.

By way of reprisal for the bombardment of Nancv by a

Zeppelin one of our aeroplanes threw five bombs on the Ger-

man Headquarters. The projectiles all fell on the buildings in

which the Imperial .Staff is installed at Mezieres-Charleville.

We also bombarded the station of Freiburg, in Breisgau.

Finally a flying squadron of fifteen machines dropped
l)ombs with complete success on the German military build-

ings of Ostend. Our aeropl.anes were violently cannonaded,
but all returned unscathed.
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The afternoon communique of April lOth says :

—

Yesterday afternoon our artillery broug-ht down an aero-
plane, which fell opposite the British lines behind the German
trenches to the north of \ ;: ^.

The evening communique of April i6th says :

—

Our aviators were very active. Ten bombs were dropped
on the railway workshops at the station of Leoooldshohe, east
of Huningue. These workshops are at present being used
for the manufacture of shells.

Ten bombs were dropped on the powder-magazine at Rotli-
weil. Six struck the mark. A huge red flame shot up, sur-
mounted by dense smoke. The aeroplanes were struck by
shell splinters, but returned safe and sound.

Forty bombs, most of which hit tihe mark, were dropped
on the central electric station of Maisieres-les-Metz, fifteen

kilometres north of Metz. This station supplies the town
and forts of Metz with power and light. 'I'lTick Miioke rose
from the central building.

On their return our aviators encountered three Aviatiks,
to which they gave chase, forcing them to land. The squad-
ron suffered no mishap, thougih subjected to a \ iolent cannon-
ade from the Metz forts.

• *

The communiqui^ of April 17th says :

—

A British aeroplane brought down a German aeroplane in

Belgium near Boesinghe. The machine fell within our lines.

The pilot was killed and the observer was taken prisoner.

One of our dirigibles bombarded the station and the avia-
tion sheds of Freiburg, in Breisgau.

If * *

The afternoon communique of April iSth says :—

•

A Belgian aeroplane brought down a German aeroplane
near Roulers. In the same region one of our air squadrons
successfully bombarded an aerodrome.
The evening communique of April 18th says r

One of our aeroplanes, after a brilliant pursuit, brought
down a German aeroplane, which fell in the enemy lines in

Belgium, between Langemarck and P.ischendaele.
* «

Tlie afternoon communique of April igth says :

—

The German aircraft which flew over Belfort dropped four

bombs, which damaged two sheds and set fire to some cases

of powder. Nobody was hurt, and only slight damage was
done.

The evening communique of April 19th savs :

—

The aviator Garros was forced to come down at Ingel-

munster—ten kilometres north of Courtrai—and was made
prisoner yesterday evening.

* » *

The "Morning Post" correspondent in Northern France re-

ported on April 14th :

—

"Never 'since the war began has there been such an in-

ter'sity of bomb-throwing exploits as within recent days.

Further, they would seem to be experimenting with new and
herivier bombs for aeroplanes. On Monday a Taube attacked

a railhead of ours, where a hospital train was loading up.

There were consequently a considerable number of troops about,

as well as helpers. It threw onlv one bomb, so far as I can
gather, but that one created a very severe explosion. Such a

bomb from an aeroplane has not been seen here heretofore.

[Probably not by those troops, but it seems that the Germans
know something of our own bombs bv now.—Ed.]
"About the same time, too, the Suffolks were attacked by an

aeroplane as they were marching on a road. It threw five

bombs.
"The Zeppelin that flew over Bailleul during the night of

Monday-Tuesday proves that, contrary to rumour, these aerial

freaks are still being kept towards this front. Its visit is a

liltle curious, and Illustrates the activity of the spy. Certain

high officers had been expected to stop in Bailleul that night,

but at the last minute did not do so ; but it has been ascertained

that the Germans had information of the intended visit. [Much
as we had of the Kaiser's visit to Thielt.—Ed.]

"Yet another bomb-throwing aeroplane attempted to attack

Furnes, but was brought down by a Belgian armoured motor-
car and the aviator killed."

A message from Paris on April 15th states that the aviators

of both armies continue to show great activity in Alsace. A
Taube appeared over Gerardmer, in the Vosges, but was driven

off by gunfire before it could drop bombs. Another got as far

as Luneville, but was pursued by a Frencli aeroplane and
brought down with machine-gun fire.

* * *

It is reported that Lieut. -Aviateur Garros, after a stern chase,

succeeded in bringing down a Taube east of Messines, between
Ypres and Armentiferes, on the 15th.

* * *

It is reported that on .April 16th M. Garros brought down an
-\viatik near Dunkirk when flying alone. It is said that when
M. Garros landed he went up to the wreck of the machine and

saluted the dead aviators.
* • »

It is reported that a German Taube aeroplane flew over

.\miens on the 16th and dropped bombs near dlie Cathedral,

which, however, was not struck. There were eleven human
casualties.

« * *

It was reported from Paris on April 18th that at 7 a.m. a

Taube flew over Belfort and dropped two bombs. Only in-

significant damage was done. In spite of repeated attacks by

German aeroplanes the inhabitants remain perfectly calm.
• »

The "Temps," Paris, April 19th, says .that the Zeppelin

which visited Bailleul on the night of April 12th dropped 19:

bombs. Two workmen's houses were completely destroyed,

and an old woman of 80 and a female refugee, aged 21, were
killed. A bomb which fell on another house hurled across the

street on to the roof of a neighbouring building a cradle con-

taining a child a few months old, which was instantly killed.

Four horses were also killed or woimded.

GERMANY.
The oflicial communique of April 13th says :

—

The French declare that they dropped 50 bombs on the

"maritime station and the foundry at Bruges." .As a matter
of fact they dropped 9 bombs in the neighbourhood of Ostend
and 2 near Bruges without doing any damage. Bv way of

reprisals we bombarded last night Poperinghe, Hazebrouck,,

and Cassel, which are occupied bv the British.

A hostile air attack east of Reims failed.
» *

The Headquarters communique of April i6th says :

—

In yesterday's clear weather the aviators were very active.

Enemy aviators bombarded places behind our positions. Frei-

burg was again visited, and several civilians, the majority
being children, were killed and wounded.

« * •

The Berlin communique of April 16th savs :

—

During the night of April 15-16 naval airships success-

fullv bombarded several defended towns in the southern part

of the British East Coast. Before and during the attacks the

airships were heavilv fired at, but returned undamaged.
• •

The communique of April 17th says :—

•

A French airship last night visited Strasburg, dropping
several bombs ; the material damage done, mainly consisting'

of the breaking of window-glass, was unimportant. Unfor-
tunately some civilians were wounded.
One of our aviators, who the day before yesterday bom-

barded Calais, yesterday dropped bombs on Greenwich, near

London.

[Apparently the aviator misinformed the Staff as to his

doings, or was genuinelv mistaken as to his whereabouts.—Ed.]
• • »

The official communique of .April igth says :—

•

.Aviator Lieut. Garros was forced to land near Ingel-

munster, in West Flanders, and was taken prisoner.
* *

The following news circulated bv the German wireless

stations has been received bv the Marconi Company :

—

-April 17th.

Berlin.—During the night of .April 15th bombs were dropped
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with success by a German naval airship on several defended
towns on the south-east coast of England. The airship was met
by heavy firing both before and during the attack. It returned
safely.

It is reported from I.ondon that eai ly on the morning of
April i6th two German airships appeared over Maldon (Essex)
and dropped four bombs without doing any material damage.
They also threw bombs on Vi/'eybridge. Three kilometres
farther on some houses were set on fire. 'Hie airships con-
tinued their flight over the course of the River Blackwater. In
the early morning an airship coming from the sea flew over
Lowestoft and dropped three or four bombs

; three explosions
were heard and a woodyard was set alight. One woman was
slightly injured. Six bombs were dropped on Southwokl. The
airship then made for the sea.

A German aircraft dropped bon.ibs on .Sittingbourne and
Faversham (Kent), which, however, did no damage. In its

flight it passed o\-er Sheerness, where it was fired on.
One of our airmen who dropped bombs on Calais the day

before yesterday lli-w o\er Greenwich, near London, and
dropped some bom l is.

I

It should be noted that this is German "wireless," and not
a German oflicial communiqu(^, and it is tlierefore unreliable.
"Weybridge" is prohablv a mistake for Heviiridge, in Essex.

—

Ed.]
* »

.'According to a German report, a French aviator fiew over
the Black Forest on .April I4tli, dropping lour l>ombs on
Stockach.

* * *

It was reported from Bale on .April i6th that a combined
attack by five French and one British aeroplane was made that

day on a number of German towns on the right bank of thr

Rhine, and some forty bombs were thrown. At 8 a.m. a l i-

plane appeared over Tullingen heights, and from the colour^

if was recognised as British. It was followed by five others,

which were French.

The British machine came down low o\-er H.iltingen station

and dropped five bombs on emp^y carriages. Three carriages,

minus passengers, were destroved.

The bombs smashed the gas conduits, and .1 gas tank took
fire, and soon the fire spread to the station buildings. The
flames could be seen from Swiss territory.

The biplane dropped three bombs farther on at the junction

of the line for Bale and Freiburg.

The enemy opened fire on the Britisher, and one shell disabled

hi,^ machine between Hegenheim and Burgfclden, where it

came down. The two occupants were taken 10 hospital at .St.

Ludwig.

I

What a British aviator was doing on the Eastern Frontier

is not known, unless it was a British pilot in the French ser-

vice carrying British colours for his own satisfaction. Or it

may have been a British aeroplane lent to a French pilot for

purposes of comparison with the French makes.— Ed.]

*

The General Commandant at Stuttgart announced that at ij. 15

a.m. on April i6th a French biplane attacked the powder fac-

tory at Rothweil, dropping bombs which killed two civilians and
wounded another. Work at the factory suffered no interruption.

The material damage done was small. The aviator, whose
machine was damaged by shots, made off in .i south-westerly

direction.
* * *

The Geneva correspondent of the "Temps" gives the follow-

ing details of the air raid on Haltingcn alx>ut April i6th :

—

"The raid was effected by a British biplane, which, thanks
to the morning mist, was able to approach the Rhine at about

7.30 without lieing seen by the patrols. It threw four bombs
on the southern part of the railway station of Haltingen. No
p"ersr)n.il injur'e-^ were suffered, but the goods railwav line

was destroyed for a distance of 100 metres.

"Towards midday another squadron of French aeroplan-.'s was
reported in the region of Volkensberg. At about the same lime

an aeroplane engaged in reconnaissance flew over Lorrach, in

Wieseiuhal.

"

April 21, 1915.

A photograph from a Uerman paper of a Voisin biplane shot

down at Freiburg in Breisgau, and presumably fired by its

pilot as he alighted.

The "Central News" correspondent at Geneva states that

the activity of the Allies' aviators is causing among the Ger-

mans serious fears for the safety of the airsJiip sheds at Fried-

richshafen, where "several huge Zepf>elins, with a gas-holding

capacity of 25,000 'Cubic metres each, " are alleged to be under

construction.

I

If there is anv truth in this report it indicates the construc-

tion of Zeppelins of inferior size, for an earlier Zeppelin had a

capacity of roughly 1,000,000 cubic feet, whereas this only re-

piesents about 860,000 cubic feet.—Ed.
|

* * *

The story of an aerial raid on Hamburg is now found to be

a falsehood invented bv a printer out of work.
* * *

An interesting accoLint of the operations during the perrdd of

the Neuve Chapelle action is given by the correspondent of the

"New York Times," who has been in the German lines. The
narrative ends with an account of the British aerial enterprises

against Lille, which runs as follows :

—"A big yellow captive

balloon hangs over the town to give warning of the approach

of British aviators. On many buildings as the correspondent

entered the town were numerous handbills with Deux Avia-

teurs Anglais' printed on the top in huge letters. The bills

recited in French that an English aeroplane had been forced to

land in the suburbs on March 11 th, but that the pilot and ob-

server had escaped into the town and were thought to be in

hiding. A cash reward was offered for hiformation leadpg to

their capture, and the death penalty was threatened to anybody

who harboured or concealed them."

I

Presumably the notices referred to Lieut. Mapplebeck,

R.F.C., who was fortunate enough to get safely away, the

Germans assuming that the machine carried a passenger

also.—Ed.]
AUSTRIA.

A telegram to the "Journal" from Rome states that one of

the two Zeppelins which the .Austrian fleet had received from

Germany, and based at Pola, fell into the sea on April 16th

while manoeuvring over the .Adriatic, and was completely de-

stroved. Its crew peris'hed.

BELGIUM.
It was reported from .Amsterdam on April 13th that British

aeroplanes coming from the sea on the 12th flew to Bruges,

where thev dropped bombs on the railway line.

* * *

The "Tyd" (Amsterdam, April 14th) learns from Sluis that

a Zeppelin was fired at and damaged near Ypres on Monday
night, but managed to return to Thielt, where it landed in a
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battered condition. [Doubtless tlie one mentioned in the French
coniniunicjue of tliu 14th.—Ed.]

On Sunday morning, the 12th, four Allied aeroplanes ap-

peared above Bruges and bombarded the place. On .Monday
an aviator dropped bombs on the old docks at Bruges, destroy-

ing two ihouses.

HOLLAND.
It was reported from .Amsterdam on April 13th that a foreign

aeroplane was seen flying over Flushing and Middelburg on
that afternoon. Dutch soldiers opened fire upon it and the

aeroplane eventually came down at Goes, on the island of South
Beveland. The machine was found to be German, and in it

was a German officer, a German soldier, and a man who aclr:d

as aviator. Thev were captured and are now interned.
*

The "Handelsblad" (Amsterdam, April T5th) 'learned on that

day from the island of Vlieland that a Zeppelin had just passed
travelling from east to west.

[Which probably gave rise to the rumour current in London
late that evening that an "enormous" fleet of Zeppelins was
making for London. It was a pity they did not arrive as it was
a nice clear night and perfect weather for aeroplane operations

and anti-aircraft gunnery.—Ed.
|

RUSSIA.
The communique of April 17th says :

—

The activity of the enemy's aeroplanes is particularly mani-
fested in the region of Ostrolenko and Nowogrod (north and
south of Lomza) and Ciechanow (a few miles south of

Mlawa). The enemy's machines ojjerate in flotillas of 12 or

15, flying together, and throwing as many as iSo bombs on

fne town or village which they attack, but causing only in-

significant damage and never loss of life. Our airmen reply

wi;h a smaller number of large bombs.
* * *

A Petrograd telegram states that on .April 18th a German
aeroplane dropped bombs on the prope.'ty of Count Sobansky.
near Warsaw, on which there is a large sugar refinery. The
manager, cashier, and a book-keeper were killed and several

workmen were wounded.

TURKEY.
It is reported from Rome that on April 17th an enemy aero-

plane flew over the Fleet and the port at Tenedos and dropped

bombs. No damage was done. A seaplane chased the aerial

raider bacli to Gallipoli.
* * •

The following account of the operations at Smyrna is taken

from the letter of a naval officer dated subsequent to March
loth :

—

"We continued firing on Monday and Tu<»sday at the various

forts, and although there is no doubt we shook them up con-

siderably, vou can understand that it was extremely difficult to

estimate the actual dgmage done as the forts are extremelv well

hidden and Che topography of the country absolutely lends it-

self to that sort of thing. We had two seaplanes with us in

the seaplane ship, but even they had great difficulty in ascer-

taining the damage done."
EGYPT.

The following statement was issued officially on .April i8th :

—

On the i6th inst. three aeroplanes made a flight from the

Canal to El Sirr, some twenty-five miles south of El .Arish,

dropping nine bombs, which were effective. .About 150 to

200 tents were seen. The distance flown was more than 170

miles. No other enemy's troops were seen this side of El

Sirr, though one or two small posts of about twentv men
are known to exist.

On the same date a French cruiser bombarded the camp
near El Arish, a seaplane directing her fire. No large num-
f>er of troops were seen, though the enemy's guns opened fire

htoth on the cruiser and on the seaplane without hitting either

of them.

On the 17th a French cruiser, again " assisted bv seaplanes,

bombarded the enemy's camp well to the south of Gaza town.

Considerable damage was caused to the troops.

SOUTH AFRICA.
An officer of the Witwatersrand Rifles writes as follows from

near A us :

—

"The a\iator who visits us appears to know his business and
has an excellent madiine—a Taube. The engineers at Lude-
ritz Bay found a working model of this machine. It is abso-

lutely perfect in every detail and naturally most interesting.

This model is from 4 to 5 ft. long.

"It is a grand sight to see the Taube sailing over our camp,,

but on account of his bombs somewhat awe-inspiring. .As you
v/ill have seen from the papers, according to Windhuk news,

our gunners have made very good practice at him. He always
flies very early in the morning and at no other time— 1 presume
owing to the fact that there is no wind at this time of day, but
for the rest of the 24 hours it flows from all directions."

* * *

.A telegram from Capetown says that Mr. \\ alter Greenacre,,

of Durban, has presented two anti-aircraft guns to the Union
Defence Force.

CANADA.
.According to a message from Ottawa on .April 14th, volun-

teers for the Royal Naval Air Service are being called for in

Canada. Thev must be under thirty years and preferably between'

nineteen and twentv-three. The Volunteers will be trained in

Canada and sent to England. It would be interesting to know
how Canada proposes to provide training of any kind for air

mechanics.

U. S. A.

An astonishing article, w ritten by one Gordon Bruce, appeared,

recently in the "New York Tribune," professing to deal with

the "chin-wagging"—one can call it by no other name—of

that "Captain" Janney of whom no one in this country seems
to have heard. The heading of the article ran thus :

—

"Veteran British .Airman, Here to Train Canadian Recruits,

Finds War Life Dull Except in Spots."

"Veteran" is good, considering that he has not flown in

England, or—so far as one can gather—on the Continent

either. The article continues :

—

"Two ruddy-cheeked young men, attired in British uniforms,

sat yesterday at the luncheon table in the Aero Club of America.

One was Captain E. L. Janney, squadron commander in the-

Royal Flving Corps. He is fresh from the battle front. His
companion was Lieut. Harley G. Smith. They are in America,

on seven months' leave for the purpose of training recruits for

the flying corps, which soon will be a part of the Canadian'

forces.

"

This Janney is not even an officer of the Royal Flying Corps,

and if he is still an officer in the British-Canadian Service-

one would like to know what he was doing in uniform in a

neutral country if not an Embassy Attache or an interned

officer. He is reported to have said :

—

"My actual fighting experience covered a period of nine

weeks. I was stationed with my squa<Jron at Bailleul, in

France, near the Belgian border. Most of the time it was
rather dull. That is to say, (he percentage of time when we
were actually doing anything was small."

So far as one can gather, the time when he was doing any-

thing, except talk—if he was ever there at all—was niL

Later on he said :

—

"One feature of air fighting that has come to the fore

rapidly is dart-dropping. Steel darts were first used by the

French, but have come into general use among the British-

and German forces. I daresay that more damage can be done

in the trenches by the dropping of explosive bombs, but the

darts are more popular among the fliers."

This is a lie. The Royal Flying Corps hardly use darts at

all. They regard them as rather unsportsmanlike and some-

what ineffective. He -describes dart-dropping thus :

—

"There is not much preparation required for dart-dropping.

You just scoop them up and shovel them over the side."

Which shows that he knows nothing about darts, which are

not dropped in that way at all. He then proceeds to show his

ignorance about aeroplanes thus :

—

"The Taube, which is popularly supposed to be of moderate

speed, is capable of 86 miles an hour. It is un.Tble to climb

faster than 750 feet a minute, as against 1,200 ft. a minute by

the British machines."

Which is liable to bring a smile even to the face of a box-

kite pilot. Then we come to the real business, for the article

coiitinues thus :

—
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"The business which has brought ihe two officers to this

country is the establishment of an aviation training scliool at

Toronto. Two Farman biplanes have been shipped from Eng-
land for use by the students, and Captain Janney announced
that he had purdiased the old Farman machine owned b\

Clifford B. Harmon, of this city."

This was an aged 50-h.p.thing of 191 1 typo.—To continue :—
"The school is open to civilians who desire to enlist in the

flying corps of Great Britain, and those who qualify will

accompany the Canadian expeditionary forces. Four months
are allowed for training. In order to he sure that the student

will carry out his intention to enlist, a fee of $500^-111 be charged
for the training. This will be returned in the form of a bonu-.

•of $625, which will be paid by the Canadian Government when
the student has qualified. The actual bonus is $375, but there

Is a uniform allowance of $250.''

The $500 is evidently the business which brought the two
""officers" to the .States. It is not the custom of the British

Err.pire to take deposits from those desiring to ser\e it, and
It seems improbable that any innocent American handing over

his $500 will ever see it again, or an aerodrome. The Ameri-
can is the most gullible person in tlie world—as anyone can

ji'dge by reading the advertisements in the .American press

—

but one hopes that no one has been sillv enougit to be taken in

by this swindle.

Meantime, it is to be hoped that iho Deparlment of Militarv

Aeronautics has already heard of this insult to thf British

uniform and has taken steps accordingly through the Foreign-

Office to have a stop put to this adventurer's career.

Thanks are due to a firm of American aircraft manufacturers

who sent the cutting with the sarcastic remark : "Captain
Jarney is going to make all our fortunes." But wlho is this

"Gordon Bruce" who drags the Aero Cluli of .America and a

well-known New York paprr in as .id\'ertisi_-menfs for the

long firm game?

Aircraft and the War.
At the National Liberal Club on Monday evening an address

on "Aircraft in the War" was given by Mr. Hugh Burroughes
of the Aircraft Manufacturing Company and tlie Gnome Engine
Company. The interest aroused by the subject was evident

from the over-crowded state of the room. The paper, which

was of great interest though not of a technical nature, was
followed with the closest attention, and was divided into two
parts, which Mr. Burroughes described as "The effect of the

War on Aircraft" and "The Effect of Aircraft on the War."
A short discussion took place at the close.

The success of the meeting suggests the desirability of ex-

tending these educational lectures as far as possible while the

public are really inte''ested in learning more about the develop-

ments of aviation from men who know something more about

it than the average journalist of the day appears to do.

The R.N.

A

It is now possible to give

durnig iho fourth and fifth

Janu.\rv, 1015
~£ s.

Jerseys 37 14

Gramophones ... 15 16

Wool Pants 90 19

Sundiies (Rail ex-

penses, Sacks,

Cases) 6 3

N'ests, \\co\ 64 18

Shirts, Flannel ... 4 9
Sweaters 6 18

Cardigans 3 6

Hessian for Bales 6

Buttons for shirts i

230 12

Spent Oct., Nov.,

and Dec 360 8

59" I

S. Comforts Fund.
an anouiit of the money laid out

months of the Fluid's existence.

Febku.akv, 191 5.

d. £ s. d.

0 Pants 36 19 o

o Vests 7 I o

II Jerseys 23 iS o

Provisions to

Dunkirk R.N.

S A.S. Men 4 '5 9

4 Postage for three

1 months 5 16 o

o Shirts 12 2 4

5 Sweaters .a 33 4 6

3 Buttons for Cardi-

0 gans and Shirts

— (home made) ... 18 9

5 Sacks (Hessian) ... i 4 o

Cheque books ... 42
8 Rail expenses for

— Sacks, Cases,

1 and Sundries ... 10 5 7
Carting to Station 12 6

137

Spent to end of Total to end of

Jan., i<)i3 591 1 I Feb. 728 2 8

.Mrs. Sueter has sent a third consignment of garments to

K..M. Seaplane Carrier " Ben-my-Chree" during the week.

The following cash contributions have been received since the

publication of the last list : Proceeds of concert given by

employees of White and Thompson, Ltd, £-\ ;
Special sub-

scription by White and Thompson, Ltd. (April i4thj,

;4^2 14s. 9d.
;
Knipiovees, White and Thompson, Ltd. (weekly

contribution), £.1 2s. ; \'ickers Ltd. (Woodworkers' i8th con.),

fcs ; Mrs. Hartford, 5s. ; Total for week, 7s. 9d. Grand
Total to date, ^'924 8s. 7d.

Further contributions in cash and kind, which are urgently

needed, should be sent to Mrs. Sueter, The Howe, Watling-

ton, Oxon.

A Change in Name.
The Sunbeam aero-engine will in future be known officially

as the Sunbeam-Coatalen Aircraft Engine, and will be sold as

usual by the Sunbeam Motor Car Co., Ltd., of Wolverhamp-
ton. This engine, in both sizes, is now doing very good work.

In its earlier forms it suffered from a mysterious loss of power
after running for a period of half an hour or so. It was
discovered that this was not duo to anj defect in design or

material, but simply to the lubricating oil losing its properties

when it passed a certain degree of heat. y\rrangements were
Ihen made for rofiling the oil and now no trouble evei- arises.

CHILLY WORK.—Tuning up a Short Seaplane in the open, prior to launching. Even in Summer the work is none too warm.
Hence the appeals for the R.N. A.S. Comfort.s Fund.
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THE INVASION OF ENGLAND.
On the evening of Wednesday, April i4Lh, German aircraft

paid tJie Nortli-East Coast a visit. At 8.20 p.m. an airship,
said to be a Zeppelin, appeared over Blyth, whence it proceeded
to Bedlington, Morpeth, Cramlington, Vi'allsend and Hebburn.

All lights were promptly extinguished, and the bombs which
were dropped at intervals did but minor damage. TTie pilot
was apparently trying to locate Elswick, but he was evidently
out in his allowance for leeway, or mistook Blyth for Tyne-
mouth and followed the wrong river. It is said that twelve
bombs in all were dropped.

It is reported from Newcastle that several aeroplanes went
up when the Zeppelin appeared, but as the whole tour ol the
airslhip only took 35 to 40 minutes they were too late to find
hrr in the darkness. Presumably the anti-aircraft guns were
not used owing to the impossibility of spotting the ship in the
dark, and because it was recognised, very sensibly, that firing
at random would probat)ly do more damage on the ground than
in the air.

The Suffolk Attempt.

about 12.30 on the following morning, .\])rii isth, an air-

ship visited Southwold and made a circular tour occupying
about an hour, after which it disappeared over the sea at

Lowestoft. Twenty-five bombs were thrown in a circle of Hen-
ham Hall hospital of about 300 yards diameter, the Germans
apparently mistaking Henham Hall for Lowestoft or for some
military centre of importance. Bombs were also dropped on
Maldon. A certain amount of damage was done to property
but no one received injuries.

The Berlin ofiUcial account of these raids says: "During tlie

night of April I5th-i6th naval airships successfully bombarded
several defended towns in the southern part of the British East
Coast. Before and during the attacks the airships were heavily
fired at, but returned undamaged."
These remarks are justifiable to the e.\tent that Lowestoft,

being a trawler port, might reasonably be expected to harbour
mine sweep^ers, and Maldon and its river might be the home
of destroyers or submarines, besides \\lliich, .ill towns in those

days house a certain number of soldiers.

The following news, officially circulated through German
wireless stations, has been received by the Marconi Companv :

—
"Berlin, .\pril i6th.

"According to reports in the newspapers two houses were
damaged by bombs in the villages visited by the German air-

ships. In Wallsend a bomb went through the roof of a house,

broke through the ceiling, and caused slight injiirirs to the

occupant, an old woman."
These remarks, coming from a German source, are noti.--

worthy, because they distinctly convey the idea that someoni' in

Berlin is becoming pee\ish with Zeppelins rmd desires to dis-

credit their utility as weapons of offence. It is known the

German flying ofificers despise airships almost ;is much as olu-

own R.F.C. does.

The crews of the trawlers "Grecian Prince" and "Rhodesia,"
which shortly after the former raid |jut in at North .Shields,

state that they saw an airship heading towards Blvth at 7 p.m.
and declare its number to have been "Z.9. " If this is the case,

they probably misread "L.g.," for the German official account
states specifically that the airships were naval.

It is, of course, possible that one airship might ha\'e per-

formed both raids, as there was ample tiane to fly from New-
castle to Maldon, but this is not likely, as the airship would
scarcely have passed Hull and other big towns in peace.

The most extraordinary thing is the small number of bombs
actually dropped, for naturallv none would he taken back to

Germany.
The Aeroplane Effort.

During the forenoon of the 15th an aeroplane, called bv

some papers a "Taube," and by others a biplane— it certainly

could not have been both—flew over Deal, Sheerness, East-

churah, .Sittingbourne, Faversham and Canterbury, dropping
sundry liombs en route. No damage was done. .\n aviator,

said to be from Eastchurch, was seen in pursuit, and the

machine was fir^d upon by rifles and machine-guns. It is also

stated that a French aeroplane pursued the German across the

Channel.

'Ihe invader is stated to have flown over Sheerness at a
height of about 4,000 ft. before visiting Fa\-ersham, and he left

via Whitstable and Herne Bay.

As a matter of fact he was at a height of at least 10,000 ft.

when over Sheerness, and the bombs apparently meant for the-

town fell in the marshes several miles away.
-A resident in the neighbourhood states that three aeroplanes,

two of them monoplanes, were seen to "take the air" when
the invader was already well over head. The monoplanes were
apparently still climbing when the German returned to Belgium,
and might be climbing still, for all the chance they were ever
likely to have of catching him. The third machine, a fast

scout, apparently reached the German's level fairly rapidly and
then must have lost sight of him, for it is reported as being
seen chasing at great speed up the Thames, though the Ger-
man appears to have gone South instead of towards London

—

doubtless a breach of the rules of war for which he will

apologise in due course.

It does not, unfortimately, appear as if our aeroplanes dis-

tifiguished themselves in any way during these three visits. It

may be that they were purposely kept on the ground in the

hopes that absence of attack would tempt the Germans to

appear in greater force next time and so afford us a chance of
wiping out a number of them. This, however, seems almost

too subtle a plan for the English mind.

The other alternative is that no one was ready to start,

despite the lengthy warning given in each case of the advent of

aircraft. In this case it appears as if some officers of the

R.N.A.S. would be the better for having an inquiry made into

the utility of retaining them in the King's Service.

The fact that no dam.age was done by the Germans does not

affect the question as to why no damage was done to the Ger-

mans.
."Xpropos the aeroplane raid, a reliable correspondent at Wye

writes to say that he saw the German visitor and a pursuing B.E.
" amidst much din of A..-\. guns and bombs." He states that

the enemv was at a great height, but the enormous span of his

machine was notible. It was difficult to determine whether the

machine was a seaplane or not, but it either had very large

ailerons, or else a modified retreating wing formation, more or

less a la Henri Farman. This machine was noticeably faster

than the pursuing aeroplane, but as it was also a great deal

higher, it may have lx!en in a different air current.

On the Cost of Killing a Hen.
In conncclion with the recent Zeppelin raids, one of which

|)roduied the net bag of one hen, a slide-rule expert sends the

following calculations and opinions :

—

The cost o'f killing a common barn-door fowl varies con-

siderably with the method employed.

Let it be assumed that the slayer of the bird is not the owner,,

and, moreover, that he cannot catch the elusive biplane (I mean
biped), also that it is absolutel}' necessary for his moral

development that this overloaded monoplane should discon-

tinue its feeble attempts at flight.

The following methods of extermination are then feasible :

—

(i) To take a half-brick in the hand and hurl it at the

fowl, .\fter a few attempts the desired result should be at-

tained. This method is somewhat uncertain, but costs abso-

luti-ly nothing.

(2] To hire a small boy, armed with a catapult, to impel

small stones at or in the direction of the bird with this illegal

weapon. The cost would be low, as the small boy could be

hired with half a pound of bullseyes and a packet of Wood-
I ini's. Total cost, 3d. Another uncertain method,

(3) To purchase an air-gun at the cost of half a sovereign-

rmd shoot the bird. The gun is not destroyed in the act, has
a long life, and may be used to slay more hens. Suppose
that 100 hens may be slain in this wa\', the cost of killing

the single bird will be

—

£ s. d.

One per cent, on c apital outlay of los o o 1.2

Four slugs at i)d p( r 1,000 ... ... o o .036

Total ... o o 1.2361
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(4) A shot-gLin may be purchased and used. Tliis rec]uires
considerable capital expenditure, but is t'airlv certain

—

£ ^. d.

rive per cent, on capital oullav ol ^'lo los. (, i i,

One cartridj'e ... ... ... ... y q j >

Tola! ... o I 1.8

(5) \ maxim gun may be purchased. J his is, of course, a
very extravagant method, but absolutely cert.iin, although the
value of the dead bird is reduced

—

£ s. d.

Five per cent, on capital outlay of £.^^0 ... 1 15 u
100 rounds of ammunition ... ... ... o 18 i>

I olal ... £2 13 ()

There are many other methods, sui h .is using a 15-inch
gun. But there is yet another w.iy much beloved of Germans.
No ordinary man could afford it. Kven u multimillionau

e

would find it cheaper to try to break the bank .it Monti' Carlo.
But Governments can -afford to pay for th.-ir amusements on
a lavish scale. It is a somewhat sporting method, as the
chance of killing the right fowl is small, and its value after-
wards is negligible. The method referred to is 10 send a
Zeppelin 250 miles to drop a 100-lb. high-explosivr bomb on or
near the fowl.

The estimate of the cost is based on the su|ii)osition that
the airship will make five such trips before it i> wrecked b\
adverse winds or destroyed by hostile aircraft

—

£ s. d.

20 per cent, on capital outlay of one
Zeppelin at £^'200,000 40,000 o o

640 galls, petrol at is. 6d 45 K, o

64 galls, oil at 2s. 7d ,^ -

^
3 bombs at ^73 2ig o o
Wages of 18 men at \arying rate> ... i; 13 2^

Tot.il ... £^o,2i)o 14 6^
You will note I have not inchidixl ihe cost of the gas. 'i hat

is given free in these notes.

Now this is "Some" price for a fowl. Bin it is a modern
method which has cost millions to bring to its pri'sent perfec-
tion, and there is joy in the Land of ihe .Sausage.

A Convincing Mishap.
Rather a curious accident occurred the other d.n- to one of

the new Wihite & Tlioinpson land-going- biplanes, wiliieli .u ciilenl

is, however, likely to inspiri' confidence in this make.
The machine, which is tractor biplane with a 7o-ih.i3.

Renault, was being f\o\\n by .Mr. Gordon England in quite .1

stift wind when a cylinder cracked and the engine retired from
business. The only possible way of getting down was to do .1

sharp turn over the sea to land on the sands. Unfortunately
tihere was not quite room to do it, so the machine alighted in

about 2 ft. of water, which checked its progress so suddenly
that it toppled over on the points of the skids, balanced for

several seconds with its tail in the air, and then, ;i gust of
wind coming along, it turned right o\er on its back, rem. lin-

ing balanced on the upper plane and the rudder-post.

'llie pilot, after unstrapping his belt, turned a slow somer-
sault round the control w-heel and got out merely w-ith wet
feet. The engine was then taken out and the machine turned
right side up and it was brought ashore. On examination it

was found that the only real damage done was a lirolcen

piopeller and broken skid-tips. Naturally, the upper plane
was deteriorated by the water, but no actual breakage had
occurred, and the monocoque fuselage had stood up perfectly.

These machines have shown themselves to be astonishingly

fast and stable. Both the pilot and passenger are excellently

protected. The construction of the fuselage is such as to in-

spire considerable confidence in pilots who have to fiv over gun-
fire, for quite half of it could be shot ,iwav witliout the tail

section breaking off.

Altogether, the machine is one of the best exam]3les of its

kind, reflecting great credit on Mr. Beadle, the designer, \MTite

& Thompson, Ltd., the constructors, and Messrs. Willi.ims, .if

Littlehampton, wiho construct the fuselages. It is, in f.ict,

a ty|>e which might very well be reproduced bv other firms wlio

arc at present wasting their time on less effecti\'e designs.

FLYING AT HENDON.
On Thursday afternoon a very considerable amount of

ll\ ing look place ; in fact, far more than could be seen at the

T)iursda\- ilisphns prior to the war. \'ery good weather also

pnnailed during" the week-end, parlicui.irly on Sunday, and

a large amount of Hying was done.

On Saturday, which was slightly gust\ in the early part of

the afternoon, proceedings started at 3.30 p.m. with Instructors

Osipenko and Winter on 50-h.p. Grahame-^^'hite box-kites,

followed by Mr. Manton on the 70~h.p. Gi ahame-White bi-

plane, all three taking up numerous passengers.

A bomb-dropping demonstration was held, Messrs. Manton
and Osipenko dropping dummy bombs onto a target in the

ci'ntre of the aerodrome from about 200 to 300 feet, and the

results were surprisingly good. Mr. Hall made a fine high

flight on a 45-h.p. Caudron, and Mr. Rochie-Kelly gave one of

his remarkable displays of steep banking on a Beatty-Wright.

.Shortly after 4.30 Mr. Winston Churchill arrived at the

aerodrome and during a two-hours" \isit he inspected most of

the machines, vvhidh were drawn ujj in review order.

.'\nother incident of interest to the public was the arrival of

Mr. 1-". W. Goodden, now second lieut. in the R.F.C., on a

B.K.2 from Farnborougli, at a height of 5,000 feet. Mr.

Goodden also took a friendly trip on lln' new L. and P.

Caudron on Sunday morning.

On Sunday a large number of officers of lioth Services were

present, and a considerable number of 'hi m had passenger-

llights. Flying commenced at 3 p.m. ar.d continued until

dusk. Flights were made by Messrs. Hall (45-h.p. Caudron),

Warren (6o-h.p. f^. and P. biplane), Roche-Kelly (50-h.p.

Beatty-^\right biplane), Baumann (Ruffy-Baumann biplane),

Wright, a new instructor at the Grahanle-^^'hite School (50-h.p.

G.-W. biplane), Osipenko (50-h.p. G.-^^^ biplane), and .Manton,

who took up parties of passengers in the (jrahame-White five-

seater. The two last named also dropped dummy bombs.

The aerodrome presented a very animated appearance, the

various schools continuing to give instruction while the ex-

iiibition and passenger flights were in progress. No less than

34 passengers were carried on Sunday afternoon. .Mtogether,

a most successful week-end, and larger attendances are to

be expected in the future as people get to know that really

lirst-class flying nia\' be seen bv the public.

On April 24th and 25th special exhibition and passenger

nights will be given, and these will also be held i vi/rv Thurs-
da\ , Saturdav and .Sundav aft"rnoon througliout ihe season.

Concerning Photographs.
Readers who are interested in photographs of a\iators will

do well to remember that the most complete series of such
pliotogVaphs is in the possession of Mr. F. N. Birkett, 97,
Percy Road, Shepherd's Bush, W. Practically all portraits of

iviators which have appeared in Thk Aeropl.vni; for some
months have been taken from the " F. N. B. Series," among
W/hich was the last frontispiece of this paper, though Mr.
Birkett 's naine was omitted in error. Incidentalh', an error

was made in the same picture by ascribing Flight Sub-Lieu-
tenant J. B. Ferrand, R.N., to the Beatty School, when in

fact he was trained at the Grahame-White School.

To Lecturers.
Those who are thinking of gi\ing lectures on aviation will

do well to note that the (irahame-White .Aviation Co., Ltd.,

of 32, Regent Street, W., have some excellent sets of lantern-

slides dealing with aviation. The slides include many photo-
graphs of up-to-date aeroplanes. The firm will be pleased to

loan these slides free of charg'e to oflicers of either Service
who ma\ wish lo use th"ni in ediicaling their men.

An Address to be Noted.
Owing to a typographical error the address of the Acetylene

Corporation, Ltd., 49, Victoria Street, Westminster, has ap-

peared in that firm's advertisement as \o. 99. Aircraft manu-
facturers are requested to note that the correct address is No. 49.

Letters addressed wrongly appear to liaxe gone astray, so any
readers who may have written to the higher number during
the past week or two are asked kindly to write atjain, when
attention w-ill be promptly given to their requests. The present

demand for a reliable welding plant makes it important to
knew ex.ictly wl-;ere such outfits can be procured.
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Aero=motors : In Kind and Construction.— CGntinmd
BY GEOFFREY

Ha\'ing seen why such a radial motor as the Salmson should
work, and tlie physical whys and wherefores of its very special

design to that end, we have next to see how it does actually

work, from the asinometric as well as the mechanical stand-
point. For asinometry—of which all writers are patient expo-
nents—is the contrary science to abstruse and .r-dhanging mathe-
matics. Chiefly, it is a humane method of killing contentious

asses by depriving them beforehand of their half-baked pre-

conceptions against the fact. That is to say, it is the art of

presenting tJie otherwise obvious proposition so clearly that if

it penetrates their comprehension, it will assuredly be patent to

the average reader. It is also intended to fortify the intelli-

gence of editors, and to protect them against illiterate literasts,

mechanical quack salvers, persons who believe that A.O. mush-
room valves do not rotate, or that the earth is flat

;
disrespector-

of the equator and other cranks. Naturally, this science of

seeing through, and reducing men and things to ten-cent,

equations, besides saving time, simplifies mechanics as well a>

explaining halfpenny journalism. The parent of judicious in-

vention, it is also useful about the house. Indeed, no sub-

urban home can afford to do wifhoiit it.

The Salmson .Action.

I depend, therefore, upon its irresistible processes to e.^plain,

curiously enough, another crank—the Salmson motor's—and
particularly that crank's need lo be just as it is, and nowise
else. This, I think, we can begin to see best by comparing the

working system of a radial motor with that of its antithesis,

the fixed-crank rotary. In the latter it is easy to see that with

all pistons freely—that is, rotarily—anchored at an invariabl

distance from a fixed point—the wrist-pin— wihich is eccentric

t5 a fixed shaft centre—around which the cylinders too arc

anclhored at an invariable distance—an explosion effort in any

cylinder can only do two things. Either it must blow the

cvlinder-head off, or it must seek relief through the mobility of

piston or cylinder. But piston mobility is out of the question,

because the piston is unable to move outside or inside the circle

of its tether to the wrist-pin. Relief tf'icn can only come by

moving the cvlinder-head as far eccentrically to the wrist-pin

as possible. But the cylinder being likewise imnio\ah]c oul-

A Salmson Engine Cut Open for Inspection.

DE HOLDEN-STONE.

The Salmson Induction Hoop.

wards from its invariable-distance tether to the shaft-centre,

can only move sidewise in a new circular-plane to become ec-

centric to the wrist-pin. Consequently it lakes the rotary

motion, which is thus inevitably produced round its tether-

point. In other words, the cylinder-head retreats from the

piston—not tfie piston from the cylinder-head in the ordinary

fashion of motors—under the effect of the explosion.

.And just here it is important to notice in a rotary that

the presence of a huge master-grip does not upset the balance

of parts, because it merely revolves on a fixed wrist-pin, and
has no reciprocating motion.

^'et in the radial—but stationary cylindered—Salmson," the

I ever>c conditions exist. The cylinders, of course, are an-

cb.ored at an immutable distance from the shaft-centre ; but

that centre, as embodied in the journal, is free to revolve,

and the wrist-pin to rotate around it. However, before going

fLirther into the actual mechanism of this particular example,

I t us review the general mechanical conditions that control

the working of any radial motor-proposition. Now we have,

fust, the fact of the explosion eft'orts driving inwardly from
s.'vcn—or nine—radial directions, equidistant round a circle,

instead of outwardly as in a rotary. If, then, the crank were
duly counterweighted, it is conceivable that such a motor
would continue to run—after a fashion—provided that there

was a master-grip to maintain the thrust in one and the same
direction of rotation. Other .vise the motor—under certain

(onditions of firing and misfiring, or any change in the shaft

^peed or power of the explosions—might reverse, or dwell and
fire on dead-points : botli fatal defects.

Yet here, secondly, just because the cylinders are stationary

wu have to consider piston and rod reciprocation, and there-

fore the absolutely essential balance of these working parts in

motion, not only as to their weight, but in the relation of

th.it weight to the varying cycle. So, even if we had room
for the purpose, and other mechani'-al conditions permitted,

further counterweighting of the crank to balance the rotating

weight of a bulky master-grip—the odd man out—would
assuredly upset the carefully achieved balance of the parts to

compensate the varying cycle pressures. On the other hand,

short of some such provision, the torque-effect would amount
to one violently laboured piston-kick with six or eight little

ones to follow. .So the use of a master-grip, or anything like

't, is inc\itabl} barred.

(To he coutitiHcd.)
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THE SERVICES AND LABOUR.
Siiire labt week's Aeroi'LANE appeari'd intorni.-ilion has been

received concerning several strilvcs, or tlireatened strikes, in

the aeroplane industry. It is, of course, impossible to influence

a certain, and, unhappily, a very numerous, class of British

workman except through his pocket or stomach, so it would
be waste of time to appeal to the patriotism of the men, or to

their duty to their "pals" in the .Army—as the .Army Advertising

Department still foolishly tries to do—so tliese notes are

written primarily for people in the Services and those who,
though not in uniform, are doiner their best for the .Services.

One may feel fairly sure that when the troops come home
they will get their own back from the non-working man wni.se

ill-will has cost them so much in casualties liirough delay in

aimament supplies. Also, one hopes that employers of labour

will mark the men who are causing trouble, and will replace

them immediately the war is over by discharged soldiers.

An Interfering Union.

One recent strike, which has delayed the delivery of a num-
ber of important aeroplanes and ])arts, has been caused because

a man was dismissed for gross impertinence to his employer and
his foreman. He happened to be a member of a thing called

the Cabinet-Makers' Union, which, because its members
operate on wood, takes upon itself to include aircraft wood-
workers, and wood-butchers of all sorts. This precious union

called out all the union men in the shop, and picketed th'/

works to prevent non-union men from taking jobs there. ,

The foremen and leading hands remained loyal to ihelr

en ploye'r, knowing that he was in llie right, and that shop

discipline is as important to regular output as military dis-

cipline is in its own sphere. Still, ihc men went out, and the

neighbourhood now beholds the elevating spectacle of a num-
ber of able-bodied men—^mostly young enough to be in uniform

—lounging .about, in .and out of the local pubs, .and onlv re.illv

working when arguing w ith another man to ]5n vent him from

working.

A prettv spectacle, forsooth, in a country .at war, and a

strange commentary on our system of self-government. Can
one imagine, in an efliciently organised country, like Germany
for example, a confederation of commode-carpenters being per-

mitted to hang up deliveries of armament supplies? In any

other country but this the offender would have been knocked
down for his impertinence and then locked up for interfering

with the nation's work. And probably the committee of the

blessed "irnion" would h.ave been mobilised for military dul\'.

Unpractical Sympathy.

Another strike occurred because a works manager dismissed

a metal worker as hopelessly incompetent, although \v: li.ul

given hiin two nioiUhs' trial so as to let him have a l.iir

chance of picking up his new job. Some hundreds of men went

(lul "in sympathy" with him, and held up the doli\i.Ties ol

n any .aeroi)lanes for days.

It was pointed out to them that the non-defnery of two or

three machines
,
might mean that certain pilots would be un-

able to carry out important reconnaissances, so that valuab!(^

information might be lost, and many thousands of lives sacri-

ficed in consequence, and that the pilots miglit have to g"b out

on inferior or worn-out machines, and be shot down .and killrd

as a result. That did not influence the men a scrap.

they wanted was to see their "pal" reinstalerl and paid for

spoiling valuable material—valuable because it is Iiard to get,

and not for its mere value in money.

Personally, in a case like that, I should recommend reinstat-

ing the man—who, after all, was not impertinent and was not

upsetting discipline—.and paying him liis w.ages io walk about

with his hands in his pockets doing nothing', for it would be

folly to let him spoil any more work, and he would soon be the

l;uighing-stock of the shops. The "st.ay-in strike" has been

tried by workmen. Perhaps the "stay-in lock-oul" may be a

usefid weapon for employers.

A L}ing Argument.
.Apparently the argument in this case was that if employers

can prevent men from leaving and going to other firms, the

men have an equal right to prevent employers from sacking

them.

As a matter of fact employers cannot and do not prevent

men from leaving. There is an arrangement, officially ap-

proved by Government, that one firm shall not engage men

from other firms in the same trade. This is in the interests of

the men as well as of the nation as a whole. It prevents a big,

rich firm from buying nien from the smaller firms by offering

absurdly high wages. Some Government orders are placed on

prices based on cost of production plus a fixed profit, and con-

sequently such firms can afford to pay any wages they like,

whereas a firm working at a fixed contract price per article

cannot afford an unlimited wage bill. Hence the arrangement

that one firm must not buy another firm's men, for a small but

highly efficient shop, doing work employing men with special

training, might be entirely disorganised by a few of the leading

hands being bought away by another firm, and so the remain-

ing hands might find themselves di awing worse wages, owing

to decreased output.

If a man really wants to leave there is nothing to prevent

liim from taking a job at the nearest garage or carpenter's

shop which is not engaged on Government orders. .And if, after

he has been there a week or so, he likes to take a job with

another armament firm, no one can stop him, and no one cm
accuse the second firm of buying him from the first firm.

Either the men in question must be grossly ignorant, or else

they must simph- have used the incident of the other man's

dismissal as an excuse for m.aking themselves objertional.ile

and for acting disloyally.

Legitimate Grievances.

Far be it from me to <leny th.it there are b-gitiniate causes

for complaint among workmen, for emplo;vi'rs .ire fri'quentl)

to blame for discontent among their bands, but there (.m

never be any excuse for stopping worlv. Men may make

hostile demonstrations in front of an employer's private housi'

if they like, outside working hours, but they should neyer

"down tools" in such a national crisis as this.

.A case came to my notice some time ago in which certain

employees had a legitimate grievance, but it w.is prompt l\

put right by a management which kn<'W its joli. In a cert.iin

shop the men had been working terrific .ally long hours and

some were earning ^,5 or per week on piec i;-woi k, and

£?i to on day-work. This meant that nearly all the

skilled hands wi re earning from 50 per cent, lo 100 per cent,

more than their own foremen, who were working on a fixed

weekly wage. Consequently, the foremen went in a body to

the management and stated their case, adding, quite respei i-

fullv, that they could not continue in such an absurd ])osiiion.

The whole affair was settled in half an hour, and work ne\i r

stopped for a moment. The reasonable demands of the foremen

were satisfied, and eyerytiting is running smoothly. But in

this case everyone went the right way to work .and ayoide<l

friction. ,\nd th.at infernal nuisance, one' fil derniany's

strongest allies— the \\'alking Delegate—was kept out of the

argument.—C. G. (i.

School and Weather Reports.
Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs. Fri. Sat. Sun.

Heodon l-'ine Fair Fair Fair Fo^gy Windy Fine

East Coast ...
|

Fine
Wet
Wind lane Fine Fine Fine Fine

South Coast
1

Fino.a.m

Wet p 111

Fine
Kougli
Show'y

nutl
l>tit Fine

Fine Fine Fine

Hendon.

—

At thf; Gi; \h.\me-'\\"hite School.— Instructors :

Messrs. Manton, Russell and Winter. Pupils with instr. : Prob,

Fit. Sub-Lieuts. Bone, Coleman, De ^"ill(\ Hutchinson .ami

U'ain. Strts or Rolling': Prob. b'lt. Sub-l.ieuts. Bone and
Kerb\ . 8's or cires. : Prob. I'ii. Sub-Lieuts. l-"eene\

. jacob,

anil Potts. Certilicile i.i]<en liv Prob. bit, Siib-I i.-nt. l-'eenev.

-M.icbini.'s : Grabame-W'hiie biplaaes.

.\t the LoNno.v .wii Prox-i.ntj \[, .A\ i\Tio\i Co.'s School.—
Instructors : Messrs. Warren and .Smiles. Pupils doing strts. :

Messrs. Gerrit Forbes, R. G. Gould, W. D. Smiles and J. A. H.
Crook. 8's and circs. : Mr. Lincoln. Machines : Threi.' tr.iclor

biplanes. A new 45-h.p, passenger machine was trii:d .mil

found satisfactory.

.At the H.all F[.yiN'r, School.— Tnstrurlors : Messrs ]. H.
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BEATTY
School of Klying

ScAoof ' JVDme.

Here's an Effective Combination for
miking Good Sound Aviators capable
of Hying any Type of Machme witliout
further instruction after leaving tlie

School.

SCHOOL EQUIPMENT.
40 h.p. Wright, dual control
SO h.p. Wright, dual control
60 h.p. Wright, dual control
50 h.p. Wrignt, single seater

Staff of Instructors —
G. W. BEACTY, 5th Year Training.

J. ROCHE-KELLY,
Trained by Mr. Beatty.

C. B. PRODGEK,
framed by Mr. Beatly,

F«r full particului s, apply

BEATTY SCHOOL OF FLYING, Ltd.,

London Aerodrome, Hendon,
N.W.

Telephone—Kingsbury 138

PUPILS PREPARED ScKool
1 OR THE

ROYAL NAVAL AIR SERVICE

& THE ROYAL FLYING CORPS
Tuition given on Tractor (Government
Type) Biplanes. Two pupils who have
recently qualified at our School,

Mr. J. ROSE and
Mr. T. LLOYD-WILLIAMS

have just been selected as Pilots by the
R.N.A.S. and R.F.C. respectively.

Write or 'phone for free particulars to

THE
HALL SCHOOL OF FLYING,

THE LONDON AERODROME S.W.
P'hone: KINGSBURY 142.

Moore and J-. L. Hall.^ Pupils : Lieut. Blyth J5\stftis. and half

rircs. on No, i tractor, Lieut. Raymond Barker 14 strts. on
Nos. 3 and i, Messrs. Laurence Minot 30 strts., Cook 35 strts.,

Hill 42 strts., Cini 20 strts., and Mitchell 25 strts. ; Mr. Stevens
making good strts. at 15 ft. on No. i ; Mr. Hatchman re-

ceiving instruction with Mr. J. L. Hall on No. 2 biplane.

At fhf Ruffv-Bal'mann School.—Instructors: Messrs.
Bauinann and James Bros. Pupils with instr. : Messrs. Bell

(12), Roobaerts (22), Sykes {10), and Jackson (12). Strts. or

rolling alone : Messrs. Bell (28), Roobaerts (40), Jackson (44),
Kenworthy (28), Blandy (16), Sykes (28), and Cole (16). Mr.
Haydon took his certificate on 4S-h.p. Caudron at a gcotl

altitude.

At the Beatty School of Flyi.s'G, Ltd.—Instructors

:

Messrs. G. W. Beatty, W. Roche-Kelly and C. B. Prodger,
Ptipils with instr. : Messrs. .Mlcock (55), Bond (21), Bright

(140), Chapelle (30), Cooper (60), Crowe (30), de Meza (5),

P'aring (15), Fraser (40), Leong (20), .Monfea (5), Morgan (5),

Pierrot (15), Roche (35), Whincup (5), Wiles (5), Fitzherb^rt

(10), Grossman (5), Johnston (5) and Rutherford (5).

Machines : Beatty-Wrighl dual-control and single-seater pro-

peller biplanes. Three passenger Rights were taken on the

18th, and exhibition flights were given bv Messrs. G. W.
H-'atty ,md W. Roche-Kelly on the 15th, 17th and 18th.

Windermere. — .*\t the N..^.C. Seaplani; School. — In-

structors : Messrs. W. Rowland DinC, C. L. Pashley and J.

Lankestcr Parker. Pupils with instr. : Fit. Lieut. Atherton

(21), C. A. Barber (14), R. Buck (32), D. S. C. Macaskie (18),

F. H. M. Macintyre (5), H. P. Rcid (18), J. F. Ridgway (43),

S. J. Sibley (11), H. Slingsby (14). E.xtra practice, Mr. J.

Lankcster Parker (34). 8's and circs. : Messrs. .S. J. Sibley on

N. A.C. pusher biplane and R. Buck on Avro. Machines :

N.;\.C. propeller biplane, dual control .Avro.

C. G. SPENCER & SONS.
HIGHBURY GROVE, LONDON, N.
Contractors to the Admiralty and War Ofiice.

Manufacturers of

Aeroplanes, Airships, Balloons, and

Aeronautical Apparatus of every description,

Fabric, Propellers and Accessories.

Write for List.

r«/«eTO«ts ; "Aeronaut, London," Telephone: Dalston 1893.

KINDLY MENTION " THE AEROPLANE " WHEN

MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS
.Ml advertisements for this column should arrive at this

office by 6 p.m. MONDAY to ensure insertion.

For the convenience of Advertisers, replies can be received ai

the office of "THE AEROPLANE," 166, Piccadilly, W.
Special PREPAID Rate—18 words J '6; Situations wanted
ONLY— 18 words J/- id. per word after.

PATENTS.
HOW TO TAKE OUT P.\TENTS IN ENGLAND AND

ABROAD." (By Arthur E. Edwards, F.C.LP.A.) 2s.

post free.

—

Arthur Edwards & Co., Ltd., Patent Agents and

Ccnsulting Engineers, Chancery Lane Station Chambers,

W .C. 'Phone 4536 Holborn.

PATENTS ; trade marks ; inventors advised free.—King's

Patent Agency, Ltd., 165, Queen Victoria Street, Lon-

don. 28 years' references.

PATENTS.—Instructive leaflet free from STANLEY,
POPPLEWELL & CO., Chartered Patent Agents, 38,

Chancery Lane, W.C.

CORRESPONDING WITH ADVERTISERS.
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FINANCIAL.
PROFITABLE Agency offered Gentleman liaving good con-

nection with Aeroplane builders. Standard Governmenf-

acoepted article.—Box No. 638, The Aeroplane, 166, Picca-

diliy, W.

TUITION.

London and Provincial
aviation co.

SCHOOL OF FLYING
The Aepodpomei Hendon, N.W.

Learn to fly at our School on new and up-to-dite machines. We teach
you to control the machine yourself and develop your own individu-
ality. Our instructors have had years of experience and we guarantee
satisfaction. Enquiries welcomed. Phone : Kingsbury 102

THE RUFFY-BAUMANN SCHOOL
OF FLYING, HENDON.

Manager-'chief Instructor—EDOUARD BAUMANN.
Instructors-

Messrs. HERBERT JAMES, HOWARD JAMES.
Pupils taught on dual control 60 h p. Gnome Caudron

Machines; completing tuition on 45 h.p. Anzani, talsing

certificate on 50 h.p. Gnome. All Tractor Machines,
quickest and most thorough tuition.

Trial lesson-£2 2s.

OfiSce and Works

—

3-4 KENDALL'S MEWS, PORTMAN SQUARE, W.
Phone—Padd. 5048.

MOTOR CYCLE.
Z.ENITH-GRADUA motor-cycle, 6 h.p., 1912, semi T.T.

;

speedy, little used; complete with speedometer, etc., ^,32

or nearest.—Write B'adcock, 39, Oakvvood Road, Hi;ndon. (\)

SITUATIONS VACANT.
WANTED, Fitters and Fitter-Erectors ; must be first-rate

mechanics.—.Apply The .Sopwith Aviation Co., Ltd.,

Kingston-on-Thames.

WELDERS.—.\cetylene Welders wanted. Must be first-class

men. Knowledge of Aeroplane work desirable.—White

& Thompson, Ltd., Middleton, Bognor.

F LITERS wanted immediately. Must be first-class work-

men. Experience of Aeroplane work desirable.—Send

references and wages to White & Thompson, Ltd., Middleton,

Bognor.

W.VNTED, Fitters for aviation works ; also Wood-working
inachiniits. Spindle Hands, .md Wood Benders.-—Apply

by letter, stating experience and wages required, to The Brush

Electrical Engineering Co., Ltd., Loughborough.

DRAUGHTSMAN required immediately. Must be good

mathematician and used to calculations on Stress\ dia-

grams, etc. An excellent opportunity for a competent man who
would liilce to learn to fly.—Northern .Aircraft Company, Ltd.,

Bowness-on-Windermere.

W .ANTED immediately, good propeller hands, machinists,

woodworkers. Good wages. Non-Union men only

need apply, Box 635, The Aeroplane, 166, Piccadilly, W.

AEROPLANE ERECTORS WANTED. Onh men with

experience of erecting need apply Write, stating age

and full particulars of experience to Aircraft Manufacturing

Co., Ltd., The Hyde, Hendon.

SITUATION WANTED.
MEt'HANIC with three years" experience on Aero engines,

one year as flying mechanic, disengaged.—Write A. B.,

3JA, Lyham Road, Clapham Park, S.W. (x)

PHOTOGRAPHS.
PILOT PORTRAITS
The F N B Series of Copy-
right Pilot Portraits includes

all the most notable Pilots of

the Flying Wor d. Unmounted, post free, Sizes 12 by 10 in.,

2S. 6d. ; 8 by 6 in., is. 6d. ; 6 by 4 in., is. 2d. Mention The
Aeroplane and write for NEW LIST of 350 pilots.

The photographs in the "F. N. B." series can be obtained

from F. N. Birkett direct at the above prices.

F. TV. BIRKETT
97 PERCY ROAD, SHEPHERD'S BUSH. LONDON, W

WE HAVE THE MEN OF THE MOMENT.

TO NAYAL AND MILITARY AVIATORS.

Ml':s.sl^S. BASSANO, of Bond Street, will be pleased to

give officers of both Services complimentary sittings at

their Studios. Appointments niay be made by Telephone

Regent 1,552, telegram or letters. (x)

PKOFELLERS.
CH.AUVIERE'S famous Integral Propellers hold all records

;

used by all leading aviators. The best.— .Sole proprietors

for Great Britain and Colonies, The Integral Propixler Co.,

l-iD., 113, Elthorne Road, Upper Holloway, N. Telephone:

Hornsey 2345. Telegrams: "Aviprop (Upholl), London."

RBORA PROPELLER COMPANY, Kingston-on-Thames.
—^Propellers as supplied to the leading aviators during

the last five years ; finished wood parts for aeroplanes, aero-

foils, patterns, etc.

MISCELLANEOUS.
BOARD-RESIDENCE at HENDON for AVIATORS.—

" H.ATHERLEY," facing entrance to Aerodrome. Most
convenient and comfortable. Moderate terms. (x)

H.ARDWOOD for .Aeroplanes. Specially selected, air-dried

timber as supplied to leading constructor in Britain and
the Continent. Silver Spruce, Ash, Poplar; Hickory and Ash
SK-ids

; Threeply ; Thin Cedar and Mahogany for Floats; Wal-
nut for Propellers.—William Mallinson and Sons, Ltd., Hack-
ney Road. 'Phone, 3854 Central, 4770 WaU.

LUNCH. TEA, or SUP at-

"THE AERO RESTAURANT.'*
(Just outside the gates of the Hendon Aerodrome.)

Pretty Tea-Gardens, with awnings, for fine weather. Glase-siilu
" Sun-Parlour " for cold weather.

Best of Food, well cooked and neatly served.
Lunch from Is. 6d. Tea from 6d.

.- ,; Trade - rMEWPINEl Mark. ^

~

i-IQUID SG0TCH dLUE
\ * Ready for iise at once. ;

USED BV THE LHAOING AEROPLANE C0Sl5TRUCTORS.

I

MOISTURE PROOF.
Whir for I'rie^ Lial. Iiiid. Piirtinilnrs^

I MENDINE CO., 8, i,r«iur"Str?et. tondon Bridije, E.G.

MODELS.
T. W. K. CLARKE & CO.,
HAMPTON WICK, MIDDLESEX.

Supply British Built Model Aeroplanes, and all Accessories
for making. Send stamp for Lists.

MCJ MODEL .Aeroplanes and .Accessories. Set of parts

• with drawings for constructing: Model 24 in. by
30 in. 2s. 6d.

We stock everything for models, compressed air engines,
etc.—Murray, Son and Co., 387a, High Road, High Cross,
Tottenham, N. . , . . . , (x)
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The Sopwith Aviation Co., Ltd.
CONTPACTORS TO THE ADMIRALTY AND WAR OFFICE

Offices and Works KINGSTON ON-THAMES

Telephone: Teletframs:

Kingston 774 (5 Lines). " Sopwithi Kingston."

=niiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiii^

Contradlors to the Admiralty, War Office

and Foreign Governments.

AVRO
NOTHING BETTER

A. V. ROE & GO. Ltd.

CLIFTON ST., MILES PLATTING,
Telephone : 337 FAILSWORTH. MANGHESTER. Telegrams : TRIPLANE.

I
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A FRIENDLY NEUTRAL.

The Thomas Tractor Bipiane, 90 h.p., which has been putting up excellent performances in America. It is suggested as a

possible useful addition to our stock of Naval and Military aircraft.
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Hold the SOLE RIGHTS DIRECT
from the FARMAN BROTHERS

for the building of

HENRY & MAURICE FARMAN

Aeroplanes
AND

Hydro-Aeroplanes.

In Great Britain and the Oversea

Dominions.

Works and Flying Groan J

HENDON.

Office. :

47. VICTORIA STREET, S W.

Stiff proving Its

sfcrfir?^ worfd.

AVRO
NOTttlNC BETTER.

FOR PEACE OR WAR.

AVROE&CO,L':^

MANCHESTER.

Contractors to

H.M. Admiralty and War Office.

Handley Page, Ltd,
OFtlCES AND WORKS;

110, CRICKLEWOOD LANE,
LONDON, N.W,

AEROPLANE
MANUFACTURERS.

Telephone

—

H.WIPSrEAD 7025 (2 lines.)

Telegrams

—

" HYDROPHID, CRICKLE,^
LONDON,

FLYING
AT THE

HENDON
AERODROME

OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
EVERY DAY AS USUAL

Special Exhibition and
Passenger Flights

EVERY

THURSDAY, SATURDAY
& SUNDAY AFTERNOON,
From 3 p.m. Weather psrm;tting .

Admission 6d , Is., and 2s 6d. (Children
half price). Motors, 2s 6d. (includes

Chauffeur).

SOLDIERS & SAILORS unl'oim FREE.

PASSENGER FLIGHTS £2/2

Wtst End Offices:—32, REGENT ST.,

PICCADILLY CIRCUS, W.

TeleR.—" Claudi^'ram, Piccy., London,"
Telephone — Regent 4423.

KINDLV MENTION " THE AEROPLANE " WHEN CORRESPONDING WITH ADVERTISERS.
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are at 166, Piccadilly, W.
Telegraphic Address : Aileron, London. 'Phone : Mayfair 5407.

Accounts, and all correspondence relating thereto, should be

sent to the Registered Offices of "The Aeroplane and General
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Hors D'CEuvres Varies.
The other daj' I met a young flying officer of my

acquaintance sauntering along as if there had never
been a war, and apparently less concerned with the
Imperial Crisis than anyone speaking the Knglish, or

even the American, language. I knew he had been to

France and had done good work, and he did not look
ill, so I asked him what the—and so forth—he was
doing in England. His reply, iir the l^est Parisian
French of the Cafe Valerie, was—"vSpeaking in the ver-

nacular of our esteemed Allies

—

Jc siiis hors
d'a'uvrc." After a moment of intense thought, 1 came
to the conclusion that he meant that he was out of

work. Also, he explained that he was home on sick
leave owing to something in the way of a strained
muscle, and was going out again in a few days.
His delightful literal translation of a common phrase

suggests that a number of people really do not know
just wh}' "hors d'oeuvres" are so called. The best

authorities agree that it is because the bilious mixtures
of chopped roots, the oil-embalmed fishes, and such-
like small game are outside the serious "work" of the
dinner itself, speaking of the chef's efforts as a work, as

one calls a book or a picture a work, or labels a piece
of music an "op."—even though it ma\- be a "glide."
Hence the title of this article. It is altogether out-

side the serious work of aviation, it will not satisfy

anyone's hunger for information, no section of it has
anything particular to do with any of the others, it has
no definite reason for its existence, and if any readers
can find any subtle purpose in it they are cleverer than
I imagine them to be, and certainly cleverer than I am.
If there is bitterness here and there, that is the olives,

and if there is a sting in spots, that is the peppercorns
in the sardines. For two consecutive weeks I have
bored my readers with serious articles, and as the only
readers who really matter have plenty of serious

affairs of their own to worry them when at work they
may be glad of something purely frivolous. One
squadron knoweth not what another squadron doeth,
so the various little incidents which may be old to some
readers are probably new to others.

An Aged Aeroplane-

Some of the new recruits to aviation are a trifle hazy
on the subject of aeronautical history, hence the follow-
ing. One of the older aeroplanes was under repair the
other day, and some men were at work cleaning up
various parts ready for them to be reassembled. One
man, after removing a large fraction of an inch of

castor oil and dirt from a strut, came across the figures

1902 stamped on it : these representing, presumablj',
the drawing office number of that particular part. One
of his seniors, happening along shorth' afterwards,
asked casually, "Well, what sort of order is she in?"
To which the mechanic replied, aftably, "Poor, sir!"

Very poor. But there, what can j-ou expect, with the
struts in the wings thirteen years old?"
The man's reply gives one some idea of the average

Englishman's notion of the rapidity of the growth of

aviation, and he might have been surprised if anyone
had told him that even Wilbur Wright made his first

serious flight in 1908.
Some Explosion.

One of the new j'oung officers of the Naval Airship

SecL'ou caused quite a wave of anxietj^ at his station
the other evening. The preliminary training of the
airship officer includes a certain number of trips in
ordinary free balloons, so that he may learn the ele-

ments of controlling tlie gas-bag portion of his airship,

apart from the machinery, and, by way of a pass-ex-
amination, he has to make one trip all by himself ; a

wearj' and lonesome experience, 1 am told. At the
end of this trip he has to report his whereabouts by
\\ ire, and get his balloon home as best he can.
This particular officer duly landed and wired back

late at night, "Landed little burst, everything ad
right." Horrid visions arose before his commanding
officer of a euphemistic youth packing up the tattered
remnants of a once perfectly good balloon, and dire

retribution was sworn against him for wrecking a valu-
able instrument of instruction. Then someone with
an extensive geograjjliical knowledge recollected that
there is a village named Eittle Kursted in the wilds ol

Essex, and suggested that the wire might have been
mis-transmitted in the slipshod manner of the present-
day telegraph operator ; which ultimately turned out
to be true.

In future, young officers might do well to print the
names of their alighting places for the benefit of rural

telegraphists who are unaccustomed to the high-class
caligrapliy learned at public scliools. ..• ^

The Trials of the Peaceful.

Apropos young officers, most of them seem to be
devoid of nerves to an extent which causes acute un-
easiness to some of the older officers who act as in-

structors. To the middle-aged a balloon voyage is a
period of calm, free from the noise and disturbance of

the lower world, and mete for contemplation on all

things from the state of one's own soul down to the
state of mind of a Cabinet Minister who states that
armament supplies are not being hampered by be-
fuddled workmen.
To such introspective and extraspective beings a

\ oyage with half a dozen pupils is a novel and exciting
experience, the unwonted riot in cloudland, and the
anxiety lest in the exuberance of personal argument
they should fall overboard being calculated to produce
a state of nervous prostration in the instructor who
lias been accustomed to regard ballooning- as the most
perfect of rest cures.

Home^Made Huns .'

Apparentl}', some of the same exuberance extends
to the Service flying schools, at any rate so far as the
younger probationer-pilots are concerned, for of late

one finds the pii]3ils are no longer referred to as
"pups" but as "Huns." Whether the word is merely
a corruption and contraction of "young 'uns," or
whether it is a reference to their behaviour in the Mess,
I am not in a position to saj', but it seems quite a

recognised term. It sounds quite curious to hear an
instructor, after decanting one pupil, turn to the group
awaiting their turns, and sing out, "Now then! Next
Hun!! Look sharp!"

I wonder whether our friends the enemy would take
it as a compliment or not ? At any rate, some of the
home-made Huns themselves do not appreciate their
treatment at the hands of military instructors, for one
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or t\\ J quite good iiiers, whom I happen to know per-
sonally, have been turned down as unlit to become
,Ser\Ke aviators on account of bad flying, when their
performances have been spoilt simply by nervousness
due to the way in which they were cursed and bullied
by instructors. The "nerves" which make a boy fly
badly when he is being- criticised by the man who can
make or mar his vService career are quite ditierent from
those which make him good or bail on acti\'e service,
and we have lost some very good pilots in this way.
On the other hand, some astonishing jjeople have

managed to get themselves "confirmed" in both vSer-

vices. Heaven knows how. It seems such a pity that
really decent chaps should be turned out of the vServices
by instructors who are fools of one kind, and the most
appalling outsiders let in by instructors who are fools
ol another kind. As already suggested in the past,
the officers commanding schools, and the instructors
debiiled to work under them, need more careful selec-
tion than anyone else in the Services, yet it really
seems that less trouble is taken about such selections
than any others.

All instructor needs to be patient and tactful, and
yet a firm disciplinarian. An impatient bully, however
good a flier he may be, is the worst possible instructor
or examiner.

A Quaint Description.

Some people who are c[uite good in tiieir proper place
in life get pitchforked into the wrong place on occa-
sion. vSuch apparently was the case of an officer

ijuaintly described b}^ a friendly manufacturer of war
material of non-British origin. The officer in ques-
tion was concerned—perhaps is still concerned, if he
has not been discovered—in supposedly hastening de-
liveries of certain essential parts of aircraft which are
made abroad, and in smoothing their passage from the
workshop to the aircraft maker. Being a popular and
engaging person in certain sorts of vSociet}^ he appa-
rently found more joy in testing fast cars lor friends,

and in dining out, than in tramping through factories

and in learning to talk the mere commercial part of a
language whose after-dark vocabulary is more familiar

to him.
As a result, his popularity did not extend to the

manufacturers with whom he had to deal, with the
result that certain material earmarked for us is cur-
rently reported to have somehow found its way into
cases addressed to various esteemed Allies, who, no
doubt, want it equally badly and pay for it at least as
handsomely.
However, one of his visits of " inspection

"

produced from a local manufacturer the following
descriptive question :

—"Oo is it that 'ee is, this Capi-
taine X ? 'Ee come to my nsine in a voiture ' type
course '

: 'ee walk into my bureau : 'ee whistle a ' rag-
time,' 'ee (iance three steps of the 'tango," and 'ee go
out, and it is impossible that one can tell what it is

that for which 'ee has come. Why is 'ee?"
There are quite a lot of people mis-doing important

jobs, about each of whom one feels inclined to ask,
"Why is he?" when one sees top-hole men wasted on
purely trivial things ; and when the war is over some
awkward questions will be asked.

A Wild Afternoon.

Apropos nerves, a friend of mine had a letter some
few weeks ago from a young friend of his who has the
misfortune to be the guest of a neutral country for a
period. In it he related some of his experiences, and,
as an example of lack of nerves, it takes some beating.
Among other things he describes how he was brought
down while out on a boinb-dropping expedition. He
arrived over his objective at something in the region of

8,000 feet, and proceeded to dive for his target. Un-
fortunately, he ran into a bursting shrapnel at about
6,000 feet, which, in his expressive phrase, "spoilt the
contract," firstly, by knocking his goggles off;

secondly, by turning his vertical dive int') sou^ething

super-vertical, so that loose things in the cock-pit fell

overboard
;
and, thirdl}', b}^ cutting a couple of ignition

wires, smashing two sparking plugs and a valve, which
"did in" a cylinder and piston, and cut a water connec-
tion. A second hit smashed the bomb-fixing and
scattered on the floor such bombs as he had not
dropped.
Then the Bosches lost his range, and did not get it

again till he had come down a further 1,000 feet or
more, and had dropped all his bombs but one. After
that a bullet scratched his cheek, and others cut two
"load-wires" and a cross-bracing wire, so he dropped
his last bomb and made off for the open sea, still, appa-
rently, keeping his remaining cylinders running to
prolong his glide.

No Serious Damage.
By then one wing was wobbling badly, but, thanks

to strong spars, it held up all right to a fairly slow
glide. When he got down onto the water he found the
boat leaking through sundry bullet holes, which he
])roceeded to plug with bits of handkerchief. He then
threw his anchor overboard, but it failed to find a hold,
so the machine drifted down wind, and, finally, came
to anchor in neutral waters, where he was duly picked
up.
He tried to get the engine going again when he

found himself drifting
;
but, owing to the broken valve,

it caught fire, and he had to grope among splintered
fragments of the passenger's seat for a fire-extin-

guisher, which, fortunately, operated successfully.
When the machine was brought ashore it was found

that the engine was completely vanquished, but about
the machine he wrote : "Except for the engine there is

no serious damage. About four or five holes in the
boat, and sixteen in the planes and propeller, and a
few wires cut." That would be quite enough for the
average man, but in war, as in peace, all things are
judged by comparison.
One would like to reproduce much more of the

original, for the diction is an excellent example of

plain narrative, free from self-consciousness and with-
out any seeking after effect, but there are things
therein which it would be unfair to sender and reci-

pient to publish. Still, the extract shows the kind of

stuff of which some of the latest joined are made.
Which 011I5' increases the regret that any like them
should be lost, either as casualties or through lack of
understanding in the weeding-out process.

An Unsettled Subject.

Writing of neutral countries raises rather a nice
question of international law which I commend to the
attention of Dr. Speaight and other authorities on the
subject.

If a belligerent warship, of whatever size from a
picket-boat to a super-Dreadnought, is driven by stress

of weather, or mechanical breakdown, to seek shelter
in a neutral port, it is allowed to stay there for a
sufficient time to allow of its being put into a seaworthy
state. Also it is allowed to take in sufficient fuel and
supplies to carry it to the nearest port belonging to
its own country.
Apparently, the same rule applies if it has been

damaged in a fight, so long as it does not put into
neutral waters simply to avoid being captured or sunk.
Even if it is being pursued it can claim sanctuary

in neutral waters, but after a certain period it must
either put out to sea or submit to being interned.

^
Now, why should not, or why does not, a similar

rule apply to air-craft ? If an engine stops on a
machine on the continent through sheer cussedness, so
that an aviator is compelled to descend, and if he finds
himself within gliding distance of Holland or vSwitzer-
land, as an alternative to coming down behind the
Oerman lines, why should he not claim the same rights
as a sailor, and be allowed 24 hours in which to put
his engine in order, to buy enough petrol to take him
home, and to clea>- off ?
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Biplanes

FOR CLIMBING POWER
On February 27, at Ithaca, New ^'ork, a

Thomas Tractor Biplane, 90 h.p., cHmbed

4000 Feet in 10 Minutes
Carrying 3 men and fuel

for 4 hours' flying.

SPEED VARIATION
)

^1' JJ.^"™""
( DO Miles per hour Minimum.

The Thomas Tractor "showed a

hitfh degree of Inherent Stability

THOMAS BROS. AEROPLANE Co. (Inc.) Ithaca, New York, U.S.A.

European Representative : OLIVER W. THOMAS, "The Mount," Mavelstone Rd., Bromley, Kent.
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German aircraft might be waiting beyond the frontier

to cut him off on the way back, but that would not

trouble most of our people, who would ask no better

o]iportunity of going for the elusive Bosche.
When is a Seaplane Not a Seaplane?

A still knottier point is the case of the seaplane.

When does a seaplane cease to be an aeroplane and

become a boat? Supposing Mr. Pemberton Billing's

—I apologise, Flight-Lieut. P. B., R.N.'s—" Super-

marines" had ever come to pass, and that one of them
was damaged by gunfire so that it came down in the

open sea. vSupposing that there it shed its wings—as

])er catalogue—and taxied, or, rather, motored, as a

motor-boat with an air propeller, into Flushing. It

would ob\-iously be entitled to treatment under Inter-

national maritime law.

vSupposing the engine was hit, and the pilot sailed in

with a favouring wind, using a detached aileron or

tail-jdane as a sail, but without his wings. Presumably,

he would still be entitled to maritime treatment.

Carrying the argument a step further, supposing a

Short folding-wing machine has a wing or rudder

damaged so that it cannot fly safely, comes down on

the water, and "taxies" in with its wings folded. Is

the pilot entitled to effect necessary repairs to taxi out

to the three-mile limit, and then fly off, or may he fly

off inside the three-mile limit ?

The next point is, if that is allowed, supposing an

engine is disabled, and the machine anchors outside

the three-mile limit, if the pilot hauls up his anchor

and deliberately drifts with a favouring wind into a

neutral harbour, or neutral waters, who can dispute

that he came in of his own accord, just as the late

Admiral Von Spec went into Chilian harbours for

repairs and supplies? If that applies to a sea-going

vessel which sheds or folds its wings, why does it not

apply to an ordinary seaplane or flying-boat ?

Further, if the crew of a warship or a seaplane are

picked up at sea by neutra'. craft—as has happened to

A Trade Union and Armament Production.

Reference was mide last week to the behaviour of Ihc

Ca1)inf?t-M.ikerb' Union in calling out tihe men at a certain ^hop

manufacturing- essential parts of aeroplanes. It now appears

that the firm, having urgent contracts to execute, reinstated (he

men with the exception of a few. These became the subject of

an ofTicial inquiry. Naturally the agitators and the Union

offici.ils, not being themselves producers of anything useful,

and having nothing else to do, spent the time before the

inquii-v coaching each other and assuring that the evidence

of each man should corroborate the story of his mates.

The inquiry was held at three hours' notice, so far as the

nrm was concerned. The head of the fu-m, whose co-director

was ill, and consequently absent, h.-id no time in which to gtt

up his case, having been told at 5 p.m. one day that an inquiry

would be held at 10.30 a.m. the next day. The agitators had,

of course, had ample time to prepare throughout the week.

When the inquiry was held the chairman was obviously

unsympathetic to the manufacturer and appeared to set great

store by the good opinion of the Union. The foreman of the

f^rm, who had discharged the men, came in for severe hand-

ling, but even before he had given evidence it appeared that

it was officially decided that he had b.cn "indiscreet." .-Ap-

parently he had, in pulling up the nu-n for slackness, said:

"You ought to be in the trenches!"

This foreman, an exceptionally f.-iilbful servant, and a

s|)lendid worker, realised that the contracts were exceedingly

urgent, and frequently pulled up the men for slackness.—

Incidentally, this terrible remark referring to trenches,

bayonets, etc., etc., produced a demand to the firm from the

Union secretary for an apology to be made to the poor, weak

workmen who" had been frightened like the babes of old by

the "bogfey man."
Evidence that the men had been slacking and had been

agitating appeared to produce little effect on the officials in

charge of the inquiry.

British and German seafarers—and are taken to a
neutral port, they are sent home, they are not interned.
Also, I believe, if a boat from a wrecked war vessel is

driven by wind iind weather to a neutral coast, the
crew are entitled to treatment as shipwrecked mariners,
and are allowed to depart in peace. If so, why should
not a similar rule apply to seaplanes which alight in
the open, and are driven by stress of weather into
neutral waters ?

Of course, the points as to land-going aeroplanes
a])ply equally to British, French, and German aviators
in Holland, and to French and German aviators in
vSwitzerland, and as regards seaplanes they apply to
British aviators in Holland and to German aviators
and aeronauts in Denmark, so the argument is purely
academic and free from national bias.

As regards the former, the chief argument seems to
be as to whether an aviator is a navigator "within the
meaning of the Act." It will be remembered that one
young officer of the E.N.A.S., who was forced to de-
scend after flying over Germany, was picked up by
Dutch fishermen, taken to Holland, and sent home. If

he had drifted ashore in Holland would his case have
been any different?

Be3-oud this, one may argue—"When is a seaplane
not a seaplane?—when it's a boat." And after that
one may carry on with whether aircraft are "craft" or
"vehicles," which involves the question of whether
they are subject to the laws of war-vessels or gun-
carriages. There is matter here for a pretty discussion
these dull days.
As a subject for argument in camp or aboard ship

this might become almost as productive of disagree-
ment as the classic question of whether ham is pork
or not, for there are so many side-issues which raise

it above the regulation formula of the "Guu-Room
Argument," which is laid down as consisting, like

All Gaul, of three parts— (a) Unsupported Assertion,
(b) Flat Contradiction, (c) Personal Abuse.—C. G. G.

The firm proved that three uf ihe nii-n were not ri>quired

owing to change of [jioce^s in a certain sphere, but the main
point that the three men were undesirabtes who had only been

in the firm's enipliyy for two weeks was ignored. The firm

won on the poini ol change of p-'oci'ss, but had to pay each

i.i the three men .1 sLibslantial sum. The otluT I wo men who
were to be reinstated wi're regarded h\ the firm as agitatois

and trou I5Ie-m a k e I--.

.

.According to thi> ruling any worthless pi'rson can take u|)

woriv in a firm and unless kept on permanently at whate\-er

ti'rnis lie liki'-. In niaki- lie cm not only t|-irow the whole

iartory out of geai', f)ul can be assured of the S3'mpathy of

(lovernment officials, whereas a conscientious servant comes in

for a severe handling.

Unfortunate! v, it appears as if the Government are so afraid

of the Trade Unions at the present moment that they (the

L nions) are able to impose their own conditions wherever they

please. It is almost enough to make one wish, as an oflicer

at the front remarked in a letter recently, that the (iermans

could be allowed to in\ade this country just to give the

agitators and skulkers generally a taste of what they are on

the right road to cause by their disloyalty to their employers"

and their country, let alone to their "pals" who are gi\ing

their lives for them in the trenches.

There will certainl\ be a heav\- reckoning when the troojjs

come home.

To Certain Kind Readers.
Miss .Adah Tavlor desires to thank the numerous readers of

The Aeroplane who have so kindly sent copies of the paper

every week to her at Southport for distribution at the various

Soldiers' Reading Rooms in that district, and to intimate to

them tihat she is now leaving the district and will be unable

to distribute the copies in future.

She feels that much good work has been done by these

copies, which have been keenly appreciated by the soldiers

quartered in that district*
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Naval and Military Aeronautics.
GREAT BRITAIN.

From the "London Gazette," April 21st, 1915.

War Officf, April 2ist.
REGUL.AR FORCES.

—

Establishments.—Royal Klvlvg
Corps.—Militarv Wlng.—Flig-ht Cominander Lieut. R. P.

Mills, R.F., from a flying officer, and to be temp, captain. April
loth.

Flying Officers—March 27th : Sec. Lieut. F. S. Barnwell,
S.R. ; Sec. Lieut. W. H. D. Acland, R. ist Devon Yeo., T.F.
April ist : Capt. P. Babington, gth Hants, T.F.

;
Temp. Lieut.

J. G. Swart, R.A.

Supplementary to Regular Corps.—Royal Flvi.ng Corps.—
Military Wing.—To be sec. lieuts. (on prob.). March 30tli :

A. C. Wright, J. Gay. C. J. Chabot. April ist. L. W. Lear-
mount. April 2nd. W. J. B. Curtis. .April i6th.

* * *

From the "London Gazette," April 22nd, 1915.

War Office, -April 22x0.
REGULAR FORCES.— Establishments.—Royal Flvi.ng

Corps.—Military Wing.—.Assist. Equipment Officer—Sec.

Lieut. H. T. Musker, S.R. March nth.
* *

From the "London Gazette," April 23rd, 1915.

Adm;kaltv. April 22ND.
ROYAL NAVAL AIR SERVICE.—Prob. flight sub-lieuts.

confirmed in rank of flight sub-lieut. : S. E. Ritchie. October
24th. E. F. Moyes. November 12th.

War Office. April 23rd,
Supplementary to Regular Corps.—Royal Flying Corps.—

Military Wing.—Sec. Lieut. Hon. E. .A. Stonor to be lieut.

March i6th.
• * «

From the "London Gazette," April 24th, 1915.

War Office, -April 24T11.

REGULAR FORCES.—Establishments.
Supplementary to Regular Corps.—Royai. Flying Corps.—

Military Wing.—Sec. lieuts. (on prob.) confirmed in rank :

A. M. Cott, A. G. Clarke, T. E. Robertson, J. W. Griffittis,

C. P. Ogden.
Lord H. R. H. Gascoigne-Cecil to be sec. lieut. (on prob.).

April 5th.

* •

From the "London Gazette." April 26th, 1915.

War Office, -April 26th.
REGULAR FORCES.—Establishments.—Royal Flying

Corps.—Military Wing.—Flying Oflicers. — March 26th.

Lieut. E. J. Bannatyne, 19th Hussars, and seconded ; -Sec.

Lieut. E. E. Hodgson, S.R. ; Sec. Lieut. S. H. Long, Durham.
L.I., and seconded.

NAVAL
The following appointments were notified at the .Adniiraltv on

April 22nd :

—

ROYAL NAVAL AIR SERVICE.—^^r. H. Dohell, yran'

a temporary commission as lieut. -commander, R.N.V.R., and
appointed to the "President," additional, for dutv with Roval
Naval Air Service, to date April 21st.

Mr. E. C. Hugh, granted a temporary commission as lieu-

ter ant, R.N.V.R., and appointed to the "President," additional,

for dutv with Roval Naval .Air .Ser\-ice, to date -April 21st.
* * *

The following appointments were notified at the -Adniiraltv

on April 23rd :

—

Staff Surgeon D. V. Lowndes, to the "-Ark Royal," to date

-April 22nd.

ROYAL NAVAL AIR SERVICE.—Mr. F. P, Gardenpr
granted a temporary commis.^ion as lieut. R.N.V.R.,
and appointed to the "President," additional, for in^pecfio'Tal

duties in R.N. .Air .Service, to date April 22nd.
• * «

The following appointments were notified at the Adniiraltv

on -April 24th :

ROYAL NAVAL AIR SERVICE.—Lieut.—Alfred W. Clem-
.<^on transferred to Royal Naval Air Service as -Acting Flight

Lieutenant and appointed to "President," additional, for Royal
Naval -Air Service, to date -April 23rd, 1915.

Lewis Theodore Pennington entered as Probationary Flight

Sub-Lieutenant and appointed to "President," additional, for

Royal Naval .Air Service, to date April 15th, 1915.
« * *

Tlie following apixiintments were notified at the Admiralty

on April 26th :

—

Royal Naval Air Service.—Flight Comm. E. T. R.

Chambers granted t'he acting rank of squadron comm., to date

-April 17th.

Flight Comm. Military Wing, Roval Flying Corps, the Hon.
C. M. P. Brabazon transferred to R.N. .Air Service as squadron

comm., and appointed to the "President," additional, for R.N.
.Air Service, to date April 19th.

The following have been granted temporary commissions as

lieuts. R.N.V.R., and appointed to the "President," additional,

for duty with the Royal Naval Air Service, to date as mentioned :

J. E. A. Greotorex and S. Flower, -April 22nd; L. C. Hope and

C. H. Dolling, April 24th ; A. H. Binyon, April 19th.

Messrs. J. E. Temple and O. G. C. Drury granted temporary

commissions as lieuts. R.N.V.R., and appointed to the "Presi-

dent," additional, for inspectional duties with R.N. Air Service,

to date .April 25th.

The following have been granted temporary commissions as

sub-lieuts. R.N.V.R., and appointed to the "President," addi-

tional, for duty with R.N. Air Service, to date as stated : J. F.

Hovvson and W. C. C. Sykes, April 25th ; C. L. Robinson and

G. Hindle, April 19th.

Siirg. T. Turner, R.N.V.R., to the "President," additional,

for armoured car division, to date .April 25th.

* « *

.According to the "Morning Post" it was reported in Dover

late on -Aoril 26th that a German seaplane was in the Channel

to the eastwards of Dover and had tried to bomb a trawler. A
seaplane went out and returned after two hours. No details

are to hand. * * »

It is announced from Rochester that on the return of an

airship to the Naval .Airship Sheds at Hoo, on Friday evening,

one of the air mechanics, named William James Standford, who
was assisting to handle her, was killed.

The ship ascended again and he was carried up hanging to

a rope. On releasing his hold he fell from a heig'ht alleged to

be 700 ft. His body was conveyed to the Royal Naval Hospital,

Chatham.
This is the first accident of the kind which has occurred in this

country, thougih a number of men have been killed in a similar

way lin Germany, and some in France.

-A verdict of accidental death was returned at the inquest held

on -\pril 26fh at Chatham. The evidence stated that owing
to the wind on Fridav afternoon, which was estimated at thirty

miles an hour, the airship, which was being hauled down, broke

away. The men released their hold of the trail rope, but

Standford, seemingly thinking that the party would regain

control, was carried up into the air about 500 ft. He held on

to the rope for nearly ten minutes and then fell on to marsh
land, being killed instantly. Flight-Lieut. James William

Ogilvy Dalgleish, R.N., commanding the airship, said the man
was about 50 ft. off the ground when he first saw that he was
on the rope. He immediately let out gas to get down, but the

airship had so much way on her that she continued to rise

imtil the rope was off the ground. 'The airship was rolling

about, which made it more difficult for Standford to hold on.

She started to descend, and the witness hoped to land in time,

bur Standford dropped off.

* •

One records with great regret that on the evening of April

26th Fligiht Sub-Lieut. Stephen Medlicott, R.N., and Air-

mechanic Henry Hughes were killed in a seaplane accident

after making a flight from Calshot on Southampton Water.

The bodies were removed to the Naval Hospital at Haslar. No
particulars of the accident had been r.-ceived at the time of

going to press.
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MILITARY.
The Press Bureau issued on April 20th the following report

from the Field-Marshal Commanding the Britisli Forces in

France.

Monday, April 19th.

I. The improvement in the weatlier since my last report

has resulted in an increase in the activity of both our own
and the enemy's air service. As usual, the advantage in the

exchanges has been with us. In the Ypres district four hos-
tile aeroplanes have been brought down in the last three

days, two by us and two by the French. Yesterday one of our
aviators engaged and drove off three hostile aeroplanes, com-
pleting subsequently the reconnaissance on which he was
engaged^

* * *

The Field-Marshal Commanding the British Forces in France
reported as follows :

—

April 22nd.

5. On April 19th one of our airmen carried out a very bold
and successful single-ihanded attack on an airship sheet near
Ghent. He had to run the gauntlet of the fire directed from
a captive balloon, as well as from the ground, in order to

attack his objective. In spite of this he descended to within

200 feet and effected his object, causing a large explosion in

the shed.
*

The Field Marshal Commanding the British Forces in France
reported as follows on April 23rd :

—

4. This morning one of our aviators during the course of a

reconnaissance, which he completed successfully, damaged a

German aeroplane, and forced it to descend. Our Flying
Corps also broug'ht down another German machine about
Messines.

* * *

The Field-Marshal Commanding the British Forces in France
reported as follows :—

•

.^pril 26th.

One of our aviators bombed Courtrai Station this after-

noon and destroyed the junction. .'Although wounded, he brought
his machine safely back to our lines.

* -

The Field-Marshal Commanding the British Forces in France
reported as follows on April 27th :

—

4. In addition to the destruction of Courtrai Junction, men-
tioned in my communique last nigiht, our airmen yesterday
bombed successfully the stations and junctions at the following
places : Tourcoing, Roubaix, Ingelmunster, .Staden, Lange-
marck, Thielt, and Roulers.

»

The following passages in the descriptive account, which has
been communicated to the Press Bureau by an Eye-Witness
present with General Headquarters, continuing and suppfe-
m.enting the narrati\-e published on the i6th inst., deal with
aircraft :

—

.'\pril 1 6th, 191 5.

Diu-ing the last three days no event of importance has
occurred. On Monday, the 12th . . . our anti-aircraft guns
damaged one of the enemy''? aeroplanes, which retired

hurriedly.

.About midnight, on the night of the I2fch-i3th, an airship

passed over one town, where it dropped fifteen bombs, some
of coinsiderable size. Three women and a child were killed

and a few horses were injured. It afterwards flew north-

west and dropped more bombs without effecting any damage.
On tlhe 13th, the enemy's aeroplanes were more active,

especially east of Ypres, throwing flares and smoke balls over
our trenches, which were then subjected to a heavy bombard-
ment by guns and rifle-grenades.

[It will be noted that it took three days for the Censor to he

convinced that the official Eye-Witness' dispatch was innoccu-

ous, for this, dated .A^pril i6th, appeared on the same day as

Sir John French's dated April 19th.—Ed.]
* » *

The following passages in tlie descriptive account, com-
m.unicated by an Eye-Witness present with General Head-

quarters, continuing the narrative published on the 20th inst,

refers to aircraft :

—

April 20th, 1915.

On the . . . 17th . . . near Ypres ... a German aeroplane

was broug'ht down in our lines by our aviators. The pilot

was killed and the observer captured

During the day (April iSth) a German aeroplane was
damaged in a fight with a British plane, and forced to de-

scend. It managed, however, to reach its own lines.

* * *

The following passage in the descriptixe account, communi-
cated by an Eye-Witness present with General Headquarters,

continuing and supplementing the narrative published on the

22nd instant, deals with aircraft :

—

April 23rd, 1915.

The chief event of interest Vv'hich has occurred elsewhere

on our front is the aerial raid made on the 19th against

the German airship shed near Ghent. As stated, it was
carried out by an officer acting single4ianded. Carrying three

heavy bombs besides hand-grenades, he arrived near his ob-

jective about 5 p.m., and found that a captive balloon was
anchored on guard. It was a cakn evening, which enabled

him to manoeuvre, and as he was reconnoitring the position

he threw one bomb at the airshed clearly visible below from a

height of some 6,000 feet.

Then, on discovering that he was being fired at from the

car of the balloon, as well as from the giround, he flew ovei-

the balloon, and descending in a spiral directly above it so

that its occupants could not shoot at him, he threw his second

bomb at it. This missed its target but exploded below, prob-

ably doing a certain amount of damage, as by this time the

whole neighbourhood of the aerodrome was alive with soldiers

running about and shooting.

Still planing down steeply as directly under the balloon as

possible, so that its occupants oould not conveniently sthoot

downwards and the troops below could not shoot upwards,

for fear of hitting their friends in the car, and continuing to

throw hand-grenades at the enemy balloon until he was below

it, he descended to a height of some 200 feet before he dropped
his last bomb onto the airship shed below.

He then flew hack to his base untouched, thougih the planes

of his machine were perforated with bullet holes. Beyond
the fact that a heavy explosion was caused, it is not possible

to say what damage was done to the enemy's shed.

[This appears to have been one of the cleverest performances

of the war. One would not venture to say that it involved

greater bravery than is displayed by every aviator who flies over

gun-fire, but it distinctly shows mental ability of a high order,

such as deserves a D.S.O. rather than a Military Cross—on the

assumption that brains are necessary to win a D.S.O. , whereas

a Military Cross, like a V.C., may be won by sheer unthinking

courage.— Ed.]
* * *

The obitunrv columns of .'\pril 21st contained ihe following :

—
BROWNRIGG.—Killed in action at Shaiba, Persian Gulf,

on .April 14th, Lieut. John Huleatt Brownrigg, the Norfolk

Regiment, elder son of the late Lieut. -Colonel H. J. W. Brown-
rigg, R.E., and the late Mrs. Brownrigg, and grandson of the

late T. M. Brownrigg, Esq., of .Artington House, Guildford,

aged nearly twentv-one years.

The Casualty List of the same date contained the following :

The subjoined casualty is reported from the Persian Gulf :

—

Killed.

Brownrigg, Lieut. J. H., Norfolk Regiment.

John Huleatt Brown-rigg will be remembered by many of the

younger generation of officers as one of the keenest supporters

of aviation at Sandhurst during the years 1912-1913, when the

Army was just beginning to take flying seriously, and his en-

thusiasm must have infected many others of his period. It was
always his intention to join the R.F.C., but he recognised the

wisdom of being a soldier first and an aviator afterwards, so

h? devoted himself seriously to his regimental duties while keen-

ing in close touch with flying. He joined the 2nd Norfolks in

India, supernumerary to the establishment, early in 1914, and

with it went to the Persian Gulf when Turkey declared war.

.A youngster with n far-seeing mind, thoughtful beyond his
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years, yet cheerful and humorous under M conditions, he was
of a type which can ill be spared in these days.

* * *

The following casualty in the Indian Army was ofificialiy re-

ported on .April 24th :

—

Officer Died of Injuries Received in an Aeroplane
Accident :

—

Clarke, Lieut. B. L., 23rd Cavalry, attached Royal Flving

Corps.

No particulars as to the nature of the accident are available

at the moment.
* * «

Among the names of the 39 British officers in Germany
w^ho are reported by the American Ambassador as having been

placed under arrest as a reprisal for the treatment of German
submarine crews in England appears that of Captain Robin
Grey, Royal Flying Corps.

It may have been noticed that all the officers belong to regi-

ments bearing distinguished titles : Guards, "Royal," Scottisih,

Irish, and crack cavalry regiments composing the whole list,

with the exception of three Middlesex officers and one Gunner,
so evidently a careful selection has been made. The R.F.C.
and the Middlesex may therefore perhaps regard their inclusion

in the list as something in the nature of a compliment.

Doubtless Captain Grey was selected from the R.F.C. officers

owing to a belief prevalent in Germany that he is related to our

Foreign Minister. Though in fact the relationship is somewhat
remote, the idea of thus getting one back on Sir Edward Grev
must afford considerable satisfaction to the German nation, so

possibly the distinction of thus being a vicarious victim will'

console the R.F.C. officer for the discomfort involved.
* *

A marriage has been arranged, and will shortly take place

quietly, between Captain Philip Bennet Joubert de la Ferte,

Royal Field Artillery and Royal Flying Corps, elder son of

Colonel C. H. Joubert de la Fert^, I. M.S. (retired), and of Mrs.

Joubert de la Fert^, of The Ferns, Weybridge, Surrey, and

. Marjorie Denison, younger daughter of the late Mr. Fredericlc

Joseph Hall, of Sheffield, and Mrs. Hall, of Larchfield, St.

George's Hill, Weybridge.
* * *

A letter from an officer in France, published in the "Express"
of the 24th, says :

—

"Last night a Zeppelin came over us—not the first time by

any means, as it has indulged in several absolutely abortive

bomb-dropping jaunts to towns in our rear already.

"It seems a pity, from the German point of view, that such

beautiful things should be of guch little use, but at any rate

they give me infinite pleasure to see. I suppose it must have

been about i a.m. that we first heard it. The wonderful blue-

black night became filled with a splendid sonorous drone as

utichanging and continuous as the night itself. A Zeppelin is

certainly a thing of the night. It suits the vast solitudes of the

starlit sky to perfection.

"Although, as a rule, nothing short of an earthquake dis-

turbs these veterans, they all stopped working to listen to it.

We could just see it like an indigo pencil case high up in the

air, and every now and then we would see little groups of dia-

mond flashes among the clouds as our aeroplane guns loosed off

at it in passing.

"The last time it went over it. dropped a bomb in the back
garden of a house where a somewhat lethargic colonel slept.

He did not wake up, and only knew of it in the morning,
when he found bits of the greenhouse in his bed!"

AT SEA.

It is reported from Copenhagen that recently the steamship
"Uranius," of Lysekil, Norway, en route from England to

Halmstad, when just off Lowestoft, met a Zeppelin, which
threw a bomb without hitting her. The "Politiken" states that

the Zeppelin followed the ship some distance, throwing a second
bomb, which also failed to strike.

FRANCE
The afternoon commimiqu^ of .April 21st says :—

Belgian aviators have bombarded the arsenal at Bruges
and the flying ground at Lissevegh.

A Parsefal=Siegsfeld kite=balIoon used in Tripoli by the

Italians four years ago. Tliis form of aircraft is only now
being properly appreciated by the Allies.

The evening communique of .April 21st says :—

•

Our aeroplanes bombarded (i) in the Woevre the head-

quarters of Gen. von Strantz and a number of convoys
; (2) in

the Grand Duchy of Baden, at Lorrach, an electric station.

»

According to a message from Paris, a Taube flew over

Amiens on Thursday, April 22nd, and threw several bombs,,

injuring two persons. The raider fled when it was fired upon.

* * *

It is reported Chat on April 24th a German aeroplane, taking

advantage of the fog, succeeded in reaching the neighbourhood

of Compiegne, and, mistaking the German outposts for French

troops, dropped several bombs on them, inflicting much
damage.

[Is it possible that the incident was, in rural parlance, "an

accident done-a-purpose, " as a quid pro quo for the numerous
projectiles inflicted on the pilot in question by the German)
batteries?—Ed.]

« * *

In the Paris "Journal," M. Georges Prade, who has a fairly

intimate knowledge of aeronautical affairs, had recently an

article based on a list of German aeronauts and aviators

decorated with the Iron Cross, which provides some informa-

tion. LTp to March 15th four Zeppelins and one Parseval had
teen decorated with the Iron Cross, the decoration being also

bestowed on the whole of their crews. Three of these airships,

and perhaps four, have been destroyed.

TTie first, the "Z.IV.," before the war, created a sensation

by landing near Lun^ville. At Lunf^ville she had a crew of 12,
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but in the list of honours only ii names are given—4 officers,

2 N.C.O.'s, and 5 men.
The second Zeppelin mentioned has no number—a fact which

suggests that it has been lost. It is simply described as "the

Zeppelin whidh appeared over Antwerp."
The other "Zeppelins" decorated are the naval airships

"L.3," and "its sister ship" the "L.4," launched in Septem-
ber, 1914. The letter L, it will be remembered, de-

signates the naval airship, and Z is reserved for the Army
ships. The "L.3" and "L.4" were lost with forty or fifty

men, off the coast of Denmark last February. [It is more than

probable that the L.4 was not a Zeppelin at all, but a Schiitte-

Lanz. "L" stands for "Luftsahiff, " and may include any

ai-rship, just as the word "airship" does an our own Service.

"Z," however, stands for Zeppelin in the military list, and can

mean nothing else.—Ed.]

Tlie non-rigid Parses al " P. IV.
,

". which was captured by the

Russians at Libau, also received the honour of the Iron Cross.

The dirigibles which carried out the first raid on England
were not decorated

;
only four of their officers received the Iron

Cross, First Lieutenants Hirsoh and Baron Treutsch von

Buttler, of the Imperial Navy, commanding the naval airsliips

"L.S" and "L.6" and two observation officers. From this it

would appear that tliis raid was not the work of the "L.3" and

"L.4," as was generally supposed.

M. Prade points out that it is noticeable that no decorations

were accorded to the crew of the "Z.VIIL," destroyed by the

Ftench at Lun^ville, nor to that of the airship captured by the

Russians at Warsaw in December.

GERMANY.
The communique from the Great Army Headquarters issued

on April 21st says :—

-

Yesterday morning a hostile aviator dropped bombs on

Lorrach. A silk factory belonging to a Swiss was dam.iged,

as were two houses, several civilians being injured.

As a measure of reprisal for the Russian air attack on

Insterburg and Gumbinnen, which are open towns outside the

war zone, we yesterday threw 150 bombs on the railway

junction at Bielostol^.
* * *

The following news was officially circulated through Ger-

man wireless stations from Berlin on April 2orh.

Main Headquarters reports as follows : . . . During a re-

connoitring flight made by a Turkish aviator over Tenedos
some bombs were dropped on enemy ships. The aviator re-

turned unhurt, although he was met by a heavy fire.

* * *

The following was issued on April 21st for transmission

through German wireless stations :—
German aviators have destroyed a shed in Belfort contain-

ing Englisli aeroplanes, and six powder magazines.
« * *

The German papers of April 21st and thereabouts

publish long accounts of the air raid on Strassburg. The
correspondents allege the damage to have been slight, but thev

admit that they were not permitted to enter the railway station,

whidi was first hit. It is said that the raid settles the fable

prevalent in Alsace that the Frenrli would specially spare

Strassburg as "their future possession."

*

The "Allenstein Zeitung" states that Russian aviators dropped

bombs on Neidenburg, in East Prussia, early on April 23rd,

causing some damage near the railway station.

* * *

The Hamburg papers continue to show an interest in In-

ternational Law regarding the bombardment of towns. In a

long legal article the "Hamburger Nachrichten" claims that

Hamburg is not a defended city, and that Cuxhaven does not

make Hamburg into a fortress "like London," which has
"guns placed on the roofs in preparation against an air attack."

Hamburg, it will be remembered, though part of the German
Empire, is nominally a "free town," and so keeps more or less

free opinions.

Reuter's agent at Amsterdam reports that a Stuttgart tele-

gram states that the Kaiser has conferred the Iron Cross of the

First Class on Count Zeppelin.

[If one can believe all the news agency reports, Count von

Zeppelin must have quite a collection of Iron Crosses. He
won his first in 1870, and apparently several in this war.— Ed.]

* * .

An "Exchange Special" at Copenliagen says that he is in-

formed from Germany that Tondern, in Schleswig, will be made
a permanent station for several Zeppelins. Two airship sheds

were erected this winter, and a great double shed is now under

erection.
* t *

The "Daily Telegraph's" special correspondent at Zurich

reports that on April 20th two French squadrons attacked the

railway along the Rhine, bombarding successfully Mullheim and

Habsheim stations and setting fire to immense forage stores at

Mannheim. The aviators appeared over the neutral zone about

5 p.m., flying towards Wiesenthal. The squadron, which con-

sisted of four filers, headed north, and soon news came that

they had dropped bomhs over Habsheim. They must have
reached Mannheim about dusk, as news was then received that

the vast depots, containing fodder, were ablaze. They were

burnt down completely during the night. The buildings de-

stroyed were the agricultural exhibition halls of the Lanz
Machine Works, which had been used for stabling 1,600 cattle

from Alsace.
* »

Mr. Beaumont, of the "Daily Telegraph," at Basel, says

tliat on the morning of April 21st two French aviators

threw bombs over Lorrach, a small town close to the

Swiss frontier. The batteries at Tullingen opened a heavy
fire, but without success. One of the men dropped a bomb
between the factory and the station, smashing a wall and in-

juring some people. Six other bombs followed, aimed evidently

at the railway station. The first aviator then started up the

Rhine, while tlie second continued circling over the town. He
dropped three more bombs, one of which fell on the iron works,
sniashing the walls and windows.

Other French aviators appeared farther up the Rhine. One
of them dropped a bomb on the railway from Strassburg to

Basel, so damaging the tracks that traffic was interrupted.

Another dropped bombs at Steinen, also damaging the railway.

Other French aviators were also seen over Neuenburg, on tlie

Rhine. The whole of the Rhine Valley, in fact, seemed to be

swarming with French aviators.

Just as all the French aviators were returning safely the

same night two Zeppelins from Friedrich'shafen rlew along the

Swiss border towards the Vosges, but nothing more was heard
of them. They did not dare to appear when the French aero-

planes came to cliallenge them.

RUSSIA.

The communique of April 21st says :

—

A number of German aeroplanes appeared over Bielostok

on xApril 20th and dropped about a hundred bombs, killing and
wounding some of the civil population. No particular damage
was done.

On the night of .April 20th the town of Ciechrmow was
bombarded by a Zeppelin, but iho bombs dropped did no
damage. We have successfully 'bombarded Soldau Station.

•

The communique from the headquarters of the Commander-
in-Chief issued on April 2Sth savs :

—

Our Ilia Murametz aircraft on the morning of the 24th
made a successful attack on the station of Neidenburg, where
their bombs caused a number of fires and destroyed part of

the railway line.

[Tills appears to indicate that the Sikorski biplane of the
"Ilia Murametz" type has been adopted as a standard bv the
Russians.—Ed.]

A semi-official statements issued in Petrograd on .April 22nd
savs :

—

"On .April loth at Ossowiec and in the direction of Lomja
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and Staviska a duel took place between Llie heavy Russian and

German batteries. . . . Thanks to aeroplanes and the long

range and rapid fire of our guns, we succeeded, frequently at a

distance of twelve versts (eight milesj in inflicting grave losses

on the enemy's reserves, whicih think they are in security. . . .

"Near Zambroff we brought down a German aeroplane, the

two aviators being made prisoners.

"Raids by German aviators, which have become more fre-

quent, cause almost no damage among our troops, but when
their bombs fall in quarters of a town where there is a dense

population, principally Jewish, as at Biclostok, then the raids

cause much loss of life. Hitherto our aviators have confined

themselves exclusively to the bombardment of military works

and troops. However, in view of the Apachism of the enemy
aviators towards the peaceful inhabitants of Gechanoff, Ostro-

lenko, Lomja, Bielostok, and other populated places they will

be forced to begin reprisals."
*

, The precise meaning of the last paragraph is interpreted thus

by the Petrograd correspondent of the "Morning Post" :

—

"While Russian aviators are employed solely against military

structures, or such as have a military value, like bridges and

railway stations, as well as war stores and the like, the Ger-

man aeroplanes have been particularly busy dropping bombs,

not upon places where any military purpose could be served, but

upon crowded town districts, especially —as was the case re-

cently at Bielostok—in the poorer quarters, where the sufferers

were exclusively the most indigent class of Jews. Bomb
dropping has recently taken place at over a dozen populous

centres where no warlike purpose could be served.

"Since the Russians took to shooting at sight any aviators

captured with incendiary leaflets there has been a great deal

less billsticking on the part of the German aeroplanes. Accord=

ing to present practice I understand that bombs found in an

aeroplane captured are only ]X)tentially fatal to the German
aviator. He is generally able to save his life by parting with

information. But no mercy is shown to those carrying in-

cendiary leaflets."

[This touching solicitude for the welfare of Jews is a new
and charmingly Christian trait in the Russian character which,

however, seems to be counter-^balanced by the reference to the

shooting of hostile aviators. Why an incendiary leaflet should

be considered a more reprehensible cargo than an incendiary

bomb is not very clear, and the hint that even bomb-carriers

are shot if they do not turn traitor is an unpleasant reminder

that our esteemed Allies do not regard war entirely as an

exercise in chiivalry, as appears to be largely our habit and that

of our French friends, and even of enemv a\'i.itors on lihe

Western Front.—Ed.

J

» «

It was reported from Petrograd on April 22nd that a German
aeroplane had dropped three bomhs on Warsaw. No damage
was done.

BELGIUM.
The Belgian communique of .April 24th says :

—

Notwithstanding the very strong wind our aviators have

been able to do some useful recoimaissances.
* *

It was stated in Amsterdam on April 23rd that reports from
Eeclos allege that on April 17th bombs were dropped on the

Bruges arsenal near the harbour and on the market place. One
civilian is reported to have been severely wounded. Other
bombs fell between Zeebrugge and Lisseweghe, on a German
aerodrome. On Monday, .April igth, the Allied aviators were
again very active.

» * *

The following paragraph from an account given by a Belgian

doctor to the "Dailv M^iil" describes (he experience of a rail-

way guard who saw the lower end of ihe R.F.C raid on

Menin :—
"He was with his train at Menin when a British aviator

bombed the railway there during the battle of Neuve Chapelle.

Hn said that the Englishman came down so swiftly and at such

a vertiginous angle that the German soldiers who had been

shooting wildlv at him thought he had been brought down.

Thty gathered in a thick cluster, looking upward, rejoicing in

what they believed was a fine capture, when the aviator,

swooping down, suddenly dropped four bombs in quick succes-

sion into the middle of the group and then swooped aloft again
and away. It was all over in ten seconds, but the slaughter was
frightful. 'It was terrible, doctor,' my informant said, cover-

ing his face with his hands. Seventeen German soldiers were
killed outright."

MONTENEGRO.
A semi-official .-tatement was issued at Cettinje on April 24th

to the effect that an Austrian aeroplane dropped three bombs
on .\ntivari on the 22nd and two on the 23rd, without effect.

An Austrian aeroplane also approached Cettinje, but the local

gunners forced it to return without dropping bombs.

TURKEY.
The "Daily News and Leader" learned from Athens on April

20th that Turkish aeroplanes which have arrived at Smj'rna for

use in the Dardanelles operations flew over the Allied Fleet

anchored in the Gulf of Saros, and dropped bombs without doing
any damage.

• • *

It is reported from Mytilene that on April 22nd two German
aeroplanes which threw bombs over Tenedos were hit by shrap-

nel and brought down. The fate of the aviators is unknown.
» * *

The Salonika correspondent of the "Echo de Paris" tele-

graphs that, according to Greek papers, British and French
ail craft have recently been active over Smyrna and the neigh-

Ixjurhood. The damage by French aviators recently is stated to-

be serious. Two bombs fell on Fort Kastro, at the harbour
mouth, killing and wounding soldiers. One struck the railway

station and another a German vessel anchored in the port,,

which, it is stated, was sunk.

The allied aviators discovered that the Turkish army at

Smyrna numbers at)Out 35,000, in two parts, one occupying
trenches between Vourla and Smyrna, and dominating the

town, and the other the rebuilt forts of the "Two Brothers" and
Rastrati. A new fort above the farin of St. George appears to

be armed with thirty heavy guns from Constantinople.
* * *

The -Athens correspondent of the "Journal," Paris, reported

on the 25th that two Turkish aeroplanes, flying over Tenedos,.

were forced down, having been damaged by the Anglo-French

Fleet. On the 23rd several French aeroplanes attacked with

bombs a magazine at Maidos, on the European side in the

Dardanelles, where there are forts.

EGYPT.
A British soldier in Egypt, writing on April 4th, says :

—

"You will probably be interested in the doings of aircraft at

the Canal, which were not altogether successful owing to two
causes : (i) the extreme difficulty of detecting objects on the

desert from a high altitude, (2) the observers were untrained

men.
"As a fact, the delivery of the attack on the Canal defences

came as a surprise It was believed—a belief based on aero-

plane reconnaissance—that the enemy were still four days'

march away. We woke up one morning to find shells falling

in Lake Timseh, and a pontoon bridge in course of construc-

tion.

".As a type of information received from the aircraft

observers I can vouch for the following :—A body of Turkish
cavalry was discerned at a village some distance from El

Kantara. A composite force of Yeomanry and Indian

Lancers was dispatched. After a weary march across the

desert they arrived at the spot, where the alleged horses turned

out to be a flock of goats ! The enemy had never been there.

"That shows the difficulty of seeing things in the desert

from a height of 3,000 to 4,000 feet. The aviators took no

chances, for if they had come down in the desert thev would
never have got up again."

CANADA.
The "Times" reports that the Canadian Department of the

Naval .Service has arranged with the British Admiralty for

the training in Canada of candidates for the Royal Naval
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Air Service. Tlie flying scliooi, whicli is being cstaljlished

near Toronto, will be in charge of i\lr. J. ,\. D. McCurd}-,
the Canadian aviator.

The "Times" correspondent at Ottawa wired on April 21st :

"The Naval Department is being fairly inundated with in-

quiries from Canadians replying to the call for aviators for the

Royal Aerial Service. Mr. McCurdy was in conference with
the authorities at Ottawa to-day, when arrangements were
completed for starting the training of prospective recruits."

The choice is a wholly excellent one. Little has been heard
of Mr. McCurdy of late years, for ho never lowered himself
to the status of an aerial acrobat or a country-fair mounte-
bank. It will therefore surprise most people to learn that
during the winter of 1908-1909, before anyone had flown anv
considerable distance in Europe, Mr. McCurdy and an Ameri-
can, Mr. Baldwin, flew over 1,000 miles in Nova Siotia on a

biplane of a type evohed by thtm in colkiboration willi Mr.
Glenn Curtiss. This machine started from and iandrd on
the ice of a frozen harbour.

Since then Mr. McCurdy has been further associated with
Mr. Curtiss, and on one occasion flew from Florida to Cuba
on a Curtiss boat. As one of the great unadvertised pioneers
of aviation, Mr. McCurdy, in the British Empire, deserves to
rank with Messrs, Grace, Ogihie, McClean, and Cockburn,
all of w'hom are now serving the Is.ing, though Mr. McCurdy
ante-dates all of them as a flier.

WEST INDIES.
The "West India Committee Circular," dated April 2olh,

says :

—"Through the courtesy of the Army Council we are
able to publish in the current Circular an illustration of an
aeroplane presented by the people of Dominica to the Ro\al
Flying Corps. It will be recalled that Mr. Harcourt, on
learning that the Legislative Council wished to pass a \ote of

^£,'4,000 to his Majesty's Government for expenses in connec-
tion with the war, cabled over to the Council suggesting that
an}' contributions should be made to the Prince of \Vali s'

Fund. The Legislative Council persisted in their desire 10

present the money for some war purpose, and Mr. Harcotnt
consented. At the suggestion of the Admiralty, the contribu-
tion was then divided between the naval and military wings
of the Royal Flying Corps. The aeroplane, which, it will be
noted, is armed with a quick-firing' gun, is a ioo-h.|j. Vicki rs

biplane, and carries a gunla\ei' as well as n pilot."

The R.N.A.S. Comforts Fund.
The following cash contributions h;i\'(- been recei\x-d :

—
Miss Shakespeare, los, ; Miss E. Britt (2nd contr.), los.

;

Vickers Ltd. (.Aeroplane Woodworkers H)th contr.), 6s. ; Miss
Bradshaw, 5s. ; Mr. S. Benda, is. ; total for week, 12s.

total to date, ^926 os. yd.

Another consignment of comforts has been sent to the new
seaplane-carrier.

Further contributions in cash and kind should be addressed

to Mrs. Sueter, The Howe, Watlington, Oxon.

The Invasion of England.
Various rimiours ha\e it that between the hours of 3.30 a.m.

and 4 p.m. on April 23rd certain Zeppelins, in numbers one
to four, were seen o\er and in the neighbourhood of Blyth,

Northumberland. It is not unlikely that British patrol aero-

planes were mistaken for alien airships. Ai'd, anyhow, air-

ships are constanth at work all over the North Sea.

A Good Example.
Many communities of men haxi- n-sponded nobly to their

country's call in the present crisis, l:)ut tew can have given

themselves wholesale in the same degree as the Sihoreham

Flying .School, which dissolved itself lor the purpose, the

whole of the staff and the pupils for the time being joining

one or other of the Flying Services. Messrs. Elliott, England,
Masket, Sholto Douglas, Hayland-Wilson, and Thompson are

all serving in the Royal Naval ;\ir Service, and Messrs. .Aik-

man and Lusteed are in the Royal Flying Corps, most of

them holding commissions.

The Death of Major Kennedy, R.E.
The death is announced, at Rugby, of Major John Nassa^?

Chambers Kennedy. He was born in Canada in September,

1864, and received his first commission in July, 1886. He
retired from the Royal Engineers in May, 1910, with the rank
of major, passing into the Reserve of Officers.

During the South African War he was on the Staff, and was
present at the relief of Ladysmith and many other operations.

He was mentioned in dispatches and had the Queen's medal
with six clasps.

The funeral took place at the Military Cemeter}', .-Mdershot,

cn April 23rd.

Major Kennedy was an enthusiastic supporter of a\iation

in its early days. He was a memoer of the Committee of the

since defLMict .Veroplane Club, which, in its short life, cer-

tainly helped to stimulate the movements of more conservative

bodies.

During the earl}' ;iviation meetings of 1909-1910 at Don-
caster, Wo!\'erhampton, Bournemouth, and Lanark, Major
Kennedy was an indefatigable worker, and his knowledge and
skill as an engineer were of the highest value. He was
especially useful in calculatin,g altitudes, in the days before

barograph records were accepted.

In 11)1 1 he left London to take charge of the electric signal-

ling ai rangements of the L. and N.W. Railway, and invented

many vakiable devices in this department.

When war broke out he joined at Aldershot and undertook
thi' work of organising the telephone systems of the immense
new I.. imps, which work he carried out with conspicuous

sLiccess.

His death at the early age of 50 is deeply to be regretted,

for in him the King has lost a valuable, lo3'al, and self-

sacrificing servant, and many of us to whom he had endeared

himself bv his personal charm of manner and his quiet but

keen humour have lost a higlily \'alued friend.

The Alleged Aviator.
'f'he following note by one who knows him ma}' assist those

who come in contact with the subject of a recent article from

the U.S.A. :—
The exploits of the famous, or infamous, "Captain" E. L.

Janne}' are thrillingi enough to make good copy for a short

story. Anyone who could be more ignorant than this Janney

on aviation matters would be ignorance itself. I have met
him.

Hi- introduced himself to me at Shoreham—a very un-

dignified procedure for a "Captain," as, be it remembered, I

am a person of no importance. The "New York Tribune"

describes him as a ruddy-cheeked young man I should

describe his cheek a little more vulgarly. (I have knocked

about 'dromes for many years.) He talks "Yank" more or

less successfully, and is an adept at pulling legs. He pulled

mine (I am an Englishman), for he asked me to join his

Canadian Flying Corps. There was nothing in that, but—he

asked me for £^0 as a deposit for my uniform. There was
something in that, but before the business was finally settled

he had suddenly disappeared.

Not, however, before he pulled the legs of others, and packed

an aeroplane, and took its measurements, and had a crate

made, and nearly sent many of us crazy with "I guess that's

good 'nough for me," and—oh ! and dozens of other things.

Yes ! he did fly—as passenger in a box-kite. What a sight

it was ! A beautiful, brand new uniforni with "Royal Flying

Corps" written on it, a body inside it— "Captain" E. L.

Janney.

It was a purely unpaid-for joy-ride—a flight obtained under

false pretences. If the machine suited him he would buy it

on behalf of the Canadian authorities ! I am sure the

Canadian authorities would appreciate his ability in purchas-

ing a two-year-old box-kite for war service.

There are many other little stories I could mention about

"Captain" Janney, but if he wants them in print he must
see the advertisement manager, as your paper is not published

for tihe benefit of alleged aviators like the "Captain."

—

"Sinro."
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The Thomas Military Tractor.
It was noted som.: months ago that thr Thomas. Bros. shouldrr .yoke, or foot-pedals. The wheel operates the rudder,

Aeroplane Co. had transferred its works from Balh to the column the elevator, and the shoulder >oke or foot-pedals
Ithaca, N.Y., during the early part ol the year, and one the four double-acting ailerons. 'I hese can be transposed to

is glad to hear that it now enjoys the advantages of a larger standard European control without delaymg deliveries,

factory and a steadily increasing- business. The rear portion of the fuselage tapers vertically and trans-
The flying-grounds at the Thomas School are especially versely to a vertical member which forms a part of the rudder

adapted to both land and water flying, having a clear stretch column and rear skid strut, and is covered with doped linen
of 40 miles of water and amply large grounds adjoining the fabric. The front portion is streamlined above by a folding
water front. aluminium hood, and on the sides and bottom by light-gauge
The compan) is now marketing a military two-seater tractor sheet-metal covering. An exhaust manifold carries the gases

biplane which is on a par with European machines of this to the underside of the fuselage away from the occupants,
type. The design, construction, and workmanship are first The rudder, elevator, and "stabilising planes are of steel

class throughout. The tests recently carried out go to pro\ e construction.
that this tractor is one of the most elTicient machines of its The running gear consists of two 26-in. by 4-in. stream-
kind in .America. lined wheels carried on an a.xle hinged at its centre, and sup-
The results of the tests are as follows :— ported at this point by two tie-wires from the fuselage. A

U.S. Army Requirements. Result of Tests. horizontal pin at this point holds it to two secondary cross-
Speed 71) m.p.h. Si.i m.p.h. members attached to the skids. The load is supported by
Slow speed 40 m.p.h. 38 m.p.h. means of rubber cord attached to the skids and passing over
Useful load carried 750 lbs. Soo lbs. the axles. The skids are attached to the fuselage by six ash
Propeller efiiciency 70 per cent. 75 percent. members and steel plates; the bays between members are
Climb fully loaded 4,000 ft. in 4,000 ft. in braced with flexible steel cable.

lomins. 10 mins. The wings are set at a slight dihedral angle and are built

Ditto — Soo ft. in in right and left hand pairs. The central part of the upper
I St mm. plane consists of a small section carried by four short siruts

Inherent stability—very stable. " which sprout from the fuselage. The rear portion of this

Full load consisted of three men and four hours' fuel. section is cut awav for convenience. The wings are covered
The overall dimensions are: Length, 26 ft.; span, 36 ft.; with a high-grade "linen fabric,

chord, 5 ft.
;
gap, 5 ft.

;
weight of machine empty, 1,075 lbs-

i The wing spars are of silver spruce milled to an I-section,

horse-power, 90 b.h.p. except at points where the strut joints are formed. The ribs

The fuselage is built with white ash longerons and spruce are built up of a web and flange, and are as light as possible,

struts, which are milled out for lightness where possible. At the strut joints the ribs are box-section. All internal wood-
The fuselage members are held in position by means of steel work is painted with a waterproof preparation. The bays in

plates, which are bolted to the longerons so that the bolt-holes the wings are braced with solid steel wire.
lie on the neutral axis of these members, thereby retaining The factor of safety throughout is not less than 7, and in

their strength. The same principle of construction is adopted many instances it 'is greatly in excess of this figure,

throughout the machine. Special attention has been given to demountability and the
The front of the fuselage carries the radiator, behind which accessibility of all vital parts, as well as to the design and

the motor is mounted on two ash engine bearers resting on two finish of all detail work.
transverse members of the fuselage. Immediately behind the in flight this machine has proved hignly satisfactory and
motor there is a panel carrying the service petrol-tank. possesses a high degree of inherent stability. The tests just
The observer's .seat faces this, and is placed on top of the referred to were made by a pilot with no previous experience

20-gallon storage tank, which extends across the fuselage and of tractor flying, so that it is reasonable to expect even better
is securely fastened to the top and bottom longerons. results in the hands of an experienced pilot.

The pilot's seat is behind this and faces a second panel It will be remembered that the Thomas Brothers and their

equipped with the following instruments let in flush : petrol chief designer—another Mr. Thomas, late of the Sopwith Co.

—

pressure-gauge, "Tel" revolution counter, inclinometer, clock, are all British born, and so the machine can claim to be of

barograph, air-speed meter, switch, petrol shut-off cock, and British origin. One hopes, therefore, that the naval and
spark advance lever. military authorities controlling the Allied R'lying Services will

The control is by means of wheel, vertical columii, and find the Thomas machine suitable for use bv th.^ir aviators.

Details of the Thomas Tractor Biplane, showing the engine fixing and seating arrangements.

seen flying.

On the right the machine is
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Aero=motors : In Kind and Construction.—^Cw//^>^^/^^^)

BY GEOFFREY DE HOLDEN-STONE.

Fig. III., showing the Cranio Case. Valve Gear, and Cams, etc., of the Salmson Engine.

"Eliminate the impossible," said the original hero of

shilling shockers, Lecoq, "and whatever remains, must be the

truth." Well, we have seen that the master grip is at least one
of the impossibilities for a radial motor, so we must find an
alternative. The whole scheme of it—dating back, we remem-
ber, to its foundation, the induction hoop—must not be spoilt

midway by any base mechanical obstacle. It thus becomes
essential that we balance the main rod connection for all seven
or nine rods, by making all its parts identical, and making its

mass free to revolve as well as rotate ; that is, not rigid to

any one rod. \\n can only do this by using a plain drum,
flanged to contain the necessary ball bearings—with not so

much as a mark on it to indicate a lead for any one cylinder or

its contents—and mal^e the connection with so many pins of

exactly the same weight (reduced by hollowing) duly caged by
those 'ball-bearings. This, as a fact, happens to be the plan

adopted for the Salmson motor, as will be seen from Figs. III.

and IV.

Now we can only counterbalance just the bare weight of the

drum and its pins, and we have still definitely to counteract

the possibility of reversing as well as to establish the

direction of crank rotation and maintain it irreversibly.

But how? Years ago, one James Watt—a man of some
engineering fame, though he probably knew less than your
aero-service mechanic of a couple of years' experience is quite

sure of—sought for a mechanical motion giving a positive

crank actibn by different and patentable means. So he de-

vised a train of free revolving and rotating gears, operating

from a fixed one, sun-and-planet fashion. This more or less

forgotten arrangement—or a modification thereof— is the one
employed in the .Salmson motor, in combination with the

balanced crank, to achieve the desired result of a crank-lead

that cannot reverse itself and is subject to a perpetual forward
pull in the designed rotary direction. This incidentallv is the

leading feature of one of the Canton-Unne patents.

The Mechanism of the Connecting Rod Gear.

AgTiin how? Let nie huniblv assist the pictures to explain.

Figure III.—which gives an inside view of the back-plate of

the crank-chamber on the left—shows a stationarv sun-

gear from which the motion starts. The crank-shaft ball-

bearing it normally encloses is, however, not shown. Still,

Figure IV. shows at Bi, the position of this gear—though not

the gear itself—in relation, first, to the short hinder end of the

crank-shaft as supported by the aforesaid ball-bearing ; and
secondly, to the planetary gear with which it—the sun-gear

-—meshes. Now this planetary B', it will be seen, is carried

with its sister-gear Ai in a ball-bearing collar contained in a

bell-crank-arm, formed on the hinder one of the two balanced

crank-webs. Nevertheless, we notice that the balance of parts

is still maintained, because the weight of both planetaries and

the bell-crank-arm is supported by the sun-gear, partly, and
for the rest is counter-balanced by staggering the rear-crank

weight out of line with its web, and at the same angle to that

line as the crank-arm takes. Also both counter-weights take

an equal share in balancing the weight of the connecting-rod

drum—or pincarrier—and its contents
;

which, of course,

balance each other.

Why It Moves As It Does.

Now Fig. IV. shows a fourth gear, formed solid on the

hinder flange of the connecting-rod drum. This mes-hes with

the freely revolving and rotating planetary gear Ai, which re-

volves and rotates as one with its sister-planetary B. So much,

then, for all the parts concerned. But just here we must speci-

ally notice certain points about them. The first is that the

stationary sun-gear and the gear on the connecting-rod or

carrier-drum have each thirty teeth against twenty-five on the

two planetaries. This establishes the fact that, irrespective of

the direction of rotation or revolution, the planetaries must
always revolve faster than they rotate. Secondly, that the

carrier-drum gear is also stationary. And thirdly, that the

designed rotation-direction happens to be clockwise. Fourthly,

we see that the crank-pin centre, the crank-shaft axis, and the

free end of the crank-arm that carries the planetaries represent

the three angles of a triangle. Take any one of these points

as the centre of a circle of revolution, the sides between it and

the other two will become radii, and those other two— and

anything they carry— -will rotate around the first fixed point in

the same direction as it revolves. Thus, the shaft-axis being

vile chosen fixed revolution-centre, it follows that the carrier

drum-gear and the planetaries must rotate about it in the same
clockwise direction ; in the case of the planetary B, clockwise

around the stationarv sun-gear Bi.

How It Does Not Work : And Why.

Now, if the fixed sun-gear Bi, instead of being stationary

on the back-plate, were solid with the clockwise-revolving

crank-shaft, it would naturally cause its meshing planetary to

revolve anti-dockwise. And B, through A, would endeavour

to make the carrier-drum gear A revolve clockwise. That

would indeed give A and its rods a clockwise lead, for if Bi

had one more tooth than B or let alone five, the multipli-
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cation would wreck the whole contrivance. If, on the other

hand, it had the same number of teeth as B and Ax the latter

would do no work. The action would be ineffective, too, if the

planetaries had the more teeth—because they would revolve

slower than their rotation speed—even if A had fewer teeth to

match the number on Bi. And if A had one tooth fewer than
Bi, the multiplication trouble would again result. Whereas,
nothing more thar. a positive irreversible lock—immediately
following the first revolving movement of the crank-axis—is

desired.

How It Does Work : The Gear=Lock Secret.

But as it is, the action of the stationary sun-gear Bi is

purely negative as a driver. Consequently, it allows the

planetary B to revolve as well as rotate clockwise ; and only
because the latter has fewer teeth, does it take up faster re-

volving than rotating motion. But A is likewise a stationary

gear, equally inactive as a driven gear to revolve the carrier-

drum. But having more teeth than Ai it is naturally slower,

and cannot by any chance run back from the tendency of

the latter to overrun it. This is the simple secret of the

irreversible lock set up when once the crank-axis has begun
to revolve. Yet A having the same number of teeth as Bi,

it can rotate no faster about the plane of Bi than Bi could if

their positions were reversed. And being for the rest, as we
have seen, only a complementary angle of the other angles

formed by the axis of ehe planetaries and the crank-shaft axis,

it shares the same rotation speed as the planetaries about the

plane of Bi. For, after all, it is only an enlargement of the

crank-shaft axis, the fixed revolution point. Or to put the

matter another way, this carrier drum-gear .A represents the

load for which the tooth radii of the planetaries B and Ai
are the levers ; their rotation on Bi affording the power.

In this way the full equivalent of a master-grip is obtained,

and, simply enough, the problem of assuring both irreversibility

and permanent one-way crank rotation without a master-

grip, yet combining with perfect balance of parts in motion,

both in effort and weight, has been finally solved in the

Salmson radial motor. Nevertheless, there is nothmg to pre-

vent the crank-shaft being turned over by hand the opposite

way, for any purpose ; for just as definitely the planetaries

establish their lead in the new direction.

The Result of Mechanical Balance.

The immediate result of this perfection of balance—one of the

essential qualities for an efficient aeromotor— is to be seen in the

practical absence of vibration at all speeds. This is shown
notably in the earlier illustration of the 130-h.p. .Salmson under

test, in which the centre of the shaft is clearly visible. This

camera-proof is the more valuable too, as the back-plate of the

crank-chamber in this particular instance happened to be

slightly flawed in the casting. This was only discovered too

late for replacement ; nevertheless the motor ran througih its

entire test without increasing the crack in the least. How-

ever, any accident of the kind—or any chance injury, suoli as

a shot—appears to be compensated for as far as possible by the

system of ribbing the crank-chamber castings radially and

alternately inside and outside ; and carrying out this

strengthening further by running short curved buttresses from

each rib over the areas of possible stress between the cylinder-

sockets.

But—
At the same time, since the Salmson is by no means the only

radial motor in existence—its success alone having encouraged

the creation of others of the type to supersede tfie rotary if

possible—it follows that there are other systems of obtaining

internal rotary and reciprocal balance as well as an irreversible

thrust-lead. It remains to be discussed, therefore, ihow nearly

these systems obtain equal results ; or whether on the other

hand, the Salmson results still remain the better, after taking

into consideration the undoubted extra mass-weight of the

crank-arm and planetary gearing. Personally, I legard this

consideration as of such importance in aero design—in view

of useful weigtht to be carried—that with anything like equal

mechanical and general motoi'-eihciency, I should ohoose the

lig-hter system.

The Distribution.

So far as the principal working parts and general system

are concerned, there is no great difference between the Salmson

distribution and that of most others, rotary as well as radial.

That is to say, they take their drive fro3n a gear solid with the

crank-shaft, meshing with a planetary, the smaller complement-

ary of which meshes back to a final driven gear which, with

its cam-sleeve, is freely mounted on the shaft behind the first

one.

The only difference—remembering that from this front-

end view the shaft revolves anti-clockwise—is that the plane-

taries merely revolve clockwise—but being otherwise station-

ary, do not rotate—and consequently cause the last gear and its

cam-sleeve to revolve anti-clockwise—or the same way as the

crank-slhaft from any view—at an adequately reduced speed.

In a typical rotary on the contrary, in which the planetaries

both revolve and rotate in the same direction as the motor's

motion, the cam-sleeve gear is consequently driven round the

opposite way. The point, however, is quite academic
;
only of

importance in deciding the design, shaping and general run of

the cams, but hardly of any other assistance, except perhaps

in putting the valve-gear together after complete dissembly.

And the Valve Gear.

For the rest, as will be seen, the planetaries are duly mounted
in ball-races and set in a kind of bulkhead plate that separates

the hexagonal drum— in which the cams and jumping-pieces

8

Fig. IV., showing crankshaft and big end arrangement of the Salmson Engi<ie.
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are enclosed—from the front cover-plate that encloses the
primary motion of the val\-e-gear and the foremost cranli-shaft
ball-bearing. A point to note, however, is that the tappet-rods
ar3 held down—in free compression-contact—upon their jumij-
ing-pieces by the "mouse-trap-type" valve springs. Therefore
it is sufficient merely to cup their lower ends deeply over ball-
heads on the jumping pieces, without other attachment. Con-
sequently their length may be adjusted to perfection by merely
twisting them a turn or two in the threaded sleeves of their
roclver-joints above.

The uncommon type of valve spring, light as it looks, is

not only strong enough, but is likely to remain so longer than
any other, and is therefore the best tiliat could have been
Chosen. Vov its life as a spring is doubly preserved by the
distance of its coil from its free working ends ; first because the
coil—which embodies the entire spring-action—is carried clear
of the heat of the cylindernhead

; and being farthest from the
valve-action, is less affrcted thereby than "any other tvpe of
spring.

Other Details.

Having also noticed the simple and eflective system of
setting the cylinders rigid in tiheir crank-chamber sockets—^by

means of a taper-sectioned split-ring, vinliioh, when tiglitened by
its bolt, rises on the cylinder-trunk against a reverse taper in

the socket, and so locks the cylinder fast—the only other
ntechanical details of the Salmson that remain 10 be discussed
are the water-pump and magneto, and the lubrication system.
The two former, however, may be dismissed by saying that
both are driven off the same gear, vvthich is set solid on the
e.xtreme after end of the crank-shaft, outside the crank-
chamber ; where its boss and web also serve as a dust and oil

cap for the rearmost ball-race.

Some Ignition Features.

The distribution, too, is much as wo jld be expected, consist-
ing as it does—in the 7-cylinder type at least—of a secondary
brush-carrying distributor, gear-driven at half-speed from the
crank-shaft, and revolving in the same direction within a

stationary terminal plate ; on which the terminals are set in

the order of firing, i, 3, 5. 7, 2, 4, 6. On the other hand the
magneto in the g-cylinder type gives four sparks per revolu-
tion, and carries its own distributor, in which the brush-
carrier revolves, fnnd its brush rotates) counter-clockwise, i.e.,

from right to left. This occasions a somewhat different

system of mechanical adjustment—to be discussed later—^but

as would be expected, the same sequence of terminal-setting and
order of ignition is employed: i.e., i, 3, 5, 7, 9, 2, 4, 6, 8.

In the 14-cylinder model however the ignition-setting, though
apparently complicated, goes simply enough in the order 1, y^,

3, 4A, 5, 6a, 7, lA, 2. 3A, 4, 5A, 6, 7A. This mav be

m.ore clearly understood by the following diagram, setting forth

the cylinders as it were on a flat ribbon ; fliose marked A being
the bacli row :

—

I A 2 A 3 A -I
A 5 A 6a 7a

I 2 3 I s
-

The reason that No. ia does not follow- \o. i is that the

foimer working as it does on the same crank-pin as the latter, is

nowhere near bhe firing position, meohanically, in its cycle;

whereas No. 2A immediately precedes No. 3. In other words,
the firing' runs exactly like the knight's move in chess.

(To fee continued.)

A Chance for Inventors.
From the "Times" advertisement colunms :

—

"Zeppelins can be brought down immediately by a new one-

pound shell. Excellent opportunity for a patriotic lady or

gentleman with ;£i,ooo to render important national service

and earn large profit.—Address Shell, care of Willing's, 50,

Copthall Avenue, E.C."
What is wanted is not a new kind of shell, but a gun which

will hit a Zeppelin when it sees it or smells it. The most
tip-to-date shell in the world is useless if it does not hit the

mark. How about a shell fitted with a strong electromagnet
to draw it towards the engines of the airship?

The Historic Albatros, R.N.
The Mechanical and General Inventions Company (Limited)

las? week sued the Albatrcswerke of Johannisthal for a declara-

tion that they were entitled to the profit on an Albatros aero-

plane, commandeered by the War Office, and to specific per-

formance of a contract dated February 16th, 1914, by which
the plaintiffs were to have the sole right for five years to manu-
facture .Albatros machines in Great Britain on payment of

royalties. The defendants denied that any contract was
entered into with their authority.

Mr. .Schwabe, K.C., 0])ening the case, said the machine was
brought over to this country from Germany before the war.
When the war broke out the British Government thought they

would like to have the machine, and they took it under their

special powers. The Government had undertaken to pay a

sum for the machine which showed a substantial profit on the

price which the plaintiffs had to pay to the defendants, and the

plaintiffs submitted that they were entitled to that profit.

In 1913 Mr. B. Joblinski, purporting to represent

the defendants, agreed that the defendants should send
a machine to this coimtry to be .shovim to the authori-

ties, and that if it passed the tests the plaintiffs should

have the option of purchasing it at 28,000 marks, and the right

to form a company to manufacture Albatros aeroplanes in this

country for five years, on payment to the defendants of a

royalty varying from 1,000 to 1,700 marks per machine.

\n aeroplane was sent over, and Mr. Weiner, the defendants'

managing director, came with it. Its exhibition was success-

ful. The plaintiffs exercised their option, but Mr. Weiner re-

pudiated the contract, and alleged that Mr. Joblinski had no
authority to make it.

Counsel submitted that Mr. Joblinski had authority to enter

into the contract, that the plaintiffs were entitled to the profit

Oil the aeroplane requisitioned bv the War Office, as they were
the only persons who could deal with it, and that his Lordship

had to assess the damages which the plaintiffs had sustained

through breach of the agreement by which they were to have

the sole right to manufacture .Albatrosses.

Mr. McCardie, for the defendants, said he was in a grent

diffioultv, as Mr. Weiner, whose evidence was vital to his

clients' case, was in Germany and could not be reached. .After

di-cussion the hearing of the case was adjourned sine die to

enable Mr. \^'einer to be preseni.

Reconstructions at Brooklands.
The approach road to the Brooklands Track, which has

suffered greatly from the heavy lorry traffic of the Royal Flying

Corps, now in occupation of the flying ground, has recently

been incipiently put in charge of repair gangs by the War
Office authorities. The interior road to tihe aerodrome which
had previously been diverted to the track at the point where
the Cobham Bridge crosses the river (to avoid the wooden
bridge over the water)—vehicles thereafter continuing round

the track—now turns in again from the Cobham Bridge and

goes over the interior to the aircraft sheds. It is understo^xi

that this was done in order fliat traffic to the flying ground
might proceed by means of the road, thus in future avoiding

use of the track except at one point.

Inquiries at Wevbridge have elicited the information that

there are hopes that Ihe War Office will also undertake to re-

pair the holes in the track caused by heavy military traffic, a

consummation devoutly to be wished, as the track now suggests

exneriments with "Jack Johnsons."

.Subject to an\- restriction imposed by the Oflicer Command-
ing, members of the Brooklands .Automobile Racing Cltib still

have the right lo visit the Wevbridg'e aerodrome, where, while

the military authorities are in occupation, good flying is to be

seen in practically all weathers. It now only requires the re-

pair of the track for matters at Brooklands to resume some-

thing remotely resem.bling their normal course.

An Unmentionable Record.
It is rumoured that Mr. Hawker, flying a Sopwith tractor

with a .Sunbeam-Coatalcn engine, has put up a height record

with three passengers. No figures as to date or altitude can

be given at present.
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DENMARK.
The Aeroplane's Danish correspondent writes :

—

The German casualty list, published in "Flugsport," JMarcIi

loth, contains the followinir names :—Feldflieger department :

Capt. 'Auh\k<\ ^lif;luly wounded; Oberlieut. von Renesse,

missing ; Oberlieut. Bremer, hitherto missing, taken prisoner
;

Lieut. Woelfert, killed ; Lieut. Krause, mis=ing ; Lieut, in the

reserve, Wennmohs, missing ; Lieut.-.\viak>r Ally, killed in

accident; Lieut. -Observator Klemm, killed in accident; Lieut.

Freiherr von Kettler, missing ; Lieut. Hug, hitherto missing,

taken prisoner
;
Sergt. Schermer, killed ; Reser\-ist Busohhauer,

Ihitherto severe wounded, died in French prisonership ; Chauffeur

Holstein, hitherto heavy wounded, in Russian prisonorship
;

Chauffeur Jander, hitherto missing, in Russian prisonorship.

"Flugsport," of March 27th, contains the following casualty

list :—Feldflieger department : Capt. von Kleist, killed by

accident ; Lieut. Rittan, slightly wounded by accident ;
Lieut,

in the reserve WennmOhs, hitherto mi-.sing, taken prisoner
;

Sub-oflicer Schuhmacher, died from illness ; Serg. Wolff, miss-

ing
;
Voluntary Sul)-oflicer von .Stiilpnagel, missing; Aviator

Klemke, wounded by accident ; Aviator .\bels wounded by ac-

cident
;
Voluntary .\viator Leidig, died from illness ; Aviator

Eisenberg, died from illness ; \\'ehrmann Kurz, killed ; Wehr-

mann Hockenmei<M-, killed : \'nluntary Bodime, killed in fatal

accident.

"Fluj*>porl, " of .April ylh, just special quick to hand, gives

the following aerial war information :—The above-mentioned

flight accident, when a military aeroplane fell into river Elbe,

can be added with the further news : The aviator was the well-

known officer pilot VV. Meyer, the former manager of the aero-

drome Dresden-Kaditz ; he was en route from Doberltz to

K.aditz, wlien he fell during a snow-storm into the river; both

he and his passenger, .Sub-oftlcei- Sedlazek, being drowned.

Oberlieut. Meyer was one of the first Saxon military aviators

turned out, his ticket, taken on Gr.ulc monoplane, wearing

the No. 136 of November 18th, niii.

The casualty list runs, Feldflieger drparlmcnl : l.i. ut. Am-
nion, missing ; Lieut, of the reserve Bernius, heavy wounded

;

Voluntary observator Lichtenstein killed by accident ; Aviator

Sub-oftlcer Zawat/ki missing
;

Voluntary A\'iator Grancob,

heavy wounded in accident; Officer F.rsal/ .\rnl/cn. slightly

wounded.

The Russian military aviators, Oberlieut. Kowanko, son ol

Generallieut. K., and Lii iit. Jakowenka, were taken prisonors

by the Austrians during ,1 patrol flight. An Austrian aviator

dropped a message of iheir fate above the Russian position,

which was brought to Grandduke Alexander Nikolajewitsch.

A new aircraft factory Flugmaschin" Rex G. m. b. H. has
lieen founde d in Cologne, the reason w hv to mention this,

l.»/ing, that the aeroplanes to be built bv llie company are light

models, especially the Morane-Saulnier monoplane and the

Bristol scout biplane. Drawings and scales for the latter, valu-

able Mark 5,000, were SLipplied by Dr. Hansen, who is no

doubt the well-known acro-technic author, who was known to

be in London prior to the outbreack of the war, according to

articles by him, signed from the English capital. [Also of the

Statax Engines?—Ed.

J

Dr. Freihcrr Karl \on .Slcoda, tihe maker of the Austrian

motor batteries, has foimded a new .Austrian aircraft factory,

together with "The ,\ustrian Bank of Conmierce and In-

dustry," works for the n':.'.n'ufacture of aeroplanes and engines

of modern l\pps to be erected in Wiener-Neustadt, capital

600,000 kronen.

The Austrian officer jiilots, Ciptain \-on Kaiserfeld and Of)er-

lieut. Schartner, have been taken prisonors by the Russians ;

the former Oias sent the following letter to his wife in

Vienna :

—".Since the day before vesterday I am a prisonor ; rest

at present together with Oberlieut. Schartner in a peasant's

left rooms and shall likelv be brought to Moskau to-morrow.

Through the courtesy and kiiidness of tlie commander of the

Petrograd Guards Corps I am now able to tell you and j\Iisses

Schartner in Urfahr-Linz of our fate, the letter going via

.Sweden. Let me be silent of the caiise of our being taken

prisonors. Till the end of the war I cannot get rid of the

thought ; this is the most severe fate which can befall an

officer. And tihis fate we were just to share."

.According to a private cable from Petrograd tn the Copen-

hagen newspaper, "Politiken," two of Jap;in's best-known

miliit.ary aviators, \\'akanki and .Saito, ha\'e volunteered for

Russian .Army service.

Tragicomic is the fate of an Russian aviator belonging to tlie

Old B'ojar Prince family, who alighted by the Galkower -wood,

on the Eastern frontier, just amidst the prisoners the Germans
had made from the corps Scheffer-Bovadel, on the dav after ihc

A Fine Model of a B.E.2c. built by Mappin and Webb, Ltd.
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battle by Brzezeny. The unfortunate aviator had the task to go

for the reinforcements for his corps, bestead in big need, by the

gallant fighting of the German Litzmann division, which was

I ) 'he beaten. The flight was his first in the war, and taking

the prisoners for the reinforcement, he landed, waiving his

hands to all sides. Afterwards he beat his forehead, shouting

in his Russian something which would mean likely as much as :

"I fool !"

The Fabric Question.

The "Times" of April 24th says :

—"The Admiralty have

recently taken steps, through the agency of an expert, to

organise the production in I.ancashire of the cotton fabric

used for the 'wings' of aeroplanes. The fabric needed for this

purpose must combine lightness with strength, and the greatest

care must be taken to detect flaws, which might cost an air-

man his life. It is made from a yarn so fine and of such high

quality that not more than half a dozen spirmers can produce

it ; and it is believed that its production is confined to Lanca-

shire. We are informed on good authority that at least one

large consignment for e.Kport which, it was thought, might

have been destined ultimately for the enemy has been stopped

within the last few weeks. Those who are urging the Govern-

ment to declare cotton absolute contraband point to this as

another illustration of the importance of cotton to a

belligerent.

"

The allusion is curious, as cotton fabric will not compare

with linen for strength, and unlirnited supplies of unbleached

linen ;ire a\ailable in Bli^,l^t and di^iricl.

Our Reliable Press.
Much is heard these days of the power of the halfpenny

Press and its influence on the "great soul of the public."

Here are some examples of the mysterious way in wliich the

said Press moves "its wonders to perform."

In the "Daily Mirror" and other papers, on April 24th,

there appeared a photograph of a perfectly good Parseval-

Siegfeld kite-balloon, put to bed for the night under an

awning, and guarded by soldiers. The "Mirror" labels it :

"Austrian Gasbag Wrecked^—Austrian soldiers guarding one

of the wrecked airships. These gasba** have not been' any

more successful than the much-vaunted Zeppelins."

The following effort was also perpetrated by Renter's corre-

spondent at Petrograd on April 23rd, and accepted witih touch-

ing faith by most of the London papers of the 24th, although

the "Globe" had acutely pointed out on the 23rd that the

"Ilia Mourametz" is an aeroplane :

—

"An Ilya Mourometz airship (sic) flew over Plock yesterday

and threw fifteen bombs of considerable weight, some of

which struck German boats on the Vistula. Other boinbs

burst in a square of the city and among the enem}''s trans-

port.

"Two other Russian dirigibles, an Ilja Mourometz from
Kieff and a \o. 3, bombarded the railway station at Mlawa
and the German aerodrome at Sanniky. Each dirigible threw
bombs, the total weight of which exceeded five hundredwei'ght.

"Three bombs struck station buildings, two others fell on
aeroplane hangars, and two more hit aeroplanes which w(.'re

not under shehrr. .Several fell in the enemy's trenches.

HE .^o ahead School.

1

APkAN&
^GMO9 lift

The N.A.C. Cafe, adjoining the School Hangars, is

now open. Breakfasts, Luncheons and Teas at moderate

prices.

Work has commenced on the Dormy House, in the

School Grounds. 20 Bedrooms,;,spacious
[
Dining and

Billiard Rooms, fitted with central heating throughout.

THE NORTHERN AIRCRAFT CO., Ltd.

BOWNESS-ON-WINDERMERE ]
-

Phone-114 Windermeie Wire— " Aircraft, Windeimeie"

KINDLY MENTION "THE AEROPLANE" WHEN CORRESPONDING WITH ADVERTISERS
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CONTRACTORS TO THE ADMIRALTY.

EASTBOURNE
AVIATION Co Ltd

AEROPLANE BUILDERS.

TELEPHONE— 1 176. TELEGRAMS—" 1 176 EASTBOURNE."

SALMSON
AERO-ENGINES

(Canton-Unne System)

All enquiries should be addressed to

THE DUDBRIDGE IRON WORKS,
LIMITED,

87, Victoria Street, London, S.W.
Telegrams
Telephone

Aerofiight, Vic. London.
.. .. 7026 Victoria.

WOOD FOR ALL PARTS OF AEROPLANES
Machined to your Sizes or Sections.

Best Quality Silver Spruce, Ash, Walnut, 3-pIy etc.

W. G. EVANS & SONS,
1—4, WILLIAMS MEWS, STANHOPE STREET,

EUSTON ROAD. LONDON, N.W.
I'hniie : Museum 2458.

LKAX^TVITVO TO Ir'LY
All those who intend to learn Flying or who are

interested in how men fly should read

Price 3 6 nct.^*" Th*:? Ail'Ii:iari Price 3/6 net

By MAJOR C. MELLOR, RE
John Lane, The Bodley Head, Vigo Street, W.

AliSOLLTELY INDISPENSABLE FOR H U PI LS:'~The Aervplan,

THE DOPE OF PROVED EFFICIENCY,
CELLON, LTD., 17, OLD BROAD STREET, E.C> Telegrams :" Ajawb London." Telephone : 5359 London Wall.

PUPILS PREPARED ScRool
1 OR THK

ROYAL NAVAL AIR SERVICE

& THE ROYAL FLYING CORPS
Tuition given on Tractor (Government
Type) Biplanes. Two pupils who have
recently qualified at our School,

Mr. J. ROSE and
Mr. T. LLOYD-WILLIAMS

have just been selected as Pilots by the
R.N.A.S. and R.F.C. respectively.

Write or 'phone for free ^particulars to

TH E
HALL SCHOOL OF FLYING,

THE LONDON AERODROME S.W.
Phone: KINGSBURY 142.

MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS
.Ml advertisements for this column should arrive at this

oflice by 6 p.m. MONDAY to ensure insertion.

For the convenience of .Vdvertisers, replies can be received at

the office of "THE AEROPLANF," 166. Piccadilly, W.
Special PREPAID Rate— 18 words 1 '6 ; Situations wanted
ONLY— 18 words 1/- id. per word alter.

H
PATENTS.

OW TO TAKE OUT PATENTS IN ENGLAND AND
ABROAD." (By Arthur E. Edwards, F.C.I. P.A.) 2s.

post free.

—

Arthur Edwards & Co., Ltd., Patent Agents and

Ccnsulting Engineers, Chancery Lane Station Chambers,
W .C. 'Phone 4536 Holborn.

PATENTS; ti ide marks; inventors advised free.—King's

Patent Age. cy, Ltd., 165, Queen Victoria Street, Lon-

don. 28 years' references.

PATENTS.—Instructive leaflet free from STANLEY,
POPPLEWELL & CO., Chartered Patent Agents, 38,

Chancery Lane, W.C.

TUITION.

London and Provincial
aviation co.

SCHOOL OF FLYING
The Aerodrome, Hendon, N.W.

Learn to fly at our School on new and up-to-date machines. We teach
you to control the machine yourself and develop your own individu-
ality. Our instructors have had years of experience and we guarantee
satisfaction. Enquiries welcomed. Phone: Kingsbury 102

KINDLY MENTION " THE AEROPLANE " WHEN CORRESPONDING WITH ADVERTISERS.
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" The Russian air-DixadnouglUs flew at a cojisiderable height
and the enemy's lire did them no damage."
Readers of The Aei^oplane will, of course, remember that

the "Ilia JMourametz" ("Elija the Prophet") is, or was, a
large experimental Sikorsky aeroplane with four Benz en|»ines

of 100 h.p. each, which, although a prodigious weight-lifter,

was hardly suitable for military purposes. An earlier and
smaller .Sikorsky with two engines was named tlie "Russki
\'itis," or "Russian Kniglit."

It is possible that the wild story of ReLiter was based on
performances by a couple of 400-h.p. machines of the "Ilia

Mourametz" type and an improved type known as No. 3.

'ihe weight of bombs thrown—560 lbs. by each machine—is

nothing startling, considering that "Ilia Mourametz" flew

with 16 people on board, and 560 lbs. only represents the

weight of four small men, or 80 gallons of petrol.

Flying at Hendon.
On Thursday aflernuun a contingent of the 9th Battalion of

the Bedfordshire Regiment visited the aerodrome during a

route march. The men, who were .about boo strong, took a

keen interest in the flying and thoroughly enjoyed the after-

noon's proceedings.

Among the pilots who gave exhibitions, were Messrs. Roche-
Kelly (50-h.p. Beatty-W'right biplane), Baumann (6o-h.p.

Ruff2/-Baumann biplane), Osipenko and Winter (50-h.p.

tirahame-White school machines). Warren (L. and P. bi]>hme),

Hall (Caudroii biplane), and Mr. Manton, who was out ag.iin

on the fast G.-W. military two-seater scouting biplane' with a

loo-h.p. monosoupape Gnome.
The sky on Saturday was rather oxerca^t and the wintl

gusty, but the attendance was lair, and there- was plenty of

flying to be seen.

Perhaps the most interesting event was a hne flight of an

hour's duration by Mr. Manton on the Morane formerly owned
by Lord Carbery, which has been specially overhauled for the

Naval Air Service. As it was only the second flight he had

made on a Morane, Mr. Manton made a particularly good

display, and his landing was beyond I'eproach. Mr. Osipenko
;dso did exceedingly' well in a tricky wind on a box-kite, while

.Mr. Roche-Kelly was out on a Wright.

On Sunday it rained and visitors stayed away in thousands.

People are beginning to find out that they can always see

first-class flying at Hendon, and as the weather improves and
it becomes more pleasant to be out of doors the "gate" is

likely to increase. One is glad to see so many sailors and

soldiers among the visitors every day, for the number of

different machines they see at Hendon is bound to be of high

educational value.

A Convincing Test.
Considerable interest attaohes to the result of a test wJiich

was carried out by a well-known firm of aeroplane manu-
facturers with a piece of thin Triplex Safety Glass measuring

30 in. by 15 in. and 3-32 In. thick.

This piece was subjected to a lest equal to a pressure of

185 lbs. with the machine travelling at 150 m.p.h. without

any apparent effect on the glass, not even a crack.

It is interesting to know that triplex safety glass of this

thickness weighs only 17 ozs. to the square foot.

It is a curious commentary on oflicial modernity that the

test had to be carried out by private enterprise, as the National

PhysicaP Laborator}', when requested to tr}' it, had to confess

that they had no appliances for such a test. A quaint admis-

sion for the leading .lutlioritics on the action of the air !

Recently the firm liad an inquiry for some dozens of pairs

of goggles from a represent.itive of a flying school, subsequent

to an unfortunate accident whereby the pilot was unlucky

enough to lose his eyesight through using ordinary goggles.

The firm writes further :

—"As you know, we arc supplying
large quantities of goggle glasses for aviators, and through
the publicity of }Our valuable journal we have had endless

inquiries.

"

Dope.
George Frisb)

, bo, compositor, was charged at (he North
London Police Court on Saturday, .\pril 24th, with disorderly

behaviour at Hornsey Road.
A constable said that at 11.30 on Friday night the prisoner

shouted, "Aeroplanes! Zeppelins! Shoot 'em down!" A
scare was created. Mr. Hedderwick (to the prisoner) : Don't

you think you are a silly ass? The Prisoner: I do, sir. Mr.
Hedderwick : You must pay los.

School and Weather Reports.

Hendon
|

South Coast ..

I

Lake District |

Mon.

Good

Fine

Windy

Calm

Fine

Fine
Windy

1

Wed. Thurs. Kri. bat.

Calm Calm Windy Calm

Fine

Fine

Dull &
Show'y

Fine

Fine

Very
Fine

Fine
Windy

Fine

bUD.

Windy
Wet
Cold
Show'v
Fine
Windy

Hendon,

—

.\i the Grahame-White School.—Instructors :

Messrs. M.mton, Russell and Winter. Pupils with instr. :

Prob. Fit. Sub-Lieuts. Bingham, Coleman, l)e Ville, Hutchinson

and Simpson. 8's or circs, alone : Prob. Fit. Sub-Lieuts. Bone
j

Kirby and Potts. Certificate taken by Prob. I'"lt. .Sub-Lieut.

Potts. Machines : Grahame-Wihite biplanes.

.^T H.\n. .School.—Messrs. Cook, Hill, 'Minot, Lieut. Blylh,

.Messrs. .Milohell, Hatchman, Mason, Cini, Stevens, Snow"don,

Lieut. Barker. Instrs. : Messrs. J. L. Hall and J. Moore.

.\t the London .and Pkovincl\l -Avlation Co.'s .School.—
Instrs.: Messrs. Warren and Smiles. .Straights or rolls:

Messrs. Gould, Crooke, Smiles, Genit Forbes, and Tran-

chomme. 8's or circs. : Messrs. Lincoln, Gould, Crooke, and

Genit Forbes. Mr. Lincoln took his brevet on Wednesday,
.'^pril 2 1st, and Mr. Gould took certificate on Saturday, 24th,

reaching 1,200 ft. in his height test, a very good performance.

.'\t the Beatty School of Flying, Ltd.—Inslrs. : Messrs. G.

W. Beatty, W. Roche-Kelly, and C. B. Prodger. Pupils with

instr. : Messrs. Allcock (25 mins.). Bright (40), Chapelle (15),

Cooper (41), Crowe (6), de .Meza (20), Faning (15), Fraser (30),

Leong (50), Monfea (5), Roche (45;, Wihincun (5), Wiles (5),

FitzHerbert (5), Grossman (5), Johnston (10), Rutherford (5),

Ross (5), Hay (15), Summers (15). Machines : Beatty-Wright

dual-control and single-seater. E.xJiibition flig-hts were given

on 22nd and 24th, and 4 passenger flights were ta:ken.

At the Ruffy-Bauimann School.—Instrs. : Messrs. E. Bau-
mann and the James Brothers. Pupils with instr. on 60

Caudron with Mr. E. Baumann, Messrs. Bell (10 mins.),

England (8), Elmson (17), Virgilib (10). Rolling : Messrs.

Sykes (40) and Cole (32). Strts. : Messrs. Blandy (40), Jack-

son (44), Bell (44), Roobaert (24), England (12). 8's : Mr.

Kenworthy (60). On Saturday Mr. Kenworthy did half his

tests for certificate. Machines : 60 Caudron, 50 and 45 h.p.

R.R. tractor biplanes. On Thursday Mr. Baumann out on

60 Caudron with passengers.

Windermere.

—

^.i the N..'\.C. Seaplane School. —• In-

structors : Messrs. W. Rowland Ding, C. L. Pashley and J.

Lankcster Parker. Pupils with instr. : Fit. Lieut. L. L. Atiher-

ton (42), C. A. Barber (16), D. S. C. Macsskie (32), F. H. M.
Macintyre (39), G. L. Railton (56), H. Robinson (54), J. F.

Ridgway (43), H. SHngsby (53) and H. P. Raid (42). 8's or

circs, alone : h. Buck (74) and S. J. Sibley (57). Machines :

N..'\.C. propeller biplane and Avro dual-control biplane.

Messrs. C. L. Pashley and J. Lankester Parker out testing.

The Improved WARREN
As supplied to the War Office and Admiralty.

Sole Proprietors

—

Tautz & Co.,
NAVAL, MILITARY & SPORTING TAILORS,

12, Grafton St., New Bond St., LONDON, W.

Don't wait until you have an

SAFETY HELMET
The best before, is now the last vord

in Aviation Safety Helmets.

THE HOST IMPORTANT PART OF AN
AVIATOR'S EQUIPMENT

accident. Investigate Ita MERITS NOW
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THE RUFFY-BAUMANN SCHOOL
OF FLYING, HENDON.

Manager-chief Instructor—EDOUARD BAUMANN.
Instructors-

Messrs. HERBERT JAMES, HOWARD JAMES.
Pupils taught on dual control 60 h.p. Gnome Caudron

Machines: completing tuition on 45 h p. Anzani, taking
certificate on 50 h.p. Gnome. All Tractor Machines,
quickest and most thorough tuition.

Trial lesson-£2 2s.

Office and Works

—

3-4 KENDALL'S MEWS. PORTMAN SQUARE, W.
Phone—Padd. 5048.

bench and niillwoi'k ol woiidwoiic lor .u

114, \^ooll•l• Sin.el, Walwiii Lli, S.K.

MACHINES.

4

SITUATIONS VACANT.
WANTED, Fitters and Fitter-Erectors ; must be first-rate

mechanics.—Apply The Sopwith Aviation Co., Ltd.,

Kingston-on-Thames.

WELDERS.—Acetylene Welders wanted. Must be first-class

men. Knowledge of Aeroplane work desirable.—White
& Thompson, Ltd., Middleton, Bognor.

FriTERS wanted immediately. Must be first-class work-
men. Experience of Aeroplane work desirable.—Send

references and wages to White & Thompson, Ltd., Middleton,

Bognor.

WANTED, Fitters for aviation works ; also Wood-working
machinists. Spindle Hands, and Wood Benders.—Apply

by letter, stating experience and wages required, to The Brush
Electrical Engineering Co., Ltd., Loughborough.

WANTED, gciitleoriarily youth as despatch clerk, interesti'd

in aviation, ineligible for Military Ser\ice.-—ApjiK- Box
(142, The Aeroplank, t66, Piccadill\-, W.
AEROPLANE ERECTORS WANTED. Only men with

experience of erecting need apply Write, stating age

and full particulars of experience to Aircraft Manufacturing
Co., Ltd., The Hyde, Hendon.

AEROPLANE Erection Superintendent wanted, with <'X-

perience in more than one type' (jf niai bine.— \\'rite, wiih

full particulars, to BouUon and Paul, Ltd., Aeronauliral Dept.,

Norwich.

UANTFI), ininicdiatcly, Draiiglitsnian with exjierience in

aer()|)lanc construction deiaiU.— .\p|)l\
,

elating age,

I'xperience, and salary requinil, to llv SunlHM.n Motor Co.,

l,ld., Wolverhampton.
I\ RA I ( i HTSM.\ X InspeelcM- w.niled, one expi'rieneed in

I / aeroplane woodwork construction pii fei ied Slarl im-

mediately. State salary required.— I->ouhiin and Paul, Lid.,

.VernnaLilieal Dept., Xorwiih.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
A RESPONSIBLE Position wanted.—Adverti>er i-; of sound

engineering experience, has recentlv controlled shops

manufacturing .i le.idiug niachine. Is iullv "xpi'rienced iu

every 'branch of aeroplane manufacture lo V.l.l). and .AdniirallN

requirements. Able to control men and oi l; uiisp lor a hrni

commencing such work.— .\p|ilv Box (141, i in Ai;K' )ri .\xi- .
Hi''.

Piccadilly, W'.
'

(x)

IMRST-CL.XSS Shop Foreman, ihorous^hly underst.aiiiK

^ bench and niillwoidc ol woodwork for .leioplanes.—Appl\ ,

(X)

PH0T06RAPHS.
PILOT PORTRAITS
The F N B Series of Copy-
rignt Pilot Portraits includes
all the most notable Pilots of coBr..t. --mcs

the Flying Wor d. Unmounted, post free, Sizes 12 by 10 in.,

2S. 6d. ; 8 by 6 in., is. 6d. ; 6 by 4 in., is. 2d. Mention The
Aeroplane and write for NEW LIST of 350 pilots.

The photographs in the "F. N. B. " series can be obtained

from F. N. Birkett direct at the above prices.

F. IV. BIRIiETT
97 PERCY ROAD, SHEPHERD'S BUSH. LONDON, W

WE HAVE THE MEN OF THE MOMENT.

PROPELLERS.
CHAUVIERE'S famous Integral Propellers hold all records;

used by all leading aviators. The best.—Sole proprietoi s

for Great Britain and Colonies, The Integral Propeller Cci.,

Ltd., IB, Elthorne Road, Upper Holloway, N. Telephone ;

Hornsey 2345. Telegrams: "Aviprop (Upholl), London."

EBORA PROPELLER COMPANY, Kingsion-on-Thames.

—Propellers as supplied to the leading aviators during

the last five years ; finished wood parts for aeroplanes, aero-

foils, patterns, etc.

ryi HE ABMEG Propeller (Reg.), solely manufactured by the

L Birmingham Aviation Co., established 1913, S, Belgrave

Road, Edgbaston, has been proved an imnie'nse success by a

number of leading aviators at home and abroad. British

manufacture throughoLiV. Kriieicncy .nid workmanship guaran-

teed. Inquiries invited, (x)

MISCELLANEOUS.
BOARD Ri;sil)i:XCE AT IdEXlJOX FOR A\I.\I()RS.—

" H.il herli \
, " lacing entrance lo Aerodrome. Most eon-

\cnieiu and ( omfortable. Moderate terms.

A(i()(.^I) side-line is oflered to Travellers calling on aircraft

lirnis. Ailicle wedl known.—Box 640, The Aeroplane,
Pieeadilly,

HARDWOOfj for ."Xeroplanes. Specially selected, air-dried

timber as supplied to leading constructor in Britain and
the Continent. Silver .Spruce, Ash, Poplar ; Hickory and .Ash

Sk'ids
;
Threeply ; Thin Cedar and Mahogany for Floats ; Wal-

nut for Propellers.—William Mallinson and Sons, Ltd., Hack-

ney Road. 'Phone, 3854 Central, 4770 Wall.

B.ARG.AINS !—30-foot .Monoplane, complete except engine
;

has flown. .Also Aeroplane Radiator, 404 ; Pointed Copper

Petrol-Tank; 7-ft. 6-in. Propeller. \\'hat offers? Must clear.

—Please call, "Liquidator," loa, ^^'ayIett Place, ^^'est Nor-

wood. Tel. : 1370 Streathain.

FOR SALE.
'

SIZ.AIRE 12 h.p. 2-seater racing model, 4 l.niips, head light

and large generator on footboard, 5 t3Tes, idl other

accessories. A good thing at ^y^. Can be seen at the Rope
Works, 40, Kenton Road, South Hackney. Dalston, 1301. (x)

LUNCH, TEA. or SUP at-

"'THE AERO RESTAURANT."
(Just outside the gates of the Hendon Aerodrome.)

Pretty Tea-Gardens, with awningg, for fine weather. Glass side
" Sun-Parlour " for cold weather.

Best of Pood, well cooked and neatly served.

Lunch (rom Is. 6d. Tea from 6d.

' ^ Jpacie
iMENPINEi Mark.

LIQUID SCOTCH G
\ Reaidy. for use; ai once.

IT.SED BY THE LHADI,\G AERoi»LANE CONSTRUCTORS,
j „ MOISTURE PROOF.

' MENDINE CO., 8, Arthur Rirffet. London Britlge. E C.

MODELS.
T. W. K. CLARKE & CO-
HAMPTON WICK, MIDDLESEX.

Supply British Built Model Aeroplanes, and all Accessories
for making. Send stamp for Lists.

Tir O MODEL Aeroplanes and .Accessories. Set of parts

X\-L«0»\.>'» with drawings for constructing: Model 24 in. by

30 in. 2S. 6d.

We Stock everything for models, compressed air engines,

etc.—Murray, Son and Co., 387a, High Road, High Cross,

Tottenham, N. (x)
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The Sopwith Aviation Co., Ltd.
CONTRACTORS TO THE ADMIRALTY AND WAR OFFICE

Offices and Works KINGSTON-ON-THAMES

Telephone: . Telegrams:

Kingston 774 (3 Lines). " Sopwithi Kingston."

^IIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIilillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllltlllllllllllilHIIIII^

CONTRACTORS TO THE ADMIRALTY

SHORT BROTHERS,
AEROPLANE WORKS

AND

FLYING GROUNDS—
EASTCHURCH, ISLE OF SHEPPEY.

Telephone:—9 Minster-on-Sea. Telegraphic Address:

—

"Flight, Eastchcrcb.

Printed for The Aeroplane and General Publishing Company, Limited, by Bonner & Co., The Chancery Lane Press, Rolls

Passage, London, E.C. ; £.nd Published by Wm. Dawson & Sons, Limited, at Rolls House, Breams Buildings, London.
Branches in Canada, Toronto, Montreal, and Winnipeg; in South Africa; Cape Town, Johannesburg, and Durban.
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A Kite Balloon (Parseval=Siegsfeld type) at anchor in the grounds of a Chateau at X .
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AEROPLANE
ACCESSORIES

CONTRACTORS to ADMIRALTY & WAR OFFICE

R. O. & Co.'s Patent Release Gears
Fox's Patent Wire Bending Pliers
The "Short" Patent Wire Strainers
Special R.A.F. Strainers
Steel Lock Nut Strainers
Eyebolts, various designs
Metric Thread Bolts and Nuts
Engine Plates and Housings
Light Pressed Steel Ribs
Steel Cable Ends
Fuselage Angle Plates
Cold Drawn Steel Tubes
Tubular Framework, Etc.

ALL ORDERS PROMPTLY EXECUTED.
ONLY BEST MATERIAL USED.

Please address all communications to Department No. 4.

THE

Monk Engineering Co.^
LTD.

High Street, Coventry.

WE ARE MAKERS OF AEROPLANE

ENGINES AND COiWPONENTS AND

WE DO HIGH CLASS MACHINING

FOR EXPERIMENTAL AND PRO-

DUCTION WORK.

OUR EXPERIENCE IN FINE

MACHINING IS UNIQUE AND OUR

PLANT UP-TO-DATE.

MAY WE HAVE YOUR ENQUIRIES?

Contractors to

H.M. Admiralty and War OflBce.

Handley Page, Ltd,
OFFICES AND WORKS:

no, CRICKLEWOOD LANE.
LONDON, N.W.

AEROPLANE
MANUFACTURERS.

Telephone

—

HAMPSTEAD 7025 (2 lines.)

Telegrams

—

" HYDROPHID, CRICKLE,'
LONDON.

FLYING
AT

HENDON
Open to the Public every
day as usual. Special
Exhibition and Pas-
senger Flights EVERY
THURSDAY, SATURDAY,
& SUNDAY afternoon,
from 3 p.m. (Weather
permitting). PASSENGER
FLIGHTS DAILY, £2 2s.

Admission 6d., Is., & 2s 6d. (Children half
price). Motors, 2s. 6d. (includes Chauffeur)

Soldiers & Sailors Free.

WHITSUN HOLIDAYS
Sat., Sun., & Bank Holiday

May 22nd, 23rd, & 24th, I9I5

KINDLY MENTION " THE AEROPLANE " WHEN CORRESPONDING WITH ADVERTISERS.



THE AEROPLANE
The Editorial and Advertising Offices of "The Aeroplane"

are at 166, Piccadilly, W.

Telegraphic Address : Aileron, London. 'Phone : Mayfair 5407-

Accounts, and all correspondence relating thereto, should be

sent to the Registered Offices of "The Aeroplane and General

Publishing Co.. Ltd.," Rolls House, Breams Buildings, E.G.

The Editor cannot nndertaka to return unsolicited mauu-
scripts, whether accompanied by stamps or not, though every

endeavour will be made to do so.

"The Aeroplane" is not connected with any other business

at the same address, whether associated with Aeronautics or

not.

Subscription Bate, post free : Home, 3 months, 1/8 ; 6 months, 3/3 ; 12 months, 6/6. Abroad, 3 months 2 2 ; 6 months, 4/4 ; 12 months, 8/8

Something Like a Reputation,
There is sometimes real humour in the contrast be-

tween the fictitious artificially produced reputation and

the real reputation of a person or institution, and those

who are out to profit by humbugging the people will

do well to remember the old Yankee proverb—"You
can fool all the people some of the time, and some of

the people all the time, but you can't fool all the people

all the time."
Still, it is marvellous how nearly all the time some

smart men can fool nearly all the people, and yet how
curiously a fictitious reputation can be burst up in

unexpected ways.
These reflections were brought to mind by a friend

whom I met the other day. He had been reading Lord

Kitchener's inspiring address to the employees of the

Royal Aircraft Factory, those hard-working slaves to

their own patriotism who are not only labouring night

and day to save the Royal Flying Corps—seeing that

the Royal Naval Air Service ungratefully refuses to

be saved by them—but are also, and, incidentally,

making fortunes for themselves and the lodging-

house and public-house keepers of Farnborough.

I regret to say that my unregenerate friend was
laughing immoderately, not at the words of the

Minister for War, but at the cleverness of the people

who managed to extract from the great silent K. of K.

so much praise for so little value received. We may
surely expect a regular rain of C.B.s and probably a

few K. C.B.s round Farnborough in the next honours

list.

However, here is what he had been reading from a

morning paper :
—

"LORD KITCHENER'S MES.SAGE TO ROYAL AIR-
CRAFT FACTORV."

Following his recent visit of inspection to the Royal Air-

craft Factory at Farnborough, Earl Kitchener has written ;i

message to the workers there, and this has been printed and

a copy presented to each employee. The message is as

follows :

"I am pleased to have the opportunity of expressing my
appreciation of the grand work wlhioh is being done by the

employees (both men and women) at the Royal .'Aircraft

Factory. I am sure that they are willing to put up cheerfully

with discomforts and difficulties both in connection with their

long hours of work and in the matter of housing, tecause

they appreciate the fact that work in war munitions such as

aircraft and their parts and accessories is of vital importance

to the British .^rmy. Their work is of real value, and they

can all feel that by their exertions they are helping tlie troops

in the field."

One really sympathises with the better class work-
men at the R.A.F., for the "discomforts and diflBculties

in connection with their long hours of work" are un-

doubtedly great. For instance, it must be difficult for

a conscientious man to fill in a time-sheet showing-
four hours spent in making a split-pin or a cheese-

head rivet—which is just about analogous to what is

actually done. Also, a clean-minded and patriotic

inspector must endure considerable discomfort in his

own mind when he has to pass stuff made in the Fac-
tory though he knows he would have to reject it if it

were made outside. These "discomforts and difficul-

ties," to quote K.'s own words, must be the greater

for all honest men, "because they appreciate the fact

that work (note the word 'work,' not merely filling

time-sheets) in war munitions ... is of vital import-
ance to the British Army." I fancy, however, that

the leaven of decent honest workmen—and they are

not a few—at the R.A.F. do not put up with these
particular discomforts and difficulties quite as cheer-

lully as the writer of the message hoped they put up
with mere bodily discomfort.
To the really clean-minded and patriotic workman

the "graft" that goes on inside the R.A.F. is a con-

tinual mental worry, and the killing of time, just to

keep the shop pay-roll high, is actually physically
wearisome. With such men one can sympathise
heartily.

Tribute to Cleverness.

The fact that such a message should have been ex-

tracted from the highly efficient K. of K. only shows
the remarkable cleverness of some people. No one
minded Lord Haldane being polite on similar occa-

sions, for a man whose "intellectual home is in Ger-
many," while his body (what there is of it) is in

England, may easily be absent-minded. Also, one
could expect nothing better from that J. E. B. Seely,

Lieut. -Col. (T.)—now Temp. Brig.-Gen.—whose effi-

ciency in ladling out what our American friends call

"butter" is proverbial, despite his inefficiency in other
directions.

However, one gathers that our present admirable
War Minister was rather in a hurry on that day, and
only had time to visit a small portion of the "works."
Which reminds one that a certain, apparently inspired,

paragraph, which was published to the effect that he
watched bomb-dropping experiments by an R.A.F.
pilot, seems a trifle misleading, for it is reported un-
officially that the R.A.F. patent bomb-release gadget
refused to function adequately when on the ground,
and so delayed the start that the Ministerial party had
moved on before the bomb-dropping actually began.
One hopes that the said gadget will be perfected

before being used on active service, otherwise valuable
pilots may be wasted and German targets may be
missed, for people on the ground for whom bombs are
intended have a habit of acting like the little girl's

rabbit who "wouldn't stop still to be counted."
What the Army Thinks.

The aforementioned friend's amusement was largely
due to his recollection ot Jh^ other side of the picture
as presented to him a few days before by an infantry
officer who had just returned from very active service.

Finding that my friend was interested in aviatiorwhe
has no financial interest in it, by the way—the in-

fantryman asked, "What is this R.A.F. that the Flying
Corps are so sick with?"
Then he went on to explain how he had been dining

with the staff of a certain brigade or division or corps,
just before he left France, and had met at dinner
sundry R.F.C. officers, of rather senior rank. The}^
had apparently been somewhat bitter about certain
shortcomings in equipment which they blamed
emphatically and fluently on the R.A.F. The griev-
ance that struck the infantryman most was the fact that
we had been compelled to rely on France for our
engines and on Germany for our magnetos.
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Keiug a plain, conimonsense person the infantryman
could not understand how any Government establish-
ment could be so blind, even in time of peace, as to
depend on any foreign countr}', even an all}-, for war
material.

Of course, there was no one to explain to him that in
iyi2 and 1913, when most of the harm was done, the
R.A.F. was busy trying to squeeze British aeroplane
and engine firms out of business, so that the Army
might be forced to standardise on R.A.F. desigrrS. The
infantryman did not know that if the Green engine
had been encouraged even so late r.s 1913 we might
have had something to beat even the German Mercedes
- the envy of both our Flying Services, lie did not
know that an order for fifty engines would lun-e re-
sulted in the Gnome being "built in this country two
years ago. lie did not know that any quantity of
magnetos, actually better than those made in Germany,
could and can be bought in America, nor that at least
one British magneto, which expired as a firm a year
or two ago, is quite as good as any German, but "that
the R.A.F. preferred to specify German magnetos or
nothing. All he did know was that the R.F.C. was
\e»-y sick with the R.A.F.

Probably other people in the Army know it, too, by
now, so the R.A.F. advertising agent had better get

seriously to work or else public thanks and the ex-

pected sprinkling of promotions and titles and orders

may not arrive. When one compares what the R.A.F.
might have done—even if it had followed the advice of

a mere newspaper like this—and what it has done,

one's smiles become a trifle grim.
The R.A.F. always reminds me of the story of the

Italian paviours and the Irish gangers. A dozen
Italians had been chattering and jabbering and dis-

puting for half an hour in an effort to lift a big drain-

pipe out of a trench in a road which they were repair-

ing. Finally the big Irish ganger strolled down the

street to another gang and said to the ganger there,

"Come here, Mike, and gimme a hand!" The two
cleared the Italians out of the trench, spat on their

hands, laid hold of the pipe, and with one colossal

hea\ e deposited it out on the road. They climbed out,

wiped their hands on their trousers, lit their pipes, and
then the first ganger jerked his thumb contemptuously
towards the group of wondering Italians and remarked,
"And, begob, Moikc, what they makes Popes
of!!"

On the Light and Airy Spirit.
Aviators are curious people, "curiouser and

curiouser"—as Alice said- the more one gets to know
them. It has already been remarked by such as live in
slushy trenches that the Flying Services seem to rc-
.gard the whole war as a show got up for their particu-
lar edification, and certainly they seem to take life

—

and death—more cheerfully than anyone else. As a
matter of fact, the pure air they breathe when aloft,
tioL to mention the castor oil "they consume in an
atomised form from their engines when on the ground,
probably does help to keep them aggressively fit, for
lung iind liver have more to do with mind and soul
tlian most people think.

Tlie Romans knew more of many things than we do,
and by them the liver was regarded as the seat of the
affections ajid the motive organ for most mental pro-
cesses. Where we say of a man that he has " a great
heart," they said "he has a splendid liver"—and they
were much nearer the truth than we are. The French re-
tain something of the Roman estimate of the liver, for
where we say—or rather the vulgar aviator says—" he
has got cold feet"—meaning that he is afraid—the
French say, "11 a les foies," which phrase corresponds
quite closely to an obsolete English phrase, only pre-
valent now in "costume" plays and in books on
"Bucklers and how to Swash them," wherein the hero
curses the cowardly villain for a "lily-livered knave."

The Modern Lothari:).

AnylioNT, the aviator is a merry wight and takes life

remarkably cheerfully, whether it be his own or some-
one else's. The Cavalier who loved and rode away has
apparently his modern counterpart. One such was dis-
co\ered the other day in a manner worthy of telling.
One of the bright particular ornaments of one of the

Flying Services is an oflScer whom we may call Cap-
tain Boggs—you will not find his name in the Army
List, though it is in the London Directory—so I am
perfectly safe not to betray his identity. He is a
thoroughly good chap, a fine flier, and an efficient
ofiicer, and if he is a trifle capacious about the affec-
tions it is merely because his personality is a kind of
permanent ground-bait for feminine adorers, which is

not his fault.

Anyhow, the night before his squadron left for active
.service Captain Boggs was observed to be very busy
with pen and yjaper, and the morbid-minded among his
bvother officers accused him mentally of giving way to
the weakness of making a will, or taking a fond fare-
well of his rich aunt, or some such frailty of

weak-kneed groundlings. Next morning, as he was
"mounting into his apparatus"—as the French say—he
was observed to be cariying a message-bag, a some-
wliat unusual and unnecessary burden for a cross-

Channel passage. Thus equipped the gallant Boggs
flew awa^', and out of the story. The rest is the
tragedy of an Plnglishman's Home.
At a peaceful health resort, on the route from X—in

Ivngland to Y—in France (deletions by our home-grown
Censor)—a number of soldiers of Kitchener's Army,
quartered in the vicinage, were watching with admira-
tion the gyratory gymnastics of a tractor biplane over
the town, when something was observed to fall from
the aeroplane into a private garden. With true Service
spirit they proceeded to the house and demanded that

the Government property which had fallen in the
grounds should be delivered to them. A search was
instituted and a message-bag was found containing a

letter addressed to a lady resident in that eligible villa

—

vide house-agent's advertisement. Despite the address
the Army very properly insisted that it should be handed
over to the Military Authorities. In thus wise the
letter came into the hands of the G.O.C. that district,

who, with equal propriety, opened it, suspecting clan-

destine correspondence of international, or at least Im-
perial, import.

It is alleged, on wholly unreliable evidence, that his

ruddy cheek assumed an even more blushful hue when
he discovered a billet doiix commencing with : "Mite
of my lonely soul," and other impassioned and poetip

phrases, suggesting at least a "Three Weeks' " ac-

quaintance. Other equally unreliable information states

that the gambit was merely, "My blue-eyed darling,"

or words to that effect. Considering that "the letter was
pr.esuraably only seen by its writer, its recipient, and
the General, one may disregard this evidence.

However, it was apparent that the novel method of

delivery had been adopted in order to circumvent the

vigilance of some dragon, male or female, who guarded
the lady from the world, the flesh, and the devil

generally. Consequently, the General, having in duty
bound read the epistle from start to finish, lest the

affectionate opening should only be a blind for more
serious secrets, acquitted himself with that old-world

gallantry which distinguishes the higher branches of

the Service, and sent it round by orderly to its in-

tended destination.

Whether the letter there escaped the dragon's maw is

not recorded in this history, but the incident shows the
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The personal ascendancy of our airmen (vide General French's

report) is only made possible by the superiority of our machints.

Of all the British Machines there is

NOTHING BETTER
THAN THE

A. V. ROE gf CO., LTD.
Contractors to the Admiralty, War Office, and Foreign Governments

Clifton Street, Miles Platting

MANCHESTER.
Telegrams—" Triplane, Manchester." Telephone: 337 Failsworth.

KINDLY MENTION "THE AEROPLANE" WHEN CORRESPONDING WITH ADVERTISERS.
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high efficiency of the New Armies in Anti-Aircraft
work, and their devotion to duty under difficult cir-

cumstances.
Spring Poets on Service.

The Spirit of Spring seems to have increased the
naturally high spirits of our aviators, and to have in-
fected some of them with the poetry of motion to an un-
usual degree. For instance, one who has, at least so he
thinks, various friends in the Services, received a letter
the other day from a young officer who has done dis-
tinguished service, in which the writer stated that he
and various others, equally distinguished, had wrought
in spirit to evolve a poem worthy of the air. Appar-
ently someone else at the same time was busy playing
"Sister Susie," and the two efforts became inextricably
mixed, with the following dire result :

—

"British Birdmen Bringing Bombs for Bosches,
"Breaking Blighters' Blooming Backs with Bits of

Busted Bronze,
"Haring Horrid High across the Heavens Hogging

Homeward,
"After 'Aving 'Acked the Ankles of the Angry

Allemands."
One is recompensed for the strained alliteration of

the last line by the beauty of the final rhyme, which
has the true literary touch, depending as it does on
the niceties of French pronunciation—as pronounced by
our Army in Flanders, when not swearing according to
tradition. There is true poetry also in the simile of

hacking ankles, thus showing a just appreciation of the
work done by aircraft as compared with the heavy body
blows delivered by the Army on land. The use of the
poetic word Bronze, instead of the more technically
correct Brass or Gun-metal, also shows literary taste,

besides obviating difficulties and paving the way for

the polyglot rhyme mentioned above. One hopes that
this same group of officers, or others, will co-operate
in further efforts to raise the standard of literary taste

in the Services.—C. G. G.

The Aeronautical Society's Faux Pas,
The following notice has been sent to tliis paper by the Aero-

lv;nitical Society "per favour of publication" :

—

THE WILBUR WRIGHT MEMORIAL LECTURE.
In order to commemorate the work of Wilbur Wright,

who, with his brother, Orville Wright, evolved the first

successful power-driven aeroplane, the Wilbur Wright
Memorial Fund was created under the auspices of the

Aeronautical Society for the purpose of providing for the

annual delivery of a Premium Lecture.

The third Lecture will be delivered by Prof. G. H. Bryan,

F.R.S., on May 20th, 1915, at the Royal Society of Arts,

John Street, Adelphi, at 8.30 p.m.

The meeting will be rendered especially noteworthy by

the fact that the Gold Medals of the Aeronautical Society,

awarded respectively to Prof. Bryan and to the late Mr.

E. T. Busk, will be officially presented immediately before

the Lecture. The late Mr. Busk played a unique part in

the extension to full-sized aeroplanes of the masterly

theoretical methods of calculating aeroplane stability due

to Prof. Bryan, and lost his life by fire in the air while

carrying out his experiments.

Machines designed by the methods thus evolved form a

large proportion of the aerial equipment of the Royal Fly-

ing Corps, which has gained so striking an ascendancy

over the enemy, and has rendered services "of incalculable

value" to Field-Marshal Sir John French.

Tickets, of which the number is limited, may be obtained

on application to the Secretary, Aeronautical Society, 11,

Adam Street, Adelphi, W.C.
It is with great regret, under the circumstances, that one is

tompelled, in the interests of truth, to draw attention to a

paragraph in the notice which, if it is not a deliberate mis-

statement, is, at any rate, liable to convey an entirely erroneous

idea. Hie aeroplane which was evolved as the result in part

of Professor Bryan's calculations, which acted as a check on

theories held for some years previously by many practical ex-

perimenters, and in part of the application of those theories

by the late Mr. Busk, is the Royal Aircraft Factory's B.E.2C.

—

and no other, with the sole exception of the same firm's

B. E.Sa. It is literally, and, unfortunately, true, that aero-

planes of this type "form a large proportion of the aerial equip-

ment of the Royal Fljing Corps."
The balance of tlie penultimate paragraph distinctly conveys

the impression, by suggestion, that these machines are among
those which "gained so striking an ascendancy over the

enemy" and "rendered services 'of incalculable value' to Field-

Marshal Sir John French." If anyone conveyed such an
impression as a direct statement it would be a deliberate false-

hood.

The strict truth is that when Sir John French used the

phrase "of incalculable value," only one aeroplane of B.E.2C.

type was in use on active service, and that one differed very

materially from those of similar type as standardised by the

R.A.F. Furthermore, no B.E.2C. has shown its capability of

acquiring "an ascendancy over the enemy," because, with the

e.xception of one or two recently turned out with special engines,

none of them can approach the German aeroplanes in speed or

rate of climb.

The careful wording of the objectionable paragraph shows
the same skill in conveying misleading i repressions by sugges-

tion as have various articles in the ? .( s—notably those of

"Ornis" in the "Times," and one can 'Hi'y assume with regret

tliat the Aeronautical Society is unv, :^;ingly letting itself be

used as another advertising medium I . the Royal Aircraft Fac-

tory.

Considering that the late Mr. Busk was burned to death on

an aeroplane built throughout, engine and all, at the R.A.F'.,

and that the R.A.F. experimental engine has quite recently

been breaking up on test in ways which might well be conducive

to fire in the air—such as burst cylinders and broken valves

—

one would have thought that anyone connected directly or in-

directly with that establishment who might have been con-

cerned with the drawing up the Aeronautical Society's circular

might have hesitated before plastering a barely veiled adver-

tisement for the R.A.F. on the late Mr. Busk's tombstone.

—

C. G. G.

The Anti-Aircraft Corps.
On April 28lh Mr. Macnamara informed Mr. Fell (U.,

Great Yarmouth) that at the first formation of the Anti-Air-

craft Corps there were 100 special constables, no record of

whose ages could be found. Up to March 31st last 45 per

cent, of the men of the corps were of non-military age, and

55 per cent, of military age, a large proportion of the latter

coming from the Office of Works and other Government De-
partments, who could not release them for more active service.

After the reconstruction of April ist, 46 per cent, were of

non-military age and 54 per cent, of military age. Large
numbers of those of military age were medically unfit for

more active service. It was pointed out that 100 discharges

had been granted to officers and men to join more combatant
units of the forces since the corps first started in November,
and that over 200 of those in the corps had served or were
serving abroad with the various anti-aircraft detachments.
Any member of the corps w^io wished to ioin a more com-
batant unit was 'at once released for this.

A Matter of Fabric.
A Belfast correspondent writes : "Regarding the article from

the 'Times' entitled 'The Fabric Question,' in your issue of

April 28th, it occurs to the writer tliat tliis may refer to fine

cotton material such as is used for balloon envelopes.

"It seems unlikely that anything so fine as to be outside the

capabilities to manufacture, of 'all but half a dozen spinners'

in Lancashire, sihould be required for aeroplane wings, seeing

that the weight allowed by the R.A.F. specification is 4 oz.

per square yard with a tensile test of about 100 lbs. per inch.

"It would also, as you say, seem curious that the Admiralty

should be 'organising the production of cotton fabric for the

wings of aeroplanes' in view of the fact that weight for weight

linen is stronger than cotton and considerably less extensible,

which latter quality one would suppose to be a great desider-

atum in view of the importance of the wing surfaces retaining

their tautness unimpaired for as long a period as possible."

"Fabrician."
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"TITANINE"
(free of Tetpachlopethane and all Spirit derivatives of Chlorine)

^1 IMPERViOUSNESS—Examine a surface doped with Titanine with a powerful
magnifying glass, and see how the fabric is filled in. Try this test with another dope.
Try also varnishing over three coats of Titanine and three coats of another dope. \'arnish
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retain its flexibility and adhesion in a remarkable degree, when other dopes lose the
greater part of their flexibility and adhesion.

RESISTANCE TO FLAME—Place a burning wax vesta on fabric doped with
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•[ RESISTANCE TO OIL AND PETROL—Mr j l Hall, of the Haii
Aviation Co., Hendon, writes recently :— The Tractor biplane (coated with Titanine) has
now been in constant use for two months, and the canvas is still clean and new looking,

in spite of the deteriorating effects of oil, petrol, &c., and the water used in Washing
down the machine.

if DURABILITY—The manufacturers of Titanine satisfied themselves, before putting it on
the market, that it possessed a durab ility hitherto (juite unknown in dopes.

i[ FINISH—The matt surface of Titanine affords a firm hold for iinishing varnish, which
does not adhere equally well over a glossy surface. When no finishing varnish is applied,

Titanine can be polished quickly, and inexpensively (and at less than one-fourth the cost

of a coat of dope) by means of a special polishing fluid supplied by the manufacturers.

ij PRICE—Let us quote you !
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THE BRITISH AEROPLANE VARNISH CO., Ltd.
Head Office: Milburn House, Ncwcastle-upon-Tync.
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Naval and Military Aeronautics.
GREAT BRITAIN.

From the "London Gazette," April 27th, 1915.

Admiralty, April 25TH.

ROYAL NAVAL AIR SERVICE.—The Hon. C. M. P. Bra-

bazon to be squadron commander. April 19th.
* * «

From the "London Gazette," April 28th, 1915.

War Office, April 28th.

REGULAR FORCES.—Staff.—Adjt. -Gen. 's and Qmr.-
Gen.'s Staff.—Depy. Assist. Omr.-Gen.—Capt. (temp. Maj.)

\V. D. Beatty, R.E. (Sqdn. Com" Military Wing, Royal Flying

Corps), and to retain temp, rank, vice Maj. J. T. Dreyer, R.A.

.April ist.

Supplementary to Regular Corps.—Royal Flying Corps.—

•

Military Wing.—Sec. lieuts. (on prob.) confirmed in rank :

W. A. Grattan-Bellew, R. H. Mayo, S. H. B. Harris.

To be sec. lieuts. (on prob.) : A. FitzR. P. H. Somerset-

Leeke. .April 5th. H. E. van Goetihem. April 13th.
* • •

From the "London Gazette," April SCth, 1915.

Admiralty, April 26th.

ROYAL NAVAL AIR SERVICE.—Flight sub-lieuts. pro-

moted to rank of flight lieut. : C. W. H. Pulford. March 26th.

D. Harries. April ist. S. Medlicott. April 15th (since dead).

Proby. flight sub-lieuts. confirmed in rank of flight sub-lieut. :

J. O. Groves. September 7th : E. Parker, November 14th.

R. D. G. Sibley. November i6eh. F. T. Digby. November
30th. B. D. kilner. Dec. 3rd. R. S. Sorley. Dec. 4th.

C. W. F. Morgan. Dec. 30th. R. C. Petter. January 4th.

Proby. flight sub-lieuts. for temp. serv. confirmed in rank of

flight sub-lieut. for temp serv. : R. Lord. November loCh. J.

D. Newberry. November 23rd. J. T. Bankes-Price. Decem-
ber i6tli. R. H. Mulock. January 20th.

April 28th.

Temp. Flight Lieut. H. Stanley-Adams transferred to per-

manent list of officers in R.N. Air Service. October 31st.
* • •

From the "London Gazette," May 1st, 1915

War Office, Mav;'ISt.

REGULAR FORCES.—Establishments.—Royal Ptlying

Conps.

—

Military Wing.— Assist. Equipt. Officer.— Sec. Lieut.

S. H. B. Harris, S.R. .April gtih.'

* * *

From the "London Gazette," May 3rd, 1915

War Office, May 3RD.

REGULAR FORCES.—Establishments.—RovAL Flyinc.

Corps.—Military Wing.—Appt. of Sec. Lieut. F. W. Goodden,

S R., as flying officer, ante-dated to Feb. 13th.

NAVAL.
Tlie following apijointments were notified at the .Admirally

on April 27th :

—

ROYAL N.AVAL AIR SERVICE.- -Probationary Flight

Sub-Lieutenants.—J. O. Groves, R. D. G. Sibley, E. Parker,

F. T. Digby, B. D. Kilner, R. C. Petter, R. S. Sorley, and

C. W. ¥. Morgan, all confirmed in the rank of Flight Sub-

Lieutenant, with original seniority, and reappointed, to date

April 24th.

Probationary Flight Sub-Lieutenants (for temporary service).

—

R. Lord, J. D. Newberry, J. T. Bankes-Price, and R. H.

Mulock, all confirmed in the rank of Flight .Sub-Lieutenants,

for temporary service, with original seniority and reappointed,

to date April 24th.

Temporary Commissions have been granted as follows :

—

Captain G. Errington (4th North Staffordshire Regt.) and
C. B. F-airer-Smith, as Lieutenants (R.N.V.R.), with seniority

oS April 20th and 26th respectively, and both appointed to the

"President," additional, for duty with R.N.A.S. (.Armoured

cars) : E. A. B. Belt, A. J. Dreydel, W. P. Donne, J. L. Allport,

as Sub-Lieutenants (R.N.V.R.), with seniority of April 26th, and
all appointed to the "President," additional, for duty with

R.N.A.S. (Armoured cars).

Chief Petty Officer (R.N.V.R.) A. T. Miller, promoted to

temporary Sub-Lieutenant, with seniority of April 2Sth, and ap-

pointed to the "President," additional, for duty with R.N.A.S.

(.Armoured cars).
* * *

The following appointments were notified at the Admiralty
on April 28th :

—

Royal Naval Air Service.—^Mr. W. St. G. Clowes granted

a temporary commission as Lieut., R.N.V.R., and appointed to

the "President," additional, for duty with the R.N. Air Ser-

vice, to date April 17th.

Flight Sub-Lieuts (acting Flight Lieuts.)—C. W. H. Pul-

ford and D. Harries, promoted to the rank of Flight Lieut.,

with seniority, March 26th and April ist respectively.

Messrs. O. Davis and E. C. Williams entered as Prob.

Flight Sub-Lieuts. and appointed to the "President," addi-

tional, for R.N. Air Service, to date April 17th.

Chief Petty Officer D. W. A. Barton promoted to the rank
of Prob. Flight Sub-Lieut, and appointed to the "President,"
additional, for R.N. Air Service, to date January isth.

Assist. Payr. P. S. Sykes to the "President," additional,

for duty with the Armoured Car Division, to d.ite April 27th.

Messrs. K. M. Sturton and J. B. Vernon granted temporary
commissions as Lieuts., with seniority April 12th, and ap-

fxjinted to the "President," 'additional, for duty with R.N.
Air Service, to date April 26th.

Mr. A. E. Eldridge granted a temporary commission as

Sub-Lieut., with seniority April 12th, and appointed to the

"President," additional, for duty with R.N. Air Service, to

date April 26th.
* •

The following appointments were notified at the Admiralty
on April 29th :-

—

Royal Naval Air Service—Fliglit Com. W. Briggs, ad-

vanced to the rank of Acting Squadron Commander, to date

-April 24th.

Flight Lieut. A. Nickerson, advanced to the rank of Acting
Flight Com., to date April 24th.

Temp. Lieut. P. Barry, R.N.V.R., promoted to the rank of

Temporary Lieut. -Com., to date April 24th.
* » •

The following ap]X)intments were notified .it the .Admirahv

un April 30th :

—

Royal Naval Air Service.-—The Hon. Maurice Egerton

has been granted a temporary commission as Lieut.-Com.,

R.N.V.R., with seniority' April 21st.

The following have been granted temporary commissions as

lieut., R.N.V.R., to date as stated : G. C. Torrens, April 17th
;

S. F. Burgoine, H. K. Hitchcock, and L. A. Price, April 2gth.

The following have been entered as probationary Flight

Sub-Lieuts., all to date May 2nd : R. F. S. Leslie, L. H. Wil-
kins, R. Young. C. B. C. Williams, H. J. English, F. H. M.
Maynard, S. B. Joyce, C. F. Latimer, N. Gregory, G. G.
Hedge, J. A. Goodwin, T. I. T. Sloan, and C. H. W. Godfrey.

The undermentioned have been entered as probationary
Flight Sub-Lieuts. for temporary service, to date as stated :

R. Y. Bush, G. R. H. Talbot, J. MacLarty, E. P. Hardman,
S. R. Watkins, B. C. Bell, and C. R. Blagrove, May 2nd ;

P. .A. Watson, .April 29th.
* * *

The following appointment was notified at the Admiralty on
May ist :

—

Acting Sub-Lieut. J. B. Cole-Hamilton, to the "President,"
additional, to be lent temporarily to Roval Naval Air Service,

to date April 30th.
* « «

The Press Bureau issued the following on April 30th :

—

The shelling of Dunkirk is now reported by aerial recon-
naissance to have been from land guns, and repwrts that

German warships were off that port were due to a misappre-
hension.

* * *

The Secretary of the Admiralty early on May ist made th«
following annoiincement through the Press Bureau —
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Position of German gun bombarding Dunkirk, having
been verified by aircraft reconnaissance, it was attacked tliis

evening, twelve small and two large bombs being dropped.
A reconnaissance Was also made to Ostend, which was

clear of all important craft.

A Taube appeared in sight, but kept ten thousand feet up
and three miles off.

Naval aeroplanes at once rose in chase, on which it retired

immedi'ately.
* * *

An inquest concerning the accident to a seaplane in the

Solent on April 26th, in which Flight Sub-Lieut. Stephen
Medlicott, R.N., and Air-Mechanic Henry Hughes, R.N., lost

their lives, was held in Haslar Hospital on die 28th. Evidence
was given by Flight Sub-Lieut. M'aurice Wright, R.N., that

Sub-Lieutenant Medlicott was flying over Southampton Water
on a Sopwith seaplane. When about 600 feet up the pilot

turned slightly, the machine banked, and then began to side-

slip, and finally got into a nose-dive. The engine seemed to

be throttled down, 'as if the pilot intended to alight, and the

witness suggested that the slow speed of the machine pre-

vented the pilot from regaining balance. Flight Commander
Arnold Miley, R.N., stated that it was impossible to recover

the "bodies until the seaplane had been brought ashore. The
machine was practically broken to pieces by the fall, but it

appeared to have been in perfect order. It was a new machine,

and had been properly tested. He could not tell the cause of the

side-slip, but it was probably due to loss of control.

Sub-Lieut. Medlicott was formerly a cadet in the Navy, and

joined the R.N.A.S. at the beginning of this year. He had

made numerous flights on similar machines. A verdict of

accidental death was returned.

Flight Sub-Lieut. Medlicott was born at Polterne, Wilts,

on May 22nd, 1892, and took his certificate. No. 1,066, on 'a

Maurice Farman, at the Central Flying School on January

28th, 1915. He was appointed to the R.N.A.S. on probation

on December 14th, 1914.
* * *

The Hon. Maurice Egerton, whose appointment as Lieut.

-

Comm., R.N.V.R., is noted, is the son and heir of Lord Egerton

of Tatton, a Major in the Cheshire Yeomanry, nnd one of the

pioneers of British aviation. He had a biplane built for him by

the Short Bros, at Sheerness in 1909, and has flown regularly

ever since, in the Isle of Sheppey. In the days when official

orders were lacking, he, with Squadron-Comms. MoClean and

Ogilvie, Lieut. Moore-Brabazon and the late the Hon. C. S.

Rolls, were about the only customers of the Short factory, and

it is owing to them that the Nevy now has that valuable source

of supply.
• * •

Mr. D. W. A. Barton, whose promotion from C.P.O. is

noted, is a son of Dr. Barton, who was one of the first ex-

perimenters with airships in this country. Mr. Barton has

been connected with aviation and ballooning for many years,

having been for some time with the makers of the Dunne
biplanes, and later with Spenoer Bros, on balloon work.

MILITARY.
I he Field-Marshal Commanding the British Forces in France

reported as follows on April 30th :

—

3. Yesterday a German aeroplane was attacked in the air

and fired at by our guns, and was brought down in our lines

east of Ypres.
» »

The Commander-in-Chief, Expeditionary Force, reported as

follows on May 3rd ;

—

2. .\ German aeroplane yesterday afternoon was chased by

one of our machines to within rifle range of our trenches,

and was then brought down by fire.

* * »

The following passage in the descriptive account, which has
been communicated by an Eye-Witness present with General

Headquarters, continuing and supplementing the narrative

published on .April 29th, deals with aircraft :

—

April 30th.

On Saturday morning (April 24th) just about dawn an air-

ship appeared in the sky to the east of our line at this point

and dropped four red stars, which floated downwards slowly

for some distance before they died out. When our men,
whose eyes had not unnaturally been fixed on this display

of pyrotechnics, again turned to their front, it was to find

the German trenches rendered invisible by a wall of greenish-

yellow vapour, similar to that observed on the Thursday

A Kite Balloon ascending from the Grounds of a Chateau at X . (Deletion by Indigenous Censor.)
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afternoon, which was bearing down on them on the breeze.
Through this the Germans started shooting.
On the 28th a hostile aeroplane was forced to descend by

our anti-aircraft guns. On coming down in re.ir of the German
lines it was at once fired upon and destroyed by our held
artillery. .'Another hostile machine was brought down by
rifle fire near Zonnebeke.

Splendid work has been done during the past few days by
our airmen, who have kept all the area behind the hostile
lines under close observation. On the 26th they bombed the
stations of Staden, Thielt, Courtrai, Roubaix, and other
places, and located an armoured train near Langemarck,
which was subsequently shelled and forced to retire. There
have been several successful conflicts in the air, on one occa-
sion a pilot in a single-seater chasing a German machine to
Roulers, and forcing it to land.
The raid on Courtrai unfortunately cost the nation a very

gallant life, but it will live as one of the most heroic episodes
of the war. The airman started on the enterprise alone in a
biplane. On arrival at Courtrai he glided down to a height
of 300 ft. and dropped a large bomb on the railway junction.
While he did this he was the target of hundreds of rifles,

of machine guns, and of anti-aircraft armament and was
severely wounded in the thigh. Though he might have
saved his life by at once coming down in the enemy's lines
he decided to save his machine at all costs, and made for the
British lines. Descending to a height of only 100 ft. in
order to increase his speed, he continued to fly and was again
wounded, this time mortally. He still flew on, however, and
without coming down at the nearest of our aerodromes went
all ihe way back to his own base, where he executed a perfect
landing and made his report. He died in hospital not long
afterwards.

[This memorable story refers, of course, to the late Mr.
W. 13. R. Moorhouse, Whose death is recorded elsewhere in a
note written before the Eye-Witness's dispatch was published.
—Ed.]

» * *

The following casualty in the Expeditionary Force was re-
ported from General Headquarters under date April 26th :

—

Killed.
Polehampton, Sec. Lieut. F. W., Royal Flying Corps.

* » «

The following casualties in the Expeditionary Force are
reported from General Headquarters under date April 27th :

—

Died of Wounds.
Moorhouse, Sec. Lieut. W. B. R., Royal Flying Corps.

Wounded.
Hawker, Lieut. L. G., Royal Flying Corps and Royal

Engineers.
» * «

The following casualty in the Expeditionary Force was re-

ported from General Headquarters under date April 29th :

Wounded.
Parker, Sec. I^ieut. L., Royal Flying Corps.

* '* •

The following appeared in the obituary columns on April
29th :

—

POLEHAMPTON.—Killed in action, near Ypres, April
26th, Second Lieut. Frederick William Polehampton, Royal
Flying Corps, the dearly loved son of the late Rev. Edward
Polehampton, rector of Hartfield, Sussex, and Mrs. Pole-
hampton, and dear husband of Kitty Polehampton.
F. W. Polehampton was born at Hartfield, Sussex, on June

14th, 1873, and took his certificate, No. 914, on a Grahame-
White biplane at Hendon on January 28th, 1915. In the
early days of the war he obtained a commission in the 14th
Reserve Regiment of Cavalry, and was attached to the 15th
Hussars, but later was appointed to the R.F.C. with seniority
of January 1st, 1915.

He was a fine specimen of the English sportsman. Origin-
ally intending to be an engineer, he spent some time at the
Crystal Palace Engineering School, where he won a reputation
as an athlete. He was one of the few well-to-do young men
who took up cycling as a sport, and he did several very fine

performances in 1893, including one ride of over 200 miles in

12 hours. Having ample means he later took to horse-racing,

and was fairly fortunate in this branch of sport also.

Though disqualified by age and lack of military training

for military service, he, nevertheless, gave himself to the

country's work in the finest sporting spirit, when he was en-

titled to stay at home and take up some more peaceful duty.

Many will mourn his death.

* * »

The following appeared in the obituary columns on
.^pril 30th :

—

RHODES-MOORHOUSE.—On Tuesday, April 27th, of

wounds received while dropping bombs on Courtrai the day
before, William Barnard Rhodes Rhodes-Moorhouse, Second
Lieutenant Royal Flying Corps, aged twenty-seven, dear

elder son of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Moorhouse, of Parnham
House, Dorset, and most loved husband of Linda Rhodes-
Moorhouse.
The manner of the death of W. B. R. Moorhouse is one of

the finest things in the history of the war. It was he who
destroyed with bombs the nailway at Courtrai on April 26th, as

mentioned in Sir John French's dispatch. After doing so, and
just as he was making for home, he was hit by a bullet, which

passed right through the lower part of his body. Though
mortally wounded he stuck gamely to his task, and though he

must have been on the point of collapse all the way, he flew

over thirty miles to the landing ground of his squadron, where
he alighted, to all outward seeming without damage. He
retained sufificient strength to report what he had done and
seen, and then he died, like the plucky little sportsman he has

always been.

He was born in London on September 26th, 1887. To all

who knew him, and to m'any who did not, he was always

"Bill" Moorhouse, and the familiarity bred no contempt, but

rather indicated the affectionate regard in which he was held.

He was one of the finest car drivers who ever held a wheel.

His nerve, eye, and judgment were wonderful. Also, he was
a more than ordinarily good mechanic, and a clever designer

of really useful methods of increasing the comfort and efficiency

of cars and aeroplanes.

As an aviator he was one of the pioneers. In 1910 he worked
as a mechanic with Mr. Radley at Huntingdon, and at the

aviation meetings at Bournemouth and Lanark. Later he
went to America with Mr. Radley, on the occasion when the

latter flew over San Francisco. On his return, Mr. Moorhouse
himself took to flying, and did many splendid performances on
Bl^riot type monoplanes built in partnership with Mr. Radley,

and known as R. and Ms. He took his certificate. No. 147,

on one of them at Huntingdon, the certificate being granted
on October 17th, 191 1. At that period he was probably the

finest cross-country flier in this country, and quite the equal

of anyone abroad.

He will, however, go down to posterity as the first man
who ever switched off his engine and deliberately stalled his

machine simply to see what would happen. It was a splen-

didly daring thing to do, for at that time no one knew any-

thing about stability, and he was merely backing his opinion

of his own theories formed as the result of practical experience
as an 'aviator and a mechanic. The resultant "tail-slide"

turned in due course, as he expected, into a gentle nose-dive,

and a perfectly simple landing.

On his marriage in 1913 he gave up flying, and even took
to driving quietly on the road. He had everything in the

world to make life happy, he was the heir to considerable

wealth, the husband of a charming wife, and the father of an
infant son, yet, although he might easily have stayed at home
and still have been useful, he did his duty as he saw it, and
joined the branch of the Service in which he thought he would
be of the greatest use, being appointed to the R.F.C. on
August 22nd, 1914. Even then, when he might have worked
hard, but in bodily safety, as a transport officer, which he did

with marked success, or as an inspection or equipment officer,

for all of which posts his mechanical talent fitted him admir-
ably, he preferred to take the risks of a flying officer, and as

such he gave his life in the King's Service.

To his parents 'and to his young widow one offers the deepest

sympathy, and sincere wishes that his son may grow up to
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inherit his father's endearing qualities and to console them in

some measure for the loss of one who died as he lived, a

sportsman and a gentleman. If Bill Moorhouse had to die

young he could not h'ave chosen a finer way of going out.
• * *

One records with great regret that Flig^ht Sgt. William
Thomas IMcCudden, of the Royal Flying Corps, was killed and
Sec. Lieut. Norman H. Read, R.F.S., injured in an aeroplane

accident at the Fort Grange Military .'Verodrome on May ist.

ITiey were flying on a Bl^riot when the machine apparently

side-slipped and dived, smashing badly as it hit the ground. The
two occ'jpants were taken to the Roval Naval Hospital, Haslar,

wlhere Sgt. McCudden died a few hours later. Mr. Read was
reported on May 3rd to be progressing as favourably as could

be expected.
• * *

The following extracts from the letter of an officer which ap-

peared in the "Times" of April 29th, describing a journey in a

car near Ypres, are of interest :

—

"Ahead we could count at least six aeroplanes beautifully

bright in the clear air, and from all points the 'Pom!' of the

anti-aircraft guns could be heard, and high up a puff of white

smoke and then the peculiar moan as the shrapnel shell burst.

At least 50 shells had been fired at one machine that was going
along at a terrific pace. The whole air was alive with shrapnel

shells bursting, and it seemed hardly possible anything could

live there. . . .

"As we drew away we could see the great captive balloons

round the city and marking the trenches. The captive balloons

are sent up to a great height and held and anchored down by

a cable, and observers place themselves in them and remain
all day. It is not an awfully pleasant occupation, as frequently

they get shelled and shot at by rifle fire."

[This is the first mention one remembers having seen of cap-

tive balloons being used by the Allies. The French have already

quite a fair number of them, built to the Parseval-Siegsfeld de-

signs, so again we are learning from the enemy. It will be-

remembered that some months ago this paper strongly advo-

cated the use of these "Drachen-Ballons. "—Ed.]

AT SEA
Lloyd's Flushing agent reported that a pilot steamer landed

(here at 3 a.m. on May ist two German aviators who had been

picked up near the North Hinder Light. Their machine,

No. 406, was abandoned.
• t *

It was reported from Rotterdam on April 30th that the

American steamer "Gushing," which arrived that day, was
attacked on April 28th by German aviators, although the name
of the ship was painted on both sides in letters 6 ft. high and
she was flying the American flag. Two bombs were dropped,

but they did no damage. The incident occurred in latitude 51

deg. 45 min. north, longitude 2 deg. 5(1 min. east, a point

which is about midway between the Norlli Foreland (Isle of

Thanet) and Flushing.

It is not stated how an aviator flying at a height of presum-
ably 3,000 feet or so, is expected to see letters or flags whidh
are vertical to his line of vision, or, indeed, how he would dis-

tinguish them at that height even if rhey were laid out hori-

zontally.

FRANCE.
The following official note was issued in Paris on

April 28th :—
"During the 27th our aeroplanes dropped 32 shells on the

-tation at Bollwiller, and 60 shells on the station at Cham-
bley, where they set fire to an ammunition store. The
station at Arnaville, and the junction from Chambley and
Thiaucourt were bombarded by night.

"On the 28th one of our aeroplanes dropped 6 shells on
the dirigible sheds at Friedrichshafen. The pilot saw a

cloud of smoke from the roof of a shed.

"Twenty-one shells were dropped on the station, bridges,

and works at Leopoldshohe. During this bombardment one
of our aeroplanes fell in the German lines.—[See the Ger-
m'an communique.—Ed.]

"During the day four German aeroplanes were pursued

and hit by our aviators. One fell in flames in the enemy's

lines near Brimont, and two others came down near our

trenches—one in Champagne and the other in the region of

the Ancre—^and were destroyed by our artillery. The fourth

landed in our lines at Muizon to the west of Reims. The
two German aviators, who were unwounded, were taken

prisoners.

"

* * *

The afternoon communique of April 29th s'ays :

—

The enemy's aeroplanes have bombarded the open town of

Epernay, which is e.xclusively occupied by ambulance and
hospital units.

Precise information has been received that the Zeppelin

which a week ago dropped bombs on Dunkirk, after having

been badly hit by our artillery and completely disabled, was
wrecked among trees between Bruges 'and Ghent.

* * •

The communique of April 30th says :

—

One of our dirigibles bombarded the railway lines and

the sheds in the region of Valenciennes.

One of our aeroplanes, which was destroyed by an explo-

sion, came down in the enemy's lines.

• • •

1 he communique of May ist says :

—

One of our aeroplanes, which flew over Sommepy this

morning, vj^&s struck by a fragment of a shell which made
a hole in the petrol tank. The aeroplane succeeded, how-
ever, in getting back to our lines after passing over the first

German line at a height of only 400 metres. The machine
was riddled with bullets during this difficult passage, and

when it landed it was subjected to the fire of the German
artillery. The aviators escaped unhurt.

« « «

The communique of May 2nd says (apropos the big gun
which has been bombarding Dunkirk) :

—

Nine shells only having been fired in the second and last

bombardment, there is reason to think either that the gun
was damaged by the class of fire which the most powerful

guns cannot long withstand, or that the continued flight of

our aviators in that region resulted in stopping its fire.

« * •

It is reported through devious channels that M. le Lieutenant

Garros was captured at Hufte, near Landelede, on April i8th.

It is said that he descended within 120 ft. of a train and

dropped several bombs, damaging both the rails and the loco-

motive. He was fired at, but not hit, and safely headed for

home. However, by the time he had got to 2,500 ft. his

engine stopped. He landed, burned his machine and hid in

a cottage, where he was finally discovered by the Germans.

It is reported that he is now detained at Magdeburg.
• • •

According to a message from Paris three Taubes flew over

Dunkirk on the 28th, one at 6 a.m., one at i p.m., and the

third an hour later. They caused insignificant damage to

property. No one was injured.
• •

A message to the "Temps" from Nancy says that a German
aeroplane dropped three bombs on the town, killing three

persons and injuring six.

* * •

The "Petit Parisien" reports that recently four British avia-

tors raided St. Quentin and destroyed a German magazine.

Nineteen men of the Guard were killed. The next day the

aviators destroyed some railway goods .sheds and a large por-

tion of the line.

*

It is reported that during a recent raid bv Allied aviators on

the headquarters of the Prince of Wiirtemberg's army, one of

the wings of the building was demolished, mortally wounding
General von Garnreich, and killing two lieut. -colonels. It is

also said that the Prince himself narrowly escaped being killed.

* « «

According to a message to the "Petit Journal" from Chllons-

sur-Marne, Lieut. Mingal and Capt. Marin, were killed in an

accident near La Croix-sur-Meuse while on reconnaissance.
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Writing of our repulse near Ypres, the correspondent of the
"Morning Post" says :

—

"Prior to the opening of tliis great fight an ingenious Ger-
man reconnaissance was thwarted by the alertness of the

Canadian gunners. Three British aeroplanes were observed
to be hovering on and off the lines. They were fired at

by the Germans, but a Colonial artilleryman remarked that

either the German gunners had become woefully bad shots or

else they were not really trying to hit them. He reported

this, 'and orders were given to fire on the suspicious aircraft.

One was brought down. It was certainly a British model,
but mounted by two Germans. Immediately after this inci-

dent the enemy attacked."

[It must be remembered that the Germans have in their

possession several British aeroplanes of the latest type, which
their pilots had no time to destroy on being brought down
in Germ'an territory. These may have been used by German
pilots, or they may have been copied by German makers. Also,

one must remember the note by our Danish correspondent

last week concerning Dr. Hansen having brought over draw-

ings of the Bristol Scouts, which are now being built al

Cologne.—Ed.]

The "Morning Post" correspondent continues :

—

"Again the aerial activities of the enemy have been renewed.

Aeroplanes have visited Amiens, timing their \'isit to coincide

with the great civic funeral that was being given to the

victims of the last deadly raid. They threw si.\ bombs, all

of which, however, fell in gardens, doing no damage.—[Thi^

reads like nonsense. Is it likely that the military duties of

aircraft would be upset on purpose to interfere with a funeral,

even if the Germans knew the exact date and hour on which

it was to take place?—Ed.] A Zeppelin visited Calais in the

early hours of yesterday morning (April 26th), and threw a

number of the new bombs that they 'are using of greatly in-

creased power. A considerable number of casualties occurred

among civilians, estimated, I understand, at thirty. Civilians

have all been removed out of Ypres and Poperinghe."

[This last sentence should be read in connection with a brief

statement in the same paper, which somehow escaped the

Censor, to the effect that the Germans by their advance on

the occasion captured more ground than any belligerent has

captured on the Western front since the winter campaign
began. In other words, their advance was greater than our

costly business at Neuve Chai>elle. The lemoval of civilians

from Ypres and Poperinghe, which have hitherto been fairly

safe areas, indicates the extent of that 'advance. It is, how-
ever, comforting to know that our troops have won back
nearly all the lost ground, and may, by the time these notes

appear, have advanced beyond their original positions. In

these magnificent counter-attacks the R.F.C. has done splendid

work in damaging the railways necessary to bring up German
supplies and reinforcements.—Ed.]

GERMANY.
A telegram to Amsterdam from Stuttgart on .'Vpri! 27th re-

ports the following announcement by the Minister of War :

—

"In the forenoon a hostile biplane coming from the west

flew over Oberndorf (Wiirtemberg), dropping four bombs,

all of which landed in the arms factory. The aviator was
fired at by machine guns. Six civilians were killed and

seven wounded. The material damage was slight, and the

work of the factory was not disturbed. The aviator escaped."
* » »

The official communique of April 28th says :

—

Near Altkirch one of our aviators brought down a French

aeroplane.
* * *

Near Cornay, east of the border of the Argonne, a hostile

aeroplane fell down, the pilot being killed.

Coast fortifications at Harwich were bombarded last night.
* *

The communique of April 30th says :

—

On the coast enemy airmen are displaying great activity,

causing considerable damage to houses at Ostend.

* * *

The communique of May ist says :

—

On Thursday, Reims was bombarded with some shells as

a reprisal for the French bombardment—[Presumably by air-

craft.—Ed.]—^of our resting places behind the front. As the
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A French-built Kite Balloon at rest.

enemy well knows the meaning of our attack it would be
easy for him to save Reims from further bombardment.
The enemy yesterday lost three aeroplanes. A British

machine was shot down south-west of Thielt, another aero-
plane near Wieltje, north-east of Ypres, and a third was
forced to descend from a hostile air squadron near Nieder-
sulzbach, in .'Vlsace.

The communique of May 2nd says :
—

Yesterday, again, two French aeroplanes were disabled

—

one was destroyed by shooting near Reims, and i:he other,
belonging to 'an air squadron, was forced to land north-west
of Verdun.

* * *

The communique of May 3rd says :

—

A French aeroplane yesterday landed near Hundlingen,
west of SaargemCind. Both the occupants were taken
prisoners.

With apparently good results, a German air squadron yes-
terday attacked an aeroplane shed at the railwav station at
Epinal.

* * *

A telegram from F"riedrichshafen to Amsterdam on April
28th states that the same morning a hostile aeroplane ap-
proached the town from the west. He dropped six bombs, two
of which caused insignificant damage. One man was slightly

wounded. The aviator escaped towards the east.
* * *

The "Lokalanzelger" reports that the armament factorv at

Stuttgart, on which a French aviator dropped bombs on the

27tii inst., is a Mauser rifle workshop.

RUSSIA.
The following semi-oflTicial communique was issued at Petro-

grad, April 26th :

—

At 6 a.m. the Black Sea Fleet approached the Bosphorus.
At 8 a.m. the vessels opened fire . . . against the forts and
batteries. As a result of the bombardment great explosions

were observed in the forts. . . . Observations made by
hydro-aeroplanes showed the iccuracv of the fire of the

squadron.
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The communique of April 27th says :

—

Our Ilia-Mourametz aircraft successfully dropped bombs on
German aeroplanes at an aerodrome near the village of

Sanniki. During the day we damaged and captured two
German and Austrian aeroplanes.

* * *

The Petrograd correspondent of the "Morning Post," whose
cocksure style irritates at times, does, at any rate, know the
difference between an airship and an aeroplane. Therefore,
the following note in his article dated April 27th is of interest :

"In retaliation for the serious damage done by several
Russian 'Dreadnought' aeroplanes on the railway communi-
cations near Soldau the Germans on Sunday sent a Zeppelin
as far as Bielostok, the junction of five main lines. The
airship dropped several bombs upon the town without caus-
ing any losses."

The reference to "Dreadnought" aeroplanes confirms our
suggestion last week that the "Ilia-Mourametz" has been
-adopted as a type by M. Sikorski.

BELGIUM.
The communique, dated April 28th and signed by the War

Minister, which was issued from the Belgian Legation on
April 29th, says :

—

Our aviators have shown great activity.

ITALY.
Below are some eulogies on our Air Services taken from the

"Italian Aero League" monthly, apropos the co-operation of

aircraft in the Allies' attack on tihe Dardanelles.

After pointing out the added difficulties faced by the

R.N.A.S. in working from new and temporary bases, floating

and otherwise, and yet winning new laurels under such con-

ditions, the writer says :

—

"From the Cologne raid to these operations in the Dardan-
elles has been a continuous sequence of triumphant events

which places British aviation far beyond any other Air Service

in the belligerent forces, and tells of admirable preparation

—

without worthless panegyrics—accomplished under a far-seeing

Government by the aid of capable designers, a hard-working
trade, and the self-denial of their naval men—this latter always
a strong point and one to which that Service owes much of

its past."

Profiting by her neighbours' costly experiments, Italv is

making desperate efforts to add to her aeroplanes. Her big

Voisins are now "faits accomplis," and both Parasols and sea-

planes and motors are being pushed on by every means
possible.—T. S. H.

HOLLAND.
The "Morning Post's" man in Holland reported on May

3rd that on the 2nd a German balloon from the Field Artil-

lery Shooting School, near Berlin, appeared above Zeeland,

coming from the direction of German positions in Belgium. He
says : "The balloon was fired at and brought down by Dutch

soldiers near Aardenburg. There was no pilot in it." Ob-

viously a "break-away" captive or an escaped practice balloon.

The' "Telegraaf" (Amsterdam) reports that about 9.30 p.m.

on May ist two hostile aeroplanes appeared over Essen. It is

supposed that they wished to attack the powder factory about

an hour's iourney from Essen. Directly they were above the

factory they were fired at, but not hit. It is said that no

bombs were dropped.

SWEDEN.
On April 22nd the Naval Minister at Stocl-diolm issued an

order detailing the organisation of the newly decided aviation

corps. After referring to the importance of the "fourth arm"
in modern warfare, the Minister states that the best state of

efficiency can be obtained by placing the flying corps on a

fairly independent footing. Aviation stations are to be estab-

lished along the coast with a dep6t at Stockholm. Each

station will have three airships, two of which will be always

ready at mobilisation and one in reserve. .Ml other flying

material will be kept at the dep6t, where will also be the

repair shops.

The Commandant of the flying corps will be subject only to

lhe chief of the Naval Staff, and questions of organisation and

mobilisation will be decided by the Staff. All technical matters

will be handled by the Naval Engineering Staff to which the

Commandant will be co-opted, .'\ppointments to the depot or
stations will be made by the Staff, appointments of flying

officers by the King. Flying officers will be selected from
^olunteers and for nominations by the Commandant. They
must have three years' service, be under 35 years of age, and
pass medical and flying examinations. In the event of there

being insufficient candidates qualified civilians may be ap-

pointed, who will receive rank and pay of sub-lieutenant.

Observers will be appointed under the sajne conditions as

flying officers, but will not be required 'o pass a technical ex-

amination. They must instead pass in photography and
signalling.

Machinists will be appointed from candidates from petty

officers and engineering machinists and will sign on for four

years.

Voluntary contributions in Swedish schools have raised a sum
of Kr. 200,000 which has been presented to the Naval Depart-

ment for the construction of airships.—A. P.
• * •

It is reported from Linkoping (Sweden) that in an aero-

plane accident at Malmslaett on May ist, Lieut. Silow
and his passenger Lieut, de la Gardie were injured. Lieut.

Silow died in hospital.

SERBIA.
The following communication was published at Nish on

May ist :

—

"On the morning of the 28th ult. our aviators were en-

gaged in a quick-firer contest with hostile aviators. At

6 a.m. a hostile aeroplane was seen coming from Bejania

and going towards Palanka. One of our aviators reached

the hostile aeroplane above Smederevo, and opened fire at

about 100 metres. The hostile aeroplane declined to fight,

and crossed the Danube, after firing two shots without effect.

"Two hours later another hostile aeroplane appeared from

Palanka. Our machines soon chased it into Austria. This

first engagement in the air clearly shows the superiority of

our aviators."

[One assumes that the Serbians are using French aero-

planes, possibly with French pilots.—Ed.]

TURKEY.
.An official communiqud issued in Constantinople on May 3rd,

referring to oper itions in the Dardanelles, says :

—

A hostile hydroplane, flying over the Gulf of .Alexandretta,

was damaged by our fire, and fell into the sea, where it

was picked up by a cruiser navigating in those waters.

EGYPT.
The following statement was officially issued at Cairo on

Saturday, May ist :

—

On the night of the 28th /29th .'\pril a small mixed force

was sent out from Ismailia to endeavour to surprise the

enemy's camp. The enemy, however, had moved during

the night towards Fordan, but finding all our posts on the

alert they retired to Bir Mahadat. They were located again

at dawn by our aeroplanes, and about mid-day our cavalry

succeeded in coming up with their rearguard, harassing

their retreat, and taking a few prisoners.
* * *

A message to the "Times of Ceylon" from Egypt, reprinted

bv the .Australian "Ballarat Courier," states that all the pilots

employed in aerial reconnaissance in that country are French,

while all observers are English officers .specially picked and

trained from the Ceylon contingent.
» * * '

From the "Times of Ceylon," March loth :

—
"J. G."

writes from on board the Biddy s.s.
" " in the Suez Canal :

—". . . We had details of Lieut. Partridge's death. He had

joined the Flying Corps and had gone with a French officer to

reconnoitre. The aeroplane landed disabled at some distance

from the camp. He decided to leave the aeroplane and walk

to camp. On the way they were challenged by a squad of

Indian troops, who had strict orders to shoot any stragglers

who could not give the password. When challenged the

officers answered 'BViend,' but could not give the counter-

sign, and as they persisted in going forward they fell riddled

with bullets. Such is the fortune of war."

[It will be noted that this confirms the German story from our

Danish correspondent.—Ed.]
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BRITISH EAST AFRICA.

The following appeared in the "Leader of British East
Africa" of April 3rd :

—

"To the Editor of the 'Leader' :—Sir,—Last year Major the

Hon. R. F. Carnegie, on his return from England, gave us an
account of how he presented the Home Government with
^"1,000 from this Colony for an aeroplane. I think we all

pretty well understood in w'hat spirit the gift was received. So
far as I know there vvas never any official acknowledgment of

the money, and the Home Government never even troubled to

tell us in detail tihe e.\act way the money was upent, if, indeed,

it has been spent.

"It seems to me that if some influential person here now
opened a fund to raise ;^i,25o (a sum surely well within our

means in these patriotic times) this Colony might then forward

it home and fairly claim to have given the Motherland a com-
plete modern aeroplano, as quoted t>elow.

".After all, an aeroplane in these days is of inestimable

value at the front, a fact which this Colony fully realised over a

- year ago, although we got no thanks for that.

"We have never heard that the former ^1,000 was ever

spent. Could we not assume that it may still be there, and

add just another thousand to it, giving England something of

real value and England's Government another chance to find its

manners ?

(Signed) Joh.v M.artin.

"Tugernon Hill, Lumbwa, March 27th, 1915."

(Enclosurf.)

Patron, His Majesty the King,

Overseas Club Headquarters,

General Buildings, Aldwych, London, W.C.

The Overseas -Aircraft Fund, as already announced, has been

inaugurated for the purpose of presenting to the British Govern-

ment one or more aeroplanes for the use of the Royal Flying

Corps. The scheme has the approval of the Army Council, wliile

the Secretary of .State for the Colonies writes : "Your scheme
seems suCh a good one that I venture to wish it every success."

The latest type of Vickers gun biplane, complete with gun,

costs £2,2^,0, and these machines, which are the latest word in

aircraft, can be obtained for immediate delivery.

We appeal to readers of "The Times Weekly Edition" to

assist in maintaining the British mastery of the air by .sub-

scribing to our fund. No contribution will be too small. Every

donatio.n received will be acknowledged by return. Donations

should be addressed to the Organiser, Overseas Cluli (Aircraft

F'und), General Buildings, Aldwych, London, W.C. Cheques

should be crossed, "Coutts and Co." If sufficient funds are

forthcoming it is hoped to present one aeroplane from Canada,

one from British West Indies, one from South Africa, and so on.

[Note.—The same paragraph sent us by Mr. Martin had also

attracted our attention, exhibiting a remarkable commentary on

official methods. The settlers of B.E.A., by Major the Hon. R.

F. Carnegie's suggestion, anticipated the Impfrial wants in the

aeroplane line in providing a voluntary gift of one to the Ser-

vice. One thousand pounds sterling were raised here in a very

short time for the purpose. The movement for some occult

reason received no recognition, encouragement, or support from

Government here. Nor apparently was anything done by the

local Administration to further the object of the patriotic gift

in London. The money was sent home, and no official acknow-

ledgment has as yet been received. To-day we have them

shouting at home for aeroplanes ! There is no doubt that a

tactical blunder has been committed, and at the earliest occa-

sion we hope to have the matter thrashed out at the Colonial

Office by personal inquiry. We do not think another such

patriotic fund for the purpose would appeal to settlers after the

cold water thrown upon the earlier moiement.-—Ed. "Leader."]

AUSTRALIA.

In the words of the Melbourne "Argus" (March 10th), "A
large military biplane appeared over Mtlbourne after having

'swept up from Point Cook, where military oiificer.s are busily

training for their aerial pilots' certificates.' After nianceuvring

f(?r some time the aeroplane faded away in the distance." The

"Herald," Melbourne, states that the pilot of this machine was
Dr. George Pinnock Merz. (See frontispiece, The Aeroplane,
March 31st.)

From the "Herald" (March 12th) :—Taking with him
Warrant Officer R. H. Chester as passenger, Lieut. G. P.

Merz made a flight in a B.E. tractor biplane to Geelong and
back in less than 45 minutes. They left ths aerodrome at 4
o'clock and travelled over the bay at the rate of 60 m.p.h.
When over Geelong, at an altitude of 5,000 ft., which they

maintained all the way, the aviators made a double spiral vol-

plane and then returned to the aerodrome, keeping over the

water all the way. The distance to Geelong by aeroplane is

more than 30 miles.

U.S.A.

The following appears in the Americ.-in press in general :

—

"Tacoma, Wash., .April 8th.—15 cars of aeroplanes for use by
the Russian Army arrived in TacxMna last nig'ht for shipment
to Vladivoscock on the Japanese s.s. "Hakushu Maru," due in

Tacoma to-morrow. There are about 150 aeroplanes, valued at

between $3,000 to $4,000 each."

[This might be read in conjunction with Mr. Orville Wright's
statement : "What nation gets our machines after they leave

the factory we don't know." See The -Aekoclane, .April 14th,

P- 359-]
* * *

From the "New York Times."
The Burgess Co., of Marblehead, Mass., has received an

Older for three hydro-aeroplanes for the Navy (U.S.). The
contract price for the machines is $11,500 each.

* * *

First Lieuts. J'. DewmilHng and Byron, Q. Jones, and eiglit

enlisted men, with an aeroplane from the army aviation school

at San Diego, have been ordered to Brownsville, "down
Texas way," to aid in the enforcement of neutrality at that

part, during the fighting across the Rio Grande at Matamoros.
Because of the circuitous course of the river betiveen Brownsville

and Matamoros and the heavy growth of vegetation along the

river bank, an aeroplane, in tlie opinion of army otiicers, affords

the best means of patrolling this section of the border. The
expedition is already on its way from San Diego.

* * *

Dr. Creil M. Peoli, a Los Angeles aviator, was killed on a

machine of his own construction at College Park, Md., on
April 12th. He was 22 vears of age and a Cuban by birth.

His machine, said to be the largest ever constructed in

America—having a. span of 47 feet-—was fitted with a 12-

cvlinder iso-ih.p. motor.
* * *

Mr. Vincent Astor has purchased a ioo-Ji.p. Burgess-Dunne

hyxlro-aeroplane (the "N.Y. Times" says "^'flying-boat"). Its

trials are to take place on the Hudson River. Mr. Astor has

built a floating hangar at Newport, where he intends to use the

machine for pleasure this summer. The purchase of this machine

marks Astor's first active interest in flying. He has been a

member of the Aero Club of America for some years but has

hitherto only exhibited a passive interest in aviation.

This madhine does not appear 10 be a new one, as the

"Times" states that it is the first to lie built under Dunne
licence.

* * »

From "New York Times " :
—

Greenwich, .April 15th.—Capt. Janne}', of the Royal Aero

Corps of England, who returned recently from active service,

has purchased from Clifford B. Harmon a Farman biplane

equipped with a Gnome 80-h.p. (80-h.p. in this account, not

511 h.p., as publis;hed in The Aeroplane, April 21st) motor,

which has lain idle for nearly three years. Capt. Janney, Lieut.

Leigh and workman have been busy for several days in getting

the machine ready for shipment to Toronto, where Capt. Janney

has an aviation school. The pitpils at the school are drilled for

active service.

[It seems nearly time that "Captain" Janney became known
in Canada and the U.S.A.—Ed.]
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The Invasions of England.
Another invasion of England took place in the early hours

of April 30th. About 12.20 a.m. a Zeppelin, or an airship of
some kind, visited Ipswich and dropped bombs, two of them
explosive and three incendiary. The latter burnt down two
smiall houses in Brookshall Road, and damaged a third. Bombs
were also dropped in Waterloo Road and at Whetton, three
miles out. No persons were killed or injured, but a police-
man near one of these houses was seriously startled, firstly,
by the sound of engines, and, secondly, by the dropping of a
bomb near him.

The same airship, apparently, went 'as far as Bury St. Ed-
munds, and dropped four or five bombs. One set a shop on
fire, another fired a stable, the others missed houses, though
one fell in an alleyway between two cottages. A resident in
one of them did a very plucky thing in rushing out and pouring
a bucket of water over the bl'azing bomb, which, for all he
knew, might have been on the point of bursting—for one could
not expect him to know the difference between an incendiary
bomb and any other. The shop fire spread to other shops,
and in one of them a pet dog

.
expired, this being the only

fatality.

On the evening of April 30th assorted aircraft were seen off
the Suffolk Coast, a lifebOatman at Wells-on-Sea reporting
"four large bodies" about eight miles from land. It was also
reported from Lowestoft that British aircraft went up and
sighted an airship which turned and disappeared seawiard in
the haze. Elsewhere, it was reported that an airship which
was supposed to be a German invader turned out to be a
British craft. With 'acknowledgments to the "Observer," one
may remark that this method of "Suffolkation" does not
appear to be as effective as the use of Chlorine gas bombs in
land warfare.

A German aeroplane apparently from Belgium was sighted
over Dover early on May 3rd. Anti-aircraft guns opened fire,

and the machine disappeared. It was at a great heig'ht and
did not drop any bombs. The firing was heard at Folkestone,
and news was received by telephone that the machine had
passed Dover and was flying towards Folkestone. The aero-
plane did not come over Folkestone town, but kept hig'h up to

the north-east, and disappeared. It was subsequently stated

that it was not a German but a British aeroplane, which
seems more than probable. Some day one of those anti-aircraft

guns will hit something or someone, and then there wiH be

trouble.

FROM DENMARK.
The Danish correspondent of The Aeroplane writes as

follows :

—

A .reader of "Flugsport," who partoke voluntary in the

Turkish January advance towards the Suez Canal, has sent the

paper the following report : "As will be remembered, the

Turkish undertook an advancing movement towards the Canal
with about 1,000 men, first to learn the strength of those

forces which the English had gathered there, second to try

whether it should be possible altogether to cross the desert with
a big army, and especial ordnance, by help of the present means.
The only one aviator conferred upon the Turkish troops

damaged his aeroplane already in Aleppo, whereas the English
aviators were very busy. In December the Turkish had seized

the first English aeroplane in the neighbourhood of Akaba ; it

was a seaplane, which was forced to land b}- unknown reason

in the desert and found left by the Beduins. [This was the

Nieuport seaplane piloted by Quarter-Master Grail of the

French Navy, which was wrecked in the desert.— Ed.]

"When we advanced within 75 km. of the canal, a hostile

aviator appeared, dropping three bombs, however without

getting any mark; I shall tell at once that the aviators always
kept at a height of 1,000 to 1,500 metres.

"On January 25th the advanced guard was some 30 km.
off the canal, when a hostile aviator paid a visit, and, this

time, 'through dropping a bomb vi'ounding two men and kill-

ing one camel. Already the next day an aerial bomb fell

again in a smaller camp and the same aviator flew even on to

the head camp, 50 km. off the canal, where I was stationed.

He flew a Maurice Farman biplane with front elevator and

dropped three bombs, causing however no harm ; for the bombs
penetrated so far into the soft sand that the exploding was of

no result, when taking really place.

"According to the stamp on a found aluminium wing the

bombs were made 'oy Hale's Patent. For the rest the desert

sand was of the same effect to the heavy ship's shells, fired in

the battle on the Suez Canal.

"Still on January 27th the aviator intended to pay us a

visit, approaching from East and having almost reached the

camp, vVhen a sand's storm drifted him off and finally direct

blew him off to North East. I should think he was compelled
to alight on Turkish domain ; the aeroplane was found later by
the Beduins, while it is rumoured that both aviator and
observator were shot by their own troops in their return walk
to the canal. [See the Egyptian report.—Ed.]

"On January 29th a Henri Farman biplane appeared above

our camp place, vVhen the train had already been advanced.

He described only some circles, then returning, as was repeated

on the 31st, when we fired a musketry volley against him in

vain. On February 3rd and 4th, when the Turkish tried an

attack on the canal, the enemy engaged four aviators, who
patrolled above the Turkish positions and directed the English

ordnance. In the afternoon of the 4th the Turkis'h started

the retreat and yet one hostile aviator succeeded in wounding
two men heavy and one slight by a bomb dropped. On the

further return the English aviators kept patrolling, however

using themselves of bombs no more."

R.N.A.S. Comforts Fund.
Cash contributions to the Fund during the past week are :

B. G. C, £1 ; Vickers' Woodworkers (20th contribution), 6s. ;

W. M. M., 3s. ; Belfast Reader, 2s. 6d. These bring the total

to £<)2'] I2S. id.

A further consignment of garments has been sent to H.M.
Seaplane Carrier " Ben-my-Chree. " An urgent request has

been received from Squadron-Commander R.N.A.S., now at

the Dardanelles, for 200 Balaclava helmets. Only 127 were

available, and Mrs. Sueter sent these off immediately. If any

readers of The .'\eroplane have any of these helmets in hand

will they please send them?
Further contributions in cash and kind should be sent at

once to Mrs. Sueter, The Howe, Watlington, Oxon. Funds

are urgently needed for future calls.

A Pretty Present.

The King has had presented to him by Mr. William Duns-

more, of Bedlington, a German incendiary bomb dropped on

his farm during the recent raid on the North-East Coast. The
gift was sent through the Marquis of Tullibardine, to whom
Lord Stamfordham has expressed his Majesty's thanks, saying

that the King was much interested in having his first speci-

men of these bombs, and congratulated Mr. Dunsmore on

his fortunate escape.

Congratulations.
The following notice appeared on April 30th :--

BIRCHENOUGH—MESHAM.—On the 29th April, at St.

George's, Hanover .Square, London, by the Lord Bishop of

St. Asaph, assisted by the Rector, the Rev. F. N. Thick-

nesse, and the Rev. Owen Davies, late rector of Bodfari,

Flintshire, William Taylor Birchenough, third son of Mr.

and Mrs. William Taylor Birchenough, of The Manor

House, Prestbury, Ches-hire, to Eileen Moncrieffe Mesham,

daughter of the late Captain Arthur Bennett Mesham,

Royal Dragoons, and of Lady Curtis.

Mr. W. T. Birchenough is the well-known aviator now with

the Aircraft -Mfg.' Co., Ltd., and formerly of the Grahame-

White Co. Since the outbreak of war he has done much very

valuable work in testing the large number of aeroplanes

turned out by the Aircraft Co. He is one of the finest fliers in

this country and his experience and skill assures that every

machine is in. perfect tune before it is handed over to the Ser-

vice.

When at Eton he was a noted cricketer and played in the

Eton eleven for two years.

All will wisih Mr. and Mrs. Birchenough every happiness.
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Aero=inotors : In Kind and ConsXrxkciiovi—{Continued)
BY GEOFFREY DE HOLDEN-STONE.

Effective lubrication is probably the chief consideration of

the internal-combustion motor—or, for that matter, any other

prime mover—after it has once been persuaded to run. For
it is really the main thing that enables such a motor to keep

on running. A minor difficulty—which has mostly to be ignored

or made the best of—in the internal-combustion motor is that

a good cylinder-oil is by no means necessarily the most suitable

for bearings, and vice versa. An oil, for instance, that might
serve well enough for steam-engine cylinders—even using

highly superheated steam, which will yet find its employment
aloft—would probably make but an indifferent graph in a

motor cylinder. This accounts, quite as much as the lessened

mechanical frictioning surface, for the now general use of ball-

bearings, which are just as well lubricated with a good cylinder-

oil. Existing conditions, too, practically demand the circula-

tory re-use of the oil over and over again, as long as it retains

any quality—and that is not so long as motorists commonly
suppose—so it becomes impossible to use two kinds of oil in

a motor.

Ihe question then becomes not so much one of an agreed
"faute de mieu.x" principal as of the best system of employing
it. The internal direct force feed—or arterial—method of De
Dion, Maudslay, Delaunay-Belleville, and one or two Italian

,
practitioners, would be ideal if one could always be certain

tJi'at the diameters of the arteries, major and minor, were
correctly proportioned and related, so that lubrication stopped

at being effective, and nowhere became excessive. The doubt
on this point is a risk that we cannot afford to take in an
aero-motor. We must therefore use some system which enables

us to regulate the rel'ative supply to any point or group of

points. Therefore it must be, in the main, external to the

motor, to be under direct view as well as control, albeit as

much of the positive action of forced feed as can be embodied
in the system so much the better.

Lubrication : Always Just Enough.
Consequently, one finds that the Salmson lubrication system

becomes all the more interesting, apart from its mechanical
detail, as it happens to explain awav the superficial objection

Four Types of Salmson Engine : The 90=h.p 7 Cylinder, the 300 h p 9 Cylinder Horizontal, the 200 h p. 14 Cylinder, and
the 130-h.p. 9 Cylinder.

" •
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to the radial type, the risk of fouling the sparking-plugs of
the lower cylinders with carbonised excess-lubricant. For one
thing, the cylinder trunks project so far into the crank-chamber
that 'any oil lying at the bottom of the latter would have to
mount a three-inch wall—with nothing to urge it upwards— to
get into even the lowest cylinder. But no oil is allowed to
accumulate, for as fast as it drains to the bottom of the crank-
chamber it is sucked away by one of the three plungers of the
oil pump—which is mounted in front of and slightly below the
motor 'and actuated from the shaft by worm gearing—and
driven upwards back to the main oil-reservoir.

Meanwhile, the second plunger is drawing new oil back to
the pump, where it is taken up by the third one and forced
up—through two le.ads—to the double sight-feed

; from whioh
it drains—again through two leads—into the hollow of the
crank-shaft—whence it passes through leads to all working
parts, and to the cylinder walls in a fine spray—and to ,-i point
immediately above the valve-gearing.
Thus, while all parts are bound to get enough oil by gravity-

feed—as the pressure constantly behind it prevents air-lock—
this combination of mechanical abstraction and return prevents
them getting too muah. The returned fouled oil, too, from
the crank-ohamber, is filtered clean by two layers of linen at
the bottom of the oil-reservoir before it is drawn back to the
pump. Any excess oil in the sight-feeds is also bye-passed
back to the reservoir; and, finally, the volume of the gra\itv-
feed can always be regulated to more or less—as seldom as
need be, by the way—by rotating the sight-feed screws in or
cut respectively to free or restrict th'j flow.

Watercooling Arrangements.
Except that in a physical view, the water-circulation of the

Salmson through its cylinder-jacketing is circulation absolute,
and therefore as nearly ideal as can be well attained—especially
when the entire head of water is above the axis of the motor-
there are no uncommon mechanical features about it save one :

the presence of a small short-circuit tube between the inlet and
outlet pipes to prevent air or steam forming in the latter, and
to establish a small head of water at all times above the level
of the uppermost cylinder. However, should the nature of the
installation not allow the radiators to be placed above the
motor, a small tank containing about half a gallon of water
is set in the outflow circuit. It is furthermore essential that
all connections should be of rubber tubing to damp any vibra-
tions from one cylinder to another through the jacketing.

Starting Gear.

Latterly, again, since the larger more powerful tvpes of
Salmson motor ha\-e been produced, it has been found rather
more than merely convenient to employ other means of start-
ing than propeller swinging. Consequently, in addition to the
extra starting magneto on the 9-cylinder and larger types

—

which is connected up in the same way as the ignition on the
7-cylinder model—hand-starting, liy a rod and wheel, geared
free-wheel fashion with a fixed extra gear-wheel on the tail of
the orank-shaft, has been fitted ; as well as the system of start-

ing on compressed air : the elements of which are a compressed
air-bottle, a starting valve, and an air-distributor formed by a
plate rotating at half the motor speed, with as many ports
as there are cylinders. -Siinple enough, and just as reliable
as most devices of the sort ; which motoring tried and dis-

carded years ago. In any case, involving far more weight than
the hand-starter, which renders the ]j-ilot just as independent
of external assistance.

As to Installation.

Finally, one great advantage of the .Salmson—and indeed the
radial-type generally—is that it can be installed in so many
ways. But as the motor is none of the lightest, as stresses
other than its own may at any time be imposed on the greater
part of the mass—which is but aluminium : and again as the
utmost care must be taken to avoid uneven stresses between
the front and rear parts, one might suggest the method
of^ caging the crank-chamber transversely between two
pairs of steel fish-plates—shorter than its diameter—front and

.
rear, bolted together, with distance-pieces of tubing on each
bolt, and each pair of bolts inter-connected bv a bracket-piece

attaching the whole power-plant to the framework of the

aeroplane fuselage.

And Dissection.

The problem of the hen's priority or the egg's is always

foremost when one comes to the upkeep and maintenance
of any motor. Logically, one should start with the original

shop-creation egg of complete dismemberment ; but that means
losing the advantage of all the expert detail adjustments that

are discovered, one by one, in the anatomy of the entire

bird
;
adjustments that one wisely keeps unaltered, if only to

reason them out as they present themselves.

Noting at all times, then, the 'anatomical chart which ap-

pears above, the first thing is to fit the subject for dissection

by stripping away minor—especially delicate—externals before

dismemberment. Assuming the motor to be "in frame," so to

say, as on an aeroplane, one should begin by disconnecting

the smaller and lighter pipings—such 'as the petrol supply and
the lubrication leads, one of which is shown at H—the ignition

wiring—with which the sparking-plugs should be removed,
each wire ha\-ing its number duly attached.

The Stripping Process.

Then the heavier connections—as for the water circulation,

the exhaust and the induction—may follow, for which last the

external parts of the valve-gear must be freed, so that the

inlet pipes may be dismantled and the cylinders thus freed

from the induction hoop as well as from the exhaust manifold.

The carburettor can now be removed, to be followed by

the pump and magneto bracket at the back of the crank-
chamber. Then, after releasing the pinion A which drives the

magneto and the water-pump, by slacking off the nut at the

coned tail of the crankshaft on which the said pinion is

mounted, the motor is readv to be lifted clear. It should then

be placed flat on the lower half of the crankcase, taking care

that the cylinders do not support the weight anywhere, to avoid

risk of denting or straining the thin water-jackets.

The motion parts of the valve-gear come next for removal.

To do this the cover B is taken off and the endmost ball race

R—which is sittrated immediatelv behind the propeller—taken
out. The pinion C—keyed to the crankshaft—which drives

the intermediate wheels of the valve-timing gear—is next re-

moved by inserting a screwdriver between the pinion itself and
the nut D, which drives the pinion by two small keys. When
the nut is clear of the keys the pinion may be drawn off end-

wise. Particular care must always be taken to remove the

keys referred to.

The Internals.

The distributing gear may then be removed, or wait to be
removed bodily with the front half of the crank-chamber. At
any rate, all that is needed in this minor dismantling operation
is to slack off the seven or nine attachment bolts of the dis-

tribution gear casing and rock the whole until the gears
unmesh and the parts come free. To withdraw the cams the
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roller guides and jumping-pieces must be pushed outwards to

the limit of their movement.
Needless to say, the cams should be removed in one with

their carrying sleeve and its gear, their relative setting not

being disturbed on any account.

The next thing is to slide the crank-chamber forward—that

is upward—upon the crankshaft and so obtain further access

to the interior of tlie motor. First remove the spring rings E,

which register the cylinders with the crank-chamber, then slack

off and withdraw the bolts connecting the two halves of the

rrank-chamber ; and then, by inserting three or four copper

wedges between the flanges of the crank-chamber, the front

half can be removed with or without the timing gear.

Next in order comes the removal of the cylinders, for whicli

purpose the screw which holds the propeller in place is screwed

into the end of the crankshaft, which enables the motor to

b; lifted a few inches. With a piece of v^ood or hammer
handle a few light blows are then struck on the parts of the

crank-chamber between the cylinders. The lower half of the

crank-chamber will then drop, freeing tlie crankshaft, connert-

ing-trods, and the cylinders, which can then be withdrawa.

The Final Evisceration.

The front portion of the crank-chamber can now be lifted

clear from the crankshaft, with the forward ball-race. Pistons

and connecting-rods being now fully exposed for dismantling,

these, with the backplate, the crankshaft, and its satellite

gearing, must be lifted bodily, end for end, clear of the back

half of the crank-chamber, and suspended tail upwards, so

that the two halves of the crankshaft may be taken apart.

This suspension will bring upwards the fast-nut G, which

contains a small locking screw set between two notches and

two round keys.

The locking screw having been extracted, and the keys with-

drawn, the nut' can be taken off to free the halves of the

crankshaft, which is done by striking this end of the front

half—actually the crank-pin—smartly with a brass rod or piece

of hard wood to effect the final clearance, taking care that the

striking piece only bears on this end.

The front end of the crankshaft being now taken down and

clear, the crank-pin carrier, with connecting-rods and pistons

attached, may be readily dismantled. The crank-pins being

locked in place, as we have seen, by the two ball bearings which

lie at each end, these last should now be taken out and the pins

removed by driving them out from the satellite gear end. .^ill

that remains is to free the satellites from their spindle, and the

motor will then be completely dismantled.

To be continued.

The pistons and crank*connections of a Salmson.

THE GOVERNMENT AND LABOUR.
By an Order in Council, published in a Third Supplement to

the "London Gazette" of April 27th last, the following regula-

tion appeared relating to the manufacture of munitions of

war :

—

The occupier of a factory or workshop the business carried

on in which consists wholly or mainly in engineering, ship-

building, or the production of arms, ammunition, or ex-

plosives, or of substances required for the production thereof,

shall not, nor shall any person on l>ehalf of the occupier of

such a factory or workshop, either directly or indirectly, by
canvassing, advertisement, or otherwise, take any steps wifih

a view to inducing—(a) any person employed in anv other

factory or workshop, being a person engaged on work for

any Government Department or otherwise serving war pur-

ix>ses, to leave his employment ; or (b) any f>erson resident in

the United Kingdom at a distance of more than ten miles

from the occupier's factory or workshop, to accept employ-

ment tiherein, otherwise than by notifying vacancies to u

Board of Trade Labour Exchange ; and in the event of any

person contravening the provisions of this Regulation he

shall be guilty of an offence against these Regulations.

This rule obviously applies to manufactuirers of aircraft and

their parts as well as to ammunition works.

The first section is obviously fair to employers and em-
ployees alike, as it pre\ents rich firms from buying men from
small firms by paying them e.KOrbitant wages.

The second section is a trifle ridiculous, for surely if a man
working in Southampton hears througll a friend of a job of

his class open on the Clyde he can vfrite and ask whether it

is still open. If the Clyde employer says it is, then, according

to the letter of the law, he is "guilty of an offence." If t(he

workman at Southampton throws up his job, goes personally

to Glasgow, and asks for the job there, no one is guilty. In

either case there is nothing to prevent the owner of steam-

roundabouts seducing from his employment the best fitter in

Government employment, as he has no factory or workshop.
-Also, which is important, there is nothing to prevent an

aeroplane firm from advertising for hands and signing on
likely-looking applicants without asking silly questions about

where they worked before and wliy they left—and -it is alwa\ s

better to take a man on his face than on his testimonials.

.Also, there is nothing to prevent a man from leaving a job

in a workshop employed on Government contracts, taking a job

in a motor garage, and then applying for a better job on
armament work.

Some people read the regulation as meaning that workshops
concerned with "engineering, shipbuilding, or the production

of arms, ammunition," etc. to other than Government orders

must not seduce men from shops on Government work. What
it appears to mean, so far as one can be certain of the mean-
ing of any clumsily drafted official regulation, is that no shop
may "pindi" men from any shop doing Government work.

TJie whole thing reminds one of the two .Scots meeting on
the Sabbath, and one saying to the other, "Gin it were no the

.Sawbath, how much wud ye be askin' for }'on ooo?" The
bargain went on til! it arrived at "Gin it were no the Saw-
bath I'd tak' ye'r offer.," and they agreed that the monev
should be paid on Monday, and the cow handed over. Muoii
in the same way a man might interview a foieman and say,

"If I was not working at Jones' at a shilling an hour, could you
find me a job at one and a p^nny?" Or the foreman might
say, "If you weren't working at Jones' could you do witli a

job here?"
The viriter knows personally at the moment of two or three

first-class men who are fed to the teeth with their present jobs,

and who, according to the letter of the new regulation, are
debarred from going elsewhere, or rather other employers are
debarred from engaging them. But as soon as they care to

chuck up their jobs and become "persons of no fixed abode"
they can pick and choose their employer, or at any rate we in

this paper can find employment for them, and there is no
regulation to prevent us from telling good men that we know
of Jobs to suit tlhem.—C. G. G.
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THE SERVICES AND LABOUR.
It will be remembered that in The Aeroplane of April 21st

reference was made to a strike in an aeroplane factory, which
occurred because a works-manager dismissed a metal-worker

as hopelessly incompetent, although he had given him two
months' trial to let him have a fair chance of picking up his

new job.

'Hie sequel would be comic in peace time—in war time it is

tragic, because it demonstrates what criminal folly a strike

is as an argument in a dispute when lives are being thrown
away for want of war munitions.

After much discussion it was decided that in consideration of

ttie metal-workers spending the week-end in teaching the

blacksmith how to make dies, the firm should reinstate him.

The metal-workers set to work and taught their "pal" all day
Sunday and all day Mond.ay, but by Tuesday they got

thoroughly "fed up" with teaching him, and sent a deputation

n the management to say that he was "no damned good" and

that he had better be sacked. Whereupon the peaceful work of

building aeroplanes was tranquilly resumed.

One hopes that this will be a lesson to any well-disposed work-
men who were induced to go on strike out of misplaced sym-
pathy for the down-trodden victim. Also, it .should be useful

to the man who sent an anonymous letter to this oft'ce full of

abuse of "grabbing capitalists" and all the other claptrap un-

educated men with active brains learn from street-corner

orators who make an easy living as professional agitators,

taking precious good care that they never do an honest day's

work themselves.

Of cour.se the real root of all this labour trouble is our

rotten educational system which has produced that terrible

being the board-school leadier, a poor creature with a half-

baked brain, incapable of educating even him or her self, and

deprived by law of any possibility of inculcating any idea of

discipline owing to the abolition of corporal punishment.

Our public schools may teach badly but they do educate, and
there is a vast difference between the two. The son of an earl

or the son of a millionaire may be flogged when he deserves

flogging, but the teacher who dares to raise a hand to an un-

disciplined gutter-brat is liable to prosecution by a drunken
sf iftless parent, who probably thrashes the same thild merci-

lessly, not when it deserves thrashing but merely when drink

or temper makes thrashing seem an entertaining form of

amusement. Under such a svstem how can one expert lo

teach the lower classes the value of law, order, and discipline,

when there is not even military service to teach a youth that

discipline which he never learned in his childhood?

The following letter has been received on the above ques-

tion :

—

"Dear Sir,—Replying to your very one-sided article on

'Services and Labour' in April 21st Aeroplanf:, allow me to en-

lighten vou a little from the workman's point of view. In the

first place you say that it would be waste of time appealing to

the men from a patriotic point of view. I can at least give you

one instance of a genuine patriotic example, which ahsolulply

puts the boot on the other leg, v\z. :
—

•

"A very experienced .and well-known boat-builder working
in the float department of a certain aeroplane firm was recently

so disgusted with the disgraceful wav the 'floats' were being

pitched together that he gave up the berth in disgust. The
foreman of tihe department was evidently working on com-
mission, so that the time taken in 'making' (sic) them was the

one and only consideration. To add to the farce, there wei-e

gilt-edged so-called inspectors who placed the (I.A.D.) Govern-

ment stamp upon each float and passed it in absolute ignorance

of tiie work they were supposed to be capable of examining.

"This is only one instance, but I think it will serve to show
that as long as this disgraceful state of affairs exists certain

firms will never retain first-class skilled men, and although

vour complaint is against unskilled men, this class of man is

encouraged bv some firms as long as he is cheap."

Naturally there are faults on both sides. No one will pre-

tend that all employers of labour are perfect. The present

writer has worked under too many employers not to know
something of tlheJr many failings. But that is not the point.

The argument is, whether in time of war the workman has any
tnoral right to strike, and so decrease the output of war muni-
tions. It was pointed out in this paper that there are other

ways of getting one's own back besides striking, as for

example mobbing unpopular officials outside working hours, or

demonstrating in force before an employer's private house. But

the Nation's work must be done first. What is the good of

gassing about the "solidarity of labour" if that solidarity does

not extend to those labouring in the trenches? Every man who
strikes delays something. That delay may cause the absence of

the particular shell which would have wiped out the German
gun which fires the shell which kills the striker's brother or

best pal.

In our own business similar delay may deprive the R.F.C. of

the particular machine which would have destroyed a railway

junction and have stopped the reinforcements which repulse our
advance and kill hundreds of our men.

It is, of course, hopeless to expect in the working man as a

whole sufficient imagination to grasp such an idea, but there

it is.

The Climbing Machine.
Time does occasionally bring its revenge, and one is glad to

see that after years of studious neglect on the part of the

authorities the Caudron biplane is coming into its own. No
one will claim, of course, that the Caudron compares as a

speed machine with some of the new model bfplanes, but it

certainly possesses extraordinary climbing power 'and the

ability to land without killing its pilot under the most unfavour-
fible circumstances. The French Army, as already stated in

this paper, has many hundreds of Caudrons on order, and* quite

respectable orders for powerful Caudron biplanes have recently

been placed with the British Caudron Company, Ltd. Several

of these machines have already piassed their tests at Hendon,
and have done magnificent climbs, besides showing a speed

range of something like 300 per cent, as between their landing
speed and maximum flying speed.

It must he remembered that for artillery control and tactical

observation great climbing power 5s more valuable than great

speed, and even for bomb-dropping raids climbing power,
which is in fact the same thing as lifting power, is also even

more desirable than sheer speed, for many a German aviator

has saved his life and his observations because his machine,
although much slower than those of the British and French
pilots, has simply climbed out of their sight, which certainly

would not have occurred if a Caudron of the type now being

delivered to the Admiralty had been in pursuit.

One of the latest productions of the French Caudron Com-
pany is a large twin-engined gun-carrier, which has shown
the most astonishing capability of going aloft with big loads

together with quite respectable speed. One may not, of course,

describe it in detail, but one may expect to hear good accounts

of its doings on active service before long.

For quite la considerable time this paper has strongly advo-

cated the Caudron type of machine for school purposes, and the

justice of the estimate then formed of its powers is shown in

the fact that to-day every civilian land school in this country
is using small and large machines of the Caudron type for

tuition in flying tractors. It is, therefore, difficult to under-
stand why Service pupils lare still allowed to smash up in their

early experiments other types which not only cost more to buy
and take longer to repair when smashed, but would, if not used
for school work, be available for active service.

The British Caudron Company's new works at Cricklewood
are very well suited to their purpose, having been

originally built as motor works, 'and having Irght and
airy shop space. Happily for the firm there is also plenty of

room for extensions. When the present writer visited the

works some time ago they were already busy on orders for

one of our Allies, and now that our own authorities are be-

ginning to recognise the utility of the Caudron there is some-
thing like the deserved amount of business doing.

The Straits Settlements take an interest in Aviation.
Mr. C. Alma Baker, of B'atu Gajah, has issued an appeal to

the people of S.S. and F.M.S., through the local press, to sub-

scribe to an Aircraft Fund, with a view of presenting Britain

with an aeroplane.
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THE WORK OF THE HENDON SCHOOLS.
BY D. W. THOKBLKN.

lUiese are strenuous days. Every mind is—or should be

—

occupied first and foremost wicli tlie great international
struggle which is now taking place, and the whole aim of every
individual in the nation should be to help in some way to

achieve the great purpose which is before us. This may be a
platitude, but the fact cannot be repeated too often. Under the
strangely altered circumstances in which we now live things
have taken on a new significance. There is a revised sense of

proportion in everything.

The professional footballer, formerly the hero of the errand-
boys, notoriously sound of wind and limb, although not quiet to

drive, is now an object of scorn and derision if he remains a

professional footballer. Even Mr. Lloyd George, not so many
months ago looked upon by the writers of comic songs for un-
musical halls as a very present help in time of trouble, is now
credited with statesmanlike ability and feelings of genuine
patriotism. In view of these remarkable changes of public

,

sentiment it is only natural that a new and more serious signi-

ficance attaches to the various schools of aviation at Hendon
and elsewhere. No longer are they regarded by the man in

iJie street—vi^ich may, for die moment, be translated as the

Man in the Shilling Enclosure—as collections of large sheds

with tin roofs and board sides, inhabited chiefly by youths with

no tin and bored faces, who dash hither and tliither on the rear

mud-guards of one another's motor-cycles, and never do any-

thing that looks like work. These same schools are now
veritable hives of industry', where life begins at daybreak, and
is not all honey but mostly oil. The fact is beginning to be

recognised that they are engaged in a work of the greatest

national importance. A new spirit animates the pupils, and
one cannot fail to be impressed by their keenness and the eager

way in wh'ch they look forward to active service—for it is

hardly necessary to remark that probably without exception the

pupils of to-day have all joined tllneir respective schools for the

purpose of becoming naval or military aviitors. It is even

said that their socks, on the average, are now of a quieter hue.

The London Aerodrome has served a most useful purpose in

the past, but never was its utility so immediately apparent as at

the present day. Five separate schools of flying are hard at

work, and the value of the services rendered to the Allied forces

by the pilots from these schools it would be impossible to esti-

mate. Young as the industry is, enough e.xperience has been
crammed into the last few years to evolve some very definite

methods of tuition, and the organisation of these schools is re-

markably complete.

The G. W. School.

In dealing with the Hendon schools one naturally gives first

place CO the one controlled by the Grahame-White Aviation

Company, Ltd. This school has for its manager Mr. A. Murray
Ross. His energy is only equalled by his tact, and there are few

men at Hendon who have more genuine friends than Mr. Ross.

He is on duty at daybreak, arranging lessons and superintend-

ing every detail of the work, and when one hears the length

of his average day one can only wonder what the comment ol

an L.C.C. Inspector would be on his case. The chief instructor

is Mr. Marcus D. Manton, who, if he is not actually a native

of Hendon, is at least as familiar a feature as Pylon No. i.

He is assisted by Mr. J. S. P. Winter and Mr. Osipenko, the

latter, by the way, also answering to the name (as the lost

dog advertisements say) of "Mr. Russell," w^hich takes less

time to say and thus affords an illustration of how valuable

time has become at the ."Verodrome. The school is at present

equipped with four machines of the box-kite type, designed .ind

constructed at the Grahame-White works, each having a .so-

li. p. Gnome engine. To be more accurate, tliere are two
engines to each machine, a spare one always being held in re-

serve. Two of the machines are of the bi-rudder type and the

remaining two have single rudders.

Since last August the number of pupils has been limited to

twelve at a time. All are officers on probation of the R.N.A..S.,

and when one takes his certificate his place is at once filled from

the waiting list, so that there are always twelve learning. This

limit ensures careful and thorough individual training, and tlic

brilliant and even heroic feats of several pilots from this school

during the past few months speak volumes for the tuition they

have received. It would be gratifying to hear that more
maahines have been added, so that the limit of the number of

pupils may be extended.

Pliniografh f>i/ F. X. Hirkftt, Shephertl' s Btisli.

Some Grahame-White Pupils :—Back Row, Left to Right : Prob. Flight Sub-Lieuts. E. A. de L. de Villa and M. Hood, Mr.
M. Manton (Instructor), Mr. H. G. Osipenko (Instructor), Mr. A. Murray Ross (School Manager), Mr. A. E. Wright (In-

structor), Prob. Flight Sub-Lieuts. J. F. Hutchinson and A. F. Jacob. Bottom Row, Left to Right : Prob. Flight Sub-Lieuts.

J. F. Potts, H. S. Kerby, Mr. A. Simpson, and E. C. Bingham.
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Fifty-four tickets have been taken since August ^th, a credit-

able record, bearing in mind tlie fact that the period includes

tlie worst months of the year for school work. Tihe average
flying time per pupil has been 4I to 5 hours, and it has gene-
rally taken four to five weeks to get this time. It is interest-

ing to learn that the naval pupils have all got through much
quicker than was the case in the old days. 'Iihis is doubtless

acco.xited for partly by the fact that the outbreak of war has
made them keener, and partly by the fact that they are all

specially selected for their physical fitness.

The Beafty School.

The Beatty School is the largest at Hendon, which is per-

haps not surprising as Mr. G. W. Beatty comes from the

U.S.A. Most things from America are on a big scale. Mr.
Beatty, as an early pupil of the Brothers Wright, may be

looked on as a veteran, and as he is possessed of unusual busi-

ness acumen he has turned to good account the long and
varied experience he has had in the air and the workshop. It

is his ambition to build up the largest privately owned school in

the country, and if enterprise and determination count for any-

thing he should succeed. Mr. Beatty not only knows how to

fly, as everyone will admit wllio is fa,miliar with his exhibition

flights, but he knows how to teach. His staff of instructors

<.omprises, besides himself, Messrs. W. Roche-Kelly, C. H.

Prodger, and Bransby-Williams, Junr.

His school machines consist of one single-seater Wright bi-

plane and three two-seater Wrights, and by the time these lines

are in print it is probable that two 35-h.p. Caudrons and a 45-

li.p. Caudron will have been added. Three more two-seater

Wrights are also in course of construction. Mr. Beatty has

produced a new engine, and after sundry experiments and

alterations it is now giving 46.4 h.p. , or 6.4 more than it was
originally designed for. Others will follow in due course, and

this standardising of their own engines on their own machines
will make for considerable economy and efficiency, besides ren-

dering them independent of other engines, which are becoming
increasingly difficult to procure. As an instance of the tho-

roughness of the school it might be mentioned that they even

liave their own specially made Beatty Aero Tyres.

.Several former pupils are now instructors elsewhere. Mr.

Rowland Ding, for example, is at Che N.A.C. Seaplane School,

Mr. RufTy is running a school of his own, while Mr. Watts is

instructor under the War Office at Brooklands. Mr. Beatty is

proud of the fact that practically all his former pupils are now
on active service, while not one has been rejected. He has no

less than 30 on his books at present.

(To he continued.)

The Week-End at Hendon,
On Saturday a gusty wind varied between 25 and 35 miles

per hour, and there was only a moderate amount of flying.

Mr. Osipenko was out on a 50-h.p. Grahame-White box-kite,

and he was followed later by Mr. Manton on the same machine.

Mr. J. L. Hall made a long and good flight on a 45-h.p.

Caudron, and when the tea-rooms were at their busiest Mr.

Osipenko again flew several circuits and dropped sundry harm-

less and silent bombs on an almost invisible target, by way of

showing what he might do with the genuine article.

The weather on Sunday was delightful, the wind never ex-

ceeding 15 miles per hour during the afternoon, with occasional

calm spells, and there was a very large attendance. Among
other visitors were observed a contingent of the National

Guard, who came to the aerodrome in rhe course of a route

march. They were rewarded by seeing plenty of flying on a

varied selection of machines.

At 3.30 Mr. Baumann made his appearance on a so-h.p.

Ruffy-Caudron. Mr. Osipenko, who is now becoming quite

well known to Hendon visitors, although the Japanese look of

his Russian name gives rise to sundry misapprehensions until

a close view of his thoroughly European face is obtained, was

out on the 70-h.p. Grahame-White biplane with many
passengers.

Mr. W. Roche-Kelly on a so-h.p. Wright, and Mr. G. W.
Beatty on a yo^h.p. Wright, gave several exhibition flights in

the most approved Beatty style, and a new loo-h.p. Caudron,

recently built by the British Caudron Co., was also flying dur-

ing the afternoon, climbing particularly well. Mr. Winter was

on a 50-1:. p. Grahame-White, and passengers were waiting

their turns with more or less patience, and recounting their im-

pressions with more or less enthusiasm, until dusk. Hendon is

beginning to look quite like its own self again with the advent

of warmer weather.

Flying in the Midlands.
It is reported that a large aerodrome is being estahlishea

near Birmingham, presumably for Service purposes.

At Billesley Common, on the south side of Birmingham, there

is only the old shed which used to shelter the late lamented

".'\erial Wheel,'' and later Mr. Prosser's 45-'h.p. Caudron. Here
an old 50-h.p. Bl^riot was disporting itself last week. The
field is ridged, and the appearance of the machine bumping
over the ridges in an attempt to rise was more comic for the

onlookers than comfortable for the pilot. If anyone tries to land

a Morane here otherwise than exactly parallel with the ridges

there will be a bill for repairs in which the propeller (and per-

Jiaps the pilot) will figure.

WOOD FOB ALL PARTS OF AEROPLANES
Machined to your Sizes or Sections.

Best Quality Silver Spruce, Ash, Walnut, 3-ply etc.

W. G. EVANS & SONS,
1_4, WILLIAMS MEWS, STANHOPE STREET.

EUSTON ROAD, LONDON, N.W.
Phone : Museum 2458.

T^EAIMVIIVO TO FLY
All those who intend to learn Flying or who are

interested in how men fly should read

Price 3/6 net.
66 The Airman "pruc s/e net

By MAJOR C. MELLOR. R.E.

John Lane, The Bodley Head, Vigo Street, W.
ABSOLUTELY INDISPENSABLE FOR PUPILS."—The Aeroplane

"In these days of labour un-

rest, we should like to take

this ''opportunity of publicly

thanking the members of our

staff who have worked con-

tinuously for seven days in

the week and often through

the night. We are work-
ing for our Country. Come
and help us."

THE
NORTHERN AIRCRAFT Co., Ltd.

BowneBS-on-Windermere.
'Phone—114 Windermere.
Wire—"Aircraft, Windermere."
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ScKoolTHE
RECOGNISED
BRITISH SCHOOL.

Those desirous of applying for

Commissions
in the

ROYAL AIR SERVICES
should write to us at once for full

particulars of our special inclusive

course in AVIATION,

ALL PUPILS ARE INSTRUCTED ON
TRACTOR BIPLANES (GOVERNMENT
TYPE), WHICH ARE FITTED THROUGH-
OUT WITH STANDARD CONTROLS.

THE ONLY SCHOOL
controlled by a Staff with

years of practical experi-

ence in School Teaching.

The HALL SCHOOL
OF FLYING

The Loridan Aerodrome, N.W.

Phone: KfNGSBURY 142.

The Romance of Invention.
A speaker in a recent discussion stated that so great and

important an invention as tlie wire-wound gun was kept out
of the world of practical use for 14 years because Lord Arm-
strong and Mr. Brunei found themselves forestalled by 14 days.
Fourteen days' delay cost England 14 years' delay in getting
the use of this gun.

Whether it be that curious factor "telepathy," or some
other undefined influence, it is undoubtedly true that when one
man is concentrating on a certain invention somebody else is

also struggling with it. Many records reveal amazingly
"close finishes."

The work of protecting the inventor and the naming of his

invention, the designing of his trade-mark, are all one, and
the inventor or m'anufacturer should learn to realise how com-
pletely the services of specialists in such ork are at his

disposal, and how comparatively low is the cost of such
services.

Prominent among those who have reduced this profession

to a fine art is Mr. Benjamin T. King, Consulting British

and U.S. Patent Agent, of 165, Queen Victoria Street, London,
whose personal interest and "touch," e.xtending back thirty

years, have been connected with many striking successes in

all such work, and he will be happy to give information

assistance, and direction to readeis of J iii; Aeroi'L.ank.

School and Weather Reports.
Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs. Fri. bat. Sun.

HendoD
1

Windy Windy Windy Windy Fair Fair Fine

East Coast ...
|

Fine
Wind

Fine
Wind

Fine
Wind

Fine
Wind Fine Fine Fine

South Coast ..

1
Fine Fine Fine Fine Fine Fine Fine

Lake District
|

Wind Wet Fair Fine"
1

Fine Fine Fine
Windy

Hendon.

—

At the Grahame-White School.—^Instructors :

Messrs. Manton, Russell and Winter. Pupils with instr. :

Prob. Fit. Sub-Lts. Bingham, Burling, Coleman, De Ville,

Simpson, and Wain. 8's or circs, alone : Prob. Fit. Sub-Lts.

Jacob, Bone, and Kerby. Certificate taken by Prob. Fit. Sub-

f.t. Jacob. Machines ; GraJiame-White biplanes.

At iHE B'eatty School.—Instructors: Messrs. G. W. Beatl),

W. Roche-Kelly, and C. B. Prodger. Pupils with instr. :

Messrs. AUcock, Bond, Bright, Chapelle, Cooper, Crowe, de

•Me^.i, I-aning, Fraser, Leong, Monfea, Jvoche, Whincup,
Wiles, Grossman, Johnston, Rutherford, Ross, Hay, Summers,
Chalmers, Tomlin.son. Mr. Cooper took his certificate on

Friday, when all other flying had been susp'iuded owing to

had wea'her; this speaks well for Mr. Cooper's ability a.- .1

pilot and for die training he has received. Machines in use

were, as usual, Beatty-Wright dual control and single-seater

biplanes. Exhibition flights were given by Messfs. Beatty r.nd

Roche-Kelly on Thursday and Sunday.

At the Hall Flying School.—Pupils practising rolling on

No. I machine : Messrs. Minot {50 mins.). Mason (40), Snow-
don (20), Cook (10), Mason (36), Furlong (8), Hatchman (5),

Mitchell (12). Messrs. Horner and Brooker were taken for

instructional flights by instructors on Machines No. 2 and

No. 4. ,

Pupil making straight flights : Mr. Hill 8 good straights on

No. 1 Machine. Circs and 8's, Mr. H. F. Stevens flew for

half an hour at 800 feet and practised landings for 10 mih>.

Oil No. 3 machine.

On Friday, April 30th, Mr. Stevens completed the full cer-

tificate tests in exceptionally good style, reaching 800 feet in

the altitude test and gliding from 600 feet with engine stopped,

his landing being faultless.

At the London and Provincial .'Vviation Go's .School.—
Instructors : Messrs. Warren and Smiles. Strts or rolling

alone : Messrs. L. Desohamps, P. G. Allen, W. D. Smiles,

M. Tranchoume, J. A. Turner. 8's or circs alone : Messrs.

W. D. Smiles, J. A. H. Crooke. J. A. H. Crooke took a good
ticket on Friday morning.

At the Ruffy-Baumann School.—Instructors : Messrs. E.

Baumann, James Brothers, and Virgilio. Pupils with instr. :

Mr. E. Baumann out on 60 Caudron with pupils. Strts or
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rolling alone on 45 Caudron : Messrs. Roobeart (16), King (16),

Bell (16), Cole (12), England (8), Sykes (16), Jackson (12).

8's and circs alone : Mr. Kenworthy, 8 mins. Machines : Trac-

tor biplanes : 60 Caudron, 50 and 45 h.p. R.-B. Mr. E. Bau-
mann was out on Sunday on 60 Caudron with passengers. The
new school macihines with 60 h.p. Gnomes give one ah excel-

lent impression.

Windermere.

—

-At the N.A.C. Seaplane School. — In-

structors : Messrs. W. Rowland Ding, C. L. Pashley, and J.

Lankester Parker. Pupils with instr on mabhine : Fit. Lt.

Atherton, R.N. (62), and Messrs. C. A. Barker (22), D. S. C.

Macaskie (12), M. H. Mackrow (24), F". H. M. Macintyre (25),

H. P. Reid (38), G. L. Railton (28), J. F. Ridgway (19), H.

Robinson (28), H. Slingsby (46). 8's .'lone : Mr. A. Buck.

Machines in use : Dual control .'Vvro, 50 Gnome, and N.A.C.

(80 Gnome) monoplane. Messrs. VV. R. Ding, C. L. Pashley,

.ind J. Lankester Parker were up testing and giving exhibitions

on several occasions, and a number of passengers were carried

on Sunday.

On Saturday the pusher monoplane was out after consider-

able alteration. T'ne whole empennage has been re-designed,

with larger elevators and rudder, and in addition new floats and

chassis have been fitted. The rather daring experiment of using

welded steel for the bottoms and sides of the floats has been

tried with success.

Piloted by Mr. Rowland Ding she was put through a series

of tests. No alterations of any kind were found to be necessary,

and she climbed to 3,000 ft. at the first attempt. Her be-

haviour on ttie water was almost ideal, and it is wortli noting

that after being continuously in the water for three days and

nights there is no sign of moisture in the interior of the floats.

A Prophecy.

The following letter is of interest :—

•

Leeds, .Vprii, 1915-

Sir,— I wonder if this sixteenlh century proverb would be

of any interest to you or The Aeroplane, of which I am a

regular reader. It is an old proverb well known in the North

of France, and runs :

When man flies

Ten nations shall go to war
;

They shall go out with the harvest

And return with the vintages.

'lliObe who have any faith in prophecies will find it peculiarly

significant to the present war. Only the last line remains to

be fulfilled. That is a matter which should be forthcoming

next autumn. I hope that the proverb is true in the last line.

(Signed) R. H. Tme.
[One would like to know the sources from which the prophecy

was disinterred. —Ed.]

TUITION.

^ THE ^

Grahame-White
SCHOOL
OF
FLYING,

HENDON,

THE GRAHAME - WHITE
AVIATION CO., LTD., Aero-
nautical Engineers and Constructors.

Proprietors of THE LONDON
AERODROME. HENDON,N. W.
Telegrams: " Volplane. Hyde, London."
Telephone: 120 Kingsbury (4 lines.)

N.W.

West End Offices:

J:i, REGENT St., LONDON, W.
ftlegrains :

" Claudigram, Piccy.,
London." Telephone: 4i23 Regent.

London and Provincial
aviation co.

SCHOOL OF FLYING
The Aerodrome, Hendon, N.W.

Learn to fly at our School on new and up-to-date machines. We teach
you to control the machine yourself and develop your own individu-
ality. Our instructors have had years of experience and we guarantee
satisfaction. Enquiries welcomed. Phone: Kingsbury 102

SITUATIONS VACANT.
W.XNTED, Fitters for aviation works; also Wood-working

machinists, Spindle Hands, and Wood Benders.—Apply

by letter, stating experience and wages required, to The Brush
Electrical Engineering Co., Ltd., Loughborough.

AEROPLANE ERECTORS WANTED. Onl> men with

experience of erecting need apply Write, stating age

and full particulars of experience to Aircraft Manufacturing

Co., Ltd., The Hyde, Hendon.

WANTED for Technical Dept., General Office, must have

had Drawing Office, Works and Aeroplane experience.

—

A. V. Roe and Co., Ltd., Manchester.

REQUIRED immediately, smart Aeroplane Draughtsman.
Apply, giving full particulars and wages required, to

Box 643, The Aeroplane, 166, Piccadilly, W.

GOOD MARKER-OFF wanted for Aeroplane details. Good
prospect for right man. Only those used to aeroplane

work need apply.— Boulton and Paul, Ltd., Aeronautical De-

partment, Norwich.

MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS
.Ml advertisements for this column should arrive at this

office by 6 p.m. MONDAY to ensure insertion.

For the convenience of Advertisers, replies can be received at

the office of "THE AEROPLANE," 166, Piccadilly, W.

Special PREPAID Rate—18 words 16; Situations wanted

ONLY— 18 words I/- id. per word after.

PATENTS.

How TO TAKE OUT PATENTS IN ENGLAND A.XD

ABROAD." (By Arthur E. Edwards, F.C.I. P. A.) 2s.

post free.—Arthur Edwards & Co., Ltd., Patent Agents and

Ccnsulting Engineers, Chancery Lane Station Chambers,

W.C. 'Phene 4536 Holborn.

PATENTS ; trade marks ; inventors advised free.—King's

Patent Ag<- cy, Ltd., 165, Queen Victoria Street, Lon-

don. 28 years' references.

PATENTS.—Instructive leaflet free from STANLEY,
POPPLEWELL & CO., Chartered Patent Agents, 38,

Chancery Lane, W.C.

SITUATIONS WANTED,
FIRST-CL.ASS Shop Foreman, thoroughly understands

bench and millwork of woodwork for aeroplanes.—Apply,

64, Wooler Street, Walworth, S.E. (x)

PROPELLERS.
CHAUVIERE'S famous Integral Propellers hold all records

;

used by all leading aviators. The best.—Sole proprietors

for Great Britain and Colonies, The Integral Propeller Co.,

Ltd., IB, Elthorne Road, Upper HoUoway, N. Telephone:

Hornsey 2345. Tejegrams : "Aviprop (Upholl), London."

EBORA PROPELLER COMPANY, Kingston-on-Thames.
—Propellers as supplied to the leading aviators during

the last five years ; finished wood parts for aeroplanes, aero-

foils, patterns, etc.

L\

HE ABMEG Propeller (Reg.), solely manufactured by the

Birmingham Aviation Co., established 1913, 8, Belgrave

Road, Edgbaston, has been proved an immense i;uccess by a

number of leading aviators at home and abroad. British

manufacture throughout. Efficiency and workmanship guaran-

teed. Inquiries invited. (x)
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PHOTOGRAPHS.
PILOT PORTRAITS
The F N B Series of Copy-
right Pilot Portraits includes
all the most notable Pilots ofCOPYRCMT SERIES

the Flying World. Unmounted, post free, Sizes 12 by 10 in.,

2s. 6d. ; 8 by 6 in., is. 6d. ; 6 by 4 in., is. 2d. Mention The
Aeroplane and write for NEW LIST of 350 pilots.

The photographs in the "F. N. B." series can be obtained

from F. N. Birkett direct at the labove prices.

F. TV. BIRKETT
97 PERCY ROAD, SHEPHERD'S BUSH. LONDON, W

WE HAVE THE MEN OF THE MOMENT.

TO NAVAL AND MILITARY AVIATORS.
IIT ESSRS. B.ASS.'XXO, of 25, Old Bond Stre.n, will be pleased

to give Oflicers of both Services complimentary sittings

at their Studios. Appointments may be made by Telephone

Regent 1,552, telegram or letter.

FOR SALE.
SIZAIRE 12 h.p. 2-seater racing model, 4 lamps, head light

and large generator on footboard, 5 tyres, all other

accessories. A good thing at ^75. Can be seen at the Rope
Works, 40, Kenton Road, South Hackney. Dalston, 1301. (x)

MISCELLANEOUS.
AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING.— Correspondence tui-

tion in sections or complete course, 12 lessons.—British

School of Engineering, 36, Maiden Lane, W.C.

BOARD RESIDENCE AT HENDON FOR AM.'\TORS.—
"Hatherlev," facing entrance to Aerodrome. Most con-

venient and comfortable. Moderate terms.

HARDWOOD for Aeroplanes. Specially selected, air-dried

timber as supplied to leading constructors in Britain and
the Continent. Silver Spruce, Ash, Poplar

;
Hickory and Ash

Skids
;
Threeply ; Thin Cedar and Mahoganv for Floats ; Wal-

nut for Propellers.—\\"illiam Mallinson and Son^, Ltd., Hack-
ney Road. 'Phone, 3854 Central, 4770 Wall.

LUNCH, TEA. or SUP at-

"TH£ AERO RESTAURANT,"
(Just outside the gates of the Hendon Aerodrome.)

Pretty Tea-Gardens, with awnings, for fine weather. Glass-side
" Sun-Parlour" for cold weather.

Best of Pood, well cooked and neatly served.

Lunch from Is. 6d. Tea from 6d.

1 .
• Trkcle - OWjtENOlNl Mark.

Liquid scotch glue
^

* Ready for use at once.
USED UYTHE LKADINQ AEROPLANE CONSTRUCTORS.

I MOISTURE PROOF. -

U'Hir for rnW Lift inid Parti\ itliir~'~ . . ,

^

i MENDINE CO., », Arthur Slrffet. London Brirtee, E C.

MODELS.

T. W. K. CLARKE & CO.,
HAMPTON WICK. MIDDLESEX.

Supply British Built Model Aeroplanes, and all Accessories
for making. Send stamp for Lists.

MO MODEL Aeroplanes and Accessories. Set of parts

• 0»V7» with drawings for constructing: Model 24 in. by

30 in. 2S. 6d.

We stock everything for models, compressed air engines,

etc.—Murray, Son and Co., 387a, High Road, High Cross,

Tottenham, N. (x)

THE

Ruffy-Baumann
SCHOOL OF FLYING

Hendon.

Manager and Cliief Instructor :

EDOUARD BAUMANN
Instructors :

Herbert James, Howard James,

GiNO ViRGILIO.

IF you want to join the R.N.A.S.

or R.F.C. you cannot do better

than join us first. Being taught on

high-powered, fast. Tractor, Govern-

ment type machines you will fly any

war machine straightaway when you

have completed your training.

T10O pupils accepted for Governm ent service

last week :
—

LESLIE HAYDEN, r.f.c,

Flight Sub.-Lieut. BELL, r.n.a.s.

Tractor Machines in use :

—

2 60-H.P. GNOME GAUDRON
1 45-H.P. ANZANI GAUDRON
1 50.H.P. GNOME G4UDRON

Trial Lesson - - £2 2 0
REFUNDED IF JOINING OUR SCHOOL

Offices and IVorks :

3 & 4, KendalFs Mews, Portman Square,W.

•Rhone - PADD. 5048.
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The Sopwith Aviation Co., Ltd.
CONTRACTORS TO THE ADMIRALTY AND WAR OFFICE

Offices and Works KINGSTON-ON-THAMES

Telephone: TcleCrams:

Kingston 774 (3 Lines). "Sopwithi Kingston,"

^iiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiNiiiiitiiiiniiiiiMiiiiiiiinsiiiMiiiiin

THOMAS TRACTOR
BIPLANES.

For SPEED VARIATION:

Maximum 81 '1 m.p.h.
)
with useful

Minimum 38 „ )
load 800 lbs.

THOMAS BROS. AEROPLANE Co. (Inc.) Ithaca, New York, U S.A.

European Representative : OLIVER W.THOMAS, "The Mount," Mavelstone Rd., Bromley, Kent.

TELEPHONE 394 BROMLEY.

Printed for The Aeroplane and General Publishing Company. Limited, by Bonner & Co.. The Chancery Lane Press, Rolls

Passage. London, E.G. ; and Published by VVm. Dawson & Sons. Limited, at Rolls House. Breams Buildings. London.

Branches in Canada. Toronto, Montreal, and Winnipeg ; in South Africa . Cape Town. Johannesburg, and Durban.
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SOMEWHERE AT SEA.

Flight Commander J. D. Cull, Flight Lieutenant H. E. M. W atkins, C.P.Os. Norrington and Lucey, and Air Mechanics of

one of our Seaplane Carriers not in the North Sea.
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The »ir(r^C«.,Itl

Hold the SOLE RIGHTS DIRECT
from the FARMAN BROTHERS

for the building of

HENRY & MAURICE FARMAN

Aeroplanes
AND

Hydro-Aeroplanes.

In Great Britain and the Oversea

Dominions.

Works and Flying Groand

HENDON.

Offices :

47, VICTORIA STREET. S W

Stiff proving its

sferfin^ worth.

AVRO
NOTHINC BETTER.

FOR PEACE OR WAR.

A V ROE & cat':''

MANCHESTER.

KINDLY MENTION " THE AEROPLANE

Contractors to

H.M. Admiralty and War OflBce.

Handley Page, Ltd,
OFFICES AND WORKS:

no, CRICKLEWOOD LANE.
LONDON, N.W.

AEROPLANE
MANUFACTURERS.

Telephone

—

HAMPSTEAD 7025 (2 lines.)

Telegrams

—

" HYDROPHID, CRICKLE,'
LONDON.

FLYING AT
HENDON
/^PEN to the Public every day as usual." Special Exhibition and Passenger

Flights EVERY THURSDAY, SATUR-
DAY & SUNDA Y afternoon from 3 p.m.

(Weather permitting). PASSENGER
FLIGHTS, £2 2s. Admission 6d.,

Is., and 2s. 6d. (Children, half price)

Motors, 2s. 6d. (includes Chauffeur).

Soldiers and Sailors (in Uniform) Free

TgJHITSUN HOLIDAYS, SATURDAY,
SUNDAY & BANK HOLIDAY,

MAY 22nd, 23rd and 24th, 1915.

SPECIAL DISPLAYS.

THE GRAHAME. WHITE SCHOOL OP =
FLYING, HENDON, N.W. =

7HE Gi nhntne-]V kite Aviation Co.. Ltd., Aeronautical Engin- ^
eeis and Comttuctors, Proprietors of the London Aerodrome, ~

Heiidun, N.W. Teltg.: " Vilphme, Hyde, London." Telephone: —
UO Kingsbury {4 lines). West End Offices : 33, Regent St., W. =
Teleg. :

" Claudigram, Piccy ,, London." Telephcne: 4423 Regent, —

HEN CORRESPONDING WITH ADVERTISERS.
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The Editorial and Advertising Offices of "Tlie Aeroplane"

are at 166, Piccadilly, W.
Telegraphic Address : AileIion, London. 'Phone : Mayfair 5407.

Acconnts, and all correspondence relating thereto, should be

sent to the Registered Offices of "The Aeroplane and General

Publishing Co., Ltd.," Rolls House, Breams Buildings, B.C.

The Editor cannot undertake to return unsolicited manu-
scripts, whether accompanied by stamps or not, though every
endeavour will be made to do so.

"The Aeroplane" is not connected with any other business
at tbe same address, whether associated with Aeronautic))
not.

Subscription Rate, post free : Home, 3 months, 1/8 ; 6 months, 3/3 ; 12 months, 6/6. Abroad, 3 months 2,2 ; 6 months, 4/4 ; 12 months, 8/8

On Intelleci
There seems to be a division of opinion about the

use of gas-bouibs in war. Will someone please ex-
plain why flooding- a country with visible gas, which
one can see coming and avoid b}^ the simple process
of running away, is any more "inhuman" or "bar-
barous " than flooding with water a country occupied
b}' one's enemy and drowning him if he stays to be
drowned ? One can see the gas and one can see the
water, so wherein lies the dift'ereuce ? It is just as
well to clear the mind of cant in these matters, for

one never knows when one may want to do the same
thing oneself, though the gas is less eft'ective than water
because it does not set up a permanent barrier, and
cuts equall}' well the other way when the wind
changes.
While discussing this question of poison gasses re-

cently, an irresponsible friend suggested that the
R.F.C. might make some of tht- less efficient aeroplanes
of official design justify their existence by flying- them
over to the gas area and fixing them to the ground tail on
to the advancing cloud of gas so that by keeping the
propellers running the gas might be blown backwards
onto the ad\-ancing Germans. There is many a true
word spoken in jest, and the idea is not quite as craz}'

as it sounds.'
An Antidote.

Of course, one would not use aeroplanes for the job,

but there seems no good reason why some of our
hundreds of idle armoured cars—which are waiting for

that long-hoped-for German repulse—should not be
turned to good account. It ought to be quite possible to

rig up quite quickh' and cheaply on a number of these
cars large rotar}- air fans, driving them by belt off the
car motor. The};- could be fixed on overhead frames
designed to lie down flat on top of the cars when not
in use, like the collapsible funnel of a pennj' steamer.
By placing them overhead one would enable the crew of

the car to use their machine-guns or quick-firers to fire

along the clear lane blown through the gas bj" their

air-fans.

The expression air-fan is used ad\-isedly, for the
Itroper aeroplane propeller is t[uite a difterent article.

The propeller is designed to screw its waj- through the
air with the highest efficiencj', that is to say its de-

signer's intention and hoj)e is that it shall get the best
possible grip on the air while actually shifting as little

air as possible. An air-fan, on the other hand, such as
the well-known Blackman fan, is designed to throw as

much air as ]30ssible backwards, at as high a speed as

possible with a minimum expenditure of power, which
is quite another problem in design.

Several squadrons of cars thus equipped could be
kept in readiness to rush off at a moment's notice to

blow away at any rate some of the gas as it drifted over
our ])ositions, and so hold enough ground to form a

salient jutting into the enemy's lines and bring a flank-
ing fire to bear on the troops which advanced past the
point of the salient. It must be remembered that as
the cai's came into position tliej' would be hidden from
the enemy's artillery by the advancing- wall of gas, and
so would have the advantage of opening fire them-
selves at some unexpected point on advancing infantry.

It is even possible that in perfectly calm weather,

aal Honesty.
when there is no wind to IdIow i)oison-gas one way or
tlie other, the cars might be used to blow gas into the
enemy's lines as a preliminary to an infantry attack.
In that case one would raise the wall of gas first and
then rush the cars up under its cover to blow it in the
riglit direction. Most people have seen an ordinar^^
aeroplane propeller blow a fog of castor-oil smoke 200
to 300 yards across an aerodrome on a calm day, so
with scientificall}' made air-fans, and properly con-
cocted gas, a dozen or twent}^ high-powered cars ought
to l)e able to do quite good business over a front of 5^.10

3-ards or so.

The prevailing wind in Western Europe is betweeif
North-West and vSouth-West, so by using our natural
opportunities to the best advantage, and by making
our own opportunities in calm weather, we ought to be
able to beat the Germans at their own game, if only we
can succeed in humbugging our own consciences into be-
lieving that it is the righteous thing to do, or if we can
be intellectually honest and say that we are going to
play this game out under "catch-as-catch-can" rules,
and " damn the consequences," because we mean to
win by fair means or foul.

X Confession of Weakness.

Even that priceless person the official Eye-Witness
seems to have let himself lose his mental orientation
over the poison-gas business, for he refers to its use
as a "confession of weakness." It may indicate weak-
ness in other material, such as guns and aircraft, but
it certainlj' does not show weakness of detern:ination
or of intellect, and there is much to be said for the Ger-
man argument that barbarism in war is justified b}^ the
fact that it shortens the duration of war.
The "Liverpool Daih' Post" refers to the use of

poison-gas as a "Hellish Device." So it is. So is the
bayonet with \vhicli a soldier makes a hole in the
stomach of an anonymous enemy who a few months
before was the blameless father of a peaceful and
happy family. So is the iron-tii)])ed boot with which
a drunken hooligan kicks out the brains of a harmless
necessary policeman.
So were firearms considered by mediaeval knights

when "villainous saltpetre" enabled a common foot-

soldier to punch holes in a gentleman's armour before
the said gentleman could spit him with a ten-foot lance,
or smite him o'er the mazzard (wherever that may be)
with a spikey mace. So were the methods of repelling
attacks on baronial castles when "sometliing- humor-
ous with boiling oil in it" was emptied over the para-
pet onto the devoted heads of the attacking party. So
is a cane applied to the seating accommodation of a

delicately nurtured but badly disciplined small boy by
an exasperated and exacerbated schoolmaster. vSo is'

anj^ form of argument which depends upon physical
iujur}^ and not on moral suasion.

Unfortunately "hellish devices" are the onh* argir-

nients most people are likely to understand until such
time as human nature has been reformed by a practi-

calh^ impossible sj'stem of eugenics, and intellectual

honesty masters cant and humbug. And then prob-
ably the world will not be half as pleasant a place to

inhabit. Certainly it will not he as humorous. Mean-
time any attempt to run a war on a humanitarian basis
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is not oiil_v loolisli .iiul fiililc, l)iit wasteful and iu-
luiinanc.

I'or Instance.

It will ,be leiiiembered that certain sill}^ luimaui-
taiian pacificists tried some time before the war to
introduce an international aijreenient that bombs
should not be dropjoed from aircraft. Certain honest
countries refused to be a party to any such agreement,
and so the idea fortunately fell through. But if it

had been adu]ited, think what it would have cost us.
Our military classes are scrupuloushr honourable

—

whatever onr political and commercial classes may be
—and we should have stuck to our agreement. As a
result, the Germans would have brought up bigger
supplies and reinforcements at Neuve Chapelle, be-
cause the railway's which were smashed by the bombs
dropped hy the R.F.C. would have been usable for a
longer time than they were. And the resultant
slaughter on both sides would have been greater.

Similarly, the R.N.A.S. would not be constantly
dropping iwmbs on Zeebrugge, Antwerp, and so forth,

and the Germans would be able to launch unlimited
submarines unobstructed, with greater consecpient loss

of life at sea.

Tho Alteinati\es.

, As a matter of fact, there are only two rational ways
of making war- namely, the chiA'alrous method and
tile wholesale luethod. If all nations were altogether
honourable througiiout all classes of the population

—

which is obviously imjiossible—wars could be decided
by picked teams t)f chami)ions from each nation, and
the belligerent countries would abide In' the result.

A team from each nation would visit the encni}-

country, and would fight a " home " team in the local

Stadium, which, under the circumstances, could easily

be filled with spectators at enormous prices, and thus

the war could be made to pay for itself handsomely.
Of course, firearms would ha\e to be barred, and it

would all be bayonet, sword, and lance. If one wanted
to bring the latest arm into it, the jjieked aviators of

each nation might be allowed to light with short-range

large-bore pirttols at selected aerodromes.
The only reasonable alternative is a war in which

the whole nation takes part, a war of extermination,
a war in which there is no foolish distinction between
combatant and non-combatant, for the non-combatants
are either making munitions (jf war or are raising

food for combatants or for those who are making muni-
tions, or cooking food or making clothes for those who
are raising the food for the etc., or engaged in grow-
ing up to become combatants or food-raisers or cooks.

Consequently, if one comes down to plain logic, every-

one is helping in the prosecution of the war, and in

common reasonableness should be liable to treatment

as a combatant if caught.
The Labour Question .\gain.

Under such conditions the labour question could be

properly handled, for everyone would be a State ser-

vant and under Martial Law. Ko one need then worry
about "Labour versus Liquor," for all liquor would be
under State control.

In this connection a friend of mine made a brilliant

suggestion which is quite a workable proposition under
existing conditiont;, namely, that the "Armament Dis-

tricts'—such as the Clyde, Tyneside, the Black
Country, and so forth—should be put under Martial

Law, and all public-houses closed to ordinary cus-

tomers. Liquor-tickets, somewhat similar in operation

to the German bread-tickets, would be issued, but onl>-

to men working for armament firms. These men would
receive their tickets on pay-day along with their wages,
and the amount of liquor allowed would be limited.

Also, a certain amount of liquor would be docked for

lost time or bad work, so that each man's allowance

would be settled automatically along with his wages
sheet. The liquor itself might either be supplied in

existing licensed premises, or from canteens inside the
works.
Naturally such a system would be open to abuses,

but it would, at worst, be an improvement on present
conditions, in which men draw twice the mone}^ they
are worth for half the amount of work they would be
doing in normal times and consume twice as much
drink, or more.

The Police at Fault.

Incidentally, much good migh.tlie done without any
special legislation if the police did their duty properly.
The policeman who brings in ordinary "drunks" only
makes himself unpopular with his senior officers. Any
special constable on ordinary police Awty learns this
xery soon after joining, and it is quite time someone
exposed the scandal in Parliament.
The reason is that the fat and comfortable "station

sergeant," or whatever he is called, dislikes having his
contemplative peacefulness disturbed by druuk after
drunk being run in, for he has all the trouble of book-
ing particulars and sending in reports and so forth,
and gets no kudos out of it.

.\ Simple Improvement.
Yet, if the higher police authorities all over the

I'ountry let it be know'n that station-sergeants would be
l)romoted if they put a stop to drunkenness in their
districts, and tliat constables who roped in immerous
"druidcs" would have their services recognised, the r".-

sult would be felt innnediately. Magistrates also should
ht instructed that all convicted "drunks" should be
imprisoned without the option of a fine. The average
workman \vould soon stop getting drunk if he found
that he lost a \veek's wages and had to sleep on a plank
iied every time he passed the limit. This simple in-
struction from headquarters would not stop drunken-
ness, but it would put a very sound check on it. And
e\ en a check on drunkenness would soon increase the
output of armament.

The Only Rational System

]Ii)\ve\er, to return to the cotisideration of war as it

should be carried on under rational conditions—assum-
ing that any form of phj'sical violence can be con-
sidered rational. Kvery human being in the countr)-
ought to be working heart and soul for the State in the
endeavour to make the fighting forces more efficient and
cffecti\'e. That is the state of mind of Germany to-day.

1-rom One Who Knows.

A valued friend of mine, a highly intelligent, widelj''

travelled man, who has just returned from Germany
after being imj)risoned there ever since the beginning
of the wai, tells me that the German peoj^ile were never
so much one people as to-day. Their confidence is un-
shaken. Their organisation is superb. Their discip-

line is wholly admirable. All the tales one reads of the
weakening of German moral, of scarcitj- of materiel, of

internal dissension, are lies, hatched out by our im-
becile press and futile Government with the intention
of encouraging the English people, when anyone who
is not a fool Luglishman kno\vs that the only way to

get an Englishman to stir himself is to tell him the
worst and rouse his dander. The truth is that we are

as far of? beating the German Nation now as we were
at the outbreak of war, and the sooner the people in

this country know it the better.

INIy friend loathes Germany and all its works, for -he

has been brutall}' treated, and has undergone four

months' solitary C(jnfinement for political reasons, but
he is full of admiration of German efficiency, German
strength, and German "one-ness." He is as keen a pro-

German as I am mj-self and hates Germany as cordially.

Thoroughness.

That is just wdiere w e must copy the enenry if we are

to win through as emphatically as our population, our
wealth, the area of our Empire, and our place in the

World demands. Everyone should not only be doing
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^\\ER.riE5T. B. H .Lander., i^is;

i

^introducing a New Mount

Q We have recently purchased and added to our school stud three Caudron

Biplanes, one with 45 h.p. and two with 35 h.p. Anzani Engines.

Q NA/e have added these tractor machines to our school in order that our

pupils, especially those entering the R N.A.S. or R.F.C., may have the

opportunity of gaining experience on tractor machines, so that on

entering either Service they shall be fully capable of flying any type of

pusher or tractor machines.

SCHOOL EQUIPMENT.
Pusher Type.

60 h.p. Beatty-Wright. dual control

50 h.p. „ ,, „

40ih.p.

50 h.p. ,, single sealer

Tractor Type.

45 h.p. Caudron

35 h.p. .,

35 h.p.

Q The only school giving instruction on both pusher and

tractor machines.

KINDLY MENTION "THE AEROPLANE" WHEN CORRESPONDING WITH ADVERTISERS.
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his or her "bit" for the vState, but ever5'oue should be
doing their utmost.
Under a strong Government which knew how to

"work" the press as it could easily be worked, every
soul in the country would be in a few weeks doing some
useful work or other for the Services.
The only exceptions would be people who are

honestly opposed to the war. And the proper thing to do
with them is to deport them to a neutral country so
that they will not be in the way.
Everyone else ought to be in the service of the State,

and should be helping to carry on the war as efficiently

and as effectively and as relentlessly as possible

—

which, when 3-ou come to think of it, is Socialism, and
Conscriptionism, and Feudalism, and Militarism, and
Barbarism, and TorjHsm, and half a dozen other "isms"
rolled into one, but it is also pure I^gic.

An Ideal Country.

(ireat Britain would have been an ideal countr}^ if

it had been self-contained and self-feeding, so that it

was free from any need of outside supplies, and was

The Question of Publicity.

so fortified round its coasts that no hostile fleet dare

approach within gun-range. I say "would have been"

advisedly, for the time for such an ideal country is

past. In future wars, which will be national wars,

fought "all in," without any silly Hague or Geneva

rules, aircraft will make such a self-contained country

impossible. The little aeroplanes of 1,000 h.p. or so,

such as all countries are building to-day, will be re-

garded much as the modern Navy regards torpedo-

boats. Really big aircraft will distribute asphyxiating

bombs in effective quantities over the manufacturing

and administrative centres of enemy countries
_
1,000

miles or more away, and the country with the biggest

Air Service will be top dog. It remains to be seen,

probably by posterity, whether this country is going

to be top dog in the air as well as on the sea, but it

depends on the remainder of the present generation

and on the whole of the next generation whether the

Flying Services are developed so that we may become

top dog, or whether we are misled by pacificists into

turning our swords into plough-shares, and our war-

planes into chicken-coops.—C. G. G.

.\ singularly foolish loiter "in ihc "Times, ' signtil "W.
Burdett-Coutts, " complaining that the official Ej-e-W ilncss

does not mention, or tliat the Censor does not pass, the names
of those who distinguish themselves, and instancing the case

of tlie late Mr. Moorhouse, has drawn this crushing repl)' :

—

To THE Editor of the "Times."
Sir,—Has not "Eye-Witness" written the finesf epitaph

that can be desired for a soldier dying in his devotion to

duty, an epitaj)!! that is in keeping with the spirit of Nelson's

famous signal :—
"He made his report."

Is not this better than to be trumpeted as a hero?

Your obedient servant, A Soldier.

It seems impossible for those of vulgar mind to understand

that an officer and gentleman hates to see his name in print,

outside official announcements, worse than deatli itself,

especially in war time. He does his duty because it is his

duty, and not because he desires the applause of the common
mob, which he despises. If his commanding officer sees fit to

mention him in dispatches he is pleased, and if he does any-

lliing notable which wins for liim a D.S.O., or a Military

Cross, he is duly honoured, hut he would perJiaps rather that

the printed accouni of his action were circulated^ in the Service

only, and not in the public press. It is, nevertheless, in the

interests of the Service that an acoount worded in a properly

dignified and restrained manner should be public property, and
to that extent he puts up with otherwise unwelcome publicity.

The British officer of the type of tJie old NavA' and Army
is at once the proudrsi and the most humble of men, which is

just why he puzzles those who cannot understand his mental
outlook. The publicity-hunting, medal-collecting officer may be
as brave as a lion, but he is never a good officer, for hi' neglects

his jc>b in order to advertise himself or to do "deeds of

desperate daring." Ihat is why, even if he pushes himself
by political or financial pull into high rank, he is always
regarded with mingled suspicion and contempt by the officers

who have done the work while he has been collecting the lime-

Hght, and that is why publicity of any kind is shunned bv \\v

best class of officer while on service, tiiough perhaps in time of

peace an officer of the best type may be proud of a public re-

putation as a first-class horseman, and may in the future be

proud of winning big flying races, analogous to the Grand
Militarv Steeplechase, or the "National."

The R.F.C. Aid Committee.
The Secretary of the Royal Flying Corps Aid Committee,

Miss Constance Dudley, writing fro.Ti Surrey House, Marble
.'\rch, W., the new office of the Committee, encloses a list of

subscriptions since the end of February. The donors include
a number of well-known firms unconnected with the aeroplane
industry, and the handsome total of £2qii 5s. iid. has been
reached during this period.

The Aeronautical Society's "Faux Pas."
W ith reference to the remarks in the last i'-sue of The

.Aeroplane under the above title, this paper is informed by

the Secretary of the Aeronautical Society :

—

(1) That the circular, to one paragraph of which exception

was taken, was drawn up and circulated by him personally (on

a general authority from the- Council to proceed with the

.Trrangements for the meeting), and w.is not seen, drafted or

inspired in any way by anyone connected, directly or indirectly,

with the Royal Aircnaft Factory.

(2) That he has no connection with "various articles in the

|jress," and is unaware of the denllt)- of "Ornis" in the

"Times."

(3) That there is no justification for any implication that the

Royal Aircraft Factory controls or unduly influences the Aero-

nautical Society.

(4) That it is inaccurate to state or imply that the only Royal

Aircraft Factory aeroplanes to which Professor Bryan's

methods have been applied are the B.E.2C. and the B.E.Sa.

(5) That die "objectionable paragraph" if read without pre-

judice contains a simple statement of fact that was made
without any ulterior motive, either of advertisement of the

Royal Aircraft Factory or disparagement of private firms.

The R.N.A.S. Comforts Fund.
It is now possible to publish det.iils of the sums expended on

comforts during the months of March and April. These
amounts, added to those previously published for the five

anontlis ending February 28th, make a total of .;^88i 17s. id.

usefully expended, in addition to many thousands of ready-

made garments sent by thoughtful individuals and institutions.

Mrs. Sueter is to be congratulated on the arduous work .she

has performed, for which she must feel amplv lepaid by the

many expressions of gratitude her practical s\ni]);ilhy has

evoked.

March. Apkii..

£ s. d. £ s. d.

jerseys 4 4 o Gramophones ... 7 iS o

.Shirts 4 7 5 Hessian Sacks ... i 5 o

Vests 13 14 0 .Sundries, Rail Ex-

.SundrieS: Rail Ex- penses. Postage

Ipenses, Carriage, for .Sacks, etc. 2 2 o

etc. on .'^'acks. Vests 27 2 o

Postage 4 ly 7 Carting to .Slalioii o 6 (,

Pants 19 2 3 .Shirts 24 16 11

Bath Towels, P.mts 27 5 o

Buttons for Jerseys ^5 3
Shirts 193

£'\7 16 6 ;^i05 17 II

Further contributions are urgently required and should be

sent in cash or kind to Mrs. Sueter, The Howe, Watlington,
Oxon, as "-oon as possible.
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Naval and Military Aeronautics.
GREAT BRITAIN.

From the "London Gazette," May 4th, 1915.

War Office, May 4TH.

REGULAR FORCES.—Establishments.—Royal Flying

Corps.—'Military ^^'ING.—Asst. Equipment Officers.—^April

9th : Sec. Lieut. T. E. Robertson, S.R. ; Sec. Lieut. J. W.
Griffitli, S.R. ; Sec. Lieut C. P. Ogden, S.R.

Supplementary to Regular Corps.—Royal Flying Corps.—
Military Wing.—^Sec. Lieuts. (on prob.) confirmed in rank :

J. O. Cooper, R. H. S. Mealing. To be sec. lieuts. (on prob.):

K. K. Horn. April i5fh. C. C. Godwin, .\pril 23rd. C. Barber.

ALiv 3rd.
* * »

iMoni the "London Gazette," May 5tli, 1915.

War Office, jNL^y 5TH.

REGULAR FORCES.

—

Establishments.—Royal Flying

Corps.—Central Flying School.—Lieut (temp. Capt.) R. P.

Mills, R.F., a flight com.. Military Wing, to be an instructor,

vice Lieut, (temp. Capt.) Lord G. '\\'ellesley, Grenadier Guards.

.'\pril 22nd.
* * ..

From the "London Gazette," May 6th, 1915.

Supplementary to Regular Corps. R. Flying C.—Mil. Wing.
•—J. D. Dinneen to be sec. lieut., (on prob.). .'\pril 13111.

* * *

From the "London Gazette," May 7th, 1915.

.Xdmiralty, May 5111.

ROYAL NAVAL AIR SERVICE.— J, Bird lo l.r ni.-bi H' m.
April 30th.

^

War Office, May 71 n.

REGULAR FORCES.—Establishments.—Royal Flyixc,

Corps.—Military \\'ing.—Flying Officers.—April 14th : Lient.

B. S. Sandeman, 2nd Highland Brig., R.F.A., T.F. ; Lieut.

E. F. W. Cobbold, 7th Cheshire, T.F. April i6th : Capt. D. H.

Ma^cdonell, D.S.O., R. of O. ; Sec. Lieut' M. T. Sandys, R.A.,

and seconded. April 22nd : Sec. Lieut. R. H. S. Mealing, S.R. ;

Sec. Lieut. P. G. Ross-Hume, 6lih K.O.S.B., and transferred to

general list, New Armies; Sec. Lieut, j. O. Cooper, S.R. :

Temp. Sec. Lieut. M. K. Cooper-King, 7tih (Pioneers) ^'orU

and Lane, and transferred to general list. New Armies ;
Sc.-.

Lieut. L. M. W'ells Bladen, S.R., from an asst. equijjment

officer. April 27th.

Memoranda.—Temp. Capt. H. Dobell relinq. commn. <n

apl.'ointment to the Roval Naval .^ir Service. April 20th.

* * *

From the "London Gazette," May 8th, 1915.

His Majesty the King has been graciously pleased to appro\e

of the ajjpointment of the undermentioned officer to be Com-
panion of the Distinguished Service Order, in recognition of

gallanfry and devotion to duty whilst serving with the Ex-

peditionary Force :

—

Lieutenant Lance George Hawker.
Royal Engineers and Royal Flying Corps.

For conspicuous gallantry on April 19th, 191,^, when he

succeeded in dropping bombs ..n the German airship shed at

Gontrode from a height of only 200 feet, under ciroumstances

of the greatest risk.

Lieutenant Hawker displayed remarkable ingenuity in

utilising an occupied German captive balloon to shield liini

from fire whilst manoeuvring to drop the bombs.
» * *

War Office, May 8th.

REGULAR FORCES.—Establishments.—Royal Flying

Cori>s.—^Military Wing.—Flying officers to be Flight Com-

m indcrs.—Lieut, (temp. Capt.) J. E. Tennant, S. Guards.

March 17th. .'\nd to the temp, capts. April 17th : Lieut. C. E.

C. R.abagliati, Yorks L.I. ; Lieut. R'. L. Charteris, S. Re-

serve ; Lieut. L. G. Hawker, R.E. ; Sec. Lieut. M. B. Blake,

S.R. April 23rd : Lieut. R. E. Lewis, W. India Regt. ; Lieut.

C. G. Bell, S.R.

Flying Officers.—.^pril 9t.h : Sec. Lieut. W. h. Grattan-

Bellew, S.R. ; Temp. Sec. Lieut. E. E.. Clarke, A.S.C. ; Sec.

Lieut. R. H. Mayo, S.R.

From the "London Gazette," May 10th, 1915.

War Office, jNIay ioth.

Special Reserve of Officers. ^

—

Supplementary to Regu-
lar Corps.—Royal Flying Corps.'—Military \A'ing.—Sec,

lieuts. (on prob.) confirmed in rank: C. D. Fuller, J. C. H.
Barfield. To be sec. lieuts. (on prob.) : P. D. Robinson, .'\pril

6th. D. B. James. April 19th. April 21st: J. P. C. Sewell,

C. C. Miles, .^pril 23rd : J. LI. Williams, C. L. P. Henderson.

W. J. MoConnoohie. April 26th. April 27th : L. W. F.

Turner, R. H. Carr, F. Dunn, E. R. Scholefield,

NAVAL.

The following appointment was notified at the Admiralty on

May 4th :

—

Royal Naval \m Service.—Mr. R. L. Anderson granted

a temporary commission as lieut., R.N.V.R., and .appointed to

the "President," additional, for duty with R.N..\.S., to date

.April 25th.
* * *

The following" appointment was notified at the Admiralty on

May 5th :

—

Royal Naval Air Service,—The Hon. A. Verney-Cave
granted a temporary comm:ission as lieutenant, R.N.V.R., and
appointed to the "President," additional, for duty with

R.N.A.S., to date April 4th.

. * * *

The following appointments were notified at the Admiralty

on May 6tih :

—

Royal Naval Air Service.—The following have l)een

granted temporary commissions as lieutenants, R.N.V.R., and

appointed to the "President," additional, for dut\- with

R.N.A.S., to date .April 29th : A. S. Goodwin, P.' J. H.

Sumner, F. J. Toulmin, and O. H. Powell.

The following have been entered as probation.a'ry flight sub-

lieutenants, and appointed to the "President," additional, for

R.N.A.S., to date as mentioned: H. G. Henley, L. C. Keel)le,

;ind H. .\. Bower, May 12th ; G. G. Ommaney, May 5th.

* *

The followin.g appointments were notifa-d at rhe .Admiralty

on May 7th :

—

Royal Naval Air Service.—^Alr. F. .\. Crispin granted a

temporary commission as lieutenant, R.N.V.R., and appointed

to the "President," additional, for instructional duties in the

R.N.A.S., to date May ist ; and Mr. R. Griffin, also granted

.1 temporary commission as lieutenant, R.N.V.R., and ap-

pointed to the "President," additional, for duty in the

R.N.A.S., to date May 4th.

Messrs. J. H. Hardman and J. Simson granted temporary

commissions as sub-lieuts., R.N.V.R., and appointed to the

"President," additional, for R.N.A.S., to date May 3rd.

The following have been entered as probationary flight sub-

lieuts., and .appointed to tlie "President," additional, for

R.N.A.S., to date as mentioned: H. de Verd Leigh, May 6th
;

L. Hodges, R. M. Clifford, F. R. Layer, C. Perrctt, and

W. L. Graham, to date May 12th; .d-o J, D. Hume (for

temporary ser\-ice), to date May 12th.

* » »

The following apjjointments were notified at the ."^d.mirally

o;i !\Lay Sth :

—

Royal Naval .'\ir Ser\-ice.—.Acting Com. F. C. Hal.ahan,

graded in R.N..\.S., as acting wing coon., to date May 6tlli.

Mid. R.N.R. D. J. Sheehan, transferred to R.N.A.S., ;is

prob. flight sub-lieut., and appointed to tlie "President," .addi-

tional, for R.N..A.S., to date May 7th.

Messrs. J. R. Blunt and B'.E. Annoot, granted temp, commis-

sions as sub-lieuts., R.N.V.R., and appointed to the "Presi-

dent," addifional, for duty with R.N..A.S., to date March 1st

and April 28th respectively.

Petty Officer L. A. Hervey and Mr. C. "W. A. Critdliley-

Salmonson entered as prOb. flight sub-lieuts. for temp, service,

and appointed to the "President," additional, for R.N.A.S,, to

date May i2tlh and May ^fh respectively. - .
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The following appointment was notified at the Admiralty on
May loth :

—

Royal Naval Air Service.— Mr. J. C. Croft entered as pro-
bationary flight sub-lieuienant and appointed to the "Presi-
dent," additional, to date .May 12th.

" '
'

"

* '* *

The Secretary of the .Admiralty announced the following
casualties to officers during the o)>eralions in the Dardan-
elles :— (

Killed in -Action'.

Reported under date May 3rd :

—

Lieut.-Com. (tefnpy.) James R. Boothby, R.N.V.R.,
-Armoured Cai' Division. •

Wounded. -
.
>

Reported under date May 3rd:— '

.Sqdn. Com. Charles E. Risk (tempy. .Maj., .Royal Marines),
-Armoured Car Division.

Reported under date May ^th :
—

Lieut. Stanley Lambert, R.N.V.R., .Armoured Cat
Division.

The Secretary of tlie Admiralty announced on May 6th the

following casualties to officers during the operations, in the

Dardanelles:— - -.

Woundi:d.
Reported under date May 4th :

—

Lieut. Com. Stanley Lambert, R.N.V.R., .Armoured Car
Division (previously reported as Lieut. Stanley Lambert).

Sub-Lieut. Lord Lougliborough, R.N.V.R., Armoured Car
Division.

* * *

The Secretary of the Admiralty announced the following

casualty during the operations in the Dardanelles :
—

Wounded.
Repvorted under date May 5th :

—

Sufe-Lieut Lionel W. Huntington, R.N.V.R., Armoured Car
Division.

« * •

The Secretary of the .Admiralty issued tlie following state-

ment on May 8th :

—

The statement pijblished recently by the German authorities

that a British submarine had been sunk in an encounter with

a German airship is false ; on the contrary, the submarine
has now returned uninjured, and reports that she damaged
the airs:hip by gunfire and drove her off.

The fact that the action took place rather upsets the argu-

ment of the "Morning Post's" "airmanship expert" that such

an action is impossible. If an airship were equipped with

machine-guns and really clever marksmen behind tlhem it should

be possible for her to keep down the fire of quick-firers or

machine-guns on the submarines, while manoeuvring for a

favourable position from which to drop bombs. Owing to the

airship having at least twice the speed of a submarine, and three

times the speed of most of them, it would have immense ad-

vantage in mancEuvring, and would also confuse the shooting

of the submarines by varying its altitude. The safest thing for

a submarine to ds when attacked by an airship is to get out

and get under.
• * *

Lieut.-Comm. Boothby, R.N.V.R., killed at the Dardanelles,

was the brother of Commander Boothby, R.N., formerly one
of our leading airship officers, and now commanding the

Armoured Car Division.
• • •

So far, "questions in the House" have elicited the fact that

no destroyer escort was sent to meet the ill-fated "Lusitania."

Doubtless, the Admiralty had good reason for not providing

such an escort. But it does not seem to have been asked

whether there is a regular seaplane patrol along the South
Coast of Ireland, on the look-out for submarines, such as that

run by Lieut. Gran among the inlets and fjords of Norway,
nor has it been asked if not why not? There seems to have
been a suspicion of submarine supply depots on the indentated

coast of Cork for many months, for an infantry officer stationed

there in October or thereabouts told the writer that men of dhe

Royal Irish Constabulary searching at night along the coast

had been knifed or clubbed for their inquisitiveness. Knowing
that district fairly well the present writer is by no means pre-

pared to di.sbelieve the story, for West and South-West Cork
beyond Kinsale Junction is constitutionally "agin" any form of

government. ' ' -

» *

.V Belgian, recently escaped from .Antwerp, and now with
one ot our aircraft rirms, was in the Cockerill Yard when the

two R.N..A.6. pilots smashed the submarines on the slips

there. He states that in order to place his bombs absolutely

accurately one pilot actually flew underneath a big steel arch,

used, presumably, for a travelling crane, and dropped his bombs
on to the right spot from a height of only thirty or forty feet.

He then climbed rapidly, and seeing a crowd of soldiers rush
into an open space and fire at him he turned back, dived, and
dropped a bomb into the "brown" of them, killing thirty or so

at once. The ]>erformance seems to have been one of the

pluckiest deeds of the war, and one hopes such verification of

it will be received as to entitle the pilot to some special dis-

tinction.
» * *

In the third article from die special correspondent in the

Dardanelles, Mr. E. .\slimead-Bartlett, who, with the consent
of the British Government, is representing tliere certain Lon-
don newspapers, the following illuminating passage occurs :

—

"Eastern Mediterranean, April — . When your .ship forms
part of the squadron which is off duty you lie at anchor off

Tenedos, and have little to do except to watch the aeroplanes

soaring upwards from the aerodrome—a fine natural piece of

ground, which might have been specially designed by Nature
for the arrival of Commander Samson and his gallant crowd
of aviators, obser\'ers, and mechanics—and tHien disappearing

towards the Straits, which are only eight miles away."
It is interesting to hear that the shoregoing section of the

R.N..A.S. has found a satisfactory landing ground, but one
cannot help feeling a trifle surprised that the name of the

officer commanding tliat section shoidd ha\-e been passed by the

Censor. From a purelv military point of view one would
assume that the absence from the Western war area of an

officer of whom it is alleged that the German autliorities have

put a price reported to be ;^i,ooo on his head would kave been

concealed with some care, if his value for intimidatory purposes

is as high as the alleged reward suggests. Also, from a

Service point of view, it seems a trifle unusual that the name
of an officer should be mentioned in this way when tiie names
of officers of equal or superior Naval rank, who have done dis-

tinguished service in the Dardanelles, are, very properly,

withheld until such time as they are made known in a fitting

manner in the official list of honours given for services

rendered.

One had rather ho])ed that the new conditions prevailing in

the Western war area had put a stop to the unseemly and un-

dignified booming of the Royal Naval Air Service which

formerly emanated from that quarter, and one regrets to see a

recrudescence of this very un-Naval proceeding coming out of

the East.
* * »

Officers wiho are not averse to seeing their names in print

otherwise than in Casualty or Honours Lists are recommended

to study the following paragraph :
—

Wimbledon Town Council, at t'heir meeting last month,

unanimously decided to offer the honorary freedom of the

boro jgh to Captain J. H. S. Dimmer, V.C., who gained the

Victoria Cross by his gallant work witli a machine-gun

against tlie Prussian Guards near Zillebeke. The Town
Clerk (Mr. A. Steele Sheldon) conveyed the decision to

Captain Dimmer with a view to his fixing the date for the

ceremony. He has now received a letter from Captain

Dimmer declining to accept the honour, the offer of which he

appreciates. " Too much publicity," he adds, " has been given to

my name already, and has caused me a great deal of worry and
annovance. To accept this freedom would only brine further

publicity, and such is not in accordance with the traditions of the

Service."

[The italics are not in the original letter, but have been

introduced to eriiphasise an important point.—Ed.]
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It has been snggested by certain Naval aviators that it might
be well if our authorities, Naval or Military, set to work to

form an Anti-German Aircraft Corps, in view of the fact that

detachments, both at home and abroad, of the existing Anti-
Aircraft Corps display such extreme impartiality as to the

nationality of the aircraft against which they operate.

MILITARY.
The Field-Marshal Commanding the Briti>li Forces in

France reports as follows under date May gt'h :--

3. Our airmen made successful attacks on St. Andr6 rail-

way junction, north of Lille, and on the Canal Bridge at Don.
Fournes, Herlies, lilies, Maiquilles, and Bassee were also

bombed.
* * *

The following appeared in the Casualty List undi.'r datr

May 2nd :

—

Missing.
Crosbie, Capt. D. .S. K., Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders

and Royal Flying Corps.

Gladstone, Lieut. C. A., General List, attd. Royal Flying-

Corps.
• • •

The following casualties in thi; E.xpedilionary Force are re-

ported from Gi neral Headquarters under date May 3rd :

—

\\ov\u]:n.

Lieut. C. W. Ansiey, South Wales Borderers and Roy.il

Flying Corps.

Sec. Lieut. C. F. O. Masier, WillshiiT Regiment and Roval
Flying Corps.

Lieut. N. C. SpiMll, Royal Flying Corps.
* " *

Ihe following easiialu in the l'>;pi (litiiinar\ I'orce was re-

ported under dale May 4th :
—

\\OrNUi.i).

Master, Sec. Lieut. C. 1". O., Wiltshire Regimml.
attached 2nd anil Ro\al F'lying Corps. |This is evidently an

amplification of tin.' niililiiMlinii in iln- pre\ ion's list.—Kd.]
* * *

.\n inquest was held .it ll.islar llospii il on ]Mav 4th on

Flight Sergt. Thom.is J.unes McCudden, R.F.C., who died as

the result of a fall in .an .iiaoiiLarie at Foi't (rr.inge on May ist.

The evidi'iiee was to the effect that thi' ( ngine was running

badlv, the witness assuming that il w.is owing to the flooding

of the carburettor, and the low speed caused a side slip.

Sergt. McCudden, who was piloting, had taken I^itut. Read
up for instruction. If he had been 1,000 feet up instead of

only 100, it was thought tliat he could h;i\e legained his

balance. A verdict of accidental d(/aih w.e. returned. The
Coroner staled that Lieut. Read was niaking a good recovery.

Sergetuit McCudden was born on xVpril 3, 1891, at Chatham^
and took his certificate, No. 269, on a Bristol biplane at the
old military air station on Salisbury -Plain on August I3th>

1912. He was one of the earliest N.C.O. pilots and was always
regarded as a very capable llier. He was very popular with,

officers and men, and his squadron will feel his loss deeply.
* * *

The following ap|)eared in the obituary columns on May 5tJi i

UPTON.—On 3rd May, at Tidworth Military Hospital, of

pneumonia, Richard, Master Mariner in the Straits S.S. Ser-

vice, L.F., and of the Royal Flying Corps, third surviving
son of the late Capt. Upton, of the Sherwood Foresters, and
P. and S.D. of H.M.'s India Office, and grandson of R. C.
.Strelley, of Oakerthorpe. Funeral, Saturday, .Streathani

Cemetery, three o'clock. Legion of Frontiersmen, please

note.

Richard Upton was born on September iilh, 1880, at Finch-
ley, and took his certificate, No. 883, on a Grahame-White bi-

plane at Hendon, on .August 26th, 1914. At the time of his-

death he was on |)robalion with the R.F.C.
* • «

The Iiody of .Mr. W. B. R. Rliodes-Moorhouse, .Second Lieu-
tenant Royal Flying Corps, who died of wounds received while

drojjping bombs on Courtrai, was brought to Dorset and was-

biiried on May 5th in the grounds of his father's residence,,

P.crnfian: House, Netherhury. The grave is at the top of a
groxe wliere Mr. Moorhouse had hoped to Tjiilld a house.

• • •

'1 he .Military biographist ot the "Morning Post" writes:—
Lieut. Charlc-s A. Gladstone, Intelligence Department, attached!

to the Roy.al Flying Corps since November last, is reported
l>y the War Office missing since .April 30lh. Lieut. Gladstone,

who was a masier .at Eton College and an Eton Blue, joined'

the Inlelligenci- Department at Headquarters as interpreter in

.\ugust last ye ir. He was also employed as a motor-cycle

dispatch carrier until November, when he joined the Royal
I'Tying Corps. Lieut, (iladstone is a grandson of the late Mr.
W. \i. Gladsione, being the second son of the Rev. .S. E. Glad-!

stone, of Manley Hall, Che.shire. H;is elder brother, Mr. A. C.

Gl.adstone, has joined rlie 2nd Battalion 9th Gurkh.a Regiment,
and ih^ third brother, .Mr. S. D. Gladstone, w ho 'also is in

Ir.di.i, h.as joineil .m Indian N.itixe Ca\alrv Regiment.
* *

^

Without being charged with unduly advertising any \ndi-

vidual, one may perhaps draw attention to the unusual circum-:

stance of an oftlcer appearing within one week in the Casualties

as wounded—one hopes not seriously—in the Honours List as

receiving the D.S.O., and in the "Gazette" as being promoted,
10 Flight-ConTman<ier and Temp. Capt.

/

A Kite HalluDii bedds-d i)uHjj*-llie iMght, at (he Chateau X . A photograpb-bi-^ baHoon of similar type in like position

ii:is retefilly been published in numerous papers as being a "wrecked Zeppelin.
"
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Portrait of an R.F.C. Officer (name unknownj in Active
Service Kit.

The latest among ihe former Hendoii aviators to obtain a
commission is Mr. Norman Howarth, who was recently
gazetted to the 3rd Batt. The King's Own Royal Lancaster
Regt. At the outbreak of war he was appointed pilot-instructor
in the Royal Naval Air Service. One hopes to hear of his
being seconded for duty with the R.F.C, for, as a capable and
steady pilot, he should be of consideraM value.

* » *

AT SEA.
A Berlin telegram to Amsterdam, dated May 4fh, states that

the German Admiralty Staff issued the following statement :—
On May 3rd a German naval airship was engaged with

several British submarines in the North Sea. Several bombs
were dropped from the airship, and one hit and sank a sub-
marine. The airship was bo-mbarded by guns from the sub-
marines without being hit, and returned safely.

[This statement was also contained in the Berlin "wireless "-

report, which is generally unreliable, though the German
official Military and Naval reports are e.xceeding accurate, ex-
cept when an important political purpose is served by lying.
The British Press Bureau does not as yet confirm it.—Ed.]

»

Two Lowestoft trawlers reported on May 4tli that on Mon =

day evening, when 20 miles E.N.E. of Lowestoft, they
saw a Zeppelin making for our coast. The airship was for
nearly an hour within close range of the vessels. A strong
wind then arose and after some time the airship ^urned and
went off to the eastwards, evidently for home. Her course
when first seen would have brought her somewhere between
Great Yarmouth and Cromer. The story may or may not be
true, but on the face of it there is every semblance of truth.
.'\t any rate, it demonstrates the value to us of our highly un-
reliable weather.

FRANCE.
The official notes-issued in Paris on May 5th:

—

Our communiques .have often reported the success of our
aeroplanes in bombardment. The pilot is sometimes able to-

observe the result himself by the noise of explosions or hyz

smoke from fires, but such observation is hurried and in-

complete. It has been possible, owing to , information from
prisoners, to acquire better knowledge of the destructio^;-

effected. The news thus obtained confirms the importance oT
the bombaidments, and shows that our aviators display as-

much precision in dropping bombs as courage in flying.

On March 22nd, in the bombardment of Briey station and:

the junction of the lines to Conllans, Briey, and -Metz, pro-
vision depots were destroyed and the line was broken.
On .April 15th, in the bombardment of-St. Ouentin station,,

the ammunition depot in the goods sheds and 150 trucks
(most of them containing benzol) were burnt. The fire

lasted from .April 15th till the following day. All night the

explosions of projectiles could be heard. Twenty-four sol-

diers were killed. ' - - -

On .April 28th, in the bombardment of Friedrichshafen,.

the sheds were struck and .a Zeppelin damaged.
In the bombardment of the Leopoldshoehe-Lorrach district

the station at Haltingen, with the repair works, was de-

stroyed. Two large locomotives were damaged, and all the

stores, including munitions belonging to the troops guarding

the railway, were destroyed. The railway line was broken.

At Lorrach forty-two Landsturm sappers were killed or

wounded, and two aeroplanes destroyed.

At Leopoldshoehe the junction control was hit, and the

trains were stopped between Leopoldshoehe and Haltingen.
• • »

.A report from Paris states that on May 8th a Taubo llew over

Montdidier and threw two bom'bs. One fell near the gaso-

meter without doing damage, and the second liilled one person.
* * *

A mutual friend in France, who is closely in touch with

military aviation, writes that Adjudant-Aviator Louis Noel

has 5een surprising everyone by his marvellous flying, and has "

already won on the Maurice Farman an even higher reputation

than he had before. He has been doing reconnaissances of

very high value. M. Noel has now been promoted to Adju-

dant—or Sergeant-Major—and so liecomcs a Sous-OfFicier or

Warrant-Officer.
* * *

An aviator in the French service, who has had much experi-

ence, writes of the Maurice Farman :
—"I like the old 'Cow'

very much now I'm used to it, though it is cumbersome after

the little Bl^riot and slower. It is curious, by the way, how
difTerent shells sound in the Maurice. The noise of the motor
is deafening, especially as I ran for some time without any
silencer, and yet a shell bursting quite far off makes a real

explosion, and one never he.irs the queer popping sound one

used to in the Bl^riot. N notices the same thing, and puts

it down to the motor behind leaving the ears more clear, and
also, especially, perhaps the blast of a tractor-screw shuts out

(or reduces) all sound waves."
« * •

From the "Glot>e," Ton-nto, Thursday, April 22nd.—Paris^

April 21st.
—

".\ report i>^ CLirrent here to-ilay that William

Thaw, serving as a pilot in the French aviation corps, has

been killed while reconnoitring around Verdun.

"William Thaw was a nephew of Harry K. Thaw. He took

up aviation some years ago .and did .1 great deal of flyii^ in

this country before the war."

GERMANY.
The communique of May 8th says :

—

Near both La Bass^e and Vitry, east of Arras, a hostile

aeroplane was forced to descend.
* * *

The communique of May 10th says :

—

One of our airships early this morning dropped some
bombs on the fortified place of Southend, at the estuary of

the Thames.
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TUBES FOR AEROPLANES— 213 special sections illustrated

NICKEL STEEL. full-size. Manipulation of every

CHROME NICKEL STEEL. description, including tapering,

CARBON STEEL. bending, trapping, welding, etc.

STEEL PARTSi We have tools for most parts of standard Government machines

RUDDER FRAMES, ELEVATOR FRAMES, RIBS, FINS, CLIPS, FERRULES,
TUBULAR BOX SPANNERS. Please send full details of your wants

Telegtams—" Accles, Oldbury."

Telephone—"Oldbury III " (4 lines).

Code—A.B.C. 5th Edition. OLDBURY, BIRMINGHAM^

THE

GNOME ENGINE GO.
(Societe des Moteurs Gnome.)

To whom all applications for

Gnome engines and spare

:: parts should be made ::

For Great Britain and the Oversea Dominions :

THE GNOME ENGINE COMPANY,
4-7, VICTORIA STREET, S.W.

I WHITE & THOMPSON I

I LIMITED. I
= CONTRACTORS TO H.M. ADMIRALTY. =

I
SEAPLANES |

I SOLE CONCESSIONAIRES FOR |

I
CURTISS I

I FLYING BOATS |

and CURTISS
I

ENGINES I

IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

= MIDDLETON, BOGNOR, SUSSEX E
Telephone—

48 Bagnor.

Telegrams—
"Soaring" Bognor

99

BRTISH ORIGIN BRITISH MANUFACTURE

FREE OF TETRACHLORIETHANE and all HEAVY and POISONOUS SPIRITS.

Unequalled in Flexibility Flame Proof Light and Very Adhesive.

THE BRITISH AEROPLANE VARNISH CO., LTD.
Head Office: Milburn House, Newcastle=upoi\=Tyne.

London Branch: 57 FENCHURCH STREET, E.C. (Telephone: Central 2400)

KINDLY MENTION "THE AEROPLANE " WHEN CORKKi>FONUlN4i WITH ADVtR 1 IbhlC.
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BELGIUM.
A Reuter telegram from Amsterdam reports that two Zeppe-

lins were seen at noon on May 4th, passing over Beverloo,

travelling in the direction of Antwerp. So long as they do
not reach the Bakerloo they may be forgiven.

• * •

The "Tijd" (Amsterdam, May 4th) reports that the German
aerodrome at Ghistelles has 'been completely destroyed by
various aerial attacks.

* * *

It was reported from Amsterdam on May 4th that while the

Germans were bombarding Furnes six German aviators co-

operated with their artillery. Two of these aeroplanes were
brought down, and the pilots, one a lieutenant, were captured.

TURKEY.
The Constantinople correspondent of the .Associated Press

reports via New York as follows under date of the 4tih inst. :

—

"Our party arrived in the region of the Dardanelles on the

night of May ist, while the town of Dardanelles, which had
been burning for thirty hours, was still ablaze. Maidos is also

burned, and yesterday the town of Gallipoli was in flames, all

by indirect fire from the Gulf of Saros, with ignition shells

diiected by aeroplanes.

"Yesterda}' seven ships were seen and heard off .Si.-dd-' l-B^ihr.

Aeroplanes were o\er Chanak Kale, dropping bombs."
• • •

The "Echo de Paris," May 7th, publishes the following in-

formation of May 6th from Athens :

—

A British aeroplane from Tenedos flew over the Panderma-
Brussa railway near Brussa and dropped bombs, which de-

stroyed a bridge. The Turks fired on the aeroplane, which

escaped unhurt. The destruction of the bridge has broken

communication between Smyrna and the Dardanelles, and will

hold up the movements of Turkish troops and the transport of

ammunition.
* « *

The following extract from an article in the "Times" by

one who had recently escaped from Constantinople is illuminat-

ing :
—"A number of aeroplanes have lately been received from

Germany. They are to be employed less for scouting or bomb-
dropping purpose than in order to neutralise the action of the

British and French airmen, to whom the success of the bom-
bardment is said to be largely due.

"These aeroplanes are being put together at the arsenal of

Ters-Hane. Rifles, ammunition, and even fortress artillery con-

tinually arrive from Germany by way of Bulgaria and Rumania.
I saw trucks loaded with ammunition still bcr.ring Rumanian
seals, and marked 'via Giurgevo.' "

SOUTH AFRICA.
.\ communique- issued at Capetown on May 7th announces

the arrival '.1 German South-West Africa of several aeroplanes

for the Union forces.

The possession of these machines checkmates the enemy in

the only deixirfment in which hitherto he has had the upper

hand. The exploits of the enemy's aviator (apparently there

is only one) have in fact been remarkably effective, thoug'h it

is known that his machine has been repeatedly damaged.
The ofTicers who are to fly for SouUi Africa include the

various indigenous pilots who have been- in England during

the past year, several of whom have seen considerable active

service, with the addition of certain pilots lent bv the R.N.A.S
AUSTRALIA.

From the "Argus," Melbourne, March 24th.—.Australian engi-

neering firms have taken up with enthusiasm the proposal

emanating from the Defence Department that aviation engines

should be constructed here, (See The .-\kropl.ane, March 31st,

p. 309, Australian Notes.) As the aviation branch of the De-

partment is growing rapidly and is destined to assume large

proiX)rtions, it is thought that the inducement to Australian

firms to specialise in aviation engine construction is a strong

one and that this is so is being proved by the reception given

to the Department's proposal. Many inquiries are being re-

ceived for further particulars of the Department's requirements.

The Department is building a new biplane at Point Cook
and is engaging a larger staff of mechanics. It is found in

practice that wood for the different parts has to Ije imported,

walnut being required for tlie propellers and Canadian spruce

and English ash for the planes.

CHINA.
From the "Overland China Mail," March 20th :

—"The mili-

tary .iviation school at Nan Yuan granted flying diplomas to

33 (thirty-three) students at its first examination a few days

ago. The sdliool is equipped with 12 biplanes and 2 mono-
planes, one of which is Chinese built."

"The Far Eastern Olympic Games" are to be held at Hong
Kews Parks from Saturday, May isth-22nd. Among a num-
ber of competitions for Chinese Boy Scouts is a model "air-

ship" competition, each boy to fly his own "airship."

JAPAN.
The "Manchuria Daily News," March 8th, says: According

to an official report, the naval aeroplane No. 15, while on a

manoeuvring flight near Oppama on Saturday morning fell into

the sea from an altitude of about 50 metres with Sub-Lieuts.

Adachi and Takebe and a FEW sailors. Submarines were im-

mediately brought into use for dragging the neighbouring
waters for the sunken aeroplane and crew. The remains of

both officers and one sailor were recovered, but they were found
to be beyond all medical help. The remains were laid in a
coffin and placed on the altar at the Wireless Station for the

Naval Aerial Corps. The members of the corps were drawn
up in front of the altar when Capt. Matsumura, aide-de-camp to

H.I.M. the Emperor, delivered a gracious imjxirial message to

the spirits of the martyrs.

From the "North China Herald":

—

h trial flight of the

Japanese .Army Parseval was carried out at Tokoro/awa aero-

drome on March 31st. Major Masuda and Engineers Iwaki
and Takagi boarded the airship with two assistants, and after

twice circling over the ground flew to Kavvagoye.

Front View of the New Thomas Tractor Biplane.
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The AtoZ'Aero Acetylene Welding Outfit
Pi^oe £1S 18s. 6d.

The Acetylene Corporation Ltd.
JroZT^so 49. Victoria Street Westminster. TL*J;r[o:ooK

Large Stocks of Finest Quality CARBIDE Competitive Prices.

The Engineering Timber Co. Ltd.
a 9 VICTOR IA STREET, LONDON, S.fV. 0

J. B. HUSON, Managing Dirkctok.

Orders undertaKen for Timber Cut,
Planed, Shaped or Machined
to any Drawings, Sizes or Sections.

TCLEPHONB 607S VICTORIA.

ISest quality Silver Spruce, A<
Watnut 6 JWliite^inejn Planks.

Experimental Work a Specialitp.

Telephone—280 Gerrard.

Telegrams—" Santochimo, London.

The GENERAL AVIATION CONTRACTORS,
LTD.

Contractors to the British and Foreign Governments.

LONDON, PARIS AND MILAN.

Htad Office—

30, Regent Street,
Plooadilly Circus, London, S.Wi

Contractors to the Admiralty <S» War Office.

THE

BLACKBURN
AEROPLANE

AND

MOTOR Co., Ltd..

Monoplanes, Biplanes,
Hydro-Biplanes.

SPECIALITIES-

PRESSED STEEL MOUNTINGS, DROP
FORCINGS, BLANKING STAMPINGS,
WELDING, TANKS, COWLS, PRO-

PELLERS, ETC.

Offices & •

Works . .

• GLYMPIA, LEEDS.
Telephone

:

346 RouNDHAY, Leeds.

Telegrams :

Propellers, Leeds.

EMAILLITE
THE PREMIER DOPE
British Manufactured

"AS TIGHT AS A DRUM.'

As adopted by H.M. Government and

all the leading Manufacturers.

TlieBRITISHEMAILLITECo.,Ltd.
SO Recent Street, Piccadilly, S.W.

Phone, 2Hn Gerrard. Wire, Santnchimo, London

The BRITISH WRIGHT Co., Ltd.

In view of the arrangrement made between the Treasury
and the British Wrig-ht Co., Ltd., in respect to the free
use by the Navy and the Army of the British Wrig-ht
Patents, the Directors of the Company beg- to notify all
British Manufacturers that machines embodying- the con-
structions so patented, may be freely manufactured in
pursuance of such Government orders. The Company is
prepared to receive applications from British Manufacturers
for licences to manufacture under the Wrig^ht Patents
in respect to machines for private use in Great Britain or for
export to Foreigrn Governments.

THE OaiLYIE
AIR SPEED INDICATOR,

Patents No. 13796/13 and No. 27931/13,

now so largely used on the Navy Sea-

planes, may be obtained from the

Company who are the sole agents for

these indicators in Great Britain.

THE BRITISH WRIGHT CO., LTD.,

33 CHANCERY LANE, LONDDN.
KlNULY MENHON - THE AEROPLANE" WHEN CORRESPONDING WITH ADVERTISERS.
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ARGENTINA.
Fiom the "Standard,'" Buenos Aires:—Aviation.—Among

the new arrivals from Europe is the well-known Swiss aviator'
Domenjoz, who created such a sensation in this capital about
the "loop" manoeuvres at the Stadium a year ago by €^ecut-
ing his "looping Palermo." After leaving Buenos Aires,
Domenjoz made an extensive tour in the provinces and neigh-
bouring republics, after whicli he returned to France, where lie

continued his exhibitions until the outbreak of the \var...Havmg
a decided sympathy with the Allies, Domenjoz offered his ser-

vices as pilot to the French Government, which, on account
of his n'ationality, were not accepted. In view of this proposal
Domenjoz, having obtained the necessary authorisation from
the French Government, effected the purchase of a splendid new
special "looping-the-loop" Bleriot monopl.in._- fitted with a
6o-h.p. Gnome motor. His new apparatus is coming to Buenos
Aires in the course of a few days by the s.s. "Amiral Ted6."

At the Quilmes Aerodrome regularly Pilot-instructor

Sanchez, accompanied by a number of enthusiastic pupils,
makes a nurnber of flights o\er the neighbourhood of the aero-

drome in the school Farman biplane.

Work is actively proceeding at present in the "talle.xes" of

the military aerodrome at Palomar putting together the new
monoplane, Morane-Parasol, of 80 h.p., which arrived a few
days ago. The .npparatus is a gift to the military school from
the ladies of Mendoza. The tardy arrival of the monoplane
is due to the vessel carrying same being detained by warships.

U. S. A.

The Navy Department, Bureau of Supplies, has invited
tenders for the construction of one or two "vedette" type air-

ships. The conditions laid down are as follows :—The closing
date for tenders was April 20th. . These machines which are
to be assembled and inflated and tested at Pensacola, Fla.,

must be not more than 175 feet long, 50 feet high and 35 feet

wide, carrying a useful load of at least 2,000 lbs. The car
must be able to float and move through the water with a crew
of 8 men. There must be two reliable engines able to propel
the balloons at 25 in.p.h. or more, using double propellers of

the (Willows) swivelling type to enable the propellers to aid
in rising, descending or manoeuvring. ITie screws must show
an efficiency of at least 70 per cent, at full speed.

A complete instrument board with chart holder, pressure
gauges, chronometer, altitude and aneroid barometers, baro-
graph, air sp*?ed indicator, statoscope, inclinometer and com-
pass must also be provided.

The hydrogen gas bag must be fitted witli .at least two
balloonettes and means of trimming by the use of the same
acting in conjunction with the pitching controls, at least two
ripping panels, one at the bow, one at the stirn, and a sub-
stantial and secure means of mooring the machine to a moor-
ing post by the nose in a wind 50 per cent, more than the

speed of the ship, without injury. The gas leakage when
housed must not exceed one per cent, in 24 hours. All control

leads must be double, having one wire and one cable.

Dirigibles differing from those specified will be considered
providing the differences are clearly noted in the data and the

design has sufficient merit to warrant consideration.

Proper protection against the weather must be provided by
portable covers for engines and cockpits, by approved suitable

paints and varnishes on the interior as well as the exterior

woodwork of spars, control surfaces, car, etc., by metal plat-

ing or the use of non-corrosive metals in construction.

The dirigibles, with full load, instruments, passengers, bal-

last and accessories, must be capable of starting from water,
ascending at least 3,000 feet without disposing of ballast, and
be able to descend .at 6 feet per second or faster without injury
oi- danger to the structure.

The speed tor a two-hour duration flight in a closed circuit

must be 25 m.p.h. or greater. In five speed runs that speed
shall be equalled or exceeded, meanwhile the horizontal stability

shall be carefully noted. It must maintain its course across a
ii;-mile puffy wind with reasonable accuracy, the dirigible is

to be brought to and fastened to the mooring post for a one-

hour test in a wind of 15 m.p.h., after which it shall resume its

course back to the hangar to be housed without injury. The
number of men required to handle the machine will also receive

ccnsideration.

One or two machines are to be.-delivered within the shortest

time possible, delivery guaranteed, at the Naval Aerona'litic

Station, Pensaeola, Fla.- The time of delivery will also receiye

due attention in the awarding of the contracts.
* * *

The Aero Club of America is now organising a scheme fqr

the formation of an aeronautical reserve for the States Militia.

The proposal is that each State shall start a public subscrip-

tion- and enter one or two machines for competitive tests to be

held locally between Independence Day, July 4th, and
('olumbus Day, October 12th, 1915. Official entries are in-

vited from the Governors of States. Wealthy members of the

.Xe.C.'X. and associated clubs will offer prizes for the different

best perforinances. The tests seem to be mainly on the line^

of the old-time French aviation meetings, namely, for distance^

duration, height, weight-carrying, and so forth. Special

sections will be confined to waterplanes and twin-engined

m.'ichines.

As far as can be gathered, tlie machines and pilots which
survive the competition will be at the disposal of the Govern-
ment fifteen days a year. A special prize will be offered for

the most practical mail-carrying demonstration.

The scheme, if properly organised, should present distinct

possibilities in arousing" interest in aviation in America, but as

the life of the average aeroplane is generally measured in

months, the number of machines that would "show up" for

the annual mobilisation would be rather problematical.

CANADA.
.V Reuter Agency telegram from Toronto contains the fol-

lowing cryptic message :

—"Twelve recruits have been enrolled

in the Government flying school for training airmen for the

British Army."
[It is not the custom to train "recruits" to fly, so it is a

little difficult to understand exactly what is meant. One wonders

whether this is another of the notorious "Captain" Janney's

efforts.—Ed.]

The Invasions of England.
It is reported by various newspapers that four Zepj^elins were

seen off the English coast on May 3rd, three being together

over the Thames. Admiralty operations not unconnected with

aircraft of one sort or another may have been responsible for

the rumour.
The "Daily Express" says :

—"Owing to cloudy weather
few people saw the Zeppelins over the Thames Estuary."

Probably, if the weather had been clear ,and if a 60-inch

reflecting telescope had been available the Zeppelins would
still have been invisible except to the elect, or elevated, few.

If a denizen of West Minster, Isle of Sheppey, is to be be-

lieved, the rumoured increase of the Zeppelin output may be

accounted for by a new "budding-off" process invented by
Count Zeppelin. The indigenous seer says :

—

"As I stood watching it the airship appeared to divide into

two. . . . Immediately behind them a third Zeppelin came out

of the clouds. All three airships were travelling in close com-
pany. They headed away over the North Sea."

The fourth ship was reported by a trawler 20 miles E.N.E.
of Lowestoft, and may have been real, even if not German.
The most remarkable person yet discovered is a gentleman

who said that he recognised an airship by comparing it with

what he had seen on a Government poster.
» » «

The town of Southend was visited by a Zeppelin about 3 a.m.

on May loth. Approximately 100 bombs, presumably of small

size, were dropped there and on the surrounding district. Four

houses were burnt and six others damaged, which, considering

the closelv built nature of the town, is distinctly poor shooting.

Mrs. Whitwell, a woman of about 50 years of age, was over-

come by fumes and burnt to death in her house. Her husband

made a heroic effort to rescue her after having already rescued

his invalid daughter.

As usual, the population ran out into the streets to see the

airship, and by some strange chance no one was hit either by

bombs or by projectiles from guns. The bombs were ap-

parently all incendiary and not high-explosives.

It is stated that an aeroplane was seen in the course of the

day, presumably in search of the airship.
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CONTRACTORS TO THE ADMIRALTY.

EASTBOURNE
AVIATION Co Ltd

AEROPLANE BUILDERS.

TELEPHONE— 1 176. TELEGRAMS—" 1176 EASTBOURNE."

SALMSON
AERO-ENGINES

(Canton-Unne System)

All enquiries should be addressed to

THE DUDBRIDGE IRON WORKS,
LIMITED,

87, Victoria Street, London, S.W.
Telegrams
Telephone

Aeroflight, Vic. London.
7026 Victoria.

WOOD FOR ALL PARTS OF AEROPLANES
Machined to your Sizes or Sections.

Best Quality Silver Spruce, Ash, Walnut, 3 ply etc.

W. G. EVANS & SONS,
1—4, WILLIAMS MEWS, STANHOPE STREET,

EUSTON ROAD, LONDON, N.W.
Phone : Museum 2458.

I^i: VI? > IX J TO FLY
All those who intend to learn Flying or who are

interested in how men fly should read

Price 3/6 net. The . Vil-Ili:ill "prUe 3/6 net

By MAJOR C. MELLOR, RE.

John Lane, The Bodley Head, Vigo Street, W.
ABSOLUTELY INDISPE'^S A BLE FOR PUPILS."—The Aeroplane

CELLON
THE DOPE OF PROVED EFFICIENCY.

CELLON, LTD., 17, OLD BROAD STREET, B.C. Telegrams: "Ajawb Lomdom." TelephoM : 5359 LendM WaU.

^APkANb
Phone— 114 Windermere

Wire— " Aircraft, Windermere"

IME IS PRECIOUS
Write {or our booklet, giving full particulars, to

THE SECRETARY,

' NORTHERN AIRCRAFT Co.
^

LTD.-

BOWNESS-ON-WINDERMERE.
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FROM DENMARK.
The Aeroplane's Danish correspondent writes :

—

Several times one has been able to read between the lines

of reports by alien war correspondents the surprise expressed
of the Germans sticking to the use of "s'ausages," their

"drachen ballons" ; thus the following report may be of interest,

distinct clearing the use—and the limits—which can be had
from this aerial weapon of war equipment, written by a Ger-
man officer who took part in the artillery fights on the Eastern
French front by Vogeserne ; it runs: When our airship's de-

partment passed the French frontier in the Vogesern our field

batteries and a heavy 10 cm. battery spewed constant their

shells over a ridge of hills, down the foot of which they were
dug ; the result was, however, but miserable, the enemy know-
ing his country well and having placed his batteries in two
positions, which could not be destinied distinct, and thus not

taken under fire on account of the intervalling mountains.

.The one position is situated in an impenetrable rocky wood to

South, the other one behind a ridge of hills to South-West,
being walled in the mountains with beton. And even must
be added that the best of French marksmen, the Alpine chasers,

guard these positions from frontal attacks. Our kite-balloon,

of the Parseval-Siegsfeld type, is shown its place of 'ascent,

hanging one hour later in the air with its lookers-out. From
the ground to the gondel, as well as to the nearest battery,

there is telephonic connection.

The enemy starts at once shooting at the kitc-balloon wiih

shrapnells, aiming at a good direction, but firing too shorl.

Whereupon the shells strike down just by our heavy battery,

from which we are only moved a 1,000 yards. Thus we arr

eompelled to change our ground of ascent several times, till

next day we find a point with sufficient view of the country

and where we can stay without objections from the commander
in charge of the battery. Our first task was now to contend
with the French batteries in the rocky wood. The Viir is clear

and the light favourable. By help of his good telescope the

observator sees from the gondel the fire lighten twice from
the ordnance mouth on the western side of the hill 697 ; so

this is the mark, exactly 8 km. off.

The battery having been announced, the four cannons are

adjusted and deliver a volley, single shell shots being fired

afterwards. The observator finds out the point of down-stroke
of each shell by help of the explosion dust, informing the

battery at once of his observations through the telephone.

Below us a beam of fire rushes out of the German ordnance,

then we hear the cannon boom a dull roaring, next the whirle

of dust is observed, followed after 24 seconds by the explosion

of the bursting shell.

The first down-strokes lie all too far to right, the distance

being corrected after 15 single shotb. Two subsequent volleys

go down then behind the mark in the rocky wood, on its

western slope, as we cannot see the effect. Still three volleys

and the German shells hit the mark. When an awful shooting

commences till the whole of the hill 697 is but a big grey
cloud of smoke. The French battery in the wood is thrashed

and made silent.

But yet the artillery fights continue for many days and still

we have not engaged the French mountain tyatteries. Each
time our kite-balloon ascents one of them fires shrapnells at

us, but always at least 500 metres too short, as the enemy has
not found out exact the place of ascent. At length we find out,

in similar way as last time, behind the mountain in South-

West, the two points where the mountain battery has been
walled in. So we direct once more the heavy battery fire

against the marks supporting us to photographical destina-

tions of points.

But now a French Bl^riot monoplane flies above the Icite-

balloon at a height of 6,000 feet, and half an hour later a
hostile shell falls down near to the winch round which the

cable of the balloon is wound. A second shot explodes in the

air not far off our kite-balloon, a third one a little farer off.

The French aviator has found out our }X)sition in the most
excellent way. A few minutes afterwards the kite-balloon

has got hoisted down and the winch on its car, together with
the hydrogen transportable works, are moved so far to the

side that the immediate danger to our materials is over.

A late Feldpost letter, sent by a flying officer to and pub-

lished by the "Neuen Badischen Landes-Zeitung," runs:

—

On a day late in 1914, our L.V.G. biplane is ready for start

at half-past eight in the morning ; the day is a clear winter

one of 5 degrees cold, so we are wrapped up in warm cloths,

my aviator, Oberlieutenant F., and 1 as £.n observator. The
sun rises just above the hill behind which is the enemy

—

wonder if he is preparing for a flight too. Our task is

to find out his artillery and to photograph it. Well, the weather

is fine, the engine starts, a nodding by the head to my aviator,

and off we go. The air carries well, in 30 minutes wc have

risen 4,500 feet in fine circles behind the front, the mist near

the ground clears off, the conditions seem to turn out best, the

cold is only very perceptible, 15 degrees below zero. After a

short time some bursting points appear in front of us
;
they

must come from our own troops. I give the sign, and the

shooting stops at once.

"We have now passed the ridge of hills ; below us the theatre

of war is stretched out ; there are lightenings in the wood.

Quick the map to hand to draw in, the hostile artiTlery has

got foimd out by the fire at the gun-mouths. And here are

new trenches, which must have been dug <luring the night.

I rise upon the engine cowl and take a photograph. The
whole country is crossed through and through by trenches. I

take a further series of photographs
;
my aviator pilots the

aeroplane masterly ; I conduct with the hand (to get the part

of the country which I will photograph at the right angle to

the sun), and each movement of my hand Oberlieutenant F. lets

the aeroplane repeat—each bank is carried out just as an auto-

mobile goes through the turns. Now we search the woods from

above—and I can easily discover artillery notches, for the

shooting stops on the side of the Frenchmen not to betray

them as we approach.

At X I see strong defences with heavy artillery, which I

photogra|>h as well as the advanced trenches. I give Ober-

lieutenant F. the token to bank to left, while I change plates,

when he knocks me suddenly. F. shows upwards behind us to

left a French aeroplane and some 300 metres higher on the

sky than we. I understand the situation at once, change quick

the camera for the carabine and turn to be front to the enemy.

The monster plunges down at us, starting a violant fire witli

his machine-gun. Tick-tack, tick-tack . . . already the bullets

whizzle round our cars, steady sounds the pitsch, pitsch, pitsoh.

Now I can see distinct the Frenchman l>ehind the gun, a black

devil smiles at me—the distance between us ds scarcely 20

metres. It looks as if he intends running just into us. I aim,

lire three times, and suddenly the French aeroplane dives, bank-

ing to right, while F banks desparate to left to avoid a colli-

sion. I fire still, but the French machine has quite disappeared.

Laughing, I look at my dear friend F., who joints anxious at

the tachojneter with its irregular movements. 1 go through all

parts, but cannot find any damage from the shooting. The
swinging had been caused 'by the big over-loading, when F had

let the engine turn at 1,500 revolutions to gain the utmost

speed, which costs generally the loss of the propeller. Suddenly

I remember my task to be photographing and so point at the

object. First F. looks amazed at me, then he nods and we con-

tinue our interrupted flight. [The italicised phrases are worthy

of note.—Ed.]

Then we returned and Ekzellenz , further the comman-
der. Colonel von •

, and many more, praised us most cordial.

In shaking hands with me Count S said : "You succesfull soul,

you are the first whom I envy really." Captain von T. asks

for a report then, and as I have learned, the leading officer of

the staff will inform the commander to-day on the base of our

photographs, which will reach even the headquarter.

And next night I kept dreaming of that aeroplane, nicknamed
' The Terror of the Peasants,' on which I had revenged for

nmch harm done to us, and for ev<'r I shall remember the

sn iling face of the Frenchman."
* *

The Swedish aviator Bjorklund, who flew la<t year at Brook-

lands and Hendon on his single-seated Bl^riot-Gnome, 50 h.p.,

has sold his monoplane the other week to the Danish army
after one-hour's test flight at a height of 3,000 feet; the selling

price was ;i^333.
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The Ships that Pass in the Night.
BY W. L. W. and C. Q. G.

The various recent Zeppelin demonstrations over England
aiKl the plentitude of amorplhous "news" which has been sent
us about Zeppelins and all their works by special correspondents
of newspapers rather more than less at the back of the front,

by "experts" at Romanshorn on the Swiss side of Lake Con-
stance, and at Geneva, and by the German Wireless Bureau,
couched in terms either of scorn for their im[X)tent hugeness
or in expressions of optn-mouChed stupefaction at their latent

possibilities, gives one to think that a review of the labours
of the engineer whose name they carry may perhaps justify

tjhe excavations involved in its preparation.

In 1898 Count Ferdinand von Zeppelin, a retired cavalry
general in tihe German army, formed a private company having
as its object the development of a new type of airship the

possibilities of which he had long contemplated.
Two years later Zeppelin No. i, Che result of much patient

experiment and research, came from its sihcd. In general
appearance, at any rate, it was not unlike its successors, so
that a description of one of tihe more modern vessels will

convey an idea at least of the more prominent features of these
air^ips as a class.

The Design of a Zeppelin.

A Zepix^lin may be briefly described as a long tubular vessel

with sixteen sides and oviform ends (the nose being slightly

blunter than the tail end), with a "V"-shaped keel running
along its underside, and two cars, or gondolas, depending from
points more or less equidistant from the middle and ends of the

ship. The cars contain engines whidi drive propellers attached
to the sides of the main hull or gas-container, and accommodate
the crew. Vertical and horizontal rudders placed at the stern

of the vessel control the vertical, horizontal, and lateral direc-

tion of the airship. In the earlier models a sliding weight
was employed to trim the ship longitudinally.

The frame of the hull is composed of sixteen longitudinal

girders of trellised mctahvork held parallel with one another
by a'bout eighteen equidistant sixteen-sided polygons ol the

same material—aluminium being chiefly used. I'hese polygonal
hoops are braced across and across by diagonal stays, thus

foi-ming flat transverse walls which divide the girderwork tulie

into a number of compartments of roughly rounded sections.

Over the whole of this frame and across the lateral p.irti-

tions is stretcihed a network of fine rarnie fabric which holds

in ]X)sition, and receives the lift from, the cheese-shaped gas-

proof sac or container which neatly fits each compartment.
Outside this network, and separated Irom it by an air space, is

a covering of he.avy weather-proof fabric, forming the visible

walls of the airship.

The air-space between the gas-sacs, or ballonets, as they are

generally called, is designed to minimise the risk of fire and
to act as a blanket to keep the interior of the airship as

nearly as possible at a uniform temperature. .A sudden change
of a few degrees naturally has an enormous effect on so large

a volume of gas, and the result of a sudden contraction or

expansion of the hydrogen would cnd.ingcr the cffcctiycness

and even the safety of the airship.

The idea of dividing the vessel into comp.irtments iias a

threefold object—namely to secure rigidity in construction,

to localise gas leakage, and to relieve thn md of the ship from

excess lift and upward pressure should it chance to rear up or

dive obliquely.

Four propellers are mounted on l)rackpts on the sides of

the gas-vessel, one on either side of each car, from which
they are driven through shafts and bevel reducing gear.

T'ho vertical and horizontal control planes are worked irom
the leading gondola, which, incident.illy, is actually a boat

that will, with its fellow, support thf airship cn the surfaro

of the water. In the modern ships rlir middle section of the

central keel is enlarged into a cabin to accommodate passengers

and stores—and sometimes boinbs. Thrre is an ela'borair ar-

rangement to make it possible to transfer gas from one com-
partnaent to another to "trim ship." - .

Zeppelin 1.

The first ZepiX'lin was launched from its tlo'iting shrd at

Friexirichsihafen on Lake Constance on July 2nd, 1900. She

was 416 feet in length and 38 feet in diameter. Her volume

was 400,000 cubic feet and her weight nine tons. She dis-

placed ten tons of air, and therefore could carry a useful load

of one ton. She had 17 gas-compartments and two i6-h.p.

motors, eactli of which drove a 3.77-foot 4-bladed propeller at

1,100 r.p.m.

During the initial flight five men were carried, but owing

to a structural misihap the trip was only three and a half miles

in length, and the best speed attained was but eight miles an

hour, though she attained an altitude of 1,300 feet.

A second voyage was made three months later, and a larger

measure of success was accorded the inventor. With the aid

of a seven-mile wind the speed at times approached twenty

miles an hour, an extraordinary performance in view of the

low power of the motors and the comparative bulk of tht- air-

ship. The trip lasted an hour and a quarter, and an altitude of

1,000 feet was attained. Experiments had then to cease on

account of lack of funds, and the ship was dismantled, its life

being but six months.

Unfortunate Zeppelin 2.

It was not until November 30th, 1906, that Zeppelin No. 2

was launched. In general appearance and dimensions she re-

sembled No. I—in fact, she was probably a reconstruction

thereof, but two 85-h.p. Daimler motors driving larger pro-

pellers replaced the little i6-h.p. engines. Her life was very

short, only three months in fact, for she was wrecked early in

her trials. Nevertheless, the experiments were r.ncouraging,

for a speed of 20 m.p.h. was reached with the engines giving

36 h.p.

Luckier 3 and 4.

Und.-uinted by the failure of these costly experiments, Count

Zeppelin set to work to build Z.3 out of the wreck of Z.2. The
only important ohange was the installation of still greater

power, and on her trials in October, 1907, tliis ship flew for

2{ hours at 21) m.p.h., climbing to 2,500 feet with a crew of

eleven .men.

This undeniable success earned support froni the German
Government. A new floating dock was constructed on the

lake, and late in the autumn of 1907 Z.4 \va=^ completed. The
new vessel was 446 feet long and 42 feet in diameter. Her
capacity was 460,000 cubic feet, her weight 14 tons, and her

displacement 16 tons With a crew of 18 men her estimiited

range was 1,800 miles. In eadli car was fitted a iio^h.p.

Daimler engine, and for the first time a passenger cabin was

built into the central fin. .A. regular einpennage was huilt

into the stern to secure st( adiness. The vessel realised all ex-

pectations, for she made a 270-mile round trip to Lucerne and

back in twelve hours, and the German Government offered to

buy the airship for ;£'ioo,ooo.

A successful journey of eight hours duration was achieved

without difficulty. Count Zeppelin, however, undertook that

before delivery the ship should remain .aloft ftjr twenty-four

hours, and climb to 4,000 feet, besides passing certain unspeci-

fied and secret tests with regard to hydrogen diffusion.

During the following spring a series of voyages was made
which evoked the admiration of the whole scientific world. On
June 13th, 1908, Z.4 sailed over the Alps to Lucerne against a

boisterous head wind and a sharp hailstorm, finally returning

in safety after being in the air for twel\-e hours and trax.'lling

270 miles.

But on August 4th, 190S, sihe met her fate. During an at-

tempt on the twenty-four-hour Government acceptance test to

Mavence and back, a landing had to be effected in a high wind

at Echterdingen, near Stuttgart, for repairs, after a 378-inile

run The airship was torn from her moorings, and from some

cause, not definitely known, she caught fire and was totally de-

stroyed. But so great an impression had Z.4 created on the

public mind that a National Fund was raised, to which the

German Government liberally subscribed, and no less than

;i^300,ooo was collected. New works were erected, and the

old premises with the floating dock oil Lake Constance were

convertetl into a (rovernment airship station.
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Reconstructed 3 as Military Zeppelin I.

By the autumn of 1908, Z.3 had been rL^stored and lengthened,

and with two 85-h.p. engines it was estimated that she could

remain aloft for 40 hours when travelling at 25 miles per hour'.

So safe was she deemed that the Crown Prince and Prince

Henry of Prussia, who has since taken his aviator's certificate,

made trips in her, and the Prussian Battalion of Aeronauts
took her o-\-er as Military Zepi>elin (M.7 ) No. i. This ship

was quite successful, and on one occss' n she carried twenty-

six passengers.

From March, 1000, onwards, M.Z.I (Z.3), was kept con-
stantly at work and was put to all manner of tests. She was
driven through rain and snow, at all elevations up to a mile

;

she was moored o\er land and over water, exposed to all sorts

of weather, and w.is taken across country both by day and In-

night, in fact, the critics of the rigid airship did not kno\N-

what to think.

On April ist, 1909, the ship left Friedrichshafen at 4 a.m.,

and, despite rain and wind, reached Munich, loo miles distant,

by 9 o'clock. The wind rose as the destination was reached,

and for a lime the ship was blown backwards to leeward, but

the Count "wirelessed" to Munich, giving instructions for the

formation of a landing crew, and a safC descent was made at

Loiohing, some distance outside the city. Tine airship wa^
t?hen pegged down for the night, and next morning flew o\er

Munich, where it landed at the parade ground. Count Zep-

pelin received a decoration from tlie Prince Regent, after which
the return journey was made down wind.

On another occasion this same airship made a night vovage
of 132 hours, after a day of busy m.mosuvring. Finally she

made the long iourney to Metz, where ^he was si.niioned as a

frontier guard.

M.Z.I was still in existence in .August of 1910, whidi was
wonderful longevitv for a Ze|)pclin, but actually she had onlv

spent so.me thirteen weeks in the air during the three years and
more of its career. Finalh- she passed into oblivion, having
pu'obably died of old age.

Zeppelin 5 as M.Z. II.

Z.5, or M.Z. II, was soon commenced. .She had a capacity

of 500,000 cubic feet, was 446 feet long, 42^ feet in diameter,

and had the two 1 lo-h.p. motors salved from the debris of

Z4. A ladder ran up through one of the compartments to a

platform on top. She was launched in May of 1909, and on her

test flight was headed towards Bitterfeld, in the immediate
direction of Berlin, where, by the way, (he pilot had not the

slightest intention of proceeding. However, rumour got about

in the Imperial Palace that the airship was really coming to

the capital, and not a little friction was caused between the

Kaiser and the Count, because the former wasted several hours

waiting to receive the airship in state. However, the engineer

blissfully turned homeward from Bitterfeld, in ignorance of

the semi-divine wrath, and safely regained FriedrichsJiafen,

after a 700-mile trip. A wonderful repair job was effected near

Stuttgart during the return journey, where the envelope was
seriously damaged bv a collision with a tree. This vessel was
eventually wrecked in June, 1910, during manoeuvres, after

existing 13 months.

Shoitlived Zeppelin 6.

Z.6 (M.Z. Ill) was launched on .August 27tlli, 1909, and made
a reconciliatory journey to Berlin ^ia Nuremberg and Leipzig,

driven by two 150-h.p. Daimlers, and lifted by .^33,000 feet of

gas.

Friedrichshafen was left at 4.45 a.m., and the ship arrived

at Nuremberg in the afternoon, where she andiored for the

night. Restarting at 2.15 next morning, the crew fought their

way against a strong wind towards Leipzig, taking iGJ hours

to reach Bitterfeld, where another stop had to be made. At

7 a.m., on the 29th, she started in a thick fog, and Berlin was
finally reached at 12.30 p.m., despite every kind of hindrance,

and the Count had a demonstrative reception from the Kaiser.

Though built for the .Army she did not pass her tests well,

and was later turned over for passenger work, and

was eventually burnt at Baden-Oos in September, 1910.

Encouraged by the success of the latest ship, a joint-stock

company with a weird German name, with initials

"D.E.L.A.G.," meaning German .Aerial Transport Company,

\\ as formed in December, 1909, with a capital of ;^i5o,ooo, its

ol ject being the construction of a line of large Zeppelins to

]ily with passengers between Baden-Baden, Mannheim, Munich,

Leipzig, Cologne, Diisseldorf, Berlin, Dresden, Essen, -and

Frankfort.

The "Nine Day Wonder," Zeppelin 7.

Z.7 was built for civilian passenger work, and was 485 feet

by 46 feet, arid had a capacity of 690,000 cubic feet. She had

three engine's, totalling 420 h.p., which drove her at 35 m.p.h.

.\n elaborate cabin was built into the keel with seats for a

score of jiasscngers, and lunch was regularly served "en plein

vol." The general appearance of this institution was that of a

lightly constructed Pullman dining-saloon. On June 22nd,

1910, with full crew and a dozen passengers, she flew 300 miles

in 9 hours down the Rhine Valley to Diisseldorf, where a shed

had been constructed. On June 28th the "Deutschland," as

she was christened, essayed another flight with a company of

Journalists, who may or may not have been Jonahs. At any

rate, the vessel was caught out in a violent storm and prac-

tically wrecked. None of the journalists were killed. Z.7 was

literally a nine-days' wonder !

Zeppelins 8 to 13.

.\ new ship to replace her was at once put in hand, numbered

Z.8, and named "Ersatz (or "replacement") Deutschl.md.

"

Z.9 was a military ship, "Ersatz M.Z. II," built in 1911.

Further passenger-ships were gradually built for the

I3.E.L.A.G. firm, named ".Sehwaben" (Z.io), " Viktoria

Luisc" (Z.n), "Hansa" (Z.13), 'and "Sachsen" (Z.17), and

during the period between June, 1910, and November, 1913,

they performed as follows :

"Deutschland," 7 trips of 20J liours' duration, 1,035 kms.

(625 miles) distance, carrying, with crew, 142 persons.

(Wrecked June 28lh, 1910.)

Z.6 (M.Z. Ill), 34 trips, 66 hours 11 mins.' duration, 3,132

kms. (1,880 milesj, 726 passengers. (Burnt Sept., 1910.)

"Ersatz Deutschland" (numbered Z.8), 24 trips, 52 hours,

2,627 kms. (1,580 miles), 436 passengers. (Wrecked May,

191 1.
)

"Sd-iwaben" (nuinbered Z.io), 230 trips, 499^ hours, 28,468

kms. (17,100 miles), 4,622 persons. (Burnt June, 1912.)

"Viktoria Luise" (Z.ii), 372 trips, 820 hours 51 mins.,

45,343 kms. (27,250 miles), 7,863 persons. (Taken over by

Navy')

Z.12 was built in 1912 as "Ersatz M.Z. III."

"Hansa" (Z.13), 268 trips, 5774 hours, 31,273 kms. (18.800

miles), 5,598 persons. (.Taken over by Navy.)

"Sachsen" (Z.17), 170 Inps, 3375 'lOurs, 18,614 kms. (11,200

miles), 3,884 persons, (Taken over by Navy.)

Roughly computed, the above figures work out at 100 entire

days spent in the air by the vessels, covering a distance of

130,492 kms. (about 80,000 miles), or about three times round

the globe, and carrying 23,271 passengers without injury to

any of them.

On one occasion the Queen of Sweden took a two-hour trip

from Baden in the ".Sehwaben." Another enthusiastic pas-

senger was the Hon. Lady .Shelley, who has secured some

wonderful photographs from the different 'airships, many of

which have appeared in The Aeroplane.

During September, 1912, the "Hansa" flew from Friedrichs-

hafen to Hamburg at an average speed of 51 miles an hour.

Z.14. The First Naval Zeppelin.

The first Zeppelin specially built for the Imperial Navy

appeared during Octol>er, 191 2. She was a very large ship

and one of the finest built up lo that date. Considerable delay

was caused by the ship being damaged against the side of the

shed, and delivery did not take place for some time. She was

numbered L.I, and her number in the Zeppelin shop series was

Z.14. She was wrecked in September, 1913, as related here-

after.

Military airships were steadily built. Z.15. officially known

as "Ersatz (Replacement) M.Z.T," was launched on January

19th, 1913. She had a brief career, for on March 19th in the

same year she was caught out in a gale at Karlsruhe after a

twenty-four-hour voyage, and totally wrecked. She, in her

turn, was replaced by Z.19, which became "Ersatz M.Z.I."

M.Z. IV (Z.i6) was completed during March, 1913, being
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Jhe sixteenth Xeppelin to be built at Friedricli^lialen, and sh'-

did some good work at the different air stations.

Z.17 was the "Saohsen," wihose career is noted above.

L. II (Z. 18), the second naval Zeppelin, was completed about
September loth, 1913, and was delivered at Johannisthal on
September 20th after a successful \'oyage from Friedrichshafen.

Zeppelins 19 to 25.

Z.19 was the second Ersatz M.Z. I, as already stated.

-M.Z. V (Z.20) came out for the first time in July, 1913.

M.Z. VI (Z.21) \vas launched on Novemf>er 22, 1913.

M.Z. VII (Z.22) was taken over on February 7th, 1914,

having flown from Friedrichshafen to Potsdam. This x'essel

was 430 feet long, 45 feet diameter, and was designed to do

45 m.p.h. Actually, she reached 6,500 feet with fuh load and
attained a speed of 50 m.p.h. This is about the iype now being

built.

M.Z. VIII (Z.23) was launcJied on February 21st, 1914, and
flew to a height of 10,450 feet, a world's record, in less than

ati hour. During the same flight she remained aloft 5 hrs.

Naval L. Ill (Z.24) was I'aunched on May iith, 1914, and
on May 22nd she left Friedrichshafen and flew northwards and
made a devious voyage of 1,260 miles, during which Helgoland
was visited. Finally Johannisthal was reached after 34 hours
in the air. The ship attained an altitude of 10,000 feet during
the journey.

The last vessel to be completed before the war was M.Z. IX
^Z.25), which came out about July 20th, 1914.

International Complications.

On April 3rd, 1913, an extraordinary incident occurred whicli

for a moment threatened to cause international friction. Dur-
ing the course of a test reconnaissance a military, airship,

M.Z. IV (Z.16), inadvertently came down at Lun^ville in

France. The French military authorities took temporary
charge of the newest thing in Zeppelins, and during the period

of "explanations" their aeronautical engineers made as search-

ing an investigation of the internal economy of the machine
as circumstances would permit, ver}' much to the chagrin of

nil good Germans. However, things were smoothed over and
the ship was allowed to depart in ]>eace. Tliis incident must
have been very trying to the Germans, the more so as most
elaborate photographs of the details of the working parts of

tKe airship a[>peared shcrtlv afterwards in ail the Frencli illus-

trated papers.

The Fats of the Zeppelins.

It will have been noted that this progress exacted a hea\y
toll of material loss, and time after time the work of months
was squ'andered in as many minutes ; in fact, by the time the

sixteenth Zeppelin was completed eight of its predecessors had
bc-en totally wrecked by accident. Most of these losses have
been mentioned already. The complete list is as follows :

—

Z.2, wrecked on January i6th, 1907, in the Algau.

:Z.4 was wrecked on August 4th, 1908, at Echterdingen

Z.5 (M.Z. II) was wrecked on June 25th, 1910, at Weilburg.

'Z.7 (" Deutschland"), on June 28th, 1910, in the Tcutoburger

Wald.
Z.6 was burnt in its hangar on .September 14th, 1910, at

Baden-Oos.
Z.8 ("Ersatz Deutschland") was fractured at the Diisseldorf

hangar on May 26th, 1911, and was replaced by the Z.io

C'Schwaben"), which was destroyed by fire on June zStli, 1912,

in Diisseldorf.

Z.15 (Ersatz M.Z. I) was wrecked at Karlsruhe on March 19th,

1913-

Happily, not a single life was lost in any of these mishaps,

although workshop fatalities occurred from time to time.

Two Catastrophes.

_But at last came two terrible catastrophes. Late in .Septem-

ber, 1913, Naval Zeppelin L.I (Z.14), a fine new ship, which, on

its acceptance flight in October, 1912, had travelled from Fried-

richshafen to Johannisthal, viS the Baltic, Kiel and Helgoland,

a distance of 800 miles in 30 hours, carrying a crew of 21,

left Helgoland under orders to Join the German High Seas

Fleet, and her commander tried to carry on through impossible

weather. The airship was beaten down by the hail and the

squalls, and was wrecked on the surface of the water, with a

loss of fifteen lives.

Then, on October 17th, Naval Zeppelin L.I I (Z.18), whidi

had only been delivered to the Government a montli before,

exploded in mid-air at Johannisthal, and llier crew of twenty-live

were killed. The cause of the accident was officially stated to

have been the explosion of petrol vapour in one of the gon-

dolas, but the popular belief in Germany is that the catastrophe

was tihe result of an attempt to fire a light gun from die lop

of the envelope.

The M^st Modern Type.

L.II may still be rega Jed as the most advanced tyi>e of

Zeppelin, but those now being built differ from . her

in horse-power and dimensions, most cjf them l.ieing

smaller. L.II. was 540 feet long, 46 feet in diameter, 1,000,000

cubic feet capacity, and of 720 h.p. Her speed was something

like 45-50 m.p.h., and her theoretical radius of action at full

s]>eed was 600-700 miles. She was unique in having three

gondolas and no keel. She weighed roughly 25 tons and dis-

placed 30 tons, thus having 5 tons of spare lift to include

crew, fuel, and all supplies, and her wireless equipment ranged

300 miles. She was the tentUn Zeppelin to be totally wrecked.

Zeppelins Available for War.
At the outbreak of war the following shi|)s were probably

more or less fit for use- Z. 9 (Ersatz M.Z. II), 1911; Z.ii

C'Viktoria Luise"), 1911-12 ; Z.12 (M.Z. Ill), 1912 ;
Z.13

("Hansa"), 1912 ; Z.16 (M.Z. IV), 1913 ;
Z.17 ("S.'ichsen"),

1913; Z.:9 (Ersatz M.Z. I), 1913 ; Z.20 (M.Z. V), 1913;

Z.21 (M.Z. VI), 1913; Z.22 (M.Z. VII), 1914; Z.23 i'^^-'^- VIII).

1914; Z.24 (I- II'); Z.25 (M.Z. IX), 1914, m ikini;- .. baker's

dozen in all.

Later Deliveries and Losses.

Z.'s 26, 27, and 31 were reported laundlied soon .ifier the

outbreak of war. The Navy possessed L.III and a Schutte-

Lanz rigid airship, similar to a Zeppelin, but with a wooden

frame. TItis latter was launohed on February 28th, 1914, and

was known as L.IV. The Navy also took over the "Viktoria

Luise," "Hansa" and "Sachsen," which were borrowed to re-

place L.I. and L.II. Z.'s 28, 29, and 30 were numbers assigned

to tihe new Potsdam works.

It is definitely known that L.III and L.H' wove wrecked ever

the Danish islands, and there is photieigraphic ox'id^'ncc that one

came to grief in France early in the campaign. One was de-

stroyed bv Flight-Comm. Marix, D.S.O., K.N., .it Diis-^eklorf.

There are reasonable grounds for believing that three oir four

otilier Zeppelins have been .accounted for on the different fronts

besides the one lost in the Adriatic, and it is doubtful whether

the united efi'orts of tllie Potsdam and Friedrichshafen works

have done more than replace tihesc losses, and do i-epairs.

The New Numeration.

In order to understand the meaning of newspaper reports

of Zeppelin casualties it is well to point out that somewhere in

1913 the indicator letter of the German airships was altered.

.\]\ Naval airships were labelled "L"—standing simply for

"Luftschiff" or "airship"—as these included Zeppelins,

Schiitte-Lanzes, Parsevals, and anything else floatable and

more or less controllable in the air. In this the German Navy

followed the British precedent, as usual, for our Astra-Torres

is "His Majestv's .Airship III," and our Parseval is "H.M..\.

n."
Tlie Military German airsiiips are now known by their

"trade" n.ames, the Zeppelins being marked "Z," the Parse-

vals "P," and the Gross type "M" (for Militarisch).

The Zopiielin firm were thus obliged to mark their own

workshop series number as "L.Z.," meaning Luftschiff

Zeppelin. Consequently the ill-fated Zeppelin, which was

blown up at Johannisthal, was L. II in (he Naval Series and

L.Z. 18 in the workshop series. Tlie last ship to leave the

works before war broke out was No. 25 in the workshop series,

and the ninth Zeppelin owned by the Army, lience her correct

I'lumbering is really L.Z. 25, or Z IX.

For the sake of clearness the authors have adhered lo the old

numhering, Z. representing the workshop series, M.Z. the

Military nuinher, and L. the Naval number.

Zeppelin Sheds.

In the spring of 1914 there were sixteen sheds for Zeppelins

in CFcrmany, seven of Ifhem being single sheds and nine being

built for two. The double sheds were at Friedrichshafen, Pots-

dam, Dresden, Johannisthal, Leipzig, Hamburg. Koln, Metz,
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and Konigsbcrg. The single sheds were at Frankfurt, Gotha,
Posen, Liegnitz, Diisseldorf, Baden, and Mannheim. At that
date other sheds were under construction at Allenstcin, Trier,
Braunsciiweig, Dannstadt, Stuttgart, Miinchen, Dresden, Fried-
richshafen, Diisseldorf and Emden. Most of these are now
conipleted.

Zeppelins Under War Conditions.
Up to the present, the Zeppelin has not figured brilliantly in

the war, and there is no great prospect that it will do so. At
present, the difiKculty which seems insuperable is to make^a
rigid dirigible sufTiciently strong to stand handling on the
ground in rough weather. An airship 500 feet long and 40
feet high presents an enormous surface to a side wind, and if

a squall strikes it on its way into the shed, its back will bo
broken against the entrance, .\nother problem is to reduc'-

the gas leakage and the fuel consumption, thus making it

possible to carry a greater load for a longer distance.

The Zeppelin labours under terrific handicaps. Her inferior

Sfwed leavtis her at the mercy of the armed aeroplanes, and her
enormous bulk makes her an easy target both for aviators'

bombs and anti-aircraft guns. So long as she is not harassed
she is quite useful for sea scouting in winds up to thirty miles

a.i hour, as has been proved by the work tlie airshijis have done
in guarding the approaches to Wilhelmshafcn and Kiel.

Bomb-dropping expeditions have been safely achieved .it

night, but the difficulty of calculating leeway in the dark, the

practical impossibility of locating specific buildings in tin-

lighted districts, and the uncertain path of t>ombs dropped from
a height have so far inade these raids abortive. On each occa-

sion the weight of explosives dropped has been surprisingly

small, which seems to indicate either that the net useful lift

is less than has been boasted, or else that it has been found
dangerous to strain the airships by the excessive local huovancy
set up by the instant.meous ejection of gri at loads.

Defensive Measures.

Should a raid on London be attcmpled, measures have been

.aken for its defence which may not be described in detail

here. The most obvious method of coimter-attack is by fast,

quick-climlfing aeroplanes carrying incendiary bombs The
airships, if approached froin above and behind, would be unable

to use their machine-guns, OTving to the intervention of their

gas-chambers and control gear. The attacking pilots would
slow down their machines as they passed over the envelope to

a speed iLipproachiiig that of the enemv aircraft, and so couM

scarcely fail to secure a hit during their passage along the top.

of the 500-foot vessel. Bombs so constructed that they would
cling to the fabric, and fitted with time fuses, should make it

possible to fly in saf«ty within a few feet of the lairship, and
so make the pilot's aim dead certain.

In spite of its unprecedented chapter of misfortune and the

colossal expenditure of labour and money for seemingly trivial

results, the Zep[>elin still continues to exist. Its mere costli-

ness has stunted its growth and delayed its devidopmen^, and^

compared with its rival the aeroplane, it is still in its infancy.

It is therefore purposeless and bigoted to dismiss the lighter-

than-air craft as the chimera of faddists—its diay may yet come ;

but what concerns us at the moment is that there is not the

slightest prospect of the newest Zeppelin excelling its predeces-

sors in any iinportanr degree for a year or two. For the rest,,

the future will draw back the veil.

The Rubaiyat of the Special Correspondent.

(With apologies to Edward Flt/gerald and Omar Khayycim.)i

.Awake ! for -Morning's Mail has come to light.

And in it You describe a Wondrous Flight

Of ninety Zepp'lins all for London botmd.

Pray, did vou think that we should take Affright?

Dreaming, wlien Dawn's Left H'.Tnd was in the Sky,

Tou thought Vou saw those .Xirships flying by

—

And so to Grub Street You at once did Wire.

.\nd Boys with Posters sallied forth to Cry.

Ah ! my Beloved, fill the Cup that's Clear,

For You have made an Error, much I fear.

And told us of those Creatures of the Night
Which were to London quickly drawing Near.

Come, fill the Cup— I must confide m.y Tale

;

You look so worried and Your Face is Pale !

The Chief has wired that You must quickly Quit?
But sure You knew that Airship Ynrn was Stale !

You say You watched them Fly and saw their Hulls

Just at the Time when Aries sends the Lulls?

Your eyes arc Psychic, sure, or else You drink :

Those ninety warlike "Zepps"—were simply Gulls!
" Ornis."

THREE FAMOUS PILOTS.—Sergeant Aviateur Verrier, M. Henri Farman and Adjudant Aviateur Noel—at Buc.
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Aero=motors : In Kind and Qons\Tuc\ion»—{Continued)
BY GEOFFREY de HOLDEN-STONE.

One of the charms of engineering, as of chafing-dish

cookery, is che sempiternal existence ol the "another way."
Otherwise there would be no Escoffiers, no Lanchesters, no

—

but you can readily fill in tliat other name. There is always
a "best way" for everything, from the creation of a Sole

Colbert to the assembly or even the design of an aeromotor
or an ai>ple-pie. That way is, of course, your own. But once
in a way, thwe is not only one generally accepted plan, but no
other is possible. They will tell you anywhere in France that

thrre is only one practicable way of putting a Maxim gun
together. I tell you that a beef-steak pudding must be made
in a cloth with a bottom-crust. Likewise that you can only

assemble the Salmson motor in a similar fashion ; the bottom-

crust being tfie backJialf of the crank-chamber. Now then. . .

Never begin, let alone proceed, in the make-shift fashion

of the Indian cook who uses a flat stone for every kind of

culinary operation ; which fimdamental kitchen-fact lias made
Indians a race of artist craftsmen who cannot file a true

flat or scrape a bearing. Begin fhen, French fashion, with a

])roperly built heptagonal support—like one i.f those Brutn-

Moorish coffee-tables, inverted—and then sort all your metallic

ingredients about you in rows in order as they will be wanted,

oil an adjacent table, or the idle, which is the French all-

comprising word for everything from a tarpaulin to a table-

cloth.

Having got all these in due arrav, sd't this back-half of the

crank-chamber into the sup|)ort, and drop the riMi' ball-race

within the lower fixed gear-ring I : or Bi in pre\"iou-. figures.

The Innard.s.

Thus your bottom-crust, and, so to say, support. Now you

must assort the to-be-contained meat in the shaj^e of crank-

sliaft, pin-carrier, rods and pistons compleli-l\- assembli'd a- in

Fig. I.

Begin this assembh' wilb line carripr-druni wbioli—ha\ing

inserted its irear ball race—set on 1 siout peg whereon it can

be conveniently rotated. You will find if more -."onvenient 10

altaca the pistons To their rods next, and secure the gudgeons
perfectly, before doing anytlTing else : because you can move
them about and get the strongest light into tTie cavity of the

piston-tnmks, and so make .absolutely sure that the set-screws

are dead home and the pistons rocking with perfect freedom

on their duly lubricated bearings.

Then, having placed a clean pad for each piston, .illach ibe

rods one by one, by simple insertion and dropping in their

respective pins, all likewise lubricated. In fact all these small

parts should stand in a deep oil tray, ready, like surgical in-

struments in a dish of antiseptic.

Finally, drop in the forward ball-rare .aid the assembly w ill

be so far complete.

Next, lift the whole clear of the peg, ,.nil oxer on In other

side; and then insert from beneath the coned or ni.ile end of

the crank-shaft. The carrier-wheel w ill now be up|)ermost ;

Fig. 1, Assembly of Connecting Rods.

so having previously freed the satellites on their spindle, set

the after or female part of the crank-shaft in place so that the

satellite Ai (Fig. IV, p. 413, Apr. 2S) meshes with the carrier

gear wheel.

Tlien, having seen that tiie crank-weights are in the right

off-set relation, the locking-nut G (Fig. 2) can be set home, and

its locking-^crew and the two little bolts duly set in place and

home as far as they will go. With the distance-ring J— in

the case of the 90-h.p. seven-cylinder model—slipped o\-er the

rear or uppermost end of the crank-shaft, the ^issembly is

completed a stage further, and the main internal parts are

ready to be dropped in.

Final Assembly.

The whole mass is now lifted into the reverse position, and

the rear end of the cr.ink-shalt lowered into the brdl-r.ice in

the crank-chamber; care lieing taken ih.it the jiforesaid di---

t.ance-ring—should one exist—has also been duly placed.

At the same time, take special can—for this purpose a -m.dl

piece of wood should be laid against the fixed gear-wheel I

—

tHiat the lower satellite K (B in Fig. W, p. -jijj does not me^,h

with it for the time being, untd the connecting-rods ha\e

been set in their correct clock-wise thrust lead.

The cylinders may now iic slipped Ov'er the pistons an.

I

brought into th'jir perm.anent recesses
, the locking rings, of

course, ha\ing been pre\iouNlv slipped over their trunks.

Connecting Rod Setting.

Now comes the critical—yet by no means difficult—opera-

tion of connecting rod setting". For this purpose, take—or

iii.'ke—a small piece of flat steel (as shown in Fig. 3 by the

shaded lines under cylinder 2) with its edges straight, but out

of parallel with each other by about 6 deg. : and so that on(^

edge shall be correspondingly out of square with the ends.

Centrally on this edge, cut a half-round nick big" enough lo

fit over the grip-end of any connecting-rod so completelj- that

the edge can touch thi^ next adjacent pins, on either side ot

that rod.

Then take any cylinder and set the crank-sh.ifl exactly in

line with its central axis. The satellite K, nor being in mesh
Df course, enables the carrier to be oscillated either way o?i

the crank-pin, so as to vary the angle of connecting-rod thrust

with the cylinder axis.

Now, if the little steel gauge be set in place on that p.ar-

ticular rod-end, the crank-pin carrier should be turned .-inli-

clockwise so that the lower edge—the one touching the .ad-

jacent pins—makes an angle of 6 deg. or so with Ihe edge of

the cylinder that belongs to the rod, while its upper edge
comes exactly parallel therewith.
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SPECIAL SAUCE.
multiple: crank pin

Tliis, I may say at oiicp, is not the orrhcxlox way : which is

10 use a plain parallel-edged straight-edge, nirk'^d aci-ordingK

,

and—guess your angle with the cylinder-edge by rule of eye

and thumb, with no possible means of ;>eing mathematically

sure of the angle you desire to find. Tfie obyiously easier

way is to cut tlie gauge with its edges to the mathematically

t xact relatiye angle in (he workshop ; where nt the same
time it may be widened, and the upper edge lengthened, as

shown in Fig. 3, so far that it can butt against the cylinder-

end.

Nothing is easier, too—since motors vary in their likes and

dislikes of lead-adjustment—than to cut two or three such

gauges with varying angles, lessened with one or two light

file strokes from the narrower to the wider end, and keep the

chosen gauge for that particular motor. In anv case you could

be ahsolutely sure of your setting with the upper edge butting

the cylinder end, if you were assembling the motor under a

hedge somewhere in France or Eastshire. But it isn't the

book way, which bids you guess .about this constitutional ad-

justment.

Anyway, having dulj- found tflie .adjustment, remove the

little piece of wood, and let the cylinders and crank-shaft drop

the last incli, so that the planetary K may mesh finally with

the fixed gear-ring I—the aforetime Bi and B—and key up

the planetaries as they thus automatically find themselves.

However, as the final touch before leaving this lidjuslment see

that the connecting-rods, when in the j)osition of extreme

obliquity are "d^sax^s" 4 mm. nearer the left side of the

cylindeir than the right one, as you look down into the motor

from above, i.e., from the front side.

Lubricate.

Nttnc est hihendum ; unless vou fear to decrease yovu' output.

. . . Anyway, give the internals a good drink of the chosen

lubricant, having first wiped every part you can reacli with a

linen or muslin rag with no fluff about it. Next tighten up

each cylinder with its locking-ring ; and having put the for-

ward main ball-race on the crank-shaft, place "^he front or

upper half of the crank-chamber in place and bolt up.

Then replace the rubber water connections between the

cylinders and having first set on the small brass distance-ring

M, that limits the lateral displacement of the cam-sleeve, 3'ou

may re-install the distribution-gear as a whole, just in the re-

verse order, detail by detail, as you took it down ; not for-

getting a liberal dose of oil after wioing dry, before you close

up.

Distributor Adjustment.

Tlie distribution gear has now to he adjusted. So take any

cylinder and turn the crank-shaft so as to bring the piston to

til.' up|>er dead-point, i.e., the extreme instroke. In this posi-

tion put the two tappets that belong, and turn the inter-

mediate gear N of the distributor—that is the upper front

one—counter-clockwise.

Now, remembering that the exhaust closes and the induction

opens just at the aforesaid dead-point, you need only turn this

gear N until the inlet-valve tappet-rod is just about to lilt.

For choice, make the lift a sh'ide early ; or rather the exhaust-

lift correspondingly late.

Then push on the cam-sleeve so that an inlet-cam will just

bear on the foot of the jumping-piece of the corresponding

tappet under manipulation. This action Will slide the cam-
sleeve gear into mesh with the gear behind N ; and the keys

falling into their corresponding slots, can be set home. Having
thus made the distribution adjustment for one cylinder, you

will have made it for all the others. The actual valve adjust-

ment is done later ; so the distribution cover and its ball-race

may now be replaced.

Another Somersault.

In all but externals, the motor is now assembled, so to re-

ceive these it must be lifted again and set face downwards.
The back-plate of the ignition distributor is now set on over

its ball-r.ace. as shown in the previous line-diagram, and the

small gear A set on tlie taper of the crank-shaft end with its

locking-nut. Here, again, adjustment comes later—last of all

in fact, except the actual connection of petrol and oil piping

—

so meanwhile the induction-hoop and water-pump should be

replaced.

WIRING DISTR15UTI0N AI?RA>gGLMtNT

rof? A MOTOP type: My

SECOMOARY WIBE
COHIMO I^RON THE MAQNCTO OR FROM THE: DOBBItS

Tllien comes the magneto and its adjustment : wherein it \\ i!!

be noticed that the secondary current fronj the magneto is led

in at the lower left-hand corner of the distributor-plate (see

Fig. 4), and that the carbon carrying the current rotates clock-

wise .It half motor-speed. As we already know, the firing

order is : i, 3, 5, 7, 2, 4, 6 and so forth, as previously de-

scribed ; the ti-nninals being set in the distributor in the '.ami-

order.

(To he continued.)

For the Maimed in War.
Many of these whose privilege it h;is l)ecn to fight i/i onr or

other of the King's .Services have been invalided home minus
a leg, and it is to be feared that this fate awaits many others.

After the periods of reco\'ery from shock, and of con\'ale9cencc,

their attention will naturally be turned to the problem of pro-

curing an artificial leg, which will replace, in some measure
at any rate, the missing member. This task is no easy one
because it is essential that an artificial limb .must be con-

siderably lighter than the real article, and it is ditTicult to com-
bine this desideratum with utility and strength.

The majority of the readers of The Aeroplane wiU remem-
ber the serious accident to j-oung M. Marcel Desoutter at Hen-
don a couple of years ago, after which he had to suffer ampu-
tation above tlie knee of his left leg. After trying several

artificial limbs constructed by so-called surgical appliance

manufacturers, and finding them all too hea\'y, uncomfortable
and insanitary, M. Desoutter deterinined to try and construct

one for himself.

.'\ided by his brother—they are both eng'ineers—^he soon
constructed an artificial leg of metal tube, which is by far the

best thing of its kind yet produced. The result is that he can
now walk without a stick, fly, and drive a car as well as a

sound man, and no one who did not know of his accident

would think that he was afflicted with nnytlhing worse than a

slight limp.

In consequence of his success, which he attributes to his

being the only .artificial leg-maker who has to use his own
product, he and his brother are now regularlv established in

business at 12, New Burlington .Street, V\'., and any readers

whose friends have suffered amputation will be doing those

friends a great service by letting them know of the Desoutter

Prothers' address,
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THE WORK OF THE HENDON SCHOOLS.
BY n. W.3 THORBURN.

The L. and P. School.

In July last, immediately beture the fateful declaration of

war was made, a new school was started at Hendon under the

title of the London and Provincial Aviation Company. Mr.
W. T. Warren, who is responsible for the management, is

well known to readers of The AEROPLA^JE, having been identi-

fied with aviation from the very early days. He learned to fly

on a 25-h.p. Bleriot and a 2h!-Ji.p. Deperdussin, and later on

joined the Caudron Company, first as chief mechanic and then

as instructor. He became famous as llic inventor of the

Warren Safety Helmet, the first British safety hefmet made,
which has been ofliciallv adopted by the .Admiralty and War
Office.

In addition to Mr. Warren himself, the instructors are

Messrs. M. G. Smiles, W. D. Smiles, and J. H. Moore. The
school equipment at present consists of machines of the

Caudron type, constructed entirely on the premises at Hendon.
There are two 35-h.p. ."Xnzanis, one 45 two-se;iter, and a 35-40

intended entirely for brevet work.

A special feature of the school is the ample supply of ^jjare

parts always in stock, together with a spare engine for each

machine. Everything being standaj-dised, there is a gre.it

saving of time on those occasions xVhen the over-confidence of

some enthusiastic beginner, or the unexpectedness of some
gust of wind, has resulted in a little structural damage.

Not so long ago two of their machines met with misfortune

in one morning, but, thanks to the excellent organisation of

the works, both were out again next morning' as fit as ever.

'Hie advantages of a school where delays are reduced to a

minimum in this manner are obvious. A Winchester boy came
along for a course of tuition during his Easter vacation, and

took his certificate and went back to school on the last day

—

an enviable holiday for any public school boy, and one whiili

will doubtless be copied by many in the near future.

Seven tickets have been taken by the L. and P. School in

the last five weeks, and as it is stipulated that every pupil

must undertake to offer his services to one or other of the .Air

Services, one need not emphasise the value of tlie work done

by this enterprising company. A visitor to Hendon, on en-

quiring why the school was called "the I^. and P.," was in-

formed tliat tJiis indicated that tJie teadiing was Lucid and

Practical. One may, at any rate, hope that its career may be

long and i.rosperous.

The Ruffy Baumann School.

The youngest Hying school at Hendon is that founded l)y

Messrs. Ruffy and Baumann last October. Anyone, liowi ver,

who has visited the headquarters will readily admit that if it

is lacking in age it is not lacking in efliciency, for the outfit is

of the very best.

To begin with, Mr. E. Baumann has probably had as much
ex|)erience in teaching as any living pilot, for since he first be-

came an instructor he has been responsible for over a hundred

pupils. When he was on the staff of the Beatty School he had

among other pupils -Mr. F. Ruffy, and these two pilots aic

now in control of an up-to-date organisation, assisted by

Messrs. Herbert James, Howard James, Gino Virgilio, and
Clarence Winchester, the latter being already well known by

reason of his association with the Paslilcys at Brighton.

Mr. Baumann, as an instructor, has really a remarkable list

of pupils to his credit, among them being Capt. Conran,
D.S.O. (Flight-Comni. R.F.C.), Captain L. A. Strange

(Might-Comm. R.F.C., land awarded the Military Cross), Capt.

N. W. Noel {Flight-Comm. R.F.C., mentioned in despatches),

Capts. Chamier, Jennings, and Billing, Lieuts. Adams, Ambler,

Clark, Holbrow, Stodart, Beever, F. W. Goodden, and H. »lc

Havilland, on the Militar)- side, and on the Naval side Conmi.
Osborne, R.i\., and Lieut. Hicks, R.N. .Among well-known

civilian aviators taught by him are Messrs. Ruffy, Rowland
Ding, Roche-Kelly, Prosser, Virgilio, J. H. James, and H. H.
James. Quite a goodly list.

The equipment consists of four Caudrons, two with 60-h.p.

Gnomes, fitted with dual control, one so-ih.p. Gnome, and a

43-h.p. .Anzani. In addition to these, two more 50 Gnome
Caudrons are being built at the works in Baker Street.

If will be observed that the firm is particularly well off for

Gnomes. In fact, the two sixties are the only ones of tjheir

kind in England. Mr. Ruffy was recently in France and was
able to make some very advantageous purchases, with the aid

of the French Government, one of the engines l>eing brought

back in a handsome basket as "personal luggage" !

The dual control method of teaching is the one adopted hei c.

Pupils are first taken up on the 6o-h.p. two-seater machine,

and after a few lessons are allowetl to practise alone on the

45 h.p. , the brevet flights being made on the 50-h.p. Caudron.

No other school has a similar collection of machines of such

comparatively high oower, and it is interesting to notice the

success which is attending the use of fast Caudrons of high
climbing speed, yiH capable of landing at somewhere about

fifteen miles per hour.

This week diere are ten pupils ready to take tickets as

soon as the wind moderates, so the Ruffy-B'aumann School

may well tiaim to be fulfilling the requirements of the count-

less personal appeals to patriotism which meet one's eye in the

Press and on the walls of London's alien-owned restaurants

and elsewhere. May its pupils be numerous and do good work
lor the country !

The J. L. Hall School.

In the summer of 1912 there was no keener pupil at the

Bleriot school at Hendon than Mr. J. Lawrence Hall, of Shef-

fii-Id, and in September of that year he received his oertificale.

How many miles he has flown since that date it would be in-

structive to learn, for he has given exhibition flights in many
parts of the country. The school which he started at Hendon
in 1 91 2 has provid(!d Great Britain with many comix-tent pilots,

and a recent visit to the premises revealed every indication

that the near future will add considerably to the list.

Regarding the capabilities of die founder of the school little

need be said, for Mr, Hall is well known to a wide circle of

the public, and the success of his method of teadiing was

Photograph by F. N. Birkttt, Shepherd's Bush, W.
Some of the machines of the Ruffy-Baumann School, including the new 60 h.p. Gnome engined Caudrons.
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GREEVI & P

FOR LINEN AEROPLANE FABRIC.
Highest Quality. Superior to H.A.F. Specification.

duinunslrulcd lung ago. His managor is Mr. iieniiU'd i'raiicis,

who was rusponsible to a large extent for the organising of

anutlier scliool, and under liis control the Hall School runs

sinuothl}' and well. The second instructor is Mr. H. S. Stevens.

The n~.achines comprise a 35-'h.p. An/ani-Bleriot, two singk-

seater Caudrons, with similar motixe power, a 45-h.p. Anzani

two-seater Caudron, and two more Caudrons are almost com-

plete, one being a fuselage type, with several interesting fea-

tures, and a 50-h.p. Gnome.
When war broke out Mr. H.all w ;is giving exhibitions of

looping at Shoreham on .an Avro, and '.his machine was taken

o\ er by the Government.
Pupils can be assured of careful .ind thorougli training on

wcll-iiiaintained machines at this School, which is .all-British

in constitution, ,ind may be expected in due course to expand
in that manner which is characteristic of British commercial

undertakings. One regrets to hear tliat Mr. Hall has been

on the sick list with an attack of tonsilitis. but hopes to see

hiin back again very shortly, engaged in the work for which

he has so much aptitude and evident londni.ss.

The Importance of the Schools.

In the above brief sketches of the Hendon Flying Schools

oik; has some indication of the size and importance of tlie

work which is being done at tlie aerodrome on behalf of the

nation. Those who are tnaining new recruits for service in

the air are undertaking something of vital importance, which

entitles them to a share of credit for patriotic service. If every

new recruit for the Army brings peace a little nearer, how-

much more true may it be of every new aviator whose services

are placed at the disposal of his country?

The school mechanic, who devotes part of his dinner-hour to

the replacing of some damaged part of a machine, can feel

that he is "'doing his bit" towards the great task before us all.

'I'hc schools are certainly doing verj- good work, land are show-

ing the right spirit, so one wishes them the best of fortune.

A Difference.

The "Cambridge Review" says :—The following rxir.icl

from a hymnal for the use of the Kulturkampfer is put al our

disposal by a veracious friend, who read it the other day in a

copy imported by way of Switzerland :

—

" Der Du iiber Cherubinen,

Seraphinen, Zeppelinen,

In dem hocTisten Himmel ihronst. .

Translated roughly, this reads :

—

" There .art thou over Cherubim,

Seraphim, Zeppelin,

Enthroned in the highest Heaven.

Anyhow, from the Anti-Aircraft Gunni r's point of view, the

Zeppelin presents a better mark than the Iradiliun.al Cherub

of Ihf old Masters
—"Raphael and Tuck and those old diaps"

—

in (hat the Zeppelin has a bottom surface at wfiich to aim.

The Lament of the Old Racer.
[Lines coiucyed to an emhusiasl by one of the aged l';iris--

Madrid racing cars, discoxered in an outhouse in the country.]

They've left me here in silence since I can't remember when,
"1 ill every tyre on my wheels is flat.

I wonder what they'd think of me, if thev had known me then,

I fairly wiped all records oft the mat.

From Paris to Vienna, and to old Valladolid^

I showed the pace to any railway '.rain.

I was foremost in the battle from Paris to Madrid

—

There'll never be a race like that .again.

l\v tried to reach high heaven and I've wallowed in the mud.
It's not for me to say all I have done.

I'\e scaled the sides of mountains and I've dash''d niy w .ly

: ''rough flood,

.' .orn the solid earth up, just for fun.

Now all the "nuts" with cycle-cars who thinks themselves so

fast,

Deride me if i evfer chance to roam.
"Gadzooks ! What Ho ! Old iron ! Y ou're a spirit of tihe past.

"Can't you get some one to put you in a home?"
You ask me what's the matter with my big coal-scuttle lamp?

Why it's cocked at suoh an angle to the sky?

You might as well ask why it is I 'm rotting in the damp
;

But, all the same, I'll tell the reason why.

I'm watching for those aeroplanes what's swanking over-head.

I feel as if I'd like to down and die.

It makes me feel that home-sick that my cased steel turns

to lead.

1 want to start my engine up and fly.

If I was like some blighters that can do suoh lots of things,

1 wouldn't stay another minute here.

I 'd rot my tonneau body off and grow a pair of wings
;

And fill my blooming petrol tank .and clear.

I I makes my side brakes rattle, my ignition have a fit,

To hear those big Gnome engines up above.

If I could only get some mug to patch me up a bit,

I'd fly out in the sunshine like a dove.

W ith my engine roaring happily from gay Paree a Londres

(It's got some "juldy" in it even yetj,

I'd stagger old humanity, I'd fly the Herring Pond,

I'd let the beggars see how I could get.

Then smash my differential, let my old chaiais sag and grind.

My strength's no longer as the strength of ten,

But if you search creation through, I don't suppose you'll find

Much better stuff than I was made of then.

Oleo Plugs.
A representative of The .Aeroplane had a chat recently with

Messrs. Ripault and Co., and learned that business in these

useful articles was flourishing. While the works are not

wholly emplo3'ed on Government work, three-quarters of the

plugs are now being made for the Allies. Some large con-

tracts have just been received, but all private requirements are

still heing fulfilled.

If experience counts for anything this firm should do well,

The Improved WARREN
As supplied to the War Otlice and Adrairalty.

Sole Proprietors

—

Tautz & Co.,
NAVAL, MILITARY & SPORTING TAILORS,

12, Orafton St., Nev Bond St., LONDON, W.

Don't wait until you have an a CO i d e n ti

SAFETY HELMET
The best before, is now the last ivord

in Aviation Safety Helmets.

THE MOST IMPORTANT PART OF AN
AVIATOR'S EQUIPMENT

Investigate its MERITS NOW
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ScKoolTHE
RECOGNISED
BRITISH SCHOOL.

Those desirous of applying for

Commissions
in the

ROYAL AIR SERVICES
should write to us at once for full

particulars of our special inclusive

course in AVIATION,

ALL PUPILS ARE INSTRUCTED ON
TRACTOR BIPLANES (GOVERNMENT
TYPE), WHICH ARE FITTED THROUGH-
OUT WITH STANDARD CONTROLS.

THE ONLY SCHOOL
controlled by a Staff with

years of practical experi'

ence in School Teaching.

The HALL SCHOOL
OF FLYING

The London Aerodrome, N,W,

Phone: KINGSBURY 142.

for they were the first firm hi the world to miike ])Iurs lor
aviation purposes. Bldriot used one when he crossed the
Channel, Paulhan flew from London to Manchester with the
aid of an Oleo, and they have been in genera! use, with satis-
factory results, ever since.

It is wortli while recording that they are now fitted as
standard plugs to the Gnome, Anzani^ Sahnson, LeRhone, and
Clerget engines, which is evidence of searching tests under vU
sorts of conditions by all sorts of experts.

The Week-end at Hendon.
It was extremely tantalising for the visitors to the Aero-

drome on Saturday—and probably not less so for the directors
and officials of that popular resort—that while the sunshine
was delightful and the air fresh, the wind w.is too high to
admit of flying to any great extent. One or two Maurice Far-
mans were out early after lunch, one of them going off at a
gcod height to Farnborough in charge of Mr. Birchenough.
Mr. Osipenko came out on a Gr.ahame-White biplane, and
towards dusk Mr. Beatty flew well in a nasty wind on a
\\'right biplane.

On Sunday tliere was again a good attendance, attracted by
the promise of unlimited fresh air, but unfortunately there was
too much of ;t, for the wind-gauge was busy drawing long-
ranges of mountain peaks which, to the initiated, represented
from 20 to 40 miles an hour. A plucky attempt at a flight was
made by Mr. Osipenko, but he very soon found it discreet to

made a safe landing and go and have tea, and the \-isitors,

who were considerably calmer than the wind, also had tea and
went home. It is to be hoped that next week-end will be inore
encouraging.

School and Weather Reports.

Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs. Fri. Sat. Sun.

Heodon

Eait Coast ...

1

Lake District
|

Windy

Fine
Windy

Fine

Windy

Fine
Windy

Fine

Good

Fine

Fine

Fair

Fine

Windy

Fine

Fine

Fine

Windy

Fine
Windy

Windy

Windy

Fine
Windy

Windy

Hendon.

—

.At the Be.^tty School of Flying, Ltd. : Instrs. :

-Messrs. G. W. Beatty, W. Roche-Kelly, C. B. Prodgcr, and
Bransby Williams. Pupils with instr. on machine : ;Messrs.

Allcock (42 mins.). Bond (7), Bright (10), Broughton (10),

Chalmers (49), Chapelle (35), Crossnian (5), Crowe (33), de
iMc/a (18), FitzHerbert (7), Fraser (35), Hay (58)', Hodgson
(16), Johnston (5), Leong (15), March (20), Morgan (20), Robb
(3), Roche (83), Rutherford (3), Smith (5), Summers (40), 'loni-

li^,^on (.41), Wainwright (loj, \\"hincup (5), Wiles (3).

Mr Y. K. Leong took a \-erv satisfactory ticket on Wednes-
day.

The machines in use were Beatty-Wright dual-control and
single-seaters and three Caiidron tractor biplanes.

Exhibition flights were gi\'en on Thursday and Sunday by
Messrs. Beatty and Roche-Kelly.

.\t the London and Provincial Aviaito.n Co.'s School.—
Instrs.: Messrs. T, ^Varrcn, M. G. Smiles, and J. H.
Muore. Pupils w ith instr. : Messrs Dcschunips, Irwing, Allen

ind Turner. Strts. or rolls. : i\Icssrs. L. Deschamps, P. G.
Allen, j. .\. 'I'urncr, I i. Irwing. S's or circs, alone: Mr. W. D.
Smiles. .Mr. \\". 1). Smiles took a good ticket on 'VN'ednesday

morning. (Machines : 3 L. and P. biplanes. Fxtra |itactice b)'

M' ssrs. .McCauley and Hubbard.

•At the H.^ll Flyino School.—In spile of the b4d weathei

experienced during the first part of the week a great deal of

work was got through. \\"ednesday : Mr. Mitchell (16 mins.)
on No. I machine,. Messi-s. Hatchnian (13), Snowdon (10), Cool-:

(,io). -Minot (13), all doing straights on No. 3 machine, and Mr,
Hill (22) on No. I making a number ot \"rv good straights,

l.ii.ut. Jowett (20), Messrs. Millbourne (13), Hamer {23), Booker
(20). Lieut. Blvthe for about 20 mins. on No. i fl.ylng hall

circuits. Thiu-sdav : Lieut. Blvthe (10), Messrs. Hill (S),

.Mason (12), Cini (12], Minot (10), Snowdon (g), Hamer (12),

Hatchman (13), and Furlong (14), all putting in some ver}

good work during the morning. Thursday afternoon : Lieut.

Jowett (10), Messrs. .MiUbourne (18), Hill (8); doing straight
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night;-, Cook (8j, Minot (5), Mason (6), Hamer (7), Hatdhman
(12), Furlong (5), Mitchell (4), Snowdon (4) and Cini (5). On
Friday : Lieut. Bl\'the 10 g'ood straight flights, Messrs. Bav-

loy (15), Furlong (6), Hill 4 straight flights, Mason (10), Mill-

bouriie (20), Cook 4 straight flights and iNFitchell 4 good
flights. Instructors : Mr. J. L. Hall and Mr. H. F. Stevens.

Machines : Nos. i, 2 and 3 Hall tractor bijjlanes.

At the RuFFV-BAUjr.\NN School.—Instructors : Messrs.

Edouard Baumann, G. Viigilio and James Brothers. Strts.

or rolling : Messrs. Roobaert (22 min.), Jackson (27), Sykes

(27), Cole (14), England (12), Blandy (12), King (6). Thurs. :

Jackson (16), King (6), Cole (6), 6o-h.p. Caudron out. 8's or

clics., Wed., Roobaert (22 mins.) ; Thurs. Roobaert at good
altitude, ready for ticket (6); Cole and Jackson also nearly ready

for ticket. Friday : All pupils out. Certificate taken by Mr.

Reginald Kenworthy on Wed., ,May 5th, in good style. Time
20 mins. IMachines : 45-h.p. Anzani Caudron, 6o-h.p. Gnome
Caudron and 50-h.p. Caudron monoplanes. M. Edouard Bau-
m.i.nn bus)' testing new 60-h.p. Caudron. Consignment of Gnomr
engines unpacked. Another new Caudron is being constructed.

At the GraiiamE'Whti-e School.— Instructors : Messrs.

Manton, Russell and Winter. PnpiK w ith instr. : Prulj. Fit.

Sul)-Lieuts. Burling, Bingham, de Riii |]( r, Di- \'illc, Greer,

Pennington, Smylie and Wain. Strts. or rolling alone : Prob.

Fit. Sub-Lieuts. Coleman, Greer and Burling. Circs. : Prob.

Fit. Sub-Lieuts. Coleman, Bone, Greer and Hood. Certificates

taken 'by Prob. Fit. Sub-Lieuts. Bone and Kerby. Machines :

Crr.ibamij-\\'hite biplanes.

M'indermere.

—

At the N.A.C. Seaplane School.—'Instruc-

tors : Messrs. W. Rowland Ding, C. L. Pasldey and

J. Lankester Parker. Pupils with instr. : Messrs. C. .\.

Barber (7), A. Johnson (14), F. H. M. Macimx re (jl.j, H. P.

Reid (9), H. Robinson (38), J. F. Ridgwav (21), G. L. Railtun

(23) and S. J. Sibley (15). 8's and circs. : A. Buck (70).

'Machines : .'\v'ro biplane, 50-li.p. Gnome, dual control, N..-\.C.

propeller monoplain', 8o-h.p. Gnome. Messr-^. R. Ding.

C. f.. Pashlev and J. L. Parker out testing.

Makers of the Army
and Navy Waterproof

ANDERSON,
ANDEfiSON &
ANDERSON, LTD.

New Wind
and

Waterproof

Flying-Costume
completely protects the
whole body from head to

foot, only opening on right

shoulder. All that is

necessary is to take off

your boots, then draw the
suit over your ordinary
clothes, replacing your
boots over the feet of

the suit.

Extremely light yet strong,
WEIGHT about 2 lbs.

Price £3 3s.
PATTERNS OH SUIT

ON APPROVAL
37 Queen Victoria St.

58-59 Charing Cross^
s.w.

Contractors to the British, French
Helgian, Italian & Swedish Govts]

MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS
All advertisements for this column should arrive at this

office by 6 p.m. MONDAY to ensure insertion.

For the convenience of Advertisers, replies can be received at

the office of "THE AEROPLANE," 166. Piccadilly, W.
Special PREPAID Rate—18 words 1/6; Situations wanted
ONLY— 18 words [/- id. per word after.

PATENTS.

The owner of British Patent No. 11,355 of 1910, en-
titled " Improvements in AeropIaneSi^" is desiroas of
disposing of the patent or entering into working
arrangements, under license or otherwise, with firms
liltely to be interested in the same A copy of the
patent specification and full particulars can be
obtained from and ofFers made (for transmission to
the owner) to Marks & Clerk, 57 & 58, Lincoln's Inn
Fields, London, W.C.

H OW TO TAKE OUT PATEN fS IN ENGLAND AND
ABROAD." (By Arthur E. Edwards, F.C.I.P.A.) 2S.

post free.

—

Arthur Edwards & Co., Ltd., Patent Agents and
Consulting Engineers, Chancery Lane Station Chambers,
W.C. 'Phone 4536 Holborn.

PATENTS; trade marks; inventors advised free.—King's
Patent .Vgi^ncx, Ll'L, ih^, OLii-en Victoria Stre(.4, Lon-

don. 28 years' references.

TUITION.

London and Provincial
aviation co.

SCHOOL OF FLYING
The Aerodrome, Hendon, N.W.

Learn to fly at our School on new and up-to-date machines. We teach
you to control the machine yourself and develop your own individu-
ality. Our instructors have had years of experience and we guarantee
satisfaction. Enquiries welcomed. Phone: Kingsbury 102

with

ne(_'ti

Sur-

KINDLY MENTION "THE AEROPLANE" WHEN

SITUATIONS VACANT.
DR.-VLIGHTSMAN required immediately, experienced

airships and enx'elopes preferred
;
only good men

.ipply.—Box No. 6j9, The Ai.:Ropr,.\ML-;, 106, Piccadilly,

GOOD FitterA\Vl(li,'r wanted Ijy Mann & Grimmer,

biton.

WANTED, intelligent Man, good education, for Technical

Department, General Office ; must have had Drawing

Oflice, Works and Aeroplane experience. State salary and

age.—A. V- Roe & Co., Manchester.

WANTED, Fitters and Fitter-Erectors ; must be first rate

mechanics.—Apply "W. " The Sop with Aviation Co.,

\A<\., Kingston-on-Thames.

PROPELLERS.
CHAUVIERE'S famous Integral Propellers hold all records;

used by all leading aviators. The best.—Sole._proprietors

for Great Britain and Colonies, The Integral Propeller Co.,

Ltd., IB, Eltihorne Road, Upper Holloway, N. Telephone:

Hornsey 2345. Telegrams: "Aviprop (Upholl), London."

EBORA PROPELLER COMPANY, Kingston-on-Thames.

—Propellers as supplied to the leading aviators during

the last five years ; finished wood parts for aeroplanes, aero-

foils, patterns, etc.

HE ABMEG Propeller (Reg.), solely manufactured by the

L Birmingham Aviation Co., established 1913, 8, Belgravc

Road, Edgbaston, has been proved an immense i;uccess by a

number of leading aviators at home and abroad. British

manufacture throughout. Efficiency and workmanship guaran-

teed. Inquiries invited. (x)

CORRESPONDING WITH ADVERTISERS.
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PHOTOGRAPHS.

PILOT PORTRAITS
The F N B Series of Copy-
right Pilot Portraits includes

all the most notable Pilots ofCOPYRC^n- SERIES ^ -

the Flying World. Unmounted, post free, Sizes 12 by 10 in.,

2S. 6d. ; 8 by 6 in., is. 6d. ; 6 by 4 in., is. 2d. Mention The
Aeroplane and write for NEW LIST of 350 pilots.

The photographs in the "F. N. B." series can be obtained

from F. N. Birkett direct at the above prices.

97 PERCY ROAD. SHEPHERD'S BUSH. LONDON. W.

WE HAVE THE MEN OF THE MOMENT.

F

SITUATIONS WANTED.
OREMAN Bbatbiiilder requires berth. Used to aviation

work.—Box No. 644, The .Af.roplane, 166, Piccadilly, W.

FIRST-CLASS Shop Foreman, thoroughly understands

bench and millwork of woodwork for aeroplanes.—Apply,

64, Wooler Street, Walworth, S.E. (x)

MISCELLANEOUS:
AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING.— Correspondence tui-

tion in sections or complete course, 12 lessons.—British

-School of Engineering, 36, Maiden Lane, W.C.

BOARD RESIDENCE at HENDON for AVIATORS.—
"Hatherley," Colindale, facing entrance to .Aerodrome.

Most convenient and comfortable. Moderate terms.

HARDWOOD for .Aeroplanes. Specially selected, air-dried

timber as supplied to leading constructors in Britain and
the Continent. Silver Spruce, Ash, Poplar

; Hickory and .Ash

Skids ; Threeply ; Thin Cedar and Mahogany for Floats ; Wal-
nut for Propellers.—William Mallinson and Son^;, Ltd., Hack-
ney Road. 'Phone, 3854 Central, 4770 Wall.

LUNCH, TEA, or SUP at-

'*THE AERO RESTAURANT."
(Just outside the gates of the Hendon Aerodrome.)

Pretty Tea-Gardens, with awnings, for fine weather. Glass-side
" Sun-Parlour" for cold weather.

Best ol Pood, well cooked and neatly served.

Lunch from Is. 6d. Tea from 6d.

» Trade fMENPINEl Mark.

LIQUID SCOTCH GLUE
I Ready for use at once. ^

irsFD BY THE LKAOINQ AEROPLANE CON3TRUCTt)RS.
i MOISTURE PROOF.

Il'/i><' /or Prii:- Li<r inid Piirt!riil<ir~ -

' MENDINE CO., 8. Artliur Strffet. London Bridre. EC. .

MODELS.

T. W. K. CLARKE & CO.,
HAMPTON WICK. MIDDLESEX.

Supply British Built Model Aeroplanes, and all Accessories
for making. Send stamp for Lists.

WE TEACH ON
TRACTORS

THE

MC| MODEL Aeroplanes and Accessories. Set of parts

• 0»vy» with drawings for constructing: Model. 24 in. by

30 in. 2s. 6d.

We stock everything for models, compressed air engines,

etc.—Murray, Son and Co., 387a, High Road, High Cross,

Tottenham, N. (x)

RUFFY-BAUMANN
SCHOOL of FLYING
London Aerodrome, Hendon, N.W.

SPECIAL TUITION FOR THE

ROYAL FLYING CORPS
AND

Royal Naval Air Service.

THE STAR SCHOOL
EDOUARD BAUMANN /jl^ Herbert James

Howard James G. Virgilio

Clarence W/ Winchester

WITH STAR INSTRUCTORS.

WE can teach YOU—
FLYING, ENGINEERING, and

AEROPLANE CONSTRUCTION.

All our Machines,arc Government

Type Caudron Biplanes.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS-
WE CAN ADVISE YOU I
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The Sopwith Aviation Co., Ltd.
CONTRACTORS TO THE ADMIRALTY AND WAR OFFICE

Offices and Works KINGSTON-ON-THAMES

Telephone: Telegrams:

Kingston 774 (3 Lines). ^ "Sopwithi Kingston."

= »

=niiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiin

CONTRACTORS TO THE ADMIRALTY

SHORT BROTHERS,
AEROPLANE WORKS

AND

FLYING GROUNDS—
EASTCHURCH, ISLE OF SHEPPEY.

Telephone:—9, Minster-on-Sea. Telegraphic Address:

—

"Flight, Eastchdrcb. '

I'rinted for The Aeroplane and General Publishing Company, Limited, by Bonner & Co., The Chancery Lane Press, Rolls
Passage, London, E.C. ; s.nd Published by Wm. Dawson & Sons, Limited, at Rolls House, Breams Buildings, London.
Branches in Canada, Toronto, Montreal, and Winnipeg ; in South Africa : Cape Town, Johannesburg, and Durban.
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R. N. A. S.

Fhotographi by F. N. Birk'tt, 97. Petcy Road, Shepherds Bush, IV.

OFFICERS OF THE ROYAL NAVAL AIR SERVICE, FOR SERVICE WITH KITE BALLOONS ABROAD.-^
Back Row. Left to Right :—Flight Sub-Lieut. W. H. E. Campbell, R.N.A.S.; Flight Sub Lieut. E. Middleton, R.N.A.S. ;

Lieut. S. A. Currin, Royal Marines and R.N.A.S.; Sub l.ieut. Ogilvie Davies, R.N.V.R. ; Sub-Lieut the Hon. G.

Rollo, R.N.V.R. Front Row, Left to Right :--Flight SubLieut. W. K. F. G. Marneford, R.N.A.S.; Major the Hon.

Claude M. P. Brabazon, Irish Guards and R.F.C. (Squadron Com. R.N.A.S.), commanding Section; Lieiit. Col. E. M.

Maitland, Essex Regt. and R.F.C. (Wing Commander, R.N.A.S.), commanding Wing; Captain W. F. MacNeece, 1st

Queen's Own Royal West Kent Regt. and R.N.A.S.; Sub-LiRUt ^he Hon. A S B\ng, R.N.A.S.
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AEROPLANE
ACCESSORIES

CONTRACTORS to ADMIRALTY & WAR OFFICE

R. O. & Co.'s Patent Release Gears
Fox's Patent Wire Bending Pliers

The " Short " Patent Wire Strainers
Special R.A.F. Strainers
Steel Lock Nut Strainers
Eyebolts, various designs
Metric Thread Bolts and Nuts
Engine Plates and Housings
Light Pressed Steel Ribs
Steel Cable Ends
Fuselage Angle Plates
Cold Drawn Steel Tubes
Tubular Framework, Etc.

ALL ORDERS PROMPTLY EXECUTED.
ONLY BEST MATERIAL USED.

Plcacf adihebS all coniinuiucations to nt pariiiieiit No. 4-

Contractors to

H.M. Admiralty and War Office.

Handley Page, Ltd,
OFFICES AND WORKS;

110. CRICKLEWOOD LANE.
LONDON. N.W.

AEROPLANE
MANUFACTURERS.

Telcpliorie

—

IIAMPSTEAU imh (2 liiiBS

Telefiranis

—

HYDROPHID, CRICKLE,
LONDON.

THE

Monk Engineering Co.,
LTD.

High Street, Coventry.

WE ARE MAKERS OF AEROPLANE

ENGINES AND COMPONENTS AND

WE DO HIGH CLASS MACHINING

LOR EXPERIMENTAL AND PRO-

DUCTION WORK.

OUR EXPERIENCE IN FINE

MACHINING IS UNIQUE AND OUR

PLANT UP-TO-DATE.

FLYING AT
HENDON
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NEXT SAT., SUN. & BANK HOLIDAY,
MAY 22nd, 23rd and 24th, 1915.
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From 3
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/ Weather \
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)

MAY WE HAVE YOUR ENQUIRIES?

TTHE Aerodrome is open to the Public

every day as usual. Special Ex-

hibition and Passenger Flights EVERY
THURSDAY, SATURDAYS: SUNDAY
afternoon from 3 p.m. (Weather per-

mitting). PASSENGER FLIGHTS,
£2 2s. Admission 6d., Is. and 2s. 6d.

(Children, half-price). Motors, 2s. 6d.

(includes Chauffeur). Soldiers and Sailors

(in uniform) free.
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^ I-il Kmcsbiny U liiHi). W eU Erd Offic, s : 32, R(nitil S/., U'. —
ZZ TlUt;. : " Ctan,iigti.in, t iicy., London.'' Telephone: 4123 Regent. —
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The Editorial and Advertising Otfices of "Ttie Aeroplane"

are at 16b, Piccadilly, W.
Telegraphic Address, : Aileron, London. 'Phone : Mayfair 5407.

Accounts, and all correspondence relating thereto, should be

sent to the Kegistered Ullices ol "The Aeroplane and Ueoeral
Publishing Co., Ltd.," Holls House, Breams Buildings, b.C.

The Editor cannot undertake to return unsolicited maun*
scripts, whether accompanied by stamps or not, tbough ever)

endeavour will be made to do so.

"The Aeroplane" is not connected with any other business

at the same address, whether associated with Aeronautics or

not.

Subscription Bate, post free : Home, 3 months, 1/8; 6 months, 3/3 ; 12 months, 6/6. Abroad, 3 months2,2 ; 6 months, 4/4 ; 12 months, 8/8

RETALIATION.
On May i3tli the Foreign Office issued for publica-

tion certain interesting and somewhat amusing corre-
sponaence between tne American AmDassy and our
l^oreign Office, ihe tirst letter reads thus :

—
I.

—

The UNlTliD tSXAXES i,M13ASSY TO blR E. GREV.
iimbassy ol the United btates ol America,

Ivoudon, May 4111, 1915.
The American Ambassador presents his compli-

ments to his Majesty's becrecary ol btate lor foreign
AHairs, and has the honour to acquaint fair hdwaid
Grey with the lollowmg telegram which Jie has
to-Qay received from the ^secretary ol State in Wash-
ington :—
"Cablegram dated May 2nd from Morgeuthau,

Constantinople, states ;
—

" 'Minister of War to-day told me that the Fleet
and aeroplanes of the Allies are bombarding and
killing non-combatants at Gallipoli and other un-
fortihed places on that Peninsula. He has therefore
decided to send to those places French and liritish

subjects from Constantinople, exposing them to the
same danger ; but he will delay taking this step
until May 0th, so as to give time lor the receipt of

an assurance that orders to discontinue such Dom-
bardmeut will be given.'

"

To this the Foreign Office replied on May 7th. Why
it should take three days to aralt a reply is not ex-
plained. After some preliminary palaver, one finds

that the gist of the reply reads thus :
—

In reply, I have the honour to request that Mr.
Morgenthau may be so good as to iniorm the Otto-
man Government that if British or French nou-
eombatants are transported to those places which,
owing to the presence of the Ottoman Army, fall

within the zone of present military operations, his
Majesty's Government will hold Fnver Pasha, his

Highness Said Haliin Pasha, the members ol the
present Ottoman Ministry, as well as the military
authorities commanding the Turkish troops, per-

sonally responsible for the life of any British subject
or French citizen so transported, and for any hurt,
damage, or wounds which such nationals may.
receive.

The American Ambassador replied with character-
istic American promptitude on May Sth, statiug that
the contents of the Foreign Office Note had been com-
municated on the previous afternoon by cable both to

the American Ambassador at Constantinople and to

the Department of State in Washington ; also that he
had just received from the American Ambassador at

Constantinople a telegram dated May 4tli, in which he
stated that the Turks had, at his urgent request, con-
sented only to send men between twenty and forty

years of age, to limit the number to fifty, and only to

send the youngest. Further, these men were to be
allowed to remain on board a steamer until the Ameri-
can Embassy heard from London and Paris.

On May 6th a further message from Constantinople
said that twenty-six British and twenty-four French
subjects had been shipped on a transport bound for

Gallipoli. Among them were only two British-born

subjects, William Wickram and Harry Hoar, and two

French-born subjects, Marcel Arjol and Paul Bacoj;-

nano.
Two American newspaper-men were allowed to ac-

company the boat, either to observe the agony of the
victims or to see lair play—according to taste.

Then, on May 15th, it was announced that, owing
to the persuasion ol Mr. Morgenthau, who, despite his
curiously German name, appears to be quite a kind-
hearted person, the whole outfit was brought back to

Constantiuo23le.
The Bomb Buffer.

The whole incident shows the enemy's intensely
practical aud thorough method of waging war. Months
and mouths ago it was suggested in this paj^er that the
best way to protect important buildings in Loudon
against attacks by aircraft was to turn the top floors

into barracks for German prisoners of high rank. One
can imagine the pride of Admiral von Tirpitz, for

example, on hearing, via the American Embassy, that

his son had received an appointment at the British

Admiralty as "Bomb-Bufier to the Air Department."
Of course, the whole scheme of using prisoners a»

involuntary members of the Anti-Aircrait Corps is on
a par with using civilian non-combatants as a screen

for advancing infantry, as was undoubtedly done by
German infantry in their advance from Mous, though
in a good many cases the alleged atrocity was caused
by the inhabitants of villages fleeing before the Ger-
man advance and being caught between the two
armies.
One of the great lessons of the war for non-com-

batants is : never stop to be caught ; clear out and
leave deserted towns cleaned of everything edible and
potable. The Russians, who are always a century in

front where pure activity of braiu is concerned, knew
that much a century and more ago, when they left

Moscow a mere wilderness of empty houses before

Napoleon's advance. And in this war they have let

it be clearly understood that official Russia will take

uo responsibility for non-combatants in German or

Austrian territory which may be occupied by Russian
troops. Which is pure common sense, though in fact,

where big cities have been occupied, the Russian
troops, wild as many of them are, have behaved rather

well. Still, there is a wide difference between the un-
avoidable massacre of non-combatants who are caught
by advancing troops in the blood-drunkenness of

battle, and the deliberate use of combatants or non-

combatant prisoners as shields.
Logic in War.

If such a thing as an honourably conducted war were
possible it would be quite reasonable for either side

to intimate to the enemy that such and such places,

being of historic but not of military importance, were
not to be bombarded either by artillery or aircraft,

and such an intimation would be respected. In deal-

ing with a less honourable enemy one might give

notice that these places were occupied by his own men
who had been taken prisoners. But in dealing with an
absolutely ruthless and strictly logical enemy like

Germany such details simply do not count.

Nothing would ever convince a German officer that
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the towers of Iveims Catlicdral were not used as ob-

servation posts, and if the cathedral and its vicinity

had been tilled with German prisoners it would not

have made the slightest difference to the bombard-
ment. Unfortunately, tlieir views are confinned by a
pliotograph published in an American paper, showing
Belgian soldiers with a machine-gun in readiness for

aircraft, and a telescope, on the look-out on one of the

to\TCrs of Antwerp Catlicdral.

According to the (.".erman system uf making war, a

soldier is only of value so long as he is available as

part of the figliting machine. If lie is dcatl, or taken
prisoner, or \'ery liadly wounded, he is of 110 further

use, and it does not matter what becomes of him. The
dead are burned, as the quickest and most sanitary

way of getting rid of them. The badly wounded are,

one gathers, "assisted" in d^'ing. And if those who
are taken prisoners liappen to be in the way of tlieir

own guns it cannot be lielpcd. Inirtlier, no Geniiaii

ofKicer of higli rank would even hesitate about turning
Iris guns onto a mixed mob of his own men and enemy
troops if the latte'r were olniously forcing liis men
back.

It is all very terrible, and it sounds \ery linital ; l)ut

it is cheaper in the end il it wins. Jt is ratlier like

the theory of poisoning wells. vSupposing an attack-

ing army has to ad\ance across a desert, and by
poisoning wells, whicli kill pcrliaxis a hundred men,
one can prevent that .irmy from ever crossing the

desert at all, the total U)ss is the original liniuired
;

whereas if the army had been allowed to use tlic wells

and had been opposed by troops, thousands of men
might liave lieeii killed in covering the same distance.

But if, in spite of the poison, that army gets across

—

as our forces in Soutli-West Africa ]ia\e done—the

poisoners of wells have to pay all the more heavily for

it in the end, for the winners are certain to retaliate

ill degree if not in kind.
A Weak Hand.

I'he worst of it is that at present the Allies c;;iniot

retaliate on (icrmauy, for the \ery simple reason that

('.enuany holds so nian\- more prisoners from the

Allies' armies than the Allies hold of the Germans'
and Austrians', so tli.it while the German Government
does not really care in the least what we do with their

subjects who are prisoners, the}' can retaliate very

effectually on us, and at the same time can raise still

more violent feeling against the Allies among the

Inilk of the affectionate and sentimeutal German
]3cople, who do care very much what happens to their

Imsbands, sons, and brothers. The trifling incident

of the retaliatioir for the mistakenly announced inw
prisonment of German submarine officers is a case in
point.

Playing the Enemy's Game.
During the past week various papers were highly

elated at the spectacle of numerous un-naturaH.sed
alien enemies being rounded up and sent to vSouthcnd,
where, one gathers, they have been placed on board
ships moored in the Thames estuary. This action,
following as it does immediately on the Zeppelin at-

tack on the alleged "fortress" of Southend, can only
appeal to the Germans as a feeble attempt at retalia-

tion for the aforesaid attack. Nothing has been heard,
so far, of German coninieut on this action, but one
may judge that something will be heard, for the sense-
less attacks by English mobs on shops bearing names
which look as if they might be German have already
produced threats of reprisals against ]5ritish prisoners.
German threats of reprisals can be carried out.

British threats of reprisals against Enver Pasha, the
Grand Vi/,ier, the Emperor Franz Joseph, the Kaiser
W'ilhclm, the (German Crown I'rince, and so forth, arc
merely empty talk.

'I'hcic are only two ways of rcta1i;itiiig on Germany.
W'c can intern .ill lii li Germans—whether naturalised
(jr not—and we can conhscate all German property in

the liritish Emjiiie, whether in real estate, bricks and
mortar, machinery, or stocks and shares, on the clear

understanding that it will not be returned after tlie

war. That would hit Germany hard, for there is far

more German money invested in the British Empire
than there is British money in Germany.
The other alternative is retaliation on the field of

battle. Our troops are doing their best, which best

is far better tliarr this countiy has the slightest right

to, considering the way the y\riiiy has been negiected
in the past. The Royal Flying Corps, which was even
worse mishandled than the rest of the Army, thanks
to military conservatism as well as civilian scheming,
has done, if possible, greater things in proportion than
ha\ e the other arms. When the time comes to retaliate

in strength on Germany as a nation the R.F.C. will

have still greater opportunities—of which more may
be said at a later date—but in the meantime the pre-

liminary stages of retaliation depend oir the British

workman who has to provide the material with which
to retaliate. More and more ammunition, more and
more weapons, more and more aircraft are needed, <and

the British workman can retaliate better by helping
to make them than he cair by wrecking the shops of

Dutch pork-butchers aird Swiss bakers.—C. G. G.

A Step in the Right Direction,
.So fiir as one L.in gallier no ofllcial intimalion has been

issued of the promotion of the Director of the Air Department

to tJie rank of Commodore (2nd Class), the change in rank

appearing quite casually in the Navy List. The promotion

will be cordially welcomed by the Royal Naval Air Service, in

that it gives their chief rank corresponding to that of a

Brigadier-General, and so places the R.N.A.S. more nearly on

a level witli the R.F.C. Commodore Murray F. Sueter, C.B.,

R.N., has been concerned with the aeronautical hrandh of the

Navy for nearly six years, and has in that time created a highly

effective force whose activities already extend practically all

over the world, embracing as tliey do the seaplane carrying

ships, the Anti-Aircraft Corps, and the Armoured Car Division

at the Dardanelles, not to mention the Naval Airship sections

and the Ivite-Balloon sections, all of wliich have added enor-

mously to the personnel apart from llie origin.al neropl.-me and

seaplane forces.

In so huge and heterogeneous a force, dealing v. ilh so many
allied yet different mechamcal problems in so short a time it

would be unreasonable to expect perfection of organisation, yet

despite all difficulties—the best workman may be hampered
bv bad tools and outside interference—the forces under the Air

Department, which actually outnumber those under the De-

partment of Military Aeronautics, have already done much
valuable work.

Certain portions of those forces may never have an opjjor-

tinity of showing their Service value because they cannot

come info action except in tjhe case of a German invasion of

this country, though presumably in the event of the collapse

of the German West front and the srnasihing of the German
Fleet the whole force will be sent abroad to assist in the final

disintegration of Germany.
Nevertheless the work of creating all these branches out of

nothing had to he done, and it has been done surprisingly well.

Therefore this promotion, which one assumes is only a step

towards putting the R.F.C. and R.N.A.S. on an equality as re-

gards tilie official precedence of their chiefs, is welcomed by die

ofhcers in charge of the various departments inside the Air

Dep.-irl nii'nt as a recog'nilion of their own efforts.—C. G. G.

For the R.F.C.
L.iiU' Henderson, President of the I'Joyal Flying Corps .Aid

Committee, will be very grateful for one or two gramophones

and some records for the flying men at the front. They should

be sent to the Committee's new address "Surrey House,

Marble Arch, W."
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E-"are the only school at Hendon giving' instruction

on both pusher and tractor biplanes ; you should consider

this point when making up your mind as to what school

you should join.

Q If you wish to become a really practical pilot, one able to handle successfully any type of machine

Telephone :
"Jse, join up with us at on:e.

Kingsbury Q If you wish to enter the R.N.A S. or R F.C.. a course of tuition at our school is an almost

i 38 certain means of entry.

Q Most of our pupils, in fact nearly all, are taken over by eiiher one or the other of the flying

services. The reasons for this are not far 10 seek : our special means of tuition, fine range of

school machines, etc . are the means to the end.

. ... Q Tuition on Caudron Tractor Biplanes and on Beatty- Wright Pusher Biplanes. Further particulars

»' to be had from

THE SECRETARY:

^ - THE BEATTY SCHOOL OF FLYING LIMITED
) LONDON AERODROME HENDON N.W.

KINDLY MENTION "THE AEROPLANE" WHEN CORRESPONDING WITH APVERTISERS.
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Naval and Military Aeronautics.
GREAT BRITAIN.

From the "London Gazette," May 11th, 1915.

Admiralty, May yxa.

ROYAL NAVAL AIR SERVICE.—Proby. flight sub-lieuts.

confirmed in rank of flight sub-lieut. : A. C. Teesdale. Novem-
ber loth. C. N. Leeston-.Smith. November 19th. O. N.

Walmesley. November 23rd. J. S. Mills. November 27th. F.

Besson. December 21st. E. de C. Hallifa.K. January 4th.

J. B. P. Ferrand. February 6th. J. F. Hay. February loth.

R. B. Munday. February i6th. R. C. Hardstaff. February

27th Proby. fligiht sub-lieut. for temp, service confirmed in

rank of flight sub-lieut. for temp, service : A. C. .Saw. Jan-

uary 28th.
• » »

War Office, May inii.

REGULAR FORCES.

—

Establishmi-nts.— Royal Flying

C'cRP.s.—^MiMiARv Wing.—Flying Officer.—Sec. Lieut. R. .X.

.\rcher, R.A., and seconded. April 28th.

SPECIAL RESERVE OF OFFICERS.- Swplemj;ntary to

Regular Corps.—Roval Flying Corps.—Military Wing.—
Sec. Lieuts. (on prob.) confirmed in rank : V. A. H. Robeson,

M. R. H. A. Allen, L. W. Yule.

* * •

Prom the "London Gazette," May 12th, 1915.

War Offici;, Mav 12tii.

REGL'L.'^R forces.—Es lAULisnMENTS.

—

Royal Fi.ving

Corps.—Military \^'ING.—Flying Officer—Sec. Lieut. F. H. .

Jenkins, S.R. .April 23rd

* * *

From the "London Gazette," May 13th, 1915.

War Office, May 13TH.

REGUL.\R FORCES.—EsrABLisnMENi s.

—

Royal Flying

(^ORPS.

—

Military Wing.—Flying Officers—April 30th : Lieut.

G. Allen, Conn. Rangers, and seconded ; Lieut. C. C. Darley,

R..'\., and seconded; Sec. Lieut. L. W. Yule, S.R. ; Sec. Lieut.

V. A. H. Robeson, S.R. ; Sec. Lieut. M. R H. A. Allen, S.R.

.Asst. Equipmt. Officer.—Sec. Lieut. D. J. MacDonald, N.

Scot. R.G.A., T.F. May ist.

• «- *

From the "London Gazette," May 14th, 1915.

-Admiralty, May ioth.

ROYAL NAVAL AIR SERVICE.—Flight lieuts. to be flight

corns.—H. A. Littleton, C. D. Breese, E. R. C. Nanson, E. H.
.Sparling, R. G. Lock, A. D. Cunningham, J. W. O. Dalgleish,

R. H. Kershaw, D. G. Young, R. E. C. Peirse, D.S.O., Right
Hon. Lord E. A. Grosvenor, G. R. Bromet, L. Tomkinson,

J. R. W. Smytih-Pigott. May 7th.

Flight lieut. for temp, service to be flight com. for temp,
service.—H. Delacombe. May yth.

Flight sub-lieuts. to be flight lieuts.—F. W. Strong, P. C.

V. Perry, R. E. Nicoll, J. O. Groves, D. K, Johnston, K. S.

Savery, M. S. Marsden, T. H. England, D. Iron, F. G. T.

Dawson, V. Nicholl, A. F. Bettington, M. E. A. Wright, B. L.

Huskisson, J. J. Petre, E. I. M. Bird. May 7th.

Flight sub-lieuts. for temp, service to be flight lieuts, for

tomp. service.—H. D. Cutler, E. R. Moon, R. P. Cannon, R.
E. Penny, E. H. Dunning. May 7th.

May I2fh.

ROYAL NAVAL AIR SERVICE.—W. F. MacNeece to be

flight lieut. April 19th.
• •

War Offick, May i4th.

REGULAR FORCES.

—

Establishments.—^Roval Flying
Corps.—Military Wing.—Flying Officers—April 28th : Capt.

D. W. Powell, Northants, and seconded ; Sec. Lieut. H. R.
Nicholl, S.R. ; Sec. Lieut. A. R. H. Browne, S.R. ; Sec. Lieut.

H. MacD. O'Mallev. S.R.

SPECIAL RESERVE OF OFFICERS.—Supplementary to
Rf.gular Corps.—Royal Flying Corps.—Military Wing.—
Sec. lieuts. to be lieuts. April 24th : W. B. Rhodes-Moorhouse
(since died of wounds), H. Blackburn, W. C. Adamson, H. C.

Tower, M. B. Blake, Hon. W. F. F. Sempill, Master of Sem-
pill ; R. M. Pike, E. F. Norris, M. McB. Bell-Irving, G. C. N.

Nicholson, F. W. Poleihampton (since killed in action), E. G.
S Walker, M. G. Christie, E. E. Hodgson.

Sec. lieuts. (on prob.) confirmed in rank: A. R. H. Browne,
H. R. Nicholl, H. MacD. O'Mallev, C. H. Pi.Kton.

NAVAL."
The following appointments were notified at the Admiralty

on May nth :

—

ROYAL NAVAL AIR SERVICE.—Flight Lieuts. (Actg.
Flight Coms.)—C. D. Breese and A. D. Cunningham. Flight
Lieuts.—H. A. Littleton, J. W. O. Dalgleish, J. R. W. Smyth-
Pigott, R. E. C. Peirse, D.S.O., Lord Edward Arthur Gros-
venor, E. R. C. Nanson, L. Tomkinson, E. H. Sparling, R. G.
Lock, R. H. Kershaw, D. G. Young, G. R. Bromet, and H.
Delacombe (temporary), promoted to the rank of flight com-
manders, with seniority May 7th.

Flight Lieuts.—C. Fuller, T. D. Mackie (temporary), and C.
M. Murphy, granted acting rank of flight commanders, to

date May 7th.

Flight Sub-Lieuts.—B. S. Benning, E. J. Cooper, W. L.

Welsh, G. F. Breese, W. K. F. G. Warneford, S. E. Ritchie,

G. H. Scott, and D. M. Barnes (temporary), granted the acting
rank of flight lieutenants, to date Mav 7th.

Flight Sub-Lieuts.—E. I. M. Bird, F. W. Strong, R. E.

Nicoll, E. H. Dunning, B, L. Huskisson. A. F. Bettington,

F. G. T. Dawson, M, S. Marsden, P. C. V. Perry, D. K.
Johnston, E. R. Moon, K. S. Savory, T. H. England, D. Iron,

V. Nicholl, M. E. A. Wright, J. J. Petre, and Temp. Flight.

Sub-Lieuts.—R. E. Penny, H. D. Cutler, R. P. Cannon, and

J. O. Groves, promoted to the rank of flight lieutenants, to

date Mav 7tih.

• * •

Th(; following appointments were notified at 'he Admiralty on
May 12th :—
ROYAL NAVAL AIR SERVICE.—Mr. C. E. Amphlett

granted a temp, commission as lieut., R.N.V.R., with seniority

May ist; and Messrs. R. A. Davey (with seniority May nth),
and C. S. Fox, C. E. Walker, and F. M. Milligan as suh-

lieuts., R.N.V.R., with seniority May nth and May 1st re-

specti\'elv, and all apnointed to the "President," additional, for

R.N.A.S.
Prob. Sub-Lieut. R. T. A. Ormsby confirmed as sub-lieut.,

with seniority April ist, 1913, and appointed acting lieut., lo

date April 17th.

Temp. .Sub-Lieut. A. H. Davies, appointed temp, acting

lieut., to date May 4th.

• » •

The following appointments were notified at the Admiralty on
May 13th :—

-

ROYAL NAVAL AIR SERVICE.—The following have been

promoted to the rank of temp, lieut. -corns. , R.N.V.R. ; B'. Kerr
and A. Congreve, to date April 27th.

The following have been promoted to the rank of temp,

lieuts., R.N.V.R. : A. Hansford, J. F. Hedley, and E. N. G.

Morris, to date April 27th.

The following have been entered as prob. flight sub-lieuts.

and appointed to the "President," additional, for R.N.A.S., (o

date as stated: C. C. R. Edwards, Mav i7lh ; N. G. H. Sturt,

May i2th ; as well as N. Blackburn and C. C. Wyllie, for temp-

service, to date May 17th.

.Capt., Royal Flving Corps, W. F. MacNeece transferred to

R.N.A.S., as flight lieut., and appointed to the "President,"

additional, for R.N..A.S., to date April 19th.

Flight Sgt., R.F.C., H. MacGrane transferred to R.N.A.S.,
as warrant officer second grade, and appointed to the "Presi-

dent," for R.N.A.S., to date Mav iqth.

ROYAL NAVAL VOLUNTEER RESERVE.—Warrant
Officers, R.N.A.S., C. Tyrer and A. Dudley granted temp,
commns. as sub-lieuts., and appointed to the "President," ad-

ditional, to date May nth.
• • •

The following appointments were notified at the Admiralty
on May 14th :

—

ROYAL NAVAL AIR SERVICE.—Temp. Sec. Lieuts.—T.
A. Moncton and R. V. Soufchwell granted temp, commissions
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FIRTH'S AIRCRAFT STEELS
USED BY THE

LEADING AEROPLANE & ENGINE BUILDERS.
Special qualities are made to meet

all ROYAL AIRCRAFT FACTORY
SPECIFICATIONS for SHEETS.
BARS and FORCINGS.

Firth's Steels are thoroughly reliable and
uniform throughout ; they have behind

them the firm's 70 years' experience in

the manufacture of High-grade Steels.

Write for 'Descriptive 'Booklet to

THOS. FIRTH & SONS Ltd., Sheffield.

FIRTH'S F.M.S. SHEET STEEL
has been specially prepared to meet the R.A.F. Specification No. 9.

It is a High-grade Mild Steel which, owing toils purity,

is to a high degree immune from fatigue due to vibra-.
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as lieut. R.N.V.R., and appdiiUed 10 ihe "President," addi-

tional, for duty with R.N.A.S., to dale .M.iy 12th.

Messrs. T. C. B. Hoolie and C 1". Abell entered as lieuts.

R.N.V.R., and appointed to the " I'resident, " additional, for

duty with R.N.A.S., to date May i3lh.

Mr. T. S. Sharratt entered as sub-lieut. R.N.WR., .and a|>-

pcinted (o the "President," additional, for duty with R.X.A.S.,
to d.ite May 13th.

* * «

The following appointments were notilied at the Admiralty

on Mav 17 :

—

ROYAL NAVAL AIR SERVICK.—Flight Sui.-i.i. ut, nam
C. E. Wood to be lent to C'enlr.il Fhing Sciioal a- as>i^t ml
instructor.

Temporary Lieutenant (R.X.WR.) J. Krasor promoted lo

temporary lieutenant-commander R.N.V.R., Mav 13.

Chief Petty Oflficer A. S. Hellavv'ell, promoted to warrant
officer 2nd grade for temporary service, and appointed to " Pre-

sident," additional, for R.N. .Air .Service, to date May 141)1.

Probationary Hight Sub-I-ieutenants C. E. Wood, R. .A. J.

Warneford, C. Johnson, C. Tollemache, G. Donald, and G. H.
Beard, .ill confirmed as Flight Sub-Lieutenants.

V. Nicholson and C. G Carlisle, both entered as Probationary

Flight Sub-Lieutenants for temporary service, and appointed to

" President," additional for R.N. Air Service, to date Mav j'>.

* * *

The Secretary of the Admiralty announced on May iitli ilie

following casualty :

—

OaRD.\.MELLES OpiilvAT.'ONS.

Wounded.
Reported imder date May 9th :

—

.Sub-Ueut. Dojglas Illingworth, R.N.\'.R., .Viniourcd Car
Division

* * )!

The .Secretary of the Admiralty announci.-d on M.ay liih the

following casualty' :

—

D.ARD.\NELLES OpERA I lO.S'i.

Wounded.
Lieut. -Comr. Josiah C. Wedgwood, R.X.\".R., .M.P.,

.Armoured Car Division.
»

The Secretary of the .Admiralty announced on Alay 13th the

following casualty :
—

Killed.

Might Sub-Lieut. Harold J. Batchelor (.^L^y nth).

Though no oOicial information has been issued, it is reported

that Sub-Lieut. Batchelor was lost while flying a sea|)Iane in

the North Sea. He was officially attached to the R.N. Flying

School at Eastchurch as late as March last.

Harold James Batchelor was born on March 3rd, 1889, in

Dublin. He took his certificate, No. 1014, on a Short biplane at

the Royal Naval Flying .School," at Eastchurch, cn December
22nd, 1914, wh'le a Probationary Flight-Lieut., and was
eventually .-ippointed for service with seniority of No\-ember
25th, 1914.

*
^

• • •

The .Secretary of Ihe .Admiralty announcr^d on Mav 14th the

following casualty :
—

.Missing.

Probationary Flight .Sub-Lieut. John O. Groves, R.N..A.S.

John Osl)orn Groves, officialK' reported missing, was 'born

at Lymm, Cheshire, on May 28th, 1890, and took his certificate.

No. 9S0, on a Grah.lme-\^'hite biplane at Pfendon on November
25th, 1914.

It is not explained how an officer apparently still on proba-

tion came to be on active <;ervice, nor is \\ stated wkere Or how
he was lost.

• « •

On tile afternoon of May 171I1 the .Secretary of the Admiralty
ni.uir the following anrouncemenl :

—

riie Zep|3elin that attacked Ramsgate early this morning
w.is chased off by Eastchurch and Westgate machines as far

.1-. the West Hinder Lightship.

When off Nieujiort she w.is .itt.acked by eight na\al

machines from Dunkirk. Three machines were able to attack

her at close range by fire. Flight-Commander Bigsworth
dropped four bombs when 200 ft. above the airship. .\ large

column of smoke was seen lo come out of one of her com-
])artmonts.

The Zeppelin then rose to a great height {11,000 ft.) with

her tail down, and is believed to be severely damaged.
.AH our machines were exposed to n heavy fire from the

Zei^pelin. No casualties.

.As the first officially recorded action between .'n airship and
aeroplanes, the incident is of more than ordinary iinportance,

and the advocates of the heavier-than-air machine have the

satisfaction of seeing that the aeroplanes escaped without

casualties, while the airship was apparently damaged. It must,

however, be noted that a French report states that a Zeppelin

which was attacked by two aero|)lanes some time ago shot them
both down.

If one gas-bag of ihe airship had been set on fire, the whole
thing would certainly have come down in a blazing mass, as

the L. II did at Johannistlial, and the pilots of the various

aeroplanes could not h.axc failed lo see it fall if thev were within

five miles of it.

Therefore only two aliernati\'es present themselves. Eitiier

an incendiary iKimb, of the " adhesive " type, caught onto the

outer A'isilile envelo]3e of Ihe airship, which would undoubtedly
be coated with non-inflammable "dope," and fried it so that it

smoked heavily without bursting into flame, the inner gas-bag
being protected by the air-space outside it; Or the smoke
mentioned in the despatch was produced by the sudden tilting

up of the nose of the machine, causing the oil in the sumps of

the engines to run back into the rear c\'linders and spout out

through Ihe exli.iust-pipes. It will be remembered that a

similar cloud ot smoke is produced by oil running forward
in the engines of the German aeroplane^ when they dive \'erti-

cally to escape pursuit.

The fact that tilie ZeppeHn rose to a height estimated at

1 1 ,000 feet goes to show that she was not .actually wrecked,
unless the sudden jerk upwards broke something and caused
her to collapse later on. It is recognised that, if a big airship

of the Zeppelin or .Schiitte-Lanz type suddenly jams her tail

down while going full speed ahead, she can rise a matter of

.\ "Tail-Down" Zeppelin—showing how this type of airship climbs normally. She is here shown getting up from Lake
Constance. When in a hurry the tail is considerably more depressed. Heference to the dispatch above shows a possibility

of undue uflicial optimism.
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1,000 feet in very little over half a minute, so great is the lift
given to her under surface by the air pressure caused by her
momentum. Officers who took part in the Cuxhaven raid were
considerably surprised by the rapid climb of a Schiitte-Lanz
when, in the words of one of them, she "lost her nerve and
sat on her tail.

"

Naturally such a rate of climb cannot be maintained, and
the limit of height is less than that of a good aeroplane. There-
fore the lesson is that we must have more and more small, fast-
climbing, high-speed " tabloid " scouts, capable of carrying
half a dozen bombs—some of which should, presumably, be
high-explosives and some incendiary.
Maohine-gun fire can have little effect against big airships,

for mere perforation of the envelopes is simply waste of ammu-
nition. Rifle-bullets can only be effective against the cars of
an airship, and then only if they puncture the petrol tanks,
smash the engines, or lay out the crew. The chances against
either are very great. Incendiary bullets are unlikely to have
any effect against Zeppelins, for tJiey will probably only burn
a hole in the outer skin and if they ever penetrate the gas-bags
will probably he extinguished by burying themselves in pure
hydrogen, whidi can only burn if mixed in the right proportions
witli oxygen. It therefore appears as if a combined high-
explosive and incendiary bomh is necessary.

Congratulations are due to the ofticers from Eastchurch and
Westgate on venturing so far a-sea on land machines, and also
to the officers who cut off the vessel's retreat at Nieuport. One
he pes that it may ultimately be proved tnat the airship was
brougiht down and wrecked, as some Dutch reports state,
though one fears tlhis is unlikely.

'

iMight-Commander Bigs worth, R.N., who is officially mvn-
tioned in the dispatch, is known in the .Service as a steady and
reliable pilot. With excellent judgment and skill of the "right
sort. Before the war he was second in command at Calshot,
and did much good work there, especially in experiments with
the big Short biplane carrying a li-pounder gun. He has
made a special study of aeroplanes as weajwns of offence rather
than as accessories for acrobats, and has evidently turned his
experience to good account.

A dispatch to the "Daily Mail" from Mr. James Dunn of
Rotterdam, whose news is generally very accurate, savs :—
"The Zeppelin rose to a great height and the aeroplane was

diiven off by the anti-aircraft guns protecting the aerodrome
near Bruges. The airship returned to the Berchem shed, near
Brussels." This appears to refer to Ut- same Zeppelin men-
tioned in the dispatch abo\e.

* »

A marriage has been arranged, and will take place on July
.21st, between Flight Commander .Arthur B. Gaskell, Royal
Naval Air Service, only son of the late Charles B. Gaskell and
Mrs. Gaskell, of Clifton, Bristol, and Dorothy, eldest daughter
of R. H. Arlingham Davies and Mrs. Davies, of Crickhowell,
Breconshire. The ceremony will be a quiet one owing, to the
-war.

MILITARY.
The following passages in the descriptive account, published

on May 13th, which has been communicated by an Eye-Wit-
ness present with General Headquarters continuing and sup-
|)lementing the narrative published on the loth inst. deal with
aircraft :

—
M,iy iith, 1915.

During the day (Nfay 9th) our aeroplanes attacked several
])oints of importance. One ol our airmen, who was sent to
honili the canal bridge near Don, was woundi'd on his way
lliLrr, hut continued and fulfilled his mission.
Near Wytschaete one of our aviators pursued a Germ.m

aeroplane, and fired a whole belt from a mncliine-gun at it.

The "Taube" suddenly swerved, righted itself for a >econd,
-and then "nose-ended" from a height of -exeral ilTou-.inil

feet straight to the ground.
On the other hand, a British machine was unfortunatelv

brought down over Lille by the enemy's anti-aircraft guns,
but it is hoped that the aviator escaped.

[See the French and Grrman communiqu(^s published on
May iith.—Ed.]

Allusion has already been made to an absurd story printed

in the "Frankfurter Zeitung" of December 18th, according to

which one Erich Callies, volunteer, in hospital at Leipzig-

Plagnitz, stated that when a prisoner of war with the British

he liad been forced to make flights on an aeroplane, to

identify the German troops, and to throw bombs upon them.
Lies die hard, however, and this one has cropped up again in

another form. .\ vague statement to the same effect has been

officially circulated amongst some of the British officer prisoners

in Germany, and those of the Royal Flying Corps have been

warned that any recurrence of this—imaginary— behaviour on

the part of their comrades will entail severe' measures being
taken against those in captivity. It is difficult lo say whether
the authorities in Germany really believe that we have been,

taking prisoners up in aeroplanes or whether they are merely
making use of the newspaper article as an excuse for future

ill-treatment of our officers.

* * *

The following passage in the descriptive account which has
been communicated by an Eye-Witness present witli General

Headquarters continuing and supplementing the narrative pub-

lished on. the 12th inst. deals with aircra.lt:

—

May i4Ch.

On Monday, the loth . . . one of our airmen had a thrilling

experience. He was alone in a single-seater aeroplane, in

pursuit of a German machine. While trying to reload his

machine-gun he lost control of the steering gear, and the aero-

l^lane turned upside down. The belt round his waist happened

to be loose, and the jerk ol the turn almost threw him out of

the machine, but he saved himself by clutching hold of the

rear centre strut—the belt slipping down round his legs.

While he hung thus, head downwards, making desperate

efforts to disengage his legs, the aeroplane fell from a height

of 8,000 feet to about 2,500, spinning round and round like a

falling leaf. At last he managed to free his legs and reach the

control lever with his feet. He then succeeded in righting ) iv

machine, which turned slowly over, completely "looping the

loop," whereupon he slid back into his seat. This constitutes

a record even in a service where hairbreadth escapes are of

daily occurrence.

[.Actually it is doubtful whether it did "loop the loop," for

the machine appears to have turned over sideways in doing a

sharp uncontrolled turn. Nevin'theless, the experience is some-

what out of the ordinary. A very similar incident happened,

as was related at the time, to a Naval pilot over the Channel

at the time of the raid on Ostend, only in his case he lost his

"orientation" in a tliick cloud, and only realised that he was

upside down when his pistol fell out of his pocket.—Sd.]
TJiere have been many duels in the air, which have in-

\ariably resulted in our favour, several German machines

having been brought down either by our aeroplanes or anti-

aircraft guns. A few of our machines have also been hit and

forced to descend, though this has not been brought about by

thi; enomv's aviators, but by gun and rifle fire from the ground.
* " * *

The foilowing casualty to an officer in the Expeditionary

Force is reported from General He.'idquarters under date May
gth :

—

WOU.NDFD.
Robinson, Sec. Lieut. W. L., Worce-d r R' gt., attd. Royal

Fixing Corps.
•

The f.)llowing casualties among officers in the Expeditionary

l-"orce are reported from General Headquarters imder date

yi:\y lolh :

—

Kili,i;d.

Rodney, Sec, Lieut. Hon. W. F., Rifle Brigade and Royal

Flying Corps.

Spence, I^ieut. C. P., Royal Field .\rtill' ry .ind Royal Flying

Corps.

Died of Wouxds.
l-'ox, Capt. .\. G., Roval Engine_ers and Roval Flying Corps.

Wounded.
Jackson. Lieut. J. I-., 3rd Connaught Rangers and Royal

Fhing Corps.
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Missing.
Eljerli, Lieut. F. H.,

.
Royal Field Anillery and Royal Fly ing

Corps.

Sanford, Lieut. .S. A., ytli Dragoon Guards and Roy.d l<"ly-

ing Corps.
* * *

'i'he following casualties in the Expeditionary Force are re-

ported from General Headquarters under date May iith:

—

Missing.
Corbett-\\ ilson, Lieiit. U., Ro^ al Fly ing Corps.
W'oodiwiss, Sec. Lieut. I. N., Lincolnsliirc Ri.-ginient, attd.

Royal Flyiiig Corps.

[It will be noted tfiat . wlrile- these officer^ an,-. .ofllciallv re-

ported missing they are privately reported to be dead. News
of their deaths can only have reached their relatives from the

R.F.C., and any oflicial report must have come from the same
source, so some explanation seems necessary. ft has already
been mentioned that R.F.C. casualties have not been pub-
lished with accuracy or promptitude, and it is to be hoped that

no deliberate attempt is being mide to give the impression
that the Corps' casualties are less than nhey are in fact.—Ed.]

• » •

The following appeared in the ol)iui,'ir\ columns on May
I4tih :

—

• SPENCE.—fCilled in action on the yth May, Lieut. Charles
Bennett .Spenoe, R.1''.A. and Royal F'lying Corps, younger
son of Dr. Spence, of Burntwood, near Lichfield, aged 26
years.

Charles Bennett Spence was born on June 30th, 1S88, at

I^ichfield, and was gazetted to the Roval .Artillery with seniority

of December 23rd, 1913. He took his certificate. No. 649, at

the Bristol ScJtooI .it Brookl.inds, ilic certilicat ' being dated
October i3tih, 1913.

He passed through fhe Central Fl\ ing .School (Un in^; ilir- lir^i

course of last year, and was appoinled to the RonmI Fhing
Corps with seniority of April 2i)ih, niH-

I-le was a very capable fWrv and had been nieniioned in

di^p.itches earlier in the w.ir. Popular with his brother officers

and highly vakied by his seniors, he will bo gre.atly aiiissed in

th Corps.
* *

*

The following ajipeared in the ol)itiiar\' columns on Mav
15 th :

—

FOX.— Killed in France on .^fav 91I1. whilsi carrying out .1

very important mission. Captain Aian Geoffrey Fo.\,

Royal Engineers and Royal Flying Corps, aged 27, only

surviving son of .Mr. ,ind Mrs. Charles Fox, 30, I^adbroke

Gardens, W.
.Man Geoffrey Fo.x was born on November f>th, 1S87, - in

LL'ndon, and passed into Woolwich in igo6. He was gazetted

to the Royal Engineers on February 7th, 1908, and was given

his step to Lieutenant in Jl;1v, ujio. He was one of the first

oiticers appointed officially to learn to fly, in the days of the-

old .Air Battalion, in 191 1, Wihen the aeroplane i)ranch con-

sisted ijf four or five officers and two or three ])riniiti\i' box-

kites, under Captain (now Lieut. -Colonel) Fulton at Lark Hill.

Lieut. Fox, as he tlien was, took his certificat". No. 176, on

one of these maciiines, the certificate being dated J.anuary 30th,

]i)i2, his instructor being Captain Fulton himself.

Mr. Fox quickly showed himself to be one of the finest

pilots tl-.is country has ever seen. His quickness of fiand and
' and his judgment were splendid. Moreover, he was far

f 1 om being the mere theoretical Sapper, for he was a genuine

mechanical engineer of high ability, and as .1 result any aero-

planes with which he was concerned were alw.ivs ke|)t in

first class order, properly tuned and in a safe state to fly.

As the R.F.C. began to grow he was api)ointi-d to No. 3

Squadron, which, under Major (now Lieut. -(HI.) Brooke-

Popham, first .it Lark Hill and then at Nethcravdn, carried out

so mudi valuable i:-xperimental work and turm d oui so many
fine pilots, and incidentally did so much to raisi- the standard

of safety of Service aeroplanes on practical lines without rely-

ing on theoretical .factors of safety.

During the manoeuvres of 1912, in which aircraft plavcd .1

small but useful part, and again in 1913. when they upset

e\xry"one's calculations to sucfi an e.^tent that the results of

their scouting had to be largely ignor-ed to prevent a dead-lock
in the proce.edings. Captain Fox did much valuable work. He
was promoted to Flight Commander and temporary Captain
in Novemiber, 1912.

When the R.F.C. we-Lit abroad at the beginning of the war.

Captain Fox commanded a flight, and at a later date ran the

W'hole squadron for a period. He might well, on his Hying
serxice and on his technical ability, have been a squadron com-
mander, but possibly liis intellectual honesty, which impelled

him always to say what he thought about .Service aeroplanes

and tiheir fitness for use, may have prevented him from acquir-

ing as much favour as his good work deserved.

While on service abroad he did much valuable work, and
he was mentioned in dispatches. On one occasion while fly-

ing a new tabloid biplane to France, he covered the journev

from yarnborougih to the R.F.C. headquarters at St. Omer—

a

distance of about 150 miles—in an Iiour and ten minutes, which

is about the fastest cross-country flight on record.

He lost his life in as brave an effort as any officer of the

R.F.C. has made. He set out to blow up an important bridge

over a canal behind the German lines, and, it is believed, was
successful, 'but he was mortally wounded in the attempt, and
died of iliis wounds on his return. One hopes to see his

g.Mllantry duly honoured.

In him the R.F.C. has lost not only a very gallant officer

and a brilliant pilot, l)ut a technical man of very high value.

To his bereaved parents one offers the condolences of all con-

cerned with aviation.
* » *

The following appeared in iho obitu.ary columns of May I5tih :

CORBETT-WILSON.—Killed on May loth, whilst making
a reconnaissance over Fournes, Lieutenant Denys Corbett-

Wilson, Royal Flying Corps, only son of ^Irs. Corbett-

Wilson, 3, Basil Mansions, S.AW
Denys Corbett-Wilson, of Darver, County I'iilkenny, was

l)orn on .September 24th 1882, at 'Fhames Ditton. Before tak-

ing to flying he was wefl known in Ireland as a hunting man,
.'ind he rode to hounds as he flew, lil^e a thorough sportsman,

determined to be with the first flight .and .stick there. .As a

result he took innumerable tosses, but he made his reputation.

He took his aviator's certificate. No. 722 on the French list, at

Buc on January i8th, 1912. after a somewhat lengthy period

of experiment at the Bleriot School at Hendon, in which he

had the distinction of smashing three ni;ichines in three days.

Like many slow beginners, he became a brilliant if some-

what rash pilot. His famous race to Ireland, when his com-

petitor, Mr. Darner Leslie .Allen, disappeared mysteriously

after leaving Holyhead, will be remembered by all old-timers.

Mr. Corbett-Wilson eventually landed near Enniscorthy in thp

County ^^'e.\ford, .after making astonishing bindings among
the Welsh mountains and restarting from ;'jiparently impos-

sible places. Thereafter he flew at sundry equally impossilbe

places in the .South of Ireland. He flew to Ireland again, later

on, and also flev.- in, France, making .a trip o\er part of the

.Alps from Buc into .Sw it>:rii,'md, .and ,ux|iiired qnite a reputation

as a daring but with.il skilful pilot.

W hen war liiokc out Iv joined the R.F.C. as a .Special Re-

serve officer, lieing appointed lieutenant in the S.R. in October

of last year, and he was gazetted a flying officer in November.
It was he who was piloting the machine in which Mr. Robert

Loraine was wounded. He did a great deal of daring flying

since he joined the Corps, but escaped undamaged. Like so

very many ofticprs who are real sportsmen, he was an only

son, and all will offer their sinci re sympathy to his widowed
mother.

* * *

The "Morning Post" st.n, s that .Second Lieutenant Isaac

Newton W'oodiwiss, Lincolnshire Regiment and Royal Flying

Corps (killed in action), was born in .August, 1896, and edu-

cated .at Cheltenh.ani and S.indhurst. He obtained his com-
mission in November of last year. He was the son of Mr.

Isaac Woodiwiss, of Trusthorpe Manor, Lincolnshire, and

grandson of the late Sir .Abraham Woodiwiss. He was not a

crrtificated aviator, and was prrsumnbly attached as an ob-

serxcr to the R.F.C.
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The "Morning Post" states that Second Lieutenant the Hon.

William Francis Rodney, Rifle Brigade and Royal Flying

Corps (killed in action), was born in October, 1896, and ob-

tained his .commission in December last. He was the fourth

son of the seventh Baron Rodney and brother of the present

Lor4 Rodney. He was not a certificated aviator, and was pre-

sumably attaahed to the R.F.C. as an observer.
[ • * *

L&ut. Francis Hermann Eberii (missing) was born in Lon-

don pn June ^th, 1889, and took his certificate, No. Si 7, on a

\'ickfers biplane at Brooklands on June 24th, 1914.
• • •

Lieut. .Sanford (missing) was also apparently attached as an

observer to the R.F.C, as he is not an aviator.
»

It now appears that the late Lieut. Gladstone, R.F.C, a

grandson of the great Mr. W. E. Gladstone, who was reported

as killed last week, was shot while in a trench and was not

killed on flying duty. He was not a pilot.

* * *

It is announced in the "Court Circular" tihat on Thursday,

May 13th, Capt. A. H. L. Soames, Royal Flying Corps, and

Second Lieutenant D. S. Jillings, Royal Flying Corps, had the

honour of being received by the King, when his Majesty deco-

rated them with the Military Cross.
* *

The "Court Circular" states that tlie following officers had

the honour of being received by the King at Buckingham

Palace on May isth, when his Majesty invested them with the

Insignia of Companions of the Order into which they have

been admitted :

—

The Distinguished Service Order : Lieutenant-Colonel J. Sal-

mond, Royal Flying Corps
;
Major G. Carmichael, Royal Fly-

ing Corps.
«

In the King's Bendh Division, on May 17th, Capt. Chas.

Gordon Bell, Royal Flying Corps, South Farnborough, was the

defendant in a running-down case, and tihe jury assessed the

damages at ;i^ioo. A lad named Harold Joliffe was riding a

bicycle along Hig'h Street, Kensington, when he was run into

by defendant and seriously injured. The defence was a plea of

ccntributorv negligence.
* « •

AT SEA.
On May nth, Fr.mk Bucknole, skipper of the Lowestoft

steam trawler, "Crimson Rose," when in the North Sea 45
miles from Lowestoft shortly before 8 p.m., heard an engine

and saw a Zeppelin flying low towards him.

The airship is said to have passed over his vessel at about

500 feet, circled round, and hovered about for nearly an hour.

The skipper put out all lights.

A steamer was some distance away, and the airship lieaded

in her direction. Shortly afterwards the skipper heard an i x-

jilosion, but as it was dark he could not see what happened.

Thinking that the airship would return, he and Ids crew got

into the boat, just in case. In the increasing darkness they saw

the Zeppelin travelling towards the English coast. They then

reboarded their vessel.

Numerous reports have been made during the past week of

Zeppelins being seen at various places in England and Fr.uice.

Doubtless the majority of the reports have originated from

tho activity of .Allied aircraft, or of Allied brains.

FRANCE.
The communique of May nth, says:

—

One of our aeroplanes bombarded a shed for dirigibles at

Maubeuge and a fire occurred there.

A hostile aeroplane thiew bombs without result on the

station at Doullens. .Ainolher was pursued between the

Argonne and the Meuse by a French aviator and was

obliged to land within the German lines, where it took fire.

Elsewhere the Germans brought down a British aeroplane,

while the British troops brought down two German aero-

jjlanes.
« *

The conimiiiiiqu^ of May 15th says .

—

We captured more houses in the northern part of Neu-
ville, blew up a German captive balloon to the east of Vimy,
while our aeroplanes bombarded the station of Somain.

• • •

It is reported from Paris that on May nth a German aero-

plane, described with usual journalistic carelessness as a
"Taube," flew over the St. Denis suburb and dropped 5 bombs.
One wrecked the upper part of a house near the market. No
one was injured, but the hands of the market clock were torn

off. The second fell on a house and set fire to it. A little boy
asleep upstairs received slight injuries. The third exploded

in the road, killing a horse and wounding sin soldiers. The
other two bombs made large holes.

It is reported that the aeroplane was eitiher a machine cap-

tured from the French or else one disguised as a French
machine. After a quarter of an hour the aeroplane dis-

appeared and French aeroplanes were sent in pursuit.

There are, of course, now many German aeroplanes built on
French lines, and generally very much better constructed,

thanks to German thoroughness and pertinacity.
* »

It is said that on the morning of May 12th two German
aviators flew over Compi^gne and Caudry, throwing bombs.

No harm was done.
* * *

It is reported that on May 13th four German aeroplanes were
signalled about 7.30 a.m. making for Paris. They were headed
off by a squadron of French aeroplanes and compelled to turn

back.
II * *

Reports from Calais on May 17th state that at about 12.30

a.m. a Zeppelin circled round the town, then flew across it.

The alarm was .given, and searchlights were luraed on. Anti-

aircraft guns shelled the Zeppelin, w-hich rose so that all bombs
missed their marks except one, which fell on a house in an

outlying suburb Three children and an old lad\ were killed.

* * *

The correspondent of the 'Mornmg Post" .n Northern

France, writing on May i7tjh, says :—
"In the air the Germans have renewed their activities.

During last night three Zeppelins have been hovering over the

Pas de Calais. They made another attack on the town of

Calais, and from as far away as Boulogne their fire bombs could

be seen falling. They endeavoured to work their way down
coast by Cape Grisnez, but apparently were beaten back ; but

at least one of them was sighted towards Samer, west of

Boulogne. [.Surely Samer is .South-East of Boulogne on the

Abbeville Road.—Ed.] They were attacked by squadrons of

aeroplanes, and it seems that the numbers and persistency of

these proved too much for the monsters, for they disappeared

to the north-east. The damage done is of no importance, but

sex'eral women were again killed."

GERMANY.
The commundqud of May nth says :

—

South-west of Lille an English aeroplane was shot down.
* • «

The communique of May 12th says :

—

Hostile aviators yesterday bombard'/d Bruges without caus-

ing military damage.

East of Dixmude we shot down an English aeroplane.
* * *

The communique of May 17th says.

—

Our airships made successful attacks on the war ports of

Dover and Calais.
* * *t

Dutch reports state that on May 8th an .-leroplane appeared

over Treves. A heav}' fire was directed against it. It was
afterwards found that ihe aeroplane was a Taube, with two

German officers. Tlie aero]5lane was hit by a bull'.'t.

» « *

The "Times" of the 14th says :

—

"The Tirpitz Press Bureau publishes in all the German
newspapers a cheerful, and, indeed, boastful article on the

activity of German aircraft now that ihe spring has come.

It is declared that the air fleet is now able to report 'daily'
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upon the movements of enemy warships, 'although, indeed,

tliere are none to be seen except destroyers and submarines,'
upon the routes of English trading vessels, and upon the posi-

tion of mine fields. There is said to be increasing co-operation

between aircraft and submarines, and the latter 'recently have
been able successfully to attack merchant ships and warships,'

although attacks are difficult because every English ship is

likely to be armed, so that the aircraft have to keep at a con-

siderable height.—[All of which, except the statement that

there are no British ships to be seen, seems very sound sense

and agrees with what The Aeroplane Has been saying for

some time.—Ed.]

"After some kindly advice to neutrals either to paint their

colours on their decks, as flags are difficult to distinguish, or

to keep out of the war zone altoget/her—[which is also sound
sense.—Ed.]—the article refers to air attacks on submarines.
It is admitted that it is difficult to be sure of success, as the

aircraft cannot know with certainty whether a submarine has

been hit before it dives, but it is claimed that the losses of

Engli'-h submarines have been greater than has been ,id-

mitti il."—[Which is just what some of us would like to know
who ha\e m-' ii tlie names of friends in the .Submarine Service

in ihc pri\.itr ubiiuarv columns, .md not in the Casualty Lists.

-K,.l.l

BELGIUM.
ll rt ported from Amsterdam on May 17 that the same

imorning a Z*;ppelin was pursued bv a P"rench aeroplane between
Bruges and Heyst. The Frenchman was fired at, and was
obliged to give up the pursuit, and the Zeppelin escaped.

TURKEY.
A Turkish newspaper, published in French, in an official

account of the sinking of the E.15 says :

—

"Enemy aeroplanes, on learning of the mishap to the E.15,

flew over the Straits searching for the vessel. They threw

bombs on the piles resembling periscopes which had been

placed in the sea to deceive our opponents, and which they

imagined might belong to the submarine. The object was, of

course, to prevent the submarine Irom falling into our hands."
[A highly ingenious device those piles, almost as much so as

the floating mines with dummy periscopes, de\-ised ''v the

Germans ac bait for enthusiastic naval officers.—Ed.]

MONTENEGRO.
Tlif olVici.il note issued in Cettinje on May i.Stli says :

—
,'\n Austrian aeroplane flew over the Montenegrin positions

on Mount Lovtchen and threw si.\ bombs without doing any

damage.

INDIA.

From the "V\'eek In' W'eelc" column of "Tlie Englishman :

\^'|ekU Sumniarv"' (Colcutla, .\pril 1 5 th ):— ".Amongst the

items of expenditure in the United Provinces in 1913-1914 ob-

jected to by the Comptroller and Auditor-General was
Rs. 21,000, 'the purchase of an aeroplane on behalf of a

Maliaraja.'
"

AUSTRALIA.

Captain Penfold writes to say tliat an Italian aviator—

a

Count—has just arrived in Sydney with a Farman biplane.

The Australian Press makes no secret of the approaching
departure of Captain Petre and Mr. Delfosse Badgery to

India.

Mr. Badgery's 45-h.p. Caudron type biplane has been bought
by the Australian Government, which is taking measures for

the registration of all indigenous aircraft.

CANADA.

From the ".Montreal Daily Star," April 22nd:—Ottawa,
.April 22nd.—Mr. J. .\. D. MacCurdy, the Canadian aviator,

who, with Capt. Janney, is the director of the .Military Avia-

tion School in Toronto, was in Ottawa yesterday conferring

with officers of the Naval services through which recruits will

be enlisted. Work is to be started at once and tliei'e are o\er

too applicants so far.

Mr. MacCurdy will carrv out the instructional work for the

operations of both aeroplanes and hydroplanes (sic) at Toronto
Island. He is authorised by the British Aero Club (sic) under

wlhose direction the school is to issue certificates of qualification.

U. S. A.

From the "Globe," Toronto, April 26th:—Pensacola, Fla.,

.April 28th.—.A new world's record altitude flight was made here

last Friday by Lieut. L. Bellinger at the Naval Aeronautical

-Station. .A height of 10,000 ft. was reached.

[Presumably on a sea])lane.—Ed.

J

* * *

It is reported that the U.S. Navy is organising a flying

school at Pensacola, Florida, on healthy lines. The first

course will include ten officers and twenty enlisted men.
The course of instruction for officers at the aviation school

is to include six weeks at the manufacturing works of an

aeroplane concern, after which the actual instruction in flying

begins at the Pensacola "aeronautic itation.

As regards pay, as soon as they begin their practice work
at the station the officers receive an increase of 35 per cent, in

their pay. The men have 50 per cent, of their pay added on

at the same time.

-A further increase of 50 per cent, will be gi\'en to officers on

taking their certificates.

The Navy now has four aeroplanes at the Pensacola aviation

school for the training of officers and men. Two more
machines have been ordered, and within a short time three

more will be ordered, bringing the total quota up to nine

machines.

DOMING ASHORE One of the R.N.A.S. Coas4 Defence Seaplanes, a Sopwith, coming in. The landing crew have to

wait in the water to prevent the floats from being damaged on the beach—which is one reason why the R.N..\.S. Comforts

Fnnd needs subscriptions.
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THE INVASIONS OF ENGLAND.
Anotlier invasion of England toolc place early on the moni-

ing of May 17th, when a Zeppelin dropped a number of bonihs

on Ramsgate at about 1.30 a.m.

It is alleged that a far-seeing policeman w atihed the ship

off the coast from about midnight, though it is not stated how
he saw it in the dark, for there was no moon.
The number of bombs dropped is variously estimated at

between 30 and 50, mostly incendiary. The Hull and George
Hotel was hit by a lx)mb which must have been of some size,

for it penetrated through the roof and three floors to the base-

ment. It is stated that a Mr. and Mrs. .Smith, staying in the

hotel, followed the bomb into the cellar from the second floor,

and, somehow, escaped l>eing killed, arriving, presumably,

after the bomb had burst. Mrs. Smith was severely injured,

but Mr. .Smith was little damaged. Miss Moffatt, a barmaid,

was also slightly hurt.

Another bomb blew down a wall at .\lliion Hill, and damaged
a house. A butcher's shop, belonging tc on- appropriately

named Britton, was also deteriorated. .Smack> wore hit in the

harbour, ajid a sentry m one of the streets was injured by a

bomb dropped at him for firing at the Zeppelin when directly

over his head—always an imwise thing to do.

Doubtless, Ramsgate is considered a "fortress" within the

meaning of the Act, owing to the quantity of " infantry
"

quartered there every summer, most of whom are engaged in

building edifices of military significance along the foreshore.

It is also stated that the Zeppelin appeared over Margate at

1.30 a.m., so that either there were two Zeppelins along the

coast, or the Margate clock was wrong, or the Zeppelin emu-
lated .Sir Boyle Roche's famous bird, or as the two places are

several miles apart it must have been "some Zeppelin."

A Zeppelin was also seen ''over Deal at 2.5 p.m. No bombs
were dropped at Deal or Margate.

Reports say that "the Zeppelin left concealed in the clouds,"

thus, apparently, emulating also the fabulous Oozley-bird of

the Desert, which "disappears in a thick mist." It is to be

assumed that the pursuing aeroplanes from Eastchurch and

Westgate (vide .Admiralty announcement in "Naval and Mili-

tary Notes") were thus hindered in iheir chase like the "baiifled

pursuers" of the fable.

A pilot named Martin, who landed at Deal on Monday,

stated that "several" members of the crew of the s.s. "Castle

Bruce" saw "five" Zeppelins four miles off the North Fore-

land, dropping "sparks or lights." One seems to recall a

saying about "All my eye and Betty Martin."

Inhabitants of Deal are said to have waited on the sea front

for a return of the Zeppelin, and passed their time in "drinking

tea and smoking cigarettes," presumably to keep them awake.

It seems, therefore, th it not even Zeppelin bombs a few miles

away will "Wake up England."
A "Daily Mail" report from Rotterdam, Holland, says of

the reception given by Naval aviators to the, or one of tlie,

Zeppelins, on her return to the Continent, "In less than fifteen

minutes they disabled the Zeppelin, which, amid several ex-

plosions, fell between Brussels and Ghent. .Ml the crew of

'sixty' were killed." The geography books tell us that Hol-

land is a low lying country, so one need not repose implicit

f.'iith even in the "Daily Mail's" tame Dutchman.
The South-Eastern and Chatham Railway ad\i rtises the

East Kent Coast as "Cassar's Choice." W'hv not "Kaiser's

Choice" wthile tliey were about it?

* «

Thp Dover correspondent of the "Morning I'ost" s*fs that

it is practically certain that two Zeppelins were engaged in

the raid. It is estimated that between 30 and 40 bombs were
thrown by one of the Zeppelins whilst practically stationary

in the district, including St. Margaret's Bay. After hurling

bombs in this district the airship proceeded towards Do\er,

but the heavy fire from the anti-aircraft batteries soon caused

her to turn seawards. The sound of the bombs in the .St.

Margaret's district had awakened the people of Dover, and
when the first shells, which were of "an illuminating char-

acter," were fired the airship was plainlv visible.

This account says further :

—

"The Zeppelin which liad fir-t come into view of the Do\-er

people broadside on. rapidly lurn. J >outli-easLw ard, and headed

for the Channel. It was then noticed that ^he had taken on

.1 decided cant, with her nose pointing downwards as she p.assed

out to sea, and the gunner;, believed that she had been struck

and her steering gear damaged. It was unfortunate for the

gunners that just at this time a mass of low-lying cloud blew

in from the Chann.-l, and formed .m impenetrable cover for

the airship."

[The downward "cant" was presumably caused by the

Zeppelin diving for the cover of the "low-lying cloud." Sea-

faring people seem to think that because an airship is a ship

it must maintain a level keel, so any variation of angle is

taken to mean that the ship is out of control.—Ed.]

The same correspondent continues :
—

"Early in the morning, before one o'clock, three very

violent explosions, followed by a series of lesser ex-

plosions, or heavy gunfire, h.id been heard along the

south-east Kent coast. The earli<T impressions were th<t a

naval action was proceeding in the Channel, but information

subsequentlv received show., that Calais was apparently being

very heavily bombed by Zeppelins at that time, as from the

cliffs not only could the' direction of the explosions be detected

as across at Calais, but the weather was .so clear that the

flashes of the anti-aircraft guns at the French port as they

fought the enemy airships could be seen from the cliffs at St.

Margaret's, Kingsdown, etc."

IN THE HOUSE.
On May nth, during the discussion on the motion for the

adjournment of the House, Lord Charles Beresford asked the

Government to "stop their nonsense and do something

definite." Unless something drastic were done he was con-

vinced that when Zeppelins dropped incendiary bombs on Lon-

don many of the Germans among us would set fire to the City

in 20 or 30 different places. The people who were most

dangerous were not barbers, but men of high social position.

[It is not very often that one feels inclined to agrei: with

Lord Charles, but on this point he is quite sound. It is com-

monly believed that when an air raid is made in force on

London an organised attempt will be made to blow itp our

ui derground mechanisms, such as the Tubes and District Rail-

ways, the water and gas mains, and sewers. A lot of unwappy,

but formerly useful, and in\-ariatoly eflicient German waiters

and barbers are not going to pull oft a coup of this sort without

the organisation and orders of men in "high social position"

to tell them when and how. It is. of course, only right and

proper to intern and deport, as kindly as possible, all those

Germans who liave been our very excellent servants in the

past, but it would be far better to imprison those in high

places.—Ed.l
* » *

.Sir G. Agnew (R., Salford, W.) asked the Solicitor-General

whether his attention had been called to the fact that \-arious

newspapers gave a detailed account of the course follow-'ed by

enemy airships when making a raid in this country, naming

the towns and villages over which they parsed ;
whether the

ofificial information showed that these reports were of assistance

to the enemy; and, if so, would he take steps 10 put a stop

to the publication of tlhese reports.

Sir S. Buckmaster said that his atttntion had been called to

the question raised. He had no official information as to

whether the published reports had been of assistance to the

enemy. It was obvious, however, that such accounts as had

been publisked were liable to do inuch mischipf, and steps had

been taken to deal with the matter.

[An excellent exposure of the imbecility of Press and Press

Bureau alike. At the time of the raid on Newcastle, a valued

and intelligent correspondent in the district sent this paper an

excellent map showing the course followed by the Zeppelin,

exactly where its bombs fell, and all the important works it

just missed, as well as the positions of other works, and of

the various points at which aircraft are stationed. Not look-

ing at the matter from a strictiv military point of view it never

occurred to him that any paper publishing such a map would

m.erelv be acting as the marker at the butts on a rifle range,

and showing the Germans just the amount of their errors in

navigation. Naturallv the map was not publishr^d.
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Yet numerous daily papers, wliose editors are supposed to
have a working knowledge of most subjects, including com-
mon sense, proceeded to get maps of almost as much import-
ance passed by the Censor.—Ed.

J

» * «

In the House of Commons on Monday, May 17th, Mr.
Macnamara (Secretary to the Admiralty), replying to Mr.
Pennefather (U, Liverixjol, Kirkdale), stated that the Zeppelin
which bombarded Southend on "Monday last" was first seen
at 2.45 a.m. and last seen at 4.30 a.m. News of its arrival
was received at the Admiralty in a few minutes, and a num-
ber of aeroplanes ascended from the air stations in the region
affected. A thick bank of cloud bafiHed the pursuers.

Mr. Pennefather: "Are the coast lookouts in direct tele-
phonic communication with the aerial base, or was delay caused
through inability to get connection through the telephonic ex-
change?"

Mr. Macnamara asked for notice of the question.
[Some peop'e do ask for such practical information and arc

not satisfied with pious platitudes.—Ed.]

Safeguards.
Local authorities in London have received from the Com-

missioner of Police a letter in connection with the measures to

be taken in the event of hostile attacks by air.

The Commissioner points out that if bombs are dropped on
liuildings the latter may collapse entirely, but they are more
likely to remain in a shaken and dangerous condition, and, in
that case, the occupants would be removed, and all traffic

stopped in any thoroughfare adjacent to guard against the
risk of walls collapsing on passers-by.

He therefore asks if the Borougfh Councils could supply the
police with the tripods and poles ordinarily used for preventing
traffic from entering roads which are under repair.

An Abombination Before the Lord.
Reading between the lines of the Admiralty announcement

on the latest Zeppelin attack, it would appear that the Zeppe-
lin was hit hy incendiary projectiles of one sort or another,
as proved by the column of smoke that was seen to rise from
the envelope. Without detailed knowledge of the circum-
stance of the moment, it is impossible to explain the seeming
invulnerability of the raider, but by an effort of memory it

is possible to look back on the days of one's boyhood, when
one was persuaded with percussive eloquence in the school
laboratory that it takes two persons to make a quarrel and
at least two elements to procure chemical reaction. It seems
therefore just within the bounds of possibility that a small
shell of incendiary attributes might conceivably burst right in

the interior of a hydrogen sac without igniting the gas. Of
course, all high explosives contain sufficient oxygen for their

own combustion, but it seeins likely that there is none to

spare for the hydrogen.

To the non-technical mind, therefore, it would seem neces-
sary that the anti-aircraft projectile should provide the oxygen
wherewith to start the hydrogen fire. The shock of even a

local explosion within the immediate vicinity of the projectile

should be enough to shatter the envelopes of the airship suffi-

ciently to admit an adequate supply of atmospheric air to com-
plete the combustion.

As every German schoolboy knows, an intimate mixture of

powdered potassium chlorate and manganese dio.^iide in pro-

portions of 3— I will emit large volumes of pure oxygen
on the application of but moderate heat. Remembering this,

it does not require an abnormal brain to imagine a bomb of

fair dimensions, with quite thin walls, containing a moderate
charge of bursting T.N.T. or cordite, a copious supplv of the

chlorate mixture so arranged that the heat of the explosion

will release the oxygen, and last but not least a self-burning

fuse to ensure ignition as soon as an explosive mixture was
formed. The official chemists are left to discover the flaws

in the suggestion.

At any rate, it appears that such a mixture combining with

hydrogen would form water, so that one conjures up visions

of a Zeppelin attacked by aeroplanes disappearing, and those

on the ground below being suddenly drenched by a heavy

shower interspersed with 1,000 h.p. of motors and sundry

German aeronauts.

The "Times" and the Latest Zeppelin Threat.
In one of the most humorous, if unconsciously humorous,,

articles the war has produced, a correspondent of the "Times"
described as "A Neutral," states that preparations are being
made to inflict something like a November fog on London in

June or thereabouts. According to this individual, the Ger-
man pyrotechnists have devised a bomb, or boanbs, "nebel-

bomben," calculated to diffuse into a certain volume of at-

mosphere, not specifically stated, a fog-like cloud sufficiently

dense to obscure the airship, from which the bomb or bombs
are dropped, from tlie beams of the most powerful search-

lights. It is also stated that the new invention can be used
in daylight.

Without wishing to be unduly sceptical, a little reflection

relegates these bombs to the obscurity of their own alleged fog,

for there is a limit to the compressibility of every gas, so that

whatever the composition of the obscurating gas may be, it is

difficult to see how even half-a-dozen Zeppelins could carry

sufficient material, in addition to their equipment of explosives,

to permeate the 400 square kilometres ("20 kms. square") of

area claimed bv the intelligent informant of the "Times"
correspondent.

It would appear that a cloud of smoke of the magnitude
which a Zeppelin might reasonably be supposed to emit would
form a most excellent reflecting target for a searchlight, and
would provide quite a useful adjunct to artillery range-finding.

Incidentally, the hydrogen in a Zeppelin weighs something

like two tons, and as any sort of smoke-gas must be heavier

than hydrogen two tons of such gas would perforce occupy

considerably less volume than its parent Zeppelin
;
and, as the

reserve lift of a modern Zeppelin, after allowng for crew and

fuel, is only about two tons, it would take the machine all its

time to lift its own compressed fOg, even without any bombs.

It therefore seems likely that the "Times" correspondent

has "had his leg pulled." The only really surprising thing is

that a paper of the standing of the "Times" should have

wasted the better part of a column of its valuable space on

piffulent matter which one would expect to find only in the

pages of a sensational Sunday journal. Possibly, the friendly

"neutral" brought from Germany a sample of the gas, and

so obscured the intelligence of the member of the staff whose
duty it should be to discover these pseudo-scientific "haves."

An Unofficial Dispatch.
The following letter purports to have come from an officer

of the R.F.C. at the front, but there are good reasons to

doubt its authenticity :

—

"... You may be interested to hear of the event which

led to my D.S.O., V.C., and V.H.C. I was sent for one

morning by General Sir N— B— G— , who asked if I would

kindly undertake a raid in the direction of tihe Zeppelin shed

at X— . The morning was fine, and so I agreed. He gave

me an assortment of new-laid bombs, and said I might take

anyone I liked as passenger. He seemed rather surprised

when I selected our Sergeant-Major, but I explained that if he

could drop my bombs as skilfully as he dropped his h's the

success of the expedition was assured. . . We ascended amid

great cheering from our men, which fortunately drowned the

voice of the man with the megaphone, who was badly mis-

pronouncing my name, and in due course reached our destina-

tion. The S.-M. dropped six of the bombs and my fountain-

pen on the shed, which promptly burst into flames, and as

it was then approaching the lunch-hour I turned home-

ward. On the vvav back \hc S.-M. drew my attention to a

large body of German artillery concealed in a wood. I gave

him permission to drop a couple of bombs which still re-

mained in his basket, and the destruction which followed

was appalling. He called out to me, 'Nice row they're

making. Captain!' (By the way, 1 forgot to mention I was

promoted again last week.) 'Reminds me of the old Bodega

at 'ome. ' In reply to my request for an explanation he

answered, 'Whines from the wood, sir I' He added later that

he had been reading the papers lately and was in favour of

total explosion of all aliens. . . . We made a picturesque

descent at headquarters, and I had a fine reception. . . I have

since heard a report that the Zeppelin shed turned out to be a

large picture palace.—D. W. T.

"
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Aero=motors : In Kind and Construction.—(Ci?/^^//^^^^^)

BY QEOFPREY de HOLDEN-STONE.

"Gorstrewth, " said the flower-girl looking at the hundred-
guinea dressing bag in Drew's window, "what sort of a disy

is it wot needs all them tools to doss 'erself up wiv?'"

My good reader, at every turn you will find that an aero-

motor—any make—is just that breed of "disy" transmigrated

into metal. Her manifold manicurings, tooth-brushings, curl-

ings, pencillings and dossings-up generally each need some
special tool that, if you be wise you will make beforehand, and

keep by you. No less the magneto than any other adjustment. So

get a short piece of aluminium rod, and mark it at exactly

I [ millimetres from one end. This done, you may now pro-

ceed to set the position of the carbon brush ; which done for

one cylinder, gives the setting for all the rest. Taking then,

for instance, No. i, place the test rod in the ignition plug hole

in the top of the cylinder with the left hand, and rotate the

crank-shaft with yoar right, watching the inlet valve tap]jet-

rod. You will see it stop moving, of course, as soon as the

valve closes, and remain motionless during ihe whole of the

subsequent instroke for the compression. You can cither wait

until the piston has pushed the aluminium test rod out some
distance as it reaches the full upper dead point, and then turn

the crank-shaft backwards until the rod sinks again to the

II mm. nick—which is the book way—or else you may, more
expeditiously, stop in the first instance as soon as the piston

lifts the rod high enough to show the nick exactly Hush with

the cylinder head surface. At any rate, th:it is the position

of full ignition advance.

At this point, then, the carbon brusli should In; just fully

on the beginning of terminal No. i. So, having loosened the

two screws on the distributor so as to allow an oscillation of

a few millimetres either way, take out the small screw at the

back of the distributor—which keeps the supporting li,ill-i aci-

from moving sidewise or endwise—and pull forward the dis-

tributor so as to disengage the gear wheel with llic intermediary

spur of the distribution. Then, having re-engaged their teeth so

as to correspond with the position of full ad\ance, you may
then set all the screws home.

On the other hand, the 9-cylinder .Sahnsun, as previously

DIRECTION OF ROTATION
VltWCD FROM IN FRONT

explained, ha., a lour-spark-per-rtwolutiun magneto, whidi

carries its own distributor. To time the ignition, however,

you proceed exactly as for the 7-cylinder type up to determin-

ing the ignition point ; but you have now to adjust the primary

make-and-break, as wi'll as the carbon of the secondary dis-

tributor, remembering always the firing order, i, 3, 5, 7,

9, 2, 4, 6, 8.

It is, of course, some assistance that the wiring leads are

all numbered and set into a ring before connecting them up

to the magneto distributor ; bi.it their attachment comes last.

The first thing is to draw the magneto back so that its

pinion is out of mesh with the drive. Then take off the cover

of the primary distrilnitor :and shift the secondary one suffi-

ciently to see exactly how the carbon brush relates at any

moment to the fixed terminals.

Now rotate the magneto spindle from right to left—as seen

from its front end—until the platinum screws of the primary

make-and-break begin to move apart. Lock it in this position

as best you can for the moment, and proceed to set the carbon

brush full on the beginning—as before—of the fixed terminal

for No. I cylinder. Wire up to the cylinder, and then set home

all adjusting or set-screws.

You m.iv now remesh the magneto-spindle gear with the

driving pinion on the motor shaft, and having set home the

attaching bolts, the adjustment is finished.

Ha\-ing next replaced the cover of the primary make-and-

lireak, the sparking plugs should lie wiped clean—^or, better,

dipped in petrol and dried clean—set in their respective cylin-

ders, and the remaining eight wirings can I>e connected up.

It is important to remember, howe\er, lhat as the carbon-

brush turns counter-clockwise—or from right to left—the wire

numbers should likewise run in the same way from the ter-

minals. Taking then the actual position of the cylinders in

relation to one another, as A, H, t.", i lc.—.\ corresponding to

No. 1—and the firing order -is 1, j, 3, etc., the diagram of the

wiring up, .is seen from the b.ick of the motor, would be

thus :

STARTING MAGNCTO
THE DISTRIBUTOR TERMINALS ARC

'CONNECTED TOTMtCYUNOER

SPARKIMG PLUGS-HAVING

MAGNtTO
PRIMARY WlRC (thick Lmc)

TO THE. MAKC 5 BREAK

CONTACT

SELCOMQARY WIPE TOTHt CENTRAL TERMINAL
OF THE Distributor « TO THE rqtatimg brush

DISTRIBUTOR

WIRING DI5TR1BUTI0M ARRANGEMENT FOR MOTOR TYPE, M3
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A
15

6B
H9

.

' 2C
G4

7D
F 8

E
3

That is to say, C, a^; No. 3 cylinder, would lie the s(>cond

to fire; E, as No. 5, the third; G, as No. 7, the fourth; I,

as No. 9, the fifth
;
B, as No. 2, the sixth

;
D, as No. 4, the

seventh
;

F, as No. 6, the eighth ; and H, as No. 8, the last

to fire.

See that the distance 'between the spark plug points is ju>t

4/10 mm., and adjust the length of the wiring so that it is

tight to the horseshoe in front of the motor.
The valve adjustment, thanks mainly to the roll-springs,

is a simple affair enough. One has only to see that the

valve seatings are well greased with vaseline before being
screwed in, that the induction pipes make an airtight joint

with the hoop, and that the security plates for both inlet iind

exhaust are duly in place, and one ran go ahead with the

setting. Turn the motor until any exhaust-valve is wide open,

and then take the tappet of the corresponding inlet valve and
twist it so as to give just a perceptible movement—a bare
shake of about 1/3 of a millimetre—between the bal' of the

jumping-piece beneath and the head of the bell -like cup of

the lower end of the rod. Then lock the nut on the rod. The
exhaust-valve will then be treated in the same way, and so

the valves, pair by pair, on each cylinder in turn. But, at

the same time, see to it that all parts of .the valve gear work
freely prior to this final adjustment.

Installation of Motor
As has been already said, the motor can be installed in

various ways, either by caging or by means of a plate fixed

to the baclc. It can also be supported in front and rear—on
the back supporting cover and on the distribution plate. Care
must be taken to avoid any stresses between the front and the

rear part—that is to say, (he torque (twisting movement) of

the motor must be entirely absorbed by the crankcase, and
not by the distribution. The caging method avoids all this.

Oiling Arrangements.
Last of all, attach the lubrication piping. The diagram

shows the lubrication system. It is better to make the dia-

meter of the arrival piping rather larger than shown on the

sketch. One of the most important points is to remember to

place at the bottom of the main oil reservoir two very fine

pieces of muslin, so as to prevent any dirt, brought up bv

the oil return pipe, from blocking the sights. The reservoir

and sight feeds should be placed about 16 inches above the

axis of the motor, :and at a still higher level if the distance

between them and the motor should be longer than usual.

The lubrication detail on each motor is adjusted before it

leaves the workshop. But if, owing to extremes of tempera-
ture or any other reason, any difficulties arise, the oil feed

can be adjusted by means of the regulating screws of the

double sight cup. The supply is lessened by unscrewing these

screws.

Water Circulation

The necessary cooling surface depends largely on the t3'pe

of radiator employed, and on the designed speed of the aero-

plane. For a radiator composed of flat tubes at a distance

of 10 mm. from one another, about 5 square metres (53.5 sq.

ft.) of radiating surface is necessary for the 7-cylinder motor,

and 6 J square metres (70 sq. ft.) for the 9-cylinder type.

Should the propeller be situated behind the radiator, about

I J square metres (16. i sq. ft.) should be added to these figures.

The connecting piping is composed of tubes about 30 mm.
internal diameter. It is extremely important to arrange a

small short-circuit tube between the pump suction and the top

outward flow pipe of the motor. The object of this small tube

is to prevent the action of the pump stopping because of any

air or steam pockets in the upper parts of the piping. It is

also desirable to have a sinall head of water above the level

of the topmost cylinder.

Should the radiators be placed beneath the level of the motor
—they never should be, but you must always be prepared to

counteract freak aeroplane design—a small feed-tanlc contain-

ing a little over half a gallon should be placed in the outflow

pipe—the return water lead—from the motor. Use the lightest

tubing consistent with adequate strength, with long rubber

attachments to damp any cylinder vibrations. Always keep
tJie grease-cup on the pump full

;
constantly see to the clips,

and once in a fortnight or so look to the packing glands of

the pump.
As to the carl iirettor, one may. fit any kind that the Salmson

motor happens to like, though a Zenith is the one generally

used, I believe. My personal advice, however, is to so install

it that a sleeve throttle may be used instead of the inefficient

butterfly, as not only can more positive control be obtained,

but far better regulation of the mixture, especially if com-
bined with an air-setting sleeve. Also, see that the petrol-tank

is properly fitted with filters and placed at least a foot above

the level of the carburettor.

Starting Arrangements. Starting by Propeller Swinging.

I'irst see that the magneto contact is out of circuit. In the

case of the 7-cylinder motor with a separate H.T. distributor,

the mechanic who is going to swing the propeller should see

that the distributor is also out of circuit. Next pump a little

petrol into the induction hoop with the small hand-pump at

one side of the aeroplane, or squirt it directly into the cylinders

through the exharust-valves with a syringe. Then slightly

open the throttle corresponding to a speed of about 500 r.p.m.,

and let the mechanic pull the motor over two or three times

to draw the mixture into the cylinders and compress it. Then
cut in tlie distributor, and slightly retard the magneto at the

same time. Let the mechanic then twist the propeller close

to the ITub over at least two compressions.

Handle Starting.

In this case the motor is always fitted with a special start-

ing magneto.
Here vi'e inay have two different installations. Either the

starting magneto is controlled by the starting handle, or,

alternatively, it is independent. In this latter case you will

find it close to your hand.

In either case, petrol is injected as before, and the throttle

slightly opened.

If the starting magneto is controlled by the starting handle

you take care to cut out the principal magneto, so as to

avoid possible back-firing ; then turn the handle until explo-

sions begin. At this instant cut the principal magneto into

circuit :at full advance.

On the other hand, if the starting magneto is independent,

give the starting handle a few turns so as to draw mixture

into the cylinders—but with the main magneto cut out. The
hand magneto can then be turned so as to fire the compressed

mixture.
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starting with Compressed Air.

As in the previous cases, petrol is first injected and the

throttle slightly opened. The principal magneto is slightly

retarded and cut in. Tlie air-cock on the compressed-air bottle

is opened with a blow of the palm of the hand, and the start-

ing valve lever is also momentarily opened.

However, do not forget that it is useless to attempt to

rotate the motor for any length of time by the compressed air
;

the sole object of which is to give an impulse to the motor,

so that explosions will only occur when the compressed air

has been cut off.

Mountiog of the Compressed Air Starter.

The compressed-air starting system consists essentially of

a bottle of compressed air at about 125 kilos, (about 2,000 lbs.

]>er sq. in.); a starting valve, and an air distributor with f.s

many valves as there are cylinders. The latter is formed by

a plate, turning at half the motor speed, which plate open'i

and closes the ends of the pipes which lead in to the cylinders.

You adjust the device thus :—Place the piston of any one
cylinder at a distance of i to 2 mm. after its dead point (upper)

at the beginning of the explosion stroke. That is, the ix)int

at which the air should Ijegin to enter the cylinder. The
direction of rotation of the distributor is from right to left,

st>en from the back ; and on looking at it through the joint

the gear wheel should be placed so that tlie light is just

beginning to show through. Tlie piping can then be placed

in position, and in the same direction as the secondary wiring

of the distributor, namely, 1, 3, 5, 7, g, 2, 4, 6, 8.

The compressed air enters from the side of the small steel

box, which is attached near the starting handle, and contains

the distribution holes.

A Few Points to be Remembered.

If the motor be cold it may be difficult to start, owing to

slight water condensation on the sparking plugs. Unscrew
these then, clean tliem with petrol, and make certain that the

s[jark gap between the electrodes is correct. .See the magneto
is set to maximum advance. It is also a good plan to run the

motor as best you can for a few seconds, so as to warm up

' FEATHER-WEIGHT' CHAMPIONS.
To estimate correctly one's height Irom the ground is l>eyond

the powers of most aviators, even wdien atmospheric con-

ditions are favourable, and when they are not favourable it is

impossible. An instrument whicli will record the exact height

under all conditions is, therefore, necessary. .\s necessary, in

fact—as a frivolous pilot recently remarked— as a revolution

indicator to a Mexican. With the progress of aviation it was
inevitable that new instruments would be evolved, and an

-Aeroplane representative has had an opportunity of inspecting

a number of Aero Altimeters of various designs placed on the

market by the General Aeronautical Co., Ltd., of 30, Regent
Street, .^.W., the appropriate trade-mark being the name
"Feather-weight."

Several features characterise the whole series, the first and
most important being accuracy. These instruments, which are
all made in London, are constructed witili the most scientific

care, and are thoroughly tested before leaving the works. No
pilot wants an altimeter which assures him he is 5,000 ft above
trench-level when he is only 3,000 it. up and within point-
blank range of a wall-managed anti-aircraft guru Anyhow,

generally. If the mis-firing persists, it may be due to th?

following causes :

—

The ignition may be at fault : but still see that the more
obvious externals are in condition before taking it down. For
a start, see that there is no air leakage either in the induction

pipes or under the seats of the inlet valves. If all piping is

found to be in order, make sure that none of the valve-gear

details are sticking and preventing the valves from closing

sufficiently rapidly. If free air is entering any cylinder, that

cylinder will not fire at all ; but should a valve stick, the

cylinder gives two or three explosions from time to time, aiid

then stops firing. It is easy to detect misfires, due to cold or

to some slight fault in the cairburettor. It is a good plan

always to protect die carburettor from the wind with a metal

shield and also to protect the reheater tubes.

In any case, after the motor has been in use a short time

make sure that the valve springs are all in order, and the

valves coming down fairly and firmlv onto their seats, as even

roller springs, like tram conductors, tend to lose their «iJas-

ticity after a lengthy period of working.
However, if all the externals are in order, look for th**

trouble in rhe ignition. The platinum screw of the make-and-
break may be stiff. Take it out and relieve the hammer by

lightly boring out the fibre, and tlien replace it.

Whilst running, the magneto should be placed in its |K)sition

of maximum advance, and left in that ]>osition ; when shutting

down, cut out the ignition before the throttle, so as to obtain

an instantaneous stoppage of the motor.

To be Noted in Testing.

Finally, remember that oil on the distributor must be

guarded against. The presence of oil will cause several

cylinders to misfire, so the surface should be wiped clean and
dry.

.Also, that dirt or water in the carburettor has the effect ol

causing misfiring.

But do not alter tlie carburettor jets, as these have been

carefully selected and gauged for their work by men who
pioh.ablv know as much as you do about carburettor con-

juring.

no pilot would expect an\'thing bearing the sign of the

I

"G-.A-C." to be unreliable, and these instruments are no4

likely to damage the high reputation of the firm.

- Tile second point is the remarkable lightness of the serieii.

J
Ntativ designed aluminium cases are chiefly responsible for

, this desirable feature. There is a "Miniature Pocket Type"
^ of the size of a lady's watch, which weighs complete only if

oz. The diameter of the dial is ih in., and the thickness, if it

I

can be so called, half an inch, and any aeroplane which hesi-

tates about lifting this additional weight is only fit for a

cinematograph melodrama.
The "Service Wristlet Model" is similar in size but is fitted

with staples at the sides and a strap, and weighs complete
2 oz. There is an "Observer's Model" in a strong leather

sling case, which will appeal to many on active service. The
diameter of the aluminium case is 3 in. and of the dial 2J in.,

the thickness |th in., and the weight without the leather

fitling only 4.1 oz. Another pocket type of similar dimension*
has a dust-proof and water-tight aluminium cap to protect the

dial. This model is specially suitable for balloon and airship

use. The series of course includes altimeters with strong
flange bases for screwing on to aeroplanes. These weigh

oz. each.

All the above models register up to 10,000 feet or 3,500
metres. The "Miniature Pocket Type" also gives barometric
readings. The figures are particularly readable, and if desired
luminous figures can l>e supplied if night flying is expected,

f In early Victorian days, when evening parties were en-
" livened (or otherwise) with conundrums, someone started an

inane query about mice spinning, the equally inane reply
^ being, "Because the higher the fewer." After many years iJiis

6 remark is at last being endowed with some point, for any
c aviator with service experience when discussing the chances
t> of being hit by shrapnel, will agree that "The higher the
e fewer." With this idea in mind the Aero Altimeters manu-

factured by the G.A.C. have the figures on each dial marked
, in black up to 8,000 ft., and above that mark, which is at
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present recognised as somewhere about the limit of accurate

gun-fire, the figures are in red, by way of reminder to the

probably busily-occupied pilot.

The excellence of these instruments requires no better testi-

monial than the fact that diey are now being supplied to the

Governments of Great Britain, France, Russia, Italy, Greece,

Siam, and other countries. When one adds that the prices are

niost moderate one leaves little more to be. said.

For Dopi;.
The British Aeroplane Varnish Co., Ltd., of 57, Fenohurch

Street, E.G. wish it to be known that Chev have now registered

the telegraphic address " 'Tetrafree, ' Newcastle-on-Tyne" for

their head office, and " 'Tetrafree' Fen. London" for their

London Branch. The coined word is at once ingenious and
easy to remember, for one has only to recall that Titanine
Dope is free from Tetrachlorethanc and other chlorine deri\-a-

tives, so that anyone wtio wants good dope in a hurry h.is the

telegraphic address perpetually in mind.

Flying in Comfort.
However efficient the aeriiplant rjiay Ije, the success of ,l

.reconnaissance flight depends entirely on the a\-iator. It is

obvious that his personal comfort is of primary importance,

and the question of suitable clothing is one which recpiires the

most careful study. A capable pilot on a good machine is

useless to his country in an emergency if he is too cold and
stiff to carry out his programme.
Anderson, Anderson and Anderson, Ltd., of Charing Cross,

and Queen Victoria Street, E.G., have a world-wide reputa-

tion for waterproof clothing. Sportsmen in many countries

have for years been familiar with the goods bearing this much-
emphasised name, and our own Navy uses a large quantity of

their waterproof garments. Thev have now designed and

placed on sale a new overall for aviators, and an inr.pection

reveals many features whicih will appeal at once to all who
travel by air. The garment is made of a strong waterprcof

twill, and is after the style of the suits made for use on sub-

marines, destrovers and other fast sea-:rnft. It is, however,

of a much ligliter weight, ft is drawn on o\or the ordinary

clothe;, or uniform, boots being rejjlaced outside tlie feet of

the garment. A "storm-front" buttons on the right shoulder,
a comfortable collar protects the neck and throat, and there
are wind-proof cuffs inside the outer sleeves, which in their

turn are strajjped round the wrists.

The fastenings are ail perfectly simple, and equipped with
one of these Anderson suits an a\-iator is conipletely protected
against the wind. It would be particul.uly useful to sea-plane
jjilots and observers, who mav ha\i; on occasion to wade in

shallow waters. It can be packed up into a very small com-
pass, and as the price is only three guineas there should be a

brisk demand.—D. W. T.

The Week-end at Hendon.
The weather on Saturday was, for once, most suitable for

flying, and a large number of flights were made. The first

was b^' Mr. Baumann, who came out at 3 o'clock on the 6o-h.p.

Caudron. From then until dark exhibitions were constantly

being given and numerous passengers were taken u\>, many of

the latter, as usual, naval and milit.ary officers. The pilots

were : Messrs. Roche-Kelly on a 50 Boalty-Wright, G. W.
Beatty on a 60 Beat ty-Wright, J. L. Hall on a 50 Caudron,
Osipenko and Winter on 50 Grahamc-\\'hite biplanes, .',nd

Warren and N'irgilio on 45 Caudrons.
On Sunday it was ]3ractically calm all day, and the same

]iilots were out again \\ith the exception of Mr. Hall. School

work was going on from morning till night, being scarcelv

interrupted, if at all, bv the exhibition flights which were
numerous during the. afternoon. The attendance was only

moderately good considering Dlie excellent weacher, but this

was probably accounted for by the nearness of tihe Whitsun
holidays, when special attractions are being arranged.

The management of the London Aerodrome are making e\-ery

effort to ensure tliat the Whitsun flying shall be as plentiful

and entertaining as possible under war conditions. It is too

early to do more than hint at the week-end programme, but
one of the features will probably be an Inter-School contest, in

which teams from the different flying schools will take part.

The ,'iProdrome will be open to the public on Saturday, Sunday
and Monday.

Phone— 114 Windermere

Wire— "Aircraft, Windermere'

UITION on Tractor and Propeller Biplanes

and Monoplanes of British construction and

design. Instruction by English gentlemen.

NORTHERN AIRCRAFT Co.
^ —LTD

BOWNESS-ON-WINDERMERE.

KINDLY MENTION "THE AEROPI^NE " WHEJW CORRESPONDING WITH ADVERTISERS.
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ScKoolTHE
RECOGNISED
BRITISH SCHOOL.

Those desirous of applying for

Commissions
in the

ROYAL AIR SERVICES
should write to us at once for full

particulars of our special inclusive

course in AVIATION,

ALL PUPILS ARE INSTRUCTED ON
TRACTOR lilPLANiiS ^GOVERNMENT
TYPE), WHICH ARE 1 IT TED THROUGH-
OUT WITH STANDARD CONTROLS.

THE ONLY SCHOOL
controlled by a Staff with

years of practical experi'

ence in School Teaching.

The HALL SCHOOL
OF FLYING

The London Aerodrome, N,W,

Phone: KINGSBURY 142.

School and Weather Reports.

Hendon

East Coast ...
j

South Coast. .

I

Lake'^District ^

Mod, Tues. Wea. 1 burb. Fii. bat. bun.

Fine Fine Fine ^ Rain Fine Fine Fine

Fine Fine
rino,a.m

Wet p. in,
j Wet Fine ' Fine Fine

Fine Fine Fine [ Rain Fine
Fine

Show'y Fine

Fine Fine Windy Windy Fine '.Fine Fine

Hendon.—Ax the GRAHAMii-Wi-im; Scuoor..— Iiisi'i uctors :

.Mi'sbi's. Russell and Wiiiler. Pupils wilh instr. : Proli. Fll.

•Sub-Liculs. Leigh, Dc Roeper, De Ville, Pennington, Simpson,

.Sniylie and Wain. I'upil doing sti ts. alone : Prob. Fit. Sub-
Lieut. Wain. Circs, with instr, : Prob. Fit. Sub. Lieut. Hot)d.

Half-circs. : Prob. Ht. Sub-Lieut. \\'aiii. 8's or circs. ,don(j :

Prob. Fit. Sub-Lieuts. Burling, Greer and Colcni,in. Landing

practice : Prob. Fit. Sub-Lieuts. Coleman, Greer, Mood
and Burling. Certificates were taken during the week bv

Prob. Fll. Sub-I^ieuts. Coleman and Burling. Machines :

Grahame-White biplanes.

.\t toe Londun and Provi,\ci.'\l Aviaiion Co.'s Scuuol.,—
1 1'.stritctors for Ihe week: Messrs. Warren and Smiles.

l^upil with inslructor : Mr. Turner.

Pi;pils doing straights or rolling alone : Messrs. Allen,

rianchonnnc, Bell, Irwing, Tiu'ner, and Redgrave Gumner.
t'upils doing S"s or circuits : Messrs. .Mien and Ueschanips.

Mr. Deschamps took a good ticket on Tuesday morning.

Machines : 3 L. and P. bi]jlanes.

.\t 'tut; BEATtv School of Flvinc;, f.iu.—Instructors of the

week : Messrs. G. W. Beatty, W. Roche-Kelly, C. B. Prodgcr,

and Bransby Williams.

Pupils at work dm-ing week with instructor : Messrs. All-

cock {55), Bright (25), Chalmers (30), Chapelle (22), Grossman

(5), Crowe (27), de Meza (5), Faning (10), Fitz Herbert (20),

b'raser (90), Hay (63), Johnston (5), Roche (75), Summers {63),

'i'onilinson (10), Vickers (5), Whincup (8), Wiles (5), Wain-
wright (10), Hodgson (10), King (5), Jones (5), Davison (7),

Eaton (7).

Certificates were taken during the week by Messrs. Allcock,

Bright, Fraser, and Roche.

Machines in use : Beatty-Wright dual control and single-

seater propeller biplanes and Caudron biplanes.

Exhibition flights were given on Saturday and Sunday by

Messrs. Beatty and Roche-Kelly, and two passenger-flights

were taken in the course of the week.

At the Hall School.—Last week the following work was

accomplished:—On Tuesday morning Mr. Snook {14 mins.).

a.nd Mr. Hatchman (15). During the afternoon the following

pupils received instruction, Messrs. Hamer (14), Booker (15),

Millbourne (7), Mason (5), Cook (3), Bayley (4), Ha-tchman (4),

APitchell (6), and Lieut. Jowett (3). On Wednesday Mr. Hill

made; a number of good straights (20), Messrs. Furlong (8j,

Snook (it)), Bayley (20), Millbourne (25). On Friday Mr. Hill

out on No. I machine, making a number of good straights,

and Lieut. Blythe, 6 good straights. Messrs. Cook (6), Snook

(o). Furlong (4), Hamer (9), Snowdon (7), Bayfey (6), Hatch-

man (10), Booker (8), and Snook (7). On Saturday Lieut,.

Blythe, 6 straight flights and 2 half-circuits, and Mr. Hill 4

straight flights and 3 half-circuits. F'urlong, 6 straight flights,

and Messrs. Mitchell (5), and "Hamer (8) rolling. On Sunday

Lieut. Blythe, 6 straight flights and 2 half-circuits. Hill 3

straight flights and 3 half-circuits, and Minot 4 straight

flights. Lieut Jowett rolling (16).

At the Ruffy-Baumann School.—Instructors : Messrs. Bau-

mann, James, Virgilio, Ruffy and Winchester. Pupils. Mon. :

Mr. Roobaert 8's (24 mins.), Mr. Hudson joined for

^ hom's extra practice. Tues. : Messrs. Sykes (6), Jack-

son (6), England (b), Blandy (6), Cole (6) on 45 Caudron,

Messrs. May with instructors on 60 Caudron, Wed, :

Messrs. Cole (4), King (12); another pupil joined for extra

practice on the 60 Caudron. Frid. : Messrs, Sykes (6), Cole

(S), Bl.indy (2) on the 45 Caudron, S.it. : Good day's work, all

|)upils much ]3ractlce. Sun. : Many passengers carried and

considerable practice accomplished by all pupils. Certificate

taken by M. Rooljaert (Belgian) on Tuesday at good altitude.

He has now returned to Belgium for war service. Mr. Jackson
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ticket also on Tuesday. Machines : 60-h.p. Caudron, so-h.p.
Caudron and 45-h.p. Caudron. On Mondny passengers were
carried by M. Baumann, and on Sunday. Altogether a very
excellent week for school and general work. Three more pupils
ready for ticket and vacancies now for new pii|jils

;
a]jply

Manager.

On Tuesday Mr. \'irgilio made his first attempt on a

Caudron, ^nd within two hours jppeared to have complete
mastery of tlhe machine. Befi)re evening his acrobatics were
attributed by spectators to a pilot of considerably more ex-
perience witli the type. On Wediesday a party of twelve
visitors arrived for the purpose of having flights. The v.ind-

gauge registered between 25 and 35 miles per hour, and tvso

of the party registered between 15 and 16 stone, but Mr.
Baumarm took the dozen up, one after tlie other, on the 60-h.p.

Caudron.
Windermere.

—

.At tee Northern Aircr.aft Co.'s School.-—
Instrs. : Messrs. V\". Rowland Ding, C. L. Pashley, and J.

L-ankester Parker. Pupils with instr. on machine : Fit Lt.

L. L. Atherton (20 mins), Prob. Fit. Sub-Lts. R. M. Clifford

(23), W T,. Graham (28), L. VV. Hodges (31), J. D. Hume
(18), C. Perrett (16), F. R. Layer (18), Messrs. C. A. Barlx;r

(16), W. Laidler (15), N. K. Lawton (59), D. S. C. Macaskie

(54), F. H. M. Macintyre (9), G. M. Part (9), H. P. Reid (9),

H. Robinson (38), G. L. Railton (77), J. F. Ridgway (12),

S. J. Sibley (27), H. Slingsby (15), E. R. Vates (57). Pupils
doing strts. : Fit. Lt. L. L. Atherton, Messrs. H. Sling&by,

G. L. Railton, H. P. Reid. 8's or circs. : R. Buck, out for

ticket, but rising wind prevented continuance. Machines :

N.A.C. Avro tractor, dual control, 50 Gnome, N.-A.C. pro-

peller monoplane, 80 Gnome.
Messrs. Ding, Pashley and Parker out testing or giving

demonstration flights. Mr. C. Fleming Will'ams delivered

an illustrated technical lecture on "Internil Comhu-.tion Kn-
gines." after which students were conducted roimd the works
and shown the various applications of theoretical findings.

WOOD FOR ALL PARTS OF AEROPLANES
Machined to your Sizes or Sections.

Best Quality Silver Spruce, Ash, Walnut, 3-ply etc.

W. G. EVANS & SONS,
1—4. WILLIAMS MEWS, STANHOPE STREET,

HUSTON ROAD, LONDON, N.W.
Phone : Museum 2458.

LEARTVIIVO TO P'l.Y
All those who intend to learn Flying or who are

interested in how men fly should read

Price 5 e net.'' Tlie Alr-mai:! "price 3 6 net

By MAJOR C. MELLOR, RE
John Lane, The Bodley Head, Vigo Street, W.

ABSOLUTELY INDISPENSABLE FOR PUPILS."—The Aeroplane

C. G. SPENCER & SONS.
HIGHBURY GROVE. LONDON, N.

Contractors to the Admit alty and War CKMce.

Manufacturers of

Aeroplanes, Airships, Balloons, and

Aeronautical Apparatus of every description.

Fabric, Propellers and Accessories.

WriU for List.

TeUgrams : "AEttonAvi, LoitDon." Ttlephcnt: Dalston 1893.

MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS
All advertisements for this column should arrive at this

office by 6 p.m. MONDAY to ensure insertion.

For the convenience of Advertisers, replies can be received at

the office of "THE AEROPLANE," 166, Piccadilly, W.
Special PREPAID Rate—18 words 1/6; Situations wanted
ONLY— 18 words |/- id. per word after.

PATENTS.

The owner of British Patent No. 11,355 of 1910, en-
titled " Improvements in Aeroplanes," is desirous of
disposing of the patent or entering into working
arrangements, unoer license or otherwise, with firms
likely to be interested in the same A copy of the
patent specification and full particulars can be
obtained from and offers made (for transmission to
the owner) to Marks & Clerk, 57 & 58, Lincoln's Inn
Fields, London, W.C.

HOW TO TAKE OUT P.^TENTS IN ENGLAND AND
ABROAD." (By Arthur E. Edwards, F.C.I.P.A.) es.

post free.

—

Arthur Edwards & Co., Ltd., Patent Agents and
Consulting Engineers, Chancery Lane Station Chambers,
W.C. 'Phone 4536 Holborn.

PATENTS ; trade m'arks ; inventors advised free.—King's
Patent Agency, Ltd., 165, Queen Victoria Street, Lon-

don. 28 years' references.

TUITION.

London and Provincial
aviation co.

SCHOOL OF FLYING
The Aepodrome, Hendon, N.W.

Learn to fly at our School on new and up-to-date maobines. We teach
you to control the machine yourself and develop y«ur own individu-
ality. Our instructors have had years of experience and we guarantee
satisfaction. Enquiries welcomed. Phone: Kingsbury 102

SITUATIONS VACANT.
W.'\NTED, Fitters, Erectors, and men for all branches of

aeroplane work. There are also vacancies foi two good
Foremen. Applications can only be entertained from men not

at the moment engaged on this kind of work for other manu-
facturers. Applicants who have not already had experience

ill the construction of aircraft, but whose present trade would
be of assistance, such as cabinet-makers, boat-builders, wire-

workers, sheet metal-workers, welders, upholsterers, engfi-

neers' fitters, etc., etc., should also apply. The hours will

be from 6 .a.m. to 6 p.m., with overtime till 8.30 p.m., for

those physically capable. Saturdays, 6 a.m. to 5 p.m. Sun-

days, 8 a.m. to I p.m. Good wages, with bonus on produc-

tion. Fares paid to men stopping minimum two months.

Long engagement to really first-class capable men.—Apply

by letter, stating fully past experience, references, wage ex-

pect<id, to the Portholme .Aerodrome, Ltd., St. John Street,

Huntingdon.

PROPELLERS.
CHAUVIERE'S famous Integral Propellers hold all records;

used by all leading aviators. The best.—Sole proprietors

for Great Britain and Colonies, The Integral Propeller Co.,

Ltd., IB, Elthorne Road, Upper Holloway, N. Telephone:

Hornsey 2345. Telegrams: "Aviprop (Upholl), London."

EBORA PROPELLER COMPANY, Kingston-on-Thames.
—Propellers as supplied to the leading aviators during

the last five years ; finished wood parts for aeroplanes, aero-

foils, patterns, etc.

FOR SALE.
GENTLEMAN'S 1914 Model de Luxe Cycle, fitted with

B.S.A. 3-speed gear. Latest improvements, gear case,

all accessories, new last September. Reason explained.

Accept ;£J4 15s.
;

approval willingly.—58, Cambridge Street,

Hyde Park, London, W. (x)
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PHOTOGRAPHS.
PILOT PORTRAITS
The F N B Series of Copy-
right Pilot Portraits includes

all the most notable Pilots of
'

the Flying World. Unmounted, post free, Sizes 12 by 10 in.,

2S. 6d. ; 8 by 6 in., is. 6d. ; 6 by 4 in., is. 2d. Mention The
Aeroplane and write for NEW LIST of 350 pilots.

The photographs in the "F. N. B." series can be obtained

from F. N. Birkett direct at the above prices.

F. IV. BIRKETT
97 PERCY ROAD, SHEPHERD'S BUSH, LONDON. W.

WE 11 A VE THE MEN OF THE MOMENT.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
JOINILR, wilh fn-sl-c!ass cxpcrii'iici: in lin.ii iiirni of

sc'iplaiic woiks, (Jesires liorlli inDiicili.itrly wln'ir ,111

o|)|)(irlunily would lie gi\ cn for ad\ Miucnicnt.—Box (147, "'I he

.Acropl.Tpc, " idli, ricc.idilh', London, W.

SIl()R•^II.\^|)-^^'^i.ST and General ('Ink (inalr), uv d lo

roulinc <if ai'i iinaulical rni;inerrs' eil'lici-. i-i'Liuin'-. n -

eni;;ii;X'nu'n(.—\\ rile, giving' lull p.uiiculai s .mil -.il.n y olicn'd,

to Box 646, " The Aeropl.inc, " uni, PiccadilU . London, \\ .

(iO-80

ENGINE WANTED.
l iRl'^LN, 4-c\ l., w ,Urr-cooLd, n^ w, li'aclor or

sh,T, u ill/ i-.idi.ilor..— \". Ho<llo\, .S-<, Loaden-

h.ill .Sli-oi'l, L.C.

MISCELLANEOUS.
4 LRON.VLmCAL ENG I N F.ERING.— Correspondence lui-

1\ tion in sections or complete course, 12 lessons.—British

School of Engineering, 36, Maiden Lane, W.C.

1) O.XRO RESIDENCE at HENDON for AVIATORS.—
\) " Halherley, " Colindale, f.icing enlr.ince to .Aerodrome.

Most convenient and comfort.ible. Moderate terms.

HARDV\'OOD for Aeroplanes. S|x;cially selected, air-dried

timber as supplied to leading constructors in Britain and

Ihe Continent. Silver Spruce, .Ash, Poplar; Hickory and Ash
.Skids

;
Threcplv ; Thin Cedar and Mahoganv for Floats ; Wal-

nut for Propellers.—William Mallinson .ind Son's, Ltd., Mack-
ney Road. 'Phone, 3854 Central, 4770 Wall.

LUNCH. TEA. or SUP at-

'*TH£ AERO RESTAURANT."
(Just outside Ihe Kates of Itie Hendon Aerodrome.)

Pretty Tea-Gardens, with awnings, for hne weather. Glasr-sittcj
" Sun-Pariour" for cold weather.

Best of Food, well cooked and neatly served.

Lunch from Is. 6d. Tca from 6d.

h'i: Trad-e [MENDING .
Mark.

,

LIQUID SCOTCH
' .'Ready ..fbrVuse^s^'Once,,

;

;

ITSED BY THE LKADIN'Q AEROPLANE dONSTRLictORS.
MOISTURE PROOF.

! MENDINE CO., 8, Artljur Slrtfet, London Bridge, E C. , V

MODELS.

Some
Instructor !

!

T. W. K. CLARKE & CO-
HAMPTON WICK. MIDDLESEX.

Supply British Built Model Aeroplanes, and all Accessories
for makine. iiend stamp for Lists.

IV/F Q MODEL .'\eroplancs and Accessories. Set of parts

lTj.«lO»vyt with drawings for constructing: Model 24 in. by

30 in. 2s. 6d.

We stock everything for models, compressed air engines,

etc.—Murray, Son and Co., 387a, High Road, High Cross,

Tottenham, N. - - (x)

ED. BAUMANN
The Famous Teacher of

is our Chief Instructor

Read what "The Aeroplane " (12^/1 j\hiy, 1915) says

of our School and of Mr. Ed. Bauraann :

— " .

is not lacking in eihciency, for the outfit is of the very

best. . . . Mr. E. Baumann lias probably had as

much experience in teaching as any living pilot, for

since he first became an Instructor he has been res-

ponsible for over a hundred pupils."

"The Aeroplane "continues:— " Mr. Baumann, asan hislrucior,

has really a remarkable list to his credit, anions; them being
;

.

Capt. CoNRAN, D.S.O. (Flight Comm. I^.F.C, meiiuoned in

'^"bp^'^L^'a. Strange (1-light Comm, R.F.C., and awarded

the Military Cross). „ „ ^ j ,„
Capt. n: W. Noel (Flight Couin.. R.F.C., mentioned in

despatches).
Captains Chamier, Jennings, and Billing.

Lieutenants Adams, Ambler, Clark Holbiow Stodart,

Feever, F. W: Gooden', and H.de Havilland, on ihe military

side, and on the naval side. Comm. Ushorn, R.N., and I^ieut.

Hicks R.N. Among well-known civilian aviators taught by

him are Messrs. Rufl y, Rowland Ding, Roche-Kelly, liosser,

Virgilio. J. H. James, and H. H. James. . . . The equipment

. consists of four Caudrons, two with to h.p. Gnomes, htted with

dual control,- one 50 h.p. Gnome and a h.p. Anz^ni. in

addition to these, two more 50 Gnome Caudions are being built

at the works in Baker Street. . . . No other i-chool has a

similar collection of machines ot --uch comparatively high

RIIFFY - BAUMANN
SCHOOL OF FLYING
-—HENDON, N.W.—

OFFICES AN]) WORKS—
Kendall's Mews,
Portman Square,.,

Telephone

:

504S PADU.

London
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I The Sopwith Aviation Co., Ltd.
= CONTRACTORS TO THE ADMIRALTY AND WAR OFFICE
s
I Offices and Works KINGSTON-ON-THAMES

Telephone: TeleCrama;

Kindston 774 (3 Lines). " Sopwithi Kin£ston,"
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THOMAS TRACTOR
BIPLANES

For SPEED VARIATION
m.p h.

Maximum 8 1.11 with useful

Minimum 38 I 800 lbs.

THOMAS BROS. AEROPLANE Co. (Inc.) Ithaca, New York, U.S.A.

European Representative : OLIVER W. THOMAS. "The Mount," Mavelstone Rd., Bromley, Kent.

TELEPHONE 394 BROMLEY.

Printed for The Aeroplane and General Publishing Company, Limited, by Bonner & Co., The Chancery Lane Press, Rolls
Passage, London, E.C. ; and Published by Wm. Dawson & Sons, Limited, at Rolls House, Breams Buildings, London.
Branches in Canada, Toronto, Montreal, and Winnipeg ; in South Africa : Cape Town, Johannesburg, and Durban.
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VOL. VIII. [^^"'™nVv™er.''°J WEDNESDAY, MAY 26, 1916. No. 21

rhologiaphs by F. N. Birkett, 97, Peicy Road, Shepherd's Bush, \V.

Top Row. Left to Right :—Prob. Flight Sub Lieut. J. F. Potts, R.N.A.S. (Grahame White School), Certificate 1188 ; Mr.

R. W. Kenworthv (Beatty School). Certificate 1222; Prob. Fit. Sub Lieut. H. S. Kerby, R.N..\ S. (Grahame White School),

Certificate 1214.

Lower Row. Left to Right :—Mr. J. F. Stevens (Hail School), Certificate 1024 (now acting as instructor at the Hall

School); Mr. P. C. Cooper (Beatty School), Certificate 1208; Prob. Fit. Sub Lieut. A. F. F. Jacob (Grahame White School),

Certificate 1200; Sergt. Leslie Hlaydon, R.F.C. (Ruffy-Baumann School), Certificate 1173.
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The Aircraft (0., £tl

Hold the SOLE RIGHTS DIRECT
from the FARMAN BROTHERS

for the building of

HENRY & MAURICE FARMAN

Aeroplanes
AND

Hydro-Aeroplanes.

In Great Britain and the Oversea

Dominions.

Works and Flying Ground

HENDON.

Offices :

47. VICTORIA STREET. S W

Contractors to

H.M. Admiralty and War OflBce.

Handley Page, Ltd.
OFFICES AND WORKS:

110, CRICKLEWOOD LANE,
LONDON, N.W.

AEROPLANE
MANUFACTURERS.

Telephone—
HAMPSTEAD 7025 (2 lines.)

Telegrams

—

HYDROPHID, CRICKLE,'
LONDON.

«<

«.<

«<

«<

«<
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«<
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I
NOTHING BETTER

«<
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A. V. ROE & CO., LTD
MANCHESTER

Telegrams:

TRIPLANE
Telephone:

837 FAILSWORTH

FLYING
AT
HENDON

THE Aerodrome is open to

the Public every day as
usual. Special Exhibition and
Passenger Flights EVERY
THURSDAY, SATURDAY &
s [//VD/i F afternoon from
3 p.m. (Weather permitting).

PASSENGER FLIGHTS, £2 2s.

Admission 6d., Is. and 2s. 6d. (Chil-

dren, half-price). Motors, 2s. 6d.

(includes Chauffeur). Soldiers and

Sailors (in uniform) free.

THE GRAHAME-WHITE SCHOOL OP
PLYING, HENDON, N.W.

THE Grahame-White Aviation Co.. Ltd., Aeronautical Engin-
eers and Constructors, proprietors of the London Aerodrome

,

H endon, N.W Teleg.: " Vo!plane, Hyde, London." Telephone :

ISO Kingsbury (4 lines). West End Offices : 32, Regent St., W .

Teleg.: Claudigram, Piccy., London.'' Telephone: 4123 Regent.

I.-

KINDLY MENflGN "THE AEROPL.ANE" WHEN CORRESPONDING WITH ADVERTISERS.
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The Editorial and Advertising Offices o! "Tbie Aeroplane"

are at 166, Piccadilly, W.
Telegraphic Address : Aileron, London. 'Phone : Mayfair 5407.

Accounts, and all correspondence relating thereto, should be

sent to the Registered Offices of "The Aeroplane and General
Publishing Co., Ltd.," Rolls House, Breams Buildings, E.C.

The Editor cannot undertake to return unsolicited manu-
scripts, whether accompanied by stamps or not, though everj

endeavour will be made to do so.

"The Aeroplane" is not connected with any other business

at the same address, whether associated with Aeronautics or

not.

Subscription Rate, post free: Home, 3 months, 1 8 ; 6 months, 3/3 ; 12 months, 6/6. Abroad, 3 months 2,2 ; 6 months, 44 ; 12months.8/8

On Cabinet Making,
Cabiuet-makiiig seems to be the leading industry of

the British Empire at the moment. I do not mean
that kind of cabinet-making which has merely pro-
duced a trade union which interferes with the produc-
tion of aircraft, but the still more serious kind which
interferes with the efEcienc}^ of the whole of the King's
Armed Forces. Assassination by newspaper is per-
haps less harmful to the immediate victim than is

assassination by more primitive methods, but it is more
costly to the nation, in that it destroys confidence in

the Is^ation's leaders, and holds up supplies for those
who are risking their lives in the Nation's service
more effectually than if tht- Cabinet went on strike.

Whether the Secretarj' of State for War is being-
assassinated by the Harmsworth Press or whether the
First Lord of the Admiralty is being assassinated hy
the Bathurst-Beresford Press it means that the men in

the trenches and the men at sea suffer for it. It means
that none of "Kitchener's men" at the War Office and
none of "Churchill's men" at the Admiralty will com-
mit themselves to anything definite till it is settled

whether their "chief" is to go or not, and whether the}'

themselves are to be pitched out after him or are to be
promoted for sticking to him in his time of trouble. Con-
sequently, new contracts for armament, new schemes
for the defeat of Germany, new appointments to im-
portant commands, and so forth, are hung up till a lot

of press-men and politicians have finished xomiting
ink and hot air over their betters.

Without considering the rights or wrongs of the
question one cannot help seeing that simple sudden
death would have been cheaper for the nation, in that

if a man is merely dead someone else takes his place
at once, whereas if he and all his retainers are in a

state of suspended animation time and mone}^ are

wasted. Mark you, I am merely regarding the
economic side of the question, for I am iuUy con^inced
that any absolute change in control at the War Office

and Admiralty cannot be for the better, and we shall

be jolly lucky if it is not for the worse.

The War Olfice Trouble.

Granted that Lord Kitchener is not all that he was
"cracked up to be"—seeing that he is onh' a human
being and not a superman—can anyone find a better

head? Some egregious ass has suggested that K.
should leave the organisation side to Mr. Lloyd George
and that he should himself take command in the field.

I fancy most soldiers would rather see the process

reversed.

K. of K. is a Sapper, also he is a proved and Heaven-
sent organiser, but he is not what Brother Boer calls a

"Fecht General"—ask any officer who was at Paarde-
burg, the only time K. ever commanded on the field of

battle. K. may not be the organiser that he was fifteen

years ago, and there may be l:ietter organisers in the
Army to-day, but this is not the time for experiments
in organisation any more than it is the time for experi-

ments in new types of aircraft when we want every
engine and every stick of timber for machines of proved
effectiveness.

Mr. Lloyd George, on the other hand, is a born
"scrapper," which is the exact opposite to a "sapper,"

and he might quite conceivably be a Celtic Joshua sent

for the salvation of the British Army—anyhow, his

name is David, a sportsman whom he resembles in

tnany of his characteristics. However, in either case, Sir

John French's job does not seem in any particular

jeopardy from the Political Cabinet-Makers' dis-Union.
Kitchener on Aircraft.

So far as aircraft are concerned Lord Kitchener ha =

been a good friend to the R.F.C. There is a legend
that many months ago he sent to a certain department
at the War Office asking how many squadrons of aero-

planes could be raised in a certain time. The officer

to whom the question was put {being of a sanguine,

temperament) sent back a memorandum naming a

figure which would, by its vastness, have staggei'ed

the inept retail mind of a mere Seely. The memo-
randum promptly came back, and written on it in K.'s

own hand was the simple instruction—"This figure

must be doubled."
If that represents K.'s views on aeroplanes one can

scarcely write him off as a back number. Possibly he

is not the Strong Man for which we have been longing,

but one doubts whether any man is strong enough to

do what is wanted in this country at the moment, for

that man must be a military dictator, who will defy

a'l outside influences and be equally superior to the

brewery interests, the armament ring, the American
finance' ring—which is messing up armament contracts

abroad—the Cecil family, the Nonconformist conscience

and its hangers-on, the" teetotal fanatics, the Irish par-

ties, and all the other little cliques and cabals which

are hampering progress and wasting lives.

We want either a "Napoleon or a Cromwell, and when
he arrives I shall be pleased to throw up this job and

serve him in any capacity, however humble. Mean-

time, if K. is neither, he is a good man at his job,

within his limitations, and one cannot admire the Con-

servative Party for using his limitations as a lever by

which to squeeze themselves into the Cabinet.

I am told, from the inside of things, that the Oppo-

sition Front Bench clique threatened that unless they

were allowed to share power in the Cabinet they would

force a debate on the Armament question, and expose

K.'s alleged mistakes. Unfortunately, their "gaff"

seems to have been "blown" bv the Harmsworth Press,

which may after all have done it on purpose to spike

their guns. Anyhow, both parties are so hopelessly

inept that it really matters very little which is m
power or whether both dip out of the same pot, and

share the plunder.
Mr. Churchill.

Mr. Churchill's case concerns these connected with

aviation even more intimately than does that of Lord

Kitchener. Mr. Churchill has always been a young

man in a hurrv. Young men in hurries have made

most of the mistakes in history, but they have also

made most of the progress. Mr. Churchill took a. long-

odds gamble on capturing the Dardanelles with the

Fleet alone. Many experienced sailors agreed with

him in doing so. If he had won he would have been

hailed as an Heaven-inspired genius. He failed, and

so lie is damned for a reckless fool by people who are
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bigger fools without even the saving grace of reckless-
ness. He was condemned over the Antwerp business
on just as little justification.

It seems certain, in any case, that Mr. Churchill will
leave the Admiralty. He will be mourned very sin-
cerely by the majority of sailors, for his bull-at-a-gate
methods, mixed as they were with a high degree of
sportsmanship and mental activity, are precisely such
as appeal to most sailors, for in every sailor worth his
salt a touch of the pirate survives, even as the rvolf
persists in every dog.
Not only the R.N.A.S. but the R.F.C. owe then-

present supply of aeroplanes to Mr. Churchill, for
without his backing the Air Department at the Ad-
miralty could not have ordered aeroplanes as it did,
and several firms would have been "broke" which have
since supplied both the Navy and Army with their
most efficient and most effectiAc aeroplanes wTiich
have enabled both vServices to acquire and maintain
that "personal ascendancy" over German aviators
which has been so largely used for ad\'ertising pur-
poses by those hostile to the aeroplane industry.

Mr. Churchill's Influence.

Moreover, by taking to flying himself, Mr. Churchill
influenced many of those in high places, and thereby
spread confidence in the future of aircraft among people
who would never have believed in it if their knowledge
had been derived solely from watching or reading of
the performances of aerial acrobats

It would, therefore, be almost a calainit3' for aviation
in general if Mr. Churchill were cut off from all connec-
tion with it. Fortunately, there is little fear of sucli
a calamity, for he is too strong a man to let himself be
'

' Stellenbosched . '

'

There is talk of his going to the India Office. That
would be certain to lead to trouble, for his methods
are not such as would blend with the immovable East.
One recalls Mr. Kipling's lines :

—
"And the end of the fight is a tombstone white, with

the name of the late deceased,
"And the epitaph drear—'A fool lies here, who tried

to hustle the East.' "

Mr. Churchill is not a fool, but the East would pro-
bably wear him down, and, anyhow, his energies would
be wasted.

A Chance for the Colonies.

There is also a rumour that he may go to the Colonial
Office. Here he would have greater prospects of suc-
cess, for his hustling methods,"derived, doubtless, from
his American ancestry, would probablj^ agree with
those of other young men in a hurry on the outposts of
'the Empire. One cannot imagine him censuring a

dead officer for being too xenturesome, as occurred in
that very unpleasant incident in the history of vSomali-
land last year. Moreover, his belief in aircraft would
find justification 111 the Colonies, where there is greater
scope for land and water aeroplanes than there is at
home. At the Colonial Office one can see Mr.
Churchill doing very great work for the Empire.

A Command in the Field.

Personally, however, I rather expect to see him do
what it has long seemed his ambition to do, namely,
to take an active part in the war. The Royal Naval
Division at "H.M.S. Crystal Palace" and elsewhere
has long been known in certain places as "Churchill's
Army," and it is such just as the New Armies are
"Kitchener's Army.'
Nothing would be more in keeping with Mr.

Churchill's temperament than that he should take com-
mand of that force, and of a corresponding detachment
of R.N.A.S. aircraft, and wade into the war at some
point where hard fighting and brave leadership can be
effective. He is sufficiently a soldier to obey orders
as i^art of a general scheme, so long as he can fight his

own corner in his own fashion. And his corner would
be worth watching. It would be an "all in" fight,

without rules or formulise, and it would result either in

ilistiiictioii or extinction for all concerned. There
would be no half-measures about it. And, I fanc}-,

most real fighting men would like to be in it.

A Debt of Gratitude.

In any case, tlie whole country owes Mr. Churchill
a debt of gratitude, firstly, for his action in preserving
iuul encouraging the supply of aeroplanes, and,
secondly, for his mobilisation of the Fleet at Spithead
in Jul^^ The "monkey-jacket Review" at which the
R.N.A.vS. made its first official appearance bottled the
( "rerman Fleet and ensured our food supplies.

There is a legend that the hint to mobilise came from
Italy, where someone discovered and told someone in

England that the German Government had asked the
Italian Government what course it would take in the
event of England declaring war in alliance with France
and Russia if Germany and Austria attacked Russia.
The truth of that legend can only become known years
hence, but one likes to believe it. Also, one likes to

think that Italy would have joined us months ago if

she had been sufficiently armed. Anyhow, America
probably knows better than most people how much
armament Italy has bought in the last ten months.
There is also a legend that the air of Italy is excellent

for eye-strain when Cabinet Ministers are afflicted

thereby. Italy is so far away when one wishes to view
things at close quarters. But that is another story.

However, whatever course Mr. Churchill chooses to

pursue, the Nation owes him much and wishes him
well. There is a saying in the country round Blenheim
that there was never a Churchill who was sane and
never a Churchill who was a fool. Mr. Winston
Churchill may not be sane according to the old respect-

able stupid English standard, the fact that he is inte-

rested in aircraft proves it, for no sane person would
ever waste his time on aeroplanes when it is so much
easier to make a fortune by selling butter or beer, or

something that e\eiybody wants. But he may rest

assured that all of us other lunatics who have staked
the work of our lives on aviation appreciate his high
qualities.—C. G. G.

On What Mig
Nothing has e\ er confirmed the soundness of the

views set forth in this paper by various writers so
well as the brief but highly important speech of the
Assistant-Director of Militaiy Aeronautics at the
annual meeting of the Aeronautical Society on Thurs-
day last. This officer, himself a pilot of abilitj^ and
experience, speaking with intimate personal know-
ledge both of the past and present state of the aircraft

industry and the iKses of aeroplanes on active service,

emphasised quality after quality as being necessary
in military aeroplanes, all of which qualities have been
preached in this paper as desirable during the last two
or three, and, in some cases, almost four years

In that period those men with whom I have had the
good fortune to be associated on this paper and I my-

it Have Been.
self have preached till we were sick of writing, and till

mau}^ readers must ha\e been sick of reading, of the

need for British-built engines, of the superiority of

aeroplanes of British design and construction—if given

a fair chance—of the need for greater speed, of the

absolute necessity for greater climbing and lifting

power, of the desirability of inherently stable and yet

controllable machines so that pilots of mediocre
qualitj' could be used with effect, thus leaving the

highly skilled pilots free for special duties.

Many officers of the R.F.C. agreed whole-heartedly

with our long fight for efficiency and effectiveness

combined, for they, poor chaps, were the "toad be-

neath the harrow," who knew what was wanted. It is

even possible that some senior officers sympathised
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with our efforts, but were powerless to better the
state of affairs which then existed. The opinions of
the practical men, the men whose lives were risked
every day in peace time on dangerous machines—which
cost many of those lives—were overborne by the
theories of pseudo-scientists who had their own axes
to grind, and who were ready to sacrifice the lives of
any number of simple soldiers until such time as they
managed, by stealing the ideas of rival manufacturers,
to produce something they could persuade the higher
military authorities to believe to be at once their own,
and worth using.

Good Work by British Machines.

When we were beseeching the War Office to support
British aeroplane makers with orders, the technical
advisers of the War Office were doing their best to
prevent the R.F.C. from buying aeroplanes of inde-
pendent design. Yet when war broke out what
machines did the best work—not the most work, for
there were few of them—but the best work in out-flying
and out-climbing the German machines ? The fastest
single seaters were the Bristol "tabloids," and the
fastest two-seaters were the Avros. They were the
only machines used by the R.F.C. which could tackle
the new German Aviatik and Albatros biplanes. Yet
for six months and more before the war we had been
ramming the capabilities of those German machines
down the Government's throat, without result.

These British machines with 80-h.p. Gnomes had to
beat the German machines with iio-h.p. Mercedes
engines, and they did it successfully.

What Engines We Might Have Had.

Two years, at least, before the war, we begged for
encouragement for British engines. The Green was
the only engine made in this country which had proved
its quality and reliability. One at least of the tech-
nical advisers of the War Office told the makers of that
engine that they were strongly advising the R.F.C. to

buy their engines, yet we learned from other sources
that the engine was being officially condemned by cer-

tain of the said technical advisers. The reason was
disclosed in this paper when we showed that some of

these technical advisers were trjnng to produce an
engine of their own. That engine has now appeared,
and has given wonderful power for its weight—for a

while—but it is still very far from proving its relia-

bility. It still cracks cylinders, breaks valves, and does
other foolish things. Yet, thanks to its designers'

"pull," it is being ordered in quantities from motor-
car ffrms.

Meantime, when the Green Engine Company, refus-
ing to be squeezed out of business, had gone to the
expense of producing a loo-h.p. engine to compete
with the Mercedes, and had won the Naval and Mili-
tary Aero-Engine Competition handsomely, instead of
building one of these engines into a big tractor biplane
of the German t3'pe, which would be assured of success,
or allowing these engines to be used by independent
constructors for variants of their own successful types
of tractor biplanes, the R.F.C. 's technical advisers
deliberately "corner" the new Greens with the inten-
tion of using them on "pusher" biplanes of an obsolete
type, which is merely a variant of the fatal F.E.2
doctored up with experience acquired apparently from
the success of the Vickers gun-carrier with an abso-
lutely different type of engine.

The Multiple Engine Job.

A year ago we on this paper drew attention over and
over again to the possibilities of a dual-engine gun-
carrier, with a fuselage instead of tail-booms. Dual,
and even quadruple, engined machines have
already been proved a reasonable proposition by
Sikorski in Russia, and by the Caudron people in
France, yet these precious technical advisers go on
messing about with their obsolete tail-boom, single-
engine "pushers," making them worse by fitting a
big engine aft, which forces them to put the gun and
gunner yards out in front of everythiiig, and gives an
enormous longitudinal moment of inertia, which needs
a huge tail and elevator to control it.

Yet, if they had been gifted with even a gleam of

common sense they could have made a dual-engine
job which would have disposed their weights more
compactly, or, at any rate, in better proportion to

their surfaces, and would have given them speed and
climb undreamt of in this country, so far as gun-
carriers are concerned. And, by cornering the new
Green engines for their own futile machines they pre-
vent other designers with better brains from producing
better machines.
As the A.D.M.A. said, as the war goes on—and, in-

cidentally, it is going on for a long time yet—the
demand for speed, climb, and lift will become greater.

If the R.F.C. had listened to practical advisers instead
of technical advisers it could have had before the war
all the speed, climb and lift it is now likely to want.

The Gotha "Faike" (Falcon) biplane with Oberiirsel (German Gnome) 100 h p. motor. Germany's reply to our "tabloids.
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The Matter of Stability.

In the matter of stable aeroplanes also the R.F.C. is
months, if not years, behind where it might have been
if it had listened to practical men. Stable aeroplanes
have been made by small boys with bits of stick and
paper for years. Practical men, if supported by
orders, would have produced equally stable full-sized
machines two years or more ago. They did not pro-
duce them simply because they had to build what
people would buy, and lack of Government orders
assured that they had no money with which to experi-
ment. Nevertheless, quite a number of their machines
came as near being inherently stable as no matter.
The technical advisers of the R.F.C. had the money,

and how did they use it ? They found out, thanks
almost entirely t6 the late Mr. Busk, acting as a link
between theory and practice, how to make an aeroplane
which is ver3^ nearly if not quite stable. It is

curious that while Mr. Busk was alive he was con-
sidered, if one may judge by his employers' pay-
sheets, to be worth rather less than what a decent fitter

can draw in any engineering shop to-day. Now the
poor boy is dead, and his emploj^ers can extiact some
reflected glory from his halo, they pull various strings
to get him canonised in the hierarchy of aeronautics
hy securing for his memory an award which ostensibly
places him on a level with the late Wilbur Wright.
Yet, the late vStanley Franklin Cody, the great pioneer
of British aviation, had to be content with a silver
medal, and Mr. A. V. Roe, whose pirre genius has pro-
duced the most efficient aeroplane yet seen, who dis-

putes with Cody the honour of being the first man to
fly in England, and who was beyond dispute the first

Englishman to fly, is never even suggested as a pos-
sible recipient of honours from our leading scientific

body.
Unintelligent Anticipation

However, having discovered one way of many of

making a stable aeroplane, the R.F.C. 's technical
advisers proceeded to design, on the strength of those
discoveries, a machine to be driven by an apochryphal
engine which does not even yet exist. The machine
costs tw5ce as much both in time and money to build
as it need do. Anj'- practical man could halve them
both and make a better aeroplane. They foist it on to
the xmfortunate R.F.C. as a finished product. And
than the^^ fit into it an engine .giving 30-h.p. less than
that for which it was designed.
When I dared to criticise its performance, I was told

that it was designed for bigger horse-power. What
has that to do with the question ? What we want is

performance, not what might have been if things had
not been different. The proper thing to have done
was to have said—"We have not got our big engine.
Let us make an aeroplane to suit the small one." Any
one of half-a-dozen ordinary designers of my acquaint-
ance could have produced such an aeroplane in six
weeks, and the first of these "stable" aeroplanes takes
any firm nearer six months to produce, thanks to com-
plicated and errorful drawings, and absurd specifica-

tions of material and methods of assembly.

To Prevent Misapprehension.
An advertisement which appeared in the "Evening News"

of the 19th inst. is somewhat liable to convey a wrong impres-

sion. In it a picture appeared of a Frendi monoplane dropping

bombs on a Zeppelin, and underneath there appears a quotation

from the Admiralty report concerning the attacl^ on a Zeppelin

by pilots of the Royal Naval Air Service, on May 17th. This

naturally causes the impression that the bombs in question

were dropped from a monoplane of the make advertised. This

paper is informed on the authority of an eye-witness of the

event that the officer who was mentioned in the dispatch as

dropping the bombs was, in fact, flying an Avro biplane.

A reader of The Aeroplane, now in the Army, who writes

inquiring about the accuracy of this particular advertisement,

I preached stabilitj^ long before anyone else in print,
except, perhaps, Mr. Jose Weiss and his personal
friends, so no one can accuse me of decrying stability
as such, but when a pilot's choice lies between a stable
aeroplane that will not climb, and a merely controllable
one that will, most pilots will \ote for climb at all

costs. It is like the old argument about factors of

safety, apropos which a certain pilot said, "What's
the use of a factor of safety of 16 to i against your
breaking 3'our neck if it means that you've got to have
a factor of 10 to i in favour of getting a bullet in the
chest of 3'our trousers?"

How to Get Climb and Safety.

It never seems to have struck the Government's
stipendiary geniuses that it may pay to build a machine
simply to climb, leaving speed out of the question,

and to keep a little flock of such machines, well armed,
cruising about at a height of 10,000 feet or so to protect
the reconnaissance machines below from attack from
the faster-climbing Germans.
• .Such machines could be easily and quickly built on
the Caudron principle, and by fitting two old type so-

li. p. Gnomes—of which there are plenty in France

—

they need not interfere with the supply of the newer
types which are now coming out with bigger engines.

Or a couple of 45-h.p. Anzanis would probably do as

well. The gun would then go where the engine is

now. Such a machine could be built in six weeks or

less.

Of course, no one will bother about the suggestion.

It will be passed over like all the other preaching this

paper has done, till it is too late to be of any use, or till

the enemy has appropriated the idea.

A Serious Position.

The A.D.M.A.'s speech shows, if one reads below
its surface optimism, a very serious state of affairs.

Of course, the R.F.C. is onl}^ a very small part of the

Army, and its troubles are as nothing to the troubles

of the Army as a whole. Our lack of engines is, per-

haps, not as important at the gunners' lack of H.E.
shells, and so on, down the line. And, doubtless, all

the other troubles might have been avoided if those in

authority had had the sense to listen to their various

prophets of evil. Only, so far as the R.F.C. is con-

cerned, it is of more immediate interest to readers of

this paper.
All the trouble can be traced back to the scheming,

self-seeking machinations of the technical advisers of

the War Office. The R.F.C. can blame them for lack

of British engines, lack of British magnetos, lack of

speed, climb, lift, quantity, quality, and everything

else. It can blame itself for not kicking harder for

what it wanted. It can blame the egregious Seely for

being a fool. It can blame the late Master-General of

the Ordnance for being asleep. It can blame public

and official apathy. Only it cannot blame me and my
assistants on this paper, because for years we have

been begging for just what the R.F.C. wants to-day,

and cannot get. All we can do now is say, "I told

you so."—C. G. G.

also questions the statement therein that the British altitude

record and the record for the greatest speed in Great Britain

are also held by a French monoplane of the advertised make.

This is, in fact, true, because the official altitude record is

held by Squadron-Commander Briggs, R.N., and the record

for the greatest speed still stands to the credit of the late Mr.

Hamel, in the Gordon-Bennett Race at Eastohurdi in 191 1.

The altitude record has since been beaten on several occa-

sions, notably by Mr. Norman Spratt and by Major Becke,

R.F.C, on "R.E." biplanes with Beardmore-Daimler engines,

and Mr. Hamel's speed has been beaten by Sopwith, Avro,

Martinsyde, and "S.E." biplanes, with Gnome engines, but

in none of these cases have records been officially timed and

claimed.
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Naval and Military Aeronautics.
URtAT BRITAIN.

From the "London Gazette," May 18th, 1915.

War Office, May i8th.
REGULAR FORCES.

—

Establishmen rs.—Royal Flying
Corps.—Military Wing.—Flying Oflicers co be flight Corns.—
Capt. H. C. MacDonnell, R. Irish. April 27th. Sec. Lieut. R.
M. Pike, S.R., and to be temp. capt. May 4th

Flying Officers.—April 12th; Sec. Lieut. C D. Kuller, S.R.
;

Sec. Lieut. J. C. H. Barfield, S.R. ; Sec. Lieut. L. A. Tilney,
D. of Lancaster's Own Yeo., T.F.

;
Ifmp. Sec. Lieut. O. G.

Hake, 12th Hants, and transid. to gen. list.

* • •

From the "London Gazette," .May 1911^, 1915.

War Officu, May igrH.
SPECLAL RESERVE OF OFFICERS.—SuppLE.HIENTARV lU

Regular Corps.—Royal Flying Corps.—Military Wing.—
To be sec. lieuts. (on prob.). May ist : F. W. Stent, V. M.
Grantham. May Gth : /. B. Robinson, J. .\. W. Bourne. V.
W. Eyre. May 7th.

* * •

I-iom the "London Gazette," May 20th, 1915.

War Office, May 20th.
REGULAR FORCES.—Esiabltshments.—Roval Flvinc

Corps.—Military Wing.—Flying Officer—Temp. Sec. Lieut.

E. a. H. Viscount Exmouth, 7th R. Berks, and transfd. to

gen. list. New Armies. May 4tli.

Army Service Corps.—Temp. sec. licut. to !)e temp. Lieut.

—

March 20th : J. D. Sturrock.
* * *

From the "London Gazette," May 21st, 1915.

Admiralty, May 17T11.

ROYAL NAVAL AIR SERVICE.—Granted tempornry com-
mission as flight lieut. : C. F. Pollock. April 15th.

Flight Sub-Lieut. G. H. Scott specially promoted to rank of

flight lietit. Dated May 4th.

War Office, May 2 ist.

Royal 1'"lying Coups (Milii.'vRy WingJ.—Flying Officers:

Sec. Lieut. C. H. Pixton, S.R. April 2nd. May 6th : Capt.

J. G. Hearson, R.E. ; Lieut. F. E. Hellyer, gth Hants, T.F.
« * *

From the "London Gazette," May 22nd, 1915.

War Office, May 22x0.
SPECIAL RESERVE OF OFFICERS.—Supplementary to

Regular Corps.—Royal Flying Corps.—Military Wing.—
To be sec. lieuts. (on prob.). April 3ot;h : J. P. C. Cooper,
A. C. Horsbrugh. May 17th : H. K. Maxwell, G. P. Grenfell.

NAVAL.
The following appointmerits were notitied at the Admiralty

on May i8th :

—

ROYAL NAVAL AIR SERVICE.—The undermentioned have
been entered as prob. flight sub-lieuts. for temp, service, and
appointed to the "President," additional, for R.N.A.S., to date

as stated: O. Butcher arid H. E. Crawford, May 17th, and
N. V. Wrigley, May 24th.'

* * *

The following appointments were notified at the Admiralty on
Mav 19th :

—

ROYAL NAVAL AIR SERVICE.—Flight Sub-Lieut. (Actg.

Flight I>ieut.) G. H. Scott specially promoted to the rank of

flight lieutenant, with seniority May 4th.

Mr. C. F. Pollock granted a temporary commission as flight

lieutenant, and appointed to the "President," additional, for

R.N.A.S., to date April 15th.

Messrs. D. Gordon and G. H. Major granted temporary
commissions as lieutenants, R.N.V.R., and appointed to the

"President," additional, for duty with R.N.A.S., to date May
i8th.

Messrs. F. H. Mitchell, F. A. Baldwin, and V. E. Dean
granted temporary commissions as sub-lieutenants, R.N.V.R.,
and appointed to the "President," additional, for duty with

R.N.A.S., to date May 18th.

Temp. Sub-Lieut. P. C. Douglass, R.N.V.R., transferred to

R.N.A.S., as probationary flight sub-Iieutcnant, for temporary

service, and appointed to the "President," additional, for

R.N.A.S., to date May 15th.
* * «

The following appointment was notified at the Admiralty on
May 20th :

—

ROYAL NAVAL AIR SERVICE.—Flight Lieut. C. F. Lan-
Davis. to the ".'\rk Royal," to date May 19th.

» »
'

The followiing appointments w '-re notified at the Admiralty
nn Ma\ 2i'^t :

—
ROYAL NAVAL AIR SERVICE.- -The undermentioned have

been entered as probationary flight sub-lieuts, and appointed to

the "President," additional', for R.N.A.S. : H. K. Thorold,
A. F. Warner, and E. W. Norton ; also for temporary service,

S. D. Felkin, H. S. Neville, E. L. Trower, A. H. Sandwell,

and W. A. K. Dalzell, all to date May 25th.
• » »

The following appointments were notified at the Admiralty
on May 22nd :

—

ROYAL NAVAL AIR SERVICE.—The undermentioned have
been entered as jprob. flight sub-lieuts. for temp, service, to date

as stated : W. B. Lavvson and C. R. Terraneau, May 31st ; A. D.
Thompson, May 14th ; INIessrs. D. Gill and H. Hall entered

as prob. flight sub-lieuts., to date May 21st and May 14th re-

spectively.
» • •

The writer has been fortunate enough to receive some further

information about the "Ramsgate" Zeppelin from an eye-

witness who was in France at the time. Apparently the

machine came in from seaward, and as soon as it hove in sight

the naval aeroplanes started out to attack it. At the time, tlie

Zeppelin seemed to l>e yawing about a good deal, and gave the

impression that it was not under proper control, wiiioh sug-

gested that the steering-gear had been hit before it got there,

or had gone wrong somehow.
Directly the aeroplanes appeared the machine began to rise,

and a couple of very large dark objects were hove overboard

and fell in the sea. The "airship was then some miles away,

so the objects must have been large or they could not have

been seen, as they were, with the naked eye. It is stated that

they looked about the size of a man, so it seems possible that

tliey were maoliine-guns or, at any rate, ammunition cases.

It is even suggested that they may have been tlie bodies of

two of the crew who had been killed by Ure from the Dover
forts.

When the aeroplanes came within attacking distance those

who were able to climb sufficiently opened fire with machine-

guns, and it is stated that four machine-guns at least replied

• from the gondolas of the Zeppelin. The one aeroplane which

got above it was an .'-Xvro two-seater, and from this the four

bombs mentioned in the .Admiralty communique were dropped.

One at least exploded fairly near the stern of the airship,

and smoke issued from the place where it struck. Why there

should have been smoke without fire cannot be explained, seeing

that the bombs did not appear to be of the incendiary type.

But, assuming that a rear compartment was burst, that would

account for the tail dropping and a sudden rise for a thousand

feet or more. The jettisoning of tihe heavy bodies mentioned

might perhaps account for the ship continuing to lift even after

a rear compartment was burst. At any rate, height and distance

combined to take her out of sight of those on the ground.

A note from a different part of the war area altogether says

definitely that the Zeppelin was "done in," but that may only

be the result of rumour.

It may be well to point out that if the ship had enough gas

left to lift her as she did lift, and if she neither broke nor caught

fire after she passed out of sight, there is no reason why she

should not land safely. For even if most of her sudden jump

upwards was due to air-pressure below the ship as her nose

went up and her tail sank, that dynamic effect would only last

for a minute or two ; and if she could float at .-,11 at a high level

she would have to let out gas in order to descend, for, after
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all, a Zeppelin is only a lot ol li.ilKiuiis lied togetiier, and must

obev lihe same fundamental laws as any ordinary balloon.
* * *

.Mr. C. F. Pollock, whose aiipoininient to the R.N.-A-.S. is

notified, is one of the earliest, if nm (if ihe oldest, members of the

Roval Aero Club, and has for nian\ \ears served on its various

committees. He is a ballooriist uf \(.-rv great experience and

has been appointed to assist in iln' pri'liminarv training of a'r-

ship ofTicers.

I here is good reason to belie\e that the Zeppelin which w.is

recently reported to have fought a submarine in the North Sea

was actually brought down. It is stated that the submarii-.i'

was spotted by the Zeppelin as she emerged, and several bombs
were dropped, at her, some uncomfortably close. The oflicer

commanding the submarine promptly got his gun up on declc

and opened fire, and it is certain that one shot at least hit the

Zeppelin forward. It is probable that the shell did not e.xplode

on perforating the fabric and light framework, or the shell max
ha\e exploded right inside a hydrogen bag, for the ship il'd

not catch fire. It is also possible that broken framework in.iy

have torn several gas-bags.

In any case, the ship was seen to be a few moments after-

wards very much down by the head, and when last seen was
close to tlie surface of the water. .'Xs there were a number of

German destroyers about, the submarine was unable to wait

and see what actually happened.

If the airship sank, these destroyers would pick up her crew
and bring news of the incident. It may have been noticed

that while the German report states that one of our submarines
was sunk by the airship—which must have been a matter of

assumption widiout evidence— it is not stated that the airship

herself returned undamaged, or, in fact, that she ever re-

turned at all.

The German statement is that she fought with "s(\rral"

submarines, which might well be a little effort of imagination
to account for the loss of the ship among those who knew of

her loss, which would be bound to leak out in time, even if

concealed by the papers by order of the Censor.

MILITARY.
The Field-!\Iai-slial Commanding \\v British Forces in I'r.incr

\'t]3orted as follows on May 21st :
—

Last night we broug'ht down a German aeroplane in the

neighbourhood of Ypres.
* * *

It is oflicially announced that the King has been graciouslv

pleased to approve "of the grant of the Victoria Cross to the

undermentioned officer for a conspicuous act of braverv and
devotion to duty whilst serving with the Expeditionary Force :

Si'.coND Lieutenant W'il.ljam Baunard Rhodes-Moorhouse.
Special ReserA'e, Royal FIving Corps.

I-"or most conspicuous bravery on .'\pril ioth, 1915, in

t!_\ing to Courtrai and dropping bombs on the railway line

near that station. On starting the return journey he was
mortally wounded, but succeeded in flying for thirty-five miles

to his destination, at a very low altitude, and reported the

st:ccessful accomplishment of his object. He has since died

of his wounds.
[.All will be glad to see this postlnimous nonour to sc gallant

an officer. The Cross will be treasured Ijy his wife and son

in memory of him who has died so finely. It is to be hoped

that similar honour may be done to any other officer who has

died in performing a siinilar act of bravery.—Ed.]
* * »

The following casualty in the Expeditionary Force was
notified on May 24th, under date May 17th :

—
Killed.

Braithwaite, Li'='Ut. .M. L., Royal Field Artillery, attd. Royal
Flying Corps.

* » «

The following appeared in the obituarv columns on Mav
igLh :

—

'

BRAITHWAITE.—Killed in France, May 17th, F'light-Lieu-

tenant Midhael Lloyd Braithwaite, youngest son of Mrs.

J. M. Braithwaite, of 10, Basil Mansions, and dearlv-loved

husband of Bertha Braithwaite, of 50, Kensingtoji Court.

Micliael Lloyd Braithwaite, fifth and youngest son of the late

tile Rev. J. M. Braithwaite, vicar and rural dean of Croydon,

and of Mrs. Braithwaite, of 10, Basil jNIansions, S.W., was barn

on .\pril 27th, 1881, at Maidstone, and was educated at Charter-

house and New College, Oxford. He married in 1906 Bertha,

daughter of .Mrs. Washington Sullivan, and he was a brother

of Miss Lilian Braithwaite. He obtained a commission in the

Roval, Field Artillery in September last and was seconded for

duty with the Royal Flying Corps. He took his certificate, No.

079, on a Maurice F'^arnian at Netheravon on November 25th,

1914.

He went to France in February and was killed on May 17th.

One may perhaps be permitted to point out that he was not

a Flight-Lieutenant, that title being a naval rank. He was in

fact a lieutenant in the Army, graded as a flying-officer,

R.F.C.

The "Times" states, presumably on information received from

the deceased officer's family, that Mr. Braithwaite was the only

member of his squadron whose machine had not been disabled

during the heavy fighting of the preceding fortnight. He was

sent to Paris to test new macliines and bring them to the base.

On one of these journeys he went to the help of a brother

oflicer who was in difficulties, and as he landed, near the

village of .'\uffargis, near Versailles, his own machine struck

an irregularity in the ground and overturned. He was seriously

injured and died in hospital soon after.

.\n officer on Sir David Henderson's staff wrote:
—"He had

displayed great courage and skill in all his duties and in flying

over the German lines ever since he came out."

» »

Tlie following appeared in the obituary colujams on May
25th :—

JOHNSTONE.—Killed in miction in France, on May 20th.

Lieut. J. A. Johnstone, Royal Field Artillery, attached Royal

Flying Corps, aged twentv-two, eldest son of the late Major

J.' H. L'E. Johnstone, R.E.. M.V.O., of Alva, and The
Hangingshaw, and -Mrs. Johnstone, 8, C idogan Court G.ir-

dens, S.W.
• • •

The following apinMred in the Wedding Announcements of

M,L\- 20th :
—

jbUBERT DE L.\ FERTE—HALL.—On .May 19th, 1915,

at St. James' Cliurch, Weybridge, Surrey, by the Rev.

Spencer R. Buller, rector of the parish. Captain Philip

Bennet Joubert de la Ferte, Royal Field .Vrtillery and Royal

FIving Corps, elder son of Colonel C. H. Joubert de la

Fert6, I. M.S. (retired), and of Mrs. Joubert de la Ferte, of

The Ferns, bridge, to Marjorie Denison, younger

daughter of ihi- late Frederick Joseph Hall, of SJieffield,

and of .Mrs. Hall, of Larchfield, St. George's Hill, Wey-
bridge.

Captain Jotiberl, R.F..\. and R.F.C, has already done good

service and has been mentioned in dispatches. Prior to the out-

break of war, he commanded a Flig'ht of No. 3 Squadron at

Netheravon, and did valuable experimental work. .\11 will wish

him and his bride long life and every happiness.

* * *

h marriage has been .irranged, and will take place shortly,

between Harold MacDonnell O'Malley, R»yal Flying Corps,

third son of the late Middleton Moore O'Malley, J. P., and 'Mrs.

O'Malley, of Ross, County Mayo, and Nancy Olga, second

daughter of Mr. and Mrs. George Edwardes, of 11, Park

Square, and Ogbournc, ^^ilts.

*

The marriage arranged between Captain R. Freeman,

of the Manchester Regiment and Royal Flying Corps, arid

Gladys, youngest daughter of Mr. Mews, of 90, Westbourne

Terrace, will take jilace very quietly, owing to the war, at

St. James's Church, .Sussex Gardens, on Saturday, June 5th,

at half-past two o'clock
* *

.\ reader of The Aeropeani-: sends the following extracts

from a letter from a relative serving in France :

—"I witnessed

a \'ery interesting incident this morning (May 9th), aN»d thought

perhaps vou woidd like to know about it. .\r 3 a.m. to-day I

was on ientrv dutv outside our billet, wiiich is a short distance
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from the firing-line, wihen a large French biplane passed o\-er-

head, fiying rather low. I watched it closely as it went towards
the German trenches, still flying low, when a terrific rifle-iire

opened on it. This was kept up for a minute or two, then it

made a sharp turn. I could easily see something was wrong,
and after a sudden descent it landed in flames. The cheers
that went up from the German's side could be lieard by us
quite plainly. I did feel vexed about it. As to whether the
aviators were killed or not I'm unable to say, neither do I

know if the aeroplane managed to get over to our side or the
other side. You no doubt will know all particulars probably
before receiving this. [Unfortunately, details of casualties are
not published or notified.—Ed.] I could see the aeroplane after
it landed, but could not leave my post to investigate as I should
have liked to have done."

Later in tihe day he writes:—"On Friday last an aeroplane
came in for a heavy slielling from the Germans. This is an
everyday occurrence, but what I thought very e.Ktraordinarv
was that a skylark was singhig away below ;he aeroplane and
seemed to defy all tlie shells bursting round. ... I was talk-
ing to some French soldiers

;
they informed me that the two

men wlio came down in the aeroplane this morning were burnt
to death. I hope it's not true."

There is something singularly touching in the final remark,
as showing that the infantryman, after days or heavy shelling

in the trenches—as other parts of his letter show—should find

room in his mind to bother about the fate of two utterly un-
known a\'iators.

FRANCE.
The communique of May 20th says :

—

The day lias been marked by a sharp artillerv duel, in tlie

course of which two German aviators were brought down,
one by the Britisli artillery and the other by ours.

* ' * *

The comm'Unique of May 21st says •

—

Nortih-east of .\rras, - near Fresnoy, we shot down an

enemy aeroplane.
* * *

The special correspondent of the "Morning Post" wiring from
Annemasse on May i6th says :

—

"I have learnt to-day from a French civilian that ihe Ger-
mans tiiemselves estimate the destruction caused at St. Ouentin
by the British aeroplane attack delivered some six or seven

weeks ago at twelve million francs. The bombs set fire to a

train loaded with petrol, and also destroyed large quantities of

stores and some ammunition. Enormous quantities of

ammunition would ha\-e been destroyed, but they were removed
the day pre\'iou.?l\'.

*

The "Morning Post" correspondent in Paris on May 23rd

distinguished himself by making tfie finest howler of the war.
He reported that "a Taube, disguised as a French Ijiplane,

flew over Paris on the 22nd, and dropped several bombs with-

out killing or wounding anyone." He further reported that

"in a few minutes six French aeroplanes started in pursuit,

,ind the German machine took to flight." .So evidently the

notorious "escadrille de Paris" is waking up.

He unfortunately omitted to explain how a curved-wing
monoplane was disguised as a straight-wing liiplnne.

ITALY.
A communique issued on May 24th says :

—

It was foreseen that as soon as war was declared offensive

actions, to produce moral effect rather than to achip\e any

military purpose, would he imdertaken against our .Adriatic

coast. Provision was accordingly made to meet them and

to make them of very short duration. Froin four to six

o'clock this morning small naval units of the enemy, and in

particular destroyers and torpedo-boats, did in fact fire \ipon

our Adriatic shores. .Aeroplanes even attempted an att.'irk

u]3::)n tlie ar'-en d at A'enice.

Tlie enemy's aeroplanes were bomliarded by our anti-air-

craft guns, and were attacked bv an Italian aeroplane and

a dirigible flying over the .Adriatic. The places attacked are

Porto Corsini, near Ravenna, which immediately replied

and forced the enemy to instant retreat
;
Ancona, where the

attack was particularly directed to interrupt the railway line,

and caused slight damage, easy to repair
;
Barletta, where

the attack was made by a scout and by a destroyer, which
one of our ships, escorted by torpedo-boats, put to flight ;

and at Jesi, where the enemy's aeroplanes launched bombs
on a hangar, though without liitting their object. No other

reports concerning the operations of this unit have any
foundation.

» » •»

.A later communique says :

—

Further information as to the aerial raid on Venice shows
that there were two aeroplanes \\hich threw eleven bombs
widiout doing serious damage. The defence was prompt and
I'fiicacious and immediately put the hostile aviators to flight.

The slight damage done to the railway by hostile aeroplanes

;!nd ships early this morning has already been repaired.

The enemy's fire sank a German ship in the port of .Ancona.
* * *

The entry of Italy into the war adds very materially to the

.Allied air power. At the beginning of war, in August last,

Italy had at least 200 aeroplanes—mostly fit for use—and

readers of this paper know that she has been building and
buying energetically ever since.

Her airships are more numerous and more eflective than

those of any other country e.xcept Germany, the new "A'.i,"

i.i'ing the fastest airship afloat.

Her pilots are brave and skilful, and she had oyer 200 of

them last August. Consequently, Italy will force Germany
to detach a large contingent of her aircraft to "assist .Austria,

which is bound to ha\'e a good eft'ect on the rest of the various

Fronts.

RUSSIA.
The communique of May 19th says :

—
Near Jaroslau ... in the course of the day w e brought

down several enemy aero]3lanes, which were correcting the

fire of the numerous enemy batteries.
* ' « •

The communique of May 20th says ;
—

Detachments of enemy aeroplanes threw bombs on

Przemysl, against which the enemy attempted no other action.

TURKEY.
The following passage in an official telegram regarding the

operations in the Dardanelles issued at Cairo on May ujth

refers to aircraft :

—

On May i6th . . . our Howitzer Hattery wllh the aid of

aeroplanes blew up tlhe ammunition wagons of the Turkish

heavy howitzers, and later made a direct hit on one of the

guns in front of the Australian and New Zealand Army Corps.

The enemy's trenches and a new gun emplacement were de-

molished by howitzer fire.

« » •

The following official telegram regarding' the operations in

Ihe Dardanelles wtis issued at Cairo on May 22nd :

—

The following has been received from the G O.C. Mediter-

ranean Force, and is published for information :

—

On May ifjth in the Gallipoli Peninsul,-i . . . our aero-

planes dropped bomb'- amongst 'I'lirkish reinforcements

landing in Ak Bashi f.mian and caused considerable losses.

* * t-

The Eastern Mediterranean special correspondent of the

"Oail\- Telegra]3h" reports that recently the "Goeben" was

shelled liv the "Queen Elizabeth" across the Peninsula, but that

the inter\ening mountain range made operations difficult. .An

aeroplane directed the "Queen Elizabeth's" fire, and Ihe

"Goeben" was forced to ri.'tire.

AUSTRL\.
.A ^'iennn official telegram says •—
Our flci/t during the night following the Tt.'ilian declaration

of war, namely, the night of May 23rd, iindprtook action

isain-^t the Italian East coast between Venice and Barletta.

.\t ihc -.ame lime our seaplanes threw bombs on the balloon

shed of Thiar\-alla, ihe military buildings at Ancona, and the

arsenal at A'enice, causing \ isible damage and fires.
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BELGIUM.
The correspondent of the "Telegraaf" in Ostend report> th:it

Allied aviators again dropped bombs upon Ostend recently.
One bomb exploded on an electric street car, killing tweniy-
four soldiers.

• » »

The Havre correspondent of the "Matin" states that the
organisation of and buildings on the aviation ground organised
by the Germans at Ghistelles, north-east of Ostend, have been
totally destroyed by the attacks of Allied a\-iatoi-s.

ROUMANIA.
The "Jlorning Post" correspondent at Bucharest wired on

May 20th that an .Austrian a\iator while (Tying to Gladova
threw three bombs on an abattoir at Severin, Roumania,
wounding two soldiers. The Austrian Minister expressed
regret to the Roumanian Government for the error, and said

the Austrian Government would pay for all the damage. •

[Evidently, the Austrian believed in getting his "blow in

lust," 'seeing lhat Roumania mu--t come in with Russia soon.

—Ed.]
SWEDEN.

The Swedish Military aviation has suffered its first fatal loss,

Flight-Lieut. Silow, one of the eldest and most experienced

military pilots, meeting his end on the oldest Armv biplane,

while his passenger was severely wounded. As the aeroplane

had just been repaired after a minor accident, one smaslied

interplane strut having been replaced, the likely cause is its

liaving given way in tlie air.

» * *

The Swedish Boy Association collecting money for a man-of-

war, it has now been decided, as more use can likely be ex-

tracted from them, to present the Navy with live complete

hvdro-aeroplanes, the simi gathered being 100,000 Kr.

(;^:S.5o6).—Hi.

U.S.A.

A friend In New York writes :

—
'\A'e \\er3 tickled to deatn

to pick up an Aeropl.^ne, and see you dousing the so-called

Capt. Janne}'. We arrived bade in NewYork to liear some quirks

or other had been walking about New York as large as life in

uniform and tallving 'some.' Of course, it rather annoyed us

somewhat, so we immediately got busy finding out who these

l)cople were, and found, of course, they were an awful fake.

This chap, I believe, originally went over with Canadians,

liut found the life lilcely to become too strenuous, and left.

Anyhow, I fancy he's serving now in a much more unpleasant

place. I tell you tJiere are all sorts of hum-guffins in this

Ijlace, and one has to be pretty careful, but that murderous

show of the 'Lusitania' has considerably altered things, espe-

cially in New Yorli. These people here did not and would not

realise what a barbarous crowd we had to deal with. Now
that they have been touched up they are properly angry, and

instead of the usual paper heading, 'Washington calm but

waiting,' things are quite agitated."

The Aeronautical Society of Great Britain.

The annual general meeting of the Aeronautical Society of
Great Britain was held on Thursday last, the 20th inst., at

the Royal Society of Arts, John Street, Adelphi. Major-
General R. M. Ruck, C.B., R.E., presided.

The following gentlemen were elected to fill the vacancies-

on the Council for the ensuing year :—A. E. Berriman, Grif-

fith Brewer, Squadron-Comm. .Alec Ogilvie, R.N.A.S., Mervvn
O'Gorman, C.B., F. Handley Page, Colonel H. E. Rawson,
C.B., Dr. A. P. Thurston, and Squadron-Comm. G. .Aid-

well, R.!=J.

The following amendment to Rule 11 was unanimously
adopted :

—

"If no nominations of new candidates for the Council are

received, a ballot paper shall not be ciixulated as provided

abo\e, and the retiring Members of Council shall be proposed

for re-election at the annual general meeting."

—

Bertram G.
Cooper, Secretary.

Presentation Aeroplanes.

The members of the Overseas Club, of which ihe King is the

patron, are celebrating Empire Day by presenting fhe "latest

type of aeroplane" to the Roval Flying Corps. A cheque for

;£"i,500 has been paid to the Secretary of State for War by

the Central Committee of the Overseas Club, and has been

acknowledged by the Army Council.

The Overseas Club is appealing for a number of aeroplanes

to form an Imperial aircraft flotilla, and they hope that the

machine wlhich has been presented is but the precursor of many
more, fhe idea being to obtain sufificient subscriptions from the

members and friends of the Overseas Club to present an aero-

plane from each section of His Majesty's Dominions.

The scheme is meeting with widespread support. Among
those who have taken an interest in it are the Army Council,

the Secretary of State for the Colonies, the Duke of Connaught,
Air. W. P. Schreiner, Higlh Commissioner for South Africa,

and Sir George E. Foster, Canadian Minister of Trade and

Commerce.
The King has sent the following letter to, the Overseas

Club, '-xpressing his interest in its scheme for pro\'iding an

Imperial Aircraft Flotilla:

—

Buckingham Palace, May 19th, 1915.

Dear Sir,—The King is interested to hear of the generous

action of the Members and Friends of the Overseas Ckib in

presenting to the Royal Flying Corps an aeroplane, and of

their intention to make further similar contributions.—Yours
\ery faithfully, StamfORDHAM.

The Honorary Secretary, The Overseas Club.

Earl Kitchener has also sent ihe following letter to the

Club :—
War Office, Whitehall, S.W.

Dear Sir,— I am gratified to hear of the prompt response

to the appeal issued hy the 0\-erseas Club to its m.embers and

COMING ASHORE.—The pilot of a Sopwith seaplane being brought ashore after a patrol flight.
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TUBES FOR AEROPLANES—
NICKEL STEEL.
CHROME NICKEL STEEL.
CARBON STEEL.

213 special sections illustrated

full-size. Manipulation of every

description, including tapering,

bending, trapping, welding, etc.

PRESSWORK STEEL PARTS. We have tools for most parts of standard Government machines

RUDDER FRAMES, ELEVATOR FRAMES, RIBS, FINS, CLIPS, FERRULES,
TUBULAR BOX SPANNERS. Please send full details of your wants

Telegrams—" Accles, Oldbury.

Telephone-" Oldbury Ul" (4 lines).

Code—A.B.C. 5th Edition. OLDBURY, BIRMINGHAM^

T. W. K. CLARKE & CO. HAMPTON WICK, MIDDLESEX.

2-Bladers. PROPELLERS 4-Bladers
Tho Pioneers of Propeller-Making. Quick Deliveries of Any Type.

The Engineering Timber Co. Ltd.
^ 9 VICTOR IA STREET, LOND ON, S.W. 0

J. B. HUSON, Managing Dirictob. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^R^^^^^^^^ Telefhone 6073 VICTORIA.

Orders undertaken for Timber Cut, S ri.esJ quality Silver Spruce, Ash,
Planed, Shaped or Machioed || Walnut 6 White Pine in PlanKs
to any Drawings, Sizes or Sections. B Experimental Work a Speciality.

* Aiawb, London.'

53S9 London Wall. GEUDN
Contractors to

H.M. Government

CELLON, LTD.,

17, Old Broad St.^

..^endon, E.C.

FREE TET^MQHl^^ETHAME and all HEAVY and POISONOUS SPIRITS.

-Flame Proof-Unequalled in Flexibility

THE BRITISH AEROP
-Light and Very Adhesive.

E VARNISH CO., LTD.
Head OiJicc: Miiburn House, NcwcastIc=upon<.Tyne.

London Branch: 57 FENCHIIPXH STREET, E.C. (Telephone: Central 2400)

KINDLY MENTION "THE AEROPLANE" WHEN CORRESPONDING WITH ADVERT liERS,
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friends in all pans of liis Majesty's Dominions Overseas,
whicli lias already permitted the presentation of an aeroplane

to the Ro_\al Fh'ing Corps.

1 was interested to learn that the aeroplane in question had
been paid for b}' the generous donations of se\-eral thousands
of British subjects o\erseas, and, as 1 ,snderst«nd that you are

hoping to obtain the gift of an aeroplane from each part of

the Empire, I sincerely wish you success in }our efforts.

—

Yours \-ery truly, Kitchener.
The Honorary Secretary, Overseas Club.

n * *

The idea is to ask e\'ery section of the Empire to proxide

;m aeroplane. Each district which provides ^.1,500 can ha\e
the machine named after it. In addition to the one alreadv

provided Gibraltar, Nova Scolia, and .Saskatchewan have each

undertaken to supply an aeroialane.
» » «

Tl^e Halifax, N.S., brandi of tJie 'Overseas" C'lub are in-

viting subscriptions from Nova Scotians to the Aeroplane Fund
for the purpose of presenting a warplane fo ihe Royal Flying

Corps for service at the front, and substanti.il amounts have

alreadv been received.

.Subscriptions 10 the Fund should be sent to the various

branches of the Rov .il Bank of Canada.
* * A

The Secretary of Slate for the Colonies has issued the follow-

ing notice for publication :
—

On the suggestion of the Gibraltar Clhamfier of Comnierci-

and E.xchange Committee, as representing the civil popula-

tion of the Colony, a sum of ;j^"2,5oo has been presented to

bite Army Council bv the Government of Gilirallar, 10 l.>e

de\'0ted to the construction of a military aeroplane.

The first aeroi^lane presented bv the Overseas Club is called

"Overseas No. i." Doubtless wheji it is a trifle worn and
erratic in its control it will be called '"Half .Seas Over."

In the House.
The Marquess of Crewe said, on behalf of those who repre-

sented both the W'ui- Office and the -Xdmiraby, that they had

throughout been satisfied that so far they had been able to

account for aliens against whom every kind of .suspicion existed.

It had been said that in the event of an aircraft attack being

made on London it would be possible for uninterned enemy
aliens, in pursuance of some secret organisation, to combine

for piurposes of incendiarism or some form of attack. That
was not an argument to which the military authorities had
attached great importance.

Mr. Hugh Edwards having asked what measures are being'

taken to deal with outbreaks of fire in the London area in the

event of a Zeppelin raid, and what steps have been taken lo

utilise the proffered services of the various volunteer corps in

fihis connection,

Mr. McKenna replied, in a written answer. "1 ;im not pre-

pared to state the measures devised for Sealing with the con-

tingency referred to, or to say more than that those measures
are the outcome of most careful consideration bv all the

authorities concerned. It is not, I am informed, possible to

utilise the various volunteer corps in this connection."

The Invasions of England.
Tiie Ramsgate correspondent of the "M<jrning Post" reports

that Mr. J. Herbi'rt .Smith, who was injured bv a Zeppelin

bomb in the BliII .ind George Hotel on the 17th, dii-d on the

18th. Mrs. Florenc'e Lamont, who was injured at the same
time, died on the 20th. The first reports stated definitely that

neither of these unfortunate people was seriously injured.

The damage to the hotel is estimated at from ^3,000 to

;^4,ooo. .According to the police, 18 incendiary and 3 explosive

bombs fell. There was a thanksgiving service in St. George's

Chapel on the iSth for the preservation of the town.
* it *

The Commissioner of Police has issued a notice slating that

he is advised that it would be well for persons taking refug'-

in houses in case of attack by aircraft to keep all windows and

doors on the lower floors closed, so as lo prevent the admis--)nn

of deleterious gases.

An Italian Aero-Camera.
The aim of the distinguished inventors of the Piazza-Douhet

Photographic Machine vvas to incorporate into their patent

aefo-camera the following four features which they consider
essential to an apparatus for obtaining photographic pictures

from an aeroplane, viz. :

—

(a) Entirely automatic action at the will of the operator.

(b) A very great number of negatives without re-charging.

(c) Precise knowledge of the orientation of each view taken.

(d) Precise knowledge of the altitude at which each view
was taken.

rhese latter two points are obviously indispensable.

Lieut. -Col. Douhet, sometime CO. of the Italian Flying

Corps, and .Major Piazza, Italy's first military air pilot, now
in -command of the "Mobile Section" of the same, are names
which vouch for tire seriousness of their bearers' intention and
its effective realisation.

If the soul of an invention is its simplicity, this might be

termed a gieat-souled invention. It can even be described

simply.

Referring lo point (a), the camera itself, of normal size, is

attached to the tail outriggers or fuselage of the aeroplane

in such a way that the axis of its lens is always perpendicular.

.\ tinv propeller, such as is used to pump oil on aircraft,

transmits power to turn the operating handle of the camera
through a diminutive gear-box giving 8 speeds and neutral.

A lever—equally small—for effecting the change of gear

works in a quadrant fixed close to the pilot.

Of nine notches on this quadrant eight are marked to corre-

spond to eight different altitudes ranging, for example, from

300 to 1,000 metres—say, from 900 to 3,000 feet—and i.'ne is

for the neutral or off position.

On liie pilot engaging that gear of which the altitude-mark

is nearest to the height shown by his height-recorder, by

moving the gear-lever from the "off" notch to that of the

altitude .-it vvhidi he is Hying, exposures begin regularly and at

the correct time intervals, and the country over which the

aeroplane is passing is filmed without break or overlap. It

is, of course, clear that the higher the aircraft is navigating

the li'^s frequently exposures need to occur.

Rrf^'rring to point (b), the Piazza-Douhet aero-camera holds

a film to Lake 300 views 2| inches by inches sufficient to

film a strip of land nearly a mile broad and 160 miles long if

operating from the maximum height at which it is designed

to be thoroughly efficient, namely, 3,000 feet.

RcferritTg to points (c) and (d), these two essentials have

lieen ingeniously attained by the fitting of a combined height-

recorder and compass to the photographic apparatus in such a

position that they appear in the corner of each negative. In

working out calculations, any allowance for compass error

due to the metallic mass of the aeroplane can easily be made.

With the gear-lever in neutral ordinary separate photo-

graphs can be taken, for which purpose a h.andle is provided,

one complete turn of which ]>rep ires, ''Xposi -, and re-charges

the camera.—T. S. Harvev.

Our Intelligent Populace.
The following amusing story is told hy Mr. Clarence Win-

chester ("Ornis") :

—

One of our ]>'is-,cnc;i'rs on ihc Ruffy-Baumann biplane had

the nii^fiirlimc in In-i hi- cap, which blew ofi, and fell into a

field just outside liie Hendon aerodrome. I happened to notice

a labourer stand in doubt for a few seconds and then tirriidly

approach the fallen headgear. He gingerly jjicked it up, ex-

am.ined it closely, and then smiled triumphantly as he walked

away with his find. 1 went up to him, bartered for the cap,

was successful, and just as I vvas about to leave the intelligent

m.an-in-the-street (or "field" in this case) he said : "Tell yer

the truth, sir, I didn'' like to touch the thing. I thought at

first a bloomin' Zeppi-lin 'ad 'opped over 'ere and dropped a

li(.mh. 1 s'pose it was one o' them airships from the airdrome

ovi:-r there!"—and this, dear Editor, at Hendon! Still, we
were all very pleased ; the p.assenger regained his hat, the

labourer gained sixpence
( !) and 1 gained an intimate acquaint-

ance with the very lay mind. Perhaps he vvas a daily paper

av i.ition expert disguised.
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THE

GNOME ENGINE GO,
(Societe des Moteurs Gnome.)

To whom all applications for

Gnome engines and spare

:: parts should be made ::

For Great Britain and the Oversea Dominions:

THE GNOME ENGINE COMPANY,
47, VICTORIA STREET, S.W.

! WHITE & THOMPSON
1 LIMITED.
= CONTRACTORS TO H.M. ADMIRALTY.

I SEAPLANES
I SOLE CONCESSIONAIRES FOR

I
CURTISS

I
FLYING BOATS

I
and CURTISS

I ENGINES

IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

— Telephone—
— 48 Bognor.

Telegrams—
"Soaring"' Bognor

= MIDDLETON, BOGNOR, SUSSEX i

SALMSON
AERO-ENGINES

(Canton-Unne System)

All enquiries should be addressed to

THE DUDBRIDGE IRON WORKS,
LIMITED,

87, Victoria Street, London, S.W.
Telegrams
Telephone

Aeroflight, Vic. London
.. .. 7026 Victoria.

CONTRACTORS TO THE ADMIRALTY.

EASTBOURNE
AVIATION Co Ltd

AEROPLANE BUILDERS.

TELEPHONE— 1176. TELEGRAMS—" 1176 EASTBOURNE."

% The BRITISH WRIGHT Co., Ltd.

In view of the arrangrement made between the Treasury
and the British Wrig'ht Co., Litd., in respect to the free
use by the Navy and the Army of the British Wrig'ht
Patents, the Directors of the Company beg to notify all

British Manufacturers that machines embodying' the con-
structions so patented, may be freely manufactured in
pursuance of such Government orders. The Company is

prepared to receive applications from British Manufacturers
for licences to manufacture under the Wrig'ht Patents
in respect to machin 3s for private use in Great Britain or for
export to Foreig-n Governments.

THE OGILVIE
AIR SPEED INDICATOR,

Patents No. 1379613 and No. 27931/13,

now so largely used on the Navy Sea-

planes, may be obtained from the

Company who are the sole agents for

these indicators in Great Britain.

-.1

THE BRITISH WRIGHT CO., LTD.,

33 GH^NGtRY LANE, LONDON.
KINDLY MENTION "THE AEROPL.ANE " WHEN CORRE.SPONDING WITH ADVERTISERS.
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The Wilbur Wright Lecture.

On May 20th, the third \\"ilbui- Wright Memorial lecture

was given before the Aeronautical Society at the Royal
Society of Arts by Professor G. H. Bryan, his subject

being "The Rigid Dynamics of Circling Flight," in

which he dealt with the mathematics of Steady Motion in a

Circle and the Lateral Steering of Aeroplanes.

The following extract from his lecture, reproduced from thi'

advance copy courteously supplied by the Secretary of the

Aeronautical Society, will explain why the substance of the

lecture is not fully reported in this paper.

VIII.—EFFECT OF \ RUDDER BEHIND THE CENTRE OF GRAVITY.

14. Tlic LiTctt of <uch CI rudder will be to produce a force Zj pnd a couple M,
connected by the relation M, = IZ, wliere / is the distance of the rudder behind

the centre of gra\ity. 'I'hcse results are, of course, only approximate and condi-

tional on the rudder being- only turned through a small
.
angle. If it is turned

through a large .angle it will also gi\e rise to a resistance, which we do not here

consider. The .assumed position of the rudder is not such as to g-ive any moment
L about the i^xis of a'.

The plan on which the following equations are built up is as follows :

—

The extra moment in the L equation due to li — C is balanced by shifting

-the turning point from its previous distance to a distance 2- + ^ (although this

makes ^ negati\c it is more con\enient not to call the distance a: —
This upsets the equilibrium in the M equation and the effect is balanced by

the couple M ^ due to the rudder.

The corrcspondint^ force is made to balance the otlier forces in the axis

of

Finall)-, \\-hen the equations are written down we ha\e three equations to

determine, the three unknowns ^, and <(> corresponding with circular motion
corresponding with an\- given values of the radius a and velocity V.

When these substitutions are made and we take account of the fact that

and ha\e been made to vanish for ^=0, we obtain

— U'co.-o — +irsin<j= — -^^cos 0 [ sin /3 — x- sin /?) iJS' - ^'

jsin
=/3.;.S'

J-

{B — f')"sln 'p cos -J

KU-
cos 0^- I : COS /? sin ^(/S'

(24H-)

U = COS j^.sin/3,?.S"-Z,/ . . . (24,)

and we ha\c already seen from (20), (21). tliat for rectangular planes

I
(2UT — .-r sin / 1 fl.;.s" • J/./<.S" sin /3

Lill for rectangular planes,

CI o r,
[B — Cj sin *—=— S' cos p sin 0= '

•2 ga

Z,(= — (fl — C)sin?.cos^, ^—At
(ja- cos fi

KU-S'^b

T {B — Cj sin (p cos
= f / cos

/

sin /3 cos 0

tan ^
j

(^5)

(261)

:26c)
i li b

Substituting !r=Kf.'=.S'V cos 0, whicli is true if V is equal to the velocity in
rectilinear motion ,is assumed .-ipproximalely

; writing V-=2gh, B = Tt'r.=,

C= H'r^^, we get ' 2

'a') sin 0/i r /I- 2 sin !} -\

I I hi— -r ii t.in o = tan B -\

a cos /3

Since we ha\e found from Mr. Harper's condition of stability that iiH<": sin /S/fj

it follows that the last term must be negatl\e and we may write the equation
'

2 (r,' — r,') )i r 2 sin p n -|

(I- cos ,e
L

j, J J
I p=2h + lb tan li {27)

These results ;.grce fairly well wltli'what one would naturally expect from g-encral

The Gold Medals of the Society, awarded to Professor

Bryan and to the late Mr. E. T. Busk, were presented to the

lecturer and to Mrs. Busk, on behalf of her son, who was
buint to death while flying at Farnborough in November last,

owing to tihe R.A.F. engine which was fitted to Iris machine-

setting fire to it.

Major-General R. M. Ruck, Chairman of the Society, made
the presentation. He stated that more than 100 members of

the Society were on active service, and nine had been killed

or died while on service connected with the war.

Lieutenant-Colonel W. S. Brancker, R.A., Assistant-Director

nf Military Aeronautics, moved a vote of thanks to Mr. F. W.
Lanchester, who presided, and said the war had -fulfilled some
<il Williur Wright's greatest dreams.

We had taken on active service a number of different

types of aeroplane, and before two months of war were over it

had been proved that British design and construction were f.'ir

..I'prrior to thosr^ of our .Allies and our enemies. Backed by

the magnificent performance of our pilots this enabled us to

'^tablish a virtual command of the air so far as concerned the

British Army. Every German aeroplane was at once attacked

and driven off, and it became an almost invariable rule that

no German would face a British aeroplane.

Lately, however, the German aero^ilanes had greatly ini-

pioved in speed and climbing power, possibly owing to more
powerful engines. .\t the present moment, there were Ger-
man aeroplanes which were fasjer than all but our fastest

machines, and the result was that the German aviators had
Iiecoine much bolder, and had to be driven away instead of

i eing hunted as formerly. The Germans had to a great extent

ceased to inake reconnaissances over our lines because we gave
them such a bad time, but they had taken to attacking our
leroplanes while they were observing artillery or on recon-

naissance. It had consequently become almost a regular
custom for the R.P'.C. to send up two aeroplanes together,

one to reconnoitre and the other to fight.

The reason for the Gennans coming so near to equality with

us in aircraft was that when war broke ou: the aero engine
was practically undeveloped in this country, and we had had to

be content with comparatively low-powered French engines.

.Already high-powered British engines were in use on active

service, and the pendulum was swinging back again.

British design, supported by sufficient horse-power, was
again proving superior, and we had already given the

Germans some unpleasant surprises with new machines.

Many points of interest had been discovered in the war.

One was the conflict between the weight-carrying and rapid

climb. Fighting in the air demanded weight-carrying quali-

ties, every machine having to lift some form of defensive arma-
ment, or firearms or bombs, as well as field glasses, cameras,
wireless equipment, and so forth. Naturally, the pusher type.,

originated by the Wrights, had proved superior for the use of

weapons ; one could see out of it better.

Armour had been proved necessary to keep out splinters of

shells. But speed, climb, and ease of handling were of vital

importance, and must exist if the pilot was to have a fair

chance of damaging his enemy.
In spite of the demand for standardisation and rapid output

during war, we were still developing the qualities of the

British aeroplane. As the war went on he was sure that the

demand -for speed, climb, and lift would become greater.

The stable aeroplane, of which Colonel Seely told the Society

last year, had become a standard type. Stability had proved

of great value in the war, for a pilot flying alone could have

his hands free for offence and defence, for using his glasses,

taking photographs, etc. He could even kneel on the seat

and look out over the tail. It was also the only type of

machine on which a ha.Ntily trained pilot could be depended to

flv. We had to train pilots rapidly now, and the stable

machine was an absolute Godsend.

New Thomas Tractors.
The latest type Thomas tractor biplanes seem likely to do

good service for whatever country is able to acquire them.

In the unavoidable absence of the Austro-Daimler engines for

which they were designed they are now fitted with 90-h.p.

Curtiss engines, which seem to give highly satisfactory re-

sults, and the speed variation is apparently the same as in

the original machine.

Some slight alterations have been made in detail design,

for example a fixed fin is now fitted with an unbalanced

rudder, instead of a balanced ruddfM". Also, the engine bonnet

is now strapped down with a leather strap, instead of being

held by a number of wing nuts. The writer is not sure that

this is an improxement, for if a stray bullet cut the strap and

the bonnet flew up and jammed between the fuselage and the

upper plane thert; woidd be a horrible smash, for the machine

would get absolutely out of control. Several cables with quick-

release catches would be better.

Hollow struts are now used, and various small matters of

fittings have been improved. Altogether the machine strikes

one as being as neat and workmanlike as anything 3'et

produced.
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The Week-end at Hendon.
The commencement of the Whitsun holidays at Hendon was

not auspicious. Heavy clouds covered the sky early on Satur-
day afterneon, and the wind blew in gusts from 15 to 30 miles
an hour, and sometimes more. As though the elements were
not sufliciently discouraging to the general public—and it takes
ii good deal to keep some people away from Hendon—the tram-
way employees, with a cheerful disregard for the urgency of
the national work carried on at the Aerodrome, and for the
convenience of the public, went on strike. As no trams were
running those persons who were hoping to reach the ground
by way of Willesden Green or CrickIe\\ ood had the greatest
difficulty, the motor-'buses being quite inadequate for the pur-
pose.

Those who persevered, together with those who were able
to travel by car or taxi, were rewarded with an afternoon's
excellent flying. The first pilot to ascend was Mr. Osipenko.
on a 50-h.p. Grahame-\A'hite biplane, who showed what could
be done in a strong wind Mr. Manton, happily recovered
from his illness, followed suit. These two pilots made several
flights each during the afternoon, both with and (vithout

passengers.

Mr. Beaumann gave demonstrations on a 60-h.p. Caudron,
on one occasion taking up a representative of The Aeropl.ane
over 3,000 feet in a very short time, by way of showing the
climbing capacity of this efficient machine. Mr. Virgih'o was
giving exhibitions of high spirits on a 50 Caudron. Having
been formerly an officer in the Italian submarine service he is

expecting daily to be ordered home, and is extremely anxious
to serve his country in the air instead of under the water, a

desire which will doubtless be gladly met.

Mr. Winter handled a Grahame-White biplane in the manner
of an expert, and Mr. Roche-Kelly brought out a Beattj'-Wright

and provided plenty of interest for the spectators.

On Sunday the wind blew hard, and no flights were made.
The natural disappointment of the crowd, however, was ap-

peased by the generous distribution of tickets available for

another occasion ; a very sporting concession on the part of the

Grahame-White Aviation Company, who were in no way re-

sponsible for the "frightfulnoss" of the weather.

On Monday the attendance ran into many ihou-ands, and
the \-arious enclosures looked reminiscent of the days before

the war. There was, unfortunately, what is officially de-

scribed as "a certain liveliness" in the air, thi- wind blowing
nearly 40 miles an hour all the afterno<jn. Mr. Osipenlio
made several plucky straight flights in a (xrahame-White
biplane, but evidently had an uncomfortable time.

Mr. Roche-Kelly, on a Beatty-Wright, flew twice across the

aerodrome, but a strong downward current appeared to pre-

vent him from getting any distance off the ground. At a third

attempt he was more successful, but was compelled to alight

in a field be3'ond the railway.

The crowd was greatly relieved later to hear that he and
his machine were uninjured. .-\s the tramwa.- strike still

prevailed, the larg'e attendance was quite reniarkaljle.

An Aid to Acceleration.

There arc few people connected with the aeroplane industry
who are not familiar with the name of the firm of T. W. K.
Clarke and Co., Hampton Wick, Middlesex. Mr. T. W. K.
Clarke, the founder of the firm, was one of the pioneers of

propeller-making in this country, having made propellers and
other parts for aeroplanes as far back as 1906, and he had a

very comprehensive catalogue printed in 191 1 of \arious aero-

nautical accessories of his own manufacture.
Certainly, a firm whose originators had the courage and fore-

sight to enter the aeroplane industry in such a tliorough man-
ner at that early stage deserves all the support which can be

extended to it, but apart altogether from any consideration

of this sort, the firm are in a position to turn out the very" best

of work in either two or four-bladed propellers, and, further-

more, they are able to give exceptionally prompt deliveries,

which is an important consideration at the ]-)resent time.

Although a large proportion of their work at present is

to Go\ernment specification, they are equipped to undertake
additional work to suit any requirements. 'J he firm's lengthv
experience and reputation for turning out reailv first-class

work should be borne in mind by those firms who require

prompt deliver)' of propellers to assist them in accelornting

their output of aeroplanes.

.Maj. -General R. M. Ruck, Chairman of the .\eronautical Society presenting the Society's Gold Medals to Mrs. Busk and
Professor Br\an. On the right of the picture is Mr. Cooper, Secretary of the Society, and between him and <jeneral Ruck

is Mr. Griffith Brewer, to whom the Wilbur Wright Memorial is chiefly due.
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I ROM DENMARK.
lliE Aekuplane's Danish correspondent sends the following-

news :

—

"Flugsport" of April 21st contains the following casualty
list ;—Feldllieger Department, Oberlieut. von Cleef, missing

;

Oberlieut. Dyckhoff, died in French imprisonment
; ITieut.

Kriiger, killed in fatal accident; Oberlieut. Baron von Gayl,
slightly wounded, taken prisoner

; Lieut, von Kaisenberg, died
in French imprisonment; Lieut. Grosskopff, missing; Lieut,
and Observator Dieterlev, missing

; Officer-Replacer Welk,
killed

; Lieut, of the Reserve and Observator Wittenburg, miss-
ing

; Vizefeldwebei Kissenbert, slightly wounded
; Vizefeldwebel

of the Reserve Hucke taken prisoner ; Sub-Officer Rauhut,
niissing

; I^ilot Voluntary Sub-Officer of the Reserve Engel-
horn, missing

; Gefreiter Spachholz, missing ; Pilot Gefreiter
Lange, missing ; Aviator Herzsprung, died from illness.

* * *

The Au>irian F"eldpiloi Captain Philipp Ritter Blaschkc, of
Berlin-Vienna 1912 race fame (see I'he Aeropla.vr, page 41,
January 13th, 1915), has been taken prisonor by the Russians.

• » *

Tile following well-known civil aviators have been appointed
"Feldpiloten" with military ranks: Lieutenant .Audolf Stanger
(who undertook the last flight before the surrendering of
Przemysl), Enseign Sparrmann (the Lohner arrow biplane pilot,

the winner of the Schicht prize), Lieutenant Alois Stiploscheck
(who has piloted the Jeanin steel-dove monoplane with success
in Germany), Franz Malina (who was killed in the voluntary
collision, forced by the Russian Flight-Lieutenant -Andriewicz,
fatal too to himself), Workmnster Josef Korper, Corporal Bela
Trikats and Enseign Bognt Biirian.

* *

In the order ot the squadron-commander at the Hanoxer
air station tour officers from the there-residing squadron started
on an overland flight to Braunschweig recently to celebrate
th.j birth of the second prince of the Duke Family in that way.
In reaciiiing the palace the observators droi>ped their telegrams
of congratulation from a height of 6,000 feet, Duke Ernst
August bringing them afterwards the heartiest thanks in the
name of his wife.

* * A

In a private cable from Berlin to Copenhagen now appears
the first reliable report of the partaking of the Sikorsky giant
biplanes in the war, the Germans having shot one down, thereby
killing three men before the alig'hting of the giant. As the
German marksmen are said to have an easy mark and the

Sikorsky biplane is said to have manoeuvred slow and bad, it

has likely suffered from engine troubles.

» *

German newspapers from the Western front report thus of

the prisonor making of Garros :—Towards seven o'clock two
aeroplanes appeared at great height. Thi> one was fired at by
an aircraft gun and disappeared then. The other hostile

aviator continued, when a railway train approached from North
o.T the route Ingelmynster-Kortrijk. .Scarcely had the a\iator

observed the train when he dived steep .at almost sixtv dogre'-s

from more than (1,000 feet to 120 feet. He banked shar]) with

almost vertical planes, dropping a bomb, which missed its

mark however. When the aviator came within range, the

rail defence guard opened the fire and sometimes the shooting
dist.ince was scarcely 300 feet. The aviator tried to escape,

switched the engine on again and rose, still fired' upon to a

height of 2,100 feet. When suddenly the aeroplane started roll-

ing, the engine stopped and the aviator glided down. The com-
mander of the guard started a pursue at once. Having de-

scended the aviator put his aeroplane to fire, fleeing into a farm.
By and by the guard was joined by some horsemen, who went
in seek of the aviator. The inhabitants declared at one voice

that only one mm had alighted from the aeroplane. Then the

.aviator was sighted behind a thick thorn-hedge. He tried to

find another hiding-place, diving into a trench by the hedge
;

but here he was taken prisonor. The aviator was' Garros. He
told that his aeroplane had been hit by a projectile at a bright

of 2,100 feet, so that he was forced to descend.

\ fresh German aerial war letter runs : On -March iith both
of Ub two flight lieutenants K. and F. received the order to

find out the fate of two Russian horse divisions. As a true
observator, I think of nothing but the tactic position, that is

the picture ol the hostile troops in the country, where the
Russii;m cavalry, the mercury of the army, can have hidden.
We fly first in eastern direction to search the outskirt of the big

wood. Krasnopol is sighted, further Seyny and the army road
to Mariampol and Sereje. Troops are marshing thereon ; as

long as they see the big dragon-fly their columns stand still,

the foot soldiers lay themselves down across the road. I draw
them down on my map and laugh. Your lying down does
not help you. You cannot avoid my eyes, though I am sorry for

your efforts. But nowhere I see the cavalry, which can indeed

only 'hide in the wood ; \ve fly along the road to S , R ,

.M over the glade by P to the canal. Enough of troops,

lioUi walking, driving and shooting ones, only no horse divi-

sion. Might they have ridden in the defiles? Let us fly once
more across H in the direction of S . I lean over the

fuselage, observe close through my telescope, in all the many
every way running defiles and suddenly find them, to right of

the road to G ; horse by horse do they stand in the north-

east running defile. Let us bank, then along the defile drop-

ping steel darts. The big bird inclines the right plane down-
wards, carries out la circle and flies vertical above the defile.

Through banking we loose 100 metres of height, ha\'e

altogether not exceeded 3,300 feet. Under many weather con-

ditions the aeroplane shall not rise in spite of all efforts. The
flechettes are dropped, ten little bo.xes, each containing 50
darts.

Scarsely has the last bunch fallen, when the number of

revolutions drop from 1,400 to 600, that is the engine has prac-

tically stopped working. Caused by the seizing of the pro-

peller humming K. turns his head, and we two glance for one
moment each others in the face ; in life and death we are

connected. Below the end is lurking . . . imprisonment or the

deadi from the enemy or in the tops of the trees. The decision

must come in one minute. .As observator I oaiji do notliing.

With the fists clenched and the eyebrows contracted we are

caught by an impotent fury. Damned, into the haads of the

Russians ; now before having brought the report ! We liave

greeted the Russians with bombs and flechettes ; how will they

greet us?

Those thoughts last only a fraction of a second ; ne.xt moment
we think "3,000 feet high : that means at highest a glide of

seven kilometres." So still amidst above the wood, mo>t likely

we shall break our necks or limbs. Dead or alive into the

hands of the Russians. One small but even very small ohanse

of alighting with rather unhurt limbs, surrounded by the

enemy. Another chanse to descend in the glade of the S .

The aviator has throttled the gas down, given the aeroplane

a down-going movement by the lever to keep the speed. The
needle of the altimeter is steady sinking. The engine gargles

and gasps, while the wind turns the propeller. The left-hand

grasps the accelerator, moves it once more, yet another time

. . . God in heaven. Tine altimeter registers but 2,400 feet.

Now . . . now the engine starts ; we rise, we live.

There are our trenches ; from second to second our hopes

rise, the horrible loads are removed from our souls, till the

first German trencli lies below us and we shout by joy, the

cry of joy of the youth to have gained life again. The engine
misses still three times

;
yet we laugh thereby, for we are at

home—the home of the bayonet below. . . In the evening we
rest again in our warm little room in the Poland city and are

both happ3'. I ly stretched out in my bed with the hands under

my head and the war dog by my feet, in spite of the white

sheet. Bv heaven, a white sheet ! F. sits by the table, still a

little pale
;
yet only exterior. In our hearts we are healthy

and happy. Both of us ; thinking of our dear ones at home
and of the happenings of the day, and yet most of the effer-

vescing and incomprehensible life. Fare well, dear- friends

and ask for ,a blew sky for to-morrow. Then we will rise

again above the big green sea with the white islands and keep

on a sharp outlook, we two, in life and death connected,

Lieuti-nnnis F. and K. of His Majesty's Forces.
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Aero=motors : In Kind and Construction.—(Cw////^^/^^/;

BY QEOFFREY de HOLDEN-STONE.

"If 30U were not who you are, who would you raiher be

if you couldn't help being, and liow often?" is just one of

those polite lunatic riddles that hold the l^ey of great wisdom.
Like all arresting thoughts, it piakes you doubt all at once which

side of the wall you really belong. It explains, in the fittest

possible terms, civil lords, political lawyers. Chancery Lane
colonels, and even the Royal Air-Graft Factory, beside a whole
host of minor British marvels. It accounts equally for the

principal boy and the obscene flapper; and, on the other hand,
for Eitel Fritz. Its "how often" subtly divines the motives of

a friend of mine, who always used to wish he had been born
an adventuress after a bad week's racing. Yet its "couldn't

help being" affords the wholesome reminder that you always
have to take the fittings with the business. That is vchy, for

instance, I would not change names with Mr. Aubrey
Llewellyn Coventry Fell, not for all those extra shillings. If

I couldn't help but had to, I had much rather be plain G.

Hover, which would be no less expressive of one's personality

on an ordinary sized card, instead of his somewhat bulky kind.

Beside, it would mean taking on his job and his other troubles.

It is quite bad enough to be a motorist, and try to live up to

Coventry alone.

Speaking of which, the aforesaid riddle does so explain the

"plus change, plus ca y est mime chose" of the marvellous
motor trade and all its works : than which there is no other

like, nor ever will be. Civilisation could not stand for it.

Honestly, did you ever go to an Olympia Show during the

past seven years and see any real essential difference—apart

from gadgets and minor what-nots—between any half-dozen

cars of within fifty pounds of the same price that you could

not have fully expressed in half a dozen lines of type? Or
upon the road, to account for the three-page panegyrics?
Frankly, I never have. From short stroke to long, or the

other way, an axle or two, and sundry gear-change fitments

make up the sum of it : and—as this car-resurrecting war is

finding out—all the real difference between "a 1914 model"
and its ancestress of 1907.

Likewise, did you even notice how like nin;ty-nine motors

out of a hundred were to every other one but the hundredth,

which was generally worth all the rest As if—and this wa>
the iniquity of it—they had all tried to be alike, encouraged
thereto by the blasphemy of calling damned lazintss and easy

gadgeteering "commercial standardisation." And more than

one Aero Show has chiefly shown that the aero industry might
easily go to hell the same way if its few successful shopkeepers

were not ft>rtunately outnumbered by its original mad crafts-

men.
Naturally, I am not for one moment denying the improve-

ment of the type. My only objection is to its uniformity when
there is so much scope for diversity, which is really the swifter

road to progress, because there is no crowd. What I do main-
tain, on the other hand, is that all the serious improvement
has arrived mainly, if not solely, by the frankly uncommercial
way of racing. * Brooklands has really done more for aviation

with its track than with all the pet "remous" of its aero-

drome ; and the Circuits de Boulogne, Dieppe and .Auvergne

than all the subventions of Issy. There is nothing like the

road-race, with its wrenchings, dwellings and heart-bursting

speed-lifts, to bring out the secrets of designing a light-weight

motor that can go through flight-stunts dependably without

hiccoughing. Curiously enough, one French firm that spends

;£^50,ooo a year on its racing factory alone, yet has never built

for flight, possessed in its V-type racing monobloc the making
of the finest aeromotor yet produced in that type. On the

other hand, tine merciless thrasii of the track, at 2,000 r.p.m.,

and better all out, is like no other test for the material that

has to stand the supreme question of flight. So for once in

this world we win both ways, on racing.

The Sunbeam^Coatalen Aircraft Motor.

That is whv one may fairly allow that on iK racing pedigree

by road and track the Sunbeam aeromolor of either eight or

a dozen cylinders ought to begin with at le.

of its reliability-score in hand. P'roni all

seems that the pudding'-proof of pe;-foi'm,incr

-.t thirty per cent,

accounts, too, it

.implv fulfils this

End Views of tlie 150 H. P. 8 Cylinder Sunbeam-Coatalen Aircraft Motor.
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expectation. It runs, and l^ceps on, which i< nearly—say eighty
per cent.—but not quite everything-. The other twenty points
we can discuss later. Otherwise, it is plain enough, certainly

conventional of car-practice, in its design. .So far, ''^^'olve^-

'ampton by name," yet not Wolver'ampton b\- natur','" for w l>

may agree with the catalogue that it has been specially refined

for its work aloft.

Now refinement, being one of those luminously \ague port-

manteau-words beloved of
,

catalogue and show report carpenters,
leally means a great deal of which it definitely conveys \-ery

little. But since—in the essential matter of aeromotor trust-

worthiness—refinement of material and make-up counts far

more dhan specially ingenious design—which is also refine-

ment—the Sunbeam at least scores for service in the former
respect.

The ISO h.p. Eight cylinder Model.

Takiiig the eight-cylinder 150-h.p. model, rhen, in the mass,
we have the cylinders mounted in two mono bloc castings of

four cylinders each, set V fashion at 90 deg. on the crank-
charnber. For the best possible compromise between light-

weight and trustworthiness—possible lubrication failure being

a contingency always to be borne in mind—I prefer steel cjdin-

ders and pistons, witli outsi^ed cast-iron rings ; and secondl)'

either steel cylinders with cast-iron pistons or verv naked cast-

iron cylinders with steel pistons.

The Sunbeam acromotors, I be!ie\c, belong to tliis last group,

ot any rale, the iron used in its cylinder castings is one of the

best grades—it is like Brazilian— I have yet seen for dense,

but light and thin formations with a large margin of strength.

So, what with the copperlike density of grain, the water-

jacket dimensions work out as thin as is safely possible : added

to which the outer faces are cast open—the port-passages pro-

jecting of course—and panelled with aluminium plates, carrying

the water-inlet leads.

Apart from the accm-ate gauging of cylinder tliicknesses this

open panelling assures, one of the most judicious points of

this casting design is that each cylinder has its own separate

water outlet—running up to a branched collector-pipe—instead

of the single outlet for all four one usually sees in mono-

bloc practice. I should add tlhat the cylinders in each casting

arc staggered relatively to those opposite, so that the big ends

of the opposed connecting rods may be side by side on each

cranli-fhrow ; which in turn allows larger bearings to be

fitted between the throws.

Now, the obvious intention of tlie Sunljeam design--as in

Side View of the ISO h.p. Sunbeam Coatalen.

any ^'-type motor—is the lime-honourcd one of working all

the \ alves from a single cam-shalt. Valve-adjustment, too, has

probably been considered troublesome. .Albeit the trouble is

flight enough, and seldom recurs in any number of valve-

dismountings. Thus, quite irrespective of other considerations,

the immediate oar-practice expedient has been employed, of

form.ing a valve chest on the inner side of eaoh casting, con-

taining all the valves, and operating the whole sixteen direct

from the cam-shaft. Carrying the induction passages through

and across to the outer side in the familiai way certainly does

warm the mi.\ture usefully, making for econom)' of petrol and

easy starting, although it gives the gas-stream an extra bend

and a positive reverse into the cylinder. But, so far, the trust-

worthy running of the motor is not affected by tny of these

dispositions.

Nevertheless, quite frankly, I think we need not take the

accepted fact, however clearly established its merits, as the

final possibility. Criticism need not mean detraction thereof;

and if suggestive, is useful ; if only to add to the general stock

of ideas.

The Ideal Exhaust.

So to begin with, we may well remember this, that the ideal

for exhausting would be to have the entire cylinder-head lifting

SIDE ELtVATION END ELEVATION
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like a saucepan lid, with a port-feeding induction below, if

only mechanical conditions would allow. Unfortunately they

do not. The Gnome monosoupape comes nearest in this respect

at present ; and further adaptations of the same system for other

motors seem quite practicable. Even the tch/ippement unticipe

—of half a dozen four-strokers earlier tlian the J.A. P.—is only
a variation of the same idea. However, one cannot begin 10

realise it without inverting the exhaust-valve direct into the

cylinder-head.

The Writer's Theories.

Bearing in mind, loo, tliat you hardly ever need to get at

valve-gear at all ; but only valves, and those as quickly as

possible, without dismounting adjacent fixtures, the question to

consider is whether four—or even eight—rockers and tappots
would altogether weigh more than a valve-chest. Personalh-,
I should say less than half as much. They would at least allow
the valves to be placed at choice ; in any case in the mo^t
accessiible position on the top of the cylinders; which position,

mark you, not only gives the easiest, most direct flow for the
induction and exhaust, but wholly gets rid of dead combustion
space, the notable defect of valve-chest design. Actually, too,

very slight ovalising or minaretting of the combustion chamljer
enables larger valves to be used than there is room for an a

valve-chest, never so lengthened. Which experience—ancient
enough by this time—has proved to give better gas-delivery or
relief and longer valve life. Withal, one just as certainly

follows out the intention of valve operation from a single cam-
shaft.

Further possibilities also readily occur. For instance—with

the valves thus disposed, the inlets preferably on the inner side,

what is to prevent a continuous induction passage being cast

along the inner side instead of a valve-chest, and connected
with the corresponding passage in the opposite cylinder battery,

at the farther end by a curved tube, and at the near one bv
branches from a single carburettor, to form a complete in-

duction hoop, and add ten per cent, to the motor's efficiency.

This would leave all the middle space empty for accessible

magnetos and the valve-gear. And with the outer side of tin;

cylinder castings left clear as before, one could hardly get rid

of the exhaust gases more directly, or more conveniently for

aeroplane installation ; as the double exhaust piping—Lion-

Peugeot fashion—would be no inconvenience.

Something might be said, too, as to leading ihe incoming
cooled water more directly aroimd the exhaust valve-seating^.

Few considerations are more important than this in mere

On the Roofing of Buildings.
Now that so much building, both permanent and temporarx-,

is being done in connection with the aircraft industry, the

question of roofing for buildings becomes of considerable im-

portance, whether one is thinking of putting up a large factory

for the building of aeroplanes, or whether one is merely pul-

ing up a small additional shop in a yard, or sheds, at an

aerodrome.

\ species of roofing which ha-, been thoroughly tested and

has stood up well to all its tests is the ROK roofing, manufac-

tured by D. Anderson and Son, I^td., of Belfast, a firm which

also has a branch works at Roach Road, Old Ford, London, E.

The material itself is apparently a species of compres?3d felt

finished with an exceedingly lough and durable surface some-

what of the nature of rubber. It is guaranteed to stand the

most severe climatic conditions of the tropics, as well as the

cold and damp of the British Isles. In hot weathi r it makes

a much cooler roof than corrugated iron, and in cold weather

it is warmer. It lasts longer, and water from ro-\fs covered

with ROK can be used for domestic purposes, as it does not

taint the water as corrugated iron does. Fvvthermore,

ROK roofing is fume and smoke proof, as it is n-jt affected

by acids from neighbouring works and chimneys. Moreover,

it is proof against vermin, and in this way is superior <^o wood

or to ordinary felt covering.

In these days it is of interest to note that ROK reofmg i^^

made by British labour and backed by British capita/ The

durability of the material is backed by the firm's graranlee

based on 60 years' experience of the roofing trade.

It is important when using this material to follow c"*" with

touring-car design : so how much more so must it be for an
aeromolor? Yet with inverted exhaust valves .anged along

the outer side of a mono bloc casting-head, nothing would be

easier than to take the water inlet tube direct to their seatings,

with branoli insertions into a panel below the exhausts ; or

nearer still, above them, right along the outermost edge, of the

casting. For, be it remembered, so long as you cool the

cylinder-heads and exhaust-valves effectively—the inlets almost

cool themselves with the new mixture—there is no special need
to cool the cylinder trunks further than the surrounding jackft-

water does in any case. In fact, the motor seems better with

the cylinder trunks kept fairly warm, to preserve tlie rapidly

weakening power-stroke to the finish. P'urthermore, they will

not be liable to the sudden cooling after a long flight, that

cracks cylinders far more readily than overheating.

Inherent Reliability.

AH these digressive observations—all verified by performance

quite as much as theory—merely show how doctors may differ

and yet be right, each in his way. For the Sunbeam practice,

as it happens, reverses these precepts of design in nearly every

detail. Yet, running so notably well as the Sunbeam motors

do, the supreme value of the material-and-workmanship factor

is thus doubly proved.

Actually, running in as it does at the lowest point of the

water-jacketing, the cooled water enters farthest from the

valves. Yet with the hot water relief immediately above each

pair, they do not overheat. At any rate, I understand that

although most of the Sunbeam aeromotors built so far have been

particularly hard worked, I have not heard of a single instance

of valve-failure.

Of course, with the valve chest on the inner side, the exhaust

passages could hardly be carried out any other way—certainly

not more directly—than ttiey are, to a central collector : so

long as they are not left with open pipe-ends. They might

conceivably change positions with the induction passages, to

carry out the idea of working with an induction hoop and

perhaps a single carburettor. But the experiment would be

exceedingly risky on the score of overheating, because the ex-

haust gases would then be given a reverse turn downwards

after an initial upward lead. And certainly the ignition plugs

could not be better placed than as they are set centrally

over eadh combustion chamber : and their range-fine being

practically on the outer edge, t.^ey are particularly

accessible.

(To he contimted.)

care the firm's directions for fixing. A friend of the writer's

who has had many years' experience of the Gold Coast in an

important Government position says that ROK roofing

stands the heat and rains there better than anything else, but

that some of the people on the Coast who have tried to use

it have had considerable trouble with it, which they have

hiamed on the roofing, when the trouble was entirely due to

their own slackness in not following out the firm's instruc-

tions. When the material is properly fixed it is perfectly

waterproof and suitable for any form of roof.

"In the Clouds."

Special interest attaches to a play which is being produced

by the celebrated Dutch actor, Mr. Henri de Vries, at the

Euston during Whit week. Mr. de Vries, whose stage portray.il

of a submarine will be remembered, has on this occasion pui

01 a play dealing largely with aviation. It is from the pen of

Mr. Leslie Stiles, and the chief scene in the play depicts a

hand-to-hand fight in an aeroplane in mid-air. The machine

is made to appear to be travelling at a rate of eighty miles an

hour. Mr. de Vries describes his production as an "Egyptian

Aerodrama," the scene being laid near the Pyramids.

Owing to the paper going to press at the beginning of the

week, it has been impossible to see the play as yet, but if it

is anything like as well done as Mr. de Vries' submarine show

it is very good indeed. The present writer happened to be with

a submarine officer when he saw the said submarine play, and

tlhis officer was quite astonished to find how near Mr. de Vries

had got to the real thing. One hopes the aeroplane is equally

trLie to life.
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New Pilots.

As there appears to be no official recognition of any evil

consequences which may result from the publication of the

exact number of new pilots who take their certificates, and of

the location of the various naval, military, and civilian schools

at which their training has been done, the following list is

given showing the pilots who have passed for 'heir tickets

since the last list was published :—

-

1 103, Flight Sub-Lieut. Redford Henry Mulock, R.N.A.S.
(Short biplane, Royal Naval Flying School, Eastchuroh), March
9th, 1915; 1104, 2nd Lieut. Alan Mushet Morison, R.F.C.
(Maurice Farman biplane. Military School, Brooklands), March
iith, 1915; 1105, Flight Sub-Lieut. Laurence Henry Forster

Irving, R.N.A.S. (Grahame-White biplane), March iith, 1915.

1106, Flight Sub-Lieut. Wilfred Henry Dunn, R.N.A.S.
(Grahame-White biplane, Grahame-White School, Hendon),
March iith, 1915; 1107, Norman Hatfield Read (Maurice Far-

man biplane, Military School, Brooklands), March 11th, 1915 ;

1 108, Flight Sub-Lieut. John Stanton Fleming Morrison,

R.N.A.S. (Graihame-White biplane, Grahame-White School,

Hendon), Mardi iith, 1915; 1109, Algernon John Insall

(Maurice Farman biplane, Military School, Brooklands), March
12th, 1915 ;

iiio, Gilbert Stuart Martin Insall (Maurice Farman
biplane. Military School, Brooklands), March 14th, 1915.

I II I, Flight Sub-Lieut. James Bri^n Patrick Ferrand,

R.N.A.S. (Grahame-White biplane, Grahame-White School,

Hendon), March isth, 1915; 1112, Howard Lister Cooper
(Maurice Farman biplane, Military School, Brooklands), March
15th, 1915 ; 1113, Flight Sub-Lieut. George Hancock Reid,

R.N.A.S. (Grahame-White biplane, Grahame-White School,

Hendon), March 15th, 1915; 1114, 2nd Lieut. Alexander Cecil

Clarke, D. C.L.I. (Maurice Farman biplane, Royal Flying Corps,

Farnborough), March 2nd, 1915) ; 1115, 2nd Lieut. John Ollis

Mullins (6th Battn. Middlesex Regt.) (Maurice Farman bi-

plane, Royal Flying Corps, Shoreham), March 13th, 1915.

1 116, Fligflit Sub-Lieut. Charles William Fairfax Morgan,
R.N.A.S. (Short biplane. Royal Naval Flying School, East-

church), March 14th, 1915; 1117, Preston Albert Watson (L.

and P. biplane, London and Provincial School, Hendon), March
i6th, 1915; 1118, William Jamieson McConnochie (Hall bi-

plane, Hall School, Hendon), March i6th, 1915 ; 1119, Flight

Sub-Lieut. Laurence Pratt Openshaw, R.N.A.S. (Bristol bi-

plane, Royal Naval Air Station, Hendon), March lytih, 1915 ;

1120, 2nd Lieut. Ernest Leslie Gossage, R.F..A. (Maurice Far-

man biplane, R.F.C, South Harrow), March loth, 1915.

1121, 2nd Lieut. Humphrey Minton Goode (County of London
Yeomanry, Territorial Force) (Maurice Farman biplane, Royal
Flying Corps, Farnborough), March Jith, 1915 ; 1122, Lieut.

Ralph Towleton Leather (Warwickshire Yeomanry, Territorial

Force) (Maurice Farman biplane, Royal Flying Corps, Shore-

ham), March i6tli, 1915; 1123, Lieut. Lawrence Werner Wyld
Lees, R.G.A. (S.R.) (Maurice Farman biplane. Royal Flying

Corps, South Harrow), March 17th, 1915; 1124, Flight Sub-
Lieut. Arthur Vere Tabor, R.N.A.S. (Bristol biplane, Royal
Naval Air Station, Hendon), March iSth, 1915 ; 1125, William
Geoffrey Cullen (Maurice Farman biplane. Military School,

Brooklands), March 21st, 1915.

1 126, Jean Claude Charles Marduel (French subject) (Cau-
dron biplane, Richmond, N.S.W.), Jan. i6th, 1915 ; 1127, Lieut.

Gerald Allen (The Connaught Rangers) (Maurice Farman bi-

plane. Royal Flying Corps, Farnborough), March iith, 1915 ;

1 128, 2nd Lieut. William Reid (Maurice Farman biplane. Royal
Flying Corps, Shoreham), March i6th, 1915; 1129 (hydro-aero-

plane). Flight Com. Henry Meyrick Cave-Browne-Cave,
R.N.A.S. (Short hydro-aeroplane, Royal Naval Air Station,

Isle of Grain), March 20th, 1915; 1130, Lieut. Frederick James
Powell (Manchester Regt.) (Maurice Farman biplane. Royal
Flying Corps, Farnborough), March 2nd, 1915.

113 1, Lieut. Francis Edgcombe Hellyer (The Hampshire
Regt.) (Maurice Farman biplane, Royal Flying Corps, Farn-
borough), March 2nd, 1915; 1132, Flight Sub-Lieut. Robert
Dymond Gladman Sibley, R.N.A.S. (Maurice Farman biplane.

Royal Naval Flying School, Eastchuich), March 24th, 1915 ;

1133, Flight .Sub-Lieut. John Findlay Hay, R.N.A.S. (Maurice
Farman biplane, Royal Naval Flying School, Eastchuroh),
March 24th, 1915; 113:1 Lieut. Colin Critchle'y Salmonson (R.M.

Fusiliers) (Maurice Farman biplane. Royal Flying Corps, Farn-
borougih), March 25th, 1915; 1135, John Gay (Maurice Farman
biplane. Military School, Brooklands, March 30th, 191.1;.

1136, Arthur Claude Wright (Maurice Farman biplane, Mili-

tary School, Brooklands), March 30th, 1915 ; 1137, Capt. John
Glanville Hearson, R.E. (i\Iaurice Farman biplane. Royal Fly-
ing Corps, Farnborough), March nth, 1915 ; 1138, Flight Sub-
Lieut. Arthur Connorton Saw, R.N.A.S. (Short biplane. Royal
Naval Flying School, Eastchurch), March 29th, 1915 ; 1139,
2nd Lieut. Cecil St. George Lyster-Smythe (ist East Surrey
Regt.), (Maurice Farman biplane. Military School, Farn-
borough), March 20th, 1915; 1140, Capt. Reginald Alfred
Cooper (Hampshire Yeomanry), (Maurice Farman biplane,

Military School, Farnborough), March 31st, 1915.

1 141 2nd Lieut. Ian Woodford Aitken (13th Reserve Regi-
ment of Cavalry) (Maurice Farman biplane. Military school,

Farnborough), March 31st, 1915; 1142 Flight Sub-Lieut.
Frederick George Darby Hards, R.N.A.S. (Grahame-White
biplane, Grahame-White School, Hendon), March 31st, 1915;
1143 George Lockhart Piercy Henderson (L. and P. biplane,

London and Provincial School, Hendon), March 31st, 1915 ;

1144 Charles James Chabot (Maurice Farman biplane. Military

School, Brooklands), April ist, 1915 ; 1145 2nd Lieut. Charles
Osborne Fairbairn (Loyal North Lancashire Regt.), (L. and
P. biplane, Hendon), April 2nd, 1915.

1146 Leonard Wright Learmount (Maurice F'arman biplane.

Military School, Brooklands), April 2nd, 1915 ; 1147 Flight

Spb-Lieut. Cuthbert Everard Brisley, R.N.A.S. (Bristol bi-

plane. Royal Naval Air Station, Hendon), April 4th, 1915 ;

1148, Gerrit Forbes (Wright biplane, Beatty School, Hendon),
April 5th, 1915; 1149, Lieut. Edgar Francis Wanklyn Cob-
bold (7th Cheshire T.F.), (Maurice Farman biplane, Central
Flying School, Upavon), Feb. gth, 1915; 1150 2nd Lieut.

Frederick Howard Jenkins, R.F.C. (Maurice Farman biplane.

Royal Flying Corps, Shoreham), Feb. 26th, 1915.

1151 Lieut. Henry Anthony Patrick Disney (Cambridgeshire
Regt.), (Maurice Farman biplane. Royal Flying Corps, Shore-

ham), March 15th, 1915 ; 1152 2nd Lieut. Percy B. Brown
(South Staffordshire Regt.) (Maurice Farman biplane, Royal
Flying School, Shoreham), March 17th, 1915 ; 1153, Francis
Reynell Laver (Beatty biplane, Beatty School, Hendon), March
24th, 1915; 1154, Lieut, the Hon. Laurence John Evelyn T-
Wykeham-Fiennes (4th Battn. Oxford and Bucks Light In-

fantry) (Maurice Farman biplane. Military School, Farn-
borough), March 29th, 1915; 1155 2nd Lieut. Alan Victor

Hobbs, R.F.C. (Maurice Farman biplane, Royal Flying Corps,

Shoreham), April 2nd, 1915.

1x56, Alfred Sebastian Goodwin (L. and P. biplane, London
and Provincial S'.;hool, Hendon), April sth, 1915 ; 1157 Alan
Fitzroy Somerset-Leeke (Maurice Farman biplane, Military

School, Brooklands), April 5th, 1915; 1158, 2nd Lieut. Vere
Carol Melvill Gonne, R.G.A. (S.R.), (Maurice Farman biplane,

Royal Flying Corps, South Harrow), April 5th, 1915 ; 1159
Assistant Paymaster Lionel Douglas Dalzell-McKean, R.N.
(Bristol biplane. Royal Naval Air Station, Hendon), April loth,

1915; 1160 Flight Sub-Lieut. Robin Gordon Mack, R.N.A.S.
(Grahame-White biplane, Grahame-White School, Hendon),
April nth, 1915; 1161, Flight Sub-Lieut. George Hind Jack-
son, R.N.A.S. (Grahame-White biplane, Grahame-White
School, Hendon), April iiUi, 1915; 1162, Henry Edward Van
Geothem (Maurice Farman biplane. Military School, Brook-
lands), April i2th, 1915; 1163, Flight Sub-Lieut. Francis

Joseph Bailey, R.N.A.S. (Bristol biplane, Royal Naval Air Sta-

tion, Hendon), April 12th, 1915; 1164, 2nd Lieut. Alan Mur-
ray Waistell (4th Royal Warwickshire Regt.), (Maurice Far-

man biplane. Military School, Farnborough), March 24th,

1915 ; 1165, Flight Sub-Lieut. Colin Johnson, R.N.A.S. (Bris-

tol biplane, R.N. Air Station, Eastbourne), April i ith, 1915.

1 166, Flight Sub-Lieut. Cyril Tollemache, R.N.A.S. (Bristol

biplane. Royal Naval Air Station, Eastbourne), April nth,

1915; 1167, Flight Sub-Lieut. Arthur Charles Teesdale,

R.N.A.S. (Short biplane. Royal Naval Flying School, East-

church), .April i2th, 1915 ; 1168, Flight Sub-Lieut. William
Henry Wood, R.N.A.S. (Short biplane. Royal Naval Flying

School, Eastchurch), April 12th, 1915; 1169 Commander Frede-

rick Crosby Halahan, R.N. (Maurice Farman biplane. Royal
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Naval Air Station, Hendon), April 12th, 1915; 1170, Flight

"Sub-Lieut. Benjamin Travers, R.N.A.S. (Bristol biplane, Royal

Naval Air Station, Hendon), April 12th, 1915.

1 171, Kelham Kirk Horn (Maurice Farman biplane. Military

School, Brooklands), April 15th, 1915; 1172, Flight Sub-Lieut.

Francis Joseph Edward Feery, R.N.A.S. ^Grahame-White bi-

plane, Grahame-White School, Hendon), .\pril 15th, 1915 ; 1173,

ist Class Air Mechanic George Leslie Haydon, R.F.C. (Cau-

dron biplane, Ruffy-Baumann School, Hendon), April 15th,

1915; 1174, F'light Sub-Lieut. George Turner Cain, R.N.A.S.
(Bristol biplane, Royal Naval Air Station, Eastbourne), April

15th, 1915; 1175, 2nd Lieut. John Charles Quinnell, R.H.
and R.F.A. (M.F. biplane, Shoreham), March 23rd, 1915.

1176, Lord Hugh Cecil (Maurice Farman biplane. Military

School, Shoreham), April loth, 1915; 1177, Lieut. Wayland
Joyce (Bedfordshire Regt.), (Maurice Farman biplane, Royal

Flying Corps, South Harrow), April 12th, 1915; 117S, 2nd

Lieut. David Samuel Jillings (Maurice Farman biplane, Mili-

tary School, Shoreham), April 15th, 1915 ; 1179, Darrell Brodie

James {Maurice Farman biplane. Military School, Brooklands),

April 19th, 1915 ; 1180, Flight Sub-Lieut. Thomas Francis

Nettenville Gerrard, R.N.A.S. (Bristol biplane, Royal Naval
Air Station, Hendon), April iith, 1915.

iiSi, 2nd Lieut, the Hon. Oscar Montague Guest (LotlTian--

and Border Horse), (Maurice Farman biplane. Central Flying

School, Upavon), April 14th, 1915; 11S2, Lieut. Reginald

Arthur Saunders, R.F.A. (Maurice Farman biplane, Military

School, Shoreham), April i6th, 1915 ; 1183, 2nd Cleut. Percival

George .~\rthur Harvey (Maurice Farman biplane. Military

School, Shoreham), April 19th, 1915; 1184, John Percy Claude

Sewell (Maurice F'arman biplane, Military School, Brooklands),

.April 21st, 1915; 1185, Charles Cleaver Miles (Maurice Far-

man biplane. Military School, Brooklands), April 21st, 1915.

1 186, Flight Sub-Lieut. Reginald Marsh Everett, R.N.A.S.
(Bristol biplane, Royal Naval Air Station, Eastbourne), April

2ist, 1915 ; 1187, Lieut. Douglas Maitland King (i8th Hussars)

(Reserve of Officers) (Maurice Farman biplane, Military School,

Brooklands), April 22nd, 1915; 1188, Flight Sub-Lieut. John
Forgan Potts, R.N.-A.S. (Grahame-White biplane, Grahame-

April 22nd, 1915; 1189, Frederick

P. biplane, London and Provincial

22nd, 1915 ; 1190, Robert Gordon
Hendon), April 24th, 1915.

1191, 2nd Lieut. Charles d'Arcy Edmund Wentworth Reeve
(Suffolk Regt.) (Maurice Farman biplane. Military School,

Farnborough), April 24th, 1915; 1192, Flight Sub-Lieut.

Charles Vernon Arnold, R.N.A.S. (Short biplane, Royal Naval
Flving School, Eastchurch), April 19th, 1915 ; 1193, Flight Sub-

Lieut. Grahame George Dawson, R.N.A.S. (Short biplane.

White School, Hendon),

Hugh Lincoln (L. and

School, Hendon), April

Gould (L. and P. biplane,

Iroz^Aero Jcetylene Jelding Outfit

Victoria "+s5o
.T»iegran\4:- '\

Fl/^wma LondonV^o:: [ 49. Victoria Street Westminster.
Large Stocks of Finest Quality CARBIDE CompeUHve Prices

LINEN AEROPLANE FABRIC.
SUPERIOR TO H.A.F. SPECIFICATION.

For Prices and Deliveries apply

—

GREEVES & MORTON. ' *
^^tpAsr.

Telephone—280 Gerrard.

Telegrams— " Santochitiio, Londan."

The GENERAL AVIATION CONTRACTORS,
LTD.

Contractors to the British and Foreign Governments.

LONDON, PARIS AND MILAN.

Head Office—

30, Regent Street,
Piccadilly Circus, London, S.Wi

EMAILLITE
33

THE PREMIER DOPE
British Manufactured

"AS TIGHT AS A DRUM.

A s adopted by H.M. Government and

all the leading Manufacturers.

TheBRITISH EMAILLITE Co., Ltd.

30 Regent Street, Piccadilly. S.W.

Phone, '^HO Geyrayd. \Vire,Santochivio, London

WOOD FOR ALL PARTS OF AEROPLANES
Machined to your Sizes or Sections.

Best Quality Silver Spruce, Ash, Walnut, 3-ply etc.

W. G. EVANS & SONS,
1—4, WILLIAMS MEWS, STANHOPE STREET,

EUSTON ROAD. LONDON, N.W.
Phone : Museum 2458.

1 .1: VIJ-> I TO FLY
All those who intend to learn Flying or who are

interested in how men fly should read

Price 3/6 net. Price 3/6 net

By MAJOR C, MELLOR, R E

John Lane. The Bodley Head. Vigo Street, W.
'ABSOLUTELY INDISPENSABLE FOR P UP! LS."—The Aeroplane

KINDLY MENTION "THE AEROPLANE" WHEN CORRESPONDING WITH ADVERTISERS.
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Royal Naval Flying School, Eastchurch), April 19th, 1915 ;

1 194, Flight Sub-Lieut. Royce Gustave Andre Baudry,
R.N.A.S. (Short biplane, Royal Naval Flying School, East-
church), April 19th, 1915; 1195, 2nd Lieut. Henry Richard
Deighton Simpson (6th Inniskilling Dragoons), (Maurice Far-
man biphme, iMilitary School, Shoreham), March 31st, 1915.

1 196, Lieut. George Osborn Hayne (Maurice Farman biplane,
Military School, Shoreham), April iith, 1915 ; 1197, 2nd Lieut.
Francis Leopold Mond, R.F.A. (T.F.), (Maurice Farman bi-

plane. Military School, Farnborough), April 22nd, 1915; 1198,
Lieut. Alister Somervail (King's Own Scottish Borderers)
(Maiirice Farman biplane. Military School, Farnborough),
April 24Lh, 1915; 1199, 2nd Lieut. Charles Kennedy Cochran-
Patrick (Maurice Farman biplane, Military School, Farn-
borough), April 27th, 1915; 1200, Flight Sub-Lieut. Arthur
Frederick Foy Jacob, R.N.A.S. (Grahame-White biplane, Gra-
hame-White School, Hendon), April 29th, 1915.

1201, Donald Alastair Leslie Davidson (Maurice Farman bi-

plane, Military School, Brooklands), April 30th, 1915 ; 1202,

Joseph Alan Howard Crook (L. and P. biplane, London and
Provincial School, Hendon), April 30th, 1915 ; 1203, Lieut.
James Bird, R.N.V.R. (Maurice Farman biplane. Royal Naval
Air Station, Hendon), April 30th, 1915 ; 1204, Henry Frederick
Stevens (Hall biplane, Hall School, Hendon), April 30th, 1915 ;

1205, Alan Carnegy Horsbrugh (Maurice Farman biplane,
Military School, Brooklands), April 30th, 1915.

1206, 2nd Lieutenant Nigel James Bengough (Fife and For-
far Yeomanry) (Maurice Farman biplane. Military School,
Brooklands), April 30th, 1915 ; 1207, Capt. James Dalton Din-
neen {New Zealand Territorials) (Maurice Farman biplane,

Military School, Brooklands), April 30th, 1915 ; 1298, James
Percy Carr6 Cooper (Beatty-Wright biplane, Beatly School,
Hendon^ April 30th, 1915 ; 1209, Valentine Mason Grantham
(Maurice Farm.an biplane, Military School, Brooklands), May
ist, 1915; 1210, John Radleigh Gore-Browne (Maiu'ice Farman
biplane. Military School, Brooklands), May ist, 1915.

izii, 2nd Lieut. Horace Scott Shield (Durham Light In-

fantry) (Maurice Farman biplane. Military School, Farn-
borough), May 2nd, 1915; 1212, Flight Sub-Lieut. John Turner
Bone, R.N.A.S. (Grahame-White biplane, Grahame-White
School, Hendon), May 5th, 1915 ; 1213, Walter Dorling Smiles
(L. and P. biplane, London and Provincial School, Hendon),
May 5th, 1915 ; 1214, Flight Sub-Lieut. Harold Spencer Kerby,
R.N.A.S. (Graliame-W^Ite biplane, Grahame-White School,

Hendon), May 5th, 1915 ; 1215, Yin Khean Leong (Chinese
Subject) (Beatty-Wright biplane, Hendon), May 5th, 1915.

1216, John Arthur Watson Bourne (Maurice Farman biplane,

Military School, Brooklands), May 6th, 1915 ; 1217, Lieut.

John Beverley Robinson (Governor General's Body Guard,
Canada) (Maurice Farman biplane. Milltarv School, Brook-

lands), May 6th, 1915 ; 1218, 2nd Lieut. William Sugden-
Wilson (West Somerset Yeomanry, T.F.) ^Maurice Farman
biplane, Military School, Farnborough), April 22nd, 1915

;

1219, Lieut. Robert Arthur Chalmers, R.N.V.R. (Short bi-

plane, Royal Naval Flying School, Eastchurch), April 30th,

1915; 1220, Flight Sub-Lieut. Frank Fowler, R.N.A.S. (Bris-

tol biplane, R.N. Air Station, Eastbourne), April 30th, 1915.

1221, Flight Sub-Lieut. Roy Bingley Pullin, R.N.A.S.
(Short oiplane, Royal Naval Flying School, Eastchurch), May
1st, 1915 ; 1222, Reginald Watson Kenworthy (Caudron bi-

plane, Ruffy-Baumann School, Hendon), May 4th, 1915 ; 1223,.

2nd Lieut. Cuthbert Ambrose .'\nthony HIaft (2nd Batt. Nor-
folk Regt.) (Maurice Farman biplane, Military School, Shore-
h.im). May 5th, 1915 ; 1224, 2nd Lieut. Harold Foster Moore,
A.S.C. (Maurice Farman biplane, Military School, Farn-

borough), May loth, 1915 ; 1225, 2nd Lieut. Thomas Smith
linpev, R.F.A. (M.F. biplane, Farnborough), May iith, 1915.

1226, Lieut. William Dickson Long, A.S.C. (Maurice Far-
man biplane. Military School, Shoreham), May 6th, 1915 ;

1227, Douglas Arcjiibald Colqujlioun Symington (Maurice
Farman biplane. Military School, Brooklands), May nth,

1915 ; 1228, John Gordon McEwan (Maurice Farman biplane,

Military School, Brooklands), May nth, 1915; 1229, Harold
Jackson (Caudron biplane, Ruffy-Baumann School, Hendon),
May nth, 1915 ; 1230, 2nd Lieut. Ralph Imray KIrton (King's
Own Scottish Borderers) (Maurice Farman biplane, iVIilitary

School, Farnborough), May nth 1915.

1231, 2nd Lieut. Herbert Thomas Kemp (Cheshire Regi-
mi'nt) (Maurice Farman biplane. Military School, Farn-
borough), May nth, 1915; 1232, Flight Sub-Lieut. Frank
Hartley Aspden, R.N.A.S. (Bristol biplane. Royal Naval Air

Station, Eastbourne), May nth, 1915 ; 1233, Flight Sub-Lieut.

John Patrick Coleman, R.N.A.S. ((irahame-WhIte biplane,.

Grahame-Whiti* School, Hendon), May T2th, 1915 ; 1234^
Flight Sub-Lieut. John Fr.incis Roche, R.N.A.S. (Beatty-

Wright biplane, Beatty .School, Hendon), May 12th, 1915 ;.

1235, Esca Houghton Colman (Maurice Farman biplane, Mill-

t.iry School, Brooklands), May 14th, 1915.

1236, Lieut. Ewen Cameron Bruce (Maurice Farman biplane.

Military School, Farnborough), March 2.;th, 1915 ; 1237, Capt.

Robert .'\nstruther Bradley (1st Battn. North Stafford Regt),
(Maurice Farman biplane. Military .School, Shoreham), May
12th, 1915 ; 1238, Flight .Sub-Lieut. Edward James Poynter
Bu-r.ling, R.N.A.S. (Grahame-White biplane, Grahame-White
.School, Hendon), May 14th, 1915 ; 1239, Percival Victor Fraser

(Wright biplane, Beatty School, Hendon), May 14th, 1915 ;

1240, 2nd Lieut. Oswald Stanley Mosley Leigh (Maurice Far-

man biplane. Military School, Farnborough), May 15th, 1915 ;

1241, William Thomas Lloyd Allcock (Beatty-Wright biplane,

Beatty School, Hendon), Mov i6th, 1015.

The Avro Tractor Waterplane at the Northern Aircraft School at Windermere and some of the School crew on the landing stage.

The Improved WARREN
At tnppUed to the War Office and Admiralty.

Patentees and Makers—

Tautz & Co.,
NAVAL, MILITARY & SPORTING TAILORS,

12, Qrafton St., New Bond St., LONDON, W.

SAFETY HELMET
The best before, is now the last word

in Aviation Safety Helmets.

THE HOST IMFOBTANT PART OF AN
AVIATOR'S EQUIPMENT

Don't wait until you have an aooident. Investigate ita IVIERiTS NOW
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ScKoolTHE
RECOGNISED
BRITISH SCHOOL,

Those desirous of applying for

Commissions
in the

ROYAL AIR SERVICES
should write to us at once for full

particulars of our special inclusive

course in AVIATION,

ALL PUPILS ARE INSTRUCTED ON
TRACTOR BIPLANES (GOVERNMENT
TYPE), WHICH ARE FITTED THROUGH-
OUT WITH STANDARD CONTROLS.

THE ONLY SCHOOL
controlled by a Staff with

years of practical cxperi'

ence in School Teaching.

The HALL SCHOOL
OF FLYING

The London Aerodrome, N.W.

Phone: KINGSBURY H2,

From the above list, which has been ah'eady published offi-

cially in small instalments, it may be gathered that there are
Military Schools at Shoreham and South Harrow, and Naval
Air Stations at Eastbourne and Hendon. Facts not very
generally known.

The U.ses of Triplex Glass.
The efficacy of Triplex Glass for goggles has already been

frequently emphasised in this paper, but the aviator will find

Triplex Glass of the greatest use for other purposes. Two of

these are illustrated in tlhis column.

The wind-shield shown is designed for a standard fitting on
an Avro biplane. It has the obvious advantage that it does not

A Triplex Glass Wind-Shield for

an Avro.

cloud and become dull or crack as do all talc and celluloid

shields, and in any accident which tllie pilot can possibly survive

it will not splinter or break.

The "diess-board" illustration shows a special sheet of glass

divided into squares to suit the scale of the particular maps

with which it is intended to be used in a m.ip-case. Here again

glass has the advantage over any otilier transparent substance,

in that it does not become semi-opaque with age.

Selling Cellon.

'r. \. J. Wallace Barr is wearing an appearance of con-

h-ntiuent in these days, from which one may deduce the fact

I hat the demand for Cellon meets with his complete approval.

.\ representative of The Aeropl.am-: who called at his office in

the ("ity learned that the output for this famous dope had

more than quadrupled since the outbreak of war, while fresh

.idditions were continually being made to the plant and

ir.achinery in order to fulfil the many large contracts, Govern-

ment and otherwise, necessitated by the unprecedented activity

i,i the aeroplane industry.

This is eloquent testimony, both lo the well-established

merits of Cellon, which has contributed its share to the effi-

ciency of countless machines now on acti\'e ser\ ice, and to the

business abilities of Mr. Wallace Barr him-^elf
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MISCLLLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS
PATENTS.

The owner of British Patent No. 11,355 of 1910, en-
titled " ImproYements in Aeroplanes," is desirous of
disposing of the patent or entering into working
arrangements, under license or otherwise, with firms
likely to be interested in the same A copy of the
patent specification and full particulars can be
obtained from and offers made (for transmission to

the owner) to Marks & Clerk, 57 & 58, Lincoln's Inn
Fields, London, W C.

HOW TO TAKE OUT PATENTS IN ENGLAND AND
ABROAD." (By Arthur E. Edwards, F.C.I. P. A.) 2s.

post free.

—

Arthur Edwards & Co., Ltd., Patent Agents and

Consulting Engineers, Chancery Lane Station Chambers,
W.C. 'Phone 4536 Holborn.

PATENTS; t^^de marks; inventors advised free.—King's
Patent Agency, Ltd., 165, Queen Victoria Street, Lon-

don. 28 years' references.

TUITION.

The London and Provincial
school of flying,

Hendon Aerodpome.

Ten Royal Aero Club certificates taken during
the last ten weeks. Eight pupils only taken.

One vacancy now.

SITUATIONS VACANT.

W.ANTED, Fitters, Erectors, and men for all branches of

aeroplane work. There are also vacancies foi two good
Foremen. Applications can only be entertained from men not

at the moment engaged on this kind of work for other manu-
facturers. Applicants who have not already had experience

in the construction of aircraft, but whose present trade would

be of assistance, such as cabinet-makers, boat-builders, wire-

workers, sheet metal-workers, welders, upholsterers, engi-

neers' fitters, etc., etc., should also apply. The hours will

be from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m., with overtime till 8.30 p.m., for

those physically capable. Saturdays, 6 a.m. to 5 p.m. Sun-

days, 8 a.m. to I p.m. Good wages, with bonus on produc-

tion. Fares paid to men stopping minimum two months.

Long engagement to really first-class capable men.—Apply

by letter, stating fully past experience, references, wage ex-

f>ected, to the Portholme Aerodrome, Ltd., St. John Street,

Huntingdon.

EXPERIENCED FITTERS. —Fitter-erectors and Wiremen
wanted in large factory building "Short" machines.

—

Apply, stating experience and wages required, to Box No. 648,

"The Aeroplane," 166, Piccadilly, London, W.

PROPELLERS.
CHAUVIERE'S famous Integral Propellers hold all records;

used by all leading aviators. The best.—Sole proprietors

for Great Britain and Colonies, The Integral Propeller Co.,

Ltd., IB, Elbhorne Road, Upper Holloway, N. Telephone :

Hornsey 2345. Telegrams: "Aviprop (Upholl), London."

EBORA PROPELLER COMPANY, Kingston-on-Thames.

—Propellers as supplied to the leading aviators during

the last five years ; finished wood parts for aeroplanes, aero-

foils, patterns, etc.

FOR SALE.
GENTLEMAN'S 1914 Model de Luxe Cycle, fitted with

B.S.A. 3-speed gear. Latest improvements, gear case,

all accessories, new last September. Reason explained.

Accept 15s.
;

approval willingly.—58, Cambridge Street,

Hyde Park, London, W. (x)

Icarus Reincai*nated.

"I am afraid I used strong language, but I made the prisoner

comfortable with blankets and gave him some warm drink,"
said Mr. A. Davey, of the Royal Naval Air Service, in describing

to the Ascot magistrates yesterday how he found a man lying
in the grounds of Bodensride, Winkfield, with a fractured leg.

The evidence showed that the prisoner, an ex-convict on
licence, had endeavoured to enter tTie lodge but had fallen over

the terrace. The man was sent for trial.

"Photography in Five Lessons."
For many years it has been the custom of Burroughs, Well-

come and Co. to issue a new photographic booklet at the com-
mencement of what may be called the photographic season.

The standard they have set in these publications has been so

high that the demand has been phenomenal, and it is always
a matter of wonder that even this enterprising firm can con-

tinue to maintain,the excellence of previous booklets each year.

The present booklet is unique in many respects. It attempts

what at first might be thought an impossible task—namely, to

teach photography, from exposing the negative to finishing

the print, in five short chapters, no one of which occupies more
than six small pages. And yet it succeeds in a wonderful way.

The illustrations are, as usual, of high quality, and are not

mere decorations. They really illustrate and explain points dealt

witih in the press.

A copy of "Photography in Five Lessons" will be sent gratis

and post free to anyone mentioning this paper. .Address,

Burroug'hs, Wellcome and Co,, Snow Hill Buildings, London,

E.C.

School and Weather Reports.

Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs. Fri. Sat. Sun.

East Coast ...

|

Hendon
|

VVet/a.m.

S'ine p.m.

Windy

Rain

Windy

Fine

Fair

Fine

Foggy

Fine

Fair

Fine

Windy

Fine
&Wind
Windy

Hendon.

—

At the Ruffv-Baum.inn School.—Instructors:

Messrs. Baumann, James Bros., Virgilio and \A'inchester.

Pupils: Messrs. May and Robertson on\6o-h.p. Ca^udron with

Mr. Baumann. On Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and Satur-

dav, Mr. Robertson doing exceptionally well for new pupil and
should make good aviator. On Wednesday Mr. Hubbard out

for extra practice as well as Mr. Fleming. Two passengers

taken for long flights by M. Ed. Baumann. Lieuts. Broughton

and Blandv 20 and 15 minutes on 45 Caudron. Thursday :

Mr>srs. England, Hudson, Sykes and Hubbard all out on 45
and 50 Caudron, doing well. Friday : Mr. Cole doing ex-

cellently on 45 and 50, Sykes and England considerable practice.

Messrs. Robertson and May with instiuctor on £0 and 60

Caudron for high and long flights. Saturday : Althougli mudli

wind prevailed on Saturday Mr. Baumann ascended with

passengers on the Ruffy-Baumann machine, and Mr. Virgilio

performed his usual artistic manoeuvres on the 50-h.p. Caudron;

to the delight of the onlookers.

At the London and Provin"cl\l Stnoot..— Instructors :

Messrs. M. G. Smiles, W. T. Warren, J. H. Moore and W. D.

Smiles. Pupils with instr. : Mr. Bell. Strts. or rolling :

Messrs, Turner, Trandhomine, Redgra\e Gunner, Irwing and

Wattinme. 8's alone : Mr. Allen. Certificate was taken

during tJie week by Mr. P. G. Allen, who passed in excellent

style after three weeks' tuition in very poor flying weather.

Machines : Three L. and P. tractor biplanes.

At the Hall School.—Owing to the bad weather during

early part of week no School work was possible. On Thurs-

da\' morning the following pupils received instruction : Messrs.

Snowdon (8 mins.), Snook (7), Millbourne (9), Hamer (12),.

Booker (12) and Bayley (10). And in the evening the pupils

doing rolling practice were : Messrs. Snook (7}, Hamer (9),

Mason f7), Scott (11), Booker (12), Hatchman (12) and Snow-

don (lo). On Friday : Messrs. Snook (6), Snowdon (6), Mill-

bourne (12), Hatchman (11), Russell (16), Snook (4), Bayley

(12), Mitchell (12) and Booker (10) were out. Instructor for

the week : Mr. H. F. Stevens. Machines : H ill tractor

biplanes.
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PHOTOGRAPHS.
PILOT PORTRAITS
The F N B Series of Copy-
right Pilot Portraits includes

ri-rr BCRIESall the most notable Pilots of

the Flying World. Unmounted, post free, Sizes 12 by 10 in.,

28, 6d. ; 8 by 6 in., is. 6d. ; 6 by 4 in., is. 2d. Mention The
Aeroplane and write for NEW LIST of 350 pilots.

The photographs in the "F. N. B." series can be obtained

from F. N. Birkett direct at the above prices.

F. TV. BIRKETT
97 PERCY ROAD. SHEPHERD'S BUSH. LONDON. W.

WE HAVE THE MEN OF THE MOMENT.

ENGINE FOR SALE.
0(\ OA GREEN, 4-cyl., water-cooled, new, tractor or

\Jvy~OV/ pusher, with radiators.—V. Bodlev, 52, Leaden-
hall Street, E.G.

MISCELLANEOUS.
AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING.— Correspondence tui-

tion in sections or complete course, 12 lessons.—British
School of Engineering, 36, Maiden Lane, W.C.

BOARD RESIDENCE at HENDON for AVIATORS.—
"Hatherley," Colindale, facing entrance to Aerodrome.

Most convenient and comfortable. Moderate terms.

HARDWOOD for Aeroplanes. Specially selected, air-dried

timber as supplied to leading constructors in Britain and
the Continent. Silver Spruce, Ash, Poplar

; Hickory and Ash
Skids

;
Threeply ; Thin Cedar and Mahogany for Floats ; Wal-

nut for Propellers.—Wiljiam Mallinson and Sons, Ltd., Hack-
ney Road. 'Phone, 3854 Central, 4770 Wall.

1 f\f\ C.-XRS wanted
;
any make or age ; must be in running

JLUvy order; spot cash paid; bring or send.—Palmer's
Garage, Tooting.

Wc make high-grade Springs of every
description for lamps, bells, doors, brakes,
bicycles, mattresses, and all other purposes.
Wc specialise in Springs for the Motor and

Aeroplane Trade.

OLDBURY SPRING CO.,
Fountain Lane, Oldbury, Birmingham.

T^ade [MEIMDINEI Mark.
; ;|

Liquid scotch glue |
\

Ready for use at once. . ,

V .SED BY TMB LKADINQ AEROPLANE CONiTRUCTORS.^I
I MOISTURE PROOF.

WhI'' Jor I'rirr hiil iiiid l'iirt!niUir< -

I MENDINE CO., 8. Arthur' Si rtfet London Bri'lre, E C. m,S

LUNCH, TEA, or SUP at—

"THE AERO RESTAURANT."
(Just outside the gates of the Hendon Aerodrome.)

Pretty Tea-Gardens, with awnings, for fine weather. Glass-side
" Sun-Parlour" for cold weather,

Best ol Food, well cooked and neatly served.

Lunch from Is. 6d. Tea from 6d.

MODELS.

MCJ r\ MODEL Aeroplanes and Accessories. Set of parts

• with drawings for constructing: Model 24 in. by

30 in. 2S. 6d.

We stock everything for models, compressed air engines,

etc.—Murray, Son and Co., 387a, High Road, High Cross,

Tottenham, N. (s)

TO-DAY'S
I

THE DAY

TO JOIN THE

RUFFY - B4UIVIANN

SCHOOL OF FLYING
HENDON, N.W.

-Qp/^ATTCT^ To-day you are expected to

1 J Jlv V >1^ LJ 0 1-^ {Jo your Duty to your
Country, and to become an aviator is to

become one of the most valuable arms of

our fighting forces.

T>"pr^ATTCp;' To-day we give the most
1J 1 > V > yJ O ' ^ EFFECTIVE TRAINING in the

world on 50 h.p. and 60 h p. Gnome Caudron
Government type biplanes.

BECAUSE To day we train with the

best combination of In-

structors—Baumann, Virgilio, James Bros.,

and Winchester. ^yi-,. IZH-,.

r>T7r^ \ T TOIh To-day we use the safest
tJ J^ V > Jr\. V.J O J-v method of teaching, that

01 dual-control.

r>"p/^AT TOp To-day no other school has
DrLV^/A-LJ Ol^i

^ similar collection of ma-

chinesofsoch^compa^
[Vidt "The Aeroplane" 12/^1 May, 1915.)

BECAUSE TO-DAY WE TRAIN
PUPILS FOR THE ROYAL

FLYING CORPS AND ROYAL NAVAL
AIR SERVICE.

OFFICES AND WOKKS—
Kendall's Mews,
Portman Square, London, W.
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The Sopwith Aviation Co., Ltd.
CONTRACTORS TO THE ADMIRALTY AND WAR OFFICE

Offices and Works KINGSTON-ON-THAMES

Telephone: Tclefirams:

Kingston 774 (3 Lines). " Sopwithi Kingston."

^iiiimmiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiii^

CONTRACTORS TO THE ADMIRALTY

SHORT BROTHERS,
AEROPLANE WORKS

AND

FLYING GROUNDS-
EASTCHURCH, ISLE OF SHEPPEY.

Telephone :—g Minster-on-Sea Telegraphic Address:

—

"Flight. Eastchdrch.

Printed for The Aeroplane and General Publishing Company, Limited, by Bonner & Co., The Chancery Lane Press, Rolls ^
Passage, London, E.C. ; and Published by Wm. Dawson & Sons, Limited, at Rolls House, Breams Buildings, London.

Branches in Canada, Toronto, Montreal, and Winnipeg; in South Africa: Cape Town, Johannesburg, and Durban.
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CHIMNEY-SWEEPING.

A Vickers Gun-carrier passing over tlie country residence of its pilot near Brooklandi.

v
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AEROPLANE
ACCESSORIES

CONTRACTORS to ADMIRALTY & WAR OFFICE

R. O. & Co.'s Patent Release Gears
Fox's Patent Wire Bending Pliers
The "Short" Patent Wire Strainers
Special R.A.F. Strainers
Steel Lock Nut Strainers
Eyebolts, various designs
IVIetric Thread Bolts and Nuts
Engine Plates and Housings
Light Pressed Steel Ribs
Steel Cable Ends
Fuselage Angle Plates
Cold Drawn Steel Tubes
Tubular Framework, Etc.

ALL ORDERS PROMPTLY EXECUTED.
ONLY BEST MATERIAL USED.

Please address all coininuiiicatioiis to Department No. 4.

Contractops to H.M. Admiralty, War
Office, and Foreign Governments.

Contractors to

H.M. Admiralty and War Ofi&ce.

Haikdley Page, Ltd
OFFICES AND WORKS:

no, CRICKLEWOOD LANE,
LONDON, N.W.

AEROPLANE
MANUFACTURERS.

Telephone

—

HAMPSTEAD 7025 (2 lines.)

Telegrams

—

HYDROPHID, CRICKLE,"
LONDON.

The BRITISH CAUDRON
CO. LTD.

Sole Building and Selling Rights for

Caudron Aeroplanes

and Hydro - Aeroplanes

FLYING
AT

HENDON

FOR

THE BRITISH EMPIRE & DEPENDENCIES

Office and Works:

BROADWAY, CRICKLEWOOD.

Cable and Telegraphic Address— Phone

—

'CAUDROPLAN, CRICKLE, LONDON." 5551 HAMPSTEAD.

THE Aerodrome is open to

the Public every day as
usual. Special Exhibition and
Passenger Flights EVERY
THURSDAY, SATURDAY &
s t/yvo/i K afternoon from
3 p.m. (Weather permitting).

PASSENGER FLIGHTS, £2 2s.

Admission 6d., Is. and 2s. 6d. (Chil-

dren, half-price). Motors, 2s. 6d.

(includes Chauffeur). Soldiers and

Sailors (in uniform) free.

THE GRAHAME-WHITE SCHOOL OF
FLYING, HENDON, N.W.

'T'HE Gi'ahnme-W kite Aviation Co.. Ltd., Aeronaiitical Engin-
eeis and Consiriictoys, Proprietors of tlie London Aerodionu,

Hendon, N.IV. Teleg.: " Vnlpliine, Hyde, London." 'J elephone :

1-10 Kingsbury (4 lines). West End Offices : 32, Regent St., W.
Teleg.: " Claudigrani, Piccy ., London." Telephone: 44:13 Regent.

KINDLY MENTION "THE AEROPLANE" WHEN CORRESPONDING WITH ADVERTISERS.



THE AEROPLANE
The Editorial and Advertising Offices ol "The Aeroplane"

are at 166, Piccadilly, W.
Telegraphic Address : Aileron, London. 'Phone : Mayfair 5407.

Accounts, and all correspondence relating thereto, should be

sent to the Registered Offices ol "The Aeroplane and Ueneral
Publishing Co., Ltd.," Rolls House, Breams Buildings, E.C.

The Editor cannot undertake to return unsolicited mauu-
scripts, whether accompanied by stamps or not, though ever)

endeavour will be made to do so.

"The Aeroplane" is not connected with any other business

at the same address, whether associated with Aeronautics or

not.

Subscription Rate, post free : Home, 3 months, 1/8 ; 6 months, 3/3 ; 12 months, 6/6. Abroad, 3 months 2/2; 6 months, 4/4 ; K months, 8/8

On Arms^ a
Various and sundry people who write about aero-

nautical matters without comprehending the constitution
or work of the King's armed forces seem to be trying
to revive the old iooiish idea of a separate Air Service,
distinct from the Navy and the Arm}-, with an Air
Minister in charge. They argue tliat aircraft are not
a mere Arm, but something in some mysterious way
entirely different and superior.

It would be equally sensible to suggest a Ministry of
Automobilism to control all the Navy's ariiionred cars,
transport wagons, motor boats, submarines, and port-
able wireless plant, as well as the Army's mechanical
tran.sport, staii cars, motor-cycles, and so forth and so
on, just because they all happen to be driven by in-
lernal combustion engines.
Aeroplanes and airships are simply new vehicles,

differing only from land-going autouiobiles in that thev
operate in a third dimension. In other ways they do
not differ from any other means of locomotion used by
the vServices. The work they and their pilots and their
passengers do is an integral part of the work of the
Service to which they belong, and nrust be subsidiary
01- auxiliary to the work of the other units of that Ser-
vice.

If Naval aircraft operate ashore they should, if tliev
are to be of any real value, work in conjunction with
the Army, and under the orders of the G.O.C. -in-Chief,
just as the R.N. division in the Dardanelles is merely
there to do the work of infantrv. On the other hand
there is never any likelihood of Army aircraft workiu"-
at sea with the Fleet, though they niay assist in coast
defence, just as the Garrison Gunners may do, or as
tlie old vSubmarine Miners (R.E.) used to do.
The link between the Royal Naval Air Service and

tlie Royal Flying Corps can never be closer than that
at present existing between the Navy and the Armv,
if each of the Flying Services is to remain efiicieiit,

and, for the same reason, a IMinistry of the Air is as
impossible a thing as would be a Ministry of Artillery,
or, as already suggested, a Ministry of Automobilisin.

A Possible Department of Aeiial Communications.
I would, however, make this distinct reservation,

that when in the dim and distant future peace breaks
out, and internal dissensions begin, it may be necessar\-
to have a Minister of Aerial Communications, for purely
civil purposes, whose duties would be <'\nalogous to
those of the French Minister of "Pouts et Chaussees,"
or of our own Postmaster-General, or of a possil)le
Minister of Railways—which we shall also have.
But such a Minister would have nothing whatever to

do with the aircraft of the Navy or Armv. He would
control civil aerodromes, look after pilots' certificates—
which would entail the ability to fly properly—he would
see to_ the licensiug of aircraft, he, or, rather, his
niynnidons, would inspect aircraft with an eye to their
fitness to be trusted over the heads of tlie terrestrial
population, and so forth. Which looks like providing
a comfortable job in the future for Lieut.-Commander
Harold Perrin, R.N.V.R., uow of the Armoured Car
Division, as permanent TTnder-Secretary for such a de-
partment, for he would be just the man to teach each
successive Minister his job.
Nevertheless, that has nothing to do with the absurd

id Services.
dream—or, rather, nightmare—of a sepaiate Air Ser-

vice.

What is a Service?

It may, perhaps, be well to distinguish clearly be-

tween an Arm and a Service. The two great Services
are, of course, the Navy and the Army, and sub-divi-

sions of these may perhaps be called separate vServices,

just as the Navy has the Submarine Service and the
Royal Naval Air Service. The Army, on the other

liand, apparently prefers to call its separate branches
Corps, as in the case of the Royal F'lj'ing Corps, the

Army Service Corps, and tlie Corps of Royal Engineers,
though, in fact, each of these various Corps are quite

as much Services as is the Royal Naval Air Service.

The real distinction apparently between an Arm and
a Service is that an Arm operates in conjunction with
another Arm of the same Service, as aircraft and
Cavalry work as scouts for the Main Army, or as Air-

craft obser\e artillery fire, whereas a separate Service
conducts its own maiiteuvres "in its own damir tinker

fashion"—as the Admiral remarked to Mr. Kipling's
friend, Mv. JMoorsheil, Sub-Lieut., R.N.—and according
to its own rules, just as the iVrmy operates separately
froui the Fleet.

Two Ser\-ices may co-operate as the Navy and Ami}'
are co-operating at the Dardanelles, and sections of one
Service may co-operate with another Service just as

the Naval Brigade co-operated with the Army in tlie

Khartoum Expedition, and as detachments of the Ro3-al

Naval Air Service are—more or less—co-operating with
the Army at present.

In a general way it ma}- be taken that a vService shall

be able to conduct operations on its own account
without assistance from or co-operation with any other
Service.

Admitting this hj-pothesis, it seems olnions that an
Air Service as such, apart from the Navy or the Arun-,
i> at present an impossibility. Further, it is impos-
sible to see how a separate Air Service can ever become
a possibility in the future, because the training of a

soldier for land warfare and the training of a sailor for

Naval warfare are so different that it would not be
liumanly possible for one man to become thoroughly
competent in both branches of vScience. For whicli
leason it will appear that even if an attempt were made
to produce a separate Air vService, that Air vService

itself would have to be split into absolutely distinct

sections, one for Naval operations and one for Military
operations, the former consisting of officers trained as
sailors are trained, and the latter having its personnel
trained in IMilitary Science. Thus, it seems clear that
aircraft must remain definitely as Arms of the two
existing Services.

Cases in Point.

^lereh' as a minor example, apart from the higher
Iraiuing of Ser\'ice aviators in the Science of Naval and
Alilitarj' strategy and tactics, which is necessary to a

highlv pl'T-"cd officer, consider the case of a jiilot trained
as a soldier and handed o\er for na\'al work. He may
be a first-class flier, and he ma}' be aide to liandle big
seaplanes quite nicely at the first attempt, when operat-
ing from the shore, but what kind of a fist is he going
to make at first of bringing a 250-li.p. seaplane along-
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side a ship in a seaway, aud how loug is he going to
take to learu t]ie tricks of getting alongside, hookmg
ou, hoisting, stowing, and so on i

The seaplane-carrying- ships have not an unlimited
number oi spare machines clown at rail-head ready to
be flown to the advanced base at half an hour's notice,
as is the Army custom, and the pilot who "crashes" a
big seaplane is liable to be spoken to in a manner not
used to a military pilot who stands a B.E;. on its nose.

Contrariwise, if a pilot is trained to navigate over
tlie open sea during a six-hours' patrol, to alight in a
six-foot sea, and to come alongside "handsome," what
chance has he of learning to land a 90 m.p.hr. "tabloid"
in a live-acre field which can only be reached by doing
a right angle turn between the pinnacles of the local
cathedral and scraping over the roof of the sacristry ?

Some people argue that the pilot need only be a
good aerial chauffeur, and so can acquire all the tricks
of sea and laud. Which may be true to some extent,
but the best Service aviator is going to be quite a
different animal.

Not a Chauffeur's'7ob.

Already the best work, as scouts, as bomb-droppers,
and as artillery "spotters," has been done by officers
flying alone. In the future it will be even more so.
I he specially trained air-officer will treat his aeroplane
as a vehicle only. The act of flying will be the simplest

On Success
It lias been argued by some people, who are ob-

viously ignorant of what has really taken place, that
the ascendancy of the French and 01 the British aircraltm the' present war has forced the Germans to use both
their airships and aeroplanes less as an arm than as an
independent Service, aud that the uselessness of Zeppe-
lins in particular as an Arm for land operations has
resulted 111 their being used independently for sporadic
raids as if they belonged to a separate Service.

It has even been stated that their utility as a Naval
Arm has not been in evidence, owing to the enio.ced
seclusion of the German fleets in their harbours, on
the grounds that as there are no German Naval opera-
tions of any importance, there is no use for the Zeppelin
airslnp as a Naval Aerial Arm. This statement dis-
plays gross ignorance, and it is regrettable that it

should have appeared in a periodical noted for the high
level it usually attains in vService technicalities.
As a matter of fact, the Zeppelin has been proved to

be fairly innocuous as a direct weapon of offence, in that
it has caused no casualties worthy of note, aud has had
comparatively little effect against property. On the
otlier Jiand, it has definitely proved itself to be of im-
mense value as an arm of the German Navy, and of
the German Army.
The Danish correspondent of this paper has re-

peatedly emphasised the fact that both in the North
vSea and in the Baltic Zeppelin airships have been con-
tinually on patrol practically since the very beginning
of the war, and he has stated on authority which he has
good reason to trust, that the crew of one of the big-

German airships were decorated with the Iron Cross
for the part they took in co-operating with German
submarines, particularly in manueuvres which resulted
in the toriaedoing of the three British cruisers, the
"Cressy," "Hogue," and "Aboukir." Zeppelins and
other airships have also been constantly seen on patrol
by our own warships and smaller patrol craft at sea.
Moreover, a Zejjxjelin acting under the orders of the

German Army vStal^ dropped bombs on the railway
close to Calais not long ago, and though it did not
destroy the bridge for which the bombs were intended,
it cut the main line of supply of the British Army for
sometliiug like 48 hours, and held up thousands of
reinforcements, not to mention some thousands of tons
of food and ammunition.

part of his work. Every man with a gentleman's
education will fly, just as he can ride a horse to-day.
Nevertheless, the cavalryman's technical use of his
I'.orse is difterent from the gunner's use of him. And
similarly the scout, the bomb-d^opper, and the
"spotter" will use different types of aeroplanes, and
will handle them differently, iu fact, it is already so
to-day, for one finds some lucky pilots who have made
reputations, actually with a regular stud of aeroplanes
of different types for their own private use for different

purposes.
Une does not send a coachman to drive a cavalry

scout's horse, and one will not send a pilot to fly an air

scout's aeroplane. And, anyhow, why use two men in
an aeroplane when one is enough ?

The chauffeur's job will only come in with the fight-

ing machines, for the gun-carrier will need a pilot just

as the artillery need drivers who can handle horses but
not guns. Even so, the sea-chauffeur is going to be
different from the land chauffeur, just because the
finest car-driver on the road would pile up the simplest
motor-boat, through sheer ignorance of the habits of

water, and vice versa.

So one sees that the technical training of the Air-and-
Sea, and that of the Air-and-Land Services, must be
essentially diff'ereut from the highest to the lowest

and Failure.
It is also necessary to remember that certain of our

own Naval airships did extremely good service as

scouts during sucji tune as our Expeditionary Force
w as crossing the Channel m August last. Thus, what-
ever one's views may be of airships as weai>ons of

offence, it is evident tliat as an auxiliary Arm to a fleet

or an Army they have thoroughly proved their value.

On both sides seaplanes have also done much useful
work of a similar nature, though as independent
\\ capons of offence they have done nothing.
W lien one comes to consider the actively offensive

work of land aircraft, it is equally evident that their

use IS as an Arm rather than as a Service. The raids

which have been made by the British aircraft of late,

destroying railway junctions and supply de^jots behind
the German lines was a valuable and integral portion

of the Military operations, and the work done by the
Royal Flj'ing Corps and the detachments of the Koyal
Naval Air Service on the Continent in attacking and
chasing away German aircraft was precisely similar to

the work which would have been done under the condi-
tions of previous wars by cavalry screens operating
ahead of advancing armies or by massed cavalry round
the flanks of armies actually in contact.

To suppose that aircraft could ever be a separate Ser-

vice on the strength of anything that aircraft have done
in the present war would be akiu to supposing that

ca\-alry could l3e a separate Service on the strength of

Rennenkampf 's cavalry raid in Manchuria during the
Russo-Japanese war, or on the strength of the Cossack
raids into East Prussia in the early stages of the present
war.
The one outstanding example of aircraft being of less

use than they might have been was when a detachment
01 the Royal Naval Air Service on the Continent tried

to behave as a separate Service, without direct co-

operation with either the Fleet or the Army, and with-
out subordination to either. - The only practical results

it achieved were to waste - a lot of time, money, and
machines, to get itself thoroughly disliked for a band
of undisciplined pirates, and to fill the halfpenny press
with photographs which brought discredit on a really

deserving branch of the Navy. The same amount of

liravery and skill in flying would have produced highly
valuable results if used in the work of an arm of either

Service.
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The pL'vsmi.il ascindancy of our airmen (vide General French's

report) is only in.ide possible by the supenority of our machines.

Of all the British Machines there is

NOTHING BETTER
THAN THE

kM V a •E & CO., LTD.
Gontrjctors to tlu AJmiralty, War Oifice, and Foreign Goveramentt

Cliiton Street, Miles Platting

MANCHESTER.
Telegram";—"Triplane, Manchester." Telephone: 337 Failsworth.

KINDLY MENTION "THE AEROPLANE" WHEN CORRESPONDING WITH ADVERTISERS.
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On Mr. Churchill's Opportunity,
If such a tiling as a separate iMiiiistry of the Air were

a working proposition, which it is obviously not, the

one person fitted to be head of such a department is

Mr. Churchill, and one hopes in due time to see him
the first jNIinister of Aerial Communications.

_
The

great puzzle iSj how his intimate knowledge of aviation

and all its wa3's iiiaj' now be best utilised.

The i;)uch3^"of Lancaster does not seem to have jiiuch

connection with flying—unless it includes the sands

at Waterloo, near Li^'erpooi, the airship sheds at Bar-

low-in-Furness, and the aeroplane sheds at Bowness-
()n-\\'iudermere. Even if it did, the whole lot would
seem \ ery small beer to jNIr. Churchill after the some-
what hea'dv effervescence of the R.N.A.S. entire.

vStill, aviation cannot afford to lose Mr. Churchill

any more than Mr. Churchill could bear to give up
aviation. I verilj' believe that Mr. Churchill is more
keenly interested in the smalle.st "vSchueider tabloid"

tlian hi the biggest battleship. He knows a great deal

about the Na\T, but he knows a great deal more about

aviation in connection with the Navy. May a mere
journalist venture a suggestion to the Cabinet ?

The Ffrst Air Loid.

Their Lordships of the Admiralty are of various

kinds. There is the First Lord, a civilian, there is the

First vSca Lord, a sailor, there are various other vSea

Lords, each of whom controls his own department,

water-tight below the surface^ but communicating

—

generall'v amicablv—with all the others.

Would it be possible to form yet another department
under an Air I^ord, specially to' deal with the Air .Ser-

vice, and to represent the Air Department in Parliament

if necessarv ? If such a thing were possible Mv.

Churchill is obviously the only man for the job. He
would have his work" at his finger-tips, which is more
than can be said of most heads of clepartments. He
would have independent control, in so far as the Air

Service would carrv out independent operations in cer-

tain fields of activitv, such as raids and anti-aircraft

defence, and so on. '.\iul in other respects his depart-

ment would co-operate with the rest of the Navy as an

integral part thereof rather than be subordinate to it.

He would be free to concentrate the whole of his ad-

mirable mental fictivitv on one job, with results which

could hardly fail to be of the highest value, and he

would apply himself to the work wTh the greater good

will because it hajipens to interest him.

Those who know anything of the R.N.A.S. realise

New Pilots.

The following Aviators' riTtitic.ilrs h.ivo been gr.intpd sinci'

the hist list was published :

—

1242, Lieut. Lawrence Arthur Pattinson (5th Durham L.L,

T.F.) (Maurice Farnian biplane. Military School, LLnrrow),

April -,oth ; 1243, Lucien Deschamps {French subject) (L. .md

P. biplane, London and Provincial .School, Hendon), May nth;

1244, 2nd Lieut. George .Antony Turton (Yorks. Regt.) (M.

Farman hi., Mil. Sch., Farnborough), May 12; 1245 (hydro-

.aeroplane). Flight Comm. Hyde Hyde-Thomson, R.N..A.S.

(Wight seaplane and Bristol hi., R.M. Air Station, Calshot,

ii.nd R.N. Air Station, Chingford), ALav 15; 1246, 2nd Lieut.

Colin Cooper (R.W. Surrey Regt.) (M.F. bi.. Mil. Sch., Fanv

liorough), May 17th.

1247, Serg. Alfred Ernest Sharpe, R.F.C. (M.F. bi., C.F.S.,

Upavon), Mav,,i9th ; 1248, Lieut. Bache McEvers Athole Hay

doth Hussars) (Bpattv-Wright bi., Beatty School, Hendon),

May 2oth; 1240, Flight Sub-Lieut. Theophilus Chater Vernon,

R.N.A.S. (M.F. bi., C.F.S., Upavon), April 15th; 12^0, Capt.

Rindon Blood (4th Hussars) (M.F. bi., British Flying School,

Le Crotov, France), April i8th ; 12^1, Lieut. R. T. Vachell

(Norlhum'. Fus.) (M.F. hi., British Flying School, Le Crotoy),

April 28th.

12^2, 2nd Lieut. O. y,. Le Bias (1st Queen's, R.W. Surrey

Regt.') (M.F. bi., Brit. F.S., Le Crotoy), .April 29th; 1253,

Capt R. G. Cherrv, R.F.A. (M.F. bi., Brit. F.S., Le Crotoy,

how highly Mr. Churchill is esteemed by all who have
been concerned with the building up of that Service,
and how deeply his loss would be regretted. The
R.N.A.vS. is de-stined to be the biggest .semi-indepen-
dent branch of the Navy, and no one is better fitted than
Mr. Churchill to accelerate its progress towards its

ultimate development. If he cannot be the first Air
JNIinister, cannot he be First Air Lord of the Admiralty ?

An Old Idea Reclothed.

It has been suggested by the writer who displayed
such gross ignorance about airships that a "National
Air Service" could be formed with stations in various
sea-coast towns for the express purpose of repelling
hostile aircraft. This is a very old idea dating back
to the period when the City of Liverpool endeavoured
to raise a squadron of aeroplanes on its own account,
and it was then shown fairl}^ clearly that though a
series of such squadrons of local aerial volunteers was
quite a working proposition, the whole .system would
have to be under the control of the AriiiA- or the Navy,
whichever vService was responsible for coast defence,
for the verj^ good reason that these squadrons and their

stations would have to be subordinated to the general
scheme of defence, and co-operate with that scheme.
To form such a volunteer Air vService at the present

moment seems obviously impracticable, because, in the
first ])lace, everv available aero])l;'.iie is needed for active
service abroad, or for existing coast defence stations
belonging to the Ro}-al Naval Air vService; and,
secoiitlh^ because jjractically eveiy man of an age to

become an aeroplane pilot is merely waiting his turn
to join either the R.N.A.S. or the R.F.C.

\\'heu the war is over, and we have time to reorganise
uur whole Naval and jNIilitary system, it is liiglih'

probable that the Royal Flying Corps will have its

Territorial squadrons.
.Similarly, coast towns may have local detachments

of seaplanes, manned b}^ the R.N.R., or R.N.V.R., and
under the control of the R.N.A.vS. Here the First Air
Lord would have still further scope for his activity-.

But, under existing circumstances, no scheme for form-
ing localised squadrons of aircraft is workable.
The time will nndoubtedljr come when air fleets will

be formed capable of carrying on war on a large scale
in the heart of an eneiiij'- countr^^ but, as already sug-
gested, the units of such a fleet must have either a
Na\-al or a INIilitarv training. Thev cannot have both.
—C. G. G.

April 30th; 1234, Capt. H. S. L. Scott (4th Hussars) (M.F.
hi., Brit. l^.S., Le Crotov), .\pr\l 30th; 1255, 2nd Lieut. D. K.

Johnstone, R.F.C. (M.F. hi., Brit. F.s!,' Le Crotoy), May .

6th; 1236, 2nd Lieut. C. R. Rowden (Wore. Regt.) (M.F. bi.,

Hril. K.S., Le Crotoy), May 7th.

1237, Lieut. K. B. Harbord, R.F.A. (M.F. hi,, Brit. F.S.,

Le Crotov),. Maj' iith; 1238, 2nd Lieut. R. Bafcombe-Brown,
R.F.A. {iSLF. bi., Brit. F.S., Le Crotov), Mav 12th; 1250, ist

Air Mech. A. Reffell, R.F.C. (M.F. hi.,' Brit. F.S., Le Crotoy),

Mav 17th
; 1260, Flight Sub-Lieut. \\'illiam Laurent Greer,

R.N.A.S. (G.-W. hi., Grahame-White School, Hendon), May
20th ; 1261, 2nd Lieut. Guy Stedman May ."Xshbv, R.G..\.

(.M.F. bi., Brit. F.S., Le Crotoy), May 20th.

1262, Percy George Allen (L. and P. biplane, L. and P.

.School, Hendon), Mav 21st; 1263, .'\rthur Thomas Whitelock
(M.F. bi., Mil. Sch.,' Brooklands), M.ay 22nd; 1264, Capt.

.Adrian Helyar Knopp O'Brien (2nd D.G., Queen's Bays) (M.F.
bi., Brit. F.S., Le Crotoy), May 22nd; 1263, George Edward
Hevgate Fincham (M.F. hi., Mil. Sch., Brooklands), Mav
24th; 1266, Herbert Sanford Ward (M.F. hi.. Mil. Sch.',

Brooklands), May 2Sth.

[ilt will be news to many that there is a British Military

School at Le Crotoy. This is doubtless on the ground used

by the Caudron firm and by the French escadrille formerly

quartered there. Also, the existence of an R.N. Air Station

at Chingford is disclosed in this interesting oflficia] list.—Ed.]
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Telephone :

Kingsbury

138

BATTY
ScJioofof ^jG^inqj&P^

TO PROSPECTIVE PUPILS.

The following questions should be carefully investigated

before joining a school

:

1 . How long has the school been established ?

2. How many certificates have been gained during

this time?

• Tlie latter ciuestion is of great importance to you ; do not be

satisfied by the smooth talk of secretaries and managers, but

go to the Royal Aero Club, 166, Piccadilly, W ., and ask to

see the register giving the number of certificates gained at the

school you contemplate joining and compare it with other schools.

« The Beatty School of Flying while at Hendon has turned out

more certificates than the total of those taken at all other existing

civilian schools in England.

« More men have taken their commissions from this school than

the number who have taken certificates at all other civilian

schools in Great Britain combined now in existence.

FOR PARTICULARS APPLY TO THE SECRETARY:

THE BEATTY SCHOOL OF FLYING Ltd.

LONDON AERODROME HENDON • N.W.

KINDLY MENTION "THE AEROPLANE" WHEN CORRESPONDING W ITH ADVEKllhERS
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Naval and Military Aeronautics.
GREAT BRITAIN.

From the 'London Oazette, " May 25th, 1915.

Admiraliv, May 22.\dKO\AL .\A\- \I. AIR SERVICE.-Probv. flight sub-lieuL.
confirmed in r.mk of flight sub-lieut. : B. Travers. November
yth. L. P. Oprnsihaw. Xu\enibcr ibih . H. H. Square
January 14th. W. H. Dunn. Januarx jStli. R. G. .Mark
March 6th. Probv. flight sub-lieut. for 'temp, service conflnn. cim rank of flight stib-lieut. for temp, service: G. D. Hard>.
February ijlh.

* *

War Offjck, .Mav 2;rii.REGULAR F()RCE.S.-i.sia,h.,m:ments.-Roval Flvixg
<-ORPS.—.MiLiiAin W ixi;.—Assist. Eqpt. Officer—Lieut. A. \'.

Newton, 3rd Som. L.I., and seconded. May loth.
Sqdn. Com.—Capt. S. D. .Massy, 29th Punjabis. I. A., from

flight com., and to be temp. maj. May 13th.
Armv -Service Corps.—'J>mp.' .Sec. Lieut. R. W Souihwdl

rehnq. commn. on appt. to R.N. Air Serv. May 12th.
» * »

From the "London Gazette," May 20th, 1915.

nx-^-T-r ^^'^'^ Officf,, Mw 26th.REGULAR FORCES.-EsxA^LiSHME.N'TS.-RovAL Ft v,vc.
CCRPS.—MiLliARV WiNC—Flying Officer-Sec. Lieut. L. W
I'. Turner, S.R. May ist.

Asst. Eqpmt. Oiificer.-Sec. Lieut. H. S. Coles S R M n
5lh. '

•
<-

Memor.\.\ua.—Captains to be temporary majors : P. \\-

L Broke-Smith, R.E., whilst employed as Dept. Asst Dir ,.f
Aviation. lALarch 26th. H. L. Reillv, .S2nd Punj.ibi. 1 \
whilst employed as flight (squadron?) n.mniand.'r. .\pril

*

From the "London Gazette." iMay 27lh, I91,t.

AR Offiije, May 27x11.
.SPECIAL RESERV-E OF OFFICERS.-Suppef.me.ntarv lo

Regular Corps.—Royai. Ffvinc Corps.—Military Wing —
Sec. Lieuts. to be lieuts. April 24th : F. P Adams, R R Orr-
Paterson, A. B. Ford, C. H. Saun^fers, J. R. Howeit, E I M
L. Gower, T. F. Rutledge, A. G. WeiV, H. de Havill.m.l' 1

'

Parker. C. A. Hooper, C. M. Crowe, J. V. Inglefield.
Sec. Lieut, (on prob.) G. Merton confirmed in rank.
H. L F. Yates to be sec. lieut. (on prob.). M.iv i2ih.

« * *

From the "London Gazette," May 28th, 1915.

.\miI|-;ALlY, ^L-\Y 2:; 111.

.

ROYAL NA\-.\L AIR SERVICE.-.Apptd. flight Hem lor
temp, service: Hon. G. de St. C. Rollo. April 2rjth.

Apptd. flight sub-lieut. for temp, serv ice G. W. Cranfickl W
C, Michie. April 6. Hon. A. S. Bvng, J. R. D.ivison, E s'.

Ciipps, N. de Grey, B. C. W'indeler. April 29th.
* *

U'.\K Office, M.\y 2,STti.
REGULAR FORCES.-ESTABI.ISILMENTS.-ROYAI. 1-LYlXG

Corps.—Military WiNr,._Appt. of flying oflicers to be flight
coins, and temp, c.ipts. in "Gazette" of Mav 8, post-dated" to

,

April 19th: Lieut. E. C. Rabagliati, Y.irks. L.L; Lirui. R. L.
Cliarteris, S.R.

; Sec. Lieut, (now Limi.) Af. B. B];;kf. S.R.
[Would not "ante-dated" be mon- cnrn cr th in " post-daled,

"

in this case?—Ed.]
Asst. Eqpmt. Officers.—A]iril olh : Sec. I.ieMt. A. G. Cl.irk-,

S.R. ; Sec. Lieut. A. M. Cott, S.R.

NAVAL.
The following appointmrn(s were nolified at thp .Admir.'ilty

on May 26th :

—

ROYAL NAVAL AIR SERVICE. -The undermentioned
have been granted temp, commissions as lieuts., R.N.\".R.,
.ind appointed to the "President," .additional, for R.N.A.S., to

date May 2otli : E.arl of Northe.sk, W. 1'. Wilson, and R. D.
B.irtlett.

Suh-T.ieuls. (R.N.VR.)—C. S: G. C. Kirby and R. \'.

Mostyn, promoted to lieuts., R.N.A'.R., lo d.ite Mav 24l.h.

Temp. Sub-Lieut. (R.N.\'.R.) E. A. Luniley, promoted to

temp, lieut., R.N.V.R., to date May 24th.

Temp. Chief Petty Ofticer (R.N.V.R.) J. W. Culme-Seymour
and Messrs. T. B. Johnson and A. N. Mansergh granted temp.
comm^?jons as sub-lieuts., R.N.V.R., and appointed to the

"President," additional, for duty wiUi R.N.A.S., to date .Mav

24th.

Messrs. J. E. M. Pritchard and H. F. .Mills entered as

prob. flight sub-lieuts. for temp, service, and a]>pointed to the

"President," additional, for R.N..A.S., to date May 24th and
.May 25th respectively ; also S. Bell and J. E. Morgan, to date

Jtme 9th and May 31st respectively.

Sub-Lieut. (R.N.V.R.) R. Chambers transferred to R.N.A.S.,

as p.'ob flight sub-lieut, and appointed to the "President,"

additional, for R.N..A.S., to date May 31st.

The undermentioned sub-lieuts., R.N.V.R., gr.ided as flight

sut-lieuts. for temp, service, and reappointed to date as stated :

The Hon. de St. Croix Rollo, the Hon. A. S. Byng, j. R.

D.avison, E. S. Cripps, N. de Grey, and B. C. Windeler, .\pri!

29th ; G. W. Cr;infield and W. C. Michie, .April 6th.
*

The following appointnicnts were notified at the Admirahy on

May 29th :

—

ROYAL NAVAL AIR SERVICE.—Capt. (Reserve of

Officers) J. W. P. Tarleton granted a tempofarv commission as

lieut., R.N.V.R., and appointed to the "President," additional,

fo.- service in armoured cars, to date May 25th.

Mr. W. E. Plaister granted a temp, commission as lieut.,

R.N.V.R., and appointed to tlie "President," additiona', for

duty with armoured cars, to date May 23rd.

Mr. C. y. Maybery gr.mted a temp, commission as lieut.,

R.N.X'.R., and apjxiinted to the "President," additional, for

inspectional duties in the R.X..\.S., to date Mav 27tih.

Mr. E. Dalziel granted a temp, commission as lieut.,

R.N.V.R., and appointed to the "President," additional, for

duty with R.N.A.S., to date May 27th.

Messrs. F. W. Merriam and R. W. Lane (probationary)

entered as flight lieuts., and appointed to the "President." ad-

ditional, for R.N.A.S., to date May 27th and May 25, res|)ec-

tively.

Messrs. E. Cadbury and E. .A. Pearson (temp, service) entered

as flight sub-lieuts. on pro'ialion, .and appointed to the "Presi-

dent," addition.'il, for R.N..\.S., to date May 31st.

The following appointments were notified on .M.ay 31st :

—

Royal Naval .Air Service.—Mr. M. G. Gill granted a

tcmporarv commission as sub-lieutenant, R.N.V.R., .and ap-

'pointed to the "President," additional, for R.N..\.S., to date

May 29th.

-Messrs. W. B. Tlirelfall and E. M. Pizey (temporary) entered

as probationary flight sub-lieutenants, and appointed to tlie

"President," additional, for R.N.A.S., to date June 7th.

RovAL Naval Reserve.- -Temp- SuB-Lieuts. : J. E. Jones,

to the ".Alsatian," to date May 26th; H. W l'urni\:tl and

F. D. Casev, to the "President," addition d, lor dutv with

R.N.A.S , to d.ile Mav 3otli.

* *

The Secret. irv of the .Admirillv nnnounri.l lln' fblloAing

casually on .M:iy 30th :
—

Slightly Wouxditi.

Sub-Lieut. Herbert F. Melville, R.N.V.R., Aimoured Car

Division (.May qth).

[.App.'in nlly with R.N..\.S. cars in Fr.mce.—Ed.]

*

Tile "Coint Circular" st.ilcs that at Buckingham Pal.ice on

Mav 27th the King decorated Chii-f Petty Officer James Hendry,

Roval Naval Air Service, with the .Albert Medal, second class,

"For gallantry in saving the life of the Pilot of .Ai'i nplan.:- No.

58, who had been stunned by the premature i-\plosion of a

bomb, l)V extricating him from the sinking wreck.igi- of the

machine, .ifter both had fallen some 150 ft. into tile se.i, on

No\enil)er lolb, 1914, a few' miles north ol Yarmouth.
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FIRTH'S AIRCRAFT STEELS
USED BV THE

LEADING AEROPLANE & ENGINE BUILDERS.
Special qualities are made to meet

all ROYAL AIRCRAFT FACTORY
SPECIFICATIONS for SHEETS.
BARS and FORCINGS.

Firth's Steels are thoroughly reliable and

uniform throughout
;

they have behind

them the firm's 70 years' experience in

the manufacture of High-grade Steels.

Write for Descriptive "Booklet to

THGS. FIRTH & SONS Ltd., ShcKidd,

FIRTH'S F.M.S. SHEET STEEL
has been specially prepared to meet the R.A.F. Specification No. 9.

It is a High-grade Mild Steel which, owing to its purity,

is to a high degree immune from fatigue due to vibra-

tion. F.M.S. may be bent cold both ways of the grain

without cracking, and drilled, punched and sheared with

ease; it is also a satisfactory material for acetylene welding.

London Office : 8, THE SANCTUARY, WESTMINSTER.

-^ISDII VIKNMi;^ I H h. AKKi if'L.A \ K ^HKN ( ( J K K K ^ I'l ) \ I ) I N I , WIIH AUVKKTlSERs
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A British destroyer brouglit into Harwicli on May 25th a

German sub-lieutenant and a mechanic who had been talcen

fram an aeroplane found floating in the North Sea. The
machine is supposed to have come down owing to engine

trouble. It was sunk, and the men were placed on board
H.M.S. "Ganges" at Harwich,

» *

An officer at the- Dardanelles, since ivounded, writes :

—

" We saw plenty of aeroplanes at the Dardanelles, both

hostile and our own. We had some excitement one evening.

They are using an observation balloon attached to one of the

ships, and it was attacked by a German aeroplane. It was too

high to distinguish it, but it was a biplane. It dropped five

bombs and missed every time. Some of the bombs dropped
precious close to our ship. The balloon ship fired at it with. an
anti-aircraft gun, but missed. One of our cruisers also fired.

It was very interesting to see the shells bursting round it, but
it got awa}'.

"

• • »

Mr. Merriam, whose appointment to a commission ds noted,

will be remembered as one of the Bi'istol Co.'s instructors at

Brooklands, where he did much to cater for the welfare of

the pupils by providing them with a comfortaUle "guest-house."
As an instructor he was highly successful, and his civilitv and
strict attention to 'business earned him the good will of mam-
aviators now on service. He has recenllv been acting as

civilian instructor to the R.N.,-\.S. at Hendon and Chingford.
* * *

The "."Mgemeen Handelsblad, " Amsterdam, Monday, is in-

formed that a British aviator interned on the island of Urk
made an unsuccessful attempt to escape yesterday. Apparently
one of his "relatives" managed to reach the isfand—which is

a small one in the Zuyder Zee—bv motor-boat, and the officer

sprang into the water, and, swimming sirongh', reached the

boat, which at once sped off. On arrival at Vollendam, how-
ever, it was found that the police had been notified, and the

officer was duly arrested.

[One wonders whether it was Sunshiney or Rainey?—Ed.]

MILITARY.
The Field-Marshal Commanding the British Forces in

France reported as follows on May 30th :

—

Yesterda)' one of our aeroplanes brought down a Gerni.m
aeroplane in the neighbourhood of Moorslede.

» * *

The following passage in the descriptive account, published
on May 27th, which has been communicated by an Eye-Witness
present with General Headquarters continuing and supple-

menting the narrative published on the 24th inst., deals with
aircraft.

May 25th.

On Thursday, the 20th, the rain held up; but it was a dull

day, with low, hanging clouds, which militated against artil-

lery action. . . Not far from Ypres, our anti-aircraft guns
brought down a hostile aeroplane. It fell headlong on the
parapet of the German trenches within sight of the French,
and both pilot and observer must have been killed at once.
Our Allies, observing that the fallen machine was exciting

considerable interest and attention amongst the occupants of

the enemy's works, trained some machine-guns on the spot
and waited events. When sufficient Germans had collected fire

was opened upon them from these guns.
.Xnotlier German aeroplane was brought down by the French.

• • •

The following casualties in the Expeditionary Force, pub-
lished on May 27th, are reported from General Headquarters
under date May 20th :—

Killed.
Barrington-Kennett, Maj. B. H., 2nd Grenadiers.

Wounded.
Gaye, Capt. A. D., Bedfordshire Regt., attached Royal Fly-

ing Corps.

Gr,aham, Lieut. G., Royal Fhing Corps.

Basil Herbert Barrington-Kennett was born on November
iQth, 1884, at Brighton. He was gazetted to the Grenadier
Guards in 1907, and promoted to Lieutenant in ]0O7. When

military aviation became a workable proposition he was one

of the first to devote himself to it, and was appointed to the

old .'Mr Battalion at Farnborough under Major Sir Alexander

Bannerman, Bart., R.E. When the .\eroplane Company of

the .\ir Battalion was formed under Captain (now Lieut. -Col.)

Fulton, R.A., at Lark Hill, Mr. Barrington-Kennett joined it,

and did remarkably good work.

He took his certificate. No. 43, on a Bleriot monoplaaie, at

Hendon, after learning at the Drexel School at Beaulieu, the

certificate being dated December 31st, 1910, and afterwards

became one of the finest fliers of his day. He won the Mor-

timer Singer Prize for the longest flight by an officer of the

.-\rmy, by flying a distance of 249^, on a Nieufwrt monoplane

(50-h.p. Gnome) with a passenger on February 14, 1912. .Also

he took part in the manoeuvres of 191 1 on a box-kite biplane.

When the Royal Flying Corps was formed in 1912 he was
appointed Adjutant at Headquarters at Farnborough, and

held that post until war broke out, when he was appointed to

the Staff as Deputy-Assistant Adjutant and Quartermaster-

General.

While .\djutant of the R.F.C. he won the esteem and respect

of all with whom he came in contact, both his senior officers

and his subordinates. Like the majority of Guards officers,

he was a terrifically hard worker, and seemed to have an un-

limited capacity for work. Yet he was never so hard worked
that he forgot to be courteous even to those who worried him,

in his capacity of Adjutant—which amounts to maid-of-all-work

—with foolish questions or trivial personal matters.

It was, perhaps, his unfailing good nature which chiefly

endeared him to his juniors, but the high value of his work
won for him the appreciation of his seniors, with the result

that when the first considerable batch of distinctions was handed
out to the Royal Flying Corps, among the King's Birthday

Honours of 1913, temporary-Captain Barrington-Kennett, as he

had then become, was specially noted for promotion to Major
by Brevet on attaining the substantive rank of Captain in his

regiment. He reached this rank in .\ugust last while on

active service as a Staff Officer.

As D.A.A. and Q.M.G. he continued the good work he had
begun at Farnborough, and, if possible, increased the esteem

in which he was held in his Corps. As one officer put it, after

some months of war—"B.-K. does all the work while other

people walk about and argue."

He did little or no flying after his appointment as Adjutant,

for his work left him no time for amusement, but in his day
he was one of our best pilots, possessing a beautiful touch and
excellent judgment. He was, in fact, one of the few British

aviators who could handle a Nieuport without making mis-

takes.

-At the time of his death Major B.'.rrington-Kennett had left

the R.F.C. and was serving with his regiment, the Grenadier

Guards.

As an officer he set an example which few can hope to imitate

with success, and as a friend he was beloved by all who served

with iiim.

To his parents, who have already lost a younger son, killed

in the early days of the war, all will offer their sincere sym-
pathy in the death of one whose personal qualities and suc-

cessful career at such an early age indicated promotion to the

highest ranks had he been spared.
» *

The following appeared in the Casualty List jjublished on

May 29th :

—

Died of Wounds.
MacDonnell, C.ipt. H. C, Royal Irish Reginien;, attd. Royal

Flying Corps.
* * *

Hrrliert Creagh MacDonnell, Royal Irish Regiment, at-

tached Royal Flying Corps, was born on March 30th, 1884, at

Bangalore, India.

He was educated at Elstree School and Cheltenham College,

whence he passed into Sandhurst and obtained his commission
in the 18th Royal Irish on December i6th, 1903. After serv-

ing in South Africa and India he was promoted captain on
April ist, 1910.

Hr took his certificate. No. 309, on a Bristol biplane at

i;riHikl,iii(l>, the certificate being dated October 1st, 1912.
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la 1913 he joined the Royal Flying Corps, in which he served
lor a year and rejoined his regiment early in 1914, still remain-
ing in the Reserve of the Royal Flying Corps.
When the war broke out he was ordered to rejoin the Flying

Corps and served with it in France till he met his death.
' He

u-as only promoted a Flight Commander on May i8th.
It is reported that he died as the result of injuries received

in an aeroplane .accident.

* «

The undermeni ioned casuallies in the Expeditionary Force
were reported on May 30th from General Hv-adqu irter, und.jr

dale May 23rd :

—

Killed.
Bewes, Lieut. R. C. H., King's (Liverpool Regiment), add.

Royal Fl\ing- Corps.

Hylaiid, Sec. I^ieut. F. H., Yorks Regt., alld, I^oval Flying
Corps.

» * *

Tlie follow ing appeared in the obituary columns on May 28th :

BEW'ES.—Killed in action, in France, on Sunday, the
23rd May, in his 25th year, Reginald Charles Hope Bewes,
Lieutenant, The King's (Liverpool Regiment) and Royal
Flying Corps, elder son of the late Reginald Anstis Bewes,
of Plymouth.
R. C. H. Bewes was born at Plymouth on July 28th, iSq<\

and was the elder son of the late Mr. R. A, Bewes, solicitor,

of Plymouth, and grandson of the late Rear-Admiral Charles
Webley Hope. He was educated at Clifton College (South
Town and Smith's House) and at the Royal Military College,
Sandhurst. He was gazetted in 1910 to the ist The King's
(Liverpool Regiment), and was promoted Lieutenant on Sep-
tember II, 1913. He learned to fly at the now defunct Ewen
Fh•ing School at Hendon, and took-his certifieate. No. 523, on
a Caudron on June lytfi, 1913. He was appointed a flying
officer in the Royal Flying Corps on August 3th last

It is re]3ortcd that his death was caused by one of the bombs
carried in his machine exploding while in the air and wrecking
the aeroplane.

* * *

Second Lieutenant Frederick Hunter Hvlanl, ^orl;shi!e

Regiment, attached Royal Flying Corps (killed in aclion), w.is

gazetted in September of last year. He was not an a\ i itor.

* «

The following casualty in the Expeditionary Force was le-

ported on .M.ay 31st from General FTeadquarters, under date
May 25th :

—

DiKD OF ^^'ou^"DS.

Sec. Lieut. H. F. Boles, i/lh Lancers, attached Royal Flving
Corps.

* 1

The following ai^pe ired in tin nb.iuary columns on May 2c.)th :

BOLES.—On .May 24th, at Bailleul, died of wounds re-

ceived during a reconnaissance on the morning of the 24th,

Second Lieutenant Hastings F. Boles, 17th Lancers, .at-

tached Royal Flying Corps, the dearly-loved elder son of

Lieut. -Col. Dennis F. Boles, M.P., Comdg. 3rd Devonshire
Regt., and Mrs. Boles, Watts House, near Taunton, aged
nineteen. R.I. P.

Hastings Fortescue Boles was the elde^ son of Lieutenant-
Colonel Dennis F. Boles, member of Parliament for the \^'el-

llngton Division of Somerset. He was educated at Eton, ;mil

passed into Sandhurst in July of last year, receiving his com-
mission in January of this year. He was attached as an ob-

server to the Royal Flying Corps two months ago, and then

joined a squadron ser\-:ng with the E.xpeditionary Force. He
was not an aviator. It is belie\-ed that he was a passeng'ei-

with Ca|it. MaeDonnell at the time of Jiis accident,

It *

Major 1'. W. L. Broke-.Smith, R.E., whose a|jpointment as

l)..\.D.M.A. is gazetted, \yas an officer of the old Air Battalion

under Major Sir .ANxander Bannerman, Bart., R.E. Ca])l.

Broke-.Smith, as he then was, took his certificate on a box-

kite at Brooklands, :md afterwards left the R.F.C. and went
abroad on duty with his own Corps, the R.E.

The following appeared in the Wedding .\nnouncements on
May 2Sth :

—

O'MALLEY—EDWARDES..—On May 22nd, 1915, at St.

Edward's Church, Windsor, very quietly, by the Rev. Canon
Longenotto, Harold McDonnell O'Malley, Royal Flying
Corps, third son of the late Middleton Mooie O'Malley, j.P.,

and Mrs. O'Malley, of Ross, County Mayo, to Nancy Olga
Edwardes, second daughter of Mr. and Mrs. George Ed-
w ardes, of 1 1 , Park Square, N.W., and Winkfield.

» * *

.\n R..\.M.C. Territorial on very active service in France
writes:—"I do not think much of the ."Academy this ve.ir.

Rather a stunt picture of Wyllie's, "The Fighting Line from
^'pres to fche Sea," with a two-seater Bleriot, and the occu]jaiiis

silling much too high above the fuselage. Still, it's not bad
altogether.

"We still see plenty of flying in all sorts of weather, Vickers

gun-'buses and Voisins blind^es being much In' evidence.

Haven't seen a German plane for weeks. I should think they

must be thoroughlv disgusted with their air service, as witlh the

material they had ,it the beginning of the war they ought to

have chased us out of the skies the first montih, but as the

R.F.C. chaps say, ' Nous avons cliang6 tout cela, quoi? .!(

penscrais joliement ainsi. Pas demi mon garcon ! Ouelque
.Service maintenant quoi?'"
Later he writes :— "It is a gloriously hot day. A strong wind

.and an absolutely blue sky. At this precise moment I can see

three planes. Two Vickers .gun-'buses—one is just passing

<i\erhead moving \ery slowly against the wind, making a

lo\ely healthy row with its loo-h.p. Gnome. One machine in

the distance is being potted at (I think it is an Avro) by the

Germans. You can see the little flashes and then the white

balls of smoke hanging up in the sky everywhere but near the

machine, which continues nonchalantly on its way. You can

jusl hear the pop-pop of the explosion as the shells burst.

Someone is playing '.Make your mind up, Maggie Mackenzii''

on a mouth-organ, and closer at hand an unmusical soul is

whistling the 'Alreaily' chorus from 'The .\rcad.ians,

'

FRANCE.
The afternoon coiTOTiuniqu6 of May 26th says :

—

During yesterdav our aircraft everywhere showed great

activity, and were successful in various bomb-dropping ex-

peditions. TTiey dropped 203 projectiles, ol which 82 were

large bombs of 10 kilos each, and 14 shells of 155 calibre

weighing 42 kilos each. The efficacy of the explosions was

verified at several points, notably at the German aviation

depot at Hervilly, south-east of Roisel, where .a slied and

an air machine were set on fire, the German reserve park

for aircraft at Grand Triel, north-west of St. Quentin, where
a hangar was destroyed, and at the station of .St. Quentin,

where a petrol store was struck During the preceding ni,ght

four shi-lls T^^-re dropped fn the station of Douai, and .a

fire was seen to break out near the goods station.

* * *

The evening comniunique of May 26th says :

—

A German aeroplane, which was flying towards Paris tliis

morning, on meeting the escadrilles of the entrenched camp,

threw bombs without any result on Villenoye, near Meaux.

The escadrilles of the front, having been warned, awaited

the enemy machine on its return. The Aviatik, which

t-arried four bombs, was brought down by one of our machines

near Braine, near Soissons. Both the German aviators were

killed.

Our aeroplanes successfully diopped filty four-inch shells

on the aerodrome of La Br.ayelle, near Douai. The sheds

and the machines on the gnmnd w ere struck.

[The aerodrome of La Bravelle is ihe old Breguet ground.

—

Ed.]
» -

The comniuiiiqu6 of May 27th says :

—

An .aiM-ial force composed of eighteen .aeroplanes, each

carrving hea\\- projectiles, bombarded this morning ai^ Lud-

wigshafen the chemical factory belonging to ihe Baden

.'Xniline Dve Company, r.ow one of the most im]iortant
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factories of explosives in Germany. The results proved tihe

efficacy of the bombardment ; several buildings were struck

and fires broke out in many places. The aviators were nearly

six hours in the aiir and covered a distance of over 400
kilometres.

This expedition against an important military establishment
was a retaliation for the German air raid on Paris.

The air raid on Ladwigshafen ranlvS aanong the most im-

portant of the war. The factory which was set on fire is

one of the largest of the kind in Germany, and great secrecy

has been observed as to the work carried on there during
the war.

It is reported that large numbers of workmen were drafted

into Ludwigshafen some time ago.

* » *

The communique of .May 2gth sa}& :

—

Near Thiaucourt (soutli-east of L-assigny) we brought down
an Aviatik, which caught fire as it fell in front of our lines.

* » t

The following is the French version of the Ludwigshafen
raid :

—

Eighteen aeroplanes started at 3 a.m. on the 27th to bombard
the factories at Ludwigshafen. The Badische Anilin und Soda
Fabrik, the most important explosives factory in Germany,
occupies the whole of Ludwigshafen, near Mannheim, and a

large addition was recently opened at Oppau, 3 kms. from
Ludwigshafen.
The aviators dropped 47 projectiles of 90 mm. and two of

15s on the first objective, and 37 of ()0 on the Oppau factory.

All hit the mark. From 6.15 a.m. enormous fires with yellow

smoke were to be seen at Ludwigshafen, and at 6.30 the

aviators saw masses of smoke over Ludwigshafen and Oppau.
The aeroplanes were fired at, but all except one returned

safely. The pilots state tliat the missing machine descended
near Ludwigs;hafen, and took fire after it had reached the

ground. It is believed that the descent was made safely and
that the crew set fire to it, that it should not fall into German
hands. The expedition, which shows high skill and courage
of the French pilots, is the finest feat of the aerial arm so far

accomplished.

[What about Friedrichshafen ?—Ed.]

* *

A telegram from Hazebrouck to the "Petit Parlsien" on

May 24th says that a British aeroplane took fire and fell to

the ground at Old Berquin, near Hazebrouck, owing to the

motor exploding. The two aviators died of their injuries.

A Paris message on the 25th stated that a British officer,

whose name was deleted by the Censor, was killed in an

accident while flying to the estate 'of the Baron Henri

de Rothschild near Paris.

Possibly the first message refers to the deaths of Lieuts.

Bewes and Hyland, and the latter to the death of Lieut. B'raith-

waite.
* * •

It lis good news to hear that the Adjudant-aviatour Noel has

now'been awarded the ' Croix de Guerre,'" which, it appears,

comes automatically to any officer or man who is mentioned

three times in army orders. This decoration is, perhaps, the

most highly esteemed of any obtainable in the French Army.
A star or stars attached to the ribbon of the cross indicated

the particular grade of the award, but particulars of these

grades are not forthcoming at tJie moment.
Adjudant-aviator Louis Noel, in addition 10 the Croix de

Guerre, has been awarded the Medaille Militaire for exception-

ally brilliant work, apart from hav'ng been mentioned three

times in dispatches.
* * *

Australian readers of The Aeroplane will be interested to

hear that Capt. Oswald Watt, .Australian Army, now with die

French Flying Corps, has been awarded the "Croix de

Guerre" for his exceptionally fine reconnaissance work. It will

be remembered that he has already been awarded the Military

Cross of the Legion of Honour.

It is interesting to learn that the new Nieuport biplanes,

illustrated recently in this paper, are performing exceedingly

well on active service in France. These machines approximate

quite closely in their performance to the British "tabloids,''

and why anybody in their senses should bother about ordering

such a particularly obsolete type of machine as the standard

Morane monoplane, or even the "parasol," when the same
amount of money and labour can be made into effective bi-

planes, it is hard to understand.

GERMANY.
The following notice was issued semi-offieially at Konigsberg

on May 22nd :

—

An airship broke away yesterday morning, and sailed away
towards the west without any crew on board. News of the

direction of its flight or its descent is to be sent immediately

to the Governor of Konigsberg. If the airship comes down,

it is in all circumstances to be held fast, so that it cannot

fly away again.

The airship was reported to have been sighted early on

Saturday morning over Biitow.
« * •

The communique of May 25th says :

—

At Cambrai a French aviator dropped bombs immediately

after churdi service, killing five French people and severely

wounding twelve. Near St. Quentin we shot down an enemy
aeroiplane.

1 * •

The communique of May 26th says :—

•

South of Lens one of our airmen shot down a hostile

aeroplane.
* * *

The communique of May 27bh says :

—

A successful aerial attack was made on the fortifications

of Southend, on the lower Thames.
* * *

The communique of the 27t!h, published on the 29th, says :

—

Eighteen French aviators yesterday attacked the Oipen town
of Ludwigshafen, killing and wounding several civlfTans..

'5'he material damage done was only slight.

An armoured aeroplane was forced to descend east of

Neust.adt. We captured a major, who was the leader of the

air squadron of Nancy.

In an aerial fight near Epinal our airmen shot down a

French aeroplane, and set fire to the barracks at Gerardmer.
* * *

The commtmique of May 29th says :

—

Our aviators threw bombs on the fortified places of Grave-

lines and Dunkirk and on St. Omer, which is on the enemy's

lines of communication. Hits were made in the hostile aero-

drome north-west of Fisnes.
* » *

The following is a local account of the raid of the 27th

according to a Ludwigshafen mess.age to the "Kolnische

Volkszeitung" :

—

About 7 a.m. yesterday five or six aeroplanes appeared over

Ludwigshafen, the noise of the motors awakening such of the

people as were not at work. The day was calm and
clear. When the machines appeared anti-aircraft guns and
machine-guns opened fire. The aviators circled over the town

and the Rhine for 25 minutes, and then flevi' off westward.

Many bombs were tlirown. One fell in the house of Town
Councillor Zeuch, in the Friesenheimerstrasse, killing three

persons and wounding five, including Herr Zeuch. A second

exploded in the Maudacherstrasse, killing three and wounding
four. One aeroplane is reported to have come down near

Griesheim through motor trouble. The occupants burnt their

machine, and were taken prisoners. A number of bombs were

thrown on the Aniline and .Soda factory, five people being

killed and fifteen wounded. Work was not interrupted.
* « •

The correspondent of the "Daily Telegraph" at Copenhagen
says :

—

"A Zeppelin airship without a crew has been observed at

Odense, Denmark, drifting in a westerly direction. She is the

one which broke loose at Konigsberg."
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The commimiqut- ul

On Friday night

[The Konigsberg message does not say it was a Zeppelin,
and it is more likely to have lieen a smaller craft, for no
chances are taken with the big ships. Possibly inaccurate news-
agency translation may have turned a "drachen-ballon" into
an airship.—Ed.]

* * ..

'Vh<- "Morning Post" ccrresponden.t at IVern? re]3orted on
-M.iy 30bh that although GernTany pretends that little damage
was done by the "waterplane" (sic) attack on Ludwigshafen,
he learns on good authority that tlie damage to the aniline fac-

tory was considerabU , and that four workers were killed and
fifteen seriously injured.

[The first we have heard of " u aterplar.es" on the French
Eastern frontier.—Ed.

J

AUSTRIA.
.May 2c]lh s;ivs :

—
exeral n.ixal .a\-iators undertook a frcsili

action against Venice, dropi^ing manv bombs, especialh- on
the arsenal, causing several large fires, and in Fort Nicolo
an explosion.

ITALY.
The communique dated May 24th, and luiblisln d on May

27th, says :—

•

Everywhere the cneni\- ,'ire retiring, destro\ing bridges.

Our aviators are bombarding the electricity works and the

railway station at Monfalcone. (.Signed) C.\dokn.\.

» »

The communique of Mav 271)1, pubhshod on tli(; 29th, says :
—

During the night of May 26th a squadron of our airships

effected a raid into the enemy's territory, throwing bombs
on the Trieste-Nabre.sina line, and causing evident damage,
and apparently an interruption of railway communication.
Although subjected to violent rifle and artillerv fire tin

squadron returned unharmed to oiu- lines.

—

C.idokn.'\.

» » »

Tlie communique of Ma\' 2qth say-, :
—

On the Friuh frontier on the night of May 27th-28th our
airships carried out successfid raids into the enemy's terri-

tory, causing serious damage. Many bombs which were
dropped hit their mark. Our aeroplanes, which were the

t.arget of the enemy's fire, also accoinplished their mission.

On the night of May 27th-28th an enemy aeropfane marked
"Pola, " was forced to land npar the mouth of the Po di

X'olano, and was captured.

—

CJadorn.^.

A communique issued on May 31st by the Chief of the Naval
.Staff says :—

Yesterday evening (May 30th) one of our airships flew
<)\er Pola and dropped bombs on the railway station, the
petrol depot, and the arsenal. All the bombs exploded on
iheir objectives, and a gnat fire broke out in the arsenal.

'J'he airship was subjected to intense firing from the .anti-

aircraft artillery, but was not hit at all, and returned un-
injured.

* * *

The "Giornale d'ltalia (Rome, M.iy 27th) publishes in a letter

Irom Cormons the following note on the Italian advance across
the frontier :

—
"-At nine o'clock the tricolour w.is hoisted o\er the church

of San Giorno. At Brazzano an .Austrian aeroplane from the

aviation park at Gorizia was brought down by two rounds fired

by one of our field batteries."

* • •

.\ Rome message of May 28th says :

—

Yesterday Na\'al Airshi]) "M 2" flew over Sebenico and
dropped bombs, which hit several destroyers ancliorcd in a

groLi|) al the mouth of the river Btiduc. The airship w.is

]ii'a\ll\ slielled bii' without effect and retinaicd uninjured.

* * »

Now that the Italian air forces have fallen into the merciless

hands of the daily Press, it is the more necessary for the edu-

cated to keep a serene and balanced mind on the subject, so

tliat .1 little repetition of the real facts may be Ijeneficial. Italy

h.is 12 .lirships, 5 of which are of the small P series, and 3 of

the medium-sized M series.

The remainder also under the Admiralty or War Office are :

1st, a V, purely a speed merchant and a unique vessel barely

through her trials
;
2nd, an oldish Parseval

; 3rd, a Forlanini
;

4th, a Usuelli, an auxiliary vessel of little account.

So that the "fleet of Forlaninis" alas only e^cists as a pious

wish. It is even extremel)' doubtful that tlie one inentioned

abo\-e, which has been reconstructed after having been^ burnt

out last Spring, is as vet quite airworthy. She was a handsome
ship which always looked well on paper.

M.2 is the naval dirigible mentioned in one of the earliest

"officials.

"

M.3, too, has already been useful on acti\e service over the

-Adriatic. She is the claimant to the post of record-holder for

the world's altitude.

AN AUSTRIAN
KITE BALLOON SKCTION.

On the left the fleld hydrogen producing plant On the right, bringing the balloon to its starting place. This shows the

gas release valve on the top of the balloon (now ip front), and the method of fixing the cordage.
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P. 4 i-eceiul)- paid a visit to Abiago, which lies between 3,000
to 4,000 ft. abo\e bta level, and was then wearing its winter
snovv-garnients. This was a curious coincidence at least, for
the pl-ace is now fortified and has already figured in reports.
The Parseval is said to be keeping its eye over the treasure

city of Venice. A strange job for one of that name, but per-
haps ,by now her "re-baptisni" has occurred.—T. S. Harvey.

BELGIUM.
The "Telegra;if, " .'\msterdam, May 31st, reports that on May

26th ig bombs were dropped on tlie aerodrome at Gontrode,
south-east of Ghent, by two Allied airmen. A French machine
made the first attack, which destroyed part of a shed. The most
damage was caused by the second attack, which caused great
explosions, and from 60 to 70 German soldiers were hit by the

bombs, 44 being killed.

When the first attack was made seven aeroplanes and one
Zeppelin ascended, but were unable to beat off the second
attack. The same evening, at 7 p.m., a second Zeppelin left

Gontrode, going we.stward, and it is alleged that this was the

airship that dropped bombs on Southend.

NORWAY.
Aeroplanes were put to a new, rather peculiar service on

May 2ist. Boys 17 to 18 years old at an education establish-

ment, situated on an island, rebelled and set fire to a barn.
When the masters would interfere, the boys put themselves in

a posture of defence, so that the assistance of some soldiers

of the neutrality guard had to be required. A number of boys
escaped, but two army aeroplanes, which kept circling over
the island, found every one of them out, and all were caught
quick. Indeed, the case tells lessons of future utility of the

aeroplane for chasing criminals !—Hi.

[A convict was caught in .America in a somewhat simil.n-

way.—Ed.]

The Aeronautical Society.
The following oflficial notice is published by request :

—

The following appeal has been issued by the Society on behalf

of the Edward Busk Memorial, and it is hoped that Members
will not hesitate to send subscriptions however small.

Edward Busk Mtlmorial.

Dear Sir (or Madam), May, 1915.

There is a strong feeling among members of the Staff of

the Royal Aircraft Factory, the Aeronautical Staff of tin-

National Physical Laboratory, members of the .Aeronautic.il

Society of Great Britain, and of King's College, Cambridge,

and relatives and friends of iMr. Edward Teshmaker Busk,

late of the London Electrical Engineers, that a memori.il

should be founded in his honour and for the promotion of

the study of aeronautics, to the advancement of which science

he so largely contributed.

Mr. Busk was only 28 years of age when, on November
5th last, he died at Aldershot while flying his own stable

aeroplane, owing to its destruction by fire, thus terminating

a career alreadv m;u-ked by fini^ achievempnf ;ind full ot

promise for the future. At Cambridge he took First Class

Honours in the Mechanical Sciences Tripos, and was awarded
the John Wimbourne Prize and a Scholarship at King's

College. After passing some years as an engineer with

Messrs. Halls & Co., at Dartford, he joined the staff of the

Royal Aircraft Factorj', where he devoted his time tspeci-

ally to the mathematics and dynamics of stable flight of the

full-size aeroplane, to researches into the nature and cause of

wind gusts, and to the uses of aircraft in warfare for offensive

and defensive purposes. Besides this work he was entrusted

with the general control of the chemical, metallin-gical, and
physical research and test work at the Factory.

The Council of the Aeronautical Society have unanimously

decided to award to Mr. Busk their gold medal in recogni-

tion of his distinguished services to .Aeronautical .Science.

The Memorial will consist of (i) a Studentship to enable

a student to carry on some research in aeronautics or a

kindred subject ; and (2) a Lecture on some .such subject to-

be given annually by the holder of the Studentship or by

some other Lecturer, and to be published in the "Aeronautical

Journal.

"

.Subscriptior.'* to the amount of aijout ^2,500 have been

received or promised, and furtlher contributions will be grate-

fully acknowledged by Sir Edwaru H. Busk, 11, Sussex

Place, Regent's Park, N.W., or the Secretarv of the Aero-

nautical Society of Great Britain, 11, .Ad;im .Street, .Vdelphi,

W.C.
(Signed) R. M. Ruck, Major-General, Chairman of

Council, .Aeronautical .Society of Great Britain.

.MiiRVVN O'GORMAN, Superintendent, Royal .Aircraft

Factory.

R. T. Glazebrook, Director, National Physical

I^aboratory.

M. R. James, Provost of King's College, Cambridge,

/md Vice-Chancellor of the University of Cambridge.

W. H. Macauiav, Fellow and late Tutor of King's-

College, Cambridge, and formerly University Lecturer in

.Applied Mechanics.

B. HopiviNSON, Fellow of King's College, Cambridgr.

and Professor of Mechanism and Applied Mechanics.

Members will kindly state when sending their subscriptions-

to whicii of the above purposes they wish their contributions

to be applied. Bertram G. Cooper (Secretary).

[With deep regret the writer is compelled to draw attentiom

to the fact that this is not a matter which concerns the majority

of those connected with aviation. Mr. Busk was, it is said, an

estimable young man and an earnest worker, but in these days

when the Nation's money is needed for those who are alive and
fighting the Empire's battles, or for those who are alive and

maimed after fighting in those battles, or for those who are

left destitute because their bread-winners have died in those

battles, it seems a mistake to appeal for subscriptions for a

purely academic memorial.— C. G. G.]

Three ol the Italian airships which are already doing good work against Austria. They are not Forlaninis, as the lay press

seems to believe. They are M.l$., the V.I., and I' .'i.
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THE INVASIONS OF ENGLAND.
Al aliout midnight on May 26tJi-27th a Zeppelin airship paid

nnothci- \isil to Southend and dropped about 30 bombs, ll

\\ as- stated that one fell on the head of a voung woman alight-
ing from a tramcar. and killed her' but ac the inquest it was
shown that s-he was killed by a splinter from a shell fired by an
anti-aircraft gun. One house was set on fire. A boot-repairer's
shop was hit and the owner's little daughter was so severely
burned that she died. Two men were somewhat burned in
removiiig a bomb and extinguishing a (ire.

Otherwise there was little to show for the trouble of crossin--
the Channel. One does not refer to the risk of doThg so,
there seems to be no risk to German aircr.ifr, the 1 isk' incurr-d
by British ah-craft going up to attack being apparently greater.

After cruising around unmolested for some time the Zep])elin
departed. A member of the staff of the ".Shipping and Mcrc.in-
tile Gazette," writing in the '-.Morning Post," sizes u|) tli<.

final situation very neatly, thus :

—

"Aerial peace once more reigned, and three hours j.-Uer pcopl.>
began to think once more of going to bed. This course w.is
not taken, however, before many fanciful and weird conjectures
had been given expression and many marvellous observations
had been e.xchanged. Most people, like myself, saw on.'
Zeppelin, some saw two, some saw three, some declared there
were fourteen waiting outside the town, having sent on a scout
in advance. Some saw an aeroplane Chasing the Zeppelin, some
witnessed an actual fight in the sk>—Eng^lish .croplanes .-.nd

Zeppelins engaged m a quick-firing duel. Some . . .

"However, I only saw one. I saw it end on, I saw it broad-
side, I saw it hovering, I saw it to the e.ist, I saw it to the
west, I saw it to the south, and I s,,\\ it 10 the north, liut ii

was the same one, and it w .is prov ing to me th it w!hate\i r

failures ni.iy h i\e been recorded in the past history of Zeppelins,
this one, :it least, was complete mistress of Che air. .As I s.i\

,

I saw one, and one only, ,.nd th.it oni- was enough."
One iiii-rfly asks: Why was th.it Zeppelin mistress of (he

air ?

Mr. H. De\itle, the "E.xpress" correspondent at Gcncx.i,
reported on Sunday, May 30th, that news had reachc'd Kri. il-

richshafen tha.t one of the Zeppelins which attacked South, nd
on Wednesday last was hit by .a shell and was unable to
reach home owing to loss of gas.
There is e\idently some mistake here, for it is reported an

good authority that none of the anti-aircraft shells went any-
where near the Zeppelin, and that, instead of making off dui'
East, as some reports stated, slie crossed right over the Isle
of Sheppey towards Faversham ,ind returned o\-er Kent. No
aircraft got within reach of the Zeppelin either, and the air-
ship was ol)\ iously faster than most uf the aircraft intelided to
catch her.

Obviously ihe whole system of Zeppelin-catching badly nei'ds
reorg inising.

• » »

The following official annoujTcement was issued by the I'n.-ss

Bureau at 1.25 a.m. on June ist:—
Zeppelins are reported to ha\e been se-en near Ramsgate

and Brentwood and in ci-itain (iLitlying districts cf London.
-Many fires are reporU'd, btit these r:mnot Ije absolutelv

connected with \-isit of aii-shi|;s.

Further particulars will be issued as soon as they can be
collected and collated.

The following notice was also issued the Press Bureau
early on June ist

—

The Press are especially reminded that no statemeni what-
ever must be published dealing wiih the places in the
neighbourhood of Eondon reached by aircraft or the course
supposed to be taken by them, or any statements' or diagra"ms
which might indicate the ground or route covered Iiv them.
The .Admiralty communique gives all the news which r.in

properly be published. Ihese instructions arc gi\'en in

order to secure the public safety, and the present intimation
may itself be published bv the Press as explaining the aliscin-f

of niiir.' det.ail(_'d reports.

'Jhe latter notice has genus of sensr in it. If left lo ihfin-

"You bunglers! Only one English woman killed. Call that

warfare?"

s' l\es the pa))ers woulil doubtless report ex.icHy where i/ach

liiimb fell, and so woidd act as "markers" for the Ijomb-

droppers. There can, however, be no possible object in con-

ci aiing the districts in which bombs were dropped.

On a bright clear night like that of Monday it would be

(.|iiite easy to get a general idea of on'-'s wherealiouts, and anv

.lirship pilot could tell Woolwich from W'alw-irth, or Slio;-.--

dltoh from Streatham simply ijy tlie curves of the river, and

he would know that the Admiralty is not in Acton or Bucl<ing-

ham Palace in the Borough. Therefore, though it might .be

silly to allow it to be said that a bnmli mnant for the .Admir.ilty

fi'll on tlie Eustace Miles Restain'ant, there conid br no Iiariii

in sa3'ing that several bonibs fell at Tooting, loi- tlir Ge rmans

would know that much long before the n si of l.dudon out-ide

Tooting coidd know.
The following stalenu nt w.is issued late on Jum ist :

—
Late last night afioul 00 boml)s, mostlv of .an inc ndiary

character, were droppnl from hostile aircraft in \ariaus

localities not far dist.int fi'om each other.

.-\ number of fires (of wdiich only tl.ree were large enough

to require the ser\'ices of fire engines) bi-oki' out. .Ml fires

were promptly and effectively dealt w itii
;
only one of these

Ih-es necessitated a district call.

The fires were all c.iused bv the inccndiarx' bombs referred

10.

No public building was injin-ed, Inut a nunib- r of private

premises were damaged b\- fire or w.ater.

The number of casualties is small. So far .as .at present

ascertained, one inf.ant, one boy, one man, and one woman
were killed, and another W'oman is so seriously injun'd that

h.er life is' despaired of. .A few other |jrivate citizens were

seriously injiu'ed. 'Ih.' ])recise ninnbers ,ire not yet

.ascertained.

.Adequate police arrangements, including lln- c.dfing out of

s|3ecial constables, enafil'd the situation lo Ix- k' pl tboiuughly

in hand throughout.
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Concerning Bombs.
The Jiritish Fire Pre\-ention C jniniittee, a body founded in

1897 and incorporated in 1899, has is,ued a very sensible warn-
ing concerning possible fires due to air raids. The following
notes are given as to the nature of the bombs which may be
used and how 10 deal with fires arising therefrom.

Buckets of water (supplemented where feasible by ordinary
hand pumps) are recommended as ihe moU suitable and
econoniiical fire applianctr, and, where oil or spirit is used,
buckets of sand. Householder, are .•id\-ised not to wait until
a fire occurs to find the best way out in the dark, but to think
of a couple of ways out beforehand. II there is dense smoke from
a fire jjeople should remember tb.il ilie air is clearer near the
ground, so they should rr.iwl on the lloor, w ith a handkerchief,
wet rag, or respirator in front of the nioiuh. They should
ascertain the quickest means of obtaining assistance from the
Fire Brigade and Police, and shoidd post up the m-cc ssary
particulars, nearest fire-alarm, etc., on the ground floor, 'lliey

should not run or shout, ljut keep calm as an e.xample to others.
The ordinary explosive bombs employed bv the enemy rarely

cause a fire per se, but wh'Te a building is injured or collapses
fires are frequently caused by open lights or fires, etc., and
their spread is assisted by escaping gas ftoin broken mains or
arcs from broken electric cables. Fires thus caused indirectly

by e.xplosive bombs can as a rule ije dealt with as ordinary
fires in their incipient stage. Any gas or electrical supph ikii

cut off prior to the outbreak should, If possible, however, be cut

off at the earliest possiljle moment.
The incendiary bombs readily fire building-, and tl^eir con-

tents owing to the fierce nature of the flames .md the niolirn

n-.etal generated by the chemicals used. Fires caused b\- in-

cendiary bombs may be prevented from spreading, reg.irdless

of the high temperature generated at the actual seat of thf

outbreak, if water be promptly applied in fair bulk, force and
continuity, say from a series of buckets energetically thrown,

or hand ptniips vigorously work'd. Sand or loose soil simi-

larly thrown might be useful in the absence of wati-r, but

would not have the necessar}- cooling eft'ecr. The applicalion

of single buckets of water, single shovels of sand, etc., would
be comparatively valueless, a concentration of the available

liquid first-aid appliances being requi;-ed to olitain Ihe neces-

sary result.

In order to deal with fires from incendiary iiombs, their make
should be understood and \hr: fdllou ing dr-. -rili^s (ini' of iIti'

types frequently used :

—

Rope

SECTION OF IMCEMDIJtRY BOMB

(a) The bomb, as a rule, is conical, of 10 inches diameter at

the base, corded round, and has a metal handle at the apex
(see A).

(b) The base is a flat cup, on which a pierced metal funnel

is fitted, having the ignition device and handle fitted at tlie top.

(c) The funnel is generally filled with Thermit, which upon
ignition generates intense heat and by the time of the con-

cussion has taken the form of molten nietal tif the extraordinary

high temperature of over 5,000 deg. F.'iJir. The molten metal

is spread by the concussion.

(d) Outside the funnel is a padding of a highly inflamm.ibli-

or resinous material bound on with an inflammable form of

rope. The resinous material creates a .pungent smoke.
(ej There is general]}- soine melted wiiite plhosphorus in the

bottom of the cap which develops nauseous fumes.

(f) In some cases celluloid chippings are added and occasion-

.illy a small quantity of pe;!!-.].

The fumes of the bombs are generally very pungent, and a

simple form of respirator (that can be readily damped) should

be kept handy and used when- necessary. F'iremen .and others

whose duty it is to attend incendiary fires would do well to

carry simple respirators in tlnir uniform.

.Should definite information lie received of the approach of

hostile .aircraft or actual bombardment commence in the

\icinity, refuge shoold lie promptly taken in the cellar, basement
iir lower floor. All g.is lights or stoves should be turned out,

and the gas supply tiuaied off at the meter. All electric lights

should be switched off, and the supnlv ttnaied off at the main
switch near the meter. Further, if time permits, all oil lamps

should be e\tingnishi>d .md t,d<en into the cellar or basement.

.-\11 open fires abo\e b.asemi-nt level should be extinguished. All

doors should be closed. All windows should be closed, also

shutters where such exist.

The oflices of the Committee are at 8, \\'aterloo Place, Pall

_\l.dl, London, S.W'., and any technical inquirv regarding

s])ecial pri'caiitionary measures during Ibc war will l;>e de.dt

with thr Briti-h Fire Prexention Cdnimittee upon written

.ipplication.

Some Pertinent Questions.

.-\ correspondent wrili-s : --"W h\ nol !ell \uur readers a few

of the reasons why enemy aircraft are allowed to escape scot

free after a raid? I can guess that when only one appears it

might h.ipnm that more damage would be done by the shells

from anti-.iii-cr.aft guns than the Ze])pelin bombs, but the

public don't know ili.il. And wh.it about our aeroplanes?

"I remember some time' .ign lliere used to be a considerable

,Mr,ount of .'ibsence about our ..erupl.uies. And it seems possilile

I bat as many as sever.il ma\- ha\ e been punctured in France.

As Tweedlr'dinn might ha\'e said :

—

' \o 'i)l.mes were flying ox erhe.nl.

There were no planes to fly.

'

I lan't ]ielie\-e th.at is the leasiin. .\nvibow, I feel

-m-e that ni.inv e-,,,,,] people would be ,1 great deal comforted

in llii'ir minds if the,- wre informed by a person of your im-

]]oi:anc" th.it wh.en the raid on I^ondon doe-. Lik^' place our

\isiiors will recei\'e a reception worthy of them."

W'e all hope so, of course, but not being in the confidence ol

ilie authorities the editor of this pa]>er hesit.ates to pledge him-

s.'lf lo an\ siatemenr in the nature if .a pro|3hecy wdiich may
nol Ix- iiilfilleil. PrTli.aps by the lime these noi'.'s appear we
may be' told of a m.ass.icre of Zepiielins at the mouth of the

Tliames. Or perhaps not.

The Flying Services Fund.

The Fbing Ser\'ices Fimd instituted liy Ihe Royal Aero Club

for Ihe ln neiit of officers and men of the Royal Naval .Air

Serxice and the Royal Flying Corjjs who are incapacitated on

.ieti\e ser\lce, and for the widows and dependants of those

who are killed, has now reached the handsome total of

X"i).oo5 5s.

The Fund is intendi-d for the benefit of all rank>, l:)ut espeei-

.illy for petty officers, non-commissioned officers and men.

l-'urms of .ipplication for assistance can be obtained from the

Roy., I Aero Club, ibb, Piccadilly, London, W .
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Aero=motors : In Kind and Qori.s\r\iciioii.~-{Confinued)
BY GEOFFREY de HOLDEN-STONE.

So far, apparently, construction rather than kind is the

strong feature of the Sunbeam aeromotors in most details.

As one sees—and, indeed, expects in any motor—the water
I'ii culation, with itj gear-driven pump, is conventional enough :

albeit the train of spur gearing which drives it, firstly, the

wireless installation, secondly—through the medium of the

tv\o-to-one intermediary gear—and the two magnetos direct,

finally, is a very pretty piece of work, adequate and appro-

priate in all respects. In no circumstances, I think, or for

any motor, could this particular fitment have been better

designed.

But in this matter of water-circulation—especially in view
;il big motors like the Sunbeam, and the coming demand for

still bigger which must be water cooled—I cannot help re-

calling one device of a few years ago, before aeroplanes or

aeromotors existed except as pipe-dream fantasies, which was
literally inspired for their needs—as if not only did away with

radiators, but cooled the water better—and therefore ought
to be revived.

A Needful Gadget : Quite Unrelated.

Invented by M. Rene Lahaussois, of the Soci^t^ Anonyme
Rex, it had some dreadful name like "frigorificateur, " but it

consisted simply of a rather large double-chambered rotary

pump, of which the rotary in the first chamber drew the hot

water from the motor, and delivered it to the rotary in the

second one, into the drum of which , a. series of little air in-

jectors were inserted radially and at a. slight tangent. These
little injectors, at the wider, open end, contained little screens

of fine metal gauze or perforated metal, which broke up the

air ; and the diameter at the inserted end being reduced to the

finest pin-hole, the air particles were drawn in at high velocity

to aerate, emulsify, and thus cool the water with great rapidity

and thoroughness, as it was churned to the exit and delivery

to the motor. On the delivery tube itself a little pressure-

valve was set at an acute angle to the stream, just enough to

relieve the accumulation of air without allowing any of iln'

water to leak.

And that was all. Just one of those little things that were

created too soon for the revolutions they might have wrought.

I saw it delivering itself hour after hour to a Rex motor har-

nessed to a dynamo as an electrogfene—which work is exactly

the same as an aeromotor's. Even its persistent shriek of

success—which perhaps damned it to the "luxus-automobil"
mind—could easily have been silem;ed by shrouding its in-

jectors bodily with a larger surrounaing drum of light metal.

.So much for the Paris Show curiosity of eight years ago, the

immediate jewel of to-day's need.

Some Oil'Pump Detail.

,\g"ain, seeing that lubrication is the soul of aeromotor trust-

worthiness, not only the design but the position of the Sun-
beam oil-pump seems above criticism. Carried as it is below
a downward extension of the crank-pit, not only is every bit

of excess oil bound to drain into it, but its position and attach-

ment makes it more than commonly accessible for cleansing.

The detail of having the drain or collector-gear-pump on

(he same spindle but below the upper driven one— which is

actually the distributor or oil-delivery pump—is also particu-

larly effective, as it leaves a blank or cavity enabling the

driving-gear pump to pick up the collected oil and pass it on
10 the distributor.

Otherwise, the design is as one might expect, the main
spindle being rotated by skew gearing from the cam-shaft.

The upper body of the pump is a bracket-like casting with a

tubular hollow from which the oil distribution starts via the

leed-pipe to the middle of the cam-shaft
;
through a second

tubular arm of the casting to the main oil-duct, and so to all

the crankshaft bearings and the thrusts of the reduction-gear

of the propeller stub-shaft.

Lowest of all in the pump mechanism is placed the encased

filter, through which the main oil supply from the tank is

drawn into the body of the pump. .\ relief connection to the

oil-tank is set on the main duct at a point opposite the second

rear journal ; and at the extreme rear end of the duct a con-

nection to a pressure-gauge.

.So much for the mechanical detail of the Sunbeam lubrica-

tion system, the functional result of which, however, after

ha\ing lubricated the main journal bearings, is to transmit

^ -2orr or §'k22c Tuec Fon 8 CYL
.NTtRPOSt OIL COOLER ,F NESCESSABy

Of ? >22 0 TUSE F0» l2CrL

Diagram of the oiling system of the SXylinder Sunbeam =CoataIen Aircraft Engine.
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The Reducing Gear of the Sunbeam.

the oil under pressure through the hollows of the crankshaft

trt the connecting-rod big ends, from which the oil is finally

splashed on the cylinder walls.

Here one notices that the system stops a stage short of the

method of De Dion, Maudslay, and others, whereby the oil is

carried further through leads in the connecting-rods and

gudgeon-pins.

Personally, I prefer this latter method, if only that it

lightens these parts, and—if the leads be only drilled large

enough—ensures such copious cylinder lubrication at the upper

part where it is most needed that piston seizure is practically

out of the question.

These 'are advantages, 1 think, which well outweigh any

possible savings in oil consumption which are no doubt effected

in the Sunbeam way, or e\-en the non-exposure to heat that

i^ claimed, justifiably enough.

Suffice it, nevertheless, that the .Sunbeam system is etTicient,

and that no pains have been spared to make it so ;
albeit the

Ijrinciple of using the oil "over and over again" according to

the book, is one that bears close watching, to say the least,

and still more careful selection of the oil used.

Pretending to know some few little points .ifiout petroleum

products, after twenty years, I maintain that the best cylinder

oil and the best for bearings are hardly the same things.

W'Tiich makes the best choice of the compromise-lubricant none

the easier.

The Star Point.

Bevond the foregtiing details, the chiefly notable feature of

the Sunbeam design is the final drive to the propeller, with

its two-to-one reduction of shaft speed. The Renault and

De Dion method—which may be mentioned as these were

perhaps the best known \'-l\pe motors prior to the .Sunbeam

—is to carr}' the propeller on an extension of the cam-shaft.

This, no doubt, would be an excellent way if the propeller

shaft were the main piece, carrying not only the reducing gear,

but ample thrust-bearings on either side thereof, tlie cam-

shaft being merely its tail, the various bearings of which,

though lighter, would ha\'e a final steadying effect on the

whole, setting up less wear, and dispersing all propeller and

other vibrations to nothing.

Unfortunately, the Renault-De Dion arrangement is quite

otherwise. The gear drive is cn the other end of the cam-
shaft, which somewhat essential piece, one would imagine,

would therefore be liable, like the historic Irishman pitched

out of the car, to be "faatally twishted," if not "murthered
entoirely.

"

This, at least, the Sunbeam system avoids—although there

is not even a free dowel-connection between the two shafts

—

by mounting the propeller shaft in rather e\tra-sized ball-

bearings, with a special thrust-bearing that allows the motor

to be used either for traction or propulsion, without affecting

its efficacy, much less its design.

Probably some slight percentage of developed power is lost

by this gearing transmission. But that is far outweighed by

the steady running of the motor as one of a high-speed type,

which is further reflected in the unusually even torque im-

parted to the propeller shaft.

Furthermore, while the reduction to half-speed—or even

less if specially demanded—enables a large propeller to be used

with far greater efficiency in the equation of traction or pro-

pulsion to a given horse-power, it is obvious that the whole

flexibility range of the motor goes to the benefit of the pro-

peller, in regard to the control of its revolution speed to a

finer degree. And this result, one may fairly argue, should

be directly reflected in the increased efficiency of the aeroplane

itself, as to its speed range under actual power. And as this

is the chieffy-besought advantage, not only for experimental

aero design, but for the long-ranged, powerful, speedy and
crew-carrying cruiser-plane—which is the type of aircraft of

the most immediately desirable future—it follows that this

system of gear-reduction is really the most effective feature

of the Simbeam design—or, for that matter, any other V-type

m.otor. This, too, is quite apart from the Inherent advantages
such as balance and elimination of couple, compactness for

power developed, and concentration of weight within reduced
limits—the great point for aircraft work—which are peculiar

to the type.

(To he continued.)

In Memoriam Gustav Hamel.

A year has elapsed since the death of Gustav Hamel, one of

the most striking personalities of modern times. It ma\ be

remembered he fell into the Channel, after leaving Hardelot on
.May 23rd, 1914, his body being found some months later.

.Since the outbreak of war his name has flashed across the

minds of many of us, with a deep regret that his brilliant

services were not at the disposal of Great Britain, as thev

would undoubtedly have been had he lived.

It is worth while recalling the fine epitaph contained in the

announcement issued by the Admiralty, when it had been de-

cided to abandon the search which had been made for him :
—

"He was without question the foremost exponent in these

islands of an art whose military consequence is continuallv
Increasing. His qualities of daring, skill, resource, and
modesty merited the respect of those who pursue the pro-

fession of arms."
.'\.s he had, some time previously, applied to be appointed to

the Reserve of the Royal Naval Air Service, and had been ac-

cepted, though not definitely appointed, we may imagine how
enthusiastically he would have thrown himself into the duties

which would have been allotted him, and how well he would
have distinguished himself in the element for which he seemed
to have been born.

Into a few-short years he had crowded countless adventures,
and probably no aviator ever had or will have so great a hold

on the popular imagination. The exhibitions of his skill and
fearlessness, given before crowds in all parts of the kingdom,
were a revelation to the public, who had been slow to realise

the -progress of flying. His thrilling feats were at first attri-

buted largely to the recklessness of youth, but before long it

was seen that he did strange and wonderful things which might
have been rash in others, but to him were deliberate and
reasoned expositions of the possibilities of an aeroplane.
Gustav Hamel looked far ahead. His prophecies as to the

uses of aircraft in war, to which a chapter is devoted in the
fascinating book published shortlv before his death, jointly by
Mr. C. C. Turner and himself, are being fulfilled to a remark-
able degree. He foresaw the problems which would arise, and
the developments which would take place in the event of war,
and the perusal of this chapter increases one's regret that he
did not live to assist in the great struggle. He played a
big part in the early history of aviation, and his memory lives

for ever. D. W. T.
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A Simple Insurance.
The importance of using goggles that are safe to wear was

emphasised recently at an inquest held at Westminster on the

body of Henry Herbert Barlow, a clerk who died as the result

of a collision with a van while riding a motor-cycle near

Richmond. Death was due to wounds in the eye caused fey

the breaking of his glasses.

When one remembers that Triplex Glass cannot splinter one

sees one way of assuring safety in this respect, and it is there-

fore quite natural that Mr. Reginald Delpech of the Triplex

Co. can say that he is supplying literally thousands of pairs of

goggles to motorists and aviators of both Services.

Drivers of transport cars and light tenders find them useful

as a guard against the danger of stones thrown up by other

cars when travelling in close company at high speeds, as is

often necessary, and as the price of the Triplex Safety Goggles

varies all the way from 6s. to 12s. 6d. a pair, it is not surprising

lhat men as well as officers- are buying them in quantities.

The Spring Firm.
Firms building aircraft which include in their design the use

of any spring work will doubtless be glad to know of a firm

whose experience guarantees that their output is of the highest

class. The Oldbury Spring Co., of Fountain Lane, Oldbury,

near Birmingham, has for many years specialised in springs

of all kinds, their activities ranging from spring mattresses

and springs of all kinds for doors, bells, lamps, bicycle brakes,

bicycle saddles and so forth, up to springs for the various

parts of motors.

In the making of valve springs, and those of types which

need particular accuracy and quality, the firm has been highly

successful, and, therefore, -makers of aero engines and those

who wish to acquire stocks of valve springs for replacement

will find the Oldbury Spring Co. a very useful source of supply.

To Repair an Omission.
Owing to a typographical omission the name of the photo-

grapher responsible for the groups of the R.N.A.S. officers

and men at Roehampton and Isle of Grain was omitted recently.

As in the case of the great majority of Flying Service portraits,

these were taken by Mr. F. N. Birketr, 97, Percy Road,

Shepherd's Bush, W.
The photographs of the Northern Aircraft Co.'s School,

Windermere, published last week, were taken by Herbert and

Son, of Bowness on Windermere.

An Error.

Owing to an error in transcription in the inscription to

the photographs of various new pilots published last week,

Mr. Kenworthy was described as being a pupil at the Beatty

School, when he was in fact trained at the Ruffy-Baumann

School.

The Weeli-end at Hendon.

The weather on Saturday looked aliout as reliable as a

Wolff Bureau telegram, and the attendance at Hendon was

not as large as it otherwise would have been. The rain, how-

ever, kept off, in spite of the often-threatening aspect of the

sky, and those visitors who turned up saw plenty of flying. It

is to be hoped that the dyspeptic individual who wrote bitter

complaints to the daily Press because nobody was anxious to

break up a machine -or risk a neck in the high wind on Whit

Monday was somewhere in the en-closures. The man who does

not read the notice prominently displayed outside the aero-

drome, stating that flying is not guaranteed, and who does

not realise that the breeze which playfully disturbs his mous-

tache in Colindale Avenue is probably blowing also inside the

aerodrome, and who overlooks the fact that pilots who have

important work to do at Hendon are not justified in taking

unnecessary risks to amuse the general public, ought to seek

his Bank Holiday recreation on Hampstead Heath among the

cokernut-shies.

The first machine out on Saturday afternoon was a Grahame-

White biplane flown by Mr. Manton. He made several flights

later on, as did Mr. Winter, of, the same .school. Mr. Bau-

mann, who will soon be known as the wholesale instructor,

from the long list of successful pupils he is piling up, was out

on his 6o-h.p. Caudron, and Mr. Virgilio was flying the So-h.p.
Caudron and making the most of the apparently limited time
which remains before he is called back to his native Italy.

Mr. Roche-Kelly made several fliglits, with and without pas-
sengers, on a 60-h.p. Beatty-Wright. The big Grahame-White
five-seater—specially recommended for family parties, catering
by arrangement—was twice in the! air, the pilot being Mr.
Osipenko, and the cargo, if one may use the term, consisting
of three passengers each time. There still seemed to be room
for another fifty horse-power or so.

Mr. J. H. Moore also flew on the 45-h.p. Caudron which has
been specially built for him—and very well built too—^by the

London and Provincial Aviation Company.
On Sunday the wind was erratic, but a very fair amount of

work was done. Mr. J. L. Hall made a long flight in a
Caudron, reaching a height of about 2,000 feet. Mr. Roche-
Kelly again gave exhibitions on a Beatty-Wright, Mr. Winter
and Mr. Osipenko were out, and Mr. J. H. Moore again
appeared. After tea Mr. Manton brought out the Grahame-
White loo-h.p. monosoupape scout.

Among the visitors we noticed an old friend, Mr. Jules

Nardini. The entry of Italy into the war gives him an oppor-

tunity to take a hand in international affairs for the second
time, and he will doubtless be heard of again ver)' soon.

—

D. W. T.

School and Weather Reports.

Mod. Tues. Wed. Thurs. Fri. Sat. Sun.

East Coast ...
|

Hendon
|

Fine &
Windy
Fine
Windy

Fine
Windy
Fine
Windy

Fine
Windy
Fine
Windy

Fine
Windy
Fine
Windy

Fine
Windy
Fine
Calm

Fine

Fine
Calm

Fine

Fine
Windy

South Coast...
1

Fine Fine Fine Fine Fine Fine Fine

Hendon.

—

.-\t Grahame-White School, week end"ng Satur-

day, May 22nd (delayed in transit). Instructors for the week :

Messrs. Russell and Winter. Pupils with instr. on machine :

Prob. Flight Sub-Lieuts. De Roeper, De Ville, Leigh, .Simpson,

.Smylie. Strts. or rolls alone : Prob. Flight Sub-Lieuts. De
V'lle, Simpson, Smvlie, De Roeper. 8's or circs alone : Prob.

Flight Sub-Lieuts. Greer, Wain, De Ville, Smylie.

A certificate was taken during the week by Prob. Flight .Sub-

Lieut. Greer. The machines in use were, as usual, Grahaine-

White biplanes.

Hendon.—Ax tiie Grahame-White Schoot^.—Instructors :

Messrs. Manton, Russell and Winter. Pupils with instr. :

Prob. Fit. Sub-Lieuts. Blackburn, Leigh, Simpson, Pennington

and Wyllie. Strts. alone : Prob. Fit. .Sub-Lieuts. De Roeper

and Simpson. Half circs. : Prob. F. S. L. Simpson. Circs,

with instr. : Prob. Fit. S. L. Smylie. 8's and circs, alone :

Prob. Fit. Sub-Lieuts. De Roeper and .Smylie. Certificates

were taken during the week by Prob. Fit. Sub-Lieuts. De
Ville and Wain, Prob. Fit. Sub-Lieut. De Roeper, Test A.

Machines : Grahame-White biplanes.

At the Beattv School of Flying, Ltd.—Instructors for the

week : Messrs. G. W. Beatty, W. Roche-Kelly, C. B. Prodger,

and Bransby Williams.

Pupils with instructor on machine : Messrs. Chalmers (35

mins.), ChapeTle (15), Grossman (12). FItzHerbert (18), John-

ston (10), Morgan (10), Ross (32), Rutherford (10), Tomlinson

(40), Vickers (10), Whincup (10), Broughton (20), King (18),

Jones (25), Eaton (38), Fox (18), Arbon (10), Fawcett (10),

Holland (10), Zimmermann (10), Bush (10), Gurney fio), and

Watson (23).

Mr. G. Chapelle took an excellent ticket on Saturday on a

45 h.p. Caudron.

Machines in use : Beatty-Wright dual control and single-

seater biplanes, and Caudron tractor biplanes.

Exhibition flights were given by Messrs. Roche-Kelly and

Prodger on Saturday and Sunday, and three passenger flights

were taken during the week.

.'\t the London and Provincial School.—Instructors for the

week: Messrs. M. G. Smiles, W. T. Warren, J. H. Moore, W.
D. .Smiles.

Pupils w-itb instrurtor on machine: Messrs. Irwing, Gunner,

and B'ell.
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ScKoolTHE
RECOGNISED
BRITISH SCHOOL.

Those desirous of applying for

Commissions
in the

ROYAL AIR SERVICES
should write to us at once for full

particulars of our special inclusive

course in AVIATION,

ALL PUPILS ARE INSTRUCTED ON
TRACTOR BIPLANES (GOVERNMENT
TYPE), WHICH ARE FITTED THROUGH-
OUT WITH STANDARD CONTROLS.

THE ONLY SCHOOL
controlled by a Staff with

years of practical expcri'

ence in School Teaching.

The HALL SCHOOL
OF FLYING

The London Aerodrome, N.W,

Phone: KINGSBURY 142,

^
Pupils doing straights or rolls alone : Messrs. Minto, Scott.

Bell, Turner, Irwing, Franchomme and Nethersole.
Figures of 8 alone : Mr. Turner.
Machines in use : 3 L. and P. biplanes.
Mr. Moore gave exhibitions on .Saturday, flying well, his

L. & P.-Caudron (4,5-h.p. Anzani) climbing excellently.
•At the Ruffv-B.auman.n School.—Instructors for the week :

Messrs. Baumann, Ruffy, Virgilio and Winchester. Pupils :

25th (Tues.), E. Baumann on 60 Caudron type with Chappelle
(20 mins.), Broughton and Blandy on 60 Caudron type. 26th
(Wed.), Chappelle, Hudson, and Wallis for 15, 8, and 12 mins.
respectively. On 50 Caudron type : Broughton, Blandy, Hub-
bard, Robertson and Brand. 28th (Fri.), Broughton, May and
Brand on 60 Caudron type. Chappelle, Blandy and Broughton.
29tlh (Sat.), Broughton went for half of his test for R.Ae.C.
certificate. Blandy, May, Cole and England-Derwen on 50
Caudron type. M\ Sunday and Monday during daytime mudi
constructional work was put in and pupils had splendid oppor-
tunity of gaining inside knowledge of aeroplane engineering and
building work.

On Saturday afternoon M. Baumann carried passengers and
gave several e.xcellent exhibition flights, while Mr. Virgilio
played joyfully with 50 Caudron, performing his usual switch-
backs.

.-\t 1 111; Haix Sciiooi..—Excellent work was put through.
-Mr. Cecil M. Hill, a well-known West of England aiiotor

engineer, who took his Royal .Aero Club Certificate in wonder-
ful style, attaining the good height of 2,200 ft. with a glide
fiom 1,500 ft. The other pupils are also progressing very well
with Instructor Herbert James (who has joined as second in-

structor). Messrs. Snook 36, Hamer 18, Mason 21, Hatch-
man 29, Snowdon 22J, Booker 15, Millbourne 15, Bayley 36,
Lieut. Raymond-Barker 15, Lieut. Jowett 15, and Miitcheil 20,

With Mr. Stevens on 3S-h.p. tractor No. 1 : Messrs. Furlong
55, Minot 47 and Hill 35, all doing good straight flights and
half circs. With Mr. Stevens on Brevet tractor No. 2 : Cecil

M. Hill 5 circs, and 3 figs, of "8" afterwards qualifying for

brevet taken on Sunday in excellent style. Two new 2-seater

niadhines are now nearing completion at the works, besides a

single-seater wihiirh will be commissioned in a fortnight's time.

>fachines : Nos. 5, 2 and i Hall tractor biplanes.

Windermere.— .At thl: N.A.C. Sciioor..—Pupils with instr. :

Messrs. Hume, Perrett, Graham, Clifford, Hodges, A'ates and.
Laidler. Fit. Lieut. Atherton Hying alone. Two monoplanes
at work in high wind all the week. Messrs. Ding and Parker
instructing.

MISCLLLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS
For the convenience of Advertisers, replies can be received at

the office of "THE AEROPLANE," 166, Piccadilly, W.

H
PATENTS.

OW TO TAKE OUT PATENTS IN ENGLAND AND
ABROAD." (By Arthur E. Edwards, F.C.I. P. A.) 2S.

post free.

—

.Arthur Edwards & Co., Ltd., Patent Agents and

Ccnsulting Engineers, Chancery Lane Station Chambers,

W.C. 'Phone 4536 Holborn.

PATENTS; trade marks; inventors advised free.—King's

Patent Agency, Ltd., 165, Queen Victoria Street, Lon-

don. 28 years' references.

THE CONSUL'il.NG PATENT AGENCY, 253, Gray's Inn

Road, London. Lowest inclusive charges. General advice

gr.itis. Telephone ; 6109 Holborn.

TUITION.

The London and Provincial

School of Flying

NEXT VACANCY, JUNE 7th
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Telephone—280 Gerrard.

Telegrams—" Santochiino, London."

The GENERAL AVIATION CONTRACTORS,
LTD.

Contractors to the British and Foreign Governments.

LONDON, PARIS AND MILAN.

Htad Office—

30, Regent Street,
Piccadilly Circus, London, S.Wi

THE GENERALAERONAUTICALCo.Ltd.
Contractors to H.M . Government.

EVERYTHING FOR AVIATION.

"RAPID" AND 'BEGY" Propellers.
"GNOMOL" Castor Oil.

"G.A.C," Aeroplane Tjres.
"G.A.C." Aero Wheels.

"G.A.C." Shock Ab&orbers.
"G.A.C." Featherweight Altimeters.

All British Made.
"G.A.C." Aero Instruments.

"G. A.C." Aero Accessories, Etc.

30, Regent St,, Piccadilly Circus, London, S.W.

Phone—VSO Gerrard. Wire— Santochimo, London.

Contractors to H.M. Government

CHAUVIERE'S

Integral Propellers

Hold the World's Records

And are being used extensively, both on

Aeroplanes cind Hydro-Aeroplanes, by the

Allied Forces, viz.

:

GREAT BRITAIN, RUSSIA, FRANCE, JAPAN,

BELGIUM, SERVIA

kfitegral PnapollBrs Assure Success

THE INTEGRAL PROPELLER CO., LTD.,

Offict ami Works :

lb. ELTHORNE ROAD. UPPER HOLLOWAY, N.

Telephone: Hornsey 23i5. Telegrams : "Aviprop (Uphotl), London."

p.c. B.4

KINDLY MENTION "THE AEROPLANE" WHEN

SITUATIONS VACANT.
AN knportaiit firm, which is now talcing up the manufacture;

of Air-cralt, lias an opening for a Clever Designer
possessing special abilities and credentials, and capable of doing
original wcrli. .Applications, which must in the first instance

be by letter, will be treated in strict confidence and should be

addressed to "Advertiser," c/'o James Brockie, 28, Fleet

Street, E.G.

IjROI^ELLER iMAKER.S wanted, also thoroughly experi-

L'liced Charge-hand.—Apply, stating experience and wages
r''(.|iiired, to Boulton and Paul, Limited, .Aeronautical Dept.,
Niirwich.

W .ANTED, l-'itter-Erectors ; lirst-rat'? men only need apply.

—

The Varioplane Co., 5a, Surhiton Road, Kingston-on-
Thames.

WANTED, two experienced Fitter-Erectors.—Apply per-

sonally, if possible, to .Mann and Grimmer, Arlington
.\i ro|)lane Works, Surbiton.

DRAUGHTSMAN.—A first-class man required. Must be a

thorough and practical engineer acquainted with aeroplane
work, able to check drawings and generally oversee.—Apply,
staling age, experience, and salary required, to "Draught.s-
man," Short Bros., .Aeroplane Works, Eastchurch, Isle of

Shfppey.

.\NTED, Works .Manager, or Foreman, accustomed to

» I woodwork, and having a knowledge of propellers, etc.
;

one used to Jiandling men ; must be a hustler and able to

accelerate output.—Slate salary ajid experience to Box No. 651,

"The' .\eroplane," 166, Piccadilly, W.
WANTED, Fitters, Erectors, and men for all branches of

aeroplane work. There are also vacancies foi two good
Foremen. Applications can only be entertained from men not

at the moment engaged on this kind of work for other manu-
facturers. Applicants who have not already had experience
in the construction of aircraft, but whose present trade would
be of assistance, such as cabinet-makers, boat-builders, wire-

workers, sheet metal-workers, welders, upholsterers, engi-

neers' fitters, etc., etc., should also apply. The hours will

be from 6 a..m. to 6 p.m., with overtime till 8.30 p.m., for

those physically capable. Saturdays, 6 a.m. to 5 p.m. Sun-
days, 8 a.m. to I p.m. Good wages, with bonus on produc-

tion. Fares paid to men stopping minimum two months.
Long engagement to really first-class capable men.—Apply
by letter, stating fully past experience, references, wage ex-

pected, to the Portholme Aerodrome, Ltd., St. John Street,

Huntingdon.

I '.KPERIENCED FITTERS.—Fitter-erectors and Wiremen
Lj wanted in large factory building "Short" machines.

—

Apply, stating experience and wages required, to Box No. 648,

"The Aeroplane," 166, Piccadilly, London, W.

SITUATIONS WANTED.

W .ANTED, by a youth i6i years, well educated, a Situation

in aeroplane works or office.—'Apply A. Children, 14,

Pembury Road, Tonbridge. (x)

M.ANUFACTURING Engineer and-- .Works Manager, with

good experience in aeroplane production, seeks Position
;

a good organiser and thoroughly practical.—Box 649, "The
.Aeroplane," 166, Piccadilly, London, W. (x)

DR.AUGHTSM AN.—Dane (21), 2J years' experience in draw-

ing, with some knowledge of aeroplane theory and con-

struction, just leaving motor school, seeks emj^loyment as

junior or other position at aeroplane or automobile firm.

—

Ap])ly Rasmussen, i, .Stockwell Terrace, Clapham Road, S.W.

PROPELLERS.
CHAUVIERE'S famous Integral Propellers hold all records

;

used by all leading aviators. The best.—Sole proprietors

for Great Britain and Colonies, The Integral Propeller Co.,

Ltd., IB, Eltihorne Road, Upper Holloway, N. Telephone:

Hornsey 2345. Telegrams: "Aviprop (Upholl), London."

KBORA PROPELLER COMPANY, Kingston-on-Thames.

I —Propellers as supplied to the leading aviators during

the last five years ; finished wood parts for aeroplanes, aero-

foils, patterns, etc.

CORRESPONDING WITH ADVERTISERS.
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mm
PHOTOGRAPHS.

PILOT PORTRAITS
The F N B Series of Copy-
right Pilot Portraits includes

all the most notable Pilots of

the Flying World. Unmounted, post free, Sizes 12 by 10 in.,

2S. 6d. ; 8 by 6 in., is. 6d. ; 6 by 4 in., is. 2d. Mention The
Aeroplane and write for NEW LIST of 350 pilots.

[The photographs in the "F. N. B." series can be obtained

from F. N. Birkett direct at the above prices.

F. TV. BIRKETT
97 PERCY ROAD, SHEPHERD'S BUSH. LONDON. W.

WE HAVE THE MEN OF THE MOMENT.

FOR SALE.
GENTLEMAN'S 1914 Model de Luxe Cycle, fitted with

B.S.A. 3-speed gear. Latest improvements, gear case,

all accessories, new last September. Reason explained.

Accept ;£'4 15s.
;

approval willingly.—58, Cambridge Street,

Hyde Park, London, W. (x)

MISCELLANEOUS.
WANTED, "Douglas," "A.J.S.," or good Twin, 1914, ior

cash, ;^^3o-^r40. Nearly new 23 Villiers Brown, ;£"2o.

—

Box 650, "The .'\eroplane," 166, Piccadilly, London, W. (x)

AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING.— Correspondence tui-

tion in sections or complete course, 12 lessons.—British

School of Engineering, 36, Maiden Lane, W.C.

BOARD RESIDENCE at HENDON for AVIATORS.—
"Hatherley," Colindale, facing entrance to Aerodrome.

Most convenient and comfortable. Moderate terms.

HARDWOOD for Aeroplanes. Specially selected, air-dried

timber as supplied to leading constructors in Britain and
the Continent. Silver Spruce, Ash, Poplar

;
Hickory and Ash

Skids
;
Threeply ; Thin Cedar and Mahogany for Floats ; Wal-

nut for Propellers.—William Mallinson and Sons, Ltd., Hack-
ney Road. 'Phone, 3854 Central, 4770 Wall.

Wc make high-grade Springs oi every
description for lamps, bells, doors, brakes,
bicycles, mattresses, and all other purposes.
We specialise in Springs for the Motor and

Aeroplane Trade.

OLDBUHY SPRING CO.,
Fountain Lane, Oldbury, Birmingham.

IN STOCK, CLEAR SILVER SPRUCE.

We have in stock for prompt delive ty lin., l', in.. I2 in.

and 2 in. by Sin. and up boards, a.veraging 12 inches

wide. Write for prices.

BEKCROFT & WIGHTMiAN, LTD.,
Timber Importers, Harris Street, Bradford.

MODELS.
MODEL noropl.ines and accessoi'ies. Compressed

^lotors, Weight 2 oz., 7s. 6d. Air container,
weight 7 oz., 7s, 6d. We stock everything for models.

—

Murray, Son,, and Co., 387a, High Road', Hig'h .Cross, Totlen-
ham, N. '

x

1.8.0. T

IN THE

ROYAL FLYING CORPS
AND IN THE

Royal Naval Air Service

are obtained by joining the

RUFFY - BAtllVIANN

SCHOOL OF FLYING
HENDON, N.W.

BECAUSE
WE teach YOU to become a reliablp

and efficient AVIATO^
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AEROPLANES

On February 27th, at Ithaca, N.Y.,

J
a 1 homas Tractor 90 h.p. climbed

4000 feet in 10 minutes,

carrying 3 men and fuel

for 4 hours' flying.

mOS. AEROPLANE Co. (Inc.) Ithaca, New York, U.S.A. I

^ntaiive: OLIVER W.THOMAS, "The Mount," Mavelstone Rd., Bromley, Kent. =
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DOMESTIC DETAILS.

Men oS the R.F.C. stationed in Ibi Midlaod; !iu$y round the Geld kitchens outside tbeii quarters.
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Tlic Aircraft Co., £tl

Hold the SOLE RIGHTS DIRECT
from the FARMAN BROTHERS

for the building of

HENRY & MAURICE FARMAN

Aeroplanes
AND

Hydro-Aeroplaaes.

In Great Britain and the Oversea

Dominions.

Works and Flying Groand

HENDON.

Offices :

47 VICTORIA STREET. S W

Contractors to

H.M. Admiralty and War Ofl&ce.

Handley Page, Ltd,
OFFICES AND WORKS:

no, CRICKLEWOOD LANE,
LONDON, N.W.

AEROPLANE
MANUFACTURERS.

Telephone—
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FLYING I
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I

The Aerodrome is open to =

the Public every day as |
usual. Special Exhibition and E

Passenger Flights EVE RY^
THURSDAY, SATURDAY & |

SUNDAY afternoon from
|

3 p.m. (Weather permitting). |

PASSENGER FLIGHTS, £2 2s. \

Admission 6d., Is. and 2s. 6d. =

(Children, half-price). Motors
|

2s. 6d. (includes Chauffeur). |

Soldiers and Sailors free. =

THE QRAHAME-WHITE SCHOOL OF
FLYING, HENDON, N.W.

THE Grahame-White Aviation Co.. Ltd., Aeronautical Engin-
eers and Constructors, Proprietors of the London Aerodrome,

Hendon,N.W. Teleg.: " \'rlpUine, Hyde, London." 'I elephone :

120 Kingsbury {4 lines). West End Offices: 32, Regent St., W .

Teleg.: " Claudigram, Piccy ., London." Telephone: 4423 Regent.
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Accounts, and all correspondence relating thereto, should be
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Publishing Co., Ltd.," Polls House, Breams Buildings, E.C.

The Editor cannot undertake to return unsolicited maiiu^
scripts, whether accompanied by stamps or not. though ever;
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not.
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On Relati
Among the curious views seen of late an extract from

a letter which appeared in the "Morning Post" on May
12th, apparently written by a pukka soldier belonging
to the Lahore Division now in France, deserves particu-
lar note. This officer writing of the heavy losses of
\'arious Territorial Battalions near Ypres recently says :

"I can't help thinking that all these losses amongst
officers of the T.F. is going to be a serious thing
for the country, as many of these fellows are heads of
large commercial or professional concerns, and it will
be a very serious knock to many businesses. This is

where the T.F. officer differs from the Regular. The
Regular is not allowed to do any form of business ; it

is just as hard on those dear to him to lose him, but the
loss is personal, whereas tlie loss of a big business man
is, in a degree, national. Still it is necessary. But the
nation is sacrificing the best of its men out here, be-
cause it is the best of its men who have gone into the
vService because they realise what the German menace
means, and what would happen to our own land if we
ever had the Germans in it."

Everyone, of course, recognises the splendid way
in which the Territorials have fought, as was expected
by anyone who considered that a 3'oung man onlj' en-
listed in the "Terriers" if he had some real sense of

patriotism, or a real love of the art and science of

soldiering, for the football-match, pub, and cinema
lounger could not, naturally, spare time to attend
boring things like drills and camps. In fact, the aver-
age Terrier in the ranks is, if anything, a keener
soldier and of better social class than Mr. Thomas
Atkins of the old Expeditionary Force, though, owing
to lack of training, he could not be so good a soldier

till he had been on active service for some time.

The Territorial officer also must be keen on his work
if he is to give up golf and cricket in the summer, and
bridge and billiards in the winter, for drills, rifle-

practice, lectures, and so forth, though there were cer-

tainly some who joined for the sake of playing at

soldiers.

With so much keenness existing it is all the greater
pity that the higher authorities at the War Office never
made any attempt to encourage the formation of Terri-
torial Squardons, or even Flights, of the Royal Flying
Corps. On the contrary, they have on various occa-
sions effectively squashed any attempt to form such
auxiliai'v sections of the Corps—as when Liverpool
offered to raise a squadron, which, if it had been en-
couraged then, would have provided very useful assist-

ance at the present moment.
The fine work done by Territorial and Special Re-

serve officers now in the R.F.C.—several of whom have
been given commissions in the Regular Army—shows
the material available if it had been properly and in-

telligently used.

That, however, is not the real point of the quoted
letter. Nevertheless, it shows the ineptitude of the
authorities before the war, and how they refused to see

the mess they were getting themselves into, though,
goodness knows, some of us rubbed their noses into it

hard eno"gli, and Sfot ourselves corrcspoudinglv dis-

liked.

e Values.
Business Methods.

The most curious thing about the letter is the modest
assumption by a trained soldier that a business man is

of more value to the nation than a trained soldier
descended from generations and generations of fighters.
Business men are easy enough to find. At any rate

there are heaps of men who can run a big business and
make money, which is presumably the criterion by
which a successful business man is judged, though in

point of fact when one comes to look into the methods
of the average English firm one finds it as hide-bound,
conservative, and red-tape-entangled as the War Office
itself, or the Admiralty. Which, after all, is not sur-
prising, for those who know anything of the internal
mechanism of the administrative departments of the
Services know that their time-wasting, money-devour-
ing methods are entirely due to the stupidity of the
civilian officials who tie the office-work into knots
which no simple-minded sailor or soldier can unravel,
and few have the power to cut.

It is the business man at the Admiralty who makes
it necessary for an officer of the R.N.A.S. at an Air
vStation who wants a square yard of aluminium sheet-
ing to send an order to the dockyard at Sheerness,
which, on finding it has not the right thickness in

slock, has to refer back to the Admiralty, which has to

try Portsmouth Dockyard, which, not having it either,

refers back to the Admiralty, which refers to Devon-
port, which refers back again to the Admiralty, which
sends out a form for tenders to half a dozen firms of

contractors, who reply in the usual English way, in a

week or two, so that, after careful consideration by the
Contracts Department, the contract is duly placed for

"Aluminium, one sheet, one-sixteenth of an inch thick,

36 inches long by 36 inches wide," which in due course
is delivered, with luck, eight weeks from the submis-
sion of the original requisition, when the officer who
originally wanted it has forgotten all about it, and has
either used a piece off the wreck of another aeroplane,

or has stolen a panel out of the body of a Service
motor car, or has goue without and covered the hole

with fabric or three-ply wood, and has flown away and
dropped bombs on Bosches, and won a D.S.O., and
been wounded, and sent home, and cured, and gone
back to duty again on another machine in another part

of the world.—The which is rather a long sentence and
expresses exactly the long-winded methods of the Eng-
lish business man, and the influence his business

methods have on the Services.
The Military Class.

Anyhow, business men are easy to replace, and the

fighting officers are not. The commercial, money-mak-
ing classes can afford to indulge in large families, the

old fighting clans cannot. Look at the Obituary

Columns and see how many times "only son," or "only
child," appears in recording the deaths of sons of re-

tired officers, and how seklom one sees it connected

with names of business men. The old naval and mili-

tary families are few in number compared with the

commercial families, consequently the loss to the

Nation of one of their sons is a far greater calamity than

is the loss of half a dozen business men.
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One has ouly to look at some of the recently ap-
pointed ofificers to see the difference in quality, and if

one wants definite proof one need not go further than
the Flying Services. As, for instance, the action of

certain "probationers" for the R.F.C. who, when they
saw a fairly experienced officer killed in an aeroplane
accident at home not long ago, packed up their traps
and went off to withdraw their applications for commis-
sions, deciding that flying was too dangerous a service
for them and involved too much risk to their business-
like necks.

Naturally the R.F.C. is well rid of them, but there
are others in both Services who, if they are not cowards
to the same degree, are quite as undesirable as officers.

In some cases even worse, because besides being physical
cowards they have not the moral courage to admit that
they are afraid. That kind of pilot is a constant danger
because he may survive his early stages and end by
killing a valuable observer on active service. Also,
there are others eminently unsuited to hold the King's
Commission at all, and whose presence can ovAy tend to

lower the tone of the Services.

Undesirables.

How some of the appalling "stiff's"—to use the
current term for the species—who have been given com-
missions lately in both Flying Services ever managed
to win through even a cursory examination, passes
human comprehension, especially when there are heaps
of men in the non-commissioned ranks who happen to

be gentlemen and to have brains as well, let alone
quite a fair number of decent men who have been re-

fused commissions because of some slight ph5^sical

defect. An altogether unseemly number of the newest
appointees seem to belong to what Mr. Ian Hay, one

of our newest but most knowledgeable authors, tersely
describes as "that class of society which undergra-
duates and other healthy and outspoken Philistines
designate simply and comprehensively as ' Tishbites,'
or 'Tishes.' "

One of the neatest references to the new kind of offi-

cer was that of a Brigadier who remarked to a friend
of mine that he would rather talk to any "decent war-
rant officer than these T.Gs./' whereon my friend
asked, humbly, what T.G.'s might be. "T. G.'s!
Why, 'temporary gentlemen,' of course. The kind of
blighters the W.O. send me for officers!"

Apparentl}^ the idiotic theory still survives that
a man is too old at thirty if he wants to fly, and that a
howling little bounder of twenty is going to make a
better officer-aviator than a thoroughly sound sports-
man of thirty-one or thirty-two.
The youngster may fly more recklessly till

as a mongrel dog will
after fight till he gets
but he will never make
never fly after he has

had a bad smash in the way the better class men will
do. Blood tells in a man as much as it does in a horse
or a dog. Many a good 'chaser has come out of the
shafts of the old horse-cabs, where it had found its way
by bad luck, and many a better officer-aviator can be
found in the ranks than among the brats of well-to-do
shopkeepers, and business-like merchants and lawyers,
such as are now entitled to swagger round in uniform
and "draw" salutes from their social, mental, and
moral betters who were so foolishly patriotic as to go
and enlist early in the war in the hopes of seeing active
service without waiting for months at home, and who
are still patientl}^ waiting.

his nerve breaks, just
go yapping into fight

a damned good hiding,
an officer and he will

On Increasing Output.
vSome of the foregoing remarks appl3' also to recent

appointments among Admiralty inspectors. Batches
of R.N.V.R. commissions have been given to

people who, if one may judge by their accent
and behaviour, were apparentlj^ serving behind
a counter or leaning in front of a bar before the

war. Some men of this sort have been appointed to

inspect aircraft under construction though they have
never seen an aeroplane, except perhaps with a "hedge-
ticket" when some aerial acrobat has been performing.
Many of them have not even had an engineering train-

ing. Yet they are entitled to the same social standing
as men who have had years of service and the best of

technical education, and this, in spite of the fact that

their ignorance simply delays output instead of in-

creasing it.

On the other hand, one comes across case after case

of sheer wasted ability. It is all very well to saj^ that

a good man will do a small job better than a bad man,
and that in war-time man}' a "sahib" is bound to do a

sweeper's work. That is an entirely false argument,
for when there cannot be in any case enough top-hole

men to go round for the best jobs—a fact which Ger-
many has found out as well as us—it is sheer foil}' to

waste them on subordinate positions and to put a lot

of obvious "Tishbites" over them, especially when the
latter happen to be grossly incompetent.

Personally I should not mind holding a subordinate
position as an inspector of component parts, or as a

foreman, in a factory under a trained and capable
engineer who could liardly write his name, but could
run a workshop properly, but I know I should murder
someone if I were given a warrant-officer's job, or a

petty officer's, and found that my immediate superior
officer had been my haberdasher's chief assistant who
had managed to get a commission because the chief of

the examining board liked the way he tied his tie, or

thought that officers should have clean hands, no

matter how dirty their characters might be. Yet
some of the people who have been appointed as com-
missioned officers cannot well have been selected on
any better grounds.
AH some of them are able to do is to hang up de-

liveries because they think it smart to refuse to pass
something or other without knowing why. Others waste
their time and the still more valuable time of foremen
or works managers by taking them out to buy wholly
unnecessar}' drinks and fool with barmaids when they
ought to be working". How and why and by whom they
were appointed happily I do not know, or I might be
rude to someone.

I do know, however, that I could quite easily walk
round certain of our aircraft factories and three or

four air stations and pick out twice as many men of

whose social and technical value I know something
personally and replace the present lot in a week with
men who are at the same time fit to inspect aircraft and
fit to wear the uniform of an officer without disgracing
it either on or off' duty.

How to Improve Matters.

Natural!}' aircraft manufacturers do not want to lose

good men, but when the welfare of the Flying vServices

is at stake they should be prepared to make some
sacrifices, and, anjdiow, the Admiralty and "War Office

are surely in position to bring pressure to bear when
necessar}' if it be found desirable—as it undoubtedly
should be—to take men out of factories and appoint
them inspectors of aircraft building.

It is even in the direct interests of the manufacturers
themselves, for if a smart young draughtsman from
A. & Co. is sent as an inspector to B. & Co. he is

likely to learn something fresh and to be more valu-

able when he comes back after the war, or he may be
so good that B. & Co. may choose to keep him in

their own employ. And the same argument cuts the

other way, so that A. & Co. may profit by having
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^ TO PROSPECTIVE PUPILS.

51 The following questions should be carefully investigated

before joining a school:

1. How long has the school been established?

2. How many certificates have been gained during

this time?

The latter question is of great importance to you ; do not ne

satisfied by the smooth talk of secretaries and managers, but

go to the Royal Aero Club, 166, Piccadilly, W., and ask to

see the register giving the number of certificates gained at the

school you contemplate joining and compare it with other schools.

•| The Beatty School of Flying while at Hendon has turned out

more certificates than the total of those taken at all other existing

civilian schools in England.

More men have taken their commissions from this school than

the number who have taken certificates at all other civilian

schools in Great Britain combined now in existence.

FCR PARTICULARS APPLY TO THE SECRETARY:

THE BEATTY SCHOOL OF FLYING Ltd.

LONDON AERODROME • • HENDON • N.W.

KINDLY MENTION "THE AEROPLANE" TVHEN CORRESPONDING WITH ADVERTISERS
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an iuspector sent to them from C. & Co. Such an
interchange of experience is bound to raise the level

of quality and constructional methods all round.
Educating Sub contractors,

Whei'e new firms are taking up aeroplane making
and are building as sub-contractors to the designs of

other firms, it is doubly important that the inspectors
sent to them should have had experience of the par-
ticular machines they are to build. For example, if

Messrs. Hodge and Sons, makers of dairy machinery,
are to start building Shopro biplanes, surely it is to

the advantage of everybody that the inspectors should
come from the Shopro works.
Hodge and Sons have never seen an aeroplane.

Therefore they hardly begin to know how to set to

work. They have to be instructed as well as inspected.

The sooner their first machine is out, and the more
they build afterwards, the better. They will make
more profit. The Shopro firm will make more in

royalties on their designs. And the Services will have
more machines to fly—which is most important of all.

\Mio can instruct and inspect so well as men from the
Shopro works ? It is no good appointing an adven-
turer who has been compelled to bolt from half the coun-
tries in the world and whose knowledge of bolts is con-
fined to that experience. An ex-naval engineer, who
retired by request after acquiring a large capacity for

alcohol, is still worse. An entirely virtuous draper's
assistant is no better.

Why not, therefore, go to the Shopro people and
simply point out that so many really good men are

needed as inspectors to increase the output of their

machines ? Their third best men, charge-hands,
draughtsmen, and even fitters, would be quite good
enough for the work, and would be far better than
most of the inspectors appointed recently. And the
Shopro people could replace them by men from ordi-

nary engineering shops, who could be fairly quickly
trained in the firm's own works though they would
be of little use as inspectors if simpl}' turned loose

in a strange shop, on a strange job, with a set of

strange blue prints.

The borrowed inspectors need not necessarily have
clean hands, nor need they be suitable socially for

commissioned rank, and they may be made only
warrant-officers or petty officers R.N.V.R., but they
would be none the less effective. After all, the

R.N.V.R. is not a home for decayed gentlemen, nor a

refuge for nature's failures, nor need it be regarded

as a last resort for that peculiar grade of person who
is not a gentleman and knows it, but is too conceited

Real Tit-Bits.

A correspondent sends a cutting from a paper called "Tit-

Bits," which gives some entertaining tit-bits on "The Duty of

Air Mechanics." It is not clear whether the said mechanics

have been pulling the author's leg, or whether it is merely that

the author has been pulling the editor's leg. The result is the

same anyhow :

—

"At dawn the air mechanic must be at work, for the still,

clear morning air is ideal for reconnaissance flights. He tests

every important wire and strut in lhe machine before the mili-

tary pilot climbs into his seat, and it is for him to iay whether

he considers the aeroplane fit to fly or not. Before breakfast

the mechanic has to cast his experienced eye over a score or

more aeroplanes, and if he misses a cracked strut or broken wire

he may cause a pilot to take aloft
.
a dangerous machine

which will probablv cost the aviator his life. ... In emergencies

a handkerchief is used to cover tears in the wina fabric, and temporary

struts are roughly cut cut of fence pcles or any n'ood available.

"In the course of his duties the air mechanic has to make

many flights as a passenger. When new machines are being

tested in boisterous weather the mechanic has to act as

ballast, as in windy weither an aeroplane behaves better if it is

weishtcd to tieep the fail plane doivn

[The last "tit-bit" about ballast is a jewel of the Orient,

especially when one remembers that m nearly all machines the

passenger sits in front.—Ed.l

to take non-commissioned rank, even if fit for that.
There are many first-class men holding R.N.V.R.

commissions. Men who are the equals mentally and
socially of the best officers in the Navy proper, and
it is an insult to tljem that their Service should be
loaded up with anyone who is not good enough for
the pukka thing. In this matter we might well learn
another lesson from Germany, whose "ersatz-olfizier,"
and "oifizier-feldwebel," in the Army, and other
equally curious ranks in the Navy, seem to give an
officer's authority for the time being without an
officer's position.

Meantime our output of aeroplanes would be dis-

tinctly increased by clearing out some of the people
who have been given R.N.V.R. commissions and
putting them on to swab out aeroplane sheds, or to
polish brass-work at the Admiralty. Men who never
show up to start inspecting till mid-day. Men who
go out for various drinks during the day and finish up
about 6 p".m. to end the day quietly blind in their own
quarters. Men who are known to some of us as
utterly incompetent and grossly idle. These might
well be cleared out and replaced by men who are fit

for their work and fit for their positions.
Apart from the Technical.

This, of course, does not apply to the Army's tech-
nical department, for the A.I.D. inspectors hold no
rank, and are just inspectors—also they average pretty
high in intelligence and in good behaviour. And it is

a great pity that it should apply to the Navy's in-

spection department, in which there are many good
and capable men, but when one hears the jibe that
Admiralty inspection means "walking casually round
a completed aeroplane while lightly tapping the leg
with a clouded cane," it is time something was said

and something was done.
So far as flying officers are concerned both Services

seem much in the same boat. Just what has happened
in the matter is hard to discover, but there was a time
when it was as easy for a rich man to enter the Kingdom
of Heaven as into either of the Flying Services without
special qualifications. Manner—not manners—was as

important as physique, or age, or education. Now com-
missions seem to be given without rhyme or reason.

Good men are refused, obvious rotters are accepted.

Officers on service wonder whence on earth the latest-

joined members of their mess were extruded. The only
conclusion one can reach is that all the original selec-

tion officers of the real Service type are on active ser-

vice and that the new officers are being appointed by
the business men on either side of \\'hitthall.—C. G. G.

A Matter of Nerve.
The following from the Calgary "Daily Herald" is worth

putting on record :

—

The story is told of a )-oung Frenchwoman who observed

with punctilious care the precautions ordered by the police.

She kept the shutters closed at nightfall and the curtains

pulled down. But one night she reached the limit.

The newspapers said that if the Zeppelins came all persons

must go into the cellars. She told her friends she would not

go down into the cellar.

"I do not care a fig for the Zeppelins," she said. "It is no

use asking me. I will not go down into the cellar."

"But why?" asked her friends. "Because," she replied, "I

am afraid of spiders."

The Real Destroyer.
The following note appe.irL-d in Ihc "Morning Post" :

—

Sir,— In Proverbs xvlii. 9 occur these words

He also that is slack in his work, Is brother to him that

is a "destroyer."

Are they not strangely applicable to the present situation?

—

Yours, etc.,

44, Eaton Terrace, May 6th. Georgina E. Gage.

[Judging by some of the scrap work one sees, the producer

of it seems to be the "destroyer" himself. .'Vnd the Trade

Unions call a strike if the "destroyer" is discharged.—Ed.]
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VIRTUE HAS ITS OWN REWARD

!

The HALL FLYING SCHOOL
needs no Seif-recommendation ! ! !

Mrm Cecil M, Hill, who qualified at the Hall Flying School
last week writes as follows 1—

These particular Certifi-

cate tests were officially

observed by Messrs.

C. Anstey Chave and

W. Roche-Kelly (repre-

senting the Royal Aero

Club of Great Britain

and Ireland).

The following observa-

tions w?re made :
—

"Height (certified by two

Aneroid Barometers),

2,200 ft. with Volplane

from 1,500 ft.

(Copy)

The "Elms," Wembdon,
Bridgewater, Somerset.

Messrs. The Hall Aviation Co ,

Hendon.
Dear Sirs,

I must write to thanlj you for the excellent

tuition recei\ ed whilst at your school, which
enabled me to qualify (or my brevet in such
a satisfactory manner.
Your system is beyond doubt the finest

and cannot be spoken of too highly,
the type of machines in use, and the good
condition of same ensures perfect safetv.

and turns out a pilot confident and capable
of flying any other class of machine.

If this might be of service to you in

convincing prospective pupils you are

at liberty to use it, and I shall always have
great pleasure in strongly recommending yon.

Thanking you for the prompt and satisfac-

tory way you put me through my training.

I am. Yours faithfully,

(Signed) Cecil M. Hill.

Mr. W. ROCHE -KELLY

(Head Instructor of the

Beatty Flying School, Ltd.)

writes :
—

" An excellent performance

throughout, landings perfectly

judged. Volplane very steady.

Quite the finest Ticket seen

at Hendon for some time "

Address enquiries to De/jt, F
CECIL M. HILL, on Hall Tractor Biplane No. 6

THE HALL AVIATION CO.
The London Aerodrome, HENDON, N.W.

'Phone: KINGSBURY 142.
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Naval and Military Aeronautics.
GREAT BRITAIN.

From the "London Gazette," June 1st, 1915.

Admiraliv, May 28rH.
ROYAL NAVAL AIR SERVICE.—Granted temp. comm. as

flight lieut. : F. W. Merriam. May 27th.
* * *

'

War Office, June ist.

REGULAR FORCED.—Establishments.—Warrant and
N.C.O.'s to be sec. lieuts., for service in Field:

—

iNFANTRi.

—

Royal Irish.—Cpl. L. Murphy, from Royal
Flying Corps. May 12th.

Attd. to Headqr. Units.—Chief Engineer—Col. (temp.
Brig.-Gen.) J. E. Capper, C.B'., and retain temp. rank. May
9th.

Royal Flying Corps.—Military V\ing.- -Flight Corns.

—Lieut. L. Da C. Penn-Gaskell, Norfolk, froin flying officer,

and to be temp. capt. April 27th. Lieut. D. E. Stodart, S.R.,

from flying officer, and to be temp. capt. May 6th. Lieut, (temp.

Capt.) L. S. Metford, S.R., from equpt. officer, and to retain

temp. rank. May 12th. Lieut. J. A. Cunningham, R..A., from
flying officer, and to be temp. capt. May i6th.

Flying Officers.—Sec. Lieut. E. L Gossage, R..A., £,nd

seconded. May 12th. May 14th : Sec. Lieut. H. B. R. Grey-
Edwards, R.A., and seconded; Sec. Lieut. J. R. McCrindle,

7th Gordon H., T.F. ; Sec. Lieut. G. Merton, S.R.

Equpmt. Officer.—Sec. Lieut. N. Goldsmith, R.A., from asst.

equpmt. officer, and to be temp. capt. May i7tli.

Cavalry.—8th Res, Regt.—Temp. Sec. Lieut. E. F.

Beaumont relinq. commn. on appt. to Royal Naval .Air Service.

June 2nd.
• • •

From the "London Gazette," June 2nd, 19(5.

War Office, Junk 2nd.

SPECIAL RESERVE OF OFFICERS.—Supplementary 10

Regular Corps.—Royal Flying Corps.—Military Wing.—
Temp. Lieut. L. T. G. Mansell, from Gen. List, to be Lieut.,

and to retain his appt. as temp. Asst. Inspector, Aeronautic.il

Inspection Dept. June 3rd.

* *

In a supplement to the "Gazette" appeared a list of warrant

officers, non-commissioned officers, and men, to whom his

Majesty the King has been graciously pleased to approve the

award of the Distinguished Conduct Medal for acts of gallan-

try and devotion to duty. Among them, the following appear :

2763 Second Class .Air Mechanic Ti. D. Beet, Royal Flying

Corps.

2152 Second Class .Air Mechanic H. Dewhurst, Royal Flying

Corps.

2761 Second Class .Air Mechanic J. H. Dollittle, Royal Fly-

ing Corps.

354 Cpl. S. C. Griggs, Royal Flying Corps.

2008 Second Class .Air Mechanic J. E. Prance, Royal Flying

Corps.

To each of the.se names is appended the following note :

—

For gallant conduct and valuable service on the night of

March lo-ii, 1915, in assisting to repair one of our aero-

planes which had been forced to descend near the firing line

whilst being heavily shelled by the enemy. The machine
was enabled to fly away by the following morning,

t » »

From the "London Gazette," June 4th, 1915.

Admiralty, May 3 ist.

ROYAL NAVAL AIR SERVICE.—Flight Comdrs. promoted

to rank of Sqdn. Comdr. :—T. G. Hetherington, de C. W. P.

Ireland, J. T. Babington, D.S.O., F. E. T. Hewlett, A. W.
Bigsworth, A. C. Barnby, H. Fawcett, R. P. Ross. May 27th.

» * »

War Office, June 4Th.

REGULAR FORCES.

—

Establishments.—Roval Flying
Corps.—Military Wing.—The following appt. is made :—Fly-

ing Officer—Temp. Sec. Lieut. H. B. R. Grey-Edwards, R..A.

(May i4bh) (substituted for notification in "Gazette" of June
1st).

From the "London Gazette," June 5th, 1915.

War Office, Junk sth.
ROYAL FLYING CORPS.—Military Wing.—Asst. Eqpmt.

Officer.—Sec. Lieut. L. M. Bennett, S.R. May 5th.
* * #

From the "London Gazette," June 7th, 1915.

War Office, June 7th.

REGULAR FORCES.

—

Establishments.—Royal Flying
Corps.—Military Wing.—Temp, app't. of Capt. (temp. Maj.)
S. D. Massy, 29th Punjabis, I. A., as a sqdn. com. antedated to

March 24th.

Flight coms. to be sqdn. coms., and 'o be temp. maj.
whilst so employed : Capt. P. B. Joubert de la Ferte, R.A. May
25th. Capt. H. T. Lumsden, Cameron H. May 27th.

Flight coms.—Lieut, (temp. Capt.) C. S. Burnett, R. of O.,

from wing adjt., and retain temp, rank whilst so employed.

May 24th. From flying officers.—^May 2StJi : Lieut. V. H. N.

Wadham, Hants, and to be temp. capt. whilst so employed;
Capt. R. M. Rodwell, W. Yorks ; Lieut. T. W. Mulcahy-
Morgan, R. Irish F., and to be temp. capt. whilst so em-
ployed ; Lieut. W. C. K. Birch, Yorks, and to be temp. capt.

whilst so employed; Lieut. G. J. Malcolm, R.A., and to be

temp. capt. whilst so employed; Capt E. F. Unwin, A.S.C. ;,

Capt. J. L. Jackson, 3rd Conn. Rang.
Flying officers.—^May 25th : Temp. Lieut. F. J. Powell,

i8th (3rd City) Manohr., and transfd. to gen. list; .Sec. Lieut.

S. W. Caws, S.R. ; Sec. Lieut. C. F. Collett, S.R.

Flight com. (without pav or allowances).—Capt. (temp. Maj.)

H. F. Wood, oth Lrs., S.R. .May 26th.

NAVAL.
The following a]jpointnients were notified at the Admiralty

on June ist :

—

ROYAL NAVAL AIR SERVICE.—The following flight

commanders have been promoted to the rank of squadron com-
manders, all with seniority May 27th : T. G. Hetherington, De
Courcy W. P. Ireland, J. T. Babington, D.S.O., F. E. T.

Hewlett, A. W. Bigsworth, A. C. Barnby, H. Fawcett, and

R. P. Ross.

C. R. J. Randell's seniority as squadron commander post-

dated to July ist, 1914. (Query—Ante-dated?)

Flight Sub-Lieut. F. J. Rutland granted the acting rank of

flight lieutenant, to date May 30th.

Mr. C. F. Brandon-Penley entered as probationary flight

sub-lieutenant for temporary service, and appointed to the

"President," additional, for R.N.A.S., to date June 7th.

* *
The following appointments were notified at ihe .Admiralty

on June 4th :

—

ROYAL N.AVAL AIR SERVICE.—Flight Sub-Lieut.—F.

W. Gamwell granted the acting rank of Flight Lieutenant,

with senioritv of June 3rd, and reappointed to the "fresident,"

•additional, for R.N.A.S.

The following entries have been made :—L. G. Sieveking, as

Probationary Flight .Sub-Lieutenant, with seniority of June

7th; W. A. Briston, as Lieutenant (R.N.V.R.), with seniority

of May 28th ; Lord Clifton and R. C. Eller, both as Lieutenants

(R.N.V.R.), with seniority of June 3rd ; and C. Horsfield, as

Sub-Lieutenant (R.N.V.R.), with seniority of June 3rd, and all

appointed to the "President," additional, for R.N..A.S.
* * *

The following appointments were notified at the Admiralty

on June 5th :

—

ROYAL NAVAL AIR SERVICE.—The undermentioned

granted temp, commissions as sub-lieuts., R.N.V.R., and

appointed to the "President," additional, to date June 3rd;

W. T. Franks, C.B., G. E. Mills, J. J. Meakin, and T. Wont-
ner-Smith.

The following have been granted temp, commissions as

sub-lieuts., R.N.V.R., and appointed to the "President," addi-

tional, for duty with R.N..A..S., to date June 3rd: E. J. Mac-
Gillvray, J. P. Elsdon, E. J. Edward, also Sec. Lieut. E. F.

Beaumont.
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The Secretary of the .idmiralty announced the following
casualties on June 2nd —

RovAi. Naval Air Servici;, June ist.

Killed. .

Fit. Lieut. Douglas M. Barnes.

Slightly Lvjured.
Fit. Sub-Lieut. Benjamin Travers.

* *

Fit. Lieut. Douglas Meston Barnes was killed when landing
in the dark in the neighbourhood of Hatfield, presumably being
brought down by engine failure. He was born in London and
took his certificate (.\'o. 1005) ^'t 'he Grahame-White School at
Hendon on December 20th, 1914.
Though so young as a flier he was alrer.dy second in com-

mand at Hendon, and had won the respect and regard of
officers and men alike. He was a reliable and thoughtful pilot
and will be greatly massed by all at Hendon and Chingford.

• * »

Fit. Sub-Lieut. B. Travers was injured while alighting in a
small, fast waterplane on the North Sea. Apparently the
chassis or floats cru npled up and the machine more or less
disintegrated. The pilot suffered no serious injury, but it is

said that the amount of superficial damage, due to cuts and
abrasions from splinters, was very great.

« *

The Secretary of the .\dmiralty announced the following
casualties on June 7th :

—

Expeditionary Force.
Wounded.—Surg. Dudley D. Pinnock, R.N.. Armoured Car

Division (June 3rd).

-Mediterranean Expedition.
Killed.—Sub-Lieut. John Weightman, R.N.V.R., Armoured

Car Div. (June 4th).

.
Wounded.—I^ieut. Norman E. Holden, R.N.V.R., Armoured

"Car Division (June 4th).

Lieut. Theodore D. Hnllam, R.N.V.R., .Armoured Car Div.
(June 4th).

Slightly Wounded.—Lieut. Wilfred A. Daniell, R.\.^'.R.,
Armoured Car Div. (June 4th).

• • •

Tlie following was communicated by the Press Bureau at

3 p.m. on June 7t'h :

—

The Secret.-ry of tlie .Admiralty slates that 'his morning,
at 2.30 a.m., an attack was .made on the airship shed at

Evere, north of Brussels, Ijv Flight Lieuts. ). P. Wilson,
R.N., and J. S. Mdlls, R.N.
Bombs were dropped on the shed, which was observed to

be in flames.

It is not known whether a Zeppelin was inside, but the
flames reached a great height, coming out from both sides
of the shed.

Both pilots returned safely.

At 3 a.m. Flight Sub-Lieut. R. A. J. Warneford, R.N.,
attacked a Zeppelin in the air between Ghent and Brussels
at 6,000 feet.

He dropped six bombs, and the airship exploded, fell to

the ground, and burnt for a considerable time.

The force of the explosion caused the Morane monoplane
to turn upside down.
The pilot succeeded in righting the machine, and had to

make a forced landing in the enemy's countrv.
However, he was able to restart his engine., and returned

safely to the aerodrome.

The above gives distinct encouragement to the belief that
two Zeppelins have been effectively dealt with—or "spike-
bozzled," which is, one gathers, the correct R.N..'\.S. vernacu-
lar for complete demolition. An airship shed does not belch
forth flames from its sides unless there is more inside it than
itself, and the assumption is that an airship of some sort was
there. Probably these were our two latest raiders.

The second half of the message deals with .an episode which
marks an epoch in aviation, for it is the first time an aero-

plane has destroyed an airship in the air, Whereas Flight

Commander .Marix, and probably Lieut. Hawker, R.F.C., had
both destroyed airships in their sheds.

However, the flying shot is always considered the more
^porting eflort, and the young oflicer concerned is to be highlv
congratulated on his success, and he is to be further con-
giatulated on his extraordinary luck in escaping capture when
he landed in German territory. It seems that he may thank
German "frightfulness, " for the system of terrorising a dis-

trict so that one fat Landsturmer can "hold down" a parish,
n ^uUs ui a scarcity of troops to catch flving visitors of this sort

before they can get away again.

Of the officers concerned Fit. Lieut. J. P. Wilson is an old

Mckers pupil who took his certificate (No. Sio) on June 8th,

1914, just a year before he distinguished himself. He is a
Yorkshireman, born at Malton on .April 3rd, 1889. Fit. Lieut.

J. S. Mills is of the 1915 "vintage," having taken his certifi-

cate (No. 1049) on a Gr.ahame-White biplane at Hendon on
January 26th this year. He is a Devon man, born at Newton
.\iiliott on .August 9th, 1S88. Both are sound, reliable pilots.

Fit. Sub-Lieut. R, .A. J. Warneford is an .Anglo-Indian, born
in Cooch-Behar on October 15th, 1892. He took his certificate

(No 1098) at the R.N. .Air Station at Hendon on February 251I1

iif this year, so he is a very voung pilot indeed for so l>ig .1

feat. He has the reputation of being a very clever flier and
rather too daring. It is told of him that he went recently to

destroy a Zeppelin in her home, but finding the shed em]3ty

h- dropped his bombs on the men's quarters at the aerodrome,

with the re', jlt that they picked up of the remains twelve motor-
.mibulances full. -Also tliere is a tale of his flj'ing a new
machine from Paris late in the evening jind following a com-
pass course over the German lines merely to save time. .Such

pilots frequently survive out of sheer luck. In any event h.e

goes down to history as the first ]3ilot to destroy a Zeppelin

in the air.

-A message from Amsterdam on Monday said that travellers

from Ghent gave details of the wrecking of a Zeppelin at

3.20 that morning at Mont St. Amand, near Ghent. The
Zeppelin took fire and fell upon a convent, unfortunately kill-

ing iwii nuns in ils descent. The entire crew were killed.

* * *

The .Secretary of the .Admiralty made the following announce-

ment on June 8th :

—

H.M. the King has sent the following telegram to Flight

Sub-Lieutenant Warneford :
—

"I most heartily congratulate you upon your splendid

achie\i-ment of yesterday in which you, single-handed, de-

stroyed an enemy Zeppelin.

"I have much pleasure in conferring upon you the Victoria

Cross for this gallant act.—GEORGE R.I."
'

MILITARY.
The following ap]3cared in the Casualty List published on

June 3rd :

—

Previously officially refowted .Missing, now unoffici=

Ai LY reported PRISONER,—Eberli, Lieut. F". H., Royal Garrison

.Artillery, attd. Royal Flying Corps'.

The following appeared in the Casualty List published on

June 4th, and reported from Headquarters under date of May
28ih :

—
Previously ofucially reported -Missing, now unoffici=

A[ LY reported PRISONER.—Gladstone, .Sec. Lieut. C. A., Gen.
List., attd. Royal Flying Corps.

* * *

The following appeared in the Casualty List published on

June 7th under date May 30th :
—

Wounded.—Tyssen, Capt. J. H. S., N. Somerset Yeomanry,
attd. Royal Flying Corps.

* * *

A marriage has been arranged, and will shortly take place,

between Major Clive Mellor, Royal Engineers and Royal Fh'ing

Corps, and Eileen, ^-oungest daughter of the late James
Macfarlane, of Auckland, New Zealand.
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The following appeared in the wedding announcements of

June 8th :

—

FREEMAN-MEWS.—On 5th June, at St. James's Church,
i'.iddington, by the Rev. Percy D. Scott, very quietly. Captain
W'ilfrid Rhodes Freeman, of the Manchester Regiment and
the Royai Flying Corps, lliird son of William R. Freeman,
of 103, Westbourne-tenrace, and Murtle Den, Aberdeenshire,

to Gladys, third daughter of John Mews, of 90, Westbourne-
terrace, and Goldsmith-building, Temple.
Captain Freeman was recently awarded the >f;iitarv Cross

for a particularly gallant action at Neu\e Chapelle.

FRANCE.
The communique of June 3rd says :

—

Twenty-nine 1-^rench aviators between 4 and 5 a.m. bom-
barded the Headquarters of the Imperial Crown Prince. Thev
dropped 178 bombs, many of which struck their objective,

.and also several thousand darts. All the aircraft were hea\ ilv

shelled, but all returned safely.

.\ rei.)i.irt from Paris states that a Taube Hew o\er Calais at

noon on .Saturday, June 5th, and dropped several liombs. One
person was killed.

• » »

.As a measure of protection against the asphyxiating bomljs

wliich Zeppelins may drop on Paris all the policeinen are to

reci i\e nla•^ks similar to those issued to the .\rniy.

The following

4th :—
"Notl

'citation" appeared in .Army Orders for line

EoLiis— Pilole d'exceptionelle valeur et d'audace

piisque lemer.iir' , n'hi-sile pas a sur\'oler les lignes ennemis

a faiiblc altitiidi' jKiur ac i (jni|)lir sa mission et montre sous le

feu de rarlillcri'' i nncini un iinperturbable s;mgfroid qui fait

ali-ur-s

ballfs

Pailniiralion di -- obsi'

lappan il allcinl par tli

i-t en a plusieurs reprises son

ou des eclats d'obus, notamment
le I) .uri lusiciirs vols de niiil.

GERMANY.
junr ! st savs

on the open town of

m.an\- bombs on the

The comnuini(.|ui'

In reply to tlie dropinng of bombs
Ludwigshafen, we to-night dropped

wharves and docks of London.
Enemy aviators last night liombarded Ostend, damaging

some houses without causing any other material loss.

* " *

The conniiunique of June 3rd says :

—

In the Vosges our airmen bombarded the communication
centre and railway junction of Remiremont and an enemy
military c,;mp near Hohneck (in .\lsace).

The communique of June 5th says :
—

VVe dropped bombs on the aerodrome at Dummartemont,

The communique of June 6th says :

—

\\'e dropped bombs on Calais and on the aerial station of

St. Clemence near Lun6ville yesterda)'.
• * *

.A report from Berlin via Amsterdam on June 4tli states that

the aerial attack on the Crown Prince's Headquarters killed

several men, but otherwise the attack was unsuccessful.

[That is to say it unfortunately missed the Crown Prince

liiniself.—Ed.]

AUSTRI.4.

The following official statement was issued in Vienna on

June 2nd ;

—

The residt of the bombardment of Pola by an Italian air-

ship, as reported in the communique issued by tlie Staff of

the Italian .Admirattv, is incorrect. Four bombs exploded, but

the damage done was very slight, and no fire broke out.

In the bombardment of Monfalcone one civilian was
slightly injured by splinters from a stone.

• * •

.\ message I'roni Cettinje on May 29th says that the same
morning in tlie neighbourhood of Dulcigno two Italian tor-

pi'do-bo.its fired at an .Austrian seaplane, which came down to

sea level and then flew towards the direction of Cattaro.

It is reported from Rome that considerable damage was done
In the .\rsenal at Pola by the Italian airship which threw
lK)mbs on it on May 31st.

ITALY.

.\n official communique issued in Rome on June ist says :

—

-An enemy aeroplane appeared this morning over Bari

and another over Brindisi. Bombs were dropped on both
towns.

.\t Pari one of the Ijombs exploded on the roof of a private

house and a child of fifteen was struck by a falling tile, and
afterwards died of his injuries. Two townspeople were
slightly injured in Brindisi, .and two private houses were very
slightly dani.iged.

• * •

.\ Rome message to the ".Matin" st.ates that on June 6th an
Italian cruiser found a scapl.ine on the water off Brindisi. It

was of .German make, .and bore the mark L 32. Documents on
l)o;ird suggested (it is not explained how) that the aviators had

1^

A

N C Os. and' Men of the R.T C. at present stationed in the Midlands.
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been drowned. The machine was only slightly damaged, and
it is believed to have been the same one which bombarded
Brindisi the previous day.

• » *

According to the Paris "Journal des Debats," as reported

by Reuter, an eye-witness of the aerial bombardment of Venice
on May 24th says that an Austrian aviator flying nearly 10,000
feet above the town at 3.30 a.m. released an enormous para-
chute to which was suspended incandescent matter lighting up
the ground beneath. A flotilla of Austrian aeroplanes, also

flying at a great height, then dropped bombs, killing three or

four civilians.

[The idea of illuminating ground by lights from a para-
chute was suggested in The Aeroplane many months ago.

"Incandescent matter" is a typical "Reuterism." It is more
likely that some brilliantly candescent substance, such as mag-
nesium, was used. To the average journalist "incandescent"
means something giving a bright light, like a gas mantle, in-

stead of simply meaning "non-burning," as it does, in fact.—
Ed.]

• «

The authorities at Ancona state that the damage caused on
May 24th at the iron bridge across the M-are Cohn, near
Rimini, was due not to enemy ships, but to an Austriian

dirigible, which bore, clearly legible, the name "Ferrara," and
carried an Italian flag.

RUSSIA.
The communique of June 6th says :

—

On the Vistula a Russian aviator successfully bombarded
a string of enemy boats, and sank one of them.

» « •

It was reported from Warsaw on June ist that a bomb
thrown from a German aeroplane at Girardor struck a cinema
theatre full of people. It pierced roof and ceiling and burst

in the hall, killing 6 persons and wounding 25, mostly women
and children.

« • •

A "Reuter Special" at Petrograd sends the following "story,"

which is probably a revised version of one published some
time ago :

—

"One of the most daring Russian aviators on the Galician

front is a girl from a Petrograd high school. .She recently

arrived at Kieff wounded in the arm and leg, having been hit

while flying over some .'\iistrian positions. She, however, kept

control of her machine until she landed safely in the Rii^'^iaii

lines.

"

BELGIUM.
A report from Rome states that the news of Italy's entry

into the war was announced to Belgium by aviators, who
scattered thousands of slips of paper with the statement that

Italy has declared war against Austria.
• *

The "Morning Post" correspondent at Amsterdam reported

on June ist that early on that day Allied aviators raided

Ostend and caused consternation amongst the German garri-

son. Some houses caught fire, and were partly destroyed.

The German coast batteries were also attacked. The Germans
fired on the aviators without effect.

The Amsterdam "Telegraaf" learns from Bruges that, dur-

ing the night of May 31st and June ist, four Allied aviators

again visited Ostend. About 2 a.m. heavy gun-firing, accom-

panied by loud explosions of bombs, apparently aimed at the

electrical works and the harbour station, was heard. The

extent of the damage done is unknown. The following night

the aviators repeated their visit along the coast.

HOLLAND.
It was reported from Amsterdam on June 5th that a biplane

descended on that day near Axel, in the Province of Zeeland.

Two officers who were in it were interned.

SWITZERLAND.
It was reported from Berne on June 6th that a French

aeroplane which descended in Swiss territory two months ago

and was interned has now been presented by the French

Government to Switzerland "as a slight token of true grati-

tude for all the kindnesses which Switzerland has constantly

shown to our subjects, oivilian and military, repatriated through

your territory."

[Are we now expected to present to Holland the nucleus of an
airfleet which has descended there? The Dutch have certainly
been kind to our people, so we might well do worse.—Ed.]

* * *

It was reported from Berne on June 4tih that Lieut. Moritz
VoUenweider and Corporal Peter Probst, of the Swiss Army,
when returning from Berne to Diibendorf, were killed. The
scene of the accident was about half an hour's flight from
Diibendorf.

SAN MARINO.
The Republic of San Marino which, altliough entirely sur-

rounded by Italy, is an independent State, is discussing its

attitude towards, i.e., the war—whether it should remain
neutral or declare war on Austria, Germany, and Turkey. San
Marino stands on a mountain near Rimini, and dominates the
Adriatic. If it were neutral, Austrian aeroplanes could take
refuge there. If it were at war it could be used as an anti-

aircraft position.

The Republic as the oldest State in Italy, and has an area
of 38 square miles and a population of about 12,000. Mount

-

Titanus (2,200 ft.), on which the capital is built, has a wire-

less station which, in January last, was the subject of a pro-

test by Germany, Berlin asserting that French warships in the

.Adriatic had utilised it to send news to Paris. .\ treaty of

friendship witli Italy was concluded in 1909.

TURKEY.
A special correspondent of the "Daily Telegraph" writing

from Gallipoli on May 23rd says :
—"The daily excitement of

the land operations is a duel between an English captive balloon

and Turkish aeroplanes. The balloon, which directs the gun-

fire, is viewed with alarm and chagrin by the Turks. Not only

do they aim every available gun at it, but immediately it

appears an aviator is launched against the yellow spheroid.

When thi^ danger threatens the balloon returns to earth."

PALESTINE.
It is reported from Athens by Reuter's Agency that "An

.'Mlied seaplane has been sighted over Nazareth."

One is left in doubt as to whether this indicates the begin-

ning of a Zionist movement on the part of the Semitic section

of the Royal Naval Air Service, or whether it was merely a

sporting effort on the part of a single pilot desirous of taking

a bird's-eye view of the home of his ancestors. If it had been

Zorah, or even Gaza, one might have found a clue to the

identity of the pilot, though perhaps the sect of the Nazarites

may have some connection with the town of Nazareth (vide

Judges, Chap. 13).

U.S.A.

On May 8th Ensign M. L. Stolz of the Navy Aviation Corps

was killed while flying at Pensacola, Florida. It is reported

that the machine dived vertically from a small altitude and

that the pilot fractured his skull. Ensign Stolz was born on

July 29th, 1888, and was appointed to the Naval Academy from
New York in 1906. He did some scouting at Vera Cruz during

ehe American occupation.
• • •

It has been announced that the Secretary of the Navy is about

to place an order for three seaplanes with the Burgess Com-
pany, of Marblehead, Mass., at a contract price of 11,500

dollars each. Bids had been asked for the furnishing of three or

six machines, the award to be based on the completeness of the

proposals, and the extent to which the designs conformed to or

exceeded the requirements, and owing to the character of the

bids it was decided to contract for only three machines at this

time. This is the first contract placed since Congress appro-

priated I 000 dollars for aviation.

* * -it-

Some extraordinary statements abou; British progress in-

aviation since the war began appear in an interview with a

person called Professor R. A. Fessenden, an alleged American

electrical expert, in the Boston "Globe."

Professor Fessenden, who says that he has been assisting

the British authorities, stated that through the careful studies

and calculations of the .Am.erican professors, Bush and Bryan

[Does he mean Busk and Bryan? Mr. Busk was not a

"professor" and neither are, or were, Americans.—Ed.] the

British War Department has been able to build the safest and

v
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speediest biplane in tlie world. In fact, thf-'y are trying to

make it a little less stable than it is, for the stability is so great

at present that it is rather dilficult to make quick turns and
sudden stops or climbs. They are trying to reduce the stability

and increase the flexibiliiy of the machine.
« * *

This amusing person confinues :

—

"The great stability of the machine is not due to any gyro-

scopic arrangement, it is all worked out in the wing curves and

in relation to the planes, and especially of the tail planes, for

this machine is built with tail planes something like the old

Farman biplane. This machine was built by the Government on

lines laid down by Bush and Bryan, and it is operated by a

Gnome engine. [He must have some dim knowledge of the

S.E. and be mixing it with the B.E.2C.—Ed.]

"When war broke out tlhey had about fifteen of these biplanes

[Which they had not.—Ed.], and I think they must have at least

100 of them now, and they are turning them out all the time.

"The new biplane can fly twice as fast as the German Taube,

and' can climb twice as fast. It flies easily 125 miles an hour,

carries two men and considerable other weight, and it is so

stable that the aviator can set the levers and take his hand from

them whenever he pleases. He can set a course and hold it.

[Especially in a side wind, what? A decent Taube does 65,

but one has yet to see a B.E.2c do 125, even when "faked" to

the limit.—Ed.]

This scientific humorist goes on :

—

"I did some work on a device the British Government has by

means of which a dirigible can be detected and located at a

distance of ten miles. I am not at liberty to say just what that

device is

The "professor's" view about the end of the war is "that

somebody is going to be starved into submission. Modern

artillery and flying machines have stalled the armies. In the

naval part of the war the submarine is the danger. But the

British were perfecting mine sweepers and trawlers when I was

over there that operate down 60 or more feet, and they are

putting new mine sweeping devices on the battleships that

looked as if they might be effective. I think they've been using

some of these new wire mine sweepers in the Dardanelles.

[Apparently some of these Americans know too much. But

either they are accomplished leg pullers or have had tlieir legs

l)adlv pulled.—Ed.]
• •

Mr. Gordon Bruce, the autlnor of the article on the notorious

"Captain" Janney which appeared in the "New York Tri-

1)une," writes the following very sportsmanlike letter:

—

"Dear Sir,—In your issue of April 21st you took occasion

to refer to an article written by me, quoting a man who repre-

sented himself to be Captain E. L. Janney, of the Royal Flying

Corps. The editorial comments accompanying your reprint of

certain extracts could hardly be construed as complimentary

to me. That, as well as the fact that several other reputable

New York papers printed similar stories without drawing-

criticism from you, can be passed over. / However, perhaps I

can answer your question, 'Who is this Gordon Bruce who
drags in the name of the Aero Club of America and of a reput-

able New York paper like the "Tribune," etc.?' Also, it may
be well to vouchsafe a few words of explanation as to the

circumstances under which the story was written.

"I.am the aeronautical writer of the 'Tribune.' As to my
qualifications for the job you may consult any of the following

gentlemen : Orville Wright, Glenn H. Curtiss, Squadron Com-
mander John Cyril Porte, Royal Flying Corps; Lyman J.

Seely, manager Curtiss Aeroplane, now at the Savoy Hotel,

London; Lieutenant-Commander J. H. Towers, U.S.N. Na\al

Attach^ at the United States Embassy, London
;
Mr. Burns,

formerly of the Austro-Daimler Motor Co., whom, I believe,

you lare acquainted with; Alan R. Hawley, President of the

.•\ero Club of America; Captain Thomas S. Baldwin, New
York; and Frank Hillier, of the London 'Daily Mail.' So

much for that. [Commander Porte, R.N., is not R.F.C.—Ed.]

"As to the story to which you object—the man known as

Captain Janney was introduced at the Aero Club of America
by two responsible members. He was known to have pur-

-chased two aeroplanes and one motor, for which he paid cash.

He was attired in what apparently was a British uniform,

which had the words 'Royal Flying Corps' worked on the

collar. I am free to say that I was not well impressed with

the personality of the man, and spoke of my feelings to several

members of the Club on the day he visited there, but, on the

face of it, everything appeared all right, and the story was
too good to pass up lightly. Over here, we are not very fami-

liar with your military regulations, and the wearing of a

uniform signified nothing. It is a common sight to see foreign

officers, in uniform, in New York.
"I can understand your viewpoint, nevertheless, and assure

you that nobody is more loath to print anything that possibly

could advertise a faker than I am. The history of aviation is

too full of that sort of business already. If you will take the

trouble to follow the 'Tribune,' I think you will find few in-

stances where we are misled. A few days ago, I had luncheon

with Orville Wright, and spoke to him of the matter. He
recalled that the Wright representative, Griffith Brewer, had
written him something of the alleged Captain Janney, about
six months ago. If you will interview Mr. Brewer about it,

perhaps some light will be thrown on the activities of the

gentleman in question.

"It is a pity that there is so little communication between
aeronautical writers in England and the United .States. If

there were more, doubtless fewer fakes would creep into the

news. On my part, I should be glad to co-operate in any way
to aid in stamping out questionable firms and individuals. In

justice to me, I feel that you should publish my attitude as

contained in this letter. You may use as much or little of it

as you like. And I trust you will understand that I am for

the legitimate and healthy extension of aeronautics and am
anxious to do everything possible in the line of exposing
frauds. (Signed) "Gordon Bruce."
[The writer desires to thank Mr. Bruce for the attitude he

has taken up on this subject, and assures the Press of the

United States in general, and Mr. Bruce in particular, that

he will always be happy to co-operate in any action which is

for the good of aviation. The United States offers a vaster

field for the development of aeronautics than does 'almost any
other portion of the world, and it is to be hoped that the

.American aviation industry will be placed on such a sound
footing by the orders it is now receiving from the .Allies that

when the war is over it may progress on thoroughly sound
lines.—^C. G. G.]

CANADA.
It is reported in the Canadian Press that a novel use of the

aeroplane is under consideration by owners of sealing vessels,

as a result of the failure of the seal, hunt this year. It is pro-

posed that two experienced aviators be engaged to visit the

east coast and the gulf of St. Lawrence respectively, just be-

fore the opening next season, and locate the herds. The in-

formation thus obtained would enable the fleet to sail directly

for the scene of the hunt, instead of spending much time in

searching for the animals.
* * *

From the "Brandon Weekly Sun," Toronto, Out., May 6th:

\^ice-.Admiral Kingsmill has accepted fourteen students for the

Curtiss aviation school, which starts instruction this morning

at the western sandbar of the island. Graduates will be given

commissions with the British Aviation Corps.

[One gathers That this school is ofificially recognised and is

in charge of Mr. J. A. D. MacCurdy. .Apparently it has no

connection with "Captain" Janney.—Ed.]
* * *

A correspondent writes, regarding the number of aeroplanes

in Canada, that there is one Curtiss pusher biplane somewhere
around Vancouver, B.C , and an old Henry Farman box-kite

pusher near Winnipeg, Manitoba. Mr. \\ iUiam H. Deans, of

Toronto, Ontario, has a 1914 model Ctirtiss living boat.

There is also a pusher hydro-aeroplane at Brockville, Ontario.

.-\lso a hydro-biplane owned and built by Messrs. Bead Bros,

of Montreal, also a Bl^riot XI with 50-b.p. Gnome, owned by

a French Canadian in the same city

The only one of these in use to-day is Mr. Deans' CurtisS

flying boat, which in the hands of Mr. Theo MoCauley, the

Curtiss Instructor, did a lot of flying on Lake Ontario, also

two flights between Toronto and Hamilton.

Mr. Deans has opened an aviation school in Toronto with
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Mr. James A. D. McCurdy as instructor. The latter, the
correspondent says, "was formerly with the Curtiss Aeroplane
Co. of Hammondsport, N.Y. He was also connected with Dr.
Alexander Bell in his experiments an the early days of aero-
planes."

One is glad to see from the above that Mr. McCurdv is not
connected with the swindler "Captain" Jannev, as certain

Canadian papers stated.

* • •

The "Toronto World" has been reading about Capt. Janney
in The Aeroplane, and as a result the following api>ears on
the front page of the issue of Thursday, May 6th :

—

What standing has Janney as flying teacher?
Does man who is conducting aviation school hold credentials?

Aeroplane's views

Official magazine picks New York interview all to pieces.

[Down to "pieces" all are headlines.]

What is the status of Capt. E. L. Janney of Gait, Ont.,
who is conducting an aviation school in Toronto?

Is Capt. Janney recognised by the Militia Department?
Does he hold a pilot's certificate?

Is Capt. Janney authorised to oharge $500 tuition fee to

would-be airmen with the promise that after a nine months'
course they will be refunded this amount along with $125
bonus ?

[These last four demands are in display print.]

Judged by his optimistic talk Capt. Janney appears to hold
the key to the R.F.C., to be grasped by all pupils who wish
to put up the -.um of $500. Capt. Janney came to Toronto
more than two months ago from England and supposedly
France. On reaching New York he gave an interview to a
newspaper man, which was published in the "New York
Tribune" and the "Toronto World," regarding the establish-

nient of a flying school in Toronto. His statcnents have since

been contradicted by The Aeroplane, a British periodical de-
voted to aeronautics. This publication states that Capt.

Janney 's views are slightly lobsided or words to that effect.

Capt. Janney is an aviation enthusiast. For some little

time he conducted a motor garage in Gait, Ont. A few weeks
after the outbreak of war he got into communication with the

Minister of Militia when the first Canadian Division was being
mobilised at Valcartii>r, offering his services as an aviator.

At that time he was in New Bedford, Mass. He told General
Hughes that Iv; would fly to the camp. .\t .Sorel his machine
broke down and he was arrested. The authorities in that tow.i

had probably never before seen an aeroplane, and at that time

the country was practicallv in a state of war. ."Vbout two davs
before the boats left Quebec the aviator arrived accompanied
by another airman named Webster. It has been said that

W'ebster handled the machine and that Cant. Jannev was
merely a passenger.

Capt. Jannev was attached to the Headquarters staff and

went to England on the steamer "Franconia" one of the con-

voys. When the contingent arrived on Salisbury Plain the

officer was still attached to headquarlers. He, according to

himself, was to be in command of the Canadian Flying Corps
which was about to be established. Lieut. W. F. Sharpe of

Ottawa, who was killed a few weeks later while trying out a

new machine at .Shordiam Camp, and Lieut. Farr, a mechanic,

were also to be in the flying corps.

For several weeks it was understood that Capt. Janney was
negotiating with Ottawa with the intention of establishing a

full flying corps, but, according to the Commander of the De-

partment of Militia, balked at handing over $120,000 which
would have been the expense entailed. When Ottawa refused

to lay aside this amount it was generally thougllit that the two
Canadian aviators and the mechanic would become attached

to the R.F.C. Lieut. Sharpe, who was an enthusiast and had
had some experience in California and other States, was killed,

Lieut. Farr joined the R.F.C.

Capt. Janney returned to Canada. Why did he return?

These are tJie facts : In the latter part of DecenYber or early

in January Capt. Janney obtained leave for a few days. He
said he was going to London and then France. He was awav

from Salisbury several weeks, having overstayed his leave for

some little time. He was next heard of at Shoreham Camp,
where one of the big British Army flying schools is located.

According to reliable information he was parading about as a
staff-major—one step above his own rank—and wearing the

accomjpanying red lapels and staff badge on his service cap.

British officers, it seemed, could not quite swallow Janney's
flamboyant utterances and sent an inquiry to the Canadian
Headquarters. As a result Janney immediatelv returned to

Salisbury. Very shortly after his name appeared in camp
orders to the effect that he had been cut off tlie strength of the

force.

Despite these facts Janney, who was not wanted in the

Canadian Division, is now in Toronto making an attempt to

conduct a flying school—no flights have been made as yet—^and

to teach would-b? aviators at $500 each. He obtained the use

of property in N. Toronto, and it is also understood that he
got some financial backing in order to esta'blish his school.

The following article, which appeared in the British flying

authority, The .Aeroplane, in view of the above facts is

interesting.

[Then follows the whole of the notes on Janney whicH ap-

peared in this paper. It is to be hoped thai Jannev is now
cfown and out.—Ed.j

• *

The following extract from the "Dailv Colonist," \'ictoria,

B.C. may be only an echo of Janney, but if not the Admiralty
would do well to explain itself, for the arrangement ^eems un-

usual. No opportunity is offered in this country for "enlisted

men" to receive $375 dollars (;^75^ il thev become pilots at

their own expense.

The extract runs :—
"Ottawa, April 23rd. The Department oi Naval Serv^ice has

received over seventy-five applications in response to the appeal

for Canadian recruits for the army flying service, Ottawa
sharing with Toronto the honour of providing the largest

number of would-be airmen. Mr. J. .A. D. McCurdy, the ex-

pt-rt who will supervise the training cf the new men who are

accepted, and who is authorised by the British .Aero Club to

grant pilots' certificates to recruits who show themselves quali-

fied, has been in Ottawa for a couple of da\ ^

"This training is being done at ihe expense of the recruits

themselves, who, if accepted for service, wiill receive practically

the whole cost of their training back as a grant from the Bnitish

-Admiralty. [Why sihould the Admiralty pay for men for the

"atmy flying service?"—Ed. -Aeroplane.]

".All applicants will have to pass a medical examination by

a board of examiners, and once he has pas.sed the board lie

is an enlisted man, subject to discipline and under the control

of the British .Admiralty.

"The Canadian naval service department is acting as a re-

cruiting agent for the British Government. Volunteers under

30 years of age are called for, and if accepted by the medical

examiners are trained Dv the companies' teachers at a cost

of $400 each. This fee is paid by the pupil, but the money
is refunded to the amount of $375 by the British Government
when he reports in England. When the pupil has been granted

his pilot's certificate by the school, he is sent to England for

further training, and his fare is f>aid by the British .Admiralty."'

[Candidly we do not believe it.—Ed. Aeroplan'i;.]

» » *

.A Canadian in Government employ writes :
—"I knew an E.

L. Janney who owned a garage in Gait, Ontario. He owned it

fo.- about eight months then collapsed beneath a pile of hotef

bills accumulated in New York, Toronto, Buffalo, etc. The last

time I saw him he was racing from Gait towards the -America i

line. I learnt afterwards that he was in the hands of thr>

police. After the bankruptcy proceedings I lost sight of him."

[Evidently the same Janney who bluffed the Canadian Govern-

ment and the .Aero Club of America, but not the simple-mindi'd

British officer-aviator. This Janney has now been fairly

effectually exposed, and one hopes it will not be necessary to

refer to him any more.—Ed.]
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CAPE COr.ONY.

The following extract from the "Wccklv Cape Times," of

April 23rd, refers to the deaths of Ljeuts. Morgan and Irving

at Neuve Chapelle :

—

"Mr. A. M. Irving, of Pnarl, has received the following

letter from an officer of the Rojal Flying Corps in reference

to the death of hiS son, I.ieut. A. G. Irving, R.E., who was
attached to the Royal Flying Corps, .Mnd was killed at Neuve
Chapelle : 'Will you allow me to offer voii iny sincere sympathy
in your loss. Your son had served with me for several months,
and his loss is a 'errible blow to me. He was observing
artillery fnre with Morgan during the attack on Neuve Chapelle,

and from the accounts we hear the machine was hit by a shell.

He was doing invaluable work, and taking big risks. He
could not have given his life in any way more valuable for his

country. Our task was to keep down the fire of the German
batteries during the attack, and the artillery general has told

me that, through our efforts, the losses were vcrv sm.'ill. Your
son was the gallantest fellow I have ij\er worked with. His
complete indifference to shell fire and bullets amazed me. He
was an excellent officer in every way, and his death is an

irreparable loss to us and to his countrv. In every detail of

his work he was thorough and full of useful ideas.'
"

SOUTH WEST AFRICA.
Reuter's special correspondent with the Central Force, writ-

ing from Aus on April 20th, says ;

—

One result of the very rapid movements wliich the Central

Force has effected during the past week is a budget ol informa-

tion and comment from the German point of view concerning

this expedition of the Union troops. The force comes across an

official order here, a newspaper (mostly the Windhuk "Sud-
west") there, a letter in another place, and so fortn. The
papers and documents that have come my wa}' range an date

from last November to this April ist. They provide some choice

reading. . . . On December 18th the Windhuk paper received

a message to the effect that "Flight-Lieut. Felder, at a height

of 1,100 metres, dropped with effect two bombs in the English

cnmp at Tsohaukaib- ..."
« « •

In the "Zeitung" of December loth last, published in Keet-

manshoep, is a record by Lieut. Von Scheele of his first aero-

plane trip from Aus to Luderitzbucht. 'Ihe avi.itor had an

evident eye for the picturesque, and his account is not without

a certain romantic interest. He left Aus at 4.30 a.m., and after

reconnoitring over Luderitzbucht for an hour, was back again

at seven o'clock.

He flaw a German-made machine which was not adapted to

living conditions in the colony, and consequently his journey

was not unattended by risks that are usually absent from flights

over the Continent. "The machine was sent over for trial pur-

poses to this country, where ascending is more difficult than at

home. N'early all German flying grounds are situated at a

sniall height ahove sea level. .'\us, on the contrary, is fi\e

thouiTand feet above sea level, and immediately after ascending

I have to go a thousand feet higher still, as the hills round the

valley of Aus have to be crossed. . . . A machine to suit local

conditions does not exist." Such a machine (he notes) will re-

quire to have bigger wings and a stronger motor than the one

he was flying.

Returning via Kolmannskuppe, he found flying in face of the

glaring sun very strenuous work. Finally he vol-plan^d from a

height of 2,300 feet. Though Union troops declared they saw

an observer' in the machine, Lieut. Von Scheele asserts he

travelled unaccompanied.

SOUTH AFRICA.

From the "Cape Times," May 7th :

—

The following has been officially communicated to the Press :

The German aeroplane has not paid any visits to our troops in

G.S.W.A. for several davs, and from reliable information to

hand it would appear that the German aviator has received

severe injuries as the result of a fall. Our own aeroplanes have

at leng'th arrived from Europe and will be operating within a

few days.

JAPAN.

The "M'anohuria Daily News," May 5th, says:

—

The officers attached to the Oppama and Tokorozawa Aero-

dromes, upon receipt of secret telegrams yesterday afternoon

(that is, about the time of Japan's ultimatum to China) held

conferences.

AUSTRALIA.
It is good news to hear that some attempt is being made to

develop the Australian Flying Corps. In addition to instruc-

tional W'Ork at Point Cook, -preparations are being made for the

establishment of a factory there. Recently the Minister ot

Defence drew the attention of the engineering firms of the

Commonwealth to the project and invited tenders for the build-

ing of aero engines. Many responses have been received and
soon motors of the Renault type will be ordered. The construc-

tion of a biplane, presumably of R.-^.F. design, has been com-
menced, and further ones are to be commenced sihortly. Some
difficultv is being experienced in the sujjply of timber, which, of

course, has to be imported.

* * *

.^s the detachment left by the R.M.S. "Orontes," Lieutenani

W. H. Treloar, one of the members of the Aviation Corps, made
a flight over die city at a lieight of 6,000 feet. On his way
back he passed over Port Melbourne to bid them good-bye.

* « «

The "Argus," May lOth, says .

—

" Mr. J. B'. Cussen, son of Mr. Justice Cussen, will leave

.Melbourne to-day by the s.s. 'Nestor' to take up military avia-

tion in London, where a fellow Old Xavierian is acting as in-

structor."
* * »

The "S3'dney Herald," March 29th, says:—

•

An Italian aviator, the Conte di Gueldi, arrived in Sydney

bv the Orient liner "Orontes," bringing with him a Farman
biplane. He has been lent to the British Government for in-

structional purposes in Australia for four years. He is a lieu-

tenant in the Italian Navy. [In which case he will probably

have to go home.—Ed.]
* • •

The Federal Executive Council has .approved of regulations

framed under the War Precautions Act, igit, whereby the

registration of aircraft is made compulsory. The regulations,

which are cited as the Aerial Navigation Regulations, 1915, lay

down, among other things :

—

1. .\ny person who at the commencement of these regulations

has in his possession, or who at any time after the commence-

ment of these regulations becomes the possessor of an aircraft,

shall within 30 davs after such commencement, or after so be-

coming possessed, apply to the commandant of the military

district in which he resides for registration of ihe aircrafi.

2. Upon application being made to the commandant of a

military district for registration of an aircraft, the commandant
may register the aircraft, or refuse to register it, wilhout assign-

ing the reason for his refusal.

3. The commandant of a military district may at any time,

for reasons which appears to h'in sufficient, remove from the

register the registration of any aircraft, and thereupon the air-

craft shall cease to be a registered aircraft.

Failure to comply with the regulations renders the person so

offending liable to a fine of £100, or six months' imprisonment,

or both. The regulations, which are dated >farch loth, come

into immediate operation.
* * *

The "Argus" (Melbourne) of .\pril 13th publishes the per-

sonnel of the flight of aeroplanes which is being sent to India.

Capt. Petre is in command and will have with him Capt. T. W.

White and Lieut. G. P. Merz. In addition the flight will con-

sist of one foreman artificer (warrant officer), one staff sergeant,

one farrier sergeant, one sergeant, three corporals, 12 air

mechanics, 15 drivers (for mules), four batmen and two cooks.

The flight will be provided -with its own 'transporf vehicles, but

w ill not take an aeroplane.
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THE Atoz^Aero Acetylene Welding Outfit

The AeETYLENE Corpqrm^iqn^^.
XT.T^io 49, Victoria Street Westminster. ;flJAa

Large Stocks of Finest Quality CARBIDE Competitive Prices

» Flamma~UomdoN '

HIGHEST QUALITY AEROPLANE FABRIC.
GREEVES & MORTON,

CLOTH TESTKn
BEFORE DELIVERY.

5 & 7, FRANKLIN STREET,
BELFAST.

Telephone—280 Gerrard.

Telegrams—" Santochimo, London."

The GENERAL AVIATION CONTRACTORS,
LTD.

Contractors to the British and Foreign Governmetits.

LONDON, PARIS AND MILAN.

Hiad Office—

30, Regent Street,
Piccadilly Circus, London, S.Wi

EMAILLITE
33

THE PREMIER DOPE
British Hanafactured

"AS TIGHT AS A DRUM."

A s adopted by H.M. Government and

all the leading Manufacturers.

TheBRITISH EMAILLITE Co.,Ltd.

SO Regent Street, Piccadilly, S.W.
Phone, 280 Gerrard. Wire, Santochimo, London

BLERIOT
AERONAUTICS

Contractors to

WAR OFFICE AND ADMIRALTY
Works and Offices:

BROOKLANDS AERODROME.
BYFLEET (Surrey)

NORBERT CHEREAU, General Manager
Telegrams " Blerio r, Wevbridge " Telephone 190 Byfleet

3^

SALMSON
AERO-ENGINES

(Capton-Unne System)

All enquiries should be addressed to

THE DUDBRIDGE IRON WORKS,
LIMITED.

87, Victoria Street, London, S.W.
Telegrams
Telephone

Aeroflight, Vic. London.

.. .. 7026 Victoria.

CONTRACTORS TO THE ADMIRALTY.

EASTBOURNE
AVIATION Co Ltd

AEROPLANE BUILDERS.

TELEPHONE— 1176. TELEGRAMS—" 1176 EASTBOURNE."

Selected Prime Black Walnut
AEROPLANE STOCK

1963 boards, 1 in. 1 10 (t. and upwards long.

210 boards, 1 j in- I 9 ft. and upwards wide.

CLEAR SILVER SPRUCE
100 Stds, 4 in. to 6 in. thick, Sin. and up. wide, 10/40 ft. long.

Expected July

150 ENGLISH ASH BUTTS, long and clean, now being

sawn, H in. to 3j in. ihick-

SEND US YOUR ENQIIRIES

JOSEPH OWEN & SONS, LTD.,
Borough Saw Milts, LONDON, S.E.

Telephone

—

Hop 381 i. Telegrams—" Bucheron.

-mMJLY MENIICN "THE AtK< >I'L.A.N li" WIIL.N COk K E.^^() \ I )l m . UMH A I >\. K K' I 1
- 1 K s
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From the "Argus" of April 13th :

—

''An important step lias been made in the advancement of
aviation in Australia. In November of last year an Aero Club
was formed at Point Cook by the instructors of the Central Fly-
ing School, Capt. Petre, Lieut. Harrison, and the first officer
aviators who had obtained their pilots' certificates at the school
—Capt. T. W. White. Lieuts. R. Williams, J). T. Manwell,
and G. P. Merz. ... It was then decided to form an Aus-
tralian Aero Club to advance the cause of aviation, to be a con-
trolling body and a social club. It was resolved that efforts

should be made to conduct the school on the lines of the Royal
Aero Club of Great Britain. . . .

As a resiflt of this decision arrived at, the inaugural meet-
ing of the Australian Aero Club was held on Friday (April 9th)
night last at the Cafe Fran^ais, when military officer aviators
and others met to elect office bearers and lay down the work to
be carried out. Capt. Petre presided. Lieut. "'.V. Sheldon
(R.H.F.A.) was elected secretary in place of Capt. White, who
is leaving shortly for the front with the Flying Corps. A com-
mittee was elected to draw up the rules to be placed before the
next meeting, which will be held shortly, and to fix the quali-
fications for members, and some new members were elected.

The members of the committee are as follows : Major E. Harri-
son, Lieut.' E. Harrison, Capt. T. W. White, i.ieuts. Ralfe
(R.A.G.A.), G. P. Merz, and Mr. T. Reynolds. It is recognised
by the founders that ihe membership will not be large. . . .

"At the conclusion of the meeting, Lieut. E. Harrison p o-

L.posed the health of Capts. Petre and White, and wished them
a safe retinm. The toast was duly honoured and .'ippronriatelv

responded to.

"

The Week-end at Hendon.
There was plenty of sunshine at Hendon last week-end,

although this was^ more to the advantage of the visitors than
the pilots. On Saturday the first machine out was a Gruhame-
White biplane in charge of Mr. Osipenko. Mr. Manton was
also out on a similar machine ; Mr. Roche-Kelly flew a Beatty-

Wright twice in his usual interesting style, and Mr. Moore
made four flights on his 4S-h.p. L. and P. Caudron. Mr,
Osipenko made five flights on the five-seater Grahanie-White
"omnibus" with passengers, and the numerous visitors had no
complaints to make as to the entertainment tJiey had received.

On Sunday there was a good attendance. The air was very

bumpy, and for some time passenger flights were not available.

The chief event of the afternoon was the new British altitude

record set up by Mr. Harry Hawker, a description of which
will be found elsewhere. Mr. Osipenko gave many flights on
a box-kite, and Messrs. Manton and Winter were also busy in

a similar machine.

Mr. Hall came out on a Caudron, ;uid after a long flight at

a good height made a very pretty descent witli his ])r(i|irili
-

stationary, at times diving vertically in a manner which seemed
to indicate a loop in the style of the olden days before the war,

when pilots did not care what they did, and sensations were

provided wholesale for the admiring crowds. Mr. Roche-Kelly

went up several times, with and without passengers.

Later on in the evening the five-scater was produced for

the benefit of a goodly collection of military passengers, Mr.

Manton taking them up in twos and threes to their evident

satisfaction. Altogether the week-end -was quite interesting.

With the resumption of the tramway service the Hendon
Aerodrom.e is now within easy access from all parts of London
by Underground, tram or motor-'bus. E.xceptionally good fly-

ing by pupils and pilot instructors of the various flying schools

was witnessed at the Aerodrome during the weelc-end of May
28th and 30th, when no less than ten macliines of various types

were out, including the loo-h.p. Grahame-White biplane.

Passenger flights are greatly in demand, especially by naval

and military officers, and pupils at the Hendon flying schools

have often received their "baptism of the air" in the form of

an ordinary passenger flight during one of the week-end dis-

plays ; in fact, many of our best service pilots have been first

attr.icted to aviation by a casual visit to Hendon.

THE BRITISH HEIGHT RECORD.
It is with pleasure that one records the capture of the British

altitude record by the Sopwith Company, when on Sunday,
June 6th, Mr. Hawker took up a Sopwith biplane 10 something
just over 20,000 feet.

The previous official record was held by Squadron Comman-
der E. F. Briggs, R.N., D.S.O., with 14,500 feet, some
eighteen months ago, on an 80-h.p. BMriot. Contrary to the re-
port in the "Times," this altitude has 'been exceeded on several
occasions, although not ofilcially recorded, notably by Major
Becke, R.F.C., and Mr. Norman Spratt on R.E. biplanes, and
by Mr. F. P. Raynham on an 80-h.p. Avro.

It would be interesting now to see one of the Arms building
scout biplanes send a machine round a marked course under
official observation and try for the speed record at present held
by the late Mr Gustav Hamel. This record dates back to

191 1, and in view of the enormous progress in speed since that
period it is obviously desirable that official note should be taken
of current performances. .As it is, the present record is liable

to mislead those who are not directly in touch with the pro-
gress of aviation in this country.

Mr. Hawker flew a two-seater biplane with an old standard
type 80-h.p. Gnome engine, so that his performance comjj.i;-' s

very well with the World's Record held by Herr Oelerich on a

D.F.W., with a iio-li.p. 6-cylinder Merc6d6s engine, made just

before the war.

The following descriptive account of the flight is contributed
b\- an eye-witness :

—

On Sunday Mr. H. Hawker established a new British height
record, the first British record we have seen for many a long
day. A week previously he had made an attempt on a
Schneider-Sopwith at Brooklands, but on reaching the Archi-

bald-proof height of 11,000 feet he was so cold that he gave it

up and came down. This Sunday, however, Jie was entirely

successful. He flew from Brooklands to Hendon shortly before

lunch in a new 80 Gnome .Sopwith, which had only been com-
pleted the evening before, covering the 21 miles in 13 minutes.

H'lis fact in Itself speaks volumes for the work turned out by
the Sopwith staff.

At 4.15 Mr. Hawker started up in a very bumpy air. In I5

minutes he was 1,000 feet up in a blue sk}'. In 20 minutes he
had reached a height of 10,000 feet, and everyone at Hendon
had a stiff neck and spots before the eyes. The Sopwith dodged
about tlie light, fleecy clouds, getting more and more like a
tiny gnat, and at last completely vanished. The man with the

megaphone announced that various other pilots were making
flights on various machines, accompanied by sundry passengers,

but all interest in the higher regions had by this time been

exhausted, and the tea-shop got busy. Even the appearance of

the great five-seater aroused little more than passing comment by

reason of the clouds of dust it produced on a prelim'nary engine
trial. An hour and a half after .Mr. Hawker had ascended his

machine was suddenly discerned on the northern side of the

aerodrome neai'ing the ground. When almost on the grass he
started liis engine again, by way of showing that he was in

the best of health and spirits, and he made several circuits of

the aerodrome at a speed of 90 miles an hour. When he landed

it was found that the limits of his sealed barograph, which only

registered up to 20,000 feet, had been exceeded, and he was
accorded an enthusiastic reception on the creation of a new
Britisli height record.

He informed a representative of The Aeroplane that beyond
a slight bleeding of the gums lie had experienced practically

no discomforts, with the exception of a natural coldness. The
last 100 feet took eight minutes to climb, and the engine, with

a specially designed Lang propeller, which gave 1,300 revo-

lutions per minute on the ground, had dropped to 1,100 by the

lime the barograph had reached its limit, and he decided to

come down. The descent took 17 minutes, and the landing was
perfect. The new Sopwith is a fine specimen of what British

workmanship can do, and tlie congratulations which were

showered on Mr. Sopwith and the brilliant pilot were

thoroughly well deserved. W^e may look for more Sopwith

records in the near future.—D. W. T.
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THE INVASIONS OF ENGLAND.
On June 2nd an inquest was held 011 tlie bodies of Henry

I homas Good, 49, and his wife, Caroline Good, 46, two of the
\ictims of the German air raid of May jist.
The Coroner said that the jury were inquiring into the cause

of death of two innocent persons who were apparently burnt
to death by the explosion of a bomb dropped by a Zeppelin bv
the orders of the German Army, he supposed." It is not de-
sirable, he added, to make mucli commotion about this matter.
If they were able to record the circumstances of the deaths
they would be doing all that is desirable in the case.
A constable stated that at 11.5 he saw a bomb fall upon the

Goods' house. He heard the sound of machinery in the air,

and suddenly the house burst into flames. A woman appeared
at the top-room window, but was unable to get out. With the
assistance of other persons he held a blanket and asked her
to jump. She did so, and was slightly injured in the fall.

About midnight he was informed that two bodies had been
found in the back room on the first floor. He climbed a
ladder at the back of the premises and saw .Mr. and Mrs.
Good kneeling by the bed. Evidently the man had had some
clothes on, for there was a band of a guernsey on his right
arm, which was around the woman's waist.

.-\ constable produced the remains of two Ijombs : One, he
explained, had fallen through the roof and through the front
rooms. The other had dropped through the roof and on to
the staircase and had set fire to the stairs. The constable
added that both were very heavy.
The Coroner remarked that Ihey did not seem to be very

finely finished, but apparently they were verv effective. They
contained an explosive called "thermit," which was invented
some 3-ears ago. This substance was mcntiionod in this paper
last week.

The landlord of the house stated that he and his family were
on the floor below that occupied by .Mr. and Mrs. Good. He
heard a bang and the place was in flames directlv. He, his

wife, one son, and three daughters all gut out safelv. Then
he called Mr. Good and threw a brick at his window to wake
him. Getting no answer, he concluded that Mr. Good had
gone out.

The jury returned a verdict "That the deceased died from
suffocation and burns, having been murdered bv some agent
of a hostile force.

"

The Coroner said there seemed to be only one argument
that was of any avail. The more mm that could he got to

enlist the better it would be for the country. [One may per-

haps suggest that enlistment is not so necessary as real work
by those who stop at home and play at making ammunition.
Coroners should stick to coroming.—Ed.]

.'\nother inquest was held on the same tl.iv on the bodv of a
child named Elsie Lilian Leggett, aged three, and the jury
returned a verdict that the child died from suffocation and
burns as the result of an incendiary bomb dropped from a
hostile airship. Mrs. Leggett said that a bomb fell through
the roof into the bedroom where her five dhildren were sleei>

ing. Her husband got four of them out, and in the excitement
he was under the impression that all five had been saved.

Lieut. E. T. Cobbett said that a label had been found show-
ing that the bomb had been made at Krupp's, Essen. AW the

bombs had handles, and it might be of use to the public to

know that with a pair of tongs or a piece of stick thev could

be thrown out of a window before thev had a chance of setting-

fire to a place.
* • •

Inquests on the bodies of two more children, victims of the

raid in the metropolitan area, were held on June 3rd. The
children were Samuel Reubens, aged eight, and Lily Lehrm.in,
aged 16. A police constable who was on dutv about ii p.m.
said he found the bodv of the bov lying in the doorvva}' of a
private house. He picked the boy up, and ;;lso the girl

I>ehrman, and, wjlh a man, who was injured, thev were con-

veyed to hospital.

Medical evidence was that in the boy's case there were
wounds in the abdomen, but nothing to show how thev were
cr.usrd. There were, however, sortie pieces of nii'tal foimd in

the left shoulder. There were also injuries to the legs and
hands. Death was due to hemorrhage and to shock con-
sequent on the injuries. The girl liad a wound in the neck
and laceration about the head, from which fragments of metal
were taken. There were also a deep lacerated wound on the
right breast and injuries to the elbow and I high. She died
after about 12 hours in hospital, death being due to fracture
of the base of the skull and a lacerated brain.

The Coroner said that he did not think there was anything
to be gained by bringing in a verdict of murder, though there

was no doubt, from a moral point 01 view, that it was murder,
and mutdcr of a most despicable character. He advised the

jury to bring in a verdict "That the deceased persons died
from injuries received from bombs dropped by hostile air-

craft."

The jury returned a verdict to thi> effect, and expressed tlheir

sympathy with the relatives.
* * *

It is a strange whim of Fate that every victim of these

raids should have been a person entireh ineligible for military

service. One would not wish to dispute the truth of the state-

ment that not a sparrow falleth to the ground without Divine
cognisance of the fact, but one could wish that a little more
discernment were exercised m the guidance of aerial bombs
when in the vicinity of women and of small children.

* » »

The official coninumique issued on Jtme i in Berlin on this

subject says :

—

"As a reprisal for the bombardment of the o]jen town of

Ludwigshafen, we last night threw numerous bombs on the

wharves and docks of London."
.As far as the wharves and docks are concerned one is for-

bidden by plain common sense to state how many of these

useful institutions were hit, liut at anv rate the damage is

not perceptible to the naked e\i-.

* » >

The German war news, ofiicialU circulated through German
wireless stations, contains thi' lulhiw ing :—

Berlin, June 3rd.

"Tlie W olff correspondent at -Amsterdam learns from a good
source that at tlie last Zeppelin raid on London an airship

reached Finchl-5\-, in the northerji outskirts of London, and it

must ha\e flown over the greater part of the city. Accord-
ing- to the san-ie source the damage caused is much greater

th;m has been announced."
Somehow a line from Brentwood to Finchley seems a long

wav off ;u-i\- "docks and wharves," >o the two accounts scarcely

tally.

* -X- *

-A i'.ighly interesting and somewhat amusing announcement
was made at the .Special Court of the London Hospital on June
2nd. In the absence of Lord Knutsford, Mr. W. T. Paulin

presided. In answer to a question, it was stated that linforma-

tion had been received from the War Oftice lo the effect that an
agreement had been come to between the British and German
Governments for the protection of specified buildings. Such
buildings are to be marked with a black and white square and
include museums and churches and hospitals and, it was under-

stood, infirimaries.

On the whole the idea seems fairly feeble, so one may
si!ggest that a better way to ensure this immunity would be for

the opposing forces to give eadi other the plans and the precise

range of their various fortifications and other points of purely

military interest, and also to light up their ammunition fac-

tories, etc., at night, so that no mistake may be made.
In the meantime we trust the Censor will permit us to re-

mark that one of the most effective bombs in a recent raid fell

within a stone's throw of a Nonconformist church, and, under

the circumstances, it would be more satisfactory from this

nation's point of view that the said church, or any other, should

be hit than that the bomb should fall on an explosives factory.

When one comes to consider that matter carefully one is

divided in mind as to whether it is better to mark the places

one does not want hit, on the principle that hostile aviators or

aeronauts are sure to trv and hit tl-iem, and are equallv sure to

n-,iss them, or whether one should mark places diat do not
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matter with the deliberate intention ol indticing the enemy to

waste bombs on tliem.
» * *

Count Reventlow writing in ilie "Deutsche Tageszeitung"
says :—

-

"The German attacli on the outer forts oi London must have
been very successful, otherwise the orders of the Press Bureau
would not have been issued. We hope that in the fine summer
weather the activity in the air will be very great over Britain,
not in small patches to make slight unrest, but on a great
scale regardless of everything, so that it, either directly or in-

directly, will have some influence on the further course of the
war. Pinpricks and half-measures are worse tha.i no good

;

they are even dangerous. The air war against England must
either be on a great scale or nothing at all except for small
tasks for purely military purposes."
He is quite right, for liis "pinpricks" are gradually waking

up the English population of these islands and are leading the

Celtic population to hope that something sensible in the way of

National Service may result. A few raids over ihe Northern
and Midland manufacturing centres would do no end of good.

* *

The "Neueste Nachrichten, " the principal Leipzig pai>er, has
quite an amusing article on the visit of the Zeppelins It reads
like one of those silly outbursts in our own papers against
German "frightfulness " In fact, the English and German
papers are far more alike than either of them are like thi-

French, Scottish, or Irish papers.

"Now the Zeppelins have come, and flames and smoke mark
their path. They did not wait on wind and weatiier, but came
exactly at the hour when the English cup of iniquity was full,

just as the first drops were brimming over. In the preceding

week eighteen French aviators bombarded the open town of

Ludwagshafen, which possessed not the slightest military im-

portance and had no military defences. There were twelve

j>eople killed in this infamous attack on Ludwigshafen. They
lie before us, senselessly murdered, and the inhabitants of the

unhappy town can only stand and gaze powerlessly at the aerial

pirates. Powerlessly ? No ! We too have a weapon, the

weapon of reprisal. And this time we have not silently accepted

the latest misdeed of the enemy, leaving it to tiie judgment of

history.

"No ! This time the cup was full, and quietly and deliberately

we grasped the weapon of reprisal. .-\ brief telegram, and soon
the propellers of the Zeppelin began to revolve, whilst the com-
mander opens his sealed orders : Course, London

;
object of

attack, the docks and wharves. Great God, at last ! Like an
organ tone in the sky is the hum of the propellers. This is no
ordinary war ; it is a crusade, a holy war. And there lies the

giant city, in which for fifty years they have worked only evil

against us, where hatred of us has been sown, and where only

a few days before the mob, like a pack of bloodhounds, had
harried our defenceless compatriots. London lies beneath us,

the heart of the British world empire ! A moment which sets

the keystone to the life work of Count Zeppelin. London bom-
barded by German airships ! When the wire carries this news
to the German battle front it will everywhere call forth the

greatest joy. For everyone knows that England is our worst

foe. And this England has now found its master, the master
of the air."

[For the fact that Zeppelins are able to come and go v.n-

opposed we may blame the financial side of the late Govern-
ment and the ineptitude of Lord Haldane (who now draws
^2,000 per annum pension), and one Seely, Lieut. -Col. (T.),

temp. Brig. -Gen.—Ed.]
• * *

The Secretary of the Admiralty made the following announce-
ment on June 5th :

—

During last night hostile airships visited the East and
South-East coasts of England.
Bombs were dropped at various places, but little material

damage was done.

The casualties so far reported are verv few.
• * *

In a further announcement the .Admiralty said :

—

It is now possible to state definitely the number of fatali-

ties caused by the hostile air raid which visited the neigh-

bourhood of London on the night of May 31st. The number
is six—one man, one woman, and four children. This num-
ber does not include the case of an elderly woman, whose
death was attributed to shock caused by the raid.

/ Iw o/;niph bv F. N. Birktti, 9T
,
Percy Road, Shefhinl's Bush, W ,/rciii whom lOpus may be piocnied.

OFFICERS OF THE R.N. AIR STATION AT CHINGFO RD.—Top row, left to right: Fit. Sub Lt. C. C. R. Edwards,
Fit. Lt. L. D. D. McKean, Fit. Lt. C. W. Ciilford, Fit. Sub Lts. R. H. Routledge, .1. S. Morrison, Talbot, H. S. Kerby.
Bottom row: Fit. Sub Lieuts. T. C. Maclaren, G. F. Smylie, F. J. E. Feeney, Fit. Lt. F. W. Merriam, Fit. Sub Lts. E. de

Ville, H. C. Vereker, and L. E. R. Murray.
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The Press Bureau announced at 2.25 p.m. on June 7th :

—

The Secretary of the Admiralty makes the following an-

nouncement :—

•

A Zeppelin visited the East Coast during last night.

Incendiary and explosive bombs were dropped, causing two
fires, and resulting in five deaths and forty injured.

» * *

One fails to see what object the Admiralty or the Press

Bureau can have in hiding the general locality of these raids.

It might be difficult on a dark night to tell whether one was
over Walker Gate or Newcastle City, but it would not be diffi-

cult to tell whether one was over "Hull, Hell, or Halifax"

—

as the saying has it—for much as those places may resemble

one another at night the airship's "dead reckoning" would
give some rough idea of its geographical position. It might
be difficult to distinguish Greenwich from Blackheath Hill, or

Rochester from Chatham, but there would be no chance of

mistaking Sheerness for Southend or vice versa, so what is

the good of irrational secrecy? It merely increases distrust.

A more sensible plan would be to publish, along with the

truth, a large amount of carefully concealed and deliberate

lies, calculated to deceive the wily Teuton on his next visit.

.Also, a regular service of bogus signalling should be organised,

with the help of the German secret signal code, which could

doubtless be obtained by offering adequate reward.

-X- * -X-

"The Man in ihe Street," writing on the subj-ct of Zeppelins

in the "Daily Sketch" of June 2nd, says :

—

"The misfortune is that years ago the authorities listened

10 a band of young and narrow-minded 'experts' who main-

tained that the Zeppelin was utterly useless as a destructive

agent, and could never be developed to a practical stage. It

makes me angry to look back on those wasted years when our

people sneered and doubted and did nothing. . . On a dark night

the Zeppelin is in its element, whilst it means almost certain

death for an aviator to go up unless he can keep flying until

daylight shows him a safe landing place.

"We neglected the airship in years gone by, and we are

paving for it now as much in remorse as in actual loss. It

is not flattering to us as a nation tliat London can be raided

and people killed. We ought to be able to hit Ijack at night
when we could do military damage in Germany. Our brave
airmen take the tremendous risk of day flights into Germany,
and they have done much damage, but since they are under

observation tiiey are limited in their activity. The Zeppelin

steals out at night and reaches England, where it can accom-
plish wanton destruction of the kind which delights the Ger-

man heart. . . The unhappy part is that hitlierto we have been

at a technical disadvantage in fighting the Germans at nigtit,

for the best plan is that of meeting airship with airship.

The point wfiich "Man in the Street" misses, in common
witli most men in the same place, is that until war broke out we
had so little money to spend on Naval and Military aero-

nautics that it was better to build che.ap aeroplanes than ex-

pensive airships, just as a small country would be wiser to

buiild many submarines and destroyers than one or two super-

dreadnoughts. Hence our lack of airships. Tihat our policy

was justified is shown by the fact that our aircraft are, in

certain types, the best in the world, and that they saved the

Allied Armies at the beginning of the war, whidh is a much
more important service than saving London from a few bombs.

There is no particular difficulty for a good pilot in flying

and landing in the dark if he has a reliable engine. What he
wants is something to fly at. Trustworthy witnesses who
watched the bombs falling from the Zeppelin on the outskirts

of London were utterly unable to see the craft itself from firm

foothold on the ground. The difficulty about seeing a similar

object from an aeroplane or another airship is intensely greater.

Apart fiom this, it may be taken as an axiom that it is at

least ten times as easy to make an air raid as to repel it

—

witness the enormous number of successful and effective raids

on predetermined objects of military importance made by

British and French pilots in broad daylight ! As a matter of

fact air raids at night must be ineffective because it is im-

possible to distinguish the particular spot to be aimed at. Any-
how, up to the present we have a distinct balance in our favour

both in the number of boinbs dropped and of damage done.

Anyhow, the latest affair in Flanders puts a different com-
plexion on the problem.

The pump end and propeller end of the 12=cylinder 22,'j h.p. Sunbeam- Coatalen Aircraft Motor.
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Aero=motors : In Kind and Construction.—iCw^///«/^^/j

BY QEOFFREY de HOLDEN-STONE.

Rampant catholicity is nonconformity's chief excuse. Only
when you see it at its largest do you grasp the spiritual neces-

sity of Covenanters, Wee Frees, Busih Baptists, and such-like
;

the eternal need for difference. Truly, one may be bored to

tears with beauty's self : and we all remember the plainness

—

and the charm—of the young lady named Jane. It is just this

lack of difference that makes special editions so uninteresting.

They are only bigger, rarely anything else. So having said

that the 225-h.p. twelve-cylinder Sunbeam motor has four sets

of three cylinders apiece : that each pair of these are mounted
at 60 degrees instead of 90, to the other pair ; and that they

seem to require four carburettors instead of two—one has said

practically all that has not already been said about tlie smaller

150-h.p. model. Except that it rather more than makes good
its excuse for samenes'>.

For appropriately one may here say

—

not hearsay—uf both

that they manage to get all their horse-power on a petrol con-

sumption of a little over half a pint per h.p. hour, all out : and
half to three-quarters of a gallon of lubricant. The weight per
h.p. all on—but without radiators or water—is just a few graini

over four pounds ; which is probably the limit of the motor-car
type of design in four-stroke practice, and is certainly not

excessive for aeroplane uses.

Of course, the carburettor that can accomplish tliese results

must necessarily be a good one. Whether it be specially better

than any other might just as w ell have been ; or whether there

be anything underlying its design beyond that wholesome desire

lor something effective but different anyhow—I cannot say.

Generally, on the subject of carburettors—and the advertise-

ments thereof— I am like the man from ole M'ssouri : still

waiting to be shown. There lives more faith in honest doubt,
believe me, than in all their screeds.

With regard to the Sunbeam carburettor—which is all that

jiresently matters—I merely consider it highly unlikely to

"pond" or spew forth an unatomised stream of petrol—which
is the vice of ninety-nine jet carburettors in a hundred—be-

cause the said petrol has to pass a sleeve of gauze before it

can get into any of the three concentric tubes comprising the

jet. Rising first in the outermost tube No. i, it has also to

pass over the tubular lining which almost completely fills No. 1,

before it can get through any of the transverse holes in No. 2,

"the depression tube." Through this latter the bulk ot tlie

atomised petrol must be drawn at high speed, as the suction

would then be stronger, and more direct throughout its area
;

naturally larger than that of tlie central No. 3 tube. But at

slow speeds, with a weaker pull, the petrol would not rise so

much in No. i, as run direct into No. 3—more in a stream
and less in a vapour—to make a richer mixture with the air

above.

So the final working result seems to be a balance of pres-

sures—or depressures—between No. 2 and No. 3, with the

desired accompaniment of rather finer atomisation, as the

balance favours No. 2 : that is, when the suction—and hence
the piston and mixture velocity—is increased by the opening of

the throttle. It is all very well done; but it is not necessarily

the only way. The entire jet—which is the best part of the

design—^is very accessible. The float chamber could not con-
veniently have been made concentric to it, which is always an

advantage for an aeromotor. Why it is not even in trans-

.verse relation to the jet, instead of behind, I cannot pretend to

say. Orthodoxy will out.

The Starting Problem.

But apart from carburation—satisfactorily achieved, as we
see—the chief problexn in any of these high-powered aero-

motors—the Sunbeam or any other—is that of starting. None,
assuredly, is more urgent, as tine machines of to-day are the

merest skiffs to the great fighting aerial cruisers of an early

to-morrow. And this is just where, and why, high-pressure,
white-hot flash-generator steam—derived in quite a new way

—

and the liquid-ammonia turbine are both eventually going to

beat the internal combustion motor aloft. But for the refusal

of 1 00,000 of German money, the latter would be doing so
to-day. For apart from anything else, theirs is a mere tap-

turning, a valve-lift, to start ; with no extra weight or appur-
tenance. It bears thinking on in the new way, bred of this

wholesome war, without consideration of vested interests.

Meanwhile, die problem, so far as the internal combustion
motor is concerned, rests between electric starting and the air-

bottle mainly, with other mechanical means as a "tertium
quid.

"

According to our present lights, electrical self-starting devices

Photograph of the 225=b.p. 12-cylinder Sunbeam Coalalen Air
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seem to be out of the question lor aeromotors, because of the

weight of the essential storage-cells
; although if there is one

capacity in which they should oiherwise work far better than
they ever can in a motor-car, because of the even speed of the

motor, this is the one. But if one may imagine a lighter

cell than Edison ever invented for the delight of Park Row
or Fleet Street, coupled up to the shelliest of flywheel ring-

dynamotors, after the Sheffield Simplex fashion, for the pur-

poses of a very big and powerful aeropla'ne, indifferent to an
extra quarter hundredweight—well, one need look no further

for reliability; and it would score over the air-bottle.

Other Possibilities.

Likewise as lo the mechanical iettia quia it is possible

enough that some of the coil-spring-cum-freewheeling ratchet

devices that are (he glory of cub show reporters, might repay
development for aeromotors

;
or, failing these, some simple

multiplying gear, with its leverage of long over short. Again,

much might be done with that very effective combination of

mixture-force-pump and ignition switch that only dropped out

of motor-car make-up because it lumbered up the dashboard.

So long as one had petrol it would always start. Meanwhile,
there is the compressed-air-bottle, in one application or another,

old as marine-motoring ; known and tried so long that we knOw
the worst about it : that worst being that its store of air does

not last, unless you have a small air-pump worked from the

motor constantly replenishing it. Practically, then, the only

criterion of such a device is the quality of its make-up and
detail fitting ; which in the case of the Sunbeam outfit is very

good indeed, although they seem to have forgotten the re-

plenishing air-pump.

The Sunbeam Starter.

One gets a very fair idea of the general appearance and even

the working of the Sunbeam self-starter if you imagine a

rotary pump with a separately encased gear-drive—a very

large one—immediately behind it. Only the internal difference

is, that instead of any sort of rotary gear-pump, a slotted

distributor plate is mounted on the shaft wilhin the drum-space
;

the face of the said plate being in an air-tight, metal-to-metal

fit with the inner face of the front-plate of the drum ; into which

the distributing pipe connections to the cylinders are inserted

in a circle.

Into the top of this chamber the main supply pipe from the

air-bottle is inserted, and slightly on one side an oil-pipe ; the

function of the oil being not only to lubricate as usual, but to

keep the stuffing gland tight which is mounted on the shaft, in

the back of the drum or distributor body. Description is com-
pleted when it is said that in the back of this casting and in

a cover plate extension, enclosing the driving-gear, the shaft-
ball races are mounted : and that the gear itself is jList a light

toothed plate actuated from the cam-shaft.

How It Works.
The working of the device will be readily understood when it

is said that there is only one slot in tlie distributor plate
; and

that this slot is of such a size that it is bound to coincide more
or less with one of the six openings in the front of the dis-

tributor body, leading to the cylinder valve caps : so that there
can be no dead point. Thus the air—which enters the cylinder

through a small but strongly sprung cone-headed valve
mounted, with its housing, in the valve cover—is bound to

exert a push on one or other piston. The cam-shaft con-

sequently rotates, acting upon the distributor gear, which
naturally rotates the distributor plate and its slot into co-

incidence with another cylinder connection.

Now, one reason for past alleged—or actual—failures of the
air-bottle system was that unthoughtful assemblists would not
give the motor a chance to work as such, and so fitted a com-
pressed air connection to each cylinder, or too many, instead of

as few as possible. Naturally, the carburation was spoilt. Or
they cut the distributor plate-slot too wide, and fed in too much
air, with the same result. Or again, forgetting the run of

the cycle, they fed to the wrong cylinders ; or—in a V-type—to

both batteries in the wrong order.

And Why So Well.

In ihf Sunbeam system, however, all these pitfalls have been
avoided. There are only six feed-pipes, all of which—in the

225-h.p. model—run to the valve caps on the port side—which
military pilots will excuse my reminding them is the left side,

locking from behind—and to both sides in the 8-cylinder type.

Error has been avoided, too, in this last respect—and for

both types—by the special order of the air-feed rotation. It

kangaroos from No. i to No. 5, then to No. 3 : next to No. 6 :

hence to No. 2, and finally to No. 4. Consequently—and in-

deed obviously—all the other cylinders are free—and have time

—to go through their natural cycle of induction, compression,
combustion and exhaust (without being disturbed in the least

by the flood of compressed air) over at least two crank-shaft

turns. Two to six of them—according to the type—never do
anything else. And then, recollect, all the exhaust valves of

Diagram of the 225'b.p. I2=cyiinder Siinbeam^Coatalen Aircraft Motor.
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any one of them, arc lilting in turn just as usual, letting the

air escape, whether it has been effective or not—incidenl-

ally scouring the whole of the motor nicely—so that if the

ignition has gone amiss, or from any ofJier reason the motor
fails to start, one can begin again on a new deal—so long as

there is suffioient air left in the bottle. Why then did they

lea\e the system short of perfection by forgetting the little

air-pump ?

A Useful Wart.

1 am so confident that this little shortcoming will be

amended, so assured that it must be, for any make of big

motor using cooipressed air for starting, that I feel bound to

show how it can be done, in the best Italian manner of not

adding anything to the motor, but making an existing part

fulfil a new function, as well as its original one.

It only means thickening the metal of the crank-chamber in

one spot, sufficienth' to form a tin)- pump borly when bored

out for its cylinder and for the appropriate ports and con-

nections, screwed thereinto. And not an oimce of extra weight.

Did it ever occur to you that an ordinary valve jumping
piece—^being a dead-smootli, close-fitling spindle of sorts, bound
in any case to move up and down imder powerful spring con-

trol—would make a good pump-plunger if enlarged in the

middle to form a small piston, and fitted with a little packing

gland above and below?

Well, it does, anyway. The thing has been done, on one

of the best-designed, most originally-detailed cars ever made
in Paris

;
only to provide constant air-pressure in the petrol

tank. The piston had only one-third of an inch stroke ; but

so did it deliver itself that had it not been for a very light-set

excess-pressure bye-pass, it would have burst that or any other

tank in the first quarter-of-an-hour's running.

You see the rest of the detail, of course, of this gadget that

is really none, but only an alteration. On either side of the

tiny main-cylinder, bored in fact out of tlie same hump in the

crank-chamber metal, are two smaller ones each with tiny slits

of ports at top and bottom into the pump-cylinder, and fitted

with non-return valves in the connections which are set in lo

them at a right angle, half way up.

So that from one of these—the left one—one or other face

of the piston is always sucking in air from outside ; while the

other face is compressing and delivering ir through the port

into the right-hand cylinder : and thence through a non-return

valve into the connection to the air-batlle. In this case, no

excess-pressure bye-pass is needed, unless it be a very hard-

set one. But the connections will have to be of the best, with

long cone-joints, or that little pump with its tiny stroke will

assuredly burst them. . . .

So much for all the detail that counts in either type of Sun-
beam aeromotor. Indeed, their very catholic resemblance lo

motor-car practice almost throughout—which detracts froin

their artistic dntsrest as aeromotors--is reallv an advantage

from the standpoint of looking after them and keeping them

in proper tune. For, frankly, I do not tee that there is any-

thing special about them beyond the ready comprehension of

any really first-rate chauffeur ; such as he, lor instance, who
would be used to the refinements of a Rolls-Royce or any other

of the half-dozen "best cars in the world." And as naturally,

no owner could decently hinder such a man from doing his

bit anywhere in France, it follows that the combination F.C.

chauffeur—.Sunbeam should be irresistible just now.

[To be .'ontiniicJ.)

Presentation Aeroplanes.
On May 27th the Central Committee of the Over-Seas Club

received from the Shanghai and Hcvngkong Banking Corpora-

tion the sum of ,-/J4,5oo, forwarded by the Governor of Hong
Kong. The sum is intended to purchase two of the latest type

ot loo-h.p. Vickers gun-carriers, which complete with quick-

firing gun cost ^2,250 each. The white population of Hong
Kong, including the garrison, is only 11,000, so it will be seen

what an example of patriotism is furnished by the Colony.

Our Musical Nation.
Tlie R.N.A.S. Air Mechanics at the Shcerness Training

Dep6t would be grateful for Gramophone Records. These

should be addressed lo 'The Men's Mess Committee, Recreation

Giound, Sheerness."

The Prevalent Disease,

Our tame ]3oet has broken out again as a result of studying

an engineering job at certain works at Hendon, while a

mechanic was singing "Sister .Susie." He asks us to try

singing the following words, but we prefer to be excused :

—

Conn continues casting cunning cases.

Such clean crank-cases come from Coan's and every crank-case

lasts
;

Some critic, maybe, curses

These commercial kinds of verses.

But NO critics curse the clean crank-cases Co.in so kindly casts.

A Change of Address.
Cellon, Ltd., the well-known manufacturers of aeroplane

"dope," announce that they have moved to more commodious
|)remises in Broad Street House, New Broad Street, London,
li.C, and that they cease to occupy their old premises. The
telegraphic address and the telephone number remain as before.

It is exceedingly gratifying to place on record this change,

as it indicates that the enterprise of Mr. A. J. A. Wallace Barr,

in concentrating on the production of an article which at the

time must have appeared merely to be a side line, has met with

its due reward.

Scbooi and Weather Reports.
Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs. Fri. bat. Sun.

East Coast ...
|

Fine Fine Fine Fine Fine Fine Fine

Hendon
|

Fine Fine Fine Fine Fair Fine
Fine
Windy

South Coast...
1

Lake District
j

Fine

Fine &
Windy

Fine

Wet

Fine

Windy

Dull

Fine

Fine

) Fine

Fine

Fine

Dull

Very
Windy

Hendon.

—

Ai the Grahame-Whiti; School.— Instructors for

the week : Messrs. Manton, Russell and Winter. Pupils witli

instr. : Prob. Fit. Sub-Lieuts. Blackburn, Hardman, Leigh,

Pearson, Pennington, Wyllie, Cadbury, Watkins and Linnell.

Pupils doing strts. alone : Prob. Fit. .Sub. Lieuts. Blackburn,

Leigh and Pennington. Pupils doing S's or circs, alone : Prob.

Fit. Sub-Lieuts. .Simpson and Blackburn. Certificates were

taken on May 31st by Prob. Fit. Sub. Lieut. Smyllie, and on

June 5th by Prob. Fit. Sub-Lieut. Blackburn. Machines :

Grahame-White biplanes.

At London and Provincial Aviation Co.'s School.—In-

structors for the week : Messrs. .M. G. Smiles, W. T. Warren,

W. D. Smiles, J. H. Moore. Pupils with instr. : Messrs.

Nethersole, Dower, Wattinne and Moynihan. Pupils doing

strts. alone : Messrs. Bell, Franchomme, Irving, Minter,

Dnwer, Moynihan and Gunner Pupils doing S's or circs.

I The lnir^po\f<Bd X^'J^RRBM
^ JLm inpplied to the War Office and Admiralty.

Ja Patentees and Makeis

—

I Tautz & Go.,
I NAVAL. MH.ITAKV & SPORTI.NG TAILORS,
' 12, Orafton St., New Bond St., LONDON, W.

Don't wait until you iiave an

SAFETY HELMET
The best before, is now the last word

in Aviation Safety Helmets.

THE MOST IMPORTANT PART OF AN
AVIATOR'S EQUIPMENT

aooldent. Investigate its MERITS NOW
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1 .1: Vi; > IXi TO FLY
All those who intend to learn Flying or who are

interested in how men fly should read

Price 3 6 net.** Tlie Air'nian "pricc 3 6 net

By MAJOR C. MELLOR, R.E

John Lane, The Bodley Head, Vigo Street, W.
'ABSOLUTELY INDISPENSABLE FOR PUPILS.'—The Aeroplane

WOOD FOR ALL PARTS OF AEROPLANES
Machined to your Sizes or Sections.

Best Quality SilveF Spruce, Ash, Walnut, 3-ply etc.

W. G. EVANS & SONS,
1—4, WILLIAMS MEWS, STANHOPE STREET,

EUSTON ROAD. LONDON, N.W.
Phone : Museum 2458.

MISCfcLLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS
For the convenience of Advertisers, replies can be received at

the office of "THE AEROPLANE," 166, Piccadilly, W.

PATENTS.

ANDREWS BRITISH PATENT
No. 11332 of 1910.

This invention consists of improved safety

supporting surfaces for aeroplanes.

The Patentee is desirous of interesting manu-
facturers in Great Britain with a view to building

machines under royalty embodying the principle.

Further particulars from PHILIP M. JUSTICE,
55, Chancery Lane, London, W.C.

THE owner of British Patents Nos. 4378 12 and
3214/13 relating to Improvements in Aero-

planes and the like, is desirous of disposing of the

patents or entering into working arrangements
under license or otherwise with firms likely to be
interested in the same.

Copies of the patent specifications and full

particulars can be obtained from and offers made
(for transmission to the owner) to MARKS &
CLERK, 57 and 58, Lincoln's Inn Fields, Lon-
don, W.C.

HOW TO TAKE OUT PATENTS IN ENGLAND AND
ABROAD." (By Arthur E. Edwards, F.C.I. P.A.) 2s.

post free.

—

Arthur Edwards & Co., Ltd., Patent Agents and

Ccnsulting Engineers, Chancery Lane Station Chambers,

W.C. 'Phone 4536 Holborn.

PATENTS; trade m'arks ; inventors advised free.—King's

Patent Agency, Ltd., 165, Queen Victoria Street, Lon-

don. 28 years' references.

THE CONSULTING PATENT AGENCY, 253, Gray's Inn

Road, London. Lowest inclusive charges. General advice

gratis. Telpphone : 6109 Holborn.

TUITION.

The London and Provincial

School of Flying

NEXT VACANCY, JUNE 7th

alone : Messrs. Turner, Bell, and Franchomme. Certificates

were taken during the week by Messrs. Turner (Monday morn-

ing) and Franchomme (Friday morning). Machines : Three

L. and P. tractor biplanes.

At thk Hall School.—The pupils iuve received tuition every

day of the week, both morning and evening. The following

|n-pils are progressing exceptionally well :—Messrs. Furlong,

Minot, Snook, Mitchell and Lieut. Raymond-Barker. The

other pupils are progressing favourably. With Instructors Cecil

Hill and H. James: Messrs. Bayley 42, Snook 100, Hammer
(ig, Hatchman 79, Snowden 87, Booker 65, Mason 37, Mitchell

65, Millbourn 58, Scott 58, Gay 56, Yonge 57, Lieut. Raymond-

Barker 50, Lieut. R. C. Grant 52, Lieut. Jowett 25, and Lieut.

J. R. Phillpctt 47. With Instructor H. Stevens : Messrs. Ldeut.

Ravmond-Barker 12, Minot 59, Furlong .S7, Snook 32, Mason

9 and Mitchell 25. Mr. Hall took up the following pupils for

I)assenger flights : Lieut. Phillpotts 10, Lieut. Grant 7 and

Yonge 10. Mr. Stevens took up the following pupils for

passenger flights : Lieut. R. C. Grant 12, Bayley 12 and Scott

12 on two-seater biplane No. 2. MaclTines : Hall (Government

type) tractors. Anecdotes of the week : Mr. Scott tried twice

to emulate Pegoud (but on the ground) ;
luckily the machine,

which is verv strongly built, proved victorious over Mother

Earth. Lieut. Jowett bombarded a flock of sheep with great

damage to the enemy, but the machine sustained only slight

injuries. The morale of our pupils is excellent.

.^t the Beatty ScHOOt, OF Flying, Ltd.—Instructors for the

week : Messrs. G. W. Beatty, W. Roche-Kelly, C. B. Prodger,

and P. A. Johnston.

Pupils at work with instructor : Messrs. Arbon (48 mins.).

Banks (32), Bond (43), Broughton (15), Bush (20), Chalmers

(95), Grossman do), Delves (8), Eaton (102), Fawcett (25),

FitzHerbert (43), Fox (37), Hodgson (30), Holland (48), John-

ston (ss), Jones (65), King (57), Jilorgan (27), Ravvcliffe (25),

Robb (44), Ross (63, Rutherford (24), Spacer (56), Tomjinson

(S3), Vickers (25), Whincup (20), Zimmermann (26), Hibbard

(.^4), Theo (10), Coates (10), Blandy (10), Boyle (15).

Mr. P. A. Johnston toolThis certificate on Frid.ay after only

2 hrs. 13 mins.' flying.

Machines in use : Beatty-Wright dual control and single-

seater biplanes, Caudron tractor biplanes.

Exihibition flights were given on Thursday, Saturday and

Svinday, and three passenger flights were taken. Extra prac-

tice was taken by Messrs. Boyle and Blandy.

At the Roffy-Baumann School.—Instructors for the week :

Messrs. Edouard Baumann, Felix Rufi'y, Gino Virgilio, and

Clarence Winchester.

\ great deal of constructional work has been accomplished

lately at this school, mostly on a so-h.p. Caudron type machine.

On Wednesday the following pui^Is were out with their

allotted instructors : Bell, Crawford, Brown, Derwin-England,

Cole, May, Leong, Penning, Wallis, Hudson, Sykes. Thurs-

day morning much practice was gained by all seven pupils

aforementioned, school work commencing soon after 3 a.m.

and not ceasing till 8.30 a.m. After that some pupils stayed

for constructional tuition, while fn the evening all were again

out on the Caudron types.

On Tuesday evening Lieut. A. de Broughton passed for his

certificate and made an exceptionally good glide. His landings

were .dso within close distance of the prescribed mark.

Windermere.

—

At thi- Northern Aircraft Co., Ltd.—In-

structors for the week : Messrs. W. Rowland Ding and J.

Lancaster Parker. Pupils with instr. : Prob. Fit. Sub-Lieuts.

Perrett, Hume, Laver, Hodges, Graham, Messrs. Reid and

Laidler. Pupils doing strts. or rolling alone : Fit. Lieut. L. L.

Atherton and Mr. Slingsby. Pupil doing g's or circs, alone :

R. Buck. Machines: 50 Gnome .A.vro tractor biplanes, N.A.C.

80 Gnome monoplanes. One of the students had the ^mis-

fortune to stall the Avro, with the result that she slide-slipped

and did a vertical nose dive from 300 ft. Although the machine

was fairly effectivelv "piled," the pilot was not injured in any

way. Had such a smash taken place on the land nothing

would ba\-e saved him.
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PHOTOGRAPHS.
PILOT PORTRAITS
The F N B Series of Copy-
right Pilot Portraits includes
all the most notable Pilots of

the Flying World. Unmounted, post free, Sizes 12 by 10 in.,

2S. 6d. ; 8 by 6 in., is. 6d. ; 6 by 4 in., is. 2d. Mention The
Aeroplane and write for NEW LIST of 350 pilots.

iThe photographs in the "F. N. B." series can b* obtained

from F. N. Birkett direct at the above prices.

F. IV. BIRKETT
97 PERCY ROAD, SHEPHERD'S BUSH. LONDON. W

WE HAVE THE MEN OF THE MOMENT.

MACHINES.
WANTED immediately, Good Machine for school purposes.

Reply with full particulars, photos, and price, to Box

654, The Aeroplane, 166, Piccadilly, W.

SITUATION WANTED.
BOATBUILDER and Carmaker desires change to aircraft

work. Steady and thoroughly capable. Slight experi-

ence airscrews.—Box No. 6^3, "The Aeroplane," 166, Picca-

dilly, W.

PROPELLERS.
CHAUVIERE'S famous Integral Propellers hold all records;

used by all leading aviators. The best.—Sole proprietors

for Great Britain and Colonies, The Integral Propeller Co.,

Ltd., IB, Elthorne Road, Upper Holloway, N. Telephone:
Hornsey 2345. Telegrams: "Aviprop (Upholl), London."

EBORA PROPELLER COMPANY, Kingston-on-Thames.
—Propellers as supplied to the leading aviators during

the last five years ; finished wood parts for aeroplanes, aero-

foils, patterns, etc.

MISCELLANEOUS.
ADVERTISER has a large Motor Garage and Premises too

large for the purpose. It is favourably situated on the

outskirts of a large town in Monmouthshire, and eminently
suitable for a large aerodrome. Would like to meet an Avia-

tor or anyone with capital and influence and who is thinking
of opening an aerodrome.—Box 652, "The .'\eropIane, '' 166,

Piccadilly, W.
AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING.— Correspondence tui-

tion in sections or complete course, 12 lessons.—British
School of Engineering, 36, Maiden Lane, W.C.
BOARD RESIDENCE at HENDON for AVIATORS.—

"Hatherley," Colindale, facing entrance to Aerodrome.
Most convenient and comfortable. Moderate terms.

HARDWOOD for Aeroplanes. Specially selected, air-dried

timber as supplied to leading constructors in Britain and
the Continent. Silver Spruce, Ash, Poplar; Hickory and Ash
Skids; Threeply ; Thin Cedar and Mahogany for Floats; Wal-
nut for Propellers.—William Mallinson and Sons, Ltd., Hack-
ney Road. 'Phone, 3854 Central, 4770 Wall.

f
^ Trade [MENPINE] Mark.

'

MQUID SCOTCH GLUE J

\ ? Ready for use at once. . *j
uspD bv THE lkadiSg aeroplane conatrlctohs,

I MOISTURE PROOF. %\-

Whir for rr.h-.- lfi4 <i lid l'<irt!, iilar^ ~

I MENDIfJE CO., s; Arthur'SIrg-et. London Brirtfre, E C.
•

MODELS.
MCj MODEL aeroplanes and accessories. Compressed

• O.Vytair Motors, weight 2 oz., 7s. 6d. Air container,

weight 7 oz., 7s. 6d. We slock everything for models.

—

Murray, Son, and Co., 387a, High Road, High Cross, Totten-
ham, N. T

LONDON AERODROME, HENDON,
N.W.

JOIN
the school with the best reputation—the reputation for passing

ALL its pupils for certificates. Our pupils do not leave us to

enrol at other schools, neither do we compel them to leave if

they have a mishap. We teach to the end, and because of our

thorough tuition all our pupils become certificated and reliable

aviators. We have

NOW
one or two vacancies for pupils who are anxious to serve their

country by enlisting in the Royal Flying Corps or the Royal

Naval Air Service, and

FOR

13

thorougii tuition with active Service always in view they cannot

(Jo better than join the School that trains on Government

Caudron type biplanes, fitted \\^ith high-powered engines. The
Ruffy-B'aumann School of Flying supplies that long-felt need,

and because we put our pupils through on fast machines, pro-

vided they are phvsicallv fit thcv are bound to obtain

COMMISSIONS
OFFICES AND WORKS-

KENDALL'S MEWS, PORTMAN SQUARE, W.
Phone-5048 Padd.

KINDLY MENTION "THE AEROPLANE" WHEN CORRESPONDING W-ITH ADVERTISERS.
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The Sopwith Aviation Co., Ltd.
CONTRACTORS TO THE, ADMIRALTY AND WAR OFFICE

Offices and Works KINGSTON-ON-THAMES

Telephone: Telegrams:

Kingston 774 (3 Lines). " Sopwith« Kiatfston."

= . / =
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CONTRACTORS TO THE ADMIRALTY

SHORT BROTHERS,
AEROPLANE WORKS

AND

FLYING GROUNDS—
EASTCHURCH, ISLE OF SHEPPEY.

Telephone:—9 Minster-on-Sea. Telegraphic Address •— Flight, Eastchurch."

c::;at;
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NEW PILOTS.

Pho'ographs finm the F.N.B. seitcs of Pi'ut fcity.nH by F. N. lUik tt, 97, l eicy Road, ShepluiLVs Hush, W

.

SOME OF THE LATEST PRODUCTS OF THE FLYING SCHOOLS.—Top Row, Left to Right: J) Brigadier M.

Franchomme {1st. Regt. of Guides. Belgian Armv), Certificate 1,304, L. and P. School; ^2) M. Egide Roobaert ^Belgian siib=

ject), Cert. 1,267, RuffyBaumann School; (3) Mr. W. T. L. Alcock, Cert. 1,211, Beatty School; (4), Mr. J. P. C. Cooper,

Cert. 1,208, Beatty School. Lower Row: (1) Mr. W. D. Smiles. Cert., 1,213, L. and P. School; (2) Mr. H. .lackson, Cert.

1,229, RuffvBaumann School; (3) Mr. A. J. Turner, Cert. 1,282, L. and P. School; (4) Mr. P. G. Allen, Cert 1,262,

L. and P. School.
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AEROPLANE
ACCESSORIES

CONTRACTORS to ADMIRALTY & WAR OFFICE

R. O. & Co.'& Patent Release Gears
Fox's Patent Wire Bending Pliers
The "Short" Patent Wire Strainers
Special R.A.F. Strainers
Steel Lock Nut Strainers
Eyebolts, various designs
Metric Thread Bolts and Nuts
Engine Plates and Housings
Light Pressed Steel Ribs
Steel Cable Ends
Fuselage Angle Plates
Cold Drawn Steel Tubes
Tubular Framework, Etc.

ALL ORDERS PROMPTLY EXECUTED.
ONLY BEST MATERIAL USED.

Please address all communications to Department No. 4.

1^

Contractors to

H.M. Admiralty and War Office.

Haiidley Page, Ltd.
OFFICES AND WORKS:

no, CRICKLEWOOD LANE,
LONDON, N.W.

AEROPLANE
MANUFACTURERS.

Telephone

—

HAMPSTEAD 7025 (2 lines,)

Telegrams

—

" HYDROPHID, CRICKLE,
LONDON,

Contpactops to H.M. Admipalty, Wap
Office, and Fopeign Govepnments.

The BRITISH CAUDRON
CO. LTD.

Sole Building and Selling Rights for

Caudron Aeroplanes

and Hydro - Aeroplanes
FOR

THE BRITISH EMPIRE & DEPENDENCIES

Office and Works:

BROADWAY, CRICKLEWOOD.

Cable and Telegraphic Address— Phone—
' CAUDROPLAN, CRICKLE, LONDON." 5551 HAMPSTEAD,

HendoN
AERODROME

SPECIAL DISPLAYS EVERY
THURSDAY
SATURDAY
& SUNDAY
AFTERNOON
from 3 p.m.p^7mi,Hngj)

Admis. 6d.,l/-,2/6

SOLDIERS
& SAILORS
(uniform) FREE

PASSENGER FLIGHTS £2.2s.

THE GRAHAME. WHITE SCHOOL OF
FLYING, HENDON, N.W.

n'HE Grahnine W hitf Aviation Co.. Ltd., Aeronautical Engi-
* ti'ets and Constructors, Hrt prietors of the London Aerodtome

,

Hend«n,N.W. Teleg.: "Vilplune, Hyde, London." Telephone:
120 Kingsbury (4 lines). West End Officis : 32, Regent St., W.
Teleg.: " CIaudigram, Piccy ., London." Telephcne: 4423 Regent.

KINDLY MENTION "THE .AEROPLANE" WHEN CORRESPONDING WITH ADVERIISERS.
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The Editorial and Advertlglng Offices of "The Aeroplane"

are at 166, Piccadilly, W.
Telegraphic Address : Ailbron, London. 'Phone : Mayfair S407.

Accounts, and all correspondence relating thereto, should be

sent to the Registered Offices ol "The Aeroplane and General

Publishing Co., Ltd.," Rolls House, Breams Buildings, EX.

The Editor cannot undertake to return unsolicited maiin-

scripts, whether accompanied by stamps or not, though ever)

endeavour will be made to do so.

"The Aeroplane" is not connected with any other business

at the same address, whether associated with Aeronautics or

not.

Subscription Bate, post free : Home, 3 months, 1/8; 6 months, 3/3 ; 12 months, 6/6. Abroad, 3 months 2 2 ; 6 months, 4/4 ; K months, 8/8

On an Unatt
[POST SCRIPTUM :—The writer of the fonowiiiy

articles wishes to state that they were written before
Mr. Lloyd George made his speech at Bristol and with-
out any certainty that the right hon. gentleman took
any interest whatever in aircraft.]

It appears to a good many people who know some-
thing of the problems of supply and demand in the
aircraft industry that there are distinct opportunities
at the moment for a scheme whereby the industrj-

might be better organised for the increase of output.

Let it be granted at the outset that every firm in the
country is turning out many times as many aeroplanes
as the nation has the least right to expect, considering
not only the mere lack of support accorded by the
authorities before the war, but the actual repressive
influence brought to bear on any attempt at real enter-
prise in the way of producing new and improved types
of aeroplanes, and especially new types of engines.
Moreover, the majority of firms have done splendidly
since war began, despite the drawback of absurdly
extravagant and unnecessarily complicated specifica-

tions which have been insisted upon in many cases.

Also, practically everyone in the industry has dene
his best to produce first-class work, and to use only
the best material. Here and there, as in every coun-
try, there are black sheep who are careless of aualitj'

so long as they can produce quantity and draw their
money for it. Here and there, men deliberately hide
bad work, so as to avoid losing their pay for the tnne
spent in producing it. Here and there, tl irugh
cupidity or stupidity, generally the latter, suppliers of

raw material supply bad stuff. Here and there, Trade
Unions have endeavoured to murder our sailors and
soldiers by calling strikes and holding up output. But,
on the whole, the aircraft industry deserves to be con-
gratulated on the way it has worked for the good of

the nation to supply munitions to a Government which
not so long since was going the right way to work to
destroy the very source of such supplies.
For all practical purjDoses the British aircraft indus-

try has only really come into being since war began,
and, naturally, there must be defects not only in the
organisation of indixidual factories but in the organi-
sation of the industry as a whole. It is not c|uite clear

as yet whether Mr. Lloyd George's new Minis-
try of Munitions is to include the supply of

aircraft or not. If so, and if the right people
have to handle the work, much good may be
done, but if the wrong people tackle the job
confusion will be very much worse confounded. Mean-
time, the various firms might do quite a good deal to

help themselves and one another, and so ultimately to

help the Flying Services, and the nation as a whole,
if they would co-operate for their common good. It is

a big problem to tackle, and it may be untackleable,
but it is worth discussing at any rate.

The proper people to tackle it would be the Aero
Section of the vSociety of Motor Manufacturers and
Traders, if that somnolent sub-section ever did any-
thing worth while, and failing that, the Manufacturers'
Committee of the Roj'al Aero Club would do well to

meet and talk the subject over.

inable Ideal.
.4n Original Scheme.

Right at the beginning of the war, one who is now
an officer in the King's Service,- and is doing rather

more than well as such, propounded an ideal scheme of

organisation, which, if it had been workable, would
have vastly increased our output.
This notion was that the Naval, and, if possible, the

Military, authorities—provided the latter could tem-

porarily tear themselves loose from civilian ofiicial in-

fluence—should call a meeting of the head men of the

aircraft industry and their chief technical men, at which

the needs of the Services, in a general way, as to diffe-

rent types of machines required, should be put before

the trade, and then the various firms should be divided

off by mutual agreement between the Navj' and the

Army; so many to do nothing but Admiralty work,

and so many to'do War Office work, according to their

previous experience and personal predilections.

So far, something rather like that has been
done. Firms working for the Navy do not

work for the Arm}^ and vice versa, ex-

cept in one or two cases where a new type

of machine is produced which happens to appeal more
to the other Service than to the one for which the firm

is working. There was, however, no general meeting
of the authorities and the trade to arrange the dividing

up, and there was no attempt to organise the trade as a

whole or instil into it regular esprit de corps, let

alone national enthusiasm, or a "fine imperi al fury,"

as might have been done. There has been plenty of

individual fury, chieflj^ over being "messed about" in

orders, inspections, specifications, and drawings, but

that is not quite the same kind of "furor."
Mr. Churchill's Effort.

The only effort in the right direction was uuule at

the Admiralty some time last September when Mr.
Churchill met the heads of the Navy's aeroplane

builders to discuss the brrilding of B.E.acs. In that

case his own energy and enthusiasm was, if anything,

too infectious, for though a few of the hardened sinners

of the trade refused point blank to touch the type, others

were moved to promise delivery of their first machine
in six weeks—thinking, of course, that it was an ordi-

nary problem in aeronautical engineering, and not an
exercise in a kind of airy differential miscalculus on
the part of the designers—with the result that the best

of them took three months to deliver, others took six

months, and some never delivered at all, but shifted

over to other types which were easier to make and no
less effective. That, however, was not part of the

original scheme.
The Real Utopia.

The next step in the scheme propounded was that

the heads of the firms and their designers should get

together and evolve the plans for the types required.

That is to say, the Naval firms would fix the designs
for perhaps four types of machines, a light and a heavy
seaplane, a "pusher" gun-carrier for land work, and
a fast scout. The Army firms would do likewise for

the Army. These designs would be absoluteh- stan-

dardised, and nothing else would be made for three
months.
Each firm would be told oft" to make certain parts.
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One group would make nothing but wings, or, per-
haps, one firm would make nothing but one type of

wing. Another would make nothing but fuselages of

one type. Another would make nothing but floats.

And so on.
The Crystal Palace would be taken over as an erect-

ing shop, and all manufacturers would deliver their
parts there by a special service of motor lorries, so as
to be independent of railways, and consequent chaotic
deliveries. All the erectors from the various firms would
be concentrated at the Crystal Palace, and billeted in the
outer buildings not required as workshops—this, of
course, was before the days of the Royal Naval Divi-
sion—and the erection of these standard type machines
would go ahead at a rate never possible under any
other system.
The only exception would be that each firm would

be allowed to keep a few erectors and a small seL-tion
of its shop to itself so that it could turn out a few ex-
perimental machines, whicli, if they performed well,
or proved any new theory in design, would be con-
sidered at another meeting at the end of three months
as possible alterations in the exi.-;ting standard types.
The scheme was a thoroughlv sound one, but it

could only be worked under a benevolent despotism,

so that anyone who ran counter to the scheme could be

taken out at dawn and shot by the Veteran Reserve, or

could be subjected to some such appalling punishment.
The flaw is that it depends on everyone sinking their

own interests for the nation's good, and, of course,

patriotism of that kind is out of date in these days.

And think how such a scheme would interfere with the

liberty of the subject, and vested interests, and all our
other fetishes.

A man may go cheerfully and fight for his country,

for there is a strong sporting element about it, and,
anyhow, if he gets killed he is dead, and nothing else

matters. But to ask a man who is a creative artist in

his own line to admit that someone else's designs are

better than his, and then to add insult to injury by
telling him to disorganise his own factory in order to

make these other designs, is rather more than a demo-
cratic Government dare ask of those who keep it in

office and pay its salaries, though bureaucratic France
has gone further than we have towards it. In these

days we are neither Pagan enough to be intellectually

honest and brutally thorough, nor Christian enough
to be spiritually honest and thoroughly charitable to

one another, so we must just rub along on compro-
mises.

On the Urgency of Organising the Industry.
When one comes to consider organising the Aircraft

Industry under modern conditions one is up against
a very difficult proposition. The chief difiiculty is that
very few men can absolutely trust one another, and
fewer still realise that honesty is the best polic}^, con-
sidered purely as a policy. Some of the most un-
principled of men have built large fortunes and won-
derful

_

reputations for integrity on an appreciation of
that simple fact

; yet it is only the very big men who
can see the value of honesty purely as a commercial
asset. In all businesses all over the world everyone
is always trying to "do someone down," or to "hot-
stuff" him—in the vernacular of the aerodrome—into
or out of something or other. Even in the Services
there is not absolute mutual trust and co-operation,
and those who were in vSouth Africa may recall a
generally believed instance of a senior officer deliber-
ately withdrawing a force under one of his juniors
which had Christiaan de Wet conveniently bottled in a
kloof so as to prevent the junior from getting the
credit of the capture, with the result that the elusi\e
Christiaan escaped and lived to be a political nuisance
for something like twelve years, and a rebel in his
old age.

Still, if one cannot expect mere human beings like
ourselves to trust one another completely, a proper
system of organisation may make it worth while for
everybody in the industry to co-operate honestly to
their mutual advantage.
At present there is undoubtedly a great deal of over-

lapping of effort, and consequent waste of time. vSaving
of time means increasing output, and increased output
means more money—putting the lowest valuation on
co-operation, and leaving out the argument that in-

creased output also means more new machines which
are badly needed by our vService aviators.

The Crying Need of the Flying Corps.

It is officially admitted that we need more high-
explosive shells. We may as well admit that there is

a crying need for more aeroplanes also. We may as
well admit that machines on active service have to be
kept flying for days, if not weeks, after they are due
foi:, overhaul, with the result that they stagger ofiE

with tired engines and soggy pQanes, and wander
about over the German "Archies"—whose shooting is

getting better and better every daA^—at half the

height they ought to reach. The result is at best
punctured planes, and the fact that the tale of casual-
ties is not higher is due more to the grace of God
than to any ability of the machines.
Squadron-commanders are not altogether to blame,

for Wing-commanders and still higher authorities ex-
pect a certain number of machines to be always in
flying order, and a squadron that does not put up
sufficient hours in the air is apt to be disliked, whereas
if the flying officers of that squadron merely disappear
towards Germany and do not return, that is the for-

tune of war, and another matter altogether, about
which no awkward questions are asked.
The mechanics of the R.F.C. do their utmost—"and

then some," as the Americans say—to keep engines
and machines in a fit state to fly, but they cannot make
new aeroplanes and new engines in marquees in
Flanders, near as they get to doing so at times. What
is needed is new aeroplanes and more new aeroplanes,
and then new aeroplanes again. And that is why it

is worth while to make some serious effort to organise
the industrj^ on a still more efficient .system, or to

institute some form of co-operation between the various
firms, in their own interests as well as in those of the
nation at large.

Will the Industry Help?

If any aeroplane makers, or makers of component
parts, have any ideas on this subject they will assist

matters very materially b}- letting me know their

views, and they may rely on these views being treated

as entirely confidential if they so desire.

What I want to know is how may output best be
increased with existing supplies of material and exist-

ing factories. I venture to give hereafter a few points
which have, already been suggested to me by men of

experience in engineering production.
These are only minor details, it is true, but if even

they were carried out effectually several aeroplanes per

week could be added to the total output, and, let it be

remembered, that the presence of one single new aero-

plane may mean not merely saving the lives of a pilot

and an observer who would have been killed if com-
pelled to fly the mechanically fatigued machine which
it would have replaced, but may mean saving a bat-

talion, or even an army corps, owing to that observer
getting safely home with information which he would
never have acquired on a less efficient machine, or
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Curtiss Motors

Accepted as

Standard

by all

Leading

Governments.

Hold all important

American records.

Represent thirteen

years' experience in

designing and

building

light-weight motors.

Made in three

sizes :

90 h.p. " 0-X "

8 cyl. 4x5 in.

ICQ h.p. " 0-XX "

8 cyl. 4i X 5 in.

160 h.p. " V "

8 cyl. 5 X 7 in.

Lightest motors

in the

world when equipped

with fuel and oil

for 4 hours.

Official records show that Curtiss Motors run longer without over-

hauling, and require less attention than any other recognised motor.

European Representative, LYMAN J. SEELY, Savoy Hotel, London.

Factory and Offices

—

THE CURTISS MOTOR COMPANY,
HAMMONDSPORT, N.Y.

KINDLY MENTION "THE AEROPLANE" WHEN CORRESPONDING WITH ADVERTISERS.
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which would have been lost when he was shot down.
It seems almost impossible to make the English

mind see the imminent urgency of every detafl in
armament work, or to make it realise that five

minutes' delay in delivering an aeroplane or a shell,

or that a badly cut thread on a screw, or that a nut
insufficiently locked, may cost hundreds of lives and
millions of pounds.

On Suggested Details of Organisation.
Concerning Small Workshops.

If ever Mr. 1^1oyd George's new department takes an
active part in organising the aircraft industry, the
following suggestions, may be found of some value, or
may themselves suggest other points, and as such they
are commended to the consideration of the authorities.

Firstly and foremostly, we are not using our small
workshops to anything like the best advantage. All
over England, and particularly in the London area,
there are hundreds of small general engineering firms,
or metal-working shops, where aeroplane parts could
be made.

I know personally of one such shop whose owner has
tried over and o\-er again to get Government work
and has been refused because his maximum output of
a particular article has been perhaps 500 a week where
the War Office wanted 5,000 and could" not be bothered
with handling his small output. Yet such machinery
as he owns is very good, his workmen are skilled
artisans, and he is a very capable manager himself.
Some lives have been lost every week because his

paltry 500 component parts of some bigger jobs were
not there, but no one seems to realise that in ten weeks
he would have made the 5,000 parts now required from
a bigger firm, and tliat the supplies of that particular
item of ammunition would then be a week to the good.
Nor does anyone seem to see that ten such small shops
would turn out every week as much as one big shop.

Supplies of Fittings.

Now, the right way to tackle such a problem is this.
Take, for example, sheet-steel fittings for aeroplanes
of certain standard type. Let the Admiralty, or the
War Office, or the Munitions Department, if it likes,
take a small warehouse in London, and put in charge
thereof an engineer with experience of aircraft building,
and give him commissioned rank—either R.N.V.R. or
Royal Engineer Services, or something of that sort-
just to impress the people with whom he is dealing.
Let him find ten, or a dozen, or more small firms,
and let him run that group.
He must lay out for each firm its work for the week,

and must supply to that firm from his warehouse the
raw rftaterial for the work. That raw material must
be supplied to him direct from the steel makers—Firth,
Vickers, Flather, Kayser-Ellison, and so forth

—

on his
own order; all Admiralty and War Office red tape, of
the kind illustrated last week, must be cut out, and
this officer must run his show as if he were the
manager of a firm responsible only to his directors, in
his case the Director of the Air Department or the
Director of Military Aeronautics.
He must have a supply of ready cash with which

to pay each small workshop every Friday night for
the goods delivered the previous Tuesday. The small
workshop owner must take away on the Tuesday fresh
raw material for the week's work after he has delivered
the made-up stuff.

The made-up stuff must be fetched from the ware-
house by the aeroplane firms to whom it has been
allotted by a central " stores " department (Admiralty
or War Office, as the case may be), which "stores"
department must be simply a " clearing-house " for
paper vouchers, and must not touch the material itself.

It must also keep the records of the weekly balances
of each of these warehouses.
These " stores " departments must be staffed and

managed by men from the " despatch " departments
at vSelfridge's, Harrod's, the Armv and Navv vStores,

and so forth, who are used to handling and collating
vouchers and dockets. They will see that the stores-

clerks under the engineers in charge of warehouses
keep their tallies correctly. The warehouse manager
himself must be an engineer, for he has to act as over-
seer and inspector of workshops, and he has to judge
the quality of the work done and material issued. I

can myself lay my hand on two or three men at least at

present in the Services who would be ideal men at such
work and who are simply wasting their time and their
very considerable ability in their present jobs.

There is nothing really novel in this scheme, because
it has all been done for centuries past in the Irish linen
trade, in the Yorkshire woollen trade, in the Coventry
watch trade, and in the Birmingham gun trade, among
others ; but it has never been done in the Services,
partly because it is much too simple, but chiefly be-

cause it means that trust has to be placed in a mere
engineer who is not an executive officer. Perhaps, as

this is an " engineer's war," it may help to raise the
status of such common folk as officers of the A.S.C.
(mechanical transport) and engineer officers, R.N.

A Natural Sequence.

From the fact that it is possible to get all sorts of

parts made outside by small firms, it follows in natural
sequence that it is folly for any aeroplane firm to at-

tempt to make all its own parts, especially its metal
parts.

It is curious, however, that, while it is possible to

get any quantity of woodwork done by outside firms,

that is just the work that most aeroplane firms prefer

to do themselves, for the good and sufficient reason
that ordinary carpenters and cabinetmakers have not

the slightest idea of using timber as an aeroplane
builder uses it. A piece of wood which a cabinetmaker
would love because of its pretty curly decorative grain

would give an aeroplane hand hysterics because of its

obvious brittleness, and that is why an experienced
woodworker of the ordinary sort cannot be trusted to

touch aeroplane work till he has been born again with
the eye of a different faith.

Nevertheless, small wood-working shops can do a

lot of work for big firms if they are placed under the

supervision of experienced aeroplane woodworkers de-

tailed for the work from aircraft factories, and to this

extent they can be made to help output considerably.

By getting practically all the metal and wood work
done outside, in the way indicated, the main workshops
of the big aeroplane finns can be turned almost entirely

into erecting shops, and, as erecting is the most highly

specialised work of all, that must be done for the pre-

sent by the firm's own men.
A Safeguard.

Every effort should be made by the firms to train

new erectors, and to run subsidiary erecting shops

away from their main buildings, for an aircraft raid

or a perfectly spontaneous fire which destroyed anj^

one firm's erecting shop at present would be a ver^'

serious matter, therefore the more this work is spread

about the better.

As a corollary to this, one sees the wisdom of having
the "proprietary " aeroplanes which have proved their

value, such as" Avro, Farman, Short, Sopwith, and

Vickers two-seaters, and the Bristol, Martinsyde, and

vSopwith tabloids, made by sub-contractors, or by firms

contracting direct with the Government, _ which pays

a royalty to the original designers. This is now being

done to a very considerable extent, in just the way
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TO PROSPECTIVE PUPILS.

^ The following questions should be carefully investigated

before joining a school

:

1 . How long has the school been established ?

2. How many certificates have been gained during

this time?

The latter question is of great importance to you ; do not be

satisfied by the smooth talk of secretaries and managers, but

go to the Royal Aero Club, 166, Piccadilly, W., and ask to

see the register giving the number of certificates gained at the

school you contemplate joining and compare it with other schools.

The Beatty School of Flying while at Hendon has turned out

more certificates than the total of those taken at all other ex'isting

civilian schools in England.

•j More men have taken their commissions from this school than

the number who have taken certificates at all other civilian"

schools in Great Britain combined now in existence.

FOR PARTICULARS APPLY TO THE SECRETARY:

THE BEATTY SCHOOL OF FLYING Ltd.

LONDON AERODROME . . HENDON, N.W.
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so strongly advocated in this paper very early in the
var.

At that time sundry objections were raised, such as
tliat it was unfair to make a firm which had bought
its knowledge by years of hard work hand over that
knowledge to a new competitor. I pointed out to one
such objector that, if I were a big engineering firnr
and wanted to build aeroplanes, 1 would simply go
and buy his chief designer and his works manager by
paying them £1,000 a year each for two or three years,
because, although he could get along well enough with-
out them, and could replace them with men at £4 or
£5 a week, their knowledge would be worth the £6,000
at least to me. I also told him that, if the Government
wanted machines of his type, all they had to do was
to turn over a couple of those already in their pos-
session to any good engineering firm to be dissected
and copied.

However, what the Government has done in several
cases is to arrange to pay the original designers a
handsome royalty on each machine built to drawings
supplied by them. 1 would go further than that, and
would insist on at least one good man, either a foreman
or a leading hand, being sent from the original de-
signer's works to the new firm to see that their work
is being done in the proper style and to put them up
to any little hints and tips about the system of pro-
duction which will accelerate deliveries.

In fact, except for the royalties to the original
makers, " proprietorism " should be stopped, seeing
that " all are for the vState," and every workman
should be regarded as a soldier for home defence pur-
poses, so that intelligent bench-hands in the older
works may be promoted to foremen and charge-hands
in the newer shops with Government approval, and
without any of this nonsense about tying a man down
to employment within ten miles of his own residence

—

of which more later.

Details Which Delay.

Quite a good deal could be done tc accelerate de-

liveries by eliminating detail work which causes
delay. Naturally, each designer has his own ideas

about what is essential and what is not essential in his

own designs, and the best designers have their own
particular fads and faults. Therefore, I would suggest
that a small committee of designers should be formed
to inspect such aeroplanes as are adopted by the vSer-

vices, and see what details can be cut out with advan-
tage.

Among my personal friends there are certain clever,

if not invariably successful, designers and constructors

who have a positive genius for "crabbing" other
people's work, and it must be confessed that in a very
large number of cases their destructive criticism is

right. I am perfectly sure that if three or four of

those men were turned on to "vet" other makers' de-

signs they would suggest alterations which would save
days and even weeks in the delivery of each machine.
Even as it is, two or three well-known makers invite

their rivals to "come and crab" their designs, and find

it immensely to their advantage. The system should
be extended with official approval.

A Case in Point.

As a minor example of the kind of detail which
delays deliveries, I may mention the petrol gauge
which is fitted to a certain machine of Government de-

sign. This gauge has a float in the tank which operates
a hand on a dial on the pilot's instrument board several

feet away by means of fine silk threads. It takes a full

day to fix up the connections between the tank and the
dial, and if the thread breaks it takes more. As a
general rule the thread breaks before the machine has
been on active service a week and is never repaired,

and it would be hard to find a single pilot who has
really found the gauge of positive value on service.

Deliveries of the gauges are slow, and machines are
held up sometimes for weeks waiting for gauges which
are of no real use when fitted.

All the time spent in waiting for gauges and fitting

them could be saved by using an ordinary gauge glass
on the gravity tank in front of the passenger and let-

ting him signal to the pilot when it is necessary to
pump up more petrol from the main tank.

On Organising Supplies.
The lack of organisation in the supply of materials

is another matter which needs attention. Every firm
is, of course, grabbing what it can get from makers of

parts and of raw material, with the result that one firm
manages to get hold of a lot of stuff of one kind, and
probably cannot use it because it cannot get some
other stuff which has been grabbed bj^ a rival.

For instance, one firm may secure a lot of copper
sheet for tanks and the finished tanks may be held up
for lack of petrol taps, while another firm may have
grabbed many petrol taps which it cannot use for lack
of tanks into which to fit them. Or one firm may
have secured a big delivery of steel sheet for what are
commonly known as "tin-clips," and be unable to com-
plete them for lack of nuts and bolts, or rivets, while
another firm has cornered the nuts and bolts and rivets,

and cannot use them for lack of sheet-steel.
Where "The Aeroplane" May Help.

There seems room here for co-operation between the
firms, and if any makers care to use this paper as a
means of communication with other firms its columns
are freely at their disposal. If a firm writes, say, "We
require nuts to match bolts of the following sizes,"
other makers will see the need and mny supply the
nuts and offer to buy some of the bolts. Petrol taps
may be "swopped" for sheet copper, and so on, in the
same way. In fact, a kind of "Exchange and Mart"
column might become a regular feature of the paper
if the manufacturers care to turn the opportunity to
account. Naturally, no charge would be made for the

space, as the pa-per's reward would lie in knowing it

was doing something practical to accelerate output.
I shall be glad to hear from managers and works

foremen of aircraft firms on this matter as to whether
and how we can help them. The Aeroplane has for

a long time been recognised in the Industry as a kind
of Clearing House for general information on every-
thing to do with aeronautics, and I should like to see

it become of direct practical use in the way suggested.
The Need for Square Dealing.

Naturally, the success of any such scheme depends
on firms playing the straight game with one another.
There must be honest, straightforward co-operation for

the common good. There must be no attempt at "hot-
stuffing," as in a case I came across recently. The
head of a certain firm managed to obtain through his
personal influence the British rights for a highly effi-

cient French engine, and, in order to accelerate its con-
struction he arranged for it to be built by another firm
located somewhere in West London, reserving to his
own firm the rights to first deliveries. Everything
seemed to be fixed up satisfactorily, and final arrange-
ments were left to the honour of the secondary "con-
cessionaire," Then, after a period when it seemed
time to talk about deliveries in the near future it was
discovered that the West London gentleman had gone
behind the original concessionaire's back after secur-
ing the sole rights in his own name, and had sold
engines (on paper) and had promised deliveries to
other people in direct contradiction of his understand-
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FIRTH'S AIRCRAFT STEELS
USED BY THE

LEADING AEROPLANE 6c ENGINE BUILDERS.
Special qualities are made to meet Firth's Steels are thoroughly reliable and
all ROYAL AIRCRAFT FACTORY uniform throughout; they have behind
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IVrite for Descriptive "Booklet to

THOS. FIRTH & SONS Ltd., Sheffield.

FIRTH'S F.M.S. SHEET STEEL
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It is a High-grade Mild Steel which, owing to its purity,

is to a high degree immune from fatigue due to vibra-

tion. F.M.S. may be bent cold both ways of the grain

without cracking, and drilled, punched and sheared with

ease; it is also a satisfactory material for acetylene welding.
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iug with the man to whom he owed the privilege of

comiug in on a very paying proposition. Ii underhand
dealing of this kind is to go on, of course any scheme
of co-operation and mutual help is quite impossible.

The Supply of Labour.

The supply of labour is as serious a matter in the
aircraft industry as it is in other branches of munitions
supply, and here, again, this paper may be able to

help. For years past letters have been received prac-
tically every day from men who wanted to get into the
aeroplane business

;
but, unfortunately, that business

has been so small that there has been little room for

them. Now, however^ the demand for men is great,

and opportunities of a job are frequent.
Probably by this time most of tlie writers of those

letters have joined one or other of the Services, but
there must be many thousands left who are not eligible

for military service and are still anxious to build aero-
planes. I would ask all such to communicate with me
at once, addressing The Aeroplane, 160, Ticcadilly,

W.," and marking their envelopes, "Aircraft Work."
Plenty of men, who are by nature and inclination

mechanics, are condemned by an unkind fate and mis-
guided parents to work at a desk or behind a counter.
Someone has thought for them that it is more "classy"
to earn 25s. or 30s. a week in a black coat than £s to

£6 a week in shirt-sleeves or a boiler suit. Yet
nature will have its way, and there are thousands of

men who are clean all day who make themselves
happily grubby as amateur mechanics in the evening.
Tliere are others also who love mechanical things but
have not had the time or money to be even amateur
mechanics. All those are the men from whom I want
to hear. If they are sportsmen enough to throw up
"boiled shirt" jobs and enlist in the Industrial Armj%
I can find work in the aircraft industry for such of

them as show intelligence, and they will then have a
sporting chance, if they are made of the right stuff, of

rising to good positions in what will some day be one
of the greatest industries in tli3 world.
Those who are only prepared to give part of their

time to "munitions" production should also communi-
cate with me, marking their envelopes, "Part Time,"
as it seems possiljle to fiiul plenty of work lor then:.

All classes sliould note that unless their ictl:-'rs are
properly addressed they will go straight into the waste-
paper basket, for if a man has not enough giimption
to follow plain instructions he will certainl}' be worse
than useless in a workshop.

Applicants should state their age, present occupa-
tion, and experience, if any, of mechanical work. If

no replies are received it will be because those dealing
with the applications have too much to do.

The Industrial Army.

Some time ago. Lord Derby enlisted a couple of bat-

talions of dock labourers for the King's Liverpool
Regiment, and they were set to work in uniform at the

Docks. Now one hears that Mr. F. C. Pullinger, of the

Arrol-Johnstone Co.—who make Beardmore-Daimler
aero engines and other aircraft parts—has put his

men into uniform also. It is a thoroughly sound idea,

and should be extended to all who are producing muni-
tions of any kind.

Aircraft workers at home are defending the country
as much as the men of the R.F.C. abroad—provided
always that they really work, and do their utmost all

the time, and do not strike under any provocation.

Therefore, they should be in uniform. Also they
should be under proper discipline, and the charge-
hands, shop foremen, etc., should be N.C.Os., with
some disciplinary powers to deal with shirkers.

If the whole thing were properly organised the good
men would quickly gain promotion, for if a good man
could not be promoted in his own shop it should be the
duty of a properly appointed inspector of factories to

find an N.C.O.'s job for that man in another shop
where a foreman or charge-hand was needed. It might
seem hard for a works manager who prided himself on
the high class of his workmen to have liis best men
sent to other shops, but if he considered that the work
he had himself done in training that man to be effi-

cient had resulted in increasing the output or the

quality of work at another factory to the ultimate ad-
vantage of the Royal Flying Corps, and thereby of the
British Army, he would feel well rewarded. And,
anyhow, it would be an improvement on the present
method under which a man becomes bored because he
is not made a foreman, and leaves in disgust, and hangs
round for two or three weeks or months looking for a
job which is good enough for him, so that his output
of work during that period is wasted.

The whole sj^stem of the Industi'ial Army can be
improved by placing it on a militaiy basis, but to be
a success it must have the right men in charge. The
"hereditary dud," as a correspondent calls the run-to-

seed aristocrat, must be kept out of it as severely as

the "walking delegate," the grafting agitator, and the
canteen-sergeant type.

This article is phenomenally long, but it only touches
the fringe of the questions of Industrial Organisation
and Output of Munitions, so I hope others interested
in these vital subjects will think over the points dealt

with herein, and will let me have their views on the
various ideas. It is quite possible that suggestions of

real value may find their way to places where they
will be put to practical use.—C. G. G.

Mr. Lloyd George on Aircraft,

On June 12th the Minister of Munitions paid a visit of en-

couragement to Bristol. On arriving at Stapleton-road Station,

Mr. Lloyd George, who was accompanied by .Sir Percy Girouard,

was received by the Lord Mayor of Bristol (Alderman J. Swaish),

Sir George White, Chairman of the British and Colonial Aero-

plane Company, I^td., and Mr. Horace Walker, an active mem-
ber of the Recruiting Committee. The Minister of Munitions

attended a meeting of the Munitions Committee, and conferred

with the members in private.

.Subsequently, accompanied by Sir George White, the right

hon. gentleman paid a visit to the Bristol .'Veroplone works at

I'ilton. A guard of honour of the Army Service Corps was
ilrawn up outside the works, and at a signal the factory hands

came out and surrounded the Minister.

Mr. Lloyd George said : "I wish to thank you on behalf of

the Government for the excellent work you are doing for the

country. There is no more important work than that which

you are doing. As I was telling the Committee in Bristol,

you will find in Europe no finer airmen than the British avia-

tors—(cheers)—but we want more .aeroplanes. The Germans

have many more aeroplanes than we i;avc. One British

aviator goes as far as about two or three Germans—(cheers)

—

but at the same time we want more aeroplanes, and I am so

glad to see you working at them here, and working so well

and so skilfully.

"TJiis is the first time I have visited a factory of the kind,

and I have been extraordinarily interested in seeing the work
you are doing. I am exceedingly obliged to you, and on

behalf of the Government I thank you. The more of these

machines you can turn out the better it will be for our brave

fellows in France. (Cheers.)

"It is the only way in which we can detect the hidden gun
ea:placements of the enemy. Our splendid aviators and

observers find out exactly where the tienohes and guns are,

and then our artillery gets to work, and when they have

sn'ashed awav defences our infantry will turn the Germans out

of the trenches; but your job is the first." (Cheers.)

Several aeroplanes from Salisbury Plain flew over and per-

formed for a time in the presence of the right hon. gentleman.

Mr. I^loyd George then returned to Bristol, where he was the

guest of the Lord Mayor at lunch in the Royal Hotel
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Naval and Military Aeronautics.
liREAT BRITAIN.

From the "London Gazette," June 8th, 1915.

War Office, June 8tm.
SPECIAL RESERN li OF OFFICERS.—Supt'LiMKNiARv 10

Regular Corps.—Roval F'lving Corps.—•Military Wing.—
Sec. Lieiits. (on prob.) confii-mf>d in rank : .M. E. Earn;, O. D.
Filley, E. A. E. Wood.
To be sec. lieuts. (on prob.) : R. G. Gould. May 7th. S. .\.

Hebden. May lytii. H. R. Jolinson. May 22nd. R. G.
Bennett. June ist.

* * *

From the "London (iazette," June 9th, 1915.

War Office, Junk ()tii.

REGIJL.'\R !""ORCES.-- Establishments.—Roial Fi.ving

Corps.—•Military Wing.—Wing. Com.—Major T. L Webb-
Bowen, Beds., from sqdn. com., and to be temp, lieut.-col.,

vice Bt. Maj. (temp. Lieut. -Col.) H. R. >L Brooke-Popham,
Ox. and Bucks L.L May 27th.

Flyin;,' Officers.—^May 22nd : Sec. Lieut. A. C. Clarke, 3rd

D.C.L.L, and seconded; Sec. Lieut. H. M. Goode, 2nd Co. of

Lon. Yeo., T.F. ; Sec. Lieut. O. D. Fillr v, S.R. ; Sec. Lieut.

M E. Lane, S.R.
• * »

Fruni the "London Gazette," June 10th, 1915.

REGUL.AR F'ORCES.—Establishments.—Royal Flvi.ng

Corps.—The follbwing appointments are made :

—

Military Wing.—Flight Commr.— M.ajor C. Mellor, R.E.,
from a Gtn. Staff Officer, 7,rd Grade, at the War Office (.May

25th).

Central Flying School.— Instructor.—Lt. (temp. Capt.) E. L.

Conran, 21st Lancer;;, from a Flight Commr., and to retain

his temp, rank whilst so employed, \'ice Capt. F. F. Waldron,
igth Hussars (June ist).

SPECIAL RESERVE OF OFFICERS.—Supplementary to
Regular Corps.—Royal Flying Corps.—^Military Wing.—
See. lieuts. (on prob. J confirmed in rank : C. F. Collett, S. W.
Caws. To be sec. lieuts. (on prob.) : .\. T. W^hitelock. May
22nd. G. E. H. Fincli.im. May 24lh. H. S. W.ird. M.iy

25th. K. I. Bingham. Jime ist.

» » J*

From the "l,i(nd:>n Gazette," June llth, 1915.

War Office, June inn.
REGULAR I'ORCES.

—

Establishments.—Royal Flyi.ng

Corps.—Military Wing.—.Sqdn. Com.—Capt. F. F. Waldron,
19th Hrs., from an instr.. Central Flying School, and to be

temp. maj. whilst so employed. June ist.

Wing .Adjutant.—Capt. B. C. Fellows, ret. pay, LA. .May

17th.
«• • •

From the "London Gazette," June I2th, 1915.

War Office, June i2th.

GENERAL STAFF OFFICER.S.— ist Grade.—May 26th :

Bt. Maj. (temp. Lieut.-Col.) H. R. ^L Brooke-Popham, Ox.
and Bucks L.L, from wing com., Royal Flving Corps, and to

retain temp, rank, vice Bt. Lieut-Col. F. H. Sykes, i^th Hrs.

REGUL.'XR I-"ORCES.

—

Establishments—Royal PYying
Corps.—Mim \rv Wing.—Wing Com. (Supery.)—Bt. I..ieut.-

Col. F. H. Sykrs, 15th Hrs., from Gen. Staff ofticer, ist grade.

May 26tli.

SPECIAL RESERVE OF OFFICERS.—-Supplementary to
Regular Corps.—Royal Flying Corps.—.Mtlitary Wing.—
Sec. lieuts. (on prob.) confirmed in rank : H. K. Maxwell, S. A.

Hefxlen, G. S. Peacock, C. Barber.

To be sec. lieuts. (on prob.) : .S. T. Welcli. May 26th. G.

Forbes. May 28th. June ist : W. H. T. Rampling-Rose, H.

A. Oxenham, S. E. Ne.il.

• •» «

From the "London Gazette," June 14th, 1915.

War Office, June 14TH.

REGULAR FORCES.

—

Establishments.—Roj'al Flying
Corps.—Military Wing.—Flying Officers—May 31st : Sec.

Lieut. C. O. Fairbairn, 3rd Loyal N. Lanes., and seconded;

Si c. Lieut. L. F. Page, S.R.

Equpmt. Officers—Maj. S. E. Smith, Oih Glos., T.F. May
2ist. Temp. Lieut. C. D M. Campbell, and 'o be temp. capt.

May 26th.

.\sst. Eqpmt. Officers—Sec. Lieut. M. Spiccr, Norlhants, and

seconded. April 10. Sec. Lieut. E. A. E. Wood, S.R. May

25th. Sec. Lieut. H. K. Maxwell, S.R. May 28th. Capt.

R. C. Donaldson-Hudson, T.F.R. May 2i)th. May 31st : Sec.

Lieut A. B. Rcndall, S.R. ; Sec. Liettt. G. S. Peacock, S.R.
;

Sec. Lieut. C. Barber, S.R. ; Sec. Lieut. S. A. Hebden, S.R.

NAVAL.

The following appointments were notified at the .Admiralty

Oil June 8th :

—

ROYAL NAVAL AIR SERVICE.—The following have been

granted temporary commissions as lieutenants, R.N.V.R., and

appointed to the "President," additional, for R.N.A.S., to date

May 31st: P. E. Dohcrty, .\. E. Gelder, \". C. H. Longstaffe,

and F. H. Taylor.
» « *

The following appointments were notified at the .Admiralty

on June gth :

—

ROVAL NAVAL AIR SERVICE.—Messrs. C. W. Gamble

and P. H. Dodson granted temporary commissions as lieu-

tenants, R.N.V.R., to date June 8th and June 3rd respectively.

Messrs. H. .M. Beddall and J. D. Greenwood granted tem-

pcrary commissions as sub-lieutenants, to date June 8th.

The undermentioned have been entered as probationary flight

sub-lieutenants, to date as mentioned : B. C. Clayton, R.

Douglas, and W. Perham, June 14th; H. G. R. Malet, June

i2th.

The following haye been entered as ])robationary flight sub-

litutenants for temporary service, to date as mentioned : H. S.

Bompas, May 8th ; W. L. E. Childers, H. E. C. Plowden, T.

F. Morris, and J. W.inn, June 8th
; J. H. D. Grant, June ist.

The following .appointments were notified at the .Admiralty

on June loth :

—

ROYAL NAX'.AL AIR SERVICE. -.Mr. E S. .McDonald

granted a temporary commission as lieutenant, R.N.V.R., and

appointed to the "President," additional, for R.N..A.S., to

date June gth.

The undermentioned have been granted temporary commis-

sions as sub-lieutenants, R.N.V.R., and appointed to the

"President" for R.N..A.S., to date as stated: R. R. Alexander,

June gth, and C. M. Kirkwood, A. R. Courtenay, and R. E.

1) irnton (arni-jured cars). May 25th.

Flight Lieut. Temp. H. R. Busteed transferred to permanent

list, R.N.A.S., from June 7th.

Temp. Sub-Lieut. .A. C. Wade, to the "President." additional,

for R.N..A.S., to date June 9th.

• • •

The following appointments wpvc notified at tile .Admir.ilty

on June 12th :

—

ROY.AL NAV.AL AIR SERVICE.—Mr, A. Laiidells granted

a temp, commission as lieut., R.N.V.R., and appointed to the

"President," additional, for duty with R.N..A.S., to date June

Sth.

Messrs. F. E. Barrington, W. H. Oakey, and I. H. W.
Barnato entered as prob. flight sub-lieuts., for temp, service,

and appointed to the "President," additional, for R.N.A.S.,

to date June 13th.

The Hon. M. Towneley-Bertie transferred from Military

Wing to R.N.A..S., as temp, flight sub-Iieut., and appointed to

the "President," .additional, for R.N..A.S., to date' June 4th.

• «

The following appointments were notified at (he .Admiralty

on June 14th':

—

ROY.AL NAVAL AIR SERVICE.—Messrs. A. E. Hawker
and H. G. Brackley entered as probationary fliight sub-lieuts.,
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for temporary service, and appointed lo tlie "President," addi-

tional, for R.N.A.S., to date June i3tli.

Temp. Sub-Lieut., R.N.V.R., L. T. Day's temporary com-
mission and appointment terminated in order to lake up a

temporary commission in the Regular .\rmv, lo date June
i2th.

Temp. Maj., R.M., P. W. North granti.'d a temporary com-
mission as lieutenant-commander R.N.V.R., and appointed to

the "President," additional, for diit\- with the R.N.A.S.
(armoured cars), to date June nth.

* * *

Tlie circumstances in which the King has been graciously

pleased to approve of the grant of tlie Victoria Cross to Flight

Sub-Lieutenant Reginald Alexander John Warneford, Royal
Naval Air Service, are set forth in the "London Gazette" of

June nth as follows :

—

For most conspicuous bravery on the 7th June, 1915, when
he .iti.ick'.d ;ind, single-handed, completely destroyed a

Zep|)elin in mid-air. This brilliant achaevemcnt was accom-
plished after chasing the Zeppelin from the -coast of Manders
to Ghent, where he succeeded in dropping hi> homlis on to

it from a height of only one or two hundred lici. One of

those bombs caused a tcrri.'ic explosion, which set the Zejj-

pelin on fire from end to end, but at tlie same time overturned

his aeroplane and stopped the engine. In spite of this he

succeeded in landing safely in hostile country, and after fifteen

minutes started his engine and returned to his base without

damage.
» » »

The Secretary of I he Admirall v .announces the follow ing

casualty under date June 7th in connection with tlie Mediter-

ranean Expeditionary Force :

—

R.N. Dn isioN, " Anson " Battaiion.

Killed.
Lieutenant John ('. Spencer-Warwick, R.N.\".R.

» • •

'Ihe following appeared in tlie obituary columns on June
12th :

—

SPENCER-WARWICK —Killed in action, on June 7th, at

the Dardanelles, Lieut. John Charles Spcncer-\\'arwick,

Anson Batt., R.N. Division, born June 9th, 1891, son of

Major C. S. Warwick and Mrs. Warwick, and grandson
of Charles H. Berners, of Woolverstone Park, Ipswich.

J. C. Spencer-Warwick was born on Juno 9th, 1891, at

Rangoon, and was educated as a naval architect. He was
for many years an officer of the R.N.V.R. and was a keen

sailor, taking every opportunity that offered of doing sea

seiwioe. He became deeply interested in flying in its early

days, and in 1913 was able for the first time to fulfil his wish

to fly. He joined the Vickers School at 13rooklands, and took

his certificate there on February j6tii, 1914, the certificate being

No 745. He showed consideraole pronTise as a pilot, but never

succeeded in obtaining a commission in tiie R.N.A.S. It is

the irony of fate that a man with his experience of sea and air

shoidd have met his death as an inlantry olhcer.

* « *

Tlie Secretary of the Admiralty announced on June 9th the

following casualty in I'rance :
—

Suffering from Gas Poisoning, May 24111.—Riclnrds, Capt.

Francis S., R.M..-\., .'\nti-.'\ircraft lirigade.

* * *

'J'he .Secretary of the .\dmiralt\- annoimced on June nth the

following casually under date May 31s::

—

Killed.
I-'light Lieut. Herbert G. Wanklyn, Ro3al Naval .Air Service.

* * *

The following appeared in the obituarv columns on June
9th

W.ANKLVN.—On 31st ult., whilst flying on seaplane on

patrol duty, Flighl-Lieulenant H. G. Wanklyn, R.N., aged
ninel(.'i'n, di/arly loved elder son i;f Mr. and Mrs. H. A.

Wanklyn, 10, Marlborough .Mansions, Finchley Road, Lon-

don, N.W.
Herbert Graham Wanklyn was born in London on August

3rd, 1895, and took his. certificate. No. 824, on a Maurice Far-

man at the Central Flying School, Upavon, on June 24th, 1914.

He was appointed lo the R.N..'\.S. at the outbreak of war,

and was recentiv given his second stripe. Hi' was a capable

pilot, and a most promising young officer, who will be deeply

rc gretted.

MILITARY.

The I'ield-Marshal commanding the British Forces in France
reported as follows on June 8th :

—

3. We have brought down two German aeroplanes, one

opix)site our right, by gunfire, and the other in the neigh-

bourhood of Ypres, as the result of an engagement in the

air with one of our aeroplanes.

* * K

'nie following passage in ihe descriptive account communi-
cated by an Eye-Witness present with General Headquarters,

continuing and supplementing the narrative published on June
7th, deals with aircraft :

—

June 8th, 1915.

On . . . Thursday, the 3rd, . . . during the day our anti-

aircraft guns scored a hit on a hostile aeroplane, which came
down close behind the German front line.

* * 1,

The following ]) issage in the descriptive account communi-
cated by an Eye-Witness present with General Headquarters,
continuing and supplementing the narrative published on June
gtli, de^^s with aircr ift :

—

One of the new Thomas Tractor Biplanes (90-h.p. Curtiss En gine) starting for a test flight.
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June i2th.

The period of sl.-,gn;aion in operations lasted from Monday,
June 7lh, to Thursday, June 10th inclusi\-e, no action of any
iir|)ortance being undertaken "by either side. On Monday, tne
day upon which our naval airmen obtained such a striking-

success, two of their conirades in the Royal Flying Corps had
a most adventurous flight.

Whilst on reconnaissance abotit twenty miles from our front
they were attacl^ed by several German aviators. It was not
long before our pilot was shot through the jaw and necli.

At first he collapsed and lost control of the aeroplane, and then
,reeo\'ered sufficiently to steady the machine, which continued
it-, flight pursued and fired at l.)y a succession of hostile aero-
planes. NevertJieless he gradually grew weaker and weaker
through loss of blood and became hardly conscious of what he
was doing, but the observer handed hini bandages and helped
him to bind up the wound, which was a dangerous one, while
he kept the machine going, maintained oiiservation, and com-
pleted the reconnaissance.

The pair of officers made a good landing at their base, having
relurned with the information which they had been sent out
to eollcel. rill' pilot is doing as well as can be expected from
thi' nalure of his wound.

narrative evidently refers to Capt. A. E. Bonon, re-

jK.rhil woimded under dace June 8th. This officer's \er\

gallant action is very similar in quality to those for whicii

Squadron-Commander Davies, R.N. received his D.S.O., and
for which the late .Mr. Moorhouse was given a V.C., and for

which the late Captain Fox was not. In tiie two last-named
cases the officers were wounded on their return from their

mission and struggled home to die. In this case and in that

of Squad.-Comm. Davies the officers were wounded on their

way to their objective but kept on and completed their work
before returning.—Ed.]

• • «

The following appeared in the Casualtv List published on

June 8th :

—

Pi Kviousr.v Ori ieiAi.i.v Repoktkd Missing, now Unokfi:! m.i.v

Rkporthd Prisonttr of War.
Crosbie, Capt. D. S. K., -"Xrgyll and Sutherland Highlanders

and Royal Flying Corps,
•

^Th'' following appeared in the Casually List published on

June gth :

—

Wounded.
Richard, Lieut. L. F , Royal Garrison ."Xrtillery and Royal

Flying Corps.

Wells-Bladen, Lieut. L. M., Royal Flying Corps.
'

• ' •

The Casualty List publisJied on June lotli contains ihe follow-

ing under date June 4th :
—
Missing.

Gaye, Capt. A. D., ist Bedfordshire Regiment, attd. Roval
Flying Corps.

Prichard, Capt. F. H., Royal Garrison .\rlillrr\ , .lU.l. Ro\ ,il

Flying Corps.
» * *

The following appeared in the Casually List published on

June 1 2th, under date June 6th :

—

Officially Reported I.nterned i.n Hoi i and.

Hodgson, Lieut. E. E., Royal Flying Corps.

Morrell, Lieut. C. M., 9th Royal Munster Fusiliers, attd.

Roval I'lving Corps.
• » *

The following appeared in the Castiallv List issued on June
14th, unde'" date June 8th :

—

Wounded.
Gapt. A. E. Borton, Royal Flying Corps

Previously officially reported Missing, now u.vofficially

REPORTF.D Interned in Holland.
Capt, F, H. Prichard, Roval Garrison .Artillerv and Ro\aI

Flying Corps.
• * •

The "Court Circular" of June 8th notifies that Major G. S.

.Shtphard, Royal Flying Corps, had tlic honour of being re-

ceived by the King at Buckingham Palace on that da}', when
his Majesty decorated him with the Military Cross.

* *

The following appe.are'd in the wedeling announcements of

June 12th :

—

DISNEY—SUFFER.\.—At St. .Michael's, Southfields, S.W.,

at very short notice, by Ihe Rev. A. E. D. Disney, rector

of .Stoney S'. anton, and the Rev. A. ,S. W. Young, vicar of

Kingston-on-Thames (godfathers of the bridegroom), Henry
.'\nthony Patrick (Caius Coll., Camb.), Lieut, -ist Cambs.
Regt., T.F., and Royal Flying Corps, elder son «f H. W.
Disney, barrister-at-law. Recorder of Great Grimsby, and

Mrs. Disney, 8, West Hill Road, Wandsworth, S.W., to

Kathleen Maude .Suffern, elder daughter of Dr. j.i-id Mrs.

.Suffern, Rubery Hill, Birmingham.
» * *

A subaltern in the British .Army, who has contributed to the

"English Review" several most graphic sketches of what
active service really means, makes an interesting reference to

aircraft in his description of the incidents connected with

capture of Xeu\e Chapelle pulilished in the issue for June,

1915
" .\gain and again the ^quat, black howitzers, peeping from

their screen of leases, belch forth flame, jerk up their heads,

and are immediately surrounded by their little crowd of atten-

dant gunners. Ceaselessly overhead the aeroplanes, English

and French, pass to and fro. Suddenly, without warning, a

wailing shriek rends the air. A 16-inch German shell coming !

We look up No ! We are petrified. For one appalling second

we watch an aeroplane, crumpled, disintegrating, hurtle five

hundred feet through the air—fall like a stone to the ground.

"Half-an-hour later another little procession passes along the

road. Two stretchers, four bearers to e.ich, two bodies cased

in leather, inconceivably torn and battered. So the two avia-

tors, Irving and Morgan, had died. We walked along the

road and there,, three hundred yards away, in a rickyard, was
the shapeless, twisted mass of canvas, wood, and steel that

once had been an aeroplane. Hard hit by the German guns,

it had flown painfully down to our lines, only to crumple up at

safety's door,

"And presently, a few fields off, another aeroplane descends.

This time safety ha.s been reached by a hair's breadth. The
two aviators show us their machine, smiling calmly the while.

The petrol tank has a hole large enough to put your arm in.

All the way from La Hassle, where the German shrapnel burst

around it for half-an-hour on end, it had been leaking furiously.

A narrow shave—but that is the sort of thing our aviators

regard as a joke."

[It is generally understood in the R.F.C. that Mr. Morgan's
machine was hit by one of our own shells while going out

low down in the fog, which prevented the pilot from reacliing

a safe altitude before starting out from behind our guns.—Ed.]

FRANCE.
Renter reports that an oflicial Note issued on June 13th says :

"The Minister of War to-day handed the Cross of Chevalier of

the Legion of Honour to Flight Lieut. W'arneford, of the

British .Ann v. Lieut. Warneford is the officer who, while fly-

ing recently over Belgium at a great height, encountered a

Zeppelin armed with machine-guns. He descended to witJiin

60 metres of the balloon and blew it up with bombs. Lieut.

Warneford 's machine turned over, and he had to land, as one

of his tanks had been pierced. He at once emptied tlie leak-

ing tank into the second tank, and resumed his flight amid a

hail of bullets from the German troops, who had run up in the

meanwhile. He was on the ground 35 minutes."

[If Renter's translation is correct it is to be hoped that the

French official information of voung Mr. AVarneford's adventure

is more accurate than the French official information concerning

his rank and service,—Ed.]
• • •

It is reported that the P:iris Municiprd Council has decided

that a prize of ^C^w, and :i gold medal, will be offered in the

name of the citv of Paris to every aviator who may bring down
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one of thf enemj' aircraft flying over I'aris or its suburbs.

So now one may perhaps Inear of something being done by the

escadrille of embusqu^s.
« *

A report from Paris on Monday, June 14th, sa3's that a

French aeroplane had reconnoitred the enemy's artillery posi-

tions. The Germans sent up an .\viatik to give chase. The
French machine gaining the greater altitude, - the hunter be-

came the hunted, and the Aviatik was soon in full flight. The
motor of the French aeroplane then stopped, and the machine
came down so sharply into a field that the German aviator,

believing his enemy killed, descended near at hand. The
FrencJi pilot, pretending to be dead, allowed the German to

approach and then shot him, after which he made a rush for

the Aviatik, killed the passenger, and, starting the motor, flew

back to the French lines, while his observer followed him with

his own machine.—[A very good story, but needing confirma-

tion. It is hardly likely that so near the fighting line the little

episode on the ground would be without a military audience.

—

Ed.]

GERMANY.
Tlie communique of June 8th says :—

•

Near Douai an enemy aeroplane was sliot (low n.

In the Eastern war theatre . . . South-west of Plock an

enemv aeroplane was forced to descend and was captured.

.\]jparenlly the German newspapers ha\c not been allowed to

publish the destruction of the Zeppelin \i\ a naval aviator, so

the comment of the "Vossische Zeiiung" on the destruction b\'

an Austrian of the Italian "Citta di Ferr.ira" is somewhat un-

fortunate. The paper says : "Our airships on their flights to

England and their attacks on Calais, Paris, and other French

towns have been repeatedly attacked by the aeroplanes of our

adversaries, but neither the English nor the F'rench have suc-

ceeded in destroving one of our Zeppelins, which easily shook

off hostile aviators and safely reached port. F"or the first time

an .Austrian aviator has succeeded in bringing down an air-

ship. Tlie 'Citta di Ferrara,' though one of the latest Italian

airships, does not attain the speed of tlie German Zeppelins."
* * *

The "Frankfurter Zeitung" of June 11th gives the British

account of the attack on the airship shed at Evere and the

sinking of the Zeppelin, but adds that no German official con-

firmation has vet been received.

AL8TRI.4.
The communique of June loth says :—

In the Balkans one of our air squadrons early yesterday

morning successfully bombarded the arsenal and explosives

factory at Kragujevacs, causing two fires. Our aviators re-

turned safely.
» *

A Vienna official telegram received in Amsterdam and dated

June 8th says :

—

The naval command states that the hostile airship "Citta

di Ferrara" while returning from Fiume at 6 a.m. this day
was shot at and destro\ed bv the naval aeroplane "L 48"

—

Pilot Naval Lieut. Giasing and Observer Naval Cadet Von
Fritsch—south-west of Lussin. The two officers and five

men of the airship crew were captured.
• * »

A telegram from \'ienna \ia .Amsterdam; dated June 8th,

states that an official announcement by the naval authorities

says :

—

The naval aeroplane "L .f7," Pilot Comm. Banfield, Ob-
server Cadet von Strobel, this morning successfully bom-
barded the balloon shed at the Murano Camp, near Venice,

and also an enemy destroyer, causing several fires. A
machine-gLin was used against troops in camp.

[It seems ])robabl'' that the pilot was th.it young ofiiccr

who, as I^ieut. Banfield, accompanied l.ieut. Bier on the big

Ftrich in the "Circuit of Britain" in i<)ii, and incidentally

won the rcg. ird of aU who met him.—Ed.]
• » «

A ri port from Geneva states that .m .\ustri;ui airship was
destroyed through the force of a storm d.ishing it against a

niouiUain at .\daneIIo.

RUSSIA.
'J'he communique of June 12th says :

—

On the right l>ank of the Vistula, in the region of Staro-

zeb}', . . . our air squadrons made reconnaissances snd

dropped bombs with success, thus contribtating materially to

the repulse of the enemy's attack on this front.

ITALY.
On June 7th the Italian .Admiralty made an announcement

which is thus reported by Reuter :

—

"Last night a fresh raid on Pola w.is made bv our dirigible

.Acronavire. It dropped several bombs, which all e.xploded on
points of military importance."

On the left, the Sapeur-Aviateur Charles Hubert, formerly of Hendon, now of the French Aviation Service. In the centre,

the Adjudants Sismanoglou, a Greek volunteer, and Noel being invested with the Medaille de TArmee by the Chef d'Aviat>on

of their Army Corps near Toul. On the right, the Adjudant Noi-l with his Croix de Guerre and Medaille de I'Armee.
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t^rge Stocks of Finest Quality CARBIDE Competil-ive Prices.

LINEN AEROPLANE FABRIC.
SUPERIOR TO R.A.F. SPECIFICATION.

For Prices and Deliveries apply

—

GREEVES & MORTON, ^ * ^'
bIIfast.

THE DOPE

OF PROVED

EFFICIENCY'

Telegrams—
• AJAWB, LONDON."

Telephone—

5399 LONDON WALL.

CONTRACTORS

TO HJ.

GOVERNMENT

CELLON, LTD.,

BROAD ST. HOUSE

New Broad St.,

London, E.G.

The
t 9

]. E. HUSON, Managing Dikictoii.

ngioeeFiog i imber Co, Ltde
VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, S.W. 0

T«i KThONE 607S VICTORIA.

Orders undertaken for Timber Cut,
Planed, Shaped or Machirjed
to any Drawings, Sizes or Sccisi^ns.

I-est quality Silver Spruce, Ash,
Wa nut 6 JWliite^inejn PlanRs.

Experimental Work a Speciality.

LE^IMXIIVO TO FLY
All those who intend to learn Flying or who are

interested in how men fly should read

Price 3 6 net.'" The AiflTlftn "pricc 36 net

By MAJOR C. MELLOR, RE
John Lane, The Bodley H»ad, Vigo Street, W.

'ABSOLUTELY INDISPENSABLE l-OK I' C I'l LS .'— Tht Aetoplane

WOOD FOR ALL PARTS OF AEROPLANES
Machined to your Sizes or Sections.

Best Quality Silver Spruce, Ash, Walnut, 3-ply etc.

W. G. EVANS & SONS,
1_4, WILLIAMS MEWS, STANHOPE STREET,

EUSTON ROAD, LONDON, N.W.
Phone : Muieum 24.58.

FREE OF TETRA€i§LORETI4

Unequalled in Flexibility

and all HEAVY and POISONOUS SPIRITS.

Flame Proof Light and Very Adhesive.

THE BRITISH AEROPLANE VARNISH CO., LTD.
Head OfHcc: Milburn House, Newcastle=upon™Tyi\c.

London Branch: 57 FENCHURCH STREET, E.C. (Teltphone : Central 2400)

KINDLY MENTION "THE AEROPLANE" \VH 1:N ( ORRI-.SPOXDING WITH ADVERTISERS.
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["Aeronax ir-j" merely means "airship" and is not, as. it

seems, a new artistic effort in nomenclatm-e. --Ed.]
* * *

The communique of June 8th says :

—

This morning an enemy aeroplane flew over Venice, throw-

ing bombs, which slightly damaged a few private houses.

One woman was slightly injured in the arm, and a young
girl was struck on the head by a ricochet. A few bombs
were also dropped at points further inland. One person was
killed and a few injured.

* s- *

Further report-, slate that the Au^lrians threw se\en bombs
Oil Mola di Bari, two on Polignana, and nine cn Monopoli.

No damage appears to have been done to the main line tti

lirindisi, along the coast which connects these thre(,' places.
^ * *

*

Tiie lollijwing oflicial statement was issued in Rome on

June 9th :

—

Yesterday morning one of our airships flew over Fiume
and dropped a number of bombs upon places of military

importance. While returning the airship was obliged to

alight on the water near the island of Lussin owing to engine

trouble, and caught fire. It appears from a communication

issued by the enemy th.it the crew were saved and made
prisoners.

» » "

It was reported from Venice on June ijlh that the Itali.ui air-

ship which was over Fiume on the Sth bombarded the torpedo

and submarine works founded by Mr. Robert Whitehead, and

damaged the Danubius navy yard, where the Dreadnought
"Szent Istvan" has been built. The airship also threw bombs
oti a factory where submarine parts from Germany were being

assembled, but having remained too long saw the impossi-

bility of reaching the Italian coast. [Just why is not explained.

Though there may have been a \'ery strong west wind.—Ed.j

Being closely pursued bv Austrian torpedo-1 oats, the Italians set

the airship on fire so that it might not fall inti5 the hands of

the enemy. They then jumped into the sea, and were made
prisoners.

* » *

'I'he destroyed dirigilile "Citta di Ferrara"—No. 2 of the M
series—was a naval airship cubing about 37,000 ft., and

powered by four Wolseley 120-h.p. motors driving variable

pitch propellers, by which also reverse was obtained. She first

took the air early in 1913, and her best overland trip was that

from Ferrara to Gargano (Manfredonia) diu-ing which she

travelled non-stop for 21 hours and coveretl 650 miles roughly.

Her normal activities, however, were displayed in flights at

sea, to which element fittingly she has now returned.

Onlv thc' trained observer's eve could Iinvc detected the diffid-

ence between this vessel and M. 3 illustrated quite lately in The.
.AiiKoPLANE—No. 22. The latter is very slightly smaller at the

n'.a.Kimum diameter and has trifling detail variations, e.g., in

the ratios of her control surfaces.

M. 2, or the City of Ferrara, with the Parse\al and P. 4, com-
posed the dirigible section of the naval arm, and her crew had
had the benefit of considerable training in combined manoeuvres
with the fleet, especially by co-operating with submarine and
mine-laying and sweeping operations. Her allies of those days,

the Curtiss and Borel seaplanes, and many friends will lament
her.

Luckily a special feature of the Italian dirigible is that very-

few "hands" are needed to navigate them, so that the service-

is temporarily bereft of only some half a dozen men.—T. S..

Harvey.
BELGIUM.

The "Telcgraaf" (Amsterdam, June loth) learns from Brus-
sels that on Sunday night an aviator of the Allies flew over-

Brussels. 'J he biplane came from the west, and flew over part

of the city and the Josaphat Park, afterwards making for the-

airship .shed at Helmet. Later the aviator threw bombs at

Elterbcek, but did not hit the shed there, whereon he returned

to Helmet amid renewed heavy gun fire, and threw three, or four

more bombs. This time flames and clouds of smoke were seen

to rise from the shed. 1 he aviator then disappeared to re-

appear at Mons, where he dropped bombs on a stable contain-

ing a number of horses.

It has since been ascertained that at Helmet a ParsevaL

airship and part of the shed were destroyed.

Evere, where an airship shed was set on fire by Flig'ht-Lieuts..

Wilson and Mills on Monday morning, and Helmet are ad-

jacent suburbs to the north-east of Brussels. [There is nothing

to show that the three incidents mentioned in the "Telegraaf 's"

report relate to the same pilot, but the Helmet shed is evidently

the one referred to bv our people as being at Evere. —Ed.]

* •

Another report s.ays that the air-hip whicJi was destroyed was,

a Zeppelin and not a Parseval. An eye-witness relates tliat as

soon as the British aeroplane (should it be aeroplanes?) ap-

peared the Germans attempted to get the airship out of the

shed. Considerable enthusiasm was aroused among the civilian,

population of the town at tlie failure of tlie German anti-aircraft

guns to hit the invaders, for which many individuals were sub-

sequently heavily fined.

The aviator, or aviators, dropped three bombs from a low

altitude which quite successfully blew the airship up. It is.

said that five aeroplanes were destroyed in the shed as well as-

nineteen soldiers.
*

.-\ccording to the "Teli;'gra if " (Amsterdam, Monday, June

The shed where the "Citta di Ferrara" wa.s built, showing the cut out way for the nacelle, and the quarters for officers and

men.
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Telephone—280 Gerrard.

Telegrams—" Santochimo, London."

The GENERAL AVIATION CONTRACTORS,
LTD.

Contractors to the British and Foreign Governments.

LONDON, PARIS AND MILAN.

Hiad Office—

30, Regent Street,
Piccadilly Circus, London, S.W^

THE GEN£RALAERONAUTIGALCo.,Lto
Contractors to ii.M . Gnverninent

.

EVERYTHING FOR AVIATION.

"RAPID" AND "REGY" Propellers.
"GNOMOL" Castor OiL

"G.A.C." Aeroplane Tyres.
"G.A.C." Aero Wheels.

"G.A.C." Shock Absorbers.
"G.A.C." Featherweight Altimeters.

All British Made.
"G.A.C." Aero Instruments.

"G.A.C." Aero Accessories, Etc.

30, Regent St., Piccadilly Circus, London, S.W.
Phone—280 Geriani. Wire- Santochimo, London.

AEROPLANE STOCK
SELECTED PRIME BLACK WALNUT

1963 boards. I in. ( 10 ft. and up long.

210 boards, 1] in. I 9 in. and up wide.

CLEAR SILVER SPRUCE
100 Stds, 4 in. to 6in. thick, 8 in. and up. wide, 10/40 ft. long.

E.\pect:d July

ISO ENGLISH ASH BUTTS
long and clean, now being sawn, Ij in to 3i- in. ihick.

TD.JOSEPH OWEN &SONS, U
Borough Saw Mills, LONDON, S.E.

Telephone—Hop 3811. Telegrams— " Bucheron .'

BLERIOT
AERONAUTICS

Contractors to

WAR OFFICE AND ADMIRALTY
Works and Offices:

BROOKLANDS AERODROME,
BYFLEET (SURREY)

NORBERT CHEREAU, General Managei^

Telegrams ' liLi Rior, Wem kidgk " Telephone lyo Byfleet

NOTHING BETTER

A. V. ROE & Co. Ltd.,
Telegrams :

TRIPLANE." MANCHESTER Telephone :

337 Failsworth.

KINDLY MENTION "THE .^lEROPLANE" WHEN CORRESPONDING WITH .^DVERTISERS.
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14th, die airship which was destroyed last Monday at Evere
was the Zeppelin L Z 38.—[This seems quite probable, as

the newest of all Zeppelins ought by now to be about L Z 40,

and she may not be -out of the builders' hands yet.—Ed.]

SERBIA.
A communique issued at Nish on June gth says :

—

Between 5.30 and 6 a.m. three enemy aeroplanes Hew o\( r

Kraguejevatz and dropped bombs, some of which did not

explode. Three i>eople were killed and ten wounded Some
of our aviators intercepted the enemy as they were flying

back to .Smederevo. A fight ensued, in which one of the

enemy machines, coming under the fire of our aviators'

machine-guns, was brought down. It fell in Austrian terri-

tory, but a cloud of thick smoke was seen rising from where
it came to the ground.

t

A message from Nish on June Sth states that a German aero-

plane over Egri Palanka, near tJie new Bulgarian frontier, was
brought down by motor defects. A German officer and an

N.C.O., who had certain official papers on ihem, were arrested,

and the aeroplane was seized.

An enemy aeroplane flew over Piai-evtz and dropped nine

bombs. Several persons were injured.

TURKEY.
"Surkish Main Headquarters reported on June 14th :

—

On May 24th, an English cruiser before Moyleh, near

Endina, on the Red .Sea, sent up a flying machine. The
aviator was sliot down.

SOUTH WEST AFRICA.
A reader of The Aeroplane in the Transvaal writes that her

brother, on active service in German South-West Africa, says

that some of our aeroplanes were already flying at Walfish

Bay when he was there, and behaving very well.

U.S.A.

An American contemporary states that tfie Thomas Bros.

Aeroplane Company have on order at the present time about

;^5o,ooo worth of aeroplanes for the Allies.

NOVA SCOTIA.
Advices from Halifax, Nova Scotia, under date of May i7fh,

state that, in addition to the sum already acknowledged,

further subscriptions amounting to over 1,000 dollars have been

received bv the Masonic Club at Hahfax on behalf of the

Aircraft Fund, for the purpose of presenting an aeroplane to

the Royal Flying Corps.

CANADA.
On Monday, May 17th, H.R.H. the Duke of Connaught

inspected the MacCurdy Aviation School. (Vide the Canadian

Press in general.)
» «

From the "Globe," Toronto, May 21st.
—

"Trials were

carried out yesterday with one of the latest type of biplane, a

machine capable of 85 m.p.h. The tests were made in the

piesence of two representatives of the British Government."

One also gathers from the "Globe's" account that the tests

were conducted on a local rifle range, the surface nf which In

very uneven and greatly needs levelling.

From the "Globe" of May 25th :

—"One of the three aviation

schools -in Toronto has received a request from an Ottawa lad\-

for particulars of the fees for a course of training."

This paper also says :

—"Mr. Dean, accompanied by a pupil,

met with a mishap on a flying-boat on his last trip The motor-

launch which usually accompanies the machine happened to be

away when the flying-boat sprang a leak and • the gasoline

tank was empty. The water, to make matters worse, was

rather rough. They succeeded in dismantling the wings and

beaching the boat, none the worse for their e.\perience.

"

STRAITS SETTLEMENTS AND F.M.S.

The following appears in the "Times of Malaya" (Weekly

Mail Edition, April 29th) :—A meeting of the Penang Literary

Society was held in the Free School, Penang, on Tuesday,

with Isaac rambayh in the chair. Mr. Mahomed Ariff, in

speaking to an audience of over 50 on "Aircraft and the Present

War," traced the history of the construction of aerial

vessels and the progress made in the science of aerial naviga-

tion and explained the principles underlying such construction.

The place that aircraft occupies in ihe present war, the oppor-

tunities afforded for the study of their better equipment, the

disadvantages under which the unwieldy rigid type of aerial

vessels labour, the numerical strength in aeroplanes of the

belligerents, were all treated at length. The lecturer (Mr.

Mahomed Ariff) concluded with the hope that the local pro-

posal to present the Home Government with a fleet of 12 aero-

planes will meet with warm support from the F.M.S. and the.

Colony.

Mr.' C. Alma Baker, of Batu Gajah, Kinta, F.M.S., has

issued a further appeal to the people of the F.M.S. and Straits

Settlements to subscribe towards an ".Air Fleet Fund," with

the object of presenting "the Home Government" with aero-

planes.

The following is an extract from the appeal, which is written

in the foiin of a letter, and communicated to the local press :

"I have received up to the present one aircraft from a loyal

and patriotic Chinese miner in Kinta, and have received other

subscriptions from Europeans and Chinese in Kinta equal to

over half the cost of another aircraft, and also some subscrip-

tions from Europeans and Patriotic Chinese of Penang. I have

not so far approached any of the other centres in the Straits

and the F.M.S. I sincerely hope that people living in the

Straits Settlements and the P'.M.S. will see as 1 do the pos-

sibility of giving an Eastern fleet of at least 15 B.E.2C. aircraft

costing /7i,300 each, a total of ;£,'2i,ooo

"One ;dready given by Eu Tong Sen, Esq. ; one Kinta craft,

now more than half subscribed ; one Pcrul< craft ; one Kuala

Lumpur craft; one Selangor craft ; one Serambam and Pahang
craft; one F.M.S. craft; one or two Singapore craft; cne

Penang craft ; two aircraft from miners of the F.M.S. ;
two

aircraft from planters of the F.M.S.

"There may be other patriotic and wealthy people in this

country who also will be glad to present one entire aircraft to

the War Office. The mining and planting industries here are

very flourishing, thanks to the British Navy, and if the larger

estates and mines would only give 100 dollars each, they could

easily provide two aircraft eaoh.—Yours, etc., C. Alma
BAIiER."

This appeal has drawn forth a protest (published in the

"Straits Echo") from one signing himself "M. L.," residing at

Parit Bundar. Writing to the Editor, "Straits Echo," ho says :

" Sir,—I have been very much interested in reading in your

paper the lengthy letter from the pen of Mr. C. Alma Baker,

who is, I believe, a colonial gentleman residing at Kinta, with

large interests in tin and rubber. We have already in our

local papers appeals for the Prince of Wales, Belgian Relief,

and Serbian Relief funds, and other funds, and in addition to

these there is a fund for the provision of 'cigarettes pour nos

soldats,' organised by a patriotic young French lady. These

funds are for the relief of suffering where the red tape of a

Government department is in most cases unahle to reach. . . .

"But surely, Mr. Editor, the limit is reached when you

allow a gentleman to appeal for subscriptions for a fund to

provide munitions of war? Biit why appeal for funds to pro-

vide aircraft any more than any other form of armament or

munition of war, such as artillery, boots, rifles, or .303 ammu-
nitions? . . . Finally, let me add that the day after this

effusion of his appeared in your columns there vvas a Reuter

cable to the effect that Mr. H. J. Tennant, the Under Secre-

tary of State for War, states definitely that the Air Services

hoth on the Continent and with the New Army are adequate

and efTicient."

[It is, of course, absurd in those days to raise subscriptions

for munitions which should be supplied by the Government, but

it is really equally absurd to raise subscriptions for hospitals

or anything else which supplies through charity what should

be supplied by the State. .As regards Mr. Tennant's statement.

He has always been a follower of Colonel Seely (T.F.—temp

Brig. -Gen.). Verb. Sap.—EA.']

JAPAN.

From the "Manchuria Daily News" of May 6th:—"A
military aeroplane, manned by Lieut. Sakonioto and an assis-

tant, went out of order while in flight this morning, and was

brought to the ground. Lieut. Sakomoto was slighfly injured

and his assistant had a bone in his leg fractured."
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THE DEATH OF COLLVNS P. PIZEY.
All who had to do with flying in its early days will learn

with the deepest sorrow of the death on June iith of Coll}ns
Price Pizey, I-light-Lieutenant Royal Naval Air Service, and
Acting-Coniniander Royal Greek Naval Air Service. Details

of the cause of his death are not yet obtainable, and all that

is known is that he died of dysentery, presumably in Greece, to

which nation he was lent by the Admiralty as instructor in

aviation as a member of the Naval Mission to Greece undi r

Rear-Admiral Mark Kerr, M.V.O., R.N., which went out in

1912 to reconstruct the Greek Navy.
C. P. Pizey, born on April ist, 1S83, at Clevedon, Somerset,

took his certificate. No. 61, on a Bristol box-kite, on Salis-

bury Plain, the certificate being dated February 14th, 1911.

He was educated as an engineer, and passed through all the

shops of the Bristol Tramway Co. There Mr. Pizey attracted

the attention of Sir George White, the chief of the firm, wlio,

always a shrewd judge of men, detailed him to assist Mr.
Sidney Smith when the British and Colonial Aeroplane Com-
pany was formed late in 1909, or early in 1910.

The old hands at Brooklands will well remember thr

strenuous efforts with which Messrs. Smith and Pizey en-
deavoured to persuade the early imported Zodiac biplane to

leave the ground, and the vast change whicli came over the

scene when the Bristol Co. started building Farman-type box-
kites, which, in their day, were the perfection of aeroplane
design, and will always remain as examples of splendid work-
manship, considering the total store of knowledge in those

times. The first public appearance of the Farman-type Bristol

was at Lanark in August, 191 1, when Mr. Smith and Mr.
Pizey worked day and night to get the best out of their

machine.

Later on the Bristol Scliool was started at Lark' Hill on
.Salisbury Plain, with a branch school at Brooklands. That
was in the heroic days of aviation, and fine as are our pilots

to-day one doubts whether many of them could have flown as

that little group of early box-kite pilots flew—^Douglas Gra-
ham Gilmour, the greatest pilot of them all ; Gordon England,
still hai>pily with us

;
Captain H. F. Wood, a Lancer officer,

now a Major and bearing the burden of all the Vickers avia-

tion work, but then noted for his neat flying ; A. R. Lowe,
who was alleged to fly with a slide-rule in his teeth, and only

to be really happy when his engine stopped and he could cal-

culate witjh certainty on the force of gravity, but who did

priceless spirals all the same
;
poor Harry Fleming, who gave

up flying and returned to join the R.F.C. a few months ago,
only to be killed at Upavon. And a little later the famous
Australians, Harry Busteed and Eric Harrison, that good
sportsman Henry Jullerot, one of the earliest French fliers,

;md Howi;i.rd Pixton, formerly of the Avro, now an R.F.C.
officer, all now flying on Service in one way or another. And
w hen one thinks of those davs one always thinks of little Pizev,

The Invasions of England.

On June Sdi, in answer to questions in the House of Com-
mons as to the payment of public compensation for property

destroyed during the recent air raids on London and'other places,

Mr. -AsQUiTH (Fife, E.) said :

—"Relief will be granted in these

as in previous cases. The Government are also considering

the possibilitv of the initiation of a scheme of insurance of

property against war risks."

Oil June 9th, Mr. Fell (Great Yarmouth, U.) asked whelher

the War Office had now decided to order all armed troops to

fire on Zeppelin airships on their raids over this country when-

ever they came within range of rifles.

Mr. Tennant (Berwickshire, L.).
—"The orders are' that all

Zeppelins are to be fired at if and when tliev ofler a target."

Mr. Fell.—"Does that cover rifle shooting as well as shoot-

ing from anti-aircraft guns?"
Mr. Tennant.—"It would cover any case in which there is n

possibility of hitting."

Answr-ring Colonel Lockwood (Essex, Epping, U.), Mr.

Tfnnant said the order had been in force for some time.

who, somehow, witlioul dominating, yet seemed to pervade
e verything any other pilot did.

As a star pilot perhaps he was not as great as Gilmour, but for

sheer handling of an aeroplane he was unsurpassed. As an in-

structor, I doubt if we have ever seen his equal, and his pupils

not only learned to fly, they learned to be something like decent

mechanics, and especially they learned to acquire a lasting

aft'ectioii for their instructor. Possibly, Pizey had enemies

—

most men possessing any character do acquire enemies—^but

his friends are so many that I have never personally met any
of his enemies. Pupil after pupil at the Bristol School sent

his friends there simply so that they could be taught by l^izey,

and this was genuine testimony to his worth, for the men who
sent their friends to him were the best class of Army officer

who would have been the first to spot it if there had been any-

thing in his character which did not ring true.

Somewhere in 1911 Pizey and Fleming were sent to Brook-
lands to run the Bristol School there. That, indeed, was the

Golden Age at Brooklands. There were half a dozen different

schools there, but somehow Pizey's merry spirit and cheery

honest heart pervaded them all, and the place was one big

happy family. It was never like it before, and it was never

the same after the day he left. His own meticulous personal

neatness extended to the Bristol sheds under his control, and
so seemed to infect untidy Brooklands with some sense of law,

order and decency, and to-day even the Military sheds are not

as smartly kept as were Pizey's sheds in those days.

He and his .assistant, Harry l-'leming, nicknamed "Little

'Appy" and "Big 'Appy," were a perfect pair, for they com-
plemented and supplemented one another exactly, and though
there was never any doubt as to which was the master, one
never saw the little man assert his position. He might have
joined other firms, greatlj' to his advantage, but he always

said that Sir George White had given him his start, and he

would stick to his job till one of the Services wanted him.

When the officer who had the Greek appointments in hand
came and asked \arious and sundry of us who are concerned
with flying who would be the best man of those available to

select, the unanimity with which Pizey waj recommended was
truly remarkable, and showed the high estimation in which
he was held. Of his doings in Greece little is known, for, in

his usual thorough way, when once in the Service he adopted

the proper Service attitude and kept his mouth shut about his

own doings. Still, one knows that his senior officers held him
in the highest regard, and after watching him at work for a
couple of years placed more and n:ore confidence in him.

If there had been more like him in the world there would
have been less petty jealousy and back-biting and more hard
work and progress in the industry and in the .Services alike.

The country has lost a valuable servant, and very many of us

have lost a dear friend whose memory we shall cherish so long

as we may live.—C. G. G.

Mr. AsQUiiii replying to Sir A. IMarkham (R., Mans-
field), stated that the Government policy of paying compensa-

tion for injury caused by hostile aircraft would apply to per-

sonal injury or loss of life, as well as to injury <o property.

Mr. Rawlinson (U., Cambridge University) : "Must we
continue insuring till the Government insurance scheme is pro-

duced?"
Mr. AsQuiTH : "It would be a prudent thing to do."

.

.At an inquest lield on June 9th on tlie body of Elizalii tli M.
L«ggett, aged 11, the child of a carman, who died from burns,

!he jury found that death was due to shock from burns, sus-

tained as tlie rcsLilt of a bomb flung from a hostile airsliip ex-

ploding in the room in which the child, with four other

children of the same family, was sleeping.

The child was one of a family of five children who lived in

the district attacked on the night of May 31st. When the fire

occurred four of the children were rescued by the father, but

the fifth, a little girl of 3, was killed at the time, and an in-

quest was held on her body a week ago.
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A Memory of Z 3.

There is no doubt that the vaunted perfection of German
officialdom was en panne tliat day. Evidence accumulated from
at least eight resplendent railway officials at Frankfort per-
suaded us that the train went to Vienna, and it was not until

some miles had been covered that we discovered its final rest-

ing-place—of many—to be Niirnberg. The resulting enforced
wait of nine hours, although annoying, resulted in a sight of

the then famous Z 3 and an opportunity to witness an interest-

ing side of the German national character.

On repairing to lunch at a restaurant near the station, it

soon became evident from the crowded state of the place and
th.; excited conversation that something was on. VVe learnt

on inquiry that Zeppelin was returning from his first flight

to Potsdam, and was expected to make a landing that after-

noon in a large clearing in the forest at Dutzendteich, near
Nurnberg.
Our luck was in, and we sallied forth to find a conveyance.

It was not difhcult to discover our direction, as the whole of

Nurnberg was moving out to see the show. We soon found
ourselves in a stream of trams, motors, ibic3'cLes and every sort

of vehicle which could be propelled by animal or mechanical
means.

For our part, we took the first thing that came, and squeez-

ing our way through stout and sticky Teutons eventually

found standing room in a tramcar already filled to bursting.

On nearing Dutzendteich there was a shriek of iov from the

multitude: "Da kommt er, " and flying low some males awa}'

over the trees we saw the long cigar with her yellow body
glistening in the sunlight.

It was a fine display of festively patriotic Germany. The
mayor and corporation, perspiring freely in hot sun nnd light

evening dress bedizened with their orders of office, had turned

up fully equipped with an illuminated address. .Ml 'he "Militar"

of tjie garrison were there, and the police, the fire brigade,

the schools, every person male and female that could acquire

a vehicle or walk—e\'en the aged and infants in perambulators.

There is one thing Germans are good at, and that is they

teach their younger generation patriotism. It was astonishing

to see the way those children were marshalled out to see that

airship and made to cheer by numbers, so to speak How-
ever, they seemed pleased enough, as did everyone present.

The big gasbag soon appeared over our heads, and for half

an hour or so was made to perform evolutions which reminded
one more than anything of a performing whale. The as-

sembled populace, however, were stirred to paroxysms of

patriotic delight ^and cheered till their voices cracked and
collars wilted with the heat.

No landing was made, and soon Z 3 sheered off in the direc-

tion of Friedrichshafen. This must have been a fearful blow
to the mayor, his staff, and other resplendent worthies, for not

Tlie ''News" Leaflet to ivhich

Rejcrenec ;.s- made above.

The following is a free translation

of the accompanying reproduction :
—

Latest Despatch : Niirnberg, Sept.

and, 3.30 p.m. .'^fter lengthy evolu-

tions over the town the airship flew

to the landing-place at Dutzendteich,

manoeuvred there for som.e time while

greetings were exchanged with the

crew, and then without landing con-

tinued its journey in a south-

westerly direction.

Literally it reads—the airship drove

after long cruising over the town to

the landing - place, Dutzendteich,

cruised there also long time under

greetings from the gondolas, and

drove then without to land in south-

west direction further.

only had they donned nice clean dickeys to no purpose, but a,

perfectly good illuminated address had been absolutely wasted.

Meanwhile, in Niirnberg the local Bill Sykes and his friends

had the time of their lives. We heard afterwards that prac-

tically every inhabitant left in the town had gone to the roofs

of the houses and that the casualty list of those who had
toppled overboard in the exuberance of their joy was Very
great. On returning to the city we found the "newspaper"-
(reproduced hereby) being given away in the streets.

The Germans may be beastly or comic, according to the

light in which they lare observed ; but none can deny their

patriotism—or, at least, their readiness to make a show which
very closely resembles it. One can hardly picture this sort of

'

thing happening at, say, Bristol or Salisbury over one of our
poor old Sa\ eloys of resi>ected memorv. R. W. B. B.

Congratulations.
The following appeared in the Births columns of June 15th :

—

LONGMORE.—On the 13th, at Warsagh, Hants, t±ie wife of

Wing Commander Longmore, R.N., of a son.

\\'lng Commander I.ongmore, R.N., now commanding the

R.N.A.S. detachment on the Continent, formerly commanded at

Calshot. He was one of the first three Naval officers to fly.

Poetic Justice.

One hears from a local resident that the new Naval An
Station at Chingford is actually situated on ground of con-

siderable historic interest to laviators, for it was on that par-

ticular stretch that Mr. V. Roe carried out some of his

earliest experiments with his 9-h.p. triplane.

When one considers all Mr. Roe's trials in those early days,

the ridicule which he endured from the excusably ignorant,

and the discouragement he suffered from ostensibly intellig'-nt

authorities, there is certainly some poetic justice about the ap-

pearance of his latest triunipliant product over the scene of his

early struggles.

H^w are the Mighty Fallen.
.\t the auction sale of the H amble River, Luke Co., Ltd.

recently the HI- i—exhibited at Olympia—was sold for ^'30

after half an hour's talk by the auctioneer. It started at

5s., and after a quarter of an hour it rose to 10s., but the

auctioneer talked about this "splendid machine" so much that

it changed hands at ^^30. The complete \\-ings—many ]30unds'

worth of work for an So ft, .-p:m niai bine- -went to Pir-mbcrton

Billing, Ltd., for 5s.

Presentation Aeroplanes.

The Secretary of State for the Colonies announces that, in

connection with its scheme for the formation of an Im.perial

Aircraft Flotilla, the Overseas Club has received a donation

of ;i£J'4,5oo which has been subscribed by the partners in the

Tai Yan Bank and by the members of the British and Chinese

communities in Hong Kong, for the purchase of two aero-

planes for the use of his Majest\ 's forces.

fMnfiftJerStutifcl
*«oo'j:riiv 2TIitteltranfifd?c Seitum. ZTurnbcrger Kuner. 77. 2<^\:}vg,ang,.

llettffie ^tptf^t.

liingcrcin treujen iiber bcr 8tabt aum ^anbungSplo^ ^n^mh--

U'l^, freujtf nui^ bort Imigere gett untcr ®ru|en am ben ©oitbeln

unb fufir bttttn ol)ne 511 Ianl>en in fiibrtJeftlit^er 9i\^imq hieiter.
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Aero=motors : In Kind and Construction,—[Co/ih'nuec/)

BY GEOFFREY de HOLDEN-STONE.

End View Diagram of the 225 h p. Sunbeam Coatalen Aircraft

Motor.

Art in the Making.

In all those old indentures wherein we went by no royal

road but roundabout to our craft, the Art thereof stood forth

no larger than the Mystery, which merely consisted of many
base but essential things not to be shown to the profane out-

sider. So there is much more in the true shaping of a

"Wieniawski polonaise in F, born in a double-stopping and
dying in a harmonic, than skilfully drifting an actual Tubbs
bow athwart an authentic Joseph Guarnerius. More, even,

than twenty years' practice, or playing it for the forgotten

thousandth time, like as the first. . . . Perhaps that infernal

woman in the second box has hair and a ribbon in it exactly

like the hair and the ribbon you played for in those sweet,

terrible days and nights when you both .seven-eighths starved

au sixieme, and the great man said you would never get

beyond a provincial theatre. Heavens, how badly you played

then, and liow you worked ! Yet not so much better now,
you fancy, with a thousand guineas-worth of old maple and

pine butted under your chin. And outside, it is snowing just

as it did that night when they picked up the hair, the ribbon,

and the rest from the bench in the Invalides. . . These little

things also count, as you get on with it, scraping to hundreds-

of-years-ago in the second box. . . .

There are also other essential details in the make-up of tli'.'

perfect result. For one, that little flat two inches of maple
must literally grow out of the pine like the nipple on the

breast, truly to carry every string-vibration down into that

box which is the fiddle. And that growth is of no half-hour's

penknife planing. Below, inside, where it can only be probed

for, the little inoh-and-a-half pillar of clear pine, of just sucli

a thickness, must support five hundred pounds of string-strain

in just one place and no other. There are also only four

strings, concerning three of which you will be lucky to find

out the exact thickness the fiddle likes, and which of twenty
makes of Roman, French, or acribelle after that, in six

months' hard playing. These and such-like, including the

silk-and-woollen fiddle-nightshirt, are some of the things that

make up the mystery of really playing the fiddle, before the

art of it begins in the deprecatory murmur of tuning, away
from the crowd.

It is only a Kreisler, a Ceirano, or an Arthur Bluck that

can truly deal with the mystery of fiddle-craft, or motor-craft,

or clothes-craft, because they are artists who know that only

thus and thereby comes perfection of melody or motor or

garment.

And How It Comes In.

This, more than anything else, makes the adjustment and
tuning up of a motor—even such a plain, straightaway pro-

position as the Sunbeam—the most interesting part of its

assembly. Originally it may come from the works— I cannot
say as to this—in one piece, so to say, with everything set in

place and relation to half a thousandth by the men who know
how, and are responsible for the breed. If so, thank your
stars and let it all strictly alone—nor allow anyone to fiddle

with it, under the extreme penalty—for as long as you can.

There are light-hearted, heavy-handed amateur motorstrafers

who will offer to set magnetos when they could not success-

fully set Buff Orpingtons. But if it comes with all its parts

wrapped separately in greasy paper ; or if the time arrives,

somehow, anyhow, somewhere on the lee side of the Big
Occasion, that you have just got to get that motor together,

washed and dressed, with all its boots and buttons on, you may
as well know how to find its proper trim and tune.

Section of the Siinbeam=Coatalen Carburettor.
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The Compressed=Air Self-Starter for the Sunbeam Coatalen

Motor.

The Foundation Laying.

There is, to begin with, nothing very difficult, nothing that

you will not already have learned in your presumed apprentice-

ship to common or earth-motoring, about getting the main
parts of the motor—be it eight or twelve cylinders—duly to-

gether : that is, the crankshaft properly lined and turning

just right in its bearings—which^ means so close and tight-

fitting that it is immov«ble until the oil gets in the brasses

and all round the journals—the big ends set on the crank-pins

in the same fashion ; the pistons with their rings properly

set; and the cylinders dropped over the pistons, settled down,
and bolted home on the crank-chamber. The one thing to do,

out of the ordinary, is to mark the rear end of the crankshaft

across the centre with a. fairly deep groove dead in line with

the crank-axes; and upon that groove, right in the shaft

centre, make a broad arrow pointing downwards to corre-

spond with the bottom or dead-point down-position of the

rearmost crank.

This marking, when you come to line up the cam-shaft and

set it in gear, will enable you to start in the right position

for timing the valves ; and the cams, of course, being cut

solid with the shaft, timing for the rearmost cylinder will set

the timing automatically for the rest.

Obviously, therefore, you will leave all the covering and end

plates off until the timing of both valves and magnetos is done
with.

The Valve Setting.

First, understand that both types of motor turn clockwise,

looking from behind, anti-clockwise the other way, so that the

propeller—which is driven through a reduction-gear, you will

remember—turns clockwise, looking from the front.

Now, working from behind, turn the crankshaft so that

the broad arrow mark points directly upwards : which brings

the rearmost crank up to the top dead centre. Drop in the

inlet and exhaust valves without their springs. Looking then

along the uncovered cam-shaft, you will see exactly how the

inlet valve cam comes up to its work.

Rotate it then so that the cam is at half-lift when the mark
on the crankshaft end registers five degrees to the left of the

vertical—that is, when the crank— and, of course, its piston

—

is five degrees from the upper dead point.

Now set the cam-shaft half-speed wheel in mesh with the

crankshaft pinion and lock it home. Practically the work is

now done, but verify it by rotating the crankshaft farther

still, so that the cam-shaft—which will, of course, be rotated

anti-clockwise—may go through the full induction period.

The inlet cam should just leave the riser when the broad arrow
mark—now turning downwards—coincides with seventeen
degrees from the bottom dead centre on the left-hand side.

The Cranli Shaft and Big- End arrangement of the Sunbeam^

Coatalen Motor.

If it goes past this point before the cam leaves you have

set the induction a tooth too late ; and if the cam leaves before

this point is reached, a tooth too early. But if it just corre-

sponds you will have got your induction period correct—that

is, carried it through i8o° 4- 5° + 17° of the revolution.

You can check it in another way. You will have seen that

the exhaust cam leaves its riser some degrees after the upper

dead centre, about when the inlet cam is getting towards full

lift. But this exhaust cam departure should be just eleven

degrees to the right of dead centre—that is, about two-thirds

of the way to one o'clock. Yet it should begin to lift again

—

in the counter-clockwise rotation of the cam-shaft—^about tea-

time—that is, half-way between five and four o'clock, or

seventeen degrees to the right of bottom dead centre on the

second crank revolution.

Thus the exhaust period should be 180° -|- n° -f 17°; so

that the overlap of exhaust over inlet—to give the mixture a

chance by relieving the pressure— is just 5° + 11°.

The Master Key.

You can make the final checking with a little rod marked
for zero, when it is inserted through the spark-plug ITole of

the rearmost cylinder, with the piston at full instroke. Above

CYLINOLR W I, I*. i.SA. 3.3a. S.feA. 2.ZA. 4.dA .

DIAGRAM OF VALVE SETTING AND IGNITION TIMING
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this, at 5 iiini., make another nick, a third at g mm.—whicli

will come in for the magneto setting—and a fourth at 17 mm.,
as it so happens that a millimetre of piston stroke corresponds

to a degree of shaft revolution. This makes the magneto
setting easier. Now you will observe that the firing order

runs—in the eight-cylinder—^puss-in-the-corner fashion, from
rearmost No. i to foremost No. lA, from 2 to 2A middling, then

from 4 to 4.^, and llnally, middling the effort again, from 3 to

3A
Magneto Conjuring.

Working then on No. 1, set the magneto to full advance.

At the same time bring No. i piston up to nine degrees short

of the top of the induction stroke. The brush of the magneto
should be just full on the contact segment for No. i to fire.

So, mesh the gearing of this magneto and lock fast. At the

same time, -too, the brush of the second magneto—for the

"a" series of cylinders—should be exactly midway between
the contacts for lA and 4A. The position secured, mesh up,

lock up, and light up, for you deserve it.

The same system, of course, Vi'orks for the twelve-cylinder

model : the order of firing being 1 to lA, 5 to 5A, 3 to 3A,

6 to 6.A, 2 to 2A, and 4 to 4A. Such is the mystery of Sun-
beam motor-fiddling ; easy when you know the trick, like

Tartini's famous "Trillo."

Everything else is merely a matter of attachment rather

tJian adjustment ; 'all you must see to being that packings
and bondings are good of their kind, the best being just not

too bad for the Sunbeam. So valve springs, connections of

all sorts, and fitments generally go on by the light of nature

and your pocket-bulb. Only oil up everything with kerosene
or vaseline as it goes on, except magneto parts. The rest of

the upkeei>and-maintenance proposition may be left to the

Rolls-Roycer. Still, should you have accidentally lost him in

Plug .Street or with an affinity behind the firing-line, here follow

the general rules from the Book of Mystery.

Grooming and Feeding.

The minimum oil ijressure on full load must not on any
account be less than 35 lbs. per square inch.

The inside diameter of the oil pipe from the tank to the in-

take of tJie pump should not be less than in. inside diameter.

This pipe should be devoid of any sharp bends, and if a tap

or a union is fitted the cross sectional area should not be re-

duced.

It is imperative that the spacing between the valve and the

valve tappet should be—inlet, .010 in.; exhaust, .012 in.,

which, of course, you can easily measure with any of the

slide-rules in your kit
;
failing those, any of your lady friends'

calling cards will do.

The oil filter in the bottom of the crankcase should be

frequently cleaned.

The oil tank must be placed so that it is exposed to the maxi-
mum draught, and the base chamber of the engine should also

be exposed to as much ventilation as possible, and preferably

should be open to the air. If the motor is enclosed louvres

should be cut so as to allow a current of air to blow on the

base chamber, and in this case it may also be found necessary
to fit an oil cooler. The oil gauge will show if this is neces-

sary. If the oil get too hot it will be so thin that it will be

impossible to maintain the oil pressure above 35 lbs. The
temperature of the oil ought not to exceed 60 deg. centigrade.

There should always be a reserve of at least one gallon of

oil in the tank, otherwise there will not be perfect circulation.

An oil with a base of castor ought to be used. Wakefield's

"R" Special Oil is recommended for Sunbeam-Coatalen Air-

craft motors. If this cannot be obtained, use the best pure

"Castrol." Tlie oil cooler to be used is a coil of 20 feet of

copper pipe, | in. by 20 gauge, for the 8-cylinder, and 30
feet of the same for the 12-cylinder, well exposed 10 the air

and interposed between the outlet of the oil from the motor
and the return to the oil tank.

It is important that the camshaft case should be filled with
about half a gallon of oil, by pouring this through the breather
hole before starting up, when the motor is new, or after it

has been dismantled.

Care should be taken that the motor is inclined so that the

oil runs into the end of the camshaft case farthest away from

the breather, to insure that every compartment is filled with

oil The reason for this is because the camshaft case holds

a considerable quantity of oil and it would take too long lor

the feed pipe to fill this sufficiently to insure correct lubrica-

tion if the oil were not put in just so.

Starting and Running.

The only points to remember for staiting and tunning Sun-

beam aeromotors are as follows ;

Have the cylinders primed with petrol ;
tni, quantity to be

put in is the capacity of t?ie cup mounted on lop of the com-

pression tap.

.Advance the magneto slightly— 2 or 3 degrees.

Have the throttles of the carburettors shut.

It is useless to try to start with the throttles open or half

open, because, if this is attempted, it is impossible to have

suflicient depression on the jet, and back-firing in the car-

burettors will result, at the same time probably setting one or

all of them on fire.

In very cold weather the motor should be run slowly, so

as to warm everything up befoie 11 is subjected to full load.

The motor will not give its full power until the inlet pipe has

become warmed.
It is very important that the oil gauge should be watched,

especially in cold weather, as it is possible that the oil will not

flow to the pump quickly enough to maintain a good pressure.

A minimum of 35 lbs. must be shown on the gauge; therefore

run the motor slowly until the oil is sufficiently warmed up to

obtain this pressure.

When accelerating the motor, the oil pressure should go i!p.

If Ihe jjressure goes down it shows that the oil is too cold, and

the engine must run at half throttle for a longer period so

as to heat the oil.

Starting up is greatly facilitated if, before housing the aero-

plane for the night, kerosene is injected through the compres-

sion taps and the crankshaft turned slowly round several times

1)V hand wilh the compression taps all open.

(To be continued.)

A Sensible Scheme.

Mr. F. C. PuUinger, managing director of ./^rrol-Johnston,

Limited, has taken the eminently sensible step of protecting

and encouraging his men by supplying them with khaki

uniforms. The Arrol-Johnston firm, despite large outstanding

orders for oars, accepted some time ago Government contracts

for parts of aeroplanes, over and above their orders for Beard-

more-Daimler aero-engines, as well as for machine-gun fittings

and shell cases, and the workers in both the new model works

at Dumfries land the older factory at Paisley have been putting^

in steady overtime since August last.

The idea of putting the men in uniform is thoroughly sound,

for the "O.H.M.S." button is too easily obtained and is un-

doubtedly worn by people who are not genuinely entitled to it.

One humorist who wears such a button under protest invari-

ably refers to it as his "funk-button." Uniforms are another

matter altogether, for they would be the property of the firm

issuing them—in fact, they should, in a properly organised

State, be issued by the Government, so that their wearers

would be on the footing of soldiers, just as Lord Derby's

battalions of dock labourers are actually battalions of the

I-Ling's Liverpool Regt. One hopes that Mr. Pullinger's idea

will be more widely adopted.

The said Mr. Pullinger has always had the knack of hand-

ling men, and the writer well remembers how, many years

ago, when he was managing the Humber Works at Beeston,

he had some little argument vv'ith the men labout the speed of

their output. They refused to speed-up, so one Bank Holiday

Mr. Pullinger imported a "foreign" millwright from the

North, and while the works were empty quietly changed the

driving pulley on the main engine. When work began after

the holiday the engine-driver kept up the normal revolutions

of the engine, and at the end of the day the machine-hands
found, to their disgust, that their output had increased some
20 per cent, without their linowing it. If the writer's memory
is correct, the Trade Union called a strike as the result.
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FROM DENMARK.
The Aeroplane's Danish correspondent writes :

—

Evidently the Germans experience a want for light scouts

besides the usual heavy service aeroplanes with water-cooled
engines, for beside the Flugmaschine Rex Gesellschaft (Dr.

Hansen's aviation company, manufacturing Bristol "scout"
biplanes), the Fokker Aircraft Works at Schwerin specialise

now too on light models. The Dutch crack pilot and factory

owner Fokker indulged last year with high success in looping

on a home-built Morane monoplane, and as the military autho-
rities told him for further deliveries to abandon his old design
—an aeroplane with only side and height rudders and V-
shaped planes, without ailerons or warping—as only experi-

enced aviators could land this type correct, Fokker builds now-

only scouting aeroplanes, with German Gnome (Oberursel)

rotary engines, and thus the Morane monoplane and a tractor

biplane with the Morane fuselage (much like "Lizzie," but

with a landing chassis similar to the Ixihner one).

A number of these nevi^ Fokker aeroplanes have been de-

livered to the Prussian, Bavarian and Austrian War Offices,

and they are employed especial on the Eastern theatre of war
—to avoid confusion with the French Morane?—where, among
well-known aviators, Oberlieut. Kastner is in charge of one.

* « »

The lack of high-grade steel sorts for the manufacture of

Gnome engines seems to be indicated by big advertisements
in "Flugsport" asking for Gnome crankcases with naked
cylinders—that is, without valves, valve-stems, pistons, piston-

rods, gudgeon pins, crankshafts, etc.
»

In the issue of May 5th "Flugsixirt" deals in its leader with
the state of aviation before and after the outbreak of the war,
and from its comments of the war-faring countries after nine
months' service these lines are interesting to extract :

—

"France receives an unexpected high praise : nor has been
rested in France during the nine months. Those successes

which the French have attained with their types our aviators

are experiencing at the front, where they have opposed to

them a persistent enemy whose ability must be acknowledged.
They stressed especial on the mounting of machine-guns and
mitrailleuses. The fighting types of aeroplanes are getting
further developed, the armouring is self-defining, and even
France, the classic country of the light, quick monoplane,
sticks now almost only to the stronger biplane.

"The biggest efforts, even concerning the attendance crews,
pilots, observators, etc., have no doubt been carried out bv
England. The hydro-aeroplanes were represented plentifuller,

3'et the number of aeroplanes was infinitesimal small by the

outbreak of the war in comparison with the demand. Each
new German raid on the English coast offers further new
reason to the War Office for enlarging the English Air Service.

-At present, according to the 'Daily News,' cnce more 400
aviators are being turned out. Even though one must doubt
.much the truth of these news." [Which proves the correctness
of the recent remark to abandon the further new pilots lists

not to afford the enemy with information, as h.as "Flugsport"
stopped publishing the certificates inventory of peace!—Hi.]
From other sources is learned that the British Admiralty,

intending to extend the seaplane service, but lacking suitable

pilots, has entered on communication with the Canadian Naval
Department for turning out suitable pilots. According to

French papers, a flying school shall be established for that
purpose in the neighbourhood of Toronto, under the manage-
ment of the Canadian aviator MacCurdy. [Which shows the
folly of a British Censorship if Colonial papers can publish
what they like. Still, the Colonial papers are just as likelv

to mislead as to instruct, so it does not matter, perhaps.—Ed.]
* » *

In dealing with Russia the Russian aviators are accused of

painting the Iron Cross on their planes, thus even on "Ilia
Maurometz" on April 20th, which hit instead of the munition
trains, as told in the Russian report, some Red Cross trains !

Besides getting aeroplanes from the .Allies, Russia looks now
even to have had sent pilots, for thus was observed in the
Bukowina that English aviators piloted the Russian aero-
planes. [What can have originated this qu.aint yarn?—Ed.]

Further news are now available of the partaking of the

Russian giant biplanes in the war. On April the 22nd three

Sikorsky biplanes—or Ilja Murometz, as these aerial Dread-

noughts are official named—passed the German frontier to-

gether. The one dropped fifteen bombs of "considerable

weight" (by one report 15 pounds apiece) on the city Plock,

while the second Sikorsky biplane, coming from Kiew, bom-
barded Mlawa, and "Ilja Murometz III" fired on ihe Ger-

man aviation camp in Sanniki. No report is to hand of the

damage done, but all three giant biplanes are said to have

flown high and to have returned safe.

The correspondent of the "Berliner Tageblatt" wires from

the war press quarters :

—"The giant Russian biplane which

was shot down by Bartfeld, where three of the four passengers

were found dead, and the fourth, the pilot, was taken prisoner,

represent a developed type of the Sikorsky biplane, being an

improved military model." However, he does not tell where

it differs from the former Sikorsky biplanes.

» * *

On April 29th a Russian aeroplane, of American design,

was shot down in Sterkin by Eydtkuhnen, the passengers being

killed. Which looks peculiar, as Russia was known to have

sufficient aeroplanes by the outbreak of the war, indeed 1,000

aeroplanes (most Farmans, Nieuports, and Deperdussins) to

100 army pilots !

* * s-

"Flugsport" of May 5tli contains the following casualty

list :—
Feldfiieger Department—^Capt. Hering, wounded; Capt.

and observator von Heyden, missing ; Oberlieut. von Cleef,

hitherto missing, now confirmed to have been taken prisoner
;

Oberlieut. and aviator Kriiger, missing ; Oberlieut.

and observator Meyer, killed in fatal accident

;

Oberlieut. and observator von Zangen, hitherto miss^

ing, now reported killed in fatal accident ; Lieut. Holzer,

died from wounds ; Lieut. Seeboth, missing ; Lieut. Kraft,

missing; Lieut. Treumann, killed in fatal accident; Officer

Replacer Wohlmacher, missing ; Officer Replacer Court, killed

in fatal accident ; X'izefeldwebel and observator Richter, miss-

ing
;
Sergt. Wolff, hitherto missing, now reported in prisoner-

<hip
;
Sergt. Harder, died from his wounds ; Subofficer Rauhut,

liitherto missing, now re[X3rted to have been taken prisoner;

bubofficer von Stiilpnagel, hitherto missing, now reported in

prisonership ; Subofficer Gorlt, taken prisoner ; Subofficer and
aviator Haller, missing; Gefreiter Weber, killed in fatal

accident ; Gefreiter of the Balthasar Line Klein, died from

illness ; Aviator Sopp, slightly wounded ; Motor lorry driver

Zimmermann, heavy wounded ; Motor lorry driver of the

reserve Trotzkowski, killed in fatal accident ; Ersatz-Reserve

Liebenlist, killed ; Ersatz-Reservist Biicker, slightly wounded

;

Recruit Bucking, died from illness ; Reserve Fritsche, hither-

to heavy wounded, has died in prisonership.

Race-driver Brunu Demke, serving as aeroplane master by

the Karpathian army, is reported to have been shot down on

a patrol flight.

According to a settlement of "Hamburger Nachrichten,

"

131 persons belonging to the Fieldaviator troops have been

awarded the Iron Cross, ist Class, and thus 122 officers and

9 subofficers.

The German, Alfred Klinkmann, living in Milano, has pre-

sented the Prussian War Office with 10,000 mark to be

awarded for gallant aerial deeds. [Mr. Klinkrrianh has probably

left Milan by now.—Ed.]

Oil for Troubled Motors.
The most important point to be considered in making a

high flight, after the selection of a highly efficient machine, is

how to make the motor give its maximum power under ex-

tremely trying atmospheric conditions. Among other absolute

necessities is proper lubrication.

On the occasion of his record flight on Sunday, June 6th,

when he reached an altitude of over 20,000 feet on a standard

Sopwith land tractor, 80-h.p. Gnome engine, Mr. Harry
Hawker used Castrol "R" oil, siipplicd by Messrs. C. C. Wake-
field and Co., Ltd., the well-known lubricant distributors.

Throughout the flight the engine behaved faultlessly.
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The Week at Hendon.
On Thursday last Mr. M. G. Smiles made the first flight on

a new 6-cylinder 4S-h.p. Anzani-Caudron, built by the L. and

P. Aviation Company. It is a single-seater of first-class work-

manship, fitted with speed indicator and the usual instruments,

and intended for pupils past the elcnrentary lessons. On his

second flight he climbed to 3,500 feet in 10 minutes.

Many visitors to Hendon lately have been interested to know
the identity of the Belgian officer whose uniform contrasted

so pleasantly with the dull though workmanlike clothes of the

majority of pupils. M. Franchomme, of the ist Regt. of

Guides, was formerly attached to the armoured car sec-

tion of the Belgian army, and had acted as military observer

with the flying corps. He was one of the last persons to leave

Antwerp before the German occupation, and he has recently

been learning to fly with enthusiasm. He took his ticket

excellently on June 4th, gliding from 800 ft.

On Saturday last there was in all probability more flying

to be seen at Hendon Aerodrome than on any day since the

outbreak of the war. The weather \\ as excellent, and a good
attendance made the enclosures look quite gay. 0\er thirty

passengers were taken up, including a wounded soldier, who
enjoyed the fresh-air treatment as gi\cn on a G.-W. biplane,

piloted by Mr. Manton.

Mr. J. H. Moore, who has left the L. and P. School in order

to give exhibition and passenger flights on the comfortable

45-h.p. Caudron specially built for him, was frequently up
aloft, and flies carefully and well. Mr. Osipenko was busily

engaged on a 50-h.p. Grahame-White biplane and also on the

five-seater, making six flights with m^any passengers on the

latter. Mr. Manton and Mr. Winte- were using G.-\\'.s.

Messrs. Prodger and Roche-Kelly flew Beatty-Wrights,

Messrs. Baumann and Virgilio were out on Caudrons, and
Mr. J. L. Hall made his first public appearance on an experi-

mental machine consisting of Caudron planes fitted with a

fuselage and a 50-h.p. Gnome. It climbed well and is esti-

mated to do 60 m.p.h.

On Sunday there was one of the largest crowds of the vear.

There was a light v\-ind, and the air was rather bumpy. One
visitor, on hearing this, remarked that no doubt it was dur

to the constant aerial traffic which was going on all the after-

noon. To describe the flying is practically to repeat what took

place the previous day, for most of the same pilots were out

again. The industrious Mr. Osipenko, as is not unusual,

gave the first demonstration of the day on a G.-VV. biplane,

and later on coaxed the five-seater up to a fair height accom-

panied by passengers. This machine flies fairly well witln two
passengers on board, but any addition to this weight seems
unwelcome to the engine. It lias been rumoured that it is to

be called "the Ark" in future, as the animals go in two by two.

Messrs. Manton and Winter flew G.-VV. biplanes, Messrs.

Roche-Kelly and Prodger were on Beattj'-Wrights, Mr. John-

son on a 45 Be.'iltv-Caudron, Mr. Baumnnn nn a Ruffy-Bau-

mann-Caudron, Mr. Moore on a London and Provincial

Caudron, and Mr. Stevens on a Caudron from the Hall School.

Several excellent flights by Mr. Stevens, by the way, were

erroneously attributed by megaphone to Mr. Hall.

It was quite a Caudron niatiniJe, and Mr. Ramsay, who is

very busy building these useful little machines, wore a look of

supreme contentment. Later on in the evening, when school

work was at its height, though perhaps the word "height" is

a little misleading, (he experimental "Reo" was brought out

for a trial, but after a very crooked "straight," which threatened

l.> end in disaster, it retired to its shed. D. \V. T.

Scboul and Weather Reports.
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—

.^t the Beattv School of Flying, Ltd.— Instruc-

[ur> lor the week : Messrs. G. W. Bealty, W. Roche-Kelly, C.
B. Prodger, and P. A. Johnston.

Pupils with instructor on machine : Messrs. Arbon (j8 mins.).

Banks (27), Bond (25), Bush (9), Chalmers (55), Grossman (18),

Delves (35), Eaion (55), Fawcett (20), FitzHerbert (30), Fox
(S), Holland (60), Jones (59), King (51), Morgan (30), Robb
(16), Ross (54), Rutherford (8), Spicer (to), Tomlinson (43),

Vickers (16), Whincup (10), Theo (9), Blandy (64), Nicholson

(12), Boyle (36), Kenworthy (too), King, G. F. (14).

Machines in use : Beatty-Wright dual control and single-

seater biplanes and Caudron tractors.

Exhibition flights were given on Thursday, Saturday and
Sunda}', and four passenger flights were taken. Mr. G. F.

King, who joined the Beatty School last week, and Mr. Blandy,
who joined the previous week, are both doing well on the

45-50 Caudron biplane, and will take their certificates at the

next opportunity. Mr. Reginald Kenworthy is taking extra

priictice and on his second flight attained a height of 3,000 ft.,

thing \'erv consistently.

At the Rui fv-Baumann School,—Instructors for the week:
Messrs. Edouard Baumann, l^^elix Ruffy, Gino Virgilio and
Clarence Winchester.

On Monday, on 6o-h.p. Ruffy-Baumann biplane : Messrs.

Hudson (8 mins.). Bell (24), Di.xon {20), Robertson (8), Wallis

(10), Brand (8).

On Wednesday, on 6o-h.p. R.-B. biplane : Messrs. Crawford
(10), Wilson (S), Hudson (8), England (16), Bell (15), Boison

(5). Four passengers were also taken tlnis day, one from Luton
specially to make the ascent. On 50-h.p. Caudron-type biplane :

Messrs. Crawford (20), Cole (5), Dixon (to).

Pho'ograf h by F. N. Birkett, 9?, Peicy Road, Shephdrd's Busk, H'.

The Instructors and Pupils of the London and Provincial School of Flying.
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On Thursday, on 60 R.-B. biplane : Messrs. Hudson (12),
Sykes (5).

On Friday, on 60 R.-B. biplane: Messrs. Hudson (10),
Boisson (s), Leong (10), Sykes (10), Bell (10). On 50 Caudron-
type, Messrs. Wilson (6), Wallis (4).

On Saturday, on 60 R.-B. biplane : Messrs. Mathewson (9),
May (10), Sykes (9), Brand (9), Bell (10), Leong (lo), Boisson
(5), Hudson (11). On 50 Caudron-typc : Messrs. Boisson (6),

Bell (16), Brand (6), Sykes (6), England (6). Wilson (6),

Mathewson (6), Cols (6). One passenger.

On Saturday, on 60 R.-B. biplane : .Messrs. Mathewson (9),

(10) On 50-h.p. Caudron-type : Messrs. Bell (6), England (4),
Cole (6), Sykes (6).

Mr. T. C. Wilson, a new pupil, has shown very exceptional
promise, so much so that the school manager is compelled to

remark on his unusual ability. His "straights" have been
perfectly straight and not of the customary vermiform nature.

At the Grahame-White SCHOor..—Instructors for the week :

Messrs. Manton, Russell and Winter. Pupils with instr. :

Prob. Fit. Sub-Lieuts. Cadbury, Linnell, Hardman, Pearson,
Watkins, Wyllie, Penley and Sievking. Strts. alone: Prol..

Fit. Sub-Lieuts. Pennington, Pearson, Linnell and Wyllir.
Pupils doing 8's or circs, alone: Prob. FU. Sub-Lieuts. Leigh,
Linnell and Siimpson. Prob. Fit. Sub Lieut. Simpson took ,1

very good ticket on June loth. Machines : Grahame-Whitr-
biplanes.

At the London and Provincial Aviation School.—In-
structors for the week : Messrs. W. D. Smiles, M. G. Smiles
and W. T. Warren. Strts. or rolling alone : Messrs. Dower,
Adams, .Sykes, Minter, Nethersole, Irwing, Scott, Jacques and
Wattine. 8's or circs, alone : Mr. Bell. Mr. Turner e.xtra

practice. Mr. Bell took an excellent ticket. Machines : Three
L. and P. tractor biplanes. The new 40-h.p. London and Pro-
vincial biplane was taken up by Mr. M. G. Smiles for its first

flight on Thursday evening and climbed splendidly. Mr. Smiles
reached 3,500 ft.

At the Hall School.—Considering the inrl<'mont weathiT
during the week the pupils at the Hall School put in a good
amount of practice. Rolling and strts. with Instructors C. M.
Hill and Herbert James: Messrs. Cook 41, Hatchman 80,
Snowdon 63, Hamer 26, Booker 50, Scott 31, Milibourne 41,
Bayley^34, Russell 38, Lieut. Grant 53, Mr. Yonge 77, Mr. Ga\
64. Lieut. Phillpotts 50 and Lieut. Raymond-Barker 31'.

Straight flights, circs., fig. 8's, etc. : Messrs. Furlong 34,
Minot 12, Snook 28 and Mitchell 6. The following pupils .'in

progressing very favourably and should shortly qualify for their
brevets : Messrs. Snook, Furlong and Minot. Exhibition flighis
were made by Instructors Stevens and Hill on tractor Nos. i

and 2. Mr. J. L. Hall was out several limes during the week
on the new Gnome fuselage tractor No. 6. Machines in use
during week were No. i, 2, 5 and 6 Hall tractors. Things w.'

want to know : Why a certain pupil turned up for practice early
the other morning attired in evening dress ; and whether burnt
castor oil improves the condition of such clothing?

C. G. SPENCER & SONS.
HIGHBURY GROVE, LONDON, N.
Contractors lo the Admi alty and War OfSice.

Manufacturers of

Aeroplanes, Airships, Balloons, and

Aeronautical Apparatus of every description,

Fabric, Propellers and Accessories,

Write for List.

Te/^g'rams : "Aeronaut, London." Telephone: Dalston 1893.

MlSCfcLLAMEOUS ADVEBTiSEMENTS
For the convenience of Advertisers, replies can be received at

tlie office of "THE AEROPLANE," 166, Piccadilly, W.

PATENTS.

ANDREWS BRITISH PATENT
No. 11332 of 1910.

This invention consists of improved safety

supporting surfaces for aeroplanes.
The Patentee is desirous of interesting manu-

facturers in Great Britain with a view to building
machines under royalty embodying the principle.

Further particulars from PHILIP M. JUSTICE,
55, Chancery Lane, London, W.C.

THE owner of British Patents Nos. 4378/12 and
3214/13 relating to Improvements in Aero-

planes and the like, is desirous of disposing of the
patents or entering into working arrangements
under license or otherwise with firms likely to be
interested in the same.

Copies of the patent specifications and full

particulars can be obtained from and offers made
(for transmission to the owner) to MARKS &
CLERK, 57 and 58, Lincoln's Inn Fields, Lon-
don, W.C.

HOW TO TAKE OUT P.'^TENTS IN ENGLAND AND
ABROAD." (By Arthur E. Edwards, F.C.I.P.A.) 2s.

post free.

—

Arthur Edwards & Co., Ltd., Patent Agents and

Consulting Engineers, Chancery Lane Station Chambers,

W.C. 'Phone 4536 Holborn.

PATENTS; tride marks; inventors advised free.—King's

Patent Agency, Ltd., 165, Queen Victoria Street, Lon-

don. 28 years' references.

THE CONSULTING P.ATENT AGENCY, 253, Gray's Inn

Road, LondoLi. Lowest inclusive charges. General advice

gratis. Telephone : 6109 Holborn.

TUITION.

The London and Provincial

Scliooi of Flying

NEXT VACANCY, JUNE 30th

PROPELLERS.
OHAUVIERE'S famous Integral Propellers hold all records

;

used by all leading aviators. The best.—Sole proprietors

for Great Britain and Colonies, The Integral Propeller Co.,

Ltd., IB, Elthorne Road, Upper Holloway, N. Telephone :

Hornsey 2345. Telegrams : "Aviprop (Upholl), London."

EBORA PROPELLER COMPANY, Kingston-on-Thames.
—Propellers as sufvplied to the leading aviators during

the last five years ; finished wood parts for aeroplanes, aero-

foils, patterns, etc.

INVENTIONS.
SPLENDID OPPORTUNITY to serve your Country. Thl

designer of a large and fast fighting aeroplane requires

financial assistance to construct two machines and present them
to the nation. This is a splendid business opportunity ?nd must
be carried out at once.—Full particulars .^ D. P., Shaftesbury

House, Evvel! Road, Surbiton.
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PHOTOGRAPHS.
, PILOT PORTRAITS

^fM^^ The F N B Series of Copy-
^^TmOX^ right Pilot Portraits includes
coPYSEHT st>!JE« all the most notable Pilots of ':o»™c-- sesie^

the Flying World. Unmounted, post free, Sizes 12 by 10 in.,

2S, 6d. ; 8 by 6 in., is. 6d. ; 6 by 4 in., is. 2d. Mention The
Aeroplane and write for NEW LIST of 350 pilots.

iThe photographs in the "F. N. B." series can be obtained

from F. N. Birkett direct at the above prices.

F. TV. BIRKETT
97 PERCY ROAD, SHEPHERD'S BUSH. LONDON. W

WE HAVE THE MEN OF THE MOMENT.

SITUATIONS VACANT.
INSPECTORS wanted for Aeroplane wcxjd and steel. Mubt

be used to R.A.F. requirements. No one engaged on

Government work need apply.—Write or apply to nearest

Board of Trade Labour Exchange, mentioning this paper and

No. A 160.

DRAUGHTSMAN wanted immediately by firm commencing
manufacture of Aeroplanes. Must t>e experienced in

aeronautical work, well up in quantities, and a good organiser.

No one engaged on Government work need apply.—Write or

apply nearest Board of Trade Labour Exchange, mentioning

this paper and No. A 161.

W\NTED, Tube Workers and Aeroplane Erectors for

Government work at Lincoln. Good wages and railway

fare paid. No men on Government work need apply.—Write
or apply nearest Board of Trade Labour Exchange, mentioning
this paper and No. A io6.

WANTED, a Foreman Erector for erecting steel biplanes.

State experience, age, wages required and when at

liberty.—Apply Box No. 655, The .Aeroplane, 166, Picca-

dilly, W.

WANTED, Fitter-erectors, Wiremen, and Woodworkers for

Government aeroplane work .at Loughborough, Leices-

tershire. Good wages. Hours, 7.30 a.m. to o p.m. ; overtime

also worked. No man already on Government work should
apply.—State experience and references to Board of Trade
Labour Exchange, Loughborough, mentioning this paper.

miscellaneous"
FOR SALE, ioo-130-h.p. Itala Car, the property of the late

Mr. Gustav Hamel. New body, Rudge-Whitworth de-

tachable rims, two spare rims, powerful electric lights, and
dynamo, self-sta|rter and other modern accessories.—Apply
Dawson Higgins, Ltd., loi, Fulham Road, London.

GENTLEMAN'S 1914 Model de Luxe Cycle, fitted with
B.S.A. 3-speed gear, latest improvements, gear-case, all

accessories; new last September. Accept £^ 15s.; reason
explained. Approval willingly.—58, Cambridge Street, Hyde
Park, London.

AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING.-Correspondence tui-

tion in sections or complete course, 12 lessons.—British
School of Engineering, 36, Maiden Lane, W.C.
HARDWOOD for Aeroplanes. Specially selected, air-dried

timber as supplied to leading constructors in Britain and
the Continent. Silver Spruce, Ash, Poplar; Hickory and Ash
Skids; Threeply ; Thin Cedar and Mahogany for Floats; Wal-
nut for Propellers —William Mallinson and Sons, Ltd., Hack-
ney Road. 'Phone, 3854 Central, 4770 Wall.

fMEWPIWI MarH.,

li©U10^SGOTCH GLUE
.Ready- fbr^"u«e<a*:bhce*^^ .

Usfeo BV TMe LKAblNO AKROPLANE CONstRIUCTOR!?. :

MOISTURE PROOF. ;.
-^s.;':- ^ .:'

WHti- for l'rir< /fiif n'nd rurili-uliir^. - : -
:

. :

MENDINE CO.. I. Amur Strtfet, London BridM, E C

MODELS.
Mo /

'I MODEL aeroplanes and accessories. Compressed

.O.v • air Motors, weight 2 oz., 7s. 6d. Air container,

weight 7 oz., 7s. 6d. We slock everything for models.

—

Murray, Son, and Co., 387a, High Road, High Cross, Totten-
ham, N. X

LONDON AERODROME, HENDON,
N.W.

ENROL
while there are vacancies. The great boom in aviation is now

at its highest. If you delay it may presently be TOO LATE !

The Royal Flying Corps and the Royal Naval Air Service must

have more officers

FOR
the present world crisis is a serious one. We Can train you

for commissions in either Service, and you will lie trained

thoroughly on ^o-h.p. and 6o-h.p. Caudron type biplanes by

the best instructors. You will be in the hands of Edouard

Baumann, Felix Ruffy, Gino Virgilio, and Clarence Win-

chester, and the system employed by them will fit vou for

WAR
service and commissions in His Majesty's .Air Services. We
can ensure you the most careful instruction you could possibly

get, and as our machines are all fitted with dual control there

is no fear of accidents. Prepare, then, to be at vour country's

SERVICE
OFFICES AND WORKS-

KENDALL'S MEWS, PORTMAN SQUARE, W.
Phone- 5048 Padd.
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The Sopwith Aviation Co., Ltd.
CONTRACTORS TO THE ADMIRALTY AND WAR OFFICE

Offices and Works KINGSTON-ON-THAMES

Telephone

:

Kingston 774 (3 Lines).

Telegrams

:

" Sopwithi Rineston.

TlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllUlllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllilHillllll^

BIPLANES.

38 m.p.h. min. WITH FULL LOAD, iSPEED VARIATION jg, „

On February 27th, at Ithaca, N.Y., a Thomas Tractor Biplane chmbed

4000 ft. in 1 0 minutes, carrying pilot, 4 hours' fuel,

and ballast equivalent to 3h cwt. of Bombs.

I
THOMAS BROS. AEROPLANE Co. (Inc.) Ithaca, New York, U.S.A.

|

I European Representative : OLIVER W. THOMAS, "The Mount," Mavelstone Rd., Bromley, Kent. |= TELEPHONE 394 BROMLEY. =

^lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllilliilllllllllllllllllllllllllllliilillllllllllli^

Printed for The Aeroplane and General Publishing Company, Limited, by Bonner & Co., The Chancery Lane Press, Rolls

Passage, London, E.G. ; and Published by Wm. Dawson & Sons, Limited, at Rolls House, Breams Buildings, London.

Branches in Canada, Toronto, Montreal, and Winnipeg ; in South Africa : Cape Town, Johannesburg, and Durban.
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NEW PILOTS.

Pho ographs /urn the F.N.H. series of Pilot Poitraili by F. N. Bitkett, 97, Percy Roa<l, Shepherd's Bush, W.

TOP ROW.—Prob. Fit. Sub Lieut. U. H. Reid, R.N. (Cert. 1113, Grahame-White School); Prob. Fit. Sub=Lieut. L. H. F.

living, R.N. (Cert. 1105, Q. W. School); Prob. Fit. Sub Lieut. J. S. F. Morrison (Cert. 1108. G.=W. School).

BOTTOM ROW.—Prob. Fit. Sub Lieut. D. S, Sheehaii (Chingford) ; Prob. Fit. Sub-Lieut. W. H. Dnnri (Cert. H06, G. W.
School); Prob. Fit. Sub Lieut A. R Cox (Cert. 1279, Chingfordj.
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The Aircraft COm ltd.

Hold the SOLE RIGHTS DIRECT
from the FARMi^ '

T BROTHERS
for the building of

HENRY & MAUF!CE FARMAN

Aeroplanes
AND

Hydro-Aeroplanes.

In Great Britain and the Oversea

Dominions,

Works and Flying Ground

HENDON.

Offices :

47 VICTORIA STREET. S.W.

A.V. ROE & CO. Ltd

NOTHING BETTER

Telegrams

;

Triplanl MANCHESTER 337 Fail^worth

KINDLY MENTION "TIIK AEROPLANE

Contractors to

H.M. Admiralty and War Ofl&ce.

Handley Page, Ltd.
OFFICES AND WORKS:

110, CRICKLEWOOD LANE,
LONDON, N.W.

AEROPLANE
MANUFACTURERS.

Telephone—
HAMPSTEAD 7120 (3 lines.)

Telegrams

—

' HYDROPHID, CRICKLE,
LONDON.
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HendoN
AERODROME. SEASON 1915

SPECIAL DISPLAYS EVERY
THURSDAY
SATURDAY
& SUNDAY
AFTERNOON
£„ _^ Q (weather
from 6 p.m.permittinKj

Admis. 6d., 1/-, 2/6

SOLDIERS
& SAILORS
(uniform) free

PASSENGER FLIGHTS £2.2s.

THE ORAHAME-WHITE SCHOOL OF
FLYING, HENDON, N.W.

n"HE Grahnnie-W hitt: Aviation Co.. Ltd., Aeronautical Engi-
-' neers and Constructors, Proprietors of the London Aerodrome

,

Hendun, N.W. Teleg.: "Volplane, Hyde, London." Telephone:
no Kingsbury [4 lines). West End Offices : 32, Regent St., W.
Teleg.: " Claudigram, Piccy ., London." Telephone: 4423 Regent.

CORRESPONDING WITH ADVERTISERS.
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The Editorial and Advertising Offices of "The Aeroplane"

ire at 166, Piccadilly. W.
Telegraphic Address : Aileron, London. 'Phone : Mavfair 5407.

Acconnts, and all correspondence relating thereto, should be

sent to the Registered OflBces of "The Aeroplane and General

Publishing Co., Ltd.," Rolls House, Breams Buildings, E.C.

The Editor cannot nndertalie to return unsolicited maao-
scripts, whether accompanied by stamps or lot, though ever)

endeavour will be made to do so.

"The Aeroplane" is not connected with any other business

at the same address, whether associated with Aeronautics or

not.

Subscription Bate, post free : Home, 3 months, 1/8; 6 months, 3/3 ; 12 months, 6/6. Abroad, 3 months2 2; 6 months, 4/4 ; K months, 8/8

On Zeppelin= Strafing.
Long ago, ill the old clays before the war, when the " Pierced to the heart, the air-leviathan

very distinctl}- limited monarchy of Great BriUaiu and Plunged, and bore with her, crashing down to lull,

Ireland and the practically unlimited republic of Twenty-eight Huns, slain hy one Englishman."
France were merely on bowing terms and were not Seeing that the "air-leviathan" fell on a convent,
ualkmg through history with their arms round one the allusion is scarcely one of the best poetic efforts,
another's necks, or m one another's pockets, as is one seems to remember, thou-h, that a Mr. Coulson
Llieir present habit, the slow-witted and conventional Kernahan—possibly not tl s.une one—was once con-
Knghshman was accustomed to make ponderous jests ,;ected with some ultra-! - ...tant pamphleteering of
;,t the expense of the effervescent but practical Gaul. the hysterio-Kensitite type, . there maybe some cou-
One of these jests, which became a classic through nection somewhere.
being illustrated in " Punch," told of a Frenchman However, if a falling Zeppelin does, in Mr. Ker-
who as a guest at a shooting party was seen taking uahan's picturesque phr,. crash "down to hell," it

careful aim at a pheasant running along the ground. merely carrying coals Newcastle, and il it falls
lo him his host cried, m astonished tones, "Good anywhere else, as on a convent for example, it is a
Lord, man, you're not going to shoot him running, public nuisance
are you?" And the Frenchman replied politely. The Naval and Military authorities, and a few more
'Mais non! I vait till 'ee stope."

of f^^^^ exactly the total amount of damage
vSomething of the same idea seems still to have a j^^g ^y the three recent raids on the North-East Coast,

hold on people in this country, for the great notion of
^^^^^ ^iie may safely say that if one Zeppelin had fallen

everybody seems to be that Zeppelins—or other m-
^i.^^Q^t anywhere in any of those towns, as that Zep-

vadmg aircraft, for that matter, though Zeppelins Flanders fell on that convent, it must certainly
represent the big game of the air—should always be ^^^^.^ ^^^^ several times as much damage as all the
brought down when flying, as apparently a sitting j.^-^^^ t together. Therefore, if Zeppelin-strafing is
shot IS not considered as noteworthy or as praise-

to attain to anything like general popularity, it must
worthy. Ihus there is more joy m England over one practised exclusively as a field sport, and must not
Zeppelin which descendeth than over ninety and nine pursued oyer urban areas
bust Zeppelins which need no descendance. the event of a 'really' serious raid over Eoiidou,
As a matter of fact, the destruction of a Zeppelin

i^j. example, it might be cheaper, from an Imperial
or any other airship m its shed is of greater value

^f view, to bring a blazing Zeppelin full of
from a military point of

_

yiew than the destruction 01 g^nibs down on top of the Savoy—or even the Strand
the same ves.sel m the air, for in the former case the PaUice-than to let it bombard the "nerve-centres"
shed itself, all its stores, and almost certainly a portion

ji^perial defence in ^^•hiteha]l without interruption;
ol the landing crew are abolished at the same time.

y^^^. ^^^^ other hand, it would be cheaper to let it
It seems obvious that, though it may be good sport

^^^^^^^ o^.^^. ^-^^ ^ity than to bring it down
to destroy a noxious beast, it is better it one can _de-

,,„^.^,.iiere inside the sacred "square mile."
stroy its lair as well, so as to prevent it from being p^r that reason it is far better that German airships
used by still more noxious beasts. should be destroyed in sheds at Diisseldorf, or Ghent,

The Flying Shot. or Brussels, than in the air anywhere around London,

There are also quite good reasons against the flying ^md sections of the R.N.A.S. or R.F.C. stationed in

shot, from a purely humane point of view, because one Flanders for the express purpose of Zeppelin-strafing

can never tell on what the machine is going to squelch form a better defence of London than if they had Hyde
when it hits the ground. Park for an aerodrome.

The other day, a Mr. Coulson Kernahan, who has Even the R.F.C. people must admit that by th nr-

in his day written some rather good work, perpetrated activities during the past few months m Flanders the

in a daily paper a would-be heroic poem on the young R.N.A.S. detachment there has justified its existence,

officer-since dead, poor lad—who bagged the firsl; Though the work of the Naval aviators has not, per-

Zeppelin on record. In his first verse he writes drivel haps, the same regular routine of spotting for artillery,

about the airships coming " stealthily by night " and or slogging round a regular reconnaisance route as

" Thereafter scurrying coward-like in fl'ight';" whicli clearly defined as a tramline day after day, as has

is pure bunkum. One might as well call^it " coward- the job of the R.F.C, there is considerable method in

like" for a submarine to "dive after having loosed off the Naval madness. They are there rather as an out-

a torpedo at a battleship. Only the other day one of post of our home defence force than as a part of our

our most experienced Service aviators remarked that Expeditionary Force, though, of course, the Army in
.

it needs " d stout fellows " to go out in these gas- France is itself more truly defending the British Isles

bag things and chance being hit by anti-aircraft guns than if it lived in trenches along the coast waiting for

against which they cannot retaliate, and then run the an invasion, or sat swinging its heelii over the edgr

gauntlet of a lot of aeroplanes if they cannot get home of the white cliffs of Albion.

iiefore daylight. " Also, when one comes to consider- the matter care-

However, Mr. Keruahan's prize liowler comes in liis fully, there is, in fact, more danger for the aviator in

last verse, wherein he writes :— attacking an airship shed than in attacking an airship
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iu the air. To begin with, in attacking a shed he is

the mark for all the anti-aircraft guns, machine-guns,
and rifles on the ground, and, as he must drop his
bombs from within a fairlj^ closely defined area of sky-

in order to hit the shed, one may be sure that the
scieutificall}' thorough Germans have got all their
ranges marked. ALso, he probabl}' has to contend
with fire from a captive balloon or so, as did a re-

sourceful 3^oung R.F.C. officer, who deservedly got a
D.S.O., partly for being smart enough to lay the marks-
men on the ground a stymie with their own balloon,
and partly for damaging the shed and all that therein
was.
On the other hand, the pilot who sets out to spike-

bozzle a Zeppelin in the air as soon as a hick-boo is

raised is not liable to be hit by anything except the
machine-guns in the cars of the airship—except, of
course, our own anti-aircraft guns—and if his machine

is good enough at getting upstairs quickly he can
cross-waffle the airship crew by snookering them with
their own envelope.
[Forgive this peculiar vocabulary. I have been dis-

cussing Zeppelin-strafing with certain evil aviators.
To " spike-bozzle " is to "do in" or destroy utterly.
A " hick-boo " is an onomatopoeic word invented b}'

an aeroplane constructor, and indicating an alarm of
almost any kind, but chiefly iu reference to a hostile
aircraft. To " cross-wafiie " is to thwart in an un-
usually irritating manner. To "snooker" is a per-
fectly good phrase used in the game of billiards, and
implies the same thing, I believe, as a "stymie" in
golf—namely, to interpose an obstruction, which is

itself in play, between the person aiming a projectile
and his mark. While fully admitting the evil of

slang, it must be admitted that the words are ex-
pressive, and therefore fulfil a useful purpose.]

On the Effects of Advertising.
Naturally the bringing down of the first airship by

means of bombs from an aeroplane is a matter of some
moment. It is the first case on record, and therefore
the perpetrator of the deed thoroughl}^ deserved to be
made remarkable in some wa}', but there seems to be
a fairly general opinion in the vServices that rather too
much has been heard about the afl'air. Tlie fact that
the officer responsible for the achievement has since
met his death in an accident does not aft'ect the general
aspect of the question.
The average newspaper seems to belie\e that its

readers exist on a mixed mental pabulum of tosh and
hero-worship. Hero-worship is probably more healthy
food for the multitude than tosh, but it can easily

become nauseating if carried to excess, especiallj^ to

the unfortunate heroes.

Newspaper praise of the kind turned out hy the
a\'erage journalist is rather like alcohol ; it may act

either as an intoxicant or an emetic. The lucky man
is he on whom it has the latter eft'ect, for he never
develops a cra\ ing for more. On the other hand, the
man who finds his first drink of publicity too exhila-
rating may be stirred by it to do a few other th'ugs
worth doing, but sooner or later he degenerates into

a mere advertisement-hunter, and his efficiency as an
officer suffers in consequence. He becomes unfit to

command because he is always so busy getting himself
into the limelight that lie is apt to forget \\'hat is hap-
pening to tlie men in the shadow who are under his
orders. Discipline becomes lax, organisation goes
wrong, the men suffer as a result of it, and either be-

come insubordinate " grousers " or else they turn into

pirates and become generall}' disliked wlierever the}^

may happen to be. Up to a point, public applause
ma}^ keep a man—generall}? a very young man—a trifle

above his real form for a while, but it can never do
anything but disimprove him as an officer. And it is

just because officers are more valuable than " star

turns " that the public ad\ ertising of popular heroes
is unfavourably regarded hy the higher Naval and
Military authorities.

A Prophet of I-ilty Years Ago.

The other daj' a writer iu the " Morning Post " re-

surrected, on quite another subject, certain words of

the late Matthew Arnold, a writer for whom I have
the highest respect, and about whose writings my
ignorance is immense. However, I am deeply indebted
to the "Morning Post " fijr the quotations, which read
thus ;

—

" I ha\e told you," sa3'S Matthew Arnold's Armi-
nius, " our German programme

—

the elevation of a

-d'hole people through culture. That need not be your
English prograjnme ; but surely you have some better
programme than this j-our present one- f/if heatifiea-

tion of a ivhole people through clap-trap."

And again :

—"The business now to be done in the
world is harder than ever, and needs far more than
has been ever yet needed of thought, study, and
seriousness. Miscarry you must if you let your daily
doses of claptrap make you imagine that liberty and
publicity can be an}' sujostitute for these."
And yet again :

—" Its dangers are from a surfeit
of clap-trap, due to the false notion that liberty and
publicity are not only valuable for the use to be made
of tliem, l)ut are goods in themselves, nay, are the
sunniiuiit bouuiH."

The Meaning of Kultur.

People always make the mistake of translating the
word " kultur " to mean " culture " as we understantl
it, as, for instance, the ability to read Browning with-
out going to sleep after a page of him, or the ability
to talk in literary English at little social gatherings
of the " intelligentia," as they are known in Europe,
or the " high-brows," as the Americans call them. As
a matter of fact, " kultur " really means something
more like " cultiA .ition," or rather " intensive culture "

as practised by French market gardeners, which, when
scientifically applied to a whole people as the Ger-
mans have applied it, is quite another thing. It

simph" means increasing" efficiency, getting more re-

sults out of the work done, getting a better return
for money expended, getting more work into the day
by imi^roved organisation without actually hustling
the worker. It is exact]}- the complement of the
American system of " speeding up."
What this country needs is a mixture of both sys-

tems. The British workman needs "speeding up,"
just to teach him what fast work is, and the British

factory system needs "culture" to make the speeded-
up work efficientljr ; then the whole combination can
become efl'ective.

The Americans are as full of "clap-trap and pub-
licity" as we are, but they make good on their speed-

ing up and a very fair capacity for organisation

—

which they owe very largely to the big proportion of

Germans in their population. We in this country have
all the clap-trap and publicity without the speed or

the culture. Hence our failing as a nation to make
good against modern competition.
Here and there the old blood of our pioneer ancestors

persists, and it breaks out when anything really new,
like aviation, comes along. The men who possess the

old blood break awa}' from their former dull occupa-
.tions and get ahead of everyone else, because it appeals
to their sporting instincts. They show the world how
the thing can be done. Then Germany steps in and
beats us on the scientific side of the game, and America
beats us on purely commercial production. It has
happened in cycle-making and in motor-making, and
presumabl}' it will happen again in aeroplane-making.
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Nevertheless, there are always a few British firms who
inauage to keep ahead of their rivals on sheer design
and quality of workmanship, and doubtless history' will
repeat itself in this respect also.

Incidentally, as concerns publicity—or ad\ertising

—

it, inay be noted that these high-class firms who retain
their lead in spite of all competition are remarkable
for the quiet dignit}' of their advertising, which in-
spires confidence in their customers because there is

no clap-trap about their publicity. A parallel to the
same idea luav be found in the Services.

On Revvards and Fairness.

An officer who distinguishes himself b_v really good
work is in due course given a D.S.O., or a: Military
Cross, or is specially promoted, or is noted fdr si^ecial
promotion on attaining his next step in rank. He may
(-yen be given a ^^C., thoiigh this decoration is usually
given for sheer physical bravery rather than for ser-
vice of high military value. In due course his name
appears in "despatches," or is published in the
"Gazette," together with a brief note stating in quietly
dignified official language the particular service he has
rendered.
That is all the advertising an officer of the best class

i-ares to have, except that he may perhaps submit
(piietly to having his name mentioned in connection
with an accurate and moderately worded account ofi

the circumstances under which his honours were won,
because such an account may elucidate certain matters,
of naval and military interest.

For this reason one is sorry to read in the "Times"
the following letter :

—
AIRMEN 'vS NAMES.

To THE Editor of the " Times."
Sir,—In reference to the account in to-day's paper of

the destruction of two German aeroplanes by two of
our militar}^ airmen, may I ask why the names of

airmen in the Naval Wing who do good work in des-
troying the enemy's aircraft are almost invariablv
published, while those of airmen in the Military Wing
who do quite as good work are almost never published
—much to their own discouragement and that of their
relatives ?

A Mother oe Aii^m.-vn (Military Wing).
If this good lady really belonged to the military

class she wotild understand the soldier's attitude to-

wards being billed as a "star turn," which I have
endeavoured to set forth above.

Evei'y now and then the official "Eye-witness" tells

in his own reserved and frequently quieth- humorous
way the storj- of how some unnamed officer of tlie

R.F.C. has distinguished himself by some unusual
performance, but the name of the performer is only
made known in an official document such as the
"Gazette" if the performance is of notable military
value, or the Casualt}' Eist if the i^erformer is damaged,
which is as it should be.

It must be remembered that the R.F.C. works to-

gether as a huge team, and where all are working
together so well it would be invidious to make dis-

tinctions. The bringing down of enemy aircraft is a

matter of everyday' routine, and if the authorities
started publishing the names of all aviators who bring
down Bosches they would be moralh^ bound to mention
also the names of artillery officers who score direct hits

on enemy batteries and the names of infantrymen who
capture opposition trenches. These acts are at least

as important as bringing down aeroplanes, and the
names of such officers appear in due course when at

proper intervals D.S.O.'s and things are distributed.

The Deeds of the Flying Services.

Ever since the beginning of the war the R.F.C. as

a corps, or team, has received its share of praise in

the despatches from Sir John French, and in proportion
to its size it has received far more than its share,

though the importance of the work it has done has fully
justified every word that has been said about it. The
honour of belonging to such a corps and the personal
satisfaction of knowing that they have justified their
appointments by the work they have done, suffice for
nu.st men. Nothing is perfect in this world, and the
R.F.C. has its faults in personnel and materiel. There
is plenty of room for reform in the organisation, the
equipment, the appointments to subordinate commands,
and so on; but, taking it all round, it is a corps to
which anyone may well be proud to belong. It is
therefore the better that its deeds should speak louder
than its words. So far its advertising has been quietlv
convincing.
The R.N.A.S. is hardly in a different position when

one considers what it has accomplished. One hears
nothing at all about the major portion of its work.
Some of its seaplane carriers were mentioned in con-
nection with the Cuxhaven raid, and only then because
it was the first time seaplanes had flown over hostile
territory and had done damage; but nothing is heard
of the con.'^tant patrol work, the spotting of mines and
submarines, or the warning given of approaching
enemy ships. No one hears, outside the official appoint-
ments as to the "Ark Royal," for example, of the
existence of its other seaplane ships. No one ever
hears of the patrols from the air stations along the
coast. If anything, those sections of the R.N.A.S. are
more silent than the R.F.C.
The first raiders into German territory from Antwerp

were mentioned in a despatch and awarded D.S.O.'s.
The Friedrichshafen raiders were also given reasonable
publicity by the authorities, and duly rewarded, for
that also was a notable feat. Other officers mentioned
were those who raided the submarine slips at Hoboken,
and those who first did serious damage at Bruges,
Ghent, and Ostend. vSubsequent raids have passed un-
inentioned and are regarded as a matter of course, and
if one comes to count up the number of D.S.O.'s and
other distinctions, including mention in despatches, it

will probably be found that the R.F.C. officers have
quite as big a percentage of awards as have the
R.N.A.S., even if one counts in those R.F.C. officers
who have had the bad luck to get little flying owing to
shortage of machines.

It is true that the Admiralty is rather quicker than
the W^ar Office in publishing its accounts of what has
liuppened, but that may be ea.sily explained b}' the fact

that, whereas the War Office was organised before the
war to deal with a little Expeditionary Force of about
175,000 men, it now has to deal \vith several millions,
and consequently what one may call the "trimmings"
of its office work are apt to be neglected. The clerical

side of the Admiralty, on the other hand, alwa3's had
to run a big Navy, and was less discommoded than tlr;

War Office by its extra rush of work. And, anyhow,
the Navy more easih- adapts itself to rough and re-uly

methods.
Relative Values.

As to the relative adequacy of the rewards givei'.

naturalh^ there is plenty of room for debate. There i

;

a general idea that a vStaff officer may get the D.vS.O.

for assiduity in seeing that his Corps Commander has
a clean handkerchief every morning. The Staff is

always a butt for the wit of the fighting officer. Henc;
the delightful, if wholly inaccurate, story of a distin-

guished General Officer who made the mistake of

having his son with him as A.D.C. The well-meaninp-

vouth, takinsf an order to a crusty old Brigadier of

Artillery, said, quite politely : "If you please, my
father wants you to move your guns to So-and-so as

quickly as you can." "Very well, my lad," replied

(he Brigadier, "now run awny nnd find out what your

mother wnnts done."
It is quite possible that Stnff work in connection with
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the Flying Services may win U.S.O.'s where sheer hard
labour in various and sundry aeroplanes does not, but
that is all the fortune of war. The majority of acts
deserving a V.C. are unnoticed in the rush of close
fighting.

In a general way, it used to be a rule that a V.C. was
awarded only to an officer or man who did something
exceptionally brave off his own bat, apart from his
routine job and without orders. The classic instance
of differentiation was the case of Colonel Long's guns
at Colenso. After Colonel Tong and all his men had
been shot down, Lord Roberts' son, a Subaltern of
Rifles, got together a couple of teams and tried to get
the guns out. He and his men were also shot, and he
was awarded the V.C. after his death. If my memory
is right, another officer also tried, but his horses were
shot before he got there, and he got nothing. Then a
gunner officer, Lieut. Schofield, went out, at the sug-
gestion of a senior officer, and retrieved two guns, for
which he was eventually given the D.S.O. The differ-
ence was that Mr. Roberts failed in a gallant attempt
outside his own job, whereas Mr. Schofield succeeded
in doing distinguished service which came within his
regular work.
Another instance, which is not so well authenticated,

is much more puzzling. The stor}^ is that two cavalry
officers, both of whom had personal and private reasons
for wanting to be killed, made bets in their mess on
the result of a race between them, the course being
from our lines to the Boer trenches and back—there
were no barbed-wire entanglements in those daj^s. One
of them had already won the V.C. in the Soudan—if I

recollect rightly. Anyhow, they went full tilt for the
Boers, who were too surprised at their lunacy to fire

at them. They rode right up to the trench," checked
their ponies on the edge of it, and then galloped back,
having looked long enough to form some idea of what
the Boer position was like. The Boers opened fire at
their backs, but neither was hit, and they brought back
a little information, so the other officer was given
.a V.C. also. I believe he was killed later on in "com-
mand of some scouts, but his rival lived to acquire
much further distinction.

Thus one sees that the V.C. may be won "for valour"
with or without valuable results, whereas the D.S.O. is

won for "distinguisTied service" with or without per-

sonal risk.

Which may account in some way for the fact that

the officer who first succeeded in dropping bombs on a

Zeppelin gets no public reward, because, through no
fault of his own, but apparently through insufficient

experiment before the war in discovering what would
and what would not set fire to hydrogen, the bombs,
although they exploded, did not set the machine alight.

He took all the risk of being blown up, but was not in

fact subjected to the actual danger.
It is rather as if an infantiy officer bravely charged

a German position and all the German machine-guns
jammed so that he and his men escaped unhurt. Their
valour in attacking would be as great as if they had
charged into a hail of bullets, and possibly the sus-

pense of not being fired at when expected would cause
greater nerve strain, but few people would regard them
as being as worthy of reward as if they had been fired

upon.
A similar situation occurs in Mr. Shaw's play, "Arms

and the Man," concerning a discussion on the valour of

the Bulgarian cavalry officer who charged a Servian
battery in ignorance of the fact that the batteiy had
been served out with shells that did not fit the guns.
It raises a pretty point in ethics. Mr. Shaw's pitilessly

logical "chocolate soldier," the Swiss ai'tilleryman,

holds that the Bulgarian was a fool to lead his men to

what ought to have been certain destruction, and the
Bulgarian leading lady argued that he was a hero
because he captured the battery, even though he only
succeeded through sheer luck.
And, after all, most distinctions and rewards are won

more by luck than judgment. The really successful

man is he who sees when luck runs in his direction

and grabs it. Or, as Shakespeare puts it, in rather a
better way, perhaps—for, after all, William could write

quite well at times, even if he did come from Stratford-

on-Avon, where about the worst English in England is

spoken—"There is a tide in the affairs of men, which,
taken at the flood, leads on to fortune."—C. G. G.

The Acceleration of Aircraft Production.
Messrs. Tubbs, Lewis and Co. of 29 and 30, Noble Street,

London, E.G., state that it is their good fortune to manu-
facture 75 per cent, of the rubber goods used in the manu-
facture of aeroplanes. They have a big plant which is capable
of turning out still larger quantities of Rubber Shock
-Absorber cord, etc., and solicit inquiries froai aeroplane
builders for quotations. Following the traditions of the
King's Services, Messrs. Tubbs, Lewis and Co. never advertise,

doubtless securing much peace of mind thereliy from the im-
portunities of advertising agents. Nevertheless we have
pleasure in making this announcement for the good of the

trade generally.
* *

\ manufacturer of B.E.2C. machines is stamping off the

following plates, and can give immediate deliveries. Parts 05,

71, 72, drawings 4065, 35-4165, 26 and 27-4008. Moderate
charges, orders acknowledged only after acceptance of

samples ; also sockets for part 93, drawing 4065. Fer dis-

posal, 3 sets under fuselage exhaust pipes, 24 exhaust boxes
;

also quantities drop stampings, parts 20 and 21, drawing 4029.
Inquiries solicited. Conditions of sale, acceptance after in-

spection in 7 days. Write Box 656, The .\eroplan1':, 166,

Piccadilly, W.
» » *

Those concerned with the Aircraft Industry are requested to

note that the telephone number of Handley Page, Ltd., Aero-
nautical Engineers, no, Cricklewood Lane, N.W., is now
"Hampstead 7420," also that this number covers three separate

lines, so that there sliould be little delay at any time in getting

on to the firm.

The fact that Handley Page, Ltd., which was one of the

first two or three firms founded in tliis country exclusively for

the manufacture of aircraft, should now find their business

enlarged to such an extent as to require three telephone lines

is not only an indication of the prosperity of that particular

firm, but shows to what extent the Aircraft Industry has

grown since, say, 1909, when any firm dealing exclusively with

aeroplanes would not receive more than one call per week.

One can only hope that the time will come when Handley
Page, Ltd. and the other pioneer firms will have as many
telephone lines as the big Department Stores.

The R.N.A.S. Comforts Fund.
In spite of the distracting influences of Zeppelin raiding and

Zeppelin-strafing and the consequent extra expenditure incurred

by investments in insurance, respirators, chest protectors, and
bomb-proof shelters, certain kind and thoughtful people continue

to remember the necessities of the crews of the seaplane carriers

who are now undergoing various degrees of grilling and freez-

ing "from 's icy mountains to 's coral strands" (de-

letioi.s by Home-grown Censor).

Mrs. Sueter has received large quantities of "comforts"

from Mrs. Lumley Holland, made by Girl Guides.

The following cash contributions have also been received :

—

Employees, South Coast .Aircraft Works, ^10 10s.
;
Employees,

Sopwitli A\iation Co., £<) 13s. 6d. ;
Employees, White and

Thompson, Ltd., 15s. ; Sir Wm. Plowden, £1 ; Mr. Martin

Sutton (collected), 12s. ; Miss E. Lloyd Jones, los. 6d. ; Vickers

Ltd. (Woodworkers, Aeroplane Department), 22nd contrib., 6s.,

23rd contrib., 6s. Total, ;i^24 is. Grand total to date,

^952 US. id.

Further contributions, in cash and kind, should be sent to

Mrs. Sueter, The Howe, Wallington, Oxon, so that comforts

may be stored up in readiness for the winter campaign.
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Naval and Military Aeronautics.
GREAT BRITAIN.

From the "London Gazette," June loth. 1915,

Admiralty, June i2th.
ROYAL NAVAL AIR SERVICE.—Granted temp, commn.

as flight sub-lieut. : Hon. M. H. E. C. Towneley-Bertie. lune
4th.

^

R.iM.L.I.—Capt. A. C. Barnby granted temp, rank of major
whilst holding appt. of sqdn. com. in Royal Naval Air Service.
May 27th.

* * »

From the "London Gazette," June 16th, 1915.

War Office, June i6th.
ME.MORANDA.—Q,mr. and Hon. Lieut. T. Lyons, Royal

Flying Corps, Military Wing, to be temp. capt. whilst employed
as Staff capt. at War Office. June 17th.

^

SPECIAL RESERVE OF OFFICERS.—Suppl.-jmentarv to
Regi-lak Corps.—Royal Flying Corps.—Military Wing.
Sec. lieuts. (on prob.) confirmed in rank : L. F. Page, A. B.
Rendall, To be sec. lieuts. (on prob.) : B. C. McEwen. May
28th. O. Greig. May 29th. June 1st: C. E. Wardle, K. D.
P. Murray. June 2nd: A. M. Low, W. U. S. Sanday, E. B.
Broughton.

TERRITORIAL FORCE.—Yeomankv .—2nd Co.. of Lon=
DON.—Sec. Lieut. H. M. Goode seconded for service with Royal
Flying Corps. May 22nd.

R.F..A.—7TH London Brigade.—Temjx Lieut. R. A. Saun-
ders seconded for service with Royal Fh ing Corps. March
9th.

* * «

From the "London Gazette," June 17th, 1915.

W ar Office, Ju.vk i/th.
REGULAR FORCES -Special Reserve of Officers.—

Sec. lieut. (on prob.) confirmed in rank : Royal Flying Corps
(Military Wing)—L. M. Bennett.

» *

From the "London Gazette," June 18th, igi.V

Admiralty, June :5TH.
ROYAL NAVAL AIR SERVICE.—Proby. flight sub-

iieuts. confirmed in rank of flight suh-lieuts. ; T. K. Young.
October 7th. R. H. Routledge. January 4th. J. S. F. Morri-
son. F""ebruary oth. R. M. Everett. February 12th. T. C.
Vernon. February 26th. F. W. Lucas. . February 27th. C.
V. Arnold, R. G. A. Baudry, G. G. Dawson. March feth.

Proby. flight sub-lieuts. for temp, service confirmed'in rank
of flight sub-lieut. for temp, service : C. W. Graham. April
1 2th.

June i6th.
ROYAL NAVAL AIR SERVICE.—To be flight lieut. : F.

A. Brock. January ist.

* * •

War Office, June iSth.
REGULAR FORCES.— Establishments.—Royal Flying

Corps.—Military Wing.—Flying Officers to be flight comms.
—May 25th : Lieut. N. C. Spratt, S.R., and to be teinp. capt.

whilst so employed
; Capt. T. W. C. Carthew, 4th Beds.

Flying Officers.—June 4th : Lieut. H. A. P. Disney, 2nd
Cambs, T.F. ; Sec. Lieut. W. Reid, 6th Lpool., T.F.

» * »

From the "London Gazette," June 2Ist, 191.S.

War Office, June 2 ist.

Royal Flying Corps.—Military Wing.—Sgt.-majs. to be
qmrs., with hon. rank of lieut. : June ist, E. J. Parker, S. J.

Pavne.

NAVAL,
The following appointment was notified at the Admiralty on

June 15th :

—

ROYAL N.WAL AIR SERVICE.—Seaman F. C. Walker,
R.N.V.R., transferred to R.N.A.S , a> jjroby. flight sub-lieut.,

for temp, service, to date June 21st.
» *

The following appointments were notified at the Admiralty on
June i6th :

—

Asst. Paymaster T. A. Batchelor, to the "President," addi-

tional, for Naval Air Station, Calshot, for special duty, tem-
porary, to date June 15th.

ROYAL NAVAL AIR SERVICE.—Messrs. A. Rawlinson
granted temporary commission as temp, com., R.N.V.R., and

J E. Arrol Hunter granted a temporary commission as sub-

lieut., R.N.V.R., and appointed to the "President," additional,

for duty with the Armoured Car Aeroplane Support, both to

date June istli.

Messrs. C. J. Price (to date June 2nd) granted a temporary
commission as lieut., F. W. M. Moore and M. H. Rattray (to

date June 4th), and G. M. Morse and S. J. Hanna (to date

June 2nd), granted temporary commissions as sub-lieuts.,

R.N.V.R., and all appointed to the "President," additional, for

R.N..A.S. (armoured cars).

Messrs. C. H. M. Chapman, C. O. Garden, J. B. Cussen,

and W. Croucher, entered as proby. flight sub-lieuts., for tem-

porary service, and appointed to the "President," additional,

for R.N..-\.S., to date June 21st.

Air Mechanic S. Kemball, promoted to proby. flight sub-

lieut., for temporary service, and appointed to the ''President,"

additional, for R.N.A.S., to date June 15th.

« » •

The following appointments were notified on June 17th :
—

ROYAL NAV.AL AIR SERVICE.—Flight Coms.—C. E.

Maude, to the "President," additional, for R.N.A.S., and A. J.

Miley, to the Air Department, Admiralty, as assistant to Direc-

tor, .Air Department, to date June 15th.

Mr. G. T. Davies granted a temp, commission as lieut.,

R.N.V.R., and appointed to the "President," additional, for

R.N.A.S., to date June i6th.

Temp. Lieut., R.N.V.R., F. A. Brock granted a commission

as flight lieut, and reappointed to the "President," additional,

for R.N..'\.S., to date January ist.

» »

The following appointments were notified on Tune i8th :
—

ROYAL NAVAL AIR SERVICE.—Capt., R.M., P. Owen
graded as acting flight commander, to date June ist.

Temp. Sub-Lieut., R.N.V.R., N. S. Lott, to the "President,"

additional, for R.N.A.S., to date June 17th.

*

The following appointments were notified on June 21st :

—

ROYAL NAV'AL AIR SERVICE.—The undermentioned have

been granted temp, commissions as lieuts., R.N.V.R., and ap-

pointed to the "President," additional, for R.N.-A.S., to date as

iTi-ntioned : J. M. .Anderson, A. J. Brown, R. A. Robei-tson,

H. J. Smith, R. N. Spence, R. D. Spinney, J. A. Williams,

June 13th; A. L. Lingard, F. B Bedford, June i^th ; G. P.

Stanley and N. C. Power, June 19th.

The following have been granted temp, commissions as sub-

lieuts., R.N.V.R., and appointed to the "President, additional,

for R.N.A.S., to date as stated: T. B. Ross, June 6th; R. N.

Perks, June 19th; D. S. R. Kent, June 13th; .'\, H. J.

Creighton, June iith.

The undermentioned have been entered as prob. flight sub-

lieuts. for temp, service, and appointed to the "President,"

additional, for R N..A.S.. to date as stated . E. A. O. Aukijd-

Jamieson and .S. O. .Smith, June 14th ; F. J. L. Bishop and
L. Briffault, June 26th.

Mr. P. Burke, entered as warrant officer, second grade, for

temporary service, and appointed to the "President," addi-

tional, for R.N.A.S., to date June 19th.

The following have been entered as flight sub-lieuts. for

temporary service, and reappointed to the "President," addi-

tional, for R.N-.'V.S., their temporary commissions as lieuts.,

R.N.A.S., having terminated, to date as stated, \iz. : Temp.
Lieuts. R.N.V.R.-- -M. H. .Spencer, June 4th; A. P.

MacKilligin and E. J. C. Roberts, June ist.

Temp. Sub-Lieut., R.N.V.R., H. McClelland, entered as

prob. flight sub-lieut., and appointed to the "President," addi-

tional, for R.N.A.S., temp, commission as sub-lieut., R.N.V.R.,
terminated.
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The Secretary of the Admiralty announced on June i8th the'
following casualty under date June 17th :

—

Accidentally Ivilled whilst Flying.
Flight Sub-Lieut. Reginald A. J. VVarneford, V.C., R.N.

R. A. J. Warneford was born in 1S92 in I-iuch Behar, India,
his father being a Civil Servant lent to that State. He took his
certificate, as noted recently, at the R.N. Air Station at Hen:
don in February of this year, and afterwards went to East-'
church. Thence he was appointed to a squadron now operat-
ing at Dunkirk, A week or so ago he distinguished himself
by being the first aviator to bring down a Zeppelin while it

was in the air. He had the reputation of being a bold and
somewhat reckless flier, who trusted to his natural quickness
to get him out of tight corners when an older and more ex-
perienced flier would have been sufficiently cautious not to

get into them.

Various accounts agree that he was killed while Hying a
Henri Farman at Buc. It seems likely that after flying the
Morane parasol, which is abnormally quick on the elevator and
very obstinate in other directions, he may have misjudg.--d the
distances necessary to control the slower moving, but eminently
docile Farman.

It is also reported, on undis]3uted evidence, that he had an
American journalist with him as passenger at the time of his
death and that the passenger was also killed. This matter
appears to require investigation. If the machine was Govern-
ment property no neutral passenger, least of all a civilian,

should have been in it, unless, of course, he was temporarily
on official work. If the machine was not Government property
an officer should not have been flying it, unless officially

ordered to test it. What is commonly known as "joy-riding"
either by passengers or pilots is not regarded with fa\-our in

time of war.

The death of ihe journsilist is, of course, an inconsiderable
matter, but has probably spared us much sensational descrip-

tive matter concei-ning the R.N.-'V.S. in the American Press.

The death of Mr. Warneford deprives the Service -of a pilot

who might have done much useful work as an air raider before

meeting his eventual end.

The body of Mr. Warneford wa^. brought to England
on Jime 21st, and was buried at Rronipton Cemetery on the

22nd.
• • «

The funeral of Flight-Lieutenant H. G. Wanklyn, R.N.,
elder son of Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Wanklyn, 10, Marlborough-
mansions, Hampstead, took place at Calais on Saturday, June
19th. He was killed while piloting a seaplane off the Belgi.m

coast, a German shell hitting the machine which had come
down in the sea. His body was subsequently reco\-ered.

Flight Lieut. Wanklyn was born on August 3rcl, 1895, ^''"''''^

educated first at Merton Court School, Sidcup, and then at

University College School, Frognal, whore he joined the

O.T.C. and took his A Certificate. He entered the Royal
Naval Air Service on the 12th ol May, 1014, taking his pilot's

certificate on the ist of July at the Central Flying School,

Upavon. He received his commission on August ist, and has
of late been stationed at Isle of Grain, for seaplane work.
He was popular with his brother officers, and gave promise
of winning his way to high rank on p.'r'sonal merit and nliiliu .

* » *

Contrary to a statement in The Aeroplane recently. Flight

Sub-Lieut. Travers, R.N., was not injured in an accident at

sea. He was, in fact, a passenger with the late Flight-Lieut.

Barnes, R.N., who was killed recently while landing at dawn
when it was almost dark. Owing to the bad light and a

ground fog the machine turned over in landing. Lieut. Barnes
was caught by the top plane and crushed, but Lieut. Travers
was thrown clear of the wreckage, and only badly shaken.
He made gallant efforts to rescue his companion before he him-
self collapsed.

* « «

A collision between a naval motor-car .-md a taxicab at East-
bourne resulted in a charge of manslaughter being brought
.igainst Flight-Lieutenant Robert Hilton |nnes, R.N.A.S., at

'Eastbourne Police Court last week. The driver of the taxi,

Ernest Henry Chinery, was so injured that he died in a few
minutes. The Town Clerk, who prosecuted, said the Coroner's
jury found that death was accidental, but the Chief Constable
was not satisfied with the verdict. The Jury seemed to have
come to the conclusion that because the night was dark it was
aii excuse for defendant being on the wrong side of the road.

Lieut. Colin George Shearer, Royal Army Medical^ Corps,

said that on the night of the accident he went to the Hippo-
drome with a lady. They left between 10.30 and 10.45, ^'^'^

drove in a taxi to the sea-front. The vehicle was driven at a

very moderate pace. Dr. Kenneth Frazer, who was walking
along the seafront with his wife, said a motor-car passed him
at a tremendous pace, and he heard a crash soon after.

Miss Bontoft, aged sixteen, stated that she was with Lieut.

Shearer. ATter the collision she had to keep to her bed for a

week. Mr. Percy Ellison, engineer and general manager of

the Eastbourne Corporation motor 'bus department, thought

that the naval car must have been driven at not less (han thirty

miles an hour.

Tlie Bench decided that a prima facie case had been made
out, and decided lo commit defendant for trial at the Assizes,

but they admitted him to bail, and the Chairman expressed the

opinion that the case should not interfere with any duties he

might have to perform.

I

On the purely technical point of driving on the wrong side

of the road, one mav point out that when driving in the dark

w ilh compulsorily dim lights it is the safest thing to do, for one

can always see the lamps of approaching vehicles, and avoid

them, whereas one's own lights are incapable of showing up

people walking, pushing handcarts, or cycling, if one overtakes

them when on the left side of the road, and one may easily

run over them if only travelling at 12 or 15 m.p.h., because

the rule about carrying tail-lamps on cycles and barrows is

habitually neglected, and pedestrians always assume that one

is able to see them when overtaking them, and do not even

step out of the way. Consequently the only way to be sure of

missing them is to drive slightly to the right of the crown of

the road.—Ed.j
* V

The engagement is announced of Flight Commander Richard

Edmund Charles Peirse, R.N., D.S.O., now abroad with a

Naval Aeroplane Squadron, onlv son of Vice-Admiral Sir

Richard Peirse, K.C.B., M.V.O., Commander-in-Chief East

India Station, and Lady Peirse, to Mary Joyce, younger

daughter of Mr. and Mrs. .Armitage T-edgard, the Manor
House, Thorner, Yorkshire.

MILITARY.
The Field-Marshal Commanding the British Forces in

France reported as follows :

—

June 19th, 1915.

3. The electric power station at La Bass6 was successfully

bombarded yesterday by our aviators.
*

The following appeared in the Casualty List published on

June 2ist :

—

Previously Reported Missing, now Reported Killed.

Woodiwiss, Sec. Lieut. T. N., Lincolnshire Regiment and
Roval Flying Corps.

•

Once more it is necessary to record the death of an experi-

enced military aviator in an accident in this country. On the

morning of Monday last, June 21st, Major H. T. Lumsden,
commanding the military school at Brooklands was killed, and
his passenger, Mr. Carpenter, apparently a probationer for

the R.F.C., was severely injured. Details of the accident are

not available, but it appears that Major Lumsden had taken
Mr. Carpenter out for instruction on an Avro biplane, and
was forced to land outside the track near Addlestone, presum-
ably by engine failure. One assumes that the machine met
some obstruction in alighting and overturned. The fact that

the pupil was only injured points to some unusual circumstance,
in that, as the passenger sits in front, one would expect the

pilot to escape more lightly than the passenger, unless it

happened that in a dual-control machine the instructor was
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sitting in front so as to give the pupil practice in ttie pilot's

seat.

Harry Tailyour Lumsden was born on April 15th, 1879,
in Edinburgh. He took his certificate, No. 853, at the
Vickers School at Brooklands on July 22nd, 1914, and was
appointed a Flight-Commander, R.F.C., on November 28th,

1914. He was recently appointed a Squadron-Commander and
temporary major, and has for some weeks been in charge of

the school at Brooklands. During that time he won the regard
of all who came in contact witli him, and his loss will be deeply
regretted.

Major Lumsden got his first commission in the Cameron
Highlanders in 1898 and his company in 1903. He was Ad-
jutant of the Special Reserve from October, 1913, to Septem-
ber, 1914, when he was seconded to the Roval Flying Corps.

He was the eldest son of Mr. William Harry Lumsden, of

Balmedie, Aberdeenshire, by his marriage with the eldest

daughter of Colonel Thomas Renny Tailyour, of Borrowfield,
Forfarshire.

His brother. Captain C. R. Lumsden, Gordon Highlanders,
was killed at the front early in the war, and another brother,

Captain B. N. Lumsden, 2nd Seaforth Highlanders, was re-

ported missing last month.
^ * *

An R.A.M.C. Territorial on very active service "anywhere
in Belgium," writing to a friend, says :--"Thanks awfully
for all your letters and regular delivery of the "rag" (mean-
ing The Aeroplane), which is really coming on.

"Have you seen the new type of Caudron with the very
short lower plane and the Gnome engine? Gee! she does
climb some. I got a fairly close view of a Voisin blind6e the

other day. They are fine 'buses, and seem to do an awful lot

of work. Hast yet seen the new Martinsyde scout going all

out? If not, do—and die.

"Yes, the poor old Bosche planes are right out of the picture

these days; absolutely skinned to death."

FRANCE. '

The communique of June 15th says :

—

As a reprisal for the bombardment by the Germans of

open French and British towns, orders were given to bom-
bard this morning the capital of the Grand Duchy of Baden.
At three a.m. 23 aeroplanes left for Karlsruhe, and, in spite

of a northerly wind, they arrived over the city between 5.50
and 6 a.m. ; .

They dropped 130 projectiles of go and 155 millirri^es on
the points indicated to them, notably on the Castle, t?fe arms
factory, and the railway station. Many fires were seen to

break out while the aeroplanes were over the town.

A great panic was observed in the station, whence trains

were dispatched in haste towards the East.

The aeroplanes were vigorously bombarded on the out-

ward journey at Saverne (Zabern), Strasburg, Rastatt, and

Karlsruhe, and on returning at Blamont, Phalsbourg, and
Saverne. All the aviators returned safely, except two.

• *

The following oflficial French communication was issued by
the Press Bureau on June 15th :

—

The German communiques of the 12th and 13th of June

call for the follosving observations :
—

(4) At Lun^ville a German aviator, chased by two -French

aviators, threw at random five bombs, which caused neither

accident nor loss. These useless and ill-directed attacks are

designed as a set-off to the success of our air-raids.

[This seems rather a childisih observation. Obviously an

aviator who was being chased would jettison his bombs at

rpndom in order to lighten his machine.—Ed.]
• « «

The communique of June i6th says :

—

A German aeroplane was obliged to come down in our

lines near Noroy-sur-Ourcq, north-east of La Ferte-Milon.

The aviators were made prisoners.

» »

The later communique of June i6th sa3's :—

-

During Tuesday some bombs were dropped on Nancv, St.

Die, and Belfort by German aeroplanes. At Nancy some
civilians were struck.

t » «

The communique of June 17th says :

—

Our bombarding air squadrons effectively bombarded the

enemy reserves at Givenchy and at La Folie Wood, and dis-

persed masses of troops in process of formation.
* • *

The later communique of June 17th says :

—

An enemy aeroplane was brought down by one of our

machines in Alsace. Both the German aviators were killed.
* * *

The "Libert^" relates how, the day after the Germans had
tried to bombard Verdun with 15 in. guns from Spincourt, an

."Vviatik flew over the station to take photographs of the damage
which the Germans believed they had done. The pilot came
down to 600 ft. from the ground. Two French aviators im-

mediately went up to attack him. Their chase was very short.

A few minutes after they had opened fire on him the pilot was
stiuck by a bullet, and his macliine was brought to the ground.

It is reported from Paris that Squadron-Commander Briggs,

of the "British Aerial Service," is mentioned in Armv Orders
for having given a remarkable proof of courage and endurance

in penetrating a very long distance into the enemy's country

and bombarding a military establishment. It is added:—"He
fully succeeded in his mission, although he was wounded."

[Just why this "citation" is made at this date is not clear,

unless it is to remind some of the newer pilots that others did

big things before anyone heard of them.—Ed.]
« * «

His many friends in this country will be pleased to hear that

M. Paul Gondre, well known as chief engineer to the late Mr.

Gustav Hamel, is now an "aviateur brevete," having been re-

moved from the Foreign Legion in which he passed the first

six months or more of his military career, and appointed first

as Caporal-Mecanicien in the Escadrille de Paris at Le Bour-

get, and then as "El^^ve pilote" at Etampes. He is now
Caporal Aviateur, and at the time of writing to his friends in

London hoped to pass for his "brevet militaire" in a short

time. He is one of the finest engine tuners and aeroplane

regulators in the whole industry, and it seems almost a pitv to

risk losing such a valuable engineer by using him as a pilot.

However, all will wish him success and distinction such as has

already come to so many of the Hendon people who are now
on active service.

fiFRMANY.
The communique of June 15 says :

—

On Sunday the church at Lefifinghe, south-west of Ostend,

was bombarded by hostile artillery during Divine service for

the civil population, several Belgian civilians being wounded.
Yesterday the open town of Karlsruhe, which has no con-

nection with the theatre of war and which is without the

slightest fortifications, was bombarded by an hostile air

squadron. Up to the present it has been ascertained that

eleven civilians were killed and six wounded. No military

damage could, of course, be caused.

One of the hostile aeroplanes was brought down by one of

our war aeroplanes. The occupants were killed. Anotlier

enemy aeroplane was forced to descend near Schirmeck.

[Really this communique is most comforting. The hypo-

critical whine about bombarding a church, and the renewal

of the bleat abo Jt dropping bombs on an "open" town, are

worthy of the English Press. Time was when the Germans
would have said nothing about the church, regarding its

bombardment as an ordinary act of war, .Also, a long time

ago when French aviators dropped bombs on a big building

used as a hospital at Freiburg-im-B'reisgau, a German report

actually said that doubtless it was mistaken for military head-

quarters as it was the biggest building in the town, and the

writer of the report seemed rather pleased that the French had

deceived themselves in this way. If the logical and scientific

German mind is being reduced to the level of the Noncon-

formist Conscience it rather looks as if it were losing its nerve,

which is an excellent sign, from our point of view.—Ed.]
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The communique of June 20th says:

—

Of a hostile air squadron which bombarded Iseghc>m
(Flanders) without doing- any military damage, one aeroplane
was brought down. Another aeroplane was shot down o^-er

Vouziers, in Champagne.
X- it *

.A Berlin telegram via .Amsterdam, dated June 17th, says :

—

" On the night of the i5th-i6tih our naval airships carried out
an attack on the north coast of England. A coast place was
bombarded. The airships suffered no damage whatsoever.

* * -i

A Karlsruhe message received at Amsterda}n on June i5lh

via Berlin tells the following story of the raid :
—

"This morning ti\e enemy aviators bombarded Karlsrulie

for three-quarters of an hour. Several persons were killed or

wounded. Material damage, of no military importance, was
done a: numerous places."

Another message states that "the aeroplanes were over the

city from 6.45 till 8 a.m. The central districts near the Castle

suffered mostly. The Margravian Castle was also hit by a

bomb."
[The Castle is only about 100 yards from th'j important rail-

way station of Karlsruhe, which was no doubt the aviators'

objective. Near the station are large i-ailw.i_\- works, ^nd
further east across the line are artillery barracks and a depot.

Karlsruhe, capital of the Grand Duchy of Baden, has a popu-
lation of about 100,000, and there are numerous chemical and
engineering works in the neighbourhood, which, of course, are

busy turning out munitions of one sort or another, so that the

place was fair game even according to the old rules of war.

Apart from that, one of the chief uses of aircraft is to carry

war into the heart of the enemy's country, especially into his

capital cities, and impress on the stay-at-homes the fact that

there really is a war, and that they as much as the soldiers at

the front are going to suffer for it. —Ed.]
*- * *

A message from Karlsruhe to th{; "Svenska Dagbladet"

(.Stockholm, June i6th) describes the attack on the city as t.n

exceptionally daring enterprise. Very considerable damage was
caused, eleven ])eople were killed and six injured. The bom-
bardment lasted forty-five minutes.

Official German wireless news of June i6th received by the

Marconi Company says nineteen ]3erson-~ were killed and four-

teen seriously injurefl by the raid. Numerous people were

slightly wounded. The bulletin adds ;—

•

"The population is calm, but embittered, on account of this

senseless procedure."

[The last phrase is one of the most priceless of the war, and

one hopes tliat Mr. George Morrow will be moved to give us in

"Punch" a picture of a "Calm but Embittered German
Family" as a companion to that epocli-marking group of a

German Family having its Morning Hate.— Ed.]

v. * *

According to the "Frankfurter Zeitung," the Grand Duke
of Baden has sent the following telegram from the front to

the Burgomaster of Karlsruhe :

—

The Kaiser telegraphs me his deep indignation at the

wicked attack on beloved Karlsruhe. The poor, innocent

victims among civilians have greatly distressed him.

A telegram from Berlin tries to discredit the French airmen

by declaring that they were doubtless aware that in the Castle

of the Margrave, which was considerably damaged, were the

Grand Duchess Louise and the Queen of Sweden. The tele-

gram savs that several splinters flew into the room of the

Swedish Baroness Hochschild, and that the children of Prince

.Max o'f Baden, the roof of whose bedroom was demolished,

onlv narrowly escaped. Eighty-four civilians were killed and
wounded.

[That almost sounds like the bleat of an English paper.—Ed.]

A German official message has been issued protesting against

the air raid on Karlsruhe, and pointing out that German air

raids have been directed against fortified places, or at least

places closely connected with the war. Where German air-

men have attacked open towns it has been solely by way of

reprisals. [Again, how very English.—Ed.]

* * *

A message frdn Bale says that on June 17th French aviators

bombarded Guebwiller and Colmar, They dropped proclama-

tions, which read : "Alsatians,—Italy is helping to crush

Germany! Long live France and Alsace!"

»

The following note, officially circulated through German
wireless stations, has been received by the Wireless Press :

—

Berlin, June 21st.

An official statement referring to the attack by airmen on
Karlsruhe explains how heretofore German airmen and air-

ships bombarded places of military importance only, while

exceptions were always explicitly mentioned as retaliations

to similar enemy measures.
* * '/:

\ "Neutral Observer" who has been relating his experiences

in the "Times," concerning a visit to Germany, makes some
curious remarks on the subject of aircraft. He says ;

—

"But the great hope of the Germans lies in a combined
action of submarines and airships. It is their belief that this

contest will soon fake place in an attempt to destroy the British

A CORNER or GERMANY.—The D.F.W. Works and Aerodrome, as seen by a British pilot just before the War.
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Fleet, which, according to the Germans, is hiding in terror of

submarines off the west coast of Ireland. Ihis is to be the

decisive 'trial-at-arms' with England, to which Germans look

forward with confidence. 'The future of Germany lies in the

air' is a phrase repeatedly quoted. All Germans appear to have
unbounded faith in their Zeppelins. While the public is en-

grossed in the accomplishments of Count Zeppelin's creations

and grows enthusiastic over raids on undefended English towns,

technical experts are striving ceaselessly to produce a more
efficient aeroplane.

"A German 'flight-captain' informed me that the Taube
pattern of aeroplane has been discarded by the authorities as

unstable and wholly unsatisfactory for military purposes, as are

other types of monoplane in view of their inability to carry a

sufficient load, and that the Germans are now exclusively mak-
ing biplanes of an improved Farman type. The conquest of the

air by Germans has not advanced as smoothly and rapidly as

they have anticipated. German I'xperts admit thcit the French

are still superior in the field of aeronautics.''

The Taube pattern aeroplane certainly is unsuitable for

military purposes on account of its slow speed, but it is ab-

surd to say it is unstable. It is highly improbable that the

Germans are concentrating on building machines of the Far-

man type, although it will doubtless soon be possible to descriln-

some "surprise" machines of large size Undoubtedly thp

most successful German aeroplane has been tihe tractor biplane

of the Albatros type. It is inconceivable that a "'Flight Cap-

tain" should seriously admit the superiority of the French in

the field of aeronautics.

ITALY.
A statement issued by the Naval Chief of Staff in Rome on

June 17th says :

—

One of our airships, passing over the enemy's entrenched

camps last night, dropped powerful bombs on the important

railway junction at Divazza, causing great damage. The
airship returned unharmed, despite a vigorous fusillade from

the enemy's rifles and machine-guns.
* * *

The following official communication was issued in Rome on

June 17th :—

•

The Austrians are sending little balloons over our soldiers,

which burst and drop leaflets containing invitations to desert.

The leaflets promise for each rifle brought in ten kronen, for

each machine-gun 500 kronen, for each gun or aeroplane

2,000 kronen, and for each horse 150 kronen. The leaflets

advise wholesale desertion, because all goes well in Austria

and prisoners are well treated.

* * *

The communique of June 18th says :
—

On the night of June 17th, while a naval airship destroyed

the railway station at Divazza, our dirigibles were carrying

out raids over enemy territory. They apparently bombed

effectively positions at Monte Santo and the entrenchments

opposite Gradisca, and also damaged very seriously the

station at Ovciadraga, on the Gorizia- Dornberg line. They

returned safely.
* * *

The later communique of June i8th says:--

Yesterday afternoon an Austrian naval force made an ap-

pearance at the mouth of the Tagliamento. It was made the

object of repeated attacks by squadrons of our destrovers,-

and met with no other success than the damaging of a light-

house. Our destroyers, although counter-attacked by a water-

plane, returned safely.

Simultaneously we carried out an aerial bombardment of

the Austrian lighthouse at Salvore.
« #

It is reported from Rome that a seaplane (said to be the

fourth) has been captured off the Italian coast. The machine

flew over Venice from Pola, but had to descend on its way

back and was picked up by an Italian patrol boat.

BELGIUM.

Two Zeppelins were observed on June 14th over Belgium,

near the Dutch frontier, flying in a westerly direclion. One of

them descended between Antwerp and Hernthals, and was nol

restarted for a considerable time. The other disappeared to-

wards tlie west. It was said to be travelling at a high speedy
which seems natural considering the strong East wind which
was blowing.

• • «

The "Handelsblad (.^imsterdam, June isthj, referring to the

air raid at Evere, near Brussels, on June 7th, confirms the

rumour that a Zeppelin was destroyed. Seven railway wagons,-
filled with the wrecked framework of the airshij), were sent

back to Germanv.
• t

An Amsterdam message dated )une i6th says that early that

day tliree English aviators made an air raid to Ghent and the

neighbourhood. .About five bombs were dropped on a Zeppelin

shed at Gontrode, south-east of Ghent. Details were still lark-

ing when the message was sent.
• * •

The " Handclsblad" reports that at four a.m. on June
i6th two French aviators attacked Brussels, apparently intend-

ing to destroy the balloon sheds. The bombs missed their

mark and the sheds were not damaged. Some of the French
projectiles landed on a meadow near Vih oorde.

• » »

It is reported that duriag the evening of the same day hostile

aviators flew over the Belgian coast and dropped a large

number of bombs on the coast positions at Zeebrugge, Heyst,

and Knocke. Tliirteen searchlights were turned on them and

numerous batteries opened fire, but the aviators escaped.
• « •

The "Handelsblad" (Amsterdam, June 17th) states that early

on that day two French aviators made an attack on a Zeppelin

shed to the north of Brussels. The shed was not damaged.
On the return journev the aviators dropped a bomb on the

Place Rogier in Brussels.

[It is not shown how the ' 'Handelsblad's'" correspondent

knew they were French, nor how two aviators dropped one

bomb.—Ed.]

HOLLAND.
The "Groninger Dagblad" (Amsterdam, June isth) learns

that the British officers who were interned at Groningen have

withdrawn their parole. They will now be taken to Wiericker-

schans or to Urk, and guarded there.

[Quite a large number of these officers belong to the

R.N.A.S. and R.F.C. One R.N.A.S. ofticer has already tried to

escape from Urk, so doubtless the new arrivals will be extra

strictly guarded, and will find their confinement especially

urksome—as one of their friends puts it.—Ed.]

TURKEY,
An official communique issued in Constantinople on June

17th says :—
One of our airmen observed in Kephali Bay, near Imbros,

a battleship of the "Agamemnon" type, the deck of which

was almost submerged, while her after funnels and masts

were completely under water.

[He must have had a curious view to see funnels and masts

under water while the deck was still above. So perhaps he

may have mistaken the type of ship also.—Ed.]

U. S. A.

The flying boat presented through the Aero Club of America

to the Naval Militia of New York State by the Curtiss .Aero-

plane Company of Buffalo, is to be assigned to the first batta-

lion, which has its headquarters on the U.S.S. "Granite State,"

at the foot of West Ninety-seventh Street, New York City. Com-

modore R. P. Foreshew, head of the Naval Militia of New York

State, has advised the Aero Club of America to this effect, and

Commander Charles L. Poor, of the First Battalion, is now

selecting candidates for the course of training to be given both

a pilot and a mechanic at either Buffalo or Hammondsport,

New York. When the men have been properly trained, a new

flying boat, of the type supplied to the navies of different

countries bv the Curtiss Company, will be delivered to the

Naval Militia of New York State.

The Naval Militia of Illinois has also been presented with a

Curtiss flying-boat through the generosity of Commodore A.

M. Andrews and Mr. Stuart McDonald, the Chicago yachts-
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men. The christening, by Miss .Mona Dunne, daughter of the
Governor of Illinois, was a social affair and the flying boat was
named "Alice" in lionour of Mrs. Andrews and Miss AWce
McDonald.

Secretary of the Navy Daniels, in a letter to Mr. Alan R.
Hawley, President of the .Aero Club of America, expresses his
appreciation of the value of the National .'\eroplane Subscrip-
tion as follows ;

—

"My dear Mr. Hawley,—Your letter of the iStli ultimo in

regard to a public subscription for aeronautical purposes was
duly received. I am greatly interested in anything that is being
done to assist in the development of aeronautics in this country.
I congratulate tlie Governors of the Aero Club of America on
the public spirit \Vh\ch has prompted them to start a public
subscription to raise funds to further develop aeronautics in

this country.

"As you undoubtedly know, I am not allowed legally to
consider public sijbscriptions for the Government's use. It

would seem, though, that you could be of great assistance to
the Naval Militia at the present time by obtaining aeroplanes
for them by popular subscription. If you will apply to Captam
Bristol, he will be very glad to assist you in any way that is

possible so far as he properly can. By thus conferring with
him, you will be able to work, as you have suggested, in har-
mony with the United States Navy.
"Your idea of creating a valuable and efficient teronautic.il

reserve is an excellent one, and I am sure that you will meet
with that measure of success that your efforts deser\(/. I de -

sire to thank you and the Governors oi the Aero Club of

America, so far as the Navy Department is concerned, for the
interest taken in this subject.

"(Signed) Joseph Daniels (Secretary ol the Navy).
CANADA.

Under the he.iding of "Here's some news that we have
missed," the "Calgary Herald" tells the following extraordi-
nary )'arn :—

•

Buffalo, May 27tli,^Lieut. E. H. Bequer of the British
Royal Flying Corps explained this morning ihe flight over
Buffalo of an aeroplane seen by hundreds three months ago.

Lieut. Bequer admitted he had piloted the machine, starting
at night from an English transport twenty miles off Long
Island for his cross-country flight to Vancouver. He landed
only once in the United States two hundred miles north-west
of New York, because of engine trouble. He said he passed
over Buffalo at a height of 3,000 feet, about davlight. " His
flight over Canada, made in four days, was uneventful, and
his orders sealed the lips of Canadians at the few points
where stops were made.
This absolute secrecv, he said, was to enable h\m to rlu rk

the plot to bombard Vancouver from an aeroplane to be re-
leased from a German vessel in the Pacific. Secret service
men, he declared, in the Canadian seaport unearthed the plot
through conversation overheard among German citizens.

"I had been there three days," said Bequer, "waiting at my
station on Vancouver Island for the threatened raid when the
enemy's machine appeared and I went out to meet it. W'p
clashed only thirty miles from Vancouver and both opened fire.

"They got me in the leg. That interfered to some ext°nt
with my manipulation of the controls, but we kept at it. When
another bullet struck my abdomen, howe\-er, I was beaten and
flew with all the speed of my machine, landing saf'd\-. The
German machine turned back to sea as [ approached land.
Bequer exhihited scars of his wounds. He arrived at the

East Buffalo Stock Yards late last nighr with 6q^ horses for
the British and French forces Afler landing his horses in

France, Bequer will rejoin ihe FKing Corps at the front.
Questioned closely as to the truth of his claims, Bequer

showed his orders and copies of reports and declared censors
had suppressed all details of the trip and his battle in the air.
"Whrn the war started," he said, when asked about the

mourning on his arm, "1 had four brothers and two sisters.
To-day, only mv mother and T are loft. My father, a retired
officer, and hrolhfrs all frll— ihe last at Neuve Chnnelle. Stray
bullets got the girls, who were Red Cross nurses."

|In s|iirf of all their alleged "cuteness," the denizens of the
Western Hemisphere seem to be the most gullible people in the

world. Even a European News .'\gency would not have dared
to perpetrate a story of this calibre. There is, of course, no
Lieut. Bequer in the R.F.C.

—

Ed.~\

AUSTRALIA.
From the "Melbourne Argus," May 3rd, 1915:

—

Considerable additions are to L»e made at once to the avia-

tion school at Point Cook, involving an exi>enditure of nearly

;£^io,ooo. This will include a new double hangar, a hangar,
and a slipway for waterplanes, quarters for a married man, and
a garage. The work will be carried out by the Department
for Home Affairs, a requisition having been received from the

Defence Authorities, and will be pushed on as rapidly as

possible.

THE INVASIONS OF ENGLAND.
The Secretar}' of the Admiralty issued the following an-

nouncement on June 16th :—

•

A Zeppelin visited the North-East Coast last evening and
dropped bombs.
Some fires were started, but have been overcome.

Fifteen deaths are reported from the district and fifteen

wounded.
At II p.m. the following further announcement was issued :

—

Further inquiries show that the casualties in connection

with the visit of a Zeppelin to the North-East Coast last

night amount to 16 killed (including one policeman) and 40
injured.

It is now possible to state more exactly the casualties re-

sulting from the airship raid on another ]jortion of the North-

East Coast on the night of June 6th.

The number of deaths is 24, namely, five men (all civilians),

13 women, and si.K children.

There were also forty cases of more or less serious injury.

The principal fires were in a drapery establishment, a tim-

ber yard, and a terrace of small houses.

[Much as one regrets the death of so many innocent people,

especially women and children, one cannot help hoping that

their martyrdom may help to bring home to the working
classes in the North and Midlands the fact that England is

really at w.ar, and forms part of the war area. —Ed.]
* * *

On June 17th inquests were held on the deaths of the vic-

tims of the North-East Coast Zeppelin raid on the night of

June 15th. The evidence showed that the dropping of bombs
in the area raided lasted for ten minutes, and that in one

place bombs were dropped for si.x minutes. Some persons were
killed instantly, .and others died shortly afterwardi.

* * *

The Commissioner of the Metropolitan Pohce has addressed

the following letter to the l>orough councils :

—

It is reported that manifestations of public opinion have oc-

curred in favour of the total extinction of the street lighting

when warning is recei\ed of an impending attack by hostile

aitcraft. This matter was very carefully considered in the early

stages of the wa*- by the Admiralt}'.

The extinction of street lighting on the occasion of an air

raid would be fraught with the most serious consequences, and
w ould possibly bring about many more casualties than would be

caused by the enemy aircraft. In the event of fire breaking out

the fire brigade would not be able to reach their destination, the

traffic actually in the street would be dangerously impeded,

ambulance and police movements would also be hampered, and

all the elements of panic would be introduced.

It is rot, perhaps, generally known that numerous observa-

tions from the air have been made from time to tinie by the

.Admiralty, who are satisfied that the present system of reduced

lighting is the most satisfactory, since an obser\'er from the

sky is quite unable to determine the quarter ot London which he
is passing over.

[.\n eminently sensible notice.—Ed.]
* • «

.As an example of the foundations on which some strfries of

airship raids are built up the following incident is worth
telling. Some time ago a Naval pilot was flying late at night

over a certain district not far from one of our Air Stations, and
owing to engine stoppage he was compelled to come down the

best wav he could.
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Having a bomb on board he very sensibly dropped it over

the first piece of open ground he could see so as to avoid any

possibility of auto-distribution should his course on landing

be interrupted by extraneous agencies. What happened to the

pilot afterwards need not perhaps be told, but the bomb, unlike

the seeds in the parable, did not fall on stony ground, and it

therefore failed to explode, with the result that the local

ft^rmcr found it in the morning and immediately started out

with the story that a Zeppelin had dropped a bomb on his

field, presumably with a desire to destroy his growing crops.

As a matter of fact the nearest Zeppelin was not much nearer

than Belgium at that particular time.

The Old Fallacies Again.
On TJiursday last, June lyih, Mr. 1^. Blin Desbleds, some

time lecturer at the Royal Military Academv. Woolwich, de-

livered a lecture at the Regent Street Polytechnic, in which
he rode liis pet hobby, the creation of a Ministry of .Aero-

nautics.

The lecturer urged that such a step was urgently needed

for the purpose of greatly increasing our aerial strength, and
to organise a sustained aerial offensive whioh would bring to

an end the present system of trench warfare, so desperately

costly in the lives of men.

"We are not taking the fullest advantage," said Mr.

Desbleds, "of the air power we possess. We are not produc-

ing all the machines we could, nor are we training all the

pilots required.

"I want to protest against the statement in German de-

spatches to the effect that recent air raids have been carried out

in the spirit of retaliation. If that is really the case a great

misuse is being made of a weapon of great ofl"ensi\'e value.

An aerial force can exercise its maximum direct influence by

being an independent arm. "

[AW that has bee.T discussed and its fallacies exposed over

and over again in this paper.—Ed.

J

Mr. Desbleds added that since the outbreak of hostilities

Zeppelin sheds and a hydrogen factory had been established on

Heligoland. The war radius, he helieved, of a Zeppelin was

300 miles, allowing a jourricy of 600 miles in all. With the

effective anti-aircraft organisation now existing here, he did

not think a Zeppehn from Heligoland could leach the Thames
estuary or London. Those which visited that district came

from the sheds at Brussels, 190 miles from London.

THE HOUSE OF COMMONS AND AIRCRAFT.
-Speaking in ihe House of Commons on the Report of the

Supplementary Vote of Credit,

Mr. JovNSON-HiCKS (Brentford, U.) said he desired to call

attention to the insufficiency of the number of aeroplanes for

war service by sea and land. It was quite clear from the report

of Field-Marshal Sir John French ihat our airmen were
superior to the German airmen, but it was also quite clear

that the Commander-in-Chief could have done with the assist-

ance of a larger numl>er of aeroplanes tlian he l-ad had at

his service since the war began.
From information brought home by wounded officers it

appeared that at many parts of our line enemv aeroplanes were
more numerous than our own. He had heard of no fewer
than eight German aeroplanes circulating over a part of our
line where there were none of our airmen, with the result that

a vast quantity of high explosives was poured on our trenches.

If that were so, he thought they were entitled to ask the

iNIinister of Munitions to give the .\rmv not onlv more shells

bul more aeroplanes and airmen.

The aeroplanes were also required to assist in repelling

Zeppelin raids at home. It was clear that the people of

London must expect a Zeppelin raid within the next few
weeks. Quite recently there were over our coasts no fewer

than five Zeppelins of the latest type. To meet those Zeppelins

wc required not a few aeroplanes, but what the Chancellor of

the Duchy called a swarm of hornets.

We wanted larger aeroplanes capaljli' of carrying large

bombs. Instead of having one raid upon Cu.vhaven there ought
to be a raid every week into German territory, and in view of

the attacks made by Germany upon undefended seaports and
the murder of undefended citizens, he would not bo too par-

ticular as to upon what (Jemjan towns bombs descended.

In Russia they had an aeroplane carrying five motors of

100 h.p., 121 ft. across from tip to tip of the wings, and
capable of carr^'ing 16 men. .\ machine of this type—and there

was no reason why we should not have many of them—would
be capable of carrying four or five bombs, having 400 lb. or

500 lb. of high explosives. Both the Army and Navy would
know how to make use of them.. These m.achines could be

tuined out in less than three months.

If the Minister of Munitions would take counsel with the

brails of the Army and Nayy air ser\-ices they would tell him

The Hall tractor biplane with Caadron type wings. An easily-built and inexpensive type for school work.
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they could employ three or four times as jiiany aeroplanes as
they had. This matter was as important, in his opinion, as
the provision of high-explosive sbelU.
Mr. Tennant agreed with the description of our "airmen"

as perfect. The criticism that more men and more material
were wanted might be made of the artillery or infantry as well
as the air service. Jt might be said with truth, "The pity is
wc had no more." The air service was now, however, iji

a very good proportion indeed 10 the rest of the Army.
Since the outbreak of the war the expansion of the air service

had not been less in proportion than that of the rest of the
Army. The expansion of pilots had been in the ratio of 10 to
I. Where we had one before we had now 10. The expansion
of men engaged in the air service generally was in the pro-
portion of 5 to I. This was a very large expansion indeed.
In spite of that expansion the organisation which had been
set up was working harmoniously and smoothly, and he thought
with great efficiency.

It had been stated tha; there was a deficiency of high-ex-
plosive bombs for use at the front. He could not say wlfethcr
there had been cases of a shortage of high-explosive bombs,
but there had been no shortage of such bombs since February.
(An hon. member--"Not shelsl'") At the present moment
there was an ample supply with an ample reserve. He hoped
that statement would reassure hon. gentlemen in all quarters
of the House.
The Government had actually in process of manufacture

similar machines to the larger Russian aeropl.ine 'o which
attention had been drawn.
At the moment of mobilisation onlv the C'Tilral Flying

.School existed in this country. It could only train 20 pupils
at once. Now there were 11 schools which could train upwards
of 200 pupils.

* » »

It is eminently satisfactory to see that Coalition in the
Ministry does not mean that all criticisn\ is to be burked. Mr.
Joynson-Hicks has in the past done more than any member of
Parliament to force the hand of the War Office in the matter
of aircraft, and one is glad to see him exposing the attempt
to "dope" the public into the belief that all is for the best in

this best of possible Governments.
Incidentally, one must not confuse two of his statements.

He says that we want a "swarm" of aeroplanes against
Zeppelins, and that we want larger aeroplanes- One takes it

that he does not mean that the larger aeroplanes are for use
against Zeppelins.

'

As
.
to raids on Cuxhaven once a week—takhng if that he

means raids on ihe North-West German coast generally—one
can cordially agree. Our seaplane-carrier fiotilla.s have done
very good work, but like our .Army aircraft, there are not
enough of them.

As for. Mr. Tennant, he is a worthy disciple of Colonel Seelv
(T.F.

; Temp. Brig.-Gen.). Assuming that the 35 aeroplanes
which were by an effort put into the air at Netheravon during
the Concentration Camp in June last year, doubtless n-,uch to

the amusement of the German and .Austrian military attaches
who were present, were enough for the Expeditionary Force,
doubtless the present number is in proportion to the present
army. But that, as usual with Colonel Seely, is begging the
question. It is not a question of theoretical proportion, but
of actual number needed for use. And Mr. Lloyd George—who
is worth a dozen .Seelys and Tcnnants together—savs we want
more aeroplanes.

One cannot help alluding to Mr. Tcnnant's unfortunate
phrase about the "expansion" of pilots and men. Certainly
the R.F.C. tunic when seen in side elevation does give at^

irr pression of embonpoint, but hardly to the figure mentioned.
It is interesting to hear ofificially that big aeroplanes are

being built. The subject is not a new one in this paper, which
has an unhappy knack of anticipating Oflicialdom by anything
between a year and three years. Unfortunately Germany has,
in the past, adopted with good effect .ill the suggestions made
in this paper and ignored by our own Services.

It is interesting also to bear that there are eleven schools in

this country. Presumably for Parliamentary purposes Na\-al
and the formerly despised ci\'ilinn schools are counted as

sources of supply by the War Office. Also, the writer's per-

sonal recollections of the C.K.S., when it was inspected by

various officers of foreign nations, is that there were nearer

40 than 20 pupils at work.

Some few weeks ago the Deputy Director of Military Aero-

nautics, speaking at the Annual Meeting of the .Aeronautical

Society, referred to the fact that it was now necessary for us to

send up two aeroplanes at a time, one of them to reconnoitre

and one to beat off any German machine whicli might attack

the reconnaissance machine.

One learns from various sources that the Germans have

recently put into the air a huge fighting machine very similar

to the Itahan Caproni biplane, which was described and illus-

trated in this paper some months ago. This new German
machine is said to have two fuselages and three engines, and

to be terrifically fast, so fast indeed that when one of our

own machines, which happened to be well up in the air when
it came out over our lines, attempted to attack it from above,

it simply opened out its engines and went right away from

the British machine until it reached a position more agreeable

to its crew.

In view of these interesting facts the following extract from

The Aeroplane of May aSth, 1914, may be of interest :—

•

"Meantime all ihe good constructors are busy making
'B.E.2's,' an obsolete tv]30 of machine with an antiquated

type of engine. I wonder what they will do when no more
'B.E.'s' are wanted. . . . The wise thing for them to do

urder the circumstances would be to set to work to build a

bigger and better and more stable machine than tlie 'R.E.,'

for no one has yet produced a decent fighting machine as a

reply to the fast 'reconnaissance' type. The fighting machine

should be, for choice, of a design with two separate engines,

for the good reasons so often put forward by General Hender-

son. Also, they should experiment seriously with air-brakes

and land-brakes.

"Being in a prophetic mood, let me hazard a guess that the

fighting machine to beat off the 'R.E.' will be a propeller-driven

biplane having a fuselage with an engine of about 120-h.p.

on each side of it, each engine driving a separate propeller,

more or less like a Sikorsky, and earJi engine capable alone

nf flying the machine. It will be inherently stable. It will

have proper air-brakes.

"I know personally of three men, none of whom is doing

designing work at present, who could design suoli a machine

and have it in the air in six months from now, given proper

workshop facilities, so surely the combined brains of the de-

signing staff of any one of our big firms should be able to

heat them on time if nothing else. I only hope they will for

that is the only way in which the 'trade' can hit back."

Those fighting machines might easily have been in the air

by October, 1914. We have still to hear of such a machine

being in use on active service. Why?-—C. G. G.

A "Volunteer Watch."
A body formed from the m.ile inhabitants for the purpose of

patrolling the roads at night has been formed at Southend.

Each road provides its own patrols and is "watched" every

night between 10.30 p.m. and 2.30 a.m.

The scheme is said to have produced a feeling of security, as

the inhabitants know that they will be aw.akened in good time

(by a pre-arranged signal) in (he event of hostile aircraft being

in the vicinity.

The chief drawback to this arrangement, which has been

tried in several localities, is that it entails an enormous amount

of extra work both on the Regular and Special Constabulary.

As a rule two or three nights a week an entirely unfounded

rumour of Zeppelins germinates in the "protected" district, the

"Watch" digs everybody out of bed, and the over-worked

Police have to be mobilised and occupv themselves till daylight

in persuading thousands of quaking citizens (generally of the

type who sneer at anv young male consumptive whom they

happen to meet for not enlisting) to go back to their beds.

The best place for people during air raids is indoors. If they

are forewarned they are bound to flock out into the streets in

thousands, and though any injuries they may receive outside

may be attributed to their own fault it is not desirable, for

many reasons, that the German "hag" should be augmented.
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Aero=motors : In Kind and Cons\v\xc\ion.~-{Continued)

BV GEOFFREY
Polite Leftcr=Writlng.

Conferences—at Storey's Gate and elsewhere—are polite

assemblies held with the object of discovering all that the other

man doesn't know about the subject, at the price of a vote of

lhanks. That is why they are so successful in getting no

further ; such a popular scientific amusement for winter even-

ings. Only just now we are so busy with lealities, with the

sheer necessity of getting as much further as we oan, as soon

a; possible, or rather quicker, that \vc ha\'e no time for

them. So, since we are all agreed to do our bit, the first to

hand—and to pool our mites of knowledge, it occurs to me that

the really useful and kindly thing for pilots, and still more

his Majesty's gentlemen-at-arms in charge of aeromotor sup-

))ly depots would be to write direct to the motor makers, to

cheer them up with their personal opinions and experiences as

follows :

—

"Dear Mr. Blank,

—

Not having had the pleasure of meeting you, will you ac-

cept my regrets for having had to meet your motor? actu-

ally in serial parts, daily. Never, in all my experience as

deputy sales-manager for Tyburnia Motors, Limited—who,
you may remember, supply any make of aeroplane—have

I seen anything like it. We used to see all sorts at our
place, and you will admit that, consequentially with my
experience, I ought to know all about motors : but, realh

,

yours is the hyperacmic limit, as we used to say at dear

old Gower Street. So far as I can see, it suffers from
general diffused metallic perityphlitis—due, doubtless,

to its obviously hasty finish in these parts, coupled with

excess of aluminium in the structural system—alternately

with intermittent lymphatic embolism and irregular

periods. Also, apart from the liability to Potts' fracture

arising from the diametral teruity of ihe wrist-pins—or

possibly from earlier indiscretions— I notice traces of mitral

icgurgitation in the exhaust valves and a tendency to

spasmodic paresis of the left spheroid gland. Strong
indications likewise exist of both postcephalic and cerebral

inflammation supervening upon defective circulation after

brief periods of normal exercise. We have tried curetting,

Alexander's operation, and the remo\al of su];ierfici,il

growths, with only partial success
;

and, therefore, propose to try complete

ablation of the carburetter to-morrow,

subject to your own and the patient's

consent.

Oh, Algernon, how could you?
"Yours,

"George A. Montmorency-Jones,
"R.N.R. Lieut, (tempy.) in chart;''

H.^i. Ordnance Works, Binks Lan^,

Woolwich.

"

de HOLDEN-STONE.
Or this way

"Sir,—Yours is some great motor, 1 opine, in the

laundry business, judging from the way it splashes the

water around, but you gotter nother guess coming if you

reckon it's going to make good as a cloud-climber. Say,

you wanter get a line on some of the styles away over at

the Chowder Hot Air Engine Coiporation, West Syracuse,

N.J., on this stunt.

"I am yours,

"Silas K. Sprotts (of Indiana, U.S.)

"(Pilot 0131 Royal Flying Corps)."

Depot (deleted by Censor).

Or even thus :

—

"Dear Sir,—With regard to the probable—or even poten

tial—aerodynamic efficiencies of your motor—Series H.,

NO3—it occurs to me from my experience as chief designer

to Sprawls-Choice, Ltd., that if, as in your correlation of

the periodicity of the cam-action during any extreme

variation of secondary gearing r.p.m., you take the follow-

ing :—

(ti -f »/() cos. (a —

hi
nbg

then the result must be 6 (h „ — 1) sin 6 h </; = n b g^ ;

which, as I said before, would probably coincide with tin-

firing moment unfavourably during any such variation.

Do you not agree?

"Yours faithfully,

"Arthur Merriman, B.Sc.

"(Tomp. Lieut. R.F.C. Depot, Blankshire)."

And Its Effect.

Little encouragements of this kind would, I am sure, not

only cheer up ihc average designer of ,-ieromotors—who hourly

expects his works and all that therein is, to be commandeered
for making wagon axles or shells—no end, but might help

him to discover the sore spots .nnd weaknesses of his best-

beloved creations which somehow didn't show on the test-bench.

They might even provoke him to issue a book of instructions

(. v|>laining that they were intended to be used as aeromotors,

The 90=h.p. Ciirtiss Aero mot'' r, at present being supplied in large quantities for War Service.
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not lawrunowers, and how to do it that way, and not the

other, to give them a chance. And finally, his replies and ex-

planations why he made things just so, and his patient
instructions mig-ht enable his intelligent \oung critics in thn

British Flying Services to glimpse the idea of the fact that

all their experience with common car-motors of Olympic breed

does not really qualify them to know—reallv know—much
more than .001 of the possibilities of motor design and practice.

This far-off divine event might even put them back to school

lo the fundamentals of motor-invention ; to considering the

motor-proposition aS it Is
;
nothing more than a piston with a

srrooth pot to put it in, and a crank behind it
;
and, for the

rest, anything you choose to add to it in vour own wa v

Licensed, nevertheless, of your craft, "for what 3'ou think vou
may require, to go and take, the same as me" ; for with brushes
•mil paints, bits and pieces, materials And parts, all in thy com-
mnn stock for the common use, the master creation is as

much the result of original treatment as of original conception,
dc novo.

The Curtiss Aero=Motor.

.Such reflections, anyhow, are bred of the impression one gets

of the Curtiss VTtype motor. Like the most remarkable of

American cars ever designed—that stands up to rougher use

over worse tracks than any other, though its back axie looks

.'IS if it were made of tin—it looks extraordinarily frail. Yet
it stands up to incredible work, as "Eastchurch .-ind other

British tests have proved, quite apart from the jjerformances

of numerous Trans-.'Vtlantic celebrities who part their names
in the middle, for greater lateral stability. Tn fact, if vou
consider the utter mediocrity—not to say inferiority — of Ihe

average American aeroplane, it seems more likely than ever

that the undoubted merit of these feats was at least four-fifths

duo to the Curtiss motors that showed therein. Cert.ninly the

motor looks, and , any blind man would say feels, as if it were
made of tin. Would for the aeromotor outlook that it were ;

or that such tin were available. But its cylinders have v.ot

even needed to lie made of steel, for lightness sake
;
only of

cast-iron, jackfttd with welded Monel metal—whatever that

useful alloy may be—while the rest, with the exception of the

vglve-gear—seems to Vio mostly aluminium. Which it is
;

everywhere it may safrlv be. And since lightness is at least

no defect in an .icromotor, pray why not?

Salient Details.

Frankly, too, its general design professes to he r.othing ninrp

than a combination of the best considered details of practice.

But so original is that combination that it almost r.'.ilises one's

ideals for the V-type. Accustomed as we are latterly to the

smooth, cleannesses and compactness of the monobloc, we may
look askance at monocylindric practice. But it is only the

combination of this system, with colonnelte bolting for attach-

ment—the school wherein Anzani and others scored their earlier

triumphs—that enables the cylinders to he so lighl, yet still be

cast-iron ; and to that degree of safety, that with the spider-

voke attachment above into which these cclonnettes are set,

cylinder breakage becomes nearly impossible. The twelve

nickel steel stud bolts merely tack the cylinder to the crank-

chamber, and lake no particular stress, except perhaps the

internal side thrusts ; certainly none of the combustion stresses.

The spider-yokes especially look as if ihey were made of tin.

Actually, they are of thin steel plate ; but so stamped into rect-

.mgular ciiannels on each arm of the yoke, that they are as

strong as if they were solid, at about one-tenth the weight.

In a fashion quite unique, too, the Curtiss design realises

at last one's pet aeromotor propriety. WTien you want 10 tickle

a c.irlnirptter, vou oueht not to so into the str.^Pt 10 rin it.

Decency seems to forbid. But with ihe said joy-pot ne*tiy
mounted behind, it can be attended to, in the privacy of th«
aeioplane within arm's length of the pilot.

On the other hand, in the matter of bearings, we come at

unce to opposed schools of practice, the American way and
our own. We, having turned our brasses, or run in our bear-
ing-metal, go to work for hours with scraper and indigo, and
then with scraper and our own breath or a wet finger, until we
have the surfaces absolutely circular in section, wholly pin-

last until the oil gets in, while the upper and lower faces of the

big ends or bearing blocks are in dead contact all over. That
i^ the Job, as we understand it. The American way is simply
() cast the bearings true, but several degrees short of a semi-
circle, and to pack up with shims or fiat plates from i-i6th

t.i half a thousandth thick, between the big end or bearing
bk'ck faces. The result, when finished, looks utterly abomin-
able. But it runs just as well, wears, and stays put as long.

-M>o it is cheap, and takes about one-tenth of the time-

Cunning, immoral, uncraftsmanlike, as it doesn't show. But
as I said, it is the American way

;
and, on results, is no worse

than our own.
As a set-off, however, I am bound to say that I have seen

no Europe-built motor with such an absolute, sure-enough,
must-be leak-proof piston ring as the Curtiss possesses. Yet
it is composed of nothing more than two plain rectangular

split rings opposed, yet married up as one.

To he continued.

The New Propeller.
As was recently stated in this paper, the Ebora Propeller

Company of Kingston-on-Thames has been experimenting for

some time with a propeller of an entirely new type, Pt. App.
No. 7748/15, the design of which was based on aerodynamical

experiments in various laboratories in this country and abroad.

It is gratifying to hear that their work has been a great suc-

cess and that they are now in a position to build propellers in

any quantity required in their new works at Bishopshall,

Thames Street, Kingston-on-Thames.
As all the propellers are being built under the supervision of

the works manager, Mr. John P. Carter, who is well known
as formerly chief propeller constructor to Mr. .4. V. Roe in the

early day.s and more recently to the Grahame-White Aviation

Co., and who also was concerned with the construction of the

famous hydro-aeroplane with which the Sopwith .'\vi,ition Com-
pany, Ltd., won the Schneider Cup for England, it is practi-

cally certain thar all the propellers delivered by the Ebora

Propeller Co. will be of the highest possilile workmansh'p and

finish.

One learns that the design is due to the technical manager,

Mr. Jan Schiere, A.F..'\e.S., a Dutch aeronautical engineer

with five years' exp.^rience in the design and construction of

.aeroplanes and airships.

The above is sufficient proof that rhe Ebora Propeller Co.

is intent on securing a good name among the aircraft com-

panies in this country. Already their propellers are used by

some of the best firms in England, and one would not at all

be surprised to see the "Ebora" become one of the standard

piopellers for the leading aeroplane types of Gre.it Britain.

Those who would like to hear more about the company

should note that their telephone is now ''Kingston 672," and

their telpgraphic address, "Ebora, Kingston.''

THE WEEK-END AT HENDON.
The weather at Hendon was \c ry |ileasant, and the bright

sunshine drew good crowds to the .Aerodrome, both on Satur-

day and Sunday. The air was extremely bumpy on Saturday,

,111(1 iin tn C n'rlrvr-l<^ ihp nnlv nilnt i-.Trr\'incr nnccon trp,-o wr-is Mr.
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J. H. Moore, who is last acquiring a reputation for steady and
careful flying. He made many journeys on his L. and P. Cau-
dron, and drew favourable comment from many of the older

pilots.

Mr. Osipenko was out early on a G.-W. biplane. Messrs.

Manton and Winter were also busy on similar machines. Mr.
Roche-Kelly gave several exhibitions on a 50-h.p. Beatty-

Wright, with and without passengers. He has a complete

m.astery over this machine, and his flying becomes more and
more interesting to watch. Mr. Prodger was our on a 6o-h.p.

Beatty-Wright, while Mr. Baumann made sever.il flights en a

Ruffy-Baumann Caudron.
The most notable event of the afternoon was the appearance

of Mr. Rowland Ding on a new machine built by the Black-

burn Company and intended for active service. He took up

Mr. M. D. Manton, who during his long career as lan aviator

has rarely occupied the passenger seat in any machine. Mr.
Ding gave a really remarkable exhibition of living, and while

he modestly gives much of the credit to the machine, there caji

be no doubt as to the abi'ity he displayed. Mr. Manton, whcj

may shortly be engaged in testing similar machines, expressed

himself as delighted with the behaviour of the machine. Mr.

Ding afterwards made a fine flight of over an hour's duration,

reaching a height of somewhere about 10,000 feet.

On Sunday it was at first quite calm after lunch, but a light

wind arose later which made things more interesting, without

in any way interfering with passenger carrying. Messrs.

Manton and Winter look up many visitors on G.-W. biplanes,

and Mr. Osipenko made various personally-conducted tours

aloft on the five-seater, which seemed to be pulling a little

better. Mr. Roche-Kelly again flew well on a 50-h.p. Beatty-

Wright, while Mr. Johnston brought out the 45-h.p. Beatly-

Caudron.

Mr. J. L. Hall made one straight on his fuselage Caudron,

which had been undergoing a little readjustment during the

week, but as it was not yet right he went for a long flight on

a 45 Caudron. Messrs. Baumann and Virgilio flew Caudrons

from the Ruffv-Baumann school.

FREE OF TETRACHLORETHA^E and all HEAVY and POISONOUS SPIRITS.
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Flying went on without interruption all the afternoon, and
I here were generally three or four machines in the air at a

lime. Caudrons seem to predominate at Hendon at present.

In the Ruffy-Baumann sheds the writer saw a new 50
Gnome two-seater Caudroy almost ready to be placed on the

active list, while two more are under construction for the same
school. The Mann and Grimmer biplane returned to the aero-

drome on Saturday and is housed in a marquee erected in the

long grass near the Hall School. A competition between this

machine and the Reo would be full of interest.—D. W. T.

School and Weather Reports.

Mon. J. ues. Wed. rhurs. Fri. Sat. Suu.

Bast Coast ...

|

Hendon
|

Fine
Windy

Windy

Fine
Windy

Windy

Fine
W iiidy

I''ai r

Fine
Windy

Fair

Fine
Wmoy
Very
Windy

Fine
Windy

Fair

Fine
Windy

Fair

Hendon.

—

At the Beattv School of Flying, Ltd.—In-

structors for the week : Messrs. G. W. Beatty, W. Roohe-
Kelly, C. B. Prodger and P. .\. Johnston. Pupils with instr. :

.Messrs. Arbon (8), Banks (14), Bond (21), Chalmers (43),
Delves (18), Fawcett (5), FitzHerbert (15), Fox (7), Holland

(15), King (10), Morgan {15), Ross (lo), Rutherford (6), Spieer

(14), Tomlinson (23), Vickers {16), Whincup (6), Boyle (10) and
Ivenvvorthy (141). On Wednesday evening, in spite of the fact

that the weather was very unfavourable for certificate flying,

Mr. G. K. Blandy took an extremely good ticket on the 45-h.p.

Caudron ; he is now taking extra practice at the school.

Machines : Beatty-Wright dual-control and single-seater

propeller biplanes, Caudron tractor biplanes. Mr. Kenworthy
put in 2 hrs. 20 mins. extra practice during the week, flying

\ery consistently, his altitude ranging from 2,000 to 4,000 ft.

Exhibition flights were given on 3 machines on Thursday,
Saturday and Sunday, also 3 passenger flights were taken.

At the Hall Flying School.—With instructors Herbert

James and C. M. Hill: Messrs. Gay, Millbourne, Lieut. Grani,

Mr. Snowdon, Mr. Gordon, Mr. Yonge, Lieut. Phillpotts, Mr.
Hatchman and .Mr. C. H. Bell. With instructor H. F.

.Stevens : Lieut. Raymond-Barker making very good
straight flights, Messrs Snook and Furlong progressing well

with half circuits, Mr. Mitchell straights. Fifteen passenger

nights v\ere made with Mr. H. F. Stevens by Mr. Richardson.

Machines : Hall tractor biplanes.

At the Ruffy-Baumann School.—Instructors for the week :

Messrs. Edouard Baumann, Felix Rufi'y, Gino Virgilio, and
Clarence Winchester. Pupils with instr. : Messrs. Mathcwson

(5 mins.), MacBeane (S), Crawford (20), Robertson (10), Perrins

(d), Balfour (43), \\'ilson (25), Boisson (5), Cole (24), Sykes

(26), Brand (10), Fenning (11), England (22), Wallis (13) and
May (6). Strts. or rolling alone: Messrs. Cole (18), Bell {16)

and Dixon (10). 8's or circs, alone : Messrs. Hudson (7) and

Bell (40) ; latter pupil ready for ticket which he should talvi'

before these notes actually appear. Machines : 50-h.p. Caudron
type, 60-h.p. Ruffy-Baumann biplane. Several passengers have

been carried during theweek, including members of the gentler

sex, and a great deal of constructional work has been carried

out by a few of the more energetic t)upils in the erecting of a

new 50-h.p. biplane.

At the Grahame-White School.—Instructors for the week :

Messrs. Manton, Russell and Winter. Pupils with instr. :

Prob. Fit. Sub-Lieuts. Roach-Pierson. Hardman, Pear.son,

Sievking and Watkins. S's or circs, alone : Prob. Fit. Sub-

Lieuts. Cadbijry and Linnell. Certificates were taken by Prob.

Fit. Sub-Lieuts. Cadbury and Linnell. Machines : Grahame-
White biplanes.

At London and Provinclal -'\vlation Co.'s School.—In-

structors for the week: Messrs. W. D. Smiles, M. G. .Smiles

.and W. R. Warren. Pupils doing strts. or rolling alone :

Messrs. Irwing, Wattine, Dower, Minter, Jacques and Nether-

sole. Straights : Messrs. Sykes, Scott, Wood, Adams, Pullinger

and McOnie rolling. S's or circs, alone : Messri. Irwing and
Nethersole circ5. and half-circs. Mr. Nethersole 8*9 end
practising landing on thi? mark. Machines : Three L. and
P. tractor biplanes. On Tiiesday Mr. M. G. Smiles climbed

to 6,500 ft. on the new L. and P. 40ih.p. machine, a very fine

performance.

MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS

All advertisements for this column should arrive at this

office by 6 p.m. MONDAY to ensure insertion.

Special PREPAID Rate—18 words 1/6". Situations wanted

ONLY— 18 words I/- id. per word after.

For the convenience of Advertisers, replies can be received at

tlie office of "THE AEROPLANE," 166, Piccadilly, W.

PATENTS.

ANDREWS BRITISH PATENT
No. 11332 of 1910.

This inventioa consists of improved safety

supporting surfaces for aeroplanes.

1 he Patentee is desirous of interesting manu-
facturers in Great Britain with a view to building

machines under royalty embodying the principle.

Further particulars from PHILIP M. JUSTICE,
55, Chancery Lane, London, W.C.

fpHE owner of British Patents Nos. 4378/12 and
X 3214/13 relating to Improvements in Aero-
planes and the like, is desirous of disposing of the
patents or entering into working arrangements
under license or otherwise with firms likely to be
interested in the same.
Copies of the patent specifications and fui

particulars can be obtained from and offers made
(for transmission to the owner) to MARKS &
CLERK, 57 and 58, Lincoln's Inn Fields, Lon-
don, W.C.

ROW TO TAKE OUT P.^TENTS IN ENGLAND AND
ABROAD." (By Arthur E. Edwards, F.C.I.P.A.) 2s.

post free.

—

Arthur Edwards & Co., Ltd., Patent Agents and

Ccnsulting Engineers, Chancery Lane Station Chambers,

W.C. 'Phone 4536 Holborn.

PATENTS; trade marks; inventors advised free.—King's

Patent Agency, Ltd., 165, Queen Victoria Street, Lon-

don. 28 years' references.

FOR SALE.
GREEN 60-80, latest type, used twice, with propeller and

fittings; price ;^i5o.—Bodley, 52, Leadenhall Street,

London.

ZEPPELIN DESTROYERS, model Morane, as used by Sub-

Lieut. R. .\. J. Warneford
;
type 60, price i'2s. 6d.

;
type

61, price i8s. 6d. Splendid flyers. —The Aero-Model Company,

145, Ewell Road, Surbiton.

PROPELLERS.
CHAUVIERE'S famous Integral Propellers hold all records;

used by all leading aviators. The best.—Sole proprietors

f6r Great Britain and Colonies, The Integral Propeller Co.,

Ltd., IB, Elthorne Road, Upper HoUoway, N. Telephone :

Hornsey 2345. Telegrams: "Aviprop (Upholl), London."

EBORA PROPELLER COMPANY,
BISHOPS HALL. THAMES STREET,

KINGSTON-ON-THAMES.
Telephone : Telegrams

:

Kingston 672- " Ebora," Kingston-on-Thames.

FOR EFFICIENCY, ACCURACY AND RELIABILITY.
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PHOTOGRAPHS.
PILOT PORTRAITS
The F N B Series of Copy-
right Pilot Portraits includes

all the most notable Pilots of

the Flying World. Unmounted, post free, Sizes 12 by 10 in.,

2s. 6d. ; 8 by 6 in., is. 6d. ; 6 by 4 in., is. 2d. Mention The
Aeroplane and write for NEW LIST of 350 pilots.

The photographs in the "F. N. B." series can be obtained

from F. N. Birkett direct at the above prices.

F. IV. BIRKETT
97 PERCY ROAD. SHEPHERD'S BUSH. LONDON. W.

IVE HAVE THE MEN OF THE MOMENT.

TUITION.

The London and Provincial

School of Flying

NEXT VACANCY, JULY 7th

SITUATIONS VACANT.
VACANCIES for pupils, age 15-18 preferably; practical ex-

perience ; sniail premium
;

increasing salary after short

training.—J. Wulffing, .Aeronautical Engineer, 25, Hogarth
Road, Earl's Court, S.W.

AEROPLANE FITTER wanted for Eastern Counties. No
one engaged on Government wnvk need apply.—Write or

afjply to nearest Board of Trade Labour Exchange, mentioning

this paper and No. 223.

W\NTED, Tube Workers and Aeroplane Erectors for

Government work at Lincoln. Good wages and railway

fare paid. No men on Government work need apply.—Write
or apply nearest Board of Trade Labour Exchange, mentioning
this paper and No. A 106.

WANTED, Fitter-erectors, Wiremen, and Woodworkers for

Government aeroplane work at Loughborough, Leices-

tershire. Good wages. Hours, 7.30 a.m. to o p.m. ; overtime

also worked. No man already on Government work should

apply.—State e.xperience and references to Board of Trade
Labour Exchange, Loughborough, mentioning this paper.

MISCELLANEOUS.
GENTLEMAN'S 1914 Model de Luxe Cycle, fitted with

B.S.A. 3-speed gear, latest improvements, gear-case, all

accessories ; new last September. Accept £^ 15s. ; reason
explained. Approval willingly.—58, Cambridge Street, Hyde
Park, London.

AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING. -Correspondence tui-

tion in sections or complete course, 12 lessons.—British

School of Engineering, 36, Maiden Lane, W.C.

HARDWOOD for Aeroplanes. Specially selected, air-dried

timber as supplied to leading constructors in Britain and
the Continent. Silver Spruce, Ash, Popl.ir

;
Hickory and A-h

Skids
;
Threeply

; Thin Cedar and Mahogany for Floats ; W;il-

nut for Propellers.—William Mallinson and Sons, Ltd., Hack-
ney Road. 'Phone, 3854 Central, 4770 Wall.

f
Trade fMENPINEl Mark.

Liquid scotch glueJ
\ Ready, for use at once.

/I'S^D BY THE LKAOING AEROPLANE CONSTRCJC FONSl't

I MOISTURE PROOF. >V' Mhf /or frlr,- Lh' iniil f'lirtn-ulnri ~
.

•
, f

. I MENDINE CO., 8. Arthur Strffet, London Bridge, E C .

LONDON AERODROME, HENDON,
N.W.

FOR
good sound training, the Rui-fy-Baumann School

OF Flying is unequalled. We use only high-powered

tractor Government Caudron type machines, and at

your first lesson we take you in the

AIR
to a height of 3,000 to 4,000 feet—the safest altitude

at whicU to rty. .\11 our machines are fitted with

tiu d control— the quickest and most efficient method

for those wishing to enter for

SERVICE
work. W e are the only school in England possessing

60 h.p. Caudron type machines, and it is upon fast

high-powered machines that you must receive your

training to ensure success in obtaining

OMMISSIONS
MODELS.

MQ MODEL aeroplanes and accessories. Compressed
.1 7,V • air Motors, weight 2 oz., 7s. 6d. -'\ir container,

weight 7 oz., 7s. 6d. We stock everything lor models.

—

Murray, Son, and Co., 387a, High Road, High Cross, Totten-

ham, N. X

OFFICES -AND \VORK.S—

KENDALL'S MEWS, PORTMAN SQUARE, W.
Phone—5048 Padd.
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The Sopwith Aviation Co., Ltd.
CONTRACTORS TO THE ADMIRALTY AND WAR OFFICE

Offices and Works KINGSTON ON-THAMES

Telephone: Telegrams:

Kingston 774 (S Lines). "Sopwithi Kingston,"

~Hliilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllltllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!iitl!lllllllilllllin

CONTRACTORS TO THE ADMIRALTY

SHORT BROTHERS,
AEROPLANE WORKS

AND

FLYING GROUNDS—
EASTCHURCH, ISLE OF SHEPPEY.

Telephone :—9, Minstbr-on-Sea. Telegraphic Address:

—

"Flight, Eastchorch.

Printed for The Aeroplane and General Publishing Company, Limited, by Bomner & Co., The Chancery Lane Press, Rolls

Passage, London, E.C. ; and Published by Wm. Dawson & Sons, Limited, at Rolls House, Breams Buildings, London.

Branches in Canada, Toronto, Montreal, and Winnipeg; in South Africa: Cape Town, Johannesburg, and Durban.
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"SOMEWHERE IN FLANDERS"

No. 1 ROYAL N.4V.\L ALROILANE NVINU.— Lett to right, Top How; Sub. Lt Ogston, lit. Lt. Hiiskissoii, R.N ,

Lt. Cameron, Fit. Siib Lf. Graham, R.N., Lt. Nutting, Surg. Anderson, R.N., Sub Lt. Jones, Sub Lt. Rose, Lt. Villiers,

Sub Lt. Peal.

Middle Row: Fit. Lt. Evil!, R.N., Sq.-Commr. Bigsworth, R.N., WingCommr. Longmore, R.N., Lt. Commr. Chilcott,

R.N.V.R., Fit. Lt. Dyott, R.N.

Front Row: Fit. Sub Lt. Mills, R.N., the late Fit. Sub-Lt. Warneford, V.C., R.N., Fit. Lt. Wilson, R.N.
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AEROPLANE
ACCESSORIES

CONTRACTORS to ADMIRALTY & WAR OFFICE

R. O. & Co.'s Patent Release Gears
Fox's Patent Wipe Bending Pliers
The "Short" Patent Wire Strainers
Special R.A.F. Strainers
Steel Lock Nut Strainers
Eyebolts, various designs
Metric Thread Bolts and Nuts
Engine Plates and Housings
Light Pressed Steel Ribs
Steel Cable Ends
Fuselage Angle Plates
Cold Drawn Steel Tubes
Tubular Framework, Etc.

ALL ORDERS PROMPTLY EXECUTED.
ONLY BEST MATERIAL USED.

Please address all communications to Department No. 4.

Contractors to

H.M. Admiralty and ^^'ar OflBce.

Handley Page, Ltd
OFFICES AND WORKS:

110, CRICKLEWOOD LANE.
LONDON, N.W.

AEROPLANE
MANUFACTURERS.

Telephone— Telefjrams—
HAMPSTEAD 712) (3 lines.) " HVDROPHID. < RICKLE,

LO.N'DON

Contractors to H.M. Admiralty, War
Office, and Foreign GovernmentSi

The BRITISH CAUDRON
CO. LTD.

Sole Building and Selling Rights for

Caudron Aeroplanes

and Hydro - Aeroplanes
FOR

THE BRITISH EMPIRE & DEPENDENCIES

Office and Works

:

BROADWAY, CRICKLEWOOD.

Cable and Trlegraphic Address— Phone

—

' CAUDROPLAN, CRICKLE, LONDON." 5551 HAMPSTEAD.

I HENDON

I

I FLYING I

I DISPLAYS
I

I EVERY THURS., |
I SAT & SUNDAY |
= Afternoon from 3 p.m. =
= (weather permitting), =
= Admiss. 6d., 1/-, 2'6. =
= Soldiers & Sailors Free. =

i Passenger Flights. £2 2 : 0

1

\ 1

THE GRAfiAME-WHITE SCHOOL OF
FLYING, HENDON, N.W.

'l^HE G) aUnme-W liite Aviation Co.. Ltd., Aeronautical Engi-
nefjs ajid Consttuctors, Pr( ptietr rs of the London Aerodrome,

Hendi-n, N.W. Teltg.: " Wlplane, Hyde, London.^'' 1 elephotte :

120 Kinesbury {4 lines). IVest Erd OjfiCfs: 32, Regent St., \V.
Teieg. :

" C^aiidigruni, Piccy., London.' Teleph/ iie : 4423 Regent.

KLNDL.Y .MHNllO.N "THE .AEROPLANE" WHEN CORRESPONDING WITH ADVERTISERS.
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The Editorial and Advertising Offlcei of "Tlie Aeroplane"

are at 166, Piccadilly, W.
Telegraphic Address : Aileron, London. 'Phone : Mayfair 5407.

Accounts, and all correspondence relating thereto, should be

sent to the Registered Offices of "The Aeroplane and General

Publishing Co., Ltd.," Rolls House, Breams Buildings, E.C.

The Editor cannot nodertalie to return unsolicited maoo-
scripts, whether accompanied by stamps or aot, though ever)

endeavour will be made to do so.

"The Aeroplane" is not connected with any other business

at the same address, whether associated with Aeronautics or

not.

Subscription Bate, post free: Home, 3 months, 1/8 ; 6 months, 5/3 ; 12 months, 6/6. Abroad, 3 months 2,2 ; 6 months, 4,4 ; K months, 8/8

On Armoured Car Support.
Every now and then a respectable daily paper breaks

out and allows itself to be so unusual as to suggest
that e\erything done by the Services is not as perlect
as it might be. One day recently the "Morning Post"
e\ en \ entured to question the economy of Serx ice Ex-
penditure, and in referring to the Navy delivered itsell

o. the following criticism—a most daring eliort for any
editor who lives in daily dread of the vagaries of the
Censorship :

—
"... we are certain that if we were to inquire into

naval expenditure we should find that even there money
was squandered, because in some respects the peace
establishment was not sufficient. Thus, for example,
a fancy armed motor-car service was improvised after

war began, which cost a vast sum of money—although
what armoured motor-cars can have to do wdth the sea
we have never been able to ascertain."
This is rather an unkind reference to the "Ocean-

going Cavalry," or the "Petrol Hussars," or the
"Motor Bandits," as the Armoured Car Division,
R.N.A.S., is variously nicknamed b}' those who cannot
afford Rolls-Ro^-ces, for, in fact, a portion of that some-
what curiously constituted force has done rather good
work abroad, and has great possibilities for the future,
so it may, perhaps, be of some interest to trace how the
Motor Bandits came into existence.

It will be remembered that while the British Army,
and with it the Royal Flying Corps, was busy being-

saved by Sir Horace vSmith-Dorrien from complete dis-

integration during the retreat from ]Mons, some few of

the land-going aeroplanes of the Royal Naval Air vSer-

vice were rushed across to Belgium and located first at
Ostend, and later at Dunkirk. The idea, presumably,
was to keep an e3-e on the main movements of German
troops in Belgium.

Apparentl}', a certain amount of scouting was done,
though, as the pilots and observers were either sailors

or civilians, and not soldiers trained as militarv ob-
servers, it does not seem that much information of

high militarj' value was acquired, which probabh'
accounts for a squadron of the R.F.C. being sent to

Ostend in the autumn just in time to "assist"—in the
French sense—at tlie Belgian retreat from Antwerp
into France.
However, the R.N.A.S. detachment included some

excellent fighting men wlio seemed really to enjoy
scrapping for scrapping 's sake, and during the early
part of their stay they got into the habit of making
forays into and o\ er the countrj' held by the Gertnans.
About this time—that is to say^ before the capture of

Antwerp—a number of Belgian sportsmen, of whom the
best known was the Baron de Caters, ex-driver of rac-

ing cars and a certificated aviator, were doing a con-
siderablf nmount of odds and ends of damage to Ger-
man soldiery by sporadic raids with armoured motor-
cars carrying- machine-guns. Until then, no one had
regarded armoured cars as possible serious weapons of

war.
This form of sport instantly appealed to the R.N.A.vS.

people, who forthwith demanded that they also should
liave armoured cars, oointing out the A'alue of these
vehicles as "support" for aeroplanes, in that aero-

planes which went out on a raid could be supported by
armoured cars which would either co-operate with them
in attacking a gi\en spot, or could arrange to meet
them at pre-arranged places m the e\ ent ol the aero-

plane breaking down.
Also, it was argued with good, sound reason that

aeroplanes could go out and find raiding parties of

enemy troops, and could either return to or signal to

the armoured cars, \vhicli would then proceed to the

spot and wipe out the aforesaid enemy.

The Early Raiders.

In actual practice the scheme worked quite reason-

ably well. Several armoured cars were hastilj- rigged
up and sent out, and, in the words of the News Agen-
cies, "made innumerable dashes through the German
lines." Some damage was done, a few Uhlans were
killed, sundry Iron Crosses were acquired as souvenirs,

and, perhajDS, a D.S.O. or two as rewards, but the

actual eft'ect on general operations was very nearly
negligible, and a number of highly skilled and exijen-.

sively trained aeroplane pilots, including, particularly,

one officer of jNIarines, who built and organised about
the most perfectly run and disciplined Air Station I

ha\e ever seen, were wasted by being turned into

"petrol pirates," when, if they had been linked up
direct to the then short-handed and over-worked R.F.C,
and had carried trained military observers, their verj-

great skill would have been of the highest possible
value. The good work done by the little detachment
of Naval aeroplanes commanded by another smart
young officer of Marines and attached to the White
Army during" the manoeuvres of 1913 showed that such
an arrangement is practicable.

As it was, be^'ond carrying on a polic}- of pin-pricks
which occasionallj- anno}^ed local inhabitants as well
as Bosclies, no real results were obtained by the
R.N.A.S. until the air raids into Germany, curiously
enough also organised and commanded by an officer

of Marines, definitely destroyed an airship and gave
the German nation quite an unpleasant moral shock.

The Need for Numbers.

The failure of the motor J^andits to do anything of

militaiy value was, of course, due to the fact that there
were not enough of them. If there had been a thou-
sand armoured cars co-oi3erating with aeroplane scouts
in Belgium within a month of the outbreak of war the
German advance might ha\'e been held up for quite a
considerable time, and the Anglo-French Army, with
General Focli's new Army from the .South, might have
held the line of the Aisne, though whether that would
have made anj' material dift'erence is doubtful^ for the
German line of trenches would still liave l^een just

about where it is.

It is, however, fairly certain that a few hundreds of

armoured cars guided by aeroplanes to the vital spots
would have saved a good many thousands of our in-

fantry, and probably a number of our guns during the
open fighting in which Sir Horace vSmith-Dorrien so
gallantU^ and skilfully extricated a large proportion
of the troops which seemed destined to be sacrificed

in saving the liulk of our retreating Annv.
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These things were seen and appreciated, and on the
face of it anyone would have judged that aeroplanes
with armoured car support would be of the very greatest
value. And so they would be if the Continent of

Europe were larger so that it would be impossible for

the Germans to entrench from the sea to vSwitzerland.

As it is, there are those rows of ditches across which
no niotor-car can jump.
There is a wholl3- untrue yarn going about concerning

the purchase of cars for the R.N.A.S., which deserves
telling, simply as an example of the fervid imagination
of tlie Nav}'. It tells how a very highly placed officer

at tlie Admiralty, being desirous of acquiring a car of

the veiy best type for semi-serx ice use called on one of

the first rank motor firms and explained that he could
not afford ^1,500 or so for a car, but would like to hire

one for a period if reasonable terms could be arranged.
To him tlie immaculate salesuiaii, who had already
done much trade with the R.N.A.vS. replied : "But why
hire one ! The Air Department will buy it for 3-011 if

y6u really want one."

As a matter of fact, there are quite a number of

R.N.A.vS. officers of some importance who would like
cars for their own use, but only officers of the rank of

squadron-commander are supposed to have them. Pro-
bably the number of squadron-commanders may account
for the Cjuantity of R.N.A.S. cars one sees about.

Germany's Weakness.

vSo far as mechanically propelled x'eliicles are con-
cerned, I sti'l hold, as I said months and months ago,
that the whole of this trench warfare can be broken up
by purely mechanical means

;
but, of course, 110 one will

believe it till they see the machines trundling towards
our own lines from German^-, ^^hether it will be pos-
sible to get German infantry to follow through the
holes made hy these machines is C|uite another matter,
and that is probably just where the German plans will

break down.
An aviator who was xeiy much on the spot when the

Germans first attacked with gas to the north-east of

Ypres, tells me that although the Germans did make
some advance, it was nothing to what they might li;Ae
done, for there was a period when they could have
walked right into Ypres with their hands in their
pockets for all there was to stoj^ them, and, apparently,
the reason they failed to do so was simply that the
men would not go forward, either for fear of mines or
for fear of being ambushed. If they could not be induced
to advance rapidh^ over gi-ound which had been swept
clear of live enemies by poison-gas, it seems possible
that they would be still more difficult to drive to attack
through lanes made by mechanical means in (-ur de-
fences.

.The unwillingness of German infantry to attack un-
less supported by some unusual scientific contrivance
seems to be fairly sufficiently proved, at any rate, so
far as those at present holding the Western Front are
concerned. Whether it will be the same thing when
the masses of troops which have been carrying on a
victorious march through Galicia Teturn to the West
remains to be seen. Of course, we know that ti e Rus-
sians were not defeated at Przemj-sl and at Lemberg

—

presumably it is now correct to call it Lemberg again
aiid to leave off its Russian name Lvofi or Lwow—spell

it as you like, it looks humorous—and that they were
only straightening their Hue, or occupjdng fresh posi-
tions from which to break the force of the German at-

tack, or shortening their lines of communication, or
lengtlietjing the enemy's line of supply, or "recoiling
the better to jump"—as the French say, but looking at
it from the German point of view with a German's well-
trained eyes and with a German's patriotic faith, it

must look very much like a "kolossal" victory, and so
long as it looks so to the Germans, the spirit with
which their troops are bound to be uplifted is distinctly
a force with which we have to reckon.

The Next Attack.

That being so, we may expect before very long—that

is to saj', as soon as the Germans can organise their

new Eastern Front, and can bring their best veteran

troops back to the West Front—a terrific atu ck in

France. It may not be in Flanders, it may be in Alsace

or in the Champagne, or in the Amiens district. Still,

that attack is bound to come. And it is just there that

armed and armoured cars may Ije most usehil.

If the Germans threaten to break through at any
particular point, and if air scouts, with properly expe-

rienced observers, confirm that it is a real attack and
not merely a feint, squadrons of armed cars can be

moved to support that point far more quickly than any
other form of defensive apparatus. In this dry weather

they can manoeuvre over fields—and e\en in wet
weather they could be driven almost anywhere with

the aid of "spade-chains" on the tyres, if the Admiralty
has had the foresight so to equip them.
We have already learned officially from the Germans

what was obvious before the war to anj'one of moderate
inter.igeiice, namely, that agrdnst attacking troops

machine-guns are worth whole regiments of first-class

shots anned with match rifles, and armoured cars with

a couple of macliine-guiis apiece are about^ the most
useful things imaginable, for their mobility makes
tliem a difficult mark for artillery firing more or less by
the map, and also enables them to shift quickly to the

])Ositions whence they can do most execution.

Under such conditions their allied aircraft can only

be an assistance to them by spotting whence an attack

is probable and by dropping bombs during the actual

attack. In a car brigade, organised with a little time
to spare and not in a rush, each squadron of cars would
hive a "wireless" and field telephone - wagon with it

which would recei\e the reports of the aeroplane ob-

servers, and from which the commanding officer would
direct the position to be taken up by the \-arious sec-

tions of his squadron.
One hopes that the Motor I^andits have during the

past few months had regular and properlj- organised

work out in the country in co-operation with aero-

planes. One sees a great deal of them and their cars

liaring about the roads, so there are evidently plenty of

them, but one naturally hears little of their practice in

co-operating with aircraft.- Doubtless their efficiency

in such work is as high as is that of the rest of the

R.N.A.S.
\

W hen the Time Comes.

As to the future—when the (^erman line breaks, and
it is possible to penetrate into coiinti-3' which is not

criss-crossed with trenches every few 3-ards, the ar-

moured cars should be of the greatest value in pressing
forward to force on rearguard actions, and in rounding
up isolated parties of troops, which air scouts have
located. For such work, as for the other alreadv' dis-

cussed, each squadron of cars should have about half a

dozen aeroplanes permanently attached to it, complete
with motor tiansport under a flight-commander.

Also, for home defence, similar combinarions v.culd

be of the ver3^ highest value in repelling any possible

invasion. In fact, over our sj^lendid S3^stem of coastal

roads a squadron of armoured cars would be worth a

couple of battalions of infantry simply as lead-distri-

butors, besides being able to do it without blocking the
roads with miles of slow-moving transport.

It is known to some of us that even under the present
conditions of stagnator3'' war several squadrons of the

Motor' Bandits, under Lieut.-Commander the Duke of

Westminster, R.N.V.R., have done really valuable
work, by working up close to our trenches in the dark
or in the early morning fog, smashing up German vant-

age points with their quick-firers (not machine-guns)
at the first streak of clear dawn, and then clearing out
before the German artillery can get to work on them.
The fact that tlie3^ have nothing to do with the sea

does not aftect the question. "H.M.vS. Cr3-stal Palace"
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and "H.M.S. Flatioof" have nothing to do with the
sea, but they both do good work. The Royal Naval
Division infantry have done splendidly at the Dar-
danelles, and the discipline and smailness at the
Crystal Palace to-day would scare most line battalions
of the Army. Even the Anti-Aircraft Corps manag-es
to justify its existence here and there. So, if the Ad-
miraltv likes to equip a force of armed motors and call
them the Armoured Car Brigade, or Armoured Lar v'^up-
port for Aircraft, what does it matter, so long as they
do good work ?

But it is up to the Admiralty and War Office between
them to see that that force is properly used in co-
operation with the Army. The people at the top must

teach the land-going sailors to be decently behaved,
and to be properly respectful to Army officers of
superior rank, and the War Office must teach hide-
bound Corps Commanders and stuff}' old Brigadiers
and Division Commanders that the Armoured Cars are
there to be used by the Army under the orders of the
local militar\' authorities, and that they are not merely
automobile pirates who have no fixed place in the plan
of campaign.
Lack of co-operation between the vServices has wasted

millions of pounds and thousands of lives in the past
century. This is the opportunity to put those mis-
takes straight. Like everything else in this war it is

purely a matter of organisation.—C. G. G.

On *'The Aeroplane's" Past and Future.
Witli the next issue, dated July 7th, The AEROPiaxE

commences its ninth volume, this present issue com-
pleting its fourth full 5-ear of publication. As a matter
of fact, the first issue of this paper was produced on
June Sth, 1911, but in order to make the half-yearly
\olumes coincide with the beginning and middle of
the year the first volume contains a few more weekly
issues than its successors.
When the paper was started, it, like the science and

industr}- with wliich it dealt, was a -^-ery snudl thing,
and there were those who prophesied its decease within
a fe^v weeks, judging its possibilities bv experiences
with papers run on obsolete lines, and forgetting that
a new thing like aA iation demands new methods. De-
spite prophecies of evil, and periods when matters
reached such a crisis that the life of the paper was
actually in danger. The Aeropeane has survived, and
one maj- sa\', without boasting, that it has justified
its existence.

In ever}' phase of the de\-elopment of aeronautics it

has led the way, so that, although it is not the oldc'^t

aeronautical paper in the world, it has a valid claim
to its motto, " To have been first merely proves an-
tiquit}' ; to have become first proves merit."
When The Aeroplane was founded, there was no

Roj'al Flj'ing Corps, but only an Aeroplane Company
of the old Air Battalion R.E-, which originated with a
solitar}' Bleriot owned b}- the officer commanding that
little companj'. The Navy had no aeroplanes at all,

and it was only at a later date that the foundations of

the aviation section of the Nav}' were laid through
three Naval ofiicers and a Marine officer learning to

fly on three Short biplanes lent b}' a private member
of the Royal Aero Club, now an officer of the R.N.A.S.
The}' were taught by another member of the Aero
Club, now inspecting aircraft for the R.F.C., who dc-

\ oted the better part of six months to the task, living

all that time at Eastchurch at his own expense. And
they flew over the Aero Club's ground without cost

to the Navy. Neither the Club nor these two patriotic

members have ever received any public acknowledg-
ment of their services to the nation, though to them
is primaril}' due the splendid work done by the

R.N.A.vS. aeroplanes, apart from the fact that they and
two or three othfer Aero Club members kept alive the

firm which was the first to provide the Navy with sea-

planes fit to use on the sea.

Looking Ahead.

In those early days some of us foresaw the part air-

craft would play in the next war, and also foresaw
that the said war was not very far distant, so we de-

voted ourselves to getting things done, while others
wasted time, space, and money playing about with
empty formulae based on insufficient data. We backed
up the practical man who made aeroplanes which
really flew, and it speaks highly for the judgment of

those with whom I have had the good fortune .to be
associated on this paper that we never backed the

wrong horse.

All those in whom we believed have "made good,"
while those we held up to ridicule or criticised ad-
versely have failed. The good men ha^ e in some cases
passed through adversities due to the machinations of

jealous enemies in high places, but they have come
out on top. The others have gone under, though some
have been propped up by personal or political influence
even to this day, and will continue to be a deleterious
influence until such time as a strong and earnest man
arises who can sweep the Augean Stables of officialdom.

Like all reformers and pioneers, we on The Aero-
plane got ourselves heartily disliked for speaking
straight truths; not only by the self-seeking humbugs
but by honest men whose conventional souls or stereo-

typed ideas of good taste were shocked by plain speak-
ing. There are highly estimable and really efficient

officers in the R.F.C. to-day who regard • this paper
and its editor as interfering with things that do not
concern journalism. I quite understand and respect
their point of view, and would merely ask them to

consider how much further behind the Germans the
equipment of the R.F.C. would have been if this paper
and its allies had not kept hammering away in the
press and in Parliament for the enlai'gement and better

equipment of military a\iation.

Those Who are Serving the Country.

I have said before that I have been fortunate in my
assistants, and this seems an eminently suitable place
in which to pay a little tribute to them personally.

]\Iy first assistant was Mr. P. K. Tumer, a young
man of very high scientific attainments, fend that rare

bird, a mathematical humorist. He was also a trained
engineer and a remarkably sound critic of other people's

work. He left to take up wireless experiments on a
new system, and he is now training wireless operators,

many of his pupils being on active service.

In 1912 I had the good fortune to secure the assist-

ance of Mr. W. E. de B. Whittaker, to whom I wish
here to express my indebtedness for a liberal education
on the purfely military side of aeronautics. He is a

capable judge of anything mechanical, he is one of

the most perfect car drivers I have sat beside, and his

knowledge of petrol engines and their ways is immense.
In fact, he has all the" attributes of the mere practical

mechanical engineer. Yet, in some extraordinary way,
he combines a taste for mechanics with a literary style

which belongs to the great essayists of the i8th or

early iqth centuries, and mixes with it a quiet, dry
humour or scathing sarcasm, which makes his work a

delight to anvone who appreciates the art of writing.

He was bred' as a soldier, and soldiering has always

been his hobbv, hence the knowledge of military

matters which made him an infallible giride as to the

future of military aviation. INIany distinguished offi-

cers have expressed their appreciation of his high

ability in writing week after week for over two years

regular essays "combining literary grace, mordant

wit, and sound militarv science of a kind usually only

obtainable in the dulle'st of official language.
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TO PROSPECTIVE PUPILS.

^ The following questions should be carefully investigated

before joining a school

:

1. How long has the school been established?

2. How many certificates have bsen gained during

this time?

^ The latter question is ot great importance to you ; do not be

satisfied by the smooth talk of secretaries and managers, but

go to the Royal Aero Club, 166, Piccadilly, W., and ask to

see the register giving the number of certificates gained at the

school you contemplate joining and compare it with other schools.

^ The Beatty School of Flying while at Hendon has turned out

more certificates than the total of those taken at all other existing

civilian schools in England.

^ More men have taken their commissions from this school than

the number who have taken certificates at all other civilian

schools iti Great Britain combined now in existence.

FOR PARTICULARS APPLY TO THE SECRETARY:

THE BEATTY SCHOOL OF FLYING Ltd.

LONDON AERODROME • . . HENDON, N.W.

KINDLY MENTION "THE AEROPLANE" WHEN CORRESPONDING WITH ADNERTISERS.
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Mr. \\ liittaker is now a Lieutenant^ R.N.V.R., at-

tached R.N.A.S., at the Dardanelles, and so cannot
X^rotest tor some weeks against ni^- remarks. I can
therefore say with salety that he has the makings ot

an ideal statf officer il his physique can stand the work,
and that I sincerely trust he may in due course return
with Service distinctions to aid in the future progress
of the paper which already owes so much to his abiiit}-.

Contemporarj- with the latter part of Mr. Whittaker's
work on this p&per was Mr. W. H. Sayers, an engineer
of great practical experience, and possessing theoretical
ability of an uncommon order. Primarily an elec-

trician, he took to aeroplane work in its earl}' days, and
won a reputation as one of the best fitters and
mechanics in the business. At the same time, he
studied the technics of the aeroplane, and liad worked
out most of the theorj' of inherent stability from prac-
tical exj^eriments at a time when the majoritj' of jjeople

building aeroplanes had no idea what stability meant.
Unfortuuatel}' for him he does not possess a glib tongue
nor any capacity for wdiat is commonly known as
"bluff," so he never obtained the financial support
neeessaiy to put his theories into practice.

He does, however, possess a singular capacitj^ for

explaining complex theories on paper in simple and
easil}' understood language, and in that way he has
done excellent work for aviation in general, and for
this paper in particular, b}- setting forth for the benefit
of the ordinarily mechanicalh'-minded reader many of

the abstruse problems concerning aeroplanes. Earlv
in the war he joined the Royal Xawal Air Ser\-ice in
the capacitj- of a simple Chief Rett}- Officer, and I am
glad to think that his high ability and his unlimited
capacity for work is being turned to some practical us?.
Among the others to whom I am indebted for valu-

able work in the past is Mr. Qyn\ Mocatta, formerly
one of M. Gregoire's draughtsmen in Paris, and a first-

class engine hand. He left me to enter the motor-cycle
business, and at the l^eginning of the war he went out
as a motor-cycle despatch rider. Through the retreat
from Mons, up to the Aisne, and thence round to Ypres,
he acted as "galloper" to General Sir Horace Smith-
Dorrien, and was given a commission in the Royal
Engineers (Signal Section) soon after Christinas.
Mr. Arthur Barr, the son of the late :\Ir. Robert Barr,

the famous novelist, did much excellent descriptive
work of a singularh' brilliant kind in this paper, but
left in 1913, owing to his health givi'ng way. He then
went to Morocco. Returning just l^efore the war, he
joined the Argyll and vSutherland Highlanders, and has
seen much hard service during the past few months.
Mr. Roy DelaCombe, one of my junior assistants

and a hard worker, was given a commission in the Con-
naught Rangers earl}- in the war, and after much hard
work in Ireland had the misfortune to go down with
rheumatic fever, and is slowl}- recovering.
Mr. E. M. Rossiter, .a born artist, and a youngster

possessing a natural gift for mechanical work com-
bined with the ability to express himself on paper,
joined (he R.N.A.S. Kite Balloons on attaining mili-
tary ag . He should go far in the Service.
Mr. ])ert Dunn, my vScottish correspondent, whose

The Business Instinct.

An exctii ''t story is told of llie ricfiit raid on l,ondon by
one who visited the gestrafen area the mornint;" after the

visitation. A bomb had fallen between two small houses in

a poor ncighbourliood, mor^ or less shattering the out-built

lean-to wash-houses thereof. One of the houses was inhabited

by an old dame of an age adjacent to three score years and
ten. This dear old lady, far from being petrified by so

emphatic a manifestation of Zeppelinschrccklichkeit, proceeded
without delay to alhx a suitable notice on the street door,
inviting the onlookers to enter and inspect the damage, and
stood with a bowl in her hands to receive their votive offerings.

news was \ery accurate and most informative, is now
serving with the Scottish Horse, and, given fair oppor-
tunity, his tenacity and businesslike methods should
lead to early ijromotion.

i\lr. A. C. Burgoine, a clever engineer, and most
knowledgeable on seaplane construction, who ct.d much
good work for the paper, joined the R.N.A.S. also, auu
his ability should be of great value.

Of the present staff none are physicall}- fit for mili-

tary service, but my chief assistant, Mr. ^^ ade, has
served as- a Special Constable since the Spe:ial Con-
stabulary were raised, and has had sufficient wtird and
strenuous -experiences, ranging from contiguous Zeppe-
lin bombs and anti-German riots to bogus spy hunts
and attempted suicides, to fill a book if he cares to

write one later on, so he also has "done his l)it" for

the countiy to the best of his abilit}-.

As to the editor, m3-self, being still some few weeks
inside militaiy age, according to the new law, I am
waiting to be "conscripted," and anij meanwhile, busily

occupied giving good advice to all and sundry, from
the Nation at large to the iiie\'itable youth who desires

to be a commissioned officer without anj- qualifications.

Probably, these personal notes about those to whom
The Aeroplane owes so much have bored my readers,

but 1 felt it my dut}' to give to each of my assistants

some slight acknowledgment of mj' appreciation ere he
gets himself killed, and I promise not to offend again.

The New "Aeroplane."

As to the future, this is the last issue in which The
Aeroplane will appear in its present form. Hitherto
the aeroplane trade has been a little trade, and a little

paper has suffict'd for its needs. Henceforth, the said

little trade is to be a great industiy, and it will need a

big paper to deal with it, as it grows. Therefore, the

first issue of Volume IX of The Aeroplane will be
larger in size and larger in type. It is also hoped that,

with the help of the industry for which it has fought
in the past, it will be thicker.

In its small form this paper has become veiy popular
throughout the Services and the trade alike. Kindly
people write almost daily saying how they like the
"bright little paper." Now, there is something patron-

ising in that remark, and a paper which has done as

much as this paper has accomplished does not deserve
to be patted on the head. I rather like being hated,

but I hate being patronised.
Therefore, henceforth, no one will be able to call

this a "little" paper. Bright, I hope it .wdll always be.

Brutal, perhaps, at times when occasion demands.
Iconoclastic alwaj's, while idols have feet of clay and
brazen faces. Helpful, practical, truthful, informative,

what 3'ou will, so that it be of use, firsth^, to the vSer-

vices, and, second!}-, to the aeronautical industiy. But
little, never again, unless German efforts cause a paper
famine, or unless someone in high places who is un-

able to stand salutary criticism succeeds in suppress-

ing the paper altogether. In that case, naturally, there

will be no paper at all, for if things become as bad as

that the infants, the maimed, the halt, and the blind of

the staff will be out defending their hearths and homes,
vhiV' the editor continues to give advice. C. G. G.

Although there was really not much to see, the invitation

so whetted the curiosity of the crowd that considerable diffi-

culty was soon experienced in using the street door both as

an ingress and as an egress, so the old dame decided to go

into partnership with the people next door ! Ladders were

placed over the dividing wall, and people thenceforth paid

their money at one door, inspected the damage in that house,

climbed over the garden wall, and passed out of the other

house, thus getting double value for their money, with the

thrills of scrambling over the ruins of Pompeii thrown in.

The teller of the story was so touched by the old lady's

sporting eye to business in defiance of Fate, Weltpolitik, and
lier own nerves, that he contributed a florin to the collection.
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FIRTH'S AIRCRAFT STEELS
USED By THE

LEADING AEROPLANE & ENGINE BUILDERS.
Special qualities are made to meet Firth's Steels are thoroughly reliable and
all ROYAL AIRCRAFT FACTORY uniform throughout; they have behind
SPECIFICATIONS for SHEETS, them the firm's 70 years' experience in

BARS and FORCINGS., the manufacture of High-grade Steels.

Write for Descriptive Booklet to

THOS. FIRTH & SONS Ltd., Sheffield.

FIRTH'S F.M.S. SHEET STEEL
has been specially prepared to meet the R.A.F. Specification No. 9.

It is a High-grade Mild Steel which, owing to its purity,

is to a high degree immune from fatigue due to vibra-,

tion. F.M.S. may be bent cold both ways of the grain

without cracking, and drilled, punched and sheared with

ease; it is also a satisfactory material for acetylene welding.

London Office : 8, THE SANCTUARY. WESTMINSTER.

yiCKERS LIMITED.

Contractors to the

WAR OFFICE AND ADMIRALTY.

Aviation Department, Vickers House,

Broadway, London, S W.

Kl.NDLV MKNIION "THE AEROPL.-^NE" WHEN CORRESPONDING WITH AinbKllbbRS
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Naval and Military Aeronautics.
From the "London Gazette" of June 18th, 1915.
A Third Supplement to the "London Gazette" of June i8th,

issued on June 22nd, contains tlie names of those vvliom Field-
Marshal Sir John French recommends (under date May 31st)
for gallant and distinguished service in the field. 'Hie names
of those connected with aeronautics are reproduced below :

—

War Office, June •.i2ND, 1915.

GENERAL HEADQUARTERS STAFF, Etc.—
Capper, Col. (temp. Brig.-Gen.) J. E., C.B.
Sykes, Brev. Lieut.-Col. (temp. Col.) F. H., 15th Hussars.

ROYAL FLYING CORPS.
Barrington-Kennelt, Brev. Maj. B. H., Grenadier Guards

(killed); Barton, Capt. R. J. F., Royal Soots Fusiliers; Beatty,
Capt. (temp. Maj.) W. D., Royal Engineers; Birch, Lieut.
W. C. K., Yorkshire Regt.

; Brooke-Popham, Brev. .\Iaj.

(temp. Lieut.-Col.) H. R. M., O.xfordshire and Buckingh.im-
shire Light Infantry.

Carthew, Capt. T. W. C, 4th Battalion, Bedfordshire Regt.
;

Cherry, Capt. R. G., Royal Artillery; Crosbie, Capt. D. S. K.,
."Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders; Cruickshank, Lieut. G.
L., Gordon Highlanders.

Freeman, Lieut, (temp. Capt.) \V. R., Manchester Regt.
Hankin, Lieut. H. M., Corps of Guides; Hawker, Lieut,

(temp. Capt.) L. G., D.S.O., Royal Engineers; Holt, Capt.
(temp. Maj.), F. V., D.S.O., Oxfordshire and Buckingham-
shire Light Infantry; Hynes, Capt. G. B., Royal .Artillery.

Lascelles, Sec. Lieut. J. F., Rifle Brigade; Lee, Lieut,

(temp. Capt. in .Army) C. F., West Somerset Yeomanry; Lud-
low-Hewitt, Capt. E. R., Royal Irish Rifles.

Mills, Lieut, (temp. Capt.) R. P., Royal Fusiliers
;
Morgan,

Lieut. A. E., 6th Battalion, Royal Fusiliers (killed); Murphy,
Capt. C. F. do S., Royal Berkshire Regt.

Powell, Temp. Lieut. E. W.
;

Pretyman, Lieut, (temp.

Capt.) G. F., D.S.O., Somerset Light Infantry.

Rabagliati, Lieut, (temp. Capt.) C. E. C, Yorkshire Light
Infantry; Raleigh, Brev. M,aj. G. H., Essex Regt. (killed);

Rhodes-Moorhouse, Lieut. W. B., V.C., Special Reserv? (died

of wounds); Roche. Lieut, (temp. Capt.) H. J. A., Royal
Munster Fusiliers (killed).

Spence, Lieut. C. B., Royal Artillery (killed).

Tennant, Lieut, (temp. Capt.) J. E., Scots Guards; Tren-
chard, Brev. Lieut.-Col. H. M., C.B., D.S.O., Royal Scots

Fusiliers.

Vaughan, Lieut, (temp. Capt.) R". M., Royal Inniskilling

Fusiliers.

Wanklyn, Lieut, (temp Capt.) F. A., Royal .Artillery.

Barter,' No. 556 Cpl. A.
;
Bird, No. 944 "Cpl. T. G.'; Evans,

No 546 Cpl. cVr. S.
;
Fulton, No. 11 12 Flight-Sgt. J. : Kelly,

No. 272 Sgt. E. J. P. ;
Mead, No. 270 Sgt.-Maj. J. ;

Payne,

No. 173 Sgt.-Maj. S. J. ; Rumford, No 931 Sgt. E. C. ; Tray-

lor. No. 72 Sgt. F. F. ;
Waddington, No. 10 Sgt.-Maj. W.

;

Webb, No. 191 Sgt. W. G.
;
Wilkinson, No. 23 Sgt.-Maj. j.

• »

From the "London Gazette," June 22nd, 1915

Admiralty, Juni-: i6iii.

ROYAL NAVAL AIR SERVICE. -To be flight sub-lieut.

for temp, service : M. H. Spencer, June 4th. To be flight

lieuts. for temp, service : A. P. M;ickilligin, E. J. C. Roberts.

June ist.

• * •

War Officf, June 22ND.

REGULAR FORCES.

—

Establishments.—Royal Flying

Corps.—Military Wing.—Asst. Eqpmt. Officer—Lieut. T. W.
P. L. Chaloner, 4th Yorlts., T.F. June 5th.

» *
'

The "Lon<lon Gazette" of June 22nd contained the follow-

ing :—
The King has been graciously pleased to give orders for

the award of the Distinguished Service Cross to Flight

Lieutenant John Philip Wilson, R.N., and Flight Sub-

Lieutenant John Stanley Mills, R.N., for their services on

June 7th, 1915, when, after a long flight in the darkness

over hostile territory they threw bombs on the Zeppelin shed
at St. Evfere, near Brussels, and destroyed a Zeppelin, wihich

was inside. The two ofhcers were exposed to heavy fire from
anti-aircraft guns during the attack.

* • •

From the "London Gazette," June 23rd, 1915.

War Office, June 23RD, 1915.

His Majesty the King has been graciously pleased to ap-

prove of the undermentioned Honours and Rewards for dis-

tinguished service in the Field, with effect from June 3rd, 1915,
irclusiye :—

•

Staff.

To BE Major=General.—Col. (temp. Brig.-Gen.) J. E.

Capper, C.B.

To BE Extra Aide-de-Camp to the King.—Major and
Brev. Lieut.-Col. H. M. Trenchard, C.B., D.S.O., Royal Scots

Fusiliers and Royal Flying Corps, and to be Brevet Colonel.

Royal Flying Corps.
Brevet Major—Capt. (temp. Maj.) W. D. Beatty, Royal En-

gineers
;
Capt. (temp. Maj.) S. D. Massy, Indian Army.

Companions of (he Distinguished Service Order.—Brev.

Maj. (temp. Lieut.-Col.) H. R. M. Brooke-Popham, Oxford-
shire and Buckinghamshire Light Infantry

;
Capt. T. W. C.

Carthew, Bedfordshire Regiment (Special Reserve).

The Military Cross.—Lieut, (temp. Capt.) B. T. James,
Royal Engineers. Lieut, (temp. Capt.) R. M. Vaughan, Royal

li^niskiUing Fusiliers. Lieut, (temp. Capt.) F. A. Wanklyn,
Royal Artillery. Lieut G. L. Cruikshank, Gordon Highlanders.

Sec. Lieut. J .F. Lascelles, Rifle Brigade.

Roval Regiment of Artillery.

The Mil itary Cross : Second Lieut. R. .A. Archer (attached

Royal Flying Corps).

Royal Flying Corfs.

Distinguished Conduct Medal.

1370, Sergt. R. H- Carr (now Sec. Lieut, in S.R. of O.);

672, Corpl. W Dobbie
; 671, ist Class .Air-Mech. W. Harper;

255, Flight-Sergt. W. C. Hayward
; 15, Flight-Sergt. T.

Hughes
; 1082, Corpl. H. Jameson

; 1836, ist Class Air-Mech.

L. S. Newns
; 836, Corpl. R. E. P. Paynter

; 1376, Sergt.

E. R. C. Soholefield (now .Sec. Lieut in S. R. of O.)
; 306,

Flight-Sergt. T. G. Tindale.

* * *

From the "London Gazette," June 24th, 1915.

War Office, June 24TH.

ROYAL FLYING CORPS.—Military Wing.—Flying
Officers—June loth : Temp. Sec. Lieut. J. C. Quinnell, R.A.,

Sec. Lieut. H. E. van Goethem, S.R., Sec. Lieut. R. E. A. W.
Hughes-Chamberlain, S.R.

SPECIAL RESERVE OF OFFICERS.—Supplementary to

Regulai; Corps.—Royal Flying Corps.—Military Wing.—
Sec. Lieut, (on prob.) H. E. van Goethem confirmed in rank.

G. B. Bulman to be sec. lieut. June 14th.

To be sec. lieuts (on prob.) : R. F". B. Baynes. June 5th.

E. A. B. Rice. June 8th. C. Defries. June isth.

TERRITORIAL FORCE.—6th (King's) Liverpool Regt.—
Sec. Lieut. W. Reid seconded whilst employed with Royal

Flying Corps. June 4th.
* * *

From the "London Gazette," June 25th, 1915

.ArjSHRALTV, Ju.NE 2IST.

Supernumerary C^pt. absorbed in Establish.ment.—Capt.

(temp. Maj.) C. E. Risk, vice Lees, promd.
* » • ~"

War Office, June 25TH.

INFANTRY.—Lancs. Fusiliers.—Qmr.-Sgt. H. E. Chaney,

from .Sch. of Musk., to be sec. lieut., and seconded for service

W'ith Royal Flying Corps. Dec. 4th, 1914, but not to carry

pay or allowances prior to Feb. loth. (Substituted for noti-

fication in "Gazette" of Feb. 9th.)

ROYAL FLYING CORPS. —Military Wing.—Flying
Officers to be Flight Corns.—June nth: Capt. M. W. Noel,
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L'pool. ; Lieut. G. VV. Mapplebeck, D.S.O., L'pool., and lo be

temp. capt. whilst so employed; Lieut. / S. Barrett, R.A.,

and to be temp. capt. whilst so employei' Lieut. V. A. Bar-

rington-Kennett, S.R., and to be temp. japt. whilst so em-
ployed; Lieut, (temp. Capt.) J. B. T. Leighton. S. Guards, and
retain temp, rank; Lieut. W. C. Adamson, S.R., and to be

temp. capt. whilst so employed ; Lieut. J. L. Kinnear, L'pool.,

and to be temp. capt. whilst so employed ; Sec. Lieut. C. C.

Wigram, S.R., and to be temp. capt. whilst so employed;

Capt. D. W. Powell, Northants.

Flying Officers.—Sec. Lieut. Hon. O. M. Guest, Lothians

atid Border H. Yeo., T.F. May 28th. Temp. Sec. Lieut.

B. P. Greenwood. June 3rd. June 11th: Maj. F. W. Richey,

R.A., and seconded; Capt. R. A. Cooper, Hants Yeo., T.F.

;

Sec Lieut. T. Garnc, 4th Conn. Rang., and seconded; Sec.

Lieut. F. L. Mond, 6th Lon. Brig., R.F.A., T.F. ; Sec. Lieut.

W. J. C. Kennedy-Cochran-Patrick, Rifle Brig,, and seconded.

SPECL^L RESERVF: of officers.—Supplementary 10

Regular Corps.—Royal Flying Corps.—^Military \\'ing.—
H. Le Jeune to be sec. lieut. (on ])roli.). Dec. 291]!.

* * *

From the "London Gazette," June 27th, 1915.

War Office, June 27TH.

REGULAR FORCES.

—

Establishments.—Royal Flyixg

Corps.—Military ^^"ING.—Flying Officers—June 7th : Lieut.

M. J. Ambler, 14th Hrs., and seconded; Sec. Lieut. L. \\.

Learmount, S.R.
* * *

From the "London Gazette," June 2Sth, 1915.

War Office, June .^Sth.

SPECIAL RESERVE OF OFFICERS.—Supplem[;ntary to
Regular Corps.—Royal Flying Corps.—Military Wing.—
Sec. Lieut, (on prob.) L. W. Learmouni is confd. in rank.

To be sec. lieuls. 'on prob.) : W. T. LI. .'\llcock. June 12th.

E. W. J. Payne. June -Mst.

NAVAL
The following appointments were notified at the Admiralt\

on June 24th :

—

ROYAL NAVAL AIR SERVICE.—Temp. Sub-Lieut.,

R.N.V.R., C. A. Maitland-Heriot entered as proby. fight sub-

lieut. for temp, service, to date June 22nd.

Messrs. R. F. E. Wicldiam and L. A. T. Pritchird entered

as proby. flight sub-lieuts. for temp, service, to date June 26th.

» * »

The following appointments were notified at the .'\dmlralty

on June 25th :

—

ROYAL NAVAL AIR SERVICE.—Capt. T. A. M. Ashton,

Territorial Force Reserve, granted a temp, commission as

lieut. and appointed to the "President," additional, to date

June 8th.

The undermentioned have been granted temp, commissions
as lieuts., R.N.V.R., and appointed to the "President," ad-

ditional, for R.N..A.S., to date as stated: R. D. Carey, June
18th; P. Blair, June 24th; J. R. Prioleau, June 17th; R. F.

Maitland, June 23rd.

The following have been granted temp, commissions as sub-

lieuts., R.N.V.R., and appointed to the "President," addi-

tional, for R.N.-A.S., to date as mentioned : R. A. Laws and

W. H. Wood, June 18th; G. Whale, June 20th; G. E. Baxter,

June i6fh.

Messrs. H. D. Hyde, W. P. D. C. .Scott, and N. E. Stirling

entered as probationary flight sub-'ieuts. for temporary service,

and appointed to the "President," additional, for R.N.A.S.,

to date June i8th.

Temp. Sub-Lieut. F. Dunn promoted temp, lieut. and ap-

pointed to the "President." additional, to date June 23rd.

» » *

The following appointments were notified at rbe .Admiralty

on June 27th :

—

ROYAL NAVAL AIR SERVICE.—Temp. Lieuts.,

R.N.V.R.—A. D. Borton, N. H. Nutt, and C. Lister promoted
to lieutenant-commanders, with seniority June 24th.

Temp. Lieut. P. W. Stout granted a temporary commission
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as lieutenant, R.N.V.R., and appointed to the "President,"
additional, for duty witJi the R.N.A.S., to date June 21st.

Temp. Sub-Lieuts., R.N.V.R.—C. H. Parkes, P. M. Wood-
land, F. H. Hayward, H. G. Atkinson, and R. G. Blakesley
promoted to temporary lieutenants and reappointed, to date
June 24th.

The following have been entered as probationary flight sub-
lieutenants, for temporary service and appointed 10 the "Presi-
dent," additional, for R.N.A.S., to date as stated: A. M.
Blake, R. S. Dallas, J. E. Minifie, and P. AV. James, June
25th; Temp. Sub-Lieut. G. H. Bettinson, to date June 27th;
and Sec. Lieut. H. V. Reid, to date June 24th.

Temp. Sec. Lieut., R.M., W. B. Jones, to the "President,"
additional, for R.N.A.S., to date June 25th.

Proby. Flight Sub-Lieuts.—W. H. Greer, H. S. Kerby, R.
B. Pullin, H. R. Hopperton, G. W. Hilliard, L. H. Hardstaff,

and D. W. A. Barton reappointed to the "President," addi-

tional, to date June 23rd

Chief Petty Officers, R.N.V.R.—A. M. Gabriel, D. McV..
Garlick, F. W. Mansell, and S. Nixon promoted to temporary
sub-lieutenants, R.N.V.R., and reappointed to the "President,"
additional, for R.N.A.S., to date June 24th.

« *

The King has been graciously pleased to approve of the

grant of the Victoria Cross to Lieut. -Commatider Martin Eric

Nasmith, R.N., for the conspicuous bravery specified below :
—

For most conspicuous bravery in command of one of his

Majesty's submarines while operating in the Sea of Mar-
mora. In the face of great danger he succeeded in destroy-

ing one large Turkish gunboat, two transports, one ammuni-
tion ship, and three storeships, in addition to driving one
storeship ashore. When he had safely passed the most
difficult part of his homeward journey he returned again to

torpedo a Turkish transport.

Lieut. Comm. Nasmith is known to many officers of the

R.N.A.S. as being responsible for a very gallant fct on the

occasion of the Cuxhaven raid. He was detailed to wait off

Helgoland for the return of the raiders. Two machines
alighted near him and he took the crews off.

He had one crew on board and was about to take the crew
of the second machine when a Zeppelin hove in sight and pro-

cec-ded to descend with hostile intent. Instead of submerging
and leaving the seaplane to its fate Lieut. Nasmith stood on his

deck and waved his cap to the airship, conveying the idea that

he was a German vessel busy capturing a British seaplane.

As soon as the crew were safely on board he shut down his

lid and dived. Whereupon the Zeppelin, seeing that it had
been spoofed, proceeded to rain bombs on the disappearing

submarine, and the wrecks of the two seaplanes, which latter

ft destroyed utterly. Some bombs fell very close to the sub-

marine, and those on board heard only too distinctly through
th-^ water the bursting ot the various bombs intended for their

destruction. However, they all got away safely, thanks to the

coolness of the skipper of the submarine. There was quite a

genera! opinion in the R.N.A.S. at that time that he then

deserved a V.C.
« « •

The Secretary of the Admiralty annoimced on June 23rd

the following casualties in the Dardanelles :
—

Severely Wounded.
Armoured Car Squadron, attached to R.N. Div.—Rumming,

Geoffrey Charlton Paine, Air Mechanic, 1st Grade.

Sltghtly Wou.ndeu
Armoured Car Squadron, attached lo R.N. Div.— Bartlett,

William Harry, P.O. Mechanic.
* « »

The Secretary of the Admiralty announced the following

casualties on June i'7th :

—

OpEK.\TIONS IN THR DaRDANEIXES.
Wounded.

Armoureji Car Squadron, .Attached to R.N. Division.—Harri-

son, Cecil Norman, P.O. Mechanic; Seagar, Arthur Herbert,

P.O. Mechanic.
• « •

A public welcome was given on June 23rd at Newton Abbot,

the Devonshire town in which he wa-. born, to Flight Sub-

Lieut. J. S. Mills, R.N., who with Flight Lieut. John Wilson

attacked and destroyed a Zepi>elin and its shed near Brussels

on June 7th. The Chairman of the Urban Council presented

to Lieut. Mills an illuminated address recording the town's

appreciation of his achievement. In reply Lieut. Mills said,

with very proper and becoming modesty, that thousands of

Britons were doing more heroic things daily. "We want," he

added, "e\ery fit man to fight in this war."
* * *

It is most extraordinary in these troubled times how utterly

unfounded rumours of utterly non-existent troubles persist in

cropping up with such insistent pertinaciiy that they obscure

and eclipse all manner of other troubles tliat are really worth

troubling about.

The writer of this troublesome paragraph was quite recently

submitting to the machinations of his family Kopfstrafer

[otherwise Barber—that is the worst of these polyglot con-

tributors.—Ed. J when he heard the following tale of woe. A
fellow sufferer in a neighbouring chair assured his Kinnstrafer

that he had it from very good authority at the War Office (sic)

that on the night of tJie Zeppelin raid on London, a certain

aviator left Hendon half an hour after the said raid, with the

avowed object of Zeppelinstrafing, accompanied by a passenger.

The passenger could not understand why the pilot persisted in

flying steadily due south-east, until after half an hour or so,

when he realised that the officer was a pro-German and was

m,aking a bee-line for Germany ! He thereupon shot the pilot

in the hand, thus causing him to lose control of the machine

and land. The traitor aviator was thereupon summarily

court-martialled and shot out of hand.

It is even funnier than the other yarn that the officer com-

manding one of our air stations was court-martialled and dis-

missed the Service because he did not turn out all the school

machines at his station (most of them having a limit of climb

of about 1,500 feet) and go chasing Zeppelins on the occasion

of a recent raid.
* * *

A special appeal was made some time ago to the police to

enlist in tlie Royal Naval Air Service. The requirements of the

Kite-Balloon Sections demand powerful men, and it was thought

that the i>olice forces of the country would provide the best

possible material. Recruits with mechanical skill were par-

ticularly asked for, and the response of the constabulary was
extensive and prompt. Many men who worked at a trade

before joining the police enlisted in the air service to pursue

their old trade.

The R.N.A.S. speaks in the highest terms 'of the adapta-

bility of its recruits. .After a few weeks' training at the

depot, where their fine physique and bearing attracted much
admiring notice, many of the ex-police have become proficieni,

and sent to one of the theatres of war. But excellent as the

police recruits were, Sir Edward Henry feels that London can-

no* spare any more, so further permission to join has been

refused.

MILITARY.
The Casualty List published on June 23rd contained the fol-

lowing :
—

Wounded.
Under date June 17th:

—

Norris, Lieut. E. F., Royal Flying Corps.

Date not given.

Unwin. Capt. E. F., Army .Service Corps and Royal Flying

Corps.
*

The following casualty in the Indian Forces was officially

reported without date in the Casualty List published on June

25th :

—

ExPEDITION.'\RY FORCE : OFFICER WoUNDED.
Marshall, Capt. .A., 28th Cavalry, attd. Royal Flying Corps.

The "Court Circular," dated from Buckingham Palace,

Friday, June 25th, savs that Captain E. L. Conran, 21st Em-
press of India's Lancers, had the honour of being decorated

with the Military Cross by the King that afternoon.
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The following passage in the descriptive account communi-
cated by an Eye-Wi'ness present with General Headquarters
continuing and supplementing the narrative published on June
2ist deals witli aircrafc :—

June 23rd.

Sunday, the 20th, was alsd quiet. . . There were two engage-
ments in the air on this day. Near Roulers one of our
machines on a reconnaissance duty encountered a hostile aero-
plane, and after a machine-gun duel forced it to descend
hurriedly to earth. A combat with machine-guns at a height
well over a mile above the earth's surlace, though now not
uncommon, may be considered to provide some e.\^citement

;

but on the same day two other officers of the Royal Flying
Corps had a still more exciting experience.

While reconnoitring over Poelcappelle at a height of about

4,000 ft. they engaged a large German biplane having a double
fuselage, two engine^-, and a pair of propellers. The German
machine at first circled round ours, shooting at it with a
machine gun, bur so far as is known not intlicting any damage.
Then our observer fired about fifty rounds in return at under
two hundred yards range. This had some eft'ect, for the

hostile biplane was seen to waver. After some more shots its

engines stopped, and it nose-dived to a level of 2,000 ft., where
it flattened out its course, flying slowly and erratically.

Under a heavy fire from anti-aircraft guns down below our
pilot turned towards our lines to complete his reconnaissance,

when his machine was hit and he decided to make for home.
But Ihe petrol tank had been pierced, and as the aeroplane

glided downwards on the slant, the petrol was set alight bv

the exhaust and ran blazing down to the front of the body of

the aeroplane, which travelled on to the accomp.miment of the

rattle of musketry as the unexpended rounds of machine-gun
an'munition exploded in the heat and tliose in the pilot's

loaded revolver went off.

The pilot, however, did not lose control, and die aeroplane

proceeded steadily on its downward course. ' Before ' it Veacl^ed

the ground a large part of the framework had been destroyed,

and even the hard wood blades of the propeller were so much
burnt that the propeller ceased to revolve in the rush of air.

When the machine finally landed behind our lines both the

officers were severely burnt, and the pilot, on climbing

hurriedly out of the blazing wreck, tripped over a wire stay,

fell, and sprained his knee.

The few still serviceable portions of the aeroplane were then

salved and collected under the shrapnel fire of the German
guns. As an example of a terse, unvarnished statement of

fact, the last words of the pilot's (?) official report of this adven-

ture are worthy of quotation: ".
. . The whole of the nacelle,

(body) seemed to be in flames. We landed at W. 35 n P. 16

(Z Series 93 E.W. 1/35,500)."
" » * «

If ever a man deserved a V.C. it is the pilot of that machine
for his cool valour in sticking to his work and saving the life of

his passenger, when a lesser man woidd have simply thrown
up his hand and collapsed. The mental and physical agony he

endured must have far surpassed anything one could encounter

in any other arm of ihe Service. The passenger's quiet method
of filling up his report shows that he too is of the stuff of

which unadvertised heroes are made. One wishes both officers

a quick recovery from Iheir burns.

As to the German twin fuselage twin-engine machine, which
has created some stir in the Press, it is of course quite an old

idea, and its existence was mentioned in this paper a week or

S.3 ago.

It is characteristic of this country that though .Short Bros,

built twin-engine machines in 1912, and though during the

winter of 1913-1914 General Henderson himself on various

public occasion strongly advocated the production of the

multiple engine aeroplane, and though this paper has been
advocating the twin-engine machine for at least as long, and
has actually illustrated the type, yet Germany is in front in

putting such a machine into the air in land warfare. It is

true that, according to the American papers, our Navv owns
some twin-engine Curtiss flying boats, of the "Atlantic"' type,

but that is another matter, and anyhow thev are not vet

British made

An inquest was held at Brighton on June 24th on the death
of Lieut. F. Morkill, ist West Yorks Regiment, attd. Royal
Flying Corps, which occurred owing to an accident at the
Shoreham Aerodrome on June 22nd. The machine, a 50 h.p.
B16riQt, was in good order when earlier in the day another
officer had flown it from Gosport. Lieut. Morkill had reached
about 200 ft. when the engine misfired. In turning lo reach
the ground the machine side-slipped and fell. The aviator was
conscious when picked up, but died next morning at the
Brighton Military Hospital.

Major McLean, commanding at ShOreham, suggested that

the engine stoppage may have been caused by the fracture of

a balance weight of a valve. A verdict of accidental death was
returned, and the jury expressed their sympathy with the

relatives of Mr. Morkill.

The deceased officer's father said his son had been at the

front all the winter. He returned to England in consequence
of an attack of influenza, but had quite recovered.

It is reported that the late Captain Fox, R.E., and
R.F.C., who appeared in the Casualty List as having died of

wounds, received the said wounds as the result of a French-
built propeller-driven biplane of steel-tube construction break-

ing in the air as he was just reaching home after a gallant

effort to destroy enemy communications. If this account is

correct, the fact that his wounds were received in this way
probably accounts for his bravery not receiving iwsthumous
recognition as in the cases of other officers who have died of

wounds received from enemy projectiles.

It may be remembered that warnings against the dangerous
construction of certain French machines appeared in this paper

months ago, since when one R.F.C. officer for certain has

been killed by one of these machines breaking, and appar-

ently the death of Captain Fox also is due to the same cause.

It is also stated that when the engine of one of these

machines was being tested on the ground recently in a wind
of 30 to 40 m.p.h., the ailerons' blew off. It seems extra-

ordinary that, when such strict and proper supervision is

exercised over the detail construction of every machine built

in this country, aviators in France should apparently be

allowed to fly machines which have nothing to recommend
them except that they travel fairly fast or climb fairly well.

• »

The appointment of Colonel Hugh Trenchard, C.B., D.S.O.,

to be extra Aide-de-Camp to the King and to be full Colonel

by brevet, will be welcomed by everyone in the R.F.C. as a

recognition of unremitting labour to increase the efficiency

of the Corps and to promote the welfare of all belonging to it.

How much of the good work done by the R.F.C. is due to

Colonel Trenchard's work at the Central Flying School as

Chief of Staff to Captain Godfrey Paine, R.N.', C.B., M.V.O.,

and later as Commandant at Headquarters at Farmborough, is

known to those who have served under him., and the high per-

sonal esteem in which he is held by them all shows how the

strict discipline combined with equally strict justice which

characterised his regime at both places is appreciated by both

officers and men
« * *

One of the best stories of the war concerns a young cavalry

officer, "attd. R.F.C." as the official wording has it. Some-
where abroad he was relating to a charming lady his first ex-

perience of flying, which had only occurred shortly before. He
explained how he had never been afraid of anything in his life,

hunting, shooting big game, motoring, or anything ; in fact,

he did not know what fear was, so when he went up in an

aeroplane he settled down to analyse his sensations, always a

foolish thing to do. At first all went well. He enjoyed the

rush through the air, the bird's-eye view of the battle-field,

the plunging of the machine like a restive horse. Then he

began to feel unhappy, and said to himself, "I believe I'm
afraid. This feels very like fear ought to feel. I wonder if

I'm a coward after all." He felt more and more unhappy, till

suddenly revelation came to him, and he fairly shouted to him
self, mentally, "I know what's the matter! I'm not afraid

—

I'm seasick." And he was—though he expressed the fact as

politely as possible in telling his story.
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A minor point of the story lies in the fact that though he

did not linow it, he was solemnly explaining the air and its

ways to a little lady, who, in the past three or four years, has

probably flown as much as any R.F.C. pilot, except the old

hrnds who went to France at the beginning of the war.
* * *

A private in the Norfolk Regiment, who is not unknown to

many members of the Roval Aero Club, writes home to the

following effect :

—

"I have just returned to billet after a spell in the trenches.

I had rather a warm time last week, managing somehow to

lose myself coming back from the trenches. Having dis-

covered my whereabouts, I thought I would take a short cut

across some fields. Getting about half-way across, a shell

from the Allemands dropped quite close to me, so down I

dropped, getting as elose to Mother Earth as I could, and I had
t) stop there while 13 'coal-boxes' exploded around me. After

wondering if the whole of the German Empire had dropped on

me, I rose very much shaken and covered in dirt and stones,

but no damage done. Never mind ! better luck next time.
"1 have seen several aeroplanes bombarded (British), but

have not seen one German yet. I was very sorry to hear

(through the medium of your paper) of the death of Lieut.

Moorhouse, whom I knew fairly well.

"Your paper is much appreciated by the boys in my section,

and it is passed round every week."

The communique of June 25th says :

—

A German aeroplane yesterday dropped five bombs on the

sanatorium of Zuydcoote without doing any damage.
» * •

The communiques of June 27th say :—
A German aeroplane dropped two bombs on St. Die. A

woman was killed.

Our aeroplanes on June 25th threw some twenty bombs,

ten of which were 155mm. shells, on Douai station and the

next station on the line. Douai station seems to have been

seriously damaged.
• » »

The communique of June 28th says ;

—

Yesterday morning one of our aeroplanes succeeded in

dropping with success eight bombs on Zeppelin sheds at

Friedrichshafen. Owing to the stoppage of the motor the

aviator was obliged to descend, but he eventually reached

Swiss territory at Rheinfelden.
it » *

It is reported that British aviators recently dropped bombs at

vaiious points in Flanders, notably at Roulers, where two

ammunition trains and a storehouse for shells were Ijlown up

and 40 soldiers and a number of officers killed.

GERMANY.
The communique of June 22nd says :

—

Our aviators bombarded the aerial base at Courcelles,

west of Reims.

Hostile aerial attacks on Bruges and Ostend caused no

militarv damage.
* *

The communique of June 23rd says :

—

South of Luneville one of our aeroplanes brought down an

enemy aviator.
t » •»

The communique of June 27th says :
—

Since the beginning of the great battle near Arras our

aviators there have been fighting with the enemy for the

supremacy of the air with losses on both sides. Our losses

have not been in vain, as tor some days we have obviously

been getting the advantage.
• •

The communique of June 28th says :

—

Especiallv good results were obtained against enemy aviators

on most of the southern front of our battle line.

In an aerial fight near Gerardmer two enemy aeroplanes were

shot down. Two other machines were forced to land on Swiss

territori- near Largitzen and Rheinfelden bv our artillery fire.

»

Some of the German newspapers publish an article on the

Karlsruhe air raid which is obviously an official reply to local

criticisms of the military authorities. It sheds very interesting

light on the German methods of protection against air attacks.

The article, which is reproduced in the "Times,"' says:

—

"It was only just before the arrival of the aviators, who
flew at highest speed, that the military authorities in Karls-

ruhe were informed of their approach by a telephone message

from outside. The aviators had made a detour in order to hide

A FAMOUS FRENCH ESCADRILLE —M.S. 2.3, including M. Gilbert (third on left standing), Jensen (lioliling Gilbert's

arm) and Pegoud (lying on the right front of the picture).
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their real objective. The defence authorities immediately got
ready, set iheir hooters working the moment that the aviators
were seen to be enemies, and began firing before the first

bomb was dropped. Unfortunately there was for a long time
an interruption of the telephone service, so that the military
authorities failed in their attempt to inform the civil authori-
ties, with a view to the sounding of hooters on the Rathaus
and using the other means of warning the town."

I

This reads most curiously like an account of English
muddled methods, and is really most consoling.—Ed. The
Aeroplane.J

It is then explained that improved methods have been adopted
for sending information to the anti-aircraft centres and for

giving warning, but it is stated that the sacrifice of human
life would not have been greatly reduced if th^ hooters all over
the town had worked properly. It is said that, although ihe

anti-aircraft guns made more noise than any hooters, the pub-
lic totally failed to appreciate the danger, and that this was the

cause of so much loss of life.

' After their first attack the aviators llew away. When they
rt turned, the town hooters were in full blast, but crowds filled

the streets, so that the bombs "reaped a rich harvest." It is

stated that very few people would have been killed if the

recognised means of self-deft nee had been taken.

The writer then "repel.-; the charge" that the anti-aircraft

guns and rifles showed a lack of energy. It is pointed out

that there is great difficulty in firing at aviators over an open
town, especially from level ground, and that "there is no ideal

means of defence." Machine-guns have only a limited range,

and the anti-aircraft guns are difficult to adjust. [That also

is consoling information.—Ed.] At the same time, the guns
are able to keep the airmen high up, and so ro make it difficult

for them to aim accurately'. The article concludes :

—

"It must not be forgotten that squadron attacks upon open

cities constitute a completely new kind of warfare, and so the

possible and effective means of defence must first be tested and
organised. The German military authorities are industriously

labouring at the problem. All means of defence against these

treacherous attacks will be completely effective only if ihey are

backed up by the behaviour of the people."

[From all of which it may be gathered that Prussian

efficiency is not common to the whole German Empire, ^nd
that the thorough Prussian system does not seem to obtain

in the Grand Duchv of Baden. Undoubtedly the weakness of

Germany lies in her Southern States, and there lies our op-

portunity.—Ed.]

ITALY.
The communique of June 22nd says :

—

On the Lower Tsonzo . . . Hostile aeroplanes ha\c

dropped bombs without doing any damage.

—

Cadorna.
• • «

A message from Brescia on June 24th states rhat a down-
pour of rain is hindering operations. Airships have been

obliged to return from scouting expeditions owing to a dense

fog and bad weather.

The Turin papers announce the presence in their city of two
French aviators—'M. Andr^ Brindeionc des Moulinais and

M. Vedrines (no initial given) to offer their services to

Italy, presumably to that nation's Aviation Force. Are they

not needed in France? Or are they out for better pay? Or
are the}" loaned to Italy? It would be interesting to kno\p.^'

which. Of course, the French officially deny the Turin news..

Italian correspondents allude to the new and wonderful

Capronis with wireless, and hint at some great combined

aerial doings shortly to take place.—T. S. H.
AUSTRIA.

A telegram to the "Petit Journal" (Paris, June 28th) from
Turin states that at midnigh; on Thursday, June 24th, an

Italian aeroplane dropped bombs on the Ferriera metal works
at Trieste, doing considerable damage. The aviat->rs were

cheered bv the inhabitants

BELGIUM.
The "Express" special correspondent at .Amsterdam, who

on occasion obt.iins surprisingly accurate inside information

from Belgium, reported on June 24th that the recent attack on

the Zeppelin sheds at Evere and B'ercham Ste. Agathe, near
Brussels, has caused confusion among the German garrison.

When the first bombs were dropped two motor-cannons were-

dispatched to shoot the aviators down. The first gun ran-

across a railway barrier, which happened to be closed, and was
smashed ; the second ran over a peasant and into 'a ditch,

where it broke down. The loss of two motor-cannons is

serious, as the Germans are said to possess only three more
in Brussels, all the others having been sent to the front in.

Flanders.

An inquiry by Baron von Bissing, the German governor of

Belgium, led to the discovery that when the Evere shed was
bombarded the ollicers in charge were absent without leave,,

and their men were making merry inside the shed, where they

were treating a number of women to champagne and other

delicacies. It is stated that the officers have been arrested, and
will be court-martialled, and the surviving men have been sent

to prison. Two of them and three women wer-j killed either

bv the -Allies' bombs or by the fall of Zeppelin wreckage. In

Berchem Ste. Agathe the aviators destroyed the German wire-

less mast.
* * *

It is reported that eight Allied aviators appeared on June
24th over Courtrai, and others were also seen in various -places

in Flanders, including Emelgem and Ingelmunster. The avia-

tors were heavily fired at, but none was hit.

* * *

On the 27th two British aeroplanes were seen above Gherft.

Both returned safelv in spite of fire from anti-aircraft guns.

SWITZERLAND.
It was reported from Berne on June 24th that Lieut. Lugrin

and Ober-Lieut. von Keenel, of the Swiss Avi.ition Service,

fell while about to land at the Swiss aviation ground at

Diibendorf on a monoplane. Both were seriously injured, and
Lieut. Lugrin died.

TURKEY.
It is reported from Mytilene that on June 22n(l a British

aeroplane threw bombs on the forts at Vourla without causing

much damage. It then flew over Smyrna and dropped three

bombs on the forts there, inflicting over 70 casualties.
* • •

The following extrac^ from the official statement regarding

the operations in the Dardanelles which was issued in Cafro

on June 22nd deals with aircraft :

—

Following received from Headquarters Mediterranean Ex-

peditionary Force, 22nd :—After 24 hours of heavy and con-

tinuous fighting a substantial success has been achieved. . .

The enemy lost very heavily. One TurJtish batt.alion coming

up to reinforce was spotted by an aeroplane and was practi-

cally wiped out by the "7S's" before ihey could scatter.

Something New.
It is said that a Mr. Arthur Fox, of Hendon, is making a

"super-Zeppelin," a model of which will be gradually built up

at the War Exhibition in aid of the Belgian Red Cross. When
the model, about eighteen feet in length, is ready, it is hoped

that it will fly round the exhibition. Mr. Fox gave a "Daily

Express" representative some details of the super-Zeppelin

which he is building. Mr. Fox is said to have demonstrated

the proof of his ability before the most learned and scientific

societies in London.

"My Zeppelin would be able to travel at sixty miles an

hour," he said. "It would carry a crew of ten, including the

captain and pilot.

"A special feature of the super-Zeppelin is the swivelling

gear, which not only revolves, but is rotary on its own axis,

and is oscillatory. Thus it moves perpendicularly, horizontally,

and vertically—in any direction. The result is that my machine

will not only lift more than is the usual capacity in most

airships, but it is more readily adaptable for steering."

The compleat Zeppelin-strafer will have to be capable of

achieving more than sixty miles an hour and of carrying more

than the weight of six men.

Presumablv the "swivelling gear" refers to the propellers.

These, it will be remembered, are the patents of Mr. E. T.

Willows.
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Accelerating Aircraft Production.
The vast number of letters received at this office in response

to the request for names of amateur mechanics and other people
used to mechanical work who are not already employed on
Government work makes it impossible to reply to all individu-
ally. One can only thank each correspondent in print and
assure him that his name will go in due course before makers
of aircraft who are in want of extra hands.

It seems, in fact, that the number of names sent in by those
possessing anything like reasonable qualifications already ex-
ceeds the needs of the particular firms through whose inquiries
the present writer was moved to make this appeal. Therefore
he will be glad to hear from other firms who may want hands,
as doubtless they will be able to find many useful workers
among those who have applied at this office, for, be it re-
membered, a keen amateur mechanic who is really interested
in aircraft, and is willing to give up a fixed job for the sake
o! getting into the aeroplane industry, is likely to make at
least as good a workman as any ordinary fitter or carpenter
who has merely drifted in by chance. Both have to be taught
the special tricks of making aeroplane parts, and the keen
man will learn quicker.

The applicants for work seem to be in every kind of trade
and in every part of the country. Trained carpenters are
plentiful, and there are quite a fair number of applications
from filters in other trades, such as those working on printing
machinery, cycle shop and garage mechanics, and so forth.

One application comes from a mining engineer with a string
of letters after his name who is willing to work as a fitter or
erector. Such a man should be invaluable as a shop foreman.
Another of similar type is a first-class electric railway engineer
who has had much to do with aircraft, and would be a most
useful manager of branch works or of a big shop.

Several applicants are young men in fairly comfortable jobs,
who have a widowed mother and small brothers and sisters
dependent on them. They cannot leave their families to exist
on a private soldier's separation allowance, but they want
to do work for the country. Such men are not slackers or
shirkers, and deserve encouragement.
A number are evidently men of brains and obviously keen,

but can be of no use because they have had no experience
whatever of using tools. A man who can take the engine of
a motor-bicycle to pieces and put it together again without
lorgetting any of the parts may be worth considering, but one
who can only adjust a push-bicycle is hardly qualified, and
though^ it may be that the latter is by nature a born engiineer-
fitter, it is too much of an experiment to let him loose in a
workshop. Nevertheless, firms using semi-automatic machine-
tools would find such a man quite useful, because of his
keenness.

Plenty of really experienced draughtsmen from other non-
Government trades have applied, so some of the new firms
now entering the business as sub-contractors who want copies
made of the original designs, or who want the R.A.F.'s poly-
glot dimensions—in inches and fractions, in inches and
decimals, and in metric figures, all on one drawing—reduced
to understandable figures need not wait for help.
The applicants for part-time jobs are equally varied in class.

An M.A. and D.Sc. who is used to the finest electrical mach-
mery offers his time for several hours a dav. The proprietor
of a cycle-shop and garage, who runs a 5-h.p. gas-engine and
various machine-tools, wants the job of making metal parts.
There must be thousands of such men available. An engineer's
draughtsman, already on aero-engine work, but only working
ordinary office hours, offers to put in an extra 20 to 24 hours
a week if he is wanted. A Smithfield salesman who habitu-
ally works in a friend's engineering shop for fun offers to
work^ hours in his "spare" time which would make a full
v/eek's work for most men. Foremen in other works not
working overtime offer to take charge of night-shifts so many
nights a week.

Sixth-form schoolboys with some experience of carpentry and
fittmg in the school workshop want to make arrangements to
work full time in their holidays. When one comes to think of

it, there must be thousands upon thousands of hefty youngsters

of anything between 15 and 18 years of age who, being well

educated and thoroughly keen, could do as much work as any
grown man if put on to repetition work and just shown what
was wanted. The work they could do in the six weeks or

two months of their holidays would be well worth having.

After all, it would only be adopting the excellent American
system by which a youngster earns enougii in the summer to

pay for fils schooling, or, later on, his college course, during

the winter.

Taking it all round, the mass of replies to that little para-

graph shows that there is no lack of labour available if only

employers will realise that a smart, keen, well-educated man
who has only used a spanner and a file on a decrepit motor-

bicycle may be a better workman than a stupid, ignorant

loafer who is supposed to be a trained workman just because

he is a member of a Trade Union and has spent so many
years in being kicked out of engineering shops for spoiling

perfectly good-material. Also, the really good-class workman,
who takes a pride in his work, will find the former amateur
mechanic a better chap to work with and one who will back
him up when he wants help, either on his job or in arguments
with unreasonable foremen or inspectors.

1 he writer will be glad to hear from others with some
mechanical knowledge who want to get into the aircraft in-

dustry, and also from firms who are in want of hands.
« *

Aeroplane manufacturers employed on reproducing Govern-
ment designs will find that they can materially increase their

output by getting their metal parts from firms specialising on
such work. Besides the firm mentioned last week, Rudge-
Whitworth, Ltd., of Coventry, recently laid themselves out

to produce metal fittings for B.E.2c's on a very large scale,

and are already engaged on important contracts for various

Government aeroplane departments, as well as for several

other constructors.

There is no factory in this country better equipped to pro-

duce 'sheet-metal work than the Rudge Co., and the accuracy

with which they are accustomed to work in producing repeti-

tion parts for their own bicycles is very much greater than-

that to which any ordinary aeroplane manufacturer has been

used. Consequently, Rudge-Whitworth parts may be accepted'

pi-actically witliout question as being accurate in every dimen-
sion, and will undoubtedly pass A.LD. or any other inspec-

tion.

Many of the smaller aeroplane makers who are endeavouring
to make their own metal parts in small quantities would
undoubtedly do ver}' much better if they devoted that section

of their works in which they are made to other operations

calculated to accelerate their output to a greater extent.
« » «

Messrs. Thompson Brothers (Bilston), Ltd., of the Bradley-

Boiler and Engineering Works, Bilston, England, write :—
"Re aircraft work, with reference to your article in last

week's issue regarding supplies of parts for aeroplanes, we
are in a position to supply the undermentioned steel parts :

pressed steel ribs, engine plates and housings, forgings, blank-
ings, angle plates, welding, or any kind of steel plate work.""
The firm is one of the oldest in the district, having been

established in 1810, and makes a speciality of boiler plate

v/elding in thicknesses from 20 gauge to 2 inches, so they
should know something of metal-workinj*. Aeroplane con-
structors who find any difficulties about deliveries of parts
would do well to communicate with them.

• • «

Messrs. Lyndin Partners, engineers, of 16, Green Street,

Trafalgar Square, S.W. , whose works are at St. Paul's
Ciescent, Camden Road, N.W., write:—"In common with
many other engineering firms, we are engaged upon important
Government contracts, but as we have recently provided in-

creased facilities we are now prepared to undertake further
work. In our machine-shops we manufacture small machined
parts of nearly every description. In our smithy, forgings,
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tools, and sheet-metal work. At our Stratford works, galvan-

ised metal work, screws, bolts, springs, etc."

The firm will be glad to send their technical representative

to ste anyone requiring such vi'ork if an appointment is made,

or if buyers will send samples or specifications of the small

engineering work required they will be pleased to send definite

quotations.
* * »

A manufacturer of B.E.2C. aeroplanes is stamping off the

following* blankings and can give immediate deliveries at good
prices: Parts 93, 71, 72, 73, 74 and 77, drawing 4065; 35,

4165 ; 24, 26 and 27, 4008 ; 26, 27, 28 and 29, 4051. Samples
sent by return post with quotations. Sockets for fuselage

plates (93, 4056) as accepted by A.I.D. and I.A.D. Delivery

in 6 days at 38s. 6d. per gross ; also drop-stampings, hinges,

parts 20 and 21, drawings 4029, at 39s. 6d. and 36s. per gross,

respectively. Inquiries solicited. Goods supplied to samples

approved. Box 656, care of The Aeroplank.

The same manufacturer can give small deliveries of 14 and
16 gauge sheet steel, R.A.F. specification ga, to any other

manufacturer absolutely held up. Box No. 657a, carj of The
Aeropl.'\ne.

The editor knows the firm which is making the above offer,

and works managers who find themselves short of these parts

need have no hesitation in opening negotiations with the firm,

as all the parts are made under the observation of Government
inspectors.

An Electric Engine Starter.

Apropos Mr. de Holden-Stone's recent remarks on electric

engine starters, it may be of interest to give some particulars

of a starting device recently produced by Messrs. C. A.

Vandervell and Co., the well-known electrical appliance manu-
facturers. This self-starter was produced under considerable

handicap, for its weight was limited to 84 lbs., and it had to

be capable of turning the engine over at 50 r.p.m. for a dura-

lion of two minutes continuously. The particular self-starter

under review satisfactorily fulfilled the requirements, develop-

ing 1.2 h.p. with a gear drive giving a ratio of 38 to 7 in

relation to the crankshaft.

As will be seen in the accompanying photograph of a

C.A.V. electric self-starter fitted to a 90-h.p. Beardmore-

Daimler aero-engine, the apparatus is fitted integral with the

crank-case, which carries the necessary intermediate gear and

a simple dog clutch, automatically controlled, which throws

the drive out of action immediately the engine fires under

power.

A specially constructed 12-volt battery of 66 actual ampere-

hour capacity furnishes the necessary current, which, when
used intermittently, will ensure approximately 30 starts, pro-

viding the battery to be fully charg'ed.

By the additional weight of a suitable dynamo, say 30 lbs.,

a self-maintaining equipment would be installed in the machine,

which, driven off the main shaft, might also be employed for

the purpose of illuminating the machine with a headlight for

landing in the dark and for illuminating the instrument-board.

The obvious necessity in war-time for the ready starting of

both land machines and seaplanes with the crew "all up"
must be plain to everyone, and the C.A.V. electric starting

motor appears to be a very valuable contribution to the im-

provement of the fighting aeroplane,

A New Revolution Indicator.
One of the neatest things of its kind which has come to the

writer's notice of late is the A.T. Revolulion Counter, which
is now being placed on ihc market in a form specially suitable

for aeroplane engines.

The dial of this instrument is plainly marked in perfectly

equal graduations with heavy figures. The indicator hand starts

from zero and works with the utmost precision. The mechan-
ism needs no .attention, requires no oiling, and is absolutely

noiseless.

A distinguished feature of the inshument is ihe armoured
driving mechanism. In place of the ordinary internal wire,

which sooner or later gives out, the A.T. drive is effected

by means of a series of links, thus forming ''n effect a number
or tiny cardan shafts. This cable is enclosed in a spring steel

liner whicli is itself enclosed by a ilexible imetallic tubing.

Owing to the special nature of their construction the links

give great strength, durability ^and precision in working, and
the makers guarantee the A.T. cable to stand a year's work
on any engine.

The instrument itself is of the magnetic type and gives a

dead-beat action, so that it is immediately responsive to every

variation in speed. Also it is unaffected by change of tempera-

ture or altitude.

The C.A.V. Self=Starter, fitted to a Beardmore-Daimkr Aero= Motor.
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The new A.T. Revolution Indicator witli Magnetic Drive

Designed for Aero Motors.

The action of the instrument is similar to that of an air-

excluded volt-ammeter. The magnet, which is isolated from the

body of the casing by i mm., sets up, vi/hen revolved, an
eddy current which is transmitted from pole to pole, and by
attraction endeavours to revolve the dial finger, but the latter

is restrained by Llie counter tension of the coil spring. As the

strength of the field is increased by the increasing speed of

the magnet's rotation, Ihe resistance of the !;pring is cor-

respondingly overcome, and the finger attracted further round
the dial plate.

Magnetically operated speedometers ordinarily .suffer con-

siderably in rectitude from variations in temperaFure. A.T.

Speedometers are equipped with an effective temperature com-
pensating device which is protected by a master patent in the

United Kingdom and all the principal countries of the world,

and by which A.T. speedometers are left entirely unaffected by

change of temperature, climate or altitude. In this respect

A.T. speedometers stand pre-eniment.

The entire satisfaction t-.xprcssed by manv leading firms and

individuals in the motor business who have used A.T. speedo-

meters on cars of various types give sufficient proof of the

reliability of the instrument, and, after all, the engine revolu-

tion indicator is in principle exactly the same thing as a motor-

car speedometer, so that, although the A.T. has not been tried

to any great extent on aero engines, it is by no means an un-
tried article.

The address of the .'\.T. Speedometer Co., Ltd., is 140, Long
Acre, London, W.C., and from them any further particulars

concerning the instruments mav be obtained. Officers who ex-

perience trouble with existing revolution indicators woidd
therefore do well to obtain as much information as possible

on this subject, so that they can in due course back up their

arguments with facts when tliev begin agitating for a nev\-

instrument.

Poetic Justice.

It is with some satisfaction that one learns, on reasonablv

good authority, that one of the buildings which was damaged
durinj^ the recent French air raid on Karlsruhe was the factorv

of the Waffen und Munition Fabrik, the which firm was ex-

tensively responsible for the supply of sundry consignments of

rifle cartridges fitted with wooden bullets to the Turks dining
the recent Balkan War.

THE REPORT OF THE ADVISORY
COMMITTEE.

The .'Advisory Committee for Aeronautics issued its report
for the year 1914-15 last week. Owing to the war it is natural
that little definite information should be given, but the general
lines on whicJi research is being carried on are of interest to
those concerned with aviation.

The Report states that during the absence of Major-General
Sir David Henderson on active service, Colonel Brancker,
Deputy Director of Military Aeronautics, has acted as the
representative of the War Office.

Continued progress has been made during the year in the
consideration of the stability of the aeroplane. A large amount
of attention has also been given to improvements in details,

both aerodynamically and constructionally.

important additions have been made to tlie equipment of the
National Physical Laboratory. The large air channel, 7 ft.

square in section, has been completed, and is in use. In this

aa air speed of 65 ft. per sec. (roughly 44 m.p.h.) can be
reached.

In connection with the researches on light alloys, a rolling

mill has been provided at the National Physical Laboratory, to

enable the practical working of light alloys to be studied.

Apparatus for tests of air-screws in the wind channels, new
gear and attachments for tests of seaplane floats in the
William Froude National Tank, and apparatus for strength
tests of large samples of aeroplane and airship fabric have
licen installed.

The work done in the air channels has incl jded tests on
models of airships, and airship appendages, aeroplane wings,
Ijodies, fins and rudders, tail planes and elevators, struts, wires

and other aeroplane parts, and on models of complete aero-

planes. A large amount of this work has been carried out at

the request of the Admiralty and the War Oflice, to supply

information needed for improvements in the construction and
design of machines. Systematic research has been continued

to secure increased aerodynamic efficiency in all parts.

Investigation of the stability of the aeroplane has been ex-

tended to the case of a machine turning, whether moving in

a horizontal plane, or in a spiral path. The analysis involves

the solution of algebraic equations of the 8th degree, and the

methods applicable to the solution of such equations have been

developed with a view to the reduction of the labour involved.

The machinery thus provided will, it is hoped, be of assistance

to other workers on the subject. Interesting results have been

obtained as to the influence of turning on the longitudinal

stability, and on the tendency to the form of instability known
as the "spiral dive." Seme of the experiments on complete

models in the air channels have been directed to obtaining

data required in connection with these investigations relating

to stability, and for the design of the controls.

Further tests on air-sorews have been made on the whirling

arm, both for the Admiralty and for the War Office. These
tests have brought out points of importance, and experiments

are proposed with a view to the improvement of the methods

of calculation applicable to air-screws and to securing a means
of predicting more accurately the performance of an air-screw

under various conditions of use.

In continuation of the inquiry into the strength of aero-

planes, methods have been devised for the calculation of the

stresses in the wings and bracing of aeroplanes, and have been

applied to the determination of the stresses occurring in special

types of machine. The methods of calculation applicable to

more rigid structures require modification in relation to so

flexible and elastic a structure as that of an aeroplane, and

the method of "str.iin energy'' has been developed and applied

for this purpose. It is hoped that the ref ults of this work will

be of assistance to designers.

At the request of the Superintendent of the Royal Aircraft

Factory, experiments have been made on the fatigue strength

of stranded cables, passing over pulleys of relatively small

diameter.

Bv desire of the War Office an investigation has been

undertaken with regard to autogenous welding, and the pre-

cautions to be observed in its employment in aeroplane parts.
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Fatigue tests of a wing spar which have been in progress
over a considerable period have recently been completed.

A large number of cases of fracture of aeroplane parts,

especially of parts of engines, have been investigated at the

request of the Admiralty and of the War Office. It has led

in many cases to suggestions for improvements in design

which have been brought to the attention of manufacturers,

and have in som; instances revealed undesirable variations in

the composition of the materials employed in manufacture.

Tests have been continued in the William Froude National

Tank on models of floats for seaplanes, and improvements
have been made in the methods of tests and the apparatus

employed. Useful information has been obtained from ex-

periments carried out by the Admiralty on machines 'fitted

with floats designed in accordance with the results oljtained

in the model tests, and the report made to the Committee bv

the officer who carried out these experiments emphasises the

value of the investigations made in the tank.

An increased volume of work has been dcali with relating to

airship and aeroplane fabrics, methods of. proofing, dopes, etc.

Special attention has been given to the strength required in

aeroplane fabrics, especially under the conditions of service

and exposure. The stresses which may occur in the fabric on
the wings of aeroplanes under various conditions have been

more fully investigated, and a series of bursting lests on aero-

plane fabrics has been carried our for comparison with tlie

results obtained from tensile tests. The Committee desire lo

thank Mr. T. Jackson Greeves, of the Portadown Wea\ing
Company, Limited, for assistance in these tests.

Investigation as lo deciding upon standard conditions in

tests of fabrics, especially undoped fabrics, has been com-
pleted, and it has been possible to specify conditions for the

cortractual testing of aeroplane fabrics which increase rapidity

of test and uniformitv in results. These conditions have been

adopted as standard for War Office specifications.

Other matters under consideration by the Committee in-

clude sighting appliances for use on aeroplanes, and accuracy

i.i bomb-dropping. Special investigations for the .Admiralty

and the War Office include the analysis and examination of

deposits on airship envelopes, and tests of magnetos for

wireless installations to determine their liability to ignite ex-

plosive mixture* of gases.

A report on Gyroscopic Theory has been prepared bv Isir

G Greenhill, and was issued in December last.

Full Scale Work at the Royal Aircraft Factory.

The investigations at the Royal Aircraft Factory of design

of new or modified types of aeroplanes, and impro\'ement of

existing types, have been closely related to military require-

ments. In particular the theoretical study of stability, and

experiments on models associated therewith, has been tested

and demonstrated on full scale aeroplanes.

Reports from the Expe^ditionarv Force have indicated the

advantage of attention to strength and good construction In

all details of aeroplanes. In all machines now designed the

margin of strength exceeds that specified as required from

considerations of flattening out after a steep dive. The con-

sequent increase in weight has to some extent been compen-

sated bv other impro\'ements, and by increased aerodynamic

efficiency.

In military use further increase in strength has to be con-

sidered in relation to other factors affecting safety; in particu-

lar the merit of rapid climbing tends to safety of a different

kind, and limits the increase in strength and weight which

might otherwise be adjudged desirable.

|Th;it is to say, there niusc be a fac;or of safety against

being shot owing to inability to climb to a s.ife height, as

argued long ago in this paper.—Ed.]

In accordance with suggestions made bv the Committee to

the War Office, the use of autogenous welding has been dis-

pensed with in parts under stress. Many other matters of

detail -in design and construction as affecting strength have

also received attention.

Tests of new designs ha\-p shown that it is possible, with-

out sacrifice of oontrollabilily, to make the aeroplane in-

herently Tfable and capable of flying satisfactorily without use

of the controls. Improvements liave been introduced in the

shape of the body and engine covering, in tank capacity, in

the section and attacJiments of wires and in many other ways.

Experiments on alighting gear- have been continued, and

two standard types adopted as suited to special requirements.

[Can this mean the simple V chassis to increase speed?—Ed.]

New types of madiines have been designed embodying special

features which recent military experience has shown to be de-

sirable. In all of these it has been found possible to secure

stability under ordinary conditions. [Possibly the big fighting

machines mentioned by Mr. Tennant.—Kd.]

Wireless and other signalling apparatus has been designed,

and bomb-dropping gear has been fitted and investigated.

Experiments with engines have been continued, and four

types of engine for different purposes have been designed [By

the R.A.F., which denied that it was competing with engine

makers?—Ed.j and are being produced by various manufac-

tuiers for use in standard aeroplanes. INIuch work has also

been carried out in conjunction with makers of other types of

engine in this countr\ , and the experience gained in the test-

ing and repair of engines used on service machines has thus

been rendered of material assistance in the improvement in

detail of existing types.

Increased accommodation has been pro\ided for the instru-

ment department. The work of the factory in this respect

involves a considerable .-'mount of routine testing' of instru-

ments for use on aeroplanes, which can now be dealt with more
rapidly. Improvements have been made in the standardisation

of dimensions and methods of attachment of instruments, so

that those of different makers can bo readily attached to

standard instrument boards or supporting panels. Attention

has been given to tlie clear marking .and to the lighting of

instruments, and a dashboard lighting set has been produced.

A thorough investigation has been made into the sources of

compass error on the aeroplane, and a full report on the work
ha^ been presented to the Committee.

The d3'namometer and recording instruments for tests of full-

si^ed air-screws on the whirling arm have now been fitted,

and tests have been made. Owing to shortage in the power

it is not vet possible to obtain full speed conditions, but with

son-.e air-screws forward speeds of so to 55 miles per hour

have been reached, corresponding with the climbing speeds of

certain aeroplanes. It is hoped shortly to increase the speed.

Naval Work.
Close co-operation has been maintained between the ex-

perimental department at Teddington and the Air Df-partment

of the .Admiralty. The Committee is indebted to l!v Air De-

partment for assistance and information with regard to work
on airships and aeropl.anes, in relation to the experimental

in\'estigations on models.

The Committee has received from the Air Department re-

qtiests for investigations of the air pressure on airship sheds,

tests of wind screens, investigations relative to fabrics, and to

the material and design of parts of aeroplanes and of engines.

In July, by in\';tation of the .Air Department, the Committee
visited Naval .Air Stations, to inspect naval airships, aeroplanes

and seaplanes, and to examine certain questions on machines in

flight.

At the end of 1913 the experimental work in meteorology was
moved from Pyrton Hill to new qu.u-ters in tlie Royal .Aircraft

Factory at South Farnborough. The Meteorological Office at

South FarnlKjrough is administered as a branch of the Office

at South Kensington, and its normal stafi" consists of a

meteorologist provided by the Meteorological Committee, a

professional assistant provided through the .Advisory Commit-
tee, and a boy provided by the War Office. This involved the

organisation of an observing station for obtaining continuous

records of pressure, temperature, humidity, rainfall and sun-

shine, with regular observations for the purpose of oontol, of

frequent observations of air currents at different levels by

means of pilot balloons, and of arrangements for the supply

of charts, forecasts and other information to the Aircraft Fac-

tory, and to the naval and military wings quartered at South

Farnborough. The Commandant at Upa\'On has arranged for

the reciprocal checking bv the meteorologist at each station of

the special forecasts issued bv the other. Further progress with

experiments in meteorology has, for a time, been postponed.
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Aero=motors : In Kind and QonsirxicWon—{Continued)
BY GEOFFREY de HOLDEN-STONE.

Granting the assumption of tlie foundations of a motor,

piston and cylinder, it follows that the nearer to those founda-

tions improvement begins the better the prospect is for the

general efficiency of the motor, even if improvement goes

no further. That is why you find steam-engineers—whose
noses are rubbed against the subtleties of fluid-pressure daily

—

are prone to experiment more with new packings than with

any promising miracles in valve-gear or superheating. So
the method of putting the piston in its pot becomes of supreme
importance. The ideal is an extremely light and easy-fitting

—not to say sloppy—piston, which shall set up as little surface

friction with the cylinder-walls as may be, and that shall be

steadied in its course mainly by the length of its own trunk.

Which length, in my opinion, should never be less than that

of the stroke, and is better to be a full inch longer, even if

you have to slot out the bottom to make room for the con-

necting-rod at full thrust-angle.

Panhard, De Dion, and to a less degree Renault, all appre-

ciated these points from the first, so nobody was ever stalled

by piston-seizure with any of their cars. At the same time,

their names do not figure in the records of Gaiilon or the

Grand Circuits. Why?
Because against the realisation of this ideal arises the con-

sequent loss of pressure. Fifty pounds was all at the beginning,

and now in our gas-pipe cylinders it is nearer the hundred.

We may help things greatly with oil-rings and belts—indeed,

I have always advocated doing more, by pitting out the

pistons with externally-countersunk pockets over all the avail-

able trunk-space, until it resembles a section of possibilitv-

stocking—but although all this helps splash-lubrication and
every other kind to carry on the good work, it> limit of pres-

sure-resistance is soon reached.

We must therefore have a certain number of flexible scour-

ing rings. As few as may be, of course, so that they be leak-

proof—mutually, if not individually—which hitherto is just

what they have declined to be. They iy.<iU work round, unless

they are spigoted. And if they are spigoted they are spoilt as

piston-rings, and may readilv break, because spigoting obviously

sets their expansion and contraction movement to and from

middle points, instead of from the open ends all round. So
hitherto we have had to use three or four such rings, including

one at the lower end of the trunk, and still the combined
result is not leak-proof, because the pressure leaks over one

ring at a time.

True, the Belgians latterly introduced a kind of Z-bodied

double ring of which the ring members—the upper and lower

strokes of the Z—abutted on the diagonal. But though this

gadget was ostensibly leak-proof, it was so wide that one only

could be fitted, so the total available result was no better than

three ordinary rings.

But at long last the McOuay-Xorris interlocking ring as

illustrated—which is fitted to the Curtiss motors—has ap-

peared, to realise, apparently, all the ideal of easy piston body
lit combined with total freedom from leakage. For, set

logether, angle within angle, as they are, the vertical and
nori.Tontal of each ring mem-
ber naturally completely shut

off the opening in the other

one : yet both remain free to

expand and contract rela-

tively to each other, to the

piston, and to the C3'linder

wall. So each pair must
hp leak-proof i>e>- se. Con-

N o 1 c the two
piece, angle-io-

angle interlocking

construction
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Curtiss Model V, 160 h.p. Side view, showing Double Valves, etc.
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sequeiUly, one need not fit more than two of iheni around
the upper part of the piston to resist the gas-pressure at any
period of the cycle ; so not only is each charge of mixture
fully compressed, but the whole force of the power impulse
becomes available. At the bottom of the piston one need not
fit any ring at all : in fact, it is better not to place any such
obstacle in the waj of the oil reaching the surfaces of piston
and cylinder as freely as possible. Above the rings none of
the oil can get, so none can be burnt on the piston head or
the valves—which is the chief cause of pitting—so all carbon-
isation trouble, with its manifold secondary and tertiary ills

that lead good motors into hospital, should be got rid of.

Withal, the rings are free to work round the piston from
tlazes to breakfast-time without impairing their efficiency.

Minaretting Cylinders.

Nowhere, again, except on the drawing-board "f projected,
but alas, uncapitalised designs, have I seen such a fine example
of minaretting cylinder heads to increase axailable valve area
without unduly enlarging combustion space, a;, in the Curtiss
Model \"X. Xo original feature, as I say, but in this case,
fortunately carried out into being, as no one else ever did,

except Bertram Joy, in a single example that failed to surx ixe

the draughts of Olympia.

Nevertheless, the obviou-, fact that e\en the smallest segment
of a circle or sphere represents a greater area than any chord
or plane surface, makes it equally clear that the advantage of

minaretting is not made the most cf, unless the cylinder head
is domed at the same time, instead of being left flat. Perhaps
tlxe chief point to remember in this connection is that the
bigger the valve diameter, the less need the lift be ; which
not only lessens the tendency to pitting, but gives a quicker
release and inlet, beside saving the power expended in cam-
shaft rotation. Another is that a fairly liberal doming—since
it still confines the whole of the combustion effort to the piston-

head—more than compensates for any slight reduction in

pressure, b}' greater flexibility and smoother running.

Still, a third point is that with the valves operated—as is the

obvious method in any V-type—from rockers which are
pivoted more or less about the head-centre, the radii which
those rockers constitute from their pi\ot head become more
rectangular to the valve-stem ^, and jsress more directly upon
them. The rockers themsehes, too, are stronger, when curved
to match the cylinder-head profile, and so may be lighter. In
fact, when thus curved, there is nothing to prevent their being
formed as stampings, channelled out e\erywhere but at their

ends and pivoting points. Thus, to be critical—chiefly with
the motive of seeing so good a design .is the Curiiss made (he

most of—there seems to be nothing to hinder the doming of

[he cylinder h( ads of this \'X t\ pc— wiiich is said to gi\ e more

Sections of Cylinder Heads of the New VX Model 170=180=h.p.
Curtiss Aeromotor : showing Combustion Chamber, Minaretting

and Increased Valve Area.

than 170 h.p.—or both doming and minaretting the i6o-h.p.

Model \'. Neither of these models carry yokes, but are

nevertheless attached—through lugs on the cylinder heads in

the more conventional way—by tubular colonnette bolts to the

crank-chamber, according to the invariable Curtiss practice

in all models, for the reasons already given.

Otherwise, apart from the direct relation of the crankshaft

to the propeller—on which point there are two opinions—the

most immediately noticeable feature of the Cuitiss motors is

the valve-gear. It is no less interesting, too, as one of the

various single-tappet or concentric sy-stems of operating over-

head valves, tlTe merits of which—that valve-position being

clearly the best for four-stroke aeromotors—ma}" be usefully

discussed, especially since there is not twopence-worth of

patent-matter by this time in any of them.

Points of Valve-Gear Practice.

Thus the lower part of the Curtiss device, the double inlet

cam enclosing the exhaust cam, which lift a tubular jumper

—

slightly flatted on either side to prevent it rotating, and con-

taining a solid one—and these again lifting a tubular outer

tappet enclosing a solid rod—is substantially the same that

was used nearly fourteen years ago to operate the concentric

valve of the Napier heavy-oil marine motor; to which, however,

no intermediate rockers were attached, the valve-lift being

direct. A similar device, but with a different rocker connec-

tion, is emploved for the concentric valve in the Panhard and
the Dansette-Gillet motors. In both these last, however, only

the valves carry springs.

On the other hand, the earliest instance of the spring-bearing

tappet was seen on Lancia's first F.l.A.T. racing car. In

this case the diagonally-set valves were held up to their seat-

ings by a double leaf-spring and operated b\ a rocking beam,
l)ivoted above the spring, that was jointed to a single stout

tappet-rod. This rod—which had an adjustable button or

shoulder taking one end of a i oil-spring, the upper end of

which seated under a forked lug from the cylinder casting

—

was lifted or allowed to drop— in alternnti' compression and
tension—by a single cam cut with a recess and a neutral

portion following the exhaust ramj) : and thus rocked the

beam above.

Practically the same sj'stem is understood to be employed
ill the .Austro-Daimler aeromotor to-day, except that, instead

of Using a coiled spring to pull down the tappet-rod, it is

jointed to the middle of an anchored lever with two free

roller-bearing arms ; one of which extends over the exhaust

( am so that the rod is lifted, while the other projects under

an adjacent inlet cam to pull it down immediately afterwards.

The simple effectiveness of this arrangement, I remember,
appealed to that genial e.xperimentalist in motor curiosities,

Costantini, somewhere about ten years ago, in the great days

when one used to discover the genius of Latin motorcraft skied

Curtiss 170=180 h.p. Model VX. Rear View.
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Curtiss Model V, 160 h.p. Rear View.

in the galleries of the Grand Palais or buried in the Serres

de la Ville among the motor-boats and electrogenes. "Prior

user" is not the least of the weapons we can employ against

the Teutonic copyist !

Quite successfully, too, thi- Wolseley Company employed an

up.rprung, jointed tappet-rod with a stirrup or ring surrounding

the cam, in their 120-h.p. V-type of 1913.

And the Curtiss Way.

However, the Curtiss system is at least an original com-

bination of some of the foregoing materials. For the outer

tube—which is of higii-tensile steel, only three thirty-seconds

of an inch thick—is spun out into a shoulder at the lower end

to take a pulUdown spring. I suggest that threading it to

take an adjustable button, F.I.A.T. fashion, would be better,

to correct the spring variation ; but the seating thereof is just

as well taken as in the Lancia design, by a band-steeF stirrup

—through the top of which the tube is thrust—anchored to

the crank-chamber.

The upper end of the tube, however, is threaded, not only

for accurate adjustment, but also for attachment to the hollow

shank of a T-piece, the arms of which are jointed to the free

ends of an H-shaped rocker. The other ends of this rocker

are anchored to the sides of a central fulcrum-pillar on the

top of the motor, while the cross-piece of the H bears on the

tail end of the inlet valve. This enables the solid internal

rod, projecting upwards from the tube and through the hollow

of the T-piece, to be jointed to one end of a long rocking

lever pivoted centrally on the top cif the fulcrum-pillar, and

bearing with its free end on ,the tail of the exhaust valve.

And, fitting so closely as it does inside the tube, this rod

obviously reinforces the tube against any strains other than

the tension which it is constantly under, and is quite- %trong

enough to bear by itself. In fact, the only criticism I have to

offer of the entire system is that leaf-springs would hold up

the valves just as well, and be less subject to the effect of

heat ; and that the inner jumper—which fits like a pump-
plunger—fits just a shade too well for its work.

This form of vah-e-gear, it may be said here, is the^~one

employed not only for the original vertical four-cj lindered

6o-h.p. Model S Curtiss, but for the 70-h.p. V-type Model O,

the 90-h.p. Model OX, and the loo-h.p. Model 6xX. In the

i6o-h.p. Model V, however, in which four valves are mounted
in each cylinder, it is simply duplicated; while in the 175-h.p.

minaretted Model VX the two huge valves are operated in-

tlie conventional way, with a rocker and solid tappet-rod each.

Other Details.

As to the induction system, although the trunk leads from
tlie carburettor are handsomelv enough fitted with long sleeve-

like water-jackets connected with the return water lead,

frankly, for motors that are claimed to have undergone such

a searching process of development—and in other details cer-

tainly show it— I see nothing but the most conventional motor-

car practice : even obsolete, according to general aeromotor

experience. What else are manifolds that lead the mixture

round no fewer than four bends—the last one, to the middle

cjiinders, a reversing flow? Two omnibus-tubes for each

cylinder battery, united by a loop connection forward, would

surely have reduced these bends to a single turn-in to each

cylinder : the mixture stream would have circulated truly, and

the efficiencv result, on racing experience would certainly

not have been less. The construction cost in time and material

would, on the other hand, be reduced anywhere up to 50

per cent !

The latest European practice, too, would have prescribed

water connections of rather more generous diameter : if,

indeed, it did not permit—especially in a V-type motor—taking

the inlet in directly beneath the exhaust valves, after the

fashion so successfull)' adopted by Clement and other leading

Frenchmen. For, thin-walled though the beautifully-made

Curtiss cylinders are, the flanges that ha\'e been so thought-

fully set at intervals on their outer surfaces would have pre-

vented any distortion, e\en had the surrounding water been

hotter by many degrees : the condition, by the way, in which
the most is made of the combustion-effort. However, the

answer is that the hardest tests have not foLuid these connec-

tions anything but satisfactory.

On the other hand, in all the more important internal

m.echanical details the best European practice would be hard-

set to improve upon the specification, ^^'hat- could be better

contrived for their work than valves—in all cases large—with

cast-iron heads 2,5 inches wide, electro-welded to |-inch steel

stems? Or drop-forged connecting-rods of chrome-nickel steel,

with hollow-bored shanks? Or, again—except that the grain

runs better and with less irregular core in a forging—than a

crankshaft turned from a solid billet of chrome-nickel, with all

parts bored out, not only for lightness, but (o provide oil-

chambers and channels to the connecting-rods and bearings?

What spacing, too—where space is doled out in sixty-fourths

—

could be more judicious than allotting 3^ inches for the end
bearings, with i 13-16 inch for the three intermediates? .\nd

whatever may be our own ideas as to the fitting of those'

bearings, that grinding of the crankshaft to half a ten-

thousandth shows American accuracy of fit—when it is con-

sidered worth while—to be equal to our very best attainments.

We can trust American skill to .'make our time-fuses and to

ream the almost in\isible air-holes therein that lead to the

detonating charge.

(To be continued.)

The Invasions of England.
Mr. Kellaway (L., Bedford) asked the Prime Minister in

the House of Commons on June 24th if he would state how
many open towns and unfortified pi. ices in the United King-
dom had been attacked by Germany, and how many civilians

had been killed and wounded respectively as a result.

Mr. Brace (Under-Secretary, Home Department), who>
answered, said : The reply made to a question on February
22nd last sa\e the number of civilians killed and injured in

the bombardment of the Hartlepools, .'Scarborough, and A\'hitby

by hostile warships. The figures were 127 killed and 567
injured. There ha\e been altogether fourteen attacks by
hostile aircraft, e.Ktending over wide areas, and chiefly directed

against unfortified towns, villages, and country districts. The
total casualties in these raids arc : Killed, 56, of whom 24
were men, all of them cixilians, 21 wonun, and 11 children;,

w^founded, 13S, of whom 86 were men, 35 women, and 17
children.

" Toujours les Zeppelins."
Quite recently a youth of the quasi "nutty" type, who might

quite conceivably have been eligible for Service, was observed
to emerge from a certain restaurant near Piccadilly whioh
possesses an underground grill room. Immediately he reached
the top of tlie stairs he noticed a crowd of people across the

road, gazing with ojjen mouths at a point in the sky im-
mediately behind the restaurant. With the greatest presence of

mind he immediately turned round in his tracks and bolted

down the stairs into the grill like a scared rabbit ! .Actu.illv

the crowd were gazing at an Army balloon about 7,000 feet up.
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Aeroplanes in the House.
In the Houio of Commons on June 24tJi, Mr. Hohler (U.,

Chatham) asked the Prime Alniister whether he would take

steps to confer on ihe nioll'er of the late Lieut. \\'arnefard,

R.N., \'.C., a subst;intial annuity as a mark of the nation's

appreciation of his distinguished career and gallant conduct.

j\Ir. Macnamara (.Secretary to the Admiralty), w-ho replied,

said the regulations provided for tlie award of pensions to the

mothers of nax.il ol't'cers who wore killed on duty, but the

grant of any such pen>ion was subject to the condition that

pensions might be awarded only to mothers who were widows
in distressed circumstances. In \'iew of the wording and in-

tention of the regulations he did not tJiink that any award
cculd be made in this case. He took this opportunity, on bi--

half of the Board of Admiralty, of expressing their sense of the

great loss which the .Service had sustained through the death

of this heroic voung officer and of ilieir deep sympathy wilh

his relatives. (Cheers.)

It is altogether lamentable that people who are thus unable

to see things in their proper pro|K)rtions should Ije allowed a

say in the councils of the nation. Why should a lady who has

a husband and holds a good ]X)sition in society be deserving

of a pension when many gentle .vomen are in a state of penury

owing to the deaths of their husbands on active service, or

even to their having volunteered for service and having given

up good positions to do so? The newspaper fuss over the

young officer lately deceased stems to have u|3set comjiletely the

correct point of view on c\ei'ything' connected with his life

and death.
* * *

In the House of Commons on June ^Sth, .Mr. Lynch, who
had three questions on rhe paper addressed to the Minister of

Munitions and dealing with the production of aeroplanes, com-
plained he had been referred lo the Under-Secretary for War
for the answers. He wished to put live questions to a live

man. (Laughter, and cries of "Withdraw!")
Mr. Tennant. on rising to reply was greeted with laughter,

and Mr. Lvnch said he would postpone ;hem tiil to-morrow.
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.Sir J. Simon (Esse.x, W'alihamjlow, L.j, in reply to Mr.

Neville (W igan, U.), said no doubt the bublic w ould pay heed

t<j tlie wiirnings of the Commissioner of Police as to keeping

si'.nd or water in readiness in case ot air raid fires, and not

purchasing portabl-,.- tire extinguishers without a proper

guarantee. Advertisements were being careluUy watched, and

fLirlher action would Ije taken if this appeared neces5ar\-.

Xon-commi--siuned oflicers and men are now in soi^ie instances

trained as pilots, and more will be trained as occasion arises.

Mr. Tennant, who made this statement in Parliament on

June 28th, in reply to Mr. Joynson-Hicks, added that experience

had proved the thirty-year age limit lor commissions in the

Royal Flving Corps to be wise, and only in exceptional in-

stances is it departed from. There is, Mr. Pennant said, an

nnundant supply of applicaris of suitable age.

The Week-End at Hendon.
Saturday was liriglit and bree/y. Pbere wa^ a good attend-

ance at Hendon, the crowd including a whole hospitalful of

wounded soldiers from Brocklev Hill, who lent an unusual

note of colour to the aerodrome in their blue suits. The air

was anything but pleasant for flying, but a large number of

exhibition flights were made during the afternoon.

The pilots out included, of course, Messrs. Man ton, Winter

and Osipenko on G -W. biplanes, working hard in a gusty

wind blowing up to 30 miles per hour. One or two excellent

flights on a Beattv-Caudron w-ere made by Mr. Kenworthv.
By the way, he was also out on the same machine last week-

end, but was then erroneously announced as "Mr. Jolinston."

Mr. Moore took up several passengers on his L. and P
Caudron, including a clergvnian who has develojjeQ much
enthusiasm for flving and has recently had a number of flights.

On .Sunday heavy showers spoiled a good day's flving.

Mr. Beatty has erected a hefty bench at the back of the

stand in the shilling enclosure, srnd was busii-; engaged on

Saturday in testing the Roberts two-stroke engine, to which
brief reference was made in a recent issue of The .^eropla.n'e.

It was fitted with a Paragon three-bladcd propeller, and though

" yOUR Country needs

you. How better

can you serve 3-our

Country than by flying

for il ? We make that

possible."

THE
NORTHERN AIRCRAFT Co., Ltd.

Bowness-on-Windepmere,

'Plnone— 114 Windermere.
Wire—"Aircraft, Windermere."

KINDLY MENTION "THE AEROPLANE" WHEN CORRESPONDING WITH ADVERTISERS.
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no figures are available at the moment we gathered that the
first experiments were very satisfactory.

The London and Provincial Aviation Company have in hand
orders for three more machines to be supplied to private in-

dividuals who, like Mr. Moore, have not yet succe^ided in

entering the R.N.A.S. or the R.F.C. Mr. Moore, we under-
stand, was rejected on account of deficient eyesight, but his

flying at Hendon leaves little, if anything, to be desired. It

is a very encouraging sign to learn of orders from private
owners coming in, and the Services are bound to benefit. The
hard work and enterprise shown by Mr. Warren during the
past few 3'ears deserve recognition.

School and Weather Reports.
Mon. lues. Wed. Thurs. Fii. bun.

East Coast ...
|

HeiMlon
-j

Fine

Fair

Fine

Very
W.ndy

Fine &
Show'y
Very
Windy

Fine

Very
Windy

Fine

Fair

Fine

Fair

Wet, a.m.

Fine p in,

Fair

Hendon.

—

.At the Beatty School of Flying.—Instructors
for the week : Messrs. G. \\. Beatty, W. Roche-Kelly, C. B.
Prodger and P. A. Johnston.

Pupils with instructor on machine : Messrs. Banks (25
mins.), Bond (25), Chalmers (22), Grossman (25), Delves (40),

Eaton (17), Fawcett (10), Fox (17), Jones (11), Rohb (15), Ross
(41), Tomlinson (25), Vickers (5), Then (17), S.-impson (8),

Alcock (18), Collett (6), Litton (8), Boyle (10).

Machines in use : Beatty-W right dual control and single-

seater and Gaudron biplanes.

Mr. KenworLhy, who has now for some time been taking
extra practice at the school, flying alone on the 45 h.p. Gau-
dron, put in 105 minutes during the week on rhis machine.
Mr. Blandy continued practice on the 45-h.p. Gaudron.
Exhibition flights were given on Thursday, Saturday and

Sunday by Messrs. Roche-Kelly, Prodger, Johnston, Ken-
worthv and Blandy, and four passenger flights were taken.

At thk Grahamf,-Whiti; School.—Instructors for the we^k :

Messrs Manton, Russell and Winter. Pupils with instr. :

Prob. Fit. Sub-Lieuts. Gayton, Douglas, Hardman, Murray,
Pearson, Penley, Perham, Roach-Pierson, Sievking and
Watkins. Strts. alone : Prob. Fit. Sub-Lieuts. Hardman,
Hood, Pearson, Pennington and Watkins. Half circs, alone :

Prob. Fit. Sub-Lieuts. Hardman, Hood; with instr., Pearson
and Watkins. Machines : Grahame-\^'hite biplanes.

At the Ruffy-Bauma.n'n School.—Instructors for the week :

Messrs. B'aumann, Ruffv, Virgilio and Winchester. Pupils

with instr. : Messrs. Perrins (10), Fenning (10), Wilson (10),

May (6), Gardner (20), Wallis (19), Mathewson (6) and Balfour

(38). Strts. alone: Wilson (10), May (6), Wallis (19) and
Balfour (10). 8'.5 and circs. : Mr. Bell (21), Mr. Bertrim
Charles Bell of R.N.A.S., Chingford, pnssed excellent brexet,

one of Ihe best for some time. Machines : 6o-h.p. Ruffy-Bau-
mann, 50-b.p. Gaudron type and 50-h.p. Ruffy-Baumann tractor

biplanes. I'npropitious weatlier has stopped much school work
this week. '.A new 50-h.p. Gaudron type is now ready, so more
vacancies are now open and inquiries are welcomed.

\t London and Provixclal Aviation 'Co.'s School.—In-

structors : Messrs. VV. D. Smiles, M. G. Smiles, W. T.'War-
ren, and James. Pupils : Messrs. Dower, Minter, E'veridge,

and Pullinger, straights ; Messrs. Jacques and Wattine,
straights ; Messrs. .Adams, Scott, Gunner, McOnie, Sykes,
Wood, rolling ; Messrs. Irwing and Nethersole, circuits ; Messrs.
Dower and Minter, half-circuits. Lieut. Nethersole took ex-

cellent ticket ; his first landing being actually on the mark.
Machines in use : Three L. and P. tractor bipl uies.

At the Hall .\viation School the following pupils were re-

ceiving practice : W'hh Instructor Stevens : Messrs. Snook, Fur-
long and Mitchell.

With instructors C. M. Hill and H. H. James, the following
pupils were taking rolling practice r Messrs. Hamer, Booker,
Cook, Yonge, Lieut. Jowett, Snowdon, Hatchman, Mill-

bourne, Bell, Cownie, Baylev.

The following pupils were doing straight flights with in-

structor H. H. James : Lieut. Phillpott, Lieut. Raymond-
Barker, Mr. Gordon and Mr. Gay.
Machines in use : Hall tractor (Go\crnment t\pe) biplanes.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS

All advertisements for this column should arrive at this

office by 6 p.m. MONDAY to ensure insertion.

Special PREPAID Rate—18 words I'Q', Situations wanted
ONLY— 18 words 1/- id. per word after.

For the convenience of Advertisers, replies can be received at

the office of "THE AEROPLANE," 166, Piccadilly, W.

PATENTS.
How TO TAKE OUT PATENTS IN ENGLAND AND

ABROAD." (By Arthur E. Edwards, F.G.I. P.A.) 2S.

pwst free.

—

Arthur Edwards & Co., Ltd., Patent Agents and
Ccnsulting Engineers, Chancery Lane Station Chambers,
W.G. 'Phone 4536 Holborn.

PATENTS ; trade marks ; inventors advised free.—King's
Patent Agency, Ltd., 165, Queen Victoria Street, Lon-

don. 28 years' references.

PATENTS.—Instructive leaflet free from STANLEY,
POPPLEWELL & CO., Chartered Patent Agents, 38,

Chancery Lane, W.G.

TUITION.

The London and Provincial

School of Flying

NEXT VACANGY, JULY 14th

MACHINES.
BIPLANE (two-seater) for Sale, fitted with dual controls,

6o-h.p. engine ; suitable for school work.—Bo.x No. 657,

"The Aeroplane," 166, Piccadilly, W

.

MOTOR CAR.

IT.\L.\ Car, 100 h.p., property of the late Mr. Gustav

Hamel. New body, Rudge-Whitworth detachable rims,

two spares, powerful electric lamps and dynamo, self-starter,

etc. Cost ;£ri,45o; accept ;£'500 or nearest offer.--Dawson
Higgins, loi, Fulham Road, London.

WORKS FOR SALE.

TO LET. W'aterside premises at Cowes. Suitable for Sea-

plane work. 200 feet frontage to the River Medina, with

large Joiners' Shop, Saw Mills, and wood-working machinery.

Stores, etc.—Box No. 661, "The Aeroplane," 166, Picca-

dilly, W.

PROPELLERS.
HAUV^IERE'S famous Integral Propellers hold all records;

/ used by all leading aviators. The best.—Sole proprietors

for Great Britain and Colonies, The Integral Propeller Co.,

Ltd., IB, Elthorne Road, Upper Holloway, N. Telephone:

Hornsey 2345. Telegram.s : "Aviprop (Upholl), London."

EBORA PROPELLER COMPANY
BISHOPS HALL, THAMES STREET

KINGSTON-ON-THAMES.
Telephone : Telegrams

:

Kingston 672- " Ebora," Kingston-on-Thames.

FOR EFFICIENCY, ACCURACY AND RELIABILITY-

C^he Aeroplane.
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PHOTOGRAPHS.
PILOT PORTRAITS
The F N B Series of Copy-
right Pilot Portraits includes

cobvQcu- 9e:»je4 all the most notable Pilots of

the Flying World. Unmounted, post free, Sizes 12 by 10 in.,

2S, 6d. ; 8 by 6 in., is. 6d. ; 6 by 4 in., is. 2d. Mention The
Aeroplane and write for NEW LIST of 350 pilots.

.The photographs in the "F. N. B." series tan be obtained

from F. N. Birkett direct at the above prices,

F. TV. BIRKE'XT
97 PERCY ROAD, SHEPHERD'S BUSH. LONDON. W.

WE HAVE THE MEN OF THE MOMENT.

SITUATIONS VACANT.
FITTER Charge-hands ^^"anted. Those used to aeroplane

work preferred. First-class fitters used to other accurate

work may apply also. No man at present engaged on Govern-

ment work need make application.—Write or appl^^ to nearest

Board of Trade Labour Exchange, mentionintj this paper and
No. A 360.

. Those used to balloon

stating age, experience, and
65S, "The .Aeroplane," i66,

wANTED, two experienced Ri

work preferred.—Appl

wages required, to Box No
Piccadilly, W.

WANTED, Tube Workers and Aeroplane Erectors for

Government work at Lincoln. Good wages and railway
fare paid. No men on Government work need apply.—Write
or apply nearest Board of Trade Labour Exchange, mentioning
this paper and No. A io6.

WANTED, Fitter-erectors, Wiremen, and Woodworkers for

Government aeroplane work at Loughborough, Leices-
tershire. Good wages. Hours, 7.30 a.m. to o p.m. ; overtime
also worked. No man already on Government work should
apply.—State experience and references to Board of Trade
Labour Exchange, Loughborough, mentioning this paper.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
Inspector, see

-Box No. 660,

WOODWORKING Shop Foreman, or

engagement. First-class abilities.

-

Aeroplane," 166, Piccadilly,

ADA'ERTISER, expert craftsman, extensive all-round
rience in construction of Government machines,

roughly practical man, first-class organiser, disciplinarian,

position as \\'orks Manager or General Foreman. H
testimonials.—.\pplv Box No. ("150, "The Aeroplane,"
Piccadillv,

is re-
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MISCELLANEOUS.
GENTLEMAN'S 1914 Model de Luxe Cycle, fitted with

B.S.A. 3-speed gear, latest improvements, gear-case, all

accessories
; new jast September. Accept 15s. ; reason

explained. Approval willingly.—58, Cambridge Street, Hyde
Park, London.

AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING.-Correspondence tui-

tion in sections or complete course, 12 lessons.—British
School of Engineering, 36, Maiden Lane, W.C.

H.ARDWOOD for Aeroplanes. Specially selected, air-dried

timber as supplied to leading constructors in Britain and
the Continent. Silver Spruce, Ash, Poplar; Hickory and Ash
Skids; Threeply ; Thin Cedar and Mahogany for Floats; Wal-
nut for Propellers —William Mallinson and Sons, Ltd., Hack-
ney Road. 'Phone, 3854 Central, 4770 Wall.

LONDON AERODROME, HENDON,
N.W.

BE PREPARED
To take lip a COMMISSION
fully equipped. The Eoyal

Flying Corps and the Eoyal

Naval Air Service need men

—

efficient men who can ify HIGH-
P( )WEREl ) A EIIOPLANES.

WE TEACH ON SAFE HIGH-
POWERED TRACTOR BIPLANES
-GOVERNMENT CAUDRON TYPE
(60h.p. 81 50h.p. Gnome Engines).

"The Aekopi.^ni: (May I.', 1915) says—

"The Ruffy-Banmanu School of Flying

IS NOT LACKING IN EFFICIENCY."

FFICIENCY
COUNTS!

Write to us for particulars.

OFFICES AND WORKS-
KENDALL'S MEWS, George St., PORTMAN SQ.,W.

Phone—5048 Padd.

f ' Trade [MENDINg Mark. v

Liquid scotch glue |f
Ready for use at once.

I'SED BY THB LKAOING AEROPLANE CONSTRUCTORS.^
I MOISTURE PROOF.

j

W hi: for Vric- /,,V mid -t'lirth-uUtf^ -
'

•

MENDINE CO., 8, Arthur'Sirtfet London Bri'irc Y. C J&
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The Sopwith Aviation Co.^ Ltd.
CONTRACTORS TO THE ADMIRALTY AND WAR OFFICE

Offices and Works KINGSTON-ON-THAMES

Telephone: Telegrams:

Kingston 774 (3 Lines). "Sopwithi Kingston."

!riiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii[iiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiii^
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BIPLANES. I

I ^ .

'

I

I
SPEED VARIATION

! || "^'^f^' ^^xij FULL LOAD. |

1 On February 27th, at Ithaca, N.Y., a Thomas Tractor Biplane climbed |

I 4000 ft. in 1 0 minutes, carrying pilot, 4 hours' fuel, |

I and ballast equivalent to 31 cwt. of Bombs. j

I
THOMAS BROS. AEROPLANE Co. (Inc.) Ithaca, New York, U.S.A.

|

I ^Euyopean Representative: OLIVER W. THOMAS. "The Mount," Mavelstone Rd., Bromley, Kent

TELEPHONE 394 BROMLEY.

~illlliiill!!l!li!ll!|l!!llliillllillilillillllllilllillllllll|lllllllllllil!lllllll||illlllin

Printe<! for 1 hh Aeroplane and General Publishing Company, Limited, by Bonner & Co., The Chancery Lane Press, Rolls

Passag*
,
London, E.C. ; and Published by Wm, Dawson & Sons, Limited, at Rolls House, Breams Buildings, Londor

Branches in Canada, Toronto, Montreal, and Winnipeg ; in South Africa : Cape Town, Johannesburg, and Durban.
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